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Pub closed, still in SAC's hag
by D. W. Dorken
Students might not be too happy that the
SAC Pub wall be closed until November. but
they're not as angry as the Swdent Administra·
tive Council (SAC) President Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis was when he learned the Administration
wanted to take control of it
"Where was (University President Dr.
Ron) Ianni before? He was president of the
University last year!" Tsilfidis said, of the
University's early summer move to talce over
the Pub.
"It took three months to come to an
agreement, and in those three months, valuable
time was wasted for constructionand renovation."
he said.
In the next few months. the Pub will
undergo an extensive $110-130,000 facelift,
replacing the bar. dance floor~ and all Pub
equipment
Tsilfidis claims the Pub will be open by
November, but other sources have put the date
at January.
In addition to the new Pub, there will also
be a new Pub manager, and SAC entertainment
co-ordinator . On May 8, Nancy Bauer. Pub
Manager since the summer of 1983, was fired,
and former entertainment co-ordinator Neil
Schectrnan s term was completed.
Tsilfidis said Bauer's termination was the
result of unsatisfactory petformance of her
duties.
One of the Admirustration·s concerns about
the poor operation of the Pub concerned its
lack of upkeep. On May 13 the Windsor Fire
Department, the LLBO, and the WindsorEssex Count} Health Unit inspected the Pub.
and found it below standard in several respect~.
The rug was "emanating a foul odour".
ventilation was ''very poor", the glasswasher
wasn't working properly, the icc-malcer was

unclean. and the beer cooler was growing
fungus.
Tsilfidis had already realized this problem
however. and had instructed his Vice-President
of Finance. John Mill, to "look into private
cleaning companies", to see about having the
Pub re-cleaned.
Tsilfidis admits the pub's management
wasn't up to par financially, making, he said,
only $1,000 for the students last year.
"There have been declining revenures over
a long period of time," said Ianni. "The
Licence is ours and we have certain legal
responsibilities because of the fact that we hold
the licence."
Ianni claims that. like many other bar
owners. the administration was concerned
about possible law suits. should a Pub patron
become involved in a traffic accident after
leaving the facility while under the int1uence of
alcohol.
"We had a question of insurance. about the
LLBO (Liquor Licence Board of Ontario)
regulations and, it also seemed to us that with
the constant turnover in the administraion of
SAC, there wa~n·t a long planning period so
that things could be done in the Pub to the
benefit of all," he said.
•·My bottom lme was this, Jwant a Pub that
we can all be proud of. one that's clean, and
had all the facilities offood services with coffee
and all of those things including the alcohol.
and I wanted something that we could show to
the students, a kmd of show piece ...It didn't
seem to me that we were as good as we could
have been ... Ianni said.
SAC claimed they could live up to Ianni' s
expectations, and by the end of June. they had
agreed on the new proposals. In the end. SAC
retained control of the Pub, and started working
on plans for renovations.0

University President Ron Ianni holding ,is faca

Student drugplan upgraded, pays full expenses
by Lynoita-Jo Fromm

A new drug plan has ,been implemented this year that
pays I 00 per cent reimbursment instead of 80 per cent
I~ previous years students paid a $15 deductable charge.
This has also been discontinued
Through SAC fees. students are charged five dollars a
year to be covered under a drug plan. Every few years. the
council changes brokers as better deals come along.

"We are constantly shopping the marketto look for better
deals". said SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis. "The big

advantage of this plan is it works on a card system. there is no
cash outlay."
In previous years students ha~ to pay for prescriptions.
save the receipts, fill out claim forms, then submit them to
SAC.
The new policy. handled by American Home Insurance
and Hartford Insurance, will dispose of any paper work for
the Commissioner of Residences, Doug Steele.
"The old plan caused a lot of inconvieniences because if
someone forgot one little bit of information, the insurance
company would have to send it back to us. Then we would
have to contact the student," said Steele.

will outweigh the $30 to other students.
After a delegation of graduate students
It's a matter of taking the good with the approached the boaro c00eeming post.residenbad as this year's residency fees have increased cy fees, it was felt that a study should be
by $30 while post-residency fees have been made of all fees, Dr. Ianni said. "We didn't
want to look only at the surface."
cut by more than $600.
The study' s results establishedthat although
The parties involved- Students Adminipost-residency fees were too high and regular
sttative Council (SAC), graduate students,
fees too low, both would have to be brought in
and the university's Boardof Governorsacknowledged that the cut in one had to be line.
"Those two moves will now bring us to
offset with an increase somewhere else.
"You haveto look at the whole package, the middle of the road with other universities
if students want equity then they should have across the province'', he said
On the students' side, SAC president
it on all fronts," said university president Dr.
Ron Ianni However, he said students will John Carlos Tsilfidis felt that there bad to be
sooie oompomiseto get whatthe post graduate
see that the cost saved by the grad students
by John Wawrow

Since 95 per cent of the claims arc in th1: form of
accidents and larger claims will still require more attention b}
SAC.
Tsilfidis said more students will be likely to use the
service because the hinderences are gone. The card that is
granted to all full time undergraduate students is accepted
almost anywhere in North America
The cost of the new plan to SAC is $4.80 per student The
cost of the old plan was $4. 75 per student
The new plan, like the old, doesn't cover birth control
pills. A plan including this coverage would cost students an
extra $19 per year. D

students needed.
"Obviously SAC is not in favour of any
increases but there had to be some give and
talce in this situation", he said.
"It would be nice to have everything but
it's their(the board's) formula of compensation."
"SAC is in full supportofbringing(Windsor's graduate students) in line with the rest
of Ontario," he added.
According to a report submitted to the
board of governors last June only two
universities acrossOntario-Windsor and McMaster- charge post resident students full
fees. Post resident students, the report read,
are defined as "those students in the second

or later ofa masters program or third or later
year of a doctoral program."
The study's authors, Robin Swainson
and Linda Piper, found that ''at Windsor,
post-residency fees are about $600 a year
higher for Canadian students and about
$3,000 a year higher for visa students (as
comparedto othertmiversities
in theprovince)".
Submitted with the report were 200 signitures from gra.-J students. There are about
540 graduate students presently enrolled at
Windsor.
The report recommendedthat fees be
lowered by SOper cent on the basis that wih
lower fees, the university could attract more
students and make up the costs that way.O
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Switch from highlighting to Jotting notes without changing pens.
Textorcomes In sixbright fluorescent colors, each with a blue
ballpoint pen.

Available now at your college bookstore.

socialgaffes
Friday, September 6
Free popsicles will be handed out at the registrars
office from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Detroit Film Theatre premleres Elaine May's comic
melodrama MlckeyandNckey. fortid<etinformotion: (313) 832-2730.

September 5,6,7
Burden of Dreams. and Werner Herzog Eats His
Shoe, are being shown at. the Cinema Windsor
located at 52 Universl1yAve. Cost is $3.50. Coll
254-CIN~ for information.
September 11,12,13
Open Houseat Iona College 208 Sunset Ave.

SUnday, September •
Last day of the Automobile and Culture-Detroit
style exhibit. at the Detroit Institute of Ms.

hmlndels
Universl1yplayers season tickets are now on sole.
Subscribe now and receive one free show. Coll
253-4565 for information.

Monday, September 9
Iona College corn roast at 208 Sunset Avenue
from 2:00 to 6:00 p.m.

PILambda Phi Fraternity is opening a chapter on
campus Coll Kelly at 787-0691 for information.

The Hecklers is being shown at Cinema Windsor.
Admission Is free.

A lifeguard meeting is being held September
18th at 7:00 p.m. in room 201. faculty of Human
Kinetics building. New guards are welcome.

Playball.
INTHEHEART
OFOOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're 1ust minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational fac,hty We ' re an exciting new1club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball'Wall
courts• Universal Gymn • Saunas• Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We've Got It All'

Student
Memberships

(

~Ill-

'

{;:gEvery Tuesday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid
Rock Videos.
-{:! Great food & a great time.

World
Champion
of Combined
Art of
Hair Styling

1760 Huron Church Rd.,

258-0041

Vanier Vittles
Sept. 9-15. 1985

WNCH
11:00-1:30

SUPPER
4:30-6:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Fingers
Zucch1ne Cheese Casserole

Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie w/crust

Tue6day

Cream of Tomato Soup
Corned Beef & Swiss
Braised Swiss Steak

Lasagna
Breaded Grilled Perch

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

5'.veet & Sour Chicken
Ch1m1changa

Cream of Celery
Submarine Hot Wrap
Grilled Beef Llver

'oast Turkey
,ndon Broil

Boston Oam Chowder
Fresh l /4 Pounder
Turkey Fned Rice(egg rolls)

Ash & Chips
Roast Pork

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Saturday

Soup
Ch1h
A5sorted Sandwiches

Sunday

Soup
Chicken Fried Steak

SUPPER
4:30-6:30
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Top Sirloin Steak

Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppini

PROFESSIONAL
~'{
HAIRSTYLIST
~~~~

:tU v~,'t
('\o/o'5 ou\.~

'i\J-p\'2>c

Everyday except Saturday
Appointment Necessary
2846 University Ave. W. ( very close to campus)
Phone 258·2490
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Come Alive 85 '
by Lynnita-Jo Fro mm

W ith a vaca ncy rate of0.6 percent, man)'
students are ha, ing a difficult time finding a
place to Iive.
The residence halls are full, and have a
waiting list of 150.
"Look elsewhere, with a list like the one
we have, there is not much we cando,"said a
residence office spokesman.
The University Centre runs a well used
off campus housing service throughout the
year .
.. It can be safely estimated that 500
pla,;es have been rented through our service
this summer," said Mary Lou Thibert. manager
of the University Centre.
Thibert said the students that have waited
until the end of August or beginning of
September to find housing will have to make
consessions and realize that they may not get
an ideal place, that's "cheap. close and
nice".
Many students weren't able to come to
Windsor earlier to find an abode because of
work or travel.
A couple from British Columbia entering
the Masters program in Biology. a teachers
college student returning from Europe, and a
fourth year engineering student returning
from Winnipeg. were examining the student
housing booklets last Thursday. There was
no wa1 they could make it to Windsor any
earlier.
"It doesn't look too great right now, but I
will find a place because park benches are not
too comfortable,'' said George, the European
traveller.
The word is out. however that there is a
housing shortage and people are deciding to
rent out the extra room. It is a success but
Kevin Williams, Commissioner for internal
Affairs, has long term ideas for extending the

the fact they will have to take places farther
away from campus and use the bus system.''
Thibert said one of the problems is out of
towners being unaware of the rental problems
in Windsor.
"They think they can come into town,
find a place to live, and move in next week. It
does not work like that", she said.
What the University service offers is a
service other than that provided in the local
paper. The centre does not advertise the
service other tha n by word of mouth.
'"The best thng we can do is to make it a
point to the administration and the Provincial
Government the importance of students having
a decent place to live," he said.
A study to expose the problems encountered by students, and the number of students
involved is called for. Williams also said the
reasones for the problems should be examined,
and solutions should be offered.
'·Everyone realizes the same problems
are encountered year after year, what we
need is organization:·said Williams.
In past years students have turned to the
Y.M.C.A. for shelter during the crisis. This
year the Y.M.C.A., located on Pelisser Street
is full.
Madeline Harden of the centre said they
are expecting six students this week. but
there are no more openings in the immediate
future.
"Sorry we can not help more. we like
having students around, but the vacancy rate
in Windsor makes it difficult," said Harden.
A double room rents at the Y.M.C.A. for
35 dollars a week.
Home locators. another service students
frequently tum to for assistance in finding
shelter. said the volume of students corning to
the service is about normal considering the
time of year.
"The vacancy rate is tight. I advise
students to grab what they can now, and they

service.

can continue to look for a place that is more

There is a shortage. but students will
adjust. Thibert said.
.. Alternatives are either doubting up to
meet the higher rental charges. or accepting

agreeable," said a Home Locator Spokesman.
Home locators charges a $35 fee for a
four month membership. This includes a five
dollar discount for students. D

Sunday, Sept. 8th
- Film. It will be shown at 1120 MB "The Breakfast Club" .
Monday, Sept. 9th
-11 :00 to 4:00 BBQ everyday Mon.-Fri.
-12:00 noon Lancer Blue and Gold Squad demonstration beside
Pub Patio.
-2:00 Iona Cornroast (6th Annual) at Iona.College on Sunset.
-8:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m., Ambassador Auditorium Welcome Back 1
Bash with "Bitter Sweet Alley" admission $3.50, prizes.
Tuesday, Sept. 10th
-1:00 "The Nomads" at the U.C. reggae fun.
-8:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. Ambassador Audito rium presents Malibu
Beach Party, music by "With A Buller', prizes, Social Sciences
Society.
' Wednesday, Sept. 11th
-10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. Club Carnival Day, prizes and fun, music by
"The Five o'clock newscast" JAZZ!
-12:00 noon to 2:00 p.m., taste challenge (Commerce Society)
beside Pub Patio.
.
-8:00 p.m.1:00 a.m. Ambassador Auditorium SAC ar:d Mar1<et1ng
present "Sample and Hold" with special guest and pnzes-admlssion $5.00 at the door, advance- $3.00 for marketing members
and $4.00 for non-members .

soft constructed
sport coats
oversize fit.
pleated
baggies ,
flannels
& tweeds
100/o
Discount
for
Students
& Faculty

368
Ouellette

254-78 78

Summer Fun All Over

Do you need MONEY??
WHY NOT SELLAND/OR
BUYTHOSEOLD TEXT
BOOKSAT THE

® A•
.

Fall Fun Just
Beginning
At

S.A.C. USEDBOOK SALE
SAC Will be taking in your old
textbooks starting
Monday, September 2nd through
Frtday, September 13th in the
ExtensionLounge, 1st Floor,
UniversityCentre

Opening Tuesday
September 3, 1985
at 6:30 p.m.
Vanier Hall
Come In and Join Us

-

Edffor
D W Dorken

Managing Editor
Martin Stevens

News Editor
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Arts Editor
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The Lance office is located on the Second

Floor. University Centre. University of Windsor .
Windsor . Ontario N9B 3P4
Phone (519) 253-4060 or 253-4232 (Ext.
3910).
The Lcn:e is published every Thursday
during the Foll and Winter semesters by the
Student Meda Co,poatla ~ lkwerstty ot 'Mnc:l.n.
Opinions e><Pf8$$8d
In the ~ are not
necessarily those of the Unlve,sity of Windsor.
or the Studenfs Mmlnlstrotive Council.
SubScription rates ore $15 per year In
Canada S18 in the U.S.and $20 outside the
continent. Entered as first class moil at the
Post Office of Canada.
The Lance is a member of the Canadian
University PrE'SS
(CUP) and the Canadian Com'Tiunity Newspaper Association (CCNA).

Though you probably don 't realize 1t.you've missed a
lot in these last few months. The grad students worked it so
their fees were lowered by 50%, and undergrads were
raised by about $30. Then there was the pub fiasco.
Nancy Bauer was fired after two years as Pub manager .
· The Administration took the Pub away from SAC, after
call in-; in a handful of government inspectors to check the
pace out. The inspectors , and so we suppose , the administration, didn't like what they saw.
In their wisdom , they decided all might be best if they
and our angels of culinary conception , Saga Foods, took
over the Pub.
Our fearless SAC President. Jon Carlos Tsilfid1s was
not. as they say, amused. He and his cronies spent a few
late nights over the word processor. harangued with Or.
Ron Ianni

for a few months , then won back the right to

operate said pub .
For one year.
And, of course, for all of you that will be using this
newspaper for a sheet on your favorite park bench, there's
a shortage of housing in our lovely little town. Things are so
bad that the Y is even turning down the lowly students.
There's no room in the inn, they said biblically.
There will be, as always, the usual parking problems.
Saga will be serving the same fair, or should I say fare. And,
as usual, tuition is rising, jobs are decreasing, and it's not
safe to fly on planes unless you like smoking.
That, to say the least. is ironic.
All of us smokers, who are gladly killing ourselves with
each puff, are the only ones spared in these plane crashes.
Rothmans' must be amused.
All these things, and more, could have been debated,
and debased, in this excuse for an editorial. Instead,
there's just one thing that keeps popping into the scribe's
mnd.
It's people.
That's you and me kids.

We don 't have many up here 1nthe LANCEpenthouse . A
total of just six of us spent the last few days attempting to
piece together these 1 2 pages of diatribe. It was fun, but
you can only bear so mLch fun in one week
What we need , and the most important (and gawd
knows self-serving) thing I can think of writ:ng on this
week , is getting some warm bodies to come and join us on
tbis journalistic endeavor.
It's a dirty job, late nights, a waxy build-up under the
finger nails, and really neat red eyes on the morning after.
Still , it's fun. At least in a masoch istic sense .
The only way for thrs paper to continue serving the
students and their young dogs, 1sby getting more people
involved. We're really not bad people, except for our
penchant for self-abuse and a bad case of insomnia.
We've had a lanky ,bespectacalled kid wander into the
room, and we've accepted hrm as a younger bro ther.
We've even tolerated old nicotine stained drunkards like
our editor.
It doesn't have to be a lot of work, maybe writing a story
once every other week, taking a few pictures. or even
helping out with our late night production.
We won't even laugh at you if you're hopelessly talentless.
You'll probably have more talent than most of us. And you
could learn enough to be our boss next year. It's happened
before.
Where this tirade is leading to is this. You pay for this
thing, just like you pay for tthe football team. If you're too
small or smart for football, try us. We don't make cuts. We
tolerate, and generally like, people of any race, creed,
colour, sex and musical preference.
Hey, this is an eclectic bunch we have here.
But it's a small bunch. We need people, to do anything.
So come on up and join us. We're not as bad, or as
weird , as everybody says And most of all , we need you.
Okay?

What is this

calledI .ance?

Invariably, the phone is ringing. One
extension is always buggered up, but the
other lines seem to work adequately. Amid
cries of "There's the phone. now .. " and
"That'll be the phone..", someone may actually
take the time to get it"Lancedom", answers
a gravelly, smokey voice.
That'd be Dorken. Yes. D-o-r-k-e-n. Right
The Editor-in-chief this year, Dorken answers
the phone with great elan, a telling symbol of
his extensive experience with them after his
many years in the MEDIA When Dorken
isrt'tout chasing down subjects for interviews
for this paper ( or the others whose mastheads
he has the charity to grace with his illustrious
nam~). he can be found either face down in
some sleazy bar or other, gulping rancid
coffee between puffs of his twenty-plus cigarettes a dJy. or laughing ( a sort of wheezy
mutant form of hyperventilation he practises
\\ith great regularity) and loudly calling
everyone within earshot "BAST ARDS!"

There's
another fellow newly pos1boned at the Lance.
but he's yet to take a phone call. At least in
the line of duty. His name's Burton. and he's
the new Circulation Manager. He's the one
to bitch at if your Lance is late. so don't call
usif you've got a problem with yoursubscription,
Just wait for the guy in a dark alley some
night Remember to address the remains,=/,,
The Lance, second floor, University Cer.trc.

This fellow has been around forever, as
has his tall, pale and thin underling, Assoc.
Photo Ed. Haggert. McNamara's antics are
the stuff that legends are based on. A demigod-stud-punk-cool-type, he defies logic and
taste with his visually retarted images, when
he isn't whining or cadging food off those less
largeandstolid as himself. Which, of course,
brings us back to the' diminutive Haggen
once again.
Young Haggen knows ALU and this is
not meant injest It is,indeedtheonlyreason
his scrawny personage is even tolerated
around here. He can be depended on to fix
any piece of faulty or stupid equipment,
attacking each job with a zest most men
reserve only for sex. Haggert is a lovely lad,
always ready with a kind word or dumb
suggestion, and he's also the only man alive
who still says "Golly!". And means it

There'sa lot of ways to answerthephone
around here. "Lance" is easily twisted to
become "the Lamp", "Lens .. " "Hello, the
Limp" .. "Yes. is Mr. Stevens in, please?" If
anybody doesn't deserve a "Mr. ";it's Stevens.
A person who spends more time, a pen in
hand, snivelling over his wretched cartoons,
the lad deserves no more than a casual "hey,
you. .. " Stevens is a self-proclaimed idiot of
the highest order. A lover of inanity and
tastelessly bad puns. Hefmdslittle or no time
to attend to his supposedposition ol'Managing
Editor. He's either drawing. cackling over
some great imagined profundity, or searching
blindly, for the other half of his ludicrous
haircut Stevens isn't QUITE sure why any
one in their right mind would elect him to a
· position of such ( dubious) status, but what
the hell! While he's here he's going to millt it
for all its worth.

When the phone goes off in the darkroom,
you'll get an answer from what seems to be an
incrediblypolite yotq a,mdemarl.Unbeknownst
to you. you'll actually be speaking to a
mutant frarJtenstienian baby. A man of such
size and stature, young children quake in
theirsteel-toedboots at the very mention of
his name.McNAMARA..(hasan evil sort of
ringto it, don't you think?)This year'sPhoto
Editor, McNamarais a self styled, leather
clad madmanwith a head of velcro and a
heart of gold.

No photo anillbte.an,t
Take our word for It.

...... .,,._,.

helpful Lanceworthy item, you'll be greeted
on the phone by a voice that's alternately
sultry and racous.That's Miss Fromm you're
talking to, so get to the point, buddy. She
hasn't got the time to spend all day blathering
on the phone to a dipstick like you. Being
News Editor, She's obviously busy rounding
up the dirt on this or that stuff you'll be
reading in next Thursday's paper. So hurry it
up and quit tying up the girl's line. She's got
more important things to do. Like wondering
why she ever took this thankless job in the
first place. And worrying about all her courses,
which she's probably failing AT THIS VERY
MOMENT, for God's sake, and it's all your
fault Hang up and call back later. Or just ask
for W awrow ( yes, this is the correct spelling).
He's the Assoc. News Editor this year,
an answer to last year's prayers. That is when
he's not bopping around Essex county and
other parts unknown-covering
the rural
beat, corn cob pipe in hand and strains of old
John Denver songs on his lips- Tilbury

Tunes star reporterWA WROWW ARWORA
(Farmer James 'Bob' Brown today announced
his decision to purchase a new cow. Said
Brown. "Its about time I got me a new cow."
Brown later added. "I'm still just 'morn' to
the kids" ... ) Thank you Wowrawoawwa.w.
There's another girl up here as of this
year. We're not quite sure how she answers
the phone, but we're positive it will be in a
dignified manner. Her name is J. B Leveque,
and she's taking over the sports desk this
year. Also a charmer, dear, sweet Leveque is
one of THE original people it's hard to write
nasty, scathing things about So we'll save
the acid in our pens to concentrate on the
Arts Editor, McGrath

Themanis'awritable
sloth. He's never heard the word deadline.
and,assumes
it's 0.1{. to keep everyone else
up late at night while waiting for another of
his squishy and selfserving "reviews". 3:00
am. rolls around and there he sits, buhing
half heartedly at the keys of his putrescent
typewriter, halflost in thought as he tries, oh,
so hard to be alternately witty and/or glib.
The guy is, however, a master of phone
technique. This is why he's back for another
term. There can't be another reason.

r for that matter, just use that address to
send us your comments, caustic or congra tulatory. We'!I be anxious to here your views.
You pay for the thing. So, while you've
learned all there is to ,ow about Lance
telephone etiquette, and that we're all extraordinarily witty people and loads of fun and
all of us damn good looking etc ... what we
haven't told you is that we are LONELY.
God, are we ever lone! .

This is where you come in. Its almost
physically impossible for an underac,Jieivtna,
group like our fetid selves to even consider
putting out the Luce aDby our Lonesomes.
We want you to come up apd help Give usa
break. We know it's a hassle. and people
consider you weirdandrepulsive if you show
even a faint glimmer of interest in this rag.
but, reaDy, you'll get used to it Maybe. ?
Well, actually, you may never recover.
But only if yOU're lucky.
Wash us luck.Come up andget siquainted.
Help us out Get usa datewith someone nice.
ANYTHING. You'll be glad you did.
We mighteven let you answerthephone.D

These things always seem more important than they really are. When the
Lance goes on a pub crawl it', a mission,
Goddamnit, and let's have no cries of
disbelief or consternation from the masses. Every year a select crew of Lance
type idiots venture forth into Windsor's
Booie palaces,pens and camerasclutched
in sweaty hands and attempt to find the
best of them, a guide for all the new
arrivals to our wonderous town. What
follows. then are the adventures of Dorken,
May, Stevens and Wawrow on a wild
night on the town.
We piled into Wawrows auto at 7:30
(roughly. Barrihg delay we'd hoped to
get started by 7:00. It was not to be.
Wawrow had a dairy farm to shoot. I had
to feed my cats, Dorken was loading film
and May had to be interrupted in the
midst of his nightly habit of singing
rousingNegro spirituals to his unreceptive
neighbours) and, since we were in the
neighbourhood. we dec,dt"d to ,tart off
at the Chippawa Tavern ·
Our duties were secure in our minds.
Dorker. would take photos. Wawrow
would drive. May was to provide witty
insight and clever commentary, and I
was to OBSERVE.Theoretically, I would
remain sober. Supposedly, even a meagre
amount of alcohol mixed with the medication I take would. in effect render me brain
dead la-;ter than you can say" Karen Ann
Qurnlan"

"The Sandhill"

by tv\artinStevens
The 'Chip' is a little corner bar plasrered
with top-40 posters and abounding in
~tufted heads of various dead animals.
Our beers (acquired only after May and I
were thoroughly proofed and told to
grow our hair 1n order to look a little
older, cherubic no longer being the style)
cost $1. 7 5 ea. and the draft ran freely at
60<t a glass. The regulars were as friendly
as the faces depicted on the 8 x10 glossies
adorning the walls. One notable among
them is none other than Willie Shoemaker,
champion harness racer-at least according
to May, who should know. His regular
job is, indeed. to videotape harness races;
that charming sport that involves short
men on wheels being pulled through dirt
by farm animals.
In the m 1dst of our witty banter,
Dorken (ever the news hound) ran out
the door to take a few shots of a fire
engine as it screamed by. During his
absence we theorized on the origins ot
the name"( hippawa". "s·named after
Bob Chippawa'
tried Wawrow. "Its'
named after c hippawa Street'' corrected
May, who's smartcrthan most" Chippawa
street was named after Bob ( h1ppav1.aI
commented. This made little or no sense,
but it seemed to appease them 'loth
There's a mirrored ball hanging from
the chipboard ceiling.. and big plastic
bottles all over. All in all a nice place if
you like cheap beer. Or hamess racing
Or the stuffed heads of various dead
animab.
Next Stop-"The
Ne\\ Lido"
As opposed to the old lido which
according to Ma) was never known as
anythm~ other than simp ) the L do. As

cont us
, .. t~

ng

as !\ay s he stun to get drunk

The Sandhi I is a place I used to go to
to hear the songs of my youth slaughtered
mercilessly by bands that were as inarticulate as they were loud. We used to
refer to it as the Pit Some things never
change. "Moose and the Sharks" were
headlining and we watched them stand
around and gossip as we dr-ank. Our
hP.P.rscost $1. 70 ea and we paid 65 et for
our draughts. Except Wawrow, who payed
70<:. And if yoo look ltl<e" May" or I
remember to bring your I. D.
The rows upon rows of tables were
empty, save for one lad wat~hing football
on the big screen T.V. and two nasty
looking fellows knocking pool balls around.
Do:ken iumped up sudden Iv and ran off
to take photol,\rc1ph,. at whi, h point iht>
greasy manager type asked us to leave.
"This place", mumbled Dorken "gets a
bad rating". Well hoo. boy the next stop
was...
•
"The Baby House"
As coince°dence would have it, this is
Wawrow s morn's bar So what can I say
It's cleari. Cheap h<'E'r. Attractive table
cloths (sewn by the saintly hands of
none other than Mrs Wawrow herself).
Plenty of ashtrays. And even the old men
seated two tables away were swearing
with delicacy and taste. After speaking to
a waitress, Wawrow told us that "There

were some eh
Darken got:J to,
the waitres< Tir
"J.P.'s"
Everythi J me
heard is tru lik•
theque. Bir bee
priced ( $1.tottl,
incredible. girl,
We WPrP ii' co
waiter kissi~ bar
It Wd~ onlyhiek. I
Wawrow grand
while, prorrbec
our jokes. Nn in
May decthat
had been \\It af
Dorken hen<es
He's the m-tet
Darken, on oth
amused. "I rozet
an affirmati~ur
so like the I-envi
our jaw'> anutte
over to ...
"The Bel

Which h.e d
being the hr1int
never been ·ip b
happy to fin alt
and nauseas I' c
highlight~.
1) May and fee

f

1e e here but they left".
otd took some photo s of
est Time to leave.

of dancing. When the song was over, she
came over to serenade our table. We all
forgot about her shortly after.
Now seriously booze-affected, Wawrow
and Darken got up to dance. May ran for
the bathroom. I shielded my eyes and
recorded the beer prices. $2.05. After
Proof. May came back from the bathroom,
giggling. f,pparently, the urinal had been
bolted to the wall 'That certainly hindered my attempts at urinal theft", he said.
At least according to my notes. They re a
little blotchy with beer.ink, saliva etc. ...
And torn. Dorken flung them across the
bar when he caught me trying to write
about his dancing.
After joining the video screen in a
stirring rendition of" Rebel Yell" we left
Darken trailed deJectedly behind. Out
of film.
''The Arcade"
(Bikers beware. If you venture into
the Arcade, the first thing you'll see is a
sign telling you NO HELMETS, NO COLOURS, NO LEATHERS.Just a warning.)
It was at the Arcade that this whole
mess fell apart, exhausted by booze and
the unending near hysterical excitement
we'd endured. On the way in we'd been
greeted by the last Stripper from the
Beanery.We said our mutual embarrassed

hi1.1
may or may not have
tna like a late 70' s disco
Bti beer was reasonably
1.8ottle) and the dancers
e. girl, Angie, especially.
! as concerned over the
si bd1LenJe, but dfle, dll
yhiek.No ca:o'Seioralarm.
gcand disappeared for a
onbecoming the butt of
. l't1intended.
leclhat going to a gay bar
1 wt after all 'just to see
1erKesit all worth while.
ntietero guy I know".
on other hand was not
I nize three people here",
ltia:>urmanhood was due
e ttn we are, we squared
anlltted (strutted, note)

dubious honour of
nt of the evening. I'd
p bar before and I was
f1 alternately ridiculou~
I'd expected. Some
fed, however it ws so

dark I hdd to fli< k my lightPr in ordN for
the bounn'r to mak<' out thP daH''
2) One stripper wearing a Molson Drag-

boat Champs T-shirt and a leather belt,
which turned out to be the only article of
clothing· she fully removed. "$3.90 a
beer and all she takes off is her belt"
remarked May, falsely dissapointed and
bad.ly para-phrased.
3) One stripper (an I supposed to call
them "exotic dancers"?) had a strange
brown spot on her breast Kind of like
John Boy Walton gone bad.
4) The last stripper wa~ so maddeningly
unattractive we left On the \\d) out the
ahov(' m<'nt,onrd molt'- ,pP<k rd ' l
was table dancing for a group or o d men
near the exit Remarking on her ,o e hl'
advi:.ed her to"GN that thins remm P
had t\\o" herr pausing to po nt at h
own chest, and one 1urnt'd l t t
malignant" So I'm told ln\ , \\ I " "
busy trying to avo,d tht w nun :>J ,1
which was thrustin It t II In m~
t:

1.,

Off w<>went to ...
"The Drake"
but we couldn't find it So we instead
journeyed to ...
"The Wyandotte''
Proofed again, May and I sat down
dejectedly. Those who complain about
looking old should go take a flying leap
off a short peir. Our beers here were
$1.70, draught at 70c and we spent our
time at the Wyandotte gulping it down at
high ,peed for two reasons. The first was
that 1t ,,a, nearing last call The second
being. as May put it Tl"t"space b O
Indeed Ou• ma to
ersat o

"helld s" and plopped down at a table.
Needless to say May and I produced our
I. D. without prompting, and began to
have a long unintelligeable conversation
on the aesthetics of a particularly bad
mural on the back wall Supposed.ly,
May said something like" I'd cruch arachnids for that!" but you musn't quote him.
My notes mean nothing at th,s point
Wawrow was wearing his Winniethe-Pooh face, which he does when he's
pissed off. Which he was.Hewassupposed
to be up at 4:00 that morning for his
Tilbury Times job, and it was fast approaching 2:00. He finally stormed out I
walked home. He drove the others.

So anyway writing this now I see that
once again we fulfilled our initial promise.
We eg ected to visit the USUAL places
nt s Peachys, Rumours, etc. ..) as
been there countless times and
b y feel vi tim to the usual
e Pr pa anda
stead to show you somet Exciting.
this.

Making sweet music
If there's one thing Lindsey Mills knows,
it's music.
She's taught piano, worked as a musician
for the CBC in Nova Scotia, has booked
hands and done promotions.
It's a good thing too, since the Students'
Administrative Council has hired her to be
this years' Entertainment Co-ordinator. She's
in charge of booking bands for the now closed
SAC Pub, for finding talent for whatever
venue SAC gets while the Pub is being
renovated and in addition, for helping student
groups and societies find talent and rent
space for their affairs. She also has to make
sure the events are profitable.
It's not the easiest of jobs under any
circumstances, and even worse with the
closing of the Pub. Still. Mills seems to have
a very positive attitude towards her new job.
'"I know'lt's going to be the best ever' is a

cliche, but fm going to put my heart and soul
into it. I'm very enthusiastic about this whole
thing," she says.
After spending four years in the.Maritimes,
Mills admits she's a little out of touch with
the talent that lies in and around Windsor.
Still she feels that with the help of newly hired
Pub manager Chuck Blewett, she should get
the hang of things pretty soon.
"I'm getting to know more of the bands. A
lot of the bands I knew when I was here have
moved along. either to bigger things, or have
changed their names," f>hesaid. "But alot of
Windsor and Detroit bands came to Nova
Scotia"
Appealing to the student's tast in music is
just one of her jobs. In addition, she's responsible for planning all the SAC student trips,
from skiing in Collingwood to sunbathing on
the shores of Fort Lauderdale.
But it's the music that's in her blood.

Chuck'stnlhing'bouto...,.,.
Chuck Blewett took the long, slow way to
Windsor.
Back in the late '60s, the newly hired
SAC Pub manager wore his hair long. considered himself a pacifist, and wasn't liking the
attitudes of his native United States.
·•I just wanted to come some place where
I could live a nonnal life, and I found it'', he
said.
He decided to avoid the Vietnam War,
and came to the' American Ghetto' in Toronto.
like many of his generation.be hitch-hiked,from
Texas. It was a long treck, the longest partof
the trip was when he finally got to his
destination.
He got off the highway at the first stop that
said Toronto, and discovered himself in the
out-back called Etobicoke. Itwas a long walk

to downtown. Still, it was a refreshing one.
"I came right at the time of the 1968
elections, with Trudeaumania One of the
first things I saw was a billboard for the
Communist party candidate", he said.
Back home, the sign would have been
tom down, or been decorated with animal
excrement.
"It was n't a good time in the States. .. It
really wasn't the United States that I wanted
to believe in", he said.
After seven years in Toronto, Blewett
moved south, to Windsor. He's done everything
from manage the Waterfront Live, to booking
bands atJ. Michael Bottoms and Califomias.
His hair is grey, and short, he wears a tie,
and seems like a hippie-turned-conservative.
Still, he's a Jong way from Jerry Rubin, a

fellow '60s rebel, who sold-out to the capitalistic lure of the 1980s. •
He realizes his job is to make money, but
he wants to do it by making a pub that is
respoosive and receptiveto its student clientelle.
The ex-hippie still has his beliefs about
pacifism, and that will cause one major
change in the atmo sphere of the pub.
" W hen (students)walk in $e door, it's
going to be a totally different atmosphere. It's
going to be dedicated to friendliness. We
don't want to have anybody on the doo r
whose going to be imposing their personality",
he said. "The waitresses and waiters are
going to be dressed slightly better, white
shirts and black pants, just like in restaurants,
but there are going to be no dress codes for
the customers."

Instead of bouncers, Blewett believes he
and his staff will beable to talk their way into
keeping the violence levels down to nil.
"I think that will translate into dollars,
and a non-violent atmosphere. I think it will
make it a much more pleasant place to be",
he said, "but at the same time, it's got to
make money."
Making money is the factor that SAC is
relying on to keep the University administration
from trying once again to take control of
management. If the Pub is operated smoothly,
and makes money, the administration, SAC,
and the students will be happy.
Blewett knows he has to accomplis h this
tough task.
"I think there are lots of things we can if
we have the imagination, " he says. D
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The play's the thing for these Players
There are some minor adjustments in the
University Players' schedule, but the usual
mix of contemporary drama. recent revivals.
musicals. and classics remains unchanged.
What's different is that the traditional musical
offering has been shifted from it's end of
season spot to November-December. and
the plays chosen are generally less instantly
recognizable than those of last year's series.
There will be an earlier start too-October
3rd, with Come Back to the 5 and Dime,
Jimmy Dean. Jimmy Dean, the play from
which the movie was made. The director is
Vance Paul, who was behing some of the
moredaringlocalproductionsin recent years.
such as Equus and Elephant Man. The play
will run through the first two weekendsof
October.
Next up is 11,e Wayside Motor Inn, by
A R Gurney, Jr. In a motel as conventional
as its name five sets of travellers live through
their separate crises. Gurney tells his story
via an odd technique-though
the several
travellers are sometimes all on the stage's
one room at the same time, they do not see or
hear each other because their sharedlocation
is in fact five different rooms. It all makes

sense under the directionof BathshebaGarnett,
who most recently did Summer and Smoke.
Beth Henley's Crimes of the Heart is this
season·s Studio Theatre presentation, running

and pure Princesses seeking to marry, it'•
certainly a change from the schedule's more
realistic productions. Directed by Robert E.
Dorrel~ director of last year's fairy tale The

November 12-17. It's a study of three sisters
in a small Mississippi town flavoured with
Southern love and Southern Gothic.
The musical is the well-known Once
Upon a Mattress, based on Hans Christian
Andersen's story '/7rePrincess and the Pea.
It's the Fifteenth century,it's charming~

Magic Apple.
For the second semester there's Picnic,
from the author of Bus Stop and Dark at the
Top of the Stairs. As the brochure puts it
"about a fortress of women into whose lives
comes a rugged, masculine young transient
His animal vitality upsets the whole group."

Directed by Diana Mady-Kelly, 1t runs for
The grand fmale is a biggie-A Midsummer
Nigh(s Dream, from hat old standbyWilliam
Shakespeare.More exuberant Princes and
Princesses, this time caught in love tanP11
which put all other love triangles you've seen
to pale. They share the stagewith both fairies
and low-lifes who take the humour and
drama from sublime heights to ground level.
The director is University Players founder
Daniel P. Kelly D

State is great and otherassortedbadness
Not very far across the river is some of
the least expensivehigh quality theatre in the
areL It comes from the Wayne State University 1beatre School, ahd features a clever
blend of established and contemporary plays,
and usually at least one first-run each season.
The productions are presented at three
theatres,with the Hilberry 1beatre hosting
the main productions. The l 985-86 Hilberry
schedule begins October 4th.
schedulebegins October 4th with the Shakespearean comedy The Taming of the Shm,.•.

The second production will be an 'original
pastiche' basedon English MusicHall comedy
and music entitled Stop, Look. and Listen.
Next to debut will be the George Kaufman
and Edna Ferber comedy Royal Family.
December brings the opening of Equus,
Peter Schaeffer(also famous for Amadeus).
Among the highlights of the season's
second half areA Midsummer Night's Dream
( which will be running concurrently with the
University Players version at Essex Hall)
and Moliere's '/7reMisanthrope.

In cooperation with Devonshire, Tecumseh, University and Amherstburg
Malls, the University and City of Windsor we present ...
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Plays at the Bilberry Theatre run in
repertory, with the season rontinuing until
May.
Wayne s«me'ssec:ond
1healre,lheBoostdle.
opens on October 18th with a production of
Georges Feydeau's Cat Among the Pigeons
( translation by JohnMortimer of BridaMad
Revisited). 1be Bonstelle will also host a
performanceof the original (non-musical)
version of PeterPan, by Sir JamesM. Barrie.
Watchthisspaceformoredecailed
schedul,•
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What'sthis
Grouper Fishdoing
at The Lance?

WE NEED YOU!!
Meet in Front of Computer Centre at 9 a.m.
Sept. 12- City Wide Shoe Shine
Sept. 13· City Wide Bar-Shoe Shine
Proceeds Raised Go Directly to Cystic Fibrosis

CanadianCystic~
fuundaaon
rondationcanadiennede la fibroackystique
I~
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8pon90Nd t.v:
McDonald'a Restauranta Inc.

Labalfl Breweries

Coca-ColaC.nada Ltd.

People's Jewellel'1 (Univ Mall)
Tunes DJ Sennce
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The Delta Chi Fraternity
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do you ecpea a Oouper fish to wodc
at a newspaper \Wlet'lit has no handtl tfQW
would it draw , takephotas certainly an't be
How

e,cpected ID~
newspaper~
or leamID typeset IU you au,.
· Jointhe Lance.. You have hara.
We need your help.
I We'fe an equal oppguity,~,
hut
we do draw the ine at Oouper Fish.

So ~·s

voureo&e?

a.

Vouabe 1heenlY'

f!NefY Oouper Fill ~

"Serving the University Community for Over
IS Years!"
presents

FALL EVENTS '8S
Sept. 11 CLUB DAY - Dunt Tank ( outlide Univenity Centre)
....... D Y:Gll~ - llefn b
a • ..t J d rates for FROSH!
Sepl. 14 .Delta Cbi Bash.
Act
.tor Auditorium
Sept. 15 WINE & CHEESE (Proper Attire Please)
Sept. 20 T.G.LF. - Refreshments at reduced rates for F:ROSH!

Sept. 21 TOGAIUI; ~X Top Party - Top's Please

Don't Jag Younelves-Come Out & Enjoy
408 Indian
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Size. numbers and experience
ts what it takes to make a winning
football team.
For Lancer coach Gino Fracas.
two out of threedefinitely ain·t bad.
.. This is the first time we've had
as many recruitssinceI can't remember
v.hen." said Fracas "We've got
some good quality, but this year ts
going to a maturartion process.
We've got some real fine potential."
Last year Lancers started tra1ning
camp with about four dozen boches.
Th s season there are 53, and that's
Just from outside of the city. Another

20 odd local players are amply
rounding out the roster.
"The potential is there, I think
the thing that will hamper us a little
bit is their inexperience. I think that
as we go on it will be better and
better," he said.
One unpleasant surprise the coach
had to contend \\ith was the unexpefted loss of four veterans from
last season. Lineman Dan Mooney.
linebacker MikeVentrella. and hnemen Mark Polewski and Paul
Bndgeman v.on't be-back.
Mooney ha~ decided to travel
to France, Bridgeman has joined
the police force, and Ventrella and
Pelc\\Ski ha,e opted to concentrate
on their studies this year.
Instead of veterans ( only 20
returned this year) Fracas has to
work with a solid, and big. corps of
rookies.
"Coach ((John) Purcell and
Coach (Morgan) Clark did a really
goodJOb recruitingin the off-season.''
said Fracas. ''We've got 20 guys
returning and the rest arc all new
comers. It means a good Job "ell
done.''

Morr!, Gallagher checks

In addition to the letters, the
coaches phoned prospects, then sent
out cards im 1ting the athletes to
camp. When the players decided to
visit the campus, Cooch Gino showed
them the sights. from the academic
end to the athletics
As the numbers show. man}
\\ere impressed.
" I think they realized they had a
chance to play. we only ha\e 20
players returning. With most schools.
a player has 10 wan a } car or two
hcforc he gets the chance to play.
The} hke the idea of being at a
small factlit}, and they like the
campus." said Fracas.
Still, like ast year, the players
ore already suffering from mjunes.
The coach drapes his health~
pla) ers m yellowhcrr.cys.
hishampered
ones m blue. and the unplayabily
mJured in \\hlte At Thursday's
practive, the coach v.as seemg too
much blue and \\h1te.
And that was after JU:;t one
regular practice,
Still, the team doesn't enter into
the pre season unttl September 7,
with an inter-squad scnmmage. The
next Saturday lhe're facin&Bishop's

FOOT" lU

Wind-

Gators. in their annual pre-season
contest
Mooney has been givmg some of
his expertise to the new recruits on
the line, and the Lancer coaching
staff has been doing some quick
introductions into the tougher, and
more physical university style football.
Still, Fracas sees some improvements in this year's football team.
"Inexperience is something we're
going to have to lhe with, but we've
got some good strong running backs.
some nice receivers, and some nice
quarterbacks. I think the biggest
change "ill be on the offensh e and
defenshe lines." he said.
There are few veterans on the
1985 Lancer lines. Still. there's
size . Last year. while they couldn't
be described as puny. the linemen
certainly weren't towering. when
compared to their opposition.
This season there are many
hneman that most mothers wouldn't
want to have tu feed.
They're also numerou.,, as
opposedto the small dozentrenchmen
oflast year's squad. large lads. with
280 pounder and two men crushing
the scales at 270 .
The Lancers also aren't lhing
up to the old 'You gotta be from
Windsor to play for the Lancers'
wne's tale.
This season there are players
from big cities likeToronto, Hamilton.
and London. some from places
only their family 1s8\\arc of. some
from \\ oo<l tock and Tillson burg
and Chatham and the usual crew
from abm,e the Great Lakes.
This is one case fracas blamrs
his assistant coaches on. They',e
boosted h1:; postage bill. put the
phone bill mt.o four digits, and ha\e
Iassooed themselves some fine ball
players.

There ' s only one group Fracas and
his squad have to impress. That's
the much sporatic fans. They haven't
seen a \\innmg Lancer team since
1977. The fans ha\e been promised
before of a good to respectable
showing by Lancer teams, only to
ha\e the talk tum to a lowly and
losing season.
This year. the Lancer football
coach is only promising one thing.
If the fans are patient. maybe the

La-.

working hard at practice,

squad will be successful . Not this
year, and not necessarily the next,
but he sees a great deal of potential
in his charges .
With a little experience added
to the combination of size and
numbers. the squad could be a
winner, and maybe even a contender
for the elusive OUAA championship
title. But that probably won't happen
this season.

More guys wi1h fake shoulders

University of
Windsor

ORIENTATION'85
Wed Thur & Frl

12:30 • 3·00

FREE POPSICLES
in Registration Une up

Mon Sept 9

2:00 · 6:00
CORN ROAST
at Iona College
Everyone Welcome.

Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave.,
Phone253· 7257
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Bouncing back ·
It may be a sparse athletic
program in year's to come however
it will be a competitive one, as the
University of Windsor's new Director of Men's Sport is working on
cutting teams foundnon-competitive.
So far wrestling has been cut
from the university program because
of inadequate coaching staff and
tennis may follow because of uncompetitiveness. Dr. BobBoucher
believes quantity of teams does not
always mean quality.
Boucher is entering his new
position with enthusiasm and vigor.
He said be is introducing the university to a new era of competitiveness
among universities in Canada.
"Sports that are not productive
at the University of Windsor, will
have to be responsibly cut", said
Boucher.
Wanting to give all sports a
fighting chance, the university feels
wrestling can regretably not be part
of the program this year because of
the lack of a coach. Other sports
will have to have money invested in
them, or becut also,added Boucher.
He said it is not the fault of the
administration. they do what they
can. and they are really good to JJS.
"We have to be realistic and realize
that there is a priority list", he said
"Tennis isdifficult in a semester
system. because of the positioning
of exams, al}d students gettingjobs
in the spring. This is a problem that
is unique to the Canadian university
system", said Boucher.
The need for support is another
priority Boucher has established.
Sporting events will be more important to the university if the students
make them more important by su~
porting the teams, he said.

Another of his moves is establishing an inter-collegiate mens volleyball team. It is scheduled to
enter inter-collegiate play in two
years, said Boucher.

AND NEED HELP?

g· It .

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

Ph. 252·3322

Pregnancy Tests Available • Open Afternoons& Evenings
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Windsor, Ont N9A 5 T6
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CO-ED PEP SQUAD
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Sept. 17 & 19

5 - 8 p.m.
St. Denis Centre Fieldhouse
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Under New Management. For further info, contact
Mark at
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Meet me for an ORANGINA
and then some at

A memberoftheHumanKinetics
Facultyb-the past 10 years.Boucher
is encouraging recruitment He is
fighting for the appointment of full
time coaching staff, and is in the
process of changing the funding
base for sports.
"In the last 10 years the mens
programs have had their ups and
downs, but have not yet touched
upon the excellence that the universities atheletes are capable of,"
said Boucher.
"We have to change our losing
ways, the past is past", he said
One way this is going to change
is through sponsors. This year the
university for the first time has 15
sponsors <»-sponsoring teams, he
added.
Recruitment is also being introduced. Previously, the teams relied
on local high school coaches to
send players to the university. This
has been the traditional Canadian
universities way of thinking, but
things are changing. he said. The
Ontario Universities Atheletic Associatioo(OUAA) has becomemore
aggressive, said Boucher.
When local atheletes failed to
hear from Windsor, they got the
impression that the University of
Windsor was not interested. Coaches
are being encouraged to beat local
bushes for talent, and also pick-up
information concerning promising
athletes from out of town.
"If we bring people together
there is no excuse for us not making
progress."O
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EXPRESS YOURSELF!

ALLWELCOME!!i....~ ...~

Hair Creations
for Ladies & Gents

~--

Graduates

....

&

15%

Undergraduates

Student Discount
(Does not apply to Specials)
No Appointment Necessary

Bar - Low Prices
FREEMovies-Tues.
& Wed.
Party - Thursdays
Drug Plan,Women's Forum
House Available for Party
Rentals

552 SUnset Avenue

256-4196 or Ext.3915
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Come See Lynda Mae or Karen

Perms

973-5400
1694 University

Mon-Sat
9 am-5 pm
( Corner of Campbell)
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Mon-Wed
$35 reg. $45

Chuck's
Pub a
Hub
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm

The pub stand-in will be Vanier Hall
East The music and refreshments will begin
to flow Monday.
Dubbed the ·Hub·. by Chuck Blewett.
Pub manager. The bar will serve liquor and
Pub manager. The bar will serve liquor. wine
and beer and will have a disc jockey service.
Monday to Thursday, 8:30 to 12:30 will
be the hours of operation. The bar will only
be open until 12:30 to co-operate with the
liquor service and the janitorial staff, said
Blewett
"Light beer will be priced slightly lower
to promote students to drink more often, but
less each time. Half drunk is really more fun
than sick," said Blewett
The 'Hub' will hold about 350 people and
there will usually be no cover charge. Blewett
is looking for people who are interested in
booking the hall to hold benefits.
"This is an attempt to co-operate with the
students. We are completely open to ideas
for entertainment" said Blewett
-

If a ratified campus organization books
the hall with its own entertainment plan, or
works will the Students Administrative Cmmcil
entertainment co-ordinator, they will have to
observe security regulations and pay for staff
and entertainment costs, but a profit is to be
made.
"If they choose to charge an entrance fee,
the club keeps the door money and 30 per
cent of the liquor sales commission. Otherwise
Students Administrative Council gets 100
per cent," said Blewett
Bookings can be made at extension 3908,
the Pub Office.

Jon carries weight on OFS
by D. W. Dorken and

Lynnita-JoFromm
We might be new kids of the OFS block, but
we' re swinging a lot of clout
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis' election as treasurer of
the Ontario Federation of Students (OFS) Will
give the University of Windsor a great deal of
power in choosing the direction the student lobby
group is going to take in the next year, said OFS
Chairman Bernard Drainville.
Tsilfidis, president of the Students Admirustrative Council, will provide the OFS, with
some much needed pragmatisim and tenacity,
Drainville said Tsilfidis and Drainville were
elected by OFS delegates at their conference in
June.
"He's a very dynamic person, very forceful,
very strong. That's what we need, someone
who's strong," saidDrainville"Jon'sopinionhas
alot of importance in the organization. He's the
one that has the primary responsibility to look at

•
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Contrary to last weeks' edition of the Lance,
the decrease in post-residency graduate students'
fees will not affect the fees of undergraduates.
This summer the Graduate Student's Society
(GSS) andthe Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) teamed up to talk the University administration into lowering post residency graduate
student fees ( for masters students after their first
year of study, andPh.d students after two years of
study) by $660 a year.
Residency fees for graduate students (in the
first year of a masters program. Or first two years
of a Ph.D program) were raised by $30 as a result
of the negotiations.
The work done by the GSS and SAC brought
pea-residency
feesf<rCanadiangrad~
50 per cent, to bring them in the median of
Ontario universities.
VJSagra,iiate sbX1en1s,
formerlypiying$3,00J a
year more than at other Ontario universities,
received a 25 per cent decrease in tuition fees,
which saves them over $1,500 a year, but still
less than what the GSS recomended.
The GSS has sent a protest to the Ministry of
Colleges andUniversities about the visa students
fees.
The Lance apologises for the error. D

the nomads singing hot reggae on a cold orientation day

Lance Photo by Chris Mc Namara

-:._________________

what OFS can do, whilekeeping in mind the
resources and the finances."
In the past, Drainville said the OFS had some
unrealistic goals. This year, a new provincial
government,some rew blood in the organizationlike Carlos and chairman Drainville-and some
realism in goals should make the OFS a more
effective organization. he said
Both the University of Windsor, and the
University of Ottawa, Drainville's alma mater,
joined the OFS this year, boosting thelobby
gioup to irrltrle 30 stldent unm an!~
representing 200,000 students.
Tsilfidissaidhisgoo)isto make the organization
"financially respon51bleand prudent" In addition,
both Tsilfidis and Drainville feel the first priority
of the OFS is to work towards lowering costs for
students.
"We're going to focus on OSAP (Ontario
Students' Assistance Program) for a number of
reasons. OSAP doesn't meet the needs of the

I0 Se S
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students. pan.icularly those from lower income
families," said Drainville.
Both Windsor and Ottawa universities have a
predominance of students from lower and middle
income families. Drainville feels an improved
OSAP program will greatly improve the chances
of area students attending their university. said
Drainville.
Tsilfidis and Drainville are also concerned
about lowering universities incidental fees.
"There are more and more incidental fees.
computer fees. athletic fees:· said Drainville.
"Students are being asked to bear a larger share
of the costs ...there's a non-ability to pay. students
just can't afford to pav more."
Despite their many goals. Drainville feels the
OFS has a much better chance of changing the
university system. since they"re now dealing with
a new, and, Liberal provincial government
"We are confident the Liberal government
will make higher education a priority in thi•
province," he said adding that the former govern-

I

ment, Bill Davis' Tories. didn't pay attention to
this important issue in their last years of power.
·
Despite the Grits tenuous position of
power. governing by a minority and being
forced to concede power should they dismay
their NOP backers, Drainville still feels the
Liberals well be able to pass some legislation
that's aimed at rectifying the previous government' s indifference to post-secondary educ a
tion.
"The way ifs been working so far. the
Liberals are so far ahead{in the polls) they're
leading to conservatives and the NOP. For a
certain period of time, they're going to be
able to act as a majority government The
NOP can't afford an election. because they'll
ony end up losing seats to the Liberals." he
said.
In the last election, the Grits made some
strong and welcomed promises on increasing
funding to post-secondary schools. Draiville
hopes that, with a little proding by the OFS.
the government will finally realize the necessity of increased funding, and act to satiate
the improvrished colleges and universities.
Next week i>rainville and his OFS colleagues will have a better idea of the Grits'
intentions, when they have a meeting with
former Liberal leader, and current treasury
Minister Robert Nixon. D
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The doctors are in
by Susan Mcllveen

There's a lot more going over at
Student Health Services(SHS) than
most of you realize.
There are approximately 9000
students attending the University
of Windsor, yet at most only 25
percent of students will use the
clinic's facilities in any one year.
"A lotofkidsdon'tknowweare
here," said Dr. Walter Wren. head
physician of SHS. The remainder
utilize the services of the Public
Health Clinic in downtown Windsor or their family doctors.
This sentiment was echoed by
Marg Aubry, new Health Education
Officer at the University. A veteran
of the Public Health Unit's V.D.
Clinic, Aubry expressed concern
over the number of students visiting
the city clinic for information on
contraception and venereal disease,
and alcohol abuse.
"Students seemed to be unaware
that the programs were offered right
on campus. It is our desire to make

available for them to talk to on
campus-here, now," said Aubry.
So efforts are being stepped up
this year to ensure that students
know just what is available for them
from SHS.
To kick off the publicity, the
Student Health Services is hosting
a "Meet Your Doctor" night in the
Laurier Hall Lounge on Thursday,
September 26. This is a session for
women only, both from the residences and off-campus.
This evening will also provide
an opportunity for female students
to meet Dr. Dominique Tessier,
newest addition to SHS.
She said students receive identical services at both clinics, perhaps
even from the same doctor.
"When I tell ( the students) I
work at the university, too, they are
very surprised," Dr. Tessier said.
She also observed that students
would have a longer wait for attention at the city clinic than here at
the university.
At the end of October an" Aids

will be focused at the non-gay community in an effort to "dispel misinformation and misconceptions,
and avoid a backlash against gays,"
said Wren.
A thirdspecial clinic beingoffered
by the SHS is "Appropriactivity:
An Undergraduate's Guide to Conviviality".

This programme on alcohol abuse
is offered in conjunction with the
Windsor Branch of the Canadian
Addiction Research Foundation.
Both Drs. Wren and Tessier of
the SHS and Aubry of Health
Educationhope that with the increased
involvement in campus activity,
use of the Student Health Services
will increase. But they need student
input
"We can't give them help or
programs if we don't know what
they want," said Aubry.
"We hope that by a bit more
exposure the students will know
that we are here for the students,"

p·a;e;g'·
ii~twfEliru··r
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by Kevin Johnston

bus usage. resulting from the lower fares,
would compensate for the loss of revenue.
Transit Windsor's Board of Directors
Free advertising through the SAC discount
has deferred a decision on Students Admini- program, the parking problem in the vicinity
strative Council (SAC) proposal to lower of the campus, and more students Jiving
bus fares for post-secondary students until farther .iway due to the housing shortage
January.
were cik:d to support this claim.
In August, the SAC executive presented
However, Bob Larret, a Tra nsportation
a brief recommendi ng that students from the Planner for the city, pointed out that a on~
University of Windsor and St Clair College third cut in fared would necessitate a 50%
be charged $20, the current high school fare, increase in ridership to maintain revenue
for a monthly Tranzip pass.
levels. Since Transit Windsor already operates
Presently, post-secondary students pay at a deficit, any further shortfall would be
the full fare of $30.SAC felt that increased .....:.__..;.
subidized by;____:__...::___:_
city taxpayers.
.;._

_______________
___

______

Paul Logan, a Transit Windsor pubhc
relations representative, felt that deferment
would allow time for more study. "How can
we judge the impact unless we l:ave the
figures?" he asked.
Robert Balter, SAC Vice President, disagreed.
"They're trying to put us off by deferring
this till January, thinkingthenewcouncilwill
forget," said Baker, referring to the Windsor
municipal electiO!lSto be held in November.
The deferment was moved by Windsor
alderman and mayoral candidate David Burr.

"Ifs difficult to make a decision with so
liltle information. Would it include part-time
students? What about students taking one
night course? It could cost us tens of thousands
of dollars. We don't have the ridership
figures to determine the consequences."said
Burr.
Transi• Windsor is conducting a sun·ey to
provide those figures.
"Passenger counts are being made and
stacks of surveys are being distributed all
around the university to attempt to gauge
~w the reduced fare would increase usage."
Logan ---------------'
said.

____________________

Attention All
Undergraduate
VISA Students!
Please pick up your I.S.S.
Mem ber ship Card at the I.S.S.
Office in the Inter national
St udent Centre at Cody Hall
between 10 :00 - 4 :00 Monday to
Friday.
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We messed up.
Last week, the front page headline, a line in the
editorial, and parts of a story detailing the Graduate
Studf'"'t Societies' battle to lower their tees, were inaccurate. As this week's front page reads, the lowering of
post-residency tuition fees didn't cost undergraduates.
Instead, the fee raise was for graduate students, and the
first two years for doctoral students.
It had nothing to do with undergraduate fees.
Once again, we apologize.
Contrary to the letter on this week's op-ed page, the
story wasn't composed of" lies'. We in no way intended to
"distort this story and make it into a confrontation

between

grads and undergrads", and in addition, we never stated
that the fees would be made up by students living "in
residence", and least of al!, it wasn't written because the
Lance had "an axe to grind."
It would seem rather foolish to create such a story,
then place a front page correction and write an editorial
concerning the mistake. And it was a mistake.
Al I that was accomplished by the error was to diminish
the Lance's credibility-among grads students, undergrads,
and the University administration.
We're the student's forum for campus happenings.
Our job is to inform students, to report honestly and fairly.
Still, every so often, we do make mistakes.
The basic problem was interpretation.
Both editor Dorken and writerWawrow failed to grasp
the meaning of 'residency and post-residency'. They
failed to comprehend university semantics, and as a
result, the headline and the second line in the editorial, as
well as some spots in the story were misleading. University
president Dr. Ron Ianni spoke to Dorken and Wawrow of
"students" saving money, and of"other students" paying

Baked Spam
by John May
Death 1s just around the comer.
For the first time in my life, the ghastly spectre of age is
rearing its ugly head and spitting in my eye. Yes. I'm going to
be twenty-three years old in a couple of weeks, and ifs all
downhill from here. My bones are already starting to creak.
And I can tell when it's going to rain.
It wasn't always this way. No sirree. Why, I can remember,
when I was a boy, I had to walk thirty-six was a boy, I had to
walk through thirty-six miles of bleary blizzard to get to that
one-room schoolhouse back in Oganee, Wisconsin. And after
that, I still had enough energy to rip the heads off a few bloodlusty savages that used to raidol' P.S.no. 131 every Tuesday
and Thursday. But not any longer. I can hardly eve· old my
hairdryer to my head for more than seven or eight minutes
anymore without burning amounts of lactic acid building up
in my bicepts telling me to slow down, buddy.
But its not the physical breakdown that worries me; its the
godawful pain of knowing that my best years are behind me.
And what's even worse is realizing that these 'best years' were
really lousy. Sure, sure, kindergarten was fine-except for that
day Randy Netterfeild poked me in the eye with a stick (Now
there's a fellow whose stinking carcass I hope rots forever in
Hell. At least that's what I thought when I was five and sure I
was blinded for life). But public school was just a blur oflearning

more, as did Students Council President Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis in his interviewwith Wawrow. The phrase"residency'
was never emphasized. They felt we understood what
was happening.
We didn't, obviously. And it was entirely our fault. We
should have talked to more people. we should have
asked more questions, we should have talked to more
people, we should have asked more questions, we should
have taken more time to insure the accuracy cf the story.
Unfortunately, the first edition of the Lance was put
together in a rush, by six people.
To insinuate that there was any malice intended is also
an error on Mr. Gerard O'Neill's part. We don't condone,
let a4one practice so-called "sleazy journalism." In fact. as
journalists in a profession that must be taken very
seriously, we are very concerned at being viewed in such
a manner.
We are not upset at being criticized. As previously
stated, we deal in facts, and if we get the facts wrong, we
want to be the first to find out.
We also want to make sure any-errors that do occur are
corrected.
While acknowledging our errors, what we do take
objection to is people assuming that we are out to get
them. In last week's edition, we reported the facts that we
thought were accurate, but proved to be wrong.
Impassioned, yet maligning criticism directed not only
at this story, but at the integrity of this newspaper
accomplishes no end. While we realize Mr. O'Neill has a
very sincere and personal concern over the issue. we feel
his criticisms went too far.
One story does not a newspaper make, but every story
is important.

Aging like cheap whine
to dance to" Alley Cat" in gym class. and getting valentines
with pictures of people getting married on them from the ugliest
girl in class(This, of course, sent me into fits of paranoia since
I was sure I was doomed cospend my life trapped with this girl,
sprouting offspring that looked and smelled like Bigfoot). High
schoo~ too, was sheer bloody horror. Was it the giant "W''
seared into my forhead that gave me away as a wimp? If not,
how did everybody know? Maybe its because, grade thirteen.,
I wasone of the only three males not on the Senior Football Team
The others were a chemist named Doc with a Prince Valient
haircut and a really hairy mole on his cheek. and fashionable
little fellow who has since "come out" in the chic neighbourhood in Toronto.

4) My back bleeds at random.

5) I don't care.
But there's nothing quite like the tum of a new school year
to rub my nose in my ancience. Remember when you were in
Grade Thirteen., and all the new Grade Nines came in, and you
thought they resembled those malnourished aborted fetuses
you saw preserved in formaldehyde in little jars at the museum?
Well, it's happening again. There's people four or five years
younger than me at this school-in university.What's more,
there's people here that don't even know that Erie Hall was
ever called anything else. And the first-year girls fve been ogling
were in grade eight when I was in grade thirteen. fve already
picked out a nice um for my ashes.
Aah-getting old can't be that bad I hear you get a discount
But still, apart from the pain, medication, and cane, I don't
·at McDonald's. And you can usually get a seat on the bus-all
feel old I was even asked for I.D. the other day when I went I you have to do is flop around on the floor a bit first And it's kind
into the beer store to pick up a six of Shandy's ( He should have
of fun reading the obits to see what your friends have been up
asked me for a certificate of mental competence instead-those
to. fm even kind of looking forward to going senile so I can
things are ill)' But all the signs of impending death are there:
act like a complete blathering fool and get away with it I haven't
1) That Yuppie oldies station, Kiss-FM is playing songs
done that (in public) since I was two.
from my youth'" Ballroom Blitz" an oldie? Noooooooooooo!
Twenty-three years old.
Never!
Mortality sucks.
2) My gums bleed when I brush my teeth.
3) My head bleeds then I brush my hair.

back talk
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Of west and east, black and red
assistance is desperately needed in the People's
Republic, especially in the areas of Business
Administration and Management Studies.
"China has developed quite rapidly since
1949, with the beginning of a new political
system and the Communist Party of China of
Mao Zedong. When that happened, tremendous
changes occurredin the way the country was run.
Dramatic strides were made in some aspects of
science and technology in this period but one of
the areas that had been neglected was Business
Administration, so there's a kindof a void within
the human resourceswithin China itself to tea,·i
these skills to the people who need them."
The Chinese, therefore have to tum to
countries with capatilistic systems already implemented
.. China hasin fact in recent years decided on
a path of economic reform on a policy on
becoming part of the world in terms of trade and
interaction.·· Goldin added. "The new party line
is that there is something to be learned from other
cultures, regaidlessof political persuasions."
Goldin explains, "In order to be a viable
memberofthe international commuoity in terms
of business andcommerce, it is necessary to be
able to conduct these affairs at least oo the same
level as the partner you deal with.so one of the
needscpcklyperceivedin Chinawasa stmnning
of management skills and that's why they seek
help from abroad, because this resource is
limited"
Guo XiaoMa's preser¥:ehere at the uoiversity
validates Mr. Goldin's views.Furthermore,when
~ ifthere wereaspects cl Canada or Canadian
life that impressed him, he responded with two
examples: "When I first ca'11e,I was surprised
that Canadian llvmgstandarusand technological
expertise were sohighlydeveloped-much better
than I had imagined."
As for university life ;rself, the Chinese
student acknowledged that, in Canada. srudents
seem to be given more individualresponsibilities
when it comes to coursematerial.
..In China, the student is required to listen to
the professor and read the assigned material
whereas here, students may read other r.!ferences
on their own, enabling them to hold very different
views then what is actually being taught in the
lecture."
Guo Xiao Masays so far he hasbeen treated
very kindly and has fit in quite well in thescheme
of things. Understandably, he misses his country
and his family but is determined to finish the
program.0

by Michael Temelini
Guo Xiao Ma knew all about Canada
before he travelled here from his native
People's Republic of China.
Now that he is studying in Windsor for a
Master's in Business Administration, he says
he is enjoying his stay.
"Before coming to Canada, I had read
much about this country from the Maclean' s
Magazines I bought," he said. "But I never
dreamed about being here. When I came, I
was worried about learning English-that
was my biggest problem-but
things are
going quite smoothly." He spent four months
at Niagara College polishing up on his
English.
Guo is one of four graduate students from
China who are preparing two years of MB A
studies here at the Universtiy of Windsor.
The University and St Clair College are
participating in this unique cultural exchange.
The four students, (Ms.) He Guang Wen,
(Ms.) Zhu Min, (Ms.) Yuan Mei and (Mr.)
Guo Xiao Ma, are in Windsor due to the
work of two U Diversity of W mdsor alumni:
Mr. Nejat Gorica and Mr. Harold Goldin.
Both Gorica and Goldin are employed by the
Associationof Canadian Community Colleges,
International Bureau, Asia Division.
The Association, better known as ACCC,
is the implementing agent for an eductational
development project being funded by the
Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA).
The project is a Management Training
Centre in the City of Chengdu, province of
Sichuan, in China. The four MBA candidates
at the U of W are members of the faculty of
this centre at Chengdu. Harold Goldin has
been in China for many years and is the
project officer at the Chengdu Centre.
When questioned about the cultural exchange, Mr. Goldin was quick to clarify that
it is an exchange but not a student exchange
program."The four peoplebrought to Canada",
says Goldin" are among 22 Chinese teachers
of business and management who are being
assigned to study these subjects in Canadian
institutions of higher learning. The Canadian
aspect, on the other hand. is to send working
Canadian teachers to the institution in Chengdu
to teach various disciplines to academics,
professors,andeaxunic governmentofficials."
Furthennore,Mr. Goldinexplainedforeign

-

mail
Dear Editor,
Lies, lilcebeauty, are sometimes coooitional
and in the eye of the beholder. But sometimes
lies are blantant and self-serving and cannot
be explained away by point of view. Sometimes
they are ugly and obvious and cannot be
ignored. Sometimes we print them in our
papers and call them facts or editorials-but
they are still lies.
Over the last year graduate students have
fought for lower fees. McMaster and Windsor
charged the hightest tuition to graduates in
the province so the grads here lobbied. made
presentations, and talked to everyone, from
the Administration to the Board of Governors,
to the Ministry of Education to lower the
costs. Finally, our efforts paid off and we
received a substantial reduction for a large
number of graduate students. We reported
this to The Lance because we thought that it
• was important that students should know that
they can make a difference-that
in such
fundamental areas as tuition they can, if they
work together, fight the system and win.
What The Lance did was to distort this story
and make it into a confrontation between
grads and undergrads.
Under the title ''Grad students win, undergraduates lose" the impression is given that
the money saved by grads is being made up

would be easy for The Lance.
worthy enough for The Lance so they printed
Unfortunately, The Lance went out and lies. This is more than just a misunderstanding
interviewed both SAC President Jon Carlos
after you graduate. If you are going for a
of the facts because not only did this paper
and University President Ron Ianni without
Ph.D., it is the first two years of your studies.
show a disrespect for truth. it used its fabricaThe administration raised the tuition for , understanding what the issues were. Both tions to disunite students, it editorialized on
these years $30.00 per semester while lowering Presidents gave perfectly logical answersissues that it had not researched and it
yes it is a step forward to pay $90 more one
it over $600.00 per year for the next two or
printed what it wanted to read It wanted to
year if you save $600 for the next five years.
five years if you are doing a Ph.D. Yes, this is
stand tall against a backdrop of self-serving
Both of them made it clear that this only
somewhat complex, but the bottom line is
sophists so it painted its own set. The facts
affected graduate students, but The Lance were too hard to understand or not in keeping
that if you complete your grad studies you
will save over $3,000.00. The savings for
with its theme of the press as the savior of
missed that part They had Ron Ianni paraInternational students are much higher, as is
phrased as saying"the cost saved by the grad students so this paper ignored the facts. This
sleazy journalism tailored "for inquiring minds"
students will outweigh the $30 to other
their tuition.
In case you do not recall what was said,
students." We have been sparring with Dr.
is a disservice to students and a sad way to
let me quote last week's editorial "The grad
Ianni on this issue since he took office so he start a school year. Thanks to the negligence
students worked it so their fees were lowered
knows the score. The $30 is being charged to of our student press, a rare. sweet victory has
turned to just another bitter setback. Not
by 50%, and undergrads were raised by
graduate students, but The Lance needed an
about $30." This is notjust a misWlCierstanding. axe to giind so they invented this speech by
exactly the P.roper job for the voice of
this is a distortion of the efforts that countless
the President. SAC President Jon Carlos is students.
Gerard O'Neill
people spent in local meetings. writing briefs,
quoted out of context to make itsound as if he
GSS President
collecting petitions. and going to Toronto for
is letting the administrationraise undergraduate
talks with government ministers. We won
fees to help out grad students. In fact, Jon
lower fees for students "in post-residency"
Carlos put forward a motion at the Board of
and, yes, there was a raise in the costs for Governors meeting to lower grad fees and the
Dear Editor,
students "in residency." Both these categories
question of raising undergraduate tuition was
No. no, no. Willy Shoemaker isn't a
are Graduate students. I spent an hour
never mentioned.
harness
racer, he's a jockey. Dang. Now
Instead of the sly deals that this newspaper
explaining this to The Lance. They were
everybody
thinks I'm an idiot.
insinuated.
what
occurred
was
that
students,
given a copy of our brief to the Board of
Thanks.
Governors with the thought that if members
grad and undergrad fought the administration
for lower tuition. That victory was not news:..
· ______________
Jo_h_n_M_ay_
of the Board could comprehend this issue, it
by undergraduates who live "in residency."

"In residency" is the first year of your studies

Con-ection
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by John Stout

I was standing outside Old St

Fear
and loathing
on the
-sweatlines

Denis sweating bullets and feeling
like a wet sponge. This wasn't the
worst part-not only did I lose 30
pounds, but was also aboutto drop
$600.
Registration is tough on students
who have gone through it before,
but it is even worse for those who
happen to be first year students
such as me. It makes you feel like
an idiot wandering around campus
asking suchdumb questionsas"where
is Old St Denis," and even worse
when you mispronounce the name.
J also had the great priviliege of
registerinr. on the first day. Everywhere I looked I saw unending lines
of people being processed likecars
at the Ford assembly plant
Everyone dislikes line-ups, but
I hate them more than final exams
and herpes. Standing in line would
have been tolerable if the humidity '
hadn't been so high and if some
people had used their deodorant in
the morning. I was so covered in

sweat that I looked like I had just
stepped out of the shower without
towelling off.
Once in the registration area I
was told that one of my classes was
full, so it was back to the calendar
to check for a different course.
When I looked at the calendar nty
course was not crossed out It seems
they made a mistake. Someone
wanted to confuse me and was
doing a great job at it Finally it was
all straightened out

Enrollment offirst year students
this year is up by 170, while overall
enrollment remains at about the
same level as last year, said tlie
University of Windsor's registrar.
Although final statistics willnot
be available for anothertwo weeks,
Frank Smigh estimated the number
of students attending will be about
8,000. While only about 7,600
full-timestudents arepresently signed

for me so I passed it by and went
directly to pay my fees. Writing a
check for $664.50 is not what I call
fun. One quickly learns the vaiue of
the dollar.
In all this confusion I felt like a
starting pitcher being demoted to
the minor leagues. Yes. my first
experience with University life was
horrifying if not confusing at times.
I can now look forward to doing this
five more times, ifl make it through
my courses.

up, he said the number should rise
once the late registration deadline
is reached and students have made
all their final course adjustments.
"If everything holds true after
late registration in previous years,
it is safe to assumewe will be very
close to last year's total," he said.
The Faculty of Business, he
added, experienced the highest overall increase of first year students
Lance l'hOto by Don Clapper

Windsor's New Lifestyle Store
is ABSOLUTELYMARVELOUSI gets
Student Special
Briefcases & Portfolio's
$5 off while quantities last

pledges

.CUBO Metal Grid
Shelving System
$35.00
Plus desk lamps, floor lamps,
bar stools, tables, blinds ...
wolskes' salad days

Directors Chairs
Tubular metal/ canvas $49.99
_Maple/ Polycotton $52.50
"Everything you need to turn
a room into a home"

INS/TES

435 Pelissier

As well as making music, CJAMFM spent some time to make a little
money.
More than $9,000 was raised
during the first annual CJAM Community Pledge Drive. According to
station manager Russ Wolske, the
cash should make CJ AM' s ecelectic
blend of music and community
affairs a little better this year.
"We're using the money to improve the sound qualityof thestation,"
said Wolske.
The first item on the shopping
list is four new turntables, and a
new microphone for the studio.
Wolske is also working on boosting
the station's power from 50 watts to
250 watts, a change that should be
completed by April.
For the first fund-raisingattempt,
Woldske feels the Pledge Drive
was a big success.
''I would say it was one of the
most successful first pledge drives
on campus radio in Canada. It
shows the community uses the service," he said.
The station received donations
from Plymoth Mich. to London,
Ont, with gifts up to $200.
CJAMNOTES: Frank Angelucci,
former WDET' s "Pick-out the J runs"
disc jockey has brought his show
over to CJ AM You can hear his
stuff Fridays at 4:30 p.m.
Dr. Mike Weis of biology, a
former campus DJ, will be hosting
a classical music show called 20th
Century Limited, starting in the
fall.
The Selector, CJAM's station
guide, is going into magazine format
The bimonthly publication, a cooperative effort with The Lance
and CJAM-FM, should be on the
newstand by October. D

50°/o off the regular price
Please deliver The Globe and Mail to the address below.
o 3 months
Enclosed ,s my cheque or money order or credit card authorized for: $22.75
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Hunger for jobs
was quenched

o6

month
$45.50

University
Room
Campus
Student 1.0 No
Province
Telephone

D Cheque or Money order enclosed

D Visa D Mastercard

Charge Card Expiry Date

by Claudio D' Andrea

D American Express

This summer the student placement office changed kx:ations, government funded Jobs were more" indi' idualized" and geared toward the
private sector, and the usual spate
of hungry students in early May
was replaced by a glut injob markeL
But in the encl,job hungry students
were satisfied and things returned
to normal again.
The placement office, moved
from 659 Duffenn SL to 185 City
H all Square this summer, had to
cope with some early problems.
Shnn.,n Fuhr, the senior supervisor
and a graduate of the psychology
pr.igram sa id thaL "initially, we
had a hard time getting students

Card Number
Ord e r Source Information

Signature
(reQu1red to validate offer)

Note Offer valid only where home delivery ,s available

5026
Gib,QWol.,GlibJllaif
Sa esman
Box 198, RR 4 , Amh erstburg , Ont ario N9V 2Y9

Number

OO3 .
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...
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The reasons, she said, Y.'Crethe
change in location, the teacher strike
at SL Clair college, the number of
students returning to previous Jobs
and the increase m enrollment for
summer school. As a result the
usual early-May spurt of students
seeking employment didn't occur
until mid-Ma)' and lasted to the end
of the May.
As of August 2 7, statistics show
that 5,157jobs were posted. Approximately 4,600 were filled and when
the rest of the figures pour in this
month that number will SY.ell to
about 5,000, she said
Post secondary students grabbed
2,292 jobs a nd high schoo l students
filled 2,219 positions, mainly in
areas such as corn detasselling.
Placement in factories was down,

BOUTIQUE FOR PETITES

September Savings
Tax Free
Plus I 0% Discount
4 3 3 O uellette

Di scount Month
(Equa l to Sales T ax)

254-0323

Meet me for an ORANGINA
and then some at

Fuhr said. Ford and G.M. did not
post any positions while Chrysler's
hired 540 students throughthe office.
"What was d 1fferent(th1s }Car)
was that there were a lot of labour
positions and service restaurant''
jobs because of the change m the
go\emment funded program. ,;he
said.
This year's program. 'Challenge
'85' Student Educational Employment Development(SEED), under
the Mulroney government was··more
individualized in its direction ns
opposed to the "community-oriented'"
work of the previous Liberal government's program.
There were some problems with
there were more landscaping posidon't think enough research was
done beforehand regarding funding
in someareas"',she said For example
there were more landsscaping positions than available landscapers to
fill them.
The outlook this year?
Things "look good'"
for students
looking for part-time work, Fuhr
.said. There are a numbercfposiuons
currcntly posted m sales. electronics.
general labour and m the opening of
the new Devonshire Mall stores.
There are also the on campus
jobs available during registration,
concocation and in the library As
well. she hopes some Temporary
Part Time (TPT) positions at Chryslcrs will become available this
year.
The schedule of permanent Jobs
for graduate students will be posted
at the end of September.
0

\\fresh foods",
Corner of ParkPelissier,
Downtown Windsor

CAFE

26 Chatham Street East
Downtown Wmdsor
(519) 252-2801

973-5577

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

Hai r Creations
for Ladies & Gents

------

Monday

Vegetable Beef Soup
Rsh1,1;h
BBQ Meatloaf

Tuada y

French On on Soup
Qu che l.orra,ne
Hot Turl< Sand-...'ich

Wednncb y

15%
Student Discount

Th ursda y

(D oes not appl y to Special s)
No Appo intment Ne cessary

Frtct.y

Caned~ Cheese Soup
JumboCh Dog
Beef Puff ver

Pepper Po Soup
Hot Beef Sa
Tmk
A La King

<..ream of Broe o Soup
Ash & Chps
Shepherds Pie

BRUNCH
11:45 - J :30

Come See Lynda Mae or Ka ren

Perms

973-5400

M on-Wed

1694 University

$35 re g. $45

( Comer of Campbell )

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Mei< an Ta
H O Be

S.turct. y

S unday

Mon-Sat
9 am-5 pm
1

Soup of the Day
Spiced Beef On on Bun
Soup I the Day
Bacon N" Cheeseburger

Te yak hkl<en
:;p hett

SUPPER
4:30- 6:30
Vea Parmesa

Spa

Maba

Pork Fried R e
R04 t Beef
E~R

The Deli Is open 1130·615
Monday· Fnday
The Round Table Is open 6 30 • 1130 Sunday· Fnday
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Post no bills
should be reserved one week in
advance. Also, each large advertiseDamage to the walls in the
ment may be posted for only the
University Centre has forced the
one week leading to the event's
Centrz to revise its poster policy.
date, said Thibert Any special
"We're cleaning up the general arrangements or requests can easily
looks of the building." said Univer- be made with the University Centre
sity Centre manager Mary Lou manager.
Thibert. "The new policy is deAll advertisements may be left
signed to reduce the clutter on the
at the Centre Desk, and they'll be
boards, and also to prevent further
posted by the University Centre
damage to the painted surfaces ii'
staff on a daily basis.
the building."
A student willbe hired for three
The oonfusingclutter whichusually hours a day to hang the posters.
adorns the walls will be discarded
Any postings made directly to the
and a more orderly approach will designated areas or any surface in
be taken.
the Centre will be removed.
Posters will be limited to bulletin
The revised policy will alleviate
space only. A certain amount of "outsiders" who advertise in the
board space has been allocated for
Centre.
several different types of advertiseAccording to the Centre manments.
ager,
the policy will "be for the
There will be ten boards for
general events or notices, one board students' benefit, and will give them
for personal ads ( located on the more space for their interests and
east wall of the cafeteria), one activities."
In terms of fairness to groups
board for Campus Recreation. one
board for SAC, and six boards fo: and clubs, the revised policy will
~qualize the space in the Centre
oversize events and notices.
The revised policy will "limit
and maybe increase it if used wisely,
the number of posters for any one said Thibert.
event" said the Centre manager.
The new policy designates cerLarge posters advertising bashes or
tain areas for posters, much like
special events are now limited to other buildings on campus.
three cafeteria locations: the north
The bulletin boards in Vanier
and south upper boards andthe east
Hall can be accessed throughDavid
lower boards. Each event will be
McMurray, Director of Residence
limited to one large posting..
andFoodServices, or Staff Assistant
The six larger bulletin boards
Brian Renwick.

by Becky Strange
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For Complete-Self
Defense and
Physical Fitn<;ss thru
Karate Trammg

STUDENT RATES
Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 973-1578 or 258-8871
or Drop in at 1201 University Ave. W.
(at Wellington)

-----------

----------'

IINGlE

classifieds

m> oacheocl:X>ad. 2 rrattressa.

..Pf<EGNANTrA loving. married couple.

frame. on tor $1oo ,x best Coll 966-3587
ROOMFORRENT:N Univelsity Ave W/

For Sal« Coach & Chai', like new; only2
','801'$ old $350 253-2288 Oslefor Amilcor

ForSale: 1982Olellrolet Olel.ette. Maroon
coloured. very good conditlOI\ 42.CXX)
km . ONLY $4,44000 Ca/1734-7642.
loommate needed to share 3 bedroom
house. 5 mins. from Unil.<ersityLocated on
Partington Ave. $117 mo plus util 2548219or252 -1S39orseeBony.JonesVisuol
Ms
or Chris 252-1539 0110il. mid Sept .
l

unable to hove children. would love to
adopt ','OUrhealthy. white infant. Confl.
dentiolity assured - plivote adoption con
be arranged Please write to PO Box
2781 , Station '8", Kitchener . Ontario N2H

Rondolph. from Jon. 1. 1985. 5 mins. \YOik
to U of W $155 per month. utilihes paid
llrstand lost. Shae kJtchen and bottvoom.
Tenyeorold house f1eosecoll 2S3-1238
Collins.

6N3
APARTMENTFOR RENT:One bedroom.
lrom Dec 1 located et Compbell ond
l1n111'8fS1ly
Ave West. 10 m,ns. \YOik to U of
W Rent is $270 per month. utilities paid.
fot ond lost required . Laundry end car
park Non-smoker hos preference. Please
call 253-1238 Collins.

ForSal« Block MetalDesk&Chair Good
Condition 24 .. x 54"'. Reosonob4e258-

tfi80.
FIR to good home or farm. one roother
cotondtwokittens.
253-8238or ~97

Troinedondheolthy

MINI MART
Welcomes You Back
With
Low Prices, New Products and
Better Servicel ·
Located in Lower Vanier Hall
And Open to Serve You
Mon-Fri 11:00 am - 11:30 pm
Sat, Sun. 12:00 noon - 11:30 pm
WE ACCEPT THE MEALCARD NOW .

See You There!
·100.00 limit in the Mini Mart

World
Champion
of Combined
Art of
Hair Styling

Come See
The Gyros.
King!!

~i.

Try our

Shish-ka-bob with
Greek Salad

ONLY SS.00

OLYMPIC
RESTAURANT

Fine Greek and
Canadian Cuisme
Dine In or
Take Out

2190 Wyandotte W.

256-0444

PROFESSIONAL
HAIRSTYLIST
~~\~

:1\Jv~i.
"o/o'5 oU\--'i"' ~\'2>c
Everyday except Saturday
Appointment Necessary
2846 University Ave. W. (very close to campus)
Phone 258-2490

Promises,promises and morepromises
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
Plans to renovate and expand
the University Student Centre are
one of Student,;' Administrative
Council's (SAC) main goals to
improve student services at the
University of Windsor .
"The univemty centre was
built for a 3000 person student
body. There is no way it meets the
needs of a 7000 full-time undergraduate population." said Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis, SAC PresidenL
The centre will be expanded
with renovations commencing at
the end of April. said Tsilfidis. A
referendum is also going.to be held
to determine if the student centre
should be expanded further with

,....,..

the addiuon of a third floor.
Other chief goals this year also
include setting up student evaluations
of professors. improving student
parking. and trying to establish
early registration.
Tsilfidis said, Council will look
into a form of pre-registration which
would be implemented by Januar/.
Tsilfidis also hopes to alleviate
the parting problem.
··Because ( municipal) elections
are this year this is an opportune
time to make it clear that parting is
a problem." said Tsilfidis.
Being published is a student
directory, and student evaluations
of professors.
"Evaluations ha'webeen looked
at for 16 years.withno real progress.,.,
said Tsilfidis. ··students have a

right to know what peers thought of
professors. It will let students make
more informed course selections."
Another major plan is to make
students aware of what student
government is and what it does.
"This has been lacking in the
past and I haven't seen efforts in
that direction yeL No one knows
the magnitudeCAstudent government

A million dollars is dealt \\Ith.''
said Tsilfidis.
SAC bulletin boards are set up
all over campus and a monthly
SAC newsletter telling what is going
on is going to be published.
··we are going to serve the
students ... That's what I think a
council is here for-to serve the
students:' said Tsilfidis.

Students' Admirustrauvc Council (SAC', has called on student
sloganeers to part1 1;,ate m a pubnarrung contest.
A one-year pub pass will be
awarded to the winning selection.
Suggestion:; can be taken to the
SAC office until tlie end ofSeotemt.er, said Bob Raker, SAC Vice
President

Hubba, Hubba, Hubba
"The pub name is being changed
because a name change will further
accomodatethenew look,new alml>sphere, and new everything that the
pub is presently undergoing." said
Baker.

---'--=-----~

Thejudgcs. Lindsey Mill Chuck
Blewett. John Mills, Jon Carlos
Tsilfid1s. and Baker, say a name
and student number should accompany each entry.
"It looks like the pub will be

opened in November," said Chuck
Blewett, pub manager.
"In No\'ember there will be a
bab) grand qpemng. and thegrand
grand opening will be in January,"
added Blewett.

They
Learn
ya-real
good
by Lynnita.Jo Fromm
Students are again able to benefit
from Studentship lectures presented
by the Dean of Students and his
colleagues.
The lectures have two main
obJecLives said Ken Long. Dean of
Students. They help students becomemore efficient with their time. and
enable the students to cam ume
that is truly free.

The three core lectures are: The
Lecture and You, Mastenng the
Textbook. and Stud_iing for Tes11,
and Emms. Also offered arc: Studying for Exams and Wri11ngthe
Essay AnsMer. Hot1. and Why to
Argue. Time Management, and
How to Study Economics.
Hoh to Stud) Economics is a
ncv. addmon totheseminarschedulc.

"We see a significant number
of students havtng difficult) with
introductory economics. We bclie,e
their d1fliculties are UMcccssa11
and they can be o,ercome, said
Long.
Long. Dr. Ralph Johnson and
Dr Peter Burrell arc "olunteenn
their expertise because of profes
s al interest m., d conce fo
tudents
Forth

ears be v.ee
have attended
the core lectures The workshop
are free. informal and friendly said
Long.

:soand 5

p st

ude

Student~ who have attendedthe
ses~1ons are quite urpnsed and
pleased with the informauon presented said Long.
.. The first lhmg is t get a
turnout at the lectures so we can
reach the student We ha\e to
make them realize there IS all sons
of things they can do to get them-selves out of ajackpot." S81dLong.

I

:

Gentlemen!

Use This Coupon for

Lecturesbegin Monday Sepecmbcr 16. For more information visit
the Office of Student Affmrs. room
52 in Vanier Hall
LccturcSare avallable on ,ideotape in the reserve room d the
I Leddy Library for private Viewing.
I
Available in the bookstorcarc
I
I

How to Survive Coll«~ by Walter

: FREE Admission on Tuesday Nites!!
____________
~
-------.!
L-----------------------------------~--------I

make them realize ~ are all sorts
1
Walter
and Al SiebertwhichLong
I
recommends to be read by every

university student

_,

Maybe this year
11 of last season's squad are returning-nine of which were starters.

Last season anOntario University
Athletic Association championship
was within ann's reach of the Lancer
soccer squad.

Th.iscoach JohnVacratsis believes
the trophy is even closer.
.. We have as good a chance as
a.pyone," said Vacratsis. "Last year
we were two good players short,
and without injuries we were good
enough to win."
Valuable forwardMarcMarchese,
who sat out of the last few games
with a broken leg, is back on the
feild this season. Marchese won a
host of accolades last year-among
them being named to the OUAA
All-Star team, and the first team
All-Canadians.
This season Vacratsis had 35
new faces eager to see their names
• -~ · on the roster-a definiteimprovement
. ~.; from previous seasons. Out of 16, ·

Although the line-up looks good,
the absence oflan Parrat will leave
one tough pair of shoes to fill on the
Lancer mid-field Fortunately Panat
decided not to return hometo England
as he planned this year, but is
working alongside Gordon Caldwell
as assistant coach.
Parrat spent most of his summer
coaching at camps and clinics at
several colleges in the United States,
and Vacratsis maintained that having
his aid on the sidelines will be a
definate asset
Coach Vacratsis is optimistic
about the team's chances this season
"We have a lot more depth than
last year, and it looks like a better
team altogether."

has two games under their belt
"Our firstvictory was over DuPage
College of Illinois and I tried out a
group of new rookies," said the
coach.
The result was a 3-2 final score,
and later a 2-0win over the University
of Michigan.
This Monday the Lancers will
face the Bristol University squad of
England. The team is presently
doing a tour of the U.S. and Ontario,
and coach Vacratsis has described
them as a good squad. but not the
best from England.
"They have already beaten the
University of Rochester and Lockhaven College, but lost to Penn
State," said Vacratsis, ·•and I think
we should beat them."

With the exhibition seasonalready
underway the Windsor crew already

~--------------------------------

Women's soccer
by Janisse Browoins-Leveque

-- Last
- - year's

recommendations
materialized into this year's first
University of Windsor women's
soccer club.
Although theclub is only running
on a trial basis and without a
budget, the athletic department'! .
approval and organization of the
team is a step in the right direction.
Under the scrutinizationrxlance'r
soccer assistant coach Gordon
Caldwell, the club will compete
exclusivelyin exhlllitiongamesagainst
varsity Ontario Women's lntercollegiateAthleticAssociation
(OWIAA)
teams and against squads from Michigan and the local area.
The OWIAA women's soccer
league was only established a few
years ago.

The Windsor team's roster presently includes two local high school
all-stars; Anne Burdon and Mary
Szausek, as well as Lancerette volleyballer Tracey McCall.
Caldwell was very pleased with
the tum-out, "Right now we have
21 trying out and
looking tc

Monday's match will take place
at5:30 p.m in the St DenisStadium,
besidethe HumanKineticsbuilding.0
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Nursing Society
presents their Annual

Orientation
Banquet
,

rm

keep 18."
If the team proves to be successful
this year, Caldwell hopes to have
theclub approved as an intercollegiate
competitor in the OWIAA league
by next season.
The team's regular season begins
with gamesscheduledagainst I..aurier
and McMaster Sept 21 and 22.
Try-outs are continuing until
Sept 18 and any interested women
are encouraged to attend practices
which are held Mondays and WeGnesdays at 5:30 p.m. 0
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Sept. 19, 198.5
Ambassador Auditorium

~
Doors Open to Public 9:00 pm
Engineers $1.00
Others $2.00

D.J.
Cash Bar

ComputerOwnership
PLAN forCanadian
CollegeandUniversityStudents

No more waiting days for your prints to come
Yee Pharmacy gives you picture-perfect prints ,n just 60
minutes. Extra prints and enlargements take just
minutes We use Kodak paper excluslvely. What's
more, we do it all in our store with the revolutionary
new Kis 1-Hour Photo Processor. ln only 60 minutes.
it turns your 110. 126. 135 and disc film into memories
that last a lifetime.
Yee Pharmacy Tecumseh West. 1695 Tecumseh Rd. W.

252-4427

Nothingextra to buy.

15% off with

Includesmonochromemonitor,

Student I.D.
ExpiresOct. 31/85

operatingsystem and Desk.Mate
integratedsoftware packages.
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Tandy/Radio
Shadelocation:
5407 Tecumseh Rd E.
Windsor, Ont.
N8T 1C5
948-)910
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Different faces in the same old places
by Janisse Browning-Leveque

The coaching staff at the University of
Windsor has done more shifting around this
year than a standard in a traffic jam.
Altogether five new names wiH appearon
the head coaches list
Among those who have been replaced are
Dr . Bob Corran from the hockey department,
Sue Osborne from Lancerette basketball,
Gillian Stevens from swimming. Dr . Michael
Salter from track and field. and Rosemary
Bastein from synchronized swimming..
Last season Corron led the Lancer hockey
team through one of its most successful
seasons in years as Lancers came within one
point of qualifying for the OUAA play-offs,
an enormous improvement from their previous
long-term slump.
This season the head man on the bench
will be Rick Cranker, who has assisted
Corran primarily in the offensive department
for the past three years.
"Corran decided to accept the position as
theUniversity of Calgary' s athletic director,"
remarked Cranker.''It is one of the best jobs
in the country with Olympic training facilities
and an excellent budget for athletics."
Cranker is quite familiar with the reponsibilities he will face, and his 12 years'
joanne macl an
dennis fairall
coaching experience in the Windsor Minor
Hockey Association will also work to his
0
L------------....:l.0'1=:.:ice:=.;Phot;.:.:::;.:
advantage.
Joanne MacLean worked through two undo- some problems getting underway when a
"Coaching with Corran last year involved
fcated seuom. And in theAtlantic Universities grant ran through. but Gillian Stevens arrived
joint decisions between the two of us," said
Atheletic Association division, 28-0 twice in in time to organize the team and prepare
Cranker," and this year I will be working with
a row is a feat worth recognition.
them for competition. This year, however,
Mike Sadler-the brains of the operation."
MacLean described her dutie~ at UNB
she is leaching in Ton::anto.
Sadler will be handling the administrative
as,"Outlining practice plans, respomible for
endof the squad. which will help Cranker as
Windsor Aquatic Club head coach Thomas
drills with the guards, and observing. com- Arusoo has taken over Stevens' position as
he works as director of coaching for his
second year in the MHA and teaches full menting. and coaching in specific areas."
Windsor's head coach. He WI11
remain a fullCoachMacLean is optimistic about the time coach for the Aquatic Club, but will
time for the Windsor Board of Education.
season as she has seen and worted with have an assistant "lfwe can co-ordinate the
The Lancerette basketball department
many interested players already, and plans to two programs. both teams will benefit," said
has also acquired one new coach, with a bag
fu11of tricks and a past full of victories. In improve the profile of the team in the com- ProfcssorMargPrpich. DirectorofWomen's
munity as well as the province.
fact, as an assistant coach for the women's
Sport.
Last year the swimming program had
team at the University of New Brunswick.
The synchronized swimmers will also be

in good hands this year as Ro~emary Bastien
hands her job as head coach O\ er to B'lrbara
Millar. Millar competed for four years whit.:
she was working on her Business degree up
until she graduated one year ago.
She worked in close cootact with Bastien
and the synchro team and also helped coach
the Windsor Synchronized S\\ imming Club
Another turnover took place in the track
and field dcpartrnenL Long t me coach Dr
Michael Salter decided to undertake the
respons1b1htiesas the.Deanof Human Kinetics
for one )ear before taking a )ear of sabat cal
.. It was not a1 easy dec1 ,on,'' -said
Salter, "'but I decided to take the dean
position as a challenge There arc some kids
on the team v.ith Nauonal calibre and they
deserve a full-time coach."
Taking his place as head coach is Dennie;
Fairall, a 1977 graduate from the University
of Western Tracher's College with more than
adequate expenence under his bell Fairall
founded and worked with the T11lsonburg
track club while he attended Western, and
afterwards, for a total of seven years.
He also worked as the course conductor
with the International Olympic Committee
in Belize. Central America for two w1..-cks
m
February, and was head coach of he Canadian
track and field team th.lt partJl.!ipatcd at the
Maccabi gamed m lsrael last summer. n
competition for Jewish atl,eletes that took
place after the Olympics.
"The Windsor athletes have-possibilitie.,
for a gold at the Cl Al's and this ~ear I plan on
keeping the high quality indoor track and
field team that Dr. $alter stated." said Fairall.
Fairall is also planning on de\elping a
competitive cross country team this year.
''I rememberwhen I competedat Westen,
when Windsor had only 7 or so ath!etes, and
now they've qualified over20 for the CIAtrs.··
said Fairall.

::..::;i~=:.:..;:.::::ia::~----------·

The Lancer hockey team is looking for a
team manager .statistician. and a person to
videotape the games. Any interested persons
please contact Milce Sadler. Ext 2132

It could be worse sports fans, but not much
by John Wawrow

This area isn't a haven for professional
sports dynasties, but look at it this way: you
could be living in Cleveland.
looking at Detroit's four pro teams, a
sports fan doesn't exactly get an opportunity
to see his game played in the way it was
meant to be. However, if you're one for the
wacky and zany antics of a wild and willy
high scoring fest, this is the place to be.
I mean if you put the Detroit Red Wings
(hockey), Uons( football) and presently bobbling Tigers(baseball) into a box all you'd get
was an overpriced Ford car W1tha coupled
pizza makers in it I don't know who has
fumbled the ball more: The Lion's backfield
or the Tiger's outfield.
The only team worthy of being ranked as
a calibre participant in its field is the Detroit
Pistons basketball team which made it to last
year's NBA semi-finals before the roof finally
caved in on them. Actually the fell in sometimeearly springwhenthe PontiacSilverdome's
plastic roof was tom to shreds by heavy
winds, but that's another story.
The Pistons have a good chance of again
finishing among the top four teams next
spring. Building around Isaiah Thomas, Piston
coach Chuck Daly, who was almost lost to
the Philadelphia 76ers this summer, has built
a good core of players.

oo!f
they stay healthy and get a couple of

g

bounces along the way the p·
•
1Stons

could presumably be in the finals next year.
But can't this health, combined with luck be
said about every team. .. nopc.
Look at the lions; it doesn't matter if they
stay healthy because they have a mediocre
team \\ith a bunch of mediocre reserves to
truly on which should give them a mediocre
season. They even have a wide receiver
playing f~ them named Bland.
Glance at their quarterback situation: Joe
Ferguson can throw, but is too old to scramble..
while Eric Hipple can scramble but is known
to toss a ball or two whose flight is only
stopped by the domed roof.
In the backfield. Billy Sims hasn't played
for a year and is doubtf u1for most of October.
To fill the gap, General Manager Russ
Thomas picked up an aging Wilbert Montgomery.
The Lions also play in the enormous,
80,000 seat Silverdome. As for the roof
falling in on them ...
Fortunately, this team has a chance to
makeit to the first round of the play-offs due
to the sad-sack
division-the NFC Centralthey are found in. The only problem here is
they still have to play teams from outside
their division which leaves the hopes for a
winning record left with an act of God.
The Red Wings seem to be in the same
boat. mediocre play, lackluster division and
so on. However, in hockey, a dreadful division
is what play-off dreams are made of and the
Wings have benefitted from being in the.
*Norris Division these last two years, thanks

This is not tomcntionabouthalf.a-ck,1er
other highly rated hopefu]s who will be sen
back to their junior teams or Adirondack tor
fine tuning..And don't forget John Ogrodruck,
Ron Duguay, Yzerman. ~ Greg Stefan
who had good years onthe team last season.
Gone this year are coach Nick Polano ·
who has been moved up in the organization to
make room forex-VancouverCanuckcoach
and general manager Harry Neale. Other
faces who will not be seen are Brad Park
(retired). Darryl Sittler (quit, then retired)
Frantsek Cemik and Milan Chalpula (who
were those two?)
Meanwhile.. the Leafs have done little
other than sign their top. and first overall m
the NHL. draft choice Wendel Clark- Other
Leaf moves include: re-signing BOljeSalrning.
picking up Marion Stastny (right last name,
but got him mixed up with Peter), signedDon
Edwards giving them a total of seven goalies
in their system and trading John Anderson
for defenceman Brad Maxwell .
But all hopes arcn ·t lost for you folks from
Toronto as the Blue Jays tenously hang to
first with a month to go.
The Tigers. well about the only thin~
taking place at MichiganandTrumbull(Ti,er
Stadium) these days are gomg to see the
better visiting teams.
As a matter of fact, 1t has been said that
the reason for the large turnouts at sporting
events in this area 1snot to support the home
obtain...
andanochcroollegialesooqng
machine teams but m order for the fans to sec what
by the nameof Ray Staszak.
tttey have been mtssu,: for so long. D

to Ballard's circus in Toronto.
When will theMakeBeliefs find themselves
out of the play-offs this season? Let's count
them out right now and avoid the pre.-..
Thanksgiving rush.
With or without the Leafs, this seems to
be the year that the Wings may deserve to be
in the play-offs thanks to the dealings of GM
Jimmy Devellano. With the help of owner
MikeIllitch's pepperoni-stained dollars. Devellano has managed to build what may
becomeone of theflashiersurprises competing
in the NHL this season.
The once called 'dead wings' have been
slowly building around youth with the lllitch
era's first draft acquisition, Steve Yzennan,
who proved in his second year he certainly
was no flash in the pan.
This summer a complete day-care centre
of kids was raided and many will undoubtedly
be trying on red and white jerseys come
October 10.
Those rookies include Adam Oates who
broke his own NCAA scoring records last
year-31
goals, 91 points in 38 gameswhile playing for Rennselaer Polytechnic
Institute.
Other new faces who will join include
Warren Young. who netted a fair number of
points on the same line with Ma:io Lemieux
of the Pittsburg Penguins. a fellow by the
name of Peter Klima who is an European
scoring wizard the Wings are rumored to
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PHOTOS
• DistinctiveStudio Portraits
in gown and colours of your
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arranged(or your Faculty
JohnGAfac~y'Photography3877 Dougall Avenue
969-6900

t\11STOP
125 Park St W.
Windsor, Ont N9A 5T6

252-8810
Student

Discount Program

Layaway-no interest charges

EVENWHEN
YOUGANGUP
ONUS...
WECAN
) i HANDLE
YOU!
i

•
•

with a dynamite new menu
with night-dancing for the
footloose and fancy-free
• with a comfortable hangaround atmosphere
• with something for everyone

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Oct. 5 LSAT
Oct. 19 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800·387-1262

classifieds
JOIS: Woitresses/Waiters/De1iv8f'{ Boys
required for port-time & full-time positions.
Applications available at the Italia
Restaurant. 1204 Tecumseh East.
CAR POOi.: I would like to set up o car
pool from Chatham to Windsor & return
for every weekday starting In September .
Interested drivefS or paying passengers
please call Doug at 1-354-9958(0lothom)
RIDE needed to Toronto 1-2 weekends
per month during school year Leave on
Thursdayor Friday. and return on Sunday .
Will shore gas and driving . Dan 252-0154
or253-4232 ext. 2215.
MUSICIANSWANTED:
lead guitarist(r&b
and rockabilly Influenced) and bassist
(preferroblyocoustic) to form local band
Phone 258-8304 .
Share 3 bedroom home east side on bus
line Goy male preferred S175.00 month .
Atte<4:30 945-6514 .

1760 Huron Church Rd.

258-0041

NOTICI! Pt.EASEcome to my rescue! I
hove a 3 bedroom apt . with 2 available
bedrooms-and no roommates! The rent Is
only S146/mon . each plus hydro. Its near
the bus route too! Call 258· 1725 AFTER
Friday , Sept . 13th.

by Lovre Buj

Shake

Shakespeare, the greatest musician of English poetry.
never versified according to the enigmatic stare of the sphinx ,
but instead let her doomy queries ring desolately through his
melodramas of despair.
Forgive me the melodrama of such an opening sentence.
but how else to take rhetorical refuge from the sheer,
thundering swathe of King Lear. especially one acted under
John Hirsch's direction.
It's Hirsch' s last season at Stratford ( John Neville moves
in next year as Artistic Director), and he's stamping Lear
with all the grandiose darkness of his own essentially
unwavering humanism ( in one portion of the program he ties
Lear in with our world's nuclear dilemma and writes: "We
are living. after all, just one minute before midnight")
This is the fundamental shape of Hirsch's directorial
vision: the triumph of life is accorded its tragic, though
redeeming, pageant only against the ominous or potentially
nihilistic . One recalls the occult undertones that infiltrated
his Midsummer Night's Dream last year, or the weight of his
Macbeth in 1983.
Does it work this time around? Not as well as I'd like it to.
Still. we know of Edward Bond 's recharged 20th-century
Lear, we know of Michael Bogdanov's (who directed a
rocking, Weimaresque Measure for Measure at Stratford
this summer) decision to only do Shakespeare in modem
dress, we know of Albert Finney's behin(i.the-Lear scenes in
The Dresser, and suddenly the more appropriate question
becomes not whose Lear is this?. but who is this Lear?
Theanswer this time around : Douglas Campbell whc. for
some three hours a performance weeps and bellows his way
through an acquired identity, inciting himself toward the high
crags ofa quasi-heroic's fool rage.
And yet, he doesn't persuade complete ly. Lear~Lea.r!)
nothing more th an a textual figure crawling toward deathwith
an overburdening sense of loss and waste-or Campbell?
Who succeeds? Who disappoints? It's Campbell who's
saddled with the problems of realizing the demanding.
contradictory figurations that comprise Lear's psyche. And
hence Campbell goes back and forth, never real ly going far
enough henceor comingclose enough hither. By the endhe
managessympathy from our pitying heUU, but we neversee
in him so much the king as we do th~ aged power-wielder,
susceptible to insane fits of passion while sad ly reduced to his
pyjamas and the company of Nicholas Pennell's true, yet
harsh witted, miserv-faced fool.
This is no crime, for Lear's problem is that he's been

King LNr (Douglas Campbell, below) commiNratn wit h h is Fool (Nicho l• Penne ll I

betrayed in grim proportion to how much he's betrayed
himself, and that's a sad scene since it reduces him to
nothing-nothing beingthe greatandimageless trope for this
world of medieval misery.
The misery, however. isn't completely Lear's. Lewis
Gordon's Gloucester undergoes a parallel collapse at the
hands of wicked Edmund (Benedict Campbell). Gordon's
warmth ofvoice makesGloucester's gullibility near forgivable
and by the time Cornwall takes his eyes oul The pity rolls. Ill
seen, ill said would be a perverse pun and perfect motto for
the decline of the aged in this tragedy.
Their course of calamitous doom is as deserved as
Cordelia's is unfortunate. Seana McKenna is Cordelia and
her festival fate, as with last year's Juliet and this years Viola.

is to play the young maid resplendent in the virtuosity of her
virtue. McKenna makes Cordelia as clear in filial love as in
voice, but in the world she undergoes it seems harshness and
brutality is all.
Thus. Cordelia hangs and Lear collapses, and this large,
broadly conceived tragedy aims to shake the foundations of
human sanity and test the capacity for endurance-for that's
what Lear himself feels most acutely: The bitter woe of a
maturity reaped in the wake of error, betrayed. and social
collapse .
Hirsch knows this, Campbell knows this, now if only the
agonizing music of it all could come together with absolute
autho1ity on the ~stival stage.
The play rur.s until October J 3.D

D ry Heaves reunion is upon
us
.
by Desmond McGrath

With most of the band's ex-members
livmg m Toronto now, lots of work has
already gone into this week' s show · I e
been gomg crazy driving up and down the
401 all summer for rehearsals," says Kevy
And he seems to think it's been worth the
trouble. "We ' re sounding better than we ever
did We're tighter aqd more sober in practice .
I don't think we ever practiced sober before. '

The dry heaves.
These are words to provoke bad coMotations at any time. Overdid il Never again.
never again . I'm gonna hate myself in the
morning. Life is bad Never again.
And then there's The Dry Heaves.
There's a thought to provoke groans of
impatience, squeals of delight, looks of fear,
It all began at the 1979 Battle of the
Dear and Treasured Memories , and the
Bands at MicMac Park. which the group only
words "Thank God they never had a reunion."
entered for a lark. "We figured we could do
Well. guess whal .. It happens this Saturday night at the Leyland (used to be The better than what was on the radio." It was
thenthattheband'sstage names~ imenled,
Liedemacht) at Cass and Bagley SL in
by non-member Andy "the poet" Bryan
Detroitown. in a benefit for the Muscular
(
who later became their drummer and will be
Dystrophy Foundation.
You have to be 21 or over to appreciate perfonmng in the band this weekend) They
were Hevy Kevy (vocals). Tommy Vomst
this. because it's been four peaceful years
(guitar), Ray Maybe (keyboards), and Dave
since the Heaves imposed themselves upon
O'Gorman (drums, no nickname). For the
anyone. It was at the Coronation Tavern,
sometime around April. 1981, andeveryone benefit. the group will be joined by Ray's
in the audience was either in a band, or was brother Bob (Baby Maybe) on bass.
Back to the story. When the band fimshed
related to someone in a band, or was best
third
out of more than twenty their support.era
friends with someonein a band, or all of the
demandedmore.Hevy Kevy recalls rentinaa
above. One big happy social club.
hall for one hundred people ... Even then,
Windsor was blooming with puncrock
people were lined up Olltlide; it was cruy."
bands then, and though the odd group has
And then there wu no atoppin& them.
flourished since (most notably the Flesh
The call of destiny was too loud to be
Columns and D.O.S.) their number has
ignored, you oould say. The Dry Heaves
gradually decreased to today's endangered
were featured at the Face the Eightiesbuh,
species level
Still. the question remains: Why the then did multiple perfonnancea atJP'1 (back
when itwu a venuel'orlhat sortofdwra). ...S
reunion?
so Oil to ewry club that could be talked..,
"For fun" says Kevin Shannon, (ab

Bevy Kevy) the lead singer, "and because
it1 for a ll)Oclcame."

.......
,...,.

bousinapunt n,clt bml&-Wallrer 917, cbs
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At the mov1es
by Lance Arts

statr

Downstairs at 52 University
Ave. W. once was ignored, then
was full of plaster, workbenches
and hardware and then was an offth~beaten-track theatre in the midst
of downtown.
1t' s really small Sony-' cozy'.
That is-'intimate'.
It's calledCinema Windsor and
should be commonplace for anyone
seriously interested in watching of
ortbemakiQgoffilms. That'sbecause
it is the only place in Windsor that
,regulartyscreensindependently~
duced films-video art, documentaries, experimental, even conventional
Tfle schedule of films through
October is available (has been for
some tirne-eg.at Centre Desk) and
a flip through it shows the vast
range of subject matter on viewrefugees, modem dance, cocaine .
gangsters ( of the 30's!), family violence, a series from the Maritime
film makersCo-operative,andanother
series of Newfoundland movies.
Tonight (Thursday) is a one
night stand for Canadian director
NonnanJewison,intbefilmNonnan
Jewison. Film Maker. This is a

study of Jewison at work on the
movie version of Fiddler on the
Roof ,showing you the people and
performances behind the picture.
Jewison's latest film,Agnes of God
(starring Jane Fonda and Anne
Bancroft) is to be released later this
month.
Varietyis a film about the pastime
of voyewism,centred arounda wanan
working at a porno theatre. In a
world where men do alJ of the
lookin& director BetteGordon watches men watching women and
gives some idea of how pornography
looks to a female. To be shown in
the second weekend of October.
On October 19th, Canadian independent film maker Richard Kerr
will present on e of his films in
person, aid speakabouthis wat and
independent film in Canada.
See tbe schedule for yourself,
Watch for Wargames, probably
the most frightineng film on nuclear
war yet made,and C.ocaine
Friends.
a juicy looking 1939 cocaine gangster
movie (with opium dens!), and,
among other things, a series on
family violence to be shown on
three successive Mondays. D

Heaving
from page 13

Radio Tavern, and the Coronation
in Windsor, as well as shows at
Bookie's, Nunzio's, and the Red
Carpet in Detroit ( as close as the
Heaves got to the Big Time).
According to one Lance writer
of the times, "wit, danceability,
and unpretentiousness" (i.e. low
budget) were the order of the day
for the discerning menagerie of
funseekers, misfits, and geezerswho
made a 'scene' for Windsor new
music. There was a vague sense of
underground camaraderie
througoout,
soundtrack by The Spy's, The Enemies, The Heaves, The Consumers,
along with numerousmore ephemeral
con junctions.
Time, as is it's wont, took its
toll. The Spy's broke up then put
out a single. The Dry Heaves went
further-they broke up then put out
an EP.
''Geography broke up The Dry

Heaves" as Hevy Kevy puts it He
moved to Toronto before the band's
death. "For the last few gigs I was
driving down from Toronto, and it
just got to be too much. A lot of
work and time went into the band
We never made money, and it was
too much of a drain in the end. But it
was a great time."
A great time is what he has in
mind for Saturday night "r ve been
talking it up, and it seems all the old
crowd are coming out I doubt we'll
be as rude and obnoxious as before"
(What a shame-ed)
"It'll be
more tastefully done" he says, but
then contradicts himself. "I'll be
wearing a mini-skirt, black velvet I
don't knowhowlong it'll last,though.''
Come and see.
Come for the cause of fun, or for
the cause of Jerry's Kids,-maybe
you can find out what all the fun
was aboutO

Ratification A
material Univer$itv
~ ~
ofWindsor
to be
submitted to
Peggy Chua, V.P.
Administration.

by
Sept. 27, 1985
4:00 p.m.
Documents include:
1) Constitution
2) Membership List in Alphabeticaf Order
3) Budget
· ·
4) Executive List with addresses & phone
numbers.
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Sept. 9 - Sept. . 21

All TROPHIC and SWISS
Supplements
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Student Specials· While Quantiti.es Last!!!
SAVE $8 and have great looking hair with JOJOBA
Shampoo & Conditioner (16 oz.) 1/2 Price
ONLY $7.99 for both
LILY OF THE VALLEY Soap (large 150 gr. bar)
Reg. $1.99 NOW ONLY $1.29

Peanut Butter, fresh ground (1 lb. container)
\.'
Reg. $1.49 NOW ONLY $1.19

No further discounts
apply

Mon-Thurs, Sat 9:306:00; Fri 9:30- 7 :30
252-6494
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After you' re
through with
this

Come and join
us at Cheers
where the FUN
is.

Lance Photo by Chris McNamara

To have and to hold
by Brad Lombardo
This past Wednesday night's
musical event lit the Ambassador
Auditoriumfuatured
new musicgroops
'San1°pleand Hold' and' Plan Nine',
and was .. a successful three-hour
show characterized by energetic,
fast dancing.. The show, presented
by the Marketing Society, drew
over three hundred people and owed
its successto the melodious,rhythmic
talents of both groups.
The actual show kickedoff arowxl
ten in the evening with Plan Nine, a
musically progressive five-manned
that features two guitarists,a keyboard
player, a percussionist, and a lead
vocalist. After a rather terse introducti,>n, the group broke into a
Duran Duran style song which compelied the students to fill the empty
dance floor.
The main act of the event was
•Sample and Hold', a group in the

a

tradition of Roxy Music which features Scott Barlow and Neil Bassett
on guitar, keyboards, and vocals,
with John Bechard on percussion.
Originally fonned in 1980, the band
evolved into a trio about two years
ago. About fourteen months ago,
the three members, all born and
raised in Windsor, decided to move
to Toronto for professional reasons.
Hours before the show, I interviewed the guitarist Barlow about
the move to Toronto and other
happenings. Barlow conceded that
it was a good move since the market
for his band's music is greater
there. "Right now, we're going after
the public," he reasoned, "we're
going to start marketing our product."
Already, the band has a selection
on a homegrown album titled 'Q
J07' which features raw, keyboardoriented sounds from promising Toronto bands.
Barlow admittedbeing influenced

by Roxy, The Cure, and Ultravox,
among others, but he hesitated classifying the content and nature of
'Sample and Hold' s' music. Though
the group now emphasizes the keyboards in their songs, Barlow has
not been confined to the group's
present beat. "I went f!'(>mplayins
Top 40 metal to disco to jazz," he
explained, "I once even took some
West Montgomery jazz courses."
The trio closed out its hour an a
half show with the infamous"Captain
Peel". "I was waiting for this one,"
someone next to me confided, "It's
the dirtiest song ever written ... "
Whether · or not the music of
Sampii°and Hold or Plan Nine appeals to any particular individual. it
is certain that a good portion of the
audience enjoyed Wednesday evening's show. At the very least, this
most recent musical event merely
sets the precedent for future bands
to visit campus grounds.

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

Dancing nitely to the
Greatest in TOP 401
Free Admission
2477 Dougall Ave.
Mon - Thurs
(Do~in Plaza)
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire ReQuired
966-2624

Don't Miss Your
Welcome Back Weekend!!
klCl(/NG
II Fash. OFF With

ion PTie . o

rn,e,

School Opening Hours
sponsored by

Mon. Sept. 9 thru Thurs. Sept. 12

and
Mon. Sept 16 thru Thurs. Sept. 20

8:30 am - 8:00 pm
Fridays 8:30 - 4:30

i:MSS:IEEl·i-1
ff
l
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Thurs. Sept. 12

at 9:00 pm

Drink Specials - Dancing Wed. thru Sat.

Great Burgers and the
Tastiest Chicken Wings anywhere!
CGdlllac Jacks; a great place to go after
class, after exams, after the game,
after anything ...
There's No Place Quite Uke II!!
- At the Heart of Restaurant Alley 119 Chatham St. West
( one block off University bus route)

253-3511
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There were big ones and small
ones, short ones and tall ones
and as many nationalities as there
are spots on a dalmatian.
At about 6:00 on Saturdays,
the attraction opens. It's the Farmers Market situated in downtown
Windsor just a couple blocks past
the bus depot (on Pitt St).
Reviewing the many attractions
to be found at the market will be
quite a chore, but here goes.
But the attractions consisted
There were melons, as in water,
of more than just fruits, vegetables
honeydew and cantaloup. Peaches, and meats. Adding to this list, you
can find flowers, silk and real
plums apples and pears were for
sale, as well as the more exotic
one,, needlework,' art stuff, doztypes; such as, mangoes and kiwis.
ens of eggs,fur pillows and people.
Then, of course, you can get into the _ No, not people to buy, people to
veggies. In this area .there were
meet and talk to, or if it's your
veggies. In this area there were the
bag, just to watch. A melting pot
of race, creed, colour and sex, a
standard potatoes, corn, green
beans onions and celery ( many
mosaic of good taste ( literally)
of which were grown in Essex and familv tradition.
The market place is full of the
County). There were even some
mushrooms.Other food type places faces of young children anticipating
the taste of freshly baked cookies
were the meat counters. Here
or a ripe apple. The weathered
you could buy anything from feet
to tongue and all of the guts
and worn faces of the old also
between. There were all sorts of
grace the abandoned parking garchickens and many cuts of beef,
age. Although haggling over the
pork and sausages galore.·
rice of a chicken, the were still

.

eager to
produce.
Then of course, t!Jr
students who need tl
wholesome stuff in thf.lg
for as little as possibP
at the market is pf1.
cheapest way to do son•
man, straight from ,.
OU.
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_: Lance goes shopping

If you don't have ots to spend
and need something to take up a
sunny Saturday afternoon, or any
other for that matter. Why don't
you check the place out, we did
and found it to be reat fun.

1lte Law, September 12, 1985, page l<J.

ALDERMAN• WARD 2

Playball. (;..

La~

in the trenches,

and behind.....,,

liMS

INTHEHEART
OFOOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're iust minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racQuetball and indoor
recreational facrhty We 're an exc,ttng new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We've Got It All!

Student
Memberships

r ·~u.-,

Lance Photo by Rlob~

The Delta Chi Fraternity

X

~x

~x

"Serving the University Community for Over
15 Years!"
presents

FALL EVENTS '85
....

SepL 13 T.G . I.F . - Refreshments

at reduced rates for FROSH!

SepL 14 Delta Chi Bash. Ambassador

Auditorium

SepL 15 BBQ & Vnlleyhall at the Frat
Sept. 19

WINE & CHEESE ( Proper Attire PleaseI

SepL 20 T.G.I.F.

- Refreshments at reduced rates for FROSH!

Sept. 21 TOGA!!!!; LlX Toga Party - Toga's Please

Don't Jag Yourselves-Come
408 Indian

Out & Enjoy

253-5583

Gator-aid flows
in Lancer
pre--season
opener
lines and the linebacker corps. I
think our needs have been met."
Revenge will be on the minds of added coach Fracas. "Now we
the Bishop's Gators as they tackle need to have the game experience."
with the football Lancers Saturday
Injuries which were problems
in exhtl>itioo play.
last
week are now down to just five,
Last years contest at Bishop's
and
won't be a major factor in the
University resulted in a 35-8 rout
a.mxme
dthe gameagainstQuebec's
for the Lancers.
Gators.
"Everybody's going to play"
The Gators should fare better
said Lancerheadcoach Gino Fracas.
"I want them all to have game in this year's pre-season contest
action." This is vital with only 20 Last season they were ranked one
of the top ten teams in the country,
veterans re~
A corps of 50 rookies will have and Jost the Ontario-Quebec Unito adjust quickly to the university versity Intercollegiate Football Conference Final to Queen's 37-35.
style of play.
With only two offensive and
As for the Lancers, new people
two defensive linemen returning such as running back coach Morrie
this season,rookies wilJ have to fill Gallagher could start to tum things
in.
around for the team which hasn't
"We have to be patient. they'll had a winning season in seven
get better with time," said coach years. A win against Bishop's would
certainly help.
Fracas.
"Our needs are in the defensive
The game is scheduled for St
secondary,offensive and defensive Denis Stadium at I p.m.

by Rob Aaclruscvich

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

AQUATICAND FllNESSPROGRAMS
CHllDREtfS SWIMMING $15/$30
- TvJOtwelve week sessions advances the youth
through the Red Ooss colour system . Must be 6
yrs. old. Register Friday & Saturday prior to class.
Sat . Sept . 21-Dec . 7. 9:00-Noon.

~

10:00- 200 p.m.

5ept

1000-Noon

28 - Oct S

~

Ph.

_
252 3322

...

Mon/Wed.

How do we work?
Sept 23- 0ct 28

S:1S-6:30 p.m
T~

~

700 - 900 p.m.

SeDt :M- Dec.J

Mon/Wed.
:, on 3 6-llol

'>00- 1Hl0 p.m

Jou ::l'I fnolhtlll

SolUldOys
1000 - 1200 p.m

Homelocators can help solve
your student housing problems
FAST. Call 253-4441.

L..I

...,.

Soccer

ADUL1S LEARN-TC,.SWIM$15/$30
- To assistwith stroke. irf'4'.)r(M3.
orteoch beginners
to swim . ·
Tues. Sept. 24- Dec. 3. 9:30-10:30 am .

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way .

Pregnancy Tests Available• Open Afternoons& Evenings

ACIMIY

-Must be 14 yrs. old .
Sun. Sept. 29-Dec . 1. 5:00-9:00 pm.

5-lC 22- 0ct 27

~

TINY TOT SWIMMING
- TvJOsessionseach semester.
Sat . Sept. 21-Dec. 9. 9:00-Noon or
Tues./lhurs. Sept. 24-Dec . 5. 10:30-11:30 am

IRONZE/LW>ERS
$40

We Care For'
You and Your Unborn Child

1111\ft·-

Sept 30- 0ct . 30

Oct 13-0ct . 20

Since our goal is to locate you fast. we will supply you with listings of
properties that fit your particular needs and preferences. Each individual
property carries its' own description designed lo speed up the renting
process.

Cost to you
We haw a small service charge which entitl~ you to shop around until
completely satisfied, no matter bow many vacancies you look aL

Particular Needs?
MASIIRS SWIM PROGRAM $10
- To encourage adults O\l8f 25 yrs.to train and/or
swim competitively.
Pool time to be announced.
Register Ffi. Sept. 13 Noon-4:00pm.
LADIES-FITNESS$15/$30
-Available at two different levels
1. M:x,/Wed . 7;00.8:00 pm.
~ltipurpose
Room Sept . 23-Dec . 4.

By this we mean type of dwelling. number of bedrooms. price range you
Adlwltr
Soccer

RESIDENCEAEROIICS $30 (Students) OR $1
pi:RCIASS
- Guys and gals in Laurier Lounge .
~n . thru tlhurs 5:00-6:00 pm
Starts Sep t 30.
AQUA-FIT $10/15
- Water aerobics for body conditioning .
Sept ~3 - 0ec . 5.
,
Mon . jQ:00-10 00 am . Thurs. 9:30-10.30 am.

I

DA1'11
Sept 24-Nov . 1

~

9:00
-,

5-lC 24-Dac

Rog l'ootbOI

Mon/Wed
S:15-700pm

Seot 23-0ct . 23

lobool

Bc:alcelbol

1:00 p.m

1.-,lhuls.
'yi!'\-6 30 o.m
wo,/Wed
700 - 1100 p.m

3

5-lC 24- 0ct 24
Sept 30 - 0ct 30

at

$5 OFF
Service Cha,ge with
This Coupon

Mon/Wed/Ttus.
71Xl- , , 00 p.m.

Open 7 days a week 9 am - 9 pm. So just drop by at your
convenience. Counsellors are on hand all times. If you have any
questions we can answer them for you Fast & Efficiently.

Homelocators
448 Tecumseh Rd E.
(I block West of Howard)
"A Move la the Riallt Directloa''

Nov 4 - Mor 20

Mon - lhulS
Hod(ay

IOOY WORKOUT Wl1H WEIGH1S $15/$30
-A combined progrom a aerobics and selected
weight training exercises.
Tues- Thurs.8:00-9:00 pm. Weight room Sept.
24-Dec . 5.

DAft.,_
Tuea/Tlu/Fri.
S:1S- 630 p.m
T~

3 on 3 6-llol

2. AdvancedT~lhurs.. 7:00-8:00 pm .
Multipurpose room Sept. 24-Dec . 5.

require, an:a you desire, furnishings. facilities for pets etc. We can also
supply you with iAformation about little extras such as parting facilities. air
conditioning. fenced yanis etc.

lN1UIIUU&. ICHIDCu

lmfl

TRA

Ort

10 - Mar. 3)

DANCECWB
This is on amateur dance group open to men and
'M:>m8n on campus or in the community . Previous
experience is desired. The group will do a r-..mbef ct
perfolmonces in the community . loeol schools and a
foonol public concert in the spring. The program consists
of medem and jazz donce:'birection and chol8ogrophy
1sdone b y Prof. Morliese Kim me<1e. Faculty of Human
Kinetics .
Rehearsals begin September 17 ot8 :00 pm . and w,11
take place every tuesday ond Thursday from 8.00-

10:00 pm. 1nMultipurpose Room of the St Denis Athlet ic
and Community Cenfre .
Forfurther mformotioo. contact Prof. M Kimmerle at
253-4232. ext. 2441

I.S.S.

Meetin·g
Council

n

SAC MEMBERS
MEETING
Wed. Sept. 25, 1985
4:30 p.m.

Board of Governors Room,
5th Floor, Windsor Hall Tower
Please submit all Agenda items to:
Bob Baker,Vice PresidentAdministration
. in the SAC Office by
-Mon9ay Sept. 23, 12 noon
Meeting materials will be available by 9 am
Tuesday Sept. 24 in SAC mailboxes .

Universrty

ofWindsor

Wed. Sept. 1 8, 1 985
4:00 p.m.
International Student
Centre

soft constructed
sport coats
oversize fit.
pleated
baggies,
flannels
& tweeds
10%
Discount
for
Students
& Faculty

ISS Executive Board

368
Ouellette
254-7878

~~~~
-...._~
·.or

'··\t
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Here's the Plan.
First, you buy one delicious Whopper* with·it's
sizzling hot flame-broiled beef, fresh tomatoes,
crispy lettuce, crunchy onions - and other tasty fixin's
served up just the way you want it.
And then, we give you a second Whopper*FREE.
Try the Whopper·Economy Plan at
Burger l(ing- NOW!

/

Medi1unis cheap, and worthit
by Claudio d'Andrea
At a cost of about $200.00 the university
has installed a campus-wide .. bulletin()Oard
service" 1n the form of video-displayed
messages . But whether or not the students
are usmg the system remains to be seen.
The idea of setung up the :;ervice originated
with Dr . Ianni. the university's president
A number of old black and white television
monitors which were lying around and put
them to use The only capital investment was
a Commodore computer. used to generate
and 'scroll" me~sages on the 17 monitor ,.
The objecti,e of installing the system. Dr
Ezio Marzotto of the Media Centre said. was
to let ·'people on campus have a daily update
, on things going on all the time .. Dr. Ianni
said .. students should be encouraged to attend
the rich vanet) of events on campus" rather
than being confined to classrooms. The service
is opened to both students and faculty.
Chris Woodrow. Information Officer of
the Office of Information Services in the
Assumption Universit} building. said that
the idea .. seems to be very, very popular".
However. an informal survey of students and
faculty suggests that the idea hasn't received
much attention from the students so far.
Steve, a third year Biology student. said
that "I don't think much of them. 1 don't pay
attention to them". Another student, Vic,
said that while he doesn't notice them very
often, he believed ''they're a good idea" and
that the television monitors in the classrooms
are "finally" being put to use with the
system.
Prof. Hugh Edmunds of the Dept of
Communication Studies.. said too that he
rarely notices it although it's "probably a
good idea." Technological advancements, he
said, have usually been slow in growth
because people have to be interested in the
technology before it becomse useful.
Such technologies.. he said, have been
called "mediums without a message" because
people aren't interested in them at first
Whether or not the service is useful or not
depends on the students.
"It'll grow if it is providing a service or
it'll whither away and die if it's not providing
a service," said Edmunds.

~r11
Lance Pl"loto by Andr-

by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
An affirmative action program is being
implemented by the University of Windsor,
but some representatives feel it isn't as far
reaching as it could be.
A report outlining the implementation of
affirmative action was presented to the board
of directors Tuesday by professor Charles
James, administrative assistant to the University president.
''We need to discuss the affirmative
action program with the people who are going
to be affected by it, mainly the women on
campus,'' said Gerard O'Neill, president of
the Graduate Student Society.
"Basically the program considered now
is an employment condition situation. If you
are employed by the university and you are a
woman, ifs not going to be held against you,"
he added.

An affirmative action program, O'Neill
said, should encompass more areas and not
just the hiring and firing of women. They
should include career counselling of women,
employment conditions and working climate.
University president, Dr. Ron Ianni, said
the first step should be studying the salary
differentials of male and female professors at.
this university compared to other universities.
A grant of $23,()()() will be given to the
university to establish a womens co-ordinator
position to oversee the establishment of
affirmative action.
According to the Students' Administrative
C,0uncil (SAC) president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis,
university without any input from SAC's
status of women's commissioner. This is definitely a peculiar situation," said Tsilfidis.
Mireille Coral, SAC status of womens
comissioner, had no comment as to why she
was not approached about the plan to implement

HasKJert

affirmative action. However she said, "We
are still trying to establish ourselves formally."
According to James. his presentation
wasn't intended to be he Administration's
planned policy.
"The document really wasn't put forward
as a proposal. It was put forward as an
example of the different policies," he said.
"In the document itselfl suggested some
fairly substantial ammendments that would
better reflect the university." he said.
The ammendments outlined in the his
presentation included diversifying female enrollment in university programs, making sure
programs reflect contemporary roles of men
and women, monitoring materials used I the
university to make sure they are free of sex
bias. and monitoring university documentation
and public statements to make sure they are
free of bias.
Affirmative action is a priority, he said. D
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Nothingf.onservativeabo11tbloodshed
by D. W. Dorken
Allan Fotheringham once penned the
immortal line about Progressive Conservatives
being the only party that eats its own.
Last Sunday, the blood spilled once
more.
It happened during a University of Windsor
Progressive Conservative Campus Association
executive meeting. held to ratify the appointment of Peter Ougli as President pro tern.
The appointment became necessary after
elected president Gary Milrad failed to return
to the University to assume the position.
Ougli received unanimous approval from
the eight member executive, himself included.
Then the PCs voted on the length of the prt>
tern president's term, and the halls flowed
red.
Rob Burge, club vice-president, and John
Lancaster felt the PCs should have an election
as early as September 30. A vote was held to
extend the term until March, and it was
passed-by threemembers
( includingOugli)-

with two against (Burge and Lancaster) and
three members abstaining.
Burge, Lancaster and former executive
member Terry Hrynyk are angered at the
move to appoint Ougli for the remainder of
the school year.
"They shouldn't have been picked by the
executive in the fi -st place," said Hrynyk. "I
just think it should have been done in a
democratic way.''
He feels the problem stems to the original
idea to appoint Ougli as president pro tern. a
move started in August, when the executive
became aware that their elected President
wasn't returning to the University.
Four of the executive, all Windsor residents, decided to hold a ''contingency"
meeting, to determine how to fill the post It
was decided to follow the constitution. which
states that the past-president became president
pro tern.
Unfortunately, the past president. Dan
Holland, had graduated,andwas workingin
Toronto. Instead of having him fill the post,

the four decided to have Holland appoint
Ougli as president pro tern.
"(Ougli) doesn't have a PC membership
card, he doesn't have a University of Windsor
(student's) card. There was no president
He was no different than Gary Milrad," said
Hrynyk.
Ougli andMikePacuta, the PC's membership chairman, disagree.
".We did everything constitutionally. We
followed our constitution to the letter,"said
Pacuta. "We are following party rules."
Ougli too feels everything was above
board.
"We decided time was of the essence, we
decided to spend time on events rather than
on contesting the presidency." said Ougli.
According to those believing the move
was constitutiona~ Ougli was appointed because more pressing issues, like electing
delegates for the November Ontario Provincial PC leadership convention were more
important thanhagglingover the presidential

appointment.

One complaint about the incident concerns
the PC constitution itself.
Students' Administrative Council vice-president, Bob Baker, SAC's manresponsible
for dubs. thought there were problems with
the coostitution, and with the way thepresidency
was decided.
Burge approached Baker and asked for
his advice. Baker suggested that the club
have another election.
The problem could be solved in one of
two ways. Burge has asked the Ontario
Progressive Conservative Campus Association
to determine the validity of the move. He's
also planning to ask SAC to examine all
clubs, to determine whether they should be
ratified.
Pacuta has no fear the PCs will side with
Ougli. His only concern is for the reputation
of the campus organization.
"I'm very disappointed this is going on,
It's lendingcredence to the line that Tories
love to fight Tories," he said.D
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And a woman's place ...
by Kevin Johnson

Coral would like to see the
Women's Centre develop into a
resource centre on feminist issues .
Currently, it contains mostly governThe campus Women's Centre ment publications and information
is open after a year of preparation. from other women's groups. It will
The centre received approval also serve as a centralized location
, from the Students ' Administrative for women's groups to meet
It is not presently certain how
Council in February . Thcn-VicePresident Jon Carlos Tsilfidis had the centre will be run.
.
.
been researc hing th c proJect since
"That's for other women to
September, 1984.
decide. rd like as many women
University of Windsor women
have a place to addres s women's
issues .

<C:?
Every Tuesday from 8:30 p.m .
rock on with uninterrupted Solid
Rock Videos.
-{I Great food & a great time.

second t1oorof the University Centre.

"It is a good-sized room . That
shows we are a priority," said
Coral . "Space is at a premium on
this campus."
Coral is enthusiastic about the
response to the Centre.
"There is a general feeling that
women's needs will finally be
addressed in anorganized and fonnal
way," she said

To accomplish this, SAC is
working in conjunction with the
Most of the work in establishing involved in the decision-making Sexual Assault Crisis Centre to
. ·,1 process as possible," said Coral.
theCe ntre hasbeen do ne bY M 1re1
c
hold a seminar on Sexual Violence
CoralSAC Women'sCommissioner, The Women 's Centre docs not October 5.
a new position that was promised yet have a formal structure. but it
The Centre and Women and
by Tsiltidis as part of his election does have a location - the former the Law also hope to start a lecture
platform.
Photography Club office on the senes on women's issues.

1760 Huron Church Rd..

A terminal condition

258-<>041

by Bec ky Stn 111e

look up library records. since the
access computer terminals will be
placed around the campu s.

The uddy Library is entering
the computer age.
Over the next three to five years,
"We want to saturate the campus
a GEAC com puter syste m costing with term inals that ca n access the
more than a million dollars will data bases." said Mate .
eliminate the need to hunt through
According to Mate. the most
the volumnous card catalogues.
costly
part of the new system isn't
Data fromthe Law andEducation
libraries will also be stored on the the computer itself. The biggest,
new computer system, said Albert
Mate, the Library Administrator.
The new system will make it
easier to do more than jus t find
You cou ld call it the shining.
books. The syste m will also keep
Last Thursday and Friday a
track of circulation and of those group ex150 University of Windsor
people who have books overdue, as students spent thr day raising money
well as casing the chores of book for Cystic F ibrosis, during the 15th
ordering.
annual Shinerama. And raise money
The library hopes to have the they did, more than $6,500 .
circulation system into place by
"This is the first year we've
next fall, and once this happens, it raised so much money . Last year
will act as a catalogue, said Mate. they raised a thousand dollars:·
The new syste m will also make said Fay Lawn, a nursing stude nt,
it easier fnr !lhJdents and faculty
....;.:_::::....;
to
.:.._ and campaign
_;_...;;_,
co-chairman.

and most expensive chore is to
enter the tons of paper and cards
into the data base.
The library staff will likely increase while the library is building
up the data base. but after this tas k
is oompletoo.Matesaidthe~
will let the computer do the filing.
The librarians will be able to spend
their time servingfacultyandstudents.

ff the shoe fits, shine it

MEMBER

Pearl Voinaroski
"A portrait created by Pearl Voinaroski is a
possession ta be treasured and cherished. ..

258-6004
37 7 4 Myrt le St.

________

,

This was also the first time the
event was run in conjunction with
Orientation Week. something Lawn
feels contributed to the earnings.
Thursday the stude nts hit the
streets, shining shoes across the
city .
Friday nursing and engineering
students faced off in a battle of the
buffers. travelling to local bars and
doing everythi ng from shining shoes
to selling kisses for donations .

__ _______

Back
I
Enjoy
han Annie's
Back to School

Student Discount
FOR MONTHS OF SEPT. -& OCT.
Stud ent Card must be Shown
Not Valid on Daily Spec ials or in
Conjunction with coupons .
Dine in Only

Enjoy Great Food & Drink in
our Relaxed Atmosphere
3217 Sandwich at Mill

255-1833

J

social gaffes
fAVL vtp Nor flPJ•m
AAPiPL'(

ro His tJe

v..J fA.vJ

MUSIC
Friday, September 20.
- Club Sandwich presents R. D. MacKenzie in at reading at St.
John's Church Hall, 3294 Sandwich St. Also Kevin Johnson Matthew
Romaine and the Feirce Bad Rabbits. TOWAAD members S2.00,
non-members $3.00.
Satur~ay. September 21.
- Touch and Go and CJAM present the Scream with Forced Anger .
' At the Graystone, 7816 Michigan Ave. in Detroit. Admittance $5.00,
Doors open at 9:00 p.m.
Tuesday, September 24.

-CJAM presentsRythm Corpse and the Vertical Pillowsat California's
Music()! Roadhouse, 911 Walker Rd.
$4.00
NEWS
Sunday, September 22.
- Public Forum on jobs with Herb Gray, Steven Langdon, Howard
Langdon and Jim Coldwell. At 4:00 p.m . in the Faculty of Lows
Moot Court.
Monday, September 23.
- Interest Group International presents "Nicaragua Fact of Action?'
Speakers Graham Clayton and Moggie Maier at Iona College at
7:00 p.m .
CINEMA

-Refugee Women and Not In Vain at Cinema Windsor. Program
starts at 8:00 p.m.

becoming a dog-eared. wrinkled, mass of
papers. What disturbs me is how large
dictionaries will become in the future- does
this mean the pocket-sized editions will
become too big for my briefcase?

'.mail .
Dear Editor,

I too have a sense of humour but when
you put in such comic strips as the one
enclosed I have to wonder.
To see the total mutilation and destru 1..ion
of a human being as ''funny" makes me sick
with disgust As a reader I am thoroughly
disappointed in the paper. I am sorry part of
my tuition money supports a loathsome
"thing".
Elizabeth Ptak
Graduate Student-M.B.A.

dubioustastes
Dear Editor.
I was very disappointed and disturbed tob
view the cartoon of dubious taste on page 12.
illustrating a woman being hacked to pieces
with an axe by a man, after making the
innocent remark. "Penny for your thoughts".
Although I feel I have a good sense of
humour, I find nothing funny in this depiction
of a woman as nothing more than an object,
to be disposed of by a man's whim. It is
presentations such as this that perpetuate

presents their . Annual

Orientation Banquet

'

Sept. 1 9, 1 985
Ambassador Auditorium

'

-~
Doors Open to Public 9:00 pm
Engineers $1.00
Others $2.00

and tries to use a new
~..,
checked the 'newly expanded Webster Han~ctionaries-1ru-.
......-•
College Dictionary' to see what this ·word'
I mean, what would happen ifl ran across
meant Turning to page 12 I found Aborigines. the commonly used word of· get' in casual
Abort. Abortion and Abound.
conversation. and through my curiosity for

. ·

loathsomethi~

Nursing Society

D.J.
Cash Bar

even know if the woro s pelled right
See all the problems Morgenteller has
caused?O

.

attitudes of sexism and the denegration of
women in our society and spawn tolerance of
violence towards women. As a newspaper of
an institution of higher learning. I find it very
irresponsible of The Lance to condone these
implicit. dangerous attitudes through the
publication of such distasteful trash.

be classified as abortifacient, since its primary
function is not to prevent fertilization. but to
prevent the implantation of an already fertilized
egg to the uterine wall. One of the functions
of the Pill acts in the same manner, therefore,
also classifying it as abortifacient I say this
for the benefit of those women who respect
human life from the moment of conception.
Mark Kahabka

sad reality

no holiday

Dear Editor,
Dear Editor:
Please not that the Law School is shut
Recently, in Survival Gu;de 85/86, I
down on Jewish Holidays - e.g. Sept 16 &
read the section dealing with the sensitive
NOTE that it willbe closed(Le.NO Cl.ASSES
issue of unplanned pregnancy. Birthright of
Greater Windsor is suggested as an emergency on Sept 25). Why?? If you consult the U of
W Calendar - NO holiday is noticed???
service providing an alternative to the very
Please investigate.
sad reality of abortion.
A concerned
One cannot begin to imagine the enormous
Christian Law Student
amount of pressure on a young woman today
who finds herselfin this type of situation. The
people at Birthright who volunteer their time
realize that carrying a child to term is not
always easy, so they offer their support and
assistance in every way, seeing that both
mother and child get the best possible care. Dear Editor,
both before and after birth.
On Sunday September 15, the University
The Pill and IUD are commonly mentioned
as methods of birth control. The IUD must of Windsor Progressive Conservative Campus

democraticfarces

Association had an executive meeting to
decide how to fill the vacant F',)Stof President
The obvious and most democratic thing
to do would be to hold a byelection. However
democracy rarely surfaced at the meeting. By
a minority of the executive members it was
decided that the President would be appointed
rather than elected by the members of the
association.
The P. C. Campus Association is a democratic farse, limited and guided by a select
few trying to maintain control.
By its actions on Sunday, it has demon.
strated that it is committed to shut out the
participation of even its own members. How
can the P.C. Campus Association talk of
increased participation of university students
when it excludes the participation of ;ts very
own membership? Because of this. it is highly
recommended that SAC should not grant
club status to the UWPCCA until it changes
its elitisthabits and starts to exercisedemocracy.
John Lancaster
Secretary UWPCCA
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Women are g oo dness.
If it wasn't fo r them , none of us would be here.
Unfortunate ly women , in great number s anyway s,
aren 't here
A qui c k perusa l thr o ugh the course c alendar will
show th at. exc ep t fo r the so-dubbed " Wome n's
Ghetto s" of Nursing and Home Econom ics , ther e
aren 't ma ny women professors around campus .
In classes too , there are certain " Men 's Ghettos ".
Take Engineering. A student of the female persuasion
walk s :nto a class , and everyone either makes wol f
calls , or tells her she 's in the wrong place .
Fortunately , that 's the bad new~ .
The good news is this-the University administration is mak ing some progre ss, (albeit in the usual
slow and bureaucratic way. One of the promising
notes to come from the ivory tower is their pledge to
make the affirmative Action Program more than just a
way to equal wages .
It doesn 't seem too much to ask that a woman
doing the same job as a man gets equal sized pay
cheques.
What is even more impressive is their intention
to get women into all faculties, even the male
bastion of Engineering. That is a pleasant change . It
should make the engineers a little happier as well .
Undoubtably , there are many women across the
land that are capal2!.~.J.f..Dnt;>t:vw.i,
l:>•·-- - -~
Cir,,..,.,

Just because someone was unlucky enough to
be born with blue eyes , blond hair and male , and
possessed the qalifica tions to be a good professor, he
shouldn 't be discriminated against.
It seems pretty basic . At least to anyone who has a
modicum of intelect , and the ability to look past the
race , colour , creed , sex or handicap of an individual.
Still, even on this campus, there is a problem with
discrimination .
James Watt was, despite his tactlessness and pure
stupidity, right when he said ' Hey , I hired two blacks,
a woman, a Jew and a cripple.'
His problem was that he hired them for the
""'._rongreasons .
Why should it matter what a person is? The
biggest question is . ,ow good they are.
We're paying some pretty heavy money to learn.
We should get the best education possible, from
the brightest minds and best educators possible.
According to the statistics, we are the best and
the brightest. We' re the 1 0 per cent or so who enter
university. We're the ones who will lead this country,
be it in art, business , law or politics .
And the people who hire our future professors,
learned men, and of course, women in their own1
right, should be even better qua lified and more
worldly. We're the future , and we obviously nee d
the l'l'Joo'•
.._,
..._. ._.._ .... 1,4 rommand.
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Enjoy
han Annie's
Back to School
cial
FOR MONTHS OF SEPT.·& OCT.
Student Card must be Show n
Not Valid on Daily Specials or in
Conjunction with co upons.
Dine in Only

Enjoy Great Food & Drink in
our Relaxed Atmosphere
3217 Sandwich at Mill

255-1833
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by Ga, Horvath
This week and next week, the wonderful
people who administrate this University are
conducting a series of studentship lectures.
each dealing with an important aspect of
student life. I went to one last year entitled
Coping ~·uhthe Lecture. or some such thing.
It contained very useful information on how
to listen and what to write down. But it failed
to deal with one critically important problem.
I was thinking about this problem as I was
sitting in class the other day. My notebook
sat on the desk in front of me. and my pen was
soised above the paper. ready on an instant's
poised above the paper, ready on an instant's
notice to start writing. It had been poised
there for half an hour. The professor had been
lecturing for all of that time, and I had not
understood a thing that he had said.

'obliviation

I

It wasn't just me. either. Those of my
classmates who were not staring into oblivion
were concentrating with all their might on the
professor's words. To no a\'8il: he was
incomprehensible.
I said to the guy next to me. "Are you
following this at all~"
He said. '"Folowing what~"
"The lecture!'
.. Lecture? I thought he was still clearing
his throat!"'
The problem of incomprehensible professors is present m all faculties, although it is
accentuated in foreign language courses when
you' re not even sure what language to listen

GUS
FOR

us

Gus Horvath,
dlsHngulshed
and frequent
contributor to
the LANCE
wlll now be
seen weekly
on the editorial

page.

in. The problem seems to be an unavoidable
one: university professors are experts in their
fields; they are not and should not have to be
experts in the art of speaking clearly to a
group. But still. when you can sit through
three lectures before realizing that you are in
the wrong class, you start to think that there
must be a better way.
Lectures have been around for a long
time. In fact they have been arvund since
before the printing press. In those days.
books had to be copied painstakingly by
hand, and in a uni"ersity there would only be

one extremely rare and precious copy of a
given book. In a "lecture". as lectures originally were, a graduate student read from this
book and the other students frantically took
notes because it was the only exposure to this
knowledge that they would ever have.
This. of course, is not the case today .
There is no information which is covered in
any lecture at the University of Windsor that
is not available in print for perusal at the
leisure of the student The standard lecture
is. therefore, only worthwhile when the profl!s~oris particularly inspiring. Professors that

cannot be understood are rarely inspiring.
However. professors frequently choose
to lecture and then test us on :;ubjects not
covered in the particular text that is required
for the course. so we must try and make out
what they are saying as best we can. And the
way I figure it. a professor who cannot lecture
wouldn't be kept on the faculty unless he was
extraordinarily kno\.\.ledgeableand competent.
so whenever I cannot understand a lecturer I
know that I am in the presence of a great man
(or 1,1,oman).
I just wish I knew what he was saying.

A is for abortifacien~and is for birth con

I

1

by John Wawrow

Oh golly. it looks as if they're going to
have to enlarge the dictionary again.
I wish people would stop making words
up. I mean I'm still havig problems trying to
fit the phrase ·· A pandora' s box of Freudian
depravity" into daily conversation. and meanwhile I'm being bombarded with polyps,
apartheid and yuppies.
Already my handy, dandy Oxford is
becoming a dog-eared. wrinkled. mass of
papers. What disturbs me is how large
dictionaries will become in the future-does
this mean the pocket-sized editions will
become too big for m) briefcase?

loathsomethings
Dear Editor,

I too have a sense of humour'but when
you put in such comic strips as the one
enclosed I have to wonder.
To see the tot'al mutilation and dcstru<. on
of a human being as "funny" makes me sick
with disgust As a reader I nm thoroughly
disappointed in the paper. I am sorry part of
my tuition money supports a loathsome
"thing".
Elizabeth Ptak
Graduate Student-M.B.A.

dubioustastes
Dear Editor.
I was very disappointed and disturbed tob
view the cartoon of dubious taste on page 12.
illu~trating a woman being hacked to pieces
with an axe by a man. after makir.g the
innocent remark. .. Penny for your thoughts".
Although I feel I have a good sense of
humour, I find nothing funny in this depiction
of a woman as nothing more than an object.
to be disposed of by a man's whim. It is
presentations such as this that perpetuate

The reason for thi• concern stems from a
·word' found in a lener to the editor on this
page.
The issue is abortion and the so-called
word is 'abortifacienf. I'm sure Mark Kahabka
has a valid point to make, however it becomes
foggy(at least to me) when he introduces the
'word' in question when he writes: "The IUD
must be classified as( look out here it comes)
ABORTIF ACIENT"
As a person\\ ho useswords to canmwlicate
and tries to use a new 1,1,ordeach day. I
checked the'newly expanded Webster Handy
College Dictionary' to sec what this 'word'
meant Turning to page 121 found Aborigines.
Abort Abortion and Abound

Not giving up on this search, I went to the
'highly recommended' Oxford American which
has about 400 more pages and included the
definition to the word Zuni. Look it up, I kid
yc;,unot
However, even this vast collection of
words faile(i to include the word which has
left me awake for the past three nights
without food or satisfaction to my quest
Not only do I still fail to know the
definition to ABORTIFACIENT but I have
also lost any respect I have for the institution
of4kictionaries-they've let me down.
l mean, what would happen ifl ran across
the commonly used word of 'get' in casual
conversation, and through my curiosity for

attitudes of sexism and the dencgration of
women in our society and spawn tolerance of
violence towards women. As a newspaper of
an institution of higher learning. I find it very
irresponsible of The Lance to condone these
implicit dangerous attitudes throu2h the
publication of such distasteful trash.

be classified as abortifacient. since its primary
function is not to prevent fertilization, but to
prevent the implantation of an already fertilized
egg to the uterine wall. One of the functions
of the Pill acts in the same manner, therefore.
also classifying it as abortifacient I say this
for the benefit of those women who respect
human life from the moment of conception.
Mark Kahabka

sad rea&ty

no holiday

1

new adventures looked · get' up and found it
not there. not sandwiched between Gesundheit
and Geta ....ay. Like, what would happen?
Imagine, we rely on these lexicographers
to stay on top of all the new developments as
far as our language is concerned. We would
become a society without focus, a gathering
without definition. a nation slated to be
scrapped by a mount am of slang and dialects.
Getting back to the original point. if there
ever was one. because ABORTIFACIENT
is not in the dictionary views become fogged,
opinions become misunderstood and we don't
even know if the word's spelled right.
Sec all the problems Morgenteller has
caused?O

Association had an executive meeting to
decide how to fill the vacant ~t of President
The obvious and most democrauc thing
to do would be to hold a byelection. However
democracy rarely surfaced at the meeting. By
a minority of the executive members it was
decided that the President would be appointed
rather than elected by the members of the
association.
The P. C. Campus Association is a democratic farse. limited and guided by a select
few trying to maintain control.
By its actions on Sunday. it has demonstrated that it is committed to shut out the
Dear Editor,
participation of even its own members. How
Please not that the Law School is shut can the P.C. Campus Association talk of
down on Jewish Holidays - e.g. Sept 16 & increased participation of university students
NOTE that it v.illbe closed(i.e. NO ClASSES when it excludes the participation of •tS very
on Sept 25 ). Why7? If you consult the U of own membership? Because of this, it is highly
W Calendar - NO holiday is noticed?'!?
recommended that SAC should not grant
Please investigate.
club status to the UWPCCA until it changes
A concerned its elitisthabit5and starts to exercise democracy.
Christian Law Student
John Lancaster
Secretary UWPCCA

Dear Editor:
Recently, in Survival Gu;de 85/86. I
read the section dealing with the sensitive
issue of unplanned pregnancy. Birthright of
Greater Windsor is suggested as an emergency
service providing an alternative to the very
sad reality of abortion.
One cannot begin to imagine the enonnous
amount of pressure on a young woman today
who finds herself in this type of situation. The
people at Birthright who volunteer their time
realize that carrying a child to term is not
always easy, so they ofTer their support and
assistance in every way, seeing that both
mother and child get the best possible care,
Dear Editor.
both before and after birth.
On Sunday September 15, the University
The Pill and IUD are commonly mentioned
as methods of birth control. The IUD must of Windsor Progressive Conservathe Campus

democraticfarces
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Oh,youCAD
by Craig Power

The University of Windsor, with
the help of the Faculty of Engineering.
is putting a firm foot in the door of
rapidly -advancing technology .
With the open house of the
CAD/CAM facility scheduled for
November 20, the students and the
public will be able to view the latest
and most expensive ( more than
$1.5 million) state-of-the-art computer hardware and software.
Computer-Aided Design and
Computer-Assisted Manufacturing
( CAD/CAM), will help area manufacturers compete against the hightech exporters of Japan and the
United States.
In a co-op styled program supervised by CAD/CAM director Dr .
William Miller, industries pay for
the use of the system and senior

®

undergrads and graduates in
Engineering work on the projects.
Using CAD/CAM can be compared to the operation of a word
processor. A handy tool that speeds
up the process. it still 1l!quires an
operator with the creative smarts to
accomplish his task.
The user designs an object. say
a gear, on the terminal using a light
pen, mouse. or the keyboard. Once
drawn, the computer generates a
set of mathematical equations to
represent the gear.
The CAD/CAM computer, at
the speed of light. analyses the
drawn gear to see what its basic
units are and assigns the gear the
appropriate equations. It's just a
matter of changing the numbers in
the equations to alter the shape of
the gear.

M,mslry of
Colleges and
Un1vers,1oes

IN THEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You ' re Just minutes away from Windsor s most
conveniently
located racquetball and indoor
recreational
facility We 're an exc 1t1ng new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
co urt s • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional
Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We've Got It Alli

Student
Memberships

(,

Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
1985-86

Ontario

Apply now!

Deadline for your 1985-86
OSAP application 1s90 days
before the end of your
school year.
One OSAP appltcat1onform
lets you apply tor
• Ontario Study Grant
• Canada Student Loan
• Ontario Student loan

..

If you have already applied
to OSAP and wish to appeal
your award . you should
contact your Financial Aid
Adm1r1strator1mmed1ately
For further 1ntormat1onand
appeal deadline dates contact
your Fmanc1alAid Office

Interested in a New Fraternity?

PI LAMBDA PHI FRATERNITY
is forming a NEW chapter at the
University of Windsor
Pi Lambda Phi is one of the Nations fastest
growing Fraternities and we hope to establish
our 3rd CANADIAN CHAPTER right here in
Windsor.
Pi Lambda Phi does not discriminate, but
does offer LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
and FRIENDSHIPS that will last a lifetime.

It you have previously received an OSAP loan and
have not negotiated a new
loan this year. you should
contact your Financial Aid
Administrator . bank or lending
mst1tuliontor the appropriate
forms that must be tiledin
order to continue your interest free status

.____

Playball. ;;-

PI LAMS LOVE TO PARTY
BUT WE DO NEED SOME PEOPLE TO HELP
Hon Gregory Sorbara M,n,ster
George R Podrebarac. Oepvty M,n,ster

Contact Kelly Silverstein 252-5072 for information
that is 100% worthwhile.

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Oct. 5 LSAT
Oct. 19 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

Want.et Singers to io,n o mixed choir lo
sung euc'1onst ,n o growing AngliCOll
Church ck>se to compus Contoct KOf81'
Price M.Mus. D1rectorot Music. 948-4869
$7 /hour. Salary and ottroc+ive oonus

schedule Port-lime rep<esentotive!8QUl8$
to aide PrOVinciolnon-profit assoc,otiOl1
with ifs fund raising J:)4'<:>grom
Must tie
assertive and enjoy meeting people
Contact Mike at 254-46Q2

Prof. R. Krouse will be entertaining SUO'
gestiOns torterm paper tOpies for his 45313-01 class all thisweel< teeltreetodr
by ond discuss

:

Gentlemen! Use This Coupon for

: FREE Admission on Tuesday Nites!!
L--------------------------------------------I

'I
I
I
I

"Meet your Doctors Night'' Dr DominiqU8
Tessier and Dr. Waller Wren will hold o
dlscussiOl'l about Contraception ood
SeX1J01tY
Transmitted Diseasesin the Main
LoungeoflaurierHollonSeptembef2611l
at 6 pm Women students only p4eose
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The good,

the better
and the best

CollegeandUniversityStudents
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Public Administration Club
General Meeting
Thursday , Sept. 26, 1985
Assumption Lounge-University Centre
4:00 p.m.
Serving Coffee & Donuts!
Come and hear about the special activities of the
Public Administration Club and meet the Executive,
Faculty and your Fellow Students!

All Students Welcome!!
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To qualify,simply present

Nothing extra to buy.
Includes monochrome monitor,
operating system and Desk.Mate
integrated software packages.

.)

'

_ __Students'

rAdministrative

Council

Your Home Away From Home!
Great food prepared fresh daily
at reasonable prices. As a snack
or a meal, Burgers, Mexican,
Sandwiches, Full Dinners, or our
specialty ...the best Chicken Wings
anywhere.

e

I

Card at I ,.,

5407 Tecumseh Rd. E.
Windsor. OnL
N8T 1C5
948-1910

Attention!!!
Book Sale

Cadillac Jacks, a great place
to go after class, after exams,
after the game, after anything.
Cadillac Jacks. ..
There's No Place Quite Uke It!

ABSOLUTELY
NO MONEYAND/OR UNSOLDBOOKSMAY
BE CLAIMED WITHOUT THE PROPERRECEIPTS

Daily Specials

0

}'_OurStudent

Tandy/RadioShacklocation:

Please note: For those of you consigning books to
SAC for sale, the money for books sold and/ or unsold
books must be picked up in the Extension Lounge
Monday September 23 through Thursday September
26. If your book has been sold, your receipt numbers
will appear on a numerical listing posted prominently,
at or near, the University Centre Information Desk All
monies and unsold books not claimed will become
the property ·of SAC.

Dancing
Wed. thru Sat.

8

9.

PLAN forCanadian

Scholarship application forms will be
available in the Society Office, Gl30
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social science society
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free to students, as was the jazz band" Five
O'Clock Newscast".
"The $28.75 SAC fees were used responsibly," said Kevin Williams. "Many
more things happened on campus this year
during Orientation than ever before, and all
of the major clubs and societies got involved."
Now that Orientation is over, Williams
job is just beginning.
There is going to be a real effort made to
keep everyone on the campus actively involved
with each other. Williams said .
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information booths outside the University
Centre, a tradition for the last ten years.
"Having 24 clubs is a record for Club
Carnival Day ... memberships broke all
previous records," said Williams. All the
night events were successful as well, he said.
The Orientation budgetwas about$5000.00,
and taking everything into account, the loss is
about $800.00, said Williams.
Last year the Orientation made SAC
$600.
The Nomads reggae band played, was

"It was a huge success ... "
That'.s how Kevin Williams, Students
Administrative Council (SAC) Internal
Affairs Commissioner felt about th,c:orientation
week festivities.
"What we wanted to get accomplished,
got accomplished" , said Williams. " More
students got involved, and more members of
the University Administration got involved
as well".
Twenty-four clubs and societiesparticipated
in Club Carnival day this year. Groups set up

- At The Heart Of Restaurant Alley119 Chatham St. West
Windsor, Ontario
253-3511

5.AC. will charge a 15'Yohandling fee
wilh a minimum of $.50.
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by Lynnita-Jo Fromm and Susan Mcllveen
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We've never trusted men in white pants. And that's the first th
we saw when we entered the Delta Chi house on Peter Street.
Friday at noon there was a free pizza lunch. sponsored by
fraternity as part of their fall rush campaign .
Brother Terry Brinkmann a business student. met us at the d
white pants glaring in the post Labor Day sunshine. Now. nob
wears white after Labour Day.
The boys had obviously cleaned up for us. A quick tour of
downstairs showed freshly-vacuumed carpets and a marked abse
of party remnants. A good first impression.
We settled in the living room and the promised pizza
delivered. A good second impression.
Initial conversations were full of a lot of platitudes about brotherh
and an almost hysterical optimism about the joys of being a Frat
Though we came in skeptical. we were beginning to see that th
guys were serious-· they really believe in this brotherhood.
"There's a serious ignorance in the common mind: we're not
elitist club. If someone shows interest in the fraternity they
become a member." said Sean Rogan. a business student.
As Mike Pacuta. a fourth year Political Science student. explai~
"Fraternities are all about brotherhood. The people here will
anything for.each other. it's a bond of brotherhood--people
matt
But how does one go from being a "guy showing an interest
joining this happy brotherhood?
Dave Tann. a third year Social Science student. explained
process: b~ginning at rush.
Rush is the public relations campaign the fraternity has in the
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Photos by Christopher ltfcNamara
Delta Chi is located at 408 Indian Rd.
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and spring of every school year to solicit new members. It lasts a
couple of weeks.
Then one takes a pledge. This is a secret vow to learn about the
Greek fraternity system. the history of this chapter. and other highly
confidential tidbits.
Then follows five weeks of pledge follow-up. where the candidate
has to do and say all sorts of weird things that are also kept secret.
This allows the pledge to participate in initiation weekend-the
biggest secret of all.
One of the brothers. Steve. an Honours Math and Computer
Science student. said that it is the idea of secrecy that helps unite the
pledges.
Part of the rush responsibilities include working on necessary
repairs to the house. Working together. they say. brings the pledges
closer' together.
The chapter holds a mortgage on the house. of which seven
bedrooms are rented out to fraternity members with rent monies
going to the mortgage.
The house also serves as a central gathering place for all brothers.
Brother Tann went on to say that the house is an ideal place. close
to campus. for the brothers to come when they want to get away from
the university.
"It adds a new dimension to campus life...ln this house we all
belong." said Adam Whyte. a fourth year communications major.
The house also serves as the headquarters for the chapters·s
involvement in Big Brothers. Goodwill Industries. and March of
Dimes. said Martin Gorski. a graduate student in Biology.
Brother Rogan stressed community involvement keeps Delta Chi
from being insular.
"Don't make Delta Chi your whole life outside of classes." he said.
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One of the biggest benefits of joining a fraternity is meeting a wide
cross section of people.
"You're forced to become friends with people you wouldn't
normally even talk to. That's the magic of the frat" said Tann.
Multiply this new group of contacts by the over 40.000 members.
including alumni. across North America. and you have a strong
network of brothers.
The introduction provided by common membership in Delta Chi
also applies to the entire Greek system.
Kelly Silverstein. a student in the Special Bachelor of Commerce
program has come to Windsor from the University of Western Ontario
in London to establish a chapter of Pi Lambda Phi. another fraternity
in the Greek system.
He also acknowledged the benefits of the contacts established
through a fraternity.
But Silverstein emphasized the immediate benefits of membership
in a fraternity.
"If I can give fun to some guys in Windsor. like I had in London. it
will be worth it...but there is an awful lot to do in getting the brothers
close. Ifs hard as hell to start something from scratch ... Silverstein
said.
When discussing the idea of a fraternity house he said. "If I were
living at home. I can't think of anything more perfect than having
another place to go near campus."
White pants after Labor day aside. there are concrete advantages
to the brotherhood that is a fraternity.
Brother Gorski. of Delta Chi. summed it all up when he said.
fraternities provide a favorable environment to ease the transition
from a grade 13 "kid" to a university graduate-adult.
And from our point of view, the scenery isn't bad either
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Reggae s11nspJashhits
by Christopher N. Taylor
At the show':. beginning. the 350 or so
viewers at the Ambassador kept their distance
from these six Rastamen but by the third song
that hard reggae bass had worked its hypnotic
magic once again.
MessenJah succeeded in doing what very
few original music bands do at the University
of Windsor, -till the floor. And how could
anyone. this wnter included. resist? This
band comes across big. with dreadlocks
fl} ing and enthusiasm that comes second to
none.
The two one-hour long sets included cuts
from their two albums such as ... Shagnatty
Dread ... ·' Arrested" .. Rock You High .. and
a series of Bob Marley higs. like "'Punky
Reggae Party•· and '"No Woman, No Cry'".
The fifteen minute encore included a skanked
up version of·· Abraham's Children ... from
Messenjah"s African Rastamen album.
Using echo and his unending dreadlocks.
guitarist Ojiji created a unique effect pounding
out chords utilizing his hair instead of the
standard guitar pick. Try thatJimi H. Instead
of the Steel Pulse sound found on the albums
Messenjah was much heavier than could
have been imagined. which probably explains
its success to date. Their enthusiasm on stage
is genuine as I found when I spoke to them
that evening.
It's been five years since these five original
members. ( Errol Blackwood-bass/lead vocals.
Rupert "Ojiji .. Harvey-lead vocals/lead guitar,
"General" Raymond Ruddock-drums, Hal
"The Saint" Duggan-keyboards/background
vocals. and additional member addeu in

1983. "Scrapa .. Ton} King-percussion/b:tckground vocals) founded Messenjah in th.?
unlikely locale of Kitchener. Ontario. With
no reggae scene to speak of the fhe Jamaican
natives developed their own ·scene' in the
words of"'Ojiji"' Harvey. Messenjah·s main
producer and co-sonewriter.
Since that time the group has graduated
from the bar circuit and has become a
popular and critically successful band Tliey
have various Juno and Canadian lllack Mu~ic
awards to their credit from their first two
albums. Rock You High and Session and
have just recentl) returned from reggae's
ultimate
annual
happening,
"Reggae
Sunsplash'·.
Yet the future holds more still for Canada's
Caribbean Connection. Although their releases
reach Jamaica. Western Europe and New
Zealand, to name a few destinations, they can
only be obtained as a more costly import m
the U.S. Messenjah hopes to have an American
release within the next year to supplerr.cnt
the vast touring they do there.
Another album is expected by mid-January
but not from the Circle Sound Studio in San
Diego where the first two were done. Instead
this willbe a joint venture-Jamaican. American.
and Canadian and will include a horn section.
another change from the first two projects.
After the third album. Messenjah plans on an
extensive tour along with a film project in
Africa. The film Soul to Soul will be the
second part in a documentary about the
evolution of black music.
In Messenjah's music Afncan turmoil is
dealt with in the song.s"Can't Root up this Tree"

"No you can't root up this tree,

110 matter

Lonce Photo by SUkanyo Plllay

Messenjah leading a celebration at Ambassador Auditorium

..ot let them (African famine victims) die.
-1an and his wickedness did by concerning
too much with wars. King Haile Selassie
once said. 'until the colour of a man's skin is
of no more significance than the colour of his
The songs reflect a peaceful, humanistic
approach to world strife but as .. Ojiji'" pointed eyes .... everywhere is war'".
On Friday, September 13th at Ambassador
out, '"the time for peaceful change may have
passed but change will come. The suffering in Auditorium there were no colours at this
Africa is an embarassment for the human "High ranking skanking session to r<'ch all
race, so humanity should correct it God did your troubles away.·· D

how you try/You'll never root l'P I and I" and
··one Way Street", .. Victory accomplish h··
war is 110 victoryfora/I/ Victory occomp!i.:,
bv fair,'".Jah Victory".

Art: visionariesand conseroolives
At the centre

by Clara Deck

by Lance Arts staff
"whett your working with art
your working with magic."
-Jim Pallas

wc,dd.

Currently on display until Sept
\\'hat is obvious in th~ 1 •csen•.:d
27 at the University Centre Gallery work is the care and self-respect the
on main campus is a four person artists devote to their conscientious
1show featuringArent Meikar. Annand working attitude. The works are
Rossi. Brian Malcom and Margaret relatively small. well matted and
Lawrence.
carefully framed; in short. exhibited
The exhibition of 29 works in such a manner that the presentation
includes oils, watercolors. acrylics. is as high!) standardited as the
pasteldrawings.cokro:!pencildrawirg;. quality of the \\Ork.
ink drawings and one mixed media
The artists" separate stylizations
sculpture.
and media differ enough from each
What we have here in this col- other to evoke individual attention,
lection is an assemblage of affir- yet the show holds together through
mation of what we have-known for a repetition of composition ( i.e. an
years and years about the possibilities almost unbroken horizon line through
of the nature of the mediums and 3/5 of the show) and the common
subjects involved. The show offers theme.
little to the eye or mind seek·ng
~f~toobadthatsuchaco~ative
challenge and new experience.
exh1b1t was chosen to begin the
However, there is great pleasure year at th~ Centre Gallery. The
in viewing Art that is on the surface sho"'. certaml~ does not make for a
technically highly credible and also learning expenence. but rather makes
..men honestly lookedat, demonstrates me safe and secure in what I know.
a humble sensitivity and an insistence I hope the next one blows my mind
on the tangibility of the physical or at least makes me laugh a little.

Jim Pallas 1s the creator of
much magical art work. He's from
Detroit, (born and raised there),
but is involved with instigating lots
of projects that make his ideas
travel the world. Right now. at the
LcBel gallery. you can investigate a
number of this artist's inspirations.
There are kinetic beasties and
mechanical fancies that actually
respond to envirorunental stimuli of
variouskinds.There is also a notebook
on his "'hitch-hikers" concept and
the "Alternative Arms Race" a~
well as a recording of his "Phone
Events" (read Phoney Vents); all
are involvement art-where the idea
or the action is art
On the floor of the gallery stand
three Jcinetic sculptures. A large
welded metal head inflates to a
mammoth cerebellum when you
say nice things in its ear. (Pallas
designed it as a piece of circuitry
that responds to sound) This is a
surrealistic portrait of the artist
himself.
All of his art involves human
activity-movement
and communication."Nose Osieau" and "Today"
are freaky creations.Boththe former,
a toy you control by means of
switches and the latter a precious

up like cardboard dolls, thumbs up,
on the highway. They have a note
on the back which identifies the
figure and reports come back from
Florida and all over tell of how they
were found and cared for.
One "hitchhiker" is rumoured
to be in Greenland. anothermight
be one its way to Lebanon. The
figures are not art-the idP.a is.
"Thii; ::; crazy staff for a grown
per,.on to be doing" says Pallas.
Indeed it is but it makes people
chuckle, talk to each other, and
The "Hitch Hikers" -isa "note- cmununicate with people they don't
book project" that ~las does for even know. The magic travels
the sheer fun of the ventures that -emanating
from the artists, it
befall ~s full sized
orealistic grows bigger then the artist himself
portraits cut out of pt~ 000 andset andmotivateshuman interaction. D

i.lso and .. Anns Stocl.....>1te··
of arms
that artists have sent to .l:m that
they don't want lost in l ~c mail, as it
were. He wants to "gather an embarrassingly large numoer·· of arms
and ·>:ii!keep them (the project is
ongoing) "as long as the real arms
race going." It represents a chain of
trust and a linkage of people. He.
has received an arm from an artist
in Poland and one from Hungary.
Any profits from sales go to the

metal bug, equipped with a burglar
alarm that reacts to movement of
infra-red heat. moves like crazy

This "Aim.cl"

when you play with them.
Most of his art is sociallyconscious. The kinetic things use
the viewerin a veryimportant way
but his other eDdeavOW'S
link him

with hundreds of people all over the
globe. The"AltemativeAnns"
race
is a call to artists. The idea, briefly,
is to make an arm (i.e. what I lift
books with) out of whatever and

on display at L.Sel through Sept 27th

send it off, like a chain letter. to
gather signatures of its beal'l"1J and
return home ( to Detroit) to be
displayed This is art, this is political
action and its a laugh riot. "Thereis

.,
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SAC MEMBERS
MEETING
Wed. Sept. 25 , 1985
4:30 p.m.
Board of Governors Room ,
5th Floor , Windsor Hall Tower
Please submit all Agenda items to:
Bob Baker, Vice President Administration
. in the SAC Office by
Monday Sept. 23, 12 noon
Meeting materials will be available by 9 am
Tuesda y Sept. 24 rn SAC mailboxes .

After you' re
through with
this

Come and join
us at Cheers
where the FUN
is.

Dancing nitely to the
Greatest in TOP 401
Free Adm ission
2477 Dougall Ave.
Mon - Thurs
(Derw in Plaza)
Sat. with Student I.D.
Prcper Attire Required
966-2624
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King ofr the leers,-..
by Sara Atkinson

It's Monday night and an already
danced-out crowd has gelled around
the stage of Detroifs St And rew's
Hall . The event. an appearance by
one of Britain's fairly recent topten
products: King. the man, the band.
When Paul King(lucky guy gets to
use his own name) finally bops on
stage with his four-piece band ( none
of whose last name appears in the
band's title) he is smiling "'ith more
conviction than is usual for this
type of pedestalled performer. T he
band starts into a quick-paced nwnber and King lets loose a series of
theatrical gestures and capricious
Lrendyisms accompanying hardlydeep-but·who-necds-them-to-be lyrics.
Imagine it through the mi nds eye of
a nineteen-)ear -old teenybopper and
this is sheer and 10\·ely pleasure .
So you've never heard of him?
Don't despair-this may be just the
chance you've been "'aiting for to
play a dynamic role in foisting big·
name fa~e on a relative neophyte

of mega-media crock. It'll mean
searching out his only a lbum a nd
purchasing it on faith alone. bec ause
even W indsor's only alternative
rock station doesn't have it(Sent it

this could mean flash-in the-pan
ity to an outfit like King unless
there is a further pi le-up of ma ter ia l
to make a North A merican deluge
worthy. hile to all concerned. But
back? T raded itin? Forwtult. Frankie's enoug h of mind less trail blazing
Greatest Hits?) Kmg had two top- and ()(Jlitical theorizing.
King follows the opening tune
ten hits in I 985 Britain \\arranting
appearances on "Top of the Pops" , with a formal inlroduction of himself
the B.B.C.'s sch lockiest production. and his band, rhetin; the atte nt10n
of most of his eighty-five per cent
but in a country where gobs oflocal
female audience \\ ith an expressed
inanities recei, c artistic tolerance,
not to mention public encouragement.
continued on page 12

.4,.~tratf
ord menngerie
not unlo\'ing Amanda nags son Tom right out of the
The play is something other than the sum of its house .
critic~; we come upon it late, and it's late in the
But Thompson's overbearing energy is not 'I\ ithout
moodiest and most melancholy sense. It takes a single
its warmth. and the point is tha t anyone who ru ns up
line about a siher slipper of crescent moon to invoke
against the best this mother has to offer and can ' t stand
the destructive lateness of Blanche Dubois and comince
it had bette r get o ut-for his own good.
us that here. with The Glass M enagerie, we're in the
So. Scott W ent worth, as Tom.does just th at: but
theatre of eros elegaica ( I think here also of P inter's
that's at the end afte r he's put in as a strong. le, el
Old Times). "'itnessing the irretre 1vable and perhaps
headed young man of singu lar mind(the \ecy reason he
never-exist ent roman ce of a past (actua lly, three is a "se lfish drea mer" ) when it comes to surviving the
pasts in three receding frames) re-imaged in a less dim, periodic crises that ha,e eroded the other memb er s of
but much sadder past-present
the family.
Thus. the Wingfield,, first family of Williams'
Nevertheless. W entworth's aggressive spirit allo \\ s
drama, struggle in the sad heat of old St Louis but on ly Susan Coyne to emerge before us as a Laura beg uilingly
to end up ridiru; the entropy train of memory s1raight well-adapted in hcro ..,n solitudinous way Thm, lanky.
into a forlorn future. They're beautifully defeated,
and b) countenance alone. seemingly natural humble
offering director J ohn H irsch an opportunity to redeem T here's a beauty in the cou rage that faintl y hut
himself with an action more focussed and less stressful
unmistakably possesses Coyne's performance. A nd,
than that on the scale of King Lear.
although better at playing a knowing and tender sem~
T he point is that this play, especiall). is like a stoic than a grown girl quavering on the \erge ofteary
mov1e; a sad movie often remembered though hard ly emotion, she· s far more poised than Stephen Russe ll as
seen . Only not being a mO\ 1e. it's more delicate for the her supposed gentleman caller.
tlesh on stage a nd the piercing dismay with which the
Russell. here, 1s awkward in n large!) adolescent
players convey a world where all the passion 1
way, yet the fra)ed graces ofh1s coming and his lea,cmemory echoes of admiration gone unrccogmzed m taking adjust v. hat mustn t at all be pcrcel\ ed a
the case of daughter Laura's high school past. or of clumsiness. 8
passion long lost but not quite laid to rest with the ,;;,,,.-------------------,
mother's s-ei·enteen!gentleman c allers and a nma\\a~
l he revie" of King Lear in the Sept 12 Lan
husband .
nustakcnl) identifiedJohn HIJ'SChas director Stratford'
<:;ndaThompson in stern and drh mi 111 tlus role. 1983 Macbeth The intended reference "
to h1
It' s ome\\hat unexpected. for she betrays little vul directonaleffortin I'artl{/Je Mr Bu polog1 e forth
nerab1ht) except memoJ), and her unnen mg. though error

'"-------------Thursday
Night is

U. of W. Nite

with SLAMMER& PIZZA
SPECIALS
No Cover Friday
& Saturday with
U. of W. 1.0.

3885 Sandwich St. W.
253-3777
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King king of tire leers
from page 11

desire for- "more intimate terms"
before the evening is over. All this
said with a somehow sincere smile
that oould melt the gel out of any
trend)"s spikes. Our little pop hero
toys momentarily with the soulinfused (well. we can tell it's an
ostentatious self-indulgent put-on
but we succumb to the demands of
suspendeddisbeliefbecause it's fun
to pretend) style that in its more
constant form madeBonothe rightful
heart throb of multitudes of decent
teenagers; "Trouble", and likewise
former monster hit ~love andPride"
both open with oversized croons
before descending into very danceable
ditties.
King owes gross amounts to his
able band whose high-grade delivery
and technical fluidity kicks yer feet
out from under you if you have any
sense of rhythm. The marriage of
clever melody and harmony to meansouled execution rips King's kitschy
lyrics off the page. Tony Wall on

bass and Jim ••Jackal"' Lantsbery
on rhythm guitar deserve more than
my two small hands could offer in
one heated evening.
Much of King's lyrical content
hardly outsteps the limits ofWNIC
ballads and bad adolescent poetry,
and in fact, bears a qualitative
resemblance to the poetics of that
member of America's pop royalty,
Prince. Both lyricists are able to
conjure an aura of spiritual intimacy
while spreading a diaphanous veil
over naughtier bits.
But as the even ing progresses,
King's gestural disposition departs
from the smile your mother would
trust and towards more overt expression of the meaner side of human
feelings. Not wanting to be taken
for too innocuous a fool he declares
·'This one is not a love song. This is
a song about sex. "(But for some
reason he still looked cuddly.) The
band explodes into a cacophonous
blitz of rock'n roll pleasure and
King writhes rudely. Maybe King
should sing more about just sex;

- ---

classifieds
19 71 Horizon- stnadord trans . 68.CXXl
1cm Runs well S1 700osas . Co 11
Kenat948 458 7 eas,ly satisfied
"'For my days are consumed like smoke
ond my bones ore burned os on hearth .
My heart is smitten ond witheled like
gross so that t f()(Qet to eat my bread"
llsalm 102:3 • 4
FORSALE:Chesterfield & choir set. beige
& t:wown Re-upholstered 2 years ogo .
Clean. affordable. scotchguardecl S150.
Also. large plywood desk Coll 735-3258
SACDISCOIINJsnacasandpar(lhlets
ore row ovoilable in the SACoffice. 2nd
llocx UniversityCentre
TRIPto Hamilton or St Colherines Round
trip oir tore fort.No plus hotel accommodation at the Holiday Inn . Total value of
$550 Asking $300 or best off1:11Coll 253 9478 .

AfflN110N all grouper fish. You conr .
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CAMPUS CONNECTIONS

,w,

For further details. call Dale Richards at (416) 364-5361 or 1-800-3871588 or forward a letter describing your qualifications to:

Marketing Rep Recrui1ment
Campus Connections
2 Firs, Canadian Place, Suite
Toronto. Ontario, M5X /£3

PREGNANT
Call •••
•
•

-·~~

We Care For'
You and Your Unborn Child

Ph.

Pregnancy Tests Available • Open Afternoons&

_
252 332 2

Evenings

Vanier Vittles
WNCH
11:00- 1:30

SUPPER
4 :30- 6:30

Monday

Boston Clam Chowder
Gnlled Ham & Cheese
Spanish Macaron i

Roast Turkey. Dress,ng
Breaded Cod Fillets

Tuesday

Beel Barley Soup
Salisbury Steak
Vegetable Mousaka

Fried Ch1eken
Beel & Green Pepper.;

Cream of Tomato
Hot 'Turkey Sandwich
Baby Beef Llver

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beel

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

O,icken Cumbo
O,icken Finger.;
Beef Pot Pie

Lasagna
Breaded Por~ Cutlet

Cream of Mushroom
Rueben Sandwich
Swedish Meatballs

Battered Fish & Chaps
Top Sarlo,n

BRUNCH
11:45- 1:30
Saturday

Soup of the Day

Hot Italian Beef Sandwich

Sunday

Soup of the Day
Soft Tacos/Hot Sauce

fi,:m.

requires on-campus marketmg representahves for a new high tech job
search method available to graduating students .
Using the power of computer database _1cchnol~. <_:ampus
~tJ1111ectim1
.,
enter.. graduate resume and profile mfonna11on mto an mtcmatmnal
computer databank a,-ailable 10 employer.. in O\'Cr48 countries around
the world . Once the information is in the computer. emp"1yers
tte
inf<Iit usinl(a microcomputer by simply making a local phone call.
Grads pay$25 to be listed in the databank for 6 months and as a Campus
Con11e<1ilms
marketing rep you will earn a commi~ion for each grad
that you enroll. A marketing kit consisting of posters. enrollment b!O"
chures and a marketing guide, will be given 10 you to marke~ 1he.se_rv1ce
on campus. and tf you require more help Campus C<>nnectrons
1sJust a
toll free call away.

AND NEED HELP?

L
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ENTREPRENEURS WANTED

1ANCE110 - News Blood Port 3 Coming
Soon

Give Life a chance and we'll help
you every step of the way.

------

Campus Cafltlections, a dY_namicCanadian computer database

join the Lance All oft)0fS v.elcome Meeting
this lhursdoy 1 00 pm Bong ycu hands .
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that kind of stuff really fuels him.
Desp ite the sweaty nature of his
~rtoire,
Pa ul King kept his leather
jacket on.
On the touc hing side, "Won't
You Hold My Hand Now?" (incide ntally one time number two hit in
U.K., and subsequently this concert's
reprise) causes mild swooning ( and
"Oh, PauJ you're gorgeous")
The pressure of popularprejtdice
destines "Love and Pride" ( fonner
number one) to rapturous reception.
And what a great song.
The set runs short-an hour. A
mono-album star, it crosses my
mind that he's run out of material.
A cover of'·Careful with That Axe.
Eugene" would have rounded things
out nicely.
A final word for Paul himself if
he's out there reading this. If you
ever want to be a real star, get it up
and keep it up. But who cares about
intercontinental fame? A flash is
better than nothing. And maybe I'd
hold your hand ifl didn't have other
commitments. 0

SUPPER

4:30 - 6:30
BBQ Chicken
Spaghetti Meatsauce
Roast Pork
Beef Stroganofl

The Deli is open 11.30 - 6.15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 - 11:30 Sunday· Friday

19()(),

-'

~STOP
125 Park St W .
W indsor, Ont N9A 5T6

252-8810
Stud e nt D iscoun t Pro gram
Layawa y-n o in terest charges

GRAD

PHOTOS
• DistinctiveStudioPortraits
in gown and colours of your
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty
JohnGAfacKeycphotography
3877Dougall Avenue
969-6900

-
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l..ancers tackle p
Castellan took over again with a big rust.
through to the 17.
After iwo passes flew incomplete into the
Gaiter endzone. Lancer kicker Graeme Flett
was summoned onto the field An 18 yard
field goal was all it took to put the Lancers on
the scoreboard and in the lead with 3:08 left
in the first
With the second stanza came more action
in the Lancer end Gaiter pivot Tony Harris
connected with Doug Johnson on a sideline
pass. and nobody but the referee was close
enough to greet him in the endzone. Paul
Darrigo missed on his first convert attempt.
so the score remained 6-3 in Bishop's favour .
With the Gaiters· next possession came
another opportunity for a major. but an
offside penalty and a key quarterback s.ack
spoiled their efforts. Another three point kick
through the uprights was all the) walkect
away with.
The next Gaiter offensive attack was
interrupted just after Dennis Walker pushed
his way through for a first down. Harri~ • next
passing play was intercepted by Lancer
defender Lloyd Dean. who carried the ball
, back into Gaiter territory until be was pulled
down after a52 yard run. A face masking call
and a rush by Dowhos put the ball just three
yards short of the Gaiter endzooe. All other
attempts to penetrate failed. however. and
the score remained 9-3.

by J. Browning-Leveque

Never before were there so many white
jerseys along the sidelines.In all, they numbered
62, and almost every one of them had a band
in theu.ncerfootball squad's 14-9 upset over
Bishop University.
After last Saturday's exhibitionwin, Lancer
headcoach Gino Fracas expressed reserved
optimism towards the upcoming season. ana
the large supply of freshman
"It will take a few more games to gel until
we reach the point we really want to, but it
takes time to mature and we can't expect
miracles," said Fracas.
Bishop's Gaiters wlre a challenge for the
young Lancer squad as well as an opportunity
for the players to start working together as a
team under pressure.

"We have a lot of talent and the potential
is there.. and if we keep a good. fresh attitude
this should be our best year in the OUAA."
said defensive veteran Paul Barrett
last year the Lancerstrouncedthe Gaiters
35 8 in exhibition play, but this year the
storyline was a little less dramatic. Both
teams had their share of trouble penetrating
beyond the other's hardcore defence, and i:
wasn't until more than 10 minutes into the
first quarter that numbers started appearing
on the scoreboard.
The Lancers' first successful offensive
drive started with pivot Doug Ball's pass to
Gino Castellan for a first down on their own
4 5 yard line. Veteran runn ingback Do ug
Dowhos helped carry t!ieball downfield unti I
it rested at the Gaiters' 59 mark. then

The Lancers had yet another chance for a
maior before the half. when Dave Ha,i.kins
disrupted Harris' passing play on the Gaiters·
35. and ran the ball back to the 23 mark. But
a potential touchdown pass intended for Rob
Cecile fell into the arms of Bist, ,·s Wayne
Long. and the Lancers had to s. ,e for a six
point deficit at half-time.
The Lancers started pulling ahead in the
second half. after assistant coach Morgan
Clark delivered his locker room pep-talk and
llfler Bishop's offensive denanme nt"s mexpericocega,e the Windsor squad .)),po,tunity
to pick up on their mistakes.
The Gaiters finished with only I O completions on 35 passing attempts.
In third quarter action Lancer rookie
Steve Meeker picked up on a Gaiter fumble
and carried the ball in from the mid-field area
for the Lancers· only touchdown. A missed
convert kept both teams even with nine
points.
Fourth stanza scoring started with the

Soccer Lancers triumph
by Rob Andrusevicb
Canada's 2-1 victory over Honduras
Saturday wasn't the only recent international
soccer victory for a Canadian team. The
soccer Lancers defeated a club from the
University of Bristol 1-0 Monday evening.
"It was a good natured. clean game," said
Bristol captain Chris Hindle.
The Lancers controlled the ball most of
the first half with short passes. The best
scoring chances of the first half for the
Lancers went to scoring ace mare Marchese
who headed the ball off the mark.
Later in the half, Marchese challenged
Bristol keeper, Lancer Dino Petruzzi on an
air-ball, which Petruzzi punched away as the
collided. That's right-the Bristol keeperwas
a Lancer. According to Bristols player-coach
Graham Hold. Bristols keeperwasn't allowed
to make the Trans-Atlantic trip because he
failed exams. so Lancer keeper Dino Petruzzi
played between thr p-~ for Bristol
"Dino did very well for us. we're really
pleased he offered to play.'' said HolL
Bristol's best scoring chance came at the
20 minute mark when a Lancer defender with
the ball slipped, allowing a Bristol striker to
let a soft shot go from the top of the box.
Veteran Lancer keeper VanNiforos made a
diving save tipping the ball wide of the goal
In the early goings of the second half the
Lancers squandered chances to take the lead,
missin3 on some good scoring chances.
After these attempts Bristol started to

attack by se nding long ba lls up to its wingers
who tried to cross the ball onto the head of a
striker. The Lancer defense held well, but
commited a few fouls giving Bristol a few free
kicks.
In the 74th minute Bristol sent a free kick
over the Lancer wall onto the foot of a
charging Bristol striker who dove. flicking the
ball into the arms of Lancer keeper Niforos.
The ball was cleared down the field where a
Bristol player misjudged the header, sending
the ball back past two Bristol defenders and
onto the foot of Lancer Peter Pomponio.
Pomponio flicked the ball past the keeper
Petruzzi who was also fooled by the misdirected ball
Bristol increased its offensive pressure in

an attempt to get the equalizer. but failed.
"It wasn't a picture goal" said Lancer
assistant coach Ian Parratt,saw sane promising
things in the game.
.. , think the ball spent the best part of the
time in their (Bristol's) half.
The Bristol squad has just two more
games to play before heading home. Out of
11 games they've woo two, lost five and tied
four. According to team captain Hindle. the
Lancers are an average team compared to the
other teams Bristol played in Canada and the

U.S ..
The Lancers first regular season game

willbe on Saturday against Laurierin Waterloo.
Last Saturday Brock fell victim to Lancers,
in a 4-1 exhibition win.

Pushy but effective

•

nwm
Lancers' two point safety after some fumbling
around deep in the Gaiters· end. and the
finishing touches were added after the Lancer
ofTenc:t>set up for Fletfs 46 yard field .1!.0al
with less than eight minute\ of playing ti·.1e
remaining.

I

AltJ-,ough the score remained 1.. 'J :J,
Windsor until the final whistle, Bishop"£
troubled offence conunued in its pursuit o
additional points. but the Lancer defence
was flawless.
.. The key here 1s patience. we re in a
tough league with a young team and there 1s
still more work to be done.'' said Fracas.
Next Saturda) the L.!nccr squad trmels
to Waterloo to meet the Warriors in their first
regular season OUAA game

Lancers swing
•
into
season
Once again its tee-off time in thcOntano
Uni\ersit:i; Athleuc Association.
The Lancer golf team has been bus)
teanng up the Roseland golf course with the,
pre-season preparation in last Monda) ,
University of Windsor lmuational. nnd ;n
the St Clair College lmitatio.1nl la,tTuesda)
A combined team score of 31 8 was
enough for the Lancers to clean up m the
'Jniversity Invitational. and the following
clay their total 325 score again placed them
first in front of Oakland University·~ 331.
Veteran Lancer Mau St Louis won rhe
individual award for his imprcs.,;l\e 73 game
Monday. and barely miss.ed the medali~t
t.onour Tuesday when Wayne State's Mike
Hom edged him out by one stroke wuh his 76
game.
St Louis is one of four veterans on the
live naanteam which willtravel to St Catherines
for the OUAA tournament next Th ursday
and Friday. Often universities. five with the
'· west co mbined scores will then advance to
tt,e OUAA finals two weeks later.
Last year the Lancer., failed to qualify as
a team with their combined score. but St
Louis was successful as an individual. and
managed to finish third overall

I

__J
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/No more Mr. Nice guy ...
by Tracey Richardson
The
Council
of Ontario
Universities recently announced the
formation of a commission to govern
interuniversity athletics.
The Ontario Commission on
lnteruniversity Athletics was established as a result of a recommendation
of a special committee which studied
interuniversity athletics.
Although the commission's prime
purpose will be to oversee and
advise the Ontario Universities"
Athletic Association and the Ontario
Women·s Intercollegiate Athletic
Associatk:i. it will actually serve
as a monitoring device to avoid
potential problems.

"The
(Ontario
University)
presidents can be proud of what
they've done in taking leadership
they want to control athletics instead
of athletics controlling them." said
Professor Marg Prpich. Director of
Women's Sports here at Windsor.
She added that it will also "force
universitie·s to accept responsibility
for their programs."
"Both Marg and I welcome
this." said Dr. Bob Boucher, Director
ofMen's Sports. "The universities'
presidents have recognized for the
first time in history that interuniversity
sports are valuable."
The Commissionhopes to embody
certain policies. such as an equal

opportunity for men and women in
athletics, as well as the provision of
adequate training and competition
facilities and coaching resources. It
will also be active in issues such as
eli9.ibility, league alignment and
scheduling.
The implementation of these
policies will not significantly affect
the University of Windsor.
··our facilities are fairly stable
at the moment," said Prpich.
Although Boucher praises the
part-time coaches here for their
abili~es and dedication, he would
like to see more full-time coaches
as well as improved schedules and
more games. "We have already

made moves in that area ...
Besides overseeing the OUAA
and the OWIAA, the Commission
will also serve as a court of appeal
on matters brought forward from the
leagues.
"Everybody's a little apprehensive
about how they will oversee the
leagues," said Pryich, notin~ however that it will be "very useful as
an appeal board."
The Commission has already
set its wheels in motion by appointing
chairmen from various Ontario
universities, including the Presidents
of the OUAA and the OWIAA.
They will soon appoint an Auditor
and an Executive Secretary.

up are returnees, Bruce Wohler and
Jim Houlahan.
The regular season begins with
a tournament in London against
Western and Wilfred Laurier this
Saturday, and the following two
tournaments will also be away.

This Saturd_ay the Lancerette
ch;b will meet the Brock and York
University clubs for the first of four
weekend tournaments.
Round-robin competition will
begin at 9:00 am on the university
tennis courts behind the Human
Kinetics building.

Celebrate
2nd week
of class
with a
B.B.Q.

Coming up
Fencing

near the top.
Although Moriarty has finished
his last year of eligibilityfor university
competition. he will be working with
Sukunka and assistant coach Marie
Veilleux training this year's fencers.
"We also have a good chance
with Mark Fulmer competing with
the epee," said Moriarity. "Last year
he finished eighth in the OUAA finals
while fencing with a broken hand."

Last year's most successful
University of Windsor athletic team
is now preparing to lunge into a new
season.
Under the instruction of former
Olympic competitor Eli Sukunda.
the Windsor fencing team will travel
to Pennsylvania State University
for its ""'' 0-·en tournament midN•wember.
"The competition is of the highest
calibre and the tournament serves as
Once again the racquets .ire
preparation for our regular OUAA
swingingandCoachMargie Nicholson
.,eason." said Moriarty.
is back on the University of Windsor
This year's hopeful in the sabrt
·ourts with this year's mens tennis
competition is veteran Mikt Fulmer.
team.
wt;o Moriarty predicted should finish
Two of the five competitors lined

Men's

women's
The cxlds are with the Lancerette
tennis club. and s.i is Sue Black.
Last year Black had a strong
showing in the singles competition
with her second place finish in the
Ontario Women's Interuniversity
Athletic Association finals.
Julie Daniel, will also compete in
doubles matches.

Penman'sNHL
TeamSportShirt

50/50 poly-cotton , full colour
embroidered crest. Many
teams available, men·s sizes

S-XLReg. $24.98

Thurs.Sept 19
5:30 p.m.

Hockey
All prospective Lancer hockey
players who did not attend the
recent team meeting, please contact
Coach Rick Cranker 256-2811 after
4 pm or General Manager Mike
Sadler on Campus Ext 2132. Goaltenders are especially needed, student
manage!( s) and statistician are also
needed.

WINDSOROWNED,WINDSOROPERATED,
WINDSORPROUD

First Class
Fashion Values

• hamburgers
• corn
• popsicles

\

at
Iona College

Horne cooked Suppers every
Thursday at 5 30 p. rn at
Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave.
Donation $2 50

The
Junction

Ladles wear

Sportswear
Dresses

Jeans
Jewellery

Student Discount
- 10% off

NOWONLY
$16.88

2 71 Ouellette
253-2663

Penman'SFootball
Pull-over
so/50 poly-cotton,

V-neck and
UCLAsleeve inserts. Available in
naVY,burgundY, red and black.
#290360

What do the
next 10 years
hold for you?

NOW
ONLY
$14.98

AdidasDarenScott
Fashionsweats

50/50 poly-cotton blend, crew
neck top, complete with
matching pant.

ONLY$74.98
TOP ONLY
$34.98
5909 Wyandotte E. c2blocks from Jefferson> 945-3434
Mon· Thurs 9·5 Fri 9·9 Sat 9-6. Visa, Mastercard, American Express.

16/i~on

Sfl.DffSBJ
~ play

alongwith yal.

Do you ask yourself. ' ' Where do I begin-what shall I do next~.. Ha\'e you a
confusion of ideas? Mastery of life. success in any enterprise. comes from
the subtle ability to marshal your thoughts and to call to the fore. when an
emergency arises. the proper mental powers. Mentally. you are an aggregate
of forces. Why dissipate them because of lack of knowledge of how to
properly use them? Learn to control them and you will have at your
command. a tremendous power for accomplishment.

SEND FOR FREE BOOK
The Rosicrucians. a group of thinking men and women. nave preser\'ed for
centuries the knowledge of a secret method for the development of mind
power and the direction of man's unused inner faculties. This wisdom. not
strange or mysterious. has changed the course of life for many n.en and
women throughout the v.orld. Write for the free book, "The Mastel) of
Life." which explains how you may Join with the thousands who now have
and use this helpful infonnation. Address: Scribe W N W_

f/lTe

ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)
San Jose. California 95 I 91
(NOT a religion)

s9
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campus rec
Followtng i5 a 11st
ol offered leagues, the boa::! foe for each ond the deductk>n tor
each major vtolotlon
Deduction

lond '"

lpoff
Soccer-Men
Hockey- M en

Boll Hockey-Mon
Volleyball- M en
Flog footbaO.Mon
l obbaB-Men
Basketball-Men
3 on 3 Basketball- Me n
Touch Football- Women
Trlples Volle','bal~Women
3 on 3 Boskelball·Women

Soccer-Women
Voll eyboll-Wo men
Bo$kelbol1-Women

Hocke'l"Women
lobboll • COED
Touc h Footba ll - CO ED
Vollevtx,11• CO ED

per Offence

$100 00
$100 00
S 45.00

$25 00
$25.00
$15.00

$ 50.00

$10.00
$10.00

$ 50 00
$ 5000
$ 1500

$1000
$15.00
$ 5.00

No bon d
No bon d
$ 15 00

$ 5.00

S 45 00

oo

$ .30
$ 45.00
$ 45 00

$ 3000
S 45 00
No bon d
~ 45.00

$10.00
$15.00
$15 00
$10 00
$15.00
$15.00

Studen ts'
trative
Co unc il

CLUB RATIFICATION
Th e Students ' Adm inistrativ e Council .
will be conducting Club Ratification in early
OCTOBER. If you are starting up a c lub or
continuing one , you must fulfil! the four
basi c requirements as outlined in the SAC
Club Handbook by FRIDAY , SEPT . 27,
1985 .

PGA's PART.IES
(Party Givers' Anonymous)
brings to you

Friday Pub Alternative Nites
Doors
Open
at9 pm
Vanier
East

on
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.
Fri.

Sept. 20: Quad Nite-Zoo Nite
Sept. 27 : Hawaiian Nite
Oct. 4: Singles' Nite-the dating game
Oct. 11: Sock-Hop-bob till you .6rop!!!
Oct. 18: Lovers' Nite-Lovers' Lane

Sponsored by: Labatt's

For further info rmat ion, contact Bob
Bak er , V.P. Admini stration in the SAC ·
Office at 253-4232 Ext. 3905 , 3906 o r
253-6423.

WORSHIP:
Every Tues 12 00 noon
SUPPERS:
Every Thurs 5 30 pm & beginning Sept 26 showing
David Suzuk1"s 8 part se n es
"A Planet for t he Taking·
FORUMS :
Held at Faculty Club. Vanie r
Hall every other Fnday 12 30
· 2 00
• Mane Sanderson on the
Greal Lakes
e Jerome Cohen on Pelee
Island
e 8111T ocshkemg on Na1tve
Traditions
e Frank Innes on Infant
Mortality
• Moe Closs on The Auto
Industry
• Mary-Allee Bailey& M chael
e Dufresne. A Musical Interlude
IONA LECTURE :
"The Const1tut on. the Charter.
& Mmonty Rights in Canada·
Hon Thomas R Berger.
Oct 17. 8 30 pm
WORKSHOPS :
Alcohol Respons1b1htv · Film
Festival Sept 24 & 25 Adult
Children of Alcohol cs
Oct 2'3.930 · 4 00 Alcoholism
fod a y Whe re are w e·,·· Oc t
24. 9 30 • 4 00

YOUTH RALLY:
"Discover "85"
Oct 4 & 5
For fur1her inlonna on drop into
the College or phon,• 253-7257
Everyone welcome'
Iona " 11c, nm• d.-. u.-d r , I, ~ ,09
Wllrn n~ and ~ II pt'Opl,• pJaC't"\\ h, ft"
,rud~m .. anct nr•,~ c;u1 gAth •.-r r
la,ugh to ,mg. rn l!M ilmt ,,•t,,hri.lh I f,

lt1<11ren11....t..-rl'p.'<1pl.. m,,- ,I, rn

'°"

themwl
of JU~IIC."t" SU."' , rt..
commun t~ or th"" ,.. rid Wnrk y
..,,,h grnu~ and o,g.,n11M1nn, 1111h"
campus dnd t"ommun ,~ tilt' ( ol , 'g{
1rws 10 te nf Gnd • gond "'"""'
tu.
world

Ion. College. United Church
of C.n.da. Affiliate of the
UniveTslty of Windsor, 208
Sunset Ave. WlndliOr, N98
3A7

Your choice of:
8 type styles
11 paper samples
Price includes typesetting, layout & printing

Seeyour on-campus resume service
2nd Floor, University Centre or call
Student Media Services,.SACoffice
at 253-2288

Don't wait until it's too late!
Studem'
.Acfn
• lilhutiw
Council

SAC~
--by D. W. Dorbn and Kevin Johnaon

"I we.nt to a fight, and a SAC meeting
broke out"

-a former Lance sportswriter
Benny Youngman used a similar phrase
to describe hockeypmea. Spectators at last

nisbt'sStudent's~

Council(SAq

meeting-the
first of the yearprobably wouldn't have been swprised to see a
hockey pme breakout
It started off quickly, as council members
Adam Furfaro, Mike Temelini, and Rob
Burp bea~
questioned the SAC cabinet
The referee also took a bashing. Jeff
Kehoe, SAC's chairman, had bis impartiality
questioned on several occasions.The captain
of the SAC squad, Jon Carlos Tsilfidis also
faced a Ourry of verbal usaults.
Temetiniwas vehement in his belief that
SAC put the nosesof SAC Commissioner of
.Residences
and Services, Doug Steele, and
his partner Al Schweyer in the patronage
trough by hiring them to demolish the Pub.
"Speaking on behalf of some of the
people who brought it to my attention, they're
concerned that some back room deals were
made, and that the person who got the job
di.dn,'t the · in a fair way." be said.

j

•

primedffl'erence
WM 80
piir, ',!t'We
didn't IJceber to ask for bids. It
,.._, nea \10l'llltenderingout"
Temeliai 1111felt the job should have
--~
~

been tendered.
"How do we mowwe couldn't have got
(the price) lower, the samejob for a lower
price, but we'll never know because there
was never a bid system. That's the point rm
making." said Temelini.
In other battles, Tsilfidis was questioned
for appointing Enjneering representative
Paul Clarlte as Administratrive Assistant to
the Cabinet Furfaro felt Clarke shouldn't be
ratified at the same time the position was
ratified.
Kehoe said the decision to create the post
was implied in the motion to ratify Clarke.
Tsilfidis later remembered, and made known,
that a similar position had been ratified by
SAC several years earlier.
After a brief
flurry, Clarke received unanimous approval.
However, some members were still not
thoroughly convinced.
Burge felt Clarke bas a conflict of interesl,
acting as both Administrative Assistant and
Engineering Representative.
"I think it's wrong." said Burge, who
thought Clarke should have to choose between
being a paid cabinet member, or a non-paid
representative on council
SAC's vice-president administrative, Bob
Baker, was chastised for not having the
requisite meeting materials compiled and
distributed far enough in advance of the
meeting.
Furfaro felt the documents should be
given out early, so council members have the
opportunity to be familiar with the agenda
issues, before entering the meeting chambers.
Baker also came under fire for failing to
d last year's amendments to the SAC bylaws over the summer. Burge felt the new
y-laws should have been available to the
w council members.
Despite these contentious issues, the
meeting returned to its usual subdued tone.

Lance Photo by D. w.Dolurl

Jon Carlos Tsilfidis

A Centre of attention

Students will be seeing a big change in the
University Centre next fall, but they'll also
probably see a bi&increasein studentfees.

....

di,

also have total control over the Centre 's
revenues.

•

.. _. ...... a.woiceiii
U die CP.S.J>oinia,
addition of shops and an automaticbantiDg thecqaniution, as weDu cutem,.,.... of
machine,said SAC president Jon Carlos
the costs to attend CFS conferences.
Tsilfidis, during the first Council meeting of
Becoming a prospective CFS member
this semester.
'Mlll't cost students, but SAC will send
The Students' Administrative Council
students to thepolling-h>oth
sometime in the
also plans to add a third floor to the Centre, a next two years for a referendum to decide on
attainingfull member status.
buildingdesigned
to serve just 3,000 students.
To help fmance this, SAC cabinet hopes
•••••••••
A memberof Council denounced procedto run a referendum asking for a SIO per
ures the University of Windsor Progressive
student levy each semester.
The University Centre already has a new Conservative Campus Association used to
choose its president pro tern.
board of directors, giving students a majority
RandyBaran,president of the Education
voice on decisions affecting the Centre. The
Society,
felt the executive should have called
committee reports dircectly to the University
Board of Governors. The new Board will an election after its president resigned, rather
ad

UN oftbe

space behind it, N well

..........

Twofamiliar faces werenocic:cably
ablent
fromlast nighi s SAC meeting.
CromweUWoghiren,SAC'sm~mationa)

Students'Commissioner has yet to return
from his native Nigeria. Tsilfidis decided to
give WoghirenIDltilSeptember30 to cornnnu.
cate with SAC, if this fails to happen, the
International Students.' Society will be asked
to sugest replacements for the Commissioner's
position.
Also missing was lmg-time SAC councillor
George Dietrich, who resigned his post as
student senator.

Youth grabs
lady's purse
Margaret O'Neil had just left a board
meeting at Canterbury College and was on
her way to her French class at about 8:45
p.m. Monday night. It was dark and raining
heavily when she walked down the steps
seperating the main building 'and west wing
of the library. She was all alone until she
heard a man's steps behind her.
"He started running and nudged me", she
said, adding that she "wasn't scared" thinking
that he was late for a class.
•
Just then, l:e snatchedthe pursefrom her
arm and startedrunning
Staff Sgt. Joe Abbey of Windsor police
said that the thief was a white male, approximately 5' 8" and 1401bsandhadshort, black
wavy hair. He was wearing a dark blue plain
t-shirt and dark pants with running shoes.
O'Neil said the thief was not a university
student because, "he was too young". She
guessed his age to be about 16.
Sgt Donald D. Reaume of Campus
Police said that this was the first incident of
its kind this year on campus.

, nt. '-·
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...and houses by Domtar
by Jolm Stoat

Theliving oooditioosin Nicaragua
are not livable by North American
standaJds.
The ruming water and electricity
we takefor grantedare scarceluxuries
in this CentralAmerican sewer.The
aumyil!d'i.s beadii tu thea•d!M m
are horrendous.Hanes resemblecard
boardboxes taped ~ard
families
d five live in homes smaller than a

~/-

~

...,.

GRAD

JohnGMac~y Photography3877Dougall Avenue
969-6900

It v.ooldseemthat therebelCoolras
were thereal terrorists.Maiertalkedd
Sandimsla
dliera givq herardCayton rides in a truck. Clay1onevenhad a
picture ex a military fortification
The pictures d thevqietatioo and
the landscapes wereincredable
andit is

bathroom.
Their marlcm are stocked with
meat that israncidm:m
lack exrefri8eratioo ai¥lfoodsli61ayaboutthe ground

Interest Group Intemationalbad
their first meeting exthe year this past
Monday. The topic dthe eveningwas

sadto hearthatsucha oountxyrichin
resources
couldbe SOpoor.w8JS and

I

earthquakes
haven'thelpedatallandit
seem; American
policiesaren'thelpingI

either.
Thegrouphopesto havea top east
Europeaneconomistas a guest later
this year. It also wants to attract
student interest and is trying to raise
fundsfor futuretripsabroadD

Get a job - dip, dip,
dip, dip -get a job
byJoba May

. ittowards
izationthis year
all students.
Those long, deperate hours of
"This year is the first year it's
Nicaragua, Fact Or Fiction.
pouring through the want
Ad section been run for the whole UniversityThe group was fooodedlast year
of The Globe and Mail may finally it's not just for businessor engineering
but is really ooly setting started this
be over.
students, it's for everybody," said
semester.PresidentMaggieMaier is a
This Tuesday, the twelfth annual Tonus.
iufl )'Iii' li*uw6.1nalRdali:xJs
mip:
CareerFairwill beheldin Ambas.wb
She also explained that."there's
She hopes to attract people who are
Auditorium, to be attended by repr&- quite a few companies coming that
interested in the CICCOOOlic,
political
sentatives of companies who may 8Je lookingfor mamting. eogineeiing.
and social affairsd the intematiooal be interested in hiring U Diversity of computer science, nursing, and arts
spectrum
Windsor grads.
grads."
Maiernl Grahm Oaym tnM6ld
The eclectic collectioo offinns,
While attending the Career Fair
to Nicaragaiathis past August.Oaytm
includingChryslerCanada,the Henry may not guarantee you a plethora of
taught F.oooomicsat the University
F<rciHospital,Lcobt Life1ns1.D'ance,
job offers, it does offer a unique
the last four years until his oontract Hi1tmIntematiooal,and many odlers,
opportunity for students to meet
expired.
will each be setting up a display area prospective employers in an informal
The fon.un opened with a slide in the auditotjum.Students are invited
setting. said Tonus. "Eighty pen:ent
show depictingthelivingconditiom in
to meet the representatives and get
of these companies that are coming
Nicaragua.
to know them and their companies.
will actually be hi.ring-maybe not
l.ivmg conditiom were not theooly
Two sessions will be Held 2:30 to
right away, but it's up to the student
5:00 in the afternoon, and 8:00 to
topic d discussion. American policy
to approach the employers," she
11 :00 in the evening.
and the rebel Contraswere also dissaid
The fair was organized by three
cussed. One got the feeling that ruling
Tonus also said, feel free to
Sandinistaswere not the Coomrunist Faculty ofBusiness studentswodcing
bring resumes and whatever other
on
a
Swnmer
Canada
Grant
The
threat, but rather Isolationists.
items you may have to impress
Claym talml exthe mmd exthe students, Dana Tonus, Kathleen
employers, and "if you're serious
Anm::mpamllD
hit N'13'111pn McGowan, and project manager
about making a good impression,
Hoffman, have taken a
felt.espec:iaByIDWlldsU.S. Praidml ~t
Ronald Reagan. He also taUr.ed difliennt appl08Cbin the fau'a ~ then dress accordingly." D

PHOTOS
• Di4itinctive
StudioPortraits
in gown and coloursof your
Faculty
Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty

about how Reagan's embargo is
strangling the country's Sandini.sta' s
soldiers.

I
I

;

.. 1'.lJESATTENDING
coMPl'l~

CAREER

F

AlR

certified Genera\ Accounting
Associati~n
. \ Ana\ysts seminar
certified Financ1a
Horizons
chrys\er canada
. ion
Civil service comm1ss
C\arkson Gordo~f canada
General Motors
·t~l
Henry Ford H?SPl l Hotel
Hilton \nternati~na
\nvestors syndicate
London Life
.
Magna \nternauona\
Ministry of Labour
M.d\and sank ca~ada
·N~rth American Life
Ontario Hydro
Royal sank
cment
society of Manag '.
Accounts of ontano
sun Life \nsur~:n!c~ Bank
Toronto oom1rno
Union Gas
xerox

..
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socialgaffes
MUSIC, ETC...
- Ma n of Flow ers(Aust rali a/1983/P a ul Cox).
Friday, September 27
At the Detroit Rim Theatre, at 7:00 p.m . and
- Hawaiian Nite at the Hub Nanier Ha IQ. '>·30 p.m.
$1.00 at door .
Saturday, September 28
- University of Wi<1d50·
of
Coci nA r nds. C-nemo Windsor at 8{)0
Music presents Ang e ,o
ne · , f hA p
1985 International Bach P,ano CompE titon . - bigger Thon Life (U S./1956/Nicholos Ray).
Walkerville S.S.Auditorium. Adults $6.00. Stud- At the Detroit Film Theatre. screeningsat7:00
ents and Seniors $3.00. Call 253-4232. ext . p.m . and 9:30 p.m.
2760 tor more into .
Sunday, September 29
-Prehistoric CaveStrokers at St. John's Church -Gunga Din(lJS'/1939/GeorgeStevens)
At
Ha I. $2.00 members. $3 00 non-members . the Detroit Film Theatre. 7:00 p m. only
- Ray Char1es at the Macomb Centre Two -Witness presented by SAC films Screenings
shows at 7.00 p.m . and 9:30 p.m. Adults 7'00 p.m . and 9·00 p .m at 1120 Erie Hall
$16.00, Students and Seniors $14.00.
Monday, September 30
Saturday, September 30
-Has Anybody Here Seen Canada? This
-Manngal
Man at the Graystone. 7816 documentary 1sa compilation of rare film
Michigan Ave . Presented by Postand Check footage and interviews with indv1duals who
Productions in conjunction with CJAM 91.5 have made Canadian film history
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Monday, September 30
- Every Mondat lx?u? Tann and the Sheiks
ot R & B at California s.
Friday, October 4
- Gang Green (Boston) at the Graystone ,
7816 Michigan Ave .
THEATRE

PREGNANT

LSAT
GMAT
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NEWS

Thursday, September 26
-Arst meeting of the International Relations
October 3-6, 10-13
Society, 4:00 p .m . in Conference rooms 1.2.3
-Come back to the Five and Dime. Jimmy on the 2nd floor of the University Cen t re
Dean. Jimmy Dean! Presented by :the University Friday, September 27
Players at the EssexHall Theatre. Shows at 8 - Firstmeeting of the History Club. 4:30 at the
p.m. exce pt 7·30 p. m. on Sund ays. Box office Maison Fra ncoise. Free hot dogs a nd beer for
a s of September 30, 4 30 p.m to 8:00 p.m. members. admission $2.00 tor non-members
Ca ll 253-4565.
1-rtday,October 4
CINEMA
-An eve ning add ress by Manon Dewar.
Ma yor of Otta wa and National President of
Thursday, September 26
the New Democratic Party. 7·30 p.m . at
- Cocaine Rends.unbeliEM::ibleaction-packed Ambassador Auditorium. University Centre .
cocaine gangster movie from 1939. Cinema Sunday, October 6
Windsor at 8:00 p .m .
-A Sexual Violence Seminar . 12:00 pm to \
Friday, September 27
4:00 p.m . at the University Centre . Presented
......,.,
....J,
-Cocaine Fiends. Cinema Windsor at 8:00 by Student s' Ad~ inistration Counc il and
up dogs. p .m
Sexual Assault Cns1sCentre .

AND NEED.HELP?

ft

Wednesday, October 2
-Tol<illAlvlockingblrd Wnneroftwokodemv
Awards. Best Actor(Gregory Peck) and Be~
Screenplay At the Art Gallery of Windsor.
oo
7
p .m .
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Come and See
Christopher - Sharon - James at

and Your Unborn Child

Give Life a chance and we'll help
yo u every step of the way .

, ,•.~•,•'•,

Ph.

_
252 3322

Pregnancy Tests Available• Open Afternoons& Evenings

131 West Park St. Suite 21. Windsor. Ontar io N9A5T6
Ca ll 252-8404 tor a n appo intment

Oct. 5 LSAT
Oct. 19 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

It'sprobably lllega~ DOftntlally
clan~,
and aennllity·~
Dr. Horiy Wolper i$ an

eccentricgeni1.1~
And,
with the help of bisloyol
assistann, he'sdosing
in on one of the greofes1
discownes of atl time
Allthot'$standing
intheirway

is theUniversity,
tti. fOC\llty,
the lows
. of nc;atu,-ond about
20 focolordinance$.

After you· re
through with
this

But, witho littleluck,
theyjust might
pull off a mirode.

Come and join
us at Cheers
where the FUN
is.

Dancing nitely to the
Greatest in TOP 401
Playing now at a theatre near you.

Free Admission
2477 Dougall Ave.
Mon - Thurs
(Dorwin Plaza)
Sat. with Student I.D.
966-2624
Praper AttireReQuired
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Sexual discrimination has been an issue of controversy
for years , and probably will be for years to come.
Women have fought for the opportunity to prove themselves to be equally competitive as men in the work force ..
and that they are capable of performing more challenging
tasks than washing dishes and changing diapers.
Several legal ad1ustments have been made in order to
meet the nP.edsof 'today's woman' , which respect her as an
equal and protect her rights as a human being.
Although the Ontario government has enforced those
laws protecting women 's rights, there is a present law which
simultaneously prohibits any fema le from participating with
or competing against males in organized sport.
This in effect, is legalized discrimination . Although there
are very few females capable of successfully competing
against high calibre male athletes, those who are shou ld
not be prevented from even attempting to do so.
A prime example is the case 'ot 12-year-old
Justine
Blainey , who is presently battling the Ontario legal system
in order to get the opportunity to try out for a minor hockey
team. She has competed on female hockey teams at the
same level, but wishes to develop her talents to the fullest
potential.
Ontario is presently the only Canadian province which
does not provide fema ·es with a legal opportunity of
competing against their male counterparts. Attorney General
Ian Scott is trying to change this situation for the benefit of
those female athletes interested in playing sports at a more
competitive level.
Thus, the proposal of an amendment to the Ontario
Human Rights Code .
Of course the situation works both ways. Many men will

want the opportunity to participate and compete on women's
teams. It's only fair. However, if men were allowed to
compete on female sport teams, they would, because of
their physical advantages, undoubtedly dominate the female
teams. This.would conclusively limit female opportunities in
competitive sports.
On the other hand, permitting exceptional female athletes
to try out for men's teams would not threaten male domination
of those teams since so few females are physically capable
of competing on the same level. This is especially true in the
case of sports primarily designed for men. It would be
almost impossible to realistically imagine a woman playing
on the offensive line of a football team in a men's league
however.this does not justify a law which prohibits them
from trying out.
ro each his (or her) own.
Conversely males should be permitted to try out for
traditionally fema le sports such as synch roniz ed swimming
or certain gymnastic events. However, the same rules
should apply: a coach's prime consideration when deciding
whether or not an athlete is to participate on that team
should be whether or not that athlete will benefit the team.
Female ath letic teams which could be potentially dominated by males should be restricted to female participants.
This reasoning is because there is ample opportunity for
co-ed participation in recreational and semi-competitive
sports, and males have more opportunities to pick the
competitive level at which they wish to participate. There is
plenty of male competition .available when it comes to
athletics.
Certain clauses have limited the rights of female athletes
in Ontario, and it is time to make amendments. Ceteris
paribus; Ontario should provide opportunity for all

Temelini's foreign exchange
by Michael Temelini

part one of a series

-

Canada, it is known, is culturally diverse .
It is made up of immigrantsand their descendants
with origins from various parts of the world
It is generally acknowledged that our countrv
incorporates the best features of many culture·s
without mixing them together. We are a
multicultural country, like a cultural mosaic,
in which thousands of chips amalgamate
to create a picture.
On a smaller scale, the University of
Windsor boasts similar qualities; this year
over 830 visa or foreign students have enrolled
as full time students. And yet many Canadian
students never meet them, and most do not
even know where they come from. One
would suspect that because they look and
talk differently, many Canadfan students find
visa students unapproachable.
One can say that people who live in a
society made up of so many different and
diverse races, ethnic groups and cultural
groups, can quite quickly learn how to dislike,
fear or hatred can, of course manifest itself in
various forms, such as in stereotyping, bias,
prejudice and unfair treatment
In other words, because living among
adversity requiresso much intellectual maturity
the easies thing to say is that multiculturalism
simply will not work:, either as a national
policy, such as that in our country, or as a
policy of a group or institution (such as the
University of Windsor).
The opponents of multiculturalism, and
of affirmative action for that matter, will
argue strongly in favour of a "Melting Pot"
society - like that of the United States. The
opponents of cultural diversity argue that the
encouragement of separate cultures is destructive and divides society; that multi-

culturalism is a form of ghettoism which
relegates to certain groups of people in our
nation a role as quaint and colourful figures,
depriving certain people the full responsibilities
of being Canadian. Such defeatist views are
unfortunate , and sadly overlook the incredible
advantages of having many distinct groups.
Let us, for example, look at the situation
in a strictly economic sense: immigrants
bring with them not only valuable job skills
essential to our work force, but they also
pump into the economy millions of dollars for
the food they buy, the clothes they purchase,
etc.
The same example can be made of the
visa students here on campus: they are an
incredible asset to Windsor's economy. In
fact, according to a study conducted in 1984
by Dr. Reuben Green, an economic's professor.
VISA students dropped over 17 million
dollars into Windsor's economy in 1984 Gust
under 1% of Windsor's 1984 retail sales
total of$979,800,000! The average student
in the survey spent $11,000 a year: approxi mately $480 on books, $2000 for off campus
meals, $1700 for off:.campus accommodations.
$900 for travel around the province and
$500 on clothing.
Aside from the purely materialisticadvantages,
having a large population of people from
different countries offers an even greater gift
a global view of life and a greater understanding
of the world in which we live. So, whether one
speaks about multiculturalism on a national
level or on a local level, it can work. but only
with a degree of tolerance.
With so much diversity here at the University
of Windsor, if more students would make a
greater effort to interact and learn from the
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other groups, if more students could break
away from the protective wall of their origins
and venture out, a greater degree of collective
spirit and harmony could be achieved
This is not to say that multiculturalism is
an easy goal. Far from it And it is not a short
term practical issue. It is a philosophical,
human and therefore long term educational
and cultural issue . It relates to the total
development of the human being: of a learned,
aware, respectful free h'!man being, working
for and interacting in a. truly democratic
soci~ty.

To live and work effectively in a culturally
varied environment young people must b~
equipped with the understanding and acceptance
of differences as well as similarities between
and among the various ethnocultural groups.
It is hoped that through this series of
1
articles entitled "the foreign exchange ... all
of the students will gain valuable insights int
the myriad of cultures and clubs on campu
through interviews with individual students.
For with understanding will come tolerance,
and with tolerance of diversity our society i
truly free and just

mail
illiteracy
Dear Editor,
I have just picked up a copy of September
19th edition of The Lance. The article
entitled Action in the Affirmative caught my
attention and the content is of interest to me
as I am a female staff memeber of the
University. However, if the article is as
Lynnita-Jo Fromm wrote it, she needs to
take a few basic courses from the English
Department If the typesetter, or someone
else, has fouled up her article, then they
shouJd be called to task. It is practically
impossible to make sense of this article with
the many mistakes and omissions. Please
print this article again in the next issue of The
Lance with the corrections-so
that the
women on campus may understand this
important issue.

Doreen Bauld
Home Economics

aftirma<.y
Dear Editor,
Re: the editrialin the September 10 issue of
The Lance.
A quickpersualof the" Fact and Fiction"
factsbeet published by The Ontario Women's
Directorate( available in the W orneris Centre)
woulddispel the myth that affirmative action
is reverse discrimination. As the fact sheet
points out, affirmative action is not merely a
means of filling azbitrary quotas, thereby
discriminating against men in favour of unqualified women. An affirmative action programme ensures that women have the same
opportunities as men to fill positions traditionally occupied by men. In order to do this
effectively, the social obstacles barring
women
from equal access to employment must be
removed.

This is the basic idea behind affirmative
action. The employer or organization determines goals and timetables which would
work realistically for them By removing the
obstacles which discriminate against people,
qualified and competent workers are allowed
in, not kept out
My question is this: did the author of this
editorial bother to get the whole story on
affirmative action? Small as it presently is
even our own Women's Centre has ample
information-much
of which is "unbiased"
government publications- to give a more
accurate analysis of affirmative action than
presented in the editorial.
If you're going to attempt to discuss
'M)Olen'
S issues, then at~
do your1nnework.
It may result in a more just treatment of
women in The Lance.

Mireille Coral
Women's Commissioner SAC

accura<.y
Dear Editor,
With respect to Gus Horvath' s Back Talk
(The Lance, September 19/85) I should like
to submit the following: In a free democratic
society, indeed, in an intellectually vibrant
institution such as the University of Windsor,
criticism must be not only accepted but
encouraged as the most civilizing of pursuits.
University professors should be and must be
experts in the art of speaking clearly. The art
of comrmmication is essential to the imparting
and acquisition of knowledge. Both professors
and students must be expertsin this art Mr.
Horvath (and the Lance) would provide a
sublime service to the learning community by
explaining clearly what he means by the
statement "The problem of incomprehensible
professors is present in all faculties, although
it is concentrated in foreign language courses

when you're not even sure what language to
listen in."
A greater service would also be provided
by discussing openly not just the defects of
professors but the limitations of university
students, in particular their inability to read,
speak and write well. I am sure all of us can
provide you with many examples of this
widespread phenomenon.

Walter Temelini, Ph.D.,
Classical and Modem Languages

lunacy
Dear Editor,
Just a few notes on last week's King
Review "King of the Leers" by Sara Atkinson.
I) CJAM does have a copy of King's latest
album Steps In Time in our racks.
2) We already have a coy of Frankie's
2) We already have a copy of Frankie's
greatest hits. It's called Trilogy.
3) The connection between Paul King and
and" alternative rock station" is very loose at
best
4) It's nice to see that the paper which
brought the •Students intricate exposes6n
Prince and Madonna last year are keepingup
that theme this year.

Patrick Petro
Music Director, CJAM-FM

lexiconography
Dear Editor,
Your, columnist John Wawrow should
buy himself a new dictionary. Abortifacient
ap~ars in my Concise Oxford Dictionary
and m Websler's Third InternationalDictionary.
Perhaps he should check the spelling of Dr.
Morgenteller (sic)too, and a proofreader
Morgenteller (sic) too, and a proof reader
should lrave corrected "havig" (sic) in the
fourth line, definition "to" (ot) and Word

should have corrected "having" (sic) in the
fourth line, definition "to" (ot) and Word
"of' get(" of' redundant) in the middle of the
article.

Dr. H. W. Bird
Classical and Modem Languaps

•
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animosity
Dear Editor,
We would like to respond to your editorial

appearingin the September19th edition of
The Lance.
First, we take exceptionto the rather
patronizing tone adopted in the article as
evidenced by the use of such homespun
platitudes as "women are goodness" or "a
student of the female persuasion." Whether
women are "good" or"bad" seems irrelvant
when discussing the issue of affmnative
action.
Second, the sudden suuestion of"reverse ·
discrimination" seems more than a little farfetchedwhen ooe comiders that this wtlversity's
workforce is close to 80% male and that men
hold close to 95% of full-professorships on
campus.
We hope that in the future you will
continue to cover important topics such as
affirmative action in your editorials. However,
we would very much appreciate it if you
would reserve you tongue---in--cheek tone
for something truly amusing.

Ray Potvin and associata
Due to the great popularity of LETTERS OF THE EDITOR, we ask you to
limit your comments to 500 words.
Letters may be sent to the LANCE
directly, or dropped off at the LANCE
mailbox in the SAC office during normal
office hours. The LANCE reserves the
right to edit all letters for libAI and
space. All letters must be signed.
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MPs wrangle over unempWyment
There were four local MP s from
the Liberal, N OP and PC parties
spe aki ng on unemp loyme nt Three
of the m were rookies and the fourth
was a veteran of many years experience. And, as usual. some partisan
political fireworks were set off.
Jim Caldwell, Essex-Kent MP
of the Progressive Conservative
party touched off the fireworks when
he suggested that W indsor's unemployment proble m could be solved
by m,)re peo p le working in the
various agricultural jobs avai lable
in the county.
The forum, held at the Moot
Court of the Law bui lding Sunday
night
was sponsored by the
Unemployed-Employed Solidarity
Group.
The desperate people ofWincwr,
living in "hovels", could work in
the county if they wanted to. he
said. "All they have to do is get on
the buses and we'll take them here.
What else are we supposed to do?."

Cal dwell added.
H is remark prompted criticisms
from Windsor-Walkerville's Howard
McCurdy,
Windsor-Essex
MP
Steve n LangdonandWindsor West
MP Herb Gray.
Langdon said Caldwell's suggestion was not an answer for most

of the city's unemployed for the
long tenn. The unemployed need
"good payingjobs so they can feed
their families", he said.
McCurdy
was skeptical of
Statistic Canada's 'official' 5.9 per
cent unemployment rate for Windsor.
He said that the actual unemplvment

Senatepasses
by Kevin Johnson
Students will no longer have to
wait until the end of the semester to
appeal their mid-tenn grades.
Last week, the Senate amended
university procedures dealing with
academic appeals anddiscrimination.
The new meausres divide appeals
into those based on academic assessment, and those based on personal
bias. They also include specific
provisions for sexual harassment.
and an infonnal review ofmid-tenn
assignments. Previously, only final

rate was much higher judging from
the welfare and 1.D1em
ployment rolls
and that the official figure made it
harder for people to collect benefits.
Although the actual unemployment rate might be higher, Caldwell
said, there still is no doubt that the

new grades appeal,

grades could be appealed.
Professor Brian Mazer, who
presented the proposals of the ad
hoe Committee on Standard Appeal
Procedures, remarked students won't
have to pay a fee each time they
wish to change a mark on a test or
essay. The info1mal review allows
students to return any assignment
they feel has been unfairly graded
to the professor for re-evaluation.
To initiate formal review, however,
students must still waitforfinal grades,
and pay a $20.00 fee(refundable if the
appeal is successful) The matt.er will

be referred
to theheadcithe department
or other Basic Administrative Units
(BAU) and the assignment will be reread and r&-evaluated
by IIOOh!rfaculty
member.
This decisioncanbe appealed to a
~Awea]
Carmittee(DAC)
appointed by the head of the BAU.
The DAC functionsas a court,and tht
student and instructor have the right or
appear, submit documentation, and
calland questioo witneSSeS.
Thedecisioo
made by the DAC is final.
University President Dr. RonIanni
is pleased with thechanges."Prciesscn

ALL DAY EVERY DAY!!!
15% Student Discount
For Months of Sept. & Oc t.
Dine In O nly
Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat SpagheJti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY
Any 2 it~ms SM $3.99 MED $4.99 LG $5.99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)

Ho urs:
MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM .
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

economy is improving. He pointed
out that Statistic C an ada is a no
win position. London's unemployme nt rate is pegged at nine per cent,
he said, and "they are complai ning
that it is too high and it is giving
them a bad image."

Thursda ys - PEROGI ES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad Har $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Rsh & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55

must ultimately take responsibility for
marks," he said "We shouldn't have
the buck passed on to the Senate."
However, Randy Smith-Berends,
a Graduate Student Society Senator,
wasrot~
that theSenateexecutive
changed the DAC's composition from
one student and two facuity to three
faculty members.
'" wasn't happy that any student
representation was erased from the
canmittees.TherewasoogjnallyStl.dent
representation, and they took it away,"
he said
Mazer responded by pointing out
that academicassessmentrequires'"pe<r
pie with expertise."
"The reason was that not eveey
faculty has the graduate students necessary," Mazer said
TheSenatealsocreatedtheSubcommitte00 Proceduresand~
thebooy responsiblefer stooentappeals
in the event of discrimination,bias,
sexual or other fonns of harassment
This comrnitt.e, like the DAC, also
functioo.5
like a oourt, withthecm:emed
parties having the right to make representations.
Mazer believes these procedures
will guarantee "at least minimum due
process.We're trying to ensure that we
do have proper processes.''
Ianni hopes the new by-laws will
keep academic disputes on campus.
" I thinkthe procedure put in place
is good We can savepng to court by
having fair process here. Court is
costly and time-consuming for the
University, and our proces.sprotects
the rights of students," he said
Mazer sununed it up differently."I
think that it will provide for an opportunity for students to find where to go if
they have a complaint It's inevitable
that there will be a necessity for
resolution ..it's clear now what the
procedures are.''O

classifieds

See the n,ovie. Read the book. Join the Lance.

Rummaging around in the historical
record to buttress one·s own op,n,onthe statemon seeking histoficot onotog10s
to defend his nott0n·s octlOI\ the p()jiticion
criticizing his opponent on the basis of
alleged "facts. " the churchman arguing
o theolog,col point by citing outhont,es
congenial to his views-ore not the only
ways men use the post Instinctively and
unconsciously. we s,ngte out certain men
nd events as more representative. more
typical. more significant for our own post.
Because we live in the present and expect
to live in the future. the post takes on
meaning only as tt isdlstlledthrough the
reality ot our present and future . The
memory a the post because It Is partial
and selectllle.
unavelsthelarQed lhl80ds
ot our Illies and weavesthem together in
o s-,mmetrical pattern. Memory is port of
self-unclefstondll ig and identity. CMlr the
yeo,s, we occumulate ellp8riences. form
impressions. and construct OUf CMn story
Moments ot high drama. days a Joy and
ecstasy. times of grief and pain. the first
icM:l.o~SlrnrTl8r.oyea-atunlngthe extroordinory moments in our lives
become the vehicles by\Oklich we understand, identify, and find our place In the
world.
\MlOI memoiy isin the lillesotindivlduols.
history 1sfor groups-oigonizations.
Institutions. religions. or notions We cannot
ask o notion to lie down on the psychoanalyst's couch to recoil and rehearse
the experience ot distant days. yet the
post,soften moreoli110toro notion than it
is for on individual The 'WOYnotions ond
religions imagine and reconstruct their
posts. 1he times they choose to recall as
oic types ond symbols out otunknown
n. ore as much o clue to a notion's
-undefstonding os ,ts lows. poilticol
nstlMions. music. literature. or art

1
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Students'
tratrve
Council

by Don Clapper
There is a Mario Andretti living
and studying with us right here at
the University of Windsor.
The first annual Powder Puff
Derby was held at Checker Flag
International Speedway on Sunday
September 16.
Sixteen women in demolition
cars lined up at the starting line.
Sandra Pizzolitto, a fourth year
psychology major was among them.
"fve always . wanted to race

and my boss who is the sponsor of
this powder puff race convinced me
to participate," she said.
Pizzolitto began the race in the
14th starting position. At the drop
of the green flag she was held back
by a conjestion of traffic.
At a speed approaching 50 miles
and hour, the car Pizzolitto was
driving closed in on the race leader.
On the 10th lap of the 15 lap
race, her front wheel broke away

CLUi3 RAT IFI CATIO N

from the race car. During these
tense moments the speeding car
glancedofftheretainingwall,saving
the car from destruction.

Now for some real fun
by Kevin Jobmoo
Senate meetings: some people
wiU teU you they're unexciting.
Don't you believe it Last week's
meeting kept those presen t on the
edge ef their seat
First on the agenda was the
adoption of the minutes of the
previous meetings. Since this is
usually a topic for heated debate, I
readied my journalistic pen and
paper. But this time, the minutes
were passed without discussion.
However, we had a sure-fire
rip-snorter coming up concerning
the proposed slates for Senate committees. These positions are always
hotly contested, although most of
the blood letting and maneuvring
takes place behind closed doors.
Sure enough, someone rose and
nominated a person in opposition
to the slate. Dr. Forrest C. (Bud)
Hansen of the School of Social
W orlc was nominated to fill one of
the Social Science spots on the
Computing Resources Committee.
An innocuous-sounding name, but
to people in the know, it is the
nerve-centre, the power-house, the
omnipoten t factor on this cam pus.
,Fev erish, whispered ca ucuses
broke out Beads of sweat appeared
on more than one senator's brow.
One dean, who's name shall remain
nameless, fainted. The nominator
explained that the School of Social
W orlc needed representation on this
committee. So, as the ballots were
cin:ulated, and the votes feverishly

tabulated .. the meeting continued
The Senate heard reports from
the Committee for Teaching and
Leaming. the Committee on Student
Awards, the Academic Advisory
Centre, and most significantly, the
Committee on Standard Appeals
Procedures.
Thequestionfacing these scoolars,
pedagogues and dons was one that
could alter the evolution of Western
society-when discussing reasons
for missing schoo~ should pregnancy
be defined as a serious physical
condition, medical condition, or
serious illness?
Despite the conceivably momentous consequencesof tmir decision,
these learned men and women made
time to show their good humor by

cracking a few jokes worthy of the
comic genius Rodney Dangerfield
Under other business, Dr. Ianni,
kingpin of this campus, proudly
announced that the Learned Society
would be meeting here in June,
1988-a day to be circled on the
busy calendars of our dynamic and
action-oriented Senators.
Then, the moment for which all
had been waiting; the envelope,
please ... Bud Hansen had broken
the slate, and was elected to the
Computing Resources Committee!
The meeting burst into pandemonium, was adjourned, and yours
truly dashed off to file this report,
destined to hit the streets. a week
later.
Senatemeetingc;arenot unexciting.

The Students' Administrative Council .
will be conducting Club Ratification in early
OCTOBER. If you are starting up a club or
continuing one, you must fulfil! the four
basic requirements as outlined in the SAC
Club Handbook by FRIDAY, SE PT. 2 7 ,
1985.
For further information, contact Bob
Baker, V. P. Administration in the SAC
Office at 253-4232 Ext. 3905, 3906 or
253-6423.

Nobodydoes it better,
than PoorWunsellors
There's nobody better than a to nutrition to abortions, he said the
friend to talk to about problems.
centre will be active in additional
And the SAC peer counselling areas including workshops, guest
centre is designed to provide that speakers, and a tutorial service. It
service on campus.
will also have a large selection of
" Peer counse lhng 1s a place free pamphlets and reference materwhere students go to talk to other ials which can be borrowed.
students about any problems they "I think a person will be morecomf~
may be experiencing," Bob Baker, able using the available services
SAC vice president, said
once they have been referred to
"The centre is operated by volun- them." he said
teer students who are trained to
Baker <:aida tentative space in
assist their peers with problems or the University Centre has been
concerns."
discussedandthe CounsellingCentre
Covering topics from academics will open in January. D

classifieds
ROOM FOR RENT: Female non-smoker
only S140/mooth. utilities included Ave
mlnutestotheUN\181Sity Coninthe8YE!ning

254-7096 (Sherry)
PREGNANT?A loving . married couple .
unable to have children would lol/e to

I

!

Gentlemen!

Use This Coupon for

I

: FREE Admission on Tuesday Nites!!
L------ -------------- --------------------- ---- ~ - - - - - ..-.!
I

adopt your healthy . white infant Confldentiolityossured - pnvote adoption con
be arranged Please write to P. 0 . Box
2781.Stotion '8' Kitchener. Ontario. N2H
6N3
AHY ONE INTERESTEDIN JOI NING THE
NEWDEMOCRATIC YOUTH condosoby
attending a meeting. Oct . 2, 12:00 noon
In Conference Rooms 4. 5 & 6 in the
Univ8!Slty Centre . Join us foe on 81/ening
'Mlh McliOn PcN,er, OctA (details in O:ln'w',g
Up)
URGENT
Rideneeded to and from Cottom
area to U of W Fordeta,1s coll 839-<1244.
COUCH • C HAIR S350. hke new 2532288 . Amilcor Colre110
WITH POfflNTOUS FORESIGHT of the
potential for disaster at tonighfsgothering.
'N8 do h8feby public:tf
diSOIIOW
arty respoosibility tor our octiOns and apologize for
the idk:>ts we ore certo,n to make of
ourselves ."I just wont to set the wood on
tire .•• Signect LJ F ~ SM
TMECEUIATISCWI v.1111
meet in the
Entertonnerit a,,ce at the Lance M:lndoy ,
Sept.30 at 1:30p m.Coffee and salt peter
will be served'
LESIIAN
/ GAY STUDENTGROUPmeets
lhursdoy.Oct.3 at 8:00 at the University
Centre Conf8'8nce Room 1. 2 & 3 Guest 1
Speaker
OLD FRIDGE looks Rke hell. IM:>ll<s
great .
oil checked out - S85. Delhiery options
OIIOilOble. Coll 256-8054
75 DART
, great mechon1co l conchtoon.
body a bit frayed. sold with safety , Coll

256-8054

THANX
.
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trading frontier town grew as a sister city of Detroit Mackenzie Hall was
the third court house on the slte; the two former buildings were burned.
one by the Americans in the War of 1812. The present struc;ture was
built in 1855 by the stone mason Alexander Mackenzie, a Samia
contractor and an active politician. Twelve years after he finished the
courthouse Mackenzie helped to form the dominion of Canada and later
went on to succeed Sir John A MacDonald as the second Prime Minister
Mackenzie 's building served as a court house for over one hundred years
and was the judicial centre of Essex county. In the early days of Canada
justice was swift and often severe. One could be tried in the court house
and hung in the court yard, as many people were .
By the 1960 ' s the courthouse had fallen into disrepair and was
closed. Only the persistant efforts of Evelyn Mclain and the group
Friends of the Court saved this important piece of Canadian history from
the wrecking ball. Over the past five years they collected the money
necessary to make the new Mackenzie Hall a reality. D

by Gerard O'Nelll
Circle October 1 st on your calendar. lt's going to be the turning point
for art and culture in Windsor. The days of seeing our town as a cultural
wasteland, the home of "Rambo" movies and paintings on black velvet
are at an end. Mackenzie Hall is about to open and it wHInot only be a
first for Windsor but for aH of Canada.
After the ribbons have been cut, the speeches made, and the
champagne sipped, we will be in possession of a multi-million dollar
centre devoted to the development and display of Canadian culture.
Mackenzie Hall that former bleak stone block in Olde Sandwich, has
been transformed into a one-of-a-kind creative experiment It has not
been remodelled into an art gallery or theatre, but instead Mackenzie
Hall is an art gallery-theatre-cinema-dancing-historical-singingmusica\ hands on experience for the people of-Windsor. This is not just
for those who want to see a mosaic of Canadian talent and culture but
also for those who want to take part in the action.
Mackenzie Hall stands on a colourful and important historic site. The
comers of Brock and Sandwich Streets were the centre of the town of
Sandwich, the oldest EuroPean community west of Montreal Founded
in 1701 by the French on land purchased from the local Indians, this fur

- ·

MACKENZIE HALL SCHEDULE OF OCTOBER EVENTS

and evenings. Various visual & performing events.

2-6

TOWARD-Afternoons

3

PILOTS CLUB-Fashion

4

GALA OPENING! Ribbon cutting ceremony! Opening reception of Windsor
Monuments' Exhibition, at Artcite Gallery.

5

STEVE DICKSON-Folk guitar. Evening, MacDonald Room.

6

FRIENDS OF THE COURT- Tea. Afternoon, Court auditorium.
JEFF MARTIN-Poetry, Evening, MacDonald Room.

7

EUGENE MACNAMARNPETER STEVENS-Evening, MacDonald Room

11

W.S.O. CARTIER STRINGS-7 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Music,Court Auditorium$2 .00
Admission.

15

ROSE BEECROFT-Poetry, Evening, MacDonald Room

18

W.S.O. ESSEX WINOS- 7 p.m.-9:30 p.m. Music, Court Auditorium. $2 .00
Admission
JOIN HANDSPRESENTS:OLDSANDWICHSONG CIRCLE-Music/Coffeehouse
Evening MacDonald Room.

21-25

Show, Court Auditorium

THE INNER STAGE-Childrens
Court Autitorium.

drama presentation, Morning & Afternbon,

21

SANDWICH TOWN HALL MEETING-Evening, Court Auditorium.

25

W.S.O. MAJESTIC BRASS-Evening, Court Auditorium

26

2ND ANNUAL MASQUERADE PARTY FOR THE ARTS-Sponsored
Arts Council Windsor and Region-Evening, Court Auditorium

27

WINDSOR COMMUNITY ORCHESTRA-Evening. Court Auditorium.

by the

Artcite, one ofWlndsors' outstanding cultural centers used to
be located on University Ave. West, but has moVed to Mackenzie Hall.
Grace Manias, the Director of Artcite, said "the major aspect of the
move is, we'd be more visible, more integrated into the community and
attract a bigger audience." Manias also mentioned that although we
have changed location we "won't change our format Basically we're
renting space'' and providing expo~ure for '"younger artists that haven't
had a chance."
Artcite will be opened to the public on Friday, October 4 during the
Official Opening Ceremonies.

by Lop,I Bllj
Gogor s nose is perhaps no more fantastic and no less
familiar ( not to mention. no less fetishistic for critical eagles
addicted to the tenual pleasures of biographic morsels) than
his version of a provincial. dust-blown Russia is dingy
and dream-like, and heavy with the bizarre burden of life.
This is a common enough observation, especially since
the Russia of Goveml'Mnl lnsptttor is, as a vigorously
tramcendent translation of'reality' ( the story derives from an
incident Pushtin related to him from experience), an arcade
of anecdotal fascinations, a gallery of fools with each one
ignoble and pathetic according to a universal law and a fate
miserably unique_
Thus, if Lear·s Kent (both lftneral and Lear share
Stratford's Festival Stage into Oct 12, 13 respectively) cries
out, "rll teach you differences," Gogol' s duped mayor turns
on the audience with his. "What are you laughing at? You're
laughing at yourselves," and the whole play cries out a more
torpid theme: I'll show you fools; one something like rhe
other. and none qf them tragic.
It's an old theme.,folly as comic nightmare, and it mU$t
ride weU enough in a director's hands for the prosaic
corruption ofbaclcwater(e.g. human) life - bribery, loafing.
cowardice..cheating-to spmle in ignorantand ~
effervescence .
But getting Gogol's play to spark right is difficult
Nabokovonce witnessed an English language production and

found it droopy, demure. and dispersed.That's precisely the
danger director Ronald Eyre is up against The Government
Inspector is expansive. tough to stage, and must be sharp to
be funny ( cruel to be kind). The laughs should be both inane
and aching, for behlleen these two extremes are played out
the idiotic fortunes of Khlestaltov and the unfortunate
idiocies of the townspeople; between these two extremes the
distance of easy fiction shrinks aod the audience (ideally)
feels the brief thoughabysmal stingof theirown laupter, the
gullibility of theirown guffaws.
What Stratford has given us is a play that falls into gear
somewhere in KhleStakov's drunk scene-only the gear isn't
fully Gogolian, but something foppy ( though that's stretching it
a bit) with the cheesiness of English comic manner.
Between the mayor rolling in a wheeled steam-bath and
the gendarme's shocking annunciation of a real government
spectre, this production manages to bold on to its weirdly
strung-out sense of absurdity, only it does so without the
properly spiced infusions of morbidity, wasted dreams. and
the irrational local insanities of deluded fancy.
Heoce, Richard McMillan as the jerky, self.serving
Khlestaltov who is no more opportinistic or evil than the oafs
who take him for the real thing, is adequately infantile though
is certainly no wooer ( not even a sham one). He is a tall and
slighdy limp dilettante. and, though vulgar, his elegance
doesn't quite strain enoughat revealingthe ragged, delusive
metaphysicsof his luck.

Lewis Gordon as his servant Oi.ip keeps the duo within

the rangee1 S)'R1)athywith a warm-voiced, benigndisposition
He's actually likeable, and one imagines him more decent
than he perhaps should be. Likewise, Peter Donat as the
mayor reminds me of John Astin in the movie Evil Roy Slade
and is, with all his harmless fits of temper, quite the likeable
chap. But why should he be a chap? Why not a trifle sordid
with an itch in a peculiar place? And why should his wife and
<baupter(JaneRoth-Casson,Mary Haney) scuttle about like
rouged-up geese too affected for Gogol and too witless for

Wilde?
Unanswerable questions these since to look for The
Gogol in Stratford is as futile as looking for him in "Gogol".
Should we not rather love the rash and motley array of
bureaucrats whp do the Stratford step and commit less-tharr
fictional lies in the forms of Roger Forbes(who plays ajudge
almost nobly sophistic), William Dunlop ( who seems comfortable, none too trivial or obtuse in his habitual opening of
others' mail) .•.
. ..and what of Bobchinsky and Dabchinsky (Edward
Atienza and Keith Dinicol)? Are their protruding little
stomachs consumptive, corrupt, or merely cute?
See what one wil~ director Eyre might have remembered
that Gogolian comedy is always clouded with drama-a
somewhat unhappy drama where laughter outweighs tears
only by virtue of the sorry-yet-fantastic state of human
passions.

Steve King miracle converts critics
by Lyaaita-Jo Fromm and
Sasaa Mcllveea

We wore them as kind of a jote, ya
know. but now they are back in
We walked into Ambassador
style and everyone thinks we're
Auditorium Saturday night ready
dressing up for the occasion."
to be bored.
Baclcd by scorclung guitar licks
Initially put off by their name
courtesy of Billy Christie on lead
guitar . the band be-bopped thru
and the knowledge that we were
.. Good Loving". Man that boy can
probably png '> bepainfullydraged
through sentimental,
soul-less
bend a note . And nothing more
renditions of the top 40 of J968.
need be said for the bass guitarist.
Instead. we walked in and found a
MarkSadowski, than he was solid
rock 'n roll miracle.
without~ unleavenedStravinsky
never sounded so sweet
SteveKingandtheDittilieshad
Denis Patvin on keyboard deftly
the cool soptistication and purposeful
held the melody. never overpowering
assurancethat comes with unshak~
the guitar duo or upstaging King.
able belief in their own talenL
But for serious jivers like us the
Steve King. founder of the band
drummer, Hugh Cailey, made~
and original member of the Dittilies
happen. The crowd obviouslyagreed
had a pawerful voicethat maintained
once wound up, they never sat
a smooth sensuality. His trumpet
down.
and trombonework was excellent,
Steve King and the Dittlies will
reminicent of Big Jim Paterson. ·
be returning in April. If you missed
Wardrobe wasn't quite as fresh.
When asked if the band was them this time, doo't deprive )"OW'lelf
alwaysso nattily attired, Kq laughed again. Jfyou've got the jam to keep
it up for their three sets, they'~ got
" When we started out ten years ago
the toast to take you there. 0
these skinny ties were nowhere.

lance Photo bv Andr-

Maggert

Piano star rises .fast
1

Wei~ it may not be the hottest
ticket in town this weekend, but the
visit of Angela Hewitt to Walkerville
Auditorium on Friday night will
not be forgotten by those with the
good taste and cultivated sensibility
to attend.
You see, Hewitt is acknowledged
as one of the world's prime young
piano talents, and made that claim
irrefutable with her first place finish
at last May's International Bach
Piano Competition in Toronto.
The event was a one time only

affair, part of the huge Bach Festival
held to commemorate the 300th
anniversary of the composer's birth.
Hewitt outplayed over 160 competitors before a jury which Maclean's
called" one of the most distinguished
and globally representative ever assembled for such a contest."
The victory made an already
promising career almost a guaranteed
success, as it brought with it a world
concert tour and a solo debut albwn,
among other goodies. Having performed on numerous occasions in Eur-

ope, (most particularly France and
Italy) Hewitt is by now an established
performer.
The 26-year-old Hewitt was born
in Ottawa to a musical family. Both
her parents are pianists and they
had her winning competitions by the
age of five. From there she went on
to study on scholarships at Toronto's
Royal Conservatory of Music and
at the University of Ottawa, graduating
from the latter at eighteen. For the
past six years she has been living in
Paris, receiving Arts Council grants
and studying and performingthroughout Europe.
Friday's performance is one of
only two given in Canada ( the other
is at the University of Winnipeg)
before Hewitt begins work on her
solo album. The albwn, to be recorded
for the respected Deutsche Grammphon labe~ will feature Bach comi»
sitions exclusively, including the Toccatain C Minor.the ItalianConcerto,
Vier Duette, and English Suite No.

6 in D Minor.
Of course, Bach will be part of
her recital on Friday, along with
works by Beethoven, Ravel, and
Liszt The event kicks otfthe University of Windsor School of Music's
Artist's Series for 1985-86, the first
of six concerts between now and
next March.
The show starts at 8 p. m. More
information can be obtained from
the School of Music at 253-4232,
Ext. 2799.0

ALDERMAN
•

laur ·, h the era of Accountancy Rock. That's right, it's Dexy's favourite
Midnight Runner Kevin Rowland, whose next album will very soon be
upon us. (But would Eileen recognize him now?)

Your Home Away From Home!

Thursday
Night is

U. of W. Nite
with SLAMMER& PIZZA
SPECIALS
No Cover Friday
& Saturday with
U. of W. 1.D.

No this picture isn't taken from the latest GO. It's the Celt.Soul
brother who once sang "Come on Eileen" with most indecorous thoughts
in mind. The man who has gone through more image changes than he has
records shows off this Fall's Young Accountant look as he prepares to

3885 Sandwich St. W.
253-3777

Great food prepared fresh daily
at reasonable prices. As a snack
or a meal, Burgers, Mexican,
Sandwiches, Full Dinners, or our
specialty ...the best Chicken Wings
anywhere.

Cadillac

Jacks, a great place

to go after class, after exams,
after the game, after anything.
Cadillac Jacks ...
There's No Place Quite Like It!
Daily Specials

Dancing
Wed. thru Sat.

- At The Heart Of Restaurant Alley119 Chatham St. West
Windsor, Ontario
253-3511

I

IONA SUPPERS

Every Thurs.

5:30 pm
$2.50
All Welcome

--· -----------·

·-··-·

Iona Forum
Luncheon
Faculty Club,

Vanier Hall
12:30- 2:00
Fri. Sept 27
"The Great
Lakes Institute"
Marie Sanderson

Fri. Oct 11,
"My Hideaway
Farm"
Jerome Cohen

Worship Eveiy
Tues. at Noon
Iona College,
United Church
of Canada,
Affiliate of the
University of
Windsor, 208
Sunset Ave.,
Windsor, Ont

by Lance Arts staff

one-halfyears~ an effectivemember
of Artcite concerned with policy- .

Artcite, Windsor's most unique
art gallery (it's entirely operated by
artists) has found itselfa newlocation
and a new director. After spending
all of its life thus far-approximately
four years- at its University Ave.
location, Artcite has become one
of the first tenants of the revived
Mackenzie Hall at 3277 Sandwich
St
The courthouse turned cultural
centre provides larger exhibition
space, access to several meeting
rooms as well as the Hall's mul~
purpose auditorium, and, not least
in importance, climate control, the
lack of which kept exhll>itions out
of Artcite during the too humid dog
days of August And, there 's room
for expansion.
A special ribbon-cutting ceremony is to be held Oct 4Ut as part
of the opening for tbe "Windsor
Monuments" exhibit
Artcite's new director is Grace
Manias, who takes over from Brian
Maloolm(new~ofMackenzie
Hall).
____
Manias has served_ two
and

making. administration, and exhll>~
tion organization and promotion.
She ~ an impressn-e background
as a professional artist with a variety
of art-related experience. Sincereceiving her B.F.A (University of
Windsor, 1975) and her MF.A
(Eastern Michigan University,1978)
Manias~ pwsucdanarti.51ic career
primarily as a sculptor, but has
worked in other media as well Her
wort has been e:dul>ited and critically recognized in both groupo and
ally recognized in both groups and
solo shows locally in Windsor and .........___..~""""""'
SAC Film Series 85-86
Leamington, regionally in Samia.
All
films
Sunday
at 7:30, RM 1120 Erie Hall
London and St Catherines, natiooally in Toronto and Montreal, and
2
intemationallyinDetroit. Flint and
Sept 9
Ypsilanti
Oct 6
O;iford Hlues
In addition to participating in
20
Teachers
27
manyareaartv.uksbopsandlectures,
Monty Py1hon-Meaning of Life
31
Manias has taugbt fine att classes
Rocky Horror Picwre Show

We are the Best and we
want the Best!!

atbotbEastemMichiganUniversity
Nov 10
and St. Clair College. Windsor.
17
Her practical and professional
24
experience will be invaluable for a
Dec I
contemporary art centre such as
8
_ ___
_ __:.::__
Artcite. D__
15 _

__________

Flamingo Kid
Police Academy II
TBA
Hot Dog
Prizzis Honour
..::::::.::.:::_
Gotcha _ 1

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

490 Division Road, Windsor.
Ontario 969-3146

The Keg Restaurant is looking for energetic,
quality oriented people for the following
positions: Hostess, Cocktail, broiler cooks,
salad bar, and Wait staff. Interviews will be
held on Tuesday Oct. 1, 11:00 - 1:00 pm;
Wednesday Oct. 2 between 1:00-6:00 pm.
We look forward to meeting you.

''THE HUB''
Vanier Hall East
Mon-Thurs. 8:~0 - 12:30 pm

NO COVER

PEGASUS WORD PROCESSING
& Secretarial Service

A-

Resumes • Reports & Theses
Proofreading • Office Overload
Vacation Relief

Sept. 30
D.J.
Frank from
Casablanca

Oct. 2
Costume Party
Theme "Yonge Street
After Dark"
Sponsored by Cody Hall

Oct.3

Telephone:
(519) 966-6980
Hours:
9 am- 9 pm
7 Days a Week

Eric Stach
Dennis Brown
-Jazz Duo
"Free Improvisation"

UPCOMING·

Oct. 17 - ALL RESIDENCE

BASH! -

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Wmriors ambushedby Lancer sqwd,
by Janisse Browning-Leveque
The Waterloo Warrior football squad
was out for blood.
They succeeded in victimizing a few
Lancers, but lost their season opener 42-15"
in a hard hitting contest at Seagram Stadium.
Saturday.
Lancer headcoach Gino Fracas had his
sights set on establishing a running game,
but the Warrior defence changed that
"Waterloo played very intense, tough
football," said the coach. "They had a
rover on (Gino) Castellan, and their blitzing
got to our ground game."
After a scoreless first quarter, Lancer
pivot Doug Ball targeted his downfield
receivers, and started a quick passing drive
from the Lancer 49 mark. The outcome
was a long connection with second year
veteran RobCecile in the Warrior endzone.
Graeme Flett, who performed well in the
specialties department throughout the game,
added the single to mark the score at 7-0 in
Windsor's favour.
"We played with a lack of intensity in
the first quarter," said Flett "But it was a
first game for many of the players, and we
worked well together with the competition."
The second act was a real test for the
Windsor crew, as rookie runningback Steve
Collins and Castellan were both helped off
the field after suffering a beating from the
Waterloo defenders.
The Lancers must now contend with

the loss of Collins. who will be out for the
season due to knee ligament damage, and
Castellan will be off indefinitely with a bad
ankle.
The Lancers are presently awaiting the
return of wide receiver Ritchie Coughlin
and talented runningback Doug Dowhos,
who were both on the injured list for
Saturday's game.
Despite the losses, Coach Fracas was
pleased with the team's performance in
their first test of the regular season.
"(Chuck) Robson and (Tony) Ficociello
both had an O}ltstanding game, and our
offensive line also worted well," said Fracas.
"We have a relatively new defence with
about five newcomers starting, andthey did a
nice job in our first victory."
Robson had a band in the Lancer
second quarter scoring after Ball and Cecile
connected on a long pass for a first down
two yards shy of Waterloo's end. After
Robson carried the ball in, and Flett
added his second convert, the Lancers
were up front to stay.
With one minute left in the second
stanza, Mike Kilby, another Lancer to
suffer due to a collisioo with a Warrior
defender, grabbed onto a long. high pass
from Ball for another six points.. Flett
added the single. and the half-time score
was 24-7 for Windsor.
Although the Lancers maintained a

lanm graphic by Sam Siso Jr.

strong lead, there were still a few bugs in
the system.
..We badsome problemswi1hconsiszocy,"
said Lancer pivot Ball "We'd get into
good field position, but couldn't drive over
60 yards."
.. Because we're so young \V had to
work more together as a team to t successful," said Ball, -But we're still ineJ..1e1ieuced
with handling penalties, especially in a
game against an intense team like W aterioo.

It's almost 8$ if they were out to hurt."
This Saturday the Lancer squad meets
last year's Yates Cup Otampions, the
Guelph Gryphoos, at the St Denis Stadium.
The Grypooos diomiedtheir Sl2ilOll opcocr
to a tough York team last Saturday,35-15.
Listen to tJie game on CJAM radio 91.5
FMO

Soccer Lancers shifring into first gear
by Rob Andrusevlcb
The soccer Lancers are back in
the driver's seat
With two wins and a tie the
Lancers are sharing first place in
the Ontario Universities Athletic
Association West Division with
McMaster, with a game in hand
"We were expecting a different
resulL" saiicoach John Vacratsi~

who expected to beat Laurier and
hoped for at least a tie against
McMaster. The opposite happened
with the Lancers tyiug Laurier 1-l
on Saturday and beating McMaster
1-0 on Sunday.
"Laurier was desperate for a
point," said the coach, after Laurier
had back to back losses.
After a few good Lancer scoring
chances for the first half; a Lancer

Two

"The back four played well."
said Vacratsis, who also praised
the efforts of keeper Van Niforos.

miscue resulted in a Launer goal
Al the 43 minute mark the ball

was ~tooso~ybacktokeeper
Van Niforos, and a Laurier striker
responded with a challenge. The
two collided, and the I.ancerdefense
didn't clear the ball far enough
away. It was shot back by Laurier
into the W-mdsor net
The Lancers applied pressure
in the second half and tied the game
at the 68 minute marl; when Peter
Pomponio took a pass from 1.,!i'\ '
Johnson. and from 25 yards out
5ent the ball into the top rig.hthand
comer.
.
On Sunday the Lancers trekked
to Hamilton to face the McMa!'ter
squad which boasts three players '
from Canada'sNatiooalYouihSo::cerTeam.
Coach Vacratsis was pleased
with the game's result
.. It was a very even match.

- .-bell.

Pomponio bas filled the scoring
role by notching three of the Lancers'

·'Pomponiois a p>d. fastplayer
and he's getting the goals," said
Vacratsis.
W-rtha 2-0-1 record the

Lancers

will play two games at home this
weekend against undefeated Guelph
on Saturday and Waterloo Sunday.

Bothgames will be played at 1:00
on the south campus fields.

Ontariogovenunent
changes game rules
by J. Browning-Leveque and
Tracey Ricbardson

in various sports.." he said
Ontario is presently the only
province legally restricting females
mostly played in the midfield,'' he
from participating on male teams,
said.
and vice-versa. A recent amendBoth keepersmade outstanding
ment submitted to the provincial
saves in the last 22 minutes of play
government with respect to the
to p~serve the tie.
Ontario Human Rights Code pn>poses to destroy those barriers.
At the 28 minute mark Lancer
If this amendment is approved
Tom Serafunovski crossed the ball
after
its next three reading.s, in an
from tht' right wing on to the foot of
Lisa..:·
teamr1a•.e Peter Pomponio, who
As if on cue, the gymnasium undetermined period of time. it
put the 'Jail into the top left hand
suddenlyerupCsinto deafening cheers. would become legislation.
corner.
A womanona men's inter-Wl.iversity • Thus, females would be legally
permitted to try out for male
The Lancers' best scoring chance
basketball team? Almost inconteams or indi\'idual sports if
after that went to Mike Lovric. who
ceivable., or is it?
they were to meet the initial
broke in from the left wing and let a
~wanenhavebeco~"
requirements.
shot go from ten yanis out, forcing,
Those are the sentiments of Dr.
the McMaster keeper to make the Pasquale Galasso, a Hwnan Kioetics • All males would ~ legally permitted to try out for female
~Ye with 12 minutes left in the game.
professorandresearcberinbuman
teams or individual sports upon
The game wasa stroogdefeosiYC rights issues.
meeting the initial requirements.
"Women have bad to suffer
I effort foe the Lancers.especially
againstMcMaster. a tough team to . because of lack of opportunity to
CDllt"don .... 14
participate,have fun, andcompete
beat at home.
l

D

An important position change
was made by coach Vacratsis by
putting Lancer scoring ace Marc
Marchese back to the midfield for
support, and putting Peter Pomponio
in the striker position.

six regular season goals.

'

.. Oh Canada we stand on guard
for thee. .." As the final notes of the
nationalanthemresounded.mmdreds
of curious spectators await the
announcement of the starting line-up.
"At cen1re..loon Smith.."applause.
" ..Jn lhe guardpositioo,Bill Arorews."
more applause, " ••.and our two
starting forwards, Dave Freed and

-

'11\e~
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Ontario govenunent to change rules
• This legislation would apply to
amateur recreational and competitiveathletics at the elementary
and high school level as well as
at colleges and universities.
At the pre-puberty age, both
boys and girls are almost physically
equal in their ability to jump. run.
and throw. For this reason. Professor
Marg Prpich. Director of Women's
Sport. feels that we should encourage
boys and girls to participate and
compete c n the same teams at this
le, cl. This includes equal access to
:oaching and facilities.
The problem 1s to educate the
public and to reshape society's beliefs
in the r.apabilities of the sexes.
·women can often be their own
worst enemies:' said Prpich. "So
often society doesn't like females
involved in sports because they
think they will lose certain aspects
of their femininity."
She compares women involved
in sports to women in the business
world.
··women don't have to imitate
males to be successful in business.
whereas they should imitate males
to be successful in sports." she
said.
Prpich also noted the lack of

female role models in the sporting
world is progressively changing . .
"Sports are a real reflection of
society, and as you see changes

taking place in sports, you'll see
changes taking place in society,"
she said.
At the puberty stage and beyond.

physiological gap by creating equal
opportunity for males and females
by starting at a young age, it would
have an effecton athleticopportunities
at the university level as well.
Very few women would successfully compete on a men's varsity
team due to their physical disadvantages, whereas men who decide
to participate on a women's varsity
team would probably be more
successful.
"We could potentially end up
with male-dominated women's team,
which would eliminate the opportunities for women to compete instead
of enhancing the~ .. said Prpich.
Both Prpich and Galasso agree
that certain amendments must be
made in the proposal. although
their viewpoints somewhat differ.
Galasso suggeststhat men be restricted
from participating on women's teams
altogether, while Prpich believes
that such a move would only result
in "reverse discrimination". She
suggests that only a limited number
of men be allowed to participate.
Although this proposal is only
in its initial stages, it is an example
of how the Ontario government is
changing the system in an attempt
to create equal opportunities for
men and women.

obvious physiological changes occur
which give males a distinct advantage
in strength and speed. Although the
proposal endeavours to narrow that

Tennis women on the ball
by Stacie Clark

The Lancerette tennis club swung
into season last Saturday as they
hosted their first tournament against
Brock and York Universities.
The Brock and York teams rallied
for a first place tie. splitting with 13
points respectively,and the Lancerettes
trailed with JO.
Coach Stephen Mitchell maintained that there are still a few kinks
to be ironed out of the Lancerette
system, but that "the competition
went better than anticipated, with
more uniformity and depth.··
Sue Black claimed both of her
singles matches. defeating Stacey
Hurley of York University after
three sets. 6-7, 6-0. and 7-3, and
with an easy victory over Brock's
Chris Kelley 6-0 and 6-0.
In the doubles division Jodie
Munroe and Julie Daniel edged out
Brock pair Chris Kelly and Denyse
Morrisey. 7-5, 7-5, and 7-6.
Daniel was also successful in

her singles mateh against Sandra
Cimetta of York, 6-1 and 6-3, and
Tracey Eckel defeated Morrisey 6l and 6-2.
This team of Black and Eckel
defeated Brock doubles J aqui Cook
and Wendy Labelle 6-l and 6-2.
and won their second match against
York duo Cimetta and Aiwya Liaw.
6-3 and 6-4.
This weekend the Lancerettes
will host Queens University and
Wilfred Laurier Saturday at 10:00

am.
One tournament was all it took.
The outcome oflast Saturday's Far
Western division tournament determined that the Lancer tennis squad
would not qualify for the Ontario
Universities Athletic Association
championships.
The Lancer team finished third
behind the University of Western
and Wilfred Laurier.
"This is the weakest team we've

I•

Students'
trative
Council

Applications are now being
accepted for the position of
Chief Electoral Officer. Deadline
for applications is Friday Oct. 4,
1985 at 4:30 p. m.
Please submit resumes to
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis in the SAC
office, 2nd Floor, University
Centre.

had in about five years." said Lancer
coach Margie Nicholson.
Nicholson added that the main
reason for the team's weakness was
due to a lack of response at this
year's try-outs. Western. which
boasts a very strong team. had
seventy players to choose from.
Nicholson said that 15 in all tried
out for the Windsor team.
In order to qualify for the OUAA
championships a team had to place
either first or second in their division.
Western finished in the top spot.
Laurier followed at second. and
Windsor pulled up the rear.
The Lancers' best singlesperformance
was given by Bruce Wall ace, who
fought three sets against his strong
opponent from Weste,11.
Jim Houlahan defeated his
Laurier opponent in singles competition. and Houlahan and George
Burford were successful in doubles
competition against their Laurier
team opponents.

Public SMV1ce Comm1111on

Comm1u1on de le Fonct,on

of Canada

publtque du Can ed•

Careers
Public Service Canada
Profe~onal Auditing
Student-in-Accounts Program - 1986
Office of the Auditor Genecal of Gwada
If you arc interested in a career as a prc(esgonal auditor with the Public Service, you may
wish to join the Office of the Auditor General as a student-in-accounts. The office articles
CA, CGA and RIA (CMA) students in several provinces.
For information on minimum qualificationsand application procedures, pick up the
booklet "Professional Auditing" at your campus placement office or at any office a the
Public Sc_mceQ>mrnission d C.anada

c.ompeddon 86-M)OO,AUA
Closing date1 Monday, September 30, 198S

Canada

The Pub lit ')t"I" ice of C mad3 11.ll'I t"4u.il o pportunil)
t"mplo} t"r

FREE
- Your Unofficial '

"OFF CAMPUS
HEADQUARTERS''

Transportation
to

MONDAYS - Live Motown Music with
The Komedy Korner .

We'll Pay Your Cab Fare So Bum Rub ber on
to Whisp ers!

TUESDAYS .- Live Top 40 Music with Comedy
& Variety Acts

Call Brandi's Taxi 973-1180

WED. thru SAT. - Live Top 40
Featuring: HThe Player s Band"
& l O' Scree n Rock Videos.

DON'T MISS THE FUN AT
THE ENTERTAINMENT SPOT!!
254-5662
800 Wellington

I

Minimum

5/Ca b
7 pm - 1 am J.~
e_ •
Luncheon Specials
Private Parties
Dancing Nightly

·. -

-

-1B,

··

.Q ~
Brandis

___ Taxi

·

-

•

-

Leaves
LotM
--.University Centre
\

·"'
=·

Sports
655 Univ ersity
254 -1234

Darts
Satellite T.V.

.......................................................................
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track
by Vera Smith

first place sco re of 37. Just behind

Th e Lancer Tra ck and Field
Club sent a very small but successful
group of athletes to a tri-meet in
Sudb ury to kick-off the season la st
weekend
Bolsteredby strongperfonnances
from Terry Shinkel and Terry James,
the men's cross country team finished
second with 42 points to Queen 's

Windsor was the host ·Laurentian
squad, at 43.
Shinkel finished fourth o verall
on the 10.6 km co urse with,. time
of37 : 12, while his counte!pllrtJ ames
finished fifth, seconds behind at
37 :32.
Coach Dennis F airell noted that
conditions were less than ideal.

--eferring to the layou t as " a rocky ! wo firs ts. On e cam e in the ja ve !in
and billy terrain ". The temperature event with a tos s of 45. l O m. She
of 8°C didn' t help matters either . then shattered both the school and
mee t disc us record s with a throw of
Howe,er , the weathe r didn't 40 .80 m.
Marg Gillen also came home
seem to bother Denise Hebert and
Marg Gillen - the only female with two firsts. one in the high jump
category with a leap of 1.65 m, and
Lancers to make the trip .
another in long jump with 5.02 m.
Hebert led the field events with
Led by Allan Fehey , the men

also faired well in their field even ts.
Fehey had firsts in both the sho tput and discus with tosses of 12.91
m and 36 .24 m · respectively .
Cl o sing out the Windsor scores
were Steve Gil with a mad of 1.59
m for a first in the high jump, and
Roger Elbut with a second in the
long jump at 5.90 .

I

camp.JS rec
Referees areneededfor men's andwomen's
3-o n-3 baslcetballThisprogramrunsMooday
and Wednesday evenings_ during October .
Anyone interested please contact the Campus
Campus Recreatioois seeking a pbotographer to shoot various Campus Ree. functions.
Film and processing materials will be provided
and pay will be on a per semester hooourarium
NSis.
Applications by phone orm wnting wtU
be accepted at the Campus Ree. office in the
St. Denis Centre, ext 2456 during normal
business hours, and will be received until
Friday, Oct. 4 at 4 pm.
Applicants must have their own camera,
darkroom, and must have knowledge of

photography and processing black and white
prints.

FrtneaaProgram•
There have been some scheduling changes
in some fitness programs. The Body WorftOut With Weights will now be held from 89:30 Moodays and Wednesdays at the Hwnan
Kinetics building, and the Lunch Bunch will
bold classes in the Multi Purpose room at
KK. from 11:45 - 12:45 starting Monday .
Sept 30 . For more information contact Kim
Armitage or Campus Ree. ext. 2456 .
Campus Ree is again offering an aqua
fitness program from students and the public.
A qualified instructor will aid individuals of
all levels of fitnes s to improve their physical

condition through a planned series of body
movements underwater . Classes for the fall
semester will begin Tues . Oct. 10 at the H .K.
pool.and run Tue s. and Thurs. nights 9 :3010:30 . For more information and registration
call the Campus Ree. office at 253-4232 ,
Ext. 2456. Class size is limited.
Co-Ed LobbaJI
Co-ed lobball got off to a shaky start this
past Sunday with the first game of the season
ending in a double default The rest of the day
proceeded with minimal problems.
The " H.K. Selects" made a strong showing
by winning their first two games with scores of
14-6 over Marcel' s Memories, and 11-4 over
the W arpigs ( who will be changing their name).

Another winning team was" Cheap Thrills"
who won both starters as well, one cLthem by
default
The rest of the day saw the " Warpigs" ,
" Huron Hall Beer Drinkers"(HHBD), anc1 ,
" Marcel's Memories" each picking up onewin.
Standings as of Sept. 22 , 1985:
GP WT
L Poiau
4
2
2 0 0
H.K. Selects
4
2
2 0 0
CheapThrill s
2
2
1
0
I
Warpigs
2
I O I
Marcel'sMemories 2
2
2
1
0
1
IIllBD
0
2
0 0 2
StudentPatrol
0
2
0
0
2
Mixed Nuts
0
0
0 0 0
Hurtin ' Dudes

==========~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill.-

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

SUPPER

4:30 - 6:30

Monday

Fren ch Onion Soup
BBQ Beef/Bun
Hungan an Goulash

Vea l Scalopp1n1
Baked Sole

Tuesda y

Cream of Mushroom Soup
Ham & Cheese Hot Wrap
Baked Chicken Piece,.

Canbbean Pprk Choix
Oucken Pot Pie

Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy Joe
Quiche Lomune

London Broil
Crepes. T urkev & Broccoli

Thursday

Canadian Cheese Soup
Philadelphia Style Steak
Swedish Meatballs

Beef & Bean Burritos
BBQ Ribs

Friday

Vegetable Soup
Monte Cristo Sandwich
Beef Stroganofl

fish & Ch,ps
Count!).' Fned Steak Supper

S aturda y

S unday

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4:30 - 6 :30

Soup of the Oay
Bacon "Cheese Burg<"r

Soup of the Oay
Hot Beef Sandwich

Roast Chicken
13.?efStew

·

WINDSOR
OWNED,
WINDSOR
OPERATED,
WINDSOR
PROUD

First Class
Shoe values
NIKEChallenge court
3/4COUrtShoe
Men'S7-13

NIKE Pegasusex
Good Jogging shoe;
Men's 7-13. Ladiess-10

NIKE Meadow Max
Good value court shoe
Men's7-13

Baked Carved Ham
Spaghetti

The Deli 1s open 11:30 • 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Rou nd Table is open 6:30 • 11:30 Sunday· Friday

NIKE Air Jordan
Top notch basketball shoe
Men's7-13

ADIDAS Indoor

court

Nice light court shoe
Men's7-13, Ladies4-9

ADIDAS Enforcer
basketball shoe
Men's 7-13
3/4

ADIDAS PrO Court

All leather basketball shoe
Men's7-13
5909 Wyandotte E. <2 blocks from Jefferson > 945-3434
Mon -Thurs 9·6 Fri 9·9 sat 9-5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.

I6/71pJ11
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Indian Curry House

EVENWHEN
YOUGANG
UP
ONUS...
WECAN
· HANDLE
YOU!
B
•
•
•

with a dynamite new menu
with night-dancing for the
footloose and fancy-free
with a comfortable hangaround atmosphere
with something for everyone

ROYAL.BENGAL
Restaurant
For your dining pleasure
renowned for excellence!

10% OFF with Student ID
$4.00 Daily Luncheon Special

1760 Huron Church Rd.

258-0041

155 Wyandotte St. E.

253-2151

PROFESSOR TRENT SEEMED TO BE MAKING HIS
OWN DECIS10N TO SWJTCH TO NEW DlET PEPSI

ADVENTURES IN N£W DIET PEPSI

N0.91

@GLEN BAXTER

l98S

MEW
DIEi'PEPSI

-

TAITTf
Suitable torcarbohydrate and cal orie -reduced diets ··0tet Pepsi • and D et Pe1>$1
•Cola" are registered tradema rks of PepsiCo , Inc
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Persistence was also pushed as a potential
pay-off, "Before the economy shifted, employers used to track down graduating students
and ask them to work for them," said a
Horizons spokesman.
"Students must pursue a career on their
own, actively going out and doing their own
tracking down," he said
A~ much as you may be tempted, don't
despair-it's all up to you. All of this requirt>S
effort and the end product may not be whet
you've expected, but if you're prepared for
what you'll be up against, half of your post
university anxiety will be over.
As one representative, himselfa University
of Windsor grad said, getting a job is not
an easy task.
"There's a certain amount of humbling
that goes on when you entef the job search;
don't expect that because you have a degree
in your hand, you'll get hired."
A tip here is to be versatile-you may
find something for which you are better
suited.
Many students felt the fair had been a
good idea, as well as a chance to discover
what employers want-and vice versa However, one equally popular opinion was that,
though the idea in itself was good, the
opportunities for students from all faculties
was by no means fair.
"I've had a very disappointing night;
there's nothing here for me," said one disgusted
student
Another student felt that the distribution
of the companies represented was not" indicative of our total university population."
Therewerenot, many felt, equal oportunities

It was a corporate version of the toga
party. Instead of sheets, the youngjob hunters
wrapped themselves in the standard business
garb of blue pin-striped suits and red ties.
Graduating students were out in force650 of them and their professors-at Tuesday
night's Career Fair, held at the Ambassador
Auditorium.
Twenty-three companies sent representatives to the Fair, ranging from insurace and
car companieJ to accounting firms and the
government
While many of the representatives were
interested in boasting company histories and
reputations, they also made an equally important effort to show a sincere interest in the
future grad, by relating possibilities for employment in the corning year, benefits, and
company training programs.
Beside the general spiel on company
information, one persistant theme stressed
by the vast majority of employers and directed
toward students, was that of positivity.
"Students should take a positive, yet
realistic approach when entering the job
market these days: they should be flexible in
terms of the Jevelat which they're willing to
begin and in their ability to relocate," said a
spokesman for the Ontario government
This is some sound advice of which all
student should take heed, graduating or not

for all.
At any rate,
the experience,
be positive. At
are the keys to

if you gained anything out of
remember to persevere and
this point in our lives, these
success. D

Bus discounldecisinnpostponed,could be electionissue
achieved that figure:
"I disagree with the interpretations of the
mathematical facts presented," said Tsilfidis.
The SAC representatives had onJy two
SAC (;Quid force a municipal election
hours to study the board report, and this
issue this year unless discount student bus
worked against them because they were
fares are passed.
unable to draw any thorough conclusions
•·we have to assert the right of the
from it. Tsilfidis said
University of Windsor'', said Students AdminWhen the board suggested to defer its
istrative Council ( SAC) president, Jon Carlos
conclusion for further discussion until the
Tsilfidis. "The U of W has Been constantly
meeting at the end of November, Tsilfidis
neglected and believe it or not it is a part of
objected. He said this is going to be an
the city of Windsor."
election issue during Windsor's municipal
The issue of reduction in student's fares
elections on November 12th.
was brought up at the Windsor Transit board
Alderman and Transit Windsor board
of directors meeting Wednesday. A final
director David Burr sympathized with postdesision was deferred until the next meeting
secondary students, however, he said Transit
at the end of October. This is to give SAC an
Windsor is a business. He said the $10,000
opportunity of compile further statistics on
revenue loss would have to come out of
ridership and prepare a formal report on the
taxpayers pockets.-"That's a lot of money''
study concerning discount fares for posthe said.
secondary students.
Burr and alderman AJ Santing are running
The study concluded Transit Windsor
for mayor. Santing was unavailable for comwould Jose revenue if post-secondary fares
ment
were reduced by $10 from the present adult
Quoting the study, Burr boubted postfare status of $30.
"Past experience has indicated that norm- secondary school ridership would increase
ally Jess than 10% of projected ridership is with the drop in fare. "Raising or cutting the
ever achieved by either fare reduction or prices doesn't do a heck of a lot to(affecting)
ridership," he said
service adjustments," the study concluded.
He said he would be in touch with
"In all probability, a discounted fare would
Tsilfidis and vice president Bob Bakerbefore
only producea substantialfare erosion.
"It is therefore the recommendations of they submit their final report
Tsilfidis said he is confident that Student
staff to the Board that no changes be made to
Council will be able to come up with a report
student level fares at this time," the report
which can influence the Transit Board to
read. If monthly fares were reduced by $10,
reduce fases for post-secondary students.
the report-approved by Robert W. Coghill,
SAC has offered Windsor Transit free
GeneralManagerand secretary-treasurerconcludedthat TransitWindsorwould lose advertising on campus. To promote the disabout $10,000 a month in revenue.
counted bus pass for students. Tsilfidis has
Tsilfidisquestionedhow TransitWindsor realized a tow month trial basis for reduced

by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
and John Wawrow

fares may be a neccessary testing ground for
implementing a permanent discount program.
Burr said he could support a reduced fare
on a trial basis for post-secondary students.
The experiment could occur this February or
March.
In previous discussions on the mater

Pistons P4"eseason practice, see page 13

alderman Tom Toth has also supported a
trial period for reduced fares. His proposal
has been voted down by the Transit Windsor
Board.
The board agreed to allow SAC representatives to make another presentation at its end
of October meeting. D

Lonce Photo by Rob AndruMvlch
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NEWS

~-Every Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos. _____________
_)
~. Great food & a great time. ___
_.

All

sTRA~GEP.S
M,O'.lnuSAME

MISTAK~ IT IS AMUSING-BONG·80NG
Monday, october 7
- UniversityComputer Centre introduces WYLBUR.
Attendance is by registration only, contact the
secretary in room 202, UCC or coll ext. 2740.
-Assumption UniversityChapel, located between
the University Centre and the bridge. holds Moss
every weekday at 11:50 o.rn. Sunday Moss at
10:30 o.m. and 4 30 p.m. Every Tuesday there is
also a Mass at 5:00 p.m. followed by dinner at6:00
, p.m.-S2.50. sacrament of Reconciliation ovoiloble upon request.
OCtober 3-6, 10·13
-Meeting for all interested in Loncer/Loncerette
- Come Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy
Curling, 7:00 p.m. in room 200 of the H.K.Bultding. Dean, Jimmy Dean! Presented by the University
Entrance through the West side.
Players at the EssexHall Theatre. Shows at 8 p.m.
Friday, OCtober 11
except 7:30 p.m. on Sundays. Boxoffice open4:30
- Solidarity Committee with the Solvadoreon p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Coll 253-4565.
People "Oscar Romerd', Windsor Central American OCtober 4·5
Support Group, Women's Centre of U. of W and - Hiltberry Theatre presents The Taming of the
Social Science Studenfs Society present Road to Shrew at 8:00 p.m.
liberty, a new documentary film about the portiMUSIC
cipotion of women in the Salvadoreon liberation Thursday, October 3
process. and a photo display, at 7:30 p.m. in the - Dennis Brown Jazz Duo. 900 p.m ot the Univer-1
Assumption Lounge, University Certre. Donation: sity Centre Extension Lounge. Cash bar provided
$3
by the Hub.
Sunday, October 6
Friday, october 4
- Dr Hunter Brown. Ph.D.,King's College. University - Dance Party at the Dom Polski,1275 Langlois at
of Western Ontario presents "The World According
Ottawa St Doors open at 8:00 p.m.
to Thomas Merton." Assumption University Con- The Tokens at St. John's Church House (All
ference. Christion Culture Series, at 8:00 p.m.
Ages).
Friday, OCtober 4
Sunday, OCtober 6
-AneveningoddressbyMorion
Dewar. Moyorof
- ....Still Life... starring Trevor Malcolm and Deon
Ottawa and Notional President of the New DernCorson in the MacDonald Room of MacKenzie
ocrotic Party, 7:30 p.m. at Ambassador Auditorium,
Holl. at 7:00 p.m.
University Centre.
- Fashion Show, 4:00 p.m. at Vanier Halt. U ofW. All
FILM
proceeds to Foundation for Children. $5.00donation .
Tuesday, Oct ober 8
Thursday, OCtober 3
-Midnight Oil at Clutch Cargo's
- Gala, for the first time in Canadian dance
Wednes day, OCtober 9
history. Eight of the country's leading companies
-Gene Loves Jezebel at Clutch Cargo's.
gathered to perform on a sfngle stage. lnteNiews
- Henry Rollins spoken word performance (Block
and recording of performance. Cinema Windsor
Rog lead singer) with Jeff Mortin' s Luxury Christ at
at8:00 p.m.
the Groystone.
Friday , OCtober 4
Friday, OCtobe r 11
- Gala, 8:00 p.m. at Cinema Windsor.
- Corrosion of Conformity (N. Carolina) at the
Saturday, OCtober 5
Groystone.
- Gal a, 8:00 p.m. at Cinema Windsor.
Saturday, Osrtober 12
Sunday, OCtober 6
-Shriekbock at Clutch Cargo's.
-SAC Rim Seriespresents Oxfo rd Blues. Showings
ART
at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in 1120 Erie Holl.
Friday, OCtober 4
Wednesday , OCtober 9
-Judgement at Nuremberg, stars Spencer Tracy. -Gola opening, at 8:00 p.m., of Mcite's new
Moximillion Schell. Judy Garland, Burt Lancaster facilities at MacKenzie Holl, 3277 Sandwich West
and for the Windsor Monuments exhibition which
Montgomery Clift. Marlene Dietrich and Richard
feature's the Lance's own C. McNomoro .
Widmark.

---·-------------
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Malaysian Students'Association

If you believe that traffic
hazards at dangerous intersections should be reduced ...
then vote for PETER
CARLESIMO ... ALDERMAN
WARD II.

''LETA WORKER
WORK FOR YOU AT
CITY HALL''
_ _________

presents --------

------1

COMING EVENTS '85

COPELAND'S
, Karate &

!t -;

_;-1;-:
7,YXJ~

.-

Oct 4
Oct 11, 25
Nov. 15
De-c. 18
Dec . 30Jan. 6

Fall Bowling Tournament
Badminton Tournament
MSA NITE ( Cultural Nite)
Dance ... Celebrate the end of Fall Exams!!
Florida/Bahama' s Winter Vacation!!

Contact 252-4764 , 254-0100 for further information.

Come Join Us ... A New Experience!

'

~

·

~

-:- .

/,,_., '.

,

./

\

Fitness Club
For Complete-Self
Defense and
Karate Training

.

,.

STUDENT RATES
Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 973-1578 or 258-8871
or Drop in at 1201 University Ave. W.
(at Wellington)
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Oti~ns of a non existantooun1ry
by Michael J. Temelini
Emad EI-Zein and Nasser Abed know
wha: it means to be nationalistic because
they do not have a country which they can
call their own. They are just two members of
the population of Arab students here on
campus. Religiously,they are Muslims: culturally they are Arabs; socially and politically
they are Palestinians and-they are refugees.
because their country of Palestine no longer
exists. EI-Zein was born in Lebanan, holds
an Egyptian travelling document but lived in
Kuwait most of his life. Abed was born in
Jordan and Jived almost all of his life in the
United Arab Emirates. Both students were
unable to stay in their respective countriesthey had to leave.
''I lived in the United Arab Emirates for
sixteen years and I was still called a foreigner,"
says Abed. "I had to leave and other countries
refused me. I had a choice between goingto the
U.S., Great Britain or Canada I chose this
country because I have always known it to be a
peaceful country-my relatives who live here
left a good impression of Canada on me-besides. I heard that the school system is better
here than in the United States."
EI-Zein. whose relatives also encouraged
himto come here, is presidentof the Organization
of Arab Students. Both he and Abed hope to
dispel some of the myths concerningthe Middle
East and their story reflectsa personal sideof the
Palestinian snuggle which is rarely understood
"The Middle East is not just oil and camels
and wars," says EI-Zein, "but it is a great
civilizationwhich has supported the West with
i~ knowledge."He is disturbedby the one-sided
perceptionof the Middle East as simplya land of
war,devastationand instability."This perception terms of their language. culture, medicine and
disturbs me. I feel bad because (the media) even their knowledge of the desert plants and
animals..."
doesn't reflect the real side of the com--what's
Abed's concerns about our negative view of
really going on."
Furthermore, he explains."I amreally upset the Middle East was analagous. "Why do they
when the Middle Eastern cultures are described call us the "Third World"'? Are we animals or
as 'uncivilized' or as the 'lll.i.rd World'. Just lesser beings? No! We are not We have the
becauseooecivilization
doesn'trooettm standardsc:i same heritage as the Romans-a proud heritage.
another, it doesn't mean they are any less A very large Arab empire once stretched fmm
' advanced' in other respects-culturally or Spain to China and ruled for more than 1400
socially. For example." he adds, "I had the years. We are not as developedas the rest of the
opportunity to work and live with a r.omadic world, but we deserve the same respect There
Bedouin tribe in Saudi Arabia and fowid that may be wars but we are stilldesperatelystriving
they have a very sophisticated civilization in for peace."

----------------------------

Indeed, peace is the onethingthat has eluded
the Middle East for many decades.An estimated
11,<XXJ
people have died in the intermittent
conflicts between Israel and the Palestinian
people and other Palestianian foes in Lebanon
since 1948when the state of Israel was created
inside what was then called Palestine. In lightof·
these facts, the animosity expressed by the two
students is understandable.
"Palestianians are Muslims. Christians and
Jews who lived (in what is now Israel) for 800
years. I mean, you don't come in after800 years
and say "We want our country back," EI-Zein
says.

He adds. "The reason why Palestinians ask
for Palestine (Israel) back is that we have been
kicked out of our homes. We can't go back to
Palestine because there is none to go back to.
We have no home. nowhere to go.''
Despite such expressionsof antagonism.the
two students were quick to clarify that being
Palestinian did not inherently classify then as
haters of Jews.,an idea which is oftendeliberated.
"Palestiruans and Jews lived side by side
before and we can do it again. but not with
political groups," says Abed "We are people,
and we just want to live in peace. If political
grou~ fight.it's not my fault. nor is it the Jews'
fault-it's the fault of the politicians.This is not a
snuggle between two religions.We all used to
live side by side-Jews, Christians, Muslimstogether,one people,one country.As neiglrous,
we ate together, had parties together, married
each other. We have nothing against the Jewish
people-they are a religion,just like we are and
we respect that"
In fact. what offends the two Palestinians
and most Arabs throughout the world, is the
movement known as "Zionism". This Jewish
nationalistmovementstands for the aspirationof
Jews everywhereto gain the territory with which
to complete the legal and political identityof the
Jewish state. Its claims to the particular territory
of Israel are founded in an idea of the unbroken
connectionof the Jews with the" Land oflsrael"
through which an image of national identity has
exisarl BecauseZiooismimpliesIm advazr.emem
of one culture through the dispossession of
another's land the United Nations General
Assembly has considered it to be a racist policy.
Because it also inherently implies a certain
aversion to those who are in ~ition
to its
goals. Zionism has led many Arab states to
claim of the world Zionist conspirarcy. It would
be unfair however,to suggest that this theory is
valid
EI-Zein and Abed are two citizens of a
country which no longer exists physically, but
which lives on in their hearts and minds and in
their hopes and dreams.
"We don't want to be extinct," says Nasser,
.. We want to keep our children aware of our
culture. We can feel proud of Canada as our omi
country. We can be Canadian, Muslim, Arab
and Palestinian. This country took us so we are
happy and grateful, but 'Canadian' is only our
citizenship...our hearts are still Palestinian."D
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Vanier Vittles
WNCH
11:00- 1:30

SUPPER
4:30-6:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Fingers
Zucchini CH Casserole

Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cream of Tomato Soup
Comed Beel/Swiss
Braised Swiss Steak

Lasagna
Breaded Grilled Perch

Wednesday

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Sweet & Sour Chicken
Chimichanga

Cream of C,elef!i
Submarine Hot Wrap
Grilled Beel Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Boston C'am Chowder
Fresh I /4 Pounder
Turkey Fr:ed R ce

Battered Fish & Ch ps
Roast Pork

Thursday

Friday

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Saturday

Sunday

"All New"
LIVEJAZZ
Sat. Afternoons
beginning Oct. 19th
2 pm- 6:30 pm

OCTOBERFUN
Oct. 3 & 5th JINX
Oct. 10 & 12th THE TOKENS
Oct.16 & 17th TORONTOJOHNNY

PAJAMA PARTY
Sat. Oct. 19th
cash Prizes for Best Male &
Female Pajamas

SUPPER

4:30-6:30

Soup of the Day
Grilled Cheese
Ch :1

Spaghetti Meatsauce
Top Sirloin Steak

Soup of the Day
Chicken !'Tied Steok

Roast Beef
Veol Scaloppini

The Deli Is open 11:30 - 6:15 Monday- Friday
The Round Table 1sopen 6 30 • 11.30 Sunday· Friday

Oct. 23, 24, 26 LIVE
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The facts seem pretty simple. On this campus,
and at our counter-part, St. Clair College, there are
18,000 post-secondary students-both full and parttime. That's 18,000 voters.
Still, it doesn't seem that the local politicians are
taking us too seriously.
Yesterday, Windsor Transit Board of Directors
decided to once again postpone voting on giving
Windsor's post-secondary students a break on bus
fares.
Last time, the vote came down three to two, with
mayoralty candidate Dave Burr siding with the dissenters. In this heat the directors decided to wait
until a survey was held-that was during registration
week-before making the decision on fares.
Yesterday, they held another meeting, gave our
Students' Administrative Council a brief of the survey
two hours before the meeting, then decided to wait
until Council had time to consider the results.
In two weeks time, maybe, we might finally have a
decision on bus fares for students.
Maybe.
The bottom line is this: students, should the
directors decide in our favour, will save$10 a month
on the $30 bus pass. For students, especially in a

city in which post-secondary schools are one of the
largest employers, it seems pretty stupid that the
directors wouldn't give us a break.
To the Transit directors, students should have
just one thing to say and it's this: Don't give us this
crap that we have to prove the decrease in bus fares
will be financially beneficial because of the increase
in bus use. We already pour, and cause to be poured,
enough money into this city. Give us what you give
other financially strained individuals, like senior
citizens and high school students-give us a decrease
in fares.
If such pleas don't work, then it's up to this
18,000 strong body to make a loud protest where it
hurts politicians, like Mayor-maybe Burr: at the
ballot boxes.
We are voters. We have a say in how this city
should be run. We are also the reason for the
employment of hundreds of Windsor taxpayers.
Dammit we ~an make a difference. And we
should, especially when 18,000 votes can be the
deciding factor between a mayoralty candidate being
elected or being defeated.
We just have to make sure the candidates realize
the power we do wield.

gus rorvath

the slipstream

Takinga VOWfor equalpay
SubJeCts of controversy are a part of daily life in any
ociety Ill which any measure of free speech is allowed All
around us. at least a dozen or so issues having to do with our
&oe1etyare being hotly contested at any given time. The thing
which I often O\ er looked is that all aspects of any society can
be shown to be interrelated somehow. and that any new issue
may Sa) something about the basic principles on which our
rociety i founded.
A case in pomt has to do with the furornow being raised in
thts pro,ince about equal pay legislation. All the hoopla
tems om one simple f: et women don't cam as much as
n. I f: et they cam Jes by about fifty cents per hour, a fact
, hich has got them after the government to change things.
are several plau 1bl rea'iOns why women eam less
, non o wh1 h are likel t be wholl) or e en
nos }' esponsiblc fotthe wage gap l1k almost everything m
oc1ety the s1
n s produced y a vanety of factors, not
of \\h1ch ar m edia v obvt
and sy to defin But
th factors are being tracked down and dealt with. on y one,
as the}' have been mce women flrst began to battle u e1r" ay
nt the b markel
It's been quite a few years since the Equal Pay for the
Same Job movement dealt with perhaps the most obvious
actor tn th wage gap. Laws started to be pas ed some years
ago to clean up tJ11sone type of pay discrepancy The
implementation of these laws is proceeding at the snail's pace
at which implementation of this type of law typically
proceed But at least the policy ha been made up.

I'm not an old-timer by anyone's standards, but I
remember the days of Equal Pay for Equal Work controversy.
This problem was a little more vague because the tenn
"work" had to be defined m such a way that widely differing
jobs could be compared m terms of how much ofthis .. work'
thing that they entailed. Questions arose about such things as:
Which was more taxing: designing televisions, or loading
them on to trucks? I don't think that was everironed-out to the
satisfaction of the majority. Anywa), the very concept was
too simplistic. There's more to a job than work.
So now there s the Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value
movement. Defining and comparing the amount of work
involved in a;ob i only one '>lcpm the process of evaluating
the total value of the po 1t10 Other step mclude valuation
of the necessary kill and/or educat, n. nsk of ill.Jury, and
amount of rcspons1b1hty. Each of these things has to be
precisely defmed, rts relative importance assessed, and a way
fmeasurementdev1scd.,bcfore the final "value core" can be
detcnnmed The governrnent says tt has found a way to do
this, and indeed the federal and some provmcial governments
have already implemented action based on it for jobs w1thm
their own h1erarch1es. But the government is one thing. The
real world 1s another.
The government plans eventually to introduce legislation
to prevent discrimination against women m the private
sector, using their evaluation procedure. A woman will
complain that her female-dommat.ed job is worth at least as

much as a higher-paying male-dominated job within the same
company. and the go"emment will use its system to decide
whether the Jobs are m fact of roughly equal value If they are,
the government will ( after allowing some time for negotiation)
insist that the pay range of the lower-paymgjob be raised to
that of the higher-paying JOb.
The Value ofW ork score has other uses as well. A~cr all.
the VOW fonnuJa apparently can be apphed to any Job, and
women aren't the onl>' members of the workforce against
whom discnmination takes place. Why should anyone earn
less because he is black. or because he is handicapped· Come
to thrnk of 1t, why should an)'one earn less than someone in
the same company, hnve the same VOW, for an} reason
what oever?
So now we are looking at a situauon in which e,cry
position has its VOW score nd a Job 1s no longer wor1h
whatever someone wallpay for it. or e\cn whatever a umon
can make someone pay for it A Job becomes worth what th
government ays it's worth. Fair pay (at least within
company) becomes a reality at last, but at what cost? Arc not
the principles of free e1tcrprise (mdeed, of democracy itself)
bemg undennmed here?
What this all means is that those who are waiting tor
Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value legislation to be
introduced into the private sector are ill-advised to hold their
breath. Some questions are going to have to be asked before
the government starts to legislate salaries in the private
sector, and not everyone is going to like the answers.
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It's not news, but no
by Lisa Gaffan

By now, University of Windsor students are aware of the
grim fact that their main on-campus alcohol outlet is closed
for renovation. But, when SAC's Pub reopens in November,
students will have to adjust to more than fresh paint and new
furniture.
An agreement between the University and SAC to adopt
portions of a new campus alcohol program is in the process of
completion. This new program.recently developed by the
Addiction Research Foundation, is entitled Campus Alcohol
.Policies and Education (CAPE). Its purpose is to make
students aware of the dangers of alcohol abuse and the
relationship of these dangers to their academic and social
lives. The purpose is not to intimidate students into believing
that University life and a "dry campus" will soon be
synonomous at Windsor.
Recently, civil liability suits have awarded injured individuals
with huge sums of money after accidents have occurred
outside drinking establishments. One of CAPE's two main
components, Campus Alcohol Policies, will establish policies
relating to on-campus drinking and wiUprevent legal liability
in such cases.
The ~oncem is not only with the protection of the
University's Canteen Licence (which gives the University
the right to operate any establishment or event in which
alcohol is involved), but also with the health and welfare ofits
students.
There are four areas of the first component, each designed
to be tailored to fit individual campuses. The first two areas
deal with management of special on-campus events and the
operationof regular pubs (SAC's Pub) and licensed rooms.
Both involve the retaining of our pub attendants and bartenders in
the task of mixing drinks and in handling overly intoxicated
students.
Under one and two as well, alcohol will no longer be the
major source of revenue. Special events will soon include not
only alcohol but also a choice offinger foods such. Such ideas
as buffet specials and a deli operation are also being
con sidered. The Pub will offer lower prices for light beer and
non-alcoholic drinks. However, students will have to say
good-bye to rounds and pitchers of beer, as new limits have
been put on serving amounts at any one drinking session of
point of purchase.
Students may have already become aware of recent
changes in this area, at the Round Table. No more than two
drinks are allowed to be taken back to their tables each time
they purchase alcohol. The alcohol outlet there is also closing
at 10:00 p.m. instead of last year's 11:30 p.m. last call. This
last change is not only a result of the new program. In the past,
some students felt the Round Table was an eating establishment,
and for some resident students, the only source of late
suppers. Many complained of the behavioral problems
associated with those who used the Round Table as a sort of
pub. The recednt change may help alleviate the situation.

hoo7.e~ good hoo7.e

The third area in Campus Alcohol Policies is entitled
"Pricing and Drinking Low Alcohol Substitutes." As mentioned,
light beer and other light drinks will be priced lower. The
policy also suggests" maintaining a .25 e diffe.rential between
5%, 4%, and 2.5% beer," according to the CAPE pamphlet
Promotion and substitution of regular drinks for alcoholic
beverages will begin, and students will be able to purchase a
non-alcoholic drink in the same size glass as an alcoholic
beverage.
The fourth and last area deals with Alcohol Availability.
At present, the University of Windsor has 29 licensed rooms,

As a favour to all students concerned in this situatior.,
pictures for age of majority cards will be taken on campus
October 23 and 24.
Component Two of the program is Educational Campaign.
For most residence students, the campaign has already been
introduced through distribution of a booklet entitled" Appropriactivity: A Students Guide to Conviviality." Through this
piece ofliterature on the subject, students are made aware of
the alternatives or"low risk options" which they can take to
avoid alcohol problems.
The effects of alcohol on academics, health and driving
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and according to Dave McMurray, Director of Residence
and Food Services at the University, "there will be no more
additions" in the future. From now on, University Clubs and
Societies will only be allowed to hold their special events off
campus if all of these licensed rooms are booked.
In addition, the actual number of licensed events on
campus will decrease, and more events withour alcohol will
be supported ( eg. Homecoming, Orientation, Com Roasts).
Beer companies will no longer be allowed to sponsor events,
except in the form of prizes, awards, entertainment, speakers,
food and decorations.
One area which has been attempted to tighten up in the
past will now be completely enforced-the checking of' age of
majority' cards, not only at the Pub, but also any special
events, McMurray said.
"Questionable pieces ofl.D. will no longer be tolerated.
If there is any reasonable doubt, the student will not be let in,"
he added.

are studied as well as the "how-to's" for becoming a "low risk
drinker."
The Educational Campaign is also being enforced through
a series of posters, flyers and buttons; these are serving to
reinforce the messages in the booklet Each poster has a
theme and as the year proceeds, the throes will change. One
of the posters reads, "Hit the books. not the bottle."
SAC and the University are considering the "Buddy
System" buttons. Essentially, this means that when you and
yourfriends drop by the Pub for a few drinks, one of you (if
Driving) will wear a "Buddy System Driver" button and be
appointed as driver for the evening. This person will be given
free non-alcoholic beverages for driving their friends home.
The drinkers of the group will wear" Buddy System Drinker"
buttons.
Another possibility is the Taxi Cab program, where the
Pub will call and pay for a Taxi, for the benefit of imbibed
patrons.

~

mail
thwarting
Dear Editor:

the issues debated b.v the Council. However,
when I read the article ("S.A.C. bashing"),
I was perplexed to find a small portion of the
many viewpoints that existed.
I am not insinuating that this is not
responsible journalism, but I feel that your
uncalled for negativity thwarts the spirit of
student life and positive reform. To reinterate, it's only through co-ordinated and
co-operative efforts that we can institute
positive concrete changes which improve the
quality of student life. Hey c'mon we are all
in this together. After all, what else are we

While S.A.C. Council meetings, at times,
may appear mundane and tedious to the
uninformed, it surprises me to read the harsh,
negative tone The Lance took when reporting
the events of last week's S.A.C. meeting.
At first sight, the title "S.A C. bashing" and
other phrases, such as, "battles"," assaults",
"patronage trough" seemingly represent what
The Lance was looking for in the meeting.
Conversely,rather 1hanreportingon the essentials here for?
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
of the Council meeting, which therefore left
President S.A.C.
95% of the tabled agenda absent in your
article; (such as the many accomplishments
of the Cabinet during the summer ie: the Pub;
University Centre; Women's Centre; Drug Dear Editor,
Plan; Discount Programme; External Affairs;
Is Kevin Johnson trying to fool us? In his
Internal Affairs; Residence Affairs; Financial front page article on the first S.A.C. meeting,
Report; Chairperson's Report and last, but he gave over half the coverage to Milce
not least Orientation), The Lance chose to Temelini. According to Mr. Johnson, Mike
highlight ,and subsequently devote major Temelini is the only thing that stands between
portions of their coverage to such secondary good government and the wild hordes that
issues as the bidding procedure for the Pub's run S.A.C. This may be less than objective
demolition and the logistics for ratification of joum: .!ism and in fact, my be a cover up for a
the much needed Administrative Assistant
real ·.candal. This goes beyond the fact that
Yet, I must say that I was pleased that Mr. Johnson and Mr. Temelini both write for
you took time to interview myself and others The Lance and seem to view each others
after the meeting, which I truly believe was endeavors through rose-coloured spectacles.
an attempt to achieve a fair presentation of What was not covered in the flowing prose of

fooling

Mr. Johnson was that during the S.A.C.
meeting Mr. Temelini asked the Council for
money to go to Saskatchewan. He is going to
the University of Regina for a three day
conference for which he will receive a university
credit Is Mr. Temelini going alone? Why
should he go solo when the University is
picking up most of the tab and maybe he can
get students to pick up the rest Kevin
Johnson is going with him. No I'm notjoking.
And do not get fooled into thinking that these
fellows were elected for this all-expense paid
jaunt-they elected themselves. Mr. Temeliru,
even though he is President of the International
Relations Society, did not let this perk of a
trip and a credit go on the floor for a vote-in
his own society, he never even raised the
question. No wonder Mr. Johnson can see
the hidden qualities in Mr. Temelini' s remarks
at S.A.C. meetings. Who will guard us from
the misdeeds of the elected student represent"
atives while our two watch dogs are in the
West sipping cold beers at our expense?
Maybe Mr. Temelini and Johnson will hire
one of their friends in their absence. Possibly,
if we pay the bill.
Peter Ostejic

Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to the letter

presented by the "concerned Christian law
student" (The Lance, Sept 19, 1985) who
gratefully gave recognition to the unfortunate
oversight in the printing of the U of W
Calendar.
I am sure that as a "concerned law
student'', he or she strongly respects the
provisions of the Canadian Charter of Rights
and freedoms and the Ontario Human Rights
Code, especially those sections dealing with
the rights of minorities. Given the small,
although significantJewish minority population
in the Law School, I too believe that the two
important religiousholidays of Rosh Hashanah
and Yorn Kippur should have been noted in
the calendar.
As a Jewish student, I feel neglectful that
I aid not catch the printing error myself, but
because of the effort and concern expressed
by my fellow Christian colleague, I hope that
this error will not be repeated next year and
these two important religious holidays will be
acknowledged accordingly.
Mark Tatoff

Letters may be sent to the LANCE
directly, or dropped off at the LANCE
mailbox in the SAC office during normal
office hours. The LANCE reserves the
right to edit all letters for libel and
space. All letters must be signed.
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Rape is out there, hut so is help
and families of sexual assault in the
Windsor and Essex County area
by means of well-trained and supervised volunteers.
The 24 hour
Rape is a public issue, and
SCl"<iceis strictly confidential-anywomen have united in need, fear
one, male or female ( yes, men get
and to help combat rape.
In June, 1978. the Sexual Assault
raped too) can call and talk to a
Crisis Clinic was developed at Wind- non-judgmental person who will
sor Western Hospital ( IODE) based
provide the information need regardon other crises centers in Ontario.
ing any decisions to be made. VolA few months later a 24-hour cnsis
unteers can accompany the victim
lme was initiated, operatedby trained to the hospital if need be and go to
the police station or court with
volunteers to help victims of sexual
as~.1ult c1.11d
their families.
her/hi m if that is what the person
In November, 1978, they became decides.
part of the Ontario and Canadian
This Saturday a Workshop on
coalitions of Rape Crisis Centers.
Sexual violence will be held There
This provided information sharing
will be four informative talks given
with centers provincially andnationby people affiliated with the Center
ally. Public education and liasions
or knowledgeable in the field. With
were developed as well in an effort
this one can not only learn to
to help victims of this brutal crime.
protect themselves, but what, speciIn 1980, the center was moved
fically, to be aware of. Our society
to Ouellette Ave. The program
is one that allows and perpetuates
then was legally incorporated and
rape. As a result everyone has to be
its name was changed to the Sexual
aware of these problems anddangers.
Assault Crisis Center of Windsor
The Sexual Assault Centre in
and Essex County. In eight years
collaboration with the University
the center became a thriving part of of W insor is doing its part by giving
the Windsor community.
any interested person the chance to
Its goal isto providenon-directive, discover and leam Whe n this hapsupportive counselling to victims
pens we all grow and maybe violence

b) Mai;-Ellen Kelm Breault and
Vicky MacDonald

against women. children and men
might end.
First, we must define the term.
Rape is an act of violence. It is the
forcible seizure of a person's physical and emotional well being coupled
with invasion of private space each
person possesses. It is the closest
thing to murder. In rape, the victim
experiences what is often a lifethreatening situation, during which
feelings of disgust. humilation. and
betrayal may accompany gut-wretching fear.
Significantly, rape is not an act
of uncontrollable sexual impulse,
by an overactive sexual appetite.
The motivation for rape is not
sexual satisfaction, but rather domination control of another human
being, usually a woman. Sexually
is the weapon of the assualt This is
the key point in coming to an
understanding of rape.
Rapists are not distinguishable
from the rest of the po pulation in
any way, except for the fact that
they rape. They do not necessarily
come from broken homesm the
"bad side of town", or mintal institutions.
AIXi,theyare oot alwaysstrangers.

In fact. more than 50 per cent of
victims know their assailants. In
other words. a rapist can be any
man, known or unknown to you.
Rape victims too, are a varied
group. They are not alway~ young
or good-looking.Often. rapists who
describe the reasons for choosing a
victim mention such factors as proximity to a p~decided rape situation

or simply that she was the closest
v.'Oman to pass by.
These are the facts:
• One in I 7 women will be assaulted
in some way.
• One out of every 5 women will
be raped at some time in her life.
• One-half of v.omen and one
third of men will fall victim to an
unwanted sexual act
We Jive in a rape prone society. D

Justalinle
The Hub has little atmosphere,
no cover charge, and little crowds.
The improvised SAC Pub. running out of Vanier Hal I East, Monday to Thursday from 8:30 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. hasn't been as popular
as its predecessor.
"It needs more people, and a
greattt varietyof beer," saidCatherine,
a third-year drama student She felt
there was n't enough advertising to
draw non-reside nt students to the
new, albeit improvised, facility.
Still, despite the problems, Hub
manager Chuck Blewett thinks the
improv pub is as good as can be
expected.

"Ifs the only suitable room v.<!
can get," he said.
Doug Steele. SAC conunissioner
for residences and services, says
the prime objective of the Hub is to
give students a place to go while the
Pub is being renovated.
Instead of having bands, like
last year's version of the Pub, the
Hub has a supply of deejays.
There are also theme bashes
scheduled. Tuesday SAC and the
Red Cross are sponsoring a benefit
for the Mexican Earthquake Relief,
with a return to the 60's featuring
the Whirling Dervishes. Thursday,
October 17 is an all residence bash.

LSAT
GM .AT
Prep Courses for
Dec. 7 LSAT
Oct. 19 GMAT

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVEIT.

(416 ) 923-PREP
1-800-387 ·1262
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LEATHERJACKET DAY

*********************************************

DATE:Tues. Oct. 8
TIME:10 am to 4 pm
LOCATION: BOOKSTORE
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Custom Crests and Custom Fitting
by Export Leather Representative

Pearl Voinaroski
''A portrait created by Pearl Vomaroski is a
possession to be treasured and chenshed"

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

JACKETSBY EXPORTLEATHER
GARMENTSLTD.

The truck stnps liere
The compromise ran as follows:

by Susan Mcllvceo

STUDENT

I. Council ''agreed in principle to
The City of Windsor and the
Sandwich area residents and business
people have reached a compromise
on the heavy truck traffic dilemma .
Truck traffic from the industrial
pads on the far west side of Windsor
destined for the Ambassador Bridge
uses the shortest available route :
throughthe residentialaoo
commercial
district of Mill and Sandwich Streets.
As the traffic has increased. particularly in the last five years. so has
the ire of the area residents and
business people.
The issue was brought before
City Council by the residents unsuccessfully in 1982 and 1983.
Three main concerns raised by the
neighbourhoodwere safety, pollution
(both air and noise). and aesthetic
detriment
The community surrounding
Sandwich and Mill contains many
schools. churches. and homes for
the elderly and infirm.
Gregory Hanaka, a Sandwich
Street dental surgeon. chairs the
Sandwich Business Association
(SBA). According to t{anaka, the
SBA has given the decisive push to
the area's campaign against truck
traffic.
"lbcre wasnot as large a problem,
nor as large a tJOUp working against
it. said Hanaka. of the 1982-83
efforts. ''This time we had five
months of preparation (for the
September 23 Council meetinp>.

2.

3.

4.

5.

(The group had) slidC!i.photographs,
videos. a survey of the number of
trucks actually using Sandwich. ..We
were finally able to show ( Council)
that there is a collision course going
on over here." said Hanaka
"(City Council) were very impressed with their vigour, their portfolio, their committment to redevelopment Certainly the trucks have
to go, but their committment isn't to
just that.''saidTed Boull.5all.
Alderman
for Ward 2. which encompasses
the Sandwich and Mill area.
The result of the September 23
Council meeting was a ''pretty much
unanimous decision for the compromise solution", said Hanaka.

remove truck tratlic'' from
Sandwich and Mill Streets, said
Hanaka.
There will be a ban on all truck
traffic on Sandwich and Mill
Streets between 8:00 p. m. and
7:00a.m. This by-law is expected
to be passed and in effect within
2-3 weeks, said Hanaka.
Police can be expected to enforce
the new by-law.
A liaison committee has been
set up with members of the SBA
and residenti. of the area sitting
alongside City Council members
to find an alternate route for the
trucks.
The City of Windsor will put up
funds for an architect to join the
committee in its search for the
most feasible route.

"We got as much as we could at
this time, said Bounsall.
So far. the mo~t likely re-routing
for the trucks will send them along
Ojibway to EC Row, and then
along to Huron Church Line and
the Bridge. Two shorter routes using
Russell Street or College Avenue
were suggest::d. said Bounsall, but
each of these passes through a
residential area as well.
"The lon g term solutio n is for
(the trucks) to go out EC Row.
They've come thousands of miles
to be here: there shou ld be no
problem in travelling another four,"
said Bounsall.
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THE DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
SPECIAL OFFER

ONLY
• $25 for 6 Concerts
• $8 for 3 Concerts

zC,
••
••

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD ON A FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE

BASIS.
For further information
or call 567-1400.

pick up a brochure

DETROIT

in

the music bldg.,

__

S~MPHONY
SECRETS

,

ENTRUSTED

TO A FEW

]Ju

Indian Curry House

ROYAL BENGAL
Restaurant

For your dining pleasure
renowned for excellence!

THERE are some things that can be generall) told things you ought to
\now. Great truths nre dangerous to some but factors for per.;onal p()\l,er
and accomplishment in the hands of those who understand them. Bchmd the
tales of the miracles and mystenes of the ancients, lie centuries of their
secret probing into nature· s laws their amnzmg dis
ncs of the hidden
• ,eprocesscsofman's rrund. and the ma~tery ofhfc's probic ns. Once shrouded
· in mystery to avoid their destruction by mass fear and ignorance. these facts
remain a useful hcntage for the thousands of men and women who pnvatcly
use them in their homes today.

THIS BOOK FREE

10% OFF with Student ID

The Ros1cruc1ans( not a religious organization), and age•old brotherhood of
learning. have prescn·ed this secret wisdom in their archives for centunes.
They now im1te you to share the pracucal helpfulness of their teachings.
Wntc today for a free copy of the book, "The Mastel") of Life:· Within us
pages may lie a new life of opportunity for you. Address: Scribe W.N V.

'3lie ROSICRUCIANS

$4.00 Daily Luncheon Special

(AMORO

s..

J-., Calloni.a '5191 U.S.A.

253-2151

155 Wyand otte St. E.

After you're
through with
this

FREE
Transportation
to

Come and join
us at Cheers
where the FUN
is.

We~H Pay Your Cab Fare So Bum Rubber on
to Whispers!

Call Brandi's Taxi 973-1180
Minimum

5/Cab

?pm-Iam[.

LS

£_1~
Brandi's
Taxi

Luncheon Specials
Private Partie s
Dancing Nightly

-·

~
·

655 University
254-1234

-

Leaves
LotM
University Centre

!l
.c,
Sports
Darts
Satellite T.V .

.......................................................................

Dancing nitely to the
Greatest in TOP 40!
Free Admission
Mon - Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Prc,perAttireRequired

2477 Dougall Ave.
(Dorwin Plaza)

966-2624
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by Kevin Johnson
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For people concerned with issues of global justice
and peace, the Third World Resource Centre (TWRC)
comes as a whiff of oxygen in an often stifling city.
While Windsor has active movements working against
oppression and militarism, they can be hard to find. The
TWRC acts as a coordinating body between many of
these groups. As a permanent facility, it serves an
invaluable purpose-putting people in touch with people.
For those involved, the term is networking; it is used as a
verb as well as a noun.
As its name implies, the Third World Resource Centre
provides information in various media on issues like
world hunger, trade, and Canada's relationship with the
lesser developed conntries. It is possible here to do indepth research on specific topics to a greater extent than
the public or university libraries.
The staff is proud of the fact that they have resources
otherwise unavailable in Windsor. Many of the articles,
magazines and books are written in the Third World. The
center's supporters feel the portrayal of the Third World
in the mass media is often inaccurate, and always
inadequate.
The TWRC does more than educate for global change.
It works for it through the sale of goods produced by
cooperatives based in the Third World.

or
a
•

•

'

Besides providing beautiful hand-made boxes, hangings
and other crafts for people interested in foreign cultures ,
this service ensures the artisan a fair price for his work,
breaking the cycle of exploitation for profit The cooperatives also train their members in nutrition , budgeting.
and other skills.
Founded in 1977, the TWRC is a community-based
non-profit organization. In addition to contributions
from local groups and individuals, the center receives
financial support from the Canadian International
Development Agency, a body of the federal government
Because of this, the Centre strives to maintain strict
political neutrality. It shelves the revolutionary El Salvador
Libre alongside the NATO Review.
While the center has several paid staff persons, it tries
to involve the community as much as possible in its
operation. Newly incorporated last year, it has a large
board of directors active in decision-making. In addition,
many tasks are undertaken by the TWRC's volunteer
corps.
Still, the Centre is not without fts problems. As
Michael Blondeau, part-time staff worker and university
of Windsor student says," My complaint is that it's really
a good resource area, but it's under utilized by the U. of
W. students. Maybe it's location, or advertising. but
when you get to that level, you should be seeking out
more information, alternative information."

byL Buj
I can onJy wonder wh.> the success of Detroit Attic
Theatre's summer 'smash' Piaf. has gJ\'en way to this: We
Won't Pay! We Won't Pay!-otherwise perceived as a
luckless excursion into Dario f'o's comic 1,1,orldof struggle,
injustice. and dialectical capnce.
Fo. one may chnnce to recall, was refused a U.S. visa for
the 1983 off.Broadway production of his play. Accidental
Death of an A.narr:hisL If the request to receive entry were
being made today, in the name of Uirector James Moran's
version of We Won't Pay!...• I might. in a moment's
flippancy, be justified in saying it's just as well that history
should repeat itself this time around ( It happens that the U.S.
powers that be relented on their 1983 decision and have since
granted entry to Fo.) As the Attic's season opener, the
production is too light and much too gimpy to lay any lasting
claim on our wayward conscience.
Perhaps this is the fault of Fo's text, or perhaps the
problem lies with R.G. Davis' translation which has no doubt
lost something of its Italian edge and so de-objectified the
specific political pungency of this farce.
The teetering fortunes of two friendly worker-class
Milanese couples provides ample fodder for Fo's satiric jabs
at bureaucrat.,;. advertising. sexism. the Pope's stand on
artificial birth-control, the buffoonery of the Italian police
and the higher echelon Carnbinieri •..
But for all their didactic weight, the jabs must be
instinctive and should mix naturally into the low wannth of
kitchen humour. a confused husband's new-found appetite
for bird-seed soup, dog food and rabbit·heads: a dazed cop
pregnant with a wrongly administered dose of hydrogen: a
woman trying ro shove groceries up another woman· s coat so
that her fake pregnancy, etc. etc. ( done here with a loaf of
bread, and coming off as a marvelous piece of phallic stage

business).
These are scenes of political epiphany illuminated in the
sudden moment of metaphysical reversal Their humour
looks straight(rightout of tradition) but isn't(no such thing as
straight tradition),thougb try telling that to the gang at the
Attic.
Poor young, newly-wed Margherita (Monica Deeter)
must take after Antonia's (" Aden" Russell) weird and

DSOTc
by KeviD Romaia

Clyde Harper, Randall Godwin.

and Phil Rashad

clown it up. The play runs at the Attic Th•tre

world! y logic, and she does so.but all the while has her crying
all over the place. The sound of it begins to annoy sometime
past intennission when we find out that both Deeter and
Russell have decided to forgo the challenge of any slight
psychological depth.
Then. of course, who's ro say that it's in their hands? Fo
likes his politics to come across noisy, slick. and slapstick; yet
he's not beyond fury, bitter laughter, of the sting of death
(consider the number of·corpscs' his work traffics in)-and
there's more than j~ social irony in those sardonic chords
and Fulvio Bardi's introduction to Italy and it<;customs.

through Oct. 27th.

I think. on a political scale, to locate Fo somewhere on a
skewed axis of Orton-Bond. Still. what's that to Phil
R.ashead's burly Giovann~ or Clyde Harper's gangly Luigi?
Bothwork well together, both come closer than the women.
and yet both remain poor yobs saddled with familiar slogans
and the sure-fire sillin~s of knockabout antics.
Only Randall Godwin succeeds in his numerous roles.it's the pointiness of his countenance, the warm smirk in his
delivery that strands him one cut (only one) above the rest
There's no reason, however, that he shouldn't worit on his
pronunciation while affecting Mr. Bardi. D

ky a dminedithyromb

now that they have had a year to get to know
one another. The orchestra plays with a
Last Thursday, Friday, and Saturday the recognizably improved degree of rhythmic
Detroit Symphony perfonned Tchaikovsky,
precision than it did under the palsied baton
Schumann and Leslie Bassett in their ongoi~
of Herbig' s venerable, if antique, Hungarian
concert series. I was fortunate enough to hear predecessor, AntalDorati.who finallyabdicnled
them at the acoustically superb Orchestra
in acquiescence to incipient decrepitude. or
Hall on Friday.
because his contract expired. or something..
1shall presume to give an at least tentative A more thorough judgement will have to
assessment d MaestroHerbig and his on:hestra. come from someone who attends the D.S.O.

more devotedly, and has a more seasoned
auditory palate than I.
The openingworit on the program was a
three movement piece by the chainnan of the
composition department at the U of M,
Leslie Bassett ( J923-), entitled. Echoesf rom
an Invisible World. The title comes from the
writings of Giuseppe Mazzini, and it was
intended by Bassett to be suggestive. not
descriptive. Nevertheless. many of the sounds
the work is cluttered with are echo sounds:
quiet tones that remain after a sharp attack in
another instrument, repeating sounds that
diminish in intensity following a sharp attack,
etc.
The piece is twelve-tone, but otherwise
not rigidly serialistic. In spite of Bassett's
claim of its basis on a principle of unfolding
and growth, it struck me as disjointedly
episodic, a series of more or less interesting
orchestral and harmonic effects, with no
recognizable relation between them. Bassett
was commissioned to write Echoes from an
Invisible World forthe AmericanBicentennial,
and while admitting the <GenS1.ble
tenuousness
between the score and the spirit of the
Bicentennial says of it, " ... I believe it to be
fully in sympathy with that spirit in celebrating
the incrcdil-'.e, wonderful, unknowable source,
not only of music, but of all of man• s noblest
qualities." Yeah, maybe.
The orchestra gave a subtle and sure
rendition. with only occasional slight lapses
in timing; sometimes an instrument would
echo an attack tardily oc prolepticallydisconcerting. but forgivable in a piece of
such rhythmic com plexity.

Yo-Yo Ma. the scheduled soloist was
unable to appear, and filling in for him was
Nathaniel Rosen, rent winner of the
Tchaikovsky cello competition. He performed
the Shumann Cello Conurto in A minor,

Op. 129 with expected technical finesse and
appropriate intensity. Pablo Casals has said
of the concerto that it is .. one of the finest
works one can hear-from beginning to end
the music is sublime."
The concert closed with that unabashedly
programmatic.unblushingly personal symphony
of the nineteenth century, the maudlin fourth
symphony in F minorofTchaikovsky ( I 8401893). Tchaikovsky has chosen the medium
of the symphony to expound philosophic
convictions, for which purpose, for reasons
v.hich should be discussed elsewhere. it is
patently unsuited.
Tchaikovsky, although perhaps a faulty
theorist, is. of course. a brilliant composer.
and the symphony richly exhibits his melodic
gifts and innovative bent The scherzo movement. played almo~t entirely on pizzicato
strings. is the only movement unfettered by
tangential programmatic nonsense, and is so
utterly beautiful that I transcend a habitual
recalcitrance and wax unmitigatedly lyrical
when I hear It ("Why. its a unicorn dancing
in a meadow...adithyrnmb of drunkennymphs._"
and such) and dissemble deafness to snide
remarks on the unsqphistication of my musicnJ
tastes.
My real beef is with the last movement,
where the "fate theme" intenupts the manic
merry-making with fatuous self-importance
in stultifying obeisance to the symphony's
programmatic contrivances. Sympathetic
listeners justify its essential mu:;icaJ irrelevance
and contrived airon the grounds of a supposed
psychological astuteness on Tchaikovsky's
part. It is a trenchant portrait of depression
and a moving testament to the elusiveness of
happiness, they say. An apparently convinced
audience leapt to their feet and shouted their
unreserved approbation. Maestro Herbig and
the orchestra penonned it excellently and
deserved the ovation. D

Streetsounds

~

John Cougar Mellencamp
"SCARECROW"
(Riva/Polygram)

SHRIEKBACK
"Oil and Gold"
(Arista)
After a disappointing seco nd
album. folks were in doubt as to
whether the infective self.indulgence
that produced a grooving ep and a
superlative album had become the
infected self-indulgence of a band
of has-beens. I mean, apart from
"Building up a New Home" and
"Hand on my Heart", what have
you got? (Answer: Not much.)
Following that, the release of
Oil and Gold was an event much
less attended to than might have
been-it was there before you knew
it Now that it's here, I invite you to
get to know it-it'll be worth the
trouble.
You may have already heard
"Nemesis", the single released in
J uly. You may've loved it, though it
was so garroulous many found it
easy to hate. Whatever the case,
"Nemesis" should not be taken as
representative of the album.
That's bec.wse Oil and Gold
does not set out to subjugate your
ears, not most of the time, anyway.
Sometimes soft,occassionally bombastic, it stretches the group backwaros
and forwards.
The forwards is in the studio
effects on which the group has
always relied. They've grown up
and learned to control the cuteness
of Jam Science. So we get catchy,
hip-hitting stuff like "Everything
That Rises Must Converge", the listerung to which makes one nostalgic
for their upcoming area appearance
(Oct 12th at St Andrew's Hall).
The backwards reaching comes
primarily on "The Big Hush" and

VAN l\.10RRISON

"Coelocanth", both of which in
their enclosed heaviness are reminescent of the debut ep Tench "The
Big Hush" especially is something
to bury yourself in with its gliding
bass and sparse vocals ( always a
plus with Shriekback).
Every song here is founded on
two components-the
"deep sea
bass" ( as the credits call it) of Dave
Allen, and the wooly/hyperactive/
meditative/cheesy keyboard activity
of Barry Andrews. Guitars, synthesizers, voices, and various more
arcane effects ( eg. ootbells, low
DXI, shakuhaci, JP8 Hoover of
Christ) accrete themselves onto this,
and the outcome is usually pleasing.
The vocals of primary voiceperson
CarlMarshstillapproximate everyday
speech on the slower numbers, and
he still affects a breathless manner
on the faster ones. The suspicion
grows that this is an attempt to
disguise the narrow range of his
voice. It is preferable though, to the
declamatory rantings of Andrews
on "'lemesis", "Hammerheads"
and the like.
You could find plenty to complain
about in Shriekback's embarassing
lyric writing but. that would be an
even more minor quibble than the
previous paragraph. After all, listenmg to Shriekback for the lyrics is
like going to the D IA to admire the
frames.
There's nothing here ( or in very
many other places) to make you get
up and jump like "My Spine (is the
Bassline)"; what there is is alot of
fine music. Oil and Gold is a more
than adequate way to spend your
money and time.
-Des mond McGrath

"The highway betweenJohn's house
and the studio where these songs
were recorded cuts through a stretch
of Indiana where the land isfertile
and full of growth It is from this
land and its people that these songs
are born, and though it is not
necessary to know this to enjoy
and appreciate them, it does lend a
certain understanding for those
who care to think about such things."
-George M. Green's liner notes to
"Scarecrow"
Well I was born in a small town
And I live in a small town
Prob'ly die in a small town
Oh, those small communities
- from "Small Town"
Oh oh
When a Nation cries
His tears/all down like missiles
from the skies
Justice look into Independence's
eyes
Can you make evervthinRa/right
Can you keep your nation wann
tonight
- from"JU&ice
andIooepe:ndelx:e
'85
Some things just seem to speak
for themselves. Take JCM's lyrics
for example-there's nothing any
critic could tell you about his music
that he hasn't already said and said
better. No matter what anyone says
about his idealized vision of America.
he's right on the money. His music
is all a simpleton's naive romantic
pretense with no substance - not
unlike the country that produced
him.
- Dav id Viecelli

VAN MORRISON
"Live at the Grand Opera House
Belfa st"
(Pol ygram)
Van Morrison has been around
forever. Back in the sixties, he sang
blues standards with Them and
wrote a standard of his own (I mean
"Gloria"). In the seventies he released
several classic albums--AstrolWeeks.
Moondance, Saint Domenic's Preview. Then he sorta passed out of
the public eye. He still churned out
albums, but they didn't get much
attention.
Live at the Grand Opera House
Belfast, recorded in March 1983,
contains excellent versions of material
from this supposed fallow period.
T he album opens with a rather
perfunctory allusion to the early
seventies-eight bars of "Into the
Mystic" introduce the band Most
of the songs are culled from l 982's
Beautiful Vision but they arejazzed
up and sped up(and consequently,
sound better to my new-wave-trained
ears).
M orrison is blessed with a very
tight and very capable band, which
features a few stars who are much
more than capable: Pee Wee Ellis
on saxophone, John Allair on keyboards and guitarist Chris Michie
stand out And the white girls sing
"doo da-doo da-doo" very nicely.
The album as a whole has the
flavour of a tent revival. It's not just
the big organ-dominant sound and

the heavenly choruses, either. Many
of these songs grew out of Van's
flirtationwith Scientology and eastern
religion but it's to his credit that he
uses the conventions of American
religious music in order to express
his newfound religiosity. Some of
the best songs are in this vein: "She
Gives Me Religion" and "Full Force
Gale" especially.
Van Morrison has an incredible
singing voice. He has an outrageous
ability to sing the same line over
and over. Investing the words with
a new emotional significance with
each repitition. I wish, however,
that his lyrics were worthier of such
treatment Not that they're bad:
they just ain't as great as his voice
deserves.
I am also amazed that Morrison.
who sings with such intensity. speaks
in such a garbled and boring manner.
The spoken sction of ·' Rave On,
John Donne" is even more mumbled
and bumbled than in the f.tudio
version. He is a great singer, but he
must realize that he is not a very
good poetry-reader.
But that's my only objection to
this album. Sure.I would have enjoyed some of his older material
updated, but the virtue of this album
is that it proves that Morrison has
been wandering in the wilderness
for the past ten years. He is still a
great singer. a great performer and
a dam good songwriter .
-Marti n Dec k

University of Windsor

PUf 1HE PIECES
TOGETHER!

CLOSEDTHURSDAY
OCTOBER3rd, 1985

"DOES ALCOHOL
RUN YOUR FAMIL Yr
• the experience of the
adult child.
Lynne Kingsbury MSW
"ALCOHOLISM
TODAY , WH ERE
ARE WE?"
- explonng body chemistry
- immune system
Russell F. Smith. MD.
OCT. 23 & 24
9:00 - 4:00
Phone 973 -7039
Registration limited.
Alcohol Awareness Worship,
Iona College.
University of Windsor.
208 Sunset Ave .• N9B 3A7
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Miss Hewitt seemed to redefine the expression

molto/pianissimo. l cannot over exaggerate
Siiffice to say
She did okay
Angela Hewitt started piano at the age of
three. She had her first exam nt the age off our
and at seventeen was involved in international
competition. (This gal's got to be stopped)
She went on to study with noted pianistJeanPaul Sevillaand has been winning scholarships
and awards of every kind. She's a big deal.
Ask anyone. they'll tell ya Her playing has
the quality of fine beer in as much as it's full
and rich without heaviness.
She opened her recital last Friday with
J.S. Bach's Toccata in C Minor(BWV91 /),
a piece original! y written for harpsichord and
thus somewhat limited in its dynamics, yet
Miss Hewitt was able to bring a beautifully
subtle dynamic treatment to the piece. It was
plain to see why she holds the coveted first
prize in the Intemational Bach Piano Competition. Such graceand assuredly total control of the instrument left your reviewer
speechless. Continuing her recital with a
flawless interpretation of a Beethoven Sonata,
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her genuine insight into the art of the paino.
After the intermission she finished her
program by playing Ravel's Tombeau de
Coupedn and Liszt's Apres une lecture du
Dante. each piece a pyrotechnic showpiece
written by masters of the piano. The Liszt
was especially remarkable for the sheer
concentration required to play such a piece
and for the musical integrity of Miss Hewitt's
interpretation.
Certainly a well-planned finale to her
program. The much appreciative audience
would not let her leave the stage without
receiving a l O minute standing oval.ton to
which she responded by playing an encore of
Debussy's Clairede lune. a startlingly brilliant
encore piece of virtuoso floridness and colour.
Her approach to the Ravel in the program
was similar in that her interpretations of the
impressionists were far from whimsical and
stunningly beautiful.
I've never witnessed such stamina in a
virtuoso pianist's performance. Truly a landmark in Windsor's cultural offerings.0
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NBAcolllesourway
Many familiar faces will appear
on the Pistons roster this year,
including Kelly Tripucka, who was
The following are hypothetical
hampered by injuries last season,
~~autumn
at the University but still maintained an impressive
of Windsor. Circle the answer you 19.l pointspergarneaverage,John
believe is correct
Long, a Piston since '79, 6'10"
l. Unavailability of parlring spaces. forward Kent Benson, and imposing
2. Bodies scattered randomly on 6 ' l l" centre and NBA All-Star
the lawn in front of the Leddy Bill Laimbeer.
Library and DiJJon Hall, textAlso returning are second year
books in hand but not in mind. forward Tony Campbell, Earl (The
3. Unbearable noise emitted from Twirl) Cureton, fourth year veteran
.
.
v1·nru·eJohnson, and ~ourth ti·me
uruvers1ty residence areas(part''
icularily Mac and I..aurier Halls,) All-star choice Isiah Thomas.
. scon·ng
Thomas led the Pistons m
rega rdl ess o f the hour.
4. Tall men with "Pistons" stamped with an average 21.2 points per
ontheirshirtsattractingnumerous
game last season, and set the all.d
tun· e s1·ngle-seasonrecord "'orass,·sts
1
,area res1 ents to the St Denis
•
'
0
Athletic Complex.
finishing up with 1,123.
~ 5 All f
Iniuries are the p,·stons' worst
~
.
o the above.
,
enemy according to Thomas.
0
It wasn't until last year that the
"We're just going to have to be
0
!1 fourth answer could qualify as an lucky this year," he said.
I_w indication of autumn's arrival at the
Still, Thomas sees two positive
f Universitv of Windsor. On that things in this year's Pistons-rookie
unprecedented occasion, a National Joe Dunas and NBA vet Rick
t Basketball Association club set up Mahom.
their first training camp outside of
the United States.
Joe Dumars, a 6 ' 3 " guard from
McNeese State, averaged an
PistonsHeadCoach Chuck Daly,
impressive 25.8 points per game in
now in his third season with the the College Basketball Association
club, described the move of the last year, and was named the OutPistons training camp to the St
standing Player in the Southland
Denis Centre as a sensi'ble one.
Steve Meeker returned a punt 61
Conference, amon2 other accolades.
"fm ....... ...,,,.....with the E:acili·h=
Mahorn, a 6' 10" Washington
yards into the Gryphon endzone.
"
....,.,
here, and happy with the treatment Bullets veteran, was acquired along
With five minutes left in the
by the people," said Daly. "The with tearnmate Mike Gibson in
first quarter a Guelph punt was
openness
of this complex is similar exchange for Dan Roundfield last
blockedaoorecoveredby the Lancers.
to the Silverdome, and there are June.
Unfortunately, the Lancers offence
many a vat·1a bie h oops as we1L"
One surprise at the training
sputtered, failing to capitalize on
Fans ,.........
.... get a tas te o f pre- camp this year was 35-year-old
the recovery.
seaso n NBA action for almost half Spencer Haywood, a Detroit native
In the second quarter a Gryphoo
the regular ticket price when the who started out his career with the
field goal closed the Lancer lead to
Pistons meet the Indiana Pacers De nver Nuggets in ,69 averaging a
7-3.
Oct 17 at the St Denis Centre.
whopping 30 points per game in the
Seven minutes later 1heGrypboos
·'Toe main purpose of it (the NBA, and finishedup a disappointing
made an impressive drive downfield exhibition match-up) is to get the seasonwitbtheBullets. ,
.
83
which failed in the endzooe, when a
players out under game pressure
.
m
averaging
82
by Janisse Browning-Leveque

I

Gryplwnspremil
by Rob Andrusevicb
The football Lancers came up
just a few yards short
Saturday Lancers' young crew
fell to the defending Canadian Interuniversity Athletic Union (CIAU)
champion Guelph Gryphons 21 15.
"We almost did it, fmproudof
our team," said a pleased Lancer
coach Gino Fracas.
The Lancers opened the scoring
early in the first quarter when Lancer

Soocer
~,-;

by Becky Strange
- - - -- - The Lancers kept a firm grasp on first
place in the Ontario Universities Athletic
Association (OUAA) West Division with
two goals late in the second half against
Waterloo on Sunday.
After defeating Guelph 5-1 on Saturday,
Sunday's 2-0 victory over Waterloo capped
a good weekend. But Coach John Vacratsis
was particularily pleased with the results of
Saturday's game.
Most Guelph offensive attacks were either
wide or high of Windsor's net although
Guelph's Mike Crozier succeeded in breaking
the Lancers' shut out
Windsor maintainedgood offensivepressure
againstGuelph with Mark Marchese pulling
throughfor t'M> Lancer goals.Tan Serafimovski,
Mike Lovric and Manny N ovolletto were the
other scorers.
Sunday's match against Waterloo started
with a scoreless first half.
The Lancers missed on several scoring
opportunities although they kept the ball
primarily in Waterloo's end.
Waterloo keeper Tim Walker made some
outstanding saves throughout the game. In
the first half, Ray McManus·s free shot
drilled to the middle of the Waterloo net was
tipped away by Walker. Marchese's low
penalty shot to the middle was also kept out
by a steadfast Walker.
The second half started at a good pace
and was more balanced than the first However,
bothteams still experiencedtrouble penetrating
past the other's net tender.
The game was played primarily on the
Gueloh side, but in the first half Guelph's

·--...A

his league, Haywood decided to
retire two years ago after his career
took a noticeable downturn. Now
he's coming back with hopes to
start over again.
"I got a lifetime, I have added
incentive with returning home, and
McCloskey and Daly. opened the
door for me- I don't want $'> Jet
themdo wn," said a smiling Haywood
13
The man has
years of experience in the league, and he has
spentthebetterpartoflastsummer
d. · ·
·
con ttlomng himself.
Coach Daly will be carefully
watching the veteran, as well as his
colleagues.
"That's whywe'rehere--totake
I
a ook at the rookies and determine
who will make the roster,., Daly
said.
Dennis Hastings, University of
Windsor Assistant to the Dean in
Sport and Recreational Services is
pleased with the Pistons' decision
to sign an agreement to continue
training in Windsor until 1987.
"After that it is renegotiable,"
said Hastings. "We're glad to have
them here; it promotes their team
here in Canada, and the University
will generate revenue with the exhibition game through program and
concessions sales."
i'ew mconveruences result from
the Pistons training camp because
most of the Campus Recreation
activities are held outside. Varsity
basketball practices were pushed
back to a later time.
TicketsforthePistonsexhtbi,.;,...
uvu
game are on sale at the ticket booth
in the Human Kinetics building
between 4:00 and 7:00 p.m., and
later at the control booth between
9:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. Prices are
$6 U.S. or$7 Canadian. All seats
are general admission, and 3,000-

"&;ii;J~r;;;~k '"
~ waJ~a,

Stan Wright made a hard attempt to score
which Windsor keeperVanNiforos rejected.
The game became more intense around
the 27 minute mark when striker Peter
Pomponio drilled a shot up the centre, scoring
the first Lancer goal against the skilled
Waterloo keeper. The Lancers kept up the
good work and at the 42 minute mark
Pomponio scored his second goal, assisted
by Larry Johnson.
"Pomponio's two goals were eamect on
effort," said Vacratsis.
Sunday's game was a tough one for both
teams.
"Playing two games in a row can be
difficult The players wear down," said
Vacratsis.
The Waterloo team played well considering
that seven of their first team were absent due
to injuries.
"We did better than I expected. It was the
best game"all season for goalie Tim Walker.
Windsor deserved to win," said Waterloo
coach John Vincent
The Lancers are presently ahead of last
year's pace and Vacratsis expects them to do
well this season. They remain in first place
with nine points in five games.
"Western poses a threatbutMcMasteris
now falling back," said Coach Vacratsis.
Both Wasim Habash and Pomponio have
injured ankles, but are expected to recover in
a week. Serafimovski will return next weekend
after serving a week's suspension.
The Lancers will play two games at home
this weekend, against the tough Brock team
on Saturday and against Laurier on Sunday.
Both games start at 1:00 p.m.

-

Lance Photo by llob
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a sfroke away

F~

Matt St.Louis

l>y Tracey Richardson

The Lancer• golf team teed off to a
qualifying place in the finals of the Ontario
Universities' Athletic Association (OUAA)
golf championship last Thursday and Friday
in St Catherines.
The Lancer victory was not without
suspense.
In rain-soakedfirst round play, the Lancers
were neck and neck with Waterloo for the
sixth and final spot on the ticket to the finals.
each accumulating a total point score of 336.

defroted

When the rain had cleared, a winner
emerged from Friday) second round play.
The U. W. 0. Mustangs, having led the
pack of the eleven competing teams in first
round action, continued its romp in the
second round with a two-day total of 614 .
The Guelph Gryphons finished a distant
second while Queens, the most consistent
team, finished in third spot ahead of the
University ofToronto and Brock Universit),
host.of the event
Windsor was able to gain ground and
rounded off the sixth qualifying spot with a
final total of 663, eleven points ahead of
seventh place Trent University.
The Lancers were led by veteran Matt
St Louis who posted an 81 and a 1i
respectively, good enough to finish fifth
overall. St Louis was followed closely by
Steve Rusnak, who fired an 85 in first round
action and a 77 in the second round. Also
respondingfor the Lancers were Brian Schauer,
Mark Porter and Colin Mackel.
Coach Bill Miles, though unable to make
the trip to St Catherines, was not worried
about the team's sixth place finish.
"The object of the semi-finals 1sto makE
damn sure you make it to the finals," he said.
Miles was pleased with his team's play and
is optimistic about the finals in Guelph.
"I look for these guys to be a lot better,'
he said, feeling they have a fair shot at
making a bid for first or second place.
Windsor won the OUAA golf championship's gold medal in 1976 and again in 1982
but failed to make the finals last year.
They will travel to Guelph on October
6th to prepare for the October 7th and 8th
finals.

at home
by Stacie Clark

Lance Photo by Stacie Clark

A strong effort wasn't enough
for the team as Queens University
and Wilfrid Laurier defeated them
on Windsor's home court
Injuries and illness Saturday
resulted in two singles and two
doubles games lost by default A
n.ajor setbackthat left the Lancerettes
with only five points at the end of
the tournament Tracey Eckel
experienced back problems before
the end of the tournament, and
novice Katie Jarvis was unable to
compete due to illness.
Laurier finishedwith seven points
and Queens cleaned up with 23.
The Lancerettes won four of six
singles matches against Laurier.
Sue Black a consistent, strong
contender won 6-1, 6-1 over Kiki
Vrosevic. Julie Daniel defeated
Hannie Nieldson 6-3, 6-2, Jodie
Munroe defeated Andrea Kidner
6-3, 6-2, and Debbie Fitzpatrick
won over Carol Gillespie 6-4, 6-3.
Queensdominated
the tournament.
claiming SO percent of the points
between the three teams.
Windsor coach Stephen Mitchell
described Queens as a powerful
team, especially considering this is
their first season in inter-university
competition.
Sue Black, who won the only
singles game for Windsor against
Queens, was also the only player to
win a singles match against a Queens
player in the tournament Black
defeated Elanor Ip 6-1, 6-2.
Black, who finished with a silver
medal last year in the Ontario
Women's Intercollegiate Athletic
Association (OWIAA), has a
probable ''80-100 percent chance
of doing the same or better,'' said
Mitchell. Black is presently undefeated in four singles games in
her tournaments this season
The Lancerettes travel to Toronto
this weekend for a challengingtournament against a tough University of
Toronto Team, who placed first in
the 1984 OWIAA standings. Windsor who was sixth will also face last
year's second and thirdplace finishers
Western and McMaster.
think they are."

FoothallLancerrecordspoiledby Gryphons
From pg.13

,

hard Gryphon pass bounced out of
the hands of the intended receiver.
The Gryphons missed the field goal
attempt making the score 7-4.
In the second half the Gryphons
offense woke up. Guelph drove
downfield with running plays from
its own 30-yard-line until Gryphon
Darryl Skuse drove into the Lancer
endz.one to give Guelph a 11-7
lead.
The Gryphon offense continued
to run the ball and drove downfield,
but was stopped by the Lancer
defense with a quarterback sack
deep inside Lancer territory. Guelph
~ettled for a field goal, to make the
score 14-7.
Both the Lancers and Gryphons
were dry offensively for most of the
fourth quarter. With 3:52 left on

....

the clock, Lancer punter Graeme
Flett punted the ball 81 yards, from
the Lancer 35 down intothe Gryphon
end zone for a single point That cm
the Guelph lead to 14-8.
Two plays later Gryphon Darryl
Skuse broke a couple of tackles and
ran into the endzone for a 21-8
lead.
Guelph took possession of the
ball again and with I :54 left in the
game fumbled on its 33-yard-line,
and Lancers recovered.
Windsor receiver Paul Fracas
caught a Doug Ball pass on the 13yard-line, and one play later the
two hooked up for a touchdown
with I :33 leL in the game making
the score 21-15 Guelph.
Lanc1!rs then tried an ·)nsidc
kick, b it fail :d and ( t.elr,h was
able to run out the clock.·

"We were olayingan experienced
football team, they're the national
champs," said coach Fracas."Lancers gave a good account of themselves. We're rebuilding, and these
guys will be with us in three years.
That's what Guelph has now."
The Lancers face Westem Sat-

urday on the South Campus field at
2:00.
Ritchie Coughlin, a receiver injured in the Bishops game might be
back in the line up. Defensive tackle
Jim Spadbrow, who injured his
shoulder in the Guelph game, is a
questionable returnee.

l..ancers cross country
The Lancer Cross Country crew
placed a disapointing l 0th out of
twelve universities last Saturday at
the Western Invitational. Coach
Dennis Fairall had hopes for a
better showing, but Lancer second
man Terry James failed to finish
due to cramps.
"The lowest score wins, and if
our one runner hadn't dropped out
50 points would have easily been

knocked of our score," said the
coach.
University of Western Ontario
took top honours with 31 points,
closely followed by Penn. State
with 32, and Queen's placed fourth
with 116. Windsor finished with a
total of 365 points.
Terry Schinkel led the Windsor
pack in 45th place with a time of
29:27.0.

classifieds
FllM SOClm Jo,n the uof W Alm Society
General meeting Tues..OCt.1 ot 1 p m.1n
G107 Erie Holl New members welcome

or see Comm Studies TA room. Fourth
Floor EH.) Featuresthis semester o variety
a OlrCOfTl.llJSscreeninos
.....ithissues focinO
society and exploring our foscinotin(;
world Plus on end of the semester DIA film
night 1nDetrOit See You There
THE ECUMENICAL CHAPLAINCY TIA~
University of WindS()( invites foculty. stoffl
and students to o ThonksgMng
Thursday. October 10. 1200 noon held in!
Assumption O\opel Chaplains ot UnlYer1
SitvdWNXX Re.,, VictorBloke.Caiterouy
College. Rev Ger ~ ld Doran. Knox Presby.
tenon ff FfonkflnMizii.
A59.Jmption Urwer·1
sity. Sr Koy Smalley. Assumption Unlllersity,
Rev J Murray Macinnes. lono ~lege

TESTED: The Oil Gard treatment
tested for superior protection at an
Affordable Price.

UWPCCADEUGATESEUCTION
MHnNG,

WARRANTIED: We' ll protect your
car in writing with fewer treatments
than ever before.

Service!

will be held on0ctober3.1985
ot4 p.m
ot !he Assumption lounge In the University
Centre Onty members In good standing
os a August 19. 1985 ore eligible to vote'
or run for delegate positions.

n4E FIRSTOF THEINTIRNATIONALREI,
ATIONSsocmvwi1c.1<epk)C8001hul'dov
Sept&Mbef 26 ot AOO n Conference
rooms 1. 2 & 3 5eCOnd floor. Student
Centre If vou enJOYdeboting about Inter·
not1ono1 issues.port c paling in seminars.
and hsten,"Q to 1nterest,ng speokers then
thls s your club All faculties welcome

ICoflooand CY..>Ugh
us wm be ovodob!e

PROVEN: The 9 year old exclusive
formula. proven effective with annual
treatment.

II~ GARI.fo

I

c!!LQJ
D=ITDTI~U
~»t

451 Tecumseh W.

256-4488

Hours: Mon-Fri.
8- 5, Sat. 9-3.

It's a MUST against rus

You Can Win
$Cash$
or Prizes
in our Lucky Duck
Contest. Ask for
Details.

w.e·

Athleteof
the week

I

l_
Fmnk Drkulck (No. S) for outstanding
defensive play for the Soccer Lancers in
their "eekend victories, 5-1 over Guelph
and 2-0 o,cr Waterloo. The team is ranked
No. 3 In the country.

-----

campus rec
Co-ed Lobball
Co-cd lobball this week saw both the
'H.K. Selects' and 'Cheap Thrills' maintain
their winning streaks. Both arc tied for top
honours . The 'Burtin' Dudes' played their
first four games this week. ueing their first,
suffering losses to the two toirnotch teams,
and losing a 16-15 heartbreaker to 'Electa'.
'Ball Park Franks' joined the ranks this week
by taking over the 'Student Patrol's' losing
record \\ith a tic in theironl) game of the day.
'Marcers Memoncs' edged out the 'Warpig.s' I 0-9 in both teams only match of the
day.
'HHBD' lost a hard fought battle to the
'H.K. Select' with m.aJOT
action as an attempt
by Abdul Addulla to stretch a triple by
sliding head first mto home. The call was out!
After tv.o \\eeks the Co-Ed Lobball
standings are: •
Men's Lohball
Men's intramural lobball Sol underna)
Tuesda) September 24.

..

did tet underway. 'Ueker's Best' extended
their winning streak to two games by defeating
Marauder Review' 11-4, while the 'Cards'
won their first of the season edging the
'Chiefs' 6-5.
In the only other game. a two-run-homer
in the bottom of the fifth propelled the
'Engineers' past 'MHPD' 17-15.

In early action the 'Indians' scalped the
'Chiefs' 4-0 while 'MHPD' exploded for 10
in the third inning to defeat the 'Cards' 14-0.
Subsequent games were a littJe loirsided
with 'Ueker's Best' edging 'Enginerrs' 25-7
and 'Industrial Waste' sneaking past'Marauder
Revie"'' 26-3.
Despite a rough start. Thursday's acuon

r.====================:-:===
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H.K. Selects
Cheap Thrills
Marcers Memories
Electa
Warpigs
HHBD
Ball Park Fmnks
Hortin' Dudes
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0
0
0
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3
3
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2
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I
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0
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0
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4
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SALEENDS SATURDAY

,

MOONLIGHT
MADNESS

SALE

Racquetball

2cr»/o

\,OIT ENDUROfibreglass. reg 19 98 .•..•• Now $14.88
\OIT ENDUROaluminum reg 24 98 •.•• Now $19.88
KENNEXHOGAN,reg 94 98 ...........
.. Now $79.88
HEADVECTOR,reg 11498 .............
Now S9488
EKTELONCBK.reg 21.995 .........•...
Now $199.88

off storewide

0

Tuesday Oct. 8, 1985
9 am - 11 pm

KENNEXN1203racquet, reg 19 98 ....•. NOW$15.88
VOITMIDPLUSoversize racquet. reg 24 98Now S19.88
BLACKKNICiHTVICTOR+ frame. reg 32 98 NOWS26 88
BLACK
KNIGHTBKC801frame. reg 69 98 Now $52.88
~

CJ0-...::
-

Squash
UNSOUASHABLE
racouet #JKS. reg 22 95 Now S988
VOITCHAMPIONracouet. reg 26.98• . . • • Now $1888
HEADPROII frame. reg. 72 98 ....••..•.
Now S59.88

- Your Unofficial -

''OFF CAMPUS
HEADQUARTERS''
MONDAYS - Live Motown Music with
The Komedy Komer.
TUESDAYS. - Live Top 40 Music with Comedy
•.
& Variety Acts
WED. thru SAT. - Live Top 40
Featuring: "The Players Raner~
& I O' Screen Rock Videos.

DON'T MISS THE FUN AT
THE ENTERTAINMENT SPOT!!
254-5662
800 Wellington

Tennis
HEADSPRI
NT racouet. reg 59.98 .•..•.. Now S39.88
HEADTOURNEY
EDGEframe. reg. 119 95 Now $79.88
All PRINCEframes •••....• •• .....•.•.•.
S3000 Offl!
PENNBALLS.yellow & orange, reg s 99 Now S4.99/tfn

fD/Jenn
5909 Wyandotte E. <2blocks from Jefferson> 945-3434
Mon-Tllurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9-5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.

-
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APPLICANTS TO ONTARIO
MEDICAL SCHOOLS
Applications for all Ontario medical schools must
be received at the Ontario Medical School Application
Service (OMSAS) on or before November 15, 1985.
For applications write to:
0 .M.S.A.S.
P.O. Box 1328
Guelph , Ontario
N1 H 7P4

Fashion Statement-Two of Us
• Hair Designs-Act One
• Award Winning Aerobics-Figure Fitness
• Theatre Games-U of W Dramatic Arts

e

Somewhere,
somehow,
I
someones
goingto pay.

CJOM-FM

88.7

social science society

Detroit Red
Wings
VS

Minnesota

TWENTIETH
CENTURY
FOXPR!l!NnA
SILVER
PICTURES~
ARNOLD
SCHWARZENEGGER
"COMMANDO"
RAE
DAWN
CHONG
~ JAMES
HORNER
=JOSEPH
LOEB
llloo
MATTHEWWflSMAN
~Pll""-'~STEVEN
E.DE'IJJZA
1
'~ JOSEPH
LOEB
Ill&MATTHEW
WEISMAN
STEVEN
E.DESOUZA~
JOEL
SILVER
llAK"l~MARK
L.LESTER
All)

IX]~~

,LIQ.

STARTS FRIDAY OCTOBER 4th

Oct. 10th
Tickets $12.00 Canadian
- P:~k up at G130 WHN

®

N SEI.EClcOnEATAES

253-8061
t-.

yanity

673 OUELLETTE

AVE.

SUBJECT TO
CLASSIFICATION

.
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CONSIDER A CHALLENGING
AND PROFESSIONAL
· CAREERASA
CHA~T~RED.ACCOUNTANT
<:;larksonGordon employs more university
graduates t0train. as CAsthan any other
firm in Canada. Each individual is
important to us. Our extensive training
programs, avail~ble to all our staff, and
9ur professional coaching, reflect our
re.cognition of the importance to each
person of achievi~g his or her full
potential.
To assist you in becoming a qualified
member of this challenging and growing
profession. our represeri~tive will be on
campus November4, 5/85.
Arrangements should be made
through your Student Placement Officeprior to October 18/85.

o~
.
Clarkson Gordo n
A MEMBEROF ARTHURVOUNGINTERNATIONAL

Don't·
waituntilit'stoolate

bv Claudi.o D'Andrea

A· serious trend today regarding students is that
men -hold otr' on asking for psychological help until
they·re in desperate circumstances, Dr ..BairyTaub of
the Psychological Services Centre said.
"Women come in sooner." Taub said, whereas
men "don·t come in until they're really in dire straits."
Why is this so? Taub say~ that women are
"conditioned to ask for help". Men, on the other h.md,
believe they can handle problems ·by themselves.
Psychological problems are not a closet issue
either according to Taub who says they are "very
widespread" on campus. ·
Problems include such maladies as test anxiety.
interpersonal anxieties ( as, for example, between
TQOmmates).and substance-abuse problems.
Regarding· substance-abuse cases, °Taub says that
alcohol is the major. problem among students.
"We have quite a bit more of an alcohol problem
than is commonly believed," he said.
.
The reason why alcohol use is so pervasive on
campus is that the university "reflects the greatet
society". 41so, some students are not given directions
about the dangers of drinking while they are away at
university as opposed to their homes where there issome parental guidance. Neither are the victims of
alcohol usage men, Taub said. More and more women
are faUing into this category.
lbere are also those who delude themselvesregarding.
the amount of alcohol they use.
"Some people believe having four or five beers
every other day is no problem", he said. "But this is the
beginning of their problem. ' 1
•
Another problem today Taub Silid is that there are

"more anxieties about jobs ihan I O year.s ago and
about sexual issues from both men and women."
Foreign students too experience anxiety, he said.
They are under great presure to perform well and most
cope with the added financial pressure as visa students.
Unlike North American students, however, foreign
students wait until they are under "tremendous pressure"
before they cpme to the Centre rather than coming
earlier.
Statistics show that the majority of students using
the Psychological Services Centre are from out of
town: one-fifth live at home with their par!nts, one- •
sixth live on campus; the rest live off campus.
Finally, there has been a an increase in the
numbers older students ( those who return to take parttime courses) usirig the service. As.well as having to
deal with educational anxieties, Taub said, these
students.have the added responsibilities of marriage
anct occupational stress.
Psychological Services Centre, Tavb said, is based
on the "te!lching hospital model". In short, this means
thaf the.re are interns and more experienced staff
working together and "everything . is gone over."
Every person using the service is at least alldiotaped
and there are a few who are opserved and/ or videotaped,
Taub said. Everything is done with the.consent of the
person involved and confidentiality is re_garded as
sacred. Acoording to Taub: "We protect confidentiality
like I protect my children. No one on campus has
access to our records except for our staff."
The waiting list at the centeris "reasonable" right
now he said and a person has to wait from between ·6ne
and two weeks to have an appointed scheduled.
"Within the next montJ:i that figure wjll go up,'.' he
added because more students will use the service.

classifieds
FUZZYBATHROBE
CORD HOI.DER:Whots
....,.ongwi'h the Demon Drop? Shae-it. I
01n·t QOin on that MoFo Wimps dr•ve
scooters and eat frozen bananas
of fields ~f v,olets
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Foggy
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Woghiren's
6acK
~·

"I woke up in the morning to
find soldiers on the street," said
Woghiren.
In his native Benin City, things
were relatively peaceful Woghiren's
only concern was getting word to
SAC that he wasn't in danger, and
would be returning to Windsor as
soon as possible.
"I was always trying to lobby

the Central Banlc of Nigeria, the
Federal Ministry of Education and
the External Affairs Department,
to receive my documents and also
to transfer enough to live here," he
said "The worst of all was that I
couldn't communicate.
"~
becameslowand sluggish
because new ministers had to be
appointed It takes time, things
were pretty slow."
Though Woghiren knew he was
safe, members of SAC were worried
about him.
"I was concerned as to his welJ..
being. When you have coups, coups
are not the most secure thing to live
under,"sa.idSAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
Still, in Nigeria.coups are far
from a rarity. In the past 10 years,
the government has changed hands
five times, three leaders were overthrown, one resigned, and one was
assassinated

This time, however, all went
smoothly, said Woghiren.
"They dernoffltratedsomesophistication, with the preparedness to
takeover power within the military
itself." he said
Still, for students like Woghiren,
the timing of the coup was less than
perfect Tens of thousands ofNigerians attend foreign universities, iocluding™>other studentsat Windsor.
These two students, however,

LUNCH
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SUPPER
4:30- 6:30

Monday

Vegetable Beef Soup
Fishwich
BBQ Meatloaf

Chinese Pepper Steak
Grilled Pork Chop

Tuesday

French Onion Soup
Quiche Lorraine
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Mexican Tacos Hard
HipO Beef

Wednuday

Canadian Cheese Soup
Jumbo Chili Dog
Beef Pullover

Baked Ham Hawanan
Hungarian Goulash

Thursday

Pepper Pot Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Turkey a la Kmg

BBQ Ribs
Ind Beef Pot P,e

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Chips
Sheperds Pie

Tenyak, Chicken
Spaghetti

BRUNCH

SUPPER
4:30- 6:30

Friday

stayed in Canada during the swnmer,
and missed all the problems.
For W oghiren, the battle for the
proper documents. and with the
banlc transfer, was successful last
week. When he boarded the KLM
flight to take him on the first leg of
the trip back to Canada, Woghiren
crackedopen a Heineken,and thought
about the work ahead
"I couldn't wait to be here," he
said.

,e

Vanier Vittles
11:00 - 1:30

Cromwell W oghiren had a few
stories to tell when he returned to
the University Thursday, after an
extended summer holida y in his
native Nigeria.
Just befor e he was to return to
school, and to his post as Students
Administrative
Council(SAq Commissioner for International Students,
the leaderd the Nigerian govenunent
was overthrown in a bloodless coup
d'etat, and the country's borders
were closed-to both travel and
communications.

u:ince.

11:45-1:30
Saturday

Sunday

Soup of the Oay
Sp,eced Beef/Omon Bun
Soup of the Day
Bacon'n'Cheese Burger

Veal Parrnesan
Spanish Meatballs
Pork Fried Ric11
Roast Beef

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday· Friday

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Dec. 7 LSAT
Oct. 19 GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

BE
ll-iE
BIG
PIG

TheLanceis rurrently
searchingfor an editor
-1n-<:hief.
~ youve got
the talent staminaand
pure madnessto
be our boss,
we'd like to take
a look at you.
~ you're a LANCEstaffer,
thenit'stime to vote
for the next SUCes.50r
to the throne.
An all-camidatesmeeting
is Fridayat noon.
Hear them talk,
see them walk,
makeyour dioice.
On Tuesdayand
Wednesdaythe ballot

boxesare open and
awaitingyour vote.

· Pleaseenter me in the StudentLongDistanceContest.
Make 3 Long Distance calls, enter the numbers you called on
this entry form, send it along and you could be one of four
fortunate students to win a fiery Pontiac Fiero.
Each additional set of 3 calls makes you eligible-to enter
again . So go ahead, talk yourself into a fiery Fiero.
Areacode Numbercalled
Datecalled

11
21
31

I

r

Nam
Address
City -------------rOV·---Postal code ______

To see if you qualify,
checkthe LANG
masthead.

TelephoneNO.,----{Wl*9 youcanbe 1-=tled!
CollegeorUniv . attendin,g_ __________

_

I have read the contest rules and agree to abide by them.
Signature,_______________

_

'I-al

Telecom c..da

Editor
D. W. Don<en

Managing Editor
MortinStevens
News Edttor
Ooudio D'Andrea
Associate News Editor
John Wawr<Y,N

Sports Editor
JonisseBrowning-Leveque
Arts Editor
Desmond lv1cGrath

PhotQgraphy Editor

Christopher
McN.:,mara
Associate Photo Editor

A'ldrewHaggert
Features Editor
MargaretSloman
Columnist

Horvath
Uterary Editor
Gus

8'od Lombardo

Circulation Manager
PeterBurton
Advertising Manager
DeniseParent
Advertising Production
K,rn Allen
AmilcorCorreiro
EllyMcMillan
Typesetter
RoseAnneProkopeti
TraceyThomas
staff

No more nasty letters.
No more late nights
No more tiny paycheques.
Kew, Jotmson
Sue St Oenls
I
t
BeckyStronge
Lvnnito-JoFromm
qUI ·
SusonMc11ueen
VinceR1ce
Actually. the above statements aren·t qurte accurate..
John stout
Steve Romol'lO
T
Rot:>erto.Jenn•ngs
lroceyR,chordson
hough the jOb IS truly a bitch. the hOUrS are hell tO
.JohnMov
0>nsl'v1C1n1v,e
the constitution and the social life. and the pay
Lovre Du1
Kom L MacDonald
JonnSloma
Gu,llaCo,p,ne
cheques are good for a one way trip on Windsor
Michael temel,n,
Pieneeouious
Transit. it is-in an extremely masoch1st1c way-a lot
The Lanceofficeislocatedonthe Second
ff
Acor.University
Centre.University
of Windsor. 0 un.
Windsor.
OntarioN9B 3P4 .
The people up here are the greatest. They kind of
Phone:(519)253-4060or 253-4232(Ext.
grow on you. like a family . You mig~t not always
3910).
agree with them. and at times. you might fly off the
The Lance is publishedeveryThursday handle at their inanities. but they are good people.
1
There is. I found. only one problem with being an ~
Opinionsexpressed
in The Lance are not
editor. I had to play father to them. and lo 27 issues of/
necessarilythoseoftheUniversityofWindsor.this newspaper. After a month of this mad0,.e,S&.""l
or tne StudentsAdministrative
Council.
finally realized I'm not quite ready ..!.P
ee--alather
Subscriptionrates are S15 per year in
Some people are
pTayPatton stomping
Canada.S18 Inthe U.Sand S20 outside
th
·
''~Jj~~~~~o
greatness. Iea d.ing th e masses an d t h e
continent Enteredas firstclassmail ol..iJ
PostOfficeot Canada.
mindless. I'd rather be in the back. with the mindless.

:J~/~~~=~i-:::S!~

oorrno

I like trenches. and I love muck. I'm just a Pig at heart.
Being at the front of things means you're constantly
fired at. You can be called everything from a liar to
the dean-quote unquote-of the University's bureau
of mis-information. That doesn't bother me. And to all
of you now gloating. it's not why I quit.
The reason is fairly simple.
I like writing. I enjoy muckraking. and I even like
photography.
Dealing with the SAC guys wasn't ecstacy. but it
wasn't too awful. Opening piles of junk mail wasn't
fun. and editing copy was the horror of horrors.
The fun comes in writing. It comes in getting
people literally sitting on the dumper. simply
because you've embarrassed them. It comes in
raising blood-pressures to the bursting point.
That's what I do. or usually do. the best.
Hell . I've been run out of town before. because of
my not-so-myopic reporting and analysis. I smiled
all the way. If you hate. but respect-or fear-me that
is fun.
I'll take the shot-£. Playing an inflatable Bozo-theClown is one of my favorite past-times. The problem
this year ,s why I. and the Lance. have taken these
shots. Damn it. we screw up and everyone I rom the
ivory tower on down raises hell. Fine. we screwed up.
I screwed up. It happens, and when it does. it's not
something I've smiled about.
But. there's one thing you all should remember.
It's this: Everyone from the King of the ivory castle. on
down to the princes of the Grads and the undergrads
have screwed up.
And these guys. so they tell us. are smart.
Hell. I'd be the first to say I wasn't. Well. probably
the fourth. after the aforementioned. But I. and my
soon-to-be-former staff expect the cnt1c1sm.Actually.
being maSOChlStS.We appreciate II.
Our job is to report the news. and we can't do ,t
unless we're made aware Of the news. and Of our
inaccuracies in repor:ing ,t. Give us a call. anyt1me.
and we'll be glad to listen
This might sound like an opportunity to brtch. a
chance for a choker to get some cheap shots rn. It's
not. You'll strll be see,ng my by-1,rre. and hopefully
the words underneath ,t wrll be boosting your blood
pressure. That's what I do. That's what I wtll do. once 1
get out of this bureaucratic bull of a JObcalled editor.
The pay won't be quite as much ..Actually rt won't
be anything.
Strll. havingthet1metowrite.andatthesametime
to raise your blood pressure wrll be more than worth
1t. I'll also be able to get two or three hours more of
sleep each night. which 1s worth more than any pay
cheque.
-0. w. o.

-

the slipstream

gus 1-nrvath

Whateverhappenedto &Ltutdaymorning?
Saturday is goingto be a bigday at a local
drugstore.
Two of the great cult heroes of children
today will be makinga promotional~
Yes, He-Man and She-Ra will be there in
person for all to see.
While not personally a devoted follower
of either Mr. Man or Ms. Ra. I can certainly
appreciate the incentivethey provide todnve
children ( and their parents. and parents•
money)1o shoppingcentres. After al~ I was a
child myself, not very long ago.

Spider-Man was "in'' at the time of my
childhood. I rememberhe was at Devonshire
Mall once He signedoneofmyco111Jcboob:.
he even drew a little spider there be$ido bis
name It was really exciting stuff to me then
In a way. it was also disappointing. I
mean, here was this international superstar
and cnmefighter, hero of comic book and
televisic,n..and he looked JUst like a skinny
guy tn stupid tights

stupid in red and blue tights with spiders line of bikini-and-cape-clad, well-endowed
drawn on them. But He-Man and She-Ra cartoon heroineswhodisplay even less intellect
don't wear tighb: m fact they don't wear than their brawny companions. The message
muchmanythq. ltmustbe a toughprq,osiuon is clear. nice bodies are better than active
to find a guy silfuiclentlyovennusoledand minds.
brawny to pass for a live incarnation of HeThe plots of these shows are depressinly
Man. And if the real She-Ra is proportioned
similar to one another. On one side you have
anythinglike the animaled version. rmalready
sorry that l can t free myselfto be at the $tore the nice guys with great bodies who are
responSt1>1e
for protecting the universe. On
Oil Saturday
the other side you have the evil guys with
great bodieswho are ~ible
for destroying
There are somedifferencesbetween the the universe. The evil g\lYS are so incurably
Saturday morrungheroes of today and those evil that the only possible means of resolving
exten ~ars ago which. I think, reflecttrends the crisisisto smash themand theirpossessions
m the views of society. the most striking of with laser cannons and magic swords. the
these 1s the actual bodies of the characters. heroes of today'syouth aredie most ~Y
Superman was pretty unpressive m his day, violent characters on television. Whenlwas
but he's ne>thingto look at next to such a kid, all Spidey ever did to anyone was tie
steroid stallions as He-Man or Voltron or him up with some webbing and leave him for
any of the GalJCtic Guanbans. I think our the police to find.
_pe()CC~OO
with fitness is surfacing in
m not sure what effectthese shows are
cbildten's showsol the new type. I also think
1he muscle syndrome ts responsible for the having 11p911 young people, although I'm
pretty certain that the effect is not a positive
Slk!Ce$8 of animated
Cartoo0£ featuring the
likesof Mr. T andHulk HQgan( surelythere one. It's probably overstating the case to say
can be no other reason). The heroes are that the children of our society ar~ being
fed>le-mindedlunks
usuallyjoioedbya ntable anhnak,d chorus- tumed into muscleboun4,

r

justbecause they bask "Transfonners" dolls
together in thetr spare time, but it seems cleat
that they do have the wrong heroes. It also
seemsto me there may be a partial cure for
that
As a child I was a devoted follower of a
show called Black Sheep Squadron, rerw.JS
of which can be seen on Saturday monungs..
The show was based ( very loosely) on the
career of a World War Two fighter pilot.
Greg Boyington. For the ~ars that the senes
ran. boyington was one of the heroes of m
peer group. Some years later. when I had die
c,pporwnity to see Boym~bimself and discoveredthat I wouldn't even particularly likl
theguy, it struck me that if r d met hmt as
nine-year-old. I never would have been
imprehed with man. Just like Spider-Man.
Perhaps parents should encourage their
kids to see these promotionalappearance$;.
just to bring the media's Voltrons down II>
human ize. If a childsees tbatHe-Man isn•t
really much bigger than Daddy, perhal!I
some of the respect and regard of the child
willsliift to where 1tmight better be pla~
to Daddy.CJ

:;
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Thesunshin~on theirJamaicanhome
adds, "and my parents thought it would be
good exposure living in another country
With approximately two million in habit- alone, being forced to mix with people from
ants and an area of 4,411 square miles, other countries and cultures."
"I like this University," says Deborah,
Jamaica is certainly not the biggest country
on earth, but for Deborah and Dawn Neil, it "the closeness of the people, the good rapport
with professors-we
aren't just a number
has a very definite advantage-it's
home.
These two University of Windsor students here, we're known on a one-to-one basis."
were both born in the town of Mandeville on
Dawn agrees, remarking on the ironic
the Southern Coast of the island and now live contrast ofliving so close to Detroit ( that our
in Ewarton. They also spent five years of city is certainly visually appealing whereas
school at the capital of Jamaica, Kingston ( it Detroit looks like Mexico City after the
and Montego Bay are the only two cities in earthquake, she joked)
the whole country). Dawn will be graduating
Both students enjoy learningabout canadian
in June and then will return home and enroll
culture
and they hope to expose the cultures
i.1the Jamaican School of Arts. Deborah is in
of
their
own country and others in the West
her second year of Computer Science.
"I don't think I'd like to stay in Canada, Indies, through their participation in CARISA
even if the opportunity arose," says Deborah, (The Caribbean Students Association).
''mainly because of the weather. The people
"We are trying to integrate as many
are nice but the weather turns me off. Besides, Canadians as we possibly can," says Dawn,
I would like to go home and make my the Public Relations Officier of CARISA,
contribution to the Island. There's a need for "we don't want the club to be closedmy skill and I won't have any problem finding everyone is welcome to join."
a job."
In Deborah's opinion, the club is a valuable
The Neil sisters were convinced by their asset to enhance the University life of the
family that the University of Windsor would Caribbean students here at the University of
be the best place for their education.
Windsor who are far from home.
"Canadian Universities are among the
''CARISA allows many of us Caribbean
most popular to Jamaican students," says
students to feel closer to home, and so it helps
Deborah. "My brothers came here," Dawn

by Mike Temelini

us to adapt more readily to our new environment
When we lived in Jamacia, we weren't really
exposed to the other West Indian islands and
we didn't really feel a closeness towards
them. But now we can see how we all tie in
together. We know more about the other
countries now that we are in Canada, meeting
them through the Caribbean Students Association."
The electicism of the canbbean has enabled
its people to fuse a new unique culture.
"Our national motto is 'out of many, one
people'," says Deborah, "which means you
might find any number of nationalities in
Jamaica-whites,
blacks, Christians, Jews,
Chinese, Syrians."
The most familiar cultural export of
Jamaica is, of course, Reggae music.

acknowledges that it is, "mainly a cult religion.''
In fact. it is a specific form of"Ethiopianism"
-a term orincipallv applied toquasi-nationalist movements among blacks in American
and the West Indies which look to Africa (i.e.
Ethiopia) as a symbol of a social and political
condition to be recaptured through political
action. Rastafarianism represents the former
emperor of Ethiopia, Haile Salassi, as a
semi-divine being, the rightful protector of
African civilization and the symbollic representative of the type of Christianity indigenous
to Africa

"It's indigenous to Jamaica," says Dawn
proudly,"( reggae! is a mixture of the African
drum beat and other local sounds." Indeed,
reggae's large appeal stems mainly from the
lurching off-beats, supplemented with cool
guitar rytluns and easily recognizable lyrics
which usually address' real problems, particularly of third world countries.
Another hallmark of Jamaican culture is
the Rastafarian religion, a blend of political
and religious philosophy sparred by the
Jamaican experience. "Rastafarianism." Dawn

"That's why the colours of the Ethiopian
flag (red/gold/green) are so prevalent in
Canbbean culture," Dawn explains, "because
they are symbollic: red represents the struggle
of war; pd representsthesun; green represents
the land."
Jamaica, of course, is not just reggae and
Rastafarianism and sandy beaches, but these
characteristics are certainly a starting point
for our understanding of the country. One
could always pick up an encyclopedia and
look under "J" for Jamaica- but better still,
talk to Deborah or Dawn Neil. Fortunately
these two visa students are not inhibited a tall
to discuss various aspects of their country,
allowing all ofus to get an insight into another
culture in this global village. D

SobrietyisstalkingthePartyAnimal
by John May

What about poor Shawn Reineke, whose
18-yelll'-old body was found slathered in
mustard at the bottom ofa garbage chute the
morningafter a wacky UniversityofSasatchewan
party last year?
What about the first-year University of
Guelph student who was run down by an
impaired driver in a car chase with the police
last September?
What about the 125 freshmen engineers
from Queen's who were hurt during a drunken
'greased pole climb' last year?
What about the 17-year-oldRyerson student
who fell off a ferry and drowned during an
orientation picnic?
·
What about the Wilfred Launer woman
who was crushed by a bus on a pub crawl, or
the fourth-year economics student who was
found in the Rideau Canal after a night at the

mail
allis fair
Dear Editor,
In response to your article, this issue past,
on Career Fair'85, I am appalled at the Lance's
lack of professionalism and objectivity.
The whole tone of the article was set when
Career Fair was compared to" corporate version
of the toga party··. TIie author's bias is shown
clearly in comments such as representatives
"boasting company histories'', with "general
spiel(:S)"to "disgusted students".
The only people quoted in the article are
theseunsatisfied
studenls.In fact, three~
are devoted to thisgroup.Why weren't company
representatives asked to comment? If they had,
Ms. Gaffan might have heard comments about
the high level of prc{esoonalismandorganiz.ation
associated with Career Fair and how impressed
they were with our University and its students.
Ms. Gaffan also implies that half thestudents
attending Career Fair were of the .. equally
popular opinion" that theevent was" disappoin*"
ing'', "unftair'',and"unrepresentative". What a
bombastic statement to make. Did the author
takea statistical sample?Howmany students 1

how much we can drink. AUbecause Windsor
Carleton pub's World Famous Wednesday
has been lucky enough to have avoided tl1e
last month?
And what about the alcohol related incident type of alarming !'llshap that has befallen
that occurs on average every 17 minutes and other universities-so far.
But look again. The whole point of the
results in 57 deaths each week in Canada?
Boo7.eis dangerousstd Problemis, it's program isn't to tell us to avoid drinking
also a mainstay of student culture. That some altogether, nor is it a self righteous crusade
beery bliss that loosens your mind enough to proclaiming alcohol as evil. For one thing, the
give you the courage to ask that blonde with program focuses on preparation for an evening
the weird hair to dance, or to shout dirty words · of imbibery; if you know you're going out to
at the Mac-Launer sing song. can too easily get hammered, bring along a driver who isn't.
After all. none of us can really say that we
bloot into violence and tragic accident
Still, it's not hard to scoff at such plans like intend to tum our mind to mush then attempt
to operate a 2,000 pound of equipment Bring
the Campus Alcohol Policies and Education
( CAPE) program, soon to be adopted in part along a dry driver, reminds CAPE ( who may
by the University andSAC. The program will also be able to fill you in on the events of the
include a crackdown on lD. checks, and a night before).
The program also tries to present a few
promotion of lower and no~alcoholic drinks,
alternatives
aimed at thinning the alcoholic fog
among other plans intended to reduce the level
of alcoholCQmlllTlpbOO
rampantOD this campus. on this campus. Beer companies will now have
But the 'real' men ( and women) among us will to find some other way to sponsor campus
events without handing out round after free
no doubt react with indignance.After all. this
round of their product The number oflicensed
is the 'Party U', they will mutter don't tell us

rooms at the school will be limited, and food
and a wider assortment of'mocktails' will be
available at the pub. And more dry events will
be promoted,just to remind us that maybe.just
maybe , we can have a good time without
drowning in suds.
What is disturbing about CAPE, though,
has nothing to do with the program itself. The
very fact that thenttd for the program exists at
all is disturbing-that we have become so
dependent on alcohol for fun that drunkeness
has become synonomous with student leisure,
as if we're trying to keep us with the ''Party
Animal" student image. seen in the recent
blitz of college party-time movies.
So, instead of realizing ourselves, it's taken
the level heads at the Addiction Research
Foundation (the group behind CAPE) to tell
us we're overdoing it And they're right
We should just be glad that it didn't take a
death on this campus to make us see that the
student love affair
with alcoholic bliss can be
easily cut short by tragedy.O

were interviewed?Were theprofessors, department heads and deans attending Career Fair of
the same opinion? I highly doubt it

of their respective faculty, without receiving any
input from them
TIie Career Fair as organized was designed
to meet the need ofBusiness studr'lt along with
the needs of other students in other faculties,
where faculty made a contnbution.
This Miss Gaffoo is why some not half of
those people who attended Career Fair, were
not equitably represented. From reading your
article one would draw the conclusion that a
great majority of students interested in Career
Fair were let down because oflack of representation. However the real reason for the let down
was lack of participation and as such should be
reported so.
Finally 00 a note of positive response, I
would like to congradulate Margaret Hoffman
and the Career Fair staff
Michael St. Louis
Praldcat CommerceSociety

One further comment, addressedto student,;:
If you are not satisfied with the number or
selection of organiz.ationsparticipatingin Career
Fair, you should look to your faculty for
answers.
I am very pleased that with the resources
available to us, the Career Fair Office wasable
to come us with such a varied assortment of
organizations.
It often seems fashionable to be cynical and
to critici:ze. It is much more difficult to be
accurate and positive.

Marpm Hoffman.
Director,

CareerFair '85

a top cop
Dear Editor,
I read the news of University Police
Chief Grant Mclver's retirementwith heavy
heart He is a great and towering personality
on our campus. when I dropped into his offJCC

in the basement of Windsor Hall. after being
admitted to this great and wonderful university
in 1981, he impressed me with his gracious
talk. Since that brief acquaintance, he would
catch my eye. even from far off. and wave his
hands smiling.
I wish he and his wife Doreen all the best
and hope that they enjoy comfortable morning
sleep and take it easy. I will. of course, miss
him.
G.S. Khan

amateurs
Dear Editor,
.
It amazes me to this day how the Lancecan
continue to persist in printing articles on issues
without presenting all of the facts. With regards
to the ~cle ~ the Oct 3 issue of the~,
not
once 1s mentioned that the Career Fair IS an
event sponsored by the Commerce Society.
Iocredible is it not that the entire university
bas to rely on the efforts of one faction
to provjde the only Career Fair on campus.
Evencrazieristhebeliefheldbysomestudents,
that it is our responsibility to provide sufficient
recruting representation to sufficethe interests

Letters may be sent to the LANCE
directly, or dropped off at the LANCE
mailbox in the SAC office during normal
~ffice hou~ The LANCE reserves the
right to edit all letters for llbftl and
space. All letters must be signed.
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.Politicldng
at itsworst
by Chris McIntyre
"We are being overlooked."
- a University of Windsor Student.
Of the three levels of government
in Canada, municipal governments
have earned the unenviable image
of being incompetent and unresponsive to the needs of taxpayers.
To further add insult to injury,
city administrations are hopelessly
bogged down in an uinexplainable
myriad of bureaucratic red tape.
The normal public response to city
government has been resigned apathy,
occasionally replaced by spurts of
outrage over wasted money.
It has seemed strangely coinci dental that most civic blunders have
• occurred during the middle of politician's terms. the mere mention of
an election causes urban politicians
to transform their bumbling ways
into polished rhetoric producing
vote getting machines.
On No..,ember 12, the voters of
Ontario will be streaming to the
polls to elect aldermen and mayors
for three year terms.
Although cities are very restricted
in their activities, their importance
seems to be growing year by year.
Unfortunately.one of the disheartening
trends in municipal elections is the
tendency of candidates to define
the issues in a way which minimizes
public interest and they run their
campaigns according to these nonissues.

- Your Unofficial -

''OFF CAMPUS
HEADQUARTERS''
MONDAYS - Live Motown Music with
The Komedy Komer

To gain an oversight of students
perception of the November election.
The Lance spoke to a number of
of University of Windsor students.
Although these students differed in
their analysis of issues which affect
students, all of them agreed that
politicians in Windsor are equally
guilty of ignoring the University.
"Candidates don't look to students for
support; however, since students
constitute a large number of voters
it is the responsibility of people
running for office to seek out the
issues," said Ed Ozimek, president
of the Marketing Association.
Bob Baker, Vice President of the
Students AdministrativeCowicil agreed with Ozimek's assessment "The
university is very important to the
city; we should be given more attention." he said.
One issue, which has grown
from a proposition of one candidate
in last years SAC election, has
become one of the most important
goals of students this year. Baker
feels students should receive discounts from Transit Windsor similar
to those enjoyed by high school
students.
"A discount bus pass is a good
idea, particularity for off campus
students," added Ozimek.
Paola Grosso, a second year
political science student summed
up the frustrations of students on
this issue .
.. A d°iscount on bus passes is
really needed by students, but cand-

idates don't consider these things.
although they should," said Grosso.
Parking, the issue that never
goes away. has reared it's ug:y h.!,::d
once again. Both Baker and Grosso
w~mld like to see a parking garage
cdnstructed near the University,
but as a short term measure they
think it should be legal to park on all
nearby streets.
The shortage of affordable housing has grown into a crisis in the
past year, Ozimek describes the
situation being "atrocious" and recommends that the city ''encourage
people to rent out vacancies and
adopt an aggressive policy in assisting
students."
Baker criticizedthe lack ofhousing
and feels strongly that "costs are
far too high".
Still, the housing crisis exists in
nearly all major Ontario cities and
cities lack the finances to solve the
problem on their own.
It seems then, the greatest issue
in the upcoming election for students,
is one of being treated as important
partners in the administration of
the city. After all, in just a few years
we will own homes, raise families
an~ work in this city; our interest in
the future of Windsor is more than
just a passing fad, it is our life.
"The university is good for Windsor, ecomomically andlly. It brings
sor, economically and intellectually.
It orings credit to the people of this
city.but we can not be ignored by
politicians any longer," said Ozimek.

FREE

Transportation to
Call Brandi's Taxi 973-1180

TUESDAYS .- Live Top 40 Music with Comedy
& Variety Acts
WED. thru SAT. - Live Top 40
Featuring: "The Players Band"
& 1O' Screen Rock Videos.

Minimum 5/Cab - 7 pm-I am M on-Sat
Leaves Lot M , University Centre

DON'T MISS THE FUN AT
THE ENTERTAINMENT SPOT!!

• Blue Jay Playoffs •
• NHL - NFL - NBA on Big Screen T.V. •
Luncheon

254-5662
800 Wellington

Specials-Private
Parties-Dancing
Sports-Darts-Satellite
T.V.
655 University,

Nightly

254-1234

ALL DAY EVERY DAY!!!

Uhiversity of Windsor

PUT1HE PIECES
TOGETHER!

15% Student Discount
For Months of Oct
Dine In Only

"DOES ALCOHOL

RUN YOUR FAMILY?"

Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY
Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99
Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone : 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St
(comer of Sandwich & Mill)
Hours:
MON-WED 11 AM-1 AM
THURS-SAT 11 AM-1 :30 AM
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad Bar $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Rsh & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55

• the experience of the
adult child
Lynne Kingsbury MSW

"ALCOHOLISM
TODAY, WHERE
ARE WE?"
- exploring body chemistJy
· immune system
Russell F. Smith, MD .

OCT. 23&24

9:00- 4:00
Phone 973-7039
Registration limited.
Alcohol Awareness Worship.
Iona College.
•
University of Windsor.

208 Sunset Ave .. N9B 3A7

-
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Savingthe CFSway
by D. W. DorkenRob Harrison believes you can
get something for nothing.
It's this economic philosophy
the
the Student Administrative Council
( SAC) Commissioner for External
Affairs hopes will convince Council
to become a prospective member of
, the Canadian Federation of Students
(CFS).
~
"CFS has made some incredible
change~ they've finally got their
finances in order, they're starting to
organize, and the ( CFS) e~ecutive
are, strong ~le,"
said Harrison.
BacRin Fe6ruary 1983, Wldergrad
Windsor students voted against the
increasein CFS fees.Jbe neitmontl) to be heard on a national leve~" said
students votea themselves out of C-Harrison.
the student lobby group.
~
Being able to obby both the
Back then. the studer?t lobby~ federalandthe provincialgovernment
group was cal1ed"steril~ andwas (through the CFS and OFS respectconsidered little more than ~ un-:~ vel~), ~II giv~ the University ~ore
needed charity by most students.
say m how much money the UmverS~ Harrisonseesmanybenefi~
sity;gets,.and how it is delegated to
other then the basic financialones- /i}i~ provinces.
of joining the CFS.
Accord,ing_toHarrison, tnmsfers
"The CFS services, like Travel of funds-form the federal to the
Cuts (a student travel agency) is provincial ~vemment "can ~5' ~
becoming a lot stronger. For the be affectedortthebi-level9fprovincial
price we pay, and the print we get, and federal levels."
it's worth it There is also the ability
The 1985 version 9f the ~FS,

A

O

says Harrison, is also financially
beneficial to Windsor students. The
Travel Cuts program will be able to
give students a cheap alternative to
commercialservices.Mort' importanlly, joining the group as a prospective
member also lowers the fees SAC
will have to pay for CFS conferences.
"I figurethe savingsin conferences
alone, which we're going to go to
anyways, we'll be saving about
$100 per person each time," he
said.
The savings will amount to about
$800 for the two year period of
prospective membership. Once that
is over, the students will again go to
the polls. to determine whether the
benefits are worth the $4 per year
for each student
The CFS represents 68 postsecondary schools across the country
Harrison feels Windsor too, should
look into joining.
''There are a number of people
who are very dollar and centspractical
people. It's almost a complete tumaround," said Harrison.
6 Next week Harrison has to
convince SAC council of the same
thing. The only cost will be a few
)twldred dollars for a referendum
onjt,iniog CFS, two years down the
road tJ

Come See
The Gyros .
King!!
Try our
Shish-ka-bob with
Greek Salad

ONLY S5.00

OLYMPIC
RESTAURANT

Fine Greek and
Canadian Cuisme
Dine In or
Take Out

2190 Wyandotte W.

256-0444

After you're
through with
this

Come and join
us at Cheers
where the FUN
is.

Dancing nitely to the
Greatest in TOP 401

CYNTHJA WAS BEGJNNJNG TO SUSPECT
THAT ROBERT HAD NO lNTENTION OF
SHARING HIS DIET PEPSI WITH HER
ADVENTURES

JN N£W DIET PEPSI

NO. S6

© Gt.CN eAXTt:R

198S

Free Admission
Mon - Thurs

Sat with Student I.D.
Proper Attire ReQuired

Johnnnny
can ,t spel
ANdneether
GU1

tHELlncse.

Wee neede
Pruf
reeaders
reeal Bcld ly.
I
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7

2477 Dougall Ave.
(Darwin Plaza)

966-2624

Attention Clubs, Societies,
Residences, Anyone Interested in forming a team to participate in
a MINI-OLYMPICS on Nov. 1 at
St. Denis Centre

~~

Information Meeting
Friday, Oct. 11, 1985 3:00 p. m.,
~~ Conference Rooms 1, 2, 3 (University
Centre)
A "United Way'' Week Event
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by Alka Chandna
"The black-and-white steer waiting outside the slaughterhouse is
called an Angus, which is the name of the Celtic god of love. It
weighs about 1,100 pounds and has lived its entire life of 19 months
on a Canadian farm. As the slaughterhouse approaches, it is moving
left and right on its front legs, and if its facial expression were
translated into human terms, it woutd be uneasy. The slaughterer
places a round stun gun ata point between and three inches above
the steer's blinking eyes and fires a blank cartridge. The steer drops
immediately and soundlessly to the floor. Its two rear legs are
brought together and fastened to a chain hoiS.t.This is done with
considerable difficulty, for the steer. though silent and glassy-eyed,
is kicking and thrashing. Once the chain is attached the animal is
hauled into the slaughterhouse and upward so that it is hanging
head first over a six-foot-square concrete pit. The steer vomits into
the pit The slaughterer sharpens a long knife and then in one quick
pull. slits the animals throat...at some point the steer bleeds to death
There is no sound except for a radio. which is playing gospel music,
and the air is varnished with the sweet smell of blood"
With these opening passages. the pamphlet begins to describe
the horrific. factory-like process by which a cow is slaughtered
for human consumption. The account is painfully vivid in its description
and merciless in its summary- 'Then people buy 11.cook it. garnish it
and eat it!
The pamphlet is the work of a Toronto based Jroup which calls
itself ARK-II (Canadian Animal Rights Network). It is a group which 1s
devoted to the cause of animal liberation. Furthermore. the group's
means of achieving their goal are through increasing public awareness. through political lobbying for changes in animal protection
1aws.and through direct action. The Qroup is vehement 1nits cause.
and will accept nothing short of complete animal libera11on as being
a satisfactory outcome of their work.

are newspaper clippings of highlighted accomplishments. Letters
from ALF readers establish an informal forum where various views
such as assessment of public opinion on the ALF and comparisons
of the effectiveness of different direct-action methods are expressed.
Articles address the issue of direct action versus other forms of
reform such as political campaigning and increasing public awareness, while still other articles inform the readers of what sort of
precautions they should take, should they decide to set fire to a fur
store or break the windows of a McDonald's outlet.

Certainly, the ALF and groups like it are the obJect of a fair amount
of curiousity and debate. What is ii, one wonders, that these people
"A liberation movement demands an ex·
want? Their demand for an end to the exploitation of animal :lesh,
pan55ion of our moral horizons and an extension
one could argue, isa very natural extension of the food cycle, and the
of reinterpretation of the basic moral principle
question of immorality does not even arise. Ana then there is the
of equality. Practices that were previously
argument that because human life is more valuable than animal life,
regarded natural and inevitable come to be
the removal ol animals from their natural habitats, their confinement
seen as the result of an unjustifiable prejudice" .
in cramped labratorycages and their use 1nscientific experiments is
all justified as being for the human good.
-Peter Singer
A leaflet distributed by ARK-II attempts to bridge the gap of underprofessor of philosophy
standin9 as it summarizes its philosophy in lhe following paragraph:
in Australia
"Humankind cannot and does not exist 1nisolation. We are but a
single strand in the web of life; one species among many on a planet
In the spectrum of animal l1berat1ongroups. animal rights gro4ps
and anti-vivisection groups. the seemingly rigid and ardenl attitude we all share. All lifeforms are due the same respect which we
taken on by ARK~II is not unique, and probably would not even be demand for ourselves and each sentient being deserves the right to
considered "extreme" This stance has resulted 1nthe actions of the live an unharassed existence in harmony with nature. Each sentient
animal liberators corning under the constant scrutiny of the media creature is in itself of inherent vatue and none among us are of
as well as the public. lt has also resulted 1nthe spewing forth of much greater or lesser value."
criticism towards the liberators from various factions of the population,
"The question Is not, can they reason? Nor
with labels such as "terrorists". "extremists" and "lunatic fringe" not
can they talk? But, can they suffer? "
being spared.
-jeremy
Bentham
Viewed fror., a certain perspective. these cnt1c1smsdo hold some
weight A newsletter from the ALF (Animal Liberation Front-certainly
The ALF is more forthright in its platform. Two slogans which have
the most notorious of the animal lib groups) in Britain has as its now become synonornous with the ALF are 'Vivisectors are Scum'
headline: ·Factories don't burn down by themselves-they
need and· Meat is Murder.' These slogans, besides reflecting the aggressive,
relentless nature of the ALF, also underscore two central issues in
help from youl.' Inside. the group boasts its achievements-butcher
shops and empty broiler sheds burned. slogans daubed on the the battle of animal liberation: the slaughter of animals for human
walls of vivisection labs and slaughterhouses. windows of fur stores consumption and the torture of animals in laboratories {this is not to
smashed. animals rescued from vivisection and dissection labs. say that the fur induslry and dissection practices are not targets of
and general damage caused to the property of any sort or animal the ALPs fury, but since factory-farms and vivisection labs are
exploiters. Interspersed in the chronological listing ol the actions responsible lor the largest number of abuses and killings, it is

justifiable to concentrate on these alone).
Historically, the Idea of vegetarianism is not new at all, either as a
precept or as a practice. A great portion of the world's inhabitants
have always practised vegetarianism. Furtrermore, sects of people
and sometimes eritire races have adopted vegetarianism upon
principle. Most notable are the canons of Hinduism and Buddhism
in the east and the Pythagorean canon in the west, which prohibit the
consumption of "flesh-food" on humane grounds.
Some famous vegetarians throughout history include Pythagoreas,
Leonardo da Vinci, Jean Jacques Rousseau. Ben1am1n t-ranklm,
Leo Tolstoy, Henry David Thoreau, Mohandas Gandhi and George
Bernard Shaw. All of these people chose to practise vegetarianism,
not for reasons of heatth or economics. but rather for the humanity of
it. And while it is true that most of these vegetarians were outspoken
in their aversion to meat-eating, it is also true that none were so
hostile and militant in their aversion as are their counterparts in
modern times.
The following statistics serve as a backdrop in understanding the
current-day situation of animal slaughter for toad. Every year. in the
U.S. alone, 134 million mammals and 3 billion birds are slaughtered
for food. In the U. K.,3000 animals are kit led every working minute so
that they can be eaten. Just as these statistics reflect the extensiveness
of the exploitation which occurs, a review of present-day farming
procedures certainly underscores the repugnance of it all.
Modern farming is a far cry from the traditional image of a simple,
slow-paced lifestyle. For a start, farming is no longer controlled by
'simple country folk'. tt has become a big business, associating itself
with large corporations and adophng assembly-line methods. These
'factory-farms', as they are called, have profit as their bottom line, and
the animals which are raised to be killed are treated as items in a
manufacturing process.
The majority of farm animals are raised in crowded. unventilated
dark cages and sheds. Their bodies are routinely mutilated {chickens
are debeaked, while cows and pigs are castrated, all without the
admission of anesthsia) to accomodate the factory fa,m system.
Even the final slaughter of the animal is a drawn-out process during
which any regard for the suffering of the animal is entirely nonexistant.
On what premise is it, one wonders. that such atroc1tites should
constitute "a natural extension of the food chain?" And which set of
moral philosophies is it that condones such cruelty? Certainly, it
seems more than a bit ludicrous to assert that we huma,n beings,

The debate surrounding the practice of vivisection 1sone which 1s
immersed in all sorts of comp!exities and questions ol priorities.
Basically, the argument 1sthat humans and the Quest for Knowledge
are far more important than inferior animals, whose lives are mearnng-less. This argument is true. but only vacuously so, since the very
premise upon which 111sbased 1serroneous (not to mention the lacl
that 11is rooted in a conceit reminiscent of pre-Copernican days
when human beings believed they resided at the centre of the
Universe).

" ALF policy Is to rescue an imals from sufferIng and to economically sabotage the industries
and indiv iduals involved In animal exploitation .
There is little doubt that if these actions were
vastly Increased , animal abuse would end at
the time it became financially unviable ."
- " Walker " , ALF newsletter

who steal baby calves from their mothers only days after their birth,
who confine and chain these infants to tiny stalls. who torment the
calf in such unnatural conditions that it should suffer digestive
disorders, stomach ulcers and anemia, and who finally kill this calf in
the most brutal fashion. are superior to any living creature 1Even the
argument that the killing of animals for food is necessary to prevent
the starvation of humans is absurd. since it is a well documented fact
that at least ten times more people can be sustained on a vegetarian
diet than on a meat-based diet
One aspect of this ritual whereby non-human animals are reared
slaughtered and eaten, which could very easily be of greater
consequence than the rearing-slaughtenng·eating
itself, is the
effect Iha! such a thing has on our attitude 1owards other animals.
"For most humans", writes Peter Singer in an essay on animal
liberation, "the most direct form of contact with non-human animals
is at meal time: we eat them" Singer maintains that this simple fact is
the key to our attitudes to other animals We have accepted.
unquestioningly, the exploitation of non-human animals for food to
the degree that this is exactly how we view these animals: as objects
of exploitation. Nowhere 1s this desensitizalion better illustrated
than in the use of living animals in vivisection procedures.

Consider the following: In Canada alone, over 2 million animals
suffer and die in laboratories every year (in the U.SA and the U K.
the numbers are much. much higher). Furthermore. these animals
are removed from the protection of the Ontario Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals Act. and the fact, there 1sno legal
protection for the a_n1malsal all. The torturous procedures that the
animals undergo inctude burning, lreezing. crushing. starving,
blinding. beating and electro-shocking
Two points are to be made. Firstly, much ol the research and
testing which is done on animals either begins with a fr1vo!0us
purpose (such as the testing of cosmetics for toxicity: one common
procedure is to inject the eyes of rabbits with the cosmetic and check
blind) or end with obvious results (after subJecting 13 monkeys to
multiple blows on the head, causing cardiac damages. haemorrhages
and brain damage, 11was concluded that the behav1or of the
monkeys following the experiments was 'distinctly abnormal') or
ends with results inapp!icable to human beings (one well cited case
is that of the drug thalidomide. which when tested on cell cultures
was shown to be extremely dangerous. but when tested on three
thousand animals was shown to be quite safe-when the drug was
admir.istered to pregnant women. children were being born deformed.
frequently limbless). Secondly. the suffering which 1s inflicted on
animals through vivisections 1s unnecessary since there do exist
many alternate, adoptable means of rA~earch and testing. such as.
"mathematical. mechanical and computer models. tissue and cell
cultures, chemical assays, and the use of simulated tissues and
body fluids isolated organs and anthopomorphtc dummies"' In the
words of Charles R.W Slatt8r "There is always a right way and a
wrong way of conducting the search lor knowledge. it would be
contrary to any logical belief in an ordered universe to maintain that
the adoption of ethically obJectional;)te methods can be the sole
means ot attaining knowledge"
Certainly. there can be no debate over the asserlion that the
suffering inflicted on non-human animals in factory farms and
vivisection laboratories is nothing short of being cruel. barbaric and
absolutrely repugnant Furthermore, the comfortable ignorance with
which most humans would choose to shroud their respons1bilit1es to
these atrocities bears tittle relation to the realities involved. What 1s
required if a reassessment of our values systems. so that we may
realize that animals are not machines that convert gram into
consumable flesh. nor are they scientific toolss to be used in the
sadistic fantasies or callous researchers. We must open our eyes
and put an end to the extremism. the terrorism and the tunacywhich
characterizes this speciesism. we wdl continue 10 support the
tyranny of human over non-human animals.

and, what i want to know is

how do you like _vourblueeyed bo)'
!tfister Death

e. e. cumm ings

Ifs that myth first, and then. of course, it's that title Come back to the Sand Dime. Jimm y Dean. Jimmy Deanlong. smg-songy. nsing in brief tiers of nostalgic rhythm, that
makes Ed Graczyk's play attractive to companies like our
Uni\ ersity Players ns they begin their 1985-86 seaso n.
But there's more to it than that . The play , shifting between
the 1955 and '75 annhersary gatherings of the disciples of
James Denn. offers eight female roles which the school of
drama has , with little exception. had no trouble filling.
There's Monica DeSantis as Stella May. for example.
parading in and about with a sweep as broad and substantial
as her ten-gallon hat and there's Christine Reeves' strong
Sissy, speaking in a language that's as casually and naturally
dis-curse-ive as her breasts are ( unapologetically) abundanL
But all these tum out to be covers. or at least blinders of
sorts, for behind every speech. Graczyk wants us to infer
twisting histories of myth. dream, and injury, all somehow
unraveling under the shadow of the strange immutable archmyth of James Dean himself.
The myth is supposed to be seen as something of an unreal
institution exerting power over the collective psyche of those
faithfully succumbing to an enigmatic image. At least that's
the metaphysics of the matter, though the play is far less
about adulation than it is about the long·term fall out of a
long-past euphoria: women stranded in the dead heat of time,
replaying lives against an old summer feeling and the
impossibledreamof an ultra-male long since having undergone
che transformation from living person to highway corpse to
divine image:
This much is true, though this much matters only to
Mona. While the rest live on with Sissy's 'new' breasts,
Joanne's 'new' genital equipment, Mona, rushing off in
disgust when Stella pases around a dubious $50 pie of SD's
phallic "monument," continues to obsessively maintain the
hard-bought lie: she slept with Dean on the set of Giant; she
gave birth to his son.
Martyrdom of this sort can be hard to play, especially
when you consider that it mustn't be overdone or underdone.
Heather Lee Mills as the present Mona is a devoted warrior

in the theatre of private paranoia; she's pitiable, thoU!;,':
triumphant blond.
certainly not weak, and that maintains her performance.
Aside from the awkward all-on scenes, aside from Laurie
Meanwhile. Kate Giffin, as young Mona, inherits a role
whose emotional rigours aren't quite so tormenting. She Bowker' s problems with Texas dialect in an otherwise steady
portrayal of old-fashioned Juanita, it all adds up-at least I
plays her myth experience with a sort of far-away resilience
and she doesn't really take any chances doing it, but it's feel it adds up, even if it doesn't completely satisfy.
ru say that much for director Vance Paul's effort, and yet
enough to divert interest from Greg Armstrong-Morris' Joe
whose frustration and consequent rejection doesn't quite the effort can't really overcome the vagaries of a play
that demands an alert, attentive viewer who can keep up with
attain the visceral dimension to true crisis.
its staggering shifts and revelations.
When Joe returns as Joanna we're faced with another
The production finishes its run this Thursday through
maxi-intrigue which gains some semblance of meaning in
Jennifer Griffin's subdued and collected portrayal of the Sunday.0

Artcitesitefor WindsorMonuments
by Steve Romano
The first show in their new location is a
- Anyone who attended last Friday night's ju~cd competition based on the theme of
gala opening knows. Artcite, Windsor's Wmd _sor Monuments. Out ofovcr 25 entries
only parallel Art Gallery has relocated itself submitted, some ten were chosen by jurors
to MackenzieHaDbJpingfor .. highervisibility" Bob Monks and Joan Krawczyk. The artists
as one member put it
represented are Gari Bernardi. Evelyn Broy,

Christine Burchna.11,
Joseph DeAngelis,Clarlcc
Ellis, Suzanne Konyha, Susan O'Neil, Chris
McNamara, Mark Sikicb andWayne Tousignant
Gari Bemardi's piece Arc de Windsor is
probably one of the show's savinggraces. It
is a massive steel and glass Triumphal Arch
with ·'friezes of fragmented photographic
reproductions of Windsor's past and present"
as the artist calls them in a written explanation
accompanying the sculpture. He goes on to
explain: ''the mirrored interior creates an
illusionor impression of infinity, this combined
with a physical step, reinforces a concept of
passing over and through history and time" .
This sensation is quite immediate to the
viewer. Gari presents us with a very positive
vision of Windsor.
Joseph DeAngelis, a painting instructor
at Lebel, charms us with a playful piece
based on Windsor's train industry . The Vise/Ii
Brothers Wait Again is a rectangularscaffolding containing twisting and bent miniature
tracks and small hobby trains glued and tied
into the composition. Flashing red lights add
to the drama, as well as a production or a
taped conversation with the Viselli brothers
as a part of the sculpture. Although according
to Mr. DeAngelis the whole thing wasscripted
and produced by himself, it docs have the
spontaneous quality necessary to maintain
the viewer/listener's interest to the point of
appreciation. One can, however, only listen
to the same conversation so many times. Mr.
DeAntelis would like to sec his piece realized
"to. the scale of a small building. with real
tracks and trams.·, What a sight that would be.
Clarice Ellis. a Master's student in sctilpture
at Cranbrook Academy in Michigan has a
piece called Monument to a Uniaxial Town.
The piece is a sort of game where the viewer's
physical participation and a good eye for
subtleties arc necessary to complete the
piece. A large woodenopen door. spraypainted

"The Viselli Brothers Wait
Again"
Joseph DeAngelis

with "Past" on the front and " Pre sent" on
rhe thin side entices the viewer through a
maze of over 40 tires, old and used. to a
goldenwishing
in which the word..future'' is
scrambled in gold letters. Clarke seems to be
saying something about Wind~r/Detroit being
''One horse towns" living in the dreams qf
the future.
Both Suzana Konyha and Christine Burchna II deal with landscape images. but in very
different terms. Suzanne has a large size
painting divided into several panels. Her
su~t is apparently influencedby the industrial
landscape of west Windsor, yet comes off as
somewhat postnuclear wreakage. It occurcd
to me viewing the painting that we do live iru
what is supposedly a first strike zone in the
e\'ent of a nuclear attack. and perhaps she is
trying to convey this sense of angst to the
viewer with her cut and painted wood.cardboaro.
thick pallctted paint, ominous figure and
colour sense.
Christine Burchnall actual!
went out
and brought pieces of Windsor into the
gallery. Her piece deals with monuments in
themselves as they deteriorate and become
"eyesores", ultimately destroyed for the value
of the property they sit on. The rubble on the
floor is accompanied by photographs on the
adjacent wall, depicting an aerial view of
Windsor, and apparently past and present
monuments, either late or soon to be doomed.
The wreckage sits on the floor. "There's your
monuments'' says Christine "There's your
culture".
Other artists in the show include Mark
S1kich, who has a piece in progress for the
duration of the show, Wayne Tousignant,
who has a small auto scrap yard in an
aquarium. Evelyn Broy, whose painting hangs
from the ceiling. Susan O'Neil, who has a
small illustration. and Christopher McNamara
with two photographs.
Also on display at Mackenzie Hall for the
duration of the month are paintings and
drawings by five University of Windsor
students, Michael Boss. Giselle Beaupre,
Greg Murphy, Titania and myself. O

~u.
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Quiltsasart atLeBel

Mrs. Household
Quality Home Furnishings

1 QO/odiscount

by Sarah Atkinson
1be nondoctrinal nature of North
American folk art leaves its content
and methods of expression willingly
prone to contempori~tion. In his
musical comostions, AaronCopland
quotes early Shaker hymns and
doew harmonic gymnastics with
their melodies in his pain~
Grant
Woodadopts for his own the simplicity and directness of his unschooled
predicessors. No sacred dogma surrounds or protects the folk art tradition, whose homey primitivism pre, eludes supplicatio n to the sophisticated pyrorechnicsof the East Village
scene. A rug woven by Seminole
Indians, inspires intrigue in its viewer
with its visual impact alone.
One of the less shaky tenets of
primiturism is that the impetus of
the primitive art creation is primarily
and fundamentally unschooled and
intuitive. the same truth trickles
down to one of North America's
humbler art forms: the quilt Traditionally conceived and executed
exclusively by women in domestic
environments quilting bears a sense
of both arcane warmth and accessibility.
Detroit born artist Robin Morey
is accessory to a revival of an art
that lay breathing shallowly on the
quilting frames of geriatric refugees
of the social tea set Throughout the
month of October a one-woman
show of Morey' s more recent works
can be seen down at the LaBel
Gallery. Morey, who has studied in
Switzerlands and the U.S., and has
shown also in the United States and
the British Isles doubtless owes the
freshners and unconventionality of
her worlcto a cosmopolitaneducational history. Devoid of the drab quaintnessof moreartlesscousins,Morey's
quilts partake rather of a dynamic
strength of colour and composition.
The ancient gods of the elemental,
the primeral, and the archetypal
fuse their qualitative presence with
Morey's careful and intelligentformal
execution.
In several works Morey foregoes
every possible convention of the
(gr anted limitations to the craft
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w ith this ad
We buy & sell

980 Wya ndotte E.
(between

Parent & Langlois)

252-0404

Presents ...
University of Windsor

The Honourable
Thomas R Berger
"The Constitution, The Charter
and Minority Rights in Canada"
October 17, 8:30 p.m.
Moot Court, Faculty of Law Building
University of Windsor
sponsored by: Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave.
Phone 973-7039.
Free Admittance
persist.-ie. flatners,coiled-l»clumsyto-deal-with definition between colours of pieced fabric) but sticks to
primal shapes-spirals, circles.albeit in compromising positions.
Third i storm centre, is appropriately
enough, a stylized but somewhat
offset tornado, in The Yellnw Line,
thick-lined circles are imposed over
a wouJd-be traditional geometric
pattern, cleverly distorted in the
circles' centres as if seen through a
convex glass. (Two small yellow
lines generate a subtle compositional
titter.) Circum nambulation atfirst
glance is busy, involved, at closeer
investigation yields and intricacy of
stitched line on the sea green background not unlike an old charted
map. Herein rise conjuries of preSocratic world views and the heroic
endeavours of ear ly explorers. In
Dawning, Morey frames the su~
tleties of ether with a gradually
dissolving border of earthy coloured

The impact upon entering the
gallery offresh explosions of colour
and shape are adequate introduction
and invitation for closer scrutiny
and more intimate study of these
sensory celebrations.
Morey's participation in a 1983
exhibit called" Breaking with tradition: the Quilt as Art" (put together
by Oakville Galleries, Oakville,
Ontario) accredited her as an artist
interested in the promotion of the
quiet as a mode of contemporary
art expression.
In an artistic climate where
many are still toying with the carcass
of dada or under del usions about
the vogueness of minimalistic existentialism. quiltmaking as an art
form shines most innocently forth
as a growing force, a bright patch
on a question-made-pocked plane
of creative desolation ( this doesn't
mean you, Stella or Longo). Robin
Morey' s efforts are testament to

STUDENT

50 °/omflli
i...
THE DETROIT SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
STUDENT SUBSCRIPTION
SPECIAL

OFFER

ON LY
• $25 for 6 Concerts
• $8 tor 3 Concerts

zft
••
...

TICKETS WILL BE SOLD ON A FI RS T COME , FI RS T SERV E
BASIS.
For further information
or call 567-1400.

pick up a broc hu re in the music bldg.,
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this.0

If you believe that home s with a
lower market value should pay lower
prop e rty ta xes ... then vote for

Peter Carlesimo
... Alderman
Ward ,11.
" LET A WORKER WORK
YOU AT CITY HALL"

FOR

presents

'\~~FASHION
* ARRIVE IN STYLE IN THE MOST OUTRAGEOUS *
* FASHION AND WIN PRIZES. PRIZES. PRIZES. *
Members One ; Others Two/Ambassador Auditorium - 8 pm
October 18th, 1985
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Anew
"This is where we've come-full
circle. from the courthouse to the
theatre. A change, or no change at
all." (Excerpt from narration to
scenes from Inherit the Wind, pre-

ribbon to officially open the centre.
Windsor's artistic and university
communities were well represented.

sented by the School of Dramatic
Art at MacKenzie Hall's opening.

Two of the Gina Lori Riley dancers,
Cheryl Bouzide and Cathy Legrand.
performed excerpts from "Mabel,

by Ke rri L MacDo nald

Two Nights at the Bowling Alley
and We Can Do That", which

On Friday, October4th, 1985,
MacKenzie Hall, once Windsor's
county courthouse, made its debut
as Wioosor's fust commwrity cultural
centre.
"We lived across the street last
year'' said Eileen LaMourie, a third
year acting student at University of
Windsor, "and we would peek in
occasionally and all we could see
was the garbage, the debris and the
rats. Now the building looks absolutely amazing,"
Joe DeAngelis, a working artist
and President of the Board of Directors of Artcite seemed to agree,
"We were here a few months ago
and saw it in an unfinished state.
We had some reservations about
moving in at that time. Some people
accused us ofjoining theestablishment
since we are an alternative gallery
space. Now that it's finished,however,
ifs a great gallery space. The lighting
is wonderful and the wooden floors
and the white walls are perfect I'm
really impressed."
What started as a mere germ of
an idea became reality on Friday
night when Mayor Kishkon, Herb
Gray M.P., and other dignitaries
did the honours and cut the red

debuted in the spring of 1984 at
Essex Hall Theatre. John Watson
and the Windsor Light Opera presented excerpts from the upcoming
musical Annie. Danielle Marentette,
a first year music student performed
the national anthem as well as three
of Puccini's arias. Scenes from
Inherit the Wind were presented
by the School of Dramatic Arts
under the directionof Prof.Bathsheba
Garnett
"The accoustics were great."
said Adam Furfaro, a fourth year
acting student. "we didn't have to
push vocally at all." Furfaro also
felt that MacKenzie Hall is an asset
to the University commwrity because
it can serve as a link between
workingartists and srudents.Stephanie
Debona. a second year actingstudent.
who appeared with Furfaro, is more
than pleased with the facility, " Not
only will the centre open a lot of
doors for students. career-wise, it
will serve as a public venue for
West Windsor which sadly lacks
places like this."
Grad students from the School
of Visual Arts whipped together a
showing for the opening and I asked
Greg Murphy, a grad student and a
member of the Board of Directors

of Artcite, what the centre will
mean for young artists. "Since the
purpose of creating and showing art
is for people," he said, "the centre
offers not only more opportunity
for visibility, but credibility as well.
Artcite is often the first step for
young graduates, and the centre
will attract people who are interested
in viewing as well as buying and
selling. I think the centre has jumped
from being a local centre, to a
regional, to a national, to a possibly
international centre all in one step."
What happens in the future for
MacKenzie Hall? According to Evelyn McLean, President of Friends
of the Court, the hall. will host
d:-arnaticreadings, bookfairs, fashion
shows, musical presentations, and
childrens theatre in the near future.
Two roomsare available for bookings
-the court auditorium which seats
740. and the mock courtroom which
will be used for public meetings.
dramatic readings, and more intimate
presentations. Some in attendance
expressed dismay about the lack of
suitable lighting and stage areas in
the court auditoriwn. Brian Malcolm.
Mana ger of the Centre, assured me
that Friends of the Court are now
fundraising to equip a viable theatrical space. Malcolm urges students
to volunteer in supporting the centre,
because. ·'whatever happens, won'~
happen overnight What's important
to remember is that this is a cornmunity cultural centre-the more
the community puts into it. the
more potential it has." D
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University of Windsor

October 1 7, 1985
The Honourab le
Thomas R. Berger
• Honourary Member of the Engineering
Institute of Canada.
• Commissioner: MacKenzie Valley Pipeline
Inquiry 1974-77
• Author. NORTHERN FRONTIER, ·
NORTHERN HOMELAND, 1977.
• Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act
Report of 1971 to be made public in
1985.

"The Constitution, The
Charter and Minority
Rights in Canada"
8:30 p.m. in Moo t Court, Fac ulty of Law
Building, University of Windsor
Iona College, 208 Sun set Ave., Windsor.
253-7257

approprlactivity

inapproprlactlvlty
Some People Think the Best Parties
Are the Ones They Can't Remember
Having a drink or two with friends can be a.~reat way to rela~ a~ have a good
time. But take a good thing too far and soon 1t s the booze talking m~tead of you.
Too many drinks, and your risk of accident and emba rrassment increases.

NO MORE THAN ONE DRINKPERHOURAND
NO MORE THAN FOURPEROCCASION

Free Admittance
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Mustangssavedtheirbestfor last
by Janisse Browning-Leveque
The author of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
might have writtenthe script for last Saturday's
match-upbetween theWindsorLancer football
squadandtheleague-leadingWestern M~
A one point half-time deficit changed the
men in purple into a team with a purpose.
Westem's object was to get points, and this
facsimile of "Mr. Hyde" wasted no time in
diminishing all hopes of a major upset
A Lanctr 9-8 mid-way lead was blown
away with the gusty winds of the third
quarter, and transformed into a 46-10 disappointment
"Windsor could have beaten us with a
bre'lk here and there, but they chose to give
us the game in the third. Both teams are
young and you can't afford not to keep the
momentum," said Larry Haylor , Mustang's
head coach.
The Lancers were first to jump onto the
scoreboard with Graeme Flett's 52- yard
punt into the endzone , resulting in a single
point saf~ty.
Western 's Blake Marshall who accounted
for 148 yards rushing this game , responded
with a 27- yard touchdown carry, capped off
with Jeff Crews' first of six converts.
Big defensive plays highlighted the first
half,whenLancer wide-receiverRitchie Coughlin
paved the way for ball-carrier Paul Fracas
with a hard-hitting side-line block for pursuing
Mustang John McVeigh. The Mustangs, on
the flip side, spoiled Flett's chances for a 38yard field goal with an impermeable block
early in the second stanza.
Lancer powerhorse Gino Castellan emerged
from a mass of linesmen andMustang defenders
for a 23-yard carry to initiate an offensive
drive in Mustang territory, but the ball didn't
get past the 27 mark. Pivot Ian Rosier faked
the third down field goal attempt.. but failed to
spot an open man close enough to groundzero.
Starting pivot Doug Ball and Fracas .
combined on three different pa ss ing play s for
the lone Lancer major, the first a dive-andslide reception on their own 45 . Later with

we had a problem with execution. We changed
our defence in the second half, and they
quickly adjusted-by
the time we changed
back it was too late."
Mustang pivot Steve Samways warmedup
the Mustang scoring machine less than three
minutes into the third by winding up a 38yard pass to John Moffat for a big first down
on their own 51. A few short spurts through
the Lancer defence and a 15-yard toss to
wide-receiver Brian Bone allowed him to
carry in the first of four second half majors.

Rosier on the offence

less than 20 seconds 'til the half, Ball drove a
pass to Fracas from inside the Western 25
mark. A light-covering Western defender
was dragged along by Fracas for a dramatic
cross into the Mustang endzone.
Fl~tt's convert and another safety gave
Lancers a half-time advantage ... their last
foi the remainder of the game.

L'lt

Then came the third quarter. and the
moment of truth.
Tt rould have been the wind which kept ·

Mustang Dave Grace, who posed as one
of the worst threats to the Lancer defence,
steered around several attackers for a 50
yard touchdown run just minutes after their
last.
Marshall added another six points on
Westem's next offensive drive, and later in
the fourth, Crews completed his only field
goal for another three.
"It was disappointing," said Fracas. .. We
knew we could give them a good going. but
they took advantage of a few breaks and
scored quickly."
The last two Mustang majors rooted from
Lancer mistakes-a fumbled punt return less
than 10 yards from the Windsor endzone was
picked up and run in by Marius Locke, and a
dropped baJJ in a punting attempt by Windsor
was recovered by Westem's Ed Zynomirski
on the Lancer 29.
Scott Gibbs ran the securing touchdown
in on the next play. and the extra point put
Western beyond reach. 46 -9.
Lance Photo by Andrew Haggert
A single point safety was the Lancers'
the Lancer punts from passing the mid-field sole addition to the scoreboard in that devastmuk. or it could have been the inexperience
ating second half.
of a young team. Perhaps it was Western's
"We hoped to stop them and come back
ability to pick up on Lancer mistakes or just in the fourth." said Lancer headcoach Gino
plain Westem ' s ability. Either way, they Fracas. "But they had too much firepower.
almost doubled Windsor's net offence of278
they 're tough and aggressive, and we're
yard!> with 512, and more than quadrupled
young. They're also the best team in the
theil 10 point final score with 46.
league."
The Lancers' next outing is at McMaster
"It was a story of'should-haves'," said
University this Saturday. lii1d they'll have to
Lancer veteran defender Mike Leger.
claim three of their next four games to secure
''They (Western) came out fired up, and a play-off position. D

Weekend
tieskeepsoccerlancersontopI
byScott Pattison
The University of Windsor Lancer soccer
squad looks as if it is about to pick up right
where it left off last season.
The Lancers entered this weekend with a
4-0-1 record in the Ontario Universities
Athletic Association (OUAA). and with a
tie against Brock on Saturday, and Laurier
on Sunday they're still unbeaten and ranked
No. 2 in all of Canada.
On Saturday afternoon, however, it looked
as though the undefeated Lancers had met
their match. The Brock Badgers came out
flying. and for the first 15 minutes it looked as
if it might be a one sided affair.
At the 17 minute mark of the first half the
Badgers scored their only goal on a set play
from the left side, and the visiting team took a
1-0 lead into half-time.
In the second half Windsor also came out
flying. At about the 6 minute mark of the
second half, Windsor was awarded the first
of 2 consecutive penalty shots. On the first
attempt, forward Mark Marcheses' shot was
stopped by the Brock goal keeper. At the
same time, the referee droppedanother penalty
flag, and this time the Lancers were successful
Ray McManus drove a shot that deflected off•
of the Badgers' goal keeper's hand and into the
right side of the net
The Brock Badgers held off the Lancers'
galliant comeback, to end the contest in a 1-1
deadlock.
Sunday's match against the Laurier Golden
Hawks didn't mar the Lancers' flawless
record either. The two teams emerged from

the game undefeated, after they battled to a
0-0 final
In the first half, the goal keepers from
both clubs came up with spectacular saves to
keep the score even. At about the 25 minute
mark of the first half, Windsor's Kevin Borg
sent a cross field pass to Marchese who
sprinted in solo to challenge Laurier goal
keeper Craig Witterick. Marchese drove a
shot that was grabbed by Witt rick to keep the
contest scoreless.
Two minutes later the Lancers failed to
capitalize once again when Larry Johnson's
header flew just wide of the Laurier goal.
"We're just not cashing in on our opportunities:· said Coach John Vacratsis.
The second half saw both teams pick up
the pace with numerous scoring chances on
both sides.
Early in the half Peter Pomponio raced
down the right sideline and drove a shot
which was stoppped by Witterick. Later in
the half Larry Johnson blasted a shot which
couldn't get past Witterick's phenominal
kick save.
·
The Goldenhawks also missed on some
scoring chances of their own. With minutes
remaining in the game Laurier's Kevin Adams
charged down the left side and drilled a
screamer at Lancer goal keeper Van Niforos.
Niforos rose to the occassion by making a
diving one handed stop. This was the best
save of the game by either team.
Lancer defender Kevin Borg feels the
Lancers could have scored on numerous

Lancer Kevin Borg

opportunities their last three outings.
"We are in a mid-season slump, and it
won't last for long. We are going to have to
get back to the basics. I am not worried, but I
am definitely disappointed," said Borg.
The next Lancer home game is this

Lonce

f'tl()TO by

Andr-Hagge,t

Saturday against McMaster University on
the South Campus Field at 1:00. After the
McMaster game the Lancer squad has only
three reRUlarseason matches before advancing
to play-off action for their second consecutive
season.O
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Lancerstrackingalong
1:1rough rain. snow, 10 degree
~Ictus tempe~ture~ and 20 ~ p.h.
Wlllds, the University of Windsor
•
outdoor track dand· field team still
competes-an
~ms.
A core of W mdsor track and
field athletes competed against nine
other Ontario teams at the Toronto
InvitationalOuldoorTrad: and Field
meet llst Saturday.
"It was a bad day, but we had
good performances," said headDennis Fairall
v Deal; a first year Windsor

ho~ful from Nova Scotia, cleaned
up m the shot put event with a throw
ot 11.76• m, and Terry
Schinkel
.
also claimed
a
gold
m
the
1500m
.
.
run with a ttme of 4:16.8.
Other notable perfonnances were
Marg Gillen's second place finish
in the high and long jump events
with flights of 1.60m and 5.29m
respectively. Chns Walker also won
a silver as he shadowed Schinkel in
the 1500m with his 4:23.0 time.
Denise Hebert, in her firstcfficial
year of competition, set a new

ANNOUNCING THEGREATCANADIAN
KETTLE
CREEKCANVASCO. CROSSCANADA
100% COTTONCANVASBUSH PANTTRADE-IN*

Windsor record in the discus with
her second place throw of 4 l .40m
un·ve
·ty fT oronto , s K aren Van·
1 rs1 o
Bakel plac e d fi1rst m
· the event, and
Deal finished fourth with a 3 5 .04
thro
m
w.
"This was a good indication of
what the competition will be like at
the 0. U.' S." said Hebert
The team will travel to York
University for the Ontario UniversitiesAthleticAssociatioo(O.UAA)
championships October 19. O

Go!fersfifilsh
stxthin OUAA
cey Richardson..._
__

_

K'f.he Lan:r,,colfteam was cut
rt in a har.ooght
attempt to
·n a medal in iie Ontario Univer. s Athleb
iatioo ~OUAA)
f champi
at Guelph this
ek.

holes," said Miles.
The six finalists-the

cream

the crop amongst OUAA golf teams
-kept the championship race close,
with only one point determining
silver from gold
Toronto barely held on to tbe1r
Windsor Mtnot accomplished
lead with a two day total of ~
feat si~ ;J.982 when they while Guelph advanced, threaten·
tured the .'16fd medal
to pull the rug out from under the
with a final score of 60 I.
"All in all. waspleased," said
Queens University finisned third
'Coa.ch Bill Mil
despite the fact
Maat
the team fell sl)ort. finishing in with a two day total of 603, while
die cellar of the six competing Western slipped to foorth shot only
four points behind Queens.
teams.
Brock and Windsor continued
The Lancerscompleted fustround
their battle until Brock finally edged
actJon of the 36 hole corm,etition m
out the Lancers to a fifth place
~ place. only two shots behind
finish. The Lanc.erscamc'home with
fifth place Brock ni ersity. i
a two day score of 627
The race was bght, IWlth the
Matt St
uis gave liis usual
un·verstty of Toronto clingmg to a
good perfonnancc, leading his fellow
four pomt lead for fi t pot aheadof
teamatc and givmg Windsor a boost
Queens. Western, Guelph. Brock
with scores of76 and 75. tor a tOtal
and Windsor were not far behind,
f I 51
th tenmg to advance
Steve Rusnak fired a I 57 for the
But Wind orfailedtoad\ancem
Lancers. whileColinMackelfuushed
the econd ro nd 'I feJt we were
With n 159 after tv.o da} s work.
-goodenough t get in the top three
Bnan Schavercompleted with a J61
bt t w fell hehmd m the first nme

as Mark Porter followed closely
with 162 points.
St Louis, with his strong finish,
was good enough to win the honour
of fifth place overal~ only eight shots
behind
leadingshooter Gary Stewart
of the University of Guelph.
Although Windsor did not make
the fmals last year, they are still
regarded as one of the top contenders
in the OUAA, having won the golf
championship gold medals in 1976
and 1982.
Coach Milesfeels confident that
his team will get back in the running
next year to perhaps capture another
medal St Louis.Mackel and Porter
will be returning next year lo continue
where they left off. Rumak's return
for next season 1s teniauve but
1
Mi es hopes to be blessed with at

Last year Canada's Gary & Joanie McGuffin paddled 6,000 miles
across Canada from the Atlantic Coast to the Arctic Coast in Kettle
Creek pants Coast to coast in Canada. all Kettle Creek st6res are
offering a trade-in on bush pants purchased from now until March
I 1986 with a one year check-up on parts•
• KCCC bush pants retail at SSS per pair. One year check-up on
parts 'Trade-in value effective 18 months aftt-r date of purchase and
valued al Sl8.00 off your next pair of bush pants Offer vahd "'n1v
with tradc·m warranty issued at time
of purchase and pants must bt•
returned within a 30.<fayperiod at the
end of the 18 month warranty

least two more good golfers next
seasort

"1'11be watching the high chool
and Jumor golfers next summer to
see 1fanyone 1smterested." he aid
Look for the Lancer golfers to
compete ma couple of tournaments
next pring.

469 Pelissier

258-7336
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BY-ELECTION
STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL
FULL-TIME
UNDERGRADUATE
VOTERSONLY.

PENDING RATIFICATIONBY COUNCIL THE
BY-ELECTION
TO FILLVACANCIES ON THE
STUDENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE
COUNCIL WILL
BE HELDWEDNESDAYOCTOBER23, 1985.
NOMINATIONSWILL BEOPEN 8:30 AM
THURSDAY,OCTOBER10 AND WILL CLOSE
4:30 PM THURSDAY,OCTOBER17, 1985.
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
Math & Science
Tecumseh-Huron Rep
MacDonald-Launer Rep
Arts
BusinessAdministration
Senate

1 Position
1 Position
1 Position
1 Position
1 Position
1 Position

NOMINATION FORMSAVAILABLEIN SAC OFFICE.

1• 1•1• •1•1•1•1•
., •••••••••••••••••
1•1•1•1•
•1•1•1•1•1•••••••••
a •1••••••••••,•••,.,.,.191., •• ,.,. • •.• ,.,., •.• 1.11

by Stacie Clark

PREGNANT

erettes court trou

In addition to injury and a shortage of players as in last week"s
tournament., the Lancerette tennis
team faced some extremely tough
competition against the top three
ranked universities in the Ontario
Wom~n·s Inte~collegiate Athletic
Association League (OWIAA) .
Last Saturday the Lancerettes
travelled to Hog-town-toplay against
teams from Toronto, Western, and
McMaster.
Only four of six players were
able to go to Toront~ for the toum-

Each team member c,>mpct..d
in a total of six matches.
The tournament was indeed a
. tough one for Windsor, and as a
resul~ the Lancerettcs gained only
o~e point out of a possible thirty
six.
. McMa.ster finished with 15, and
Western and Toronto squared off
with 2'2 points each.
·
The one match point Windsor
dia take was won by Sue Black in a
singles gameover Claire Dovenpon
of Western 6-0, 6-4.
"[fwe had a full team we could
have dbne considerably better,"
said Coach Mi~hell.
.
0

AND NEED HELP?

"The rallies were really close,
both players had to hit at least three
ovetheacb for a point." said Mitchell
"Sue played really well even though
she lost 6-3, 6-3.'' ·

Call..•."

irtlJt.-.."
1•We Care For'
You and Your Unborn Child

Mitchell also noted the performance of the Lancerettes' newest
addition, Katie Jarvis, who had to
play against the other universities'
fourth ranked players due to the
absence.of the Windsor veterans ,

Give Life a chance arid we'll help
you every step of the way .

The Lancerettes will travel to
Waterloo for a two day tournament
against Waterloo, Guelph, and the
Royal Military College October

presents

~******************************'

19.0

~******************************,

Ph. 252-3322

PregnancyTests.A'1181lable
• Open Afternoons&Evenings

Computer Science Society

·colio Wine Tour
Friday, Oct 25th
· 12 noon - 4 p:m.

The second week of Men's Lob- U's" have claimed top spot by
Campus Recreation is now offerbeating out their closest contenders
irig a self-defence club from 5-7 ball got off to a shaky sia~ with the
p.m. Thursdays and Sundays. The "Cards" Jorfeiting a game to "lndu- · "Seventh Floor Lauri er-'.
fee is$ l 0.00 and the club is-0pen to strial Waste". Elsewhere, the battle
"Seventh Floor'' has moved
anyone interested. For more infor- of the undefeated saw"The Indians" into a thre~ way tie for second w_ith
m~tion · contact the Campus Ree .edgeout"Ueker'sBest" 10-9, while the"Biologyl)epartment" and"Who
the "~hiefs" picked up their first
office at ext 2456.
'Cares". who came up from the
win. downing the" lingineers" 8-3.
bottom.
Campus Recreation has openings
Tuesday's final game saw winless
for qualified fitness instructors for "Maraudor Review'' come back to
"The Bencher's" and the" Hwnin'
the winter semester. _Any interested
tie "MHPD'" at 13.
Dudes" llaven"t decided when to
parties should contact Kim Armitage
: In women's intramural volley- make their move yet, but they've
at ext 2456.
spll got time.
ball action. the "Fifth Floor F-

Men's Lobball
Industrial Waste
MHPD
·Cards
Chiefs
Uecker's Best
· Marauder Review
Indians
Engineers

Co-ed Lobban

·I

GP."W
3 3
4 2
2
2
4 2
. 2' I
4. I
4 1
4
4

L

T

Pts

0
I
2
2
2

0
I
0

6
4

0
l
0

4
4
3
.2

0

2

T

Pts
10

2
3
3

GP w L
H.K Selects
5 0
5
Cheap Thrills
5 3 l
Marcers Memories 5
3 2
Electa
5
3 2
Warpigs
6 3 3
HHBD
6
2 4
•
I 3
Ball Par.Jc Franks
5
Hortin'
I 3
5

.o

0
0
0
0
0
0

I

I

Tickets On. Sale Oct 1 s· & 17th
9 am.- 2 p.m:, University Centre
includes Transportation
Wine.Tour ·.
Wine Raffle
Wine & Cheese Reception. following

Meet at M Lot
11 :45 am:

$5.00 CSS Members ·
$6.00 All Others

5

6
6
6

~-Every

Thursday from 8:30 p. m.

rock on with uninterrupted

Solid Rock

Videos. --------------t
{!. Great food & a great time. __

_

~

6
4
3
3

John

Turner

did it.Richard
NiXon
Wished
he muld
have ·
done it.
You can·
do it too.

:

Genflemen!

Use this Coupon ·for

:"FREE A~missiOn on Tuesday Nites! !!
L------------------------- -------- ------------ ~--- ----~

Join the Lance
a.nd become
a. sports writier.
C,ome to the meet1ngS
every Frida¥,
at the La.noooffloe.

\

WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked-avoid inhaling Average per CigaretteExport "A" Extra Light Regular "tar" 8.0 mg., nicotine 0. 7 mg. King Size "tar" 9.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg.
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After languishing in Nigeria for the mon
followinga coup, Cromwell Woghiren return
to the University, to face another possible
overthrow.
The Student Council International Students'
Commissioner faced a vote of confidence in
the International Students' Society (ISS),
and lost in a close 8-7 decision. Still, last
night, the Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) unanimously gave Woghiren a vote of
confidence.
There are two theories regardingWoghiren's
Jack of approval in the ISS, the body he's
supposed to serve from his council position.
First is the ISS cabinet's view: Cromwell
should have, and promised to, return earlier
than the third week of August, when the coup
occurred The second position, wttich Woghiren
and several members of the ISS believe, is;
the decision was for personal, not performan~
related reasons.
"We had a few ISS council members
saying 'we don't trust him anymore'. Having
had council members come up telling us this,
we called a special council meeting," said
Peggy Chua, ISS vice-president of Administration.
"Being caught up in a coup is nobody's
fault The thing is, he told a number of
people that he would be back in mid-July to
prepare for the orientation of Visa students,"
Chua said "Some people here lost confidence
in him. How are we going to work around
that? I don't know."
· Sadhana Rao, President of the Indian
Student's Organization, disagreed.
"I think the meeting that happened was
very unfair. The people in the ISS aren't
really concerned about progress of the ISS,

Lance photo by Chrtstopher M<:Namara

they're concerned abut what positions the
ISS holds," said Rao. "I think the people
who weren't for him were mostly in the
executive council of the ISS.
I think it was a very personal affront
Other groups I talked to, the Arab Student
Organization, the Indian Student's Association,
the Pakistani Students' Association, all were
in favour of him," she said.
"He's a hard worker. I have a great deal
of confidence in him," Rao added
Cromwell is naturally displeased with the
turn of events.
"The issue is that I did not come back on
time. Some members of the ISS executive
are not satisfied with that," he said "They
are not taking into consideration that the

situation was beyond my control."
He feels he performed well before he left
for home, and got things organized for orientation week. He also added, he never told
anyone he was going to return to school in
July, and it is his word against their's.
As far as the vote is concerned, Cromwell
is also conc<!rned that a mere one vote
majority is needed to impeach the leader.
"They are deciding a vote of confidence
by a simple one vote difference? Is that what
they want SAC Council to believe?" he said.
(ISS) president Mark Lehkyj believes
differently.
"I like(Cromwell} as a person, but as ISS
president? No." said Lehkyj, who said the
ISS had run smoothly before Woghiren

returned to Canada
The ISS president was also concerned
about Woghiren having a vote of confidence
taken in SAC before he had the opportunity
to present his club's side of their vote-both
pro and con. Lehkyj feels it was in bad taste
to pass a vote, before allowing Woghiren's
constituents the chance to speak.
Lehkyj had planned to bring the W oghiren
topic up later in the SAC meeting, but the
council lost quorum, and had to postpone the
item.
The ISS president promises to bring the
item up in next weeks' council meeting, and
hopes then the student representatives will be
able to vote on the issue, this time knowing all
the facts.O

Fromquorumto quagmire
But we're never given the opportunity to
disseminate what we've done to council
Last Wednesday's SAC meeting, which members becaused trivial mattersandpernooal
Vice-President Bob Baker called "the most conflicts dominate the meetings," he said
"We need more responsible people on
important meeting of the year'', was cut short
less than halfway through the agenda by a Council. I think there's too much resume
padding going on. If they really cared, they
loss of quorum.
show up. It's only once a month," he said
When the roll was called at the beginning
Council chairman Jeff Kehoe said he was
of the meeting. 20 of27 elected SAC members
"disgusted in this council"
were present When quorum was questioned
"This is insidious. We've had problem
over two hours later, only 13 members
after
problem and this can't go on."
remained. Fourteen councillors must be presEarlier in the meeting Social Science repent to retain quorum.
'Tm very disappointed," said Baker, resentative Michael Temilini was expelled
from the meeting for what Kehoe called
"Important issues like the budget, the COLA
(Cost of Living Allowance) Committeereport, "slanderous remarks at the chair." Temilini
andtheCFS motionweren't discussed because expressedconcernsabout Kehoe' s impartiality,
we lost quorum."
and what he considered to be the chair's
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis was allowance of executive members of SAC to
also frustratedbecause ofthe aborted meeting. speak without being officially recognized.
"Peopleexpectmorefrom their executiV&When declared out of order, Temelini
that means meetings are going to be longer.
responded, "I am not out of order, dammit!",

by John May

and was subsequently expelled from the
meeting for what Kehoe called "slandering
the chair personally."
Temelini then initiated a vote to challenge
the chair, which would overturn Kehoe's
decision and allow Temelini to remain at the
meeting.1be motiooto challenge was defeated.
"When all you have are personal arguments,
people get tired of listening," said Kehoe.
"This is not what is supposed to happen.
There are supposed to be professional, cordial
questions on all points that relate to the
agenda."
During the meeting Tsilfidis said SAC
should not be used as "a forum for cheap
shots. SAC is here to decide on student
issues,-instead we look upon this forum as a
forum for personal attack."
Dramatic Arts representative Kim Schultz
said she was "in agreement with the executive
about the lack of respect for one another. But
I also have feelings for the council regarding

profanity coming from the executives toward
council."
Tsilfidisbad usedprdanity when~
to Temelini, but was not declared out of
order.
Some council members were concerned
that the chair's close proximity to the executive
made the meetings more suscept.tl>le to a
possible bias of the chairman in favo\lr of the
executive.
Commerce Society President Michael
St. Louis suggested moving the location of
the chair away from the executive "just to
relieve some of the tension." Presently, the
chairman sits between Tsilfidis and Baker.
Baker considered this idea ridiculous.
"That would just slow things down. This
way tends to expediency. The executive are
resource people. I have to sit beside the chair
because ."m the secretary, and in charge of
legalities," he said 0
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social gaffes
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Thursday, October 17
- The Taming of the Shrew, 8 p.m. at Hillberry
Theatre.
Friday, October 18
- Step. Look and Listen, a British Music Hall Revue.
Hillberry Theatre at 8 p .m.
Friday, October 18 - Saturday, October 20
-Cot among the Pigeons. by George Feydeou.
At 8 p .m. except 2 p.m. on Sunday. at the
Bonstelle Theatre.
Tuesday, October 22
-The Plutonium Players in L.odiesogoinstWornerr.
M Eveninget Consdousness-Lov.ering!~
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m.
MUSIC
Saturday, October 19
-Cu re at the Pa lm Sta te
- Post and Chec k with CJAM 91.Sfm present the
Efffegies with Sleep . At the Groystone .
Wednesday, October 23
- CJAM dance party at St. Andrews.

FILM

"Halloween
Bash''

Thursday, October 17 - Saturday, October 19
1
-Cinema
Windsor On Land Oler Water (Six·
Waters). On Saturday Director Richard Kerr will
speak about his film and Conodion Independent
Cinema. All screenings at 8:00 p.m.
Friday, October 18
-Amnesty International presents a special screening of Missing with Joyce Horman on whose
experience the film is based, Room 1120 Erie Hall.
1 University of Windsor at 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, October 20
films presents Teachers. Screenings at 7
, p.m. and 9 p.m. in 1120 Erie Holl.
I

1 -SAC

Monday, October 21 - Tuesday, October 22 -University of Windsor Rim Society presents Olorlie
Chaplin's Gold Rush. Monday at 12:30 p.m. and
Tuesday at 1:00 p.m. in oom G1071 Erie Hall.
Wednesday, October 23
- M Gallery of Windsor presents And Then There
Were None. a highly successful screen adaptation
of the .AQotha Christie suspense novel Ten Little
lndioris. Screening at 7:00 p.m.

NEWS
Thursday, October 17
- The Honourable Thomas R. Berger on "The
Constitution, The Charter and Minority Rights in
Conoda" sponsored by Iona College, 8:30 p.m ..in
Moot Court, Faculty of Low Building
Saturday, October 19
-University Day Nursery presents a children's
variety show. "Everyone is Special". Features jugglers, singers. skits and films. At Iona College, 1-3
p.m.
Thursday, October 24
- lrish-Conadian OJtturol Club of Windsor presents
Prof. J. O'Farrell on "The Origin of the Celts" at 7:30
p.m. in the dowstoirs auditorium
of the
main bianch of the \Ninds::>r
Public Library.University
of Windsor students especially welcome.
Friday, October 25 - Saturday , October 26
- Exploring The Road Less Travelled, a worl<ship
based on M. Scott Peck's best selling book The
Road Less Travelled, a New Psychology of Love.
Friday evening at 7:00 p.m. and all day Saturday
10:00 o.m. to 4:00 p.m.

AGE OF MAJORITY
ONTARIO PHOTO
CARDS
will be processed in the University Centre
Thursday, October 24 and Friday, October 2 5
Assumption Lounge - 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
University of Windsor Student Card required plus
one of the following:
Birth Certificate
Baptismal Certificate
Passport

Immigration Card
Canadian Citizenship

$4.00 cash or money order required.
payable to Ontario Photo Card.

Make money orders

..
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TimbrellSjust an ordinary-typeguy
by C. D' A ndrea
Generalities are a way oflife in
politics and in leadership campaigns
they' re even more so.
Dennis Timbrell, a candidate
for the Provincial Progressive Conservative leadership, spoke Wednesday morning to a small group of
mainly PC youth delegates on his
prospects of becoming next leader
of the party.
" W e're going to shoot for first
ballot and we'll settle for second,"
he said, referring to the PC convention which will be held on November 16, in Toronto.
He began the" informal session"
by questioning one youth delegate
about the "competition on campus
with the Liberals and NDP's."
There was no response and a little

laughter.
Timbrell insisted on a "grassroots organization of the party,"
suggesting a change in the constitution where the party would move
away from the delgate system and
implement a system where there
would be a general vote on the
party instead He also suggested
the installation of a toll-free number
with the office of the Opposition
Leader in Queen's Park to the
office of the Premier to provide
direct access for party members.
On the general issues affecting
the public he was less specific.
Regarding post-secondary school
funding and the Bovey Commission
Report, he said he did not support
massive increases in tuitions or
limited enrolhnent He added that the
OSAP system should be overhauled

to, first, keep in step with rising
costs to students and, second. be
more fair to those students who
comefromfarmingfamilies.Farmer's
assets should not be taken in account
on the OSAP application because
"farmers just can't sell off those
assets to finance their children's
education." They should have their
income and liquid assets assessed
instead, he said.
Timbrell said that facilities
and equipment in universities should
be updated for research purposes.
"We should sit down with all
universities to makesure there is no
unnecessary duplication and to maintain excellence," he said.
On other issues:
• rent controls shouldnot become
permanent David Peterson's Liberal

government's position on capping
rent increases at four percent does
not give incentives to private investors and to the building and related
trades;
• the bill for separate school
funding should be charged to "remove discrimination in admission
requirements." He said, the way
the present bill stands non-Catholic
students can be turned away from
Catholic schools and vice versa;
• regarding water quality management in the Great Lakes, he said,
"there can be no compromise,"
with anyone. He would expand
programsfor municipalwater systems
and waste disposal;
• affirmative action program
should be put into place with all
public agencies. When one quest-

ioner suggested that trying to impl
ment the program in the privat
sector could be "totalitarian", Timbrell resrxmded."we wouldn't dictate
how much an employer would pay.
It just requires fairness and equity;"
• the present law against those
whodrinkanddriveshouldgettougher.
He suggested some drivers lose
their licenses for life in certain
instances:
• the government should pursue
free trade with the United States
because it buys 75% of Ontario's
exports. H e added. the auto industry
would have to be protecte d. particularly the auto pact
Timbrell described himself as
"a leader who can win in rural and
urban Ontario." 0

OnemorenewEd.
He doesn't smoke. almost never swears.
and only buys classy clother from the Sally
Ann.
Still. the former Lance dinosaur, John
May. was re-elected-this time as Editor-in Chief of the newspaper. A distinguished
cartoonisst-you've seen him hanging around
Riverside doing caricatures of kiddies during
the Freedom Fest-he's decided to tum his
talents to the written word.
"I needed ajob," said May. the U ofW's
sole member of the Tom Cruise look-alike
club, proving looks. like quotability are more
than skin deep.
A three year veteran of the Lance trenches,
May said he's used to staying up late, and
hanging around the strange Lance types.
May succeeds D. W. Dorken. A man
who quit the job to spend more time smoking,
swearing and sleeping.
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SAC'S Halloween Party

Appearing for the first time in Windsor

Special Attraction

:

"One Night Only''

:

~

*** SHE BOP ***
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Dance-Costumes- Prizes
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Universityof Windsor, UniversityCentre
Ambassador Auditorium
October 24, 1985 9:00 p.m.
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Advance Tickets:

$4
$5
Tickets at the Door: $6
$7

Students
Non Students
Students
Non Students

*Cyndi Lauper*

:
:
:
:

•
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:

Look Alike Contest

:

:
:

Advanced Tickets available at the SAC OFFICE
located on the 2nd floor of University Centre
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Power, and power trips, are funny things.
People spend a few weeks every year, telling you why
you should elect them to this and that position, why they're
better than the rest, and why they'll serve you like no one
else can.
In the end it ends up as meaningless as a Mc Donalds
ad. Pol1t1cians 1tseems, are nothing more-or less-than
hamburger. They're bland, at times tasteless, and are of
little substance
Case in point: The U of W Students' Administrative
Council.
Not only have they failed to make much of a mark on the
happenings of the SAC executive-namely making sor'ne
much needed questioning of the goings on-many of
them fail to show up for meetings. And , once they're at the
meeting they leave before things have been wrapped up.
Nobody asked these people to serve. They asked us to
vote them 1n. In yesterday's SAC meeting 20 of 27
counc1ilors took the time to attend. Less then two and a
half hours later, seven to tt',ese members t,;1d left, quorum
was lost. and the remainder of the agen0c1had to be put off
until the next meellng.
They never got to discuss the budget, a mere $1-mitlion
of our money. They never got to discussing the Cromwell
Woghiren affair. They never got to hear the Canadian
Federation of Students' Darren Hoover, who flew in from
Ottawa to speak at the gathering. They never got a chance
to question the proposed cost of living adjustments to
SAC employees.
Instead, they bickered, bantered, passed a few minor
items, and bickered some more. The goings on were
closer to that of a playground than a boardroom.
But, even at their pettiest, these men and women
showed up. On the list of no shows: Terry DeMarco,
Maureen Murphy, Richard Hanson. Mike Laird. Walter
Benzinger, Sherry Rier and Kerri MacDonald. Last time
around Robert Hendry, Murphy, Hanson and Rier failed to
make an appearance.

· the slfp~tream· · ·· · ·
Right at this moment, Transit Windsor is
not the favorite organization of students at
this University.
We ( the student body) feel that we ought
to be allowedto ride the buses at reduced cost
becausewe ride the busesoftenand because
we are financially in more or less constant
direstraits. To this end, it has beensuggested
that Transit Windsor give us a ten doJtar
break on the thirty-dollar monthly bU5pass.
Trans.itWindsor does not seem particularly
attracted to the suggestion.
In al) the debate and hoopla. l have
managed to isolate two broad argutnents in
favour of 1he proposal from··~
side. We
shall term them the Moralist Argument and
The Capit.ali$tArgument for thepµrposesof
this discussion. Let's take a look at both of
these cases.
The Moralist Argument basically stlltes
theposition that students need a break.Many
students have been forced by this year's
hous1J1i
situation to live a fair distance from
the campus this year, and have no other
means of gettingto and from school each year
besides public transit,especially as winter
approachts and the weatherworsens.The
thirty dollar expenseto buy a on&-monthbus
pass is only twoorthreedollarsless expensive
thanpayingthe full 75 cent faretwice eaeh
weekday in theaveragemonth.Eitherway,

·

In reality, it's not Just these people who have missed
out, it's the hundreds of constituents each represents, who
missed the chance to have their message and their
thoughts on student life heard by Council.
They made a comm1ttment to serve, they offered their
time to the students. they promised to serve but they
didn t.
Others, mainly Hendry, Adam Furfaro, David Sussman,
Randy Baran , Gloria Danelon, Keith Laird, Cheryl Teron
and Eric Whaley left before half of the agenda was
completed .
They too made a committment so serve. They too, for
some valid, and other not so valid reasons. failed to fulfill
their duties.
Sitting on Council isn tan easy job. There is, hopefully,
talking to the constituents. There·s a few hours of preparation
for the meetings-held
every month as so. Then, there's
the sitting through boring, and often rep1titious and totally
mindless meetings. To some, this is a form of torture.
For them. the answer 1ssimple. Resign.
We don't need you We need responsible representatives.
willing to give their time-for no gratuities other than a line
on a resume, and maybe the feeling of accomplishment.
SAC can't function without good people. There are
those on Council who are mere hemmeroids to the SAC
executive. There are those who ask mindless questions,
and probably cause many councillors to go home for
dinner, rather than watch playground tantrums.
Still, there are councillors who do the job well, and
deserve the recognition. Furfaro has proven, to the wonder
of many SAC executives, to be a valued co ntributor. He
questions, but keeps to the point. He praises SAC accomplishments, and questions perceived wrong-doings.
That, is what a councillor should do.
But it would even be nice to see a fewrn:>re members,
even merely warming the ~hamber seats.

gus horvath,

1

ifs thirty bucks your average University Transit Windsor. There is no competition. voice to make student bus discounts part of
Given that fact, if there is a fare decrease, the platform of one or more candidates for
student could really find much better palces
to spend We' re a financially strapped group, where are the additional riders to come from? mayor. Personalty, I don't think that's going
and we'd like Transit Windsor to believe we People who drive their cars here wiltcontinue to work either.
deserve a little mercy.
to drivetheir <;arshere SinceTransit Windsor
The choice that a personmakesregarding
Most Qf the people at Transit Windsor, I has the market to itself, there is no reason to which candidate he will vote for is-or
warram.
would agree with us. But they're not compete for a greater share of the markel! In should be-based on a ~at nwnw of
in the business of making thin$Seasier on essence, this is what is shown by the study. factot'$:.The .standpointsof each of the cand<
students. They're in the bU$lnessof selling SAC can argue until it gets a sore throat.but idltes on each of the many issues affecting
rides at a profit,and we'llhaveto demonstrate The Capitalist Arguinent cannotwork. (The the city are to be analysed befcn a vote is
that 1he profit won't be wmpromised befort point is occasiooalty also raised that students cast Al~
studentbus f'ilRBmay be aao
we can expect a break on bus fares. This spend lots of money in town and<:()!ltribute
.ofthe factors, it is 9Ca1'Celylikely to~
leads us to The Capitalist Argument
greatly to the economyofthe eoma\Uft.ity,but 1he decisiveissue for uyooe seriouslyOOQA recent study that a ten-&>Jlar
reductio1. Transit Windsor knows we will continueto cemedabout the .futureof theCity ofWiddscr.
in student lll()nthly pases would result in a do this whetherwe receivea breakin bU$ Tiiecandidates-koow,
inothorwofds.that1bey
loss in revenue for the bus comj>anyto the fares or not. so that argument fs rather do not haveto fearlosing~votes da uni6td
tune ofSl0.000 a month. SAC, and other pointless and quite imlevant to Chebus fare blockofl8,000peoplejustbecauset.beydooot
proponents of the CapitalistArgument. refuse issue.)
adopt a 6nanciaD}'unsoundpolicy whk:hWill
to believe the study. After- all; when you
And so we tlUlStfall back on1."he
Moralist
constitlite an additionaldrain ea ia..t.af
c~
less for a-product. more people will Argwnent We must' take the positionthat. ~ be uopq,u)arwtth
41t\JQlmownlQIOlllll
buy i~ right?
yes. you will lose 1DODey-infact you will of other voters. It isn't that we'rel10temfied
Wrong. Public transit i$ not laundry lose lots ofnioney-but we're good kidaand -eooughtto~a l)tocton1bialsme-wte
detergent.The general rule withpublic transit we deserve a break. This is not liable to just not stupid enough.
is that it is used only by pe()ple with no other convincethe Transit Windsor Company.
In othet woofs.any bus fare diecounttor
alternative. It is a last resort, because it is
HoMver,TtanSitWindsoris an organi%- Uniwrsity studentsi& PI to (:IOffle about1*
expensive and because its scheduledoe$ not. adon within.the City of Windlor(hence the ~ it is m anyone•$ pity on us as a
and cannot be expect.ed
tQ, danformto our- term "public transr} and this .. a municipal
financially~ group.like senior cnizea&.
own.In general.
everyonewho is ridingthe · electiQnyear.So now there is a move afoot to And bitter grumbq by us or bickermgad
bus to school must ridethe bus to schoot make student bus fares an election issue. debatebyou· studentoouncihrithth&peoplein
Andoil of thepeoplewithnoother meansof The theory is that the 18,000 Vottt'$ of U cJ charge are not goingto be conductiveto that
getting to school are ridi1'gthe buses of W students _ll'lAY
spirit of mercy.
provi!;k a strong e~

"andothersenselesstirades
.••

,,

by John Wawrow
Whatever happened to Boston?
No, no .... not the Red Sox-Wade Boggs,
Carl Yastremski, Green Monster-everybody
knows what happened to them. The team's
management forgot about a:3°quiringa pitching
staff.
The Boston I'm talking about is the
rock'n roll band Comon. you remembertinny guitar sound, Tom Sholz, 'More Than
A Feeling.'
You're probably thinking 'Oh. no. here's
another writer who figures he's getting old
and wants to tell the world about it
Well you' re wrong.I just need something to
write about-getting old has nothing to do
about it Nyah, nyah.
!

Like what about this band, which featured
gawdy album covers of rocket-ship guitars,
and towering phallic crystaline erections that
made it big. They sold out the Pontiac
Silverdome if my memory serves me correct
Yeah, anyway you look at it-be it their
music or their clothes-these
guys were
good.
Just imagine how much better they would
compare to the Likesof today's Motley Crue,
Ratt et al. They could have ranked as high as
Dee Snyder or all those forgetable members
of Qiot Riot (I know I spelled the name
wrong, but they spell crazy 'c-r-a-z-e-e-' so
there).
But alas, back to the brief rise and trajic
fall of this band called Boston.
Jn a nutshell here's what happened: they
sold albums, they toured, Sholz broke his
finger playing basketball,they're done. Although
Boston members promised a third album in
the near future, that album-whose album
cover I couldn't imagine even in my most
vivid dreams-never came.
The break to Sholz' s finger was a bad one
indeed. All this potential, the talent, goals of
makingout with woman fromhere to Singaporeall cut down by the bounce of a basketball,
Fate is cruel.
I've always wondered if the same thing
happened to The Knack, or Ted Nugent
By the way, if you were wondering about
C. W. McCaul, the fella who made the tune
'Convoy' into a CBer's ballad, well he's
running for mayor of some small mid-western
USA town.
There ya go .....

by Ed Angrier
I'm madder than a eunuch in a whore
house.
And that's mad.
I mean. here are these Americans, griping
like a bunch of pink pansies that a Canadian
team, yea, Canadian team, might make the
baseball playoffs. They're whining about
losing ad revenues if the Blue Jays won the
American League (American League?) pennanL
These wimps call themselves the world's
greatest country, and they're shaking like a
bunch of little girls on a cold day, that a
Canadian team might, just might, win the
World Series.
Like I said, I'm mad. Mad as Ed Angrier
can get
Dammit to the hot place, just because
they think we live in igloos, drive dog sleds
and ski to work in the summer is reason
enough to be mad. But to say we can't play
baseball. To say we can't beat the Deetroit
Tigers. to say we can't beat the invincible
Yankees, to say we can't beat the KC Royals.
That makes me mad

What made me even madder, was that we!
couldn't beat the Royals. That made me
mad.
Here's a ball team. a fine ball team, made
up of Americans that know it doesn't snow all
the time. That you don't have to get mugged
walking the streets, and that Canadian money
looks and is worth the same as monopoly
money, can't beat a bunch of Royals.
I say we should nuke the DC, incinerate
those monarch lovers. let 'em bum hotter
than a Dennis Lamp fastball. That would
make them sit up and take notice.
Forget that ad revenue, nuke Wall Street
too.
At least they never got their subway
series. Only crazoids would ever ride a New
York subway. But if we let them have the
subway series, they might have killed themselves aH off anyways.
And they deserve it They deserve all the
crazoids. The whole country is a zoo. Bernard
Goez shoots a bunch of thugs in the back and
is praised, and an 85-year-old man caps a
kid, and gets a pat on the back from the cops.

Forget the Smurfs. they might make your
kid a wimp: but these Yanks. they' IIjust make
him dead. And that makes Ed a mad man.
Sure. we Trawntonians might be selfcentred, but at least we know where to keep .
the nutS. Lock· em up. fill' em full of drugs. or
let 'e m walk around Spadina. They won't
hurt anybody.
But the Yanks. Dam it. they can't even
get O'Canada right
•
Last time I was at the Jay game some
Yank had the nerve to sit down after the Star
Spangled Banner was played ... he probably
thought he was still in stinky Buffalo.
I tuned him in, threw a cold Labatts down
his crotch.
It sure made him stand tall forO'Canada.
That's what has to be done.
Get tough with those Yankee morons.
Show' em whose boss.
We might not be able to beat them at
baseball. but we sure as heck can give them a
nickel on their dollar next time they walk on
our clean Canadian streets. D
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Unnecessary
Dear Editor:
This letter concerns the unfortunate incident at the S.A.C. meeting of Wednesday,
October 16th.This incident led to the expulsion
of a council member and the consequent loss
of quorum at the meeting. It is not only
unfortunate and regretable but it is also
entirely unnecessary. So how did this unfortunate incident occur? The incident occurred
largely because of the egos of a number of
council members. Some people on council
are more concerned with the romantic image
of being a lonely parliamentary back-bencher
struggling against overwhelming odds to bring
justice to the fore. Taking the Liberal "Rat
Pack" as a model some council members
have decided that cheap shots and nitpicking
over persQnal issues are the proper methods
of conducting resp9onsible government
A word to the wise. S.A.C. meetings are
long complicated procedures that require a
lot of self control and concentration. The
whole running of student government hinges
on the decisions emanating from S. A C.
Without responsible members we can have
no S.A C. council meetings. Without meetings

we have no mandate, without a mandate we
have nothing.
We realize these meetings are tedious but
humor is a lot more beneficial method of
relieving monotony than political game playing.
While images of the "S.A.C. Pack" conjure
up feelings of selfless nobility, these feelings
arc empty self delusions.
We applaud your efforts but pleaseredirect
your enerjies into more productive efforts.
but please direct you energies into we want to
but please direct your energies into more
productive efforts. We are glad you are on
council but we want to work with you next
time.
Next meeting let's carry on with our
ma...date to the students and get down to the
real hard work.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
SAC President

Unfortunate
Dear Editor:
The article "Animal Liberation··, in the
October 10, issue of The Lance, presents an
unfortunately one-sided viewpoint Rather
than engage in a debate on the subject, I
would like to make two points, which your

readers may interpret in any manner they
Terry Crilley of the Purchasing Office and
choose.
Tom Brew. our campus buyer of office
First of all. when one states" All lifeforms supplies. we the students now have 5 t photoare due the same respect which we demand
copying. This is one students who, last year
for ourselves. .. ", the net effect is the" elevate"
had a very intimate and expensive relationthe animals to human status. Ifwe must treat ship with the copier of the Law Library. It's
animals as humans. it is only logical that
very embarassing to have to negotiate a
animals must treat animals as humans. So we student loan each year just for copying
consider the case of the wild wolf, in northern
expenses.
Ontario. He spots a rabbit..he is hungry, the
There is one question that remains to be
rabbit is plump and juicy. The wolf chases.
answered. That is how long will these prices
catches and eats the rabbit What next? Will be in effect? Well, that depends on you. the
Constable Bob of the RCMP arrest the wolf students. If you patronize your campus copiers
for murder?
instead of going off campus to marginally
Second, the list of famous vegetarians is cheaper services you can help ensure long
missing the sirtgle most famous vegetarian of term. convenient, inexpensive copying. As
the twentieth century: Adoiph Hitler.
well it goes without saying that you respect
I'm not overwhelming in favour of either
your copiers, ic. don't kick them when they
viewpoints in this issue-but I do feel thatthe
appear broken down. If you see someone
Lance readers deserve a more objective attempting to vandalize them either report
assessment than was presented in Alka Chanthem or stop the vandalism yourself.
dna' s article.
The bottomline is the administration has
D. A. Coyle
done its job. Now it's up to the students to
show their appreciation. On behalfofthe law
students, we would like to thank Mr. Al
Phillips for his c<>-operations.
Dear Editor:
Once again thanks T. Crilley and T.
More for less! Hard to believe, eh! Well Brew.0
it's happened right here on our campus.
Stephen Cheeseman
Thanks to extensive bargaining efforts of
Year IL Faculty of Law

Unbelievable
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Tunein nexttime
by John May

{:1·Every Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos. ----------------1
~- Great food & a great time. ___
.....

1760 Huron Church Rd.._____

258-0041

__,

Here's what was accomplished at Wednesday night's aborted Student's Administrative Council meeting:
The Hub is on the move. SAC President
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis announced that the
location of'The Hub', the temporary replacement for the SAC's Pub which is under
renovation, will be moved to one of the
lounges in the University Centre. Carlos said
that the Hub ''hasn't been making any booming
profits", but that it is" a good opportunity to
test out various kinds of entertainment" He
also said that the renovations to the pub are
proceeding on schedule.
• Forty-nine clube were ratified, running
the gamut from the African Student's Association to the Gamers Club to the Young
Socialists of the U of W. A Committee on
Clubs was also elected, who will decide
which club gets how much funding from

SAC.

Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP 40's!
Free Admission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Derwin Plaza)

966-2624

:

• Each member of the SAC Cabinet
reported on what they've been up to over the
last few weeks.
SAC President Tsilfidis outlined his plan
of action in dealing with Transit Windsor,
with whom he is trying to negotiate bus
discounts for students. He is currently working
on a response to Transit Windsor's negative
analysis of the feasibility of such a program.
Tsilfidis also explained his duties as Treasurer
of the Ontario Federation of Students, and
presented a hefty treasurer's report for council's
perusal.
Vice-president Administration Bob Baker
has been evaluating material submitted by
clubs on campus to make sure their constitutions agree with the criteria set out by the
SAC bylaws in preparation for their ratification
by council. Baker has also been putting
together a Studept D irectory, which he says
should be ready by November, and has been
laying the groundwork for a Peer Counselling
Centre. He expects the SAC Typ ing Service
to begin operations within a week.
Woman's Commissioner Mireille Co ral

has established a Woman's Centre and has
met with the S4ttusofWomen Committee in
order to establish an affirmative action policy
to be presented to the Board of Govemers,
among other things.
International Students Commissioner
Cromwell Woghiren expressed his regret at
having been unable to assume his post until
recently, and told his work dealing with visa
student tuition hikes and immigration policy.
Internal Affairs Commissioner Kevin
Williams has been establishing SAC Bulletin
Boards around the campus, will be publishing
a SAC newsletter shortly and has set a
tentative date for the first SAC Gneral
meeting at Oct 30.
Rob
Harrison,
External
Affairs
Commissioner, has established liaison with
the Canadian Federation of Students, and
urged council to consider rejoining.
Doug Steele, Commissioner of Residences
and Services, has set the date for the first
Residence Food Committee meeting at October
23, has been working on the Drug Plan, as
well as the Typing Service. Administrative
Assistant Paul Clarke has been helping around
the office with various research duties and
computer work.
A busy bunch, aren't they. If you have
any questions or concerns about the work of
the SAC cabinet, they'd no doubt be more
than pleased if you went to the SAC office for
more info.
Some council members were concerned
that the chair's close proximity to the executive
made the meetings more susceptible to a
possible bias of the chairman in favour of the
executive.
Commerce Society President Michael
St Lo~is suggested moving the location of
the chair away from the executive "just to
relieve some of the tensio n." Presently, the
chainnan sits between Tsilfidis and Baker.
Baker considered this idea ridiculous.
"That would just slow things down. This
way ~ends to expediency. The executive are
resource people. I have to sit bes ide the chai r
because I'm the secretary, and in charge of
legalities,'·' he said.

Gentlemen! Use This Coupon for
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CARDS
GIFTS
OLD& NEW
BOOKS
3277 Sandwich St
Windso r, Ontario
N9C 1A9
255-78 10

: FREE Admission on Tuesday Nites!!
~--------------------------------------------- ~-----~-~
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Buildingthe bettercar
by Susan Mcllveen and Lynnita·
Jo Fromm
University of Windsor Engineers
are in possession of overwhelming
technological expertise which could
blow the lid off Chrysler Canada
lo a national competition of
fuel-efficient vehicles, sponsored
by Shell and held in Oakville,Ontario
last summer, the University ofWindsor Engineers placed fourth out of a
field of more than ·15 competitors.
And wonder of wonders, they beat
Chrysler's entry.
The three-wheeled cigar-shaped"
vehiclethat was entered was designed
by last year's fourth year Mechanical
Engineering class as part of an
ongoing independent project All
entries are judged on the mileage
dragged out of one galon of gas.
Vehicles must maintain a minimum
average speed of 24 km per hour.
The car that gets the most kilometres per gallon carries home the
Shell Fuel-a-thon glories.
This year's graduating Mechanical Engineers are workingon improving 1985 'sentry, and are eager for
the involvement of all students in
the Mechanical Engineeringprogram.
Financing the venture is the first
concem
As the project is not part of the

Mechanical Engineering cumcu!wn,
this courageous group of fuel-conscious men and women is responsible
for finding sponsors.
In previous years, funds have
come from the Dean of Engineering.
Students' Administrative Council
(SAC) and local merchants.

SAC vice-president, Bob Baker
said that if the engineers approach
SAC, the council is willingto provide
funds.
The new and improved 1986
model will compete at Shell Fuela-thon in Oakvill in July of next
year.O

Givinglocals
the business
by Laura Vincent

University of Windsor business
students have the opportunity to
act as consultants serving various
local businesses.
This service is provided through
the Faculty of Business Administration' s Business Resource Centre
(BRC).
The role of the centre is to
provide Windsor businesses with
an inexpensive consulting service
which "will do the essential legwork
for business executives and entrepeneurs" who may not have the
time, expertise or resources to make
qualified business decisions, said

Dr. Mefeed Ragab, director of the
BRC.
It's a most enriching experience
for students (because they) can
apply their textbook knowledge to
real life."
During the school year, MBA
students staff the BRC in conjuction
with a business course.
With studetns also hired to work
at the centre over the summer, the
BRC is sponsored by the Ontario
Ministry of Trade and Technology.
The centre is a non-profit organization and according to Ragab, the
BRC charges local businesses only
operating expenses involved during
the consultation process. D

- Your Unofficial -

''OFF CAMPUS
HEADQUARTERS''

Whatdo youwearundera celt?
by Susan Mcllveen

Thenewly-formed
Irish Canadian
club ia "a cultural club as well as a
social club," said O'Brien, the Club's
Public Relations Officer.
The Club has accumulated over
80 members since its opening in
February of this year. The members
range in age from 5 to 70 years old
To become a member of the
club, one must be" any person born
in Ireland and persons of Irish
descent, or who have a connection
by way of marriage," according to
the Club's constitution. Potential
members must also pay the annual

dues of $5.00. A member of the
Clubis eligableforholdingofficein
the Club, has a voice in the affairs
of the Club, and may vote on Club
issues.
Non-Irish people may become
associate members upon payment
of the annual $5.00 dues.
"The big difference for associate
members is they don't have a vote
at meetings and can't hold office,"
O'Brien said
Both members and accociate
members are entitled to attend the
Club's dances, film night, lectures,
and parties. The Club also publishes
a bi-monthly newsletter which all
members receive.

MONDAYS - Live Motown Music with
The Komedy Komer ,

Families can join for the annual

fee ofSI0.00.
University ofWmdsorIrish History Professor Dr. John O'Farell
will be presenting a lecture entitled
"The Origin of the Celts" on Thursday, October 24 at 7:30 p.m. The
lecture will follow the Club meeting,
held at the Main Branch ( Ouellette
Ave) of the Windsor Public Library.
This will be an open meeting, and
new members are welcome, said
O'Brien.
For further information about
the Irish Canadian Club, contact
Shirley O'Brien Public Relations
Officer at 254-1019 or Deidre
Drouillard, the Club's President at

TUESDAYS. - Live Top 40 Music with Comedy
& Variety Acts
WED. thru SAT. - Live Top 40
Featuring: "The Players Band"
& 1O' Screen Rock Videos.

DON'T MISS THE FUN AT
THE ENTERTAINMENT SPOT!!
254-5662
800 Wellington

734-8886.0

classifieds
cnt1cmng his opponent on the basis of
alleged "facts. " the churchman arguing
o lt'eologicol p0int by citing authorities
congenial to his views-ore not the only
\folOYS
men use the post. Instinctively and
unconsciously, we single out certain men
and events as =e representative. more
typ1COI,more signiflconttor our own post
Because we live 1nthe present and expect
to live in the future. the post tol<es on
meaning only as it isdistilled through the
reality of our present and future The
memoiy of the post. because it 1spartial
and selective. unravelsthe tangled threads
of our lives and weaves them together in
o symmetrical pattern Memory is port of
self-understanding and identity Oler the
years. weoccumuloteexpeoences. form
impressions.and construct our own story
Moments of high drama. days of JOYOnd
,x:stosv. times of gnef and pain. the first
::Ne.obeoutifusummer.oyeoratumil'Q"\8 extraordinary moments in our lives
become the vehlctes by ...tiich we understand. identify. and find our place In the

TESTED: The Oil Gard treatment
tested for superior protection at an
Affordable Price.
PROVEN: The 9 year old exclusive
formula, proven effective with annual
treatment.
WARRANTIED: We'll protect your
car in writing with fewer treatments
than ever before.

v..Qrld
'M1ot memory isin the 1111esaind~

h1stOfYis for groups-organizations. institutions. religions. or notions We cannot
lsk o notiOn to fie down on the psycho1nolysrs couch to recall and rehearse
>ie expefience of distant days yet the
post isoften more olive fora notion than it
1sfor on Individual. The way notions and
religions imogine and reconstruct their

posts

451 TecumsehW.

256-4488
1111
II~
®@ fi IT®@ •~J:~)It'sa MUST
0

Hours: Mon-Fri.
8- 5, Sat. 9-3.

against rus

You Can Win
$Cash$
or Prizes
in our Lucky Duck
Contest. Ask for
Details.
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Martin Martin Martin. This is the second time I've been asked towrite about the fool.
I've had ii. this is the lasttime. I mean whafs the big deal an¥Y/CV· So he can draw circles
around me, big deal. And do you really think I care if he's already got a reputation
around here tor being funny? Of course not. And If you think it bothers me that he gets
more space per week In this paper than I do well think again. Do you really think that
would bother me?
I'm not the kind of guy to deny talent when I see it. The guy's good , okay? I tried to
take his picture once, he threatened to cut my hand off. I wish he had, then I wouldn 't be
writing this now. In closing I'd just like to say a few words that may one day be clipped
out and put on one of his books to sell the damned thing: "Remarkably funny ... Sick.
Sick, Sick... Clever? ... oh so clever ... the wittiest man to hit earth ..." can I stop now?
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Shriekt
etc.....
Shriekback's pcrfonnancc last
Saturday mght at Detroit's St
Andrew's Hall blew the youngsters
away, but was something of n disappointment to oldtimers in the
crowd. Much of the muSJc was
__..narguablc,but there was an overall
decline. culminating in the ludicrous
charadeof Barry Andrews introducing
the band in mid-song.
Now that former singer-gunanst
Carl Marsh has quit the group, the
vocal duties hm e fallen to Andrews.
As he told us afterwards, the show
would have been longer than the
one hour were it not that his throat
was already strained. Too bad.
With the music being less entrancing than in theirprevious
Detroit
show, and with the brevity of the
set both old folks and young. wellentenained though they were, were
Jell with thoughts of what might
what have been.
-Da,,d Volkmaar

The band Shriekback have this
song called "My Spine Is The
Bassline" and the first time they
played St Andrew's Hall, that's all
I knew about them. As it turned out
that show earned a lofty position on
the Top Ten Concerts Ever list
lt was a simple show: nobody
could ever have called it pretentious.
A strong bass, incredible percussiorr
pure music.
On October J2th, the Shriekback
Army made their second appearance
in this area. This show was the
opposite of the first Dave Allen's

bass was mostly indiscerible from
the "noise and mayhem" of the
other band members (i.e. two loud
back-up singers, two guitarists and
two on keyboards). Thankfully, the
drumming was clear and distinct.
but a far cry from the entrancing
percussion of the first tour. (Where's
Pedro?) I ha,e no doubt that most
of Barry Andrews' movements were
carefully choreographed Still, he
was charming enough.
I had fun and danced a lot.
Maybe someone else will tell you
what happened to Carl Marsh. And
my question ''Where is Pedro?" is
rhetorical.

-Mary

Popovich

three
Shrickback can do no wrong.
Saturday's show was too short and
material from theJam Science albwn
was non-existent However, none
of this really mattered much as
Shriekback gave everyone present
a show to be remembered.
Carl Marsh's absence was unfortunate but who needs Carl when
you have Barry Andrews 7 The man
is a god, no doubt about it One got
the impression he was truly enjoying
him.5elfup there singingand swinging.
The rest of the gang. Dave Allen,
etc. were equally wonderful They
are one fun band who left the
audience no choice but to get out
and groove as much as humanly
possible in a too, too packed hall.
"Faded Flowers" was a neat
change of pace, and excourse"Nemesis" was just the song to get an
already exuberant house to peak
even further to finish off the set on a
high note ... Lined Up" and "My

Spine" were not quite as good as
they could have been, but the show
would have been a lctdown without
them.
The show was brilliant-can't
wait till next time.
-Fiona
McGrath

four
For an hour's music, $15.00
was a tad expensive.
But it was good Very good.
Interesting music, loud and fun.
Andrewsg8\"C all a mid-air backstroke
combination, clawing the air and
jumping. freanzied, at the audience.
• A few well aimed jests at the
folks in the balcony, a quiet piece,
one too short encore, and they were
gone.
Supposedly, "Shriekback has
left the building" ... Bullshit
We went upstairs erd hWl8around
with them afterwards.
It was good Very good Interesting
people, loud and fun Threw down
their beer. Talking. smoking, funny
smiles for the camera, bald and
tired and out on the street and how
the hell did I get talked into writing
this anyway?

-Martin

Stevens

five
Shriekback. masters of gut pulling
rhythm rule, rode into Detroit Saturday night carrying a heavy burden
indeed Their long.awaited second
coming was greeted with much enthusiasm by most. but some came
wary with defences raised.

Lance photo by Christopher McNamara

To be fair, there was little that
Dave Allen. Barry Andrews and
the mayhem squad could have done
that would have stood a chance of
surpassing their first performance
of two years ago. Between that
rught of unparalleled musical experience and Saturday lay two questionablealbeit enJQYablerecord releases.
In some quarters, the suspicion ran
high that Shriekback had lost or
moved away from the songwriting
essence that gave them their power.

Wei~ the new interpretation of
"Mothloop" wasstunningand" Faded
Flowers" fresh and magnetic, but
after "My Spine is the Inaudible
Bassline" and "We Know We've
Got it all Lined Up", the disappoint1m:nl was a fact with a life of its
own. An inspiring, atomic band has
become something less. Whether
or not you would have made a
diference, Mr. Marsh and Mr. Ortiz.
you are sadly missed.

-David Viecelli

nse of spirit a waste of
DEXY'SMIDNIGIH RUNNERS
•oon't Stand Me Down"
(Polygram)
Dexy's Midnight Runners look ridi-

culous. This is nothing new. They
lookedridiculous
whentheyemerged
in 1980, affecting the pose of New

inscrutablysilly imagechanges.Dexy's
Midnight Runners have kicked They
still kick.
They are not, however, still the
same. In the early days. they claimed
to be reviving the long-dead Stax
sound In 1982, they thought they
werebreakingnewgroundwith "Celtic
Soul" when they were, in fact.treading
in Van Momson's footsteps. No
great pronouncements or buzzwords
have cropped up around their new
album (not yet. at least) and this is
good. because this record is more
than able to speak for itself.
The band has achieved a new
equilibrium between horns ( which

=~,:~
-::-,
:

they were preposterous in 1981 as
jocks and tudicrousin '82 and '83 as
"Celtic soulbrothers" (or, as most
people said, gypsies). Now, they
lookb"keyuppies. Why? Who knows?
More 1mponantly, who cares?
Listen to this: through all their

have always been the trademark)
and strings (introduced back in '82).
They have, thank God, abandoned
the accordion. Keyboards-piano,
organ and (gasp!) synthesizer-continue to play a central role. Drums
and bass provide, as always, a strong
and firm foundation. Guitars are,
usually. of only minor importance,
but come into the foreground in the
Beatles-ish ( what the heU!?)"Know·
ledge of Beauty".
Dexy's had a massive hit in '83
with "Come On Eileen", but they
arc no longer addressing themselves
to the charts. Only one of these
seven songs is both short enough and

catchy enough to be a hit('' Listen to
This"). but the word is that they
shan't be releasing any singles. The
best song.s.while full of superb hooks.
are just too long.
"The Occasional Flicker" is a
long diatribe on the foul art of
compromise, in which singer Kevin
Rowland states his intention to "chew
off more than those who bite more
than I do".Hrnnun. Not exactly the
stuff of pop ~ongs. "This Is What
She's Like" is actually a sequence of
three different tunes: good old Kevin,
pressed to describe his gal, starts off
by contrasting her to various" scwnbags", and proceeds to descnl>e her
in a long series of moans and wails
which, believe it or don't. actually
do create an impression of "what
she's like". This song managed to
remind me of my reasons for loving
this band: though they may not be
the musical pioneers which they
( and many of their fans) insist they
are, they do understand soul music
and are able to create it themsches;
Kevin Rowland may be an asshole,
but he is also a genius, and, within
his limits. an extremely sensitive
guy. Ifyoudon'tbelieveme, check it
out If you still disagree with me
after listening to this stuff, I don't

care.

Th-

two are members of: at Supertramp7 bi The NBC Orchestra? cl Dex'/ ,s Midnight Runners?

Another great song is "One of
Those Things'' but I'm not goin, to
tell you why. Buy the album or
,,don't Rockjournalism is pointless.
-Martin Deck

e
It's hard to approach Gari Benardi"s
p&intings
hope His figural imagery woos
best m lhe sultklc. dark canvasses "'here
ambtgUOus
fonns emerge from painterly colour
fields. The human figure appears lhroughout
lhe exhibit-it 1s eiiher black (brown) or
,.-lute (and green). The colourauon 1s e11her
luscious or stark. and has everylhing to do
11111h
any psychological associatJons one might
choose to make

,.,ih

Ueep Drifts has the textural qual11yof a
textile. The eye is drawn upwards by the
rhombus-shaped canvas and swept to,.ards
the suspended ligureal the !Op. hs sister ptCIUJ'e
After This has a reversed rhombus-top
heavy shape ,..ith the person al lhe bottom.
The httle guy is resung-or sqwshcd beneath
the weight of lhe hea, y darkness of almost
homogeneous colour which descends from
above. The effect is contra') to that of lkep
Dnfts.
Valutd is the closest pio.:c to appiooch
po:t:a1ture It is like a travel snapshot of a
brown person-a bourgeois exoucism ,.hk:h
1s counter balanced only by lhe embryonic
appearanceoflhe white people The attempt
at a Jr,nd of Afncan scxuahty also nusses it's
point m Finding-a bleakflat/bacqround.
wooden woman. and blue nbbon (ol life")
Bcnardis unagjnation is mon: apprcaable
muaks-n boat on the wall with ...-11a1
looks
ltke two leaks but 1s really two bald heads
with~
and hands clutched below a s1111rling.
decorative surface of water. His little water·
~ al!O a,'Oid an~ obV10USbleakness.
because of their decorative qualtt).

Many of the large cam asses ore crouched
figwn-hennaphrodiuc and appallingly desperate. Rich colouration elevates a few from
off-hand pseud~PSychol~cal remarkl. but
the figures are so apart from !he viev.cr
that Mlhc mirror" cannot honestly be said to
exist To proJect too far with !hese painungs
would be fruitless. smce the figures arc:
really objects. not human forms. D
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No more Orsonaround
by Svenn Warner
Two weeks ago, a friend and I were
discussing Orson Welles-Hollywood's en/ant terrible and master cinemagician. "You
know what's gonna happen," feared my
friend. ''he's gonna die before he can finish
it ..,
A week later I got the phone call.
It is one of Welles' latest unbankable
ventures-The Other Side of the Windabout an aging film director (John Huston)
trying to make a comeback. It was started in
1-975, but came to a standstill when its
financial backers pulled the plug. It is typically
Wellesian.
Born in i915, George Orson Welles'
typical pre-school hobbies were poetry, painting, cartooning, piano, acting, and magic.
The boy wonder was spewing Shakespeare
when his classmates were stumbling over see
Spot run. So he was well-versed in the Bard
when he met John Houseman in 1937. They
mutuaJly formed the Mercury Theatre, which
soon earned a reputation for its ambitiously
innovative productions. A year later, the
acclaimed radio anthology series "Mercury
Theatre on the Air'' created quite a stir while
broadcasting the notorious War of the Worlds
Hallowe' en prank. Welles directed and played
the lead in this simulated space alien invasion
of Grover Mills, N.J. Despite the broadcast
disclaimers that it was, in fact. only a radio
drama, thousands fled their homes in panic.
RKO Studios lured the genius to Hollywood in 1939, hoping to cash in on his
sizeable reputation. They cemented an unprecedented six picture/total artistic control
contract even though he had yet to step inside
a film studio. At age 24, Welles embarked on
his directorial debut-an achievement that
would shortly revolutionize the film industry.
When he was finished at age 26, Welles had
become thefatherofthe modern soundfilm.
Welles had !bade Citizen Kane.
In May 1941, Kane opened to thunderous
accolades in New York. Like all Wellesian
projects, Kane was innovative and experimental-clearly decades ahead of its time.
The flashback narrative structure, the complex sound track, the deep-focus cinematography, and the low-angle compositions set it
quite apart from anything before seen in
cinema's first four decades. Unfortunately,
this excess of ingenuity was perhaps partly to
blame for the film's commercial failure outside the big cities. Consequently, disappointed RKO executives removed Welles'
total control on subsequent films; the RKO
genius became a supervised RKO genius.
The Magnificent Ambersons, Welles'
second project, might have been equally
superlative were it not for this forfeit of

power. RKO demanded the 131 minute film
be cut to 88 minutes to fit into a double bill
package. ( Cinema is a woeful marriage of art
and commerce.) In Welles' absence, important
scenes were cut or shuffled by the studio and
it was released in its ravaged form to a
disappointed public and critical core. Though
flawed,Ambersons has since been re-evaluated
as a superior film achievement, while the
original version is considered one of the great
lost masterpieces of American cinema.
While Ambersons was being raped in
Hollywood, Welles was in South America
getting his third film underway. It's All True
seems to be the start of what some critics call
Welles' neurotic fear of completing a film.
Welles has left more films unfinished than
any other major director in Hollywood. Studios
would fund his films, then withdraw leaving
him· stranded. Hollywood executives soon
considered him financially irresponsible and
the director was kept from major studio
financing for thirty years.
It's All True is the first of the unfinished.
A new RKO policy aimed the studio in the 8mo,·ie direction. which made Welles and
Mercury Productions its primary victim. For
some time, the negative from True was
thought to be dumped in the ocean. but it has
recently been discovered in Paramount's
vaults. It is hoped that the film can eventually
be partly restored.
The early forties were the start of a
turbulent career for a brilliant film director.
When times were rough, Welles often turned
back to the theatre. A few critics have called
Welles a reservoir of unfulfilled potential.
but his inability to finish several films can
hardly taint an otherwise unparalleled talent
Excluding his Shakespearian experiments,
Welles directed five definitive cinematic
masterpieces: Citizen Kane, The Magnificent
Ambersons. The Ladyfrom Shanghai, Touch
of Evil, and Chimes at Midnight. His works
are the embodiment of classical W estem
literary themes-a sense of tradition, obsession,
self-delusion. Macbethian corruption through
ambition, and self-destruction. Three International Critics polls since 1958, have proclaimed Citizen Kane the "Best Film of All
Time".
In 1975, the venerable director was
awarded the American Film Institute's Life
Achievement Award. Welles' contribution
to the art had a universal impact on cinema.
Asaresultofhisexplorationandreproduction
of sound and images as self-contained, yet
interdependent art forms, he is considered
the founder and master of the compositionin-depth, long take aesthetic, and the father
ofthemodemsoundfilm.
His untimely passing will certainly push
the saJesof three new Orson Welles biographies
released the week before he died. D

Join us at historic St. John's
Church (Sandwich and Brock
streets) for sung eucharist
Sundays at 10:30 am. New
choir members welcome.
Contact Karen Price, M.Mus.,
Director of Music, 948-4869.
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LUNCH

11:00 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30- 6:30

Monday

Boston Clam Chowder
Grilled Ham & Cheese
Spanish Macaroni

Roast Turkey. Dressing
Breaded Cod Fillets

Tuesday

Beef Barley Soup
Salisbury Steak
Vegetable Mousaka

Fried Chicken
Beef & Green Peppers

Cream of Tomato
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Baby Beef Uver

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Chicken Gumbo
Chicken Fingers
Beef Pot Pie

Lasagna
Breaded Pork Cutlet

Cream of Mushroom
Rueben Sandwich
Swedish Meatballs

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin

Thursday

Friday

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

131WESTPARKST.•SUITE21
WINDSOR.ONTARION9A 5T6
(519) 252-8404

1

Vanier Vittles

Wednesday

EJAN
HAIRDRESSERS

.============,..1.,=A==lilm====JS=.=
a ..J---.

SUPPER
4:30-6:30

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Hot Italian Beef Sandwich

BBQ Chicken
Spaghetti Meatsauce

S unday

Soup of the Day
Soft Tacos/Hot Sauce

Roast Pork
Beef Stroganott

The DeliIs open 11:30 - 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Ro und Table Is open 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday· Friday

CJOM·FM

88.7

MIND,
ORDER,
ENERGY.
What lies behind all existence? ls everything a product of supernatural
design? Are humans shifted about by an arbitrary will like pieces on a
chessboard? Or does a stupendous energy. without reference to purpose,
bring about a ceaseless transformation from atoms to stars and to life itself:
Mind-Order-Energy-may
these not be summed up in one word:
Consciousness'! Behind ·an a Universal Consciousness. impersonaL
eternal. It composes the order of matter. the sensitivity of life, and that
personal awareness that 1s Self.
This is a new age! It is time to reconcile science. philosophy, and
mvsticism. Truth is found m unifying all experience and knowledge ~at
man has acquired-no longer must man be dealt with separately with
preJudice or preference.

ACCEPT THIS FREE BOOK
For a frank. fascinating presentation of a rational penonal philosophy of
hfe that dispels supersmion and obsolete traditions. write for the free book
The Masterv of Life. It ,s presented by the Rosicrucians (not a religion). a
worldwide c~ltural society Through this bookthousands have learned how
they ma} acquire a fuller hfe.
Please use this coupon or write to:

SCRIBE : W.N.X.

We ROSICRUCIANS
(AMORC)
San Jose . Cahfom1a 95191

(Not a religiou, organization)

Jolinnnny
can ,t spel
Mid neetfae,
<an tHELanese.

SPECTRAL

EVIDENCµ.te.r
ry

by Eugene McNamara
(Black Moss Press, 125 pp., S12.95)
by Desmond McGrath

Eugene McNamara, of the university's English Department has
recently published his thinl volume of short stories, Spectral Evidence. In
his ten books of poetry, McNamara has shown an eye for the details of
everyday chintzy life and the wit to illuminate them; in this volume he
applies these talents to the lives of various emotionally displaced people
and, with pathos and poetry lays out their tales in eleven graceful stories.
"Living in this world isn't easy", McN amara has said, an apt comment
for the lives of his characters-failed marriages, lost fathers, faded
ideals. and might-have-beens crop up throughout the book, occasionally to
be recovered, more often to be confinned as lost causes. Downlifting as all
this may sound, it does not add up to a case for human futility-the
persistence of the characters against the erosions of the world, against
repeated betrayals, and against their own criminal self-neglect incline
rather to a belief in human dignity. As lost and ineffectual as they are,
behind all their stories we can hear the author unabashedly rooting for
them.
In ·'Freeze Frames", the leadoff story Miriam, standing in the
supermarket check-out line reads of her father's death. He was a smalltime Hollywood actor, the subject now only of trivia, whose wife left him
to have an affair with his older brother-a successful Hollywood actor.
Miriam is left to seek her father in his letters to her mother, in glimpsed
memories of what small roles he had, and in her daydreams of faded stars
and their films- Tyrone Power, Marilyn Monroe, William Holden. She
seeks him too, in her own l:>-moviereveries.
I was never told, but believe that I know the story of my father's
buried life, his fair seed time. I could make a movie of it. /JI did, it
would be a kind of second chance at life for him, wouldn't it?
Movies make everything real. They bring Miriam's father to life for
her, and she ends the story be casting he own life into a series of movie
freeze-frames. This infatuation with movies is something that McN amara
turns to again and again in Spectral Evidence to demonstrate the rather
loose grip on reality common to many of his characters.
The story begins in a straightforward enough manner, with one De
Witt Lawrence remembering the would-be Aesthetes that he and his
friends were as young adults. McNamara's characterizations are brief,
wry summings-up: "They all agreed that they loved at the end of the
studidest decade in all of history. See Spengler. They felt sorry for
themselves. They were very ironic."
McNamara takes a movie-lover's vacation with the story of De Witt's
admittedly hopeless search for a girl he was romantically involved with
when they were both still 'literary'. Now he can no longer remember her
last name. Halfway through. the narrative atrophies into a world of.film
noir trenchcoat detectives and ironic women sheathed in black dresses
exchanging hard-boiled truths. Were this a film we could admire it for its
tight editing as it cuts from one interrupted scene to another, accelerating
pace until after the last few broken sentences we expect the lights to come
on and the credits to roll It's the best example here of McN amara in
complete command of his form, and makes one wish he were more
whimsical more often.
From a totally different vein comes the story Bright, Agile, Impassable,
and Subtle. This one takes place in the office of a small Catholic monthly
as an ex-seminarian finds his way in the secular world But for the mention
of shopping malls and a weekend trip to Toronto, this might be Dublin, so
steeped in Catholicism a:. it is. Joyce's Dublin, to be precise, for the story
ends with an epiphany as obtrusive as anything in Dubliners. It's a very
delicate form which McNamara, in this instance, does not seem to be up
to;-somebow, the narrative line drawn through the story does not lead
smoothly to the climax.
It is one of the minority of stories that ends with the revitalization of the
protagonist Another is "Pushing Fifty'', which chronicles the passage of
Greg Wilson from family man to reckless dreamer.
But time moved if place didn't, and his children grew up and left
home, and his wife went from yoga to consciousness raising to
aggressive therapy to swinging and finally to open marriage, which
for her meant acknowledged adultery. So there was nothing to lock
in anymore.

And away Greg goes. From adulterous affairs to wife-swapping, to
casual flings on his office floor to an aimless sailboat sea voyage which
leaves everyone believing him dead. His drifting is told in a series of
snippets-freeze-frames, as it were-from the subsequent lives of himself
and his ex-wife. They are detached observations-a tone in synch with
Greg's own attitude-infused with humourous revelation, as in this detail
form Greg's affair with an ex-student "he had a disturbing complex of
feelings: guilt (se~ with a schoolgirl) and excitement (sex with a
schoolgirl)."
Nelson in" Sk:unlc
Summer'' is a counterpart of sorts to Greg, passive
to the point of invisibility. His wife has a lover and wants a divorce, his
daughter is a stranger-as the summer of the title has done, his life moves
along while he isn't watching.
The story has the ingredients for a portrayal of a life about to
disintegrate. But that would be contrary to McNamara's sensibilityNelson's life is in transition, not in decay. The skill and crace of this
portrait convince us of the eduring dignity even of such little and
insignificant men as Nelson.
This thematic consistency of the book is complimented by stylistic
variety. conventional narrative 1sthe norm but there are skilful excursions
into stream of consciousness and movie replaying. Along wi~ "Entropy'',
"1911" is the most eccentric of style, a story teld almost entirely through
letters between its characters.
These are not groundbreaking stories, to become the talk of the literary
world They are worthwhile achievements, proof that Eugene McN amara
has a talent to be jealous of. 0
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In a scene that resembled a mud wrestling
tournament, the Unive(Sity ofW-mdsor$0CCer
Lancer teamtook on the visiting Mc.Master
Maruaders down at the ''Mud lrowl" last
Saturdayaftemoon. The result was re~
4-0 triumph. which kept the Lancers in ftrSl
place in therr division with a 5-0-4 reco«i
The Lancers lead all the way in thls-0ne.
leaving McMaster wonqering what it would
have to do to beat the undefeated squad.
A Lancer half time lead of 2-0 was
extended to 4-0 by the final whistle.
The Lancer crew hoped that their lull in
scoring action the last few .outings ·wouldn't
linger.
"I knew that it wouldn'tlastfor1ong,' said
Lancer forward Mark Marchese.
Windsor tallied first on a pretty play by
Marchese at the twelve minute mark of the
first half. With the play directly in front of the
Marauders goal, Marchese drilled a shot
whic·h passed through a scramble of four
defenders. and into the right goal comer ~
putting Windsor ahead 1-0.
At the 30 minute markofthefirsthalf, the
Lancers struck again. On a picture perfec~
play Mike Lovric popped in his first of the
contest on a rebound shot and the Lancers
took a satisfying 2-0 lead into halftime.
To add insult to injury, the McMaster
squad had scored an apparent goal at the 33
minute mark of the first half. Unfortunately
for them, the goal was called back on an
offside .
The Lancers came out flying to begm the
second half with solid drives by Lovric and
Marchese which were stopped by Marauder
goal keeper Angelo Meffe .
Finally , at the fifteen mmute mark.. Marchese picked up a rebound and blasted a shot
past a diving McMaster goal keeper to make
the score 3-0.
"'The last couple of games I have been
favouring my right knee. Today, was the first
day that I was able to go all out,.. said
Marchese of his injury. Anthroscopic surgery
is planned for Marchese immediately after
their last game of the '85 season.
The Lancers' final goal of the contest
came about on a beautiful passing play
between MiJan Korac and Ray McManus.
Racing down the right sideline, Korac sent a
pass cross field to McManus, who in tum
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drove a shot past a sprawled out Angelo
Metre.
Saturday's game marked the first itme
this season that the Lancers used a 4-3-3
lineup ( four defenders, three midfields,.
and three forwards). In the past, Coach John

-

Vatcratsis went with a m~re conservative 44-2 lineup (four defenders, four midfielders,
and two forwards). Itis a good bet especially
after the 4-0 victory, that Coach Vatcratsis
will stick with the 4-3-3 setup.
After this weekend the Lancers three

regular season games remaining on their '85
schedule.
Saturday the soccer crew travels to Guelpb
to meet the Gryphons and on Sunday they
meet the Warriors at Waterloo.O

StillbestinOUAA

Winning is almost second nature for this
year's Lancer soccer squad. They did it again·
Wednesday afternoon at the St Denms
Stadium by shutting out the Western Must angs 2-0 for their last regular season home
game.

f>enetntti ng the Mc:Master
net

lance

!;)hotoby D.W. Dcnen

Less than one minute before the half-time
whistle Peter Pomponio drilled a low shot
tha t could have cut the grass past We stern
keeper Paul Th omas, giving Windso r a 1-0
edge.

In second half action socring ace Marc
Marchese outran a shadowing defender and
bolted the Lancers' securing goal high and
beyond Thomas · reach .
The Lancers kept tight and close on
defence for the rest of the game, and despite
several threats. keeper Van Niforos rejected
any scoring attem pts by Western.
"Lauri er wilJ be our main competition.
but we've been working on our shooting,"
said Pomponio . "We're confi dent and have a
solid back field " D - JBL

Footballers
SU,{fer
relapsewith36-1loss
by Jarussc Browning-Leveque

. .
• •
rerruu!1"1g,the Lancers must pull a
Last Saturday' s clash with the few tricks out of theirjersey sleeves,
t.
McMaster Marauder football squad or save the Pla•~""
.1-vuS
,or another
in Hamilton was a turning point for year .
.. W e have three crucial games
the Lancers, but the results were
left," said headcoacb Gino Fracas.
less than gratifying.
Before the 36-1 decision, the "And next week Laurier will be
Lancers were ranked sixth in the using the run and shoot offence plus
Ontario Universities Athletic Asso- a tough option player. They're going
ciation ( OU AA) league, and shared to be to ugb to be at "
the same record as the Marauders
lnSaturday'sgametheLancers
bad to contend with an injury at the
with one win and two losses.
Since last weekend undefeated key quarterback position, and the
W estem has lengthened their lead situation still looks a little bleak.
with four wins, and York, Guelph. Starting pivot Doug Ball had to be
at half.time after a foot
and Laurier are all deadlock with J?Ulled
injury hampered his offensive perthree wins and one loss each.
The only teams in Windso r's fonnance .
" It was very painful for the first
shadow are the UoiversityofToronto
and Waterloo. who are both winless. balf," iaid Ball. " It slowed me
Now, with only three games . down and made it difficult for me to

Ball noted the efforts of Ian
Rosier, who took over the driver's
seat for the second half.
..This was the first game that be
(Rosier) played a whole half, and it
was especially difficult with the
poor weather conditions. "
The Marauder total net offence
was 424 yards compared to Windsor's 134, and their total yards
passing was 190-83 yards better
than the Lancers .
Windsor must win all of the
next three games to earn a spot in
the play-off s.
"Our backs are right up against '
a wall," said Fracas, .. nice things
were happening, and then the roof
fell in. Our passing is good but.
plant my foot andthrowsuccessfully."

we' re having problems with execution." r
•
• Graeme Glett's single point was
the only Lancer effort which materialized into numbers and broke the
potential shut-out
McMastersCbindoGriilirusbed
in one of the Marauder majors, and
Ralph Rosenkranz broke through
withalongpassreceptionfocano«her .
SteveMalizia, wbochalkedupI73
yards on 21 carries, accounted for
another McMaster major. Hi s longest rush was an impressive 79 yard
carry.
.
Devon McDermott pushed fun>.
ugh with a 75 yard punt return
which resulted in another touch
down. Kicker Rob Decluca addeci
three singles, one field goal, and
~pleted
three of his four convert

attempts .

Do

ug Dowhos led the Lancers
in rushing with nine carries for 63
yards, his longest being a 36 yard
run.
For McMaster , it was the big
plays that put most of the points on
the board. and for Windsor , it was
"°'"in
_... the inexperience of a young
team.
Most of the Lancer defensive
line will consist of new players
since veterans Jim Maybroda and
Andre VanVugtare both hampered
by injuries.
The Lancers travel to Wilfred
I..aurierUniversitytomeettheGoiden
Hawks this Saturday , and the fol:lowing week they take on the York
Yeomen for Hom eco ming. D

1
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Hockeypreview
---~m
by Ver n Smith

The Hockey Lancers ran into some stiff
competiton over the weekend as they lost
three pre-season games in a row, before
finally breaking the ice with a victory over
McGill University.
The Lancers travelled to Quebec last
Thursday, where, because of contrasting
league regulations, their competition had the
advantage of having an extra month of
practice.
The Lancers started off sluggishly in their
pre-tournament tune-up as they were never
really in this one.
Quebec blitzed the Windsorites with seven
unanswered goals over the first two periods
in a contest that coach Rick Cranker termed
as "a very physical game-not what we
expected at all."

·~·

/

Takingto thekillingfields

The Lancers finally got it together in the
third when they exploded for three goals by
Ken Minello, Rick Pickersgill and Chuck
Brimmer. Windsor also out-shot Quebec 302 in that period The final score was a 7-3
dumping of tile Lancers.
Both teams settled down considerably in
the tournament as the chipinesssuhsided.
but Lancers still were on the bottom of a 7-4
final score .

1

Although this university's first womens
club soccer team is not an authorized interuniversity competitive squad. most of a relatively full season schedule is almost finished.
The team has been winless in its six
outin~ and lost Wednesday"s decisionagainst a
tough and more experienced Western squad
7-0.

Windsor led 2-1 after the opening penod
only to trail 5-4 with three minutes left to
play. At that point Quebec capitalized on
Windsor's mistakes as they pulled away with
a pair of late goals.
Chuck Brimmer and Chuck Dungey had
two goals a piece for the Lancers.
The Lancers were treated poorly a~ they
were handily ousted by the Tournament host
Chicoutimi, in a 9-2 thumping.
Wtndsor "came out flat." as Cranker put
it·· We just didn't have any quality chances."
Dungey and John Hoy were the lone
Windsor scorers in this one.
Led by Pickersgill's four goal performance.
the Lancers finally bounced back. getting the
better of McGill in this 10-7 shoot out

The lone goal was scored by Lynn Tessier
on a penalty kick.
"We have a lot of talent coming from

Windsor schools, and there is a lot of enthusiasm, " said headcoach Gordon Caldwell .
Most club teams are not usually authorized
for interuniversity competition until two years
after they are established, but Caldwell is
hopeful that the women·s team will be approved
next year.
Last Sunday the club fell vicum to a
tough University of Michigan team 5-2.
Windsor scorers were Tracey McCall and
Caroline Ball. 0

campus rec
ampus Recreauon 1s no"' offenng a
self-defense club from 5-7 p.m. Thursdays
and Sundays. The fee is $10.00 and the club
is open to anyone interested For more
information contact the Campus Ree office
at ext 2456.
Campus Recreation has openings for
qualified fitness instructors for the winter
semester . Any interested parties should contact Kim Armitage at ext 2456.0
Wom e n's Vo lley ball
The "Fifth Floor F-U's" won two games
this week to keep them in the top spot The

Jean Laundry had two for the Lancers
singles going to Terry Turner. Dungey,
Jamie Howe and Ken Minello.0
y. ith

Biology Depl went two for four plactng
them second behind the "F-U's".
Three teams are in the running for third
place. "Who Cares" dropped down the scale
by losing two of three games, "Carisa"
moved ur one spot by sweeping their two
games, and ··seventh Floor Launer" dropped
one place with "Who Cares '' by losing three
of their four games.
Fourth place is claimed by a new team
this week. "Kool and the Gang", and the
"Benchers" nre Jeft in the cellar with only six
weeks of corn tition left. C

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Dec. 7 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT

(416) 923·PREP
1-800-387-1262

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
11

(v1
BOUTIQUE FOR PETITES

10% off
to students & faculty

MEM BER

Pearl Voinaroski

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

43 3 Ouellette
254-0323

Friday until 9 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.
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The Lancer cross country crew is
about a month away fromtheOntario
University Athletic Association
(OUAA) championships, and the
results of last Saturday's Laurier
Invitational are a good indication of
what's to come.

mpion ships are scheduled for next
Saturday at Sudbury , and several
cross country runners will be part icipating.

PREGNANT

Diving

Veteran coach Paul Laing is presently working with a balance of new
and old blood with this year's diving
team.
Is it a bird, is it a plane, is it a fish?·
ThirdyearcxxnpetitorKen Soolliere
No,·but yoore oo,e,it's the University
should work well with his talents off
of Windsor swinuning and diviM
Windsor's two Terrys (Schinkel
the board, and Brian Brockenshire
teamstmtlngup for aoother seasonc:i
and James) were· the Lancer top
and Joan Laframboise will also be
runners in the competitio n which
interuniversity action.
returning with experience in OUAA
This Saturday and Sunday theU
was held at Waterloo, with Schinkel
competition.
of W swinuning and diving teams
winning an award for finishing as one
Soulliere finished fifthin OUAA
will host the Canadian-American
of the top ten university entrants.
competition last year.
Invitationalagainst Oakland UniverSchinkel placed 14th overall with a
"Gillian ~ ens (head swimming
sity, Wayne State University, and CQ8ch from last year) did a lot of
34 :05 run, and James took the 19th
spot with 34:34.
Brock University.
work to get the programon its feet,
Newcomer Brian Burdett finished
Although Wayne State is only
and we' re trying to add to our compea respectab le 36th with his time of
bringingmale swimmers andOakland
titiv~ schedule," said Laing.
39:33 in his OUAA debut
will have only female competitors;
Laing added that a medal is not
The futurekrlcs promisingaccord- all teams should provide some fast
out of Soulliere's reach m OUAA
ing to coach Dennis Fairall "The
competition, andeach will have their
competition, and that Bill Bedford
team has been progressing well since
respective diving entrants:
and Laframboise should also fare
theWestem meet, arxl Terry Schinkel
"A few of our swimmets are
well with their talents, but he is
quite regular, and we have about
is running 50 seconds faster than he
uncertain about the competition they
was this time last year. It's still early
two-thirds which are newcomers."
will be up against 0
Still, there is some upcoming _
in the season, and we have three
weeksof trainingbefore the OUAA's,"
talent with transfer students John
Mymryk from the Royal Military
said the coach.
The Lancerette Volleyball squad
~ and CbrisDurham.a fresh.
The winning time was 31:51 by
opened their exlubitionseasonagainst
man from the Windsor area
Adrian Shorter.
Henry Ford College last Wednesday,
A nucleus of veterans will pave
winning the matc h 15-1, 15-8, 15Ironically, the first four firushers
11, 12- 15, and 7-15.
in Saturday's ccmpetitionareproducts the way in the pool Among them are
Headcoach Marg Prpich sees a
of the Tillsonburg Legion track club, Matt Butler, who Arusoo expects
lot of good potential in the team, but
which was founded and nurtured by will "be a team leader andscore even
better than last year, and hopefully
maintained that there were some
Windsor's present coach. Fairall.
place as a finalist in the CIAU's."
early season mistakes which need
Fairall is expecting Schinkel and
Wendy Poppleton, who was a
some correcting.
James to place in the top 25 at the
strong finisher in the backstroke at
"There was a lack of intensity
OUAA'S, which will be held on the
and concentration. We won our first
same course as theLaurier InvitiationaL the Canadian Interuniversity Athletic
Union (CIAU) championships last
game 15- 1, then lost our next two.
The next cross country meet will
year , will also provide some stability
We need to develop some consistency
be hosted by Windsor and held
on the swim team.
so that when we take our first game
either at Point Pelee Park at the
Cathy Griffm, another newcomer
like that, the following ones will go
Landfill Site against the University
the same way," said Prpich.
ofWestem Ontario,TillsonburgL:gior1, in her first year, competed on the
CanadianNational Team in thesprint
Saturday, October 19 the Lancerand Waterloo, Saturday October 25.
free-styling
as
a
14-year-old,
and
her
ettes
travel to Schoolcraft College to
The ootdoor track arxlfieldOUAA
talents should help the team in a
continue their pre-season volleyball
/Ontario Women's Interuniversitv
action.Athletic Association (OWIAA) cha- major way as well

Swimming

Volleyball

n

AND NEED HELP?

Call ..•

girtlJr

~ e Care For
You and Your Unborn Child
Give Life a chance and we'll heJp
you every step of the way.

Ph.

_
252 3322

PregnancyTestsAvailable• Open Afternoons&Evenings

If you be lieve that there should be
inc reased parking & improved
student housing off Campus ...then
vot e for

Peter Carlesimo
Alderman Ward II
" Let a Worker Work for you at
City Hall "

Johnsons- Windsor'sSports FashiQnStore

I•
Hurray for Johnsons too! Grey/Charcoal. Don't miss
These fabulous 100%
this incredible special
nylon rainsu1tsare
purchase offer from
perfect for foul weather Johnsons and K-Way.
walking, running, cycling, All other K·Way products
shopping ...And they are are also sale priced up to
priced at a fabulous 50% 50%off. And see all our
off. AVailablein Navy/Red, other rainwear. much of
Light Blue/Royal, light
which ,s sale priced Only
Blue/White , and in
at Johnsons.
5909 wvand otte E. <2 b loc ks f rom Jefferson > 945.3434
Mo n-Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 sat 9·5. Visa, Mastercard & Ameri can Express .

soft constructed
sport coats
overs ize fit.
pleated
baggies ,
flannels
& tweeds
10%
Discount
for
Students
& Faculty

368
Ouellette
254-7878
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WAITRONICS
System 1
r
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~
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PC+

g=--·--?
PC+
* 256 K RAM ( exp. to 640 K)
* DSDD 360KB Disc Drive
* Colour Graphics or
Monochrome card
* Printer or Modem card
* IBM style metal case w/ 150W
. power supply & cable
* Standard keyboard

*ONLY $1099.00*

System 2
r ,,

r~

~

,

7

I

II

XT+

BD

d=----?
XT+
*256 K RAM ( exp. to 640 K)
* DSDD 360KB Disc Drive
* Colour Graphics or
Monochrome card
* Printer or Modem card
*IBM style metal ·casew/150W
power supply & cable
* Standard keyboard
* Choice of Hard Discs:

i 10MEG *ONLY $2099.00*
ii 20MEG *ONLY $2199.00*
iii 25MEG *ONLY $2399.00*

* Additional

Peripheral Prices Upon Request!
* ROLAND PRINTERS/PRINCETON
MONITORS/EMP MODEMS
*KEYTRONICS5151 KEYBOARDS/3M&
BYTESAVER
DISKETTES
Contact Regional Sales Representative
Tim Faas at 253-1013 after 6:00 pm only please.
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BLUE LAKE

CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF

HERE AND GONE

DUNDAS: PREMONITION

I looked beyond the ocean and saw sadness in
the sky, people gathering, weeping, salt water
in their eyes. A cold and bitterc!oth surrounded
their worn hides, and the frost descendect on
us, sparkles on either side.

running idiotically
down city streets, jostling wide-ribbed women
and gum-sna.:,ping adolescents
slapping concrete with rhythms
whole phrases of laughing coming
from swelling air-pockets, the whole thing buoyant
and you,
crazily, infected with wild disease,
incredulously with me

OF SEASONS

AND THE LEAST
AMONG YOU

Strapped to my seat
drowned in the noise
I watch
the four dots
blend into the crowd

!here is a forest past the hills, past the emptiness,
1nthat forest the ground is cool and blue, as if
the ground was the sky.
You lay down on that cool blue earth and look
)Othe stars. Once in a while one swoops down,
in your reach, then you grab.

this plane is filled
with madmen
racing with time
to catch the past

You hold on to that star, this might be the one. It
warms you, makes your mind smile, gives you
an essence.

II

I crave
to sting
my feet
on the sharp stones
and see
my blood stain the grass

The star turns to dust though, you took awav.
knowing what comes next. The forest recedes
and you see the sky become blue.

Through the night she came, weaving through
the dark, touching with her pain, frail and very
stark. She moved with certain steps, taking
beauty in all stride, but yet she wept, and the
tears they did glide.
Now the time has left us, groping wanting more,
feedingfromourdesplirshecriedoutfofmore. Then
as quickly as she came, she stole through our
back door, left us and ,was gone,

The blue earth becomes your worn sheets and
rock like pi!low. It is a sad time, but you smile, for
you saw her face once more, if just for a
moment.

re-live once more
pains of my youth
at the blue !ake
where
a nightingale's song
induced me into love

the meaning was so poor
the meaning was so poor
the meaning was so poor

James Cullen

James Cullen

Ill

chain-link fences are murals of wire
and the portuguese fruit market spins wondertut
with colour
I am smelling caramel corn and sa!t pork
the complaints of the jostled
blur into sparkles
and roasted duckling circling in the china town
windows
crackles my amazement
and wings golden sunwards
and
\
everything
sobloody,vonderful
and you
laughing
Karen Briggs

Literary Editor Brad Lombardo

I find the lake
its stagnant water
dull and brown
sprinkled with wings
of dead flies
in the grey mist
a crow cal!s her mate

DEPRESSION

BARREN WASTELAND
BETWEEN

Like autumn leaves still intact
after the first snow fall,
you're hanging in
but it's getting cold again.

IV
they come holding hands
bare feet treading
water lillies
fondled by
azure blue lacy waves
a nightingale sings
the moon waits
behind clouds.

Part of you tries to smile.
The rest of you fights
the relapse to the last fall.

Maria Chodorowicz

Like a wave depression covers you
not letting you emerge for air.
ft curls you downward.
The tide will turn up
ii another wave doesn't come
but it's approaching
pulling you under
anyway.
Yvonne BandeBovenkamp

I AM SEARCHING FOR
MY MOTHER'S

and

GRAVE

VANITIES

Slowly
the winds have defaced
surfaces .of proud rocks.
Valiant,
solid yet helpless
against the storms
when rocks are eroded
by loneliness.

TRAVELLING ON THE AFTERNOON
Wide eyes awaiting the knock
fools be God between two blue lines
Suddenly the intruder arrives,
assasin of innocent ignorance.

Standing on lost promises
the foothold crumbled.
The distance lessened,
the air became still.
Was it weakness
if we found togetherness by freewill?

Yvonne VandeBovenkamp

On an abandoned field
dew on the grass
soo:hes my feet

Why have I in my power
beckoned this ungrateful guest?
Alas he's taking me back
through swirling darkness where 1 have died.

John Fooks

Walking with only the whites of my eyes,
Acrid smoke has seized unwary pupils
setting them on prancing green grass,
Compliant witness to happiness past.

MELANGE OF

Willow trees shade tainted scenes,
Spirits swiftly tunneled through clinging vines.
The coloured culpr"it horses glaringly pant-

Pen to paper
letters form
a dialogue
between friends
who communicate
in earnest
a wish-lu!fillment
vicarious conversation
and would-be repartee

Shrieking howl escape me,
At last I remember
to remember what i am.

they told me
she is buried here

Dominion-bagged
she trudges silent
looking for a smoke
or a warm doorway
or silent hallways
to sing her ballads
to a crowded room of
former friends
whose naked bulbs
illumine rags
the clothes of actors' roles
and worry's wrinkles
hear applause
spectators' silent chanting
greyed and odoured
red-eyed gazing
over a stained sweater
at fife's possessions
the wealth and joy
of many years
of many streets
an urban woman
of sophisticated taste
a tourist guide
to sights and delights
not colour glossy
in tourists' reaching hands
and hand-outs
from those who have
who bemoan the others'
state
and retire to psalms
and count their blessings
while the least among them
sing hallelujahs
and praise hosannah
to empty halls
and inherit the streets.

HOPED-FOR

INCIDENTS

Sukanya Pillay

it happened on the coldest day
of winter
the shrunken frozen earth
refused to open
and welcome with a resting place
the diggers
coursed the weather
scraped a shallow bed
placed on it a cross
bearing her name

Pen to paper
words combine
collage of sense
and collected meaning
of related events
a wished-for flow
and sought-for pleasure

DREAM PEACE
It's the feeling you get
When you pull off the sheets
Exposing your skin to the cold

and
hurried home to their fires

You strain to sil up
Then both feet touch the floor
And your eyes are no longer closed

with spring came flooding
uprooted some crosses
sent them sailing on winding streams
some bodies followed to the sea

Your comfort has fled
And you can't bundle up
Because sleepiness goes with the dawn

now I walk this unmarked !and
searching for some spot
some special sign
where maybe now
my mother and !
can talk
of past fa/!s
unconquered fears
shared by two women
equal in pain

That's how it feels
When the night mists have cleared
And in fight your warm image is gone

Marla Chodorowicz

Thomas Pidgeon

Photo by Christoper McNamara

•

Pen to paper
sentences appear
chapters written
convey character
and plot the way
a wished-for ending

Pen in hand
and exploits down
accomplishment
endeavoured long
and pen in mouth
the words sucked out
an indiscriminate
melange

John Fooks

•
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DREAM SCAPE

Searching
as a parade of humanity
lethargically ambles
past my vantage point.
Half-hearted attempts at life
carry heavy
on the how ling wind.
For some reason
I'm glad I didn't see you
today
II
Standing silent...
As wind howls
jagged clouds race across the sky
through my mind
a disturbance
The sun's golden rays
peak out from behind
;:iarted clouds
giving me
jus t for an instant
a joy experienced
only in you.
Geoff de Liberato

ON THE HORNS OF

Photo by Andrew Haggert

A DILEMMA

-

The young imagination
swoops
like a swallow
carried by thP.su mmer's
warm winds
descending and ascending
on love-strange thoughts ,
pondering their revelation
hampering their fruition.
·Geoff de Liberato

NOT MY FAVOURITE SPORT
I went fishing wit h Murray once.
We didn 't catch no fish.
Mostly we talked.
We talked about fishing
And sundry ot her subjects.
The sun was sinking into the river,
The moon peering over the darkening trees,
When a gull pooped on my shoulder.
Murray roared with laughter;
I smiled.

AUTUMN SONG

I wen1 fishing with Murray. Once .

Autumn earth of a coastal town
wet with the day's harvest dew,
sun hidden by deep, g rey clouds
cool wind curls along
the long, silent shoreline,
the tidewater slowly recedes,
and the birds in flight
breathe life into my words
with their almost distant cries.
In the evening ,
the song of autumn flows
through the bodies
of the villagers
like a river
of rhythmic language,
young women
gently formed by the sea
into smooth, white shells,
lifted quietly by the dai'k waves
onto the black night shores.
How could I ever leave
a village which owns
such fertile , olive earth ,
great fields of bright ..white flowers
burned brown by the autumn wind ,
and, in its essence,
the sweet dusk smell,
the sea-silence of the darkness?
Brad Lo mbardo

Bosko Peplinski

THE TELEPHONE

WAITING

the constant distraction
of a ringing telephone
destroys my concentration
as I am beckoned to
the voice of a
distraught friend
how can I write
at the time like this
when the world is
seeking my advice
my creativity trapped
somewhere within a
plastic wire
connecting me
to a hectic
outside world

wet rough sand draws
sinking feet into its grasp
raindrops blend with tears
beneath threatening skies

Karen Ouellette

fishy river smells
summer grass dampness
blend into one
creating a solitary union
black stormy clouds
dampen the spirit's warmth
grounded sea gulls wait
shivering, permeating presences

Ka ren Ouellette

the ball bounces
page2

Sorborasays ''post-secondtlry
education
a priority"

No more
cutbacks?
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm

Ontario universities will not suffer from
federal government cutbacks to universities.
"If post-si;condary education is a priority
you fundit accordingly".said Gregory Sorbara,
ministerof collegesand universities.last Friday.
" You don't Jet another level of government determine the degree to which you
should make it (postsecondary education)
important Ifs a provincial, not a federal
responsibility."
Representatives from the Ontario Federation of Students met with Sorbara and Alan
Adlington, deputy minister of colleges and
universities in Toronto to confront the minister
regarding;EstablishProgram Financing(EPF),
incidental fees, delays in OSAP payments,
differential fees. and the ministers announcement on October 17th regarding the establishment of a $50 million excellence fund.
Even if transfer payments are being decreased by the federal government., Sorbara
said, "the full increment of EPS transfers
from the federal government earmarked for
educationwill flow right through to education."
Treasurer of Ontario Federation for Students (OFS), Jon Carlos Tsilfidis said, "that
means even if the federal government reduces
the level of transfer payments to the province,
the provincial government will pick up the
loss of revenue.This will ensure pos~secondary
education remains a priority."
Tsilfidis said the minister was not prepared
to make any commitments about establishing
ceilings on incidental fees. Presently there

saying how much an institution can charge
under the category of an incidental fee.
Tsilfidis questions why incidental fees are
charged and said, "they are just a backwards
way of increasing tuition fees."
Incidental fees go directly to the administration. University of Windsor students pay
$20 a year. No public account is made for the
money by administration.
The OFS representatives are concerned
about differential fees which presently force
visa students to pay up to five times as much
in tuition. Sorbara said it was unfortunate
the differential fees exist and he is personally
against them, but he has to consult many
sectors before making any decisions.
" It's an issue that 's certainly in the top
10". he said.
This year. the Ontario Student Assistance
Plan ( OSAP) grants and loans were late in
arriving. Many students still have not received
the funds and are having a difficult time
meeting financial obligations because of the
delay.
"There were problems with a mainstream
computer and a lot of applications could not
be processed", said Adlington.
Sorbara said that as far as he knows
nothing is being done to review the debt
burdens the OSAP system produces.
"It is a great tragedy when students
graduate from university with a $40,000 debt
on their shoulders", said Tsilfidis.
On October 17, Sorbara announced the
establishment of an excellence fund, "which
will provide an extra $50 million in special

The soccer Lancers are Canadian champions.

Turn the page.

in 1985-86.
Tsilfidis said, ''this is a positive step but it
is not enough. The Bovey commission's
recommendations, made in January of 1985,
called for an immediate infusion of $9 I
million into Ontario universities for operation
purposes alone."
The $50 million is for distribution among
institutions to be used for faculty renewal,
research funding and library enhancement
Tsilfidis said, "The deputy minister was

On several occasions the deputy minister had
to remind the minister of commitments he
had made.
"I wouldn't go as far as to say the man is
incompetent,even thoughhe was noncommital
He has not been in the position very long.
We will have to wait and see how much he is
able to do."
Tsilfidis said another meetingwith Sorbara
is planned before Christmas to monitor pro-

Burr
oto7iOCkSAC~
irQiisti'Oriswers
by John May

Mayoral candidate and Windsor
Transit board director David Burr
committed himself to givinguniversity students reduced bus fares, at
least on a trial basis.
''I' rn in favour of ( reduced bus
fares) if only for a trial basis of the
spring term," said Burr, duI]lg a
meetingwith StudentsAdmini41ative
Council (SAC) president Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis and vice-president Bob
. Baker, Tuesday afternoon.

Burr said we could not endorse
a permanent discount, since that
would be a city council decision,
with permanent impact on the city's
budget
SAC presented a proposal to
city council in August for discount
student bus fares that was defeated
by council. Transit Windsor subsequently compiled a study on the
financial ramifications of such a
discount last month that concluded
that reduced fares "would only
oroduce a substantial fare erosion.··

"We went through the survey
that Transit Windsor conducted
and Burr disagreed with many of
the assumptions they used to form
final conclusions and recommendations," Tsilfidis said. "We were
able to get a commitment that Alderman Burr would be supportive
of our efforts."

The trial for the reduced fares
would begin in February and last to
the end of April. "Ifit's going to be
an experiment, it needs to be a
proper experiment," said Burr.
Also discussed at the meeting
was the idea of a shuttle bus service
One empty seat on the Senateandthree seats on Students' Administrative from the main campus to the Faculty
Council have been filled as a result of last Tuesday's SAC by-election.
of Education, which could be an
Scott Shield was elected as student senator, filling the seat vacated by
unpopular idea with Transit WindGeorge Dietrich. He garnered 11 7 votes, outpolling John Lancaster with
sor "bec ause this would eotail ad54 votes, Christine Iannetta with 54, and Stephen Cheeseman with 53.
ditional buses, manpower, and cost,"
Out of a possible 7200 ballots, 278 votes were cast.
said Tsilfidis.
Most buses available from TranIn the race for SAC F acuity ofBusiness Administration representative,
sit Windsor are already in use:
MikeEansor won with a tally of43 votes. His competitor. Brad Buss, won
securing more buses for a shuttle
eleven ballots.
service is the biggest problem facing
D ean Dungey was acclaimed to the position of H uron-Tecumseh SAC
representative, as was Eric Knight as Compute r Science representative. D the plan, said Tsilfidis. But some

By-election
results

buses operating in south Windsor
have low ridership during certain
parts of the day. "We are looking at
using an existing route to service
the Faculty of Ed. people," said
Tsilfidis.
..I will be following that up,"
said Burr.

up parking on the riverfront to
students but, "we got into quite a
public outcry from people who say
·no, that's for people who want to
go down and enjoy the waterfront,"
he said.
"But who the hell wants to take
picnics from September to April?''
said T silfidis.
SAC will be putting together a
report with their recommendations
for parking for the city clerk, which
will then be forwarded to the T raffle
Engineering department., and presented in front of city council.
·'Ifs in the works righl now,''
said Tsilfidis.
SAC will be inviting the other
top running mayoral candidate, Al
Santing, to the university ''to address the concerns of the students
of the University of Windsor and
the university in general,·• said
Tsilfidis.
Vice-president Baker b organizing an all-candidates meet ng tentatively scheduled for November

The three also discussed the
parking situation at the university,
which Tsilfidis called ·'a chronic
problem on this campus." Tsi1fidis
is eager to open up streets around
the school which currently have no
parking, or limited parking during
specific hours of the day. Parking is
not permitted on Randolph and
Askin streets, for example, between
8 and 4.
"That's when students need the
parking, and that's when residents
aren't home," said Tsilfidis. " The
city's consideration is the loss of
revenue from parking tickets. But
they can simply open it up to
students and meter it''
Burr said he would like to open 5.0
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They'reup 'n kicking
They reached the top, and
the cork is just waiting to be
popped.
This is the year of Lancer
soccer. They're a team which
lacks in fan support, but compensates with mounds of talent
and promise.
by Scott A. Pattison
The UniversityofWmdsorSoccer

Lancersconcludedtheir 1985regular

Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP 40'sl
Free Admission, Mo n-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Requi red
2477 Dougall Ave. (Dorwin Pla za )

966-2624

season schedule last weekend with
back to back wins at Guelph and
Waterloo.
The Lancers took Saturday's
game against Guelph 2-1, and on
Sunday afternoon finished with an
identical2-1 outcome over Waterloo.
In Saturday's contest against
Guelph, Windsor looked as if it
would wrap the game up early.
At the 12 minute mark of the
first half, Lancer forward Larry
Johnson scored, giving his team a
1--0advantage.
The second half began as the
first ended; with the Lancers dominating. The game remained 1-0 until
the 20 minute mark when Lancer
standout Mark Marchese beat the

Guelph goal keeper to his right
side, making the score a comfortable
2-0.
Guelph's goal came with five
minutes remaining in the contest on
an unfortunate fall by Windsor goal
keeper Van Niforos. Niforos, on
his way out to retrieve a ball kicked
back and slipped on the sloppy
field. A Guelph forward intercepted
the pass, and popped it over the
fallen ioalie to make the score 2-1.
The Lancers easily held on to
win the affair with a final score of21.
Sunday's contest at Waterloo
read like a postscript of Saturday's
matchup against Guelph.
No only did the Lancers win the
game on the road and in similar
field conditions, but by the same
margin, 2-1.
Waterloo struck first in this
one, on a comerkick at the 3 minute
mark of the first half.
The Lancers tied it 27 minutes
later, on a goal by Milan Korac:
Korac and Larry Johnson combined
on a beautiful give-and-go play,
with the eventual goal coming off
the foot of Korac.
Lancers looked as if they were
ready to settle for a tie, but with

about three minutes left in the game
Peter Pomponio was tripped by a
Waterloo defender and the Lancers
were awarded a penalty shot. Windsor' s Tom Serafimovski took the
kick and made the score 2-1 on a
driver past the home goalie's right
side.
"We foWldoutbefore Saturday's
game that we had clinched first
place," said Lancer goal keeper
Van Niforos. "It was obvious just
by our play in these last two games."
Windsor eooed the regular season
unbeaten, and sitting on top of their
division with an impressive 8-0-4
mark.
Under Ontario Universities Athletic Association ( OUAA) regulations the second and third place
teams play each other, with the
eventua l winner advancing on to
play the first place team-in this
case the Lancers.
The Soccer Lancers travel to
Ottawa this Saturday to meet Laurier
University in the OUAA semifinals.
Should the Lancers prevail, they
will advance to play the winner of
the Carleton semi-fmal match. Carleton meets the winner of this week's
Laurier-Brock game.
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PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Ca ll ...
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at

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

We Prov1d~Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical Referrals.
Commun,ty Referrals.
Accommodallons and
Legal Advice.

Remembering
nurses
by Claudio d'Andrea
When Prof. Anna Gupta speaks
about the School of Nursing, hers
is the voice of experience.
She remembers the days when
there were only 5 instructors holding
8.Sc.N. degrees and workingtowards
their masters and doctoral degrees;
when the nursing labs were in the
present-day reserve reading section
of the Leddy Library, when there
were two-year degree programs for
~egistered Nurses (RN's) and the
thought of classes of one hundred
students was unimaginable.
This year the University's School
of Nursing celebrates its thirtieth
anniversary and its history is one of
continual change and a number of
firsts on campus and across Canada.
When Gupta arrived at the university as a part-time instructor in
I 968 the school was already over a
decade old. In 1955 the School of
Nursing was born. Earlier. from
1953. it operated out of "some
house on Sunset Street I don't
C\ en knov. v.hich one ... Gupta says.
Two years later it became an academic unit and in 1958 was given

autonomy as a separate school.
In 1953 the seeds of the present
school were planted when there
arose a need for local industrial
nurses to obtain advanced education.
Prior to this there was only a three
month Industrial Nursing Program
for RN's leading to a diploma. In
1956 a 'post-basic' degree program
was implemented for proacticing
RN's for 2 years.
The following decade, the year
that Gupta arrived at the umversity,
an integrated program leading to a
degree was put into effect and in
1972 the 2-year post-basic degree
program was expanded to 3 years.
Today the school works on a
·basics· model of teaching as opposed
to the medical model of earlier
years where they trained for positions
of medical and psychiatric nursing.
··we apply the basic theory of
nursing to different positions now...
Gupta says. Today's program. she
adds. is levelled in terms of complexity and a greater focus is given to
health assessment in the nursing
process.
Prof. Janet Rosenbaum. the present Director of Nursing. laments

some of the unfortunate developments in the school's history.
··In the I 970's," she says, "there
was expansion in the university
with buildings going up. Now there
are general cutbacks."
At the time Gupta taught. Rosenbaum adds, there were eighteen
full-time instructors from 1972- 75
with fewer students than there are
now. Today, with"alotofstudents"
there are only 17 instructors.
Rosenbaum.. too, recalls the earlier days: "I remember teaching
introductory classes of fourteen of
fifteen students," she says." I never
envisionedclasses of ninety or more."
The School of Nursing today is
involved in more research. she says
Also students are now being taught
theories and principles" rather than
a recipe of practical instruction ...
By the year 2000. she adds. there
will probably be a requirement of a
Bachelor degree to get into the
nursing industry.
The Nursing School has initiated
a number offirsts within the university and across Canada. Rosenbaum
says that the school has one of the
largest first year enrolments on

Campus. (This year's en.rolln11:ntis
about 99). The school is also very
competitive and has had the highest
cutolf rate on campus for the last 3
years.
"We were the first to have
satellite programs ( in Chatham and
Samia) and evening courses in nursing,.. she says. Also the· accelerated
program' for students who wanted
to finish the three-year program in
two years through intersession and
summer school courses was a first

This practice was discontinued because it was "too heavy on staff,"
Rosenbaum says, and because of
cutbacks in funding.
The school is also the only ont
of its kind which offers students
experience across the border in
Detroit Plus it was the first one on
campus to have 'independent learning
modules' or labs.adds Gupta. And,
pins and needles aside. this will be
an occasion where history takes
precedence over scie~ce. [l

CanadaS Charterprotectsminorities
by John Stout
Canada's new Constitution and Charter
is a uniquely Canadian undertaking and
takes minorities further than the U.S. Bill of
Rights, Thomas Berger, former Justice of the
Supreme Court in British Columbia said last
Thursday.
Berger. Iona' s lecturer for 1985, addressed
a large crowd at Moot Court The topic of his
lecture was minority rights and their relationship to the Constitution and Charter.
His speech dealt mainly with the rights of
Native Indians, Japanese Canadians, and
French language issues.
Berger believes there is a distinctive

Canadian intellectual contribution to the
legal and political order, a way of enabling
human rights and fundamental freedoms to
prevail in a world where minority rights are in
danger of extinction and diversity under
attack.
Berger also acknowledges the fact the
Canadians have denied rights to minorities in
the past as, for example, the expulsion of
Japanese Canadians from the Pacific coast
in 1942. The U.S. also banished the Japanese,
but they never attempted to revoke their
citizenship and deport them as the Canadian
Government had tried.
Another topic of Berger's was French
language rights. Berger noted that it was not

until the new Charter of Rights that a constitutional guarantee for minority language and
education rights had been entrenched
"The preservation of French language
rights in the English-speaking provinces is in
the long run likely to preserve the language
rights of more than one million Englishspeaking Quebecers under the Charter."
Berger said
Berger spoke of the Government's attempt
to assimilate Canada's native population in
the 1960's, how it didn't work and how a new
policy was needed by 1973. In 1981, the
House of Commons agreed that the aboriginal
rights of the Native peoples should, together
with their treaty rights, be entrenched in the
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Constitution. Berger was instrumental in the
inclusion of these rights.
Berger said, "the Charter will offer minorities a place to stand, ground to defend, and a
means tor others to come to their aid." This
concern for minorities is not only a recent
issue as in the example of McCarthyism,
where Canada stood firm in defence of the
rights of political dissenters.
A distinctive Canadian tradition seems to
be emerging as Canada is accepting more
and more refugees. In fact one in every 324
Canadians is a refugee, said Berger. " It is
these refugees that will help build this country
and it is their rights that should be defended" D
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It's all Desmond's fault.
He went to LA Desmarais Separate School when he was
a kid. Nobody cared . Then he went to F.J. McGrath High
Hum drum. No football championships . No screaming .
bouyant cheerleaders. No spirit, man.
And now here is at the University of Windsor. Same old
story (the story of his life, really). Here it 1s,Homecoming
weekend just around the corner , and nobody really cares .
Just like at good ol' Desmarais on those lethargic field
days. Ask Desmond about i!. He's seen it all before .
At other universities (real univers ities, some cynics
might say), Homecoming is a Big Deal. All the now-famous
alumni return to their alma mater to toss out the footb all to
begin the g iant symbolic Game, where the Home Team
always crush their opponents mercilessly. The whole
campus bonds together in a massive celebration of what
the school was, is, and will be.
But not at the University of Windsor .
Sure, sure, we'll have a football game. Yes, the Faculty
of Business Administration is holding a dinner honouring
their graduation class of 30 years ago. And the Commun ication Studies Department will be celebrating their
fifteenth year of existence by inviting alumni who are now
media bigwigs back to the school. And no doubt other
isolated celebrations will occur . But there really isn't much
going on that commemorates the achievements of the
school as a whole. Why, there wasn't even going to be a

parade unti l SAC Internal Affairs Comm issioner Kevin
Williams decided to organize one last week.
And trying to hold Homecom ing without a parade
would have been profane.
Almost everyone from the University of Windsor has
probably felt pangs of jealousy when they . visit another
campus to see the celebrations 1the cameraderie , and the
pride that the student and alumni feel fo~ their school.
Sometimes 1fshard not to think that we're missing something .

1t seems most of the time, instead, we' re defending the
university, trying to convince ourse lves that it's not so bad:
we're really just as good as anyone else. No do ubt there
will be a few letters after this editoria l saying that The
Lance is too pessimist ic, too negative, because we really
do try to get such things as Homecoming off the ground.
And it's all very true. A lot of people work their hearts out
trying to make these things work. But it just doesn't click.
Maybe it's a curse. The University of Windsor-like
Windsor itself, like Canada, for that matter-has an image
problem that the people who live with it can't overcome no
matter how hard they try.
And what really is annoying is that the University of
Windsor (like Windsor.and like Canada) really is just as
good as anywhere else.
We rust have a hard time proving 11to ourselves .D

the slipstream
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Appearingin the newMcMasteralumni magazine
Our detractors may have a point; if you lower the
is the winner of this year's student essay contest held at' entrance requirements and thu s admit (presumably)

interested in a subject andwant to learn more about it,
the m,rary is there. If I want to have a meaningful
the school. The contest was won by a Ms.Kathy Roth
exchange of dialogue with my professor. his officeis
lower quality students, is not the academic calibre
for her essa y about students who, in her opinion, ••do the student body and therefore of the curriculum
there and he will be happy to see me. And if the tuition
not belong in aninstitute of higher education ...
compromisedr Perhaps it is.But if it is, then this is a moneyof the " party majors" buys morebooks for the
M s. Roth ' s point is that many students at her
necessaryconsequence of free university access.and library or new terminals for the Computer Centre,
wiiversity are "more concerned with socializing than
for those of us who believe in free access there is no that's okay too. They're not ruining my education.
with achieving a higher education.. have atrocious
But what good is all of this to the likes of poor Ms.
alternative. Anyway, there are not obstacles to learning
grammar , and "merely occupy space , inhibiting the
Roth,
whose hopes have been shattered, and in ,mose
as much at Windsor as at anywhere else in Ontario; the
discussion by their sullen presence" . This has resulted
mind
the light of quality and innovation has been
stro~estcriticism that can be made is that you may not
in the "shattering " of Roth's university hopes and has be forced to learn what other universitiesfo~e you to ''cruelly extinpisbed by the realities ol uniwrsity
caused "extreme frustration.,. In her opinion the
learn. What yoa do learn is up to you. For this reason. life?'· Well, such people can take bean; elitisatseems
admission of the students she bas descnl>ed constitutes
anyone who talks in my presence in favour of free to be coming back into fashion.
an ••injustice" to dedicated.applied students (presumIt 1snot the discontent olthe syst,,m•sKathy .Roths
university access and then goes on to speak disparaaably including herself).
but the more
ingly aJOUt the University of Windsor has made that has brought about the newmove.
My ~jerk
reaction to comments like those of himself an instant enemy.
powerfulforce of simple economica; the univenitiea of
Roth is, of course, to cry, "Elitist! Elitist!" But name
At the same time, the degree of dedication of many Ontariocannot accomoda1leall of the peoJe that want
calling isn't going to get us anywhere in solving what
students here is kindof unnorving. In IM Lance lately. (or deserve) to attend. and the ,overament ia not
seems to be a majc)r point of debate in the universities
there bas appeared an advertiaanent from a local rock bltere$ted ill payina for expansions. Someoneis IOUII
of this province these days. There are apparently a lot
videomtawantaddiessed to .. all students majorina in to haveto be diacriminatedapinst, either on thebull
of people out there who believe that universitie s are
of hip,,scbool pedormance, OI' money, or botb. 11ae
partying".
admitting peoplethat they shouldn•tbe admitting.
choeen alternative is "both". And while I reject
But I believe in he accen. If someonewants to
TheUniversityot'Wbmorhasconsciouslyadopted
university elitismon ethical~
I can accept itoa
come to the UnifttSity of Wiodsor and then major in
a policy of admitdnganyone whocanbeaccomoda1ed
prae1ica1ODIi.
pel'tying.that'sbis ript. If thatpenon litl sullenly in.
by settin&
relatiwly tow tuitiona and biab-lCbool
Butthat doesn't meanI llaw to
ilf:.....entrance requirement&
In teJVanl
forthisspiritolaon- lecturea IDddoelll't do bis fflldinll, I can live with minclednesa.
faimea and lNIOII • ls# PJUIIIol
thenI ..........
._._.
elitism, we havebeenbranded
"LaltOwnce
tJ". And ihat.If thepade curve ia ~ aothatpenon can bfaber'educatioa,
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by Martin Stevens

Literature is in grave danger. Last week, Newsweek had
the audacity to feature as its cover story the exclusive
excerpts from the soon to be published memoirs of Geraldine
Ferrarro. Remember her? Failed politician from the 1984
U.S. presidential election? It seems the second she lost, off
she ran to her greasy typewriter and banged out a bestseller.
It's obvious she had no intention of winning. But short of
losi ng a Presidential election, she hadn't a hope in Hell of
becoming a million selling author.
N either did Jimmy Carter. Or M cGovem It's obvious.
These people didn't even want to win. In fact they're glad
they lost beca use what they really want to do is write.
Unfortunately, being terrible writers, no publisher in the
world would have accepted them. So they, and others like
them, ran for public office, hoping to Jose. And, finally, after
yea rs of hard work, they indeed lost And now, they're getting
rich off their memoirs.
So what with all these failed politician-cum-writers
running about, knocking down the doors of every publishing
hous e on the continent, demanding press time for their poorly
written, dull political exploits, real writers sit at home,
penniless, their arty manuscripts gathering dust and their now
soul- Jess eyes sinking deeper into darkened sockets.
We can either all sit around and weep the demise of art,
refusing to read anything written by these money grubbing
swine, orwe can do something constructive and put an end to
this wretched situation forever.
The problem lies in the ease with which a bad writer can
get involved in politics. Ifhe wins an election. fine. He's got a
job. If he loses, even better. Now he can get rich off the
written accounts of his political exploits. Nothing to lose,
either way. W ell, I say, let's make the bastards pay .
I propose what we'll call Compulsary Political Retribution
Simply stated, C. P. R will demand that any politico who fails
be publicly executed at the victor's inauguration.
A little drastic you say. But these are dangerous times.
C.P.R will, of course , have its own stipulations, and
punishmc;nts wi11be geared down each level of government
For example. a slow, violent death is a little harsh for the loser
of a municipal election.
There fore, a slightly less dra stic form of retribution would
be called for, such as the sur gical removal ofone of the loser's
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limbs.
At the provincial level, as there is more at stake, the loss
of parliamentary seat would result in the loser's spine being
crushed by specially built equipment on national television.
Prime time.
C.P.R Death sentences should only t,e instigated at the
F ederal level. Let's hang them. And if the threat of suffocation
doesn' t work, other, more gruesome methods could be
employed. P ublic burnings. Weighty objects dropped from
high places. Army ants. Anything that could effectively stop
the rush of bad writing that threatens the existence of serious
literature.
Who, after all. but the most serious politicians would run
for office if they knew the consequences of a loss? Would
anyone but a serious p0Iitician be allowed to publi sh his
pathetic and feeble scribblings? He will be disembowelled by
giant rats at high noon in the House of Commons.
The beauty of this plan is tha t our politi cal system won' t

suffer needlessly. As we all know, the majority of politicians
are certifiabley brain-dead; their lust for power is so great,
they'd gladly eat their own bodily parts for a shot at office.
These people would run no matter what the cost
A would be political memoir writer, on the other hand,
would be deterred by the thought of a loss. They ·want the
fame of a best seller, not their organs crushed into jelly by
large men with big hammers in front of a crowd of drooling
spectators.
So the question is this. Will we let these pathetic writers
run for office forcing literature into a final stagnation. or will
we finally scream "NO MORE! '. into their grubby, weasly
Iittle faces.
Only when we sink to the level of these slimy, evil
purve yors of rubbish, can we run them offthefaceofthe earth
and let honest. Christi an literature be returned to its place in
the sun.O
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adoration
Dear Editor,
In a September issue of The Lance, a
much deserved round of applause was extended
to the Nursing Society for the raving success
ofShinerama Fay Lawn,the Nursing Society
co-chairperson, dedicated months of her time
to plan and organize this event With the
generously offered help of many other students,
Fay's incredible efforts were rewarded with
an overwhelming donation to the Canadian
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation exceeding$7000.
Without taking credit away from the
Nursing Society (they do deserve all the
praise that they have received, and more) I
feel that the efforts of one other group in
particular have been overlooked.
Gerry Pozzoon, the Engineering Society
co-chairperson for Shinerama, put in a great
deal of his time, too, as did a large number of
engineering students who acted as group of
leaders and .;hoe shiners all over the city. For
Friday night's bar-shine, the Engineering
Society accepted a challenge from the Nursing
Society and the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation
won again, receiving a $100 donation from
the Engineering Society on top of the $1500
or so collected in donations that night.
So here's to you-the Nursing Society,
and to you-the Engineering Society, for a
job well done!
Sincerely
Terry DeMarco

scrutiny

Dear Editor:
Last Wednesday , October 16th, 1985,
the first year representative for the Student
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Law Society ($ LS) was elected under unusual
condition s.
First, both c andida tes runnin g in the
election, were informed that the ele ction was
scheduled for the n ext da y. Both cand idate s,
as a consequence , did not have time to
organize and present their campaign s.
Second, two referendum questions , as I
recall , were appended to the bottom of each
ballot The first year students, on the basis of
very little prior information and discussion
were asked to make important decisions
regarding procedure in the SLS constitution.
Third, some brave students asked the
overseers (scrutineers) at the ballot box to
describe or comment on the referendum
issues.They reluctantly answered the S1Udent'
s
questions. A very unusual procedure in an
election-would you not agree?
I believe that there should be another
election with more candidates to choose
from. After all, the first year law students
have been injured by an Orwellian administration. There were iio free elections in
Oceania Js'the UniversityofWindsornext - or
perhaps the Ministry of Justice?
Robert Gee

conclusion regarding the attitudes that council
members have adopted. Wh at it com es down
to is tha t ma ny SAC council membe rs ha ve
decided, befor e the meeting has begu n, to
disagree with each and every point and item
that is discussed. Disagreeing with the recommendations and decisions put forth by the
cabinet, they feel, is the proper etiquette for a
responsible repre sentative on SAC .
As far as being a representative of"hundreds
of constituents who missed the chance to
have their message heard by student Council", I
feel that this is hardly the case . As long as
council members retain their disagreeable
attitudes , SAC council meetings will continue
to be nothing but the bickering sessions they
have proved to be in the past two months.
When SAC is ready to act in the best interest
of the students again, I will be there.
As for missing the meeting of October 16,
I opted to be somewhere where my presence
would be much more appreciated by and
worthwhile for the students I represent-at a
Lancer soccer game.
Sincerely,
Terry DeMarco
Engineering Society President

Lawl

e1iquette
Dear Editor:
I am one of the seven SAC council members
who did not attend the meeting of October
16, 1985. I feel neither guilty nor ashamed to
admit it
Having spoken to a few SAC council
members during the week prior to this meeting
and having attended the SAC council meeting
in September, I came to a rather disheartening

impropriety
Dear Editor,
As A council member, I would like to
take this opportunity to respond to the comments made by Jon Carlos Tsilfidis , the
President of the Students' Adminstrative
Council It disturbs me greatly that he states
that some council members are "more concerned with the romantic image of being a

lonely parliamentary back-bench er·· and that
"s ome council mem bers have decide d that
chea p shots and nitp icking over perso nal
issues are the pro per method s of conductin g
respo nsible government "
Let me respond by first of all saying that I
have yet to encounter a council member of
this description. I challenge anyone who
agree s with the Pre sident to attend a council
meeting and disco ver that nothing could b e
farther from the reality of things. I think rm
correct in saying that all of this year' s council
members are interested in having things run
as efficiently and smoothly as possibl e. However, at the same time, council is not a rubberstamp body, as some would undoubtedly like
to have it, but a body which seeks to achieve
responsible student government in accordance
with democratic principles. As President of
the Faculty of Education Society , let me
assure everyone that ifl believe there exists
some sort of impropriety operating at any
level, then I will question and attempt to get
detailed answers. If the President regards
this as "nitpicking " or becoming a member of
some sort of SAC Pack, then let him. As a
council member, my job is to question and get
answers, not to rubberstarnp everything the
executive does!
Randy Baran
President of the
Faculty of Education
Society

Letters may be sent to the LANCE;
directly, or dropped off at the LANCE
mailbox in the SAC office during normal
office hours. The LANCE reserves the
right to edit all letters for libf.!I and
space. All letters must be signed.
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Unitedweek

LASTCALL for the

''NAME THE PUB CONTEST''
FILLOUT FORM BELOW
NEW PUB NAME:
STUDENfS NAME:
STUDENfSI.D. NUMBER:
Return to SAC Office before 4:30 pm ; Extension Loung e aft e r 8:30
pm . Deadline Nov. 1, 1985.

The Distinguished Sp ea kers Series
Welcomes

Mr. Steve Bellringer
President, Union Gas Limited
Tu esday October 29 , 1985
10 :00 am - 11 :00 am
Room 1101 Busine ss Building
Spea king On

'' Natural Gas The Ten Billion Dollar Industry''
All Stud ents Are Welcome And
Encouraged

to Attend.

FRANK

university until the campaign ends
on November 14. Last week. lunches
were held on Wednesday, Thursday
The United Way Campaign is
and Friday for the union and nonin full swing at the university, with a
union groups, and the message to
bigger and better goal than last
them was the importance of donations
year's and a long list of campaign
to the campaign. This Thursday,
activities.
October 24, there will be a Poor
The university's past role in the
campaign has always been a special
Students Luncheon from 11 to 2:00
p.m in Ambassador Auditorium.
one, as compared to Ontario's eight
Tickets are available from Maryother universities.
Lou Thibert, the University Centre
Manager, who is assisting in coordinating some of the United Way
events.
The week of October 28, is
scheduled as the kick-off for United
Way Week, which ends on November
l. Various student groups are participating, and the culminating event
will be a Mini-Olympics on November l from I :00 to 3:00 p.m. The
participants will be eleven different
teams of students representing various
campus groups and the residences.
Thibert is coordinating this event
"In a survey taken last year,
On Tuesday, November 5, the
69.6 percent of the university's Nursing Society will sponsor the
employees contributed to the camp- annual blood donor clinic in Ambasaign fund The University ofWindsor sador Auditorium from I 0:00 to
has always been in the lead, ranking 4:00 p.m This fund-raiser is of
number one in the percentage of particular importance since the AIDS
participation in the campaign," said scare has brought donations down
Orville Houser, United Way Camp- by twenty percent On the same day
aign Chairman for the university.
at 7:30 p.m. Molsons will sponsor
Last year's goal of$80,000 was the Fourth AnnualRose-City Hockey
exceeded, and the university col- Game between St Clair College
lected almost ten percent over that and the University at Adie-Knox
goal-$88,000. Houser expects the Arena All proceeds will go to the
university to do even better this United Way.
year, and the goal has been set at
These various fund-raising events
$92,000.
are designed to make students aware
Though the campaign has been of the campaign and the importance
in progress since October I , there of contributing time and effort to its
are many activities planned for the cause.0

by Becky Strange
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Where'sCurlyandMoe?
by Dave Dorken

If Larry Grossman becomes
the next leader of the Ontario Progressive Conservatives, tuition will
rise, so will government grants to
needy students, and research on
campus will also get a boost from
the province.
Wednesday afternoon Grossman
spoke to a group of about 35 students,
Tories and media, at the University
of Windsor.
.. In my 1984 budget, we set up
the university research incentive
fund, that fund provided the dollars
for research equipment, and research
for universities on a one-for-two
basis. That is, for every dollar the
government put up, the universities
had to raise two. Some people said
that was shifting the onus too much
onto the universities. In fact it's
taken off," he said
The University of Windsor has
already reaped some of these benefits,

he said, with the new CAD/CAM
computer centre.
"When I go to the United States,
I invariably see IBM and Xerox,
and Sperry Rand with major research
facilities on the campus, giving
undergraduates a chance to work
on world scale research." he said.
He also feels the Tory party has
to move to the people, taking voters
of all stripes, just as he does in his
Toronto riding.

Still, Grossman feels the Bovey
Commission was misguided in its
attack on Liberal Arts educations,
but was sound in stating that the
students' share of tuition costs should
rise. As treasurer. Grossman raised
tuition above the rate of inflation.
Should he get into power, he feels
the same strategy should be followed
"I believe that over a period of
years, tuition should rise above the
rate of inflation," he said. D

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y cphotography

Art in the library
Begmning next week. there will
be a continuous display of student
art at the Leddy Library. The space
was chosen as an alternative to the
Lebel and Student Centre galleries.
where students only have the opportunity to show their works once
or twice a year. Now the students
can put on display what they want
and how they want

This was done a few years ago.
but the idea was dropped because
the works were vandalized There
is concern for the safety of the
exhibits, as the works are not insured
This first show is on a trial
basis. and there is the fear that an
outbreak of vandalism would deter
Visual Art students from displaying
their work on main campus again.D

38Tl Dougall Alrcnue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900
"Buy a Piece of the Pub"
SALE

Nursing Society

• ONE TIME ONLY·

presents

Monday, October 28th, 1985
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m .

HALLOWEEN BASH
Thursday, Oct 31, 1985
Ambassador Auditorium
Doors open: 8 :00 p. m.

Assumption Lounge
1st Floor, University Centre

Prizes for best Costumes!!

• NO REASONABLE
OFFERREFUSED·

50/50 Shinerama Draw at I 0:00 pm

Car Rally 6:00 pm

Meet in Parking Lot M
Join us at historic St. John's
Church (Sandwich and Brock
streets) for sung eucharist
Sundays at 10:30 am. New
choir members welcome.
Contact Karen Price, M.Mus.,
Director of Music, 948-4869.

$1.00 Nursing &
Engineering Students
$2.00 Others

Items include: Pieces of Marblf' Base, Oak
Bar Top, Flourescent Light Fixtures, .....
ommerciaf

Glasswasher, Chairs, Sig,ns. Tables, Tiffany
Style Lamps ancfmore! ! !

A SUMMER IN OTTAWA
UNIVERSITY OF OTIAWA 1986 UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS

For students who foresee a career in research, the Summer Research Scholarships
will provide research experience with leading Canadian scientific investigatorsin one
of the fields listed below.

VALUE: $1,200 (minimum)/month. Travel allow·
ance
DURATION:3-4 months (May-August) 1986. Reasonable on-campus accommodation.
REQUIREMENTS:Canadian or pennanent resident. Permanent address outside of immediate
Ottawa/Hull area (Ottawa/Hull residents should apply for a summer award, such as NSERC, which is
tenable at the University of Ottawa). Full-time undergraduate students with excellent standing; priority given to 3rd year students (2nd year in the
Province of Quebec)

Back By Popular Demand

Halloween Night, Oct. 31

PARTICIPATINGDEPARTMENTS
Anatomy
Geography (physical)
Biochemistry
Geology
Biology
Kinanthropology
Chemistry
Mathematics
Computer Science Microbiology
ENGINEERING
Physics
Chemical
Physiology
Civil
Psychology (experimental
Electrical
Systems Science
Mechanical

Forwardthe required informationtogether with your most recent and completeuniversity transcript before November 15, 1985 to the add1'988
below.Alaorequest a reference from one
professor be sent to the same address by November 15, 1985.
1986 Summer Research Scholarships, School of Graduate Studies and Research
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ont. K1N 6N5 Tel. (613) 564-6546
APPLICATION PROCEDURE:

Name---------------Mailing Address ------------c:ilY

pnMnCe

PermanentAddress -----------c:ilY

~

Currently enrolled in -----------

Research field of interest ---------. (Attach a brief description)

1120 Erie Hall
9 pm and 12 midnight
$2 Students/ $3 Guests

poeta1 code

Tel. (AINI

-
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Brian O'Malley, president and
CEO of Standard Trust Co.

None of these people are famous.

What do John Candy, Knowlton Nash, Dan Ackroyd, Paul Anka,
Rich Little and John Turner have in common?
First, they'r€ famous.
Second. they're rich.
Third, they're Canadian.
Fourth, and last, they never set foot in the U of W.
But then, who has? Garbage men, taxi drivers, closet poets..
hundreds of insurance salesmen, shoe salesmen. and plain business
salesmen, some bus boys, and two girls at the Big V, just to name a few.
But the rich, and most importantly, the famous? And, those not
residing in the Ivory Tower?
.
Okay, Ron Ianni is a grad. He might reside in theT ower, but he did
pick up a sheep skin here. Then again, He's got more sheepskins than
your average New Zealander. But one is from the U of double-you.
Right about now,everybody's probably thinking 'Sure, another
typical attack at the old U. U bashing season is upon us, you're
probably saying. But Hell, we tried dammit, we tried to find the
famous. We even tried to find a few semi-well-known, who had a few
nickels in the bank
And, surprise, surprise, we did.
We found, though not looking too hard, Edward Lumley, a former
Minister of Trade and Commerce for the late Trudeau government
Now he's a director of some company nobody's ever heard of, and
quite probably never will. We found a Veep of Anthem Records,
Michael Tilka, and the guy who makes the Pillsbury Dough Boy,
Richard Peddie. Then, there's the guy with three, count them three
names , Brian Richard O'Malley, who's president and CEO (that's chief
executive officer for all you non-business types) of the Standard Trust
Company. There's William White, who is the advisor to the governor
of the Bank of Canada Wow' And, who could forget Jack Nederpel~
president and CEO (that thing again) of the Midland Bank of Canada
Then, there's the guy who pinches more than inches at Kellogg'sPresident and CEO, Thomas Arthur Knowlton.
But, not to forget former law students.
There's justices by the dozens: Mr. Justice Peter Cory, Mr. Justice
Eugene Ewaschuk, Judge Richard Donald, Judge Ron Stauth, and
Judge Bernie Kelly.
Boy, we feel proud
But there's more!
Johnn.y W. Lindsay, who's president of his own company. That
must have been a tough way to get hired. And, we have grads who
have gone into the finer things in life. There's Patrick Dun, pres. of
research and development at Imperial Tobacco. With smokes, you
need booze. For that is John A Giffen, veep of Hiram WalkerGoodenham and Warts Ltd. And, naturally, Robert Diddy, president
of Hiram's Grain Corp. And David Claude, who's vice-prez of finance
for Schenley Canada
In the media, there are virtually scads of 'em. Look at the Windsor
Star. There's night editor Sandy Precop, religion writer Marty Gervais,
and cop reporter-and drop-out-Eric Mayne. And, there's the CBC
types. Vicki Russell is a Comm Studies grad, and she's now a producer

of the news. And, who could forget, unless you never witnessed CBC's
infamous Pope Tour, veteran CBC newsguy Larry Stout? And there's
Globe and Mail sports guy Al Strachan, who's been kicked out of the
Leaf dressing room more times than Punch Imlach.
For all of you budding novelists, and generals, there's the footsteps
of Richard Rohm er to follow in. He's a U. of W. grad, and even made it
to General and Chancellor. He's even got his own apartment in the U
Centre, with fluffy pillows, and hot and cold running Saga food service
and they say there's no life like it Okay, he might be a decent general 1

Ron Ianni, President of Windsor U

Hey, we don't even have many sports stars. There's Bruce Walker,
but his books aren't of the calibre of a Dickens, Chaucer or even, God
a
wide
receiver for the Ottawa Rouqh Riders. There's Olympian track
forbid, Hemingway. Still, you can buy them for a buck 99 at Coles.
Artistically speaking, rumour has it that John Candy did in fact go star Andrea Page. And who can forget Steve Podborski. Sure, he
never came here, but his wife Ann's dad, Richard Rohmer, as
here. And, he too dropped out The rumour is wrong.
Still, Norma Dell 'Agnese played in Meatballs, Atlantic City and, previously mentioned, is chancellor of this place. That's surely
was made famous in a paragraph in Time magazine praising her something.
And, then there's the sons and daughters of the rich and famous.
performance in Agnes of God. She's almost famous, and she moved
Morley Callaghan's son Barry went here, but for two simple
from Windsor to TO and NYC. That is almost famous. There's Adel
reasons:
"One, l was a lousy student, and no one else would have me,
Duck, and Thaddeus Ho\ownia, great artists, but who ever heard of
and two, to play basketball." Unfortunately, Barry was cut from the
them?
There are also a bunch of drama grads who made it big at the squad. The man with the green stetson, Eu~ene Whelan. and another
Grit Mark MacGuigaT1,sent their kids here. There's even one guy he~e
Stratford Theatre, but who the hell wants to go to Stratford, Ont?
But things could be worse. Look at Harvard. They've got Howard whose dad is president of a country in Africa At least he was when this
Cosell and Teddy Kennedy. One's got a bad toupee, and the other was written.
Nobody famous, like really famous.
cheated on an exam, and happens to drive rather poorly, especially
That's not new5i but that too is bloody depressing. D
when near water. Would we want guys like this?

by Martin Stevens

Their first album Three Imaginary Boys
was simple boisterous post-punk stuff-a
minimum of studio effects and Smith trying
hard to sing. He couldn't and he still can't but
the problems with each successive record
seemed to be that he bagan to think he could.
Well. the man has soul. And his melody and
lyric sense are still apparently intact, but
there's something missing now that used to
be there. The point of a review is supposedly
to get into the thing-to really feel it, and
express what ttie bell it is that makes the band
special. It's impossible. Suffice to say that
they used to be better. Really.
But, still; the concert was great

"I am growing oltVAs the years go by/I
am sinking ... " Croons Mr. Smith on the
latest Cure release, and one wonders if this
isn't at all far from the truth. the Head on the
Door is the new album, and all of it is almost
merciless pop. Gone are the hypnotic percussive thrashings of the Pornography album, as
is the joyful mayhem of The Top their
incredible last studio album. It seems as if
Mr. Smith, with his penchant for re-arranging
the band just before every tour. has gone just
a little too far over into the realm ofTop-40 .
Perhaps this is an attempt to gain a larger
Stateside audience ana get a hit on the
·· Alternative" chans.
"In Between Days" is the single in
question, and it reeks of commercialism.
Curious. Because the concert to promote the
Head album was the Cure at their finest
Fun, fast, loud and full of energy. But there
were also hints of the new commercialism.
The crowd was obviously there for the new
stuff. (This you could tell by the screams
from heart-rended teeny boppers in the audience, everytime Smith announced a song
from the new album. In fact, everytime the
man turned his head.) Which is a shame,
because the old was so much more fun

by Chris McNamara

"Waiting for the death blow... " blah,
blah, blah, etc., etc., ... So bellows Smith on
the seemingly so long ago now Pornography
release. What this death blow was in reference
to was uncertain at the time; But it soon
became evident as release after release began
to make their way into the dance clubs. The
death blow was not in reference to the band's
prosperity.
What it was 10 reference to was everything
worthwhile about the band. No more drivini
and echoing drums. No more express train a
a flanger guitar, no more cynical whinings
bout depressing Christmases, or grey cats
either.Jnsteadw were given flippyflop pop
that didn't even stand as good pop.
Why did I go to the concert then? Well, in
answer to that question r d have to tell of:the
concert the year before. They played all the
aforementioned great stuff and played all the
other tlippy floppy stuff in double time to get
it out of the way. This time around though, I
wasn't so lucky. This time around they were
out to please the flippy floppy audience that
seems to have tripled since last year. Oh well
I guess rm just an old fart

Mr.OttoJoachim

by Kevin Atkinson

1

Otto Joachim, a Gennan born,
Montreal based composer and performer has been an important figure
on the Canadian music scene since
his arrival in 1949. He has been
principal violist with the Montreal
Symphony Orchestra and a founding
member of the Montreal Quartet
He is the founder of the Montreal
Consort of Ancient Instruments.
and established one of the first
electronic music studios in Canada.
Last Wednesday, the Art Gallery
of Windsor, the School of Music,
University of Windsor, and the
Windsor Symphony Society presented a retrospective concert of
his works in honor of his 75th
birthday. Joachim was present and
conducted the final work on the
program.
The evening opened with a performance cl Joachim's Divertimento
(1962) for woodwind quintet, played
by the Essex Winds. The Divertimento has seven movements, written
in a variety of slyles. It is often
rhythmically very complex, and the
EssexWUlds dealt with it admirably, I
but imperfectly. Their ensemble I
technique, put to extreme test, tended
to show through-bobbing
beads
and rasping inhalations on the upbeat
were occasionally insufficient to
keep them presicely together.
Paul McIntyre and Tom Akeley,
both from the Faculty of Music at
the University of Windsor, played
Joachim's Sonata for Violincel/o
and Piano ( 1954 ). The piece moves
from austere to playful and presents
an imaginative interplay between
the two instruments. Akeley on
cello was proficient but subdued,
and McIntyre provided both sensitive
accompaniment and declamatory
leading lines.
McIntyre then gave a poised.
efficient performance of Joachim's
L 'Ec/osion, pour piano, one of the
few pieces he has written for solo

--
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Yes and he very well may be right Then
again, maybe not One begins to wonder if
what made them great was a certain raw
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Graystonein trouble
by Lance Arts Staff

.....

I

sound. Yet so flawlessly produced that they
sometimes achieved an almost eery beauty.
Hokey but true. They were capable of music
that made the hair on your arms stand up and
take notice. Can they still?
Hoping so. I attended the concert. Unfortunately, they played a minimum of the oldmostly for their exstensive encores (best part
of the show. Indeed the highlight was their
final song. anotdGaryGlittercover,
"Do Ya
WannaTouch Me There").
Still, there's something about them that
hadn't changed although Yd be hard pressed
to put the proverbial finger on it
Smith. though, is an odd character. Right
after their fourth album came a radical
personnel change wbjch resulted in two wretched 'E.P.'s. But rather than continuing to
pursue commercial glory, they released The
Top. Perhaps this is the plan then. Pop,
money and another smashiPgalb\111l.
And about the concert Well what's the
point, If you saw jt you don't need thi s to help
you malfo up your mind. If you didn't, it was
brilliant., so why keep rubbing your faces in it
And as for the Heaaon the Door. If you like
the Cure, you'll like the album simply because
it's the Cure. If you don't, fine. But don't
judge them by this one.
I never thought that I would find myself

Detroit's Graystone Hal~ which has become a prime venue for low-budget entertainment locally, was temporarily shut down
last Saturday night before the featured act,
the Effigies. had a chance to play. The
closedown puts the Graystone's future very
much in doubt, although most scheduled
•
shows will probably
go on.
The trouble began on Friday night, when
a Detroit youth was shot near the Hall, and
the Detroit media (WJBK-TVin particular)
focused on the Graystone as a centre of
violence. The Hall had been rented for a
private party, which police allowed to go on
uninterrupted.
Police returned on the following afternoon, seeking evidetx:erelating to the shooting.
but did not close the hall down until 8:30 that
evening. The police revived a little-enforced
law which forbids minors to be on the streets
after11:00p.m, and charged that the Graystooe~
by hosting'all-ages' events, was encouraging
minors to break that curfew.
Former University of Windsor student
David Viecelli, a promoter and manager at
the Hall feels that the Graystone is being
victimized by a combination of media hype
and political expediency.
"There's a lot of media pressure on the
police, and they're forced to do something.
The media ties this in to recent high school
violence, and with this being election year,
tho Mayor has to be seen to take action."
Viecelli adds that, until last weekend, the
Graystone management has bad no problems

with police or neighbours. "The police realize
that the trouble isn't caused by us or our
crowds. We get along with local store ownersthere's been no trouble and they get extra
business."
Detroit media have somewhat sensationalized the spate of teenage shootings, for
example in the drastic headline "Detroit's
slaughter of the innocents" which ran atop
page one of the October 20th Detroit Free
Press. The Graystone's situation was aggravated Friday night when WJBK reported
from in front of the Graystone, even though
the shooting took place outside a bar down
the block. Attention was directed at the
Graystone because the young man who bad
been wounded had run in there seeking his
friends.
With 'all-ages' events ruled out, at least
for now, Grays tone management are left with
the option of either running only licensed
eighteen-and-over shows, or closing down.
They would be "reluctant" to follow the
first option, said Viecelli,because "we depend
on 'all-ages' shows for survival."
Those events already scheduled will go
on, said Viecelli, though not as 'all-ages'
events. The Angry Red Planet show on the
26th will be restricted to those over eighteen,
as will the Minutemen on the 31 st Billy
Bragg, scheduled for the 27 th. has been
cancelled, primarily because of difficulties
with his U.S. workingpapers. In addition, the
Samhain show planned for November 1st
will go on either at the Graystone or at
Traxx. Viecelli said that other events may
also be shifted to T raxx.
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Bilberrytamingan uncertainShrew
"You think I'm a hog on a string"

by Lovre Buj
There are evidently no taboos in doing S11akes,1eare.
Directors, actors, critics, return to the Shakesperean scene,
and that 'scene' functions across a strange field of energies.
Energies? There are other metaphors, especially when it
comes to a particularly shaky production. One breathes noble
air and dreams virtuous sentiments when the aestheticians of
theatre get their hands on the bard; one's mind dies a hilarious
intellectual death when he falls into the clutches of a director
who sees the text seething with post-modernist pop propositions-a veritable grab-bag of vertiginous witticisms and
ingeniously empty rhetoric.
To be sure, I haven't yet met this mythical director,
though I'm sure his shade infects the soul of anyone aiming to
pull off a charming, "with-it" caper.
We're party to quite a few hip thrusts in Hilberry
Theatre's (corner of Cass and Hancock in Detroit) current
Taming of the Shrew. Director Robert McGill tries using
Shrew's play-within-a-play device as a frame capable of
withstanding the dynamics of current commercial culture. In
other words, he's flirting with Shakespeare in mid-80's
vernacular.
The end result is comparable to the play's ActIV"sleeve
scene." Everything's cut and served up again according to the
fashions of the time. A servant gets man-handled with raw,
awkward, 'wrestlemania' choreography almost worthy of
Nikolai Volkoff or George 'The Animal' Steele; a couple of
otheryobs gather in some laughs with a "less filling/tastes
great" exchange; Tina Turner's" What's Love Gotto do with
it" and the opening of Led Zep' s "Stairway to Heaven" waft
through the air, Bianca. at one point, appears in Health Club
aerobics gear ...
It's all supposed to come off as a vital, self-assured farce
as casually flexible as the text it draws on. What it amounts to
is "a snip and nip, and cut, and slish and slash" here and
there. Some of the script is cut, some of the comic business
comes in wild bunches, and some of it in irrelevant miniscule

portions.
Melanie Metcalfs Bianca is blandly tizzy. Jodi Cooper's
Widow Sugarsop garners a few guffaws with her girthy bigMomma shallowness. Thomas Suda's Baptista simulates a
dark and not unhappy cave. Larry Greer's Lucentio needs
few resources to cash in on the pedant humour. And Jeff
Dolan's Hortensia turns out as a refugee from any one of
those wimpy, mid-stream, new wave Metal bands.
There is nothing spectacularly cruel about such treatment
of Shakespeare, but there is something vaguely cruel about
Petruchio's treatment of Kate. Even if this is Chris S!y's
drunken dream, it's almost outrageous what he does to her
and what he gets away with.
Rangy George Comiskey is Petruchio, and he faces off
against Cheryl Williams, who proves to be the scolding,
intractable wife up front, and nothing but sugar-cubes
underneath.
Though Kate's undoing should make for a rigorous
rhythm, it doesn't It muddles about the middle. The major
wooing scene is flat, peaking only when Comiskey actually
communicates some emotional depth and Williams' voice
rises in defense and rounds off the amorous tension.
No mistaking it there's hope to be read in the plaintive
undertones of Williams' volleys, but we have to strain to
catch the repressed humility under all that 'certainty' and all
those headstrong smarts.
But try telling_that to Comiskey, who happens to be selfposessed, on occasion bombastic, and admirable only for the
harsh, pragmatic foresight of his love-in a word, every inch a
Petruchio. Yet I find him uninspiring ( even if he gets into a
sort of Road Warrior outfit at one point), or, more precisely
unapproachable. What the Petruchio-Kate scenes really
need are sharper turns of a subdued but exuberant tenderness, or-if we're into updating-something like the charged
up demonic dance of Pinter's The Lover or Sam Shepard's

Fool For Love.
Such impulsive vigour fuels the sexes-battle (an ideologically horrid concept!) and gives life to the farce of an all'swell conjugal conclusion.
But it inevitablyproveseasier to tempersuch authenticitieswith

Kate and Petruchio. "Shrew"

runs at Hilberry through Nov. 8th.

the ready humour of cultural trends. The audience don't care;
they'll laugh in simple recognition.
It's a useful convention, and little cynicism is implied here
by pointing it out After all, Russel Smith's set and scenery is
warm in all its self-conscious staginess ( and reminds me of
Hilberry's masterful version of Goldoni's Liar two years
ago) and gibes well with director McGill's uncertain merger
of Elizabethan lyric acuity and Brechtian episodic spirit 0

classifieds

"Halloween
Bash''

GKIU:OILSCHOI.ARSHIPThieesix
hundred
dollar scholarshipshove been mode nvni~
able by Gutt Conodo Limited to the
Centre for Conodion-American studies
tor graduate student$ of the Unlversltyof
'Mndsor-.A.:,pflCOtions A1101loble-Centre
for Canadian-American
Studies. Room
2212. BuslnessMminlstratlon 8klg UnlverS1tyof Windsor. Windsor , Ontario With
questions con ext 3105 or 3120

Thursday,

Oct 31, 1985
Prizes for
BestCostumes

~-Every Thursday from 8:30 p. m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos.-------------;
{!. Great food & a great time. ___
_,,

WORDPROCESSING
for all student noeds.
$115/double space page ""No jOb too
big.NoJQbtoosmol 'Co11Moxlneot9663342
WINDSORMISSINGCHILDRENo nonprofit. volunteer orgonizotlon formed lo
pro111desupport to parents of mlSSlng
children ord pre,ienta1il.e puOl,C eoo:aron
on eh Id abduc•,on Is n need of VOWNTEERS.
If you would be ,ntorested ir, fingerprinting fund rois ng or presenting educe• on programs " c.ty ona county co
Debbie at 135-27 1 2

1760 Huron Church Rd.._____

FOUND~day
--1

258-0041

tants to c o

Attention!!!

on campus

Tuesday l Oct. 29, 1984
Assumption Lounge, Univ. Centre
4:00 p.m.
• Supports Transit Windsor Bus Fair Reduction for Post
Secondary School stud~nts
• Originator of Riverlront idea
• A former City of Windsor Controller (Alderman) elected
City Wide.

l'T'

pu·chasc, Co I 256-4885

Vanier Vittles

Candidate for Mayor of Windsor

HUGH W. SIMPSON

Oc'ober ll one Unlvers,!y

ot Windsor bookStoro bog Identify ~.on-

LUNCH
11:00 - 1·30

!>UPPER
4 30- 6:30

Monday

Tuei.day

Wednei.day

<1

Frida~

BRUNCH
11 45 - I 30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6·30

Saturda~

Sunday

. ht answer II
Ask Questions and get a stra1g
..

The Deh Is open 11 JO 6 15 Mondai,, · Fnday
The Round Table Is open 6 30 • 11 30 !:>undav • Friday
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If you believe that property taxes
should not be raised more than
the increase in the cost of living
then vote for

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

Peter Carlesimo
... Alderman
Ward II.

Dec. 7 LSAT

Jan. 25 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

"Let a worker work for you at City Hall"

Indian Curry House

ROYAL BENGAL
Restaurant
For your dining pleasure
renowned for excellence!

House Special

Dinner for Two $15.00
Full Course Meal

OttoJoachim
from page 10

piano. The piece suggested to me
two perhaps incompab"ble aspects:
an exploratory plonking. almost an
essay on the physical properties of
the instrument, and then the music
itself. violent agitation. fragmented
and explosive lyricism. The aesthetically wary will sympathize with
my uncertainty as to how much of
the content of the piece was determined by the idiosyncrasies of the
instrument
The Cartier String Quartet, a
Windsor based chamber group, performed Joachim's String Quartet
( 1956), a typical exercise in the
twelve-tone idiom Particularly laudablewasfirst violinistInnaNedorezov,
who demonstrated an unostentatious
excellence in a dynamic and graceful
rendition, always giving strong and
graceful utterance to the varied
material of the piece.
An electronic piece entitledKar,:.
mavik was played during the intermission. It was commissioned by
the Government of Canada for the
Canadian pavilionofExpo67, and
isdescnbedas ..JJlmicalenvironment".
The composer's Quatro Intermezzi per Flauto e Chitarra ( 1978)
were played by Jean-Francois Rom-

pre (flute) and Michael Stockdale
(guitar). These pieces bore a perceptible likeness to traditional fonns,
like the march or the aria, in rhythm
and proportion, but were written in
the context of20th century hannony.
Rompre and Stockdale gave a graceful and fluid rendering of the piece.
The final work on the program
Mobile/or Johann Sebastian Bach
was commissioned especially for
the evening. in honor of the 300th
anniversary of the birth of Johann
Sebastian Bach. The piece exploits
many of the devices typical to late
20th century music-aleatory sequences. pas.5ageswhose order is left
to the discretion of the perfonner,
electronic passages, and, of course,
the twelve-tone row. It incorporates
the music of Bach in this 20th
century laudatory text in homage to
Bach through a vocoder, the effect
being as though the organ itself
werespeaking.The textis an unwieldy
panegyric verse by the composer
which was fortunately(ldon'tspeak
Gennan) read in Gennan.
Otto Joachim's is a respectable
body of work, whose merits will
truly be determined only by close
study, and ultimately, time. D

10% OFF with Student ID
253-2151

155 Wyandotte St E.

NEW!!!
Essex Extension Lounge
Watch the Latest...
Sports & Flicks on our

45" T.V. SCREEN
Beginning Oct. 21, 1985 Monday - Thursday
8:30 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Liquor Services
Provided by SAC

U of W Students
FREE

social science society

The F ratemity of

AXP

ALPHA CHI RHO
RUSH MEETING

WHAT:

TO

All Full-Time Undergraduates in Social
Science (excluding Social Work)

NOTICE

WHEN:

1895

1985

There will be a GENERAL MEETING of the
Social Science Society

WHERE:

TIME:

TO BEHELD:

Monday. Nov. 4. 1985
UniYcrsityCentre Conference
Rooms 4. 5. & 6

11 am - I pm
8 pm - 11 pm

Tuesday, October 29,1985
4:00 pm
Assumption Lounge. U.C.

AU members are urged to attend.
For further information contact the society office
- G130 WHN.
ROBERT BURGE

PRESIDENT
DATEO: OCTOBER 17. 1985

"90 Years of Excellence''

....All Males Welcome! ..
Come & Meet the Crows

For further information call Doug Coley 254-5605 or
Stephen Johnston 256-2208

Big,tallmeninvadeWindsor
by Janisse Browning-Leveque

From the university ~
Hastingsemphasized that tlXlleYis rot
the main incentive.Al1lDughscme d
the revenue is gang10 the I.G\'erSity
furd, havingthe PislOOSh!re i'>pimarily
-good for the general interest in lmketballlbrthe Wmdsor area.amtorthe
distioctioncl our facilities.
"
~lt's also good fir publicitythat pro
ball is played on our camp.JS aB:i
available for peqlle ID see it.fl he saii
The Pis100S
trainingcampcootinued
for ooe week at the St Denis gym,
eooingSeplf.mber22, aJXiit fit in nice!/
with uni\-ecity athletic J:fOW"alD
sc:hcdules.

More than 2,500 fans packed the
St Denis gym ThUISday night to
watch the Detroit Pistons squeeze
past the Indiana Pacers in a fast action
127-122 exlnbition game.
Although the Pistons opened UJ:
the scoring and took off to an early
lead, the Pacers jumped at the opportunity to retaliate. Aided by the
defensive expertise of Clark Kellogg
and Steve Stirnpanovich, the Indiana
crew relished a 23-16 point spread at
the 4:54 mark.
But before you could say" double
dnbble", the brief Piston deficit was
history, and Earl Cureton was in the
air for the only game dunk, pulling lhe
Detroiters ahead33-31.
Despite numerous
threats by
Indiana's1ntense presrure ball playing
and a nailbiting fourth period, the
Pistons stayed up front for the rest of

Last year the Pistonsdividedup arn
ticketsweredi for the inlersquadgame
seats. l:nt1herev.erelimitations
because
peopewere paying to aily see ore
team.

Thisyearwasmlduroreexciting

with sane real

oompetilioo fran

Indiana.
Regardingthe game, PistonsHca:l
Coach Chuck Daly described Thur-

the game.
Both teams put on an exciting
show, typical of National Basketball
Association shoot-outs.
Even &assm the worst seats could
hear the heavy breathingand mumbled
profanity when _players
scrambledunder
the boards, or see the expresfilOO
en a
Piston's face when ooe cl their 35
foulshctattemplS nevermadeit through
the mesh
bxlianawent30 for 36 fran the line,
whereas Detroit only sooooededwith
21.
There.was diving and sliding.aro
youoouldsee the sweaton thegym floor
as painly as the muscle in Isaiah
Toomas'sroo6ng 8IJIL Thanas was a
definite crowd pleaser, and delll)fr
strated~ty
by leadingthe Piston
The Pistons edged out the Pacers at St. Denis Thursday.
scxrers with 21 pams
Unlike in the Silverdcme, at St
"This was a chance fc:,- the ccmThe Pis1ms~ a <XDtr¥tlDusethe
Denis, fans were so close they could munityto see the bestbasketball
Jnyeis Univecity clWmdsor fucilitiesas their
alroostreach out and1oo:;h sane cl the in the v.Qid right in their own baclc
training~
sitefur the next l\\,o years,
bestplayers in the NBA. In fact,a few yam."
anl there will be suooequent
exhil:i1ion
said Dennis ~ As.sistant
were alroostbowledover in their seats to the Deanin Sport and Recreational
games here folkJwingIXeseascDp-awhen actioo nx,ved out of oounds.
Services.

ewes.

Vinnie Johnsoo, woopayed an
impressive
g;l1Ile Thursday,ooteda few
benefilscljiayingin Wmdsa: "We can
use the ~ to get people interestedin the Pisbl.s." He then ackled,
"Andthecrowd was more decent"

sday'sdefensive peifcxmaJl::eas "~
rociousfl, and inteoos to do more
extemive trainingin iroivi:fualdefeoce.
Rm.ever.he ackled,"f m hawYwith
the way theplayershave bleooedin-this
was a major irrpuvemen~ b11:westill
have a ways to ~ ~
Tooy Camp,ell a secorrl-yearwt
wlX>earned his playing time m
Thur.rla.y
s game, finishedwith 19
pants. He was pleased with the 001cane but maintainedthat 1he:re
werestill
a few wrinkles to be ironed out.
"We have to avoidfool Otd>leearly
in the game. and save thfm fir Jaler,~
said Campbell, "'We' 11also have to
work
on
our
freethrows."
The game was a suca:ss, oot aily
for the Pistms.l:ntfor the funswoo
pai:i
halfthe regularpre t> seeNBA actioo
up close.The 1Jiliveisity
ilseJfwasm:i a
winner.
'1be University cfWJDdsor
is ore
cl the bestkept~
.. said~
"amthis is an indicationc:f ~ ~
have to drer.~o

L(J,n~rs.fall
prey to theGoldenHawks
by Jamsse Browning-Leveque

The Lancer footballsquad travelled to Wilfred Laurier University
last Saturday with visions of claiming
a playoff berth, and before the
halfway mark it looked as though
the league underdogs might pull a
fast one.
Looked-that's the key.
It looked as though the Lancers
might defeatthe odds when they
commanded an 18-10 lead at halftime. It also looked as though two
more wins were not unattainable,
should they defeat the No. 5 ranked
team in Canadian university football
For a while, the playoffs w:re
peeking truoogh the mist at the end
of the tunne~ and the Lancers
caught a glimpse.
But that was all
It was Cinderella all over again,
and as the clock struck twelve
reality struck like a brick on the
head.
Lauriets Joe Nastasiuk dropped
the bomb on the Lancer crew with a
7 4 yard touchdown pass reception,
his second of the day. Nastasiuk's
brother Paul grabbed onto a nine
yard touchdown throw to lengthen
the lead.
Laipie&pi.vot Mike Wilson ran
one major in, and Ken Evraire put

the icing on the cake with a 91 yard
reception in the Windsor end.
'.'We had a chance to win,-bu.t
the circllDlstances dictated," said
Lancer headcoach Gino Fracas.
Key quarterback Doug Ball was
hampered with foot injuries, making
it difficult walking on and off the
field. let alone command offensive
drives. Back-up pivot Ian Rosier
took over early in the second natl
for a short stantl-in.
"We drove on them to score,
but it was the big play that put the
game in their favour," said Fracas.
When Laurier pulled a big play,
it was eminent The Golden Hawks
totalled 403 yards passing, and.two
majors were products ofinterceptioos.
The Lancers did not make it
easy, though.
Runningback Gino Castellancarried the ball 15 times for 93 yards
and added 33 more wi~ four pass
completions.
Ritchie Couglin gained 39 yards
with pass receptions, Mike Evans
28, and Paul Fracas 29.
Castellan and Ball scored the
Lancer majors, and Graeme Flett
added the converts and a 33 yard
field goal.
Although the playoffs are now
out of the question, the resul~ of
Saturday'sgame we~'t devasating

forthe WU1SOrsquad. Their defence
held Laurier's rushing game to a
mere 36 yards.
"lthasbeengoodtoseeimprovt}ment in this ream," said Coach
Fracas. "We had hoped to make
the playoffs, but we're in the rebuilding stage. If everyone was
h~althy we would.-have been a
surprise in the league."

Despite his injuries Saturday,
Ball finished the game with 19
completions of his 11 passing attempts.
This Saturday the Lancers host
the York yeomen for Homecoming.
The Yeomen are presently ranked
seventh in the Canadian Interumversity Athletic Union rankings, and

arc in a four-way tangle for the top
Universities
Athletic Association league \\ith
Western, Guelph. and Laurier.

spot in the Ontario

Saturday's game will be played
on the St Denis field and kick-off is
at 2:00 p.m. D

Listen to the game on C!AM.
91.5 on your FM dial

Tracksters
shinein Hogtown
by Stephen Skeggs
Saturday's Ontario Universities Track and Field (OUAA) in
Toronto proved to be quite successful for the
University
of
Windsor outdoor track team.
Although the Lancer team was
small compared to its opposition,
the team competed strongly and
captured 11 mdals overall. Two of
captured I I medalsoverall. Twoof
these were gold six silver, and three
bronze.
Early
the day conditions
were less than ideal. It was cold and
wet for most of the morning. but by
about 11 :30 the rain stopped and
the skies cleared.
Windsor's best performance

:n

came from Tim Ryan. winner of the
800m, and Denise Herbert, who
had second place finishes in three
events: the shotput, javelin, and
discus. Ryan also joined Joe Ross,
Nevil Douglas and CarlLayneon
the men's first-plaet}-finishing 4x
400m relay team.
Another impressive perfunnance
came from Marg Gillen, Wmdsor's
roolciejumper. She placed secondin
the high jump, reaching a height of
1.65 m. Gillen also finished third in
the loogjump with a distance of5.18

m
Other medal winners on the track
wereAmie Brakel with a solidsecood
place finish in the men's 1500 m
(4.02.33), Darren Luc, who placed
thirdin the200 m(23.29), and Terry

Schinkel with a third place finish in

the 5000 m (15.19.40).
In field events., Steve Skeggs
placed second in the long jump with.a
placed second in the longjump with a
leap cl 6.55 m, ~e
Ste\<-eGibb
placed fourth in the high jwnp
reachinga height of 2m.
Overall the Windsor team fur
ished fifth in men's competition and
fourth in women's.
Dennis Fairall, Wmdsor's Head
Coach, was vecy pleased with the
team's perfonrumce at this year's
OUAA Champi.onshi~the
final
meet cf the outdoor season-andis
expecting many outstanding achievements during the upcoming indoor
seasoowhichbeginsaroundtheendd
November.D

-
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Theysavedtheirbestforlast
by Stacie Clark

Last Saturday's tennis tournament hosted
by Waterloo was the final and most successful
tournament for the University of Windsor
Lancerettes.
The Lancerettes were tied for second
place with Guelph against the winning Watertoe .erun,theRoyalMilitaryCollege(RMC)
finished third.
The Lanccrettes won 18 out of a possible
36 points-more points then they have scored
all year.
Everyone on the team won at least one
game, however, most of the points were
attributed to the continuning strong efforts of
Sue Black. Black prevailed in three singles

matches and three doubles with her partner
!racy Eckel.
The Lancerettes were strongest against
RM. C. where they managed to win all of
their singles matches and lose only two
doubles.

gained last season. Last year the Lancerettes
finished sixth in their league.
Although tennis is over for the Lancerette
team this year, it is not over for Black, who
will advance to the Ontario Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Association ( OIWAA)
finals this weekend.

Against Guelph the Lancerettes split the
victories, winning four of six singles games
and one of three doubles matches.
Although they only won one singles game
against Waterloo, coach Stephen Mitchell
said, ''It wasn't as one sided a<;it sounds."
The scores were impressively close, "with
some very heartbreaking tie breakers." said
Mitchell.

Black, who qualified with a singles record
of8-2, will probably be seated second for the
tournament
Ahead of black will be Karen Dewis, who
had previously beaten her 6-3, 6-3 in an
earlier tournament Dewis is presently ranked
fifth in Canadian open amateur tennis, and
according to Mitchell, "Karen is the one to
watch out for."
The OIW AA tournament begins Friday
at 3:30 at Brock University. D

Coach Stephen Mitchell added that the
Lancerettes equalled their total of 34 points

PooldwellershostCa,n-Arns
by Becky Strange

Make waves, not ripples-that
should be tl'ie goal of this year's
swimming and diving teams.
The University of Windsor swirTr
ming and diving teams made a few
big splashes on Saturday while
hosting the Canadian-American

swimmers, there ws still some fast
competition for the Windsor team.
Oakland's female team had some
strong competitors. giving them a
first in the women· s competition
with a whopping93 points. Windsor's
women swimmers ·tried hard. but
did not fare well point-wise:' said
Arusoo.
Brock placed second with 69
points and Windsor third with 14.
Although the Wind~or women's
team had no firsts,Wendy Poppleton
placed third in the 200-yard backstroke, with a time of 23 2 .19.
Windsor showed its strength in
the mens swimming and divingcompetitions.
Transfer student John Mymryk
placed first in the 50 yard free-style
with a time of 24.43. Windsor
·•swept this event," said Arusoo. as
freshman Chris Durham placed second at 26. 72. Mymryk also placed
first in the l 00 yard freestyle with a
time of 54.37.

Invitational against Oakland University and Brock University.
The meet was originally two
days, but the interest was not great
'"Wayne State did not show up,
and we ran the meet with three
teams-Windsor, Oakland and Brock," said Windsor swimmingcoach
T oomas Arusoo.
Although Oakland had no male

Veteran Matt Butler, a hopeful
for the CIAU final~. placed second
in the 200-yard backstroke with a
time of 209.91. and fared well in
the 200-yard individual medley
with a time of2:08.01. Brock University's Canadian champion Brian
W asylowich provided tough competition for first place.
Wmdsor's Rick Bennet fared
well in the 500-yard freestyle by
placingsecondwith a time of6:28.94.
But the swimmers were not the
only ones to provide some tough
competition at the meet The Windsor divers also did "fairly well,"

according to coach Paul Laing.
Third year competitor Ken Souliere easily took first place on both
the one and three metre boards,
with scores of 215 .05 and 217 .50
respectively. Brian Brokenshireplaced second behind Soulliere on the
one metre board with a score of
150.25, and scored 160.00 on the
three metre board to take second
place here also.
Competitor Joan Lafromboise
placed second on the one metre
board with a score of 130.30.
Coach Laing expects the Windsor
divers to fare well in OU AA competition.
Saturday's meet was a good one
because it gave the Windsor teams
competitive practice and an idea of
where they stand.
"Although it is early in the
season, we can get an idea of our
strengths and weaknesses, and of
the kind of work we must do. It was
good to compete and to host the
meet, and hopefully next year we'll
have a larger invitational," said
coach Arusoo.
Although Oakland and Brock
were definately stronger in the wc:r
men's competition, Windsor showed
its strength in the mens. In the
swimmingcompetiton, Windsor also
won the men's medley relay with a
time of 415.01.
All three teams "enjoyed themselves, and the meet ran smoothly
and as planned," said Arusoo. "The
Oakland team thought that our facility was a good one, and that our
university was working itselfup to a Ken Sou II iere soaring to first place.
He claimed top spot off both the 1 m and 3m boards.
good competitive level." D
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Pre-seasons
in the States
The Lancer hockey team packed up their
bags for the weekend and took to the sunny
Campus of Miami University in Ohio.
Their second preseason outing wasn't as
hot as one would imagine though, as they lost
a close 7-6 decision Friday and a 6-4 game
Saturday.
Headcoach Rick Cranker was reasonably
pleased despite the losses.
"We played well for about two-and-ahalf periods in both games, but couldn't hold
on," said Cranker. "Miami has a good
record, but they're not rated very highly.
They play in a very tough league.·•
Two games were not all the Lancers lost
last weekend.
Two all-time lead scorers from last season
will be off the ice for awhile. Team leader
Chuck Dungey separated his shoulder in the
Friday game, and isn't expected to be playing
competitively until mid-late December.
It was also discovered thatJeff Parent is
ineligible for university play because he's
only a part-time student
"Hopefully we will get back when the
injuries heal in the regular season," added
Cranker.
This weekend the hockey squad travels
up into the Great White North to take on
Brock and McMaster to open the regular
season.0

In pre-season tournament play, the Lancerette volleyball squad tore up the court
with an impressive second place finish in the
Schoolcraft Invitational last Saturday.
"It's the best volleyball fve seen since
fve been coaching here," said headcoach
Marg Prpich.
The Lancerettes swept through the toumament until the finals, where they lost to the
hosting team in three tense games, 15-3, 1315, and 11-15.
The Windsor squad defeated four teams
from the other side of the border before
meeting their match.
The first victim was Delta College, who
was winless against the Lancerettes 15-8 and
15-4, and the second was Henry Ford, who
escaped with one win in a 15-12 game, but
otherwise lost 15-9 and 15-6.
Macomb was the third squad to be spoiled
by the Lancerettes, 15-12 and 15-5.
"Cathy Ad.kin's setting was the key to our
offence," said Prpich, "and Tracey McCall
was strong as the centre hitter."
Prpich also noted the performance of two
rookies, Cheryl Smith and Chris Norek, the
latter she described as "very consistent"
Next Wednesday the Lancerettes will
host teams from Toledo and the University of
Michigan. The games startat7:00 p.m. in the
St Den is gym. D

415 Pelissier St.
253-1030
Daily 10-5:30, Fri. to 9, Sun. 12 to 5

campus rec
Men's Volleyball
Men's volleyball finaly got underway Tuesday
Oct 15. Foreplay stepped outto an early lead to defeat
the Lampshades 14-12, the Biology Bums 16-13,
Buster Highmen 16-13, and Tokyo Hustlers 21-8.
McDLT and Lampshades took3 of4 andMcDLT
did it by defeating Tokyo Hustlers 18-16, Buster
High men 12-9, and Biology Bums 28-12. Lampshades
defeated Cedars 21-6, McDL T 18-17, and a freebie
from TecHall 1-0. Buster Highmen defeated Cedars
15-9 and also took a forfeit for a 2-2 record.
Cedars also won two on the night outscoring
Biology Bums 23-22 and Tokyo Hustlers 11-7. Tokyo
Hustlers and Biology Bums each scored a single from
TecHall. And for TecHall, well, there's always next
week.
Women's Volleyball
In women's volleyball play. Who Cares and Carisa
cleaned up to move into first place along with the Fifth
Floor F- U's, to place three teams in a first place
deadlock.
The Biology Dept remains in second place. but
Seventh Floor Laurier took both of their games to

move into second with them.
The Benchers moved out of the cellar this week by
winning two of their four games with astounding
scores, and the Hurtin · Dudes lost their four games but
still remain tied with the Benchers for third place.
Finally. the cellar dwellers this weeks are Kool and
the Gang. who lost both of their games.

HK. Selects
Cheap Thrill<
Marcers Memorie<
Elect.a
Warpigs
Hurtio ' Dudes
Ball Park Franks
HHBD
Foreplay
Lampshades
McDLT
Buster Highmen
Cedars
Biology Bums
Tokyo Hustlers
TecHall
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6
6
6
6
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4
4
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4
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2
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3

0
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2
2
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0
0
0
0
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6
6

0
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0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

8
6
6
4
4
2
2
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IN-COURSE UNDERGRADUATE
BURSARIES
Applications are invited for the various in-course bursaries administered
by the Office of Student Awards.
Candidates for bursary assistance must satisfy the following conditions:
1) must be full-time undergraduate students;
2) must have completed at least one semester of full-time study at this
university,
3) must have a cumulative average of at least C+;
4) must show evidence of financial nee~
5) must have made every effort to obtain assistance from other sources
(e.g. - OSAP);
6) normally candidates must be Canadian citizens or Permanent
Residents ~
7) must submit completed bursary application ( available in the Student
Awards Office) by

October 31 - for first semester,
February 28 - for second semester.

Office of Student Awards, 496 Sunset Ave .

, ,
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ALL DAY EVERY DAY!!!

classifieds
LANCE General Meeting this Friday ot

15% Student Discount
For Months of Oct.
Dine In Only
Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY
Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St
(comer of Sandwich & Mill)
Hours:

MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad 8ar $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Rsh & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55

noon.Evef\,(X)8welcome OutieswiD beossigned.ond stones will be handed out
We know wtio you ore . Hope to see you

FILM soc1m Genecol Meeting of the u
ofW Rim Society on Tuesday, Octobef 15
at 1 p.m 1nTA Room- fourth floor ER
reg1sterwith Comm Studies secretary on
4th floOfERonytime New members always
welcome. COMING SOON Gold Rush
(Chaplin) on October 21 and 22.

°'

WANTED
Lead Guitonest(Rockabilly and
R & B) for those domed rednecl<s Coll
Boog now! 258-8304

ASSUMPTIONUNIVERSITYCHAPEL9737034-locoted
between the Univelsity
centre and the.Ambossodo-&idge Mosses
at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm on Sundays
Monday to Friday at 11 :50 a m Every
Tuesday there is also moss at 5:00 p.m
followed by dinner at 6 p.m. (Cost is
$2.50). Everyone welcome Socromentof
Reconciliation on requestion
LESBIANGAY Student Group Meeting,
October 30th. 8:00. Coll 973-4951 for info
FOR SALE1979 Dodge Aspen. 2 door.
power steering, power brakes. air condit·
ioning. AM/FM
stereo cassette. Coll Don
258-5737 after 9 p.m

PREGNANT?
A loving, married coule urr
able to hove children. would love to
adopt your healthy, white infant Confidentially assured- private adoption con
be arranged Please wnte to PO box
2781. Station B. Kitchener. Ontono. N2H
6N3

GENERAL
MEETING
fOfall Sociology/ Anthropology students to discuss views and
issuesaffecting you 1N1th1n
the deportment
Meeting will take place Fridoy October
25. at 12:00 noon in the Soci0iogy Student
Lounge. Rm. 115 Windsor Holl South

Uh,vers1ty of Windsor

Iona Suppers
Every Thurs. 5:30
$2.50
All Welcome
IONA FORUM
LUNCHEON
Faculty Club,
Vanier Hall

12:30 - 2:00
Fri. Oct. 25
"Tradition in the
World"
Bill T ooshkenig
• a native Indian
who lives in
Wampole Island
willspeak on native
rights.
Fri. Nov. 8
"Infant Mortality''
Frank Innes
Worship Every
Tues. at Noon
Iona College. United Church
of Canada. Affiliate of the
University of Windsor. 208
Sunset Ave .. Windsor. Ont
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February, 1983, Windsor students voted
to join CFS in a referendwn asking for a
$7 .00 per student membership fee ( which
also included the Ontario Federation of
Students fee}.
StudentCouncilat that time was controlled
by right wing interests who were eager to
sever involvement_wlth_
left wi~ organi~tions
ll()t

Cuts, a student-owned travel service, the
Student Work Abroad Program{SWAP),
the Student Saver discoiind card
Prospective me~
can last as long
as two year~ A referendum
will be held
within that time to cletermine if students are

ano

CFS speaks

Derron Hoover, Deputy Chairperson of
the Canadian Federation of Students. was on
campu s this week to speak to the Sludents'
Administratfre Council as they ponderedpr<>~Hing to
thefourdollarfee tojoipas fu~ .. such as _CFS,
V"e-P~
~fre
membership in OE.~Hfte's
he
lt'¥1to say:
Hoover on finances
·son,
''F. inances used lo be quite a topic of
"Canadiscussion. It basically dealt with ou, deficit..
3ta
areso diverse ii every aspect. · last year we had a $1 Ol,000 defteit.J3ythe end
the left and right extremists cancel out"
of last year it was less that $26,000. This ,ear
In March of last term. Windsor students
we·re projecting within $5000 up or down. In
voted to rejoin OFS. Tsilfidis Sl4.idthat our
terms~~ fiscal buoyancy we're really in good
shape.
membership in the provincial organization
Hoover on international policy
~deed a newinterestin thenationalorganiz'"CFS has never sent any money to £1
ation as wdL
Salvador to support guerrillas. Yes, it bat
"We were really unaware of what these
certain stands on mtemati<>ut
policy, but if
studentorganizations are doing." he ~
"When we attendthe conferences we go with you don't do anf1hlngaboutit, ~--s the
point?
a tittle more kno~
andgainUlfight into
endum beforethe April 16date. The committee
"I worry aboUtlhese diiap andI tbia we
their activities."
should considei approachi,ngtheseissuedrcm
also recommended a ca~gn
spending
On a local level, these activities include a certain way, maybe chanp ouc aUitude
limit of$400. with SAC st>Qnsoringthe 'no'
fieldworking. in which-CP&ernployees vijjt
towards international policy. Some~
campaign, since OFS would flJD(ia 'yes'
local campuses to assist eowleils with their aoopposed:to our non-ediicatioaal ~icy,tha«
campeign.
individual problems. The fulltime staff,,.ve
they're Mlling to try to destroy the elfectiv&'The referendumwas wieely criticizedfor
~ss 'oi:us ~ a ~litical "interestgroup because
expertiseoftenbeyoo4that d studentpoli~
~ poorly run, and afaet., SAC had to
of these tmall things.It would be like throwing
Hocver pointed out
wai\'esomebylaws in order to hold ihe vote
out Ille baby and the clean bathwater because
CFS also employs researchers tos~
m time. One $Mjor problem was Shaban's
of lhe speck of dirt."
lobbying activities. With an office in Ottawa,
belief that a 'no' vote wowdnotcost Windsor
CFS lobbyists have access to legislators anti Hoover oa re.lend JOYel'llllleal
its membership. In the event, failure to pass
''We're starting to worry that he (M'idtael
important officialsbeyond that ~st studeQt
Wilson} is trying to phese in cuts to federa(..
the ieferendwn (273 yes to 543 no) resulted
councils. This constant contact is a vital part
provinclat transfer payment!.
in the university being expelled
of the process to put l*SSute on decis~
"Given that weHover SO% money that
.
The q1Jestion remaintd unre&olved,bemakefS.
said Hoover.
goes
to universities and college$ oomea'from
cause as a non-metnber of OPS, Windtor
In addition, CFS runs campaigns of
the federal goverJIIIIOftt,we'u ~ about a
was not eligal>lefor CFS membership. Theremassive cut in support. k has robemade up on
national scope to bring public attention to
fore, the next SAC administration, headed
the backs of the student&-tuition and incideoissues of student concern.
bypresidentJamesBoyer,sawtheileedfora
lal
fees."
The CFS-Services branch provides a
secondreferendum. This washeldin conji:J(:tion
Hoover on CFS
number of programs:
with the SAC general election in February,
"Things that were just starting to set now
• Travel Cuts, student-owned travel service
have gelled. CFS is much more responsive to
1983. The question emphasiz.ed the posStbility
that charges rates loweror equal to commercial
particular concerns of students' councils and of
of loss of membership.
agencies, and last year had $3 7 million in
the students. In 1983, CFS was conside~
The vote was 783 yes. 1389 no, and
sales.
frivolous and altruisticmidnot too concerned
stude nts here sent a clear signal that they did
• ~tudent Work Abroad Program(SWAP)
aboutrealproblemsfacingstudents. What's on
not wish to remain members.
which helps Canadian students to obtain
the agenda (now) are real gains where people
Two years later, changes in CFS and
have concerns.
temporary employment in countries such as
OFS made it possible to belong only to the
the United Kingdom. Belgium, and Australia
"Strength is based on numbers, based on
provincial organization, and another referbeing more voters, more citizens who are likely
• Student Saver card that is good for a
endum on campus resulted in a overwhelming
to be positively or negatively influenced by the
discount at many retailers and service stores
vote (875 to 189) to rejoin the OFS.
actions of the government We positively want
across Canada.
more people because more people make us
Now,
has take~ up prospective
•
The
Canadian
Programming Service. which
!:Setter,and people who join better.
membership 10 the CFS, with the promise of
helpsstudent organizations to arrange speakers
"There's a few people nationally who try to
another referendum within two years. We'll
and other talent for both educational and
get things to work, but it's the people at the
~ave to decide wh~ther or not we want to pay
entertaining events.
local level that must get things done. CFS is the
tor full membership.
•
The Information Resource Service, a library
studentsofWindsor, not some body in Ottawa.
After two years in the wilderness, The
of information on a myriad of topics available
In order for CFS to work, students at Windsor
University of Windsor is making its way
to councils.
have to make it work.""D
___________
_:,l l
back into the fold. D
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A littlehistory
•Juvin

Johnson

'J'he, University of Windsor and student
911,ltni~theperidulumisswir.gingback.
The Univemtyo.fW~
was a founding
member of the National Union of Students
. became the CFS in 1981, Under the'
which
new ~ the OFS. which had been
independent, became part of the national

group.

This te0rganization meant an increase in
annual student fees from s1:so to $3.00 in
OFS, and from $1.00 to $4.00 in CFS. To
raise the fees requi'n,da referendum, which
had -ato be betd before April 16, 1982, or
Windsor would lose hsmembershipby default
It should be noted that that year's SAC
executive had no great desire to remain in
either CFS, or OFS, both of which were, at
that time, undergoing financial and organizationalcrises. The referendum was repeatedly
delayed and in February, 1982, the cabinet
ofthen,.SAC president Jim Shaban presented
the following motion to council: "We, the
cabinet of the University of Windsor SAC,
do support provincial organizations of students
but not OFS in its present state."
The motion was narrowly defeated six
in favour, six against, and two abstaining.
In early March, SAC formed a committee
to examine the status of the OFS, despite the
objections of OFS fieldworker Peter Hoy.
Hoy felt that it was a tactic to delay a
referendum until after the deadline.
However. the committee, chaired by then
Vice President and now VP Finance John
Mill returned a recommendation for a refer~

1
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Your choice of:
8 type styles
11 paper samples
Price includes typesetting, layout & printing

Seeyour on-campus resumeservice
2nd Floor, University Centre or call
Student Media Services,SACoffice
at 253-2288

Don't wait ·until it's too late!
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John Mill SAC VP Finance
by John May
They almost didn't make it, but the
Students' Aqministrative Council finally ratified SAC's quarter million dollar budget
Monday night
SAC VP Finance John Mill defended his
budget in front of a tired but challenging
council near the end of a gruelling five hour
meeting. A motion was put forward to recess
the meeting to a later date partway through
the budget presentation. The motion was

Lance photo by Christopher McNamora

defeated largely because the budget item had
already been postponed from an earlier meeting
that lost quorum, and the deadline for its
ratification, October 15, had already passed.
Priorities in Mill's budget include an
investment in the pub, and grants to societies
and clubs.
"The pub wasn't making any money,
whereas in a best case scenario we should be
making $120,000 a year off the pub. We
were making nothing," he said.
Mill plans to invest one year's potential

Almost $73,000 - thirty percent of the
entire budget - is earmarked to fund societies
and clubs.
"You can get a lot more done by having
fifty groups who want to put on events. So
you supply them with money to go out and
spend on events." said Mill.
There are 49 clubs and twelve societies
on campus. SAC bylaws stipulate that thirty
percent of SAC fees must go towards society
funding. There are no such regulations governing the amount to be spent on clubs.
"That's an area which has increased
dramatically. Ifwe had more money, it would
definitely go to clubs," said Mill.
Some contention arose at the SAC meeting
over the loss of$8,280 budgeted for special
events.
"You don't budget for a loss," said
Commerce Society president Mike St Louis.
"If students aren't going to make use of an
event, why put it on ... If there's enough
interest in a film series, why can't you charge
a price that will pay its cost?''

ponded, "Lefs be fiscal fascists here and run
entertainment on a break-even basis. SAC is
not here to make money. but to service
students ..,
Total revenue of SAC is expected to be
$284.077, of which $234,000 will come
from student fees. Expenses to SAC, including grants to societies and clubs, and subsidies to The Lance, Student Media Services..
CJAM, and special events, as well as capital
expenditures, salaries, honoraria, and administrative expenses, are expected total $31 OJ 08.
The deficit is therefore expected to be $26,031.
In other Council business:
0 The October 23 by-election filling three
vacant council seats and one senate seat was
ratified.
0 The Cost of Living Allowance ( COLA)
Committee Report was ratified, giving noncontracted SAC employees a raise of2.5%,
compared to an inflation rate of 4.9%.
0 The role of SAC Administrative Assistant, a paid position held by Paul Clarke, was
discussed, and a complete job description
has been requested for the next meeting.
Some concern arose over a possible conflict
of interest with Clarke holding the position,
since he is also Engineering representative
on council. D

Ont. budget·promises
, promises
Analysis by Chris McIntyre
The Liberal budget presented to the Legislative Assembly last Thursday is a classic
example of a government facing campaign
promises it cannot afford
The budget, presented by Robert Nixon,
Ontario Treasurer, provides increased funding
. tor post secondary education, affordable
housing and more day care spaces. At the
same time taxes have been raised on smokers,
booze and gasoline, and personal income tax
has been increased by 2 per cent up to 50 per
cent
But the budget does reflect the Liberal
commitment to improve the post secondary
educational system in Ontario, which they
felt had suffered a great deal of damage under
the previous Conservative government College
and universities will receive a four per cent
increase in their basic operating grants. An
eighty million dollar excellence fund has
been allocated for colleges and universlties
which will allow for the improvement of
student and library equipment, increased
research activities and the hiring of new
faculty. The excellence funds will allow
"both our universities and colleges to undertake
much needed repairs," said Nixon.
Nixon also expressed his firm resolve to
maintain an open and accessable university
system.
"The Government is committed to improving access to our post-secondary system,"
he said.
To that end, tuition fee increases will be
limited to four per cent for next year. This is
very close to the inflation rate which has
remained a consistent four per cent for the
past few months. Nixon also increased funding
· for the Ontario Student Assistance Program
by eight per cent in the 1986-87 year.
The Liberal promise to extend full funding
for Catholic secondary schools will cost the
province $107 million next year, plus an
additional $1 7 million in capital expenditures
to pay for the expansion of Catholic schools.
The cost of full funding will continue to rise
until the students who are currently entering
Grade II reach Gr.ade 13.
The Liberals followed through on their
promise to help alleviate the shortage of
affordable housing which has grown to crisis

proportions in most Ontario cities. The budget
provided for the construction of 10,000 non
profit housing units in the next three years.
The government will also provide interest
subsidized loans to private developers to
stimulate the production of5000 rental housing
units. Although Nixon predicted the housing
initiative would result in 30,000 jobs, he was
unable to estimate the amount of money the
province will ultimately spend to build 15,000
housing units. Most analysts agree that the
total cost of construction of these units will be
at least 600 million dollars. Details were not
provided on the location of the ne.w housing
units, but the majority will probably go to the
Metro Toronto region which currently has a
0.3 per cent vacancy rate. The government
also plans to encourage the rehabilitation of
older rental buildings.
The budget contained two measures which
should be welcomed by women students and
faculty. The government will also subsidize
the creation of 10,000 additional spaces in
day care centres across the province. The
extra spaces will be directed to rural areas
and children with special needs. This may be
the perfect opportunity for the construction
of a day care centre on the University campus
for students and faculty with children.
Still, generous as the Liberals appear,
someone must pay for these progressivi
social measures-and
that's you and me.
Nixon stated that the May Federal budget,
particularly the $500,000 lifetime capital
gains exemption, reduced Ontario's revenue
by at least $125 million. He believes the
"provincial financial situation indicated that
th~ existing revenue structure was not adequate
to meet the increasing cost pressures associated
with providing services to the people of
Ontario within a framework of fiscal responsibility."
The general rate of personal income tax
was raised from 48 per cent to50 percent of
the basic federal tax. This means that a
student who makes $10,000 will face an
increased tax bill of 14 dollars.
The Ad V alorem taxes on fuels and
tobacco are to be replaced with specific
amounts of tax on a per unit basis. Gas will
increase 0.5 cents per litre, cigarettes will
increase 2. 7 cents a smoke. Driver licence
fees will increase from $15 to $21 and
vehicle registration fees will rise from $48
to $54.

The provincial government will continue
its practice of punishing alcohol drinkers as
liquor, wine and beer markups will be increased;
a 7 50 ml bottle of liquor or wine and a 12pack of beer will each cost ten cents more.
The Liberals are embarking on an ambitious
program to address the problem of young
chronically unemployed people. Twelve different youth programs have been consolidated
under one new program called Futures. It
will guarantee people 24 years old or younger
up to one year of work experience while
earning minimum wage. Nixon predicted
that at least 230,000 young people will find
employment by the end of next year. In total
the government will spend 375 million dollars
on the Futures program.
This year's budget will result in a $700
million increase in revenues, but the government is going to write the $500 million deb~
which was an expensive reminder of the
Conservatives' foray into socialism. As a
result, the deficit will rise to $2.2 billion for

the next year, but it should return lo its
current$1.7 billion mark in two years· time.
r fhis will give the Liberals, if they're still in
power. the leeway to either reduce the deficit
or pay for more ambitious social programs. It
is quite probable that Ontario will lose its
much cherished triple A credit rating which,
said Nixon, "has little significance ... it does
not provide needed jobs for young people nor
improve access to affordable housing ... "
This, the first Liberal budget since 1942,
is going to cost students an extra $300 to
$500 a year. It is. however, an honest
attempt to fairly distribute the fmancial burden
of providing needed social programs without
sending the province into bankruptcy. Maybe the Liberals are really determined to be
different from past Conservative governments,
but, then again, it seems awfully easy to write
a good budget when the economy is in the
middle of a boom.
Advice: stay tuned for the next budget,
then decide. D

It'sOK but..
by Chris McIntyre
The new Liberal budget is difficult to pin
down.
Who you are and your station in life will
largely determine your reaction to the budgeL
Ron Ianni, President of the University of
Windsor, stated in an interview with CBET
that he would have been happier if operating
grants had increased 7 or 8 per cent like the
hospitals, but felt the budget was a step in the
right direction.
Bob Baker, SAC Vice President, agreed
that, "overall it was a good budget but the
government seems to be nickel and diming
us." Baker approved of the 4 per cent cap on
tuition increases and said it was nice to see
the Liberals keep a campaign promise. However, he insisted that the 4 per cent cap must
be matched by a 4 per cent cap on incidental
fee increases.
Ianni also said that the, "increase for
basic operating grants was down from past
years but it must be looked at in the context of
the 80 million dollar excellence fund."
Ianni said this amount was close to the
recommendation of the Bovey Commission

which found a great deal of deterioration in
the physical plant of universities and suggested
an immediate infusion of 91 million dollars.
Ianni also admitted that the university has
suffered in the past few years.
"Ifs safe to say that if you look at the
physical plant. we've delayed some major
investments, we have been helped by a BILD
grant, but in the long run this is very timely
for the University of Windsor.
It will give us the opportunity to look at
some major facilities that have to be put back
on campus, such as the Education Faculty
and upgrading the computer facilities," he
said.
Baker, on the other hand, was critical of
the government's failure to meet the $91
million recommended by the Bovey Commission.
Ianni believes the increase in OSAP
funding will. "help students who don't have
independent means, by allowing them to
draw on student loans ... Baker felt the money
might be better spent on reorganizing the
OSAP bureaucracy which has grown slow,
inefficient and unresponsive to the needs of
students. D
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Roof, University Centre . University of Windsor
Wi.ndsa , Ontono N9B 3P4.
Phone. (519) 253-4060 or 253-4232 (Ext

3910) .
The Lance 1s published every Thursday
dunng the Foll and Winter semesters by the
Student Meda Cap:llOtbn ~ cl IMnd.D.
Opinions expressed Jn The Lance ore not
necessarily those of the Unive~·ty of Windsor
or the Studenfs AdministrotlV8 Councll
Subscription rates ore S15 per year 1n
Conodo. S18 in the US. and $20 outside the
continent. Entered as first class moil at the
Post Otf,ce of Conado

A lot can change in three years.
Back 1n'82, The Ontario Federation of Students, and its
parent mgan1zation The Canadian Federation of Students,
were viewed on this campus as ·ineffective. self-serving
organizations interested only 1n our pocketbooks. The
SAC executive at that time and the Lance called for the
University of Windsor to leave the orqan za·rons. So, a
referendum was held, and leave we did
But now, after last year's Great Bovey Scare, us watchdogs
of social justice {that is. student polltictans, student hacks ,
and students m general) have been shaken up 8 bit We've
seen how vulnerablewe have become under our governments'
fiscal axe. For the first time 1n recent history, we've had to
fight against drasttc cutbacks that threatened the very.
structure of post-secondary education.
OFS was at the forefront of the fight. And even though
we weren 't members of their organization, they generously
extended their help to the University of Windsor.
Through the Bovey episode, the value of researchers
and full-l1melobbyists working for student interests became
clear. Last year, SAC launched a successful referendum to
reJoin OFS. Because the structure of the organization had
changed, we were able to reio in OFS without joining CFS.
Two years ago, CFS was criticized for being preoccupied with ·non-student issues' such as peace and
d1sarmamenl and Third World Liberation. Plus their finances
were in a shambles; the organization faced a ·deficit of over
$100 ,000 Since then , tough economic times have shifted
the focus of ·he group to more bread-and-butter issues.

including funding to higher education , student aid, and
youth employment programmes . And they've managed to
pull off some financial wizardry, and are now in much
better shape.
So, maybe it's come time to take another look. They've
certainly increased their credibility, which has led to a
growth in membership. And a growth in membership
means even greater credibility. The student movement is
becoming real and unified again as students rediscover
that there 1s more to gain 1n co-operation than competition.
The Bovey Scare taught us that we need help t~ be_heard
by governments . And since Justas many education ,~sues
are fedEV~I as provincial, the U of_W 1s cle~rly going to
need a voice in Ottawa as we II as in ~ueen ~ Park.
And n<?wwe have one. SAC s de~1s1onto re1oin CFS as
prospective m~mbers means, we re ~gain guaranteed
representation in Otta"'7'a.What s more. we have a chance
to sample the CFS services, such as Travel Cuts, the SWAP
program. and so on, at no charge Wotta deal
~ut within two ye~rs there's going to be a referendum
askin~ u~ to pay to 1oin ~s fu I member~ .. No ~oubt the
organizat10~ w1I~be cast 1n a harshly cnllcal light then ,
since !_heres going to be some bucks on the li nt!
Until then, we h~ve to.take as n:iu_cha~vantage of them
as we can: use their services; part1c1patein their lobbying;
take active i~vo)vement in the group to _f\nd out if they're
really :,vo~h 1t;Its up to us as much as .,ts up to them.
Lets give em a chance to show their stuff.
1

:the
slipstream
The world is actually a much simpUer place than it is can. So I always order "brown pop". The reason I use
"brown pop" instead of"cola'" is because you can adapt it for
made to seem.
The problem , you see. is advertising. Advertising comes ''white pop" or"orange pop" or''red pop" or"purplc pop".
about as the result of a substantially similar product being All of these soft drinks come in several different brands which
made by two or more different companies. Whenever this arc virtually indentical to each other.
Last summer, they changed the recipe used in making
happens. the products of these companies are said to be in
competition with each other and it is therefore necessary for regular Coke. This resulted in such public uproar that soda
each company to try to com·ince the buying public that this pops were give more intense and prolonged coverage in the
product is the best of the bunch. That's advertising: the North American media than was given to the Mexico
earthquake of a few weeks ago. People y. ho "loved" the old
creation of the appearance of distinctions where no important
Coke ··hated" the neY., or vice versa. I could barely tell the
distinchos exist. It's extremely effective.
Case in point: brown pop. The first kind of brown pop was difference! I wondered how anyone could have such opposite
Coca-Cola. Coke is still the most successful cola. But it reactions to two substantially identical products.
A great many things in our lives arc practially the same
doesn't stop there, of course. Besides just plain Coke, there's
also Diet Coke with no sugar and caffeine-free Coke with no from one manfacturcr to another. Toothpaste. Televisions.
caffeine, and everything-free Coke with none of the either.
Five-and-a-quarter inch floppy computer disks. Toilet paper.
Most of the other manufacturers ha\e a similar range. Nails. Pocket-sized tape players. Disc cameras. Soap. Pain
Additionallly, the Coca-cola company makes Coke Classic
pills.
(i.e. "Old Colee"), Cherry Coke, and Tab. And the Canadian
None of that is hkelytobe ncwtoanyofyou. But the trend
versions of all of these products often use a different recipe
is starting to spread beyond laundry detergents and video
than the versions you can buy across the mer.
cassette recorders. It's starting to spread to the last place you
There are three or four other major companies that make would expect everything to be the same-to the arts and to
colas. as well as a plethora of minor ones. Every major
literature.
The first time I noticed this was m high school when I
grocery store chain has its own cola. There are little cola
companies scattered all over North America. All of the colas
worked in the school library. School libraries have an
obligation to keep on hand se,,;eral dozen examples of a new
made by all of these companies have two things in common.
form of literature known as the "teen-age romance novel'·.
First. they are all brown m colour. Second, they all taste
substantially the same.
These arc read primarily by high-school aged girls and arc to
line literature what 1he fast-food hamburger is to gounnet
Oh, there are httle differences. This brand is n bit sJeeter
that that brand, and so on. If you pay attention to what you're
cuisine. Anyway, in my capacity I had sc, cral of these books
drinking. vou can tell one from the other. But you have to pay pass through my hands every day, and often read the back
attention Almost all of the difference 1s m the colour of the• covers to see what thev were all about.

gus horvath
They were all the same. Lonely depressed teeny bopper
meets super hunk and loses her virginity. The names of the
characters were the only things that changed. Even the
writing styles were identical.
Popular music was next. Only live or ten years ago you
could hear a song you'd never heard before and identify the
artist from the sound. Now. I have to wait until the diskjockey
tells me whether it's Twisted Sister or Motley Crue or
whichever band is on top of the charts this week. It's
frightening.
Now. true, tho:se arc examples of the low end of the art
spectrum. But did you see The lAbyrinth a few weeks ago?

It now seems that
all you have
to do
is to chop
ordinary prose
into little pieces
and everyone wJ!I
think it's poetry
and
enjoy
iL
I mean, let's get real here. When everybody 'll.rites the
same way, something important about the art seems to be
lost. And at the unive~ily level, poetry seems to be gctttng
more and more similar.
Thus far, the so-called fine arts seem to have escaped this
trend in society toward artificial rather than substantive
differences. Buy J wonder how long they can hold out.

Butseriously
...
by Claudio d'Andrea
Thi s is the way the headline s will read: Uni versity
students run for aldermanic seat
Wow! Great! What could be be tter for unive rs ity s tudents
than having university students run for the positi on of
alderman in the municipal election?
Are they serious? Well , according to Rob Andruse vich,
the whole idea of running in the upcoming election started out
as a joke, but now he and fellow coJleague Mike Collins are
serious. With about 30,000 eligible voters in Ward Two , of
which only a negligible amount wiJJ actually vote, and
approximately 4 ,000 of those being students , Andrusevich
thinks that by capturing the student vote he can win the seat
In politics, jokes, like actors, can be transformed into· serious
business'.
Andrusevich and CoJiins have a strong platform for their
campaigns, and are aiming their strategy towards the university students and their issues. First on their priorities list is the
Sandwich Street trucking problem. Recent legislation for
limiting the number of trucks on Sandwich St has too many
loopholes, Andrusevich says - so much so that "the drivers
could drive through those loopholes". He proposes to put an
end to it
Second on his agenda is the Transit busing problem .
Basically, the system is in need of major repairs and Tran sit
Windsor is, Andrusevich says, "soaking us for funds ' '. The
third issue of theirs is housing for students; Andrusevich
proposes to build another residence or buy a block of houses
to be funded by the government Collins believes there is the
need for better housing in general.
The dynamic duo have plans for Ward Two as a whol~

too. They propose a biking and cross-country skiing path • could all bus ourselves to the riverfront and sk.iacross the city
beginning at the river and working its way through the city. without those nasty diesels cutting across out path. However.
More money should be spent repairing potholes in the streets · the dynamic duo exist as separate entities running cowards
of Sandwich than repairing a section of Ouellette St which is . the same goal. They can be assured that any hope of winning
stiJI new. Finally , the city should promote itself. like some the student vote will be lost, because those four thousand
other cities in the U.S., and work to beautify its streets in precious voter s that they"re hoping to attract will be too busy
order to attract American tourists. Collins added that the city trying to differentiate between two versions of the same
should promote itself like the province of Ontario does.
platform.
If Andrusevtch and Collins were Siamese twins Ward
Splitting the vote won't help either of them win the
Two would be the sole possession of our student body and we election. Maybe it is a joke after all . D

Theirhomelandisstilljust a colony
by Michael Temelini

... I sat and asked myself how it was possible
that things should come to such a pass in a
world which regards itself as fundamentally
cirilized. No poet. no writer; no artist could
adequately capture the horror. ..
Canadian Ambassador to the United
Nations, Stephen Lewis, used these words to
describe television images of starving Ethiopians in the General Assembly last year. It has
been over a year now that we Canadians first
witnessed these horrifying scenes of millions
of starving Africans - of unendurable human
desolation. Never in such numbers have we
seen the emaciated remnants of a oncevibrant humanity as we see in Africa today.
Two students here at the University of
Windsor, are painfully aware of the situation
in Africa. Peter Ijeh, President of the African
Students' Association, and former International Relations student. was born in Nigeria
and now has Canadian citizenship. P atrick
Barry, a Second Year Law student, is originally from Guyana, South America, but is
also a Canadian. He likes to refer to himself.
however, as an African.

People from Afri ca or part of the ·· Af rican
Dia spo ra" are predomina ntly blac k and they
are the only people I know of in the world
whose race is defined by colour( not culture).
They are the only people who have seemed to
drop from the skies and have dropped black
-no one considers their history is the slave
trade.
.. Where did the slave trade originate? I n
Africa As a result, I am part of that race of
people that comes from Africa, I am an
African ."
Barry explains that what has developed is
a certain attitude of not respecting black
history .. and to disrespect someone· s history
is to suggest that they are not really there,
that they are not people."
For many years it had seemed that the
world was pretending that Africa was not
really there. This changed however. last year
when the world watched in horror the scenes
of desolation in Ethiopia which were being
shown on televisions around the globe.
Now. the world helped and is helping
Africa survi\'e, but, as Ijeh explains. the
world is also to blame for the plight in Africa
today, both politically and economically.
"Sometimes we tend to look at Africa and

say. o.k. well they' re inde pe nde nt a nd we
expect their economic situations to have
changed drastically. But the wave of independence came only in the 60's and 25 years is
not time enough for such economies to fully
develop to allo"' progress and change.
"We were all colonized by the European
powen;," Ijeh explains. ·· and our economic
systems were still tied with these colonial
masters. Even now. although the countries
are independent politically, there is a neocolonialism because we are economically
dependent on our former colonial masters.
We are being manipulated by the multinationals which buy African products at very low
prices and pay workers cheap wages but tum
around and sell the goods for enormous
prices abroad."
Barry agrees, "What in fact happened is
that resources in Africa were removed to the
West and sold back at enormous prices. A
new dependency was created. Not only did
Europe benefit from the removal of Africa's
people but they introduced a new type of
dependancy that Africians became interested
in-Western goods without the money to buy
these goods ...
Barry gives two clear reasons, based on
the research of Walter Rodney, historian and

·mai.l

.

-

to the meeting
D ear Editor,
Thanks to the editorial in the Lance last
issue. the SAC meeting of Oct 28, '85
started with almost full attendance. But, once
again, by the time we got around to discussing
the important issues we were left with just
quorum ( 16) present T he budget for this
fiscal year passed with just the devoted 16
members to the Board of Directors, or to
filling the very important Society Review
Committee. The 16 members present( after a
marathon session of5 hours) opted to recess
the meeting so as to give those members-the
not-so-devoted-the opportunity to have their
say on these issues .

To those council members that left the
meeting. I have a few comments. Sure. the
meeting was long-but you left before fulfilling
your duties as Council M embers. Yes. there
was a lot of discussion on the agenda itemsbut that is what we are there to do. Maybe
you should-as the Lance mentioned-recon- sider your commitment to the students you
represent and. hopefully, decide to fulfill
your duties in a comprehensive manner.
Anyway. the devoted members that stayed
have left items for consideration at the next
meeting. M aybe we shouldn't have, but we
did We have faith in you-but
do the
;;tudents?

Robert Burge
President
Social Science Soc.

to the bridge
Dear Editor,
This little notice is in response to your
article " T hey A lmost Made It Big''. Stratford
is to Ontario as the Lance is to the New York
T imes-we are talking big stuffi! Who wouldn't
want to go to Stratford? Captain Kirk was
beamed up from Statford! Yes, such great
ac tors as William Shatner, Peter Ustinov,
Lome Green, Maggie Smith and Nicholas
Pennell have all worked at the Stratford
Festival on their road to stardom! And it's a
known fact, that none of these Stratford stars
have even considered,- in the darkest regions
of the ir imaginatio ns. working for the Lan ce.

sc,::iok•gisL as to why Africa is in the state it
is today.
"First of all the slave trade; this destroyed
Africa and the continent is still feeling the,
effects today. Africa was once a vibrant
group of civilizations each with distinctive
socio-economic consututions. The slave trade.
and the subsequent colonization of Africa
resulted m a decrease of population of about
50% . For a continent largely dependent on its
population. especially when the agrarian
sector is strong. the slave trade virtually
eliminated any possibility of economic growth."
The second reason Patrick gives for Africa· s
decline is that the countries who set up
colonies did nothing to instill in the Africans
an understanding of democratic government.
"When the Western countries left in the
l 950's and the I 960's under the premise of
being so good and giving independence. they
had not left any type resources in terms of
administrative know how. insofar as running
a modern political or economic system." As
a result Africa was, and still is in a state of
political and economic choas.
What then is the solution for Africa? It
will take a total world effort-a combined
global concentration on the problems that the
continent is facing. D

.
Your article in general was correct in
stating that non one of importance has origin
ated from this school. On the other hand,
there are many of us now attending this
school who have not jut lived lives to our
fullest potential (but we' re leaving our mark
in Mac D onald and Laurier Halls).
In conclusion, in a few years yo u shall be
writting an. .. Article of Achievement'' in
commemoration of the students from Stratford.

P.S.-vote
lvfinister

for me 1rhen

f

run for Prime

Bobby and Beaner.
Stratford, Ontario

Letters may be sent to the LANCE.
direct ly, or dropped off at the LANCE
mailboxin the SAC office during norm~I
office hours.
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classifieds·
ROOMS FOR RENT

Moy and Wyandotte
258 6Q65

t<1tchen foe hties.
Ca I early 01 ale

sso

WE WIU 'T10ke vou 50% OvJnerof
ncome properties. ,nretum forquallticotion
of the mortgage Must hove JOb. credit
and finoncKJI statement Send you, name.
phone no age occupot1or- and vears
wor1<ed to lff 418 Caron Ave Windsor
N9B5D4

requ,red to aid a pro11mc1alnorrprofit
association w,th itsfund-raising program
Ael<iblehOurs Must be assertl\/8 and enjoy
rreeting people C.ontact Mil<eat 254-469'2

WANTED
A RIDEto Kitchener. weekend
Will help pay gas. call 256-0822
, love thee so that, rnougre all tt'ty pnde.
Nor wit nor reason can my passion hide

Hughandus

WINDSOR CHAPTER S""8et Adehnes. Inc
Do not extortthy reasons from thesclause.
w,st, to ,n111te
all ladies who enjoy S1ng1ng
Fa that IWiXJ. lhov therefore host no cause.
to an open house for prospective rnembelS

on Wed Oct 30 at r30 p.m at the
Roseland Golf and Curling Club More
Info coll Marg McToggert 948-0673

HELPWMrEDS7/tv:x,r<:1:J'tory
plus attroctille

YARDSALE
on Saturday October 26th

bQrlus schedule Port time representatlV8S

10.30 am to5·30p m 2285Rl\l8rsideDrE

THE SECOND DECADE

1

1

9
8
5

9
7
5

But rather reason thus with rea~in fetter.
Love sought Is gOOd. but g111enunsought
1sbetter
·Olivia In WIiiiam Shakespeare's
Twelfth Night
Act II~ Scene I

Hundreds of Reproductions at $2.50-$6.00
300 Exhibition Posters
- Most Far Below List
Price
• Moderately Priced
Original Etchings
Date: Nov. 6·8
Time: 9·5
Place: Students'
Centre-Assumption
Lounge

Final Day Draw
Prize: $100.00
Gift
Certificate. Winner
at 1 p.m.
•O ne Entry Per Person •
No Purchase Nee;essary

•
FINEARTSALE
PrintsFor EveryTasteAnd Budget

.once photo by John Slama

Hugh Simpson, the man who would be mayor.
by Craig Colby

supported the idea.
Simpson felt that the trucks
should be rerouted off Sandwich
Street and said that the City Council should have done this "if they
had any guts.'' A permanent truck
route should be developed and.
although he did not have a definite
plan. he suggested Huron Line and
the E.C. Row as possible alter~
natives.
Simpson appeared eager to have
a working relationship with the
university students. "I would like
the student council to meet directly
with me in the council chambers.
and in my office. We'll form a
committee of some kind that would
work directly with the mayor to
help resolve some of your concerns."
he said.
At the conclusion of his speech,
he pledged to establish a $10,000
bursary per year for university students if he gets elected.
There is a reason that Simpson
is so willing to accomodate the
students. and it reveals the tourism
promoter in him. "The students
bring money here and they go back
and tell the story of Windsor to the
countries they come from and the
places they come from. They're
walking, talking advertising for
Canada, Ontario. and the city of
Windsor. And we have the greatest
opportunity in the world in terms of

Mayoral Candidate Hugh Simpson,
a former tourism promoter. spent
some time promoting himself to a
handful of university students in the
Assumption Lounge last Tuesday
and projected a pro-student attitude.
Simpson. a rhetorical Rambo
who can talk from strip bars to steel
work on the same question. spent
most of his time shooting from the
hip at his opponents and the present
City Council, and barraging the
audience with his accomplishments.
He did however. address some
issues of particular interest to students.
Of the parking situation he said,
"The whole thing is ridiculous from
the word go .. .I think that we should
change our by-law. change our signs
and be accomodating to the university students because after all we
have 8.000 people going to the
university and it's a big business in
our city. We should use good sense
and public relations and look after
the students properly.''
He said that ifhe was elected he
would look at the problem in more
depth in conjunction with the students and the traffic controller.
Simpson is in favour of lower
bus rates for students on a permanent basis. "I think it's a disgrace," he said.
He had not heard of the idea of public relations to make these people
a shuttlebus from the university to happy and satisfied and make this a
the F acuity ofEducauon but strongly great university city," he said. n

HeScoming

STARTIN ·G NOV. 1 st

AT A FAMOUS PLAYERS THEATRE NEAR YOU .

For three days next week. the
university will be going international
when Sir Shridath S. Ramphal visits
campus.
Ramphal, Secretary General of
the Commonwealth, will lecture
about such issues as internationalism,
South Africa and developing countries. He will receive the first Paul
Martin Professorship in International Affairs and Law during his
November 4-6 visit here.
Ramphal's career began in his
native Guyana where he served in a
number of cabinet posts. As well he
was active in several international
commissions dealing with areas of
human rights, development and the
third world and disarmament
Following is an outline of his
;ectures:
On November 4, from 3:00 to
5:00 p.m. he will lecture on "The
role of the Commonwealth Secretariat and Development" in Room
1111, Law Faculty. His evening

lecutre will be delivered atan Inaugural Banquet in Ambassador Auditorium and is called "Communicat·
ing''. Tickets for the event are $25.
On November 5, he will give
three lectures. The first. entitled
"The Vulnerability of Small States"
will be at Assumption Lounge the
University Centre from 10:00 to
11:50 am. From 3:00 to4:30 p.m.
he will lecture on "The Role of
Lawyers in Social and Political
Development" in Room 1111 of
the Law Faculty. And at 7:00 p.m.
Ramphal will talk on·• Internationalism Under Siege" at the Moot
Court.
On November 6, he will speak
about "North South: Unreasonable
Silences" in Room 208, Memorial
Hall at 9:30 am. At 2:00 p.m. he
will deliver his final lecture entitled
"The Issues in Southern Africa" at
theAlumniDiningRoorn, University
Centre.O
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RomanownewDeanof Students
He might not be big in stature,
but Dr. Walter Romanow is expected
to give the Deanof Students position
a higher profile on campus.

student's academic interests beyond
the classroom, providingcouncelling
to prepare students beyond their
course of study.

Romanow, the Dean of Social
He said an articleby theEconomic
Sciences since 1981, was recently Council of Canada reinforced his
appointed to the position of Dean beliefs, that rather than learning
of Students, replacing five year just one skill, "young people should
veteran Ken Long. According to develop a family of skills," he said.
University of Windsor president
A student who earns a general
Dr. Ron Ianni, the appointment
was made to give the position a degree takes l O courses from his
higher profile, and the importance department, and" the other 20 can
it bas traditionally been given at be scattered," said Romanow. "I
think we should impress young
other universities.
Long, a graduate of the University people to use those options in a
of Windsor, has been moved back wise manner."
into the English department, with
As far as Long is concerned,
the mandate to handle the teaching he's going to miss the job, but is
and administration of the active approaching the new post ''with
Expository English program.
relish." The former English profesHis successor will be handling a sor continued to teach Expository
host of issues concerning students. writing after his promotion to Dean,
"My interest is in the quality of and said he enjoys the task, even
life of a student as a learner," said though many of his colleagues think
Romanow. The goal is to expand
less highly of the course.

"People have asked me how it
is I don't become bored teaching
the same material. The interest for
me comes not solely from the material, but from the students. Each
class is a new challenge, and a new

adventure," he said. "I get enough
rewards to keep me going."
He said he's glad the position
will be given a higher profile. and
feelsit will help the students' concerns.
Romanow will officially begin

his appointment on Friday, but said
it will be a gradual transition.
Dr. Zbigniew Fallenbuchl, a
professor of economics, has been
appointed as Interim Dean of Social
Science.O

Got them ol'OSAPblues
If you are receiving assistance
from OSAP and are considering
dropping a course or two, you might
want to think twice.

Reducing a course load for most
students willalso result in a reduction
in the OSAP grant and loan. This
would mean that some of the grant
assistance would have to be paid
back or that the grant or loan
expected in the second term be
reduced.
Should you reduce your course
load below 60 percent you will lose
interest-free status on your Canada
Student Loan six months after dropping the course instead of six months

after withdrawingfrom your program.
For example, if you are taking six
classes and you drop three ( 50% of
course load) you will have to begin
repaying your Canada Student Loan
six months after you drop these
courses.
Other financial heartaches will
afflict students who are put on the
OSAP Restricted List Last year
3,000 post-secondary students were
made ineligble for further grant or
loan assistance because they did
not inform their banks that they
were still enrolled in school.
Students who have received assistance last year but not this year
and are currently attending university

will lose their interest-free status
unless an enrolment confirmation
form ( Schedule 2 or Form R) is
filled out at the Registrar's Office.
If this is not done the bank handling
the loan could submit a claim to the
federal and /or provincial governments demanding reimbursement
This could place students on the
Restricted List where they would
have to pay back the loan and any
interest that accumulated on it
Anyone who has dropped a
course or is unsure of the status of a
previous Canada or Ontario Student
Loan can contact the Registrar's
Office ancVor the bank where the
Joan was negotiated. 0

"Halloween
Bash''
TONITE
Drink Specials& Prizes
for best Costum es

~}(l·~~ ,,~.
It's big. It's Blue.And it's back in beer stores all over
Ontario. BigBlue. Fivehundred millilitres
of the clean, true taste of Canada'sfavourite beer.
So now you can callfor the Blue. In a big way.

BLUE'S
BIGB1l01RlllISBACK.-
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socialgaffes

BLOOD DONOR
CLINIC

Tuesday,

Ambassador Aud.
10:00 am-4:00 pm

Novembers, 1985

Keep Blood Circulating ,
Give the Gift of Life"

MUSIC
Thursday, October 31
-SSTI recording artists Minutemen and special guests at the
Graystone. All ages .
Friday, Novemb er 1
-Samhain from New York at the Graystone . All ages.
NEWS
Friday, November 1
- International Students Dinner presented by the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship. Iona College at 6:00 p.m .
- "How Collectivities Have Rights and Obligations," a talk by
Michael McDonald of Waterloo at 2:30 p.m. in the Rose Room in
Vanier Hall. Sponsored by the Department of Philosophy.
- The African Students' Association presents a symposium,
South Africa: Options for Freedom. Assumption Lounge, University
Centre at 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 6
- Meeting of the Women's Centre (2nd floor ·of University
Centre), 4:30 p.m., come prepared to discuss issuesthe Centre
should address.
Monday, November 4
- The University of Windsor presents a Banquet in Honour of the
Paul Martin Professorshipin International Affairs and Law with Sir
Shridath S. Ramphal, Secretary General of the Commonwealth.
Reception 6:30 p.m. and Dinner 7:30 p.m.

You are now in the pro cess of establi shing drinkin g pra ctices that
you ma y ha ve for the rest of your life. A s with man y lifestyle
beha viors, it's all too ea sy to slip into a routine which endangers your
health.

SEVEN DRINKS OR FEWER
PER WEEK

Cop~ right 19!'<5Alcoholism and Drug Addiction Research Foundation. Toronto. Printed in Canada.

FILM
Thursday, October 31
- SAC films presents "Rocky Horror Picture" Show. Showings at 9
p.m. and 12 midnight in 1120 Erie Hall.
Friday, November 1-Saturday, November 2
- Windsor Film Theatre (Supe r Cinema) presents "My New
Partne(' (Les Ripoux) at 8:00 p.m.
Monday, November 4-Tuesday, November 5
-U ofW Rim Society presents Hollywood: Golden Years. G 107
Erie Hall at 1:00 p.m.
Wednesday , November 6
- The Art Gallery of Windsor presents "The Lady Van ishes" at 7:00
p.m.
THEATRE
October 31-November 3, 7-10
- The University Players present "The Wayside Motor Inn" at the
EssexHall Theatre. 8 p.m., 7:30 p.m. on Sundays.

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

_Call ...

Otrtbrt--

at 252-3322

O r Visit O ur Offi ce At 54 9 Ki Idare Rd.
We Provide- Free Pregnancy TestsReferrals, Community Referrals,
Accommodations and Legal Advice.

Medical

CARDS
GIFTS

OLD& NEW
BOOKS
3277 Sandwich St

Windsor, Ontario
N9C IA9
255-7810

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
IT.
__.. ......

•••••
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CcimpusTorieswastea _trip
by D . W. Dorken

the delegate selection.
"He told me either Wednesday
or Thursday night that he was going
to fly to Toronto to present the
protestors' side of the case," said
Lugli.

Tories were allowed to send their
three previously elected delegates.
According to Lug!~ and a source
in the group of 10, Burge said he'd
go to the hearing and state what the
campus Tories had done wrong in

On Sunday afternoon,Peter Lugli
was sitting in the Royal York Hotei
waiting to hear whether the University of Windsor Progressive
Conservative Campus Association
would be allowed to send delegates
to the party's upcoming leadership
convention.
During this leadership campaign
there have been rumours of illegal
delegateselection.For the UWPCCA,
the problem was, according to l 0
disgruntled members, that the campus
Tories failed to give members the
required notice of the selection
meeting.
For Lugli, it was a wasted trip.
He and members of the Credentials
Committee waited 45 minutes, but
none of the I O campus protestors
showed up to air their side of the
argument In the end, the campus Rob Burge · denies everything

Burge disagrees, stating that he reason for wanting another selection
never claimed to represent the group, of delegates was to allow him another
but was merely just one of the I O run at being selected. He ran in the
members who disagreed with the October 3 selection, but failed to be
process.
chosen by members.
Sources also said Burge's main
Rob Burge denies all accusations.

Unicorpring$a bell
Union Gas was the main target
of Unicorp in its bid for Union Gas
Enterprises. said Stephen Belhinger.
president of Union Gas. in a lecture
Tuesday to University of Windsor
students and faculty.
"One of the more dramatic and
lengthy takeover battles in Canadian
history" took place from late January
1985 until the March 28th .. peace
treaty" was signed. Bellringer said
in his lecture entitled "Natural Gas:
Canada's Ten BillionDollar Secret··

The result of this "Union/Unicorp
dance party" is that Unicorp now
has an approximate!) 50 percent
voting interest in Union enterprises.
Bellringercalled the natural gas
industry "one of Canada's largest
and most silent industries.·· During
the last five years. he said. a number
of maJor natural gas companies
ha,e been imolved in several takeovers from Petro Canada\ takeover of Westcoast Transmission
Co. Ltd. to the Unicorp/Union

deal. He also spoke about the National
Energy Program. which he called
"a taxing plan rather than an energy plan". and the Western Accord
reached in March of this year.
The event was sponsored by the
Faculty of Business Administration,
the Commerce Society. and the
M.8.A. Socict}. Itisoneofaseries
of lectures b) prominent busines:,
executives that will be held by
these organizations. 0

M EMBER

Pcnrl Vo111am.~l.·1

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

Party Givers Anonymou _s

WANTED

presents their

Broiler Cook
Prep Cooks
Waitpersons
Host/ Hostesses

Halloween Bash
with

Apply in person with resume at
119 Chatham St. W.

~

Hallowe'en

Student Supper
Thur s. Oct 31
5:30

Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave.,
Phone 973- 7039

r

Prizes
for
est
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Doors
Proof of Age

a11''L''

or 11 Givi11' 'em
Hell. '
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Despite the lack of a parade permit,
the show went on-sort of.
Kevin Williams, the co-ordinator of
Homecoming 1985, could not get a
parade permit due to the short notice
given to the city.
"Parade permits have to be applied
for two weeks in advance to have time
to adjust payroll and labor time sheets.
It's my fault," he said.
Robin Moore, president of Delta
Chi, said. "It's a shame that the parade
had to be lowered to the extent it was,
that the criteria for the best float was
who could cheer the loudest for the
Lancers rather than the work that was
put into them."
Monetary prizes were awarded to
the people who entered a float in the
festivities nonetheless. The first place
prize of $150 went to Canterbury college.

•••••

The Ci!lrisSiflflo11t.

Carissa recieved $100 for their second

place finish while third went to Delta
Chi who won $75. Cody and Huron
Halls' floats received $50 each.
Although there wasn't a parade,
Williams felt the day had still been a
success. Williams noted that. although
it has been difficult for those involved
with exams at this time oft he semester,
people were strll willing to put into it
"Those who came understand what
it means to be a team, those who
didn't will find out what it's all about.
We're not going to die," he said. This
was the first time that the floats have
been at the game, this well be carried
on as rt presents a continuum between
the pre-game festivities and the game
itself. he said.

Although the fans were few. they
were having a great time, as fan Janine
Paley put it, "I thought there would be
more (festivities surrounding Homecoming), but it didn't malter'cause the
ones that were there were the ones
who wanted to be there and they
enjoyed it. The people that were there
made it fun."
Jim Ricci, a member of the 1968·
69 football team, was disappointed in
the fans. When he attended Windsor,
the fans were behind them whether
they won or lost, he asked, is it necessary
to "have a winning team or well the
fans support them all the way?" Another
member of the 1968-69 football team,
Mike Scirne was also was also disappionted with the crowd. "Students
are cheating themselves they're missing
a good time. You don ' t have to like
football to go to the games . it's good
social intercourse. During '68 we lost
every game, yet the stands were packed.
The turnout was the same in '69 when
we won every game."
Awards and refreshments were donated by Molson's. The use of theflatbeds
were donated by Thibodeau/Finch (Ted
Lucas), Kingsway (George Brown). United Truck(Chris), ICL (Joe Bialik), Overland Express(RfckStanitz) and Stockwell
(Steve). Other contributers were: the
Social Science Society for the pancake
breakfast CJAM, for the promotion of
the day and the airing of the game,
Mac and Laurler Hall for the hotdog
roast Saturday and their enthusiasm
which showed so clearly on their faces
(which were painted blue and yellow) .

Rippi11g through the defe11se

Wi11or lose,
Lifl11cerfa11s
11reloy11I

by Margaret
photos

Slaman

by D. W. Darken

p r·et t y girl
Jn keeping ll'ith the Hallowe'en spmt. The Lance
presen~f an ~X,~lusiveexcerptfrom the new Stephen Klang·
no,·el Gavin .
No stranger to the ho"or fiction world (and even
considered by many to be a master of the genre I guess
1here's no accounting for Lastes),Klang's norels including
"The Deaf Zone''. "Firemaker", "The Shindig'', and the
recent "Children of the Cocoa" have won him popular
acclaim and critical revulsion worldwide
These and each of Klang's other 27 novels have all been
made into major motion pictures. This latest opus seems
doomed to the same fate: production of the film "Gavin"
(sta"ing Sean Penn and a hosl of other unethieal young
stars) began no less than two years before it was written.
The Lance literary pages are proud to play host to this
sampling of "Gavin-the Book", soon to be published by
Wayne & Schuster Press. (Copyright okayed, and all that
legal stuff).
Gavin was scared.
Damned scared And he didn't know why. But
then, Gavin was always scared It was Hallowe'en
"That's scary enough," thought Gavin, crouching.
scared, in his dingy room
Boy, was he ever scared "Better go watcha movie,"
he told. himself So he went down to his half-witted

, kr1if e

father's immense videocassette collection to pick out
something worth watching. He did and put it on It
was called "Psycho".
Suddenly, Gavin felt much better. He began to
giggle a little. He giggled some more.
"Giggle, giggle, giggle," he thought .And he did He
did think, ''Giggle, Giggle, Giggle". For Gavin was a
special boy. Special, scared, and giggly. For you see, as
are all the characters in all my books, Gavin was a
vampire.
There was an edge to Gavin's giggle that had
nothing to do with being a vampire, nothing to do with
Hallowe'en Something had been troubling Gavin
lately, and watching Janet Leigh in the shower gave
him the resolve -to do something about it You see,
Gavin was a virgin. Tonight. he intended to lose that
virginity.
But he didn't know how. He knew it had something
to do with his penis. But he wasn't sure.
You see, not only was Gavin special, scared, giggly
and a vampire, he was, even for someone his age,
extremely stupid "Hmmm." thought Gavin This was
serious stuff
Like all the people in all my books, Gavin began to
have an uncontrollable urge to kill Mom and the folks
were all away, so that ruled them out (geddit? The.)
were 'out'). Gavin stood up. ·It was TIME. He had

decided Slouching towards the back door, Gavin
hesitated A sudden nervous prickling shot up his unwashed spine. Did he dare turn around?
Why did Gavin want this? Why, why, why? It all
started with Gavin's sister-or did it? Was it his sister
or Carrie? Drooling, spitting, slurping, Gavin began
laughing spontaneously. "Turn around! Turn around!".
he said to himself
Gavin turned
Nothing there. Or so you think But like all the
other characters in all my other books, Gavin was in
for a nasty shock ..
Suddenly everything went black The room spun
The walls shook The house fell down The sun went
down and the moon came up. The birds stopped
chirping. Pigs grew Wings. My mother wore army
boots. Then, just as suddenly, eve:rythingweird stopped
happening Gavin stood, speechless What had happened?
Gavin looked down at the enormous knife he held
in his quivering hand He stepped out into the night.
towards the neighbour's house. Blood squirting from
his eyes, Gavin advanced upon the defenceless young
blonde babysitter who guarded the neighbour's house
every Hallowe'en every year, Uust so writers like
myself can make a living by talking about things like
that).
As he ma.de his way across the defenseless young
driveway towards the house, he stumbled over Voltron
"Shiti" ho declared as he picked himself up; and then,
"godda.mn trick or treaters!"
However, a nearby Rambo overheard this and,
thinking Gavin to have a rather Oriental look about
him (it was dark), opened fire. Gavin with his big
knife slashed the child's arm off and continued on his
way.
Inch after slimy, dripping inch Gavin carved a
ghastly, putrid, bloody swath through the innocent
young halloweiners. Fina.lly, his nightma.riSh rampage
at an end Gavin leaned back and took a leak on the
neighbour's front lawn Suddenly, HEADIJGH'IS! Corning
up the roadJ The police and/ or the obscene literature
guild! Gavin tore himself from the sticky wretched
pulp that had once been little Johnny's cutesy third
grade body, and flung himself headlong throug'h the
neighbour's front window, landing, blood spouting
from his ruined frame, in shards of glass on the
neighbour's cactus garden The young blond babysitter
shrieked, protecting her soft. poutybreasts
from this
mad.man lurching towards her with a deft. blade.
Intuitively, she catapulted her Hallowe'en mint julep
towards the sex-crazed maniac, shattering the, oh,
about eight-inch tall, tapered bottom, three-inch open
diameter mouth glass on the bridge of his bloody nose.
Gavin's face was a scarlet mess. As daggers of glass
protruded from his eye and mint julep dribbled offhis
chin, Gavin reeled backwards. The lascivious damsel
was thus afforded the chance of fli.gh 4 so she headed,
not to the potential danger of the cars and police
outdoors, but to the sa.fes4 darkes4 and most secluded
spot in the house- the basement
Gavin realized with an agoniz.ed thud of his evil
dribbling heart that all chances of this story's screen
rights were about to fly out the window, Unless ..unlessss. ..Gavin grabbed the large big poker from the
fireplace (first ta.king the time to hack up the whining
children that lay, gobbing and senseless, on the
carpet). The voices in his head screamed "KILL, KILL,
KILL" until he could stand it no longer. He lurched
forward on bleeding feet (pausing only to take a
hearty bite out of the neighbour's cat), and ma.de his
way down after the incredibly sexy young babysitter
(blonde, about 5'3", little turned up nose, short sassy
haircut, huge blue eyes. ..you know the type), closing
the flimsy door behind him ..
Softly he trod upon the stairs, anxious not to be
heard He cringed as the second step creaked below his
daintily placed foot Reminding himself that caution
oft.en saved the day, he eased on down to the third
step ..."Soap!" he thought as he went flying, heels
akilter. "Ouch!" as his head smashed against the
railing. "Mortality," as he bounced toward the bottom
"Something to do with the penis," he remembered as
he came to a halt And them, taking out his knife from
where it had become lodged in his thigh, "I wonder if
she heard anything."
She had Her breasts, quivering like a pneumatic
bedp~ smiled in secret anguish, as she brought the
hug~, ~nt really big hammer down, down, down on
Gavm s smouldering head
But no sooner had she done this, when she suddenly
found herself victim to the cruel pranks I play on all
my characters and where else do you think I get my
reputation A huge big zombie came screaming out of
the lower level cellar and gobbled the sweet young
thing all up.
Deus ex ma.china, kiddies! D
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Somepost-punk
primitive funk
by Patrick Petro

Flea throw s it on down ...

scaled the speakers in search of the
Great Pumpkin.But thatwasn'tenough
I had an anthropology exam last for singer Anthony who leapt to the
Tuesday. Little did I know that I
balcony and crooned from on high.
would get a crash course on the lower Gross jokes about their mating rituals
primates by going out last Friday
filled the room between songs.
night
The music was loud, raunchy and
The specimanswere a band called FUNK.A Y! From the beginning"Out
the Red Hot Chili Peppers. They
in LA" they established the pelvic
pounded, slapped,grunted, screamed, pumping mood A very poor sound
jumped,bourx:ed,clinkedandscreamed system hampered them a bit, but not
The relativelysedate audience beheld enough to worry the near capacity
their own evolutionary roots. African crowds. Even the weaker material off
lion Safari comes to St Andrew's of their new elpee Freaky Styley
Hall
sounded as goodas their earlier work.
The Peppers have used their tools
They returned for theencore shunto crafttv,o albums,andtheirpeiforma::e ning W estem human garb for nothing
was, I guess, proof that if you put a
but their traditionalsock strategically
monkey in front of a typewriterhe can placed They jumped higher, rocked
write (or perform) a masterpiece-haroer and faster, leaving only one
more than once!
question for the crowd-" How did
Doo'tgetme wrong.the masterpiece those socks stay on?"
doesn't necessarilycome in procedure,
Sure, they were gross andprimitive
but in energy.
and stupid and naked, but they really
And fun? WOW! Those wacky knew how to throw down! (And you
funsters nver stop. These monkeys
can stick that up your civilization).D ...while Anthony considers his next move.

STUDENTS!!
20% Discount

GAMMA PSI FRATERNITY
DELTA CHAPTER

on all your Hair Care
needs.

Tue sda y, No vember 5, 1985
At Uni versity Centre
Conference Room s I , 2 & 3
Tim e: 8 pm - 10 pm

See

AMINI
at Salon Papillon
122 Park St W. ( at Pelissier)
AMINI offers profe ssional service at
affordable prices
Every Thur sda y, Fr iday & Saturday
Even ing Appointment s Available

CALL 253-1222

LSAT
GMAT

Orientation Meeting

~ raternifij

Prep Courses for
Dec. 7 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT

Come Join a
new experience!

(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800-387-1262

Any Questions Please Contact BillMichelin25 3-6849
or Mike Soro ka 256 -8 90 3

Pioneer ...
Pi a ner' - a person who goes before
preparing the way for others.
Become a Pioneer in A X P
The Fr aternity of

ALPHA CHI
RHO
. "'
1895

1985

'·90 year s of Excell ence ..

RUSH MEETING Monday Nov. 4, 1985
Conference Rooms 4, 5 & 6 - 11 am- 1 pm; 8 pm- 11 pm
Fo r further information call Dou g Coley 254-5605
Stephen Johnston 256 -2208

"BE A PIONEER - JOIN ALPHA CHI RHO!"
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.·No COSTtalent

HELPWANTED:S7/hr salary plus attract~
bonus schedule Port-time representatives'
required to aid a provincial norrprofi1
'association with Itsfund-raising program
Flexible hours Must be assertive and enjoy
meeting people. Contact Mike at 2544692
'77 Chevette. AM-FM stereo cassette.
New clutch New master cylinder. 58.000
original miles. No rvst. Beautiful condition
First $1,300 takes. Can be seen at ·1oO
rw,05Califomia or call Irwin at 252-4897
between noon and 1 pm only

~- Every Thursday from 8:30 p. m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos.-------------,
{.s.Great food & a great time. ___
_

Word Processing for all your student
needs. S1 15 per double spaced page
No Job too big. no job too small Call
Maxine 966-3342.

~

Nice old fridge. worl<s well. all fixed up
and ready to cool. $85 00 call 256-8054 or
256-3881.
All kinds of stuff: heavy round table $15.
gas stove $50, German AM-FM-SW floor
model Hi-R $15. call 256-8054
TOYOTA PARTS-Doyou have. or know
anyone who has a 70-73 Toyota station
wagon?lhaveoneforparts-youcanget
the whole thing cheap call 256-8054 or
256-3881
Meeting of the Women's Centre (2nd
floor University Centre} Wednesday
November6 at 4:30 Open to all univerSitv
women. Come prepared to discuss issue;
the Centre should address.
Help build a new society in El Salvador
Support a nation-wide campaign to raise
funds for the zones under popular contro
For further information contact Mireille
Coral in SAC or Jose Orantes of the
Committee in Solidarity\Mlhthe Sal\odaean
People ··oscar Romero" c/ o Iona College,
or bring your contribution to the Women· s
Commissioner Office in the SAC office
ROOMSforrent. kitchen facilities. Moy off
Wyandotte 258-6965.
78 Toyota Corolla Deluxe. Automatic.
Body excellent Great stereo system Call ·
254-6859 and make an offer.
1

,

SHAREour3-bedroomapartment
Rentis .
$146/mon. each. plus hydro only. It 1s
near a convenient bus route. neat. big.
furnished and clean. Please come to our .
rescue' Call 258-1725. preferably after 7.
and ask for Lisa or Monzurul
LANCE General Meeting this Friday at
noon Ever,,onewelcome. Dutieswill be~
signed.and stories will be handed ou1
We know who you are Hope to see you

Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP 40'sl
Free Admission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Darwin Plaza)

966-2624

A guy named Claudio relaxing after the gig.
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
It may have been the cultural
event of the season, and it was right
here on the University of Windsor
Campus.
Last Friday night at the Ambas-'
sador auditorium,the Conununication
Studies Department held a talent
show in conjuction with the department's 15th anniversary and Homecoming celebrations.
"Its fantastic, its great, what a
way to party with the best department," said Craig Power, a third
year communications student
Sometimes ridiculously impressi ve, the participants had as much
fun as the audience.
Acts were imaginative, and the
event was wonderfully organized.
Applause goes out to the head
organizers, Jeff Hewitt and John
Rowlandson, who have been working
since early September on the event.
Running until midnight, the affair
encompassed J9 acts.
A highlight of the evening includeda skitby Dr.Stan Cunningham,

Gerace, Dr. Stewart Suri.in,and Dr,_,
Stuart Selby.1be skit spoofedmost of ,
the Communications faculty, and
included a lot of bad puns-or good 1
puns gone bad
The Dandelion Boys entertained
the receptive audience with a 15minute set of songs. The countrypunk songs were an interesting mix.
One was entitled"This Song Sucks,"
but it certainly did not Members of
the talented quartet included Lyndon
Way, Dan Moriarty, Marc Fedak,
and John Fiddler.
One of the most amusing acts
included a lip synch and transvestite
acting out "The Spy Who Loved
Me." The act was entitled Chester
and Maxine, and was performed by
Frank Ramirez and Eric Otto.
The show sparkled with talent,
and Jack of it But one thing was
apparent-

everyone

had a great

time. The last Communicationstalent
show was held a year and a half
ago, and all the performers and
their audience look forward to having
another such obstacle.
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~LadiesAgainstWomen
by Donna Mayer and Susan Mcllveen

by Kevin Johnson
Last Monday night, about 150 people

attendedPeacing it Together, a play perfonned
by Le Theatre Panninou on the Windsor leg
of a national tour. The event was sponsored
by a coalition of local groups headed by the
Third World Resource Centre.
Peacing it Together is an attempt to
portray the issues of war and peace simply
enough for children to understand The danger
is in losing the adults along the way.
The play is the story of two clowns and
their trip to see the world. It is perfonned in
the round, with the audience representing the
people of the "four worlds"-North,
South,
East, and West The clowns' first discovery
is that North is always opposite to South,
East is always opposite to West
Many other lines are as simplistic as the
above. Even making allowances for the fact
that the text is translated from the original
French, it is often condescending and platiUnfortunately, the lead-up to a linking of
Third World underdevelopment and First

World exploitation is tedious. The one worthwhile line is "War in the South? But it's
supposed to be hot down there!"
Once past the transition, the scene itself
succeeds. The 'Southern' section of the audience is put to work picking bananas under the
watchful eye of a heavily armed guard.
Threatened by rebellion, the guard is forced
to tum to the N'orth for further arms sales. As
he goes deeper into debt, he pleads that the
rebellion is turning into revolution, into another
Nicaragua.
Here, Suzy, presumably representing the
United States, asserts "there will be no more
Nicaraguas! Revolution-repression! Revolutionrepression!" This statement is a shocking
break in an otherwise light-hearted treatment
For this reason, it rivets one's attention more
firmly to the horror of the situation.
The clowns are hurt by the world they
have seen; they return home dejected. Glad
to be home in Canada, "well known as a
peaceful country," Suzy sighs, "In Canada
we can sleep in peace."
But after all she's seen, Suzy has a

An evening class held a week ago Tuesday at
the Ambassador Auditorium could be made a
permanent part of the curriculum of the
Home Economics Department Ladies Against
Women (LAW) subtitled "An Evening of
'
Consciousness-Lowering",
offered women
finishing-school touches that will last them a
·c t'une.
l1,e
Mrs. Chester Cholesterol ( Gail-Ann Williams) opened the session with a call to all
women to become ladies again and get back
on their pedestals. "After all," she stated
firmly, "if God hadn't wanted ladies to be on
pedestals he wouldn't have made us shorter
than men."
Cholestrol received sound support for her
assertions from colleagues and clients alike
who lapped it all up despite having their
collective tongue in cheek.
Ladies Against Women is a production
of the Plutonium Players, a San Francisc<>based theatre troupe. Social satire is their
specially. Their roots lie in guerilla theatre,
according to Jain Angeles, one of the players.
Primarily inprovisational in technique, guerilla
· theatre is a type of spontaneous social cornnightmare. The connection between her home
and the pain she experienced elsewhere is
expressed in a numbing recitation of statistics
equating the costs of military expenditures
with social needs not met
It is here, at the climax, that the play fails.
Most of the audience, and certainly this
reviewer, had heard an assortment of military
versus social costs many times in the past
The clowns have a vision of a world
without injustice, and urge the audience to
join the vision. This call to action is a
reminder that every individual can work to
create a better society through his or her job,
church, school or whatever.
While the message is worthwhile, the
medium is usually inadequate. The company

mentary performed in the streets of San
Francisco.
Other issues with which the ladies were
appropriately concerned crossed the 49th
parallel. Procreation was high on the list of
. . . Th e 1a d''.es bo re signs
.
pnonties:
a?.d c han t e d
slogans m a vahant effort to Save the
Sperms" and "Protect the Unconceived Citizens".
Featured in their repertoire was a Wimp
Quiz, as only a real man deserves a lady. One
had to be sharp to pass, though, since it was
riddled with trick questions such as:
When was the last time you cried?
a) When I was seven weeks old and
had an acute case of diaper rash.
b) Everytime I get in touch with myself.
c) When the Duke died.
The answer, of course, was none of the
above-real
men never cry, you see. They
make other people cry.
By the end of the performance, few
people were crying. Laughter had been the
mainstay throughout the two hour long show,
the result of a peculiar, yet happy marriage of
satire and social commentary.
claims that its work is not intended for
children, yet its symbolism is not sophisticated enough for an adult audience.
The cast is talented. doing a lot with few
props and no set They also overcome the
language barrier, performing admirably in
English. and projecting to an audience which
confronts them from every direction.
However. they cannot rise above a script
that strives for the lowest common denominator. This is no excuse, becaus~ the cast had
a hand in the writing of the text
Le Theatre Parminou is a dramatic collective based in Victoriaville, Quebec. Peacing
it Together was performed more than 75
times through Quebec, and is now on a tour
of 30 cities in English Canada D
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MUNICIPAL ALL
CANDIDATES MEETING

SAC
TYPING SERVICE

Monday, Nov. 4 Candidates for

WARD 2 ALDERMAN
Tuesday, Nov. 5 Candidates for .

MAYOR
Meetings will be held in the
1

UNIVERSITY

$1.2 5/ double spaced page
$2.00/single spaced page
$2.00 RUSH JOBS

Specialty job rates vary.

CENTRE CAFETERIA

from 1 :00 pm to 3:00 pm on both days.
Come Out and Show your Concern about
Student issues.

8:30 - 4:30 pm
SAC Office
2 nd Floor, University Centre

Laurentian Headcoach Greg Zorbas labelled Juett "the key to our success in the
midfield,'' but maintained that it was a team
effort which pulled together to win.
Ironically, the Voyageurs were in the
same· position last year as the Lancers were
this season-undefeated, a major league threat,
and dumped in the semi-finals.
Zorbas noted the coaching efforts ofVacratsis and the talent of the Lancer squad:
"Windsor is a class team, and Vacratsis has
done an excellent job for as long as he's been
with the team-a relatively short period of
time."
Windsor did not have a competitive
soccer team until just three years ago, and the
starting headcoach was Dr. Harry Bird.
Vacratsis worked as assistant coach until two
years ago, and it was last year that the team
fust qualified for the Ontario semi-finals.
Last year they were victims of the Carleton
squad, and this year, victims of Laurentian.

by Jaoisse Browning-Leveque

One week and one game was all it took to
shake the foundations of the Canadian university soccer rankings.
In sudden-death conflict the Lancer soccer
squad-the brief rulers of Canadian university
soccer, were eliminated as contenders for the
Ontario championship. An equally tough
squad from Laurentian University took the
Lancers from behind with two assaults on
their net The final score was 2-1 for the
Laurentian Voyageurs. •
At the final whistle an ecstatic mob of
semi-final victors flooded the field, while
shocked and disappointed Lancers were left
wondering what had happened and how it
could have happened so fast
Initially, Laurentian failed to qualify for
post-season play. but a controversy resulting
from three Ontario squads which included
ineligible players in their line-ups moved the
Laurentian team into one of four play-off
berths.
"Laurentian wouldn't have made it,' said
Lancer Headcoach John Vacratsis. '·They
were out of it until the University of Toronto
and York teams were reinstated September
20th."
The Lancers would have met the York
Yeomen in the semi-finals. and the University
of T oronto squad was in the running to play
Carleton University.

the Carleton Ravens 1-0 in overtime the
following day to take the Ontario championship. Not bad for a team that wasn't supposed
to be there in the first place.
Vacratsis didn't blame the defeat on the
luck of the cards or an off-day:" Any one of
the teams could have taken it"

Lance photo by Andrew Haggert
entian was really the best team we've played.
They have two or three talented and quick
players in their midfield, and number nine
and ten were especially aggressive."
Fred Juett (No. 9). Laurentian's major
threat to the Lancer defence, was an AllCanadian player last year, and played both

The Lancers jumped to an early lead
when Mike Lovric headed in a low ball past
Laurentian goalie Paolo Toscano 18 minutes
into the first half, but from that moment on,
everything went downhill.
"We started out strong and thought we'd
blow them away-and then we went down,"
said Lancer defender Wasim Habash. "We're
more disappointed in this year's loss than last
year's because we played about 60 per cent
betterthanLaurentian. We were down before
in games this season, but always managed to

iY~o;e;
dprove
NWhY
the)/fe·ootn
topte~onp,ge
Not only did Laurenti an surprise the

by Scott A. Pattifon

The 600 spectators at Saturday's
homecoming Lancer game didn't
have much to cheer about as the
York Yeomen trounced the Windsor
squad 49-13.
"Our timing was wrong,.. said
quarterback Doug Ball, who was
injured earlier this season. "York

was blitzing a lot as they knew of
my ankle injury," he said.
Timing was definitely a problem
for Windsor but could not have
come at a better time for the Yeomen.
The Yeomen are presently tied
with three other teams in !heir
division for first place in the Ontario
Universities Athletic Associa~ion
(0 U.A.A.) standings.

The Yeomen struck early in the
match, when quarterback Tony Iacono hit wide receiver Greg Ebel for
a 45 yard touch down at the seven
minute mark of the firstquarter.
Two minutes later, the Lancers
fumbled the handoff at their own 40
yard line. The Yeomen recovered
the fumble and at the 8:42 mark of
the first quarter, fullback Frank
Ammirato plunged into the end
zone on a single run to give the
visiting team a 14-0 first quarter
lead.
The Yeomen· s offence repeated
the feat at the 14 minute mark.
When wideback Andy Douglas
took the handoff and ran 23 yards
for the score. The extra point made
the score 21-0 York.
Windsor finally broke the shutout
on a 36 yard field goal by Graeme
Flett, making the score 21-3.

After two end zone incompletions
Flett made the score 21-6. on a 27
yard field goal. Five minutes later
the Lancers put it together once
again; a first and ten, Lancer quarterback Ball elected to pass. Ball
unloaded a 45 yarder which was
caught by wide receiver Richie Couglin who ran into the endzone for six.
Defensive halfback Steve Meeker
interceptedYeomenquarterbackTony
Iacono as the first half came to a
close with York leading 21-13.
The second half began like the
first-with the Yeomen scoring.
This time, a handoffto runningback
Tony Douglas and a 40 yard scamper into the endzone produced the
score. Douglas' second touchdown
of the day made it 28-13 for the
Yeomen.
On an unusual call York shocked
the Lancers by kicking an on-side

kick after the score. They recovered
the on-side attempt and marched
down the field to score on a 15 yard
run by running back Joe Pariselli to
make it 35-13 York as the third
quarter ended.
York continued their dominance
of the game in the fourth quarter. At
the eight minute mark back up York
quarterback Glen Humenik connected with Steve Delzotto for a 15
yard touch down pass. which made
the score 42-13.
On York's next possession, runningback Joe Pariselli broke a couple
of tackles and sprinted 75 yards for
a touch down and a 49-13 blow ouL
This will be the first year that
the York team has qualified for post
season play.
On the other end of the story,
the Lancers conclude their '85 season
this weekend in Toronto against the
Blues.D

Blackg~ silverin tennisfinals
by Stacie Clark

Lance photo by D. W. Dorken

"And the big one that got away... "/

The Martina Navratilova of the
Lancerette tennis team ended her
university tennis career with swinging
style last weekend.
Sue Black returned from the
Ontario university women's singles
finals with her second consecutive
silver. Black finished second in
post-season play last season as
well.
The tournament, which was held
in Toronto last Friday and Saturday,
sets up matches against the top six
university singles playes and the
top eight doubles teams.
Although the Lancerettes did
not have a qualifying doubles team,
Black ranked second in the league
in individual regular season play
with an impressive finishing record
of eight wins and two losses.
Lancerette coach Stephen Mitchell commended Black with her
performance throughout the season.
''It's good to have someone like
Sue; somebody strong who gives
the team some credibility."

Black was victorious in her first
two matches of the tournament, but
later relinquished control to the
Ontario champion Karen Dewis.
In her first match, Black easily
defeated Westem's Allison Hannah
6-1 and6-2, thenlaterfoughtthrough
. two tough games against Marcella
Kranjyof Waterloo 6-4 and 7-5.
However, the tables turned when
Black encountered the only obstacle
separating her from the Ontario
women's intercollegiate tennis singles gold medal.
· "Sue ran into the same problem
as she did last year; all the singles
matches were played on Friday
with only 20 minutes rest before
she had to play the final game,··
said Coach Mitchell.
Black agreed with Mitchell, admitting that the closeness of the
matches took a lot out of her.
"Karen showed no weakness,"
said Mitchell, "it was obvious no
one in the league was going to
threaten her."

Ironically, Black was seeded
second coming into the tournament
ahead of Dewis who was seeded
fifth. Dewis is presently seeded
174th in the world. and her strength
and talent prevailed in the two final
championship games. 6-1 and 6-0.
Fortunately, Black played Dewis
last in Friday's tournament. Had
they met earlier and Dewis won.
she would have been eliminated
from any more post-season competition and the silver would have
slipped by.
Although the Lancerettes fmished
a disappointing tenth out of eleven
Ontario teams, Black noted the
cohesiveness of the team and the
work accomplished by Coach Mitchell. She plans to continue playing
competitive tennis at the Canadian
Nationals, and the Ontario -Open
and Ontario Closed tournaments
held annually in Oakville. Black
should finish up with the Faculty of
Law this school year and plans to
article in Toronto next year. D
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Bba/1preview
The Lancer basketball squad position with third-year mainstay
will have a lot to prove this season, veterans Scott Thomas and Matt
St Louis returning.
and it all starts here this Saturday
night
Some promising new blood will
There was rumour last year that be added to the Lancer line-up in
the team was plagued by a road Steve Byrne, St Clair transfer Dino
jinx, but head coach Dr. Paul Thomas Latella, Carlo Boniferro, and Kim
denied the existence of such super- Elliot
stitions. Still, they finished fifth in
"The vets should know about
the W estem conference, and closed our problems of winning on the
out their season without a single road," said Coach Thomas.
win away from home.
Thomas also noted the influx of
With team leaders Hunt Hool local talent this season, "We've got
and Jim Kennedy leaving the uni- Steve Byrne who is as good as .
versity scene, veteran Rob Biasutto
anyone we've had here, and(Andre)
will assume the role of team captain. Morazutti from St Anne's ( Secondary
Biasutto, a two time OUAA All- School) who was a country all-star."
Star should be the central figure of
Thomas plans to work on the
this year's squad in both offensive forwards in particular, and wants to
and defensive play.
blend together new and old blood.
"We have to be a little tougher,"
said Thomas. "We have many who
can score, but we must work on
intensity-particularly on defence.
We'll be spending more time on
defence than ever before."
The Lancers meet the York
Yeomen this Saturday at the St
Denis gym at 8: 15 pm. The match
Returning forwards Ross Sisco should be a real test as they start
and Mike Stockwell should also their exhibition play against last
contribute their experience on the year's conference champions. The
.offensive end. The Lancers will be Yeomen are headed byfonnerOUAA
particularly strong at the guard Coach of the Year, Bob Bane . 0

The vets should
know a/Joutour
problems
on the road.'

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH

11:00- 1:30

SUPPER

4:30- 6:30
Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Monday

Chickep Noodle Soup
Chicken Fingers
Zucchini Ch Casserole

Tuesday

Cre<>mof Tomato Soup
Corned Beef/Swiss
Braised Swiss Steak

Lasngna
Breaded Grilled Perch

Wednesday

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bal..?

Sweet & Sour Chicken
Chimichanga

Cream of Celery
Submarine Hot Wrap
Grilled B~ef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Boston Clam Chowder
Fresh 1/4 Pounder
Turkey Fried Rice

Battered Fish & Chips
Roast Pork

Thursday

Friday

BRUNCH

11:45 - 1:30

SUPPER

4:30- 6:30

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Grilled Cheese
Chili

Spaghetti Meatsauce
Top Sirloin Steak

Sunday

Soup of the Day
i'.:hicken Fried Steak

Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppini

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday· Friday
_The Round Table is open_6:3~_-11:30 Sunday :_Friday

Windsor owned, operated & proud.

Johnson's giant
shoe clearance:
uptoSOzOFF

Johnsonsis clearingout over $100,000.00
worth of assorted shq,esfor just about
every sport Windsoritesplay.
The selectionincludesshoesby Adidas,
New Balance,Brooks,Bauer,Nike,Puma.
AsicsTiger,OceanPacific,Kangaroos,
saucony,Kodiak,Converse.Patrick, Mitre.
Reebok,Osagaand Head.Thesefirst

qualityshoesare end of linesand
discontinuedmodels.Someare available
only in limited sizesso shop early for the
best selection.
All are tremendous valueswith prices
reducedfrom 20 to 50%.So don't miss
this opportunity to stock up on all your
sports footwear needs!

5909 wvanctotte E. <2 blocks from Jefferson) 945-3434
Mon- Thurs 9-6 Fri 9·9 Sat 9·5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.

IcJfl~on
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Slicingiceinseasonsta,rt
by Vern Smith
The hockey Lancers battled back twice over
the weekend to take 3 of a possible 4 points.
With a rocky pre-season behind them, the
Lancers came back from a 5-1 deficit to tie the
Brock Badgers 5-5 in the season opener.
Windsor came out flat in the first period
and as GM Mike Sadler put it. '·we were very
fortunate to get ilie tie. If we played the whole
game likl! iliat we definitely would have
won.''
With the Lancers behind 5-4. sophomore
Terry Turner connected on a Windsor power
play to create ilie deadlock at 17:35 of the
,third period. Rob Serviss, John Hoy, Ken
Minello and Jim Lepine provided the other
Windsor markers.

•

The Lancers didn't get out of the gate any
quicker against McMaster the followiniznight.

j

obb Serviss (No. 15) of the Lancer hockey
team. Serviss scored one goal in Friday's 5-5
tie with Brock and sparked the Lancers to
tJ1eir9-2 victory over McMaster with seven
~nts on Saturday. O

Soccercrew

from page 16
A comeback is what the Lancers needed,
but it's not what they got. Laurentian threatened the Lancer lead several times, and at the
15 minute mark of the second half Jamie
Armstrong drilled a shot beyond Niforos'
reach.
About 10 minutes later the tie was broken
when Bill Pachis took a wild shot which
deflected off a Lancer defender and flew into
the net. Despite their efforts, the Lancers
failed to regain control. and now the Voyageurs
are on their way to the Canadian semi-finals
this weekend against the Uoiversity ofBritish
Columbia Thunderbirds.
·'I thought we would be in B.C.," said the
coach. "We did very well and could have
won. We took the initiative, but Jost the
pace.··
Had the Lancer team won the Ontario
championships last weekend, Vacratsis would
have claimed Ontario Championships in
three different divisions. as coach of the
Lowe Secondary School soccer team, a local
minor soccer club. and the University of
Windsor Lancers.
Soccer has only improved for the university
"Depth was the key to this season," ':iid
Niforos. "We have 15 to 16 players this
year, compared to 11 last year, and we have

The Marlins led 2-0 after the first, however,
they couldn't generate any offence after that
point.
Led by Rob Serviss' 2nd and 3rd goals of
the season. Windsor bolted back with 9
unanswered goals in the last two periods to
defeat the Marlins 9-2.
Singles were provided by Ken Minello,
Chuck Brimmer, Paul Fixter, Jamie Howe,
Paul Dawson. John Hoy and Rick Pickersgill.
Despite the lopsided result. Sadler still spoke
words of caution. "We played very well in
the second iliird but we've got to give what
we've got for 60 minutes. If we start off like
iliat against the Torontos and the Lauriers
we'll be in a pile of trouble right off the bat."
LANCER NOTES:
Rookie coach Rick
Cranker was forced to open the season
withQ\llthe sel'\ices of four key players .... Centre,

campus rec ·
Men's Lobball Playoffs
1be men's lobballsea.son
has drawnto a clOO!.
In quarter final action, ilie Chiefs downed
Ueker's Best 6-5 with a last inning charge.
MHPD edged Marauder Review 15-14 while
the Cards outran Engineers 11-1 and the Indians
sent Industrial Waste downstream 15-5. In
semi-final action. the Indians upset MHPD 144 and ilie Chiefs advanced by outlasting ilie
Cards 4-2. In the final conflict the Indians scored
5 in ilie third inningto take the title6-3 over the
Chiefs. Congratulations to thewinningteam of.
Morgan McRae. Vince Buckley, Jay Davis,
Willey Carey, Mike Johnson, Jeff Segeren.
Mike Coffee, Keiran Kennedy. Greg Fettes,
Warren Osborne and Mark SullivanO
Co-ed Lobball Playoffs
Co-ed lobball season has come to its end
The first game in ilie quarter finals saw Marcel's
Memories squeek past sixth place Ball Park
Franks I 3-12. while ilie W arpigs held offElecta
ilie best back four in university soccer."
The Lancers allowed only seven goals to
get by them in 12 games, and five games were
shut-outs.
One of ilie famed four, Kevin Borg, said
that Laurentian came out with nothing to
lose.
"They could take as many chances as
they wanted to. They've been Ontario champions last year, and were Canadian champs
the year before. When we were down we

·

Women's Volleyball

In women's volleyball, the Biology Department took over first place by blowing away all
three of their opponents last Tuesday night.
They have 10 wins and four losses, while Who
cares and Carisa, who are tied for second place,
have IO wins and five losses. Seventh floor
Laurier remainsin third spot with nine wins and
six losses. The Benchers moved up one notch to
fifth spot along wiili Kool and the Gang. who
seemed to play with more adrenalin, but
since we were ranked at the top it didn't
matter as much ..... it was us they were after,
and not us after them."
Next year the Lancers will be losing
assistant coach Ian Parrat, and if Niforos
returns it will not be as the Lancer keeper, but
as Parrat's replacement. Veterans Habash
and Borg will be graduating with degrees in
engineering, but ilieir future with the team is
presently indeterminable.
'' I am very happy wi ili ilie performance of

••

Pubhc Service Comm,ss,on

The Lancer's home opener is scheduled
for Friday against McMaster with a meeting
also set up ilie following day against Queens.
Both games are scheduled for 7:30 p.m . at
the Adie Knox Arena. D
The Lancer hockey squad will meet the

St. Clair Saints/or the Rose City Challenge
Cup Tuesday, No1ember 5 at 7:30 p.m.
Tickets will be $2.00 and will be available
the night of thegame at the Adie Knox Arena
door. D

·

10-8. Hurtin' Dudes rousted second ranked
Cheap Thrills 12-6 in the only upset of the day,
and HHBD almost made it past top ranked
H.K. Selects. In the semi-finals H.K. Selects
won another squeeker by defeating Marcel's
Memories by only one run. The score- 7-6.
While the Hurtin' Dudes and the W arpigs faced
otfto a 9-8 score, which saw the Hurtin' Dudes
climb to the final from seventh place. In final
game action the H.K. Selects emerged on top
scoring 10 runs to Hurtin' Dudes' six. D

of Canada

Jeff Parent is now ineligible as he is a parttime student. However, he may return for the
second semester ....The Lancer's all-time leading
scorer, Chuck Dungey, has been sidelined
until after the holidays with a separated
shoulder ... . Goalie Matt Sekela has left the
team to concentrate on his studies .... Jirn
Hunter has withdrawn from school.

emerged from the cellar this week. Taking over
-as the cellar dwellers are ilie Hurtin · Dudes who
lost boili of ilieir games. Volleyball action will
continue for three more weeks.
MVP's for Lobball
The M05lValuable Players havebeen selected
from this season's lobball teams. Those players
chosen for contributing most to their teams were:
Karl Brysh for his championship H.K. Selects
team, and Lorrie Stewart for her second place
Hurtin · Dudes in ilie co-ed league. Morgan
McRae was elected MVP for his men's league
champions, ilie Indians.

Wanted Campus Recreation is looking for
peopleinterestedin conveningmen's and women's
Three-On-Three Basketball and Co-ed Innertube
W aterpolo. Wages are paid upon successful
conclusion of the event
Also needed are instructors for the winter
semester classes in fitness and gymnastics. For
more information. contact ilie Campus Recreation Office at ext 2456.
the whole team," said Vacratsis. "They are
enthusiastic. self-motivated, and work well
together-the makings were there but it just
didn't happen."
The coach was disappointed with the
obvious lack of student fan support, noting
that attendance ranged from 50 to 250,
whereas it should be 500 to 1,000.
Summing it all up Vacratsis added, "it
hurts, but they'll get over it. They played well
all year and no excuses are given. An 8-1-4
season is respectable.'' D

Comm1 111on de la Fonct,on
pubhque du Canada

To the Class of 1986
We are recruiting university graduates with degrees in the following
areas:
Administration
Comme,·ce
Computer Science
Consumer Studies
Criminology •
&:onomics
Engineering
Library Science
Mathematics/Statistics

Unique Gifts
and Clothing
Fromaround
the world
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carvings
Indian Art
Jewelry
Masks
Ponchos
Pottery
Tapestries
Vegetable·
Oye Sweaters

Pick up your copy of the "Emplo}ment Opportunities for University Graduates . I 986"
publication at your campus placement office or at an office of the Public Service
Commis.sion of Canada.
• Criminology graduates are invited to apply,~
the "ES". Economic.-sand Statistics
group choice.

c.e>mpetidon 86-400o
Closing date: Friday, November 1, 198S
Date of Financial Administration Tot of Technical Knowledge
Thursday, NO\'elllber 7, 1985 at 19:00 hour.,.
Pleaseask your placement office about the exam location.

PLFASENOTE:
The Public Sen-ice C'..ommissionand the Department of External Affa.irswish to announce
!hat then: will be no Fot-eign Service Officer n:cn.utment <:ompetition in 1985 The next
competition is scheduled for the f.lJ.1of 1986

The Publil 'lt:n ice of< .mada 1,
t"4ual opportunit)
emplo) t:r

.111

Canada
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Malaysian Students' Association
presents

MSA NITE '85
- Fashion Show
(Le Chateau, Stitches, Fairweather, Dalmy's)
- Cultural Dance and Songs
- Lucky Draw
- D.J.
- Cash Bar
- 7 course buffet dinner

Date:
Time:
Place:

November 15 (Friday)
7:00 p.m.
Ambassador Auditorium ·

Tickets: Advance
Member $12
Others : $16

At Door
$15
$18

*Exotic Malaysian Food, specially catered by Ole
Malacca Restaurant of Toronto
*For tickets and information, please call:
252-4764, 254-0100, 255-7981

UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
- 2 $500 Scholarships
- application deadline:
November 29, 1985
- application forms available at SSS
Ofice, G130 Windsor Hall North

IS PEACE IN THE
MIDDLE EAST POSSIBLE?
Tues. Nov. 12 7:30 pm

Dr. Yosef Olmert
• Lecturer-Middle East & History
• Tel Aviv University
Mon. Nov. 12 7:30 pm

Dr. Atif Kubursi
• Advisor to the Organization of
Arab Petroleum Exporting
Countries

Lectures at Iona College, 208 Sunset

by
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argaret offman

eroy also
notices
the
influence
of women
on purchases
made in St.
Vincent's,
although
he sometimes
has to look
twice to"make
sure that
they're girls".
"Ladies are
buying men~s
clothes in large
amounts,''
he said,
"but th......
e-y~ buy
a lot of
jewellery too.''
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Mr. Holdt doesn· t even notice
the weird hair anymore.
Over the past couple of years.
the Manager of Windsor· s Goodwill has become accustomed
to what he calls the "devil-maycare" style of some of his younger
cus tomers. He says "they wear
what they want to wear."
And what theywantto buy. at
least at Goodwill. seems to be
men's overcoats and hats. "The
o ld fedora is especially popular."
said Mr. Holdt. Goodwill's clientele is predominantly female. and
shopping is a group activity. "It's
rare for a person to come in by
themself." he said. "Most of our
customers are brought in through
word of mouth or tag along with
a regular. In fact. last week we
had a group come in. and there
was some friendly fighting over
coats. In the end. the women
won out of course:·
Mr. Holdt likes the relaxation
of staid fashio n rules that bring
in his newer customers. He's
not sure whether dressing in clothes
of another generation is a form
of rebellion or a way offitting in.
.Alex Skakoon. an art student here
at the u says what we have here
is the old "grandfather principle"

...
.....
...
0

0

~
C

..
~
0

cuming into play . "You always
skip a generation in sty le." he
said. ··People wear what their
grandparent's did."
Now. depending on how o ld
you are and when your grandfather was born. this theory has
its possibilities. For instance. is
the return to conservatism in the
80's a throwback to the days of
Richie Cunningham. Mom and
apple pie? And was the sixties
psychedelic
garb inspired by
the free sp irit of the flapper era?
It's worth considering. Alex may
have a good point.
Mark Deroy. Manager of Windsor s St Vincent De Paul. feels
that his clients are trying to say
something by whnt they weara lthough what he's not sure. He
sees a lot of group shopping at
his outlets as we ll. and says the
kids like to ..put on a show".
Jewell<"ry is also a popular
sel ler at "Deja vu". a resale shop
on 1432 \Vyanciottc East. Tam
\'c.1nthournou1 sees more people
l)u) ing pi ece s to mix in with
their Wclrclro))cs. 'T'cop lc w<'ar
older clottws now 10 accent their
style. Yrn1 dor"l't usu,1lly sec r1
wl1olc I 94<>'s outtit unless ,l pcr'->cm·sgoing to ,1 pclrly."
I )('j,1

was a packrat.
Tara has her own theory as
to the popularity of older fashion.
·'Ifs just like you·re taught in grade
nine-history
repeats itse lf. Cloth ing styles come back .
"We have every1hin~ here that
has been. and could be a trendpa islcys. brocades. etc. Youjust
have to adapt it to your look Just
buying something because it's
pais ley is trendy. And a lot of
fashionable peop le are trendy.
To have sty le is to show your
own taste."
And style is what Deja vu·s
customers are into. The store·s
cliente lc is highly fash ion conscious. A lot of university students
shop here when they're looking
to accessorize an outfit. The store
has a wide variety of tuxedos.
rnen·s overcoats and suits, shoes.
hats. and of course. jewellery. o

spl 'Ci<llizcs in <llltiqu<'
the I HOO's lo 111('
I ~)(1(J'S. Shirl<'::, 1('11l'J'('dlt.'\. T.inl'~
\'U

do1tii11g from

rnotl icr. fm1ncit'cl th<' hu<,irn·ss
ninC' \'l',11'.S c1goIwc,u 1s< · she ..,,I\,.
tlw 1-ic-cd for Iler t>pc of ,mtiqut'
clotl1ing. T,Hcl sus1 wets <1no1lwr
likd::,· re<1son h tl1,11ll('r mother
Imagery Inc.

elections
1985.
The battle for top spot at City Hall rolled
into the University buffcteria Tuesday. as all
fhe candidates tried to win students' favor.
About 500 students took a break from lunch
to listen to the contenders, David Burr, Al
Santing, Hugh Simpson. Gene Lotz and Paul
Sood. and to ask some pointed questions.
The topics ranged from strip clubs to parking,
f
aoothe cootL'lltiousis.5UCof extendinga discounted
bus pass to post-secondary students.
Though David Burr feels the bus discount
plan could cost Windsor Transit Sl0.000 a
year, he's willing to expand a proposed one
month tri .. l period to three months.
Burr. one of two aldermen running for the
mayor's seat. and a member of the Transit
Lance photo by O.W. Ootlcen
Board of D irectors, originally voted against a Ma yora l Ca ndid a tes(l eft to ri ght): Al Santin"' Paul Sood, Hugh Simpson. David Burr, Gene Lotz
trial period for post-secondary student discounts
the universil) faces '"is not a city administration
areas near California Ave. could be looked
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
in early October.
problem, it's a university problem. There has
into quickly, within a month."
Six of nine aldermanic candidates for never been an approach by the university to
Al Santing, the other alderman in the
Peter Carles
was unable to attend
Ward Two met in the University Centre
mayoral race, said the decision isn't up to the
city council ... The university has not done
but sent his agent to represent him. He said.
cafeteria Monday to woo the Univer:.ity of what it should have done ."
'·Peter would push council to tear down
mayor
Windsor student vote.
"The mayor doesn't have a vote on the
He also said the current restrictions to
Sunset houses and use the property as a
The meeting. organized by the Students'
board he can only tty to influcnce(thc directors).
riverfront parking, and time limits. should not
metre parking facility.··
Administrative Council. offered the candidates
I will look at it objectively and see if it is a
be removed This would create problems
Opposed to his idea was Culley Robinson.
a chance to speak out on student issues such
\\ith the permanent residents in the area.
Robinson said the housing problem should
needed service. If it passes. then there would
ha\e to be less caJS around the Uni\ersity," said as reduced bus fares, the housing shortage,
··1t is not something that should be fought not be further aggravated by tearing down
the perennial parking problem and the restoraSanting.
out with the permanent residents," agreed
houses. ··we need a parking garage," he
tion of Old Sandwich.
Rob Andrusevich. a second year political
said.
Hugh Simpson agreed on the bus fare
The candidates all agreed that the unhcrsity
discount. and promised students a basket full of
science student who feels the students need a
.. Two of the men who have helped in the
parking problem has to be immediately rectified. voice on council.
goodies should he get elected He would set up a
deteriorations of the city arc sealed here
"The city has so much property in this
bursary of$ I 0,000 for" students in financial
He said. "The unhersity doesn't have
today. (Millson and Bounsall.) This university
area the city can provide a shuttle service to enough space. The only solution 1s a parking
need," would set up a special portfolio to
has been ignored b) city administration and
and from developed parking areas that are garage through a provincial grant and some
that ha~ to stop ...
handle student affairs. work to build new
not directly adjacent to the university." said other source."
Absent from the meeting were Mr. Tucker,
residences, and go to great lengths to solve
John Millson. incumbent
the p.!ricing problem.
''I can't figure out why something hasn't
Mr. Collins. and Mr. Murphy. All three had
The other incumbent from Ward Two.
"I would not be adverse to expropriating
already been done about the parking situation,"
gh en confirmation that they would attend. D
Dr. Ted Bounsall, said the parking problem
said Ted Broad. "The leasing of parkfag
property for student parking," said Simpson.
Gene Lov, a former student at the University. stood tall against strip clubs. felt
students should prove their need for bus fare
reductions and wanted better medical facilities
TRANSIT
for the city.
PARKING
MAYOR
OTHER
It was the issue of strip clubs in which he
Simpson
o would not be' odverse ' to expro,
behaves thot the students ore
would hke to moke deol with tunnel Corporotion to get
was most impassioned.
prlote property for student porking".
entitted to o reduced fore bus poss
money for future woterfront d&\lelopment
"You don't have to be a sociologist to
ond would do oil In his power to
parallel the relationship between pornography
tnnuencelhe adoption ot o dlSCOU'lled
POSS.
and sexual assault.'' he said.
Santlng
believes SAC should form cor
will look ol the motter ObJectively
o does not wont to' show his cords" but 1sleonong towords lhe
Lotz also called for n policy for equal pay
pools ond thol the bus poss should
ond see 11ii 1sworth while but Insists tunnel being run by the city.
for work of equal value in the city.
ellmlnote some of the problem. he Is
thot if the bus poss Is odopted then
o would llketo oltrocl more industry lo Windsor ond creole new
opposed to o pork1ng goroge
Paul Sood felt students should get the
there would hove to be o s1gnificont
Jobs.
drop in the omount of cors porked
most for their money. except when it came to
neor the university.
alcohol. cigarettes and 11licet drugs.
Burr
o encourage use ot the ombossodor
hopes !hot the results of the experf.
o believes we must study the sltuollon ono see whotwlll benetr•
'' I want Windsor to become alcohol,
pork oreo for porklng ond provide
ment will moke o permonent bus
Windsor the most.
smoke, drug and stripper free," said Sood.
more street parking.
poss worth While
o wonts to pool our resources to beoutity neighbourhoods.
Lotz
belteveswe shOuldbuild o parking
feels ltlotWindsor Tronslt1so service
When asked about his thoughts on the
o believes we should loke over tunnel ond collect the profits it
structure for the university
not o business ond the studentsshould
generotes
Tunnel Corporation being taken over by the
prove thol lhe poss would work.
o wonts better medlcol focllttlos such os o troumo canter
city, his only concern was of the drug traffic
Sood
will relax regulations to occommowould l!ke to end the drug traffic in the tunnel(he wos not too
does not hove much knowledge
flowing through it
dote students.
lomlhor with the Issue
on the subject but SOY$ho will get us
oui moneys worth.
As far as uni\crsity funding is concerned.
would hke to involve more ethnic ond minority groups.
Santing said he'd let Student's Council sit in
ALDERMAN
with him during discussions with federal and
parking goroge tnrough provlnCtOI
provincial representatives.
AndruM vlC:
h
permonent reduced fore
rebuild logg,ng ond biking troll
gront a some other source
In the hour and a half meeting. only four
buy CN property ond expand porks
remove Sondwlch trucks
students took to the floor to question the
lounsall
oJolntly, with the University bulld o
Fovors permonent reduced lores
Oppose commerclol breokup of Sandwich
candidates. with over half of the issues being
porklng focllity, onct:
Reulillze Brighton Beoch oreo.
brought up by Students' Administrative CounThe University hos enough land to
develop for pork1ng
cil vice-president Bob Baker.
Broad
leoslng of porking oreos neor
Issues ore lhe Huron line trofflc problem ond development of
Still. he was pleased with the outcome.
Cohfornlo lmmedlolely.
the eost ond west sides ot the waterfront
"It was successful. as students saw where
CotlN tmo
Teor down Sunset house ond use
Reduced fore only If It mokes o
ml\JOr candidates stood on students' issues,"
the property for metre porklng.
profit or brooks even.
said Baker.
MIiison
Provide o shuttle service to ond
Supports the bus proposal possed
o Future Jobs. ond street ond sfdewolk repolr
from porking areas not od)oconl lo
Baker, a winner m last year's Sac race,
University should bo more Involved with loco! Industry
the University
\\Ouldn't comment on \\hich of the mayoral
Robinson
We need o parking goroge
Reduced fore only 1111poys
Issues ore pornogrophy ond the job crrsls slluot1on.
candidates impressed him the mosl D
eeonomlcolly

,,..
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social gaffes
Friday. November 8
-Canterbury College's Founde(s Day Dinner Reeeption630p.m ondd1nnerot7'15p.m
'"'~er,The
Honourab le Wolt8f Mcleon. M1n1st8f..
,Immigration and the Status of Women).
SUnday, November 10
- Christion Cultu re S8flespresents Dr Mary Molone.
PH D. Professor ot Church History and Cotech1sts.
Toronto SChool of Theology on ''Mory Sign of Hope.·
Tuesday, November 12
-Is Peace In the Mid-East Posslble?-An IsraeliView
Dr Yosef Olmert. Lecturer in Middle East History. Tel
Aviv University, and Midd le East Analyst for the
Jerusalem Post 730 p.m. at Iona College
Wednesday, November 13
- ~e History Club presents Dr Percy M. Young. British
music histortan on "Politics. Religion. Music and the
Hanove rian Succession" con ference Rooms 1-3.
University Centre at 4 p.m.

Monday , November 18
-lsPeaceintheMldleEostPoss'ble?-AnArobview.
Dr.Alif Kubursi. Professor of Economics. McMoste,
University, and consultant to United Nahons. 7:30.
p m at Iona College
FILM
Friday, November 8-saturday, November 9
-Windsor Film Theatre presents Com1lo (Argentina/
Spa,n 1984) at 800 p.m
Friday, November 8
- Detroit Rim Theatre presents Seventeen at 7:00
p.m and 9:30 pm
saturday, November 9
-Detroit Film Theatre presents 1959 Night "The Fly''
or.d "Journey to the Centre of the Earth · 7 p m only
SUnday, November 10
-SAC Filmspresents "The Flamingo Kid'' at 7 00 p.m
and 900 p.m In 1120 Erie Holl

Monday, November 11
-SimpleMindsondShrieckbockottheH~lftu:litorium
Wednesday, November 13
-CJAM Dance Party at St. Andrew's
ART
Until Sunday, November 2"
-Jopar\lKorea
in Canada 1985 Contemporary
Japanese and Korean art.
THEATRE
Thursday, November 7-SUnday , November 1O
- The UniversityPlayers present "The Wayside Inn" at
• the EssexHoll Theatre 8 p.m .• 7:30 p.m on Su"ldoy.
Thursday, November 7-Frlday, November 8
· -"The Taming of the Shrew· at the Hillberry at 800
p.m
saturday, November 9
- "Step, Look and listen" -a Britishmusic-hall revue
at the Hillberry ot 800 p.m.
•
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Th e Epsilon -The Buzza rd-The

torium-The Zone-The "YES " Pub-LanceAlot ' s-RJ's-Last Chance Pub-Academic Fallout Shelter-Rev erse-The Brass Rail-L e
Carousal-Hop Sac Lounge-The Underground-The Hole-M inute Ma n Bar-Shooter' s· The Gathering-Or son's Well-The Hop-Windso r
Castle-The Chuck-The Tap-Rennesaince-Bedrock·The
Bottom Half-Wunderbar-Outlaws-The Equllizer·Pub 100 or Pub 101-The
Study Hall-Sparks-Chuck's Pub-Le Wind-up-The Canteen-Skip a Class·Kazoo ' s-BJ's-Wilma 's Cave-Slammers-Pub Ke ller-The
Screaming Pig-The Librcry· The Freedom Hideaway· The Ro Iii ng Stone· The Al I· N ighter· The Bitter Sweet End-The Cork Cellar· The
Magic Mug-Tweedle Dee & Tweedle Oum-Sight's and Sound 's Forever-La Coq D'or· The Well-Bottom 's Up-The Lybry· The Drunkerd·
Toper's-The Lagoon-The Hide-Away-Killjoy Sleezeroom·Fred's Emporium-The Sex Haven-P iggy's·Jethro 's Emporium-The Fall
Out·The Throbbing Gristle-The Exit-Cadillac Sac's·Under the Volcano-The Pubpular· Tin Lizzy's·Fitzerald's·Jimmy
Deans· The
Parthenon-The Outlet·Wind,sor Castle·The SRC-The Basement-The Cure-The Collesium-The Grotty Bog-The Toilet-The Pass••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Revolv er- Night Life· The Met ro·
Twilig ht Zone-Students Spare
Loung e· Hu mmers·Th e Pit StopThe D Minus-Hub-The International
(The l)·TheStud-The Establishment·
SAC' s Pub-The Retreat-The Clubhouse-The Down Under·The HideOut·Hymerhead-The Night BeforeThe New Pub-Le PubSRC·The Night CourseWin two free passes to the Grand Night Class-Fat Girls &
Opening of the Pub!
Worn Lines-The Lion 's
Den·"SUDS " -The BupBy voting for the new pub name, The Lancer Lounge·The
you will be one of five people
Cellar-The Cclve-Shen·
eligible to win 2 free passes to anigan ' s·The Pub-The
"The
Grand
Opening"
on Brewery-The DungeonNovember 21 st, 22nd and 23rd. Brass Taps- The Aca·
Draw to take place on November
demics
Underground·
1 Sth_
SAC's Other Place-The
Sac(k)·The New U·The
Other Place-Repulse-Le
PLEASE VOTE ONCE ONLY. Canevas-Windsor's Fluid
Laboratory-Rudy's Cool
Spot· The Lower Steps·
Return ballots to the SAC office,
Pub Down Under-The
2nd Floor University Centre. No Hot Spot·PUKE-Sensation9'
Froshkies-Sir Lancealot' slater than 4:30 pm, Tuesday
Pokey' s Place(Pub)· The
November 12th, 1985.
Lower Depths-Rub "A"
Dub Pub-Lancers ' Lair· ~
South of the Border-The
Pub Crawl·The Bottom
Corner· The 'Potato Chip'
Pub-The Hundred Dollar
Students·
Pub-The Dark Spot·
trotive
Shlomer· The Ratt· It's U·
Council
The New& lmprovedSACs
Pub-Arthurs Pit·LSD 25Windsor's·The Drop Out·
The Loaded SODA·Das

a

:

:
BALLOT
:
Name the Pub Contest

NAMETHE
PUB CONTEST DD
These seven names have been
selected from over 300 entries.
It's now up to you to make the
final decision. The name receiving
the most votes will become the
new name of the Pub.

f

Night Class
The Subway
Pillars
The Lower Depths
The Brass Sax
After Class
The Open Tap
The Bottom Corner

D
D
D
D
D
D
D SUDS

I

SELECTONE ONLY

I Name
Student ID
Ph. No.

t---------------------·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I

The Outlet-The Drink Pub-The Drunk Pub-The Winds-Skippers Deck-The Chamber-Boozer's Palace-Paradise-The Ambassador·
Students· The Old Pub ll·Slug Pub-CLASS·(TH E) AFTER CLASS-Renovate '85· The Equilizer· The Procastonator· Trojan-Pillars·
Spare-The Well· The Outhouse-Sunset Strip-The Rendez-Vous Room-Utopia-The Border- The Class Room·Auto's·HoppinessSAC's New Place-The John Cornies' Rhye and Lemon Club-The Place to Be· The Pub-Lance That Boil· Hub-Scoots·Bob-The CurbBrendan's-Pheonix-Rob Burge Power·The Good , The Bad and The Ugly-Drink and Drown-Act II-Windsor Castle·The Stud(student
university drop-in)-Shipwreck's· The Stage-Backstage-Clusters· The Underqround-Downstairs John-The Shatt-Bedrock-The EpsilonAlpha-Omeja-Detox Centre-The Duck Pond-The Cellar-The Green-House-Your Place-Down Under·The Hot Spot-The Cellar-Call
Home-The Hole· The Watering-The Ward·The Pail-The Extension-The Sin Bin-The Meat Market-Pappy's-Mr. Bill's-Chevy's·F .

Pub-The Real Spot·Cul
The W.O. Club-Dark Side of the
Moon-Spunkies·Federation Hall·
The Shade-Pub 101 ·Main StreetUniversity of Windsor-Hub-The
Crawl-Mix n' Mingle-The Vortex·
SAC's Pit· The Subway·LePaccoCrackers-The Wishing Well·The
Cellar-The Exam-Frisky's-Customs-

1 1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•••1•••••••
• •••1•1•1•••••••••••1•••1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•••1•••1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•1•••1•1•1

Renovationfundingreferendumpending
by John May

If the Students' Administrative
Council gets its way, there's going to
be a new third floor added to the
University Centre to go along with
our refurbished pub. But it's going to
cost us.
At the end of this month, or in
early December, SAC will be running
a referendum asking for $10 per
semester per student to help pay for
the pub renovations and the eventual
construction of a third floor to the
0

Centre, announced SAC President •
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis Monday.
"We've been waitingtoo long for
the Administration to do anything,"
said Tsilfidis, "we need a proper
UniversityCentre to servicethe needs
of the students."
He said that the Centre was
originallydesignedfor3,OOO
students,
but now has as many as 15,OOO
users.
SAC took out a bank loan to pay
for the $100,000-plus renovations.If
the referendumissuccessful,$160,000

Jon Carlos and the snazzy new pub.
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the Centre is to be refurbished as
well.

Busp~(ed)
"They ( the Board)banteredaround
a lot-they almost deferred it to the
nextmeetmg. ' he said. "They even
suggested a rebate system, if you
can believe that"
Baker hopes that sales of the
pass in February will be high enough
to convince the Board to extent the
trial until the end of April, and
eventually have reduced fares for
students permanently.
··we have to promote it like
crazy." he said, '"We've really got
to market it."
Baker said that the Board will
know by the middle of February if
sales arc sufficient to keep the
experiment going for another two
months."'They'll convenein February
to see if they want to extend it to
March." he said, "We've got to sell
a lot."
"When budget time comes around
they'll see if it's financially sound
for Transit Windsor to continue
gi\'ing reductions to post-secondary
students.·• said Baker.
Baker said he wasn't worried
that the reduced fares are being
offered dunng February, a month
when there are only three weeks of

Gradsto voteon.fullOPS
membe'iship

grad students will be asked to join
the OFS as full members at a fee of
On November 15th. a referen- $3.00 per year. Grads can only
dum will be held to decide full vote for full membership because
membershipin the OntarioFederation prospective membership only lasts
of Students (OFS) for Windsor a year.
graduate students. If passed, both
This year's GSS President,
the undergrads and grads on campus Gerard O'Neill, is confident that
will be represented in Toronto by the grad students "will vote overthis provincial lobby group.
whelmingly to be part of this broadLastJanuary,the Graduate Student based organization." He said there
Society (GSS) Council joined the are many issues that need to be
OFS as prospective members. For addressed by the OFS this year,
a fee of 35 cents per student, the including possible tuition increases
grad~ beneAtted fully from the ser- for both Canadian and visa students,
vices and lobbying of the OFS.
differential fees, and the promises
According to then-President
the provincial Liberal government
Robin Swainson, it was only through made to get elected.
the GSS' connection with other
SouthWest OFS fieldworker
grad societies in the OFS, and Graham Dowdell said there is a
access to OFS research material on present concern over a recent reinpost-secondary fees that "we were terpretation of tax legislation that
ableto make our case to the Univer- needs to be immediately addressed
sity Administration that these fees by the OFS. According to Dowdell,
should be cut"
Revenue Canada has now said it
Also,throughthe OntarioGraduate will accept this new interpretation
Association(OGA), a commission "that might result in no personal
of the OFS, the GSS was able to tax exemptions for all visa grad
get then-Minister of Colleges and students."
"Already, there are visa stuUniversities Bette Stephenson "to
writethe University Administration, dent TAs (teaching assistants) at
askingwhy post-residency fees were the Universtiy of Toronto who are
sohigh at Windsor compared to the getting lower pay cheques because
Provincialaverage," said Swainson. of fewer exemptions," said Dowdell.
"The initial contacts with her and Twenty-fiv., percent of GSS memOthergovernmentofficialswere made bers are visa students.
Also, "there's a new processing
entirely through the OGA"
During this past summer, the fee of$50 for visas," said Dowdell.
GS$ was successful in getting the "The government estimates that it
University Administration to lower will be able to get$ l 5 million when
llOst-residency grad student fees
this is applied.''
(for Master's Students after their
Asked if these extra charges
first year of study, and Ph.D. stu- were a hidden way to increase
dents after two years of study) by
tuition, Dowdell said. "At least
S660 per year.
incidental and tuition fee increases
In the referendum next Friday,
are used to pay for the institution.
by Philip Rourke

i

willbe raised a year, which willallow
Along with the remodelled pub
SAC to retire the loan immediately. and the addition of a third floor,
In subsequent years, the money will Tsilfidis also said that the firstfloor of
be put into a sinkingfundto eventually
pay for a third floor. Construction
will not begin for four or five years,
said Tsilfidis.
Tsilfidissaid he does not consider
$20 a yearper student" an outrageous
amount" He said the University of
Waterloo charged $35 a student to
by John May
build itsown pub, and WilfredLaurier
constructed its own buildingat a cost
Come February, U ofW students
of$27 a student, fifteen years ago.
will finally have a cheap way to get
around town- for a month. at least
The Transit Windsor Board of
Directors agreed Tuesday to sell
discounted bus passes to university
students for a one month trial in
February . The passes will sell for
$20 rather than the usual $27, said
Students' Administrative Council
Vice-President Bob Baker.
The Board had originallyrejected
a proposal to offer students a reduced
fare, based primarily on a survey
report that said offering lower prices
to students "would only produce a
substantial fare erosion". SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis and Baker
met with the Board Tuesday in
order to point out what they thought
were statistical errors in the report,
and to try to convince them to
reverse their earher decision.
Tsilfidis and Baker had originally
hoped to win a three month trial
period for the discounts, beginning
in February. When this motion was
defeated by the Board, a one month
lance photo by Andrew Haggert
trial was proposed and passed. said

These (extra charges)are used merely
to write off the federal government's
deficit"
O'Neill said this is "only one
instance where the grad students on
campus need the support of and
need to support the OFS."
Presently, six grad students'
councils are members of the OFS.
The Waterloo grads joined the
McMaster, Toronto, Western, and
Queens' grads this summer in the
organization. The Carleton grads
are also part of the O FS yet .. are
not autonomousfrom the undergrads
in the OFS but, quite often, send a
representativeto the OGA meeting5,"
said Dowdell
TheOGAmeetsseparatelybetween
OFS conferences as a permanent
commission of the OFS.
For grads interested in getting
informed about the OFS, there will
be a forumon Thursday at the Grad
House, 552 Sunset Ave., and a
Switchboard show on CJAMfm,
91.5 fm, at 3:30 pm on Tuesday,
chairedby OFS ChairpersonBernard
Drainville. Also, students will be
on hand all weelclong at the Grad
House to answer questions.
Voting will be held from 10 am
to 4 pm on Friday, November 15th
at the Grad House. An advanced
poll is open during the same hours
on Thursday.

*

• *

Also on the ballot is a proposal
to increase grad student society
fees from $40 per year to $57. This
is the first society increase in four
years.
GSS President Gerard O'Neill
saidthe increasein necessarybecause
the society"has been working with

the same revenue base for four
years, although it has increased its
services every year."
"Although the increase may
seem large. it is below inflation,"
said O'Neill.
Because the University Administration has switched to charging
tuition to grad students on a three

semester schedule, O'Neill said the
society willdo the same with its fees.
Twenty dollars will be charged for
both the fall and winter semesters,
and $17 for the summer semester.
This fee increase and the OFS
referendum were both unanimouslv
endorsed by the GSS Council at ras"t
Monday's meeting. D

Foodstrike
by Kevin Johnson

Although few students are aware
of it, a vital campus service is on
strike.
Teamsters Local 647 has been
striking for thirteen weeks against
VIS Services, which operates the
Versa Vending machines. Friday,
the workers voted against a company
proposal to end the dispute.
Tom Beaumont, Union Steward
for Chatham and Windsor, says the
basic issues are management's demands to implement a two-tiered
wage system, a continental work
week, and a wage freeze for the
term of the agreement ( about two
years).
A two-tiered wage system sets
up lower pay levels for workers
hired since the agreement A continental work week would eliminate
overtime pay for weekends. Workers
would normally work a five-day
week, but could expect Saturdays
and Sundays off.
The proposal rejected by the
union did not adequately address
these issues, says Beaumont "Basically. there were some changes to

the two-tiered system," he said
Bob Gardner, VIS Services
district manager, detended the continental work week. "There are businesses that run seven days a week.
It would give us the opportunity to
adjust our business. We have no
plans to do so immediately, but if
that business comes up in the future.
it would increase employment," he
said
Despite their differences, both
sides remained optimistic about the
prospects for a settlement Said
Gardner, "We should have had an
1greement by now, thirteen weeks
.ago. We're still trying to find a
,olution."
Beaumont expressed belief that
nanagement would take the worker's
jetermination seriously. "People
iown here aren't going to accept
.vhatever they throw at them," he
;aid.
The machines are mostly still in
Jperation, and are currently being
~erviced by management and one
1on-union employee.
VIS Services Vice-President
Personnel, Phil Coupey, could not
:>ereached for comment D
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Can't fiod a parking spot? Too bad.
Tiredof1rucks barrelling by your house on Mill Street?
Tough lut!k.
Don't have anywhere to live? Find a nice park bench.
buddy.
Because you finally had your chance to complain to
somebody who'll listen-somebody that might actually be
able to do something about these problems. And you blew
it. Sorry.
Last Monday and Tuesday SAC held all-candidates
meetings for mayoral and aldermanic candidates. This
was your chance to really grill them on the local issues that
affect and annoy you. But rather than find out how the
candidates stand, you opted to chat with your buddies. to
play Euchre. to have lunch. One moron even decided to
crank his ghetto blaster in the middle of a speech. Pretty
funny .
Sure. a few students asked some relevant questionsmostly our Student Council reps .
Obviously, it takes a little bit of work to learn the issues.
And it takes a little guts to get up in front of a microphone
and ask something. But really, isn't it worth it? While
cnurncipal elections may not have the grandeur of provincial
or federal politics. the winners will be making decisions
on issues that affect you where you live. issues that affect

your day-to-day life. Issues that you complain aboul the
most.
So what's the point of being indifferent-or worse. of
being lazy?
The university has been neglected by City Council for
too long. This year's SAC is trying to do something about it
by becoming involved in the election. and trying to make
some gains for the students (such as the reduced bus
fares recently OKed by Transit Windsor on a trial basis).
But it must be really hard for them to project a positive
image of the students of the university when the candidates
themselves got a first-hand look in the cafeteria. What they
saw was a bunch of lethargic. indifferent boors who would
rather giggle at the candidates than listen to them. Little
wonder that council doesn't take our complaints too
seriously between elections.
Still. there's another week before the election itself. and
you still have a vote. Make a point of selecting the
candidate that addresses your needs best. and try to fit a
minute or two into that busy schedule of yours to vote on
November twelf1h
But as for the candidates' stances on any issues that
didn't come up that concern you-who knows?
You didn't ask.

the slipstream

gus horvath
'

Gusuncovers
afew moregreo,ttruths
fh1 Hall,,we'cn. m} family had a grand total offiftccn children
come to our house for candy. This naturally got me thinking about the
Baby Boom. Before you lum the page in disgust. bear with me for a
moment
When I was at the age at which children romp through the
neighbourhood on the night ofOetober 31 collecting goodies from the
local residents. the streets were/u// of kiddies on that evening, even
though it always rained. You could join a roving band of as many !I~ a
dozen indiv.1dualsand work your way through the streeL\ as part of a
herd. Sometimes there would be a second group waiting a few feet
off the porch while a first group was having their bags filled (filled
more fully. too- candy was bigger and cheaper in those days). There
were kids e,wywhere. But not any more. not in my neighbourhood.
And not in lots of others. And. as with all things, therc·s an
underlying reason. You just have to think about it for a little while.
My neighbourhood was built about twenty years ago. The people
for whom it was built were the products of the baby boom.. The
members of this generation-the same people who had flooded the
school system in the fifties-were now getting out of school. turning
twenty. finding mates. and looking for their first permanent homes.
They moved into new subdivisions like the one in which. I live. and
began having babies.
They all began having babies at the same time. In/effect. they
were creating a second baby boom. all across the continent. or
course it was much diluted compared to the original, because nota/1
products of the baby boom followed the standard pattern. Different
lifestyles and upbringings spread out the years during which the
boomers staned havingtheir first kids. But there were enough kids.

born in a sufficiently short span of lime to have a noticeable effect in
the schools and to produce great roaming herds of children on
occasions like Hallowe·cn.
When the babies grew up to elementary school age. in the
seventies. they went out trick-or-treating in droves, and Hallowe'en
was a busy night in our neighbourhood. as I have described. But now.
the second generation boomers have grown up a little. They're in
their late teens now. leaving high school. They don·1 go out trick-ortre~ting any more. Know what they do?
I'll give you a hinl Windsor firefighters responded to 52 tire calls
on the mght before Hallowe'en. In Detroit there were hundred~ more.
Yes, the children of the baby boomcrs are now old enough to be
vandals. and a certain percentage of them go running about the
!>1:reets
on the night of October 30 and set tire to thing.~.as well as
enjoying such harmless fun as soaping windows and decorating trees
with toilet tissue.
The good thing about the current "tradition" of vandalism on
Devil's Night is that in a few years it will abate somewhat as the
boomers· kids begin to outgrow this destructive stage in their lives.
Already the first kids of boomers are beginning to enter colleges and
universities; that along with the increasing value placed on education
by employers and other factors.'is one of the causes of the present
overflow situation is those systems. Pretty soon the first of the
boomer kids willbegin to get married and start families of their ownand then comes the third wave of baby boomers, like another ripple
in the pond, smaller and more diffused than either of the first two but.
I'll wager, measurable nonetheless. It will be interesting to see what
problems that bunch of kids will produce. And it all goes back to that

pcnod of Frenetic sexual acth ity after World War II.
Actually. it goes back further than that The baby OO<)mwas
caused by the War, ol course. The Wa( \\as caused hy a host of
factors. including the rise ofNaziism in Germany and imperialism in
Japan. These were caused in turn by a multitude of other things like
the economic depression of the thirties. All of those events had
causes. too. 1n other words, even tht,ugh it's not immediately
apparent that events like the stock market crash of 1929 arc
indirectly contributing factors in De,·ffs Night vandalism problems
in the mid-1980's, in some convoluted way the connection is there.
There arc a few great truths which are illustrated by all of this.
The first is. of course. that the world is a pretty complicated place full
of hidden relationships that appear pretty weird when brought out
into the sunlight. The second is that it can often be interesting to
wonder why such apparently tnnocuous phenomena as a decline in
the number of trick-or-treaters in my neighbourhood occur.
Most importantly, it's important to examine broad and indirect
causes of current trends in order to prevent coming to ridiculous
conclusions about them: for instance, some people think that the
surge in vandalism is entirely caused by rock music or by the trend of
working mothers. While we can't rule out those kinds of things as
factors. the danger of arriving at oversi,plplistic conclusions is one to
which too many good-natured people succumb.

.

It also gives you something to think about on the toilet fm
presently trying to figure out how the def~at ofNapoleon at Waterloo
could have contributed to the rise of disco music. Wish me luck.0
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Studentspoorlyversedin strikeetiquette
by Kevin Johnson

Students at Windsor are scabs. No. rm not talking your coagulated blood here. r m talking folks who cross picket lines.
help to undermine strikes. and thwart the collective barg:iining
process.

,

I

.

The workers who serYice the Versa machines. campus
supphers_of coffee. chips. chocolate. and other assorted Junk.
~re on stnke. These people do not ha\ ea long list of demands
mstead they are refusing c0mpany demands th:it would force
them to give up weekends with their families. and set them
against each other on the basis of when they were hired.
Despite educational efTons by the union. most students do
not kno\\ about the strike. M:inagemcnt has ser,iced the
machines and kept them operati\'C. and their dispersal :icross
campus complicated the logistics of a picket At pl:ints across
the cit}: union ?rothers :ind sisters worked to prc1ent management from gammg access. At the uni,ersitv. this access
remains unimpeded.
·
1 wish I could bclie\·e that knowledge of the strike would
make a difference among the student populace. Unfortunatch.
many students fail to rcah1e that by purchasing products ;)f
companies tn\'Olved in a strike. they arc encouraging owners to
think they can continue to ignore labour c0ncems without fear
of public disapproval.
A friend of mine whl) considers himself progressi,e. :1nd
ascribes to mnny Marxist ptinciples. expressed no qualms
about riding Air C'anada du1ing their recent strike. His detcncc
what that he feels th:it unions ha,e .. too much power:· The

C'an:id1an L:1bour C'on)!n:s~ rq,lies. ·· tr unions "t'rl' C\en, 'Ill'
tenth :is powctful as the~ arc Lh1l11iht
1,1Ix·. tlw~ w,luld ht' able
10 1lrgam,e the si, millinn Canadian \\nrkl't~ sltll nutstdl'
unions . The~ \\1,uld be wi1111inv.
nllwc ,,f 1h,•1r ,11ikl's :1nd
incrcasinv. their m,·mbns· \\ av.,· rates a 1,,1111,,r,•than th,·\
:ictu:111~arc : ·
Man~ students r,•call tht· pn,fi.•,s,,I).· ,1nkt· ,,rS,•ptt·mhn.
19~~- At that 11111c.
slm.knl lc.1dns .:alkd ,lll th,• pr,,fi.·"•lt s i.,
return t1l their classn'l<.,m,. f ht' :up11111·111
"as that ,111d,•111s
\\Crc the ,lilt's ht•inv.h1111.
and t,·ad1cr, sh1luldst1.:J..t,l tcad11n1:.
Thcrt' "as ltttlt' att,•mp1 hl anal~,,. lht· d1spu1,• hl 111:11;~
,,~it't'lin• ,,bscn t'rs. the 11111\
crsity \I :ts barv.:1i111nt
111bad fo1th
\\'hat \\:ls nt'\.'tkd was studt•nt prcss11t\',111thc :1dm1111strat1,•11
to 1ltli.•r a fai, scttlcmt·nt. lnstcad. studt•11ts askt·d thc11
instntt·tnrs 1,1v.i\,. up the n!!hl 11,"t1hh,1ld tllt'lt' lal'l\•111.
tht· ,,111,
ha1p1i111n!!
.:hip pn,fcss,ws 11<1sscss
.
·
Uni\ crsit~ or Wimls1lr Stmknts han• 11111,
l'd '" pn •l1't'I
thcll' mtcrcsts hy Jtllllinv.1lt!!,am,:tlh>ns,ud1 a-. OFS and<.·i:s
SAC :tlrt•ad~ lx·l,mv.s 11, the Chambt·r 1lf(\,mll1t'rt·c In :t ,·t1,
like Windsor. \I ht•r,• u111Pnsh:t\l' s,1nw 111tlucn.:t'111the
.:,,m111uni1,.S ,\(' sh, 1uld sninusl~ t'1111s1dt·1
dt•\ t'l11ptt1!!
d, "'''
t1cs \I 1th the \V1tlds1lr and Distnt·t I al'l\lllr C1lUt1t·1l,\s the
r,•prcst·ntat1, cs nf tlw students. tt mm t'\t'll bt• ,·lttthlc ti,r
mcmhcrship. C1•1-i:1111I~
such :1 linl. cannllt hut"!us as \\t' In i.,
broadt·n ,1ur sup1'1\lrtin th,· l'it~.
When wt· arc thrcatened b~ .:uthads. 1n' ap1'<.·:tl111the
C<llllmu111ty
lilr ht'lp. Stmknts must ai:t to sup1.,.111
till' ,·llilt ts pf
tlthcrs wh,1 I\ ant 11nth1nv.
n11ircthan a fair shal.c BOY( 'OT!'
VFRSA I

Uneespecede diplomatie
intellectuelle
.. , decidc.'tlto st:ty. first of all. to lcam English. If you want tn do
anytllin!! in Canada. like )!Cla joh. c1t·n in Quebec. you han: to
This week four studenti. who arc studymg at L1\·al Ut1i\'crsity. learn English. Sccnndly. I decided to stay to lcam till' mcntaltly
1lfEnv.lish Canad;1. It"s dilli:rcnt. l'\'c not1c1·d
. The morel 111,·ct
Quebec City. got a lirst hand acc1)untof,, hat it is like to hvc in
Windsor Ontario
people. the morc dilli:rcnccs I sec But als,1. the 111,1rc
I set' how
we all want the samc lhin!!,S.
··
Bernard Allaire. Linda Pav.eau. Johannc C'ouchon and Lmc
Cote said that people here seem to he more .. conservative ...
Poirier were here from Monday. October 28 to Novcml'l\:'rJI .
There seems to be more rcs1'1\:'.:t
for law c, en whcn pt·oplc walk
during which time they were able to get at least a taste of the
culture of Windsor ( ,)t' lack there of). The exchange ,1ri!!,inally on the strect they arc morc rt'luctant lo cn1ss on a i't'd ltght, he
said.
occutTCdbetween ProfessorCtmningham. :i Philosophy pmlcssor
.. Ifs not the same here:· said Allaire. "U1c( French) language.
:it Lavnl :ind Dr. Kinv.ston. Philosophy prolcssor here al
without ( Fn:nchl culture. U1e1111rk.ls
ot l'l\:'llpleart• 11,11
U1csam,-.
Windsor. In subsequent years. other students were to participate
For most Quehccl.crs. Ontmio pcoplc arc similar to Americans.
ns well.
In tl1csame way people in Canada thml. Quchccl.crs :irt· likt' tht·
The first noticeable dilforcnce that one student remarked on.
French fmm France. and wc·rc 11111.
But we do11·1sec a dilli:11•ncc
was the si1c of the two umvcrsities: .. Lam! is bigger:· said
hctwc,·n U.S . culture ;111d
( Fngltsh) Canadian culture. Tht· U.S.
Alluire. who is in a M.A. program of History at Laval "we are
is hip. so it intlucn1-csy11ua great dc;1I.Qut'lx·c ts less 1111lucnccd
31.000 people. so it's hig it's too hip. Ifs like a Ford Assembly
because \\e ha\·c anolht·r languagt' and background h11thpPlitit·al
plant only for brains. not ea,~. It sounds negati,c hut it"s likc
and cultura1.··
tllaL Thcrc·s really no personal cont:1ct in school. Ui.ually tltis
occurs in dubs after sch('l\)I.··
But. according to Cote. Windsorites seem to speak in a
more sophisticated way and being Canadian. seems to ht· a hit
One of the last year's exchange students. Martin(' ote. was so
more 111-icn
m111de<l
politrcall) and phtlosophicalh
impressed "ith Windsor that he decided to stay and study
.. I th111khere pcoplc kllll\\ thcy arc Vt't') d11li:rcn1from
philosophy here until May.
Americans ...hc s:11.t.··Thc) s,•t•mlo hold t11a1in their hndy and
.. Windsor is more personal,.. he s:iys... you can meet more
mind. the) arc different. But maybe li1r the Qud,ccnis ii' s a hit
people. La,al docs have more teachers and the potcnti:il is
stl\111gcr.since tllcy"rcs111Toundt'tl
hy Fnv.l1shspcal.inv.l'l\:'llplc."'
greater in each area of study. hut ,II La,al you really have to he
J'hc t\\o Quebec students wcrc frank ah11utthe p,,1tt1calclt'll
im oh cd to get contact with professors. Here t11:1t
contact is much
between French ;111dFnglish Ca11:1da.
easier."
by Michael Temelini

mail

Miriam
Dear Editor,
Normally, I have very little use for your
publication, especially since my parrot Polly
bit the dust
However. last week I picked up an issue
of the lance in hopes of finding a review of
Miriam Waddington's lecture and visit to the
University of Windsor. I felt that the lecture
had been both interesting and well attended.
certainly as noteworthy as the Red Hot Ch ili
Peppers or that wonderful piece by Stephen
Klang. However. to my surprise, the masterful
pen of Lovre Buj had not been put to use. and
Miriam Waddington's visit came and went
unnoticed by the throngs of people who make
it a morning ritual to read their Lance .

.. Is Qud'l\:'c :I 11:111011·•
This ts an ,1ld ,khate:· said All:mc.
" wc·r,• liv.htingl'l\:'caus,•we ha, c h1111l
polt11t·alslntL·1t1r,•,.
It!..,·1h1·
"nation -state... Yes it is lntt' that Qudll:'t'l.crs ti.·1·111101\'
Q11l'i'l\'Cllts
lhan C.111:1di:111.
and I d1l11'1\l.
l'l\:'caus,•C1lncrctcl,. \ll' art' d1lkr1·111
in a II ay l"1l1t1cst·an·1dt·scnlx·. But I ab,, 1111111.
;hat Qul'lx·,· 111ttsl
sta, in Canada for CL·o11,,m1c.
c11lt11rnl
and poltt1cal rca">11s.··
••t thml. th,· F nghslt ( ':madian, ;111· 111111-.auad1t·d to ( 'a11ada
U1a11
lhc Qucbecrns arc.·· addetl Cntc. "11"s c:1sicrfor them tll lind
their 1dc11lityIII Ca11;1dathan Qul'lx·d,·rs:·
Cote also said that Quebec 1s not as preoccupied with
imlcpcndt·nct' as it\\ as p1,·\hl!tsh l'lus "11,11111,km that tit,·
French/English issue nn lnn~cr l'\ists. but ratht•r. as Cole s.1111.
..llllllllt' \\:!Ills h>tall- al1<•11t
it rt)!ltt111,\\'
. F,·,111,>tllll"
1ss11cs:tit' a
hit lllllll' impllt1ant nght th>\\ 111 Q11l'lx·.:l'l\>hltcs:·
P,·, haps till' mci,t mtcrt•st111g
asp,:cl PI lhc 1·,.:hat1f.l'l'<.'l\H'l'tl
Q11d1t.'t
' Cit) and W111ds,11
1s that it s1•,·111cd
lo ttansn·nd tit,·
l"'liltt"tal and ct·o11111111c
1clat11>nsh1ps
and ,1mplv c11co111.1g,·d
human .:llntact.
"'This c,t·han!!,·:· saal Mart 111. " all, 111
s ,·, ,ntacl !1<·1,1
cc11
human hc111v.s.
with dilk1,·11th;1d,!!,niun,h to '<t'I'\\ lt:11\\I' lt.111•
111
C1ltllrlll>11
and lo lltl(lc1,.t.111d
ho\\ \H' ll\c•
.. Ma), he t'\l.'.hanv.cs ltkc lhts 0111.•
arc thl' h1.•s1\I a, 11,1.:t
people u111lcrstandcad1 ,ilhcr . \\'1• .:an t·,tll 1t "intdkt·tual
diplomacy·· hut w,tholtl till)!etting that ,·011.:an c,tabltsh tl11s
l.ind of d ipllln1:1.:y\\ i th pcllpl1•\\ hci\\l ,rl,. 111J..1td1c11s
111l'<'<'J'lt·
\\ht1 study pl11lo\liph),... , I

,
J"d appreciate it if you would concentrate
on more relevant topics than a six year dead
tvpe of music. With all the "drastic .. editor
changes that you·vc gone through. you·d
hope that the quality would improve.
Bogdan Antonesc u

Editor's Note:
We ll"Ouldha1•e/01•ed to ntn a piece 011
the Miriam Waddington lecture-prohlem
is, no 011ewrote one. The La11ceis made up
of student l'o!unteers who are not reimbursed
for their time and dedicatio11 pul into the
paper.
Next time you want to make sure something is coi·ered, ll'hy not volunteer yourse(/7
The "quality" of the lance has a lot more to
do with the attitudes and energy of those who
work with us (or, maybe more importantly,
those who DON'T work with us) than with
the number of editors we go through.

Jason
D ear Editor.
We arc dismayed lo find an ad for Ja.~on's
in the S.L.S. Directory The Director) 1s :1
useful service to law students. Advcrttstng in
it should be consistent with the best interests
of students. and with the claims of the legal
profession to a position of lc:idershtp in
society. An ad for a nude dancing bar is
neither .
This is not a question of"morals .. in the
sense of the Hart,Dcvlin dchate. It is a
question of sexual exploitation and disriminatio n. The view that nude bars exploit women
by presenting female sexuality as a consumer
good is one that reasonable peop le can hold.
and can support with rational arguments. To

publish .laspn', ad 1s 11, ,alidall' a 101111
c,f
s1•,isrn. Wc lind th1·ad olli:11si1t' and d1scrn11111
ator) a~:1111sl
women.
Frl'edom 111'cxprcss11,11is not an iss111·
here. J'l1cchoicl' 1if ad\'Crltsm)!rs d1snct1n11:11
y
No ad\'crt1sc1 has a 11~hl In lw 111\ited to
advertise in the I )11cctrn,. rn 111
ha\ c his nr hct
ad\'ertismg acccplt'd. j lnwc\ et, d1scrct11111
should not he confused with .11h1ha1111css
01
with pure c11m111crc1:1
Iisrn. J'l1c students lo
whnm the Dtrcclorv ts 111fe1
t'd Im ":tic do
h:1ve a nghl lO t'XpCCIth:tl dtSl"IC(Hlll\\ill he
exercised sens 11tvcly.
We believe that nn :i11\c1ltsmg policy ti)r
law school puhhcal1ons ts needed AdH·rt,smg
that is sexist. racist. ordiscn1111nat11ryin any
way. or that implicitly tll cxphc1tly \ alidatcs
discriminatory attitudes or practices. should
be excluded. We urge S I .S. and the editors
of all student publ,calions to tom1ul:itc :ind
implement a polrcy forthwith
Women and the La w

Onenightin Bangkok
by Phil Rourke
In Thailand, a Canadian is a "farang", a foreignor;
an occidental Canadian in Thailand is a "farang" of a
visible minority.
Windsor student Margaret Beddoe experienced the
world of the latter this past summer. And what struck
her most was that you "become tired of being visible.
But it gives you an incredible feeling of how some people
in our society must feel."
As participant in the World University Service-Canada
t WUSC) seminar program, she and twenty-nine other
students from Canada spent six weeks touring the cities
and towns, the slums and megaprojects, and the farms
and tourist traps of Thailand At the same time, they did
research, focusing individually on a certain aspect of the
coontry's social, cultural,politicalor eooncrnic
developnent
For Beddoe, the immersion was extremely gratifying
because Thai society is so different Despite the poverty
and depriviation of many of the people in this developing
country, she didn't "get the impression that they are an
unhappy people.·· She described Thailand's social
condition as ha\ ing .. an underlying calm" to it, reflective
of the C\'ident permeation of Buddhism throughout Thai
society.
On ani,al. however. she didn't feel as"calm" as the
people she was going to meet "What really struck me
about Thailand was the extent to which everything was
so alien to what I was used to." said Beddoe. "I couldn't
even take a guess at what a street sign said because even
the alphabet was different··
Beddoe described Canada as being very highly regarded in Thailand because of its aid and development
program for the country . ··But there's also the general
feeling that like all de\'eloped countries. Canada can do
more," said Beddoe.
Canada's policy toward Khmer and Laotian refugees
has become a particular thorn for Thais. "she said. Until
recently. Canada was the second largest acceptor of refugees in the world after the United States. But this policy
has changed and "Canada is now cutting back'' on the
number of refugees it admits.
The lives of many refugees will be affected by this
change, she said At on.: refugee camp, the WUSC group
found hundreds of illiterate. weak, maimed. or crippled
refugees of all ages. According to Beddoe, the camps are
barbed wire "prisons" where refugees eke out a living
from nothing.
At these camps. ··you come face to face with, among
other things, women and children who have lost legs by
stepping on land mines ... said Beddoe. "And the thing is
that this isit for them They're going to stay in these camps

IKE WALSH

the rest of their lives because they are refugees, but no
countries want to take them in."
When the students first arrived in Bangkok, they went
through a week of seminars which were'' crash courses
on everything about Thai society." All the logistics were
taken care ofby the hosts. The group travelled by bus and
stayed in hotels. Many of the meetings with individual
Thais were prearranged.
Although expenses were all paid, and the students
"were wealthy and were regarded as wealthy," Beddoe
stressed that in no sense was the six weeks a vacation.
Each student spent two of the six weeks working on his
or her research topic. Accompanied by an interpreter,
Beddoe spent one week at a development centre in the
rural north east, gathering research, and finished her
interviews in Bangkok. After the research, she had four
days to write her report
Beddoe said the WUSC program was well organized
The group was hosted by students and professors at
Chulalongkom University in Bangkok, who accompanied
. them during the travelling period of the program.
Beddoe and Catherine Sanborn were the two Windsor
representatives in the program last year. The program
continues this year in Mauritius. Each year, the host
country alternates between a French andEnglish-speaking
developing country. Although a member of the British
Commonwealth, Mauritius was originally a French
colony, and the French language has continued to be the
dominant language used, along with its Creole variation.
The local WUSC committee on campus is hoping that
Windsor will be well represented this year in Mauritius.
The committee conducts the local interviews and then
the applications are sent to the main office in Ottawa
where the final selection is made. Applicants are judged
according to many criteria. including their academic
standing. their research proposal and their general involvement m their community. According to Beddoe,the research
proposal has" to be relevant, but also feasible.·• It should
focus on development.. but .. research proposals are not
carved in stone . Due to logistics and so on, some students
altered their topics once they got to Thailand," said Beddoe.
Once accepted into the program. each studlnt has to
raise approximately $2500 to defray costs. Beddoe said
that through corporate andprivate sponsors she and Sanborn
were able to cover their entire costs last year. She added
that the local committee has a good network to work from.
so it should be no problem for any prospective participants in
Windsor to raise the requ ired money this year.
Applications are available from Professor Bruce
Burton in the Political Science Department Deadline
for submitted applications is November29. Students from
all departments of the Uni\>ersityare encouraged to apply.O

ALDERMAN
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''The Douaalls''
, (R & I-Rock Tand)

This Friday Nov. 8 & Saturday Nov. 9
at

Whispers
655 University W., 254-1234

$2 cover - $1 with Student I.D.
We challenge you to eat
ALL-U-CAN EAT
Chicken Wings
Monday Night
Only $3 25

Tickets available for
LIONS vs JETS
Nov. 28 - Reserve now11
$35 includes bus. booze
and food .

________________________________
___.

,

A SUMMER

IN OTTAWA

UNIVERSITY OF OTIAWA 1986 UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER RESEARCH SCHOLARSHIPS

For students who foresee a career in research, the Summer Research Scholarships
will provide research experience with leading Canadian scientific investigators in one
of the fields listed below.
VALUE: $1,200 (minimum)/month. Travel allowance
DURATION: 3-4 months (May-August) 1986. Reasonable on-campus accommodation.
REQUIREMENTS: canadian or permanent resident. Permanent address outside of immediate
Ottawa/Hull area (Ottawa/ Hull residents should apply for a summer award, such as NSERC, which is
tenable at the University of Ottawa). Full-time undergraduate students with excellent standing; pri·
ority given to 3rd year students (2nd year in the
Province of Quebec)

..

PARTICIPATINGDEPARTMENTS

Anatomy
Biochemistry
Biology
Chemistry
Computer Science
ENGINEERING
Chemical
Civil
Electrical
Mechanical

Geography (physical)
Geology
Kinanthropology
Mathematics
Microbiology
Physics
Physiology
Psychology (experimental
Systems Science

Forward the required information together with your most recent and complete university transcript before November 15, 1985 to the address below. Also request a reference from one
professor be sent to the same address by November 15, 1985.
1986 Summer Research Scholarships, School of Graduate Studies and Resear ch
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Ont. K1N 6N5 Tel. (613) 564-6546

................... ............................ ............................ ......
APPLICATIONPROCEDURE:

Na me---------------Mailing Address ---city

The Referendum
Friday Nov. 15th, 1985
with advanced polling
Thursday Nov. 14th.
To considerthe following questions:
1. To consid er membership in the
Ontario Federation of Students .

- - --------provtnce

postal code

Tel. (Area)

J)OStalcode

Tai. (Area)

Permanent Address ------------city

Official Notice
of
GSSReferendum

province

2. To co nsid er in creases in GSS
fee s.

Currently enrolled in ----,----------

department

Research field of interest ----------(Attach a brief description)

Both poll s wi ll be lo cated in th e
Grad Hou se at 552 Sunset Av e.
on Thursday , Novemb er 14th and
Friday, N ovember 15th from 10:00
am . to 4 :00 p.m.

l

Ramphal
wows'em

"The Grand Opening"
( Lower Level o f t he Unive rsity Cent re)

Novem b er 21 , 22 & 23

by Michael Temelini

Sir Shridath Ramphal, SecretaryGeneral of the Commonwealth, addressed a capacity crowd at the
Moot Court on November 5th. It
was the inaugural speech of the
··P'lul Martin Enc.lowedProfessorship
in Intematiional Affairs and Law,"
named in honour of the Hon. Paul
Martin. long-time Windsor MP.
Ramphal. who visited this campus
November 4-6, spent his time at the
University of Windsor giving public
1nd classroom lectures on such
topics as ··The Vuinerability of
Small States..··'The Issues in Southern
Africa:· and the inaugural address,
enti tied. "Internationalism Under
Siege."
The lecture began with Rampha l
comending Martin on his outstanding
service to this community and the
world community. The SecretaryGeneral went on to praise the city
of Windsor itself for its role as the
terminus of the ·underground railway·
which helped escaped slaves reach
freedom before and during the
Amer ican Civil War.
He compared it to a situation
which exists in the world today: "I
underline the need for Canada. the
Commonwealth. and all the world
to make the kind of stand against
apartheid that the people of Windsor.
despite fearful odds. were ready to
make in upholding the freedom of
those fugitives who came across the
ri\·er. sometimes across the ice over
a century ago.··
Ramphal pointed out that at the

SAC Invites You To

Steve King & The Dittlies
Rese,ved Sedt1ngAvd1ldble ,n thl' SA( Otl,cl'
Monday Nov 18 to Wednesddv No,
S2 per <edl • L1m1110 per pl'r,on

Doors open at 8:00 p. m.

20

Ha,e l O tl'ddy at thl' door

119 V" and old Pr)

The
Junction

Ladies wear

Sportswear
Dresses

Jeans
Jewellery

Student Discount
- 10% off
Secr etary Gen

I f h•
era o t e Commonwealth , Sir Shridath Ramphal

heart of internationa lism lies the
aspi ration for a more democratic
world. In fact he believed that the
challenge that internationalism now

within it an d that "wo rld order is
yielding place to a world ordered by
the strong and ruled by the law of
the jungle."

faces is a questioning of the democratic aspiration at the global level.
Comparing the nationalistic
maxims of · proletarian power· in
the Soviet Union, and 'freedom.' in
the United States. Ramphal said
that behind such slogans is the
same basic syndrome - the belief
that the world not only can but
should be run by the most powerful

Finally. the Secretary-General
emphasized that it is people on

2 71 Ouellette
253-2663

STUDENTS!!
20% Discount

whom we must rely to relieve the
siege of internationalism "We have
to lift .ntemationalism to the level
ofa national ethic and leave leaders
in no doubt that their people will
not support policies that tum the
clock back on internationalism." D

on all your H air Care
needs.

Therewasbloodeverywhere

See

AMINI
at Salon Papillon

,,

122 Park St W . ( at Peli ssier)
A MINI offers professional service at
affordable prices

Every Thu rsda y, F riday & Saturday
Evening Appointments Available

CALL 253-1222

Vanier Vittles
SUPPER

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

4:30 - 6:30

Monday

Vegetable Beef Soup
F,shwich
BBQ Meatloaf

Chinese Pepper Sreak
Grilled Pork Chop

Tuesday

French On,on Soup
Quiche Lorraine
Ho, T1srke~ Sandwich

Mexican Tacos Hard
Hip O Beef

Canadian Cheese Soup
Jumbo Ch,I, Oog
Be.,f PuHover

Baked Ham Hawaiian
Hungarian Goulash

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Pepper Pot Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Turkey a la King
Cr~am of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Chips
Shepherds Pie

BBQ Ribs
Ind Beef Pot Pie
Tenyak, Chicken
S paghetti

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4:30- 6:30

Saturday

Soup of the Oay
Spiced Beef/On,on Bun

Veal Parmesan
Spanish Meatballs

Sunday

Soup of the Oay
Bacon· n·Cheese Burger

Pork Fried Rice
Roas t Beef

The Deli is open 11:30 · 6:15 Monday · Friday

GINGERLY I EDGED FORWARD TO ASK THE

STEWARDESSFOR ANOTHER DJET PEPSI
ADVENTURES 1N NEW DIET PEPST

NO. JS

© GLEN 8AXT.E:R
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---llFirstconcerta realShe-Flop
by John May

----1

•

-1
~-Every Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos. _____________
~.Great food & a great time. ___

------f

f

1760 Huron Church Rd..

2 58-0041

Girls just wanna have fun-but
apparently not at the She-Bop concert held two weeks ago Thursday.
Less than forty people attended
the show at four dollars a ticket
Sources say the band alone cost
around $2000, and that does not
include the cost of a trip to New
Yorlc, which was given away, and
..... incidental expenses.
...... "I suspect that we lost a large
amount of money," said SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
" I was disappointed," said SAC
Entertainment Co-ordinator Lindsay
Mill," it was the first time I ever put
; anything on and it flopped."
; Mills suggested a number of
reasons why the show was not
essful.

---,.-----#

______________

J.P. Turnpenny, She-Bopper

"Maybe because it was too·
early. People are going out to other
clubs... Maybe because it was in
Ambassador, or maybe because it
was a Thursday night," she said.
Mills said she cancelled some
___

plannedshowsscheduledforAmbassador Auditorium, with the intent of
booking them into the pub later in
the year.
"I know once the pub opens, it's
going to take a lot of pressure off.
I've cancelled everything from now
until the pub opens," she said.
Mills said she does not plan to
change the direction of the type of
entertainment she'll be bookin2..
despite the She-Bop concert's failure
"The people that were there
said they really enjoyed themselves,"
she said.
Tsilfidis said he does know how
"this one loss of$1400 to $1500"
will affect SAC-sponsored entertainment for the rest of the year.
"It's too early to look at the
entertainment picture based on one
event," he said 0

_______________

_

i

classifieds .
HIIPWANTED.
$7/ hr. salary plus attractive
bonus schedule. Part-lime representatives
required to aid a provincial non-profit
association with its fund-raising program
Flexible hours. Must be assertive and
enjoy meeting people. Contact Mike at
254-4692 .

GRAD PHOTOS

DO YOU have any student complaints.

academic problems etc., contact your
student representative; Internal Affairs
Commissioner Kevin Williams In the SAC
office. or call 253-6423.

fflTATCHI
TURNTMUHT·500with quartz

John GAfacJv]y
<photography

STUDENT RATES

3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 973-1578 or 258-8871
or Drop in at 1201 University Ave. W.
(at Wellington)

969-6900

Students'
Administrative
Council

lock. Direct drive and Semi-automatic.
$150. C"-fl 1.f.) ~~.,,
LISBIAN AND GAY flUDINTSon campus
invite all interested students lo their next
meeting in Rooms 1,2,3at the University
Centre on Wednesday. November 13th

DON'T SPENDanother Christmas alone,
join the Confldencial Dating Club and
meet the right person. For more info. call
258-5750.

Invites you to
The SAC General Meeting;

A Discussion on Student Issues
When:

Thursday Nov. 13, 1985
1:00 pm

Where:

University Centre Cafeteria

Why.

To air your concerns,
raise your issues,
ask your questions,
say your piece.

1

Guest Panel:
Dr. Ron Ianni, University of Windsor President
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, SAC President
Dr. Gordon Wood. Vice President Academic
Dr. W.I. Romanow, Dean of Students
Mr. Dave McMurray, DirectorFood & Residence
Services
Mrs. Mary Lou Thibert,DirectorUniversi1y
Centre
Mr. Chuck Blewitt, Pub Manager
Ms. LindsayMills,Entertainment Coordinator
& SAC Executive and Cabinet Members

Please submit written questions in advance to Kevin Williams, Commissioner of
Internal Affairs, c/ o SAC. Questions and Comments will also be taken from the floor,
time permitting.

Two years later
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e-average
Joe
by D. W. Dorken
Students across the province have been
waiting for their OSAP grants and loans to be
processed since the beginning of September.
and students at the University of Windsor
are no exception.
According to Marie Renaud, director of
student awards. there are still 72 students
waiting for their OSAP forms to be processed.
Considering
that over 3000 students received
government assistance. the record, at least
statistically. isn't too bad. Still. as Renaud
said, "for those 72 people, it's a hell of a
problem."
The problem isn't with the University's
awards office, which hired on extra staff over
the SI.D11ll1el"to heJpexaminestudents
appica1ions.
but rather with the provincial government's
Students'Awardsbranch.Accordingto Renaud.
the branch has had some drastic turnovers. as
well as the problems with the computer used
to process the applications.
Renaud s.aid&11)'applications still in the

P.IO
....

~alliorl<l-..is~

manually, ''but that's not helping because
they're not coming any faster," she said.
To help students who are waiting for
loans, the University allows students to defer
their fees, and offers e~ergency loans. Since
the semester started. 167 loans have been
doled out by the University. Renaud said the
loans are usually $400.
It's a help, but it's still not overly beneficial
for the students, she said, adding that some
students could end up owing over $ I OOO.to
the school, in tuition and loans, by the time
they receive their OSAP assistance.
One of the biggest problems Renaudand
her staff face is in improper filling out of the
applications.
"When you edit (the OSAP forms) it's
not unusual to have three out of five that have
to be returned to the students," she said.
"It happens a lot, but we usually catch the
errors. I would say 99 percent of the errors
are caught here," said Renaud
The biggest problem comes when students
have to have their case appealed by the
OSAP board This, she said, causes most of
the delays.
Still, Renaud said most students are

..

Lance photo by D.W.Dorken

Student Awards Director Marie Renaud explains the OSAP form.

handlio&
thodelaysbetter-thancan be expected.

really understanding.. especially when we can

"Most of the studentshave been really. · get them an emergency loan," she said.

.. We· re in the middle. and we take all the
flack, but there hasn't been too much." D

Studentaida burningissue·
WATERLOO (CUP)-Wilfrid
Laurier
student council feels funding for universities
and students is a little more than "peanuts."
To prove their point, the council is handing
out bags of peanuts to students who donate to a
cooiril-SpOIL'IOl'ed
rursary
fund Improved student
aid, the council said, could make the dlfference
between "half a box of Kraft dinner and -ameal
that wouldmakemom proud"
WINDSOR (Staff)--Even peanuts would
make some University of Windsor students
happy.
~ to Studenls'Administrative
C.ouncil
administrative assistant Paul Clarke, students
in middleandlower class are gettingburnt by
the Ontario government's programof financial

Clarke.
He said the government uses three criteria to
determine a student's eligibility for OSAP, and
all three are wtfair.
"My dad is supposed to pay 10 per cent of
his wages to go to my schooling. I come from a
family of 12 kids; how is he supposed to pay
120 per cent of his income?"

With a family this size, Clarke said his
parents had to buy a large, and expensive,
home.
"They don't relate the assets of a family
with theneedsof a family. We have a $150,000
house,but whatarewe supposedto do? ... live in
a tent, in some little nook in the woods, so you
assistance.
can put you kid through schoor?"
He koowsthepdlltm wel. Besidesreseau:ha,g
He also feels that basingthe percentage of
the dilemma of Ontario Student Assistance loanand grant on the finances of the student's
Program for SAC, he's one of the people parents is wtfair. He said he'll have to pay back
hampered by the government program.
thousands of dollars to the government, while
"I don't believe I got what I deserve,"said another student studying the same course, and

graduating to a job with the samepay, will have
little to pay back, since his parents don't make
as much money.
Bernard Drainville, chairman of theOntario
Federation of Students. is hoping the member
student councils will be able to coovince the
government to change its policies regarding

OSAP.
The member councils willbeholding OSAP
appeals clinics to gather information on the
number of students who have had problems.
He hopes to meet with educationminister
GregSorbara.
andconfront him with examples
of students who have been wtfairly treated by

the OSAP process.
Windsor will be holding a seminar on
November 25 and 26 from 11:30 am to 2:30
pm in the SAC office.H thereseems to be a
need for moreclinics, the Student A wards office
has agreed to have staff at the SAC office for
two more days. D
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MEMBER

Pearl Voinnroski

258-6004
3 77 4 Myrtle St.

Lions vs Jets
Tickets available
Nov. 28
$35 includes bus,
booze and food.
ALL-U-CAN EAT CHICKEN WING S
Monday Ni ghts ONLY $3.25
Dancing Nite ly Mon.-Sat
Free Tr ansportation
Call Brandi' s 97 3-1180
Minimum 5/cab
655 University
254- 1234

SUnday, November 16
-Windsor Classic Chorale music by Bach. Hondel
and Schutz at Al Saints' Church at 8:00 p.m.
Monday, November 18
- "Is Peace in the Middle EastPossible?".on Arab Wednesday, November 20
View. Dr. Atif Kubursi. 7:30 p.m. at Iona College. -CJAM dance party at St. Andrew's
Saturday , November 30
Tuesday, November 19
-Aids-What EveryStudent Should Know. A5sump- - Deja Voodoo and Prehistoric Covestickers at
the new SACs Pub Theatre.
tion Lounge at 7 p.m.
Thursday, November 21
Thursday, November 21
- The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada will -Opening of the Royal Family at the Hillbery
conclude its special educational presentation Theatre at 8 p.m.
on Halley's Comet. Main Branch of the Windsor
FILM
Public Library at 7:30 p.m.
Novemb er 15 and November 16
Friday, November 2
-Mon UnderSuspision8 p.m. at the Windsor Film
-Whors Up in the Auto Industry by MJ. Closs.
Theatrre.
President and Chief Executive Officer. Chrysler
SUnday, November 17
Canada Ltd. Faculty Club, Vanier Hall at 12:30.
- Police Academy II presented by SAC Film series
at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. in 1120 Erie Holl.
MUSIC
Wednesday , November 20
Thursday, November 14
-Mcite presents a series of Sondra Meigs' films
-CJAM 2nd anniversary party at Ambassador
and videos at 8 p.m.
Auditorium with Grapes of Wroth and Windsor
-All About Eve at the Windsor M Gallery at 7
artist Patrick Ballantyne.
p.m.
Friday, November 15
ARTS
- School of Music presents a tribute to Alban
Friday,
November
29
Berg, 8:00 p.m. at the Moot Court.
- Butthole Surferswith Die Krouzen and Killdozer - School of Visual Ms of Fonshawe Faculty Show
at Lebel Gallery.
at the Groystone.
Until SUnday, November 24
Saturday, November 16
- Butthole Surferswith Scratch Acid and Big Block -Japan/Korea in Canada 1985. Contemporary
Japanese and Korean art at Mcite.
at the Groystone.

NEWS
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November21 deadline

Maintenance
staffvotesto strike
by Claudio d'Andrea
The university may see maintenance and kitchen staff
walk off their jobs at midnight Nov. 21 in what Don Strand.
president of CUPE Local 1001. described as a .. very
confusing" state of negotiations.
Janitors, housekeepers, kitchen workers. tradesmen and
groundsmen voted on Nov. 3 in favour of a strike if
negotiations with the university administration fall through.
78 out of 80 Canadian Union of Public Employees ( CUPE)
Local I00 I voted in favour of a strike with one spoiled ballot
and another blank ballot.
"There's a chance that this thing can be settled," Strand
said of the upcoming negotiations.
Bill Dingman, the national representative of CUPE said
that an unofficial date for negotiating with the administration
is Nov. 20.
''I'm optimistic that ifwe sit down we can resolve this,'' he
said.
The union's demands include wage increase, improvements in
shift premium, upgrading the groundskeepers' rate of pay and
improvements in its vacation package. It is also demanding a
"classification upgrading" of women in housekeeping who
are making less money than janitors for what Dingman said is
essentially the same work.
"There is a substantial difference between those rates of
pay," he said. and the union wants to ·· close the gap.''
The workers are also d~manding the institution of
something new, Dingman said Previously the spouse of any
deceased employee would not receive payments from the
university. The union is now proposing that administration
continue to cover the spouse with fringe benefits.
"We feel strongly about that," he said.
Union and administration has already completed the
conciliation stage and is waiting to" sit down with a mediator
to try to hammer out a settlement," Dingman said.
He plans to meet with the committee of CUPE within the
next few days in preparation for the next stage.

Lance photo by Andrew Haggert

Garbage ·· more to come?

GreatLakesInstitutediscovers
blob
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
The Great Lakes Institute, based
at the University of Windsor, has
discovered a mass of toxic chemicals
polluting the entire St. Clair River
system.
Although bad news for Lake St.
Clair, the discovery could be a
boon for the Institute, resulting in

wider recognition and increased
financial support.
The first deposit of chemicals
was found by divers in 1984 and
samples of the pollution, dubbed
the blob, were taken to a laboratory
in Burlington because the university
did not have sophisticated enough
equipment to test the sample. Results
were not returned for a year.

"Maybe they have a lot of tests
to run. That is a controversial question," said Dr. Marie Sanderson,
director of the Institute. More tests
were taken on a similar blob this
year and it did not take the lab so
long to return the results because
concern was high. she said.
The Great Lakes Institute has
been engaged in work on toxic

content in Lake St Clair. the Detroit
River, and the St. Clair River for
three years watching for lead, cadmium, pcb's. and ostaclora styrene.
The blobs may have originated
with Dow Chemicals dumping wastes
into the lake, said Sanderson. Dow
is presently vacuuming the contents
our of the lake. If the chemicals can
be removed the effect on the water

and local environment will be much
less harmful than if they prove to be
oozing from and underground well.
Research will continue and Sanderson said she hopes federal and
provincial sponsoring continues. She
says the Institute also requires funding from independent groups so
information discovered will not be
withheld from the public. 0

Studentsprotestapartheid
OITAWA (CUP)-Tv.enty
students occupied the McGill University administration building Friday
October I l. leaving only when they
were assured McGill's divestmc:,:•
from South Africa-tied firms would
be on the agenda of the next board
of governors meeting.
The same day. police arrested
hundreds of American students protesting apartheid, and three U S.
universities announced full di,·estment.
Carrying placards and a large
banner reading "Fight Racism in
South Africa", the students sat
down in the office of Nathan Moss,
secretary to McGills's board of
governors.
"After 15-20 mmutes he(Moss)
came out," said Brendan West~n. a
third-year economics student and
one of the demostrators. "Wit!\
Lance photo by D.W. Doft<en
badgering \\e managed to get him tQ
agree to have a ( divestment) motion
Pat McQuinney test the waters--chemicals round at the bottom of the SL Clair
put on the agenda for the October
river system have spurned health concerns, while fuelling interest in the
21 board meeung."
. University of Windsor's Great Lakes Institute.
Moss also agreed that the meeting

would be open. Most board meetings meeting. the Univcrsity of Minnesota
announced it will sell off all $21
arc closed to students and media.
McGill has investments totalling mtllion it has invested with compan$8.5 million in 26 companies v.hich ies which do business with South
are "directly or indirectly" linked
Africa. The Um,crs1ty of Miama
announced full divestment of $17
to South Africa. according to a
report the school released September million in South Africa-tied funds.
4. 1985. These include S 1.54 million And Iowa State College is also
divesting its $3 million in holdings.
in the Bank of Montreal. $700,000
At Cornell in Ithica Ne,\ York.
m CIL Incorporated. $1. 74 million
100 students have been arrested
in the Canadian Imperial Bank of
this term for protests against apar
Commerce. $2 million in General
theid. At Westlayen University in
Motors, S 1.12 million 111 the Royal
Middletov. n, Connecticul police
Bank of Canada, and $1.02 million
arrested 130 students taking part m
in Seagram· s Inc . The chairpersons
of Alcan and the Royal Bank of protests agamst white rule.
Canada sit on McGill's board.
Marie Bloom at the American
In the United States. students Committee on Africa in New York
at about I 00 campuses 1n30 cities called the protests ''great. There's a
protested apartheid October I L i01 of creativity,'· she said. "And
Apartheid is the official policy which there's Yery strong coalition work
guarantees supremacy to five million between campuses and community."
South African whites, denies rights
Sixt/-eight U.S universities ham
to 24 milhon blacks, and restricts fully divested. and since April this
the rights of almost four million year $200 millionhas been withdrawn
Asians and people of mixed race. from companies which do business
After ten students occupied the in or \\ith South Africa. Bloom
president's office during a trustees said.O
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No doubt you've heard it all before.
"CJAM? Aag! It's a punker station. Aag! Why would any
normal person ever listen to that? Aag!"
"CJAMers are all just a bunch of weirdos with funny
haircuts who listen to awful music and parade around in
their overcoats and scare little kids on weekends."
"I hate CJAM. All they do is play hornble records by
bands with dumb names like 'The Vinyl Sucking Hedgehog
Brothers' who could never make it on a real station like
WHYT."
Such, ii seems, is the opinion of the everyday Joe
Student on this campus. And it's going to take a hell of a lot
to get him to change his mind. After all, it was about a year
ago, wasn't it, when he was flicking through the FM dial
trying to find the score to the latest Bears game. when the
channel accidently stuck on 91.5 tor a moment or two.
What blasted through the speakers was the raucous
sound of the latest new wave sensation. Joe Student
swore then and there to never ever. ever, ever listen to that
station again so help him God. And he didn't.
Obviously, Joe's 'criticism' is unwarranted, since he
never gave the station a figrting chance. Joe, and everybody
like him who has had only a moment or two of the CJAM
experience in their university careers. has missed quite a
bit. Here's but a short list of what they've managed to
accomplish in their two years as a real live FM station:
Olive broadcasts of Laricer sports events-both home
and away games featuring some of the most...ah ...colourful
commentary to be heard on the airwaves.
0 up-to-the-nanosecond coverage of those scintillating
SAC elections. Who'da thunk student politics could be so
exciting?

the slipstream

O an eclectic community access programming schedule,
where anybody and their grandmother can get their own
radio show if it's worthwhile to the community.
Odaring, challenging, and varied music programming
where Hank Williams, Louis Armstrong, Anvil, Bach, Butthole
Surfers, Gary Glitter, and Leon Redbone, among a zillion
others, have all been heard (and requested!).
0 more interesting and adventurous concerts for the
university crowd (such as the Violent Femmes, the Replacements, Gang of Four, 0.0.A., an L' Etranger) than SAC or
any other campus promoter would dare.
To boot, CJAM managed to pull off a pledge drive this
summer that was the most successful first drive of any
campus radio station on record (They made $8,000). This,
of course, proves beyond a doubt that CJAM does have
listeners, a lot of them. who are willing to put their money
where their ears are. And , listenership has been steadily
increasing of late, proving that they don't have to stoop to
the commercial level of other stations in the Windsor/Detroit
glut to gain a significant following in one of the toughest
markets in North America.
Increased listenership proves something else, too.
CJAM has always been a few years ahead of its time, and
its blossoming success has as much to do with the
audience maturing to more eclectic tastes as the quality of
the programming. CJAM hasn't really changed its formula
since the early days; more people now are just growing to
like it. With any luck, average Joe Student will soon realize
this too-after all it's his ten dollars a year in student fees
that go directly to support the station.
Give 'em a listen. Joe. In the meantime. Happy Second
Birthday to the folks downstairs.

_

gus horvath

Onlythirty-four
boycottdaysuntilChristmas
In the event that this paper has come out on time, I
..:alculate that there are only thirty-four shopping days left
l"tcfore Christmas. This means several things. It means that
C hri\tma~ catalogue supplements from various major stores
have been arriving at our homes for the last few weeks. It
means that idiotic animated programs are beginning to flood
prime time . And it means that certain concerned groups have
started encouraging us to boycott military toys.
People are always asking us to boycott things. Civil rights
activists want us to boycott South Africa. Kevin Johnson
wants us to boycott Versa food machines. And now there is
this annual military toy boycott campaign.
The premise behind the anit-military toy movement is
that toy weapons will glorify armed conflict and desensitize
youth to warfare. This premise is difficult to dispute. It seems
reasonable, in the absence of any real evidence one way or the
other, to suppose that a child who plays with toy guns will
grow up more favourably disposed toward real ones. The
question is whether depriving children of military toys will do
any good.
There isn't anything new about toy weapons. Toy guns,
designed to discharge small amounts of gunpowder, have
been around for a long time. The war game of"'Cowboys and
Indians" must go back a hundred years. But,some adults
seem to have stopped viewing these games as harmless fun.
Of course, toy warfare is different these days. Jn ''Cowboys
and Indians ", you were a participant.. With G.I. Joe, a little

doll in combat fatigues is the participant and the child
becomes a detached observer: God, if you will. Perhaps this
makes conflict less personal, more abstract to the child.
Perhaps it is this to which the current generation of adults
object
The television advertising which exists for these products
frightens me. I'm not talking about the 30-second commercials. I'm talking about the half-hour animated cartoons. The
other day I tuned in an episode ofG.I. Joe(''areal American
Hero"). This is a show in which cartoon American soldiers
are locked in perpetual violent conflict with the evil, imperialist
Cobra hordes. The member of Cobra all have thick Russian
accents. All of the weaponry in the show is patterned after
plastic toys available at the department store. The toy
companies have found the ultimate advertising medium, and
they' re playing it to the hilt.
Considering that, I wonder if boycotting military toys is
going to do any good. Any child who is allowed to watch the
new super-violent animated television programmes, it seems
to me, is going to end up pretty desensitized to violence in any
case. And children are creative types; if they can't play with
their own G.I. Joe Battle Platform, and in the unlikely event
that ll<'ne of their friends have one, they'll adapt whatever
toys tltey do have and smash them together. The idea that
violent toys create violent-minded children is only partly
true. It is also true to some extent that violent-minded
children create the market for violent toys. Violent toys are a
symptom of violent children as much as they are a cause.

What we have to look for if we want to make children less
violent are the things which make them want their war toys.
This very likely includes, but is by no means confined to,
violent children· s television. Emotional friction at home and
competitiveness at school are probably among the other
factors.
Finally, we have to look at the fact that people in general
are violent creatures. This is a world where people collect
guns. Grown men build and fly realistic remote-controlled
model fighter planes at costs in the thousands. Sylvester
Stallone and Chuck Norris and Clint Eastwood and Charles
Bronson shoot people on screen to the delight of millions. I
have no doubt that sixteenth-century audiences got the same
kick out of the final scene in Hamlet. Humans are violent. We
have to take into consideration how much we can reasonably
expect of the children of such a society as our own.
Which is not to say that you should go right on out and buy
your child the entire Warriors of Symbion collection. If you
don't care to have your child play with laser-toting robots,
then don't let him. Similarly you can take what steps you can
to keep. your child away from the set when Voltron comes
on. There are peaceful people in the world, and any little
thing you can do to assist your youngster in becoming one of
them is Good. Toy companies can afford to laugh at boycott
advocates, but you can still buy your kid an electric train.
On second thought. now even that alternative isn't safe.
There's now a Transformers Electric Train and Battle Set
Egad. is nothin sacred? o,

...

Youmightaswellnotevenbother

by John Slama

Okay. So we had a horserace. I mean, municipal election
this week. Every three years our lawns sprout great big
wooden signs with the names of horses on them. These names
are then printed on racing forms which are distributed to
temporary betting parlors all over town. Most people who go
to bet don't know the track records of most of the entries, and
probably don't remember who won the last race. Generally
they will pick some names they like and anxiously await the
results.
Then they will forget about it until next time.
I'm not trying to knock our municipal government. but I
don't much care for our 'democratic' system. Democracy
means everyone gets one vote, and technology may one day '771.~C-lf,7""'.:7.%:.iil::--,
allow us to have that. but for now we elect people to do our
voting for us. Each of our aldermen represents a lot of people,
so they have an important job. It's not a job that should be
won by whoever has the biggest signs.
// 1, z (,I/, 1
That's what it boils down to, y' know. People vote for
I
I
~
-,?familiar names. Incumbents always have an edge unless they ~
.,~
-:::- really embarrass themselves. After that it's pick a name. To :~,;,,;,;
,,.0 :,,-;...
make a really educated choice you have to know each of the
·
;,i.. · · /1.
candidates and let's face it. you don't. I consider myself fairly
well informed and I can't even name all the candidates in my
ward. And before you get smug, how many candidates can
you name, now that it's only a couple of days after the
election?
Now, I suppose there are some important differences
between candidates, but I haven't seen any evidence to that
effect. Most would like to convince you that they can choose

1/I

mail
insensitive,
deeplyconf11Sed
Dear Editor,
This letter is directed toward the writer of
''the slipstream" section two issues back. I
truly would ask of young Mr. Horvath. ifhe
spent less time thinking about his column
than actually writing it. l::ither way. his
thoughts seem deeply confused . I am not so
much interested in Mr. Horvath's insights
into "advertising" of the "teenage romance
novel," as I am with his insensitive remarks
about ''The Labyrinth." How he makes this
grand leap is a mystery to begin with.
However, the fact remains that his criticism
of the poets published in "The Labyrinth"
was completely unwarranted. The poems I
read ( though certainly not in the category of
mastery) are authentic attempts by people to
understand themselves and their experience.
You see, Mr. Horvath. you not only criticize
these poets from a stylistic point of view, but
your comments also edge towards destroying
the simple will to create. What would you
have of these poets, Mr. Horvath? Are you as
original as you think them not to be? The
struggle of all young poets, first demands
praise and not criticism. They accept a
personal challenge each time they begin a
new poem. I think, Mr. Horvath, that you
owe these poets an apology. Your comments
reveal a lack of sensitivity which may or may
not manifest itself in your own writing. Thi s
is simply a warning from one writer to
another. In the final analysis, if you have
nothing constructive to say along with your
criticism, then you should humbly hold thy
tongue.
Salvatore Ala

commendable
Dear Editor,
In Terry DeMarco's letter in an October
issue of the Lance she commended both the
Engineering and Nursing societies for a job
well done on Shinerama. Thank you for
mentioning one of the omissions from the
September article. A round of applause
should also be extended to Michael St Louis
and the Commerce Society, the Social Science
and the Arts faculties. Kevin Williams, John
Mill, Lindsay Mills, John Carlos and Bob

--

Baker and the members of the local CF
chapter should also be commended. Thank
you to all of those who gave so generously so
that the University of Windsor's donation to
cystic fibrosis just exceeded $7 .OOo.·
Congratulations to Brad Skillings, l st year nursing
rep who won the Shinerama 50/50 draw.
On a more solemn note it distresses me
greatly to mention that a desperate and
insensitive individual removed $70.00 of CF
donation money from my table at Faces
during the Nursing Society Car Rally. If this
individual can find it somewhere in their left
ventricle to return the money under the
Nursing Society Office door 2144 WHN
with no questions asked-it would be greatly
appreciated.
Fay Lawn
Shinerama Chairperson
Nursing Society

successful
Dear Editor,
We are writing on behalf of the 150,000
members of the Ontario Federation of Students
to urge you to join with us as full members on
November 15, 1985. Graduate students from
Queen's, University of Toronto, McMaster,
Western and Waterloo are already full participants in the graduate caucus of the Federation,
also known as the Ontario Graduate Association (OGA).
Since 1977 the OGA has grown to
become a respected research and lobby
group that works with the resources of the
Federation to make graduate concerns heard
by the government. In the past year the OGA
has presented briefs to the Bovey Commission,
the Ontario Council of University Affairs
(OCUA) and the Canadian Association of
Graduate Studies ( CAGS) on issues ranging
from differential fees to research authorship
with the provincial lobbying support of the
OGA and the Federation, Windsor OGA
was successfull in securing dramatic reductions
in post-residency fees for grad students in
September 1985-approximately
$700 for
Canadian students and $1,800 for visa students.
This is proof that by adding your voices to
those of students across the province your
concerns at the University ofWindsorcan be
more effectively addressed.
Still there remains much to do in our work
for a quality, accessible system of Ontario
post-secondary education. On November

the issues, when in fact aldermeo have to deal with them as
they come up.
One gentlemen left his flyer in my mailbox. It had his picture
on it with his family, of course, and stated that he is in favour
of acquiring the CN riverfront property.
Well, hot damn! fdlike to see a candidate who's in favour
of rusty railroad tracks. Come to think of it. I'd like to see a
picture of a candidate with his girlfriend instead of his family.
Well, there's always the newspaper. Look at the page for
your ward and you'll find all the candidates' pictures
conveniently under their names so you can compare them all
at once. You can even find out their agt:s, that this one's a
teacher. that one's affiliated with the NOP and so on.
Personally, I don't like the idea of picking who's going to do
my voting for me by glancing at a couple of paragraphs in the
Star for a couple of minutes.
I can't advocate dismantling our system, because I don't
have anything better to replace it with, but I don't have to take
part in the charade. If all of you who dutifully went and cast
your God-given right to vote (I had better things to do) are
~~ . wondering how I sleep at night. rn tell ya. I go to sleep
/.J 'f'
knowing full well that when I wake up in the morning or in
~ January, everything will be the same.O

~

-- A quiet rebuttal
by John May
Oh yeah? If you like Russia so much. why don't you just
MOVE THERE!

15, we urge you all to join with us in that
work.
Rob Butcher, OGA President
Bernard Drainville, OFS Chairperson

compelling
Dear Editor.
I feel compelled to respond to a letter
written to you by Robert Gee, a first-year
student at the Faculty of Law . Mr. Gee made
certain unfounded allegations regarding our
recent election and referenda I fmd it disturbing
that an individual engaged in the study oflaw
can exhibit an astounding ignorance. and
even willful blindness. of the facts.
Gee's Fiction No. I: The candidates only
found out about the election the day before it
took place. RealityNo. 1: Notice of nominations
was placed on the bulletin board on October
3, 1985. Nominations closed on October
9th The election was held on October 16th. I
cannot understand how Mr. Gee could make
his statement as he was a candidate. which
necessarily means that he knew of the election
when he handed in his nomination form. I am
also surprised that Mr. Gee seems to have
forgotten the discussion we had on October
10th concerning the all-candidates' meeting
which was held the day before the election.
Gee Fiction No. 2: Students were not
given an adequate opportunity to read or
discuss the Draft Constitution. Reality No.
2: The Draft Constituion, which was overwhelmingly adopted by our students, was
posted 34 days before the referenda Furthermore, I held an infonnation meeting the day
before the referenda at lunch hour. which Mr.
Gee attended. (This is where willful blindness
comes in) . I posted a sign to notify students of
this meeting and reminded my class members
about it.
Gee's Fiction No. 3: Deputy Returning
Officers told electors how to vote. Reality
No. 3: I instructed Deputy Returning Officers
to be neutral. Electors did ask what the
essential differences were between the draft
and old constitutions. The Deputy Returning
Officers never told people how to vote; they
merely provided an unbiased assessment of
the differences to enable persons to cast an
informed ballot.
It is perhaps not insignificant that Mr .
Gee was unsuccessful in his bid for election
to the position of First - Year Representative.
It is painfully evident that, by challenging the

credibility of the electoral process, he has
succeeded only in diminishing his own credibility. As a profession. law demands creativity
in the formation of legal arguments. but it
does not encourage creativity insofar as facts
are concerned. Mr Gee would be wise to take
note of this distinction pnor to engaging in the
practice of law.
Ben Trister
Chairperson and
Chief Returning Officer
Student Law Society

.

eu,nolJS
Mystery Metal
By W. Ritchie Benedict

In Nol'ember 1976 Canadian Press r~
ported 1hat two mrs1erious chunks of metal
werefound on Erie Beach near Blenheim,
Ontan·o.and sent to Ottawafor identification.
They ll'i!lbe examined bygol'emment scientirts experienced in the analysis of space
metals.
The silver-gray chunks were discol'ered
by Jack Carpener. an Erie Beach coaager.
who took them 10 the University of Windsor.
Professors there believed the metal pieces
may have come from space and this was
confirmed by a NASA spokesman at the
Goddard Space Center in Greenbelt, Md
Other remains have been found that
match the En'e Beach samples, the spokesman
said. and if they are found to be satellite
parts they will be returned to the country of
origin under a United Nations agreement in
which Canada participates.
Dear Editor,
I am enclosing herewith a press clipping
having heading 'Mystery Metal' in Fate
Magazine-December 1977.
It will be really interesting if you can find
space in the Lance to reproduce it. l happened
to get this from a German American at
present. a resident in Warren, Michigan. who
claims to be a UFO-oligist.
Though so many years have passed away
for this publication. yet it will be possible to
trace and locate the metals connected with
space and passed on to the Professors of the
University of Windsor, which were believed
to have come from space. It will be both
curious and interesting if someone can comment
or throw some light due to publicity in the
Lance now.
G.S. Khan
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StudentrepsmeetwithlocalM·P·'s
1

Gray also said that his party is
prepared to speak against the present
structure of the Tories ' Challenge
'85 program. said Tsilfidis. The
present set-up does not promote job
creation. but only supplements jobs
Students' Administrative Council that already exist. Tsilfidis added.
(SAC) President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
Referringto a research document
Graduate Students' Society President spearheaded by Ontario education
(GSS) Gerard O'Neill, and SAC minister Gregory Sorbara. Tsilfidis
External Affairs Commissioner
said, "The final assessment of the
Robert Harrison met with M.P.'s Challenge '85 program found that
Herb Gray (Liberal. Windsor West) there were actually fewer jobs for
and Howard McCurdy (N.D.P .. students, of a lesser duration ( on
Windsor/Walkerville) in Ottawa the average 10.8 weeks) and that
Howa rd McCurdy, NOP critic for youth.
last weekend to Jiscuss these issues. most studentsremaineduooeremployed
to provincial govenunent, Tsilfidis
there is a "net loss of jobs," said
( unable to make enough money to
said. "Education is a right, and
O'Neill.
"Herb Gray agreed that the pay for their education)."
shouldbe madea governmentpriority...
Regarding the recent cutbacks
best student aid is a summer job ...
McCurdy said that with the
The government is saying that in
of transfer payments from the federal
said Tsilfidis.
present funding of Challenge '85,
Do our federal reps care about
student aid cutbacks to university
funding, youth unemployment.
Canada StudentLoans.arxldifferential
fees for visa students?

the future Canada will have to
competeon a technologicallyadvanced
level. How can Canadians do this
with an uneducated populace?"
Tsilfidissaid that McCurdy showed
his concern for the issue by questioning
the government's commitment to
increased transfer payments on the
floor of the House of Commons
during their visit
McCurdy also said that Ontario
is fallingbehind the worldin education,

said O'Neill.
The Windsor student reps also
discussed briefs they plan to submit
to the NDP Task Force on Youth
Unemployment with McCurdy. The
Task Force is visiting the campus
today.

Commonwealth
leaderblastsSouthAfrica
by Michae l J. Temelini

Shridath Ramphal. Secretary-General of
the Commonwealth. compared apartheid with
Nazism in his final speech as the Paul Martin
Professor of International Affairs and Law.
Ramphal began his lecture by attacking
the cosmetic changes occuring in South
Africa today. "These posturings from Pretoria
are the illusions of a society in transition.·• he
said. "Apartheid remains. but it is being
repackaged The labels of export are changed
while the product of institutionalized racism
remains. Yes. the situation in South Africa is
reaching a climax but we must be very careful
not to drift into complacency."
The Secretary-General also attacked the
traditional arguments used against critics of
apartheid. "Some are asking, 'Why single
out South Africa?' and 'Isn't it the ally of the
West against communism? T o these I answer
that in that country and that country alone, a

minority racial group clings to power on the
basis of colour. to condemn to eternal servitude
everyone of its non-white citizens, denying
basic freedoms and equality and engaging in
torture and detention of political and other
prisoners." he said.
"With all the apparatus of a police state.
South Africa today. and Nazi Gennan earlier
this century. have inflicted on the twentieth
century twin monstrosities," said Ramphal.
To the second traditional argument used
in defense of South Africa-that it is an
ally-Ramphal said "this myth of alliance"
thrives in the environment of East/West
tensions. It is the country depicted as under
the siege of communism. but it is an ally to
what end? To win Africa? This could not be
farther from the truth. One day Africans will
remember which side everyone was on; we
must make sure that today we make the
correct decision. In truth, South Africa is the
enemy and anthithesis of every value we

espouse."
The conclusion of Ramphal's speech
dealth with the "Commonwealth Accord on
South Africa" reached at the Nassau Heads
of Government Meeting, on October 20,
1985. "The process of reaching that Accord
leads me to say that what is set down
represents what every Commonwealth country,
including Britain, accepts. It represents, therefore. a collective position that Commonwealth
countries can take acting as the Commonwealth. but it also leaves the opportunity for
those who have either already done more or
feel obligated to do more to respond at a
higher level."
The Accord has basically three elements.
Ramphal explained. First, it contains five
demands addressed to Pretoria. These are
the lifting of the ban on the African National
Congrees and other political parties; an end
to apartheid; an end to the state of emergency:
and end to the imprisonment and detention of

ANC leader Melsom Mandela and all others
incarcerated for their opposition to apartheid;
and the suspension of violence on all sides.
The second element of the Accord was a
list of economic measures. These include a
ban on government loans, a ban on Krugerrands, and a ban on funding for trade missions.
There are further provisions for a ban on
computer equipmen~ the sale of oil, and the
import of arms.
The third element of the Accord is the
establishment of a group of eminent persons
to encourage the evolution of a process of
political dialogue.
In summation, he stated, "Apartheid is a
stain on our entire civilization. As such, its
removal has become everybody's business.
What the Commonwealth has tried to do in
the Bahamas is to take some modest collective
steps forward in giving the business of change
a practicial chance of fulfilment" D

classmeds ,
HITATCHI
TURNTABI.I
HT-500with quartz
lock Direct drive and Semi-automatic
$150 . Coll 253-2288 .

IREWES. or IROWES. The tot scum from
tt-e pat in which salted beef is boiled
Next mee ttng of the Women 's Centre
Wednesday Nov 20 ot 4 30 pm. 2nd floor
University Centre We will be making arrangements toro Christmas get together
1A11th
the Third World Women organization
of Windsor Formore information. contact
Mire ille Coral. Women 's Comm1ssi0ner in

UNIQUE...ANY WAY YOU SERVE
IT.

SAC.
He lp b uild o new society 1n El Salvador
Support o notion wide campaign to raise
funds tor the tree zones in El Salvador For
more 1nfonnotion contact Jose Orantes
of Oscar Romero Solidarity with the So~
I.OdoronPeoplec.omtteec/olonoCollege.
or Mireille Cora l. Women's Commissioner
in SAC

IUBII.IANDSQUEAK.
Beefondcobboge
fried together. It 1s so called from its
bubbling up and squeaking whilst over
the fire
Th• Nursing Soci ety is having their annual General Meeting4 30 p.m . Monday
Nov 18, rooms1.2.and 3 UniversityCentre
All Nursing Students Welcome

Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY
Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
321 7 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)
Hours:

MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1 :30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad Har $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Fish & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Ba r $4.55

Allump tlon University Chapel 973-7034.
located between the University Centre
and the Ambassador Bridge Mosses at
1030 o m and 4.30 p.m. on Sundays
Monday to Friday at 11 SO o.m. Every
Tuesday there 1salso moss at 5.00 p.m
followed by dinner at 6 p.m. (Cost is
$2 SO).Eveiyone welcome. Sacrament of
Reconct11otion on request

Day of Retreat for busy people- Soturdoy,

Nov.23. noorr-8 p.m. Assumption Urnv01Sity
(973-7034) Theme " To Empower and Free
the lneividuof' FFoetTitator
Fr.FronklinMIZZi.
C S.S. Cost S7 00 (includes dinner)

Coff" House Friday Nov. 22. 8 p m
Assumption University.Conference Room
All ore welcome
we need talent and
01soonoud1ence Coll973 -7034 for more
1nformohon.
Attention students from Soutt Ste. Morie:
Chartered bus deporting Dec 18 and
returning Jon 5 $65 00 return For more
into coll 254-7770. Ask for Scott of Steve.
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A bigthingin the sky
by Susan Mcllveen
Skip the real Halley's comet
and make your own at home was
the recommendation of Jim Loudon
last Friday night Loudon, staff
astronomer at the University of
Michigan Exhibit Museum, spoke
at a special lecture sponsored by
the department of physics at the
University of Windsor and the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada
(W indsor Centre) on the fast-approaching Halley's comet
The big deal about this particular
comet, as opposed to other comets
that are liable to pop up every
decade or so,is that Halley's is the
''only predictable bright comet,"
said Loudon. Halley's makes its
star-studded appearance every 74
to 79 years, according to records
that date back to 240 B. C. But this
time around the show is going to be
less spectacular than any previously
recorded sighting.
"This will be the worst visibility
in 2,000 years .. .It simply is not
going to be worth it just sleep
through it," said Loudon.
The comet is at present crossing
the orbit of Mars, a proximately 71
1
million miles from the sun. It will be
closest to the sun on or about
February 9, I 986, at a distance of
55 million miles. At that time,
however, the sun will be between
Halley's commet and the Earth.
T he best viewing time will be on or
about April 11. I 986. but even
then. the comet will be .. at best,
marginally visible to the naked eye,"
said Loudon.
But if you are a die-hard devotee.
dedicated to inter-galactic thrills.
there are a couple of ways that you
can increase your chances of seeing
the comet at all.
The most essential step to take
is head about thirty miles outside of
Windsor to get past the light pollution
churned out by the city even in the
pre-dawn hours. The spot from

~-Every Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos.-----------{1. Great food & a great time. ___

which to watch the great event is
Point Pelee, where you can face
southeast across Lake Erie and
keep your back to the light coming
from the Windsor/Detroit area.
Another important point to ponder
is the adjusunent that the eyes must
make to the darkness. Loudon recommends allowing at least 20 minutes
for the pupils to open and the
necessary chemical changes to take
place in the retina.
Loudon also offered a paterna l
reminder to wear boots and a head
covering: "After all, you're just
going to be standing there forever,"
said Loudon.
If you are going to be bringing
star maps with you to help locate
the comet, make sure that the flashlight you bring is emitting red light
so that you avoid disrupting the
dark adaptation that your eyes have
gone through.
You'll be keeping your eyes
open for a "fuzzy star, brighter
toward the centre of the blob." said
Loudon.

---------

But Loudon insists that the less
dedicated amateurs" forget it". and
wait in their warm homes for the
first satellite pictures ever to be
taken of a comet Several countries
will be participating in this photog;aphic research, but the USA is
not one of them. The USA will be
observing the comet from the Earth
and Venus, in whose orbit they
already have a satellite positioned.
For those of you who crave the
immediacy of the real thing. Loudon
left instructions on how to make
your own comet at home:
Take household ammonia, which
contains both ammonia and water,
both ingredients of the nucleus of
the comet. Add methane gas from a
gas stove to the bottle. Put this
mixture in your free,.er and cool to
approximately -450°F. Take the
mixture outside and expose it to
sunlight
''And," Loudon chirped, ''if
you've done it right, you should get
a tail 30 to 50 million miles long!"
What would the neighbours think?D

Come See
The Gyros.
King!!
Try our Starving

Student Special
Gyros Plate with
Greek Salad.
Only $5.00

OLYMPIC
RESTAURANT
Fine Greek and
Canadian Cuisine

2190 Wyandotte W.

Dine In or
Take Out

256-0444

classifieds

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

cat Whipping A trick often practised on
,gnoront country fellows. vo1n of their
strength. by laying o woger with them
that they may be pulled through o pond
byo cot.

Call. ..

McMASTER UNIVERSITY
Faculty of Business
COMBINE EARNING WITH LEARNING IN OUR
WORK/STUDY M.B.A., and PARTICIPATE IN:
Graduate business education alternating, in four
month blocks , with paid work experience
e Four academic semesters at McMaster
e Three paid work terms with a choice of Canadian
employers
e Camaraderie with other highly motivated , carefully
selected students
e Individual and seminar support with your career
development and job search concerns
e LEARNING in the classroom and on the job which will
assist you to obtain immediate , meaningful
employment upon graduation
e PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT which will enable you
to take control of your future
PART TIME OR FULL TIME M.B.A. STUDY?
e The McMaster M.B.A. is offered through part time or
full time study also.
For information and application materials call or write:
Co-ordinator M.B.A. Co-op Program
Faculty of Business, Kenneth Taylor Hall, 104
1280 Main St. West
Hamilton, Ontario LIS 4M4
(416) 525-9140 ext. 4611
e

CO-OP AT McMASTER

-t

BirtlJri---

Cupboard Love Pretended love to the
cook. or any other person. for the sokeof o
meal My guts cry cupboard. ,e I am
hungry.

at 252-3322

German Duck Ho~ o sheep's head tx:ided
with onions

Or Visit Our Office At 549 Ki Idare Rd.
We Provide - Free Pregnancy TestsReferrals, Community Referrals,
Accommodations and Legal Advice.

Medical

Hyp or Hip A mode of coiling to one
passing by Hip. Michael your head's on
flre. o piece of vulgar Wit to o fed.haired
man

WE'RE
MOVINGIIOV.16th
Canada's largest outdoor
equipment co-op is moving
to 777 Yonge Street.
(One block north of Bloor.)
Drop in and visit
Ttmmto's fastest growing
outdoor store.

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO·OP
Vancouver Calgary Toronto
777 )ongl' Stl'('Ct
Toronto, Ontario M4 \\' iGs
1416) 964-7009

by RolrPatrick Taylor
reprinted from The Peak
Canadian University Press
Cutlines from an interview with
Alicia, a teacher in El Salvador.
Canadian University Press.

Teaching is a dangerous occupation in El Salvador. Termed
a subversive activity by the Sa(vadorean government education
has become a crime punishable by imprisonment. torture,
exile and even death.
For students, the situation isn't much better. Forty-five
per cent of children in El Salvador die before the age of five.
Most families have between eight and ten children The
illiteracy rate ranges between 45 and 65 per cent

"(The teachers') situation is terrible," said Hayes." For us,
it was very nerve-wracking at times. There was a strong
presence of plain-clothes policemen in our hotel wearing
machine guns. In the three and a half weeks we were there,
there were death threats delivered to our rooms. Though
many of the teachers with whom I met had been arrested,
tortured, imprisoned or had family member killed or disappeared, they were still at the forefront of the struggle ...
always willing to make personal sacrifices."

Kriss Hayes is a Canadian teacher who attended an
education conference in El Salvador this summer.
"What outraged me the most in E! Salvador was that the
Duarte government sees education as a subversive activity,"
said Hayes. "Subversives in El Salvador are shot. imprisoned
or tortured."
"When we had a meeting with the Minister of Education,
Jose Buedias Flores, he called Julio Portillo, the head of the
Teachers' Association, a subversive. They arrested him in
19B2, for his work in organizing teachers. He was brutally
tortured and later exiled. He is now back working again."

Despite the limited supplies for educational materials in
El Salvador, teachers have used what resources they have
had at hand to educate their students. Students write on dirt
floors with sticks and use pebbles, rocks and seeds for
counting. Friends in private schools collect newspapers,
paper and pencils for the students. If this were known to
government officials, the teachers would face severe reprisals.
In the zones of popular control, the education system is
very different. Popular Local Power is based on local groups
electing their representatives and governing as autonomous
units. Education is a high priority. Asa result. the illiteracy rate
in the PLP zones is only 25 per cent compared with 45 per
Cent and over 65 per cent in the urban and rural zones
controlled by the Duarte government

Hayes, a member of the British Columbia Teachers'
Federation, met Portillo at the 20th conference of AN DES,
the national association of El Salvadorean educators. She was
one of two Canadian delegates to attend the ANDES conference held in San Salvador in June 1985. Hayes was joined by
44 other international delegates from France, England, Wales,
Switzerland, and Honduras.
The ElSalvadorean government's attitude towards education
almost stopped the conference from being held. Education
minister flares arrived in San Salvador and announced that
ANDES would not be able to host the conference as it was a
"subversive activity''.

"In the countryside before the civil war, some people had
never gone to a doctor or received any education in their
entire lives. ANDES teachers have individually chosen to
work in the PLP zones or have taught others to teach. These
(trainees) range in age from 12 and up. They are expected to
share their knowledge with other people in their region.
Schools are set up in bomb shelters; ' under trees and so on,
because there are no buildings. They teach a form of
integrated education. Students learn to read and write and
understand the political reality of their country. They do
physical work such as construction of buildings and shelters.
They also learn defense, such as how to evacuate children
during bombings," Hayes said.

The conference took place as planned due to international
pressure and the presence of delegates like Hayes. ANDES
members regarded this act as a" resounding victory''.
This victory had and will continue to have a price:- Since
1981, thousands of teachers in El Salvador have been
arrested, tortured and interrogated. In total, 347 educators
have been murdered or disappeared. Thousands have left
the country as exiles. ANDES, however, continues to represent
the teachers at a national level throughout the country.

fn all parts of El Salvador, the military aid which the Duarte
government receives from abroad has directly and destructively
affected the lives of the civilian population. There is a
profound contrast between the enormous, chilling presence
of the military and the complete lack of school supplies.
The U.S. Deputy of Aid for International Development in
El Salvador says the schools Hayes visited received material
support from the United States. U.S. aid officials claim to
have invested $37.6 million into education through aid in
1985. Hayes saw little evidence of this in the meagre supplies
available to Salvadorean schools.
"I strongly feel that (aid) money is being channeled into
military spending from other sources," said Hayes." Military
weapons and personnel take a lot of the money and I saw an
enormous military (presence) there."

ANDES began as a massive demonstration which took
place in El Salvador on June 21, 1965. Now more than 90 per
cent of Salvadorean educators are members of ANDES. The
association was formed to improve the situation of teachers
in El Salvador, to demand the rights of the Salvadorean
people to universal education and to better educate Salvadorean society. Today ANDES teachers and their representatives
work in two El Salvadors: the areas under the control of the
Duarte government, and the zones of popular control, called
Popular Local Power, which are controlled by the forces of
the FDR/FMLN coalition.

"Canada has recently followed the U.S. in sending humanitarian aid packages to El Salvador. The Minister of External
Relations, Monique Vezina, made a visit to El Salvador
shortly after the ANDES conference in June and reported her
findings to the Canadian government She says the human
rights abuses in the country have decreased and because of
this, the Duarte government is entitled to receive humanitarian
aid. Canada has sent $18 million in the first of these aid
packages.
But Hayes argues tliat human rights abuses have not
significantly changed under the Duarte government nor will
the "humanitarian"
aid ever reach the people who so
desperately need it

Hayes gathered a lot of Information about education in El
Salvador by visiting local schools. She was able to see the
problems ANDES talked about for herself.
"The student-teacher ratio in the school t visited were
between SO and 60 children to one teacher in the morning
and another group of different children for the same teacher
in the afternoon," said Hayes.
"Malnutrition was a big problem. Almost every child that I
met in every school I visited had a swollen belly. There was
on!v one school that I went to that had school supplies. This
particular school had six sheets of 11 by 14 inch paper and
one box of chalk for the whole school."
The situation of the people who teach these children is
not much better. The majority of teachers have not been paid
since February. Since almost all Salvadorean teachers are
members of ANDES, this comes to almost 30,000 unpaid
workers. Doctors now refuse to treat teachers because the
Duarte government has not stuck to their bargain to reimburse
funds for medical services. Hayes met one of the teachers
who has been directly affected by this action. The five-month
old baby girl had just died because the local doctor had
refused to treat the child because he knew that he would
never be reimbursed by the Duarte government

' They said that they were going to take me for a ride and asked me where I wanted to
die. We arrived somewhere and they put us against a wall and made us feel their guns. •

Current statistics lend weight to Hayes' claims. Amerifans
Watch (a U.S based human rights group) reported Jn 19B4,
that the Salvadorean Air Force conducted 331 bombardments
on unarmed civilian populations, (compared with 227 in
1983 and 111 in 1982). The group also reported a rise in
death squad activity. In the last four months of 1984, there
were 22 people who disappeared, while in the first four
months of 1985, there were 42. While Hayes was visiting El
Salvador, the office of the Mothers of the Disappeared was
raided just before the ANDES delegation visited their office.
All the documentation on the disappeared persons was stolen

~~

,, They threw us on the floor so the townspeopk, couldn't see what was going on. They had
orders to kill us."
along with $10,000 (U.S.) the prize money from the Kennedy
Award.
•
"This awad is given to groups who show a responsibility
towards and who actively support human rights," said Hayes.
''The Reagan adminstration would not let these wome(l into
the U.S. to receive the money because the U.S. government
saw the mothers as"subversives". I met these women and I
feel this policy and mentality is perverse.
"Now with Canada giving (aid) to the Salvadorean govemmen(
it's not just the U.S. (...) supplying the tools that kill the
people down there. t now feel more responsible; here I am
paying tax dollars to support the war against the people
there."
In light of this move to increase aid to El Salvador, the plea
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that Hayes brought back from Salvadorean educators seems
even more urgent The delegates described a "murderous
plan of destruction, supported by the Reagan adminstration.
which leaves no one unscathed." They asked the delegates
to spread the story to every corner of the world.
"At the end of our three weeks in El Salvador, we faced the
horrible task of saying goodbye to the people, who unde,
such frightening and violent condi tions showed such tremendous commitment, courage and warmth," Hayes said.
"Searching for the right words, we said 'Good tuck in your
struggle', which was quickly responded to With 'No, it's you
struggle~what you can do in North America will have more
effect on the future of El Salvador than anything we can
possibly do now." O
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It was a dark November morning.
"Ghost Town", by the Specials was cued
up, ready to play. Somebody had brought
champagne. At 6:00 a.m., Chris Burston.
who was Program Director at the time, hit a
switch and CJAM was on the air.
Himself, Station Manager Russ Wolske,
Music Director Pat Petro, and a few other
station diehards popped open the champagne
and celebrated. ("Champagne doesn't taste
too good at six in the morning". recalls
Burston).
That was November 14th. 1983. ''Ghost

E

to receive on an almost regular basis ecstatic
phone calls from new listeners such as:
"That was great, I thought I'd never hear
that song on a radio station!''
''I just heard about you guys from a
friend. I think you're really something else.
How long have you been on the air?''
"I live kind of far away, and I can't pick
up the station at home, so I drive around in
my car to hear you. I just stopped at a phone
booth to make a request"
"Hey, thanks a Joe I haven't heard that
song in ages!"

very day we're on the air is a special moment"
JJeff De. Frietas - Director of Information Pro1
...4gramm1ng

• Town" was followed by Bob Dylan's ..Tangled
up in Blue". and the rest is two years of good
music.
While that last point may not be univer!>allyaccepted. the ever-growingsize ofQAM's
audience indicates that more people are
starting to agree. The station with only a 50
watt signal has received calls from as far
away as Leamington and even East Lansing
( the listener had a satellite dish) in praise of
its music and personnel. It was a heady
experience in the early months of broadcasting

,
rl

"You guys are the best thing to happen to
Detroit radio in years.''
That sort of thing.
And the · amateurity' that has drawn so
much criticism from some is the most appealing
charm to others: "It's good to hear real
people on the radio for a change" they say.
Records get played at the wrong speed.
'Dead air' happens. (This also happens on
'real' radio stations. by the way) Which is
only further proof that human beings are
fallible. It's not easy being a CJAM deejay.

he best thing about these two years has been I listening to the station" Russ Wolske - CJAM
__ Station Manager
_
_
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hat's important to me is that CJAM stands
for alternative radio in format and programming
as well as music" Andrew Altman - Co-Music
Director

Unlike the employees of the average Top-40
or" album rock" station, CJ AM deejays do
not have a computer screen before them what
five songs they can choose from for their next
selection, or what they're supposed to say
between songs.
What they are required to do during
regular programming, is play six songs form a
given twenty albums per hour. One-third of
all songs played ( about five per hour) must
qualify as 'Canadian content' for CRTC

often plays nothing but requests in his four
hours on the air; on Saturdays, deejays
frequently find themselves with a long backlog
of requested tunes.
All for what? For the love of music. The
station's eight-person executive staff each
receive a salary; the only other two paid
personnel are the staff engineer and a sales
manager who works largely on commission.
Others spend hours cataloguing records,
assisting with promotional events, or helping,

-n its second year CJAM has progressed a long
way. It has become more than a campus station,
it is now truly a community station" Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis - SAC President

1

purposes. In addition, the deejay must fill in
playlists and CRTC-required program logs,
along with fitting the occasional promotional
spot or public service announcement
All of which is pretty hectic, and gets
even more so with the phone ringing with
requests, comments, or queries. Accidents
will happen.
So will requests. Even without its allrequest Saturdays, CJAM's relaxed approach
allows far more flexibility than do the restricdted playlists of most commercial stations.
On his Thursday night shift Fraser Petley

out in the production room, or preparing and
reading the day's news. sports, and weather
reports.
It gets dull sometimes, doesn't seem
worth it But the fact that many who worked
at CJAM two years ago are still there now
attests to their dedication and the value they
derive form their work.
Besides. the station still receives calls
from excited new listeners, saying "I just
moved here, and I want to tell you guys that
this is the best station I've ever heard. .. "

LovreBujtellsit all
Don't believeeverythingyou hear.
Rock/Pop is passing through
one of its pre-destined periods of
difficulty. and ifs in mid or three·
quarter cycle. as it were. It's in the
middesl of a hi~torical segment
later looked back on and recognized
b} the cultural ciphers of its garish
and gloY.ering decadence.
But decadence, that vain princess
chained to the enchantments of her
own pathetic temporality. must learn
bitter le\sons. A crisis is lo come,
and when the Rock industry survi\'es
11.. the urgent, luxurious sounds of
our time will ha\'C hardened and
transmuted into the cheap costumejewellery oftomorrow·s K-Tel collections.
With this ironic defeatism in
mind. I'll \\ager that Gene Loves
Je:,ebcl are more innocent than
they are shrcY.d. though the latter is
wh:it they might like to amount lo.
In fact, they're as shrewd as misguided lovers locked in a tin coffin
of iheir own making. The atmos·

pheric ajar rattle of their moody
being able to speak meaningfully in
guitar music needs herbal, if not
a hermetic and initmate musical
heavy narcotic complement for the
language.
syrupy drool of its estranged rockist
But, by the same token, the new
tendencies.
order of new wave (that is, in our
Now, then, a major aside to this
current SodoGommorrahic era which
strange and venturesomeobservation:
has followed the collosal death of
as far as pure progressive new wave
Joy Division'sclassicizedexistentialism
aesthetics are concerned ( mainly a
and America's discoveryof the deviate
British dilemma), the only pivotal
bi-sexual pleasure of British pop,
band of the eighties is Cocteau
starting with Soft Cell and Human
Twins. Problem is. everyotheroddLeague) is guilty of having precious
coiffed outfit gasping for air in the
little intimacy to exoose (how much
wave tank can't figure out how to go
can a form as mono-rhetorical as
about imitatinga stance as eni.mnatic Rock say about the terrors of life,
and evanescent as that of the Twins.
death. and the psychic morass of
Consequently. they're all bunched
sexuality).
up and nearly paralyzed at that
It appears as if most of the
trendy cross-roads where New Order
bands who have bunched up to
fonn the serious post-punk sound
reigns ( b'just barely) in all the
of the eighties (including nearly
misery of its old age and gloom.
everyone whose love-affair with
That's right. New Order. With
rock began with the Sex Pistols era)
Bauhaus in peices, with the too-fonn a teeming culture of failed
aggressive Strum-und-Drang disco
(
i.e.-sublimated) writer frustrated
of Killing Joke relegated to Runfilm buffs, and post-modem exhibiOMC's Rock museum, the wily
tionists of all sorts. All are perfectly
old N.O. have taken root in the
susceptible to mystic bouts of priscaramentalized dung of poor Ian's
vate faith and a VOG UEish fetishism
remains, and form a solitary tree
for Life in all its non-virginal,pseudowho~e melancholy fruit is said to
intoxfcate and give the delusion of erotic promise.

And the fact that most of them
are English must have something to
do with it The influence of an
inbred yet waning post-imperialchauvanism, a decaying class culture,
and a music press trying to repress
(!) its self-detesting fascination with
America ( its size, its freedom, its
desolate Springsteenean promise) is
undeniable.
If you are skeptical consider for a
moment this mini-elpee by Gene
Loves Jezebel. Songs entitled "The
Immigrant", ''Bruises", '"Shame".
fly off and away carrying their
aimless airs over a drowsy dance
bounce. "Always A Flame" is the
album's foray into bluesy byways:
but because they're subliminally
hitched to the transcendental British
Metal tradition of Led Zep. Joy D.
and U2. these aren't blues you'll
recognize. And "Stephen". the most
successful cut of all, belongs in a
mythic Scottish America of the
Deep South: music full of elcgaic
implications, of the dark and single
path winding on by the shores of a
dried-up eighties Acheron.

Everyothersongonlmmigrant
is another irrelevant version of these

here. The totality is soothing but
passionless.It partakesof the luxurious
'inwardness· that current new wave
is exhaling by way of its corrupt
and ruby lips.
Sad to say, but what it comes
down to is that Rock is once again
dead. Dead as alive can be.
And with this suspected, but
unadmittabledeath,thesense<:iparaooia
is quickly gathering in the throats of
the alert living. What keeps them at
peace and placates their anxiety is
Prince and certain reprobate strains
of thrash metal. But these too will
pass. Soonwe will be madeto dispense
withthe seltdeludingbabble <:isexrock
and the corrosive seepage of drugtalk
.... and Gene Loves Jezebel will be
but a footnote to the coming catastrophe. O

Stratford
actresstoochestalent
by Kerri MacDonald
"When it comes to acting you can never .
know everything and sometimes I sti/lfeel as
if I don't know anything. But the hardest
thing in the world to do is to teach."
If this is true then it was certainly not in
evidence when Martha Henry, leading light
of the Canadian theatre, actress, diector, and
newly appointed Associate Director at the·
Statford Festival visited the School of Dramatic Art to lead a four-day intensive workshop
in Shakespearean text with the fourth year
class.
Every actor can relate to the above quote,
because there comes a time in one's training
when evervthing that one has learned becomes
l?<>thterrifying and confusing in its totality.
Henry recalls an episode from her day of
studying the Stankslavski system of acting at
Carnegie Tech. She recalls that students
were required to analyze on paper the objective
of each moment, beat and scene. There came
a role in the fourth year, however, when
Martha just did not have time to put all of her
prepatory work down on paper. A young
woman came up to her afterwards and told
her that she could see that Martha had
obviously done all the paperwork and was
proof positive that everything they had been
taught to de really worked. For awhile,
Martha thought this was truly ironic, but later
realized that she had indeed put into practice
everything she had been taught, she just
hadn't realized it at the time. "When we left
the National Theatre School," she said,"we
thought we knew everything and we got
clobbered. It's not healthy to think you know
everything."
Martha Henry was one of seventeen who
came to the National Theatre School in
1960, it's first year of existance. A native to
this region, and a Canadian citizen by choice,
she was born in Detroit, performed in summer
stock in Leamington, completed her B.F.A
at Carnegie Tech in Pittsburgh, then worked
in Toronto at the Crest Theatre before taking
part in the grand experiment that was the
National Theatre School.
For those first years, the English and
French-speaking students S~Jdiedand worked
together as a unit "We had," Martha remarked,
"the best of both worlds. There seemed at
that time a glimmer of what Canadian Theatre
was. We exploded creatively-it was incredibly exciting. We loved the French because
they would try anything once and they loved

Lance photo by Christopher McNamara

Martha Henry (right) discusses yogun 1tith Windsor drama student Jennifer Griffin.

us because we were so discipline~ we actually
came to class on time and were prepared for
rehearsals."
The year she left, in 1963, both the school
and the province were fraught with political
and cultural changes. The school moved into
a new building, and the two sections were spli
both physically and politically. French Canadian actors, playwrights and directors wanted
to develop a theatre that was solely their own.
The fusion that existed in the school's beginning stages never quite made it past its
adolescence.
I asked Martha if Canadian Theatre was
still in its adolescence; she replied, "obviously
we are. Anybody's who's not quite sure what
they are is still maturing and developing.
However, the Canadian Playwrights like,
Tremblay, Moull , Cook, Fennario, etc, are
the ones who know who we are and these are
the people we should be reading, studying,
producing and performing."
Martha Henry is perhaps best known for
her work at the Stratford Festival. She was
appointed Associate Director this year by
new Artistic Director, JohnNeville. She first
came to Stratford while still a student at the

National. The school had very close ties with
the Festival, and her class was given the
opportunity to work with Michael Langham
for two months. At the end of this period they
presented scenes from M acBeth on the Festival Stage. She was asked to audition for the
company and played Miranda in The Tempest,
and Lady McDuff in MacBeth during her
first year there.
I asked her if working with a Shakespearean
text was any different that working with a
contemporary or modem text; she answered
by noting, "acting is acting. Everything you
have to know about Shakespeare, you get
from the text Everything is there for you.
You shouldn't really approach the classics
any differently than you would approach any
other play.''
If you want to work at Stratford. Henry
advises to write for an audition. which they
hold annually for thousands of eager applicants. Should you get a chance to apprentice
at the Festival, you will takeclasses in voice,
movement, Alexander, and perhaps may
have the chance to understudy. If this happens,
"for God's sake be on time and know your
lines. They watch you and if you're good they
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Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP40'sl
Free Admission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Dorwin Plaza)

966-2624

can see it"
Martha Henry was particularly impressed
with the graduates of the School of Dramatic
Art whom she has worked with at Stratford
such as, Robert La Chance, Stephen Onnette,
Eric Keenleyside, and Barbara March, to
name but a few. On the whole, she said that
the school has a very good reputation.
After her four-day sojourn in Windsor, Martha Henry returned to Toronto to
begin yet another project-Dancing in the
Dark, a feature film for the CBC about the
di:;integration of a marriage. She hopes to
return to Windsor next semester to spend a
few more weeks with the fourth year B.F.A.
Acting students.
Jn her quiet, sensitive, and patient way,
Martha Henry will no doubt help these young
actors to knowjust a bit more about' everything'.
Her students told me that if she ever left
acting, she would definitely have a future as a
teacher. That's because Martha Henry has a
quality about her that makes her a superb
actor, director, and teacher, but, most importantly, a warm, engaging, and generous human
being.0
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TOWARD no more
by Martin Stevens
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415 Pelissier St.
253-1030

The art scene in Windsor has
lost a powerful ally.
TOW ARD, The Organization
of Windsor Arts and Resource
Development officially dis-incorporated November 4th.
TOW ARD was the brainchild
of a few dedicated people whose
intent was to give local artists a
facility in which they could show
and perform their work. Before
TOW ARD the Windsor art scene
was barely recognized by the general
public, and less by those from other
an communities. Starting out with
a few coffee-house events, the
organization eventually began
"Waterfront Live," a nightclub
featuring the burgeoning alternative
music unheard of in other Windsor
establishments. Five years later,
along comes Mackenzie Hall, a
great deal of disappointment, and
the dissolution of TOW ARD as a
functioning friend of the arts.
"Basically there wasn't enough
competent leadership to run the
corporation in an effective,organized
way.~saysChuckB~tt, 10WARD'S
Vice President Blewett also stated
that it was best to close TOW ARD
down before it got into financial
trouble.
TOW ARD saw its dream of an
artscenterrealizedwiththe resurrection
of Mackenzie Hall. Or so they
thought. Instead. Mackenzie Hall
became a source of disappointment
to Blewett
"TOWARD started working in
1979 to build or initiate a facility to
support Windsor s art scene. Instead,
Mackenzie Hall relies on arts to
uphold its existence," he said.
The effect has been a negative
one, but Blewett is still proud of
TOWARD's major overall perfor-

Jeff Martin, the last president of TOWARD.

mance. " ... a lot of money passed
through our hands over the first few
years. 'Artists' fees alone reached
an estimated $15,000.
In its first year, TOW ARD was
also responsible for the first summer
arts fest in Windsor-a festival that
has continued to run yearly since
its inception,although now organized
by others. They also created the
first complete artist directory, and
gave a lot of young artists some
business skills.

Daily 10-5:30, Fn. to 9, Sun. 12 to 5

Tuesday,November19, the Red Sports or at the C.B.C.switch·
board at 825 RiversideDrive
Wingsface off against the
West.
VancouverCanucks,and you
could see the gamefree!
The offer is valid for one
JohnsonsSports and the C.B.C. purchaseonly per customer.
are offering specialcanada
Also.pleasesee further details
Night savings.Simplybuy two of offer on the vouchers.
or more tickets valued at $12 EnjoyCanadaNight with the
or $ B,and receive,free, an
RedWingsand take advantage
extra ticket of the samevalue. of this terrific one·time offer
To qualify, you must pick up a from Johnsonsand the C.B.C.
voucher at either Johnsons

Windsor's artists are a widely
eclectic group, and very ununified;
a group that uses different means to
achieve what are essentially the
same ends. "TOWARD didn't fail
the art scene; the art scene failed
TOW ARD" said Blewett. 0

classifieds
EJAN
HAIRDRESSERS

WINDSOR'SMOSTCOMPLETE
HOCKEYSTORE

Johnson's & C.R.C.'5
free Red Wings
ticket offer

A spokesperson for Artcite, an
artist run gallery, said "They offered
a good service to untried talent.. they
were able to do more spontaneous
programming...and acted as another
supporter for the arts."

HELPWANTEI)$7/hr. salary plus ottrocttve
bonus schedule. Port-time representatives
required to aid o provincial non-profit
association with Its tund-roising program
Flexible hours Must be assertive and
enjoy meeting people. Contact Mike at
254-4692.

DO YOU hove any student complaints,
······•···············•········•·····•······,v:•:·:·;-;-;·;·;:;·
.....-.-:.~-:-.·.·•·•·•-:-:-:-:~-•-=·•·•:•·•·•-:-:-:-•:•·•:•·•·:-:-:-:-:·•·•·•·>•·•·•·=·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·:·•·•·•·•·•·•·•·;·•·:·.····························
academic problems etc .. contact your
student representative; Internal Affairs
Commissioner Kevin Williams In the SAC
office, or coll 253-6423.

131WESTPARKST.,SUITE21
WINDSOR,ONTARIO N9A ST6
(519) 252-8404

V aruer
Vittles
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

5909 Wyandotte E. <2 blocks from Jefferson! 945·3434
Mon-Thurs 9-6 Frt 9.9 sat 9·5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Boston Clam Chowder
Grilled Ham & Cheese
Spanish Macaroni

Roast Turkey Dressing
Breaded Cod Fillets

Beef Barley Soup
Salisbury Steak
Vegetable Mousaka

Fried Chicken
Beel & Gr Peppers

Cream of Tomato
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Baby Beer Liver

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Chu:ken Gumbo
Chicken Fingers
Beef Pot Pie

lasagna
Breaded Pork Cutlet

Cream of Mushroom
Rueben Sandwich
Swedish Meatballs

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Duncker-A

stealer of cows and calves.

BUIE.The venereal disease.
Buck Fitch. A lecherous old fellow

WANTID:A good cheap car. 256-7764.

DOG BUFFERS.Dog stealers. who kill
those dogs that advertised for. sell their
skins. and feed the remaining dogs with
their flesh.
RESURRECTION
MEN.Person employed
by the students in anatomy to steal dead
bodies out of church-yards.

SCALDER.
A clop. The cull hos napped a
scolder. the fellow has got o clop.

SCALY.
Mean. Sordid. Howscalythecove

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Hot ltahan Beef Sandwich

BBQ Chicken
Spaghetti Meatsauce

Sunday

Soup of the Day
Soft Tacos/Hot Sauce

Roast Pork
Beef Stroganoff

The Deli is open 11:30 • 6:15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 • 11:30 Sunday·

Friday

is; is how mean the fellow is

GRUMILl10NIAN.
A discontented

per.iOI\

one who Is always roiling at the times or
ministry.
GUN. He Isin the gun; he isdrunk: perhaps
from an allusion to a vessel called a gun.
used for ale In the univ01Sities.

BUBIER.A drinking bowt also a great
drinker. a thief that steals plate from
public houses.
IRISH I.IGS. Thick legs. jocularly styled
the Irish arms. It is said of the Irishwomen.
that they have a dispensation from the
pope to wear the thick end of their legs
downwards
POPE.A figure burned annually f1verv
fifth of November. In memory of the gunpowder whlcch ls said to hoVe been
carried on by the papists.
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by Janisse Browning-Leveque
The Lancer basketball squad
evened out their pre-season record
at 1-1 Saturday night with a 94-88
win over Grand Valley State, but
their brief imitation of Rip Van
Winkle almost cost them the victory.
Although the Lancers held on
for a comfortable 13 point lead at
the half and surged into the second
act to take control by 24 at the
12:05 mark, they seemed to drift to
sleep after reaching the height of
their momentum.
"We played well for three quarters
of the game," said Lancer headcoach
Dr. Paul Thomas, "but we did a
good job of giving it away-myself
included."
Grand Valley picked up the
tempo, and the alarm clock didn't
sound until the Lancer lead was cut
to seven points with 3:27 left in the
game, and Thomas called a longawaited time-out

""---""-·~--,~----··--.,·~---

"We went downcourt 11 times
in a row without any baskets," said
the coach. "It was a subconscious
let-down when our shots weren't
going in and the other team hit like
mad."
Seconds after Grand Valley's
last chance threat, Lancer Scott
Thomas quickly sunk two from the
line and Matt St Louis hit with a
jumper at the 1:05 mark. Steve
Byrne poured on the offensive pressure in the last intense moments,
and Thomas later added another
pair from the line. Nine seconds
short of the buzzer J effVan Lingen
capped it off with a foul shot and the
score rested at 94-88.
Grand Valley's Robert Allan
led the pack shooting 29 points ( 14
field goals), followed by teammate
Randy Parlor with 25. Windsor's
point spread was more diverse with
Rob Biasutto tallying 24 (going
nine for 11 from the line), Bryne
adding 18, and Van Lingen totalling

a personal best of 15.
Lancer assistant coach Nick
Grabowski noted the Grand Valley
squad was "picked number two in
their conference, which included
Wayne State, Oakland University,
and Lake Superior State College".
"This game helped a lot," added
Coach Thomas. "This is a good
American team which is well ranked,
and I knew we'd keep our edge even
in the tense moments."
Biasutto attributed their Rip Van
Winkle syndrome to inexperience.
"When we were up by a large
margin it was time to run our plays
and keep the pace, but we tned to
force the fast breaks instead. We
needed time to regroup and slow it
down rather than forcing it up-court
and making mistakes," he said
Lancer veteran Ross Sisco agreed
that there was a lack of experience
but added, "this is the best crop of
rookies we've had and we should do
even better than last year." D

This is a ~ood
Americanteam
which is well
ranked,and I knew
we'd keep our ed~e
even in the tense

moments.'

Lance r Steve Byrne keep ing the pressure on

Lance photo by Andrew Haggert

Rob Bias utl o attacking the net

Lance photo by Andrew Haggen

selectsbestin OUAA West

___
_.....
___
_.....r
by Janisse Browing-Leveq ue

At the end of every season for every sport
they gather together to pick the cream of the
crop. and the University of Windsor soccer
team provided a field of pickings this year.
The Ontario Universities Athletic Association selected three Windsor products as
some of ~e best in the west this year.

This was Marchese's third consecutive
selection on the OUAA All-Star team, and
Drkulec's first as a second year player.

Marchese, and he did it with 10 goals this
season. Marchese tallied seven.
Vacratsis was disappointed that neither

had outstanding seasons."
Regarding his own appointment as a
Coach of the Year, Vacratsis said, .. Ifs good
that other coaches respect your achievements,
but it's a direct reflection on the players. I
would have rather seen six players voted in as
all-stars-one mid-fielder and 011e full-back."
Drkulec and l 1archese should be returning
to the fields next year, but Niforos is no...)

________________
I

Van Nifo ros

Coac h Jo hn Vacratsis

Van Niforos was the only keeper voted
onto the OUAA Western Division All-Star
team, Frank Drkulec was chosen from the
Lancer defence, and Marc Marchese was
voted in as forward To lop it off, Windsor's
headcoach John Vacratsis was voted in as
Coach of the Year alongside Laurier' s Barry
Lyon.

Niforos has been with the team three years
and this was his first selection.
"Van was most deserving," said Coach
Vacratsis, "he is the most capable goalie in
the league, but he should have been voted in
last season as well."
Vacratsis described Drkulec as "our most
consistent defender all season", despite a
slew of talent in the Windsor backfield.
"He has the ability, the size, and continued
to play strong defence all season," said the
coach.
Marchese was voted in as one of two allstar forwards with Laurier's Kevin Adams.
Adams was the only striker to out-score

Tom Davis, WasimHabash. nor Kevin Borg
were voted in from the Lancer backfield He
added that they might have been selected if
the coaches were notified about the voting
date at an earlier time. He was unable to
represent Windsor when the decisions were
made.
"Even All-Canadian Jens Kramer of
Western was omitted from the all-star list,''
said Vacratsis. He attributed this to the late
notificiation. as other coaches were also
unable to attend the voting.
"We could have had ut least one more on
the list." said ,ne coach. ·· Peter Pomponio,
Tom Serafimovski, and Larry Johnson all

Marc Marchese

longer eligable for compeiitiort If the Windsor
keeper returns, it will be on the sidelines a~
assistant coach.
To wrap up the final standings in university
soccer, Laurentian lost 3-2 against the University of British Columbia in the Canadian
semi-finals, and UBC eventually went on to
claim the Canadian title with a win over
Concordia University.0
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Endof thelineforer~ countrycrew
by Stacie Clark
Injuries. bad weather and unexpected
tough competition may have been the roots of
the Lancer cross C'"untry team's disappointments.
n.e Lancers finished twelfth out of 14
teams in the Ontario Universities Athle1 c
Association finals held in Waterloo Saturday,
November 2.
"We had better expectations for ourselves,
and I think we could have at least beat
McMaster." said Lancer headcoach Dennis
Fairall.
Seven runner s are necessary for a team to
compete in the OUAA finals. and of these
seven runners the first fi\'e of each team are
scored . Although Wind sor had a team of
seven. only five were able to finish the race .
Steven Cantor. \\h o coach Fairall said
.. had the potential to finish in the top five:·
was forced to drop out ju st before the race
due lo an injury.
To make matters worse. pace-setter Terry
James also fell victim to injury during the
course of the race.
Of the five remaining runners, Windsor's
top finisher was Terry Schinkel, who placed
30th of the I 15 participants with a time of
33:33.
Fairall maintained that the competition
had improved significantly since last year.
"Tie good Canadian hi,•h ~chool athlete~
wh,) had ell.:aed scho:arships in the states a1e
re1um;nghome, ru 11isintroduces •1.,cxpc.;:t~d
tough and more .::ompeutive n •nning"
A prime example of this is Ottawa Umver-

Terrv Sc hinkel r,.n the Lance rs' best time

sit) Ottawa's p,ngra:nme failed to cm,1plete
a team for the Ol ' AA finals last year. but
pla.;:i;<l.1 ,>mmendable second this year \\.ilh
t'1e help of returning athletes.
The University ofWestem Ontario finished
in the top spot. while the University of
T•Jronto's Jamie Stafford took the overall

indiv1d'.lal prize.
De spite the poor results in the finals,
coach Fairall did not consider ti1e meet a
failure. " It was a good experience as a first
year coach, :.nd we all learned a lot The
team tramed well, and next year I think we
can definitely be in the top six."

The team members will all be training for
the University of Windsor indoor track programme, and the first competitive meet will
be held at the St Denis gym Monday,
November 25 when the Lancers host the
annual Blue and Gold meet 0.

Trackseason
just aroundthecomer
by Step hen Skeggs

with emphasis on endurance buildup. So far the team is working well
The University of Windsor and should be in prime condition as
Lancer/Lancerette indoor track and the season opens. barring any unfield season is just around the comer. fortunate injuries.
and Headcoach Dennis Fairall is
Two of Windsor's most hopeful
ru,ticipatinganother highly succes~ful athletes are Joe Rns<; :ind Tim
year of competition for the team. Ryan. Ross specialize s in 1:1e300m
Training began in September and 60m hurdle events. wt.ile Ryan

campus rec
Again. last week a new leader emerged in women's volleyball.
CARISA came out on top going four for four. while Who Cares
dropped down to second losing two of three.
Seventh F loor Laurier and Biology Dept have switched places
this week, third and fourth consecutively, while the Fifth Floor
F- U' s still remain in fifth spot.
The Benchers went one for two to reclaim sixth spot and Kool
and the Gang are still holding onto seventh spot
The cellar dwellers are again the Hurtin' D udes. T his week is
the last week of regular season play before the quarter-finals
begin.O

Playball.
IN THEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You re Just minutes away from W indsor s most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreat,onal facil ity We rear: ex ci ting new cl ub I hat
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
cour ts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pr o S hop • Professiona l Instruc tion
• Aerobic classes dally
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We ve Got It Alli
We Carry Swi m wear
40 % of f

Student
Membership
$65.00

is strictly a middle distance runner . .
Both are looking to meet national
qualifying standards early in the
season.
Other athletes on the men' s team
with great competitive potentials
are Nevil Douglass in nuddle-distru1ce
running. and Steve Gibb in high
jump. Long-distance runners Amie
Brace! and Terry Schinkel also
look promising.
On the women's team strong
performances ae likely to come
from Denise H ebert in the shot put
and Lisa N agy in sprints. Marg
Gille n (high jump) and Gisell St
Louis (sprints) did well during the
outdoor season and are expected to
continue succeeding during the current indoor season.
This year's track squad seems

to have co~siderable depth in the
runnningevents. Subsequently.Windsors relay teams are likelyto compete
wel~ challenging other strong universities, particularily York and the
University of Toront o.
The first indoor meet is the
annual Blue Gold competition
scheduled to take place at the St
Denis Centre, Monday. November
25. It is a preliminary low-key
event comprising University of
Windsor Lancers and Lancerttes,
along with local high school athletes.
The team looks strong ru,dhealth}
right now, and the forecast for the
1985-86 indoor season is excellent
Coach Fairall expects to have no
less than 20 qualifiers for the Canadian championships, which are
scheduled for next March in Edmorr
ton.O

I
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Onlywinsf9rLancers
by Scott A. Pattison
~;eetHomeAJabama'welcomed

.

\·

/f
~
J t (;)~,--------------,

~l.Q-1

the University of Windsor hockey
squad last weekend, and the Lancers
responded to the hospitality by
posting a 8-5 win on Friday, and
,I
.,,,.,,
came back the next night to clinch
/
another win 6-4.
,.--::
"What a unique experience it I~~
was playing down south. Everything ~,
was first class down there," said
coach Cranker. The weekend contests
were the first meetings between the
two clubs.
Friday's matchup saw the visiting
Lancers fall behind 3-1 after the
first period and 5-4 following the
second. In the third period, the
Lancers finally got on track, and
went on to win the game by a score
of8-5. John Landry, Jamie Howe,
Rick Pickersgill and Jim Lepine
contributed to the third period scoring
explosion with singles.
The Lancers' only goal of the
opening period came on a shot by
Chuck Brimmer. The second period
began like the first with Brimmer
notching his second of the game.
Ken Minello and John Hoy added
singles, to close the Lancer gap at
5-4.
Incidentally, the AlabamaThe Lancers ultimately outshot
Windsor
series attracted more than
Alabama 53-46.
3,000
fans
for each game. Ah yes,
General Manager, Mike Sadler,
Canada, the Great White North,
said with a sense of concern, "we
hockey, and all that other stuff. D
have a good club, but our group
should take notice of this Alabama
•••••******************
squad, they play 60 minutes of
The Lancers were successful in
intensified hockey."
overtaking
the St Clair College
In Saturday's contest, the Lancers
hockey
squad
last Wednesday in
came out flat again in the first
the
Fourth
Annual
Rose City Chalperiod, falling behind 2-0. In the
lenge
Cup
at
Adie
Knox Arena
second, with Windsor down 3-0.
The
Lancer
squad
out-scored
Lancer John Landry clicked on a
St
Clair
7-4.
pair of goals to bring the score close
First period goals were scored
at 3-2.
by
Jean
Landry and Jamie Howe.
The Lancers evened the score
Terry
Turner
and Ken Minella
minutes later on a pretty goal by
added
singles
in
the second, and
Rick Pickersgill, setting the stage
Landry added his second. In third
for another third period comeback.
period action, John Hoy pulled
Alabama opened the third period
through with the Lancer's fifth attack,
scoring on a goal off the stick of
and Turner finished it off with his
Mike O'Conner, making the score
second.
4-3.
St Clair scorers were Daren
Later in the final period Lancer
Stomp,
Tony Dicocco, Ted Labrash,
John Landry completed the hatand
Chris
Girard. 0
trick by scoring his third of the
game, and bringing the Lancers
***********************
even at four. Windsor pulled ahead
There's a time to laugh, a time
on Landry's fourth score of the
to cry, a time to worry, and a time to
contest, and eventually put the game
play hockey. The Lancers are past
on ice with a goal from John Hoy,
the worrying stage and into a season
giving the Lancers a 6-4 victory
of action on ice.
and a sweep of the exhibition series.
A fog of controversy settled on
"We came out of the gate slow
the
Lancer squad in the early stage
in both games spotting them first
of the season, and the man in
period leads. If our powerplay and
question was player Paul Dawson.
third period heroics had not been so
The issue concerned his eligibility,
strong, we might have come home
and the question arose becau:;e
empty handed," said coach Rick
Windsor administrators wanted to
Cranker.

LSAT
GMAT

The authorized "loche's Ten"
(In no part1culor order)
Borges
OBrien
Conrod
Vonnegut
Orwell
Orwell
Poe

Prep Courses for
Dec. 7 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT

ONeill
Huxley
Marquez
Kafka

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262
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DETROIT
SKI & TRAVELSHOW

7

FRI.NOV 15 - SUN., NOV 17
COBO HALL
FRI.(S-10 1)11),Y.T (~10

SUN INooo-6pml

MEET
SUZYCHAFFEE
ANDSEEHUNDREDS
OF SKI
& TRAVEL
EXHIBITS,
SHOWS
ANDBOOTHS,
PLUS:
* FREESTYLE
SPORTSSKI DECKSHOW, PRESENTED
BY DUNHAM'S SPORTSOUTFITTERS
* FASHION
PREVIEW'86, PRESENTED
BY THE BAVARIAN
VILLAGESKI SHOPS * SKI WORKSHOP DEMOS *
VACATION PLANNING CENTER * WARREN MILLER

Graphics by Laura Gould

ensure he was legal to play, and
prevent precious points from being
knocked off the Lancer record
Last Thursday Daw l.on was
assured he would legally appear on
th~ Lancer roster.
"Paul Dawson is eligible to
play," said Lancer GM MikeSadler.
"It was just a precautionary thing,
Dr. (Bob) Boucher (Director of
Mens' Sports) appropriately authorized the confirmation. Although we
felt that (Dawson) was eligible to
play all along.the OUAA commended
the university on its integrity."
Sadler added that the inquiry
was made to confirm whether Dawson
could legally play although he hadn't
met the course requirements for his
previous semester. The catch-all,
however, was that the course requirement law was only applicable to
those students who competed as
athletes in the same year. Last year
Dawson was a student but was not
a student athlete, so the regulations
don't prevent him from playing this
year.
" He transferred from the United
States International University in
San Diego," said Sadler, "but sat
out of hockey when he returned to
Windsor last year. If he had been a
player last season then he would be
ineligible to play this year."
Dawson is a secondyear computer
scieuce major.
The Lancers' hands are clean
for now, and they'll be free to play
as long as they continue to meet the
Ontario Universities'
Athletic
Association requirements.
"We shook the bag pretty hard,"
said Sadler," and there are no other
questions as to other eligibilities."0
-JBL
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SKI FILMS* AND MUCH, MUCH MORE
WIN A FREESKI VACATION TO VAIL COURTESY OF
• CONTINENTAL
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The Mark

$1 DISCOUNT OFF REGULARADMISSION WITH THIS AD
No1

·

MILLION

v~l,rl ,n c oniun,1,on "'1th ,iny odwr otii·r

DOLLAR SKI SALE SPECTACULAR

STUDENTS!!
20% Discount
on all your Hair Care
needs.

See

AMINI
at Salon Papillon
122 Park St W. ( at Pelissier)
AMINI offers professional service at
affordable prices
Every Thursday, Friday & Saturday
Evening Appointments Available

CALL 253-1222

Unique Gifts
and Clothing
From around
the world

(,\A
BOUTIQUE FOR PETITES

10% off
to students & faculty
43 3 Ouellette
254-0323

prn),

Friday until 9 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Carvings
Indian Art
Jewelrv
Masks
Poncho~
Pottery
Tapestries
VegetableDye Sweaters
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CONCH SHELL

This technique was first
established by residents of the
Seychelles Islands who used it
to attract passing pods of sperm
whales. Each pod, consisting of
one or more whales, produced a
sufficient wake to permit local
residents to host 12 consecutive
international surfing championships. More recently, conch
blowing has become popular at
numerous seaside watering holes
where it was found to attract
considerably more attention than
, . \_.,.
the more conventional
·. . ,,. -1
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CANS WITH STRING I
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Success with this approach
depends largely upon the size of
the cans and the length of the
string used. Most waiters or waitresses will show some reluctance
at the prospect of walking about
their establishment with SOgallon
oil drums affixed to their hips.
An empty Blue can (preferably of
the largervariety) is considered de
rigueur. Users should be advised
that calls across the bar are
cheaper after six and on Sundays.
Important: Many first time
users of this proven technique
have complained of what is generally referred to as the
"Lloyd Bridges orJacques
Cousteau effect:'
~....__.
This can be remedied by making sure
that cans are completely drained prior
to transmitting or
receiving messages.
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popularity among the nautically
incJi1:ed.Practitioners of this
particularly colourful farm of
communications have reported
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when callmgfior a Blue 1t1s now
possible to get bent into shape.
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ONE IN A SERIES OF HIGHLY INFORMATIVE PRESENTATIONS AIMED AT HELPING YOU TO
BETIER UNDERSTAND THE DIVERSE MEANS IN WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN ONE OR
MORE BOTILES OF BLUE. CANADAS MOST POPULAR BEER. FOR THAT CLEAN, TRUE TASTE.
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by Philip Rourke

Newpub righton track

It not only has a change of name but also a complete
change of face.
What was once called SAC's Pub is now called The
Subway; and what was once a second rate bar, a last chance
stop for a drink. is now a totally refurbished and redesigned,
newly-managed, drinking and eating spot comparable to the
best places in town.
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, who spearheaded
these changes, is confident The Subway will be very popular
with students. "What we have here is a total change in
concept about how it will be run and what entertainment will
be provided," said Tsilfidis. "Because of this, we expect
attendance to be higher than before."
Pub Manager Chuck Blewett said his main priorities for
The Subway are "openness and friendliness." He said
T silfidis told him from the outset that the bar should be run as
a·· profitable service for the students while being accessible to
the wide-ranging tastes of the students." Tsilfidis emphasized
this because he felt the old Pub had a negative stigma
attached to it that discouraged students from using the
tacility.
In particular. Tsilfidis said there had been "some tensions
and some difficulties" between SAC and the Pub management
and staff last year. As a result .. the communication tree
between the two was not as open as It is this year."
''The end result was that the Pub did not service the
students," said Tsilfidis.
These "tensions" and ''difficulties" eventually Jed to the
termination of the contracts of both Pub Manager Nancy
Bauer and Assistant Pub Manager Mike Vorshuk. They were
given notice of this on May 1, 1985. Chuck Blewett replaced
Bauer in July and no assistant was hired. SAC controls all the
operations of the Pub.
Contracts for the Pub staff last one semester. Thus, the
Rails and lights
staff reapplies for positions after every semester. Of those
that worked in the Pub last year, Tsilfidis said "some were
said Blewett "Our primary objective is to provide a service to
rehired" this year.
students. But we can't do that if people who are intoxicated
Changes in the style of the management are quite evident.
are creating unnecessary disturbances."
As Blewett said, "the difference begins right at the front
There wil be no set limit to what people can drink.
door." According to Blewett, there will be "no bouncers at Alcohol consumption, however, will be monitored by the staff
and levels will be put on the way people drink."
the door. We want people to get into The Subway, not to kick
them out."
There are some more stringent rules in the CAPE policy
He said there is "the ultimate goal of no cover charge at
that will not be enforced For example, there will be no limits
all, even with entertainment" Blewett argues that if The
on how many rounds that can be ordered, nor is there a limit
Subway "becomes as profitable as it has the potential to be"
to the amount of drinks that one can order. Last call for
an extra charge at the door will not be necessary. Until then,
rounds wil be at J 2:30 and last call for alcohol will be at I 2:45
the standard cover charge will be $1 and the price of special
am.
events will depend on the cost of the event
Entertainment is probably the most important change in
There is also a change in the attitude towards dnnlung the bar's management According to Blewett's "Capital 'V'
alcohol. "It is my intention to carry out the ( Campus Alcohol
variety package," there will be monthly talent contests, guest
Policies in Education) policy fully," said Blewett. The staff performers, theme nights and the like Monday through
has been given CAPE booklets to read that outline how to
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday nights will have mainstream
recognize high levels of intoxication in people. The staff will Top-40 bands; and Saturdays will be open for club and
also be continuously trained about how to handle people who
society bookings. If Saturdays are not booke~ alternative
are drinking alcohol in excess.
A D.J. service has been hired that will eventually run
"It is not in the best interest of anyone to get intoxicated,"
every night of the week. The service, said Blewett ''will be

Thesummertimebrews
by John May
The renovation of the new pub has been a lot like a
difficult birth.
There 's been a lot of pain, a lot of shouting. and an awful
long time went by before any results were seen. Now that ifs
almost all over, here's a retrospective of the events leading up
to the opening of the hot new nightspot called the Subway.

•

•

•

When Jon Carlos Tsilfidis and the boys took over the
SAC executive last spring, they wanted to shake things up a
bit So, to be effective May 8, they fired the pub staff for what
they called" substandard performance", as well as an overall

decrease in pub profits blamed on mismanagement. The
screams were loud. Lawsuits for unfair dismissal loomed but
never materialized.
Meanwhile. SAC and the administration had decided to
close the pub for the summer since summer operations had..
been nothing but big money losers for the past few years. It
was to be the last mutual agreement between SAC and the
administration for quite some time.
On a balmy Friday afternoon near tht end of March, the
Director of Residences and Food Services, David McMurray,
presented a proposal to the SAC executive outlining maJor
renovations to the University Centre. The proposal contained
Continued on back page.
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phased in, like all the other entertainment ideas, rather than
abruptly put in place." Managed by Larry Zadlik. the D.J.
service employs only students.
Blewett and SAC Entertainment Coordinator Linc1sey
Mills will work together to provide this wide ranr l of
entertainment Mills has final responsibility for all bool mgs.
whereas Blewett will have a "strong say" on what entertainment
will be provided. Both encourage students to suggest oooking
ideas. "We have some good ideas about what stl•.•,cotsmay
want for entertainment, but we'll be guessing sonieumes and
we might be wrong," said Blewett "We need student input to
do our job better.'"
There will be no increase in the price of drinks to offset
renovation costs. Any increases are due only to wholesale
price increases. There will be a night premium during the
entertainment of 10 to 15 cents, depending on the kind of
drink. To encourage less alcohol consumption, light beers
will be 25 cents cheaper per bottle than regular beers. A food
service that includes nachos, sandwiches, and pin-. has yet
to be phased in.
According to Tsilfidis, the cost of the renovations is
"approximately $160,000." The cost was completely absorbed
by SAC. At Monday's meeting, SAC endorsed a referendum
asking students to contribute $10 per semester to a fund to
build a third floor on top of the University Centre. A clause in
the referendum says the cost of the Pub renovations would by
defrayed by this student levy before the fund for the third floor
is established.
As of this year. there is also a new SAC-University
AdministrationagreementregardingThe Subway. The University
no longer collects rent from the facility. In fact, it will not get
any money from The Subway. Rather, under the agreement
SAC pays $30,000 or 40% of profits from The Subway.
whichever is greater, to the newly-established University
Centre Board of Directors.
This Board consists of seven students, four representatives
from the University Administration, a representative from
Assumption University and one member of the community at
large. The Board is the decision-making body of the University
Centre. responsible for all of its resources.
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News
Thursday, November 21 ,
-The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
will conclude its special educational presentation on Halley's Comet. Thisvisually colourful
presentation will explore the nature of comets
and examine easy-to-usemethod sof obseNing
this once in a lifetime event. At 7:30 pm in the
main branch of the Windsor Public Library.

Friday, November 22
-"Not a Love Story'' at Cinema Windsor (52
University Ave. West) at 8:00 pm.
-"Man Under Suspicion"at Wind9:)f'Rim Theatre
(804 Erie St. East) at 8:00 pm.
-"Tokyo-Ga" at the Detroit Film Theatre. Two
showings at 7:00 pm and 9:30 pm.
Saturday, November 23
-Cinema
Windsor presents "No t a Love Story''
Friday, November 22
at8:00
pm.
-"Whars Up in the Auto Industry?" An Iona
lunchtime talk with M.J.(Moe) Closs.President -Windsor Film Theatre presents "Kiss of the
Spider Woman" at 8:00 pm.
and Chief Executive Officer, Chrysler Canada
-Detroit
Film Theatre presents Tokyo Story at
Ltd. Vanier Hall, 12:30 to 2:00 pm.
7:00 pm and 9:30 pm.
Sunday, November 24
Saturday, November 23
-Detroit
Film Theatre presents "Greed" at
-"Challenge of the 80's," a human rights
7:00
pm.
seminar sponsored by the Multicultural Council of Windsor and EssexCounty. Faculty of Wednesday, November 27
-Cinema Windsor presents "Marianne and
Education, from 8:30 am to 3:00 pm.
Juliane" at 8:00 pm.
-Art
Gallery of Windsor presents "Macbeth"
Sunday, November 24
at
8:00
pm. Directed by Orson Welles.
-Dr. Monika Hellwig Ph.D.,Profesoc>r
of Theology,
-Fast
Wurms
film, 8:00 pm at Artcite. Fast
Georgetown University on "The Ecumenism
Wurms
is
the
corporate
name used by Torontoof Hope." Assumption University Conference
based
collaborators
Dai Skuze, Kim Kozzi
Room at 8:00 pm.
and Napo B.
Tuesday, November26
Art
--The Windsor Association for Reproductive
Until Friday, November 29
Choice will present two films on the abortion -Selected work from School of Visual Arts
issue. Moot Court, Faculty of Law at 7:30 pm. Introductory Photo Classes at the University
Centre gallery.
Music
Theatre

~
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cla$ifieds
GRUMILETONIAN.
AdLSCOnlentedP8fSOr\
NEEDessays. reports. resumes or letter
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GUN. He ,s 1n+tiegun; he lsdrunk: perho05
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from an alluslon to a vesselcalled a gun
used for are ,n the unrvers.t1es.

TRAVELFIELDopportunity. ga,n valuable
IT'Ol<etingeiQ:)enence'w'hieeam1rQmoney
Campus rep(esentatNe rieeded 1mmed 1ately for spring break trip to Ronda
Contact 8'ad Netsor, at 1-800-423 5264
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bowf. also a great
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Friday, November 22
-0' Jays for two shows,7:00pm and 10:00 pm,
at the Palms State Theatre

Thursday,November21- Friday, November
22
-Hillberry Theatre presents "The Royal Family"
by G.S Jaufman and Edna Ferber, at 8:00
pm.
Saturday, November 30
-CJAM presentsthe Prehistoric Cavestrokers Saturday, November 23
and Deja Voodoo at the Ambassador Audit- -"Step, Look and Listen," at 2:00 pm and 8:00
pm at the Hillberry.
orium, University of Windsor.

Twentydolkirs.forU· Centre?

Referendum
setfor
by Kevin Johnson
Ten dollars more a semester.
That's how much each full-time undergraduate student
will have to pay for improving the University Centre if a
referendum slated for December 4th is successful.
At Monday's meeting, the Students' Administrative Council voted to hold the referendum early enough to collect the
increased fees in January. The council also formally endorsed
the proposal and agreed to fund a "yes" campaign.
The referendum is intended to raise revenues to cover the
cost of renovations to the pub, and further renovations to the
University Centre. CJAMfm will transfer to a larger facility.
and in the long-term, SAC hopes to add a third floor to the
Centre.
Assuming the referendum is successfuL the money generated
will go to the University Centre board of directors, which is
made up of seven students, four administration representatives,
and two members of the community. SAC President Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis, is enthusiastic about the improved student
representation.
"For the first time ever, we've got input into how the
resources of the Centre are developed." Tsilfidis said.
Paul Clarke, Engineering representative, added, "We
now have a relationship with the administration where the
students have the majority."
Some council members expressed reservations about

levying fees from students who would not benefit from the
improvements.
Said Eric Whaley, Computer Science Society President,
"I would be more likely to vote for the referendum ifl saw the
people that were going to use it paying more than me."
Others felt this attitude was short-sighted. "We should
stop bitching about 'Whafs in it for me?" when we have an
opportunity to do something for the university as a whole,"
said Social Science representative Michael Temelini.
Whaley asked why SAC would not fund a "no" campaign,
in order to make the campaign more even-handed.
"It would be ludicrous for council to endorse a referendum.
then tum around and give money for a .. no" campaign. What
are we, schizophrenic?" said Tsilfidis.
Social Science Society President Robert Burge opposed
the endorsement "We lobby provincial and federal governments
to decrease our tuition fees, yet we ourselve endorse the
raising of our own tuition fees. There's a contradiction there.
"I can see using our money for something else, like
supporting the lobbying." Burge said
The increase will bring total payments for the University
Centre to $3 7 .50 per student per year. However, Tsilfidis
said Windsor was getting off relatively cheaply. The University
of Waterloo built their own pub at a cost of$35 per student a
year, while Laurier's student building cost $27 per student a ·
year fifteen years ago. 0
A student ponders upcoming referendum.

MP.lbiologisttakes Windsor to task
Dr. Howard McCurdy, WindsorWalkerville MP, came to the University of Windsor last week as part
of a nation-wide tour to hear the
problems and ideas of young Can - ,
adians.
McCurdy, NOP Critic for Youth.
is chairperson of the New Democrat
Task Force on Youth. The Task
Force, supplementedlocallyby EssexWindsor MP Steven Langdon and
Kevin Johnson, president of the
New Democratic Youth in Windsor,
heard presentations from about a
dozen students, including a detailed
brief prepared by SAC.
"We think that not nearly enough
attention has been paid to youth
issues in the House of Commons,"
McCurdy said
F

ormer biology prof Howard McCurdy

SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis expressed concern about the
future. "The situation for young
people is not getting better. It is
deteriorating,·· he said.
Tsilfidis and Graduate Student
Society President Gerard O'Neill
presented a brief outlining problems
with youth employment programs.
educational funding. and student
aid. OSAP reform is the current
campaign of the Ontario Federation
of Students.
Differential fees charged to visa
students came under attack from
SAC International Students Cornmissioner Cromwell Woghiren and
International Students Society President Mark Lehkyj, as well as
University President Ron Ianni who
made an appearance near the end

of the session.
"We are hurting ourselves by
imposing restrictions on international
students. A university education
would not be a university education
without them, .. said Ianni.
McCurdy. a former U. of W.
professor, said that of all cities he
has visited. Windsor was the most
vocal in its criticism of differential
fees. It is the one area where the
issue is of central. rather than peripheral, concern, he said.
SAC Women's Commissioner
Mireille Coral spoke on the issue of
quality for women. and recommended
affinnative action programs. "I was
originally unsure about it, but the
more involved I get, the more convinced I get that we need affirmative
action," she told the panel. D

Strikewouldaffectfood services
by Jo hn Jarecsni
The Round Table, the Deli in Vanier
Hall, and the education building cafeteria
may be closed, and banquet services may also
be cancelled
This is the situation if the 167 members
of the Canadian Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) local 1001 fail to reach to reach an
agreement with the University administration
last night
The maintenance, groundskeeping. housekeeping, and food services have been bargaining with administration since this past summer,
when their last contract expired The union
was in a legal strike position as of today, and a
strike vote was to be taken last night at
midnight
A strike could affect the food services that
1500 residence students use daily.

"We have strike contingency plans," said
Dave McMurray, Director of Food Services,

"it won't be students throwing stuff in a
kettle."
"Managers from other universities could
be brought in," he said, but" food services will
be at a reduced basis."
Some of the services that are expected to
be running in the event of a strike are Vanier
East and West, The Mini-Mart,and the
buffeteria in the University Centre.
There are 23 full-time and 119 part-time
staff working in food services, but one source
said many of the part-time stalfwould cross a
picket line.
"I'm ticked off that the Union gets almost
five percent of my paycheck," said one parttime employee. "I don't want to support their
strike. I don't get anything for the money I
pay. Crossing the picket line is my way of
getting back at the Union."
Donald Strand, President of local 1001
said, "the Union makes sure that the parttime staff will get 80 per cent of full-time
salary, if they work more than 20 hours per

If the Union voted not to strike last night,
week."
"A strike could affect other services at the it may well have been in order not to ruin
University," said Strand. "Technicians, se- Christmas. Strand said it might be better to
cretaries, postal and sanitation workers will strike after Christmas, but added, "there is no
good time for a strike." D
honour our picket lines."

Gradsvote tojoin OFS
Both the undergrads and the grads on
campus are now full members of the Ontario
Federation of Students (OFS).
In a referendum on Friday, November
15 th, grad students voted on full membership
in the OFS and on a society fee increase. Of
the eleven per cent of grad students that voted,
95% of the ballots were cast in favour of the
OFS membership, and 80% favoured society
fee increase.
OFS membership will cost $3.00 per
student per year. The society fee increase is
$17 per year. The previous fee was $40 per

year.
Although the participation rate in the
referendum was 11%, GSS President Gerard
O'Neill said the turnout was the biggest for
the society in 2 1/2 years. "Compared to
previous years, this is a reasonable percentage
for grad students here on campus," said
O'Neill.
"The society fee increase is going to
increase financial stability in the organiz.ation,"
said O'Neill. "It's going to help us get over
the slowdc, m in business during the summer
months."O
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Howard Mccurdy, Federal NOP Critic for Youth,
returned to his old stomping grounds, the University
of Windsor campus last week to hear young Windsorites
air their grievances and to listen to a few possible
solutions.
It's a novel idea .
Windsor was just one stop in McCurdy's itinerary,
part of a cross-Canada trip with the New Democrat
Task Force on Youth.
Mccurdy compared the Task Force to the Action
Group on Jobs, which toured the country last year on
a fact-finding mission. The group's findings brought
about new policies and priorities within the N DP, and
it is hoped that this latest effort will be similarly
enlightening.
Representatives of SAC, and a few other interested
students. took the opportunity to let the NOP know
where they stand. Those who did found politicians
who are actively seeking in put from their constituents.
They are also working to change the traditional view
that ''persons who have not reached middle age are
not qualified to offer an opinion ."

the slipstream

It's nice to be taken seriously.
Our student leaders thought the visit important
enough to warrant an extensive presentation to the
Task Force. Even University President Ron Ianni
made time in a busy schedule to appear before the
panel.
We can only hope that these MPs are not just
hearing the voice of Canadian youth, but listening.
Whether they are or not will be demonstrated by their
actions, not by the1r rhetoric. Although an opposition
party such as the NOP is limited in its ability to affect
change, their influence is greater than would be ours
alone.
There 1s no doubt that the NOP is capitalizing
(pardon the expression) on the fnternational Year of
Youth to score a few political points.
However, as Mccurdy said, they'd be only too
glad if the other parties followed their lead and
established similar groups.
"All of us should be listening to the people we
represent," Mccurdy said.
It's an idea whose time has come.

.
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gus horvath

Waiter,there'sa SACinmy soup
At the Una, ersity. lunch is an important thing.
1 don't just mean the simple act of eating. although that 1s of
course ,e~ 1mponant as well. I mean that after a hard moming of
h,tenlng to inspired. informative lectures by our dedicated and hardworking professors. or spending the pre-noon hours poring intently
over some scholar!) volume rn the Ledd) Library. many studenL~
find 1t good and necessary to met in the University Centre cafeteria
and make light. but always academically-oriented conversation over
some of the nutritious food served at the dinner counter. while the
e~er couneous cafeteria staff cleans up the mess which we make.
Man)' a time. I saunter into the cafeteria and see my fellow studenL~
deep in concentration a~they study their texts. It does my heart good
On the fourth ofNovember, as I strolled into the room. I took note
of the stage \\ ith chairs and microphone which had been erected
along one wall. I also noticed that there were fewer than the usual
number of people populating the place. A few questions brought to
light !.he fact that, in a malter of minutes, there was to be a somecandidates meeting of candidates for Ward Two alderman in the
follov.mg week's election. Smee I do 11otlive or vote in Ward Two,
and since municipal politic.~really ,snot my bag anyway. I decided
that my time could best be spent elsewhere. Because that day ( like
most of the da} s tht5 month) was rather cold and wet. and s•nce there'
is no other comement indoor place to eat on campus. I sta}cd just
long enough to devour my lunch and then left. because 1twas obvious
that no studying or soc1ali1ing could politely be done with the
meeting going on S<>I took off. A lot of other people did too.
The following day. wl-ich was also cold and ram}, I walked into
the bufTetertato find the stage and chairs still set up. At first I thought

that our ordinarily efficient and speed) maintenance staff had not yet
tot around to dismantling the affair. Bo• no. It turned out that there
.vas to be a mayoral candidates' meeting that very afternoon.
Since 1 was not much interested in seeing these undoubtably line
men in action, a.nd especially since 1 had a test for which to study, I
ate quickly once again and left before anything could really get started.
So did many others. Most of the people who stayed on. I gather from
the Lance, did their best to ignore the gathering and get on with their
lunch.
Then last week. there was again a p atform erected, This time it
was for the SAC General Meeting. SeYeral very prominent people
from the University were to be there. including President Ianni and
Dean of Students Romanow and other important administrators.
Some SAC members were there as well. This time. since it was still
cold and rainy and since I had gotten indigestion twice last week from
eating hastily and then leaving. l decided to hang around and make
the best of my lunch hour.
The other people who had decided to stay generally went on as
best they could with their ,tudying and their eating. Few contributed
to the proceedings. Some even continued animated conversations.
c~using Kevin Williams at some points to say things like, .. Hey. 1
hope you guys are having a nice party back there.,.
Although I have never met Ke\1n Williams, lam certain that he 1s
an anucable and good-natured fellow. However, I feel that if J had
heen making conversatton, and if Mr. Williams had said something
like that to me. then I would have felt tempted to ask him to please
shut up and let me eat my lunch.
You ~ee, although I think it was an excellent idea for those who

were interested in it, I did not care for the SAC General Meeting. In
the first place. nothing was said there that I had not heard before. In
the second. I would rather have SAC behave more like The Lance,
CJAM. or the football team, which do not inflict themselves upon the
student population and which are easy to ignore if one so desires. I
suspect that the members of SAC. while no doubt dedicated and
motivated individuals, may tend slightly to overestimate their own
importance to the student body.
The General Meeting. I think. should have been held in the
Lounge. the Auditorium, or some other place in the University
Centre. This would have made the meeting just as convenient for the
participants and just as accessible for the students. In addition,
students who wanted to listen to and participate in the proceedings
could have been present without the bwtlcn of uninterested individuals,
while those uninterested individuals could have been allowed to eat.
study and chat in peace, which. after all, is what the buffeteria is
really for.
I imagine that the reason why this was not done was that it was
predicted that , irtually no students would have attended had the
meeting been held elsewhere. This state of affairs. while it might give
SAC a reflection of the student body's opinion ofit. would make for a
dull meeting. It 1smy suspicion that thts is the reason why these kinds
of events are held in the cafeteria.
My suggestion to anyone who stages a meeting in the cafetena.
political or otherwise, 1s that,, hen you ha I e a meeting m a cafeteria
and not in a meeting-room. you can expect the behaviour of your
audience to be that of people in a cafeteria. not of people in a meetingroom. And that is all that you have a right to expect.~

Art foreveryonein a cultural
vacuum
by Martin Stevens
The sign says "ART FOR ALL" and
gives some dates, which leads one to believe
that, perhaps Art isn't for all, except in this
specified time period. But that's what the sign
says. And it's posted outside of the Windsor
Art Gallery, and Riverside Dr. has become. if
only briefly Art for All Dr. So they must be
right And whether they are ornot, its still Art
for All week ( or month or year or whatever)
which gets one thinking about art in general.
First off, what makes November such an
Arty month? Is the best art produced in this
month? What then is the "best art"? Indeed,
what is art in the first place?
In an Art History text I read somewhere it
said that art was the "great leap of imagination" ... that led the artist to stick to previously un-related objects together and Presto!
. Art!

If this is true, can I nail an elephant to the
Eiffel tower and proclaim it art? I hope not
The wide majority of people think that art
is either A) Something you draw to look like
something else. B) Something that looks good
over the living room sofa. C) All of the above.
And for those of you who think this
way, you're better off at the Mall's starving
artist sales than you are at a gallery. Which is
fine. Hacks have to eat too.
Popular opinion has always been the
deciding factor in which art is" good" or not
If it sells its good If it gets 'in a museum its
good If the artist is famous or the critics rave,
its good.
This, at least, is what we're led to believe.
But its not always the case. Look at Andy
Warhol, for example, whose work includes
big paintings of Campbell's soup cans, and
awful silkscreens (like the one of Michael
Jackson on the cover of Time lastyear.)His
whole reputation is based on his own admission
· and flaunting of how dreadful he is. This
makes little or no sense, but it doesn't prevent
hls work being collected by ~hosepeople who

NOW ANYONE CAN DRAW
WITH THIS ART PROJECTOR

me.
I went to art school for a few years and
found that I wasn't ready to apply myself
seriously enough. And contrary to popular
belief, art is a serious thing. I have nothing
but the greatest respect for those who can
stick it out, and even more so for those who
do. and try to make an honest dollar at it.
which believe me, isn't easy. Especially
when your potential customers are those
running around buying raffie tickets. for .. Art
for All" instead of trying to support Art now.
Art for All patrons continue to support a
gallery that doesn't particularly need that mucb
assistance. Not that it isn't a fine gallery. It is.
But .. Art for All" is a concept that sticks in
ones throat until the bile simply comes
oozing ouL The whole concept is nauseating.
Windsor is a cultural vacuum, and don't
let anyone try to tell you otherwise. There are
a lot of artists here and a lot of talent that
needs support. But they don't get it And they
won't get it until people start realizing that

collect it And if you don't like Andy W~ol
that's o.k. too. Andy isn't Art for All, obviously.
So what is?
Its always a safe bet to answer that
question with the biggy of Canadian art
Group of Seven. Sure, you've heard of them.
Those guys that painted that tree in Georgian
1:lay.And that one guy that died in Algonquin
Park. THA TS Art for All.
Every year the Art Gallery of Windsor
pulls out an Old Group of Seven thing and
proceeds to raflle itotTto the General Public.
Who haven't the faintest idea what the Group

· mail

Seven isbuttellseveryrnethemitsCANADIAN
ART, DAMMIT. So they smile, and buy
their little tickets and if they win they ooh and
awww and brag to their friends about owning
a piece of real CANADIAN ART, DAMMIT
etc, etc ...
That's Art for All. Art for all the horrid,
old-money swine who wouldn't know art if
you bashed them over the head with a lead
pallette screaming "RENAISSANCE"
at
them 'til they bled from the ears. "Art for
Some" might be a better name. Or" Art for
Goofs." Or" Art, Art, Art!" But not art for

"culture" doesn't necessarily mean spending
. loadson a work that you canhang with pride over
the mantlepiece. CuHure isn't a few dollars
donated to Mackenzie Hall so they can cover
that icky old stone with lovely white enamelled
gyp-rock. Culture is taking an interest in
what this city, or life, or whatever, means to
our artists. And helping support them.
Find out what else the Windsor Art
Scene involves before you plunk down those
bucks for a raffle ticket and a shot at "instant
culture."
The Group of Seven have some neat
stuff- this article isn't intended to rail at
them or their often fine work. But one must
remember that they were despised when they
started out It took a lot of effort for Canada
to get its own Artistic identity, and we have to
insure, throughsupport of young. new Canadian
artists, that we keep it

·
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cementheads
Dear Editor,

I don't intend to sound like
I'm beginning a crusade on a white horse or
anything. I'm just sick and tired of hearing
everyone complaining about the high population of Orientals on this campus.
What I fail to understand is why people
don't like them. Do they feel threatened by
their presence? I thought a university was a
place where one could find a good deal of
intelligent people who are able to see beyond
such a petty matter as the slant of someone's
eyes. Apparently I was wrong. Instead I hear
a bunch of cement-heads bitching about not
being able to find a seat in the library because
there are ··too many goddarnn nips". A
person who makes a commment like this
doesn't deserve a seat in the library in the first
place.
I see graffiti splattered all over bathroom
stalls and library desks, saying all kinds of
rotten things about "chinks". Well the next
time one of you morons get tired of lipdiddling, and feel the urge to write something
that you find humorous about Orientals , ask
yourself this question: "Do I have any more
right than anybody else to be registered at
this university?" If your answer is "yes",
then you have a severe problem.
Stephen Fields

nurses

Dear Editor,
On November 5, 1985, your University
of Windsor clinic collected a record 381
units of blood. On behalf of the Windsor Red
Cross Regional Sub-Centre. I would like to
extend our heartfelt thanks and appreciation

to the Nursing Society who have sponsored
all blood clinics held at the University since
1964.
These hard working nurses, through their
clinic chairpersons and blood committees,
have never failed to meet our predetermined
goals and indeed have often exceeded these
quotas.
Through their promotion, organization
and just plain hard work. your University
clinics can always be counted on to build up
our blood reserves.
So to the Nursing Society and to the
students andstaffof the Universityof Windsor,
our three hundred volunteers say thank you
for helping to keep Red Cross" in the red" for
the last twenty one years.
(Mrs.) Mary E. Taylor
Manager
Blood Donor Recruitment

Mr. Slama
Dear Editor,
This is in response to the column by John
Slama. It is this very apathetic attitude that
results in the deterioration of the democratic
system. We believe that the citizens of
Windsor are given ample opportunity to
educate themselves as to the differences
between candidates. This however requires
more work than just simply reading the
Windsor Star. If Mr. Slama wishes to have
an all candidates meeting in his living room
he is going to be waiting a long time. Candidates are not the only people that have to put
forth an effort during elections. An educated
voter also has to make some effort. We are
sorry that Mr. Slama's own laziness has
disillusioned him. In the future we suggest he

look harder in indentifying the source of his
discontent
Brad Zubyk
Garrett Cuzner

nudefemales
Dear Editor;

I refer to the Jetter (November 7, 1985)
signed "Women and the Law" in which the
authors strenuously object to an advertisement
in the "Student Law Society Directory"
placed by ·'Jason's," a downtown Windsor
club that features nude female dancers. At
the outset, I wish to state that I find the
exploitation of women, howsoever caused, to
be just as repugnant and abhorrent as do the
"Women and the Law" correspondents
(hereafter referredto as" the correspondents").
The purpose of this letter is to mildly chastise
the correspondents for advocating commercial
censorship as a means to achieve their
laudable goals-"liberals" have no such
right Your correspondents call for a policy to
be established outlining which type of advertisements would or would not be acceptable
for student publications. No doubt the policy
envisaged by your correspondents would
permit an advertisement for Dr. Henry
Morgentaler's abortion clinics. but surely
there are readers within the Faculty of Law
who would be just as offended by these as
your correspondents are by" Jasons" advertisement Where may I ask is the line to be
drawn? Whom may I ask are to decide which
advertisements are so morally unworthy and
so lacking in merit such that they must be
excluded from the public forum thereby
protecting readers from contamination.

',,,
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Because the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms allows freedom of expression
to be proscribed when it is reasonable as can
be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society, your correspondents would
have been on safe territory had they based
their attack on the contents of the "Jasons"
advertisement Rather than focus on the
substance of the advertisement. your correspond ants objected to the very notion of an
advertisement, any advertisement at all. This
is ''McCarthyism of the Left" and ultimately
brings the liberal movement into disreputehowcanwe as liberalsdemand that conservatives
respect the tenets of" freedom of commercial
expression" when we, ourselves, are not
prepared to strictly observe them? (quoting
Justice Brandeis): when people ask for less
speech the answer often lies, not in Jess
speech, but in more speech.
I fully appreciate how offensive it is for
your correspondants to be subjected to advertisements such as the one complained of. I
therefore end my letter by quoting a rather
eloquent statement by a former Director of
the American Civil Liberties Union, Carl
Cohen:
''Freedoms simply do not come without
costs ... sometimes its burden must be borne
unevenly. Where speech is genuinely free
there must be a collective committment to
accept the consequences of that freedom.
Painful and offensive utterances, some crueUy
unfair will be openly aired. Reputations will
suffer, sometimes unjustly. old wounds will
be opened, sometimes viciously. Our choice
is between the protection of freedom with the
acceptance of its costs. on the one band, and
the protection of personal sensitivities at the
price of a sharply restricted public forum.''
Eric Swetsky

LawIII
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A lackoffeedback
forSAC
by John Stout
Students had their chance to directly address
their SAC executive and Administration
representatives last Wednesday, but few
took time out from their lunch to do so.
The first Students' Administrative Council general meeting was held in the buffeteria.
University President Dr. Ron Ianni and
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis headed
the panel which included other SAC cabinet
members and representatives from various
departments. Issues raised at the meeting
included academic counselling and the referendum to raise money for the University
Centre.
When the question of the money spent on
renovating the pub came up Tsilfidis stated
.. the proof will be in the pudding." Pub
manager Chuck Blewett outlined the new
pub policy on club and society functions.
"Saturdays, being lower revenue nights,
will be open for clubs and ~ocieties to book
for entertainment," said Blewett He also
stressed that the pub will try to cater to
students' appetites and is open to any suggestions from students.
Dr. Ianni said his fif~t priority was the
"repatriation" of the Faculty of Education
with acquiring new equ:pment and refurnishing
the University Centre following in order. Dr.
Ianni also expressed his concern over the

Internal Affairs Commissioner Kevin Williams directs a question to his distinguished panel.

diminishing number of visa students and said
he would like to see the government's stand
on differential fees changed. "It' s very important that students make their voices heard,"
he said.
Russ Wolske, Director of Student Radio,
outlined what CJAMfm was doing this year,
including looking into national advertising to
help finance tha station's move to a larger
facility. Wolske also announced that the

Metro Times had given CJAM an award as
best new music station in the WindsorDetroit area.
SAC V-P Bob Baker outlined.SAC fundingofclubs, and Dr. Wren of Student Health
Services advised visa students to get OHIP
to help cover any health costs not covered by
Health Services on campus.
Tsilfidis said he was happy about the
level of attentiveness but would like to have
seen more questions asked.

"How do we know if we are doing a good
job if nobody gives us any feedback?" he
said.
The referendum to finance the refurnishing
of the pub and additions to the University
Centre is scheduled for December 4. Tsilfidis
said he would like to see a large turnout
Also the pub will now be known as "The
Subway" and will be opening this Thursday.
Both Thursday ' s and Friday's tickets have
been sold out

Sexualconservatism
startingto spread
MONTREAL ( CUP) - Quantitat ively. sex is not what it used to be.
The sexual attitudes of youth
have become rapidly more conservative within only the last fe.,..
ycur~. uccording

lo u study just

completed by sexologist Joseph Levy
of the Universie of Quebec a Mon
treal ( UQAM).
UQAM is the only university in
North America with a deparonent
of sexology.
There are significant differences
between what young adults thought
in 1978 and 1982 ( the last date for
complete figures). In I 978. 54 per
cent of young men said they would
have sex if they were in lo\'e. ln
1982 onl} 46 per cent said the
same. lflo\'e was not present. 33.5
per cent said. m 1978 they would
be glad to have sex. where only 15
per cent said thev would do so in
1982.
.
•
Similarly. in 1978. 35 per cent

of young women thought it was fine
to have sex if they weren't in love.
However. in 1982 only 16 per cent
thought so. The only statistic which
has not changed much is for women
having sex when they are in love.
54 per cent thought it was tine in
1978 and almost the same number
thought so in 1982.
Levy said this trend towards
more conservative sexual relations
contradicts previous studies during
the late I 970's. One studv bv two
researchers at UQAM predicted
that by the year 1994, 95 per cent
of young people will be having
premarital sex.
"Now we have new conditions
and a return to sexual conservatism...
said Levy.
"The problem of sexually transmitted disease5 and AIDS in parti
cular has broughi more care to the
sexual dimension," he said.
Levy attributed the change~ to
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several interrelated factors including
the mass media, a high divorce rate,
and the economy.
''When there are such ecor>0mic
problems as now, people as now.
people want to limit their instability. "
he said. "It is the same for children
from divorced families. They look
for security, both men and women,
in monogomous relationships." However. he added, this does not mean
they will not have several relationships. but that they won't sleep with
more that one person at the same
time.
Levy said society isn't moving
back to "the old days". Only a
small minority of youth view sex
through religious values. while most
know much more about sex. birth
control and sexually transmitted
diseases than any other generation,
he added.
Guilt, however, is also a byproduct
of conservatism in sex, he said.

social science society

UNDERGRADUATE
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Social Science Society is awarding
two $500 scholarships to undergraduate
Social Science students.

More infonnation and application fonns
are available at the Social Science

PROFESSORGUMBOLD
HAD SET UP A
MINOR DIVERSION TO ENABLE HlM
TO CONFISCATE D1CKS DIET PEPSI
J'.DV£NTU.f\ES JN Nf.W DIET PCPST NO 81

©c:1.tN
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Society office, G130 Windsor Hall
North.
Application deadline:
Nov. 29, 1985
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Pre-registration
~ible

Lions vs. Jets Nov. 28

Dancing Nitely Mon-Sat

655 University 254-1234

{1·Every Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos.---------------.
{1.Great food & a great time. ___
_
Out of town students may be spared this.

by Susan Mcllveen
The registration problems
of out of town students may yet
be solved
Students' Administrative
Council (SAC) President Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis, Graduate Students' Society ( GSS) President
Gerard O'Neill, and the Organization of Part-time University
Students (OPUS) President Eric
Dobbs met with University of
Windsor administration
last
Thursday to discuss improvements on the compromise struck
last year on behalf of out of
town students.

This fall, the final Friday of
registration week was reserved
for out of town students.
"The problem with that is
that all of the courses are gone
by Friday," said Tsilfidis, leaving
out of town students unable to
register in required courses.
According to Registrar Frank
Smith, between 35 and 40 per
cent of University students come
from outside of Essex County.
The compromise proposed by
Tsilfidis, O'Neill, and Dobbs
would reserve a proportionate
number of course openings for
these out of town students.

While this proposal would
guarantee places in the necessary
courses for out of town registrants,
there is the possibility that courses
would show up on the computer
as full by theThursdayd registration
week. Concern was expressed
by Smith about this, but Tsilfidis
maintains that this could be
countered with sign-ins by individual professors during the first
week of classes.
"I'm fairly optimistic ( that
thiscompromise will be accepted)...
There's no guarantee, but they
are trying from what they've
told us," said Tsilfidis.

1760 Huron Church Rd.,_____

_

258-0041

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y c;photography

2

persons for the price of 1
with this ad
on all Ser..::cesby Darryl during January & February 1986

3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario
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The New
Leader

Out with the
old; in with
the new.
Miller and
Grossman.

'

Photos by
John Stout

Story by John Stout
& Lynnita-Jo Fromm

Tories new guide to the top
The Provincial P rogressive Conservative leadership con-

leader of the party. According to most delegates, the decision

vention is over and a new leader, Larry Grossman has been was a bad one.
chosen.
It is difficult to decide if the Conservative Pany has
Grossman now faces the challenge of unifying hls party.

chosen the best candidate as their new leader. One can only

The narrow victory by Grossman over Dennis Timbrell say that since they have chosen that leader in a democratic

''Gimn1e another Blue please.''
This past weekend the Provincial Tories
hose their third leader this year.
It's amazing the things you learn at a Tory
;o nvention.
Like, B.J. Bird is a Tory. Yep. I knew he was
,Jue. but THAT blue? Never.
Like Tories. even those not dressed as birds,
jress, well, you know. Lefs face it, somehow I'm
not overly confident of a political leader, and I
mean any political leader who gets elected by a
bunch of drunks wearing clown suits, stilts and
funny hats. Face it these people aren't going to
make it in GQ.
I know it's tough being a Tory. Look at what it
did to Diefenbaker and Joe, um Joe, oh ya. Joe
Clark.
But, these guys are boozeheads.
Face it. they need an excuse to drink so much,
they had to ca11 another convention just after a
year. It's like. "Hey Joe, whatcha doing this
weekend? Nothing. me neither. Hey, let's hold a
leadership convention.·· Scary stuff if you ask me.
BuL not only do these ~uys drink. They think

Marching on;
to victory.

leading the province is a God given and divine
RIGHT. Hey. we're a right wing pany. Hey , I.hat
gives us the RJGHT. Ha, ha, ha
!t takes them two attempts to finally realize
that just may be a tiny little fellow who's myopic,
and has a kind of deformed head. not to mention
that he doesn't eat pork or believe in Christmas,
can be the leader of this great and WASPish
province. The Queen must be rolling.
"They can't do thaC This is Ontario!" she
must have royally screamed
But the craziest of this veritable Blue zoo has
to be the media.
You think you've seen weirdness. You've read
Hunter S. Thompson 's escapades. But, shocking
of shockingness. you see these guys. waddling
around with a drink in each hand. And Doctor
Allan Fotheringham, two drinks. He says they're
for balance.
When you drink that much. you need something
for balance.
Cameramen and photographers however, are
truly the stuff of legend. They don't screw around.

Work 12 hours a day, drink 12 hours a day. Sleep?
"Duh, what's dat?"
A truly brilliant bunch.
They wear clothes that Sally Ann wouldn't
even look at, such as fishingjackets while standing
in the Metro Convention Centre. How many fish
can you catch in a convention centre?
And women.
There were two of them
Yep, there were a few thousand others that
claimed to be members of that species, but I'm not
too sure about it They're not the type you want to
get close enough to find out for sure. I've seen
cuter things in the snake pit at the Metro Zoo.
And there were more fanners there than at a4H
convention. And enough Brooks Brothers suits to
start a store in Toronto. That's if all you're
shopping for is blue single breasted suits, with
white button-down shirt and standard red tie. But
Tories never claimed to be stylish.
Hot dogs were $2.50, and a beer was $2.75.
And Grossman cost the Tories a fow million.
In my book, that ain't a bargain. D

demonstrates that the party must take a good look at the
loyalty of its constituents. Disenchantment and dissention
have to be mended before the party can even hope to defeat
the Peterson government in an election.
Delegates from across Ontario,and the candidates themselves,
were all quite confident that the Conservative party will be
able to take control of the province~given the opportunity.
Saturday evening, after the voting was over, and the
decision was made, the victor made the delegates pledge they
would not leave the convention hall harbouring any bitterness.
He reminded them that they are Progressive Conservatives
first, and Larry Grossman supporters second.
Many of the delegates expressed the opinion that this
leadership convention was not as exciting as the convention
held in January of this year, when Frank Miller was chosen
leader. Perhaps the energy was not as high because the
delegates were chasing the leader of the Opposition. rather than
the Premier of Ontario.
This assertion would have been disputed by many of the
delegates, and opposed by Grossman himself, who said
Peterson's position is weakening. and crumbling, at this very
instant
Another reason this convention may have been less
elaborate, than earlier functions, is because the Progressive
Conservative party in Ontario is carrying a debt burden of$5
million. This convention had less freebies. Even though the
banners, buttons, and tee-shirts flowed freely, the alcohol did
r.ot
Many of the delegates at this convention took responsibility
for the $355 registration fee, and paid their own transportation
and accomodation costs. These costs added up to an
expensive weekend, even for a conservative.
It was also suggested by delegates that this convention
did not receive the coverage and publicity that the last one
did. People will only be willing in the name of duty, to watch
so many hours of convention, listen to so many hours of
radio, and read so many inches of related print, in a life-time.
Nevertheless, the Provincial Progressive Conservative
Party does have a new leader, and anew chance to regain the
support of the people of Ontario.
While "Ike Kelneck and the Party Band" jammed on
stage, delegates decided which candidate best represented
the direction the party should take, and which man had the
personality the Progressive Conservative Party needs to
represent them. Since Bill 30, or the decision to support
public funding of catholic schools was supported by all three
candidates, it was not an issue.
It should have been.
One of the delegates said that if any of the three
candidates had the nerve to get on stage and declare that if the
conservative party has made one mistake in the last 42 years,
it has been to decide to support public funding of privaJ
schools, that candidate would instantly gain the support of
majority of the delegates and epsure himself the position o

way, it must be assumed that they know what they want in a
leader, and therefore have chosen the man most capable of
leading them where they want to go. And it is for certain that
where they want to go is back into power as the government of

D=--------------======"
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Loyal Tory
fans voicing
their support.

Grapeshot
by Mary Popovich

local bands) played guitar.
One member of the audience
l..&"tThlmldaynightin Amba.ssaoor
commented that Ballantyne has
Auditorium the staff of CJAMthrew
·· excellent pop sense." Pardon me
another party for themselves and
their supporters in celebration of ifl wish he had just a little puncrock
two years of FM broadcasting. influence.
The Grapes of Wrath knew
Vancouver's Grapes of Wrath and
how
to play their instruments. They
Windsor artist Patrick Ballantyne
'did
not
how to play a Windsor
pro,ided the musical entertainment
The audience was rather subdued audience. I have a theory that it
until some time past midnight. This takes slightly more time for the
might have been due to the sound discriminating audiences in Windsor
system arriving late in the evening, to decide whether or not to associate
forcing the audience to listen to the themselves with a certain band or
bands' sound checks instead of the not
The Grapes· comments were
dance music for which CJAM is
discouraging
if not ir.sulting. At
renowned. Also, turntables would
some point after midnight I think
have been more appropriate than
that most people figured out that it
tapes. especially if one considers
was then or never and subsequent! y
the number of ors present
Patrick Ballantyne opened the began to dance.
Even U,osewho were not chaimed
show with an energetic set and a
repertoire of inoffensive jokes. Ap- by the REM sound-alikes. found
parently. the band had only been themselves drawn anyway to the
rehearsing together for a week. Mr. dance floor for the encore. With all
Ballantyne was joined by bassist the house lights on. the Grapes
Brad Johnson ( sans Mohawk) of came back and kindly played Neil
the Shci~ ofR · n B. and I must say Young's .. Heart of Gold" and Rolr
that it was not the mean bass erta Flack's "Killing Me Softly.''
sound for which Johnson is rem- This practically redeemed them.
It did turn out to be a fun night
embered Chns Hughes ( of numerous

Lance photo by Christophe r Mc Nama ra

Grapes of Wrat h amidst loca l scenery
and I hope that people continue to
take an interest in CJAM events.
They're bringing Montreal band
Deja Voodoo to town on November
30th and that should be worth
checking out. 0

Ain't it bin a good week for
CJAM, though? Apart from the
second anniversary festivities and
back-patting. the current issue of
the .Metro Times names CJAM
Best Radio Station (New Music) in

its Detroit area music awards. A
Jong list of judges from all aspects
of the Detroit music world voted on
the various categories.
So it's three cheers and a double
pump for the folks in the basement

DaveAllenstarsin Shriekthinktoo'
I was happy to see you releasing live
tracks on !>-sides,because your live show is

very different from your records. Are there
anv plans ro do more live recordings?
ALLEN: Oh. yeah. we'vegotalotoflive
recordings, actually. T he intention is to film
and record the whole show with a mobile.
Like "Stop Making Sense"?
ALLEN: No, no. That was a proper
movie. More live a live video, really. I think
there's a quality to a live band that doesn't
come out in the records; it would be good to
have it released.

L)ave All e n with companion ( no, it's not who yo u think it is).

Some time ago, the band Shriekback
came to tO""'Tl.
promoting their second domestically released album, Oil and Gold CJAM's
Pat Petro and the Lance's very own Desmond
McGrath sat down for a few words with
bassist Dave Allen, and it is only now, with
all those involved either dead or having
moved on that their respective estates have
permitted the truth to be told
Shriekback were last seen opening for
Simple Minds at their November 11 show in
Ann Arbor.

You didn't tour last year. Was that
because Jam Science wasn·r released in doing another album with us. Barry and
Martyn and I feel that Shriekback hasn't
America?
gone
anywhere near its peak. Oil and Gold is a
ALLEN: Yeah. We flew in and did New
very strong record, but nowhere near what
York and Boston, just to keep the pot boiling.
we can do. We realize there's potential. It's
and do some interviews. There's no financial
become obvious that we can be a huge band
support for a tour if there·s no record company.
And also, touring isn't a lot of fun. At the without having to sell out or change any of
our ideals.
moment Oil and Gold is selling well, "Nern·
The slow stuff 011 Oil and Gold is strong.
esis.. is doing very well, we· re number one on
It's a new atmosphere to your records.
the college charts. number three on the dance
AL LEN: Mmmmhmmm.I thinkthe band's
charts. It would be stupid not to come and do
a major tour now. Its selling in Australia and grown a lot more in stature, because even the
ALLEN: We've just come throughCanada. in Europe, so ifwe'renotcareful, we could be
loud songs are a lot more controlled, and
and all the gigs in Canada sold out, one of on the road for two years.
played tighter. Ther· re a lot less of a· thrash·.
them in advance. Our Boston show sold out.
The
difference with Oil and Gold is our
Was there any trouble when Carl Marsh
and Philadelphia sold out It used to be that left the band?
rhythm section. Martyn and I have been
the West Coast was our biggest area, but
playing together for a while now. We only
AL LEN: No, not at all: it was a natural
we've made inroads into most areas now. progression, really. He felt he'd done his
had drum computers in our early days. The
People definitely know about Shriekback.
new feel is much better for me.
thing on Oil and Gold, and he couldn't see

How did you get hooked up with Simple
Minds?
ALLEN: Through our American management. They used to look after Simple Minds.
They wanted an opening act of quality. which
defined the area we came from. We can draw
crowds as well-it might not be a lot. butjust
the extra 500 they need to till out a show.
It'll mean playing to a lot of people that
don't know your music.
ALLEN:The main thing for us is exposure.
If we're going to be playing to 18-20,000
people that wouldn't come to see us otherise.
we re very good with big crowds, so ...look
out!
How well do you keep up with your old
band mares?
ALLEN: Everyone we've worked with I
still see-it's quite a closely knit musical
circle in London.
It's an old question, but- what sort of
things do you listen to?
ALLEN: I've always listened to music
that's 'funky", and one of the reasons why I
left Gang of Four was to start a band like this
one. Because I was essentially interested in
it I felt that there was definitely room for this
kind of music in the Eighties.
Seems like every·other band is a 'dance
band' nowadays, but none seem to have a
real bottom to them.
A LLEN: You can't fake it If it's not
fundamentally correct, rhythmically. then
forget it I hear so many-English bands,
especially-white English bands who go for
that funk thing, and don't get anywhere near
to what it is.
Can you name names?
ALLEN: No. Consequently they don't
stick around. either. D

-
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·GlenSorestad---poet
of theland
by Brad Lombardo
On Tuesday afternoon of last week, the
English Department presented this school
year's second poetry reading. The event,
which featured Western Canadian poet-writer
Glen Sorestad, was held in the Vanier Hall
Reading Room, and successfully enhanced
the reputation of the rapidly developing
creative writing movement which has taken
root in the prairie provinces.
Glen Sorestad is well-know in Western
Canada as a writer, editor, publisher, and
teacher. Born in Vancouver, British Columbia
in 1937, Sorestad was ten years old when his
family moved to Saskatchewan. In 1961, he
attended the University of Saskatchewan in
Saskatoon. and in 1967 took up residence in
the city with his wife Sonia. He did his
Masters in English at the University in the
mid-70's, and currently lives in Saskatoon
with his wife and their four children.
Sorestad's poems and short stories have
appeared in numerous anthologies and literary
magazines in both Canada and the United
States. Besides having co-edited three short
story anthologies, he also has six books of
poetry published, all since 1975.
In an interviewbefore the reading, Sorestad
expressed his candid views on poetry. He
acknowledged that he did not get involved
with the discipline until about 1968. "I was
writing fiction and became interested in
poetry because several friends of mine were
poets," the writer explained. "I actually
became active by association. Poetry offered
me a potential vehicle for the kind of things I
wanted to do with fiction."
Sorestad initially became interested in
narrative forms of poetry, and one of his first
major influences was Al Purdy, an Ontario
poet from the Bellevillearea who experimented
with the narrative line. Sorestad readily
admitted to the important role that the prairie
atmosphere

has

played

in the development

of

his ideas. "Living on the prairies very much
influences your writing because you have the
extremes of geography and weather, for one
thing." he asserted. "If you go back to the
early prairie writers like Sinclair Ross, you
find that there is a consciousness of the
vastness of the land, and the concepts of
external and internal landscapes become one
and the same."
Sorestad's poetry is derived largely from
his deep appreciation of the beauty of nature,
and of the expansive landscapes and stretching
fields of autumn grain which characterize the
prairies." Most of my imagery is drawn from

night,
Since then I've lived with pear seeds in
my mouth.

,

y

The collection of poems which Sorestad
read from Jan Lake Poems was based on
experiences that the writer shared with friends
during annual fishing expeditions to Jan Lake
· in the spring. Sorestad describes Jan Lake in
the book as "as typical island-strewn and
· spruce-lined lake located off the Hanson
Lake Road in Saskatchewan on the southern
fringe of the vast boreal north." The first
I poem from the collection, "Spring Snow".
was a vivid desciprtion of his spiritual attachment to the northern winter ambience. Two
other poems, "'Rituals" and '·Knives and
Fish'', were successful in capturing the nature
of the ceremonial procedures involved in the
sport of fishing. Before reading the short poem
1 titled "Reefs". Sorestad wai=oed that "Jan
Lake is a very dangerous lake for either
someone who can't read a map well or
' someone who is foolish enough to go out
without a guide." He also dedicated a poem
to John Seewup, an old Cree Indian who is
. described in the book as .. the number one
guide of Jan Lake for so many years, and
· keeper of pre-Cambrian secrets.''
Sorestad concluded the poetry reading
with (a series of) some of his newer poems.
These included a comical piece titled "Eating
in Sault Ste. Marie", which was based on a
forgettable dining experience that Sorestad
once shared with his wife while visiting that
particular city. "Dry Hill" was a portrayal of
the battles which prairie farmers have been
forced to wage against severe droughts in
Western Canada Sorestad finishedthe reading
with a poem called "Hawk with Broken
Wing", which depicted the need for the
individualto retain his or her personal freedom.
It is fair to say that last Tuesday's poetry
reading successfully conveyed some significant Western Canadian images and themes
to the students and teachers of the University
who attended it The reading also reflected
the fact that Sorestad's narrative line is the
strong point of his writing. One idea which
Sorestad emphasized was the need for writers
to search for self-identity. "One of the most
difficult things for any poet is starting to write
something that represents your own ideas."
he concluded. "and I suppose that poetry 1s
actually the ultimate search for one's voice.''
And there is little doubt that Glen Sorestad's
commanding poetic voice will continue to
represent Western Canadian ideas for years
to come.D

"',..:J

the natural surroundin~. and is predominantly
rural as opposed to urban,•· he offered.
"Even though I have Jived the last eighteen
years in an urban environment, I still draw
my imagery from the land."
While the western Canadian writer recognized the need to develop poetry for one's
self, he also contended that any serious poet
must sooner or later expose himself to the
public. His advice to young writers is to read
as much as possible the works of the great
writers,

and to publish

whenever

the opport-

unity presents itself. "If you are serious
about poetry," he maintained. "then you
have to get your work out, get it away from
yourself. You can't stockpile it, orleave it in a
drawer."
Sorestad also noted that it helps for a poet
to read in front of people." At some point you
get beyond just writing for yourself," he
asserted, "and you become conscious of the
need to have an audience." Sorestad pointed
out that the main idea behind the Thistledown
Press, which has published much of his own
material. is to encourage young writers to
expose their creations. He declared that the

development of a number of publishing houses
across Western Canada during the mid-70's
was merely a response to an explosion of
high-quality poetry and prose from young
people in cities as Regina, Saskatoon, and
Winnipeg.
The poetry reading lasted for about an
hour and a half, and Sorestad opened with a
poem titled "The Road from Nelson to
Vernon", which was an amusing, narrative
description of a spirited daydreaming experience that the writer once had while driving
along a long. winding mountain road in the
West This was followed by '' McGuillivray's
Pear-Tree, 1944", a nostaglic attempt by
Sorestad to relate to a unique childhood
experience:
Then one night while old McGullivray
slept
unlearned in the letters of the night
I slipped into his yard. Beneath that
tree,
uncertain of what perils might befall,
I tasted the forbidden fruit; the taste
confirmed my going out that quiet
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TUESDA
Y EVENING
on NcM:lrrclel26th at
7·30 pm.. the WINDSOR ASSOCIATION

Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP 40's!
Free Adm ission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Dorwin Plaza)

966-2624

FORREPRODUCT1VE
CHOICE will present
two films on the obortiOn issue This pre.
sentot1on WIiibe held at 1he l'v1ootCourt
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SimpleMindson trial
SIMPLE MINDS
"Once Upon a Time"
Simple Mirxls?
Hardly-they're
alive and kicking! It's a dog-eatdog world and the music business
is no exception. But this band,
through perseverance of style
seems to have come out safely
on top.
Once Upon a Time could
perhaps become Simple Minds'
most successful release to date,
considering the albwn ·s first single,
.. Alive and Kicking" is already
triumphantly battling the 'pop'
charts.
Driving relentless rhythms
and expressive melodies alienate
this new LP from past vinyl
projects. so often criticized for competence. Kerr and company
their "sameness."
seem to have taken a decided
The title track. which ap- tum to the right, developing a
parently is the next single destined more ripe sound that appeals to
for airplay, is certainly one of annoying wave baby demands.
the better cuts. Ifs danceable,
Unfortunately though, the Minds
somewhat meaningful, and con- have substitutedmusical innovation
tains a catchy riff reminiscent of for middle of the road technopop.
the Kingsmen' s "Louie, Louie." But hey, what's wrong with that?
Although the album displays Bowie did it!

In light of today's new pop
sound this album definitely qualifies. However, in time, as music
evolves, Once Upon a Time
will certainly be cast into the
bung holes of bombastically,
voraciously overplayed, disposable vinyl.

-Greig Nori
& David Cunningham

A Medievalfairytale

classifieds
1986STUDENTSPAMIPROGRAM
lheF\::Jcll'lc
Asian Management Institute (PAMO of
the University of Howo11
at Monoo will be
offering vonous programs In ,nternotionol
business with on Asia-Pacific focus from ·
Moy 25-August 15, 1985 (tv.o six-week
S8SSK)()S)
l>leosof emphasis orelnternationo1
molketing. ,ntemotiond financial management. multinational business monog&ment. and comparative business (East
and West). A unique 29-doy Field Study
Abroad program will take students to
industrial canters and componl8S in Japan
KoreaHongKong.ondT01v,On lhepogcrn
also features leading faculty flom Asia
Europe, and the U S and participants will
be drown from 22 countries on both sides
of the Pacific PAMI Awards and Not ·
lonol Resource Fellowships ore ovo,loble
on o competitive basis. Deadline for application is February 15. 1986. For further
infoonotion contact Susan Tamura-Pou~
ochok . PAMI University of Hawaii. CBAC303.2404 Maile Woy. Honolulu. Hl96822
Phone (808) 948-7564
DON'T SPEND another Christmas alone
Join the club and meet the right person
Confidential Doting Club (CDC) 9771735
ROOM FOR RENT Kitchen facilities. Moy
off Wyandotte Coll eo~y or late 258·
6965
FOR SALE 20" Toshiba color lV with lV
stand 1ngood condition Interested please
coll 256-4616

Call. ..

oirdJrigbt
at 252-3322
OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical
Referrals.
Community
Refe1 rats .
Accommodat,ons
and
Legal Advice

Specialty
Baskets

Dramatic Art; Joseph Benoit, Laurel
Liddicoat, and Julie Ryckman of
the School of Music Marg Lochhead,
who plays recorder anQ sings, and
makes the fancy hats is an alumnus
of the School of Visual Arts. In
In addition to Dr. Kovarik, Dr.
Nigel Hedgecock of the Physics Department and Prof. Peter Wilkinson of
Philosophy play recorders. Dr. Colin
Atkinson of the English Department
plays the bass gamba and directs
the production, while Dr. Henry
Janzen, also of the English Department. will play a king and a sorcerer.
The show lasts about two hours,
costs students $3.00, and during
the intermissions homemade goodies
are available. For further information
call 254-5406. 0

The St Caecelia Society will
present its next show,"' A Medieval
Fairy Tale", this coming Friday
and Saturday, November22nd and
23rd, at 8:00 p.m. at the Parish
Hall of the Church of the Ascension,
l 385 University Avenue West." A
Medieval Fairy Tale" has medieval
and renaissance music, played on
early instruments and sung by the
Collegium Musicum of the School
of Music, directed by Dr. Edward
Kovarik, and a series of storiesusually humourous-both narrated
and acted.
Among the actors are Constance
Marie Calvert, Gus Cascapera,
Steve Beneteau. Rosalind Smith,
and Brad Toulouse of the School of

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

•c,.:PARK\\
Wl'\l)S(

)R '\<>.\ ;.\1

WE CATER.

LSAT
GMAT

Faculty of Law

Prep Courses for

presents a Benefit Dance for

Dec . 7 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT

The Windsor Downtown Mission

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

featuring the

"Blues Pigs"

Part Time
Students

and all the Springsteen you can hQ.ndle

The office of Part-Time
Studies is now located at

Nov. 25th, 8:30 pm
Lower Lounge of the Law Building
$2.00 Cover
The mission is being displaced because the premises are
going to be converted.

'

470 Sunset Avenue
Ext. 3305

IT NEEDS MONEY TO HELP STAY ALIVE!
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HockeyLancersdoubleVeesfor W's
by Scott A. Pattison
Guess who came to dinner over
the weekend? Laurentian-as the
hungry Lancer hockey club 'eight'
their way through the Vees' defence,
8-5 on Saturday evening and 8-4 on
Sunday afternoon.
"These four points gave our
guys a chance to see just how good
they really are. Any time you play a
second place club like Laurentian,
and come away with a sweep, you
have got to be happy," said Lancer
coach Rick Cranker.
Saturday's contest saw the Lancers score four goals in an unprecedented, but nevertheless welcomed,
first period.
After Phil Landry's goal gave
Laurentian an early 1-0 lead, the
Lancers woke up and went to work.
Ken Minello opened the gates for
the home team at 7:25 of the first
period, and minutes later Jean Landry
notched his first of the game on a
Lancer power play to put Windsor
up front to stay.
"Our powerplay is coming along
exceptionally well" said a pleased
coach Cranker.
Jamie Howe completed the first
period scoring for the Lancers by
popping in two. The period ended
with Windsor leading by a score of
4-1 over Laurentian.
The second period saw the home
team cash in on the strength of their
powerplay. Jn a matter of three
minutes, the Lancers gained the
man advantage three times, and
scored three times. Rick Pickersgill
opened the till at the 15:36 mark
and Landry scored his second of
the game.
Ken Minello notched the hattrick on the powerplay and l~ter

night's hero Minello.knock in another
on a hard slap shot, to boost Windsor
out in front by three, 6-3.
Laurentian's next goal would
be its final attempt at a split of the
series.
Pickersgill then put the game in
the ·w·column with a pair of goals
within one minute, as the Lancers
continued their steady climb to the
playoffs with an 8-4 triumph over
Laurenti an.
Windsor out-shot Laurentian
by a final margin of 34-30.
Windsor's prospenty was put
into context this way. ··we did
some hard work this weekend,"
said Pickersgill, who incidentally
had a six-point evening.
Obviously proud of the team's
effort, captain Chuck Brimmer noted
that, "everybody was playing tough
hockey out there. They could have
made it a lot closer if our guys
would have let them. but we didn't
And that is what we have to do to
win against the big boys in our
league."
The Lancers continue their quest
for a play-off spot Friday night in
Toronto against the mighty Blues.
The team would very much like
to win up there.
·Tve never beaten Toronto before. It is sort of a personal goal for
me," said Lancer goal tender Steve
Sapardanis.
Windsor retums to Adie Knox
Arena 3:30 p.m. Sunday afternoon 1
for a game against the Royal Military

I
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lance photo oy Joe Clmer

Lancer sticks it to Laurentian defence.

Laurentian by a margin of 40-32.
Sunday's matchup started and
finished the same way. Laurentian
opened the scoring at the9:59 mark
on a goal by Gord Davey. Windsor
finally got on the board when Gene
Guzzo Jumped on a rebound in
front of the Vee's goal to tie it up at
one. With less than a minute to go
in the period. Laurentian broke the
tie on a cheap goal off the stick of
Gauthier. The period ended with
the visitors up by a goal , 2-1

opened the second period with h.Js
second of the contest The period
ended with the Lancers rompmg to
8-1 advantage.
The Laurentian Vee's made a
defiant run at the Lancers in the
third period, scoring four unanswered
goals in a two minute splurge. Goals
by Kelleher. Lizotte and Gauthier
(2), pulled the Vee's to within 3.
But the Lancers would have no part
of this, as the home team and
backup goal keeperTeelRostsblanked
the visitors the rest of the way, to
hold on to a convincing 8-5 victory.
"The goals scored tonight by
our team were first class." said
coach Cranker. The Lancers outshot

Jn a duplicate of Saturday's
second period, the Lancers came
out flying by bouncing back to the
tune of four goals.
Windsor does not waste any time

and at the 54-second-mark of the
second period. Pickersgill notched
his first of the game which tied the
score at 2. In the next 5 minutes.
the Lancers pumped in three more
tallies by Landry. John Hoy, and
Pickersgill with his second of the
game. giving the home team a 5-2
lead going into the third period.
Laurentian, however with less
than a minute to go, made good of a
lucky bounce once more. to make
the score S-3 .
The second period also saw the
Lancers take charge of the overall
penalties. As coach Cranker put it
"at times we are taking to many
unnecessary whistles."
The third period saw Saturday

i
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I.ancerettes
pickuppairin openers
by Tracey Rich ardson
After picking up the Consolation
Title in the Can Am Volleyball
Tournament, the Lancerette volleyball squad proved their winning
ways were no fluke nor pre-season
luck. They kept the ball rolling and
picked up two OWlAA league victories last week.
Headcoach Marg Prpich is more
than pleased with the team's strong
showing. "It's really a team effort
every time they go out there. It
makes me happy as a coach to
know that they're learning from
these experiences."
In the season home opener November I 3th.the Lancerettes trounced
the Guelph Gryphons 15-2, 15-7,
15-5 with a powerful and consistent
defence. Guelph could only hope to
slow the pace of the steamrolling
Lancerettes but the steady settmg
of Kathy Adkin and some impressive
blocking at the net proved overwhelming for the Gryphons.
"It's important to win the first
match," said Prpiclt .. I think we
gained a lot of confidence from it"
However, confidence was not
enough to pull Windsor through a
tough exhibition match two days
later against Bowling Green University. The Ohio team defeated
Windsor in a hard-fought match
15-13. 5-15, 6-J 5, 15-l 7.
"They were an excellent team."
said Lancerette veteran Tracey
McCall. "We felt good just getting
one game off of them."

The Lancerettes mustered a
strong offensiveeffortagainst Wilfred
Laurier University Saturday in their
second league game of the season
and were once again victorious.
Laurier opened the scoring in
the first game, keeping the points
close until Windsor pulled ahead in
the second half of the game to a 155 win.
The Lancerettes, with a strong
defence. took the second and third
games as well, but it was ultimately
the forceful spikes and blocks of
Tracey McCall that sparked the
team to a 15-5, 15-6. 15-8 victory.
The weekend wins bolstered
the Lancerettes to a 2-0 record in
the Ontario Women's Intercollegiate
Athletic Association.
McMaster University, who battled their way to the championship
finals in the Can Am tournament
will be the Lancerettes· net league
opponents. Coach Prpich expects
this to be the toughest match of the
league.
McCall admits to beingsomewhat
nervous about the game against
Mac. "Our defence is good from
this weekend but we have to work'a
lot on our offense."
Lancerette Theresa Knarr remains on the injured list with a
stress fracture in her foot but may
be ready to play in Saturday's game
against McMaster.
The Lancerettes will take on
McMaster Saturday. November 23
at 6:00 p. m. at the SL Denis gym.D

1

Lancerettes up for the block

1

College .
Note: Pace setter Rob Serviss
has left the team indefinitely in an
attempt to concentrate on his studies. ·
Depending on his situation, Serviss /
might return to action after the
Christmas break. D

1 Lance photo by Tracey Richardson
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lilncerettecagersoff to a slowsta,rt
by Linda Gage
Things can only get better for the Lancerette basketball team. This past week the
Lancerettes recorded three losses, two which
were their first league games of this young
season.
The ladies hosted an exhibition game
against Lansing College of Michigan on
Wednesday night and wound up losing by a
score of 66-4 7. The game was close at the
half but Lansing opened up the game in the
second half and ran away to an easy victory.
The regular season began on Friday night
when the Lancerettes hosted the Waterloo
Athena~ for their first league game. Windsor
coach Joanne Maclean hoped that with the
exhibition games under their belts. the squad
would come out strong and ready to play.
Instead. Waterloo jumped to an early 15point lead and never looked back. The final
score read Waterloo 74. Windsor 55.
··Every game we've played. we've gotten
off to a slow start. we dig ourselves into a big
hole. and we can never quite come back. ..
, said Maclean after Friday·s loss. "The effort
1sthere - we fought back to come within two
at the half but then we lose it again . We
ha,·e to learn how to play a full 40-minute
1
I game:· said Maclean.

I

Donna Savage lead Windsor with 13
points and Linda Gage added I 0. Top scorers
for Waterloo were Kim Rau with 24 points
and Corinna Lueg witli 15
The Lancercttes had a chance to redeem
thell)selves on Sunday afternoon when they
played host to Wilfred Laurier. but once

As they did against Waterloo, the Lancerettes opened the game flat and this time found
themselves down by 5 at the half. The game
was back and forth throughout the second

half but missed scoring opportunities and a
poor transitional game cost the team a victory.
"We improved on some aspects of our
game-our zone was steady and we blockedout on defence much better than we have
been. But again, our transitional game from
offence to defence was slow and consequently,
we got burnt for a lot of easy lay-ups," said
Maclean after Sunday's loss.
The Laurier squad was young and quick
and their aggressive play resulted in a number
of steals and easy baskets that kept the game
out of the Lancerettes' grasp. Top scorers for
Windsor were Colleen Hogan and Elaine
J anisse with 13 points each. Laurier was led
by Chris Peel with 17 and Andrea Prescott
with 13.
The Lancerettes have a busy schedule
ahead of them in the next couple of weeks.
They will host two more league games before
Christmas and play a number of exhibition
games against American colleges.
.. We' re learning every game and improving
on some things. But the team has to be better
disciplined on the court and must start to play
a better transitional game in order to win
games . We've got to buckle down and work
as a team for a full 40 minutes to be
successful. It's that simple," Maclean said.
summing-up the team's efforts thus far.
Time will tell. D

Lancerscourttroublein Statesexhibitiongames
by Janisee Browning- Leveque

It's basketball. not the highway scenery
or the Detroit River that tops the list of things
distinguishing us from our American friends.
First to prove the difference was the
Wayne State basketball squad which rallied
for a 96-77 win last Wednesday at the St
Denis gym. The last two were the University
of Detroit and Central Michigan University
which played host to the Lancers in recent
exhibition match-ups.
The U of D squad ouc-shoc the Lancer:,
I05- 70 la,t Saturday night, and CMU dO\med
them 107- 72 Monday.
Dctroits Brian Humes was the game
leader in Saturday's scoring with 24 and
Lancers· Steve Byrne led with 14. CMU's
Dan Majerle collected 27 points and Rob
81asutto of the Lancers totalled 22 on Mondav.
Referring to Wednesday's game. Lancer
headcoach Dr. Paul Thomas was "happy
with their ( Lancers') effort. but there were
too many baskets Wayne State got that
shouldn't have been. too many multiple
rebounds, and too many steals.··
Before Wednesday the Lancers had three
pre-season games under their belt and Wayne
State had none. But Wayne had the advantage
of being ranked number one in a very tough
American conference.
"I thought we would beat them," said
Th omas, ''but I knew there would be trouble
when Biasutt o said he wouldn't be able tc
make the game.··
Rob Biasutto , the team leader in shooting.
and rebounds, we unable to play due t"
academic commitments. He sunk 24 point~
in two consecutive exhibition games before
the Wayne State match.
Biasutto' s role as chief shooter was undertaken by veteran guard Matt St Louis, who
totalled an impressive 28 points in the match.
Thoma s philosophized that Biasutto's brief
absence might have been what the other

Lancers needed to boost their confidence and
rely on other sources of talent
.. Matt's a street shooter, he fired 11 for
17, ·• said the coach. "But that's definitely not
out of his reach ...
Steve Byrne added 12 and JeffVanLingen
poked in nine. Wayne's Ted McCree led his
pack with 18, followed by Raheem Muhammad
who tallied I 7.
Both teams rallied for points in the early
part of the first half, but it was Wayne that
eventually jumped up front for the lead. Midway through the first the Lancers trailed 24-12.
The mO\ements were fast and physical,
but slightly sloppy. Wayne was throwing the

ball away and fumbling on several shotssymptoms of early season mistakes. Meanwhile, Lancers were working on tempo and
running plays, but it was no match for the
tight Wayne defence's quick ballstripping
and fast-breaks.
By the half-time break the Lancers were
suffering a 10-JX>intdeficit-and things weren't
going to improve much.
Wayne broke open the scoring in the
second half, and at the 5:45 mark they were
on top. 75-55.
The Lancers . however. refused to bend
and the pace didn'~ slow until the buzzer

Fencerson target
by Mike Lyster

sounded and Wayne State claimed the 96- 77
victory.
The Wayne State match was one of the
first in a series of exhibition games scheduled
against American teams. After a few upcoming
pre-season contests, the Lancers will compete
in the University of Alberta Tournament
Thursday, November 28 and Saturday, November 30. Their next home game is scheduled
for Friday, December 6 against a tough
University of Toronto squad D

· athleteof
the week ·
I

"Our sabre squad should be especially
strong. even with the loss of Sean Moriarty,
last year's OUAA champion." said Vielleux.
"Sabre was Eli' s specially in the Olympics.
and we always field a competitive team ...

The curtain rises on another Lancer
fencing season this weekend, one that should
see the team in contention for a number of
Ontario University Athletic Association titles.
"Mike Fulmer will be outstanding. and
The Lancers travel to Penn State for the
we're hopeful that Rod Zatyko will return in
first of their exhibition tournaments. The
January. He's won the individuals before,
team, coached by 1984 Olympian Eli Sukunda,
and would be a favouriL? again this year."
plays a number of exhibitions in preparation
for the OUAA tournament beginning in
Vielleux also sees the epee team as
January.
having championship potential.
Wind sor's fencers are traditionally among
" We are very well balanced in that
the best in Ontario, and this year will be no
division." said Vielleux. "It's led by Greg
exception.
Rubidge , who placed ninth in the national
" We lost the overall title by one point last
junior tourney last year. Mark Fulmer {Mike's
year {to the University of Toronto, the
twin brother) is also very good, and we are
Lancer's chief rival), said assistant coach
very pleased with the progress of Harry
Marie Yieulleux.
Turnbull, a returning seco nd-year fencer.
''We would have a great shot at it again
this season, but unfortunately we won't be
'' It's still a little early to tell, but we
able to field a foil team."
expect both teams to be there when the final
Howe ver, in the other two fencing divisions, roll around in February."
Which, considering the past successes of
sabre and epee, Vielleux expects the teams to
compete for the provincial titles.
the Lancer fencers, would come as no surprise.D

Student

Telephone Directory
25<t per copy
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WE'RE
MOVINGNOV.16th J
Canada's largest outdoor
equipment co-op is moving
to 777 Yonge Street.
(One block north of Bloor.)
Drop in and visit
Toronto's fastest growing
outdoor store.

MOUNTAIN
EQUIPMENT
CO-OP
Vancouver Calgary Toronto
777 YongeStreel
Toronto. Ontario M4W 2G8
(416) 964-7900

On Sale

Monday Nov. 23
(Limited Number)

Available in SAC Office
2nd floor , University Centre
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The men's volleyball season is winding
down close. With only one week left in the
regular season the Lampshades continue to
dominate with a 19-1 record. McD LT(l6-4)
and Foreplay ( 15-5) are battling for second
spot while Buster Highmen (10-10) and
Cedars (9-11) struggle for fourth place. In
the recreational division, Toyko Hustlers
and Biology Bums are deadlocked at 5-14-1.
Playoffs will begin with the competitve
elimination, semis, and the recreational finals
on November 26, and the competitive final
on December 3.0
Semi-final action saw top-ranked Law
squeak past the fourth-placed Titans 1-0.
Second ranked Huron Hall were upset by the

Women Chasers 3-1 in one of the highest
scoring games of the season.
The final game of the season saw Law
pitted against the Women Chasers. Action
was tense and the Women Chasers were the
first to strike, scoring their only goal in
regulation play midway through the first half.
Law banded together to score early in the
second half to force the game into over-time.
Law finally emerged victorious ( for the third
consecutive year) after a series of gamedeciding penalty kicks scoring four goals to
the Women Chasers' two. The final score
was 5-3. Thank you to all the captains and
the participants for their patience and participation this season. D

Campus Recreation is in great need of
basketball referees. Successfu l applicants
will be paid five dollars per game. Any
interested parties should contact the Campus
Recreation Office at 253-4232 ext 2456
between 12:00-10:00 p. m., Monday- Thursday, or 12:00-4:00 p.m. Friday. D
The regular season games are over for
womens volleyball and the quarter-fin~ Js
begin next week. In the quarter-finals the first
place team will meet the eighth, second will
play seventh, third will take on sixth, and
fourth and fifth will square off.
On December 3 the semi-finals and finals
will be played. D
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I. Carisa

23

17

6

2. Who Cares

24

16

8

3. Biology Depl

24

15

9

4. 7th Laurier

24

15

9

5. 5th Floor F-U's

23

12

11

6. Benchers

23

10

13

7. Kool and the Gang

23

5

18

8. Hurtin' Dudes

24

4

20
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LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30
Monday

,e
d,

Tuesd ay

Wednesday

Thursday

77
Friday
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Cream of Mushroom
Ham & Cheese Ho1 Wrap
Baked Chicken Pieces
Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy Joe
Quiche Lorraine

Veal Scaloppini
Baked Sole

IN THEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You·re Just minutes away from Windsor s most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
co urt s • Uni ver sal Gym n • Saunas • Hot Tu bs
• Pro S hop • Pro fess ional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off w,th SAC Discount Card

Caribbean Pork Chops
Chicken Pol Pie

London Broil
Crepes. Turkey & Broccoli

Canadian Cheese Soup
Philadelphia S1yle Steak
Swedish Meatballs

Beef & Bean Bum1os
BBQ Ribs

Vege1able Soup
Monie Cnsto Sandwich
Beef Stroganoff

Fish & Chips
Country Fned Steak

We've Got It All 1

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4:30 - 6:30

Saturday

Soup of the Da~·
Bacon'Cheese Burger

Roasl Chicken
B.,ef Stew

Sunday

Soup of 1he Dav
Hot Beef Sendw ,ch

Bilked ( arwd Ham
Spaghe111

ed
gh

._ ,=

French On,on
BBQ Beef/Bun
Hungarian Goulash

Playball.

-SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

The Deh is open 1130 - 6.15 Monday - Fnday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11 30 Sunday - Friday

We Carry Swi mwear
40% off

Student
Membership
$65.0 0

11

presents

OSAP APPEALS
CLINIC
November 25 - 28
11:30 am - 2:30 pm
University Centre

Therewill be a worker from the Awardsoffice to answer any GENERAL
questions about appeals or any other concerns regarding OSAP.

For further information, contact Paul Clarke & Rob Harrison
in the SAC office or call 253-4232 Ext. 3905, 3906.
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f Thesummertime
brews

Thepub:a tempestina taproom
From page one.

a number of line ideas:
O complete renovation of the pub, and the implementation
:)f food service there.
O a "Grand Marketplac e" on the first floor, with a
number of different specialty restaurants.
the University Centre would become wholly selfupporting financially .
a Board of Directors would be created to take part in
the management of the Centre, of which student representatives
would hold a majority .
In total. $400.000 was to be sunk into an overhaul of the
building. and the management structure of the Centre was to
be changed significantly . Undoubtedly, this was a big. longterm plan .
But the proposal also contained a few other notions
which. according to SAC, were less geared towards student
interest s. McMurray proposed that
The proposed Board of Directors of the Centre would
not be the final authority controlling the Centre. McMurray' s
proposed structure would allow the administration's Director
of Residence and Food Services. the Vice-president Finance
and Services. and the President of the University to veto any
decision made by the Board on which students sat, therefore
giving students no absolute control.
·
The management of the pub, which had been run by
SAC for ten years. would be usurped, to be run instead by
Food Services. and the Board.
SAC hit the roof. Sure. they liked the idea of a Board of
Di rectors and 1ts stud ent members. and they liked the concept
of a grand ne\, University Centre. But in the words of
Tsilfidis. they weren't willing to "trade off the pub for a
renO\ated Centre : · They thought that. since SAC had been
running the pub with pretty fair success for a number of years.
the) should carry on its management.
So. the fellows at SAC stayed home that weekend. and
put together a counter proposal for the renovation of the
Universit) Centre. a list of reasons why SAC should keep the
pub, and a proposed draft tor a new contract between the
administration and SAC. They then har.ded this mass of
paperwork to McMurray the following Monday .
SAC proposed an altered hierarch) of management. The
buck would stop at the Board of Directors, which would still
have a ma1ority or Student Repre<-entati\'es. But the Board
\\Ould no t be m direc t control or either F ood Ser\'ices or the
pub. The Directo ro fResidence and Food Services would still
manage food m the Centre. and SAC would still control the
Pub, since SAC felt that these areas should be run by
experienced hands. The Board would retain control of
finances. space allocation. maintenance, and so on.
Two weeks later, McMurray responded. It wasn't the
answer SAC was hoping for.
McMurray's letter said the the University was not
pleased with the firings of pub management and staff. nor was
the LLBO. who was "suspect of management intentions in
relation to your ( SAC' s) actions." Plus, the letter said that
LLBO. health and fire inspections determined the Pub filthy
and hazardous. The bottom line was that the administration
was taking the pub away from SAC. McMurray wrote:

SAC and administration ring in a new era of cooperation.

David McMurray.

..... all SAC activities regarding the pub are suspended
indefinitely until a full investigation by the university has
taken place. Access to the area will not be permitted until this
investigation is complete and future management practices
have been approved.·•
SAC, or course, hit the roof again. The situation. they felt,
was going beyond mere business haggling, and was now
approaching some very heartfelt philosophical concerns .
Tsilfidis wrote University President Ianni:
"What is proposed is the complete removal of student
control...To debate the issue of control is to tum the clock
back fifteen years. To any imanial observer it takes on
impressions of unfairness to the invesunent and commitment
SAC has put into its student pub.
"If the principle of self-go"ernment is at risk on the
student pub. what next? Is a successful newspaper or student
radio station to be unilaterally plucked from its grasp~ What
of the sacred trust between the University and students at
large for fairness?"
SAC wrote M cMur ray back. countering some of his
claims with a mass of photocopied documents. SAC didn't
think the administration's unilateral decision was in good
faith. and wanted to know the reasons why the decision was
made.
When they received copies of the fire and health inspection
reports. SAC found the complaints to be fairly trivial,
compared to the claims made in McMurray's letter. Tsilfidis
said most of the necessary repairs could have been made "for
about$5000." Complaints included an unclean carpet"emanating a foul odour," an unclean and fungus ridden g)asswasher,
and unsatisfactory ventilation.
McMurray said there were other, more serious reasons
for the pub takeover. Since the liquor license for the pub was in

the University's name. the administration would be held
liable for any legal action taken against them. Plus. he was
concerned with the protection of the license itself.
"We were advised by the LLBO that the universities
across the province were in jeopardy of losing their canteen
license ... If there were any infraction we could be suspended
or lose that license," he said.
By this time. McMurray was tiring of the barrage of paper
passing between his office and SAC. He also regarded SAC's
strong reactions to his correspondence as "contravention to
the point of naivete:·
In a phone conversation with Tsilfidis, both panics laid
their cards on the table.
"I just openly challenged him," siad Tsilfidis.
"I threatened to make it difficult- he could work with us
or fight with us:·
McMurray agreed to reopen negotiations and proposed a
meeting regarding the pub.
And meet they did.
The two parties engaged in what Tsilfidis called "intensive
negotiations" for two weeks. They came out of it with both an
agreement and a new attitude toward each other.
In the agreement
0 SAC was to renovate the pub at their own expense.
Initial estimates were $85,000; the figure has since ballooned
to over $125,000 to, in the words of SAC VP Finance John
Mill ''make it a really nice place." They were to take out a
loan to finance the renovation, which has since been done.
O SAC was to administer a referendum in September to
increase the University Centre fee by $10 per semester for
full time undergrads. ( Students already pay $8. 7 5 a semester.
The referendum, now to be held December 4, will up Centre
fees to $37.50 a year if passed.) This money would first be
used to reimburse SAC for renovation expenses.
0 If the referendum fails. the principal of the loan would
be paid out of pub operating expenses; the interest would be
paid by SAC.
O SAC would assume responsibility for the hiring of
management
0 Profits from the pub will be shared with the University
Centre. SAC will no longer pay rent to the administration as
was the case previously.
O SAC would welcome food service ir. the pub, operated
by the university.
Several other agreements were also made, such as a
decision to increase insurance coverage, an agreement to
hold monthly meetings, and to decide pricing policy in
consultation with one another, among others. The agreement
was signed June 28.
"After that memorandum was signed, the work was
finished." said Tsilfidis.
Since then, the bar, dance floor, and all pub equipment
has been replaced. A new manager, Chuck Blewett, has been
hired And the results, christened the Subway, will be
unveiled tonight
And the attitude of co-operation between SAC and the
administration has, for the most part, prevailed.
··There really is a good spirit of co-operation," said
Tsilfidis. "relations between SAC and the administration are
on a high right now."
McMurray agrees ... They (SAC) were really taking a
serious and dedicated approach. We were convinced that
they could do it
''I think. speaking for myself, that we've been working
very closely together."
McMurray also said that many of the plans from his initial
proposal, such as the formation of the University Centre
Board of Directors, and renovation planning, will begin
rolling in January. D
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Are you in favour of increasing the University Centre Fee by $10 per
semester on the conditions that
The increase is paid by the University to SAC until the renovations
of The Subway Pub are paid for in full and;
Thereafter the increase shall go solely toward the construction and
refurbishing of a Third Floor for the University Centre and its
upkeep, maintenance and repafr.

by Kevin Johnson

to the student pub, while subsequent funds
are to be used to add a third floor to the

Despite the Students' AdministrativeCoUlr
cil' s vote to endorse Wednesday's referendum
on University Centre fees, opinions remain
divided
SAC is funding a 'yes' campaign, while
other societies on campus are organizing to
defeat the referendum, to be held next Wednesday, December 4.
SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis cites
numerous possibilities for the monies to be
raised, approximately$160,000 a year, if the
referendum is successful The first year's
revenues are earmarked for the renovations

University Centre.
Tsilfidis envisions the extra spaceto include
office space for clubs and societies, more
lounges, a twenty-four hour study area, and
better meeting facilities.
"It means that students will be properly
serviced for a change," he said "The administration has demonstrated to us that they're
not going to solve our problems."
Tsiltidts adds that the Engineering Society,
the Nursing Society, and the History Club
have joined SAC in endorsing the referendum.
Last Monday, the Social Science Society

The SACbalancingact
the pub operations would be used to pay off
the principal of the loan, while the SAC
budget would cover interest charges.
If the University Centre referendum should
Should the referendumfai~ "the financial
fail.the operationsofthe Students'Administrative resources of SAC would be constrained in
Council will "feel an impact'', but integral terms of providing additional and better
services ''would not really be affected," said services to students,'' said Tsilfidis, "We
SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
might have to cut back on certain line items,
SAC has taken out a $108,000 bank Joan such as donations, sponsoring a refugee
in order to finance 75% of the recently student-things of that sort .. We'd just have
completed pub renovations. On December 4, to be more frugal than we are right now."
students will be asked in a referendum if they
SAC V.P. Finance John Mill said that
are willing to pay $10 a semester to fund "right now we've stripped SAC to the bare _
renovations to the University Centre. If it is bones." In the event of a referendum failure,
successfu~ SAC would be reimbursed for the however, Mill paints a more optimistic picture.
money it has invested in the pub. If the
"I don't think there'll be any problem".
referendum is unsuccessfu~ proceeds from

by John May

passed a resolution opposing the referendum.
SSS president Robert Burge explained the
move.
"The main reason we adopted this resolution was because this referendum is being
rushed through; the student body is not being
given enough information about the referendum
"We don't oppose the referendum for
what it could accomplish. we oppose the way
this referendum is being done," said Burge.
Michael Temelini. SAC Social Science
rep, voted against the resolution.
"I was a bit disappointed because all of
the members agreed that something had to be
done to the University Centre, and they
basically agreed with the president's (Tsilfidis')
position, but they still hesitated," Temelini
said.
"I'm sorry people are procrastinating on
this issue. If we keep waiting every year,
nothing's going to get done."
On Tuesday, the Computer Science Society passed a motion to initiate and contribute funds to a campaign against the Dec.ember 4th referendum.
Computer Science rep E:ic Knight feels
itis unfair to ask students to pay if they leave
the university before the construction is
complete.
"A lot of it will not be done for many
years to come, a lot of students will not be
around, and a lot of students will not care,''
he said.
Eric Whaley, president of the Computer
Science Society, also feels that students need

more information.
"An improper amount of information
was produced as to the budget, where the
funds will go, how much interest will be
charged on any loans. There was no proper
budge~ pr7sented to SAC members," he said.
Tsilfid.isbelieves that demands for specifics
are premature.
"We can't bring down the actual blueprints
for it Let us plan for it, we've got three or four
years. When it becomes a reality, I think
students will say, yeah, it was worth it,"
Tsilfidis said.
Temelini agrees with Tsilfidis that the
money wiJI be used responsibly.
"We as students will have the opportunity
to vote for the person we think will best
handle this," he said. "I think people should
vote for the referendum. In February, we're
going to vote for the people who will do the
job for us."
Another issue of contention is control of
the Centre building itself. Some students
express concern that the university owns the
property, and could perhaps hold the upper
hand.
Education Society president Randy Baran
said, "Philosoohically, fm in favourofit(the
referendum), but I have problems with the
way it's being presented. Greater efforts
should be made to own a piece of property,
when we're talking about so much money."
Tsilfidis counters that there is little available land adjacent to the campus , and none as
conveniently located as the Centre.
"Students will have the majority when
detennining how the space and resources of
this Centre will be used We can't own the
building; the government will not allow us
to," be said. The University is located on
Provincial property which can only be owned
by public institutions. SAC is a private
corporation.
While some opponents are concerned
that the University Board of Governors will
have the authority to overturn decisions of
the student-dominated Univemty Centre Board
of Directors, Tsilfidis points out that the
Board of Governors exercises that power
over all university bodies.
Burge also worries that raising the fee will
weaken students' bargaining position with
goverment
"We lobby federal and provincial gove11r
ments to lower our tuition fees and yet, at the
same time, we as a student council are
turning around and asking students to give us
money. This, I think, is a contradiction," said
Burge.
Temelini calls them very separate isues.
"According to this argument, we should
allow all of our facilities to become <l'ecrepit
and inadequate just because we don't want to
put the money forward to keep it up," he said
David Sussman, Student Law Society
president, supports the referendum.
"I don't think twenty dollars a year is that
heavy a burden. Ithinkthe University Centre
is an important part of the university community. If you do it right, you can make it a
focal point It really enhances life on campus,"
Sussman said
Tsilfidis said the referendum was called
for December in order to collect the fees in
January, if successful However, some council
members criticized the timing.
"It's kind of convenient that they wait
until part of it was done, namely the pub,
before they hold the referendum It's almost a
shotgun wedding," said Knight
Tsilfidis said SAC had to take care of
other business earlier in the term, and believes
holding a separate vote, as opposed to running
it during the general election, will make it
easier for students to learn and consider the
issues on their own merit 0
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social gqffes
NEWS
Thursday, November 28
- The English Department presents the Govemor-Generars
Saturday, November 30
-African Students' Association presents African Food
Night with D.J.Music and Cash Bar,7:00p.m. at Ambassador
Auditorium. Tickets $6.00
- Third World Resource Centre is holding its annual Fund
Raising Dinner-Dance at st Francis Hall, 1701 Turner Rd..
Windsor Refreshments from 6:30 p.m., Dinner 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, December 3
- "Looking at the Role of the Ombudsman in Ontario"
with Dr Daniel G. Hill Ombudsman of Ontario in room 1127
Business Building at 1:00 p.m.
MUSIC
Friday, November 29
- Marketing Association and Social Science Society present
"Caruso" at the Ambassador Auditorium.
Saturday, November 30
-CJAM continues its anniversary celebration with Deja
Voodoo and the Prehistoric Cave Strokers at the New
SACs Pub .

•

...

ART
Award Winning Poet, Patrick Lane, 3:00 p.m. at the Rose
Room (ground floor, Vanier Hall)
THEATRE
November 28 • December 1, 5 • 8
- UniversityPlayerspresent Once Upon a Mattress.Sunday's
curtain time is 7:30 p.m., 8:00 p.m. all other nights.

FILM
Thursday, November 28
- "The Second Awakening of Krista Klages" 8:00 p.m. at
Cinema Windsor.
Friday, November 29
- "The Second Awakening of Krista Klages" 8:00 p.m. at
Cinema Windsor.
- "Sisters or the Balance of Happiness" 8:00 p.m. at
Windsor Film Theatre.
Saturday, November 30
- "Sheer Madness" 8:00 p.m. at Windsor Film Theatre
- "Marianne and Juleane" 8:00 p.m. at Cinema Windsor
Sunday, December 1
- "That Dog" presented by SAC film series. showings at
7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. in 1120 Erie Hall.
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Kaa,H . ~reodv
night Crow

Tomorrown1ght1svour

The lnt•ndlond
Rtildlons Sodety presents Dr Don Page. Deputy Director. H1s.tonco1 Drv,sion. Department of External
Aff1ors(Ottawa) He 1sprobably the only
person to hove ever written the speech
notes torboth Pr,me Minister Trudeau and
the Hon Joe Clark when they oppoored
on the some telev1s,onprogram lmmed~
ate1y follow,ng the I R Sgeneral meeting.
Dr Page WIiispeak on the ORIGINSAND
M)LUllONOf CANAl)t.AN FOREIGN
POLK:Y
Thursday November 28. 1985. 4.00 p m
Assumption lounge Coffee and muffins
w,11be available

Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY

A9MJffll:)flonU nlv•llty Chq>til 973-7034
located between the University Centre
ond the Ambassador Bodge. Mosses ot
10:30 o m ond 4 30 p.m on Sundays
Monday to Fnday ot 11 50 a m Every
Tuesday there 1solso moss ot 5·00 pm
foll0\<1/edby dinner of 6 pm (cost 1sS250)
Everyone welcome Socroment of Recorr
c11iahonon request

Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)

Volunt• opportunity The ThirdWorld Resource Centre 1sseeking TINO1.0lunteers
to wOl1<1n its educot,onol branch 1n the
field of resource development ond maintenance lelephone519-252-1517

Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad Bar $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY

Hours:

Full Order of Rsh & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55

MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT
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5 nights Accommodations
Daily Shuttle to and from slopes
r
5 days unlimited skiing
And more ........
1
$ 75.00 deposit due Dec_e_m-:b_e_r_6--:-1-:--98-:--5
___
___:=--------===----~----.:--------Final payments due December
1985
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See Lindsey in the SAC office for more details

Y

Two Hotels to choose from

Slack Week 1986
SUN IN FORT lAUDERDALE, FLORIDA
February 21 to March 2 - B1ltmore Hotel

From $349 Canadian

$7500 deposit due January 17. 1986
Final payment due Feb. 6. 1986 .

See Lindsey in the SAC office for more details.

Centrerenovationa grandidea
by John Slama

like the downtown market
McMurray says students were
The University Centre is being surveyed in the cafeteria last year and
redone from the ground up.
re-tested two weeks ago as to what
Now that the newly renovated pub kinds of services they wanted
hassucces.mtlly
q,ened in the basement
The Marketplace will include: a
floor, the next major project will be the complete deli, identical to the one in
constructionof a "Grarx:IMarl<etplace" Vanier Hall; a concession offering
on the first floor.
hcmemade soups;sa1oobars; a bakery;
The facility, according to Student
and a "grab and go" type shop.
Services Director Dave McMurray,
McMurray is part of a project
will consist of a common marketplace
team that includes SAC President
with specialtyconcepts within it, much Jon CarlosTsilfidis, Univemty Centre

Manager Mary Lou Thibert, Director
have chosen. "The idea is to go with
of SAGA food services Tom Dorsey,
favourites and leave the potential to
and architect Greg McLean This
expand"
team will be travelling to Arizona
McMurray says the renovauon
State University from December 2-4
will include taking out the Speaker's
for a sight inspection of the facility
it and tappinginto the kitchenfacilities
there that will help determine what
Windsor will need in equipment, design that are already there. An architect's
draft and preliminary budget will be
and budget
prepared after the team returns from
McMurray says the facility in
Arizonais the largestin North America Arizona The budget must then be
and hasevery kindof concept. including approved by the Vice-President for
Finance and Services.
many other than what our students

Accordingto the schedule,tendering
for the work will be don_e in March,
with three and a half months of
construction during the summer for a
September 8, 1986 grand opening.
Once completed, a merchandising
retail food manager will be hired to
overseeall cash operationson campus,
which will include Vanier Hall and

theMinimart.
ootpimari]y
theUniversity
Centre. The manager would be responsible to Tom Dorsey.

SAC supportsdivestment,nixesstrikers
by John May

and management is related to an
impasse they are having Thesituation
in SouthAfricashouldooncem
allof us."

In other Council business:
• The new Chief Electoral Officer,
Sam Dinatale, was ratified His job

will begin overseeing the Dec. 4
University Centre referendum.
• Business representativeMike Eansor

was elected to the Board of Governors
to replace resigned member Michael
St l.ouis.O

Students' Administrative Council
grappled with two pleas for its support
at last Monday night's meeting.
SAC voted in favour of supporting
divestment of Faculty Association
pension funds from companies with
South African interests, but voted
against a move to support the workers'
efforts in the Versa Food Strike.
Michael Temelini, Social Science
rep and mover of both resolutions,
was pleased with SAC's unanimous
approval of the divestment motion,
but was disappointed in the response
given the Versa resolution .
.. It is ironic that at a meeting a few
weeks ago. we (SAC) voted to join
CFS (CanadianFederaooncf Srujents),
which is a very strong studen~union."
he said "Weweresoinfavourofthat,
but when another union is calling for
help we refuse to. That's a really self-.
centred approach to take."
The motion which asked SAC to
.. put pressure on the management of
VIS Services to negotiate in good
faith." and to "urge students at the U
of W to join the boycott of V/S
Services,'' was met with opposition
fromSAC President
Jon CarlosTsilfidis.
·'Is it SAC's mandate to start
interfering as a third party in labour/
management negotiations?" he asked.
"How could we get involved in the
labour/management affairsof Versa?
That's like saying Versa should have
pressured SAC into reaching a settlement with the pub."
The Versa strike has since been
resolved(seerelated story, pagethree).
On the other hand, SAC showed
universal support for the resolution
that SAC endorse the· yes' side of the
upcoming Faculty Association referendum. The referendum. to be held in
January, will determine whether or
not the F acuity Association will divest
pension fund holdings from financial
and business institutions with ties
South Africa
·
..I think its high time that the
university divest and take a stand on
SouthAfiica-on moral groonds more
than anything else,'' said Education
Society President Randy Baran
AlthooghTsillidi.5argued that "the
University administrationadministers
the (pension) fund, not the Faculty
Association," he too was in favour of
the resolution.
"This is an issue that affectspeople
in general When you see slavery in
the world you have to speak against
it," he said, "to make the comparision

SAC members Jo n Carlos Tsllfid is, Mic hael Teme lini, Ran dy Baran.

Lance photo by Christophe r McN a mara

Versaworkersbackin business
The fifteen-week strike against

VIS Services is over. The workers
who service the vending machines
on the U of W campus returned to
work Friday.
T he primary issues in the dispute

withVersa,thesituatioobetweenVersa Student demand s change from Versa.

had been management's demands
for an end to overtime pay for
weekend work. and the initiation of
a two-tiered wage system. When
the company dropped these demands,
the settlement was relatively easy
to reach.

Tom Beaument. Union Stewart
for Teamsters' Local647, was pleased
with the contract
" W e're more than satisfied.
Other than the wage freeze. we
made no concessions at all," he
said.

In addition to having all local
issues decided in the union's favour,
each member received a signing
bonus of$300-$400, said Beaumont
With I00% turnout, the workers
voted 22-2 to accept the olTer. D

SAC balancinKact
·,

Lance photo by And,_

Haggert

he said. "With the volume that the
pub's doing now, we'll be fine.''
Mill said he expects a~conservative
~stimate" of$600,000 in gross sales
this year, of which SAC will receive
$60,000. At that rate, he said that
the loan could be paid off as early
as next year. "approximately the
same time the referendum would
have paid it off," he said.
Tsi lfidis, on the other hand,
sa id pub profits were "difficult to
gauge". H e said they expect to
m ake as much in the remainder of
this year as the pub made over the
entireperiodlast year, about $340,00)
gross. Tsilfidis, in the event of a
referendum failure, would not expect
the loan to be paiduntil" anywhere fran
three to four years," he said.

Should the referendum succeed,
however. the SAC financial picture
would be significantly rosier. since
'"the budget was designed for the
whole year \l.ithout taking pub profits
or a successful referendum into
account." said Mill. That would
mean SAC would have a surplus of
about $25,000 rather than the
budgeted deficit of the same amount.
he said.
" It would put us ahead of the
game," said M ill.
T silfidis said that SAC could
then "reinvest profits from the pub
into new and better services for
students,"
"If this referendum succeeds it
will benefit students," he said ·' Ifs
also going to help their student
government be a financial ly sound
and viable operation.''
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There's a ot of reasons for vot •ng ' no 1n the upcoming
referendum
And, 1fyou haven't noticed there's quite a few people urging
you to do Just that on December 4 , when you will be asked 11you
are willing to contribute $20 a year to pay for the pub renovations
and the add111onof a new third floor to the University Centre.
Several arguments have been made to back the no' campaign,
some of which make good , solid sense . For instance:
• For four years students wJII be paying $20 a year for
something they will probably never see. if the referendum succeeds.
e SAC will be pulling $1 - 1 .5 million into a building 11can never
own . And , since the building will still belong to the university, the
Centre Board of Directors (which has a ma10'1ty of student
representatives) can be overruled by the university Board of
Governors (which doesn't) . So students can never have absolu te
control over where their money's going.
e verylittle 1nforma11on
has been distributed about the referendum.
There has been no complete written proposa submitted to
council or the students at large-not even a press release had
been issued. This 1sinexcusable, since the SAC executive have
known they were going to hold a referendum sinceJune 28, when
the pub agreement was signed. And now. a week before the
referendum, SAC finally has issued something tangible to the
students at large-a slip shot poster that is less than
comprehens ive. Nowhere on the thing is the Univers ity Centre
even men tioned- the 'in formation' 1sonly a list of possib le uses
for a third floor . Plus, the leaflet doesn't tell us c learly that we'll pay
another $20 a year-apparently "6<t a day" must sound like a
better deal. Must be referendum psyc hology
The stronges t argument on behalf of the 'no' side, though, is
the timing of the referendum. First off. the delay in g etting any
information out hasn't given eve ryon e the chance to thoughtfu lly
mul l over the issu e. Ramming a 'yes' campa ign down o ur thro ats
in the last week befo re the vote in order to ge nerate a " hey. that's a
goo d idea- I'll vote for that" respons e c ircumvent s the chance for
much analytical thought or intell igent discuss ion. Must be more
referendum psycho logy .
Plus. holdin g the thin g during the last week of sc hool bef ore
Christmas break means students are far more concerned with
exams than student polit ics, and hence can't afford to devote the
amount of thought the issue deserves What's more. acco rding to
the initial pub agreement. the vote was to be hefc 1n Septem ber.
So the cy nics among us might note that vote has been post poned
to a week or two afte r the snazzy new pub had its ga la g rand
opening . Hmmm. e's a few more 'no' arguments. but for the most
part, they're a lad specio us. If you wan t to know them. 1ust ask a
no· advoca te, who'll be more than glad to offer them.
Now, having read and digested all that there's still more to
consider the 'yes' side. Not necessa rily SAC's 'yes' side, bu t the
side of one who's cut through all the foggy rhetoric spurred by
pol1t1cal amb1t1on-on both sides of the fence.
What exactly would we accomplish by throwing $160.000
ol student money into the University Centre pie every year? First

off, we'd get the pub renovations paid off. Sure, sure . maybe SAC
should have asked us before they started spending our money,
and maybe 1t is unfair to ask non-pub users to cnip in as well.
Thing is. though.what's done is done. We can wag our finger at
SAC all we want, but 111s going to be in a precarious financial
pos1t1onif the referendum doesn 't pass. Yeah, maybe they should
have thought of that before the renovations. but if they did that. the
administration would have likely usurped the operation. Besides ,
if SAC begins operating at a deficit for the next few years , it's the
students who will suffer due to cutbacks in services. There's little
point in 'punishing · them for taking out the pub loan, when we'd
likely have to help them pay it off in a few years under the guise of
increased SAC fees. We might as well do it now. and start
contributing to the UC fund as well.
And it's obvious the Centre does need work. Maybe it's not
really the duty of students to pay for its expansion, what with the
University loudly trumpeting its yearly surplus to all who'll listen.
Fact is. though, that the administration has other priorities right
now, such as moving the Facufty of Education to the main
campus and the purchase of new equipment If we want something
done (as mos t of us li kely do) we'll have to do it ourselves. We
shou ld seize the opportunity now-i f this referendum dies. who
knows when the next one will com e along?
Granted, without a detailed proposa l, we don' t know exac tly
where the money's g oi ng, on ly into some vague pot kno wn as the
Universi ty Centre renovatio n fund. But really, it is muc h too early
to set plans 1nconcre te. SAC has offe red a list of poss ibilit ies fo r
the th ird floor, such as student offices, a study roo m, a qu iet pub,
and so on~ a list that will probably change d rastic ally as the years
go by. But the list will not change accord ing to the wishes of the
students whos e mo ney is filling the pot-r ememb er, we're the
ones who will be ele ct ing those deciding how to spend the
mon ey. The ad minist ration of the Cen tre fu nd will no do ubt be a
hot election ,tern in the next few years. If the students c hoose their
representati ves well , the money simp ly ca nnot be wasted.
Those diehards who refuse to pay for something they'll never
see can only be considered myopic and selfish. Look around .
How muc h of the existi ng campus did you pay for? We now hav e a
fine new athletic complex paid for, in part, by students long
graduated. Such a shorts,ghted and greedy approach only
hinders bad ly needed progress and expansio n.
No one can knoc k the concept of a refurbished University
Centre in principle. Here's a chance to make that p nnciple a
reality. This is a sig nific ant undertaking; the biggest thing in years,
in fact. Collectiv ely, the students can leave a mark on this
inst itution in the form of a complete, comfort ab le, University
Centre-a showcase. It's within our g rasp. Why blow 11in the nam e
of polit ical b icke ring? ft is unfortunate that th is referendum has
been so poor ly run, but the intent is g enuine. So, looki ng pas t the
squabbling and the rhetoric. the advantages to voting 'yes' outweigh
any reason to vote 'no'. In the end, 11'11
be worth 11.
The students of the U of W deserve a first class University
Centre. Let's give us one.

~

the slipstream

gus horvath

University
simplyis notworking
Last week I overheard a conversation of the sort that seems to be
becoming increasingly common around here.
ft was the buffeteria and it was the middle oft.'leday, so of course
1 was sitting check to jowl with five strangers at a table which was
really big enough for about three good friends. On my square foot of
table surface perched my lunch. which 1 was studying speculatively
while listening to the people across the table.
''J dunno:· a heavy made-up young woman was saying to her
friend. " my grades just aren ' t what they should be. The stuff isn't
hard lO learn . But the marks just aren ' t coming ya know?"
The other girl nodded sympathetically while the speake, ~ipped
moodily at her brown pop. After a few moments of reflection, she
piped up again .

"I think I know what it is. I think the problem is reading. i nau: ,..,
read. Every time I read something. I think of better things 1 could be
doing. Some of my textbook s haven ' t even been opened yet"
I took a bit of my sandwich as the girl lapsed into another
thoughtful pause . I had almost swallowed the mouthful when she
said. " Oh, man. They're never gonna let me into teacher"s college at
this rate ."

I suddenly began t() choke v1olently and had to leave the table to
gel a drink or water When I came back., my chair had been taken, so I
left the scene without hearing the rest of the conversation . No one
else at the table had even battrd an eyelash at the thought that
sumeone who hate~ to read is going to school to 'become a teacher
But of course, the woman has no intention of becoming a teacher.
What she wants to do is to stay in school.

A close personal friend of mine is about to graduate at the end of
this year. He as been in school for a long time, working for his degreee
with single-minded fervour. In the last few months he has come to
realize that his degree is not going to be worth anything to anyone but
lumself. His skills are so specialized that only two or three different
jobs are suited to them. Because he is not in the top tllird of his class,
he is unlikely to get one of those jobs. The skills he has acquired here
are likely never to be put to use. When I asked him what he is going to
do after graduation, he said. ''Probably come back and get another
degree."
One of the people whom I have met t'lrough rheLam·e has been
going here for a long, long time. I doa:t know how old he is, but he's
much older than I am I don't know how many degrees he has, but he
has many. He likes to speak of his "first d~gree". his "th1td degree"',
and so on. I have often been tempted to ask him: Why don't you get a
Job? But I know the answer already . He can'r do anything.
These three people, and hundreds like them on campus. all have
one thing 1n common , They are not here :o prepare themselves for a
career . They are here instead of having a career.
After all, the job market 1s a pretty frightening place these days.
Ontario ' s overloaded universities and colleges are turning out highly
skilled men and women m far greater numbers than the job market
has need for. Many of these people are going to have to take Jobs that
have nothing to do with their degrees. That makes higher education
seem like a waste to them .
This has a lot to do with the new focus of counselling activity on
this campus. Lately the counsellors have been saying that they mtend
to concentrate on the students with no specific majors, for which

counsellinghas been hardto get because it is usuallyrunby faculties.
This is a very noble gesture. It is probablytrue that many of tbe
peoplewho are in universitymainlybecause it's easier thangettinga
good job are amongthat majorlessgro11p.But will counsellif'greall)
help these people?
It's hardto counsel someone unless he has a least some sense of
directionto startwith.If he's reallyonly here because he's petrified
of the realworld,the only adviceyou can give him is to takea variety
of subJectsand try to find somethingthat tickles him.

I thinkthatthis gro"'ingtrepidationamonguniversitystudentsfor
what is going to happento them after they leave universitymakes
itself felt in a great many aspects of campus life. For one thing.
studentshave lost interestin protestsand rallies and other runstuff
like lhat I hearabout the anti-warralliesof twentyyears ago and it
sounds like greatfun. Thereare a whole slew of reprehensiblethings
which we could march around and protest. like apartheid and
abortion and the blob in the St Clair River. But we'rejust to busy
worryingaboutan uncenainfuture.Most of us can't even get excited
about our school's Homeooming.
The AddictionResearchFoundation classifies one thirdofpostsecondary students "heavy drinkers'- someone who has four or
more drinksper day. J wonderif perhapsemploymentpressureisa
factor in this.
Anotherfriendof mineonce summedit up whenhe said,whenwe
were crabbingto each other about how difficult our courses were.,
"School may be toughsometimes, but one thing's for sure:it beats
working."O

SAC takesa standagainstapartheid

Liftingtheirheads.fromthesand
by Kevin Johnson

no concernto us, either as membersof the species
or as studentsat an institutionof higherlearning.
Our money travels, however circuitous the
route, through the professors' pension fund to
banks
corporationswho supportstate racism
in exchange for a healthy relllm.
The move by McGill University to divest
alignsthem with dozensof U.S. collegeswho have
taken similar action The decisionof the McGill
Boardof Governors is in large part attnbutable to
student demonstrationsagainst South Africa
We mustn't forgetthat we do have the abilityto
affect change in our environment This power
obligates us to use our influencewhen we can.
SAC has taken a leadership role in thismatter,
and should be encouraged to address other issues
of broadsocialconcernwith a student perspective.
At the same time, we cannot think SAC acts in a
vacJum Its resolutionsare only as effective as
ioo.ividualsare willing to make them
We are reminded of the immortal question
posed by a certain Irish philosopher.·'What is no
man? No man is an islaoo."

At times, we SAC watchers who believe that
a student council must do more than run
a pub are given cause for hope.
The most recent example is SAC' s decision
Monday night to urge the F acuity Association to
divest its pension fundmonies fromSouth Africa
SAC unanimously sided with the pro-divestment
forces gearing up for the F acuity Association's referendum on the the questionto be held next year.
It is a sad fact that the eighties' student is
typically,
not inaccurately portrayed as a
career-orientated mercenarywhosefirstthoughtis
of Numero Uno. The SAC motion is to be
commeMed for recognizingthat there is a world
outsidetheoonfinesof our ivory Windsor Tower.
That world is hardly worth living in unless
some decent level of human dignity is maintained
As very few of us would dispute that the apartheid
system ~ the majority of South Africa's peq>le
of their dignity by denying their humanity.
It is a fallacy to believe that this is an issue of

aoo

aoo

mail
First, the decision to hold the referendum
on Dec. 4th, denies the student body their
right to intelligently argue the merits, if there
are any, of increasing student fees. It sham~
Dear Editor;
fully appears that SAC is trying to ram the
Twenty three years ago a group of Basilian fee increase down students throats.
Secondly, SAC's proposition to fund the
Fathers had an idea They had a dream of a
pub
renovations Imm a fee increase is absolutely
Student Centre filled with resawants and bowling
alleys, beauty salons and study areas. They indefenseable. When SAC initiated the
began building and went broke. We have had to renovations they never made any public
live with the result of their unfinisheddream ever announcements which indicated a fee increase
would be required. All students, even those
since. As most students know we have an
enlargedcafeteriathat masqueradesas a Student who do not drink or use the pub, might be
Centre. Since the l960's the debate has raged forced to pay for a service they do not utilize.
about what to do and finallywe have arrived at The costs of renovation skyrocketed from
$85,000 to $125,000, it seems SAC will
an answer.
Already, a small minority are saying that we make all students pay for their inability to
competently manage the pub renovation
have not discussed the issue enough-twenty
project If the state of the pub was as bad as
three years of neglect calls for action not another
year of debate. In this age of cutbacks this the cost overruns might indicate, SAC should
minorityis tellingus to waitfor the administration
to be accountable for their management negligence,
since they have been operating the pub for
build us a new Centre. I would remind them that
many years.
the university has not built a new building on
The pub renovations should be justified
campus this decade. How long does it take
only on the grounds of it's ability to generate
people to realize that if they want results they
profits. If the pub can't make money to cover
have to act themselves. We have a new Pub
the costs of renovations, an error has been
because we took the initiative-if we want better
services we must put our 6e where our mouth is. made and SAC. the fathers of the renovations
should be held accountable. (As it stands
Despite what a small minority says SAC has
now SAC deceived the student body by not
done its homework and can answer the tough
informing us prior to the start of renovations
questions. After all the details have been dealt
that a fee increase would be required).
with the overwhelming reality-do nothing and
Third, most of the current SAC executive,
get nothing or vote YES and let students solve
particularily the President, have been rerruukably
student needs.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis adept in raising student fees, but little else has
President been accomplished; the parking problem is
Students' Administrative Council still a major headache. The most remarkable
aspect to this never ending fee increase
process is the embarassingly hypor.ritical
behaviour of SAC. The same individuals who
damn the provincial government and the
University for rising incidental fees have the
gall to tell us "we should feel lucky we're
Dear Editor,
getting off so cheap." Gee thanks guys and
From the outset I would like to clearly
don't worry I don't need the twenty bucks.
state that I am in favour of an expansion to
Fourth, SAC has neglected to provide
the University Centre and I approve, in
students with a firm timetable and other
principle, of the pub renovations.
details which would indicate how long the fee
On December4, the Students'Achninistrative increase will last, how much the Centre
Council is holding a referendum on a $ l O per
expansion will cost or what fonn it will take.
semester fee increase. The money collected
For all we know the expansion may be
from the increase would be used to pay for the
nothing more than the addition of more office
recent pub renovations, and someday, in the
space. Essentially, SAC is rushing into this
far off future, to finance an addition to the
referendum unprepared and lacking direction.
University Centre. SAC is also funding a Yes
They are asking us to give them a blank
campaign in the referendum.
cheque so they can do as they please. The
students should be voting on a complete
The referendum should be defeated by
proposal on the Centre expansion, estimated
University of Windsor students as it is
nothing more than a classic example of
costs, architect plans, sketches and planned
SAC's insensitivity, poor administration and
use of the new facilities. At the present time
SAC has offered none of the above, yet they
hypocrisy.

building

stating

demand from us a decision. a very important
one, without the critical facts to fairly evaluate
a Centre expansion.
Fifth, it seems punitive and greedy to
make students in their final year pay for
something they will gain few benefits from. A
process should be established to exempt final
year students from the fee increase.
In closing there are two very important
principles at stake in this referendum. We, as
students, have a right to know in the detail the
manner in which our money will be disposed
of by SAC. This is a long standing principle
accepted by all democratic governments.
Also, should a majority of people be
forced to pay a fee for a service which will be
enjoyed by a small minority. Obviously not!
Those who enjoy the benefits of the renovated
pub should pay for that privilege. Absolutely
no money collected from this fee increase
should be used to finance the pub debt
Coupled with the lack of a detailed proposal
for a Centre expansion this referendum should
be defeated.

Chris McIntyre, year II

objecting
Dear Editor:
I would like to take this oppo1tunity to
commend the Women and the Law for their
letter to the Lance of November 7, 1985.
The question I believe they would like us to
consider concerns just how far such a freedom
extends. Will we tolerate racist or sexist
advertising in the name of "freedom of
commercial expression?"
The advertisement the Women and the
Law objected to was placed by Jason's, a
downtown club featuring nude female dancers.
The caption reads "Entertainment with a
French accent" This ad is objectionable
because it perpetrates a stereotype of women
as sexual objects, with a particular emphasis
on a nation of women as though French
women were culturally or anatomically more
suitable as sexual objects for "men's entertainment"
The Women and the Law are raising a
fundamental point, namely that the editorial
board of the Student Law Society Directory
should, and I would add that all student
publications should, adopt a policy deeming
racist or sexist advertising not acceptable for
publication. This is not a question offreedom
of speech; these firms pay for advertising
space and, just as one can choose not to do
business with firms who have questionable

backgrounds, any student publication can
choose not to solicit advertising from firms
which objectify women, as the ad in question
was.

Mireille Coral,
Women's Commissioner, SAC

addressing
I am writing in regard to the unfortunate
incident which took the fonn of a Social
Science meeting on November 25. Specifically,
I would like to address the issue of how the
meeting was handled when the question of
the University Centre Referendum was brought
up. I was asked to be a proxy representative
for the History Club, therefore it was my first
Social Science Society meeting. Obstensibly.
Rob~rt Burge handed over the chair to
Michael Mitchel) for reason!. which became
apparent Mr Burge in all his factual splendor
wanted to address his constituents in why
they should thwart the success of the referendum
Although I cannot delineate his presentation.
it should be noted that his arguments had
gaping holes in them. What are you trying to
prove Rob?; because it seems that there is
some ulterior motive behind your reasoning.
What I am more upset at is how the
meeting was run. Mr. Mitchell tried to chair
this tumultuous circus, but Rob Burge insisted
in directing or coaching him to suit his needs.
Mr. 'Roberts Rules' Burge pointed out procedure at all times. except when he took the
floor. Thereby, members such as Mike Temelini were cut off from fully responding to
questions as to why the society should support
the referendum. Mr. Burge who always been
concerned with equity at S.A.C. meetings,
turns around and clearly abuses his position.
Consequently, the Social Science Society
meeting was not fairly run. Further, the
major problem with the Society supporting
the referendum was that S.A.C. had not
communicated with Social Science students;
in terms of infonningthem about the referendum
Well. it seems to me that this is the ~sponsibility of the Social Science representative
and/or S.A.C. However, Rob Burge was
abnonnally quiet when the lack of communication problem was discussed Maybe that is
something that could have been discussed
Well, that was my first and probably my
last S.S. S. meeting, It was certainly a lesson
in objective politics.

Mary Ellen Kelm
Secretary of History Club
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Brandnewpubopens,n0-0nekilled
by Lynnita-Jo
Frommand

Some patrons complained
of slow service, and this was
Even with all the changes,
due, in part, to the entirely new
it's still the same familiar pub. staff. It is anticipated that the
And it's good to be back.
wait staff require only practice
Many people seem to agree, in negotiating the new bar setas last weekend's opening of the up and the large crowds, and to
newly-renovated Subway was live up to the highly professional
sold out on all three nights.
black and white dress code.
"Desp ite the fact that the
In a cooperative to reduce
, Subway was running at full cap- irresponsibledrinking. Saga Foods
acity. there were no bouncers, has joined the Subway in offering
peoplebehaved reallyresponsibly," patrons a delicatessen. Bar staff
said Doug Steele, public relations asserts that the separation of
spokesperson for the pub.
food and drink sales has alleviated
Record-breaking beverage
much of the confusion previously
sales were tallied on each night. associated with the sale of chips,
"The new bar is designed to etc. However, staff also said
deliver the product faster,." said that the sale of popcorn contriChuck Blewett, Subway manager. butes to mess.

SusanMcllveen

"I think that the deli would
better serve the Subway if it
were moved to a better location

in the room, because right now
it takes up prime standing space
for viewing the stage, as well as

dance floor space," said Bob
Baker, Students' Administrative
Council vice-president 0

SWSAcansevaluation
by Marga ret A. Liptay

"We will no longer continue to
support student evaluations of professors!"
This motion was passed unanimously by the Social Work
Student Association (SWSA) at
the November 11, 1985, executive
meeting.
The decision was made due to
increased dissatisfaction with the
evaluations. "The evaluation serves
only one pwpose-for administration.
It does nothing for the students,"

said Angus Francis, Student liaison
for the department of Social Work.
The SWSA will encourage all
Social Work students not to be
involved in the evaluation process.
They also plan to make SAC aware
of their actions and concerns regarding
student evaluations of professors.
"As it stands," said Francis,
"the evaluation is completely urr
reliable. If the entire campus followed
our initiative, then the University
administration would have to find a
better
process
to
evaluate
professors." D

Graduatestudentscan'tgetcredit
conference in St John's at the beginning of credit, including an unidentified researcher
November, the two groups showed student whose work was printed with his professors'
research is often misused and published names instead of his own. "Except for minor
changes, the paper remained the same from
without proper credit.
the time of writing until the final printing,"
"We discovered that this is a very major the brief said.
Accordingto the National Graduate Council
and the Ontario Graduate Association, author- problem across the country,·• said Liz Lovis,
The professors argued they had paid for
ship and ownership of academic work are a graduate student at the University of
the
work and therefore it was their property.
Western
Ontario.
amongthe greatestproblemsgraduateresearchers
The two groups showed examples of The student has since taken legal action to
face. In a brief presented to the Canadian
I Association of Graduate Schools' annual students who claimed they were robbed of recover ownership.
OTT A WA (CUP) - Graduate students are
repeatedly cheated of research credit by
professors and have little recourse for justice,
say two graduate organisations.

Although most cases are not this extreme,
Lovis said the problem is so widespread it
can not be ignored. "The most common
complaint is that a student doesn't get credit
for her or his work," she said.
The federal Copyright Act does not protect
ideas, but only their fonn and manner of
expression. The Act will be soon reviewed by
the M inistry of Consume r and Corporate
Affairs, and the two groups are currently
preparing a report on copyright reform.

classtfieds
BUil. The venereal disease

Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave. 973· 7039

Buck Fitch. A lecherous old fellow.

WANTID:A good cheap car 256-7764
DOG BUFFERS. Dog stealers. who kill
those dogs that advertised for. sell their
skins. and feed the remaining dogs with
their flesh

RESURRECTION
MEN.Person employed
by the students 1nanatomy to steal dead
bodies out of church-yards
SCALDER.A clap The cull hos napped a
scolder; the fellow has got o clap.

SCALY.Mean Sordid Howscolythecove
is. Is how mean the fellow is

FUZZYBATHROBE
CORD HOlDER:'Nhot's
.vrong with the Demon Drop? She&-11
•.1
ain't go1n on that MoFo. Wimps dnve
;coolers and eat frozen bananas 1nfront
Jf fields of violets
Flggy

NOV. 12 TH a notiee of WJPC meeting
was submitted to the Lance. it did not
appear 1n the following paper We are
SCftYfor the ,nconvenience this has caused

Free Transportation
To & From

Join in the merriment of
An Iona College MusicalForum
with

Mary Alice Bailey and
Michael Dufresne
Come celebrate with us ....
We've arranged joyful entertainment that is sure
to delight your musical senses and prepare
us for the Holiday Season.
From classical to contemporary

selections.

Held in Moot Court Faculty of LawBuilding
Friday,December 6, 1985.12:30 · 2:00 pm

Call Brandi's Taxi, 973- 1180
and up to $3.45 will be paid toward
your cab fare from anywhere in the city.
AII-U-Can-Eat Chicken Wings
ONLY $3.25
Monda ys 7 pm - l O pm only
655 University 254-1234

Rob. sorry. really Really A IOI Honest

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

SU PPER
4:30 - 6:30

Monday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Ch,cken Fmgers
lu cchm1Ch Casserole

Breaded Pork S1eak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cream of Tomdto Soup
Corn.id Beef/Swiss
Braised Swiss Steak

, LAsagna
Breaded Gnlled Perch

Wednesday

Navy Bean Soup
S1eal<on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Sweel & Sour Chicken
Ch1michanga

Thursd ay

Cream of Celery
Submarine Hot Wrap
Gnlled Beef Liver

Roast Turkey
London Broil

Friday

Boston Clam Chowder
Fresh 1/4 pounder
Turkey Fned Rice

Ba1tered Fish & Chops
Roast Pork

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Satu rday

Sunday

Soup of the Oay
Gnlled Cheese
Ch,lo
Soup of lhe [)ay
Chicken Fr,ed Steak

SUPPE R
4:30 - 6:30
Spaghetti Meatsauce
Top S1rlom St('ak
Roast Beef
Veal Scaloppm,

I

classrfieds
TheLa,oei

s looking for someone to fill the
recently vocated position of Features
Editor ~ ycu are Interested bring a resume
up to our general meeting on Friday at

noon.
N-.,Wcm-.,MUII
Hcwe Roomate to
share large house for second semester
with pillars of society S650/semester ineludes Utilities. spacious room and use of
all facilities 15 minutes from University
258-7537
L.A. Ldc• • • DttroltPlttons lowerlevel
seat and transportation. S22 Canadian.
Sunday. Jon 19, 1986 A perfect Xmas
giftl Coll 253·9478 Limited tickets ovatlable

WcdGA largefot object. about 3 feet by
3 feet Must 1N0igh at least 650 pds. and
answer to the name "Bubbles'" . Am w,Hing
to negotiate. but am rather inflexible.
sluggish and highly uD-imaginotive reply
by Friday.Spotty Jim
Wc:rndanyone 1ntemstedin hosting Da~
ling Participle (CJAMs literary progrom)
starting 1nDecember or January. please
call Marc Fedak at 966-3027. or leave o
message at CJAM (258-6397). No radio
experience is necessary. only an interest
n promoting local and not1anol hterorv
talent
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Service
workerssettle
fairly good agreement."
The terms of the contract will
raise pay by nine per cent over the
A strike by the University's
maintenance workers has been avoi<} two years, with four per cent retroed for at least two years as their active to July 1, and five per cent
union ratified a collective agreement coming on July 1, 1986. Instead of
a cost-of:.living
allowance,the workers
with the administration Friday ~rwill get a further five cents in 1986.
noon.
Plumbers, the highest paid workThe membership of the Canadian
Union of Public Employees, local ers, will earn $1 7.46 per hour by
1001, voted 85-38 in favour of the the end of the contract whilejanitors,
settlement, which is to expire June the largest group, will earn $11.56.
Cafeteria workers will earn $8 .56
30, 1987.
"You never get everything you an hour.
Equal pay for equal work brought
want," said Don Strand, president
of the local, but called the deal "a an extra 75 cents an hour for maids,
by John Slama

to bring them up to par withjanitorial
workers whose jobs are similar.
Maids will earn $10.36 per hour by
the time the contract ends.
Some' categories were amalgamated in the new contract while
some job descriptions were eliminated Pensions were upped 2 per ,
cent, backdated to the day of hiring.
Another major gain for the union
was the inclusion of a protection
interest clause, which means the
university cannot lay off anyone to
contract out work for the duration
of the contract. D

McGilldivests_fromS.A.
MONTREAL (CUP) - McGill
University is the first university in
Canada to divest all of its South
African linked holdings. This decision may provoke retaliatory actions
by shunned companies which have
long been closely linked with the
institution.
Twenty-one ofMcGill's44 governors voted to divest during a twohour meeting last week, as 600
students kept up non-stop chanting
outside.
The new policy will affect an
estimated $45 million in securities,
stocks and bonds held by McGill in
South African owned or controlled
companies. Up to 56 corporations
and financial institutions could be
affected by the decision.
The ivestment process will take
about two years to complete, according to Amy Kaler , a student
representative on the board.
McGill's decision follows a wave

of divestment moves by universities
in the United States. Sixty-three
universitieshave divested themselves
of South African Jinke<}interests
worth about half a billion dollars.
The decisioncame after ir.::reased
pressure from Montreal students.
Two weeks ago about 300 Concordia
students protested the University's
deposits in the Bank of Montreal.
The McGill board voted on
four separate motions. The first

half a million dollars in Alcan
shares. David Culver, president
and chief executive officer of Al can,
sits on McGill's board of governors.
When contacted about the divestment decision, one Alcan official
said he thought it was "childish"
and that McGill was "biting tha
hand which feeds it."
Media Relations Manager F(;rnand Leclerc said Alcan will suffer
some negative public opinion, but it
has no intention of changing its
investment policy at the present
time. "These are businessdecisions,"
he said ..." Alcan passes no moral
judgement on the situation there
(South Africa).
"It is not for us to interfere," he
said. "We don't like people telling
us how to run our business." And
that includes McGill, he said
Leclerc said Alcan will not lose
any money because of McGill's
move. McGill will just be sellng off
decision.
Two members spoke at length shares toanother buyer on the stock
about human rights abuses in the market. They might make money
SovietUnion and how McGill should off the sale, he said.
One financial institution not afhave equal concerns about villainy
on the left as well as the right. fected by McGill's new policy is
Another, Professor Svenn Orvig the Bank of Montreal. The bank's
said, "We are not here just to solve status has been denounced by all
the world's problems, but the uni- anti-apartheid groups and concerned
c.hurch groups.
versity's."
Concordia Universityand McGill
One company which will be
affected by the decision is Alcan have several hundred million dollars
Aluminum. McGill owns almost in the bank.

two, affecting banks and companies
owned or controlledby South Afiican
interests, passed quickly and unanimously.
The third motion, representmg
90 per cent of investments, was
closer to home as it affected corporations with direct investments
in South Africa Eleven of McGill's
board members sit on one or more
of these companies' boards and
many of these corporation have
given donations to McGill in the
past.
After an hour of debate, the
motion passed with four"No" votes
!lfld eight abstentions.
McGill's President David Johnston, who voted no, said the board
did not have enough careful and
reasoned analysis before them. "This
motion is farmore sweeping and far
more devastatingin its consequences,"
he said. He wanted to delay the

415 Pelissier St.
253- 1030
Deily 10-5:30, Fri . to 9, Sun . 12 to 5
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Hit the books ... not the bottle
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Boston Traders

If you're like most people, you drink because you enjoy it But some people tum to
drinking when under pressure or facingproblems. Others are even convinced that they
perfonn better when they drink. Not true, of course. Appropriate times for learning are
inappropriate times for drinking.
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· Children ··;i:;.i;\ignificant

(

role in the imagery

of the peace movement. They look cute holding
signs at peace marches, and mothers and fathers
gather behind signs that read, "Save the world for
our children."

But there are new questions being asked on
the behalf of children about nuclear war. Instead
of asking that war be prevented for their future,
psychologists are asking that the threat of nuclear

war be ended for their present
Numerous studies by teachers and psychologists
are showing that the possibility of nuclear annihil-

ation is harming the psychological development

of'children.

In a poll asking school age children to describe
ir future, 70 per cent mentioned nuclear war,
thout any prompting from the pollsters. Jn
ftother ; t~ in California, school children ranked
_uc
::_,I{next only to the death of their parents
greatest fear.
o!ogists know that adults have deve!op€9
al defence mechanisms that lessen the in:iof the threat of nuclear war on their day to
day existence.
.
Dr. Christopher Ross is a clinical psycholi~ist
_;..·in Toronto. He says adults use many techniques t,q,
~- help themselves cope----denial depersonalization,
projection and fragmentation.
·
Unfortunately, young people aren't as adept
at denying reality.
As Dr. Ross writes, "Children's feelings lay
closer to the surface; they are more inclined to
admit to their terror. Nor do adult techniques of
denial impress them."
Dr. Siby\le Escalona, Professor of Psychology
at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in New
York, describes the effect of the nuclear threat on
personality development
"The profound uncertainty about whether or
not (wo)mankind has a forseeable future exerts a
corrosive and malignant influence upon important
dev
mental processes in normal and welling children."
rowing up in a social environment that
s and ignores the risk of total destruction
of voluntary human action tends to
se patterns of personality functioning
ead to a sense of powerlessness and
ation."
ares are one way in which children vent
ars of nuclear war. One report quotes Joan
, age 17:
"Sometimes I have dreams and those are bad.
I usually dream that when a nuclear war happens
I'm alone ...! always envision loud noises, and a lot
of bright light and I just wake up terrified."
Otherchlldren have a constant preoccupation
with the nuclear possibilities. Patricia K, 16, says,
"In a way, I think it's like a wound-the
way I'm
wasting all this time thinking about something that
really I shouldn't have to think about I could be
doing other things with my mind. I could be
ruining my brain wlth all this worrying."
More lasting effects have been described by
Dr. John Mack of the Harvard Medical School. He
says there's been a shift in recent years to increased
preoccupation among young people with the
threat posed by the arms race. Mack writes that
"that threat of nuclear annihilation has penetrated
d?,p!y lnto young peoples' consciousness."
Common psychological responses among the
young to their perceptions of the nuclear threat
include feelings of lack of control over their own

"a!t'

lives, helplessness, lack of confidence in the political
process, alienation from adults who would subject
them to a threat of nuclear annihilation, and a
genera! intoiversion.
As a result, researchers believe young people
are less likely to make commitments for the future
and tend to seek immediate gratifications and
pleasures.
Christopher Ross explains:
"The threat of nuclear extinction also robs this
growing child of the sense of permanence which is
needed in order to develop an enduring sense of
self. Why delay gratification and develop 'ideals' if
the physical future is not assured?"
Striving to develop skills and abilities which
may contribute to the future well-being and career
is often subjugated to immediate pleasure seeking
Drug abuse among the increasingly young, hours
spent in video arcades, and endless MTV viewing
are cited as means by which the young are
refusing to acknowledge the possibility of the
future To some this appears to be a self-perpetuating
syndrome.
Dr. Escalona writes, " ...growing up fully aware
that there may be no future, and that the adult
wbfld Seems unable to combat their threat, can
render the next generation less well-equipped to
avert actual catastrophe than they would be if the
same threat existed in a different social climate."
So what is to be done? First, it must be
recognized that young people are not at all
interested in simply ignoring the nuclear threat.
When a young child hears President Reagan
speak of the "evil empire," the child conjures up a
land full of Darth Vaders, omnipotent, mysterious,
and poised to attach. If his or her parents and
teachers neglect to explain the situation in more
rational terms than our political leaders do, the
child will maintain and likely embellish this distorted
picture of the 'enemy'.
Children tend to think of nuclear war on a
more personal \eve[ than do adults: "What will
happen when they drop the bomb on our house?"
The see on television an arms race which they
begin to think is unstoppable because nobody is
either willing or able to put an end to this madness.
And then Mommy and Daddy tell Junior that
fighting with little Tommy down the street is wrong
and they should make up and be friends. Is it any
wonder that children may find problems in recon·
ciling all of this contradictory input?
Parents and teachers must take it upon them·
selves to explain the facts of the nuclear threat and
the arms race in ways children can understand The
children must be shown that there are people
willing to discuss the problems at hand and that
there are people and groups trying to put an end
to the arms race.
In this way the sense of powerlessness and
futility which is tightening its grip on the conscious ·
ness of today's youth, dashing into pieces their
dreams of the future, can be pried away and a
sense of hope can take its rightful place in the lives
of young people.
And perhaps adults should stop and listen a
little more closely to the young people. We should
listen to the message of the seven year old girl who
said:
"We can get rid of nuclear weapons and have
peace and stuff. Cos if you want something bad
enough and you work at it hard enough, you can
do anthing"O
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Royalty

Julie Cavendish, by Lynne Kadish...
by Lorenzo Buj

The Royal Family. George Kaufman and Edna Ferber's
1927 confection about a grand American theatre family, is a
salutary and sentimental hymn to an age when the theatre didn't
yet shake against Hollywood's stranglehold, and when
Broadway was replacing London. Paris, and Berlin as the
place to be.
The Cavendishes, theatre's reigning family ( a takeoff on
the Barrymores), seem genetically committed to the stage
and its addictive romance. In the course of three acts we hear
the elegant.. wistful music of one particular romance fadin~ as
one life does. and another larger. more mythic one being
passed on. The dying fall pivots around the detennination of
Fanny Cavendish. the redoubtable matriarch who, having
literally borne children for future lives in acting, now coaxes
and lectures them into staying with their profession.
When Fanny intervenes it's because there's a whole royal
legacy at stake. There's Julie Cavendish, the successful
actress in attractive middle life who's tempted to run off with
an old beau just popped in to New York after 19 years of
capitalist adventure in South America There's her daughter
Gwen in Jove with a budding stockbroker who's about to take
her away from a budding stage career. And then there· s the
most comic and most superficial character of the lot, brother

1

Tony, his boisterous flirtation with the movie industry and the
related roguishness of his amorous entanglements force him
to flee the country.
By the time the whole thing winds down to a close with
Fanny's silent lapse into death, the comedy of this sustaining
theatrical myth crystalllizes, and the sympathetic homage
Kaufman-Ferber are paying to an energetic, aristocratic
ethic, makes for a meaningful tug at the heart
Hillberry' s occasionally drowsy production is up to par as
it closes with an expected hush. But that the hush isn't an
energized one may be accounted for by the fact that Cheryl
Williams plays down Fanny's regal stature and tempers the
old woman's influential, crack.ling presence. Williams is calm
of passion and measured of wit; when she speaks her mind
she's adroit and she's listened to, but it's obvious that the
torch of conviction had better pass soon from her hands.
Thus, the rest of director Robert McGill's cast rallies
around Kaufman's zealously frail mechanisms. They have
to. The delicate. if predictable, action at their disposal is not
theatre-about-theatre in the self-reflexive intellectual sense,
and demands an exactingly stereotypical burden of realism.
Kaufman· s fiction of meaningful inherited traditions and
generational solidarity is a powerful one. It still pervades
America's cultural unconscious and it may explain the play's
hugely successful New York revival during the bicentennial,
not to mention the way it suddenly fits in rather innocently
and inadvertantly with narrowly nostalgic Reaganist views of
America.
But the fact that it is theatre and not film, and thatthe play
is a pre-war 20s period piece, offers us something other than
an unconscious, unannounced ideology. After all, one of the
business-men lovers is a flop, and the other can't keep his wife
down for more than a year. Art wins, or at least those are the
mimetics of the matter, and what Royal Family overdoes in
sentiment it sometimes makes up for in simple integrity.
What I can't understand, though. is why integrity shouldn't
be a bit funnier. There are some brief hesitations in Hilberry's
pace. and a bit of awkwardness in casting (Lynne Kadish' s
Julie is rather on the young ,ide), but the whole is amiable and
disciplined. Still, much of the humour is subdued. and it
seems everyone in the audience wouldn't laugh less than
politely at what might have been cause for a healthy carthartic
guffaw back in '27 ·
In a play where every entrance can become a selfconscious opportunity for posturing. for the lustrous grace
and accomplishment of making the peifect appearance at the
perfect time, you can charm the audience with visual wit
alone.
Sublety and immediacy is the key, and Kadish, carrying
the best of it over from last season's Ruth in Blithe Spirit '
makes a good go. Simple of line, subdued of aplomb. harried
of mind. but vivacious even in the violet pastel of her dress, I
can't. for the life ofme, see what this Julie sees in the thick-

... Anthony Cavendish, by Tom Whalen.
fingered, well-meaning burlishness of Ray Lynch's Gilbert
Marshall. Just the smae, I can't see what she sees in daughter
Gwen. as played with no singleness of ambition by Melanie
Metcalf.
But, holding his own alongside Kadish and Williams, is
Paul Amadio as Oscar Wolf, the do-it-all, help-everyone
producer. Amadio is a producer like no other. Here a father,
here a friend, he's the next best thing the family had to old
Fanny. Compared to his extremely camp Malvolio of last
season. Amadio is a treat; bis voice sings off into fading eastcoast Jewish cadences, and he parlays about the stage with a
finely-tuned but unmannered tact
John Wade's scenery is rich and refined. The long
staircase on which a fenceing match goes on is appropriately
central, and the divan, down stage right, affords a perfect view
for Dinah Lynch to make turtleish expressions as the goofy
and hapless Kitty Dean.
By the end we realize that there's more than sentiment
running rampant here. The furniture is mere decoration to the
resonant power of the actor on the bare stage ( what stage isn't
ever bare of anything but voice, and sometimes not even
that?), and even Kaufman's paen is an enchanted act; or in the
abyss-more so now in '85 with the November cold whipping
about and speeding down the Jong and empty Detroit
roads. 0

Tracking
downtheButtholeSurfers
Two weekends ago, the Butthole Surfers
delivered their excruciating musical pleasures
on two consecutive nights at Detroit's Graystone Hall. The Lance commissioned writer
David Viecelli to cover the event, ·cos we
thought he knew his job.
Instead our would-be critic ruins his
might-have-been career by admitting "someone else said it better," and tacitly acknowledges his own rhetorical inadequacies.
Fearnot, he ·11never work for this publication
again.
Nonetheless. in the interests of presentinf;
for our readers the best that's been known
and thought, ( or a reasonable facsimile thereof)
no matter who knew it. the Lance herewith
presents an excerpt from the New Musical
Express of November 9th of this year nonetheless.

-the editor
This past weekend, your intrepid music
critic set out to impart to you the excitement.
the splendour, the revelations and the tender
moments of the previous weekend's Butthole
Surfer extravaganza of audio experience.
Before I began however, I made a tr!!gic error
- that of reading a review of one of their
British concerts last month in the New Musical
Express. I cannot justify my action, even
though there was no historical precedent for
expecting anything impressive from said review in said rag.

Well, one should not expect justice in a
world where even truth is no longer a weapon
and, as you, dear reader, may begin to
suspect. I was not greeted by it here. What I
foundwas oneof the ma.t expressive,appreciable
reviews it has been my pleasure to read of
late. It took the wind our ofmy creative sails.
I capitulate. I am humbled - and yet I feel a
responsibility to you, friend, to allow you to
peruse what has hurt me so deeply
And so, here it is in its entirety, from the
New Musical Express, New Delhi's review
of the Butthole Surfers at the London Ambulance Station. Farewell.
- Da ve Viecelli

bowel cleansing bass-action, megaphone.
We're not talking 'hardcore', that was
four years ago. An attitude remains. A
certain restlessness. Butthole Surfers are a
unique (the past informs) with visible roots.
Y'can hear the Texas Big Beat, the desert
heat; drunkin, slobbish, bigoted rednecks;
Captain Beetbeart' s prodigal daughters; speedcrazed, psychotic, knife-wielding 'punks';
prime Mexican mosh-infinitely more beides.
Caricature cum satire of the highest order.
The Butthole Surfers aren't racist. sexist,
;;nnni<:tir
tht>v iust dabble in these accents
that's all. "You want the people/to be the

people/to need the people/to love you ,.

"REVELATION! REVELATION! ...James
Dean Lives! Eddie Cochran's undead'n'kicking!!! SURF'S UP!! The Beach Bums have
arisen-" Out of the black/and into the blue/
ROCK'N'ROLL will nel'erdie" etc. etc. etc.
SHIT! ... SHEEEYIT!!!. ..Man. themButthole Surfers are BAAAAAAAAAAAAA

AAAAD (you're still only being paid for
one word-Ed.). R'n'R's fourth orgasm, as
American as 'mall culture', MacDonald's
Apple Pies, 24-hour TV, Death. Suburbia,
Industrial Waste, Star Wars ... Hell.
Two cases in point The Beatle's ·come
Together'. The Rolling Stone's 'Last Time'
mangled within recognition-temps, tricked,
traped, toyed with, stage a ghastly, grisly
spectacle-dual percussionists, geetarfirepower,

Another working day begins for ace Lance
reviewer David Viecelli.

Sorrow lurks down the alley thoughloss of 'faith in man', despair in the face of
stifling confonnity/mundanity , isolation amidst
millions, everyday fear, not knowing from
· whence thine next meal shalt spring. .. Rhythm
holds sway.
So London saw BS ( well, a smallpercentage,
anyway) and even the skyscrapers grinned.
This reaffirmed rock's inherent capacity to
outrage, disgust, repe~ stimulate, sustain.
'rebel', disintegrate, exhilarate ( continued
page 68).
Independence and individuality will get
you everywhere. Resistance Jives! Watch out
for The Butthole Surfers. Evil Rock's final
Frontier. your grandma wouldn't like 'em."

New Delhi
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An Interviewwith ZZ Top

R

thingon too

B.G.-Billy Gibbons
F.B.-Frank Beard
D.H.-Dusty Hill

Q: First, the most obvious question. What

F.B.: Especially in the English speaking
countries.
Q: Will the blues ever die?
B.G., F.B., D.R.: The blues will never die.
Q: This seems to be an era during which the
bands that are getting the most notice are
doing extra-musical things to call attention to
themselves, i.e., wearing corsets, having aircraft carrier hair-dos, spitting blood, etc. You

took you so long? Eliminator was released
more than two and a half years ago. Did you
have a lot of pressure coming up with a
follow-up to one of the most successful
albums of the decade?
B.G.: We had to get the car tuned up.
F.B.: Takes quite a while to get ignition parts
for a '33 Ford
D. H.: We had to tour, then we had to make a
video, then we had to tour again, then we had
to make another video, then Billy had to go to
Egypt Then we had to make another video,
then we toured again, and Frank had to spend
some time improving his golf game.
F.B.: Then we toured and made a video and
Dusty made some headlines by himself.
B.G.: By the time all that was sorted out, we
were a few years down the road.
Q: There's a rumor going around that you
guys are deadly serious in private and that
you public hilariousness isn't the real you.
B.G.: Like Pagliacci?
Q: The opera?
B.G.: Yeah.
Q: I guess so.
B.G.: .No.
haven't changed all that much but you seem
Q: No what?
B.G.: We're not like him. fve never seen to be getting more consideration than ever
Dusty wearing a red bulb on his nose.
before. Why?
F.B.: Don't you remember that one time F.B., D.H., B.G.: The blues will never die.
Q: Maybe it's the beards?
down in Matamoros?
B.G.: Let me put it this way: I've never seen B.G.: If that were yes, Rutherford B. Hayes
Dusty wearing a red bulb on his nose in the would have a top ten album right now.
United States. Mexico may be another story, F.B.: What label's he on?
Q: Most of the music that's popular these
entirely.
Q: It seems that within the past few years. the days is coming from artists based in London.
rest of the world has caught up with ZZ Top. New York, or Los Angeles. Does being
Your records have gone multi-platinum in the based in Texas put you at a disadvantage as
U.S., topped the charts in Australia, sold far as the competition is concerned?
B.G.: Just the opposite, we can't understand
millions in the U.K. and on the continent
how all those guys can keep it together
What's the reason?
D.R.: We're just trying to do our part in without ready access to real Queen B Bar-Bequalizing the balance of payments problem. Q or down home Tex-Mex eats.
I guess we had a language i.,arrier until now. D.H.: Talk about handicaps ...

Q: Let's talk about Afterburner, the album
the whole world's been waiting for with
baited breathe. What's with the title?
B. G.: You know, it's like in those rockets, the
"afterburner" gives you the boost that get
you into orbit We think it's working. Hello
down there.
D.H.: This is Houston-Out Of Control.
Q:How about the songs? Do you write them

B.G.: Bringing the great outdoors indoors
through the miracle ofro"k 'n roll and goose
down.
Q:Any connection with your trip to Egypt?
B.G.: Didn't have to make a connection: got
a direct flight

Q: What's "Stages" about?
F.B.: Something we all go through.
Q: I take it that "Woke Up With Wood" is
not about sleeping with a department store
mannequin.
D. H.: Knotty pine, it's not Let's just say we
feel that the logging industry deserves our
support
Q: Do you find it ironic that the song titled
"Rough Boy" is a lyrical ballad? I mean it
isn't really "rough," is it?
B.G.: Writing it sure was.
Q: Here's a back to basics title: "Can't Stop
Rockin'".

as a composing unit or does someone do the
basics and the other two contribute after the
fact?
B.G.: We do our composing something like
The Three Musketeers crossed with a hippie
commune.
F.B.: Yeah. we're quick with our swords and
ready to crash.
D.H.: What they mean is that we're all
involved in the creative process more or less
on an equal basis but if something sounds
funny, it's probably because Billy and Frank
weren't paying attention to me that day.
Q: Let's talk about each song and, as they
say, the story behind the song.
D.R.: Great; who's "they"?
Q: First up is "Sleeping Bag." What 's the
concept?

D.R.: Story of our lives.
Q: What about "Planet Of Women''?
B.G.: Someplace we always wanted to visit
That's the reason we had the "Eliminator"
car fitted with an "Afterburner.''
F.B.: And a space arm.
D.H.: And a La-Z-Boy recliner.
Q: What kind of statement does "I Got The
Message" make?
B.G.: The power to communicate carries
with it an awesome responsibility.
F.B.: My phone service hasn't been the same
since they broke up Ma Bell.
D.H.: Who's responsible?
Q: I shudder to ask what ''Velcro Fly" is
about
B.G.: Don't be nervous: it's just a new dance
we invented. Like "The Fly" by Chubby
Checker but stickier.
Q:''Dipping Low (In The Lap Of Luxury)'"
isn't about modem condo living, is it?
D. H.: I think the song says, essentially, that
you don "t have to live in a mansion to have all
the comforts of home.
F.B.: Condo sweet condo.
Q:''Delirious" certainly describes what your
audiences are like. What's the song's inspiration?
B.G., D.H., F.B.: The blues will never
die.O
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_ . Students'
[Administ rative
Council -------------------.

UNIVERSITY CENTRE
REFERENDUM

PUBLIC FORUM
Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP 40'sl
Free Admission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Dorwin Plaza)

966-2624
The Ltltllcn-Gar Studlm Group meets For lde Chinon 506 SMXLsound super.a
Fflday. November 22 at 8 30 p.m in 2126 movle camera With macro. and Chinon
Erie Holl Video Night
7500 sound-on-sound projector Excellent
Studlm DIrectoryavailable in SACoffice. condition $400.00 Phone 966-6581
2nd floor Universily Centre 2se each.

Find Out What It's
All About!
Monday December2~1985
12:00 Noon
UniversityCentre Cafeteria
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What in heaven's name is the
matter with this woman? Lord knows
she's had it good. All that Lennon
money rolling in. even after his
sudden demise; does she really
need to keep punishing our ears
with her squeaky, unintelligible blings of the title track, we find that
ramblings? Her new album Star- she's using the same exploitative
peace is an example of what happens tricks she always has. The cover of
when an untalented. pretentious her last featured Lennons glasses
and noisy conceptual "artist" gets streaked with blood. seemingly sughold of a bundle of dough and gesting, "I am the widow of a
proceeds to knock off yet another murdered rock star. Please think
album. She was lousy enough when kindly of him by giving me money."
Lennon had the bad taste to include
Now that John's old hat, and
her on most of his efforts, but solo, Julian is making his own way, she
she's downright intolerable.
has another trick-using her children.
The post-sixties lovepeaceto- Sean Ono Lennon is given the
getherness influence is still apparent thankless task of being the voice of
indeed it forms the basis of this ill- an alien who chooses Yoko to com-defined concept album. Starpeace municate the knowledge that "you
is an inane and naive attempt at a will not blow up earth/you will not
plea for world harmony. It could be blow up earth ... " to which she
a noble gesture in our dangerous replies. "That's good to know."
world.but its simplicityand incessant No. really?
She or the album's producer
1 nasal bleating makes one wish that
Chapman had got her instead.
has gathered together some able
The entire album is insufferable, talent for this album, Tony Levin
but there are highlights of almost and Nona Hendryx among others,
obscene absurdity. "Rainbow Re- but they are wasted on this thing.
velation" for instance, begins with The music, lyrics aside, simpers
a blathering poem about rainbows; around flatulently. doing nothing,
philosophy from the Alan Watts until it simply get on one's nerves.
school of meaningless prattle. When
Enough of this, and her. Suffice
the music begins. a sort of dis,- to say that this is one of the most
coreggae, one is hard pressed to musically retarded albums ever to
decide whether to laugh or gag, but bother my ears. Let's hope she
takes some solace in the hope that it shuts up one of these days. That,
can't possible get any worse. It not Yoko. or her new album, should
does. And then some.
give us all a little peace. D
When the needle finally drags
its way into the first wretched squat>- Martin Stevens

It'll be a night of booty burning,
hip-turning, neck-churning fun with
Deja Voodoo this Saturday at the
pub(' Subway'?-there's not a one
within a 200-mile radius of here).
I've seen 'em, so I'll try to give
you an inkling in two words of
what's in store for you: PSYCHOTIC
SLUDGEFEST. Gerald Van Herk
{their singer guy) says this about
'Sludgeabilly', their own definition
of their sound.
"It's blues, punk, country, sixties
garage stuff-probably a little gospel
if we can get around to it, R'n B,
punk, psychedelia We just take
everything that's cool between 1947
and 1966 and go PPPFFFVVVT!
with it, and it comes out Deja
Voodoo."
Gerald is half of Deja Voodoo.

He sings ( almost) and plays fourstring guitar, and has been called a
mutant hybrid David Byrne and
Johnny Cash. I might add that this
six-foot four beanstalk of nervous
energy remin~s me of a young Elvis
Preslev. back from the grave singing
"Don't be Cruel" while on hallucinogenic drugs.
Tony De Waid bashes drums
and sings along. 'Pummel' is a good
word to describe his drumming
technique. He keeps most of it
danceable though, so don't be scared
away. It's trash with a decided
hilarity and personal edge to it
They do "Kill, Kill, IGll"-a
cover of the Sacred Cows ( of" Get
Smart" fame) hit as well as other
rockabilly favourites. They rip off
everybody ( even Men Without Hats)
in impeccable style-traditionally
speaking.

"There are only eleven rock'n
roll riffs and six chords anyway.
Everything else becomes too complicateel, and you have to be smart to
appreciate good stupidity" claims
Van Herk.
And their two albums-Cemetery
and Too Cool to Live, too Smart to
Die-are loaded with stupidity. For
example, in "If Mashed Potatoes"
Van Herk postulates-If mashed
potatoes weresecurity guards,/they
wouldn't get things done/. .. they
wouldn't be good at calming riots/
They'd be good with gravy and
peas.
The best reason, however, is
that it'll be a damn good-rock.in'
time, brought to you by CJAM.
Opening will be Windsor's own
cool-cats the Prehistoric Cave Strokers, stars of stage and stage. D

At CinemaWindsor
Next Monday evening Cinema
Windsor will be featuring not only
a poet and a film, but also a chance
to meet the film-maker, live ( and in
person). The reason for this miniculturefest is that poet and filmmaker are one ( and the same) person,
Bronwen Wallace.
The film is entitled that's why
I'm talking, and is actually by
Bronwen Wallace and Chris Whynot,
who collaborated on one previous
film, All You Have to Do. The new
release features perfonnances/
readings and informal talk from
Canadian poets Carolyn Smart,
Robert Priest, M ary di Michele,
and Giorgio di Cicco, as well as
original music by Mr. Priest
Ms. Wallace is a former resident of Windsor, with three published
volumes of poetry to her name, the
first of which, Marrying into the

Family, shared a book with di
Michele's Bread and Chocolate.
On a visit to the University of
Windsor campus last year, Ms.
Wallace read from her second book,
Signs of the Former Tenant, which
won the 1983 Pat Lowther Award.
After the film, Ms. Wallace will
be autographing copies of her latest
book, Common Magic.
ttttttttttttttttttttttttt

In other Cinema Windsor news,
the theatre will have its first ever
open screening on Saturday, December 14th. Open screening means
that local film-makers will have a
chance to show their works to the
public. Bring films and tell friends.
Super-eight and 8mm films with
sound will be accepted, as will
16mm optical or silent prints. Cassette sound will also be accepted.

It is requestedthat all submissions
be in by December 7th.
Further information can be ol>tained by calling 254-2463 or by
dropping by the theatre at 52 University Ave. W.
tttttttttttttttttttttttt

Lastly, but certainly notleastly,
Cinema Windsor is in serious financial straits. The Canada Works
grant with which the theatre was
launched has expired, which means
that all bills must now be paid with
whatever comes in from admission
fees and donations. Th e cinema is
being run entirely by volunteers.
Nobody is getting paid at all. Money
is needed to pay rent, film rentals,
shipping.utilities,and the like. Cinema
Windsor asks the local community
to please help. D

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

Upcoming Events In

''The Subway''
November 28 & 29

Rock 'n Roll Party
with The Hitmen

November 30

Deja Voo Doo
(CJAM)

December 4, 5 & 6

Miami Beach Party
with Tour De Force

ft

Call. ..

~irtlJri.......
at 252-3322
Or Visit Our Office At 549 Kildare Rd.
We Provide - Free Pregnancy Tests- Medical
Referrals, Community Referrals,
Accommo dations and Legal Advice.

And The World's only Mechanical Surf Board
from Californias
Competitions, Prizes in The Subway's Surf Off
December 11, 12, 13 & 14

Everllfe

December 14

All Residence Christmas
New Years Bash
Everyone Welcome

Every Tuesday from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast
" Down In The Alley" with Blind Child Gerry

MEMBER

Pearl Voinaroski

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

..

Lancers
remainundefeated
by Robert Andrusevich
Target practice in the fonn of
body-checking and play-making were
on the agenda of the hockey Lancers
this weekend as they defeated the
University of Toronto Blues and
Royal Military College.
The weekend started off with a
4-3 cliff-hanger win over the Blues
Friday night in Toronto.
The Lancers opened the scoring
at the 2:25 mark of the first period
when center Chuck Brimmer won a
faceoff deep in Blues territory. He
sent the puck back to the defenceman
Rob Talucci who drilled a slapshot
past Blues netminder Kevin Hamlin.
The Blues' captain Darren Lowe
tied the score at 3:32 of the period,
sending the puck upstairs over sprawling Lancer netminder Steve Sapardanis. By turning the game into a
checking affair,however, the Lancers
re-took the lead when John Hoy
flipped a John Curridor rebound
over H amlin at the 16:08 mark.
The Lancers, who carried the
play in the first period, found themselves on the receiving end most of
the second period, but scored on a
powerplay at the 18:43 mark to
take a 3-1 lead
The Blues came storming back
in the third period with goals by
Dave McCarthy and Phil Drouillard
to tie the game at 3-3.

Hard vicious check.

Lancer Jim Lepine netted the
game winner by firing the rebound
from a blocked shot past Hamlin
with 11 :21 gone in the period.
The Blues continued the pressure
but Lancer goaltender Steve Sapardanis was equal to the task facing 32
shots on goal.
It was a costly win as Lancer
scoring ace Rick Rickersgill's hand
was broken with two minutes left in

the game when a Blue defenseman
slashed him on a break-away. Pickersgill joins injured veterans Ray
Pekar (ankle) and team captain
Chuck Dungey (shoulder), all of
whom are expected to return to
action after Christmas.
The Lancers took an early lead
with a four minute scoring spree at
the end of the first period to defeat
RMC Sunday afternoon at Adie

FourLancersmakeAll-Stars
Four members of the fast-starting
University of Windsor i..ancer
hockey team have been selected
to play in the second annualOntario
University Athletic Association
All-Star Game.
The match, to be held Monday
December 2 at the University of
Toronto's Varsity Arena, will feature
an East-West format Windsor,

Queen's,

RMC and Laurenti an.

Windsor's entire top line, consisting of left-winger Ken Minello,
right-winger Rick Pickersgill and
centre Chuck Brimmer have been
named to the All-Star rosters.
Defenseman Flavio Severin was
aJo picked
Pickersgill will likely not play,

Brock,McMaster,Guelpb,Watedoo. however, due to a broken hand
Laurier and W estem will represent
the west, playing the east squad
picked fromToronto, York, Ryerson,

suffered in the Lancer's 4-3 win
over Toronto on Saturday. No
\\Oltl i.5availableoo hi.5replacement.
D

Rick Pickenglll.

Then at 8:54 Paliani scored for
the Lancers from the slot on a twe>on-one with assists going to Howe
and Turner .
Talucci then scored on a rebound
from a Howe shot to up the score to
7- J Lancers.
RMC scored two more to end
the second period 7-3.
RMC opened the scoring in the
third, beating Renaud from the slot
to the glove side.
Landry scored his fourth of the
contest at the 7:39 mark on a
break-away.
RMC closed out the scoring
with 11 minutes left in the game on
a 11,oalmouth scramble.
This weekend's victories leave
the Lancers one point out of first
place. On the whole the Lancers
played well. but slacked off after
the first period in both games.
"1n Toronto we took a couple of
stupid penalties. Today we just let
up," said Lancer coach Rick Cranker
Lance photo by Rob And rusevlch
on Sunday. ''The good teams just
don't let U_P:
••
Knox Arena 8-5.
The
Lancers
travel to Toronto
Jean Landry opened the scoring
for the Lancers at 2:09 of the first and Waterloo this weekend to face
the league-leading York and Laurier.
period as he scored on a break"They're so strong we're going
away from Jamie Howe and Terry
to
concentrate
on defense and look
Turner.
The period turned into a tight for some breaks," said Cranker,
checkingaffairuntil the 16:15 mark who will have to rely more on the
rookies such as Howe ( who had six
when Landry notched his second
on a play from behind the net from assists) and Landry (four goals).
OUAA League
Howe and Paliani.
W L
Hoy then scored for the Lancers
Laurier
7 0 I 15
when he won a faceoff deep in
York
7 2 I
15
RMC territory and slipped the puck
Waterloo
7 2 1 JS
between the skates of netminder
Windsor
6 0 2 14
Guelph
5 3 2 12
Dan Gibeau.
Western
5 I I JI
A minute later Chuck Brimmer
Laurentian
5 5 0 I0
went in on Gibeau on a two-on-one.
Toronto
4
3 0 8
crossing through the crease and
Brock
3 6 I
7
burying the puck upstairs. Assists
Ryerson
3 6 1 7
went to Ron Coristine and Turner.
RMC
2 II O 4
Landry completed his hat-trick
Queen·s
9
3
in the first period at the 19:38 mark
McMaster
8
3
again from Howe and Paliani.
Upcom ing Games
Both teams changed netounae~
Fri. Nov. 29
at the beginning of the first period
Lancers at York
Marc Renaud going in for the Lancer.
Sat Nov. 30
and Greg Leblanc for RMC.
Lancers at Laurier
RMC registered its first goal or
Mon. Dec. 2
a powerplay with Lancer Paul Dawsor
OUAA All-Star Game
off for slashing.
(at Toronto)

Windsorqualifiesthreefor CIAUfinals
by Step hen Skeggs
At the University of Windsor's
annual track and field inter-squad
competition, Lancer athletes broke
five meet records and qualified
three individuals for the ClAU
championships.
For Steve Gibb (high jump).
Denise Hebert ( shot put). and Marg
Gillen (high jump) this year's running of the BJue and Gold proved to
be more than simply a warm up
meet All three set records and met
ClA U standards.
I n the men's high jump Gibb
won easily, reaching a height of
2.01 metres. Marg Gillen perfonned
well in the women's high jump,.
leaping 1.68 metres.
Other strong performances came
from Joe Ross and Tim Ryan Joe
won the 60m event with a time of
7.13. and Tim took the 800m in
1:55.25. Both set meel records.

Head coach D ennis Fairall is
quite satisfied with the results of this
season's inter-squad meet All Lancer
athletes competed strongly and indicated a high level of intensity. which
they will hopefully maintain during
the more serious meets to come.

Gillen, Hebert and
Gibball set records
at the Blue and
Gold intra-squad

meet
Windsor's next competition is
scheduled to take place in London at
the University of Western Ontario on
the first of December. D
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Stra~ leadssynchronized
swimmers
by Laura Vincent

Four \I/Omen slare at leg.

Servingup a defeat
1

by Tracey Richardson
The Lancerette volleyball squad
faced the McMaster Marauders
last Saturday in an intense match
which ultimatelyresulted in Windsor's
firsr league loss of the season, 15-8,
8-15. I 3-15. 9-15.
"We lost the game to emotions
and lost sight of the fundamentals,··
commented Windsor head coach
Marge Prpich. "We didn't stick to
our game plan, and we let McMaster
set the pace ...
The Lancerettes came out fighting
as Kathy Adkin set up Pat Pepper
for a spike to open the scoring in the
first game. Both teams hammered
back and forth but the Lancerettes
were able to penetrate McMaster's
tough defense by hitting deep and
matched them with an equally outstanding defensive effort to win the
game 15-8.
McMaster head coach Therese
Quigley was not surprised by the
Lancerettes' quick lead in the match.

particularly after viewing them in
the Cani Am Toumame~t "I was
very impressed and expected to go
five (games) with them."
But it was not to be as the tide
turned against Windsor in the second
game. Mac pressed hard to crumble
the Windsor defense and watched
them scramble offensively in a
desperate attempt to put something
together. McMaster won the game

15-8.
The third and fourth games of
the match proved no better for the
Lancerettes as the marauders nailed
the coffin shut winning 15-J 3 and
15-9. The Lancerette defense had
their moments but they were frustrated
offensively by an impenetrable Mac
defense.

·'I don't think they (Windsor)
played one of their better games,"
noted coach Quigley ofMcMaster.
"They lacked heart and couldn't
keep it going."

GREYHOUNDANNOUNCES
SPECIALSTUDENTFARES
AVAILABLEAT WHITLOCK TRAVEL,ON CAMPUS ONLY

....

DAILYSERVICE
WINDSOR

LV

140

630

CHATHAM

AR

250

LONDON

AR

420

1010

HAMILTON

AR

615

1235

TORONTO

AR

715

135

TORONTO

LV

100

715

HAMILTON

LV

155

825

LONDON

LV

340

1050

CHATHAM

LV

520

240

WINDSOR

AR

625

250

745

1020

1255

115

Fn& Sun

355

540

625

705

900

1130

1030

100

310

355

515

120

455

615

750

850

1159

1115

830

1030

1230

115

230

630

**
630

329

1140
1050

150

505

610

250

450

900

"Our offence broke down," said
coach Prpich , noting the lack of
team effort in the last three games
of the match. "That's what happens
when you get wrapped up with bow
you're playing as an individual."
The Lancerettes' next opponent
will be the University of Western
Ontario Wednesday. November 27
at 7:30 pm. in the St Denis gym. I
will be Windsor's last home game
before the Christmas break. D

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for
Dec. 7 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT

840

(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800-387-1262

-

.· ...·.

~~...

-·~,

.-·.:·
.",~s..

~~ :~
Appeodage.

and Mairi MacGregor will each do
a solo routine at this event," notes
Lancerette coach Barbara Millar. D

Sportcetera
The McMaster Women's Invitational Swim Meet was held Saturday
in Hamilton. Wendy Poppleton was the star of the five-member squad,
placing third in the 100-metre backstroke, fourth in the 200-metre
backstroke and sixth in the JOO-metre buttertly ... the men's swimming and
diving team was also in action, competing in a meet at the University of
Toronto. Ken Soulliere lead the divers, finishing fourth in the one-metre
and fifth in the three-metre; Matt Butler paced the swimmers, winning the
100-metre backstroke ... the Lancer fencing team performed well against
stiff competition in an exhibition tournament at Penn State over the
weekend. Three of seven fencers advanced beyond the preliminaries.
Greg Rebidge made it to the quarter-finals, while Rod Zatyke and Mike
Fulmer qualified for the semis ... the bad news continues for the Lancer
basketball team in their annual exhibition swing through the states. They
lost 91-62 at Baylor Thursday night, and were drubbed by Southern
Methodist 111-48 on Saturday ... Help Santa help the kids: Speaking of
Lancer basketball, they' re doing their bit to make the holidays a bit merrier
for under-priveledged children this season. Bring a new toy to their match
against the U of T Friday December6 and get in free. Support the Lancers
and clear your conscience for another year. D

CIO$ifieds
EClOnomlcsT
uto, MA Carleton, teaching
experience. reasonable rates.flexible hours.

Phone Days: 256-,5950
, Evenings 734-6532
German Duck Haifa sheep's head boiled

with onions

CtlrlstmcsDinner Assumption Campus
Community Tuesday, Dec. 3 at 6 pm
Following Liturgy at 5 p.m. Tickets S6.00
perperson(pleose purchase in advance}
Call 973-7034

735
450

915

9 05

1055

700
525

835
1100

225

350
120

455

Windsor still remains at the top
of the western division in the Ontario
Women's Intercollegiate Athletic
Association along with McMaster
and the University of Waterloo.
The three are expected to carry on
to the finals.
McMaster University will be
hosting the OWIAA finals in
February in what should prove to
be a close fight for the top spot "I
would be very surprised not to see
Windsor there," said coach Quigley.

The first OWIAA synchronized
swimming figures ranking qualifying
meet took place on Saturday at the
St. Denis Centre pool.
Ninety swimmers from eleven
universities, including the three member novice Lancerette team, competed in this qualifying meet
Out of 42 competing novice
swimmers, Windsor's Barb Strauss
(this week's Athlete of the Week)
placed second, Mairi MacGregor
was 21 st, and Laurie Mainwaring
38th.
Alison Bittle from York University capped first place in the novice
category. Guelph's Karen Paton
won the intermediates, and McMaster's Victoria Howard topped
the seniors.
The next qualifying meet will
take place on January 31, ranking
swimmers into" A" and "B" categories. "A" category will be those
ranked at the national level.
The final meet of the year will
take place at Trent University on
February 14. "Both Barb Strauss

810

1150

1120

: DEPARTING FROM CAMPUS 12:30 PM, FRIDAY
ONLY, COMMENCING DEC. 6.
: DROP OFF AT CAMPUS SUNDAY NIGHT
COMMENCING DEC. 8
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT WHITLOCK TRAVEL
CAMPUS BOOKSTORE

258·3802

~-Every Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
rock on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos.----------~
~- Great food & a great time. ___
_

Christmas Cards
Gift Wrap
Hollyberry,
Bayberry &
Balsam Candles
Christmas Books
For a bit of Nostalgia-

Browse through our
Old Book Room

3277 Sandwich St

Windsor, Ontario
N9C 1A9
255-7810
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lntramurals for Winter 1986

Men'•
Acd•lty

D•r•and

3 on 3 Basketball
Ball Hockey
TriplesV -Ball

TBA

Datu

Tlmu

7:00-11 :00 pm(T/ R)
12:00- 3:00 pm( Sun)

TBA
J an. JO.Mar. 27, 1986

70).11{1)~/Rl
12:00- 3:00 pm(Sun)
TBA

J an. 27-Mar. 21, 1986
Feb. 3-Mar. 20, 1986
Feb. 2, 1986
TBA

7:00-11:00 pm (T)
8:00-10:00 pm(Sun)

J an. 23-M ar.18, 1986
J an. 27-M ar. 23, 1986

TBA

10: 15 - 11:15 am

AdultLeamtoSwin(T

Red

10:30 - 11:15 am

Maroon
Blue

10:45 - 11:30 am
10:45 - 11:30 am

Orange

11:15 - 11:45 am

M/T / W / R classe s beganJanuary20th I 986 and end April
10th 1986 . A " Blu&-Red Cross swimmingle vel is required
for the diving class. Pr~registration
will be held on
Thursday December 5th 198S .

All SalUrday classes will begin on January 18th 1986 and end
April 12th 1986. Pr&-registrationwillbeon Thursday December
5th I 98S and Saturday December 7 th from 10:00 am· I :00
pm.

Women•,
Basketball
Hockey
Tnples V-Ball
3 on 3 Basketball

Gree n / Life Saving I

Evening Classes

Tlmes(subject to chanae)

Aqua -Fit (M/W)
(Adull ) Stroke Improvement

9:30 - 10:30 pm
9:30 • 10:30 pm

(T/R)
Diving - Sunday (bcginners)
- Maximum class size is 12

12:00 - 1:00 pm

Fitnut Procramm u for Winter Scmc11cr I "6

Volleyball
lnnertube Waterpolo

Aquatics Programmes
Winter 1986

C1au.

Time A D•,.s

SUirtina Datt

°' ')(In Acrob 1C1>I

I 1.4~ 12 4,S(M W lf)
llJO·, )I T R\

J .tif'I. .?1-Apnl8

'l oon Ac:ro.>b1n11
f II Aerobics I
F 1l Acroblci 11
Bod)' W orb l
Bod', WorblJ

All claUtJ arc ~cd

00-100(1 R 1
l00600I M T W R,

4

Saturday Programme

Times(subject to change)
9:00
9:00
9:00
9:00

•
-

10:00
10:00
10:00
10:00

am
am
am
am

Bei 1nMr
Ad,aniC'cd

Eks1nr.cr
Ad,ano:td

Jan 21th
J•n. 27th

g )~OOIJI M. W1

Noon aerobics •111bt offered

locatJOCell\ bt found

Adult Stroke Improv ement
Adull Learn lo Swim
While / Life Saving Ill
Grey I Life Saving Il

J•n 2M·Aprd 11
hn.. 21 Apnl Q
Jan 28 Apnl I I
Jan 21 AfJ"1I9
Jan 28 Apol l I

700- s -OOI
MW >
1008 OOIT R1
R00-9 OOl
'l WJ

Rt11dcncc:Acrobtcs
Sucti;h •nd Tone:

Uu1

,>11 main

camP\,I, pro,. 1dcd a

Childru ', Pros rammtt
Wltut r 1986

Procr a mmt

nm,

..,.

Prlct

Start

Fun-Nb~

OOO IO«J am

J.8 Yri

SIO Sil

Jan. I 81h I Y~fi

6-14 \'U

$10 Sil

Jan..18th ,~~6

b • l4

sro s15 Jan

Sat1.1rdl)$

Mhtntu~

Club

1000. 12 Ck.Iam

Saturda);s

Spom and Garno

12 ()().I«>""'

)I'\

I kll'I I Q86

Sa1urda)~

Tiny Tots

Yellow

10:00 - 10:45 am
10:00 - 10:30 am

All

cluses arc eo-td. l« a1~tr a11on ~ill tal c pla,cc S.11urd;ii)Ju,ual') I Lth 1~1'16

/ R)

\'.'

9:30 - 10:30 am

The Mens ' Intramural Volleyball regular
season ended November 9th. As expected,
Lampshades finished on top, defeating T olcyo
Hustlers 10-4, McDLT 13-8, Buster Highmen
12-3 and Biology Burns 15-1. McDLT held
onto second spot by taking games from
Buster Highmen 7-4, Foreplay 14-4, Biology
Bums 10-7, and Cedars 5-4. Foreplay finished
third, defeating Tolcyo Hustlers 15-2, Cedars
10-3, and Lampshades 7-4.
Cedars moved into fourth spot with wins
over Tokyo Hustlers 12-2, Biology Bums I 55, and Buster Highmen 10-9. The bottom
spot in the competitive league was held by
Buster Highmen. They managed only a
surprise victory over Foreplay 8-5, a 12-9
win over Biology Bums and an 8-8 tie awith
Tokyo Hustlers, who edged out Biology
Bums for the top spot in the recreational
division. In the all recreational game of the
night, Tokyo Hustlers and Biology Bums tied
at 10.

1rom 9 00 am. r 2 00 noon

Courttroubles
continue.for
lilncerettes
by Linda Gage
It can only get better?
The old cliche sound all too familiar as the Lancerette basketball
team showed some signs of improvt>ment last week, but still failed to
record a win in its three contests.
Their firstchallengewas at Wayne
State Universityin Detroit on Monday
night The Windsor squad faced a
very strong American team and
was bumbled by a score of 87-37.

"We knew that we were definite
underdogs entering the game," commented coach Joanne Mac~an
after Monday's game, "and I stressed
that it was important for us to get
somethingout of the game by working
on our weaknesses. We never quit
and I was content with that"
Leading the Lancerette scorers
was Linda Gage with 14 points.
Kelley Columbus chipped in 6.
The Windsor squad faced Henry
Ford Community College in Dearborn, Michigan on Thursday night

for another exhibition game. This
time the Lancerettes were edged
out by a score of 51-46.
" The Henry Ford team was
better competition for our team
because they weren't over our heads.
We were resting some of our starters
and managed to play a competitive
game," said MacLean.
Donna Savage had 9 points for
the Windsor squad. Elaine Janisse
and Diane Minello added 8 points
apiece .
The Lanc erette s went into Sat-

urdav 's league game against the
McMaster Marauders sporting an
U-2 season record After the final
horn had blown, the scoreboard
read Mac 62, Windsor 42 leaving
the team with an 0-3 record.
"Mac was a really toughdefensive
team and we just couldn't get any
offense going at all," said point
guard and captain Colleen Hogan.
Windsor failed to score a point
in the second half until the 12minute mark and even though their

I
zone defensewas steady, they couldn't I
overcome the deficit

Minello led all game scorers
with 15 poinl-!,.Janisse and Hogan
each added 7. Mac was led by S.
Zimmerman with 13 and T. Edwards
with 10.

I

The Lancerettes· next game i5:
Wednesday, November 27 at St
Denis Centre, as Windsor takes on
the Western Mustangs for its final
leaguegame before Christmas. Game
time is 5:30 p.m. 0

.'

!

MAf<EASMOOffi
MOVE.

By Martin

Stevens

Another bunch is out there,
working hard for African famine
relief These men and women are
usually not held in the greatest
esteem by the general public,
although their work serves to
delight and raise important thoughts daily.

"

Who is this group of selfless
individua1s? None other than CJanada' s cartoonists.
The plan is called "cartoonists
for Africa" and according to Carl
Morgan, Editor of the Windsor
Star, "It's going to be a big deal

I got wind of this and thought
bombarded by the written media
we could apply our sometimes
all day Thursday, will find it in
in Canada will use his skills to capable talents to such a worthy
your hearts to shell out a few
rivet your attention on the cont- cause.
bucks to help relieve the dreadful
inuing tragedy of drought and
The way this is basically going situation over there. Should you
starvation in Africa"
to work is that,you constantly be interested, or so affected by
booause. ..virtually

every cartooniSt

our efforts or by those of them
that scribble faithfully for you,
day in, day out, you'll find an
order form on this page to mail
along With your tax deductable
donation
Send it promptly. The money
will be used to buy badly needed
oxen and t.ohelp set up blacksmiths'
workshops.

,

'

l

t

J t~,4,-'

1,,,-

To those of you who have left
the giving up to others so far,
now it's your turn As for those
of us who are turning our pens
to this matter;(Mr. May, myself
and thousands of other cartoonists
across NorthAmerica)we're doing
our bit And whether you re a fan
of cartoons or not, please find it
1n yourself to do yours.

y
'

-~------1-,.

......

Cartoonists.for
Africa
sponsoredby GlobalF.d/Med
( F.ducation/Medical
Supplies)
CanadaInc.
Make all chequespayableto
Cartoonists.for
Africa
AfricanEmergency
Aid
Box 438StationA Ottawa

KJN-8V5
Please.fmd enclased$ __
I wouldlikeafully deductable

lHILP

D

tax recieptYes

No

D
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A 51-49per cent decision
by Kevin Johnson

ntrereferendum
fails

Students narrowly defeated last Wednesday's referendum to increase University Centre
fees by ten dollars a semester.
The final talJies were 1162 again:;t, 1056
in favour.
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis was
unhappy with the result
"Obviously, I'm disappointed, but that's
the will of the majority, something we're
going to have to live with,'' he said.
"I don't think students voted this down
just because of the lack of information,'' said
Social Science Society President Robert
Burge. "I think the last week certainly provided
students with the two points of view. They
probably decided because of the money
factor."
Tsilfidis agreed. "rm disillusioned, because do students want or not want better
services? When you· re looking at a pocketbook
issue. it's hard to get people to vote for il It's
easy to get people to vote against iL" he said.
One of the major factors in the referendum·s
defeat was the overwhelming ·no' vote in the
Faculty of Education. The faculty voted
Thursday after the polls failed to open on
time Wednesday.
"Even those who were going to vote ·yes·
were upset with the way the election was
handled." said Education Society President
Randy Baran.
Kevin Williams. SAC Commissioner of
Internal Affairs, felt that the 'yes' side did not
work hard enough.
··we should have started in September:'
he said. "If you're going to spend that much
money for a project of that size, every opportunity has to be taken."
Computer Science Society President Eric
Whaley said the referendum results vindicated
his society's opposition to the fee increase.
"We spoke out against the referendum.
We also funded the 'no' campaign. From
what the students wanted, they voted 'no'. I
want SAC to reimburse us, and I want SAC
to give a report of the money spent ( on the
yes campaign)," said Whaley.
There are no totals available on how
much money the 'no' campaign spent, but
Whaley said the Computer Science Society
spent about $ I 00. Burge added that he
personally spent over $50. SAC has yet to
publicize the · yes' campai~n costs.
The referendum drew ;bout 27 per cent
of eligible voters, said SAC Chief Electoral
Officer Sam DiNatale.
MadeLehkyj, International Students' Society President, said, "Considering it's right
before exams, it's a hell of a turnout" O
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Frank Kenne) explains 'no· position to prospective voter

Since all classes at the Faculty of Education were finished by 11:0 0 am. on W ednesday, it was decided to hold voting there on
Thursday, and hold off counting the ballots
until Thursday evening.
The ballots from the other polls were kept
overnight in SAC's finance office. DiNatale
said he kept them there because" that was the
advice given to me by the president (Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis) ... I just took that advice."
DiNatale said only the SAC secretary
and vice-president Bob Baker have a key to
the office. The keys to the ballot boxes were
stored in a file in the file room. DiNatale said
he did not take the keys home with him
because he did not think there was a need to.
"Nobody tampered with the boxes .. , he
said. "I don't think anybody would try to:·
Baran said he will put forth a motion in
Council ··that all referendum and election
ballots. if they have to be kept overnight, be
kept at Campus Security. That would alleviate
suspicions on both sides.··
Baran also said the situation at the Faculty
of Education should never have occurred
and he is pondering calling for DiNatale·~
resignation.
Nor were all the poll workers doing their
job properly.
· We had an old man:· said DiNatale.
.. He wasn ·t crossing off the names ... He
might have said things like ·vote ves'."
DiNatalc said he did not have.anyone to
replace the man, who was working at the
Faculty of Law poll. but sent someone from
the University Centre to work with him.
There were also problems with posters.
Baran said there were only·No' posters up at
the F acuity of Education building on Wednesday. which were taken down by maintenance
workers on Wednesday night and only'Yes'
posters were up on Thursday.
Eric Knight. SAC rep for Computer
Science. which ran a ·No' campaign. said 42
·Yes' posters were up in the Universitv
Centre at 8 :45 on the morning of the electio~
and were not taken down until I O : 15.

Election
irregularities
by Kevin Johnson and John Slama
The manner in which the third floor fee
referendum was run has sparked some heavy
criticism, and could result in a call for the
resignation ofSAC's ChiefElectoral Officer.
Most of the university voted on Wednesday
Dec. 4 on whether to raise student fees by ten
dollars per semester to pay for the pub
renovations and a third floor on the University Centre. No polling station was set up at
the F acuity of Education until one day later,
and Randy Baran, Education Society president,
said "many education students felt once

again they were left out."
Chief Electoral Officer Sam DiNatale
said he had a personnel problem.
I had about 28 people coming in (to run
the polls)," said DiNatale. "About 16 showed
up and maybe ten showed up on time ... It was
the same problem we had with the Drama
building. We didn't have a poll there until
12:30 ."
"It's hard to get people to work for four
dollars an hour," he said. "If they were
getting five dollars, a lot more would have
come out A buck extra is not much, considering the money (spe11t on the referendum)."

DiNatale said he found ·No" posters
within 50 feet of the Centre ballot and pulled
down all the posters he found.
"I guess the 'Yes's' weren't all down.··
said DiNatale. "I went around pulling them
all down ( but) there were a fair bit that should
have been down. I had to go nuts before the
polls."
SAC vice-president Bob Baker said he
was satisfied with DiNatale's work.
" I thi11kSam did a hell ofajob for the first
time," said3aker. "I have a lot of confidence
in Sam.''O

SA CSpost-r~ferendum.financial
position
With the failure of Wednesda y's
University Centre fee increase referendum, SAC's financial picture
will be "tight the rest of the year",
said SAC Vict>-President Finance
John Mill .
"We would ha ve been in a
much betterposition if the refereJXlum
had passed," said Mill, "but we'll
be in a better financial position next
year than we were at the beginning
of this year."

SAC has taken out a $108,000
bank Joan in order to finance 75%
of the recently completed pub renovations. Had the referendum passed, immediate referendum revenues would have gone to pay off the
loan. Instead, proceeds from the
pub operations will be used to pay
off the principle of the loan, while
the SAC budget will be oover interest
charges. That means SAC will be
operating at a deficit of more than

$26,000 this year.
Mill said the pub loan could be
paid off" as early as next year'' if
the pub earns what he called "a
conservative estimate" of$600,000
gross. SAC president Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis he expects gross earnings
of about $340,000, and doesn't
expect the loan to be paid until
"anywhere from three to four years",
he said.
Tsilfidis said existing services

SAC ELICTION
RESULTS
POLL

will "not really be affected", but
they "might have to cut back on
certain line items, such as donations
sponsoring a refugee student-thin~
of that sort"

" I don't envy the SAC executive
now, and I don't envy SAC executive for years to come," said Social
Science Societypresident Rob Burge,
whoopposedtherefereooum,"They've
got a big problem on their hands." D
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rlUMAN KINETICS
HURON HALL
UNIVERSllYCENTRE
LAW
EDUCATION
IAURIER

'.:RIEHALL
MACDONALDHALL
LEDDYLIBRARY
VANIER

NO

YES

39

28
168
184

9

112

38
13
183
72
104
17

118

166
65

80

226

115

84

56

DRNM

62

72

BUSINESS

85

122

1056

1162

TOTALS
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social gQff
es
News
Thursday, December 19
- The Public Adm1nlstrat1on Club w1I
hold ,ts second annual Christmas party
at Cheers
Tuesday , Decembe r 31
TheCommerceSocetyNewYeor'sEve
Seml-ForMo w I be '1eld at the Cleary
Auditorium
Music
Thursday December 5- Saturday.
December 7
- Ride the World sonly mechanical surf
board on Windsor's only Subway
Friday, December 7
Love and Rocke•s at St Andrews
FIim
Friday, December 6
-Po ntersPonting-on ntei igent fi rn about
1he art s•,c process. 8 pm at Cinema
Winr.lsor
Saturday, December 7
- Off the Woll. 8 pm at Cinema Windsor
The Ploughman s Lunch at the Detroit
Ins ,tute of Arts wo showrngs at 8 pm
ono 9 30 prr>
-Alphav1lle-o
hardboiled private eye
gets more than he bargained for when
t-ie lands n futunst1=Parrs Detroit Institute
of Arts at I pm and 9·30 pm.
Sunday, December 8
Lo Grande Illusion. d·mcted by Jeon
~enoir Dotro1t Inst lute of Arts at 7 pm
only
SAC trims presents Pn221e's
Honour at 7
pm and9 pm.
Wednesday, December 11
- David Copperfield with Fronk Lawton.

Theatre
W C. FieldsLionelBarrymo<e.
Basil Rathtxme. - Irving Penn at the Detroit Institute of
Thursday, December 5-Sunday,
and Maureen O'Sullivan. 8 pm al the Art Arts
December 8
Ga. ery of Windsor
Until January 5
Italian Renaissance Sculpture 1nthe Time - "Once Upon A Mattress" at EssexHoll
Art
of Donatello at the Detroit Institute of Sundays curtain time is 7:30 pm. 8 p m a ll
other nights.
Arts.
Until December 15

cla&5ifieds

655 University We st
254-1234

TheunaJthcrlzed "Mc:rttn's Fwl'
1. Myl•
2. F yodar

3. Gecffrev
4. ''G~n'
' po4'
5. Shdccapec:re
6. Ezra
7. G.B.$.
WCl"ltafon,oro Interestedn h()sting

Friday Dec . 6 and Saturday Dec . 7
$1.00 Cover Charge

...

__:_::I
.
I
I
I
I
I

Tran sportation provided to and from Whi spers
Minimum 4/ cab
Call Brandi's 973 - 1180

* Book

vour Christmas Partv Now*
· D.J. Included
·

I

• .J
40 Tuscarora

258-9440

Beginner Player Package
Includes CRS Racquet
CRS Can of Balls
CRS Eyeguards
3 month membership

Gift Packaged and available now
until Christmas

Conveniently located in the
"Heart of Downtown Windsor''

Dc:iro-

1ng Participle (CJAMs I terary program)
starting 1nDecember or January. please
call Marc Fedak at 966-3027. or leave a
message at CJAM(258-6397) No radio
expeoence is necessary. only an interest
1n promoting local and national hterory
talol"'•
Aa,mpflon Unlv•tity ctlq)II 973-7034.
located belwoon the University Centre
and t11eAmbassador Bodge Mosses al
1030 am. and 4 30 pm on Sundays.
Monday to Friday at 11 50 a m Every
Tuesday there Is olso moss a t 5:00 p.m
followed by d1nnor at 6 p m ( cost IsS250)
Eveiyone welcome Sacrament ot Reconc,hatlOn on request
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LitesandLevershasspaceinvaded
by Jo hn May

A thief broke into the Lites and
Levers games room late fast Saturday night or early Sunday morning,
making off with over $ I ,OOO.
University Centre Manager
Mary Lou Thibert said the safe
room. adjacent to the games room
office, was broken into "sometime
between 10 pm Saturday night and
I :20 pm Sunday.•· The safe was
likely opened with a crowbar, she
said.
A total of$ I, 162.15 was stolen,
including 50 rolls of quarters. Damages include damage to a door, and
the safe, ''which was ruined," said
Thibert.
Campus Police are working in

conjunction with the Windsor Police
Force to solve the crime.
"The matter is under investigation
We have some leads," said Campus
Police Director Gerald Richardson
Thibert said the investigation
"looks positive." Richardson said
the police plan on "talking to a lot
of people."
"We're making every effort to
find out who he was," he said. "He
left his calling card··
Thibert said that there are "geir
era! security problems with the
University Centre ... the building is
not as secure as it should be.·•
The games room, which was to
remain open until the end of the
first week of exams, will now be
closed until January I 3. D

Lance photo by Andrew Hagg ert

Oimpusradioplanningnewlocation
...
by Jane t B rown

The new facility will provide
space for administrative and operThe familiar CJAM logo next ations offices plus an expanded
to the Subway may soon disappear. library and a reception area. T he
CJAM, the campus radio station, space used to be used as a women's
is awaiting financial assistance for locker room before the St Denis
the relocation of its offices. The Gym was converted to a computer
move to the new office space, located centre.
next to the women's washroom in
Wolske is working with SAC
the basement of the University Centre, Vice-President Finance John Mill
has been approved
to raise the $160,000 required to
At present, CJA M facilities arc make the move.
diYided. The administrative office
" The $160,000 is a worst-case
is located down the hall from the estimate," Wolske said. H e hopes
major operations room. The radio to cut costs by having the same
station also has to deal with a small labourers who will be renovating
studio and an overflowing library. the cafeteria do the necessary work.
Possible sources of funding iir
In addition, music from the pub
occasionally interfered with tne stat- elude the student le\.y, SAC, the
University Centre Board of Directors,
ion's transmissions.
The relocation site" is two times and the University itself. Wolske
bigger than where CJAM is now," also plans to approach governments
said station manager Russ Wolske, and corporations for grants.
If enough money is raised, CJ AM
•· and it hasn't been used in three
will be able to install new soundyears."

proof furnituredesigned by the CJAM
staff, said Wolske. He wants to

II

I

I

•••

purchase three portable Mccart studios.

If all goes according to schedule,
the move will be completed by midAugust 0

Butfrrst,this...

by Janet Brown
and Kevin Johnson

He wants to boost the signal
from fifty LU 250 wat~. The change
CJAMfm, the University of will not be technically difficult ·
Windsor's radio station. is preparing one, but will greatlyenhance CJAM s
for a major increase in output
ability to serve the community.
During thissummer's community
The cost will be approximately
pledge drive. the station received $ I 7 .OOOin total.
··l(ll be about $9000 for trannumerous complaintsabout reception.
said RussWolske.The stationis diflicult smitting and amplifying equipmenL
to pick up in stereo east of downtown and $8000 for monitoring equ11r
Windsor.
ment.." said Wolske. ··wewantto
··our number one priority is to use the money from the pledge
increase its power," Wolske said.

drive for this:·
The change will require an
amendment to the station·s broadcasting license. The increased wattage will be operational by late
spnng.
..We try to provide a community
service t.hrougJ,
qualityprogramming.··
said Wolske.
With an extended audience.
the 140 volunteer staffers hope to
do just that D

"'"'''--·
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,Petersonslamsrutsin tra~ferpa,yments
HALIFAX(CUP) -Ontario'sDavid
Peterson led a pack of premiers at
last week's first ministers' conference
in denouncing Ottawa·s plan to cut
$6 billion from federal transfer payments to the province.
Peterson said reductions to the
federal government· s contributions
to health and post-secondary education funding would "Cut right
into the bone."
"They will cut right into our
ability to provide the faculties,libraries,
and state-of-the-art equipment that
are needed to teach and train the
next generation of Canadians," said
Peterson.
Peterson told Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney the First Ministers
must approach financing '"in a way
that doesn't jeopardize our national
commitment to fir~t class health
care and first-rate education and
training."
Pet.crsonjoincd Manitoba premier
Howard Pawley and just-defeated
Quebec premier Pierre-Marc Johnson
in critizising the federal government's
"unilateral" action in proposing the
cuts to Established Programmes
Financing. Finance minister Michael
Wilson announced the cuts in late
September.
Pawley said the Mulroney gov

dt

-

emment's actions were "'indistinguishable from the approach of the
former government.
·· What happened to the new era
in federal-provincial relations"!" he
asked.
Pawley called on Mulroney to
immediately suspend action on any
cuts to federal programmes affecting
the provinces for the next two years.
Johnson, m Halifax only for the
first day of the conference because
of Monday's provincial election in
Quebec, said the cuts- are .. unacceptable."
Johnson also criticized '"unilateral re-opening of the present fiscal
arrangements one year before their
expiry date:·
Pawley said Mulroney's argument that the provinces have to
bear a fair share in order to reduce
the federal deficit is '"phon)."
"The provinces all face financial
pressures, especially the smaller
ones," said Pawley, and we all
have to make hard choices. The
issue isn't the deficit Ifs priorities."
Premiers Jim Lee of P.E.I ..
Richard Hatfield of New BrunSWJck.
and Brian Peckford ofNewfoundland
also denounced the cuts in their
opening address to the two-day
conference.

,.
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Coors'beerybigotry
by Claudio d'Andrea

I

ontario placeo

COMEOIN
OURT AMI

The next time you pop open a Coors beer from The
Subway or any other pub in town you may want to
reconsider. You may find that there are some nasty
ingredients fermenting in its suds.
Coors beer. brewed by the fifth largest brewer in
the U.S. and now sold in Canada through Molsons, has
been the target of a massive boycott in the U.S. by civil
rights groups and labour organizations fro 1977 ro
1984. Although the protest has now fizzled out.
allegations of racism. sexism and other forms of
discrimination ha\e left a bad taste.
The boycott started in 1977 after a strike by the
brewery workers· union, though there were complaints
voiced about the company's hiring practices before

WE HAVEAPPROXIMATELY
800 POSITIONS
OntarioPlace,oneof the world'sleading
entertainmentattractions,offersyou an
excitingsummeremploymentopportunity!
Approximately800positionsareavailable
for the 1986summerseasonin the
followingareas:
• Marketing&
• Attractions
PublicRelations
• Children's
Village
• RetailSales
• Maintenance
• Foodservices
• Programming/
• Security
Technical
•
Admissions/Parking
•Hosting
• Marina
• Clerical/
• Emergency
I FirstAid
Reception
Studentsinterestedin obtainingmore information
may write to: Mrs.S.Shaver
StaffCo-ordinator
OntarioPlacecorporation
955LakeshoreBoulevardWest
Toronto.Ontario M6K389
or telephoneour PersonnelOfficeat (416)965-7739.

Coors were asked the followingquestions, documented in
Young· s book:
What are your sex peferences?
How often do you change your underwear?
Have you ever done anything with your wife that
can be considered immoral?
Are you a homosexual?
Are you a Communist?
Also, the Rocky Mountain News in Denver
quoted William Coors, in March 1984, as saying that
one of the best things slave-traders did to American
blacks was "dragging your ancestors over here in
chains" because today American blacks have greater
opportunity than do African blacks. It also quoted
Coors as saying that Zimbabwen blacks "lack the
intellectual capacity to succeed, and it's taking them
down the tubes.'' Although Coors denied these statements and is suing the m:wspaper for libel, a November
16, 1984 New York Times article stated that there
were similar remarks made in other black communities
where there were no denials by the company.
The boycott affected the company's sales and put it
in financial jeopardy. In 198 L sales were down by
15% in California where 45% of Coors beer was sold.
In 1984 the company reported a 4.8% decline in sales I
from its 1983 level.
This forced the company to polish up its image and
it embarked on nationwide public relations campaign
to accomplish this task. In September. 1984 it invested
$325 million in black communities around the country
for the following five years. The next month, it spent
another $300 million to help Hispanic businesses.
These moves unleashed a new wave of wrath in the
U.S. and divided civil libertarian groups and unions.
1
A spokesman for the American Federation of
Labor and Congress of Industrial Organizations said
that the moves were an effort by the company to "buy
their wa," into minority markets. The moves were also
seen as a 'divide-and-conquer' move designed to split
the unions and civil rights groups. The company was
put on the AFL-CIO's boycott list as a result and in
April of last year Ted Kennedy called for an inquiry
into allegations that Coors received favored treatment
from the Federal job safety agency because its top
officials had close ties to Reagan.
Meanwhile. Coors is being sold by Molson Canadian
Brewery Ltd which has initiated a massive ad campaign
in the country. So why hasn't there been a similar
boycott or public awareness of Coors' reputation in
Canada? According to Dr. Barry Adam of the sociology
depanment. "we're a naive market." And naivete, in
this instance, is translatable in as simple a phrase as.
''I'll have a Coors please." D

I

then. Before 1971. for example. there were no women
working in the company's production facilities and,
although this has changed. there were no separate rest
rooms provided until 1973.
The boycott included a wide assortment of groups
such as v.·orkers' unions, women's groups, Hispanics,
gay, church groups and civil libertarians. At issue was
the treatment of homosexuals. women. blacks and
Hispanics by the company and the ultra-conservative
attitude of the company's chairman, William K.
Coors, and his brother and president of Coors. Joseph.
Joseph Coors· political affiliation was documented
in Perry Deane Young's book. God's Bullies. For
instance. Coors was an active supporter of the John
Birch Society and set up, along with Ignatius Weyrich.
the Heritage Foundation, a conservative think tank.
This foundation has influential political input. as
Young says. with many of the Reagan administration's
decisions and policies "based directly on position
papers and reports." W :yrich also persuaded Coors to
Join his Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress.
a political action group that funds potential candidates
The harshest criticisms have centred on the company's
hiring policies, notably. its use of a lie detector test to
screen out job applicants. Those applying for a job at

I
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The Prehistoric Covestrokers
WOl.ld Ike to tt,onle r~ovkConley Dove
Tokos. M11<e
Murphy. Chuck Blewett De10
Vooooo C.AM. Jeff "'1ortin Comm Studies
MO ors everyone who d1dn t gong us ot
the Delta Chi Gong show 'Viar 1Q 85)
ono oared to come back for seconds
th rds or d 'ino ly the or onyrp:x
is ~
who Paved guitar fOfus du0ng the "Stroke
'heme
Plane Tfekelfor sole One h1..><ot•rorr
Toronto to Co1gory(return) for sole L4:JOveS
Dec 20 85 , ~turns Jon CJQ86 Best otter

Coll
Mo~eno or Cothv ut 253 9025

Female boarder wonted Room pnva!e
telephone Full use ot hOuse. coble N
Free Parking across from urwersrty 2858
Peter St Phone 254 0941
X-Country Equipment Ladies
srze 10 Coll 948-4593 Rrm $130
YestherelsaGay Grouponcompvs. we
meet every ten days. Coll 973-4951 for
dates and ,ocotion Sorry we missed you
lostt1me.hopetoseevousoon
Coll3206.
ask tor George otternoor6 New memoos
more than welcome
Cinema Windsor was 1nit1oted with help
of a Canada Works Grant This grant hos
row expired Unlike before oil bills must
be paid v.,lth money received from odm1ss10nsand donations
Volunteers !10W cperote the cinema
NO ONE1sgetting paid We need money
to poy rent, film rentals. sh1pp1ng.utilities.
etc It 1suptoond inthehondsofthelocol
community We ask for your generous
support Thank you. Cinema WindSOf
Typing-need essovs. •ssu:T•es.
reports or
lettersfl,pocf) High Q.JOlity<X+I'{ guaor>teed
Reasonable rates. Coll Q75-2Q35 after 3
pm

Feelingthe rushof moralunanimity
by Jo hn Row landson
It was different. being in a church again , on a Sunday. I
needed some time, time to adjust, to scare up the appropriate
social schematic. I already had two strikes against me: I
hadn't shaved since Friday and I wasn't wearing my dress
sweat pants.
I. CLICK: "Welcome, God bless you .' '
2. CLICK: the usher, his breath was horrible!
3. CLICK: "Will everyone please rise and tum to .. .' '
4. CLICK:" Susie, if you don't be quiet, Mommy is going to
have to get up and take you to the bathroom and ifMommy
has to do that Mommy will be very angry and then it will be
hard for you to be happy. Won't it!"
5. CLICK: "You may be seated."
And so I sat down and I listened to what was being said.
This is what I heard:
Devil, you seductive spirit. you seducing spirit that is
trying to bring darkness into this city. I command you in
the name of Jesus to leave this city now! ... We have been
too long indifferent to pornography in our city.
And then I heard "Amens" and "Hallelujiahs" and a whole
bunch of applause. I sensed consensus.
The people, about900 of them, were applauding Reverend
Pistagnisi, the founder of Windsor's Concerned Citizens for
Morality. The people were concerned. Ted Bounsall was
there. he seemed concerned he read the Bible. Representatives
oftwe.lve religjons were there: they were concerned enough to
"be just Christians" on this day. All of these people were
concerned about pornography in Windsor. I was there. I was
concerned. Why?

Regarding
Dear Editor ,
With regards to an article written in the
November 28th issue of the Lance, I would
like to express an opinion as a concerned
female citizen. The Women's Commissioner
of S.A.C. voiced an opinion I consider to be
chauvinistic. Aren't groups like the Women
and the Law created to protect women's
rights? Yet. they exploit women in the community by raising flack over certain occupations women choose. (i.e. nude dancing).
This is not a legal issue. Rather it is an
issue of morality. Is it morally right for
women to dance nude in certain establishments even if they choose to do so? Hell. yes
if that is what they really want to do.
The advertisement that WQJ11enand the
Law object to is just the tip of the iceberg. Are
we going to let feministic groups decide what
occupations are appropriate for women? Certain!~ not! Many advertisements, on television,
radio, and in newspapers have sexist connotations, and not all are directed at women. For
example; commercials that advertise new
cars with a beautiful blonde female. or good
looking macho man, in the driver's scat
certainly help the viewers decide whether or
not to buy the car. Well ladies , that's advertising!
What right do we. or anyone for that
matter. have to censor advertising we deem
inappropriate, purely on the basis of moral
judgement? We don't! Yet women·s groups
continue to denounce articles of this nature.
In essence. these groups are supressing and
exploiting women's rights to free choice. In
trus case it is the freedom to choose occupations
of preference. Feministic groups have no
legal right to do th is. Nude dancers are not
hurting anyone. Besides, not only do they
stimulate the economy, dancers also keep
our husbands and boyfriends out of trouble.
Vandl J. Vezina

Disputing
Dear Editor;
With all due respect to a fellow law
student, I must dispute Eric Swetsky's arguments in his letter(Nov. 21 , 1985) criticizing
Women and the Law's call for an advertising

policy for law students publications. Please
note that I am writing as an individual, not as
a representative of the group. No one but
myself should be held responsible for the
views I state herein.
I . Mr. Swetsky assu mes .. the policy
envisaged by ( W omen and the Law·1 would
pennit an advertisment for Dr. Henry M orgentaler· s abortion clinics,'' even though
some in the F acuity of Law would be offended
by it. This implies that Women and the Law
is partial in its concerns, and cares only for
the sensitivites of its own constituency. That
is an unfair suggestion; and the example used
in making it is inflammatory.
2. Mr. Swetsky asks where the line is to
be drawn, and by whom, implying that it
cannot be done. But lines are drawn every
day, by legislators. lawyers, and judges,
between acceptable and unacceptable conduct;
between injuries that will and will not be
compensated between interests that will be
actively promoted by the state and interests
that must fend for themselves. Journalists
draw lines between newsworthy and nonnewsworthy events; between investigation
and scandal-mongering: between opinions
that get a hearing and opinions that fade in
silence. The answer to "Where is the line to

be drawn?" is not. "Nowhere."
3. The distinction between the content of
Jason· sad and" the very notion of an advertisement. any advertisement at all" escapes
me. How could any ad for a nude dancing bar
not have content that refers to and promotes
its exploitative business?
4. Whose freedom of expression is at
issue here? That of Jason's management? Do
they, and every business in the city. have a
prima facie right to advertise in law student
publications? If turning down. or declining
seek. an ad from a potential advertiser violates
his/her freedom of expression. we are in an
absurd situation. T hen what about the producers of the publications? Is their freedo m to
express their opinions and convictions violated
if a policy directs them not to seek ads of
certain kinds? Is selling commerc ial advertising
space a central exercise of a funda men tal
freedom? O r is the right of (some) law
students to see an ad for J aso n's a sacred
example of freedom of exp ression that must
preva il over other interests?
I do not claim that freedom of express ion
cou ld never be an iss ue in adverti sing. H owever, in this instance I cannot see whose

1

Because this was pornography, not sewers or snow
removal. The Fraser Commission had shown how little
government could do and John Crosbie was busy fulfilling
those expectations. This was local, immediate and effective.
This was the lewd, the crude and the rude; this was
pornography that sordid stimulus of sexual self-satisfaction.
Here we were, sitting in the pews of Assumption church
on a cranky Sunday afternoon, periscopes up. sights fixed on
the flagship of urban-industrial consciousness: pornography.
Here was our tum to lay it on the table dancers and feel the
rush or moral unanimity. Here we were nodding, singing,
lifting our hands in the air, praising the purity of our thoughts.
and the parity of our opinions. Here we were building a fan to
throw shit aL A big fan.
The message was so resonant. so filled with heart bursting
exhortations, careening off of the ceiling and burrowing into
the depths of our moral fabric. "Stand up and shake the hand
of the person next to you ... Join hands, all of you. and
pray ... because when the church comes together. like we have
today. then we can speak to the mountains that are in our
city." And it felt like we could!
Here we are storming towards the inevitability of morality's
ground-zero. ··anns flailing,'' our goodness escaping vapour iz.ation, our bodies bruised and tom. yet absent of pain. Here
we are, an alternative and a peculiarity, perched on the
periphery of mainstream obsessions. Here we are watching.
feeling the apocalypse wrap themselves around a chasm of
heat and serve desire. D

freedom is infringed by a policy against
discriminatory ads. 1 believe that we trivialize
important rights and freedoms when we
appeal to them in the wrong circumstances.
5. M r. Swetsky quotes Carl Cohen on
acceptingthe costs of freedom. M r. Cohen's
statement is eloquent. but abstract. Let us
ask: whose freedom: to do what: at how great
a cost: and who pays? In the case of comercial
ads in students publications, the freedom is
the petty freedom of the ad seller to sell
advertising space without exercising thought
and equal standing in society.
6. Call me anything, but don't call me a
liberal. The narrow vision of "liberals" on
issues of sexual subordination is one of the
great disappointments of my life, and I don't
care to have that label applied to me.
Marye llen Symons

will have arrived for university students.
I love the Christmas holidays because I
can finally relax from the rigours of lectures,
papers. seminars and exams. For me, being a
studeni not from Windsor, it is great to go
home to London. It gives me a chance to see
old high school buddies. eat Mom's home
cooking and most of all...RELAX.
Reflection also takes up a part of the
holiday as well. Looking back to the year
I 985. and more importantly to the future, as
second semester has much to offer. In the
upcoming months there will be Winterfest
'86, SAC elecitons. discounted bus passes in
February. many formals and of course slack
week. Then summer will be upon us before
you knov. iL
Reflecting on what I have written I have
but this to say: Have a safe and happy
Christmas and good luck with exams and all
future cndeavors in the new year.
Seaso nably
Bob Baker
SA C Vice Pres ident

Grandstanding

D ear Ed itor;
1 believe that the unidentified S.AC. representative who asked the first question at the
Monday referendum forum was grandstanding.
S.A.C. President Tsiltidis replied to his question
about the lack of SAC funding for the ·NO"
campaign that this motion was defeated in
Dear Fe llow Students.
council. As a SAC rep this man should have
It has been a busy and eventful semester
known trus. or did he attend that meeting. I
and I hope you have achieved what )OU
believe that his poor presentation of trus issue
wanted from this University .
hurt the 'NO' campaign. I also wish to add a
Exam time. as we all know, can be a
complaint abou t the conduct of the,JWo SAC
strenuou~ time but take things in stridereps who dominated the quesiton pericxl at the
you've come this far so don't let things get out
forum. l n taking the first two questions then
of hand.
engaging in argument rather than allowing
I would like to take this opportunity to
further quesitons, these two SAC reps ruined
wish you all well on your exams and to ha\C a
the student forum. As our representatives to
Merry Christmas and a happy new year. We
council. being informed on trus matter and
have worked hard and now that the festive
aligned with the 'NO' campaign these men
season is upon us it is time to relax.
shouldhave been on the stage, not grandstanding.
Have a good and safe holiday as I look
Mich ael Bartl ett
forward to serving you in the upcoming
semester.
Sincer ely.
Jon Carlos Tsilndis
Presid ent. SAC
To my fellow students:

Wishing

Reflecting

Onceagain that time of year has approached
T he time when we must put aside all of life's
luxurie s and sit d own to stud y for fmal
ex am s. Bu t do not desp air, for soo n after this
c rucial ac ademi c e ven t we are able to go
home, sit ba ck and reflect upon the pa st year
while sippin g egg nog by the firepl ace with
family and friends, as the Holiday Season

Letters may be dropped off ot the Lance office ,n
the Un~1ers,tyCentreor 1nthe Lance mailbox In the
SACoffice Letters should be limited to5CK)'NOlds01
less.and must be signed letters may be edited tor
space or hbel
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by Kevin Johnson
The Coalition for Peaceful Toys
kicked off its annual Christmas
campaign with a downtown \1gil
Friday mghL
The group believes that military
games and toys have a violent
influence on children. and recom mend alternatives. About thirty people. largely parents and children.
sang Chri'lmas carols. and carried
candle, and placards with such
~logans a, .. G I Joe has Got to Go...
and "Chnsonas 1sa Time for Peace."
Main ,pcaker Randy Sasso centred out toys like G. I. J oe. He-Man.
and the Transformers. which have
their,,,, n tcle, 1s1onshows. for critici,m
·· 11·s hccoming increasingly dif-

ficult to distinguish between commercials and cartoons ... he said.
Donna Champagne. Ward One
city councillor. also addressed the
crowd .
.. Whether we are thirty or three
hundred. we are being heard.·· she .
said.
The group then pro<:eeded to
the Kresge·s and Woolworth's department stores. handing out pamphlets to holiday shoppers.
The Coalition will also appear
at Ula\\\CCkend's Santa Claus parade.
fhe Coalition For Peaceful Toys
is composed of. among others. Parenting for Peace and justice. the
Wanchor Coalition for Disarmament
the Canadian Catholic Organization
for De,elopment and Peace. and
the Third World Resource Centre. D
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5150 Tecumseh Road East
3054 Dougall Avenue
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$2.89

Holiday Meal Deal

Taco BellGrandes™

This includes a Taco BellGrande, Nachos
and a Medium Beverage. Please present
this coupon when ordering.
Limit: One coupon per person per visit.
Not good with any other otter.
Offer valid through January 31, 1986

Limit 10 per customer .
Please present this coupon when ordering.
L1m1t·One coupon per person per visit.
Not good with any other offer.
Offer valid through January 31, 1986.
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THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

ONE FREE
Regular Taco
with any food purchase

Pizzazz™Pizza

Please present this coupon when ordering.
Limit One coupon per person per visit
Not good with any othe r offer.
Offer valid through January 31, 1986.

Please present this coupon when ordering.
Limit: One coupon per person per visit.
Not good with any other offer.
Otter valid through January 31, 1986.

Q

TAC011ELL

Q

TAC011ELL

Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP 40'sl
Free Admission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Darwin Plaza)

966-2624
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Precedentset inRyersoncourtbattle
TORONTO(CUP) - Students disgruntled with the way a course is
taught can sue the institution offering
it, an Ontario court has ruled.
Provincial court Judge Pamela
Thomson Sigurdson concluded
recently that a 37-year-old former
student at Ryerson Polytechnical
Institute here can sue the school
because one of its professors allegedly
departed from the official course
outline.
Hughes Chicoine, a professional
photographer in an upgrading programme, failed a compulsory thirdyear course in 1981 82. He was
expelled from the programme.
Chicoine appealed using internal
university procedures and was
eventually offered the chance to
repeat the course.
Unsat isfied, he took the case to
small claims court to recover about
$630 in tuition and some $800 in
student loans.
Ryerson challenged the court's
jurisdiction in the case.
Although the courts traditionally
stay out of internal universitydisputes,
Judge T homson Sigurdson found
that the rules governing Ryerson do

I

not exclude courts from deciding
breach of contract
"The pwpose of Ryerson Institute
is to provide programmes and courses
of study in a variety of areas; not to
adjudicate complaints arising from
student/university relations," she
said in her judgement
Chicoine's lawyer,Frank Hubscher,
said the decision "certainly opens
up the situation' ' for students to
take legal action against their schools.
"The precedent has been established Yes, you can sue for a
breach of a course outline," he
said.
Hubsch.:r couldn't speculate on
how widespread the impact of the
judgement will be, but he said his
phones "have been ringing off the
hook from students who want to
retain my services."
Ryerson's lawyer, Alison Young,
argued in court that allowing the
action to proceed would open the
floodgates for lawsuits but afterward
she downplayed the ruling.
" I don't think it's that big a
deal," she said "Jn the final analysis
I don't think students care enough
about the course outlinebeing adhered
to."

Young said that having gone
throughthe universityappeal process,
Chicoine should not have been given
recourse to the courts.
"Our position is that he's really
complaining because of the mark
he got rather than breach of contract,"
she said.

-------

Extra!Extra!Extra! Read all about It!
Coach blows Smolinski away In psych
115 test no.3!
The Smole seriously contemplating suicide .
For Sale Westinghouse house-sizedfTidge.
large freeze r S100 Coll 256-8054 or 2563881
student Directory ovorloble SACOffice.
2nd RoorUnrveMVCentre. 25 cents each
Open Screening at Cinema Windsor
Locar F1lrn-mokers have on cpportunity
to show their films to the public We will
accept super-8 and regular 8 mm with
sound also 16 mm optical or silent prints
will be accepted Co ll 254-2463 c·v isit us
Fndo y or Saturday night a t 52 Un1verSity
West We 'M'.)Uldlike to hove all submissions
by December 7 1985
Walters/ Waitresses needed- part trme
Apply in person at Cheers . 2477 Dougall
ave

December 31 , 1985
Cle ary Auditorium , Skyline Room
Dinn er - Open Bar - D.J.
Coc kt ail s 6:3 0 p. m.
Dinn e r 7:30 p.m.
With every purchase of $100 or more, you can
buy your special Mary Rose T-Shirt for just $17 .50
(regular

$35.00)

415 Peli ssier • Tel. 253·1030

Be an organ
donor ... Make
a life
commitment.

M ember s $40
Oth e rs $45

Tic kets Ava i lab le at Co mme rce Society office
in Business Buil d ing

A no n-prof it orga nization dedi cated
to mak ing peop le
more awa re of t he
urgent need for
organ donati o n.

Display at
Devonshire
Mall
Saturday
Dec. 7/85
from
9:30 am 10 pm

-- ---

NEW
YEARS
EVE
SEMIFORMAL

Ecx,nornc:aT
utorMA Carleton. teaching

1

table discussion with studens and a
tour of the campus.
"They see a contradiction on
what "pwportsto be the government'5
committment to ecomonic growth
based on technological development
and the refusal of government to
direct its attention to strengthening
the university's engagement in teaching and research," he said.
During the tour which began in
Nanaimo Oct 7, McCurdy, the
MP forWindsor W alkerville,received
400 written submissions and spoke
face-to-face with about 250 youth.
McCurdy is expected to produce
a report to the ND P caucus on his
findings.D
J

VANCOUVER (CUP)-After
a
six-week cross country tour, the
NDP's national youth critic has
learned what students have known
for years.
They want jobs. They want a
future free of nuclear war. And they
want an adequately funded education
system.
Howard McCurdy s1,mmed it
up that way Friday at Sunon Fraser
University on the last leg of his 17city national task force on youth.
''Students feel that no one is
really payir.g attention to their concerns, that (the government's) priorities are somehow mixed up,"
said McCurdy following a round-

expenence. reasonct,le ratE*.flexiblehours.
Phone Days: 256-5950. Evenings 734-6532

International{canada)

He said university presidents
are likely following the case with
interest, but added" there's no reason
to think that there's a groundswell
of protest coming" from students
who think an institution hasn't kept
its part of the bargain.
I

Youthwant jobs,peace,school

claS5ifieds

1RANSP1ANT

Council of Ontario Universities
information officer Will Sayers
agreed with the two lawyers that
education malpractice is a burgeoning
area.
"It's the kind oflitigationw hose
time has probably come," he said
of Chicoine's lawsuit

STUDENTS!!
20% Discount
.________

J

on all your Hair Care
needs .

See

AMINI
at Salon Papillon
122 Park St W. ( at Pelissier)
AMINI offers profe ssional service at
affordable prices
Every Thursday. Frida y & Saturday
Evening Appointments Available

CALL 253-1222
'
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Few lumpsin this'Mattre&5'
Once Upon a Ma/tress
Directed by Robert E. Dorrell

I

Thursday. December 5th-Sunday,
Essex Hall Theatre

December 8th

by Kevin Johnson

Strong petformances by leads help the University Players·
current production of Once Upon a Mat1ress overcome iu.

musical shortcomings.
The play is a musical adaptation of Han s Christian
J\.nder,on·s The Princess and the Pea. While this light

The best musical moments of the show belong to Dave
Hogan and Bernadette Taylor. Their duets acheive a level of
professionalism unequalled in this production.
The singing of the rest of the cast is competent, but
nothing to write home about This is partly due to an
undistinguished .~core.
Still. a major portion of the blame rests with the orchestra.
Frankly, I've heard better high school bands. They showed a
tendency to overwhelm the unamplilied actors, in addition to
an aversion to playing together or on tempo.

With accompaniment like this, Patrick T. Ryall must
have been relieved to play the mute King Sextimus. His
mimes provide some of the most inspired comic scenes in the
show.
And comic the show is. The set and costumes give the
production a cartoon-y look, and the cast displayed a fine
sense of timing.
The play is funny( and clean) enough to bring the kids, but
adults shouJdn't count themselves out Once Upon a /1,/attress
is a pleasant romp. D

The musical interlude held at the Subway (let's call it
"The Subway Anns"') last Saturday night could have been
called "Concerto for Guitar and Drum" or so, if only to
undeceive those who assumed that Deja Voodoo is a regular
band. Or even that they are an oldies band. Then again. the
alternative title proposed above might have led some to
believe that the music didn't all sound the same. It did.
"All the songs sounded the same, and I thought it was
great" said one satisfied customer. The fact of the matter is
that yours truly wishes to associate himself with those senti-

ments. Yer basic three-chord-and-a-beat genre is already
made unpleasant by a lack of variation, so much so that one
would have thought that to further narrow its confines to but
two instruments would make it even more so. Not so. Or, at
least, not as perfonned by Deja Voodoo.
And don't ask for an explanation, either. Let it be known
simply if that if they didn·1 make you get up and leave (as
some did) they made you sit up and take notice. Or get up and
dance, as many did
Credit for that fact has to go almost entirely to drummer
Tony Dewald, who performed solo percussion feats the like

of which have not been heard by this reviewer since the
immortal Violent Femmes Ambassador Auditorium show over
two years ago. Dewa!d's slapping and pounding lured large
numbers to dance, which was a surprise even to fans of the
band.
All of this without benefit of snare drum, hi-hats, or even
cymbals. Dewald doesn't seem aware of the existence of any.
Hard to believe.
So is Gerard Van Herk, the singer/guitarist semi-person
who doubled as host of the sludgefest that is Deja Voodoo's
repertoire. As a singer. Van Herk belongs somewhere
between Mark Mothersbaugh and David Byrne (By the way:
if humanity had evolved directly from being fish into being
humans and skipped the primate phase completely, everyone
would be like David Byrne). In looks he's son of a distended
version of Elvis Costello. with sideburns.
After two or three songs, he had people eating out of his
hands. As the evening went on. the crowd gathered around
the stage like pedestrations at a car crash. Van Herk doted out
knowing asides and casua!jokes, keeping his audience on the
edge of worship. Without even trying.
The music itself had a surprisingly full sound-you
wouldn't've thought that two guys could sound so much like
three or four .. Live perfonnance clears a lot of the mud off the
songs. In other words. the music which sounds so dark brown
on record sometimes varied to dark green or even a dim red.
Your reviewer was surprised to hear how popular their
version of"Cheese and Crackers" (which is really a song by
Roscoe Gordon) is. It was, funhennore. mildly disturbing to
i realize that particularly well-written numbers, such as ··1
Better Think" are probably best appreciated among the dark
greens of one's own home.
Deja Voodoo are deep-sea divers exploring the mucky
1
riverbed of the rocknroll mainstream as far back as I 94 7 by
their own reckoning. Whether they can continue to dreg up
refreshing memories is a matter which drives this reporter to
skepticism. No matter what biologists and rock historians
may tell you, there is a very limited variety of interesting life
down there--those who study that kind of thing tend to be
lovesick and/or unhealthily obsessive.

1rca1mcnt of the fairy tale if fun. there is a lack of memorable

songs. a situaiion worsened by untrained voices and a
painful!\ bad orchestra.
Prince Dauntless the Drab (Gregory Annstrong-MorrisJ
1\ ready to marry. bu1 his mother. Queen Agravain (Kim
Schul7e) sets standards so rigorous that no princess can meet
them.

The last hope of the eager Prince is Princess-Winnifred
(Jenny Brown). who is so anxious to wed that she swims the
moat This feat does not exactly endear her to the Queen.
who consider~ it le,~ than regal. at best. The Prince. on the
other hand. is delighted and immediately falls in love.
Winnifred·~ frankness channs the rest of the court as well.
As Wmnifred, Brown exhibits an energy that carries her
through such numbers as "Shy'' .and" I'm in Love with a Girl
Named Fred." One ..:an readily understand why the wimpy
Dau,ntlcss is attracted to the cxtro\'erted and engaging
prmccss.
Armstrong-Morris" Prince is an immature milquetoast,
naive enough to believe in the stork He is dominated, and at
one point literally smothered by his mothe1. However. he is
able to sway her with a look.
The source of this power remains unclear. since this
production refuses to explore the incestuous nature of their
relationship. With this element missing. Aggravain's rejection of
all potential brides for her son is without context. The result is
a queen who seems simply malicious.
Schulze plays the role a~ evil queen, along tnc lines of Snow
White's or Cinderclla's Stepmother. She is appropriately
overbearing and obnoxious, so that we feel little sympathy for
her eventual fate.

1

I

But so was Max Planck. and Van Herk may yet prove to
be of that calibre. For now Deja Voodoo are a healthy and
happy and entertaining reminder of how shameful and
joyfully chi like were the forefathers of our favourite musical
· genre.O

A misplacedchildh

'

MARILLION
''Misplaced Childhood''
(Capital)
MariJlion: English band somewhere on the fringes of a great and
sentimental obscurity: music luxurious in a lavandcrway. And something
else: the nostalgia of the harlequinade; the carry over of 70's gothicrock aflertaste. As if punk had
never blown random brains out.
and these hippy aristocrats popped
back in to dot the aggressively
eclectic musical horizon of the so·s.
You will remember. d>:!arreader,
the last time Lance attempted to
pubiicize the myriad pollutams of
the Maril lion mirage. The band had
just released Fugazi. This time
around it's Misplaced Childhood,
another huge. extravagant effort
about as footloose and frolicsome
as the works of Raphael.
Marillian's critique takes an ethereal bent against sublimities gone
to grandiose seed. Sumptuously
fleshy singer Fish voices sweeping
dirges on the epic misery of childhood and its unseated heart, on the
nMlleryel adulthood and its epic of
to,pled k:roism, and the gross ob,
scenity of mass destruction.
But for all the hard sentimentality of his "vision'', I actually like
Fish. Irony, high-minded anger, ornamental metaphoric confusions fuel
the better songs ('Waterline', the
'Mylo' portion of "Blind Cave").

audience approval

• • •

• • •

FALCO

of his Magic Flute. As if the '85
Viennese "rock singer" didn't
intend all this, at least dimly, or
didn't intuit the easy melodic
grease of A-ma-deus. Deus/ Deus
with a disco beat
Lucky we be, though, that
none of this is tragic. No wonder
any species of the dance club
sexes pass their nonnaling lives
dancing any-which-way-but-loose
to this. Yes! and how better to
ride the cheeky, fragmented beat?
How else but by swaying, hopping,
shifting foot to foot gently as if
in a translucent aquarium.
-Lovre
Buj

"Rock Me Amadeus/Urban
Tropica l"
(12" single on A&M)

YNGWIE MALMSTEEN'S

As ifMilosForman'sAmadeus
could fleshin pN-hurmus Slaroom

RISING FORCE
"Ma rching Out"
(Polydor)

(a la Marilyn, Dean, Dracula)
for Mozart
As if "Mozart''
ever really amounts to anything
but an expiry of breath anyway.
Ai. S the mindlessly slick female
voice that opens Falco's new
effort if meant to do anything
other than convert the 18th century musical prodigy and Freemason into a sort of glittery,
iconic Prince-come-early.
As if
this anonymous voice could do
lyric ju<;ticeto the endless splerrlor

This is a Metal from a Swedish
Wizard who formerly snapped fingers and set fret speed records as a
member of Steeler and Alcat.az:.i..
On this Lp he's leading his new
band through that suHied spiribl al
Hell that roars back at every head-banger tl.le moment adolescence
activates the testicular cortes. And
that, don't get my wrong, is what
HM is all about visual mysticism
felt in the flesh of all desire. Of
course it all tends to get mixed up

the asthetic Christ but mistook the
essence of the Passion, so Fish
intuitively,unconsciouslyunderstands
existence as the eternal, melancholy
sunset of love and innocence, but
misses (with bitter nostalgia) the
necessity of the abyss and its vital
suction.
No wonder he ends up apologizing
the way he doe¥ in the syrupy-do of
the hit ''Kayleigh". Song soars,
quivers, affects the bittersweet pleasure of parting under the moon of
remembered bliss: ultimate confetti.
-L Buj

He strains the very poshlost of
contemporary non-tragedy. "When
taxis gather in mock solemnity!
funeral hearses court the death of
virginity.../ see children with vacant
stares/Destined for rape in alle~

ways.
What a bloody romantic this
guy is! All of it, much of it reminds
me of everything from Tennessee
Williams instructions on the staging
of Glass Menagerie, to Pink Floyd,

to the melancholy opiate discourse
of St Augustine stranded at the
outskirts.
But this is all pseudo-visionary
at best Just as Wilde "understood''

becomesa risingforce
with the Devil's temptations, the
search for advcnufre, and the fear
of God (Stryper fits in somewhere
here): the world, the flesh. the
devil. as any good medievalist will
tell you.
Thus, the typical absurdity of
song titles: ·· 1am a Viking,., "I see
the Light Tonight.'' ''Disciples of
Hell," "Anguish and Fear,'' .. Soldiers
without Faith" ...Thus, the resonant,
studio-charged sameness of much
of the music.
But to put it positively, one can't
but acknowledge Yngwie (Yawngway? Yawn-gwee'?) as one of the
most exciting, youthfully accomplished guitarists around. He'll yet
grow into Alan Holdsworth's classic
virtuosity with the instrument; he
could spend more time than he
already has listening lo Jeff Beck
anthologizing the whole. varied substratum of rock: but having absorbed
Blackmore and Hendrix hc"s well
past the fundamentals of his education.
What's even more ··radical." if J
not downright "exciting," is Yngwie's
psycrnc tlebt to Paganini Lovecraft,
and Da Vinci. If you care to listen,
and listen imaginatively.you'll hearit
on some of the stuff here,the fluid
energized line winding in and about
itself among the burning (though
often tiresome) density of the rest
of the band.
-Lov re Buj

Irene Szymanski,manager of LA Express
at the moll ( a Dylex spinoff), concurs with
this division of the younger market . " Our ·
store caters more to the younger crowd,
18-31. Our biggest customers ore in their
late teens or early 20's, but we try not to
discourage the older consumer ."
Irene sees the marked increase in her
rustomers' buying pc:M'€!""trsonestoblished
fact that people today hove more money
to spend, and they don't mind spending
it on quality ."
"Activeworld," a Woolco/Woolworth
speciolty division, also stresses quality.
"We carry a lot of basic lines such as
TABI." says manager Margaret Craig."
but we stillhove trendy stuff."Ifs interesting
to rote thattheyoungercrCMd isembracing
the "preppy look."
According to Heather Willoghby, manager of one of Devonshire's more "established" clothing stores- "BH Emporium"the reverse is true as well. "We cater to

,

Whors in a face? Not much these
days- seemspeople ore more concerned
with clothes. Especially young people .
There's a whole new breed of consumer
out there . and retailers ore rising to meet
the challenge .
The deportment stores ore a fine example As port of the new "Simpson's
·spirit' ( catch any lately?), the junior sportswear deportment, Variations, hos been
given a facelift and a new location.
Variations' new home, at the Devonshire
Moll entrance, hos PL!Shed Menswear
into the background . Literally. And why
not? Women generally outspend men
on clothing two to one .
Jody Meeke Manager of Variations,
explains the new emphasis and attention
on her deportment. "This is where the
money is. Young people hove the cash
to spend ."
In attempting to satisfy the young, or
Cefebrilles seem to play a large role in
ven the young at heart, buyers for Sim).'.)SC)()S
raising our "fashion conscience''. Music
keep the merchandise up-to-dote and
stars are particular(v influential, especially
within certain price points While you
with the arrival of the rock video. By now,
con still purchase a sweater for $75.,
Michael Jackson, Boy George, Prince, and
there's plenty to choose from in the
ei•en Madonna are old news on the fashion
$15 .99 to $24.99 range.
scene.
"Hof' items.such as shakerknit sweaters
Young people are exceptionally quick to
and rib knits, ploy a big role in reaching
catch on to a new "look'", and just as quick
Simpsons·target market, which is broken
to /em•e it behind. One manager noted that
up into two main components: the trendy,
"as soon as Madonna got married to Sean
fashion-conscious student (age 15-20),
and the working, progressive customer
(age unlimited) While the former is looking
the junior consumer of the 60's and 70's
for instant gratification at the right price,
hos grown up She is more aware of her

Marilyn next big thing?

.,.-----::::==--------------------------=

Penn, the 'torn' look disappeared ratlze,
quickly. When 'Flashdance' came out, ou,
buyers went nuts. One day, everyone wanted
the Jennifer Beals sweatshirt; the next, it
was dead. I thought we'd never get rid of that
stuff."
Other managers agree that another celebrity look will come along to replace its
predecessor.Apparent(\'. the Marilyn Monroe
style could be news. We'll see. •
choices, and shops for the "right look,"
value and quality.

----------

,-------
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the 15-25 year old. but we still get a lot of
mothers coming in for their daughters
and ending up buying for themselves."
"The Emporium" targets its clothing t
a younger market than in post years."
Younger people hove been spending
more money these post five years. They're
the reason our componyis so eager to
cater to this age group," Willoughby
explains .
But where do they get the cash?
Certainly the posf.recession boom
hos been a great boost to clothing
soles. Irene Szymanski of LA Express
notes that "parents hove more money 1o
spend on their children and a lot more
kids ore 'M'.)rking- ifs almost vogue."
She added, "Retail itself is hiring at a
younger age." The post five years hove
seen a dramatic decrease in the overage
age of her soles staff.
O'longing demographics hove paved
the woyfor increased spending by young
people . Tv.,o-income families ore now
more the rule than the exception. Div0rced
parents ( especially if they don't hove
custody) ore tempted to assuage guilt
with money and gifts . Certainly a porttime job increases a person's disposable
income. There is also the eighties attitude
of getting what you w::mt-now . The trend
1oword instant gratification hos led to
everybody spending more ...on themcontinued

------------------,
---- --~

20% OFF

Clothing or Tapestries
with this ad

Looking For That Someone -Special
During the Christmas Break
f

'f 1

Unique Gifts
and Clothing
From around
the world

You'll find them at Faces!
Official U. of W. Christmas Bash

• Carvings
• Indian Art

Monday, Dec. 23 with "Reform School"

• Jewl!lry
• Masks
• Ponchos

Last Day of Classes Party
Friday. Dec. 6

• Potterv
• Tapesines
• Vegl!tableOve Sweaters

Special Guests to start this Holida y Season off Right
Thursday, Dec. 19
Live "The Blues Pigs"
Live Entertainment Dec. 21, 23, 28
"Reform School"
*

Make New Years Reservations

Now!

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year"
From all of us at Faces!!

I
I
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I
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continued from page 10

selves.
'M"\ether a result of this attitude or its
cause. widespread use of credit cards
has a great impact on the clothing
industry.
1
They'll give credit to anybody ...
\fvllloughby notes that credit cards
lead 1omultiple sales. "\M"lena cus1omer
is payi~g cash: ifs ' hey, thafs fifty-three
dollars ; 'Nhen ifs Mastercard. ifs 'v.tlafs
another s~irt?' She sees trends in the use
of the maJor cards. "Ifs most likely related
to payment dates and credit limits."
I'm trying to get rid of my own,"
Szymanski admits. "but they're a fact of
life. You don't really see a lot of cash.
Except after Christmas. Everyone's so
depressed about how much money
they spent.
Caron Bernack, a 29-year-old Social
v\brk Student agrees that credit cards
can often lead a shopper astray . "Ifs
too easy to get a card. You just have to
be eighteen and walk into Simpsons or
Sears and they'll help you fill out an
application on the spot." Caron keeps
a tight rein on herself, though. "I don 't
buy it unless I can afford it."
I
She resists the pressure to "keep up"
with the fashion pace. "Everything is so
geared to looking right" says Caron.
Young people are far more sophisticated
than in past years. Commercials, rock
videos. magazines. and movies. bombard their senses with countless images
of v.tiaf s hot and whaf s not. Bernacchi
notes that they "just eat it up- if they can
afford it."
Lynne Wear. a nursing student is also
a frugal sort. "I like fashion, but ifs not
my top priority in life. I don't have the
money to shop."
Astriking contrastto Lynne is Connie
Palahnuk. She says she's always been a
shopper, and now that she works, she
devotes more time. energy and money
to her favourite pastime .
Oedit cards affect her spending habits
immensely. "If I don't hove the money,
I'll put it on charge. If I do. I still might I
always think maybe I'll see something
else I like." These comments \Nere given
v.tlile Connie was in line otthe Variations
counter ...writing a cheque. D
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Pearl Voinaroski

Lance photo by Christopher McNamara

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

Heard any good
poemslately?
It is not remembered by many people these days that
poetry is meant to be heard and not seen. One does not need
great knowledge of its history to understand that the poem is
primarily and aural, not a visual phenomenon. ( never mind
about "Grasshopper" and its ilk}.
Inevitably, one thinks of Ford Madox Brown's delightful
painting Chaucer reading at the Court or King Edward-the
one for which Dante Gabriel Rossetti reportedly posed as the
figure of Chaucer, surely you've seen it-and ruminates on
how the spirit of that painting is pleasingly present at every
poetry reading, even if only the more senstitive of us are
aware of it
It was unquestionably part of the reading given in Vanier
Hall last Thursday by Canadian poet Patrick Lane. Lane
read from his works before some of the best minds of the
generation, and stayed to sign copies of his new book.
The reading was the last in this semester's series of
appearances by Canadian poets, which featured readings by
Miriam Waddington and Glen Sorestad, among others. The
English Department will continue to sponsor readings next
semester, thereby fulfilling its obligation to keep in touch with
the roots of poetry, and helping to make Windsor the
culturally aware town that we'd all like it to be.

-------------·--------------------~~~-,
r---------

Inject Some Speed

~-Every .Thursday from 8:30 p.m.
r~ck on with uninterrupted Solid Rock
Videos. ____________
__J
{5. Great food & a great time. ____ __.

Students Part Tinte
Correction: Nov. 21 issue - This is not the Office
of Part-Time University Students but the Office of
Part-Time Studies.

The office of Part- Time
Studies is now located at

470 Sunset Avenue
Ext 3305
Into Your P.C.!
20% - 40% increase in CPU speed
$150.00 installed
Other Products - Regular Price
Hard Drive 12.8 meg. unformatted with Controller $899 .00
Diskettes - Good CDC's with case - DSDD $22.95
- Better PG's - no case - DSDD $19.95
Contact Level 4 (Canada) 254-6117
254-7900

l.ancerettevolleyballers
split
In OWlAA action last week. the Lancerette
volleyball team picked up a win and a loss
and added a silver medal to their collection
from the Guelph In\'itational. But the team
was forced to pay their dues along the way as
the} suddenly became hampered by injuries.
The Lancerettes started off on the right
loot by defeating the Western Mustangs
November27 byascoreofl5 -5, 15-6. 15-7.
Aller coming off a disappointing loss to
M.:Master. the Lancerettes were able to pull
their offensc together in a strong team effort
tn win aga111stUWO in three straight games.
In the first game. Western opened the
sc ,ring and led by a score of 4-1 until
Lancerette Cheryl Smith ~erved a pair of
aces to close the gap . Windsor was soon able
to pull ahead with a strong offensive effort
and took command of the game. winning it
15-5

The second game featured strong defense
b} hoth clubs. Windsor finally broke the
stalemate to open the scoring, taking advantage of Western ·s weak offense and serving
ditliculties. The Lancerettes retained their
lead despite a strong. though somewhat
inconsistcnL Western defcnse and ploughed
through to 15-6 win .
.. They were pretty scrambly and we
didn't know what to expect from them. but
we·\e pla}ed better team-.:· said Lancerette
Cheryl Smith
Game thn:c went much the same way as
both teams displaced their stronger and
weaker momenLs. Nevertheless the Lanccr ettes held their lead as a lip by Chns Norck
finally resulted in a 15-7 win for Windsor and
another league victory to clip to their belt
Cheryl Smith. a talented newcomer to the
1eam this year. served 5 ace!, while Chris
Norek. also a rookie. and Tracey McCall
each drilled IO unreturned spikes to lead the
team.
Mis fortune settled on the Lancerettes as
they headed into Waterloo two days later.
Team captain Pat Pepper became ill and was
unable 10 compete in Waterloo and Guelph.
·· We re all) missed her leadership and experience." said headcoach Marg Prpich.
Theresa Knarr fell nct1m to a knee injury
in practice. hut \\-as commended for playing
anyway.·· J don't think there was a player( on
our team) that wasn't hurting."' noted Prpich.
The result was a loss to an improved
Universit} of Waterloo team. 7-15. 19-15.
15- 10. I 5- 1). 6 15. The Lancerettes played

Lonce photo bV Tracey Ric ha rd son

Lancerette up for the spike.

with steady determination with strong perfonnances coming from McCall, Smith and
Norek and a solid attack initiated by setter
Kathy Adkin. Nevertheless, the team's health
problems caught up with them and they were
unable to hold on for the win.
"They ( Waterloo) played solid defcnse.
but I don't think they're stronger that us
player-for -player." said coach Prpich.
The two matches left Windsor with a 3-2
record and placed them in third place in the
Western Division of the Ontario Women's
Intercollegiate Athletic Association behind
McMaster and Waterloo.
"My goal is still to finish first in the
Western Division," commented the optimistic
Windsor coach ... Our work is cut out for us

but I think we can still do it"
Still plagued by health problems. the
Lancerettes entered the Guelph Invitational
November 30th having to resort to substituting
manager Christine Freisinger in as a player.
The shortage of players did not leave the
Lancerettes with a shortage of detennination
as they easily defeated Carleton University
and the hosting Guelph squad before squaring
off Queens University in the finals.
The steady Queens team was able to
capital ze on the injury-ridden Windsor crew
and won the finals in three straight games.
The competition left the Lancerettes with a
well-deserved silver medal and an all-s tar
selection going to Tracey McCall.
··It really teste r' eir character because

they were doing with a lot of adversity.'
noted Prpich ... It would have been easy for
them to say 'let's just forfeit the games· but
they didn't When the chips were down they
really came through and they were really
supportive of one another."
The team is looking forward to a badlyneeded rest over the holidays before meeting
the University of Waterloo at home." Hopefully we'll recover and beat them at that
time." said coach Prpich. looking forward to r
the re-match.
The Lancerettes will take on Waterloo
Saturday. January l l th at 3:00 p.m. in the
St Denis Gym. D

HockeyLancerstake.firstlossesqf season
at us from the opening whistle; they deserve
all the credit for their detennination ...
On a positive note Lancer G.M. Mike
Sadler commented. "'These two losses will
do us more good than hann down the road.
With the return of our injured players by the
start of the second half. thsoe two club~ (York
and Laurier) will definitely have a hell of a
battle on their hands for first place in the
Ontario Universities Athletic Association
(OUAA) rankings."
The Lancers play one more exhibition
game against Ohio State before breaking for
Christmas. D

b)' Scott A. Patt ison

Week t•nd contests against York Yeomen
and the 1.aurier Golden Hawks spelt double
troubl l' for 1he U nivers1ty of Windsor Lancer
Hocke} Squad.
The Lancers left to\\-n undefeated at 6-02 but unfortunately returned home with their
first two losses of the season. The team came
up short in Friday's contest against York. 63. and Saturda) at Laurier. 9-4.
In Friday's game the Lancers pulled out
in front of the home team to a comfortable
three goal margin . Windsor's first period
tallies came olT the sticks of Ken Minello.
John Hoy. and Paul Fixter. But York would
have nothing to do with this promising start
by the Lancers and promptly began the
comebacl( in the second period.
York rebounded from the deficit on three
unanswered goals from winger Greg Rolston.
Carl Devine also notched a goal for York
which carried them into the third period in
front of the visiting Lancers for good.
"We decided to sit on that three goal
cushion, and you just cannot do that against
these top teams," stated a frustrated coach
Cranker.
0--

Lance photo by D.W. Lyster

taking the lead. into the second period, 2-1.
Windsor's Chuck Brimmer scored his first
near the end of the first period.

I

The third period was all York. They
scored three more goals to put the game on
ice. and the Lancers packing on the end of a .
Waterloo
6-3 setback.
Windsor stayed close in the second with · Lauricr
Referring to the rematch on home ice
York
points by Terry Turner and Eugene Guzzo.
Windsor
against York, Lancer General Manager Mike
But that would be as close as the visitors
Guelph
Sadler said, "If we play 60 minutes of hockey
would come, as the Golden Hawkes outshot .
Laurentian
against them in our own arena, there is little
and outscored Windsor by a score of 9-4.
Western
doubt in my mind that we will kick their
Chuck Brimmer scored his second of the Toronto
butts."
game in the third period.
Brock
"The score was not indicative of our Ryerson
The following night. the Lancers did
play," mentioned coach Cranker. "We dis- McMaster
battle with Laurier and the outcome was the
same, a 9-4 loss.
played a couple of bad defensive lapses and RMC
they capitalized on them. Laurier came ril!ht Queen's
The first period was close with Laurier

I
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Tracksters
shineatopener
300m event with an impressive time of 34.8
second s. In the shot put Cosgrave won
handily with a throw of 13.58 metres. Allan
The University of Windsor Tra ck and
Field Lancers fared well again st some tough Fahey threw 12. 97 metres in the same event
competition at the Season' s Opener on Sunday. to finish fourth.
In the women's triple jump, Marg Gillen
The meet, held in London, brought together places first with a distance of I I .18 metres.
teams from schools throughout Ontario. Ath- Gillen also competed in the high jump reaching
letes from the University of Detroit and a height of 1.60 metres and finishing in fourth
Buffalo State University also took part in the
Sp()t
meet
Other first place-finishing Lancers were
Top Lancer performers were Paul Miles Tim Ryan and Joe Ross. Ryan had an easy
and Jamie Cosgrave, both of whom met victory in the I 000m race with a time of
CIAU qualifying standards. Miles won the. 2:31.2. In his favourite event. the 60m

by Stephen Skeggs

hurdles, Ross placed first with a time of8.5 I
seconds. Both runners came close to meeting
CIA U standards.
Steve Gibb, a recent CIAU qualifier,
leapt 1.95 metres in the high jump competition
earning him a solid third place.
A strong fourth place showing came from
Terry Schinkel in the 1500m event Schinkel's
time of 4;02.2 was a personal best
In the women's600m race Maxine Walkes
won her heat and placed fifth overall. Her
time was I :39.4. Walkes also ran on the
second place-finishing 4x400m relay team,
along with Amanda James, Giselle St Louis,

and Annette Pelletier.
According to head coach Dennis Fairall,
the season's opener was a success for the
Lancer track and field squad. Although some
athletes had hoped for better personal results.
the team as a whole competed satisfactori!y.
Coach Fairatrs training program is now
entering its conditioning and technique phase
with emphasis on strength build-up and skills
improvement
Windsor's next meet, the University of
Western Ontario Invitational, is scheduled
to take place in London on January 5,
1986.0

Frustrations
continue
for lilncerettes
by Linda Gage

'Tis the season to be jolly, etc., etc.
Well, it is the season, but the Lancerette
basketball team is finding it hard to get into any
kind of festive spirit these days. Last Wednesday
night the Windsor squad dropped its fourth
consecutive league contest, losing to the Western
Mustangs 55-46.
"We were in this game for 30 minutes and
then we lost it" commented Windsor coach
Joanne Maclean after the defeat "It's by far
I ~~~of the best games we've played so far, but it
~ wasn't enough."

The Mustangs and the Lancerettes went
back and forth throughout the game, keeping
within two to four points of each other the
entire time. The turning point came with four
minutes remaining in the contest when Windsor
starter Diane Minello turned an ankle and was
forced to leave the game.
Once play resumed, the Windsor squad
lost its intensity and Western capitalized to
score a number of quick hoops and as a result,
jumped to a fourteen point lead The Lancerettes
didn't have enough time to recover and had to
settle for another defeat
Colleen Hogan led all game scorers, contributing 18points to Windsor's cause. Minello
added I O points for Windsor. K. Mitc~ell and

D. Desutter led the Mustangs with 12 points a
piece.
Windsor finished off its 1985 schedule with

an exhibition game against Henry Ford Community College on Wednesday night No score
was available at the time of printing. D

The Lancer basketball team took part in the University of Alberta
tourne) over the weekend. The Lancers fell to Calgary in the semi final
consolation game, 96-90 ...COMING UP: the above mentioned Lancer
squad will be taking on the U of T in an exhibition match Friday.
December 6. Remember, bring a new toy( for the Christmas drive) and get
in free at the St. Denis Centre ...the next night St Denis will be the sight of
the Windsor Junior High School girls volleyball tournament. Action starts
at 9:00 a.m ... The Lancer hockey squad face~ off against the Ohio State
Bucke)'eS at Columbus December 6. And they'll continue their exhibition
mini-tour through the States with a game against the University of
Michigan in Dearborn on January 5.
-Mike Lyster
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BOUTIQUE FOR PETITES

10% off
to students & faculty
43 3 Ouellette
254-0323

Friday until 9 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. - 5 p.m.

~RD FORMULA

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Call ...
wth
teed

n,d

Strtf,rim,t
at
OPEN
SUN.
10-4

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILOARE RO.

IT•
tERS

;eh Rd. W.

488

;T

HOURS:
Mon.·Fri. 8·5 · Sat . 9·3
Honour SAC Discount Program

against rust !

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests·Med1cal Refe•rals
Community Referrals,
AccomP1odat1ons and
Legal Advice

Penn Specials
Mon-Wed $35
Reg. $45

c:Jlai't C't£ation1-

f

O't

..flui.iu

CT §e.n.h

GREYHOUND
ANNOUNCES
New Direct Service from the University of Windsor
campus to London & Toronto beginning
Friday, December 6, 1985

Bus departs city transit shelter on
University Avenue at Patricia
FRIDAY
LVE:
ARR:
ARR:

University
London
Toronto

of Windsor

STUDENT RATES

12:30 PM
3:10 PM
6:15 PM

Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 973-1578 or 258-8871
or Drop in at 1201 University Ave. W.
(at Wellington)

SUNDAY
LVE:
L VE:·
ARR:

Toronto Bus Terminal
London
University of Windsor

6:30 PM
9:05 PM
11 :15 PM

1

Special student discount tickets available at Whitlock
Travel Campus Bookstore outlet only.

'\(

For further information on service on holidays and
school breaks, contact Whitlock Travel Campus
Bookstore at 258-3802.

'

Presents an
Old Fashioned
"Grog and Song"
Night

A Christmas Celebration
Carols . Song Sheets . Yuletide Spirits . Dancing
CKVNi/ Personalities
and
Santa Claus

Don't Miss the Party
Wednesday December 18
9:00 pm
At the Heart of Restaurant Alley
119 Chatham St. W.
Windsor
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Aquatics Programmes
Winter 1986
Times(subject to change)

/\duh Stroke Improvement
Adult Learn to Swim
White I Life Saving III
Grey / Life Saving II

9:00 •
9:00 9:00
9:00 •

Tiny Tots
Yellow

10:00 10:45 am
10:00 - 10:30 am

Green / Life Saving I

10:15 • 11: 15 am

Red

10:30 11 15 am

Maroon
Blue

10:45 - 11 30 am
10:45 - 11:30 am

Orange

11:15 - 11:45 am

10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am

All Saturdayclasseswill beginon January 18th 1986 andend
April 12th 1986.Pre-registration
will be onThursdayDecember
5th 1985 and SaturdayDecember7th from 10:00 am - 1:00
pm.

I 1h l"illlh
11/~b

•8•

J..1n an I I h i,6

Evening Classes

Time,(subject to change)

AquaFit(M 1W)
(Adult) StrokelmprO\·cment
(T/ R)
Diving Sunday( beginners)

9:30
9:30

10:30pm
10:30 pm

12:00 • I 00 pm

Maximum class size ls 12

Adult Learn 10 Sw1m(T/ R)
Saturday Programme

\1.1r1

s1• Ja

9:30-10:30 am

WT / W/ RclassesbeginJanuary 20th 1986 and end April
10th 1986. A "Blue-Red Cross swimmi1glevel is required
for the diving class. Pre--regislration will be held on
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MVP for the volleyball season was Suk Pio
Cho from the 5 th floor. 0

The stage was set for the Competitive
league Final to be played December 3. In
elimination play. Buster Highmencame from
behind to defeat Cedars 15-7. J5- 13. 5-0 to
advance to the semi-finals. In semi-final
action. defending champions Lampshades
got off to a shaky start, but regrouped to
defeat Buster Highmen 3- 15. I 5-5. I 5-9.
They advanced to the finals against McDL T.
who took two very close games from Foreplay
15-13. 15-12.
In the best-of -five final McDLT got off to
a roaring start, taking the first two 15-6. 1510. but tailed ofTto drop three straight to the
Lampshades 15-11. 15-7. 15-6. For the
Lampshades. it was their third qonsecutive
competitive championship.
Congratulations to the Lampshades and
the Biology Bums on a season well played.
The Most Valuable Player for the competitive
league was Lampshade Frank Wilkre and for
the recreational league. Biology Bum David
Stanton.

Thursday December 5th 1985.

Men's Intramural Volleyball playofTs got
underwav Tuesday November 26.
In th~ Recreati~nal Final. David Stanton's
Biology Bums powered their way past Tokyo
Hustlers 15-7, 15-9, 15-3 to take their first

Women's volleyball has come to an end
with the Biology Department taking the
championship over CARISA in a tough three
game match. CARISA made it to the finals
by beating 5th floor F-U's in a 3rd game tie
breaker. Biology advanced by beating Who
Cares in a close I point decision ( I 5-7, 815 ). In the final games, Biology won the first
game 16-14, lost the second 15-9 and took
the third 15- I 2 for the championsh ip. Th e

classifieds
Thel c:nceislooking for someone to fill the
recently vacated position of Features
Editor If you·ore interested bnng a resume
up to our general meeting on Friday at

noon

Ne«J/tJd/W
cntec;VM
ust HeweRooma te to
shore large house for second semester
With pillars of society S650/semester includes Utilit ies. spacious room and use of
oil facilities 15 minutes from University
258-7537

&SchnappJ

L.A. Ldc•svs. D etrolt Plstons lrwer level
seat and transportation. S22 Conod,on.
Sunday. Jon 19, 1986 A perfect Xmas
gift' Coll 253-9478 Limited tickets availWcnted A large fat obJect. about 3 feet by
3 feet Must weigh at least 650 pds. and
answer to the name "Bubbles" Nn Willing
to negotiate. but am rather inflexible.
sluggish and highly un-1moginotive reply
by Friday-Spotty Jim

MILITIA

The

RESERVE ENTRY
SCHEME OFFICER
(RESO)
S ummer and Part
Time Employment
is available
to
selected
undergraduates
looking
for
phys ica 1 and
mental challenge.
If you have

what
takes we've got
the opportunity
for you.
it

For more info.
Contact
your local
Canadian
Forces
Recruiting
Centre.
Look in the Yellow
pag es under
"Recruiting''.

-~
,~

FORCES

Canada

After your favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKER
SCHNAPPS
TASTETHEDIFFERENCE

;

University Centre
presents

Semi Formal
Christmas
New Years Bash
1n

The Subway
December 14, 1985
Tickets available at Centre Desk
Advanced $3.00 - Door $4.00
Ticket price includes:
**Partying to the Music of "EVERLIFE"
**Free Buffet
**Door Prizes
**Santa and his PRESENTS for ALL!!!!

"EVERYONE WELCOME"
Come One Come All!

Campus ·Marketing Inc. presents
Party-Time in Ft. Lauderdale
includes:

-

accommodation in beachfront hotel
Iuxu ry bus transportation ( optional)
refreshments on bus
pool deck parties
discount cards
all service charges and taxes

$2agxxCdn

$159xxCdn

with transportation

without transportation

For More Information Call: Toll Free: 1-800-423-5264
or your District Representative: Ben Hewson
252-0970
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Gimme,grrnme,gimme
Did you know Santa Claus' postal code was HOH
OHO? Now that's clever-it reaffirms our belief that the
people at the post office are the wittiest folks on earth.
Believe it.
So, it's hardly fair to let a delicious bit of postal comedy
like that go to waste. Ergo, we up at the Lance sharpened
our collective crayon and sat down to write a letter to Santa
in the hopes that it will get to the Pole and plugged into St.
Nick's PC Jr. in time (wacky as those postal workers are,
swift they're not). So here goes:
Dear Santa:

Harya? We' re fine. Well, 1fyou really want to know, we're
kind of tired. You now how things get at this time of year.
Anyway, we imagine you're rather busy, too, so at the risk of
being forward , we'd like to present our little gift list without
taking up too much of your time.
First off, for that ol' charmer Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, how
about some cologne for starters (Old Spice, perhaps, for
the seafaring Greek)? And of course, he'd like a third floor
on the University Centre, complete with a sauna, a colour
TV.and a VCR with a whole collection of20 minute workout
tapes. Oh yeah, and mebbe a Handbook of Political
Rhetoric. Then again. he probably doesn't need one.
For mild mannered SAC V.P. Bobby Baker, we'd like to
send a good P.R. man and enrol him in an assertiveness
training course. And he'd probably like a Transit Windsor
pass. or two. Or thirty.

University President Ron Ianni would like lots of things .
We suggest a heavy duty Meccano set to build a new
faculty of Ed. on (or in?) California.
Social Science Society president Rob Burge would, of
course, love a Kevin Timmons make-up kit. And Graduate
Student Society president Gerard O'Neill wants his very
own Latin-American country, complete with a colour TV,
VCR, and a whole collection of 20 minute workout tapes.
For CJAM station manager Russ Wolske, Santa, we
suggest a Mr. Microphone so he can be the nut we know
he really is at parties. We'r.Jalso like him to have an office in
the golden tower of the Fisher building .
SAC V.P. Finance John Mill should get a lump of coal
(bought on sale).And perhaps, Santa,Woman's Commissioner
Mireille Coral would like a season's pass to the roller derby
(or a subscription to Iron Horse?)
University Director of Student SeNices David McMurray
should get a freezer full of Saga food-whether he wants it
or not. Former Dean of Students Ken Long might like his
own office in the Subway.
That's it for the local celebs For all the students on
OSAP, we hope you can give them a nice big computer
error in their favour. And for everybody else, how 'bout a
nice big school-closing blizzard around exam time?
Thanks. We appeciate it.
Give our love to Mrs. Claus and all the reinlolk.D

the slipstream

gus horvath

Gusshareshistelescopic
vision
In the year 1304 or thereabouts, Giotto, widely considered to be
one of the fathers of modem realistic painting. produced a work
entitled Adoration of the Magi, depicting a scene which becomes so
familiar to us at this time of year-Christ and family. with wi~ men
and animals and, or course the Star o, J3ethlehem in the sky.
The Star is depicted in Giotto's painting as a comet Since Comet
Halley had made an appearance m 130 I, it is ihought that Halley
was G1ono·s inspiraiton for placing that panicular object in his
painting. Jn fact. a satellite which ha\ been launched by the European
Space Agency to rendezvous with Halley to provide infonnation
about the coment pears the name Giotto.
Giotto (the painter. not the satellite) established what wa~
arguably the first recorded ccnnection between Comet Halley and
Christmas. In 1985. another connection between those cwo things
has ansen. It is less noble than Giono's.
The last appearance of Halley before this on<\took palce in 1910.
In an age of ridiculous patent medicines and commercial exploitation
of public gullibility. Comet Halley n:iust have seemed to greedy
manufactureres like manna from heave11 A spate of comet-oriented
products hit !he market Some were d~tgned to protect the user from
harmful influences supposed to be associated with the celestial
phenomenon. "Comet pills'' became visible on store shelves as soon
as Halley became \iSible 1n the sky. Insurance was sold to protect
people who chanced to be injured or killed by the comet (I wonder if
anyone ever collected!), and special comet· resistant clothing wa.<;
sold Other products claimed to employ some element or "essence"
of thecomet to be used in the curing of baldness, indigestion and. of
course,the corrunon
cold.

Bushnelfs booklet on the comet additionally lists such items as
champagne, coffee, soap, beds, and perfume which were deemed
superior because of Halley-inspired design. In the pe~ctive
of
1985, we can look back at the commercial panic and chuckle. secure
in the knowledge that no such thing could happen to the thicksk.inned, infonned-conswner society of the present day. But this
securityis, l think.a little premature.
Been by your local camera store lately!
If you have, what you've seen in the window have been
telescopes. Lots and lots of telescopes. Merchants are selling the
thing.<;as fast as they can come off of the production lines.
Comet Halley could not have come at a better time of the year for
telescope manufacturers. Young and old armchair astronomers are
clamouring for special equipment needed to view Halley on this, its
least spectacular encounter with Earth in recorded history. And so
you can see new telescopes with names like "Comet Chaser'" in
Christmas trappings anywhere optics are sold
The trouble is that a telescope is likely to be only slightly more
useful in viewing Halley from this part of the world than comet pills
were in protecting one from its evil essence seventy-six years ago.
Halley is best seen from the southern hemisphere. The northern limit
from which it will be appreciably above the horizon at it's brightest
time next spring is about 42° north latitude. The latitude of Windsor
is 42 degrees, 18 minutes. The comet has been higher in this area· s
sky, but dimmer, since the beginning of November, but to see it you
need clear skies, and in November clear skies are wicommon in
Windsor. 1f there shouldbe a clear night, you would have to be ready
to drive the thirty miles into the county that would be necessaryto

escape the light and pollution of the city sky.
And if you go to all of this trouble, you will find that a telescope is
less appropriate for comet viewing than one might imagine. Science
Dimensioo, in it's article on the comet, said that "such
instrument
[as a $250 store-bought telescope} won't work significantly better on
Halley than a good pair of binoculars will." Telescopes are heavy.
difficult to use, and often take in such a narrow of view that it is very
difficult for an ('lbserver to find a dim obJect with one. This narrow
field of view is fine for roundish objects like planets and moons, but for
an oblong object like a comet. less power is better suited to the task. But
people decide that they want to look at an object in the sky. you use a
telescope. Which means that there are going to be a lot of long.
cylindrical package~ underneath Christmas trees this feastive
season. And there are going to be large profits in the optics industry.
Maybe you're a buckling amateur astronomer and have been
thinking about buying a telescope for viewing celestial objects in
general. If you are. I would suggest that you not buy one now or hint
to someone that you'd like a long. cylindrical gift on December 25.
Instead, wait till late next spring or early in the summer, when Comet
Halley is gone for another 76 years. You'll start to see classified ads
in the paper that say:

an

SMALL ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
LIKE NEW-ONLY USED ONCE.
You might even find bits of wrapping paper still stuck to the
tripod.0

by Desmond McGrath
"This next round's on me," drow1ed Mike.
'Shut up. yer drunk!" Nick snapped, "You haven't got a penny to yer
name . God knows I'll havetopayforthtsoneand
the next. Noneofyous
ever has money"
Gabe stumbled over to the table. drunk enough to want another
beer "Lemme in on this one. guys"
'Well y'Ol(d better not push your luck beyond one" said Nick. not
unkindly . He had always held a soft spot for Gabe; "Sometimes t think
Number One reties too heavily on that guy· he would tell his wife.
Just at the moment he was thinking that Gabe had been In the
tavern too often of late "Aren't you about ready to leave?"
· "Don't-don't
start on me now of all times. Nick. rve had a lotto think
about right about now."
"Thinklng?You?"putlnMlke.whohadaproblemwithtact;"You·rea
'yust vallowlnk orders' kinda guy. lets face it"
Nick leapt to his friend's defense "Butt out buddy. Gad knows you
haven't done a blessed thing In a dog's age. One triumph over Lucifer.
and thars all you've talked about since Some of us have work to do"
They were sllent while Nick paid for the drinks "I know wnat you
mean though. Gaber" continued Nick. "r m up to my neck In work. The
Anniversary's coming up already. and some of the little guys Just don't
seem to hove their heart In It anymore. I know we're supposed to be
outslde time up here. but two thousand years is a long time hO'Never
you look at it. and its beginning to tell on some of my staff."
"What!" exclaimed Gabe. looklng up from his glass. "Has it been two
thousand years already'?"
'Wake up, fella," and Mike had a condescending grin on his face.
"this Is the 1980's dOwn there."
"Hey. what IsIt. kid?" Nick asked him concerned. "You haven't been
with It lately"
Gabe shook his head and lit a cigarette. "Its hard to expklln guys.
You haven't seen as much of the Infinite as I have. and when you
experience linear time as a slmultaneous whci,e. lr s sometimes hard to
rememberwt)ereycxlresupposedtobeand'Nhatyou'resupposedtobe
doing at a given point in human history."
"Yeah." responded Mike. and burped. "Some times I think Himself
should let us have a peek down below Just once In a while ."
"Two thousand years," Gabe mused aloud "surely the Second
Coming Is at hand!"
"The Second Coming?" exclaimed Nick. "You mean the rumours are
true. then?"
"Oh. l+Edouble toothpicks. you guys aren't supposed to know," Gabe
was reduced to Whining now
He got up from the table, somewhat distracted, "Look. guys I gotta
go . lrs laterthanlthoughtand
I got lotsofworktodO. igotta go speak to
Mr Cousa Prima and straighten out a couple of things rm not sure
about."
"You can·t talk to Mr Cousa Pl'ima now. Gabe." Nick reminded him.
"lrs Sunday, He's asleep."
The colour drained form Gabe's countenance. "Thafs right! Jeez.
what am I gonna do?"
Mike stopped laughing long enough to say "Thor s What I like about
you. Gabe. You've always got "'Our head in the clouds"
"Well. I guess I could wing it I got plenty of time before He returns to
omniscience. If I get everything done then he'll never know there was
any problem. Seeya at Judgement Day. maybe." and he rushed out.
"Good luckr' called out Nick And then. turning to Mike "Poor guy,
eh?"
But Mike's attention waselsewh81'e. "Hey, lookl the stupid jerk left half
his bee(', so he took it.
In next to no time Gabriel was at the departure terminal of the
Heavenly City Cosmoport. looktng for the fastest way to Earth. The angel
behind the counter was a new arrival wno had been Travel Secretary to
Pope Pius XII, too new to recognize the Archanoet
'Well. Mr Gabriel. I can offer you a Chariot of Rre. a highly
personalized form of trovet, will drop you off at any given point. They do
tend to be a bit conspicuous. though."
"No. thorn only start talk of UFO's.and there's too much of that as it
Is." He was impatient. "Look. let me talk to Christopher, we're good
freinds. he always arranges something, no problem."
"I'm sorry, Mr. Gabriel. but Mr. Saint Chnstopher isn't In today He's
very particular about observing the Sabbath,"
''look. I'm an Archangel, the Archangel Gabriel, surety rm entitled to
some special consideration."
The clerk shuffled thoughtfully among his papers, 'Well. I can
a1TOngeto have you ride in on an asteroid.b.Jt they're ~ unpredictabla
and can cause a lot of damage. Very awe-Inspiring. though. the Big
One flkes a shoW of force every now and again."
"Is there no oth81' way for an Archangel In a hurry?"
"rm afraid the Holle'(s Expmssdoesn't leaW until ..lets see rPN ..Oh
there's one due to enter Earth's solar system at the end of 19851 How
could I have overlooked It?"
"Great! When dOes it leaver
"It doesn't actually stop on the planet, It flies in and circles the Sun.
What passengers usually do is disembark at our station on the far side of
the Sun Once th81'e it's easy to slipOV81'toEarth unnoticed I understand
it was filled to overflowing the time they sent the choirs down for the
Nativity."
'WHEN DOES rTLEAVEii"
"Ummmm ...there·s one due to leave In two minutes. you might Just
make that. the next one won't be going until 2062."
"rLL TAKE
ffi" so he took it.
And so lt come to pass that In that year the Archangel Gabriel
appeared to a young girl In herroom In a kibbutz in the lsraelf-occupled
West Bank.
"Hall. thou that art hlghlyfavoured"
he began "the Lord ls with thee.
blessed art thou among women."
Taking her silence for fear. he continued on. "Fear not. Mart for thou
hast found favour with Gad"
"Excuse me. 0 DMne Manifestation." (she was a humble Innocent
girl. nice enough. but rather light-headed) "my name Isn't Marl; rm
Shari."
Gabriel was sllent. trying to Ignore his hangover
"Okay. Okay." He paused. ''Shari.dO you have a sister named Marl?"
"No. sir"
Gabriel frowned. and then with a flash of memory put his hand to his
forehead "Ohhhh, I see Woors happened. Mari's your cousin!"
"I dOn't have any cousins named Mari. sir. All my cousins are In
Conada anyway"

._:-'What are they doing there?"
Well.yousee.slrl'veonlybeenheresincelastsummerworkingatthe
kibbutz. and I'm going back to my folks next year"
The Archangel was thoughtful "A year from now you say?"
"Thats right"
"UstenSheron-SOiiy.Shan do you hal.e a borfnend'"
"Welt there's this one guy named Benjy."
"Shari. has BenJY,ummm .respected your maidenhood?"
'We've only been going out for two or three weeks"
"Great, so you're still ummm .. Still a virgin?"
"Yes. sir, I am." Short felt that she could tell this presence anything.
"Are you Jewish, Shari?"
"Yes."
"Wonderful. Fear not.Shari. for thou hast found favour With Gad And
behold, thou sholt conceive In thy womb. and bring forth a son.and he
shall be the Messlah. And, Shari this time 1t really Is the Messiah."
"So all the rurn:rurs are true. then!"
"Yes. Shari. there is a Messiah."
"Exactty how will this come to pass. si(?"
"The Holy Ghost shall come up.?n thee. and the power of the Highest
shall overshadow thee. Don't worry about Benjy; I'll appear to him in o
dream and explain things By the way. is he a carpentel'?"
"No. he's getting an architecture degree at the University."
Good enough You can't have everything. I suppose. I gotta go now.
Shari. Watch your diet and stuff, will you?
"Oh. yes sir."
"Right. Shalom I gotta go." so he did
When he was summoned to the Throne of the Almighty on the
following day, Gabriel was feeling less than angelic. What with the free
drinks on the ride back from Earth and then having gone to the Bar to
unwind he was sorely 1nneed of some spiritual nourishment before his
weekly debriefing before Gad As It was. he was barely able to make
himself presentable.
Upon manlfes1ing before the Throne. he was surprised to see the two
adjacent seats empty. The Archangel Raphael stood below and in
front of God. as always at these conferences. but this time he looked
grimmer than usual.
M6' the routine formalities were CNel. Gabr1ei irq.ilred as to the
whereabouts of ttle other two Trinity members
"Have you forgotten the time of year?" queried God. "You know ho;;
the Son of Man throws himself Into the birthday celebrations. The
preparations have begun. As for the Holy Ghost. he can't get enough of
these born-again Christians; these days he's always Visiting his essence
upon people. He nasn't enjoyed himself so much since !tie Golden Era
of the missionaries."
He paused. ond cleared his throat to show he wasn't finished. "That
samepersonagewastelllngmeaboutyouractlvitlesyesterday.Oaims
you had him 'come upon' some poor girl In Israel."
"Y· Yes. Lord." Gabriel smiled uncertatnly. "It has been two thousand
years. hasn't It?"
Raphael spoke for the first tine and hashly. "Gabriel. con you be so
foollsh?tt'sonly1985downthere.Nowthatyou'vegoneandconceived
that child we have to arrange the Apocalypse for no later than 2020."
"MydearRaphaet
thatlstwodecadesbeyondtheMillenlumwhich
we·ve been building up t01MJrds. countered Gabriel barely even
gazing upon his peer. The two Archangels had beenrivolsatleast slnce
the Dawn of
ond spoke to each other only when necessary
"Who dO you think you are. pulling a stunt like that without
consulting us first?" reported Raphael.
'Whaddaya mean 'us'r was the heated reply; "As If He needs you
around to help rrake up His mind. Ralph"

nme.

~-

Raphael stiffened "Lord, have we not inS1stedon desisting from such
unbalanced behaviour as th1s..this .. 'Archangel' has hefe exhibited
before us?"
"I deem that that s quite enough from both of you." were the words
that came dol.vn from on High "Now. Gabfiet. dOn't you think you were
a little rash. taking matters so firmly into your own hands?"
"If You deem It so, Lord"
"I dO I was contemplating
postponing the Big Event for another
genefatlon or two.rve given up on the present genefaliOn of mortals,
they dOn't want to have anything to do with Me I let tnem d1SCOV6(
nuclear weapons. thinking they'd be at least sensible enough to realize
wnot war would lead them to and then at last they would beat their
swords into piowshares. Raphael here was all for raining fire and
bnmstone upon them. but I cleemed that they should have onothef
chance. Well, naturally things have gotten worse and not better. and it
will be almost all I can do now to keep them from destrov1ng each
other.
"I can't have the.Apocalypse now.because with so few human souls
being flt to come Up Here The Enemy could legitimately claim the vast
maJority of the Last Gen81'ati0n as his own Naturally, can't let things
end that way. even if Eternity 1son My side"
"Anyway, I reasoned that If I could hold off the Third Wo~d War for a
couple more generations. humanity would be bound to Improve. and
we could wrap the whole business up quite neatty. Now you seem to
have forced my hand "
"If I may humbly interiect, Lord." put 1nRaphael. "there are those oi
us who believe You've been far to lenient With the mortals already Is It
not like unto the time that You repeatedly postponed the Exile1nBaby1on.
expecting our people to reform with each genefation?"
"Now.Raphael. that will do," intoned the Primum Mobile. "We've been
ova,; this before Your penchant for VIOience 1nthe name d Justice has
grven Me too harsti a reputation already O.d I not let you wreak
vengeance on the poor suffenng mortals then? tt was for too extreme.
and I never forgave myself for it. The suff81'ing1The humanrM And then I let
you goad Me into creating the Spanish Inquisition and rve been sonv
6V8l Since Why can·t you just sit sllent and await My deem1ngs like
everyone ~sefl Dor1't arawer. ,t wasa lhetoocal quesoon•
lhe Deity sighed heollily and shook his head Gabriel and Raphael
both shuffleduncomfortably flom one foot to another. and averted thelr

eyes
'Well. Ga brier'. He said slol.llly.•you seem to have forced my hand"
Raphael was incredulous. "Surely there must be something You can
dO. Lord"
The Detty d,d notfavourthe interruption. ''Looi<.Raphael. the child has
been concelved. the mother ls a virgin. she lives1nthe Holy land. apart
flom secondarymatterslike time ond a small name problem Gabriel has
done all Justas was ordai;)ed What dOyou expect metodO-perform
an
(.tbortion?"

Raphael was silent

Gabnet was not 'Well Lord couldn't You maybe have the MeSSiah
announce himself at sixty years Old. or fifty. or something? Does he really
have to be thirty.·
"Yes. Gabriel. he does. Tharsthev..oyitsofwaysdone;thereorearch&typal matters to consider. I was thirty when I began ITTfown career. you

know"
This Is a Revelation to the Archangels. ~ exchanged looks cl
amazement.
"r iitell you about It some other time.· He continued. "just now there are
portentstobestaged.andonlyli<nowwhatelse
TheApocal',PS6Willtake
place on September 22nd 2019. or whenever the Auturrrol Equinox IS
that year. Now. go, both of you. and prepare the WCJ'(."
"Oh and Gabriel" he added. "try and stoyoutathe Bar.will you?"O
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by Kevin Johnson
"The stocki~gs were hung by the chimney with care, in
hOpes that Saint Nicholas soon would be there."
We all know that Santa comes sliding down the chimney
with a sack full of goodies. At my house, such a teat v-t0uld
land the Jolly old self right In the furnace.
When I was a kid. we hung our stockings on a fake plaster
fireplace. Since my home has never been without one. I
guess my parents like them.
~ow. when my nieces come home tor Christmas. we hang
their st~ings on the television with core. I find this fascinating.
Back 1n the days of yesteryear. a fireplace provided
warmth, light. something pretty to look at. and a place to
engage in such communal Yuletide activities as popping
corn and roasting chestnuts.
A television. byway of comparison, provides warmth in the
form of gamma radiation( don't sit too close, warned mothers
hoping to become grandmothers). It also provides light. and
many a house has that distinctive blue glow emanating from
its windows on blustery December evenings .
Futhermore, T.V.is the epitome of something pretty to look
at. _and_is a place to engage in activities like criticizing the
animation of the uttle Drummer Boyand singing along with
Snow Mizer.
Sadly, a television can't pop corn. but no need to do
without. we'll just throw some in the microwave (don't stand
too close).
Hanging stockings is barely worth the trouble. since they
are invariably so full that St. Nick has to pull them down and
lay them on the floor. Besides. one can't nail anything into a
T.V.,and Scotch Tape just doesn't seem to do the Job.
If you've read this far. you're probably asking 'Whafs the
point?"
Well, it may seem unrelated, but the point is this. No
matter how things change, one thing never does: the look on
a child's face when she/he first sees the gifts left by a magic
man who represents the spirit of giving .
All the exploitative commercial messages in the world
cannot spoil that one moment . The only sour note iscynicism,
a determination to ignore the good side of human nature.
Christmas is a celebration for people; let us remember all
of our brothers and sistersin the human family and wish and
wor1<for peace and goodwill.O
by Martin Stevens
l OIM:lkelast Dec. 25th with a curious feellng that something
specialv.osatx.>uttoha~'Nalkingclownstalrs.ldiscoveredthe
rest of the family sitting cross legged around the Christmas
tree.
My fathe(s head turned slowly towards me, and with a
deft finger placed to pursed lips, he motioned meto be silent.
My mother also looked up. and with a delicate smile on her
beaming face. motioned me to join them all by the tree.
Quietly I tip-toed over to the tree and took my place
between my two sisters,who were peering intently at a spot
under the lower boughs of our heavily adorned evergreen. I
followed their eyes and foul)d to my delight the source of
their excitement
A family of large. brown rats had built a nest near the light
socket and were busily gnawing away at the boxes of
brightly wrapped goodies that had been placed with
obvious care under the tree .
My mother turned and smiled at me. "I got up a little while
ago, and there they were. Your father and I put some poison
out and we· re just waiting, now"
This seemed a little slow however. The rots oil seemed a
little too happy, sitting there near the wires that extended
from the tree· to the wall I had an idea. I turned to my sister
and whispered in her ear. She was dellghted, and eagerly ran
to the kitchen to follow my pion through
Returning on stealthy, slippered feet. she handed me the
cheese she had fetched for me. Being ever so careful. I
leaned over the little rats who were too busy nibbling to
notice me. My hand on one wall to support me. I began to rub
the cheese on the electric wires that provided our lovely tree
with lights. That finished. I crumbled the one cheese, and
made a llttlG trail from the wires to the little family, waiting
until they caught the scent before I withdrew.
One of the baby rats smelled the yummy cheese, and
began to follow the trail to the wires. The rest quickly followed.
I leaned back, and the rest of the family and I began the
wait, anticipation gleaming in our little expectant eyes.
The lights In our tree never burned quite as brightly. o
by Philip Rourtce
I really don't remember what Christmas meant to me
when I was 10 years old. But the foliowinQ short story I dig up
from a box In my closet reveals something about Its meaning
way back then. The story doesn't mention Christmas by
name, but I have a feeling it says something about its spirit In
a woy I'm too old to understand.
THE 1WO FRIENDLY MONfflRS
One day my friends and I went for a tour around Cape
Kennedy. We 'W8nt into one of the spaceships and one of us
'd tl
hed
fth I
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t
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move. We didn't know one thing about the operating of the
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rocket so we just flew into the outerspoce.
Then about two hours after the rocket finally landed we
went out into the other world. We could breathe out there
without any instruments. We were exploring the unknown
planet and noticed that we were not the only ones on this
mysterious planet. There were all sorts of monsters around
looking for food. One of them spotted us and was coming
right for us. We thought we were goners until the monsters
Gamarra and Godzilla were heading for the other monster
We were saved because ifs known that Gamarra and
Godzilla
aresaw
friends
people.so we thought that maybe··""
Then we
this to
bulld1'ng
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and there were people but not like us. We thought that we
found some martians that are on this planet. We took pictures
with the camera we took to take pictures of Cape Kennedy.
Then we went some place else becasue we did not wont to
be captured by the martians.
Then we went Into this other room that we thought was the
missile room and it was the missile room. Dan went closer with
the rest of us behind and then all of us were caught in a trap.
We didn't know how they ever found out but they did. Then
Joey and Gil tried to pick the lock but it wasn't any good. And
then I pushed a lever and it opened a screen so we could
look outside and there was some monsters fighting each
other. Then Dan pushed a nother lever that opened another
screen. Then Joey pushed the last one and it opened the
door of the trap we were in.
We got out and then we heard a bell that meant that the
prisoners, us, had escaped. Then we ran as fast as we could
with Joey in the front of us. Then we found the door that we
went through to get 1nso we took It to get out. Then we went
to the spcceship and it was cracked In two. Then there was
only Godzila and Gamarra left in the fight and they came to
us and fixed our spaceship for us. Gamarra picked us up and
brang us to his other hand where he had the rocket and we
went Into it. Then Godzilla held onto Gamerra and Gamarra
went off the ground into the air with Godzilla on his bock and
us in his hand. Gamarra brought us home and him and
Godzilla went off again to their home. We all told our parents
about the trip and they were amazed how those morn,ters
Gamarra and Godzilla protected us from getting hurt.
And thafs the story of the two friendly monsters.O

by Lynnlfo.Jo Fromm
Christmas is a time when one if forced to realize that they
ore part of a unit, port of a family. The parties. the food. and the
presents are only a bonus. The concept of love is really what
forms Christmas.
Iam not eager to open my presents on Christmas Eve.There
1snothing I need, In a material sense.
I do need something. however, in an emotional sense.
I need to take the time to sit with my parents in my porents·
house. and remember that I will always have a home.
I need to see my morn and dad huddled In front of the glow
of the fire, giggling over nothing, and I need to be a part of the
love they share. To take the time to remember the poin and
joys we have felt, and how those emotions have bound us
together.
The W'OrfYand strife of the rest of the year ls Immediately
focused Into perspective when I can look into my mothe(s ro'$f
round cheeks and deep brown eyes.or my fathers aging eyes
and see his face, wrinkled with the concerns of time. I
remember that nothing isforever. and it isso nice to remember,
and have the time and opportunity to reflect upon my small
family, and know that I belong Christmas gives me a chance
to feel the love that ishidden under my foolish heart the rest of
the year.
The presents, the parties and the food are only a bonus O

by John Slama
Christmas Is a time for reflection. Hmmm. Okay. rn
reflect.
I am a lapsed Catholic. Like some other lapsed Catholics I
know, I have had a crisiswith my organized religion and found
it hod some flaws. Unlike them. I do not doubt the existence of
God. On the contrary, I have become a very ecumenieol kind
of guy. I figure that since nobody con claim to be a personal
friend of the Big Guy, whether Pope, Bishop.or Shaman. almost
any kind of \.1/0f'Shlp
isJustas good as any other if it teaches you
to do good. The devout man or v-t0man of any faith con attain
Heaver\ (wherever that Is}
Thafs why rve al\woys thought if 'HOS a darn shame that
zealous Christians gave the old gods the bum's rush.
After the missionaries sent the Olympians packing, they
moved north and 'W8stto give Odin and his buddies the sack,
burning poems, sagas, and heretics on the way Of course.they
also absorbed some Pagan traditions such as the Christmas
tree and mistletoe. I like to think that some of the old gods were
kept on too. Instead of languishing on the UICline, I hope some
of my favourite pagan deities found satisfying jobs In the new
regime.
Thor, for example, hod a bushy red beard. and was
sometimes kll()\/Jf'1as "the Charioteer''. Ifigure~ ended up as
Santa Claus. Think about it Santa is immortal. and it would
take the strength of a mighty god like Thorto haul all those toys
around the world ln one night Too bod all those elves had to
re-locate in the North Pole. guess they 'W8repretty tor down on
the seniority list
_ Santo is obviously a plum positior\ but I figure some of the
other Aeslr and Olympians got jobs too . Loki,whose Old Norse
name means "fire" and who .was kind of a nasty god anyway,
probably ended up as Heat Mizer, and Hermes (or Mercury)
the messenger of Olympus, is making sure your Christmas
cards arrive on time.
Anyway. thafs what I think.0

by Margaret Sloman
Christmas for our family is steeped in tradition. It means
hunting for hours for "the perfect tree". then bringing it home
where we all have a special job to do. Forexample. Dad puts
the lights on the tree, then Mom puts the angel hair in front of
oil the lights. After that my sister and I put the trimmings on.
such as the tinsel (the homemade stuff) and of course, the
other decorations that have been around foras long as I can
remember
For about a week nothing much happens except for
getting the house ready for company and our lost minute
shopping and gift wrapping.
Next thing you know ifs Christmas Eveand 'W8're off to visit
the Offenhamme(s and go to Midnight Mass. Rrstthings first;
Mom, Tonia and I open one gift each. then, we head out to
make our Christmas visit, which l have always enjoyed, then
go to mass. Of course Midnight Mass Is very special too. For
the past couple weeks the manger and crib have been
empty. but on Christmas Eve there's a little baby in there .
Christmas morning we get up about nine o'clock and
open our gifts, then we have breakfast and go to church. In
the afternoon my Grandma comes over and we have a great
turkey dinner
On boxing day we have a family get together for my
Mom's side of the family and have another big dinner We
usually get a couple more presents from my aunts and give
my cousins something too. 0
by Mike Lyster
I had to work lost year on Christmas day. That really
sucked.

by John May
We buried the body in the backyard.
He was one heavy sonofabitch. too. 1was only eleven and
my brother must have been thirteen. he grinned the whole
time- he said It was an accident I don't know.
So we dragged the fat, red carcass out into the snow. It
had just started snowing that afternoon too-blizzarding.
really. Mom thought it was great. snow and all for Christmas
instead of muddy brown grass. Actually, I kind of liked it toothat afternoon. Now I thought It sucked. Sheldon was still
grinning
Only the top Inch or two of the ground was frozen. After
that digging was 00'$-/,even though it was cold as hell. I had
to stop after a while and go in the house and warm up.
Sheldon kept going. though, even though his hands were
beet red. He was st1·1·1
g"'~ ,Ing, too, as ·1fh'1s•ace was frozen
""
,,
that way. Maybe it was.

by Rose Anne Prokopetz and Andrew Haggen
Our twentieth Christmas will soon go by and we know
Santa's not going to show. Might as 'W8llsave your listsfor the
North Pole. and close the damper on your chimney Christmas
Eve. He's staying hOme to watch the Mrs.
Last year on Cristmas Evewe 'W8ntto a party at the Pub. An
evening not soon to be forgotten by her fellow portiers.Thistime
Mrs.Claus came to town. and didn't wont to leave.
Now as you Know Mrs.Claus lives up there at the North Pole
all year long;taking care of Santa. keeping the elves in line and
darning socks continuously for 364 days a year for the last ?
(you know how v-t0men are about their age!) years. never
getting out of the castle once. What a bummer1
And the one time she goes out for a good time. taking the
compact sliegh (the one without the windshield). one lousy
reindeer. and Santa goes bizzer1<!
Th~n agatr\ I guess he did have every reason to be
protectiveabouthlsspouse.Heragemaybeinthethreedigits
but believe me her other aspects are only in the range of twot
Ho ho ho!
Ahem. Anyway, when she walked in through the door. the
whole room became quiet. And everyone stood 1nowe. Then
the music began to play again-of course they played Jingle
Bell Rock. And she Justcouldn't resist
That one
011 dance started something that could not be
stopped
night. She \',/OSdancing and drinking up a storrnUNTll-Hecameintoretrievehiswife.
Th,scausedevenmoreof
reaction
then
herany
entrance
did
you
that).
He
was
bigger
than
bOW1full
of (if
jelly
wecan
hadbelieve
ever seen
1nour

By the time it was buried. I was beat Before long. the snow
•
r l'ttl
I e pa tc h o fd'rt
I qu ite c Iean Iy. ldld n't even
hadco"eredou
think of what w as going
·
..,o happen ne xt spnng
·
wh en th e
snow melted · A lot was go·1ng to happen before then ·
Me and Sheldon had to ft nish the route so no body wou Id
find out. We didn't get home 'til about seven thirty the next
morning lfsall a hazenow-lcan'tevenrememberhowwe
got around. All r kr1::>wis I froze my butt off And Sheldon
grinned the whole time.
Tha r s wh en I as ked She ldo n to exp Ia1n
· wh a t th e he II was

lives. And as he stormed over to the dance floor ..he hod no
trouble getting there because everyone gladly moved out of
his way. Hisrosey cheeks I had always imagined him with were
white-the rest of him was red He took bock his prize and
laying a finger aside his nose (thinking there 'HOS a chimney
above him), he rose off the ground. bumped his head on the
ceiling and knocked himself cold we had to roll him into the
frieght elevator to put him bock Into the sliegh and Mrs Claus
drove home
our decision rn this matter 1sto boycott Christmas until

going on ·
He said it was none of my business (grinning).
So I blasted off h"1sface Ith a powe sander

I

Santa
supportgets bock on the job. We ore sure you'll g,ve us your full

I
o
.L·l:=:::=:::~:::::::=:=:=:==::=:==:=:=:=::==:=:=:=::=:==:======w=====r:::==·
======~M~e~rry~C~h~ris;t~m~o~s
J
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were not the only ones to know about th:s planet We went in
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Complete the followlng:

1. "All I want for Christmas 1smy two
front
"
a) lobes
b) tires
c) doors
d) de la Liberation du Quebec
e) teeth

2. "rll be
a) homely
b)wet
c) flogged
d) home
e) late

~

....
.?
':..0.:.
) i-'~
.

·.~
..·:,·:·,:
.....

fcr Christmas."

l .,
1~

3. 'Tidings of comfort and
a) more comfort
b) Joyce
c) pestilence
d) joy
4. ·'Seasons
!"
a) Schmeosons
b) likepaplika pepper: and cregano,too.
c) bleatings
d) Greeting
e) bleedings

5.

7. " ...andwhatdidlsee,butaminiature
What did Good King Wenceslas see
sleighandeighttiny
wnen he looked out?
a) warts
a) double
b) Tims
b) an old man
c) bubbles
c) her standing there
d) reindeer
d) ElvisWade
e) rabid caribou
e) mommy kissing Santa Claus

6. lhe!v..elve
a) angry men
b) eggs
c) days
d) Tribes
e) guage shotguns

dChristmas.

8. What was hung by the chimney with
care?
a) Riel
b) elves
c) some guy from Danny's
d) meat
e) stockinQs

1

9. '\'\blklnginav.Anterv.onder
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

-

N

11 . "On Dasher, on Dancer, on Prancer,
on
a) welfare
b) steroids
c) Vixen
d) Broadway
e) skid row

bread
land
kind
bra
woman

10. "While shepherds
their flocks by night."
a) enjoyed
b) embarassed
c) stretched
d) slaughtered
e) watched

12. "There must have been some
in that old silk hat he
found."
a) germs
b) body's head
c) magic
d) mescaline
e) goo

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

Feb. 15 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

~
THE

l)ast&
l)rrscnt
Shop
Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY
Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill )

Hours:
MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad Bar $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Rsh & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55

• ~ t~

q.-~~~

aa

Christmas Cards
Gift Wrap
Hollyberry,
Bayberry &
Balsam Candles
Christmas Books
For a bit of Nostalgia·
Browse through our
Old Book Room

3277 Sandwich St
Windsor , Ontario
N9C 1A9
255-78 10
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...Quiz

OPEN HOUSE

13. "For when he p laced iton his head ; he began to
_____
a) putz
b) dance
c) goof
d) snoop
e) sleep

around ."

14. "I'll have a blue _____

Office of Part-Time Studies Open House, 36:00 pm, December 11 th, 1985. Faculty, staff
and part-time students are invited to visit the
new Part-Time Studies Office.

without you ."

a) Light
b) whale
c) Christmas
d) cheese
e) suede shoe

15. "Whilevislonsof _____

_

danced in their

heads."
a) death
b) loveliness
c) big icky scary monsters
d) sugarplums
e) Denny Terrio

16. "Giddyup, giddyup, giddyup , lefs go,justlook
at the ____

_

a) babes
b) carnage
c) dirty pictures in National Geographic
at the barbershop while dad's
getting his hair cut .
d) snow
e) honker on that guy

17 . "Giddyup. gidc:tyup.giddyup. tt'sgrand, just holding
your __
_
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

urine sample
breath
hand
place in line
estate in escrow

GOODLUCKON YOUREXAMS

18. "Gomafind outv..ro's raughtyand _.
a)
b)
c)
d)

ALERTED 10 THE FACT THATIBE CARTOON
WAS MISSING, DIETP[PSI SIMPLYWISHED
ADVENTURES

1N Nt.W DIET PEPSI

NO.68

"

infected
willing
nice
built

21. Frostythe

man!

a)Wo
b) Alder
c) Leg
d) Fuller Brush sales
e) Snow

Dear Mom and Dad,

EJAN
HAIRDRESSERS

131WESTPARKST.. SUITE21
WINDSOR.ONTARIO N9A 5T6
(519) 252-8404

I
,_-·!··-·-

518

lf'--" : •:.-.
bd l·

Urgent. To further my 111.teelei.Rtellek intellectual pursuits, I
find it necessary for you to increase my monthly allowance by $6.
This is no fPivile frivolous request. I ca.n assure you, mMom
and Dad, every cent of this $6 will be used to imP.rO"{e!llY head.
College life is really co~petitive. It's tough to ma.!ceit t6 ~st
base - - intellectually gpkk speaking. The extra te will really
trim away the urunanageable .~spec~.
:lThe fact is, I h~ven'~ b8i9.a single date in 8 weeks. Know
why? lt'S my heaa.
My hair, to be specific.
I need a look.
But who can afford the W,ices charged by saleeas salons?
Not yours truly. And, as for t)le look they give me at the campus
barbershop ... Nerdsville, USA
only
There is a place, however, where, for/\ $6 I can give myself a
look - - with the help of a professional stylist. Its called BoRics.
It should do wonders fem my kmt head.

.

All my love,

~

GRAD PHOTOS
JohnGAfac~y cphotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario
West

969-6900

2505 Dougall
Plaza
966-0885

Dorwin

East
6038 Tecumseh E.
Near Jefferson
948-2533

WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked-avoid inhaling. Average per CigaretteExport A· Extra Light Regular "tar" 8.0 mg., nicoune 0.7 mg. King Size "tar" 9.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg.

I

J
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by T. Robin Sutherland
Summer and part-time employment may
be harder for students to obtain this year
because of two recent decisions made by the
federal government The first of these involves
the "Challenge '85'' program, and the second,
a 33% staff reduction in the Student Placement
Offices on Canadian campuses.
·
A December 19 announcement made by
Federal Ministers Flora MacDonald, Stewart
Mcinnis, and Audree Champagne stated that
$210 million will be made available for new
jobs this year, a $5 million increase over last
year. However, Mcinnes added that $30
million of this will be used to help carry out
the I !Jl:!6 census. The census will create
approximately 25,000 new jobs and priority
in filling these positions will be given to
young people, he said
Wayne Smi1h, Public Relations Officer at Statistics Canada said that there are
2000 jobs available with a work term offive
months, overlapping the beginning of the faJl
semester .
According to Diane Flaherty, parliamentary
aide to MP Howard McCurdy (WindsorW alkerville), this $30 million allotment creates a
"$25 million cut before inflation. $25 million
goes to hire people for the census which
would have happened anyway."
Flaherty also said that the requirement that
applicants be 18 or older made many students
ineligible. Student's Admiministrative Council
(SAC) president Jon Carlos Tsilficlis said that
this apparent cutback" only shows the Jack of
commitment from the federal government
The Conservative campaign was for a greater
number of underemployed students."
The best policy. he said, would be to
create better and more jobs, which would
provide a larger portion of the money which
students use t0 ~et back into school the next
year.

l

Of
,

After allowing for $30 million which will
be used for the census program. $180 million
will go to the creation of93,000 jobs through
the Challenge '86 program. a facsimile oflast
year's Challenge '85 program. which the
government claims to have been highly suc cessful , creating I O1.j)OOsummer jobs . The
program itself is divided into six main cata gories, including Summer Employment. Ex-

pcrience Development, Student Business Loans,
Work Orientation Workshops and Canadian
Employment Centres for Students.
The second. and more immediate development is a 1/ 3 staff reduction affecting all
Canadian Employment Centres on university
campuses, confirmed by Stuart Musgrave,
Director of the Windsor University Employment
Centre. According to him. the details of the
summer employment program have not yet

arrived at the Windsor centre. This is the latest
they've ever been .
Musgrave. operating on a staff of three,
will lose one staff member on April 1. He
finds the situation somewhat disappointing .
'' It's too bad the Toronto office didn't realize
that where some offices may be able to afford
the cut. others can't .' '
The university will pay to retain the chird
position. D

Campaignforthirdfloornotover
The referendum is dead, but
the dream is alive.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, Students'
Administrative Council president,
plans to suggest that SAC form
"some sort of adhoc committee'' to
look into a third floor for the

University Centre, he said Tuesday.
"I think students do want increased sen.ices, including a third
floor. It's just a matter of logistics,"
he said. Last month students narrowly defeated a referendum asking
for a $10/ semester fee increase to

go towards the thirdfloor constructio11
Tsilfidis said he thought it was
"possible" that a second referendum
would be held this year, but "how
probable it is remains to be seen ...
"It's whatever the committee
decides ...just like it's possible to

"No" Ca mp aigner di scuss es la st sem ester's Ce ntr e referendum with pros pective voter.

survive a leap from the CN Towerit's possible but not probable," he
said.
The proposal for an ad hoe
committee will be introduced by
Tsilfidis at the next SAC meeting
Monday.
Both Tsilfidis and Director of
Student Services David McMurray
agreed that the prospect of the
administration paying for the third
floor expansion is unlikely.
"President Ianni has indicated
that there are a couple priorities:
first. moving the F acuity of Education
and second, acquiring equipment
and supplies needed for academic
areas," said McMurray, "The third
floor project is out of the reach oi
the university right no\\ ."
T he proposed committee will
imestigate the logistics of :1 ~tudentfunded third floor. said Tsilfidis.
including a survey of what students
would like. how much and how long
they are willing to pay. cost analyse:;.
and time forecasts for the completion
of the project
Some SAC members were con-

cemed that their suggestions regarding the referendum were not seriously
considered when the matter was
orginally brought to council.
"My alternative was knocked
down at the SAC meeting," said
Computer Science Society president
Eric Whaley. Whaley suggested a
graduated fee structure. under which
new student~ would pay more than
senior students.
" I said to tl1eexecutive if there's
not enough information, let's push
back the date ... said Commerce
Society president Michael St Louis.
"They should start getting the
information together now. so that
next year they would be ready,
pave the plan together. and the
students could be prepared" said
St Louis, .. Students will have to
see the reality of where their money
is going."
" T he· no' campaign had a meeting
... with Jon Carlos to devise a plan
that students would agree to" (sai d
International Students Society President M ark Lehkyj). ··Jt shoul d be
brought up again. but not this year." D
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NEWS
Friday January 17 • SUnday January 19
• The International Relations Society presents their first
annual University of Windsor United Nations Model
Conference with 80 countries and 2 observer groOps at
Moot Court. All are welcome, no experience is needed.
Contact Michael Temelini at 966-6929 for details.

,
'

Tuesday January 21
• "Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value: What it Means to
Canadian Womert. with Evelyn Gigantes, MPP Ottawa
Centre and NOP Critic on Women's Issues. 7:30 pm at
Mackenzie Hall.
• Mid'lael Regel Resident of the O'lathc:mKent Astroromy
Club will give a special lecture on the "International
Halley Watch." Sponsored by the Royal Astronomical
Society of Canada. 8:00 pm in the basement lecture
hall of St. Mary's Anglican Church.

• The Office of Student Affairs presents-The Lecture and
You" in Madame Vanier Lounge at 11:30 and 4:30.

all grouper fish You can't
)Olnthe Lance AJIothel'sIM:lleome. lv1eeting
this Thursday 1 00 p.m Bring your hands
WITH PORTENTOUS FORESIGHT of the
potential fOfdisoste,ot tonighfsgothering.

Friday January 17. Saturday January 18
• "In the King of Prussia", 8:00 pm at Cinema Windsor .
Sunday January 19
• SAC films present Scartace, 1120 Erie Hall at 7 pm and
9 pm.

ART
Untll February 2 1986
• Artcite presents Six Incredibly Groovy Artists from
Entirely Different Places - A group showing of paintings.
drawings and sculptures by six young artists.

TEHATRE
Friday January 24
• Bonstelle Theatre presents "Home from Harlem" at
8:00 pm.

MUSIC

classmeds
AfflNTION

CJNEMA

IRISH LEGS. Thick legs, jocularly styled

the Irisharms. It is said of the Irishwomen
that they have a dispensation from the
pope to wear the thick end of their legs
downwards

wedoh0febypubl1clydiSC1110WOnyrespon-

slbility tor our actions and apologize for POPE. A figure burned annually e,;ery
the idiots we ore certain to make of fifth of November. In memory of the gunourselves "I just wont to set the world on powder whicch is said to have bee
earned on by the papists
t,re. " Signed LJ F.& S.M

Wednesday January 22
• The Office of Student Affairs presents "Mastering the
Textbook" in Madame Vanier Lounge at 11:30 and4:30.

Saturday January 18
• Hysteric Narcotics at Lili's Twenty-One.

Thursday January 23
• The Office for Student Affairs presents "Studying for
Tests and Exams" ii') Madame Vanier Lounge at 11:30
and4:30

Sunday January 26
• The Residents with Snakefinger at the Michigan
Theatre, Ann Arbor.

Sar<a
meetsBlewett'sconcernsaboutpub deli

I

TrucecalledinSubwayfoodfight

Subway Manager Chuck Blewett in action.

by Kevin Johnson and Roberta Jen nings
Students will see changes in the food
service in the Subway.
The alterations in the operation are the
result of a December meeting between representatives of the pub and Saga Foods, who
run the deli.
La st semester, the relationship between
the Subway and Saga deteriorated to the
point where Subway Manager Chuck Blewett
was prepared to hire another company to
replace the current service.

"I looked into providing an alternative
food service. I had one all set to go," Blewett
said. ··We want to provide a food service, but
not at any cost It's not good for anyone if it's
inadequate."
Tom Dorsey, Saga Food Service Director,
said the situation arose due to a series of
misunderstandings.
"These misunderstandi ngs were reso lved
between Chuck and myself. I'm flexible.
We're in there to serve students," said
Dorsey.
Blewett said that his waitresses had to

clean up a mess caused by the deli's presence.
"They didn't provide bus people. In the
baskets near the table, garbage piled up and
fell all over the floor. We had to pay our own
people to pick it up. Students are paying so
Saga can have a bigger profit." sa,d Blewett
Saga has assumed responsibility for the
task.
Dorsey attributed the problem to a "lack
of communication.·,
.. We assumed since the wait-staff carries
cloths they'd clean up. However. we have no
objection to doing it.'' he said.
The deli has moved from its location

adjacent to the dance floor to a spot out of the
traffic flow.
Blewett said the bright lights at the previous
site "destroyed the ambience of the dance
area".
Another problem involved the opening
time of the pub.
"Two weeks before Christmas, Saga was
in here serving food at 11 a.m. Our Jiceqce is
to open at noon," Blewett said.
However, the Liquor Licence laws allow
opening at the earlier hour as long as the
facility is serving food, said Dorsey. The
Subway now opens at I I a.m. weekdays.
Blewett also expressed concern about the
deli closing at 11 p.m.
''It's essential for students to eat while
they drink.," he said. '"We want them ( Saga)
to remain open until we close.··
The deli will operate until 1 a.m. between
Wednesday and Saturday, but will not open
at all on Monday or Tuesday evenings.
Dorsey said the change may not be
permanent
"It's too early to evaluate our service
between 11 p.m. and I a.m. Ifs not busy in
the nighttime."
According to Students' Administrative
Council President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis' SAC
is eager to negotiate a profit-sharing agreement
with the university administration. Under the
current arrangement. neither SAC nor the
pub receive money from the food service.
Dorsey plans improvements in the service,
including the introducion of soft pretzels and
a popcorn machine. Both will require some
electrical re-wiring.
Por his part, Blt:wcm is not yet fully
satisfied with the deli.
''I would like to see a far superior set-up.
fm willing to work until the students who
come down to the pub find a food service
worthy of their dollars and their patronage:'
he said.D

Buspasspricereductiondelayed
by Laura Vincent
Students planning to purchase
bus passes at a reduced rate will
have to wait another month.
After five months of discussion
with Transit Windsor, Students'
Administrative Council reached an
agreement with the city-owned bus
company in November. To test the
viability of SAC's proposal to
permanently reduce student fares,
Transit Windsor decided to sell
the monthly passes for $20 instead
of the standard $2 7 on a trial basis.
According to SAC Vice President
Bob Baker, the company surprised
SAC at the end of the last semester
with an announcement that the trial
period, originally scheduled for
February, will be moved up to
March.
Paul Logan, Public Relations
Co-ordinator for T ransit Windosr
said ''the Board of Directors decided
March would be a more feasible
month than February to issue experimental bus passes."
Logan said "the move to March
was a logical thing to do because
with slack week in February, students
would have on ly 15 school days for
travel, while March offers roughly
21 days of usage."
The Transit Windsor official
said students would save more money
in March, and would have a greater
incentive to buy passes for that

month rather than for February.
"The key to the success of the
trial bus pass operation will depend
solely on the amount of passes sold
to students," said Logan. "It is

entirely up to SAC to get out there
and promote this experiment"
Baker said "the agreement with
Transit Windsor is to 'sell 250
passes to students and the trial

period will be extended into the
next month."
SAC wanted the bus passes
issued in February so that the trial
period could have been activated

for three months, said B aker.
Transit Windsor will be selling
bus passes for March from February
13 to the 24 for $20.00 in the
Bookstore.

Security
hassuspectingamesroomheist
Claudio D' Andrea

Campus police have a suspect
in the break-in of the Lites and
Levers games'room last November
30 or December l, but investigators
are still wondering why the sound
and motion alarm system failed to
detect the culprit

"The matter is still under investi~ation," Campus Police Direc tor
Gerald Richardson said, "but'we
do have a suspect" The theifbroke
into the safe room next to the games
room between I O p.m November
30 and 1:20 p.m. the next day,
when a student employee discovered
the break-in.
University Centre Manager Mary

Lou T hibert said earlier that a
crowba r was likely used to open the
safe. A total of $ 1,162.15 was
stolen and the door and safe were
damaged
Thibert said that no one knew
the alarm system was deactivated
because of a computer malfunction.
"The computer printouts show
that it was deactivated but for some

reason no one knew about it at the
time," she said
Richardson said he is oot sure
whether or not th e problem was a
computer malfunction but added
that." as far as we're concerned the
alarm is working perfect right now."
Campus Police have beenwomng
with the Windsor Police in the
investigation. D
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CFS, GSS, SAC, ISS, SSS, OFS. UC. BOG... the acronyms
on this campus are as bountiful as the starlings on the
Kim Allen
Ambassador Bridge. So, we at the Lance figured what the
Amilcar Carreira
heck-we might as well introduce you. dear reader, to yet
Elly McMillan
another.
Typesett e rs
Rose Anne Prokopetz
CUP
Tracey ThOmas
It stands for the Canadian University Press, an organiClaudia Slama
zation which the Lance has belonged to for ages. It costs
I us (and therefore. you) a fair bundle to belong to this
Staff
E<l/\ng~8f
Louro Gould
I group-over $5000-so we thought we'd tell you al little bit
John Stout
Kevll\A11<
oson
Morgaer >lot!mon
R<:ickv
Strenge
about it.
Peto, Burton
'loberto Jem ng,
Rooit, Suther1ond
IMOB\.,i
It was formed back i1 1937, making 1t the oldest
Morv C Kennect,
Mort Tole$
Gu lo Coi.,:,,ne
Korn MocDonold
Mtho<Mlomeinl
national
student organizat1cnaround, created and sustained
Joo Omer
CN$Mcr,fyre
David V,eceft1
Stocie Clarke
on the idea that members should exchange news they feel
Scol! Port,son
LouroVlt'ICenf
Ooudio .1Andleo
r,ogDovid VOlkmoor
1simportant and relevent 10 students across the country.
0o'0Dec•
IAncORIC8
9rief'nWarnor
Mor1-.0oc,
The development of the organization has mirrored that
Tiocey '?IC"hordsor,
D w Do<koo
SI0\/8~omono
of student attitudes. In the '30s. it wasn't much more than a
vm to-Jo Ftomm
i:,, P '?ol.tl<e
news exchange arrangenent. Over the next couple of
ho<';olton
VemSmm
decades It 1dent1hedwith the burst of student activism
accompanying social conflict. CUP took on a markedly
po 1t1caltone. which has remained to this day By the midThe Lance office is located on the Second
sevent,es.
the group had undergone ma1or increases 1n
floor. University Centre. University of Windsor.
membership and services (and fees!).
Windsor. Ontono N9B 3P4.
But it's worth 1t. CUP now has a number of full-time
Phone (519) 253-405.5or 253-4232(ext 3CXJ9)
emp1oyees who staff five regional and one national
The La nce 1s published every Thursday
during the Foll and Winter semesters by the
bureau gathering news from member papers and writing
Student Media Corp .. UnNersity of Windsor
original copy. Weekly news and features exchanges are
Opinions expressed 1nThe Lance are not
mailed to us from the national bureau in Ottawa. So every
necessarily those of the University of Windsor,
time you see the prefix (CUP) on a story, you'll know we
or the Students· Administrative Council.
lifted it from the 'wire' (love that newspaper lingo).
Subscription rates ore S15 per year in
CUP also owns a national ·advertising service. which
Canada. S18 1nthe U.S.and S20 outside the
supplies
member papers with all national advertising.
Continent. Entered as first class moil at the
Hence. so you can learn about the exciting Kraft Dinner
Post Office of Canada.
Sweepstakes.and read that cigarette smoking 1sdangerous
Advertising Production

I
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to your health in full colour. This ad revenue significantly
subsidizes the cost of putting out the paper.
One national conference and a number of regionals
are held each year. which allow staffers of different papers
to rub shoulders and argue about football , typography
and Marxist Feminism. The nationa l is usually held at
some exotic location like Abbortsford, British Columbia;
West Hoodlydoo , Nova Scotia ; or Alert, NWT to allow
delegates a minimum of sightseeing pleasure and a
maximum of cabin fever as they work out the logistics of
running the organization for another year. National conferences are hellish experiences: don't let anyone tell you
differently. And we pay for this.
Services aside. CUP remains a strongly political organization. At the national conference you'll find an eclectic
aggregate of political types. from the reddest necks to a
phalanx of the usual right-thinking left-thinkers (not to
mention the occasional certified absolute loon). CUP's
dedication to a strong political orientation 1sdelineated in
its ''Statement of Principles", which all member papers
must subscribe to in order to belong.
According to this statement, a member paper must "act
as an agent of social change" and "assist students in
acting against any system where it is found to be preserving
a hierarchy based on power and privilege, or to be
oppresive to women. lesbians and gay men. indige neous
people or ethnic. religious or other minorities ..."
The organization 1srun democratically, with each of its
fifty-odd member papers getting one vote, no matter what
its size.
·
CUP 1s more than a reason for a clever acronym. It's
students and their newspapers working for the rights and
liberties that students deserve.O

the slipstream

gus horvath

Theplacewasbuzzjngwithactivity
On Wednesday of registration week. I hung around the
campus for a while, just to observe the proceedings.
Registration time is one of the most interesting times to do
this.
An acquaintance of mine stamped up to me as I lounged
upon a chair in the centre. He needed someone to complain to
about the injustice of it all. A course which he absolutely,
positively needed to take this tenn was full before he had a
chance to register for it That was a story which I would hear
repeated many times, hanging around the school that week.
delivered with varying degrees of vehemence.
Personally, I was lucky enough to draw an early appointment time, and anyway fm taking a variety of relatively
unpopular courses for which there is little competition. Many
other students are not so fortunate. They get left ouL
Emotions run high. Talk of homicide is heard.

It is very easy to understand the frustration felt by the
luckless student, even if you have not been one of them atone
time or another. After all. people sign up at this university to
complete a certain programme. They pay a considerable
amount of money for the privilege. When their progree in
pursuing their programme is impeded by the university itself,
they become disgruntled . All perfectly understandable.
But university students are reasonable people. We appreciate, or at least accept, that it is impossible to expect the
administration to predict the demand for each section or each

course and to devise the calendar accordingly. We understand
that some. even most, students will be disappointed at
registration time. What remains is to create a system of
registration which results in a "fail' distribution of disappointed
students.
The present system is to assign students appointment times at
which students register. The process of assigning these times
is, within each year-level, essentially random. The system is
biased so that higher year-level students register first, which we
accept because students close to graduation have more
critical course requirements than students lower down.
Besides. we're all golng to get there eventually. (Hopefully.)
The attraction of this random system is that there is no
systematic bias in iL It is perfectly possible for you to get
lousy registration times six terms in a row, but if you do, that
is because you are unlucky, not because your last name
begins with W ..No matter who you are, you are as likely to get
a good appoinunent time as a poor one.
But to see people who were not placated by this fact, one
had only to be on campus last Friday. The place was buzzing
with activity; there were quite a number of students here on
the Friday of registration week. Most of them were not
smiling. Several friends of mine in first year, having had good
registration times last term, were only just getting their first
taste of what it means to register on Friday at 2:30. People

were walking around with one course out of five checked off
on their papers. It was a good day to hear sad stories.
Our administration, fortunately, is pretty good at estimating
the demand for each course, and although it is occasionally
caught making a very wrong guess. a detennined and largely
successful effort is made to accomodate as many students as
possible. But the way I see it, registration can be a useful part
of our educational careers. After all, young people going out
into the world have to learn to deal with frustration, with not
getting everything they thought they paid for, and with
dealing with bureaucracies th~t do their best to make ·
everyone happy with not enough resources. To all of you who
can't graduate this term because you couldn't get that crucial
cot•rse: think of it as an educational experience. (!)
When you ponder it for a moment, there are other
important lessons to be learned early in the school year.
People have to learn, for example, to behave in a civil manner
while standing in line for an hour or more, waiting to spend their
hard-earned money on things they would never ordinari ly
buy. And they have to learn to deal with sales organizations
which possess a monopoly on a necessary product, and which
are therefore able to charge insane prices that are not
negotiable.
What better place to learn these lessons than at the
University? Ifs textbook-buying week!
And people say that university isn't relevant

rating~ts
~

by D. W. Dorken and John Stout

')

You can already hear the cries in the operating room.
No, not of the patients, but the surgeons (gross pay
$250,000) and of the anestesiologists ($200,000 and more)
and of the general practitioners ($150,000). The cries are of
the afflicted, of individuals hit where it hurts most Not in the
groin, or even the belly, or the head. Instead, they've been hit,
and hit hard in the eel skin wallet
The Trudeau Liberals started this mJury to our medical
doctors, when they wrote a bill calling for a ban on extra
billing, since extra billing robs the province of transfer
payments that help pay for medical facilities, with extra
billing, doctors get money for their new Caddy, their maids

•

removing
Dear Editor,
T am writing this letter to call to the
attention of the university body the practice
of allowing professors the privilegeof removing
periodicals from the library. I attempted to
retrieve an article from a periodical in the
library for the last three weeks of classes
during the last semester. The book had been
signed out in September by a professor. The
library staff and myself called the professor's
office daily to no avail. I managed to reach
her at home but was coolly brushed off. The
paper was handed in without the article
because the book was not returned.
I would like to think that this breach of a
professor's privilege was the exception, not
the rule. However. I would suggest that the
library administration review this practice. If
it is necessary for professors to remo\'e
periodicals, a time limit should be enforced.
The end of a semester is trying enough
without having to try to track down missing
material that ordinarily would not be allowed
to be removed from the library.
Sincerely.
M. Colleen Ryan

exploiting
Dear Editor,
The following is regarding a letter by
Vandi J. Vezina in the December 5 issue of
the Lance. In her own words, Ms. Vezina
describes herself as a "concerned female
citizen". After reading her letter, one wonders
what it is that she's concerned about She
states that groups like Women and the Law
are exploiting females who choose to be table
dancers. The fact is, these women are letting
themselves be exploited: exploited by their
employers and patrons. not women's groups.
How can" raising flack over certain occupations women choose" be considered exploitation? Is it perhaps that Ms. Vezina doesn't
know the definition of" exploitation ..?
She also says that, "Hell, yes," it is
morally right for women to dance nude if they
so choose. What these women are doing,
obviously to a much lesser degree than
prostitutes, is selling their bodies. Is this
morally right? No, it is legally right, and
maybe due to financial pressures or lack of
education, it is a necessity for some unfortunate
women. They are not rebels blazing trails for
future nude dancers and I'm sure that no
women, whether table dancer or not. would
agree that the job is an appealing one. It can
safely be said that for the majority of women,
it is not "what they really want to do."
The question of whether or not women· s
groups should decide what occupations are
appropriate for women is not even an issue.
Of course they don't, What is being objected
to is the advertising. I agree that women ( and
men for that matter) have a right to choose
how they earn their money, but let's not

glorify the profession. Nude dancing 1s not a
particularly desirable employment for anyone
( other than the rare exhibitionist).
Also, it must be a comfort to Ms. Vezina
to have these "dancing" establishments in
such abundance in the Windsor area so that
when she's too tired or busy to do anything
she can rest safe in the knowledge that her
boyfriend and/or husband is .. keeping out of
trouble".
Unfortunately, the common belief voiced
by Ms. Vezina that ··nude dancers are not
hurting anyone'' is a false one. They are
hurting themselves, as well as society's image
of women in general.
What would Ms. Vezina say. I wonder. if
one day she has a daughter who wants to be a
nude dancer?
Laura Gould

•

•

efl}oy1ng
Dear Editor,
It's been a year or so since r\e read 1he
Lance. l must say I really enjoy the paper's
current format
Much more \·ariety and a clean graphic
design. the Windsor student newspaper is
actually fun to read. I see college newspapers
from schools in twenty-fi\'e states and too
many are sad excuses for Journalism .
I especially enjoyed the Lance's new
found sense of humor. Keep up the good
work.
Sincerely,
Mike Caruso

the future of the entire South African society
is threatened.
We understand that some members of the
Faculty Association view the investment
question as purely one of the highest economic
returns. We also understand and support that
there is that right to invest where the greatest
returns are possible. Sadly however. an
investment in South Africa no longer brings
the highest returns. neither in monetary, alue
and international respect nor in overall human
dignity for Canadians and South Africans
alike.
According to the Economist issue of
September 21. I 985. some thirty multinational
businesses have withdrawn their investments
from South Africa in the last year. It is not
because of moral Judgment or altruistic values
that they have taken such steps. It is because
these companies acknowledge that both in
the shon and long term. it is economically
unsound to do business in South Africa's
unstable political climate. As well, sixtyeight American universities ha\'e fully divested
their holdings to a tune of two hundred
million dollars from companies doing business
with South Africa .
The Labour Movement m South Africa is
committed to destroying South Africa· s economic viability as long as apartheid exists .
The strength and strategic importance of the
unions cannot be ignored. In August of 1985.
the National Union of Mineworkers was in a
position to cause a shut-down of I 5 gold
mines and eleven coal mines- back-bone
industries of the South African economy.
Only yesterday 10.000 mine workers opted
to be fired rather than work under this nondemocratic system. The situation continues
to worsen: it is expected that by this weekend
more than 5,000 will lay down their tools
also.
We are no\\- left to wonder whether the
faculty members who seem bent 011 investing
in South Africa are really interested in
economic returns. We must bring to your
attention that the apartheid system is a
violation of international law. Further. it is
morally repugnam tu the values which this
university. a Western democratic institution,
espouses.
When the Western nations embraced the
U.N. Declaration of Human Rights in 1948
as International Law. they raised the hopes
of the African nations that the old order of
indignity and human rights abuses would
end. South Africa's apartheid, in our view. is
an institutionalized continuation of the past
unfamesses dealt to Africans. In essence,
Canadian academics, by investing in South
Africa, are reneging on the assurances that
Western democratic institutions have held
out to the wbrld as legally binding.
We, students and professors, both have a
vested interested ift South Africa·s development Africa's advancement and international
peace are threatened by South Africa's intransigent violation of international law.
Canada's role as an international peacebroker is compromised when Canadian academics fail to support democratic and international legal principles.

encroaching
Oear Editor,
We have read in the Lance of November
14, 1985, that the University's Faculty
Association will be deciding whether it should
continue to invest its pension funds in South
African financial institutions. The African
Students Association is gravely concerned
about this matter.
As students of this institution. we feel that
it is important to bring to your attention our
concerns about Canadian academics investing'
in South Africa. Furthermore. as Africans.
we are intimately involved with the developments in South Africa We find it unacceptable
that any institution that espouses the virtues
of democracy and human development can
justify its investment in South Africa at this
time.
Sir Shridath Ramphal, an honorary professor of this university said in his recent
address to the faculty and students. that
South Africa's apartheid system is "a strain
on our entire civilization ... It is common
knowledge that in the last year alone overone
thousand innocent Blacks and Whites have
been killed as a result of this system: and as
we move into 1986 the horrors of apartheid
are encroaching on the one-time protected
white· community. This demonstrates that

The reality is that It is economically
unsound to invest in South Africa. To invest
in South Africa is to support a system that is
m violation of international law. It is morally
unal:ceptable. We. as Africans and members
of the African Students Association. are
asking the Faculty Association to unanimously
support divestment of their pension funds
from South African financial institutions.
This would be a small ~tep towards dismantling
apartheid and ensuring full democratic participation by all South Africans.
Sincerely,
Peter 0. ljeh
President
African Students Association

saddening
Dear Editor.
lt saddened me to read the article in the
Lance Christmas Issue, •· An Immaculate
Misconception."
For the editorial sta!Tto take the Christian
Biblical account of the Incarnation, Goel
becoming man is the most holy birth in the
history of mankind
Mark Kahabka

drinking
Dear Editor,
rm writing as a member of the Iona
College Alcohol Awareness Committee. For
three years we have offered to the campus
and community programs about substance
abuse. We have been grateful to the faculty
and students who have supported those effort
by planning and attendance.
Our workshops have focussed on the
effects of alcoholism on families and individuals and the role of substance abuse in
Sports. As we have been encouraged by the
Health Services activities on responsible
drinking so now our committee applauds the
steps taken throug C.A.P.E. to promote
responsible use of alcohol on campus. In
particular the downgrading of dependence on
alcohol sales to make events profitable and
the removal of breweries from the sponsorship
of events will lessen the blatant norm no\\
established that overdrinking is the thing to
do.
The provision of alternative drinks in a
convivial social setting will also reinforce the
acceptability of choosing not to drink sometimes or at all.
It will be of interest to see the final policy
when it is released but from the account in the
Lance and elsewhere we look forward to
these new moves toward health in the widest
sense and a more legally responsible policy.
Sincerely,
J. Murray Macinnes,
PrincipaL
Iona College
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what ails 'you

1Sex with care
by Marg Aubry

The column appearing below is
the latest offering of Student Health
Services in their ongoing effort to
respond to health related issues. It
will appear monthly and will answer
commonly aked questions. For response, drop your query in boxes
which will be provided in each of
the residences,the University Centre
and the waiting room of Health
Services in Cody Hall.
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Q. Is it possible to become pregnant

/.~--

without sex?

415 Peliss ie r St.
253-1030
Dai ly 10 ·5 :30 , Fri. to 9, Sun . 12 to 5

A Young Adult Mi xe d
Racquetball League
• 24 years & younger
• All Levels of Play

Sunda y Afte rnoons
Jan. 26 - Ap r. 6

$40.00
(We have Wallyball Co urts Too!)
Pic k up a ppli ca ti o ns t o d ay

MAPLE LEAF
RACQUET COURT
13275 Tecumseh Rd. E., Tecumseh

735-5660

TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM
Eachyear the Ontario Confederation of University FacultyAssociations
recognizes outstanding teachers in Ontario universities through
awards based on activities in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all levels of instruction· graduate and undergraduate teaching. continuing education and faculty development
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom, the
laboratory or the faculty member's office. Activities such as course
design; curriculum development. organization of teaching programs,
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of
these are eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards.

A. It is possible to become pregnant
without penetration because
sperm are mobile. If the man
ejaculates near the pubic area,
sperm may swim and enter the
vagina Sperm may also be transferred from the penis to the
vagina on the hands during
manual stimulation. If no direct
genital contact occurs and if the
man does not ejaculate it is not
possible to becor.1e pregnant

I
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Q. If I am on the pill, can I give
blood?
A. The Red Cross will accept blood
donations from people taking
only two types of medication-birth control pills and vitamins.
All other medication must be
"out of your system" before
donation. This means at least
72 hours after the last medicine
including AS.A. and Tylenol.

Q. Since starting University I have
gained considerable amount of
weight Are diets such as the
Beverly Hills Diet, Scarsdale
Diet or The Air Force Diet
acceptable forms of dieting?
A. A "safe" diet will have representative foods from the four
food groups of Canada's Food

•

Guide-meat and alternates, milk
and milk products, fruits and
vegetables, breads and cereals.
A gradual weight loss of2 pounds
per week is realistic and safe.
"Crash" diets that guarantee a
large weight loss in a short time
period should be avoided. Keep
in mind it is extremely difficult
to meet your nutrient needs on a

diet containing less than 1OOO
calories per day. If you feel you
have a weight problem and need
ad vict: with yuur wt:ight manag~
ment program designated to
help participants develop skills
in behavioural strategies, nutrition
and exercise for successful
management of a healthy body.
Phone 973- 7002.

Welcome Back
Students
Faces on College
would like to
announce o~r music
format for 86.
Wednesday
Bring in your own cassette or recor d and we'll play it for you.

NOMINATIONS
Are invited from individuals, informal groups of students, local
student councils, departments, alumni, etc.
A guideline to assist in organizing a nomination should be consulted
by prospective nominators and is available on request from the
Office of Teaching & Learning 2100 Lambton Tower (ext 3090).

Thursday , Friday, Saturday
Dance to all the latest tunes with D.J.'s Greg Gnyp,
Karey Rudling, and Pat Ryan . Taking requests all night long.

Watch for our all new special promotions for 1986
Play poo l hockey or video games
DEADLINE FOR RECEIPTOF NOMINATIONS
MARCH 31, 1986

BYOCUFA IS

Membership Avail able

Come Join the Club

Th• lan ce, Jonuorv 16. ooge 7

Armed.forces
eager
OTT A WA( CUP)- The Canadian Armed
Forces has fanned out around the country in
··WANTS
search ofuniversity graduates who want a job
starting at about $20.000 a year .
And they're having trouble finding recruits
with degrees- especially francophones and
engineers.
Maj. Lawrence Garvin. who makes the
final choice on who gets into the army' s
Direct Entry Officer (DEO) program, says
it's a chance young Canadians shouldn't pass
up.
"We are hiring, we're a good organization
and it's a heck of a lot of fun," Garvin said
"I'm in the armoured division. We're the
ones who drive the tanks and shoot the guns.
And it's a lot of fun.
"We've got a requirement for just about
any univers ity degree going," Garvin said.
" We'll take people."
H e listed advantages as travel, responsibility, good pay, and a different kind of
lifestyle.
Working throughtthe Canada Employment 1~------:..__--.......c..-'------------------Centres on campus, recruiters.from 37 offices
And the army refuses homosexuals. '' W e
nation-wide are visiting every college and
have in the past been releasing people for
universitywhere they're permitted interviewing what we call sexual deviancy," Garvin said.
candid ates. Last year they hired 436 D EOs.
H e said recruiters don't ask directly if a
person is gay but they do ask what relationships
they have.
If a graduate gets through the interviews,
they are sent to C hilliwack, B.C. for nine or
While desperate to entice engineers, the
ten weeks of bas ic trai ning.
army is not as smooth as it should be. Two
" You're taught a certain amount of small weeks ago recruiters scheduled a talk at
arms.It's very demanding physically," Garvin Carleton when all engineering students were
in class. None attended, so recruiters reschedsaid.
"There are lots of outdoor activities...put- uled for later in the day when people could
ting people in stress situations to see how come.
their leadership abilities go down as their
A recruiter for Mite! Electronics in Ottawa
lack of sleep goes up. That kind of thing."
confirmed that army pay, about $18-1900 a
Recruits are permitted to drop out anytime month up to $32-3 4,000 a year after three
during the training, but the army refuses to years, is competitive with pay in the private
say how many did last year. After training. sector.
the new officers have to sign up for three
And you don't even have to love the
years duty. At that point they get to choose Queen. Garvin, who's been in the army more
again if they want to continue with the anny. than 20 years but only recently got an Ottawa
Some people can' t get job s though. Last desk job, said three kinds of people enlist
year only 64 of the DEO s were women
" People who want a job , people who like
Women cannot serve on board ship or in the outdoor life, and people who want to
serve the country."
combat arms.

to hire
.,

JOIN
YOUR
COUNTRY'S
ARMY!
GOD SAVE THE KING

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?
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Call. ..
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Empbymentfundingcut
OTTA WA(CU P)-Bell Canada is worried
the federal government's 30 per cent cut to
campus employment centre budgets next
April will make recruitment of graduates
mor~ difficult
"If their( the employment centres') service
goes down. we'll definitely be hurt" said
Celia Desmond, head of recruitment for Bell
Canada. She said Bell relies heavily on the
employment centres when looking for new
personnel.
Bell will use the centres to fill more than
100 full-time positions this spring, and more
than 100 summer positions. Some employment
centre managers have suggested the centres
will no longer handle summer placements
when the cuts force staff layoffs next spring.
Alex Sproule, director of guidance services
at Concordia University's employment centre
in Montreal, said on-campus recruiting by
national .companies would suffer when the

centre's personnel is cut
" T he employment picture is beginning to
pick up and more and more recruiters are on
campus," Sproule said. "Graduates have
had difficulty finding work in the past: to
reduce facilitation of services would be detrimental."
The Concordia administration recently
wrote employment minister Flora Macdonald
saying .. the placement of graduate students ..
will be jeopardized by any diminuation of
placement services ... the CEC office at Concordia has up until now been minimally
staffed."
Fergus T homson, national director of
employment centres on campus. told Canadian
University Press the centres' budgets would
be cut 30 per cent across Cana da on April I,
1986. Macdona ld's office issued a press
release O ct 9 saying :·not one employment
centre will be closed.··

GREYHOUND
ANNOUNCES
New Direct Service from the University of Windsor
campus to Lo ndon & Toronto beginning
Friday , December 6 , 1985

Bus departs city transit shelter on
University Avenue at Patricia

at 252-3322
Or Visit Our Office At 54 9 Kild are Rd.
We Provide - Free Pregnancy Tests- Medical
Refer rals, Community Referrals,
Accommodations and Legal Advice.

FRENCH
CONVERSATION
CLASSES

FRIDAY
LVE:

University of Windsor
ARR: London
ARR: Toronto

12:3 0 PM
3:10 PM
6:15 PM

SUNDAY
LVE:
LVE:

Toro nto Bu s Te rminal
Lo ndon
Univ ersity of Windsor

6:30 PM
9 :05 PM
11 :15 PM

BEGINNER S: (Students and Adults)
Afte rno on Tuesday & Thursday 1 to 3

ARR:

INTERM EDIATE/ADVANCED: (students and adults)
Evenin g Tuesday & Thursday 7 to 9
ELEMENT ARY SC HOOL CHIL D REN: (age 7 to 12)
Satu rday 10 to 12 and 1 :30 to 3:30

Special student discount tickets available at Whitlock
Travel Campus Bookstore outlet only .

REGISTRATION IN PERSON

or call : La Maison franc;aise 254-661 5
Winter Session 10 weeks From January 13 to March 21, 1986
Offered by La Maison f ran~aise

For further information on service on holidays and
school breaks, contact Whitlock Travel Campus
Bookstore at 258-3802 .

I
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Newpolicyraisesgradstudents'ire
by Sue Mcllveen

"In stages-all
The implementation of a continuous registration policy for graduate students at the
University of Windsor was opposed by the
Graduate Students' Society ( GSS) at their
annual meeting on January 13.
Last semester. the Senate passed a motion to
make the following addition to the calendar
entry regarding graduate registration regulations
for both resident and post-resident students:
"Full-time students are required to maintain continuous registration through all terms
of their program. Failure to do so will require
application for readmission ... and payment
for all terms missed up to a maximum of three
terms." ( added to p. J-6 of General Calendar)
This program will become effective as of
April, 1986.
"This is a measure taken to bring {the
University of Windsor) into line with the
academic regulation suppositionsof the systems
as a whole." said Dr. Lois Smedick. Dean of
Graduate Studies, addressing the meeting.
The GSS, according to Gerard O'Neill ,
president of GSS. does not view continuous
registration as a problem in itself: it is when
the above addition is read in conjunction with
the definitionof a graduate student ( p. J-6V)
that differences arise.
··wedon't mind paying tl1efees; what we
mind is being registered ( as active full-time
students) in three semesters," said O'Neill.
According to privincial Ministry of Colleges
and Universities guidelines, a full.time student,
graduate or otherwise. may not be employed
by the University or in any other work, for
more than an average of l O hours per week.
"Steps are being taken to be sure that
graduate students regard being a student as a
full-time occupation." said Smedick. "They've
made a choice."
For O'Neill and the GSS, however. this

those things are being worked

on."

Teaching Assistantships are the most
common source of income among graduate
students during the semesters they are registered
It was noted at the meeting iliat the number of
these positions would have to be increased in
order to accomodate the increased number of
actively registered full.time graduate students.
With the combination of unavailable courses
and ilie lack of opportunityfor legal employment
inherent in the proposed policy of continuous
registration, ilie GSS remained unsatisfied.
After the departure of Smedick and Dr. Ron
Ianni, University of Windsor President, ilie
GSS voted to "oppooethe continuousregistration
policy as it has been implemented.
Following ilie success of the GSS petition
for post-residency fees this summer, a motion
was passed to petition the Boardof Governors.

Staff member
lost

GSS President Gerard O'Neill contemplates ne,ct move.

"Students entering the graduate programme
are going to have to come in with enough
money to finish," said O'Neill.
Ths year-round active registration includes
those schools or departments which are at
present inactive in the summer months, such

Faculty Bus Trips
Contact the SAC office
253-2288 or call 1-313 ..7921902

as the Business School. "They'd be paying
full fees and not getting the full benefits from
that program,'' said O'Neill.
When asked if course offerings would be
expanded to accomodate actively registered
graduate students by May, Smedick replied,

175 to I94 east, past 12 mile ,
exit Gratiot to 14 mile west
to Groesbeck, right to OZ.

Groesbeck South of
15 Mile Rd.

The holiday season saw the untimely
deaili of Ana Besne, a member of the U niversity of Windsor staff.
Besne, 62, died in an auto accident on
Christmas Day.
She had been a secretary at ilie University
since 1968.
The past few years, Besne worked in the
Department of Classical and Modem Languages, Literature, and Civilizations.
Besne was ilie first Chief Steward of
Service Employees Union Local 210 when
ilie union started on campus.
She is survived by her husband Jose, and
their son.

Open Tuesday - Saturday
8:30 - 2:00, 21 and over;
Proper Attire Please

TM Lance January 16. 1Q86 poge9

Opinion

Of medicine,
money,and men
conti nued from page S

Should we feel sorry for these people, who have 85 per
cent of their education paid for by the government, whose
basic salary is $100,000 plus, and who have memberships to
the finest of country clubs.
Face it, how many doctors of the M.D. variety, do you
know eating Kraft Dinner ?
These people are not poor . They have cars worth more
than the salary of your average Canadian.
So who does this extra billing affect?
It's simple . It's the poor, and old. struggl:ng on a fixed
income, and having to pay for heart specialists, and cancer
specialists and bone specialists . These people, the old and
infinned, have paid taxes to allow doctors to spend seven or
eight years in school, and to build hospitals and universities.
And charging them extra simply means federal monies
targeted for health facilities are instead aimed in doctors'
pockets.
After growing up watching the likes of Dr. Welby M. D., it

Then again, maybe Welby was a fool.
seems kind of s trange listening to these doctors tell us how
Why, when the cost can never be equal to the value oflife,
under.paid they are. Doc Welby would treat anybody, no
matter what race, creed, color or gross income. He'd even
should we mere mortals not give these gods of medicine
make house calls.
everything they ask for? I s our life not worth anything they
ask?
That kind of dedication seems to be lacking in today's
doctors. Instead of wanting to ease pain and cure cancer and
Sure, in the politically right America. the poor die while
the common cold. it seems all today's doctors want is a
being transferred from a capitalistic hospital to a free clinic.
But they're poor-who cares?
mansion, a Porsche and a servant A s far as the Hippocratic
Oath, it's something that is abided b), as long as the patient
Who cares? Anybody sick, and unable to pay more than
there already exorbident prices these gods, and goddesses of
has some pockets filled with green.
medicine ask.
The biggest problem with these doctors, and the biggest
fear of patients, is that they're going to become like their
In a medically underfunded province like Ontario, doctors
counterparts in the United States, where medicine is a · should be crying for money . Not for their pockets , but for the
business. and only a business.
poorly unde,funded excuses for hospitals. In such a prosperous
If you're poor, these doctors say as the gumey is wheeled
province, the government should provide better, and as up-tointo the emergency room, then look for .some samaritan to
date as possible, treatment.
cure you. We , they say, have to pay for our offices, and our
Just look at Windsor hospitals. We have to go to London
condos, and country clubs and ..
for anything more complicated than ingrown toe nails .
But the doctors are whining.
· Maybe it's just an offshoot of the Yuppie generation.
It's just too bad they didn't get into the profession for the
Don't do anything unless you can get something-- preferably
same
reason their predecessor did: to help peoiJ!e.
in large denominations.

Japanese
find differences
in edumtion
by Mi chael Temelini
anada is a land of
apple trees, beautiful
forests and four seasons.
Koaru Kuwajima
got this impression
from reading Anne of GreenGables.
The Japanese student is
one of two at the University of
Windsor a s a participant in an
exchange programwith International
C hnstian Universi ty in Tokyo.
She is studying communication
studies. Canadian history and French.
Rio Osumi is studying E'lglish,
French and Canadian history as
well. While both had the opportunity
to enrol in an exchange program
with an institution in the United
States, they decided to come to
Canada because of its bilingualism
and its multiculturalism.
"In Canada," said Kuwajima,
"it really is multicultural: Germans,
French, Scottish, Italians,Ukranians
- every body from all countries,
they keep their own cultural views
and that is very different from J apan.
So I think after staying in Canada, I
will look at J a pan from a very
different perspective." Both students,
in fact, were surprised to see so
many visa students from all over
the world studyi ng at the University
of Wind sor.
Anothe r Japanese exchange student, Chieko Nabetani, is studying
Co mm unicatio n Studies, and is the '
recipient of a scholarship from Rotary
International. She notes how strange
it is that Ca nadian stude nts place

such a high importance on grades.
"I can't say I'm not worried
about grades ," said Nabetani, ''but
the Japanese believe that we have
to do lots of things besides foc,1sing
on studies or getting good marks.
We think uni\ ·ersity is a time to
become aware of the world around
you-to read. write. discuss and
even travel."
Kuwajima agrees . "The typical
Japane:.e university student cares
little for grades. They want n good
general education and to enjo) their
university days ...
There is a different philosophy
in Japan to"ard university education.
In Canada, students go to university
for practical reasons such as to
acquire skills which will get them
jobs after graduation. In Japan. the
students pointed out, students seek
a university education for very different reasons.
"In Japan we have to pass an
examination to get into university
and a general education is thought
to be the best Once you get in, you
get the name of the university behind
you, which is very powerful for a
job hunter. In fact, it almost guarantees a job. So the most important
thing is getting into the university in
the first place,'' said Kuwajima.
I t is high school that is the most
competitive in J apan, and there are
a lot of pressures, they said. I t is not
unusu a l, therefore, for high school
students to take a year off to prepare
for university entrance exams in
order to get into the best institu tions.
When stu dents graduate and subsequently get a job, the com pany
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?re true but the}'re not the onl:
images and Judgements shouldn t
be made
On the other hand they admit that
littl_e is known about Canada among
their Japanese colleagues. "In the
same way that North Amencan
seesJapan.Cltina.andHongKong
as " Asians", \\e also mix Canada
d
an the United States together.
E\ en though we study major countnes
while in high school. not very many
people know about Canada. unfortunately ... said NabetanL
For anyone interested in studying
!n Japan. l?ere will be an informalaonal meeung about the University
of Windsor'~ Student Exchange
Program with the fntemational
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I found that the information
here about Japan is so limited.
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for training, they said .
What disturbs Nabetan1· most
I! are the negat1\e :;tercotypes that
many Canadians hold other nnt,·\'e
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Christian University of Tokyo on
Friday,Januaryl7,1986at3:30
p.m., room 2 I 39 w·mdsor Hall
North. O r contact Shirley Fields.
2 19 1 W indsor H all North as soon
as poss,"bi e. A pp 1·
,cants must su bm,t.
I d
,· . ,:
I
a co mp ete app ,cation 1onn a ong
with tra nscript and letters of refer~
encc by Jan uary2 4, 1986.Applicants
will be inte rviewed the following

week.D

--------- --- - -.,

outh \\est Air Ltd.

PROFESSIONAL

FLIGHT TRAINING

• $20 Introductory Flight
• Government Approved Courses
• Groundschool with Patrick Fynes
Starts SoorrEnrol Now.
• Thorough, Professional Training at Attractive Rates
- Ins tructor-I F.R.
• Priva te • Commercial • Night Rating

0

Clip and
Save

$10

OFF
Introductory
Flight
Reg . $20

at
Southwest
Air
Airport Rd.
Windsor

966-5732
~oupon Expires
March 1, 1986
____________

.J

/
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with Campus Marketing

YOUR BESTDEALTO FLORIDA
.,&$1

YOUDRIVE(TO THEPARTY)

$99
4:

WEDRtVE(THEPARTYSTARTSHERE)
0

$209

a

()
t)

0

INCLUDES :

0

6

• Round tnp motor coach transportot1on to beautiful
Daytona Beach ( WE DRIVE Pac kages Only) We use
nothing but modern highway coaches
.

"

• Eight Florido days/seven endless nigh ts at one of our
exc1t1ngoceonfront hotels. loca ted right on the Dovtono
Beach strip. Your hotel hos a beout1fulpoo1 sun deck. air
cond1t1oned rooms. color N and a n ce long stretch of
beach
• A full schedule of FREEpool deck ponies every day
• A full fist of pre-arranged discounts to save you money 1n
Doytono Beach
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth tnp and a
good time
• Optional side excursions to Disney World. Epcot deep
sea f1sh1ng.P<;Jrtv
cruises. etc
• All taxes and tips

SPENO A WEEK

NOT A FORTUNE

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
AND SIGN ~p

Comovs

Mor1<et1r,.g

oc ,so u S ooseo

c0t00to11on otteong tours ,n Conooo

and ttieretoce ,snot

co,,e,eo ov trie

cunen1 Ttove1lnoustrv Ac! Comous
l"leore~ntorrves ex1s,on1,,.,ro exoedtte

mo1er10,s
ono escort tours
Compus Marketing Inc

CALLTOLL FREE

PO 8ox2788
Glen Ellyn. llhno os60138

1 -800-423-5264

Call your Campus Rep resentative

---. --- ---it5 ~

or
at 253 -4024

I ~ I~~~:~

claS5ifieds
AWANCE FORCHILDREN
Ontario Seminar.
"SexuolOffencesAgainstCh ildren"- understanding and action on Badgley Reporr ·
Monday, January 20. 1986 at the Cleary
Auditorium 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 pm. The
thrust of this is children's evidence- how
lo Jet their vOices be heard Local pane l
members include representativesfrom the
WindsorR::>lioe
Force.Children'sAid Socie1y.
Crown Attorney's Office . legal profession
ond Sexual Assault Crisis Centre of Wlnd;or/ Essex.For more infoJmation call 2563176. RegistrotiOntee S25-includes lunch
· ::md a copy of "A Guide to the Report "

social science society
EDMONTON

DETROIT

RED WINGS

vs

OILERS

February 11, 1986
Warm-Up(Beer): 5 :00 pm
Bus to Joe Louis: 6:15 pm

•

Tickets go on sale to S.S.S. Members
G130 WHN
253-6063

January 27 , 1986
$15 .00 CON .

FOSTERPARENTDid you know you con
1:,ecome a fOfster parent for the Romon
Catholic Children's Aid SOCiety?You con
provide: a child or teenager in core with
atempororyhome-osenseofbelonging
and a chance to develop In a stable
family life. We will provide : supporttroining-ottroctive
finondol rates to assist
you Interested: on information meeting
will be held on Tuesday, January 14. 1986
at 7:00 p .m. at the Roy J. Bondy Centre at
1671 Riverside Drive East. If you pion to
attend contact the Placement Resource
Unit at 256-317 6.
SUMMER
OPPORTUNm~ Student pointers will be on Campus Tuesday, January '
21 with on information display beside the
cafeteria In the Univers:ty Centre. 10 o.m
to3 p.m lod<ingforochollenglngsurnrnei?
See us today.

- ---Th• Lance. January 16. 1986. page 11 .
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Alumniphonathon
exceedsfallgoal
by Margaret A Liptay

The phonathon is part of the
Alumni Division of the program.
Fund-raisers greatly under- which included other fund-raising
estimated the amount of community methods such as mail appeals, Pac<'support for the Universityof Windsor. setters. and the "other" section
Donations to the 1985 Annual which handled personal canvassing
Giving Programclimbed far above the and unsolicited gifts.
The University Division was a
$150,000 objective, reaching a total
of $223,306., said Susan Lester, new addition to the 1985 pFOgram.
Development Officer for the Office It exceeded its goal of $60.000.
of Alumni Affairs.
reaching a total of over $94,000 in
..It was all strictly volunteercontributions from members of the
faculty, staff, friends-and we'd
university community.
especially like to thank the student
There are three ''giving" clubs,
volunteers for their support,·• said
based on the individual's donation.
Lester.
The$1<XX)clubgained26 member.;
the
Over 350 of the 400 volunteers $500-$999 club, 62 members; and
participated in the Second Annual the $100-$499 club gained 500
Talking Proud Phonathon.,which sur- members as a result of the campaign.
passed its $56,000 target by
Mostof the money was designated
passed its $56,000 target by more to the faculty or the department of
than $28,000.
the donor's choice. Other donations
Workers for the phonathon took were alotted for scholarships and
shifts over a period of 19 nights in unassigned areas to be named later
the Media Centre in the basement
by the Office of Development and
ofErie Hall. Approximately 8,000
Alumni Affairs.
calls were made from a list of
The figures listinghow much each
17,OOOalumni, University faculty department received will be available
and staff.
later this year from that office. D

High-techhelps
studentsto .findjobs
by Roberta Jennings ·
Findingajob lead is tough-the
number one problem for graduating
students, according to an 1983
government survey.
But now a new Toronto company,
Campus Connections, hopes to overcome that problem by linking university job hunters with employers
using computer database technology.
For a fee of$25 .00, graduating
students can have their education,
work experience, personal strengths
and other profile facts entered into
l.P. Sharp's " lnfoservice" database.
Employers using this service :.creen
the resumes of the students, then
contact qualified students directly.
Campus Connections President,
Dale Richards, says the system
"piggybacks existing technology to

get students jobs". The service is
geared to graduates who want to
work in the business sector. Among
the 300 people that have enrolled,
most belongto the Master ofBusiness
Administration,
Bachelor
of
Commerce, Computer Science,
Engineering, and Arts and Science
faculties. Richards is "quite enthusiastic" about the response from
employers.
Since the company has only
been operating for one year, placement rates are unavailable, Richards
said.
A side from a single advertising
poster, the University Student Placement Centre has no information on
this company, said a spokesperson.
Claudio Silvaggi, the Campus
Connections Windsor representative
said that only 2 people in Windsor
have enrolled so far. D

Official Language
MonitorProgam
September1986 - April1987
Perfect your second-l angu age skills, travel (and earn
up to.$3.200!) by helping other students learn French
or English.
As an officia l language monitor, you willbe a fulltime post-seco nd ary student (usually in another
province) an d willwori<between six and eight hours
pe r week under the supervision of a second-language
teacher.
For e ight months· participation in the program, you
will receive up to $3,200 and one return trip between
your home and the host province.
This program is ftnanced by the Secretary of Stale
and administered in Ontario by the Ministry of Education, in cooperation with the Council of Ministers of
Education, Canada .
To receive a brochure and an application form. contact
your provtncial coordinator as soon as possible ·
Roy E. Schatz
Special Projects Branch
Ministry of Education
14th floor. Mowat Block. Queens Park
Toronto, Ontario M7A 1l2
(416) 965-5996
Requests for application forms will be accepted until
February 17. 1986. Completed appl1cahon forms w,11be
accepted until February 28, 1986.

®

On1.:t110

Eouca1,on

The Art Gallery of Windsor grareful~I'
acknowledges the support of Albert E. Gnosi/1
Memorial Fund, Mae Hull Memorial Fund.
Ada M. C. Wrong Memorial Fund, May Court
Club of Windsor. J.C. Teron Co. Ltd., Harvey
& Geraldine Whiteside and the Ontario Am
Council.
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The deadline for entries for Southwest 46 is
Wednesday, February 5th at 5 p.m. Entry
forms will be available at the reception
desk during January. Jurying will take
place on Saturday morning and afternoon.
February 8th beginning at 10 a.m. The
public is invited.
Jurors this year are Don Bonham,
sculptor, Toronto: Sheila Butler, artist.
Winnipeg: and Gary Michael DaulL
freelance curator and art writer, Toronto.

A reception to meet the artists will be held
at the opening of Southwest 46 on March
2nd at 3 p.m.

THE ART GALLERY OF WINDS OR 445 Riversode Drive West, Windsor
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ichoel Eliot Hurst'cameour on campus
eiEM3llyearsago. He was then choirpeison
of the geography department at Simon
Fraser University; he was suspended
from this position by Pauline Jewett,
Who was then academic vice-president.
Although the official reason for the
suspension was that the department
had 'lost confidence' in him, Eliot Hurst
says he felt the real reasonswere his political views(he' s a
Marxist) and his homosexuality.
Hurstwas probably the first openly gay prof at SRJ;"If
therewereotherstheyweren't prominent." he says.At the
time of his coming out he got little support from his
colleagues.
"Out of about 20 colleagues, 2 were supportive,
although since then a couple others hove apologized
to me for not being supportr.,e. Two or three faculty
members hove not spoken to me since then," Hurstsays.
"The students were incredibly supportr.,e."
Hurstfeels attitudes may be changing at SRJ,though
he still feels this so-called 'liberal institution' is not at all
liberal.
"It may be easier now for people to come out. It
doesn't seem quite as strange. Lots of people ore still
offended by it though," he says.

-

en)

in the

even now, Hurst says he takes no real part in the social

life of his deportment.
Hurstfeels being openly gay hos been on advantage
in certain situations, Forexample, he says,women who
hove been sexually harassed by faculty feel more comfortable talking to him about it; and gay men and
lesbians are able to come to him for emotional and
political support .
Being gay is simply one of many things which affect
his teaching, he says."If my gayness affects anything ifs
what I choose to do politicially."
Hurst has been very active politically. He helped form
the gay club on campus, and founded Goy Fothi,rs, a
group that meets every month. He is no longer a member
of Goy Fathers, both because he is no longer actively
portenting (his 17-year-old son lives out of town)' and
because he felt the group was too social and not
political enough. In fact Hursrs main complaint with
many gay organizations is the lack of political action.
He attempted a few years ago to start a B.C. branch
of the Goy Academic Union, on American group that
publishes a journal and has a branch in Toronto. He
received resp::>nses
from all over the province. mostly
from high school teachers in the Interior. Unfortunately,
B.C.geography makes organizing difficult, and the branch
never got off the ground "I would still like to revive_the

idea," Hurst says.
Dennis puffy, a film student who hos token two classes
with Hurst.says that some students hove a problem with
a teacher Cl$.open about his gay l~estyle as HUist is.
"Some men in the class-had trouble with it esi,,eciolly
slncethe was also a very demanding teacher," Duffy says.
"You'd hear remarl<slike, 'that goddom faggot Is really .
laying on the work' and things like t~~. It was quite
common to hear remorl<slike tt,at. though they usually
come from the sort of people y04 d expect that from."
Duffy says that he woso little taken bock himself, but
soon changed his mind.~J:\t,
1come from a social milieu
where I'd never known any homosexuals...but I began to
see how it would be interesting to have on alternative
viewpoint" he says. "Meeting Michael and having him
as on instructor really changed a lot of my stereotypes."
"The arts hove so much to do w~h the representation
of people, so naturally things like sexual preference are
foreground. And I think thors valuable. Whether or not
one thinks Ifs important one hos to realize that it would
affect how a person writes about things, or photographs
things, or dances about things."
Erika (not her real name) is a lesbian TA in an
Interdisciplinary area of study. Although gay and lesbian
topics are not normally toughf in her department she
hos brought the subject up in tutorial discussions.
"Ifs always been very well received," she says. "We
hod a gay speaker come in; it brought things into a
human area, instead of mystifying it."
Erika says her students, particularly the women, are
open to discussion of the topic.

"I've created on environment where ifs easy to talk
about It. As a consequence rve mode friends with
students who come to me later," she said.
She hoscomeouttoveryfewpeopleon
compu~ but
"anyone I've eyer told hos no problem with it." She feels
she cannot tell any faculty because It would almost
certainly hurt her career. "I don't hove a burning desire to
tell them, anyway," she says. "They don't deserve to
know."
Erika SQYS she was pleasantly surprised to hear a
student of hers interviewed on the Lesbian Show on Coop Radio.
Erika and other lesbian or gay TAs are protected
under the Teaching Support Stoff contract with the un,
varsity. The collective agreement includes no discrimination on the grounds of "race, colour, age, sex.marital
status, parental status, familial relationship ...place of
origin, ancestry, political atfiliations or activities. citizer>ship, sexual preference ..."
TSSUspokesperson Michele Valiquette says the clause
was not difficult to negotiate, and hos never been used,
for any reason. "Nobody's ever approached us with a
problem. I'm sure if there hod been a problem we would
hove heard about it" she said.
The union agreement also allows compassionate
leave in the event of the death of a homosexual partner.
Obviously, such a clause cannot protect a TAfrom the
more insidious kind of academic discrimination Erika
fears and Michael Eliot Hurst experienced.
It isthis insidious discrimination that prevents lesbians
and gays at the Unr.,ersityof Windsor from being more

visible, according to George Sheehan. president of the
Lesbian/ Goy Sfuderit Group at the Universityof Windsor.
"There's a lot of politics around the University.All of
(the homosexual professors)are pretty closeted, except
in the Math deportment.
"The department heads are voted in, the full professors
are voted in by other full professors,"he said. "I guess they
feel that (being out of the closet) would influence their
chances for advancement. And I suppose it would."
Thisfeeling was echoed by a lesbian student at the
University.
·
"Untilyou're secure in yourcareer, there'stoo much at
stake. Once you're in the upper echelon. once you're
secure, you con be open. The less you have to risk.the
easier it is to speak out." she said.
She relates the story of a gay student at "teachers
college up North":
"He's still closeted, but there is one homophobic
professor who is trying to get him expelled . Thisyoung
man's not in a relationship, he's not living with another
mon. The professor istrying to get him expelled for'faggy
behaviour."
"The Unr.,ersityof Windsor isa particula~y conservatr.,e
campus," she notes. "At a meeting of the Windsor
Homophile Association two years ago, some girls from
residence were going to go and watch and see who
came out of the meeting, to see who wos goy, who they
should ovoid. Whof s the matter with these people?
Hsven't they ever seen anything?" D
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Warnerpicksthe bestand worst of 1005

of Fire producer David Puttnam: After the
Rehearsal, lngmar Bergman's made-forSwedish-TV-movie, and released as a film in
North America, ( if only our TV could be as
good. ..;) Cocoon, based on the strengths of
the veteran cast:,Jagged Edge, manipulative I
but gripping; My American Cousin, Stop I
Making Sense, Stranger Than Paradise,
Choose Me, Dungerous Moves, Next of Kin;
Back to the Future, and a handful of others.
THE BADNESS LIST
l) A View to a Kill--as a responsible member
of the 007 club and a subscriber to Bondage
magazine, I think I can fairly tell Roger
Moore it's time to hang up his Walther.
2) Rocky IV - should set back international

While Sylvester, Arnold, and Chuck were
busy making thousands of children fatherless
last year by slaughteringlots of rotten commies,
much of the public was staying away from the
box office in droves. Unfortunately, they
apparently didn't stay away from Stallone's
glorious cinematic achievements as he now
has more than enough money to make more
heavyhanded garbagerot no doubt coming
soon to a theatre near you. Somehow it's not
hard to believe Rambo-the
biggest box
officeattraction in Lebanon and South Africa~ctually influenced U.S. foreign policy. President Reagan told reporters after screening
Rambo that it gave him insight towards
dealing with terrorists. That made me sleep a
whole lot easier.
On the whole, however, Hollywood revenue was down $300 million from '84-its
biggest year ever. Basically '85 was another
parade of tepid Hollywood productions most
of which were put to shame by the low-budget
technically-polished independents out of New
York. Decades from now- if the world still
exists-film historians will reflect on '85 as
the year American filmhawks bared their
talons and took the world hostage at gunpoint
Rambo-style; and the historians will fearfully
wonder why the moviegoing public willingly
paid the ransom at the box office.
The following Best and Worstof'85 lists
a~e, of course, a completely subjective,
dis.torted view of the limi~ screenings in the
W:mdsor/Detroit area, supplemented by pilgnmages to Montreal. Ottawa, and Toronto.
Some of the films may have been produced
earlier, but were not released here until '85.

THE BEST ( in no particular order)
l) Blood Simple - the toast of New York
when first released, provoking critic Richard
Corliss to declare it the most assured directorial
debut since Welles' Citizen Kane I dubiously
entered the Maple, only to become transfixed
by the shadowy pastels of chic eighties noir.
Certainly not the best, but one of the most
impressive films in a number of years.
2) Ran - a visual wonder by the 75-year-old
emperor of cinema.
3) The Gods Must Be Crazy-- the frontrunner
of the Botswanan 'New Wave by Jamie Uys,
about a bushman who's just as foreign to
Coke bottles as a white backwoods environmentalist is to women. Its unpolished texture
m~es it s~n_1ehowadmirably chaste, owing
to its surpnsmg box office longevity for over
a year now in major cities like Toronto and
Ottawa.
4) Paris, Texas - a sauntering, sprawling
film by Gennan director Wim Wenders.
Ambles too slowly for today's high-tech
teens, but the idle environment is a natural
extension of the characters invovlved.
5) Birdy - Matthew Modine is an up-andcomer for the eighties, here playing a queer
duck who'd rather be flying. An ornithologist
by hobby, the lad is called to the service of his
country. When shot down over Nam his
sanity takes flight and he becomes a' bird
caged in a veterans asylum.
6) The Co/or Purple -- a real departure for
Spielberg.so much so that you cannot anticipate
every shot before it happens. You'll see it at
the Oscars.

relations at least three centuries. Hopelessly
pretentious and badly acted farce in which all
the Soviet workout scenes were bathed in red
?) After Hours - Mr.Scorsese has a real feel light (geddit?). The Soviet boxer must have
for th~ evils lurking in the dark recesses of been working out in a darkroom. Sylvester
Amencan metropoir. A searingly funny black Stallone is detrimental to the universe
comedy, expounding the hellish exploits of a
bored office worker who just wants some 3) The Emerald Forest- another pretentious
female companionship. He meets a cavalcade flop, that tells us, hey-it's really the jungle
of street freaks through his romping mis- people who are civilized, and the supposedly
civilized people who are savages. When the
adventures.
jungle warriors venture across the river to the
8) The Hit - more comedie noir from city, the first person they see is a drunken
Britain. A mobster (John Hurt) is ;ent to Indian, who runs around the docks randomly
make a hit, but somedays it just seems shooting a revolver. You see, he's been taken
everything goes wrong.
out of his natural environment and corrupted
by the white guys-geddit?
9) Prizzf's Honor- seems this was the year
for quirky offbeat black comedy. This time 4) Lifeforce - hilariously bad A lmost as
about a husband and wife hit team (Jack good as Hospital Massacre.
Nicholson and Kathleen Turner) add the And a bunch of other baddies: Burning of the
strains their somewhat abnonnal occupations Imperial Palace, a Chinese import; Silver
have on their marriage. (By that most animated Bullet; Remo Williams, an action-adventure
of aged directors, John Huston-the man who
for the geriatric set, by a fonne r Bond
gave us the Maltese Falcon in 1941.) Its
director, and almost as dull and boring as A
sudden mood shiftsdidn't make it tremendously View to a Kili· Young Sherlock Holmes;
popular at the box office but it has since Leave All Fair; and a some others.
shown up at on a lot of top ten lists and will
And last, and least, the major disappo intprove strong in the video market
men~films not all they were cracked up to
be: Kiss of the Spider Woman (not a bad film,
10) Witness - dustie director Peter Weir's
Hollywood debut starring Harrison Ford but my expectations were high.); Mad Max
was one of the year's first major releases and IIL sometimes stole shot for shot from The
Road Warrior; The Brealifast Club; The
so may be forgotten by qscar time.
Sure Thing; Commando.
And no list would be complete without the
Well, somuchfor'85. Let'shope'86 isa
honourable mentions: When Father Was
Away on Business, big winner at Cannes· tad brighter. Let's hope we get a few of the
l 984-starringJohn Hurt as Orwell's Winsto~ apparently major cinematic achievements
Smith and Richard Burton in his last terrific from'85, likeMishima, Shoah, and Streetwise.
perfonnance; Agnes of God; the Irish film And let's hope we see nothing from Sylvester
Cai brought to you by Killing Fields, Chariots Stallone.
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On D. Boon (the Dis .for 'dead')
byDave Viecelli
A few days before Christmas
D. Boon, singer and guitarist for the
Minutemen, died in an automobile
accident H is death is the final note
of the music of one of America· s
most critically recognized independent bands and the destruction of
an amazingly prolific and challenging
songwriting team.
D. Boon. Mike Watt. and George
Hurley formed the Minutemen in
San Pedro, California and released
' their first record. a seven-inch EP
entitled Paranoid Time on SST
records in 1981. Since then. they
have produced two more EPs and
four albums including I 984'sDouble
Nickels on the Dime, a forty-five
song double album barrage that
stands head and shoulders above
most anything else released in the
last few years.
The Mi nutemen brand of music

was a pure one, unlike any otherinfectious melodies twisted into new,
sometimes jazz-inspired shapes and
infused with an energy and drive
that can only come from a childlike love of music and a warmhearted power of conviction. They
were often angry, yet hopeful. singing
about political and emotional injustices rooted in human interaction
but they could also be somewhat
rntrospective, with songs that struggled with the problems of finding
one's place in this world.
Ifyw've listenedto theMinutemen.
in some respects, you've known D.
Boon. because what made the band
so special was that it a was a
reflection of him. Mike. and George,
and their friendship. Like Mike and
George, D. Boon was an honest.
down-to-earth. friendly guy. His
death saddens those that knew him
and both he and his music will be
missed.O
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BOUTIQUE FOR PETITES

Uniqu e Gifts

and Clothing
From aro und
the w o rld

Season F inale

20o/o 50o/o Off Storewide

• C.n\ ny,
• Ind ,1n Art
• ,lvwl.'ln,

e M<1.,k.,
• Poncho,

e Porten,
e Tdf>"-"tne,
• \/eqer,1hleD~·e~\\'t>ilteh

433 O ue llette Avenue
254-0323 .

D ai ly until 6 pm
Sunday 12 pm - 5 pm

WINTERFESTSCHEDULE
Jan. 12 · 25

Dancing Nightly to the
Greatest in TOP40'sl
Free Admission, Mon-Thurs
Sat. with Student I.D.
Proper Attire Required
2477 Dougall Ave. (Darwin Plaza)

966-2624

Thursday Jan. 16-18

Passion Storey

Friday Jan . 17

All Residence Bash
Special Appearance
" Mike Mandel"

by

Saturday Jan. 18

Passion Storey featuring
" Mike Mandel"

Monday Jan. 20-21

Crucial Groove

Wednesday Jan. 22

Common Hour 12 noon. University Centre
"5 O'Clock Newscasf'
" SHE-BOP'
' Dance Party

Thursday Jan. 23

SHE-BOP

Friday Jan. 24

Live Concert with
" Rational Youth"
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Pursuing the self'sbeingagainst time
Robert Penn Warren
"New and Selected Poems, 1923-1985"
Random House, 322 pp. $ 14 .50 paper, $29 cloth

especially when a poetic consciousness searches about,
hoping to glean significance from the starry mire of these
yearnings. Helen Vendler is acute in diagnosing the matter.
She calls Warren a" 'Masculine' " poet who

by Lorenzo Buj

writes in large elemental terms, with a
cosmic sense of the degree to which nature
and man are pitted against each other and
yet constrained to a symbiosis; he reaches
for thegreatestof words,the most transcendent
of symbols, the most ambitious claims of
moral vision (even when that vision is
despairing or occluded)... (New York Review
of Books, Nov. 7 1985, p. 56)

[R]

obert Penn Warren will be tuming 81 in
April of this year and this book of poems,
New and Selected. is merely the 39th volume
to appear from a life dedicated to belles
lettres.
Warren has written drama, short stories,
novels-most notably. All the King's Men-critical essays,
and of course, poetry. Beginning with his renewed tum to
verse in Promises, a 1956 collection, Warren has gathered an
unflaggingmomentum. He ended the sixties with a magnificent
booklength poem. Andubon: A Vision, and has since issued a
number of other volumes which bespeak an increasing
compulsion to produce the most forceful American poetry
past mid-century. It is a poetry that I assume will negotiate its
place in the canon among his most notable contemporariesW. S. Merwin, J ames Wright, Adrienne Rich, A.R Ammons.
Warren was at Vanderbilt University in 1922 when Dial
magazine published Eliot's Wasteland and though it jolted
the older academic guard into a scrupulous but necessarily
suspicious critical stance, Warren felt emotionally in tune
with the modernist surge. He has recalled, in interviews, that
it was a time when freshmen would line up for copies of The
Ne11'Republic or The Nation featuring new work by Yeats or
Crane.
Indeed, Warren's literary backgroundreads likesomethingof
a romance rustique. He spent boyhood summers with
grandfather Gabriel Thomas Penn on a tobacco farm in
Cerulean Springs (now Cerulean), Kentucky, where the old
man, a Confederate veteran, a lover of Byron and Scott
among myriad others, "read poetry and quoted it by the
yard.·· The old man would scratch maps and diagrams in the
dust the young Warren would read books of Egyptian history
against the old man's encroaching blindness. It was a
blindness whose avatar would partially affiict Warren when.
at the age of 15. he lost an eye as his brother accidentally
struck him with a rock.
On occasion, Gabriel Thomas Penn returns via the
poetry: he is re-interred as a moral touchstone which the poet
searches his memory for in grand queries on" life's obligations"
("Re-interment: Recollection of a Grandfather"). Warren.

Through a straw. There is nothing like
Beauty. It stops your heart. It
Thickens your blood. It stops your breath. It

The latter part ofVendJer's sentence is especially perceptive.
For better of for worse, Warren's most felt existential
spiritual moments share a visionary grandeur conceived with
the same piercing luminosity of American 19th century
landscape painting. "Wind and Gibbon" ends its night of hot
historical musings with a quiet sleep at dawn when,
From the new sun, back of your house, and
thus
Invisible to you, a single
Beam, sky-arrowing, strikes
The mountain to dazzlement.

11£G1STRA
TIOHISgc>ingon rON for .Jaroot\
programs at the Windsor Family YMCA
We offer aerobic fitness classes. weight
training instruction. SW1minstruction for
children and adults. recreational volleyball and basketball. and a host of other
activities Classes begin the week of Jonuory 13th StorttheNewYeoroffright,get
fit and hove fun at the YMCA! For more
1nformoti0n. v1s1tthe Y at 511 Peliss,eror
coll 258-YMCA

LESBIANAND GAYstudents on campus
will oe meeting Friday. January 17. at 8·00
Pm at Iona College, 208 Sunset Ave NI
1esbion and gay students ore weleome

Makes you feel dirty. You need a hot bath.
I leaned against a telephone pole, and watched.
I thought I would die if she saw me.
How could I exist in the same world with that
brightness?
Two years later she smiled at me. She
Named my name. I thought I would wake up
dead.
("True Love")

It absorbs the clotted lust of illicit eros: Hands
Do, damply, clasp-though no bed yet. Each
scares
Into the other's eyes, desire like despair, and
doom
Grows slow, and fat, and dark, like a
burgundy begonia.
("Vision")

It strains, in dense, despairing, but precise episodic weavings,
at finding" A Way to Love God''. or re-envisioning a dying
father's hand unconsciously raised" in a spasmodic gesture"
as the son stands by after anxious nightflight

"Red-Tail Hawk and Pyre of Youth" begins like this:
Breath clamber-short, face sun-peeled, stones
Loose like untruth underfoot. I
Had just made the ridge crest and there,
Opening like joy, tne unapprehensible purity
Of afternoon flooded, in silver,
The sky. It was
The hour of stainless silver just before
The gold begins.
Snake-skin shed, hawk high at his mortal limit. sun and
mountain, these are the loaded, comprehensive images in
Warren's oeuvre. They are his Nay of attempting to make
sense of Time and Truth, and the yearning bottomless self.
Warren eases, leaps, falls back into memory. Memory, the
infinity of Time fragmented into shady parts, can be a
rhetorical mode of longing, eros, or despair. Mind's eye
relives the hawk's" ride updraft in the sunset over Wyoming"

cla$ifieds
WINDSOR PARTICIPATES IN FORUM
AFRICA The City of Windsor and Essex
County along with ten local organizations
ore participating in a regonol consultation
called Forum.Mica TheForumISscheduled
to take place on Jon 16. 7:00 p.m and
Jon 18. 9:30 pm. at the WindSO<City
Council Chambers Forum .Mica is a
community-based series of meetings on
African recovery and development that
ore being organized across Canada It 1s
part of the on-going process of moving
from on emolionol ,esi:ionce to theAfricon
cnSJstowards o greater understanding of
causes and long term solutions FonJm
.Mico will culminate 1na Notional meeting
in Ottawa ,n February. For further 1nfor
motion please contact the Third Wor1d
Resource Centre

In silence the heart raves. It utters words
Meaningless, that never had
A meaning. I was ten, skinny, red-headed,
Freckled. In a big black Buick,
Driven by a big grown boy, with a necktie,
she sat
In front of the drugstore, sipping something

who went on to work with Cleanth Brooks and Allen Tate,

and who was also close to the immense and often inscrutable
John Crowe Ransom has, in passing across America's
literary century like a keen wind. returned now to his deepest,
dimmest and no doubt darkest sources. The '77-'80 volume
Being Here ( represented here by ten poems) is dedicated to
his grandfather. and bears various epigraphs on the question
of Time. Augustine appears, as he does here in the "New"
section, while elsewhere, in other works. openers are taken
from the Bible.
Suffice it to say that Warren is pre-occupied. plucky.
emotional, deeply reflective. when it comes to writing. reinterrogating his difficult relationship to world, God, personal
history, the price of experience, the anxiety of vision. Dante
almost caught him once, but Warren, for all his religious
temperament, is unable to elude a world in whose '' tangled
hieroglyphic beauty'' .or Yeatsian "rag and bone shop of the
heart" begins his great yearnings.
T here is a pained sense of exuberance in this stance.

("Mortal Limit''). It makes for a mock-dramatic stacatto
recreation of first boyhood 'love':
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What was it I,
Standing there, travel-shaken, saw
Rising? What could it be_that I,
Caught sudden in gut- or conscienc~gnaw,
Saw rising out os the past. which I
Sa11 now as twisted bedclothes? Like latt\
The hand rose cold from History
To claw at a star in the black sky.
(" Mortrnain ")
In such poetry recollection seems instant and metaphysically immediate; it illumines negatively (Memory is a form
of interminable self-interrogation) the solitudinous anxiety of
the not-knowing, pathetically 'innocent' self. One might, like
Hopkins' Margaret or the little girl in Warren's ''Old Dog
Dead" "Lie in her bed and weep/For what life is" were it not
for the fact that Warren is no longer young, is no stranger to
dark musings. He knows tJ. world's fall is its soiled and
splintered glory, its" neces•
-eauty'', and that truth glints
even unbecomingly in "T
'abeled someth ing and the
trash of Time". Aiming to _
oon it, then one must
Seize the nettle of innocence in
continu ed on pag e 18

OIL GARD ant -i-rust
in a class of
its own
Tested :
Applied in rain or sh ine, O IL GARD,
laboratory developed & road tested
Prov ides effec tive rust protection on
any vehicle of any age and cond itio n.
Proven :
Over 100,000 Rust -Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims during our 9
years ,n business.
Warrantied :
The industry leader with up to 8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles.
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Equus• • •
by Desmond McGrath

eter Shaffer's Equus has been a muchtalked about play from the time of its 1973
debut, and in the years since has been a
po~ular choice of theatre groups all over. This
chickeo-and-egg phenomenon ( were it out of
sight it would be out of mind) was last manifested in this area
some four years ago in a University Players production and is
brought to mind anew by the current production at Wayne
State's Hilberry Theatre. Despite some fine individual
performances, the show is rather less effective than one
would wish.
It has been said that with Shaffer, the idea is always more
important than the play itself, the idea in this case being that a
boy would blind six horses with a metal spike. Shaffer's
object in writing Equus was, in his own words, "to create a
mental world in which the deed could be made comprehensible".
To do that, he took to eccentric devices, such as replacing
scene breaks with a continuous flow of action, the effect being
not unlike quick cutting in a filIIrand featur ing a horse as a
main character and portrayed in very Brechtian fashion
Our best view of that mental world, though, is what we see
of the mind of the maizi character, Alan Strang, as exposed
under the questioning of psychiatrist Martin Dysart. We are
served information piecemeal fashion, as Dysart gets Alan to
reveal more and more of his past, revealing how religion,
suffering, horses, and sex became entwined in his young
mind.
If Alan is the idea, then Dysart is the interpreter of it.
lamenting through his commentaries on the case contemporary
humanity's shrinking sense of wonder and capacity for
passion.
The role of Alan Strang is taken by David Fritts. who in
past Hilberry shows ha~ excelled playing such diverse figures
as a military officer and a newspaper editor (in Our Town).
As Alan he is a convinfing adolescent, full of personal
hostilities, paranoias, passions, and mystery tied to a quick
and active mind. It's a very full role, ranging from whispered
conversations to unabashed shouting and extravagant play

Jeff D olan as Dys art, D avid Fritts as A lan in Equus. runnin g in repertory through March 8t h.

acting. Fritts manages to create a personality capable of all
these things, and seems never to falter at the extremities.
However, the role of Martin Dysart was less fortunate in
Hilbery's casting scheme. Jeff Doalan, who ha~ proved
himself a fine performer more than once during his time with
the company, is miscast as the self-doubting, burnt-out
psychiatrist Dolan's seemingly unshakeable air of urbanity
has served him well elsewhere, but is hardly apropos to the
chainsmoking obsessiveness of a man brought to the end of
his rope before play's end.
The remainder of the cast consists of supporting roles, of
which the largest is of Hester Salomon. Dysart's confidante.
If Hester seems something of a nonentity, it is more the fault
of the text than of Hilberry's Dinah Lynch. who plays the
part.
Particularly noteworthy is Lynne Kadish, as Jill, the girl
who gently and subtly tries to bring Alan to an awareness of
his sexuality. A blend of worldly and sensitive, Kadish is the
most natural thing on the stage.
Larry Greer, in the dual role of Horseman and the horse
Nugget. (Alan's favourite) is primarily responsible for conveying the equine dignity, grace, .and compelling sexuality

fundamental to the play's success. He has to rely almost
entirely on stage presence and movement to achieve the
effect and it is well that Greer is up to the challenge, for the
entire world of the play would fall apart if he weren't.
Along the same lines, the horses' masks, designed for
HilbeJry by Antony C. Dobrowolski, arc our prime visual
link to the psychological world of Alan Strang. They are wire
and leather icons partaking of the numinous sensibility of
tribal masks: the complaint here is that the eyes. so prominent
in Alan's psyche. are not the dominating feature they should
be.
A pristine sense of religion sought by Dysart and reinvented by Alan informs Tom Macie's quietly imposing set
design. whose Classical austerity creates an appropriately
pre-Christian aura.
It serves to further Shaffer's theme: "Without worship.
we shrink." Shaffer's plot devices may be sometimes facile,
and his presentation heavy-handed. but these naws are
surrounded with enough material of interest and good
performances to make Hilberry's Equus worth seeing. The
intensity of Fritts' performance in p·;··ticular makes it difficult
to leave the play behind when you leave the theatre. D

RetumQ(the
Club SODA Play Fest
.
niversity Players is not the
only showcase for the School
.
of Dramatic Art's multi-talented student body. Once
again, Club SODAwillmount
a week-long One Act Play
Festival from January 27 to February 1.
1986.
season could not possibly offer enough parts
for all the talent in the school, and taking the
view that more people should have more
opportunities to perform,Club SODA President
Adam Furfaro and the Play Festival Committee
arranged the first annual Play Festival. Nine
one act plays were presented, and over fifty
students parti~ipated in the actual production

UJ

of the shows. Attendance was well over 200
for the week.
The most exciting element is the fact that
the Festival is organized, acted and directed
by students. Part of Club SOOA'smandate
is to produce original works. Last year, two
original productions debuted. and this year
One Step Forward, by Sean Cullen will
make its debut. All plays will take place in
the Drama Building, and admission is free to
all. The schedule for the week is attached.
For interviews or more information please
contact Adam Furfaro, Club SODA President
or Kerri MacDonald, Publicity Director at
253-4232 ext 2818.
See you at the festival!!

Club SODA Play Festival Schedule
Monday January 27

7:00 pm A Play
7:30 pm Little Brother, Little Sister
8:30 pm A Coup/a White Chicks Siuin'
Around Ta/kin'
Tuesday January 28
7:00 pm The Odd Couple
8:30 pm No Exit
Wednesday January 29
7:00 pm Beyond Belief
8:00 pm Lemonade
9:00 pm Duck Variations

Thursday January 30
7:00 pm Forfeits
8:00 pm One Step Forward
Friday January 31
7:00 pm Welcume to Andromeda
8:00 pm Cornered
8:30 pm The Zoo Ston·
Saturday February I •
7:00 pm Beyond Therapy
8:30 pm The Music Cure
9:00 pm Despair

cla&5ifieds
PARrTIME
ASStSTANT
Individual required
to train as commercial photogrophe(s
assistant and darkroom technician. Some
WOikexperience and/ or training in photography and B&W darkroom procedures
required. Send resume and schedule of
hoursovollobte to: Photogrophe(s Assistont. 1087 Janette Ave .. Windsor. Ontario.
N9A5M

ROOM
FORRENT
in o furnished apartment.
5 minute walk from campus

Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY

Female

only Coll 253-6933.

All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

CARBAmRIES-two good used car batteries$20 each . Just what you car needs
on cold mornings. Coll 256-8054.

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY

LIFE
GUARDMEETING.
For the faculty of
ht.mon kinetics pool Wednesday, Jonuo,y
22, 1986 7:00 pm .• Room 201, Foculfy of
Human Kinetics Building. New guards ore
welcome . New guards plese bring your
SWlrnmtngQualifications

Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99

Exfra!E
xtra!Extral Read all about JI!
Cooch blows Smollnskl away In psych
115 test no.3!
TheSmole serloustycontemplatlng suicide.

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)

ForSale Westinghouse house-sizedfridge.
large freezer $100. Coll 256-8054 or 256-

Hours:
MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

3881
Student Dlrect ory avoiloble; SAC Office,
2nd AoorUniversityCentre. 25 cents each

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad Har $3.25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Fish & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55
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Songs

Mandel
by John May

"Jesus Is The Answer"
(Charly U.K.)

by Michael Panontin

Mike Mandel made me write
this article.
I was at the pub last year.
having a wet, minding my own
business when. before I knew it, I
was up there on the stage under the
glare of those hot lights. doing
t:verything that the man with curly
hair. piercing eyes. and no nose
( according to those posters scattered
about campus) said.
Then the man muttered to me:
.. When I snap my fingers. you're
going to write a glowing preview
about my magnificent mentalist
meanderings ...
"That's lousy allieteration,Mike,"
I thought But it was no use. He
snapped his fingers not five minutes
ago. and now here I am, typing like
a madman.
But what is there to say? If
you·ve seen hius show before, you
know it's utterly hilarious. There's
nothingquite like seeingyour buddies
up there on stage, shouting, ·Tm
NATURE BOY". or "Beam me
UP. Scotty for f-k's sakes!"

If you're not quite sure what I'm
talking about, here's the scoop:
Mike Mandel is a hypnotist (he

---prefers the term .. mentalist" due to
the questionable legality of hypnosis
for fun and profit in Ontario). He
tours the province's pubs and high
schools. not unlike your average
comic or heavy metal band. But his
show is, uh...different He'll summon
ten or twenty voluneeters from the
audience, put most of them under
a· spell'. and make them victims of
his.
The comedy, of course, is in
those inventions. Sure, sure ... he'll
do the standard "you're a dog"
("Hey. lookit her. He's licking his
thighs!") and the old .. It's getting
hotter" ("Hey, lookit her! She's
taking off her ... ) and "It's getting
colder (Dang! Make it get hotter
again.") But Mandel also comes up
with some rather different ideas,

like making them drool like a yak or
gargle Bibles.
But all hypnotism and mental
hijinks aside, the man is genuinely
entertaining in his own right-enough
so that he could probably make a
good living as a standup comic. So
the man's own monologue combined
with the sight of a bunch of writhing,
biting, barking, pinching, stripping,
panting, and unquestioning buffoons
up there with him is... well... ya gotta
be there.
So I suggest you do that, ...
Friday or Saturday night, in the
Subway. Four bucks.
Is that okay, Mike?Can I stop
now?
*snap*snap*
Thank s.O

Lest we vulnerable record buyers
be so tempted by the wretched excretions of today's diluted soul like the Staple Singers' blanchedup Talking Head covers or Rod
Stewart's hatchet of the Impressions'
serenely classic" People Get Ready"
- I'd say a sanctifying dose of
gospel music will serve as just precaution.
After all, abecause it was born
out of nineteenth century slavery,
gospel's emancipating forces have
caressed the souls (okay. at least
the eardrums) of non-believers as
well as believers. Hell, that's no
surprise - secular soul has always
bonded we heathenous mortals like
a spiritual super-glue.
This compilation, " Jesus Is The ,
1
Answer", which chronicles the Vee
Jay gospel catalogue of 1956-64,
showcases the "quartet" style of
gospel singing, a style that weaves
the hysteric bewailing of a lead
vocalist around the angelic support
of back-up harmonizing. By actually
meshing the ensemble proclamations
of gospel choirs with the R & B.
and doo-wop trends fashionable at
that time. these groups, in retrospect.
were precursory pioneers, paving

the way for such modem cross-over
artists likethe Edwin HawkinsSingers
and the Mighty Clouds of Joy.
Particularly powerful performances are delivered by the Swan
Silvertones, whose lustered vocals
on "How I Got Over" capture the
entrancing effects of clear unisonous
harmonizing, and the Five Blind
Boys From Alabama (yes, before
you ask), whose ultra-baritone
vocals lend a hint of machismo to
the otherwise repressed act of deific
love. And the Argo Singers' soapy
organ is reminiscent of either an
an church service or a Red Wing
hockey game (both important rituals
around these parts).
Even the recently resurrected
Staple Singers are exposed as they
were thirty years ago. The brilliantly
minimalist" Uncloudy Day" ( circa
1956), with Mavis Staples' chilling
and virile croons augmenting her
father's ominously distorted guitar,
is sure to titiilate the fascination of
any pop archeologist worth his/her
wax. Eons ahead of its time.
The message here, whether your
colour is black. white or purple, is
more unification than edification,
so can I get a witness here or what?

Warren's compulsiontowardspoetry
continued from page 17

both ofyour hands, for this is the only way,
and every·
Ulcer in loi·e's lazaret may, like a dawnstung gem, sing-or even burst
into whoops of perhaps. holiness.
(''There's a Grandfather's Clock in the Hall")
Another poem explores tlie nihilistic undertow of our age
with a sort of brutal detachment. "New Dawn .. deals with the
Hiroshima horror from the point of view of Enola Gay's
preparation and fateful flight The language is clean. pruned;
short lines. clipped military jargon generating in a 15 part
narrative the tragic ( non)suspense of a nascent atomic age
myth. Warren describes the sterile sexual aspect of the
mission.

What clouds remain part now, magically,
And there visible,sprawlingsupine, unfended,
the city.
The city opens itself. opening
As in breathless expectancy.
f ne sinister ( in)compatibility of man and bomb is evoked
in inexorable rhythms. E vii is a mundane timelessness; there
is darkness at the heart of military camaraderie. Poetic asides
intensify the terible sublimity of natural dawn/atomic dawn.

Finally. the degeneration of language as the bomb hits; the
linguistic recourse to banalities of taste imagery, visual
sensation·· Of that brilliance beyond brilliance, Tibbets/Was
later to report •A taste like lead'." The seamless phenomenon
of atomic orgasm and death, the plane's helpless afterheaves. "tossed/Like a dry leaf."
.. New Dawn" is a good poem, but nowhere near as great
as the handful of other accomplished works in this collection.
some of which I'll pause to mention here for your own
perusal: The early and much anthologized "Original Sin: A
Short Story"; "To a Little Girl, One Year Old, in a Ruined
Fortress"; .. The Leaf'; ''Immortality over the Dakotas".
All of these are ambitious works turning on those images
and metaphors I have already mentioned as crucial to
Warren's project By the same token. Warren can be
criticized for overuse and recurring repetitions of images,
symbols which, no matter their complex, resilient formulations,
will test a reader who takes in too many at one sitting or isn't
in the mood to make phenomenological connections ( a la ·
Poulet) with the poet's deepest, most personal habitations.
His loose, expansive sequences with their broken prosey
(Warren decided to leave off short stories for poetry,
intending to say what he wanted in a more condensed.
crystallized episodic or reflective lyric) rhythms and jarring. '

Attention!!

sometimes urgently colloquial irruptions. impart such an
authoritatively youthful vigour in the midst of age that the
reader grapples with the sharp juxtaposed attempts to justify
or see with more harrowing, if not uplifting clarity. self.
world...
•Masculine' as he be. the reward hinges on our willingness
to follow Warren's doggedness among the phantasms of a
hard cranial search. He writes poems while exercising so that
they almost take complete shape in his head before being
committed to paper. Nevertheless. I find his long sequences
more legible than Merill's of Zukofsky's. His allusive
expansions don't tend toward obscure convolutions. Warren
is, at this time, a fine long-lined complement to the best
Merwin ( 1963-76); he is sharper. less morbidly sentimental
than James Wright and he's not as heavy-handed as weak
James Dickey nor as much a barrel-biter as Richard Hugo.
When you hear Warren's voice for the first time as I did
on a grainy and somewhat antiquated console stereo, you're
surprised by its crackling energy. His Kentucky accent
scrapes its phonetic knuckles. Then drifts into a songy,
whistling fluidity. One hears in it the sharp skeptical pathos of
a poet pursuing the selfs being against time, searching with
agile mind to convey the incorrigible passion of human doings
'before the raw face of God'. D

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

RE: DRUG PLAN CARDS
Drug Plan Cards Are Available
up in the SAC Office for
ALL Full-Time Undergraduate Students.
They should be picked up
within the next 2 weeks.

Monday

Chicken t-oodle Soup
Chicken Fingers
Brocolh Quiche

Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Tuesday

Cream of Tomafo<' Soup
Corned Beef & Swiss
Br31sed S1A1ssSteak

l.asagn;,
Breaded Grtlled Perch

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Ka,ser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

S1Aee1& Sour Chicken
C'h1m1changa·s

Thursday

Cream of Celery
Submarine Hot Wrap
Grilled Beef Liver

Roas1 Turkey
London Broil

Friday

Boston Clam Cho,..der
Fresh Quaner Pounder
Turkey Fried R,ce

Fish & Ch,ps
Roasl Pork

Wednesday

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Saturday

Students'
Administrative
~
.Council
l! !!)

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Sunday

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Soup o! the Day
Grilled Cheese
Chil1

Spagheftl
Top Sirloin S1eak

Soup of the Day
Chicken Fried Steak

Roast Beef
Veal Scallop,m

The Deli 1s open 11:30 · 6.15 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11.30 Sunday· Friday

,-..

~.~

BombRMC,

'

tie Queens

Lancers
bring
homethreepoints
on the clock when Dave Campbell scored his
second goal of the game for Queen's to knot
the game at 4.

-

Campbell also had two assists to figure in
all of Queen's scoring. Chuck Dungey and
Ken M inello took care of the goals for the
Lancers with two apiece.
Windsor now stands at 7-2-3 for the
season, good for fifth spot in the Ontario'
University Athletic Association standings.
They trial league-leading Yor k by four points
and are only two back of W aterloo, Lau rier
and Western.
The Lancers open a two-game weekend
home-stand this Friday with an important
match against Western. They follow that up
on Saturday by playing Guelph, both games
Startin~ at 7:30 p.m. at Adie Knox Arena.

by Mike Lyster
Th e Un iversity of W indsor Lance r hockey
team outscored the opposition 16-7 during
their two game road trip last weekend. but
still came home a point short of perfect.
Still. three out of four ain't bad. The
Lance rs blitzed Royal M ilitary College 12-3
on Saturday and settled for a 4-4 tie with
Queen's on Sunday.
The RMC game was all Windsor from
the drop of the puck . The Lancers were up 20 by the end of the first period, and stretched
their lead to 7-1 by the end of the second.
Jean Landry had an outstanding game for
W indsor, netting four goals to pace the ir
attack. T he number-one line of Ken Minello.

NOTE: The Lancer hockey team requires
a student manager for the balance of the
1985-6 season. For more information, call
Mike Sadler(GM) ext 2132 or Coach Rick
Cranker 256-2811 after 4 p. m. D
OU AA HOCK EY

w
10

York
Laurier
Western
Waterloo
Windsor
Guelph
Laurentian
Toronto
Brock
Ryerson
Queen's

9
9
9
7
6
6
6
3
3
3

RMC

3

McMaster

2

L

T

F

A

75 45
3
77 49
1
1 I 74 37
4 I 76 59
2 3 74 50
4 2 62 49
8 0 69 88
3 0 51 25
8 l 60 85
8 l 5'i 98
10 2 56 81
12 0 60 120
48 85
11

Chuck Brimmer and Rick P ickersgill was
reunited for the first time since Pickersgill's
injury last D ecember, and they responded by
comb ining for 11 points. Brimmer had 2
goals and 2 ass ists, M inella scored l goal and
4 assists. and P ickersg ill chipped in 2 assists.
Flavio Severin contributed 2 goals, with
Rob Serviss. John Hoy and Paul Dawson
netting singles.
The Queen's game was a very different
story. however. Both goaltenrlers were sharp,
keeping the goals to a minimum. Steve
Sapardonis kicked out 26 shots for the
Lancers.
W indsor carried a 3-2 lead into the third
period and were up 4-3 with just 35 ticks left

JOHNSONS- WINDSOR'SSPORTSFASHIONSTORE

g,ankJ. [lox, 0.1)

sensational
sweaters!

OPTOMETRl8T

604 Californ ia Avenu e
Windsor , On t. N9B 2Z 2
(Ac ross fro m Harvey's)

By Appo intment

Phone 258-0942

FOR
There's nothing like a warm sweater
for cnsp winter days and cozy silent
nights We've got fabulous crew neck
raggwool classics for him, and single
fleck Shetlands for her .Plus a wide ·
variety of styles perfect for the
slopes and the chalet. most of 100%
worsted or 100% shetland wools All
feature tightly knit two·ply collars,
and rib knit cuffs and' wa1stbands
Priced from S59.95. these top quality
classicsare sure to be a hit

I

CASUAL PANTS
by Generra , Cream , Calvin Klein, Union Bay etc.

SWEATERS
by Britches, Gant , Union Bay etc.

SHIRTS
byYSL,Bugatchi, Colours by Alexander Julian etc.

5909 Wyandotte E. (2 blocks from Jeffersonl 945-3434
Mon-Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9-5. Visa, Mastercard & American Express.

I6l1flSDn
s11.onsa

FALL& WINTER JACKETS
Leathers & Tweed Melton Bombers
All Remaining Fall & Winter Stock of Suits,
Sport Coats, Dress Pants and DressShirts-200/oOFF

p

21
19
19
19
17
14
12
12
7
7
8
6
5

Volleyballers
powerway to victory

,
r:rJ

said head coach Marg Prpich, happy with the
important win but somewhat disappointed
with the team's play. "Our defense was
really awful. I find it frustrating because they
weren't executing what they're capable of
executing."
The Warriors did not live up to the expe<r
tations of a first place team in the four-game
match won b)' Windsor 16-14, 9- I 5, 15-7,
15-8.
Both teams summoned effective defences
in the last stretch to keep the play alternating
and the fans on the edge of their seats until the
Lancerettes were finally able to reach into
the bag and pull out a 16- 14 win.

by Tracey Richard son

he Lancerette volley ballers,
playing "awful defense" according to their coach, managed to draw on their strengths
just when it was needed most
to take a match fromthe Waterloo Warriors, who are tied for first spot along
with McMaster.
The weekend win was a must for the
Lancerettes as they proved to their opponents
that they are still a top contender for OWIAA
Western Division gold while proving to
themselves that their toughest lejigUeopponents
are not unbeatable. The Lancerettes lost
their only meeting with McMaster so far this
season and have now evened their record at
1-1 with Waterloo.
'Tm expecting us to get better and better,"

L__- --

------

--

The Lancerettes tightened up defensiveiy
in the third and fourth games and generated a
toughe r offensive drive ignited by the steady
setting of Kathy Adkin and the spikes of
Chris Norek to win 15-7 and 15-8 respectively.

-- - - - --

--

GRAD PHOTOS

- - ----

The victory over Waterloo bolstered
-Windsor to a 4-2 record, keeping them
securely in third place in the Western Division
·of the OWIAA. The win was also needed as
a.booster shot in confidence for the team as
they open the second half of the regular
season.
The Lancerettes, plagued by injuries just
prior to breaking for the holidays have not
been able to change their luck in this area,
losing their star player Tracey McCall to a
serious knee injury. McCall will be out of
action for at least two weeks and may face the
prospect of surjery .
Coach Prpich is looking to rookies Chris
Norek and Cheryl Smith to take over McCall's
role as a strong blocker and a powerful hittera role they seem to be growing comfortably
into if the game against Waterloo is any
indication.

-~-

-----

- -

Prpich is also lookingto the cahn consistency
of veteran setter Kathy Adkin as the glue to
hold the team together in these important
final weeks of action, but the team will
undoubtedly miss the emotional leadership
provided by McCall or, the court
Veteran Pat Pepper, herself a prominent
figure on the team, feels that they will be able
to make the emotional and physical adjustment
"Chris (Norek) is doing a real good job with
communicating and since we're a small team
(8 players) we're all pretty close."
Due to the injuries and the lack of
substitutes, the Lancerettes have added a
new name to the roster, Lisa Hornick. "She's
a nice addition," said Prpich. "Once she gets
some confidence and experience she'll be a
great asset"
The Lancerettes will take on the fourthplace Western Mustangs at home Friday,
January 17 at 6:00 om.

e

JohnGAfac~y cphotography
3877 Dougall Avenu e
Countryside Squar e
Windso r. Ontario

969-6900

· Social Work
Stude nts Association
Speaker Series
PRESENTS

The Social Implications of
POLITICS
Mr. Dave Coo ke, M PP, and
Ms. Don na Gamble, Alderman

January 22 nd , 1986
7-10 pm
Oak Room
Vanier Hall
Don't settle for the same old burger-and-fries-in-abig-fancy-box. Not when you could have one of
three Grande Meal Deals from Taco.Bell. They're a
lot more exciting than your basic burger deal. You
get your choice of a delicious Burrito Supreme®,
crunchy Taco BellGrande® or crispy Taco Delight.
Plus a regular taco, medium soft dr ink and
Ci nn amon Crispas ™ for dessert.
All for just $3.59 each.
So come in to a Taco Bell® restaurant through
February 4th . We'll make th ose bu rger deals look like
no big deal at all.
M EM BER

Pearl Voinaroski

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

WINDSOR
5150 Tecumseh Rd. East
3054 Dougall Ave.

,Universitysportson the tube
marketing is, not only regionally,
but for their national exposure,"
says John McVagh.
Canadian University Press
When SL Mary's University in
Halifax was featured on a recent
here college fo- TSJ\ football telecast, athletics
otball, basketball, officials held a Banner Day to attract
hockey and other high school students and promoted
sports regularly the event on a local radio station.
pack' em in in the
__
__,United States.
and millions more tune in on Television. Canadian collegiate events
tend to attract about as much interest
as a Grade five field day. While
college classrooms are overcrowded,
rinks. gyms and stadiums remain
mostly empty. Perhaps that's fitting,
since the Canadian emphasis on
academics is often cited as a reason
why collegiate sports here don't
create tht kind of excitement they
do in the States, where huge amounts
of money are spent on athletics
programmes.
_
Athletic officials in Canada are
beginning to change their approach.
Canadian universities can now offer
sports scholarships, the schools are
beginning to hire publicists trained
in sports marketing, and college
g:..mes are rece1vmgmore extensive
coverage than they have ever had
before on Canada's new, all-sports
pay-TV channel, The Sports NetThe result was more people in the
work. ( TSN).
"The problem you have is that stands, banners that livened the
the universities don't know how to telecast and a half-time show that
promote on campus," says TSN featured a parade of the banners
sportscaster Peter Watts, a graduate around the stadium.
of Queen's University. Watts if
At the same time. attendance at
TSN's big man on campus sports,
Canadian college events has been
broadcasting football. basketball inreasing steadily. CIAU marketing
and hockey. and hosting the weekly director John McConachie predicts
half-hour anthology, Canadian Col- attendance at football games this
lej!c Maga1ine.
season will reach a record 500.000According to the C:TAU' s tele- l'ln increase of l 00.000 over 1982
vision coordinator, some of the and double the total for 1977. The
institutions are doingjust thal "The Vanier Cup national football champuniversities are starting to understand ionship has become a mini-extrahow to market and how important vaganza and about 700,000 CanaJ..

by Ken Magor
Ontario Bureau Chief

w

ians now tune in to watch the
annual event on CTV. The CIAU
hockey and basketball finals attract
televisionaudiences of about 400,000
and 300,000 respectively. "There's
been a significant increase in awareness ( of college sports) in the last
five years," says McConachie.
But football-traditionally
the

Like many connected with university athletics, Chapman thinks
college games, if promoted properly,
are exciting enough to attract a lot
of fans. "What university sports
needs now is exposure,'' he says.
And although Chapman worries that TSN's coverage of two U
of T games this fall cut into gate

premier college sport-will have to
make up some yardage before it
attracts the kind of interest it enjoyed
in its heyday of the J950's and,
according to a university official,

receipts, he welcomes the publicity.
He, likeothers. is learningthe equation
professional sports organizations
memorized a long time ago-that
media cover-ageequals biggercrowds.
TSN's collegebroadcastsareevery
bit as slick and filled with special
effectsas those devoted to professional
sports. However, people at the network don't pretend the Canadian
college broadcasts have nea~ly the
same following. While they're reluctant to say how many of their
700,000 sul>-scriberstune into college
sports, Peter Watts concedes, "I
don't think it's widespread ...l think
there are pockets of enthusiasm

even a decade ago. "If you went
back JO or 12 years," says University of Toronto athletics director
Gib Chapman, "you'd get fullcrowds
at Varsity Stadium and you'd have
a picture on the front of The Globe."
The stadium. home to-the U of T
Varsity Blues, can seat 21 ,OOO"·
the university's 55 ,OOOstudents. but
the football games are averaging a
paltry 3,000 fans this year.

across the country." It's a safe bet
that the Canadian college offering.,
which include 3 J basketbal~ six
gootball, eight hockey and five volleyball games, attract considerably
less viewers than the US college
broadcasts on TSN.
When the partnership between
TSN and the CIA U began Sept 7,
I 984 with a football game between
the universities of Calgary and British
Columbia, both the pay network
and the schools had to adjust to the
relationship.With the firstanniversary
come and gone, both parties say the
wrinkles, mainly logistical oneshave largely been ironed out Yet for
TSN, covering university sports
stillgivesriseto two enduringproblems.
First, many campus facilities lack
enough lighting for television. For
instance, the network's choice of
which games to cover because only
about seven football stadiums have
sufficient lighting.
The second problem is the often
pitiful crowds at university games.
If television is pictures, as the folks
in the trade are fond of saying, it
just doesn't look good if the players
outnumber the spectators.Says TSN' s
supervisor of events, Rick BriggsJude, "If it's not a good event on
site, it's not going to be good at
home ... if you get a good house
( crowd) that makes it a good event"
No one knows exactly how university sports will fare in the next
few years, although many people
suspect they are on the brink of a
revival. In addition to increased
media exposure, there were indications even this fall that on-campus
interest is up: J6,500 fans showed
up at the annual Panda football game
between Carleton and Ottawa U.,
12.000 spectators cheer on a
Queen's-McGill contest, and 10,<XX>
in London who saw Western
Mustangs take on last year's national
champion, the Guelph Gryphons. 0

classmeds

Attention!!!
Book Sale

WHO KNOWS what true oneliness-not
the conventional word. but the naked
terror? Tothe loneley themselves it wears
a mask The most miserable outcast hugs
some memory 0< some illuSion.Now and
then a fatal coniunctiOn cf events may hft
the veil for an instant Foron instant only
No human could bear a steady view of
moral solitude without going mad Joseph
Conrod- Under Western Eyes

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITYCHAPEL9737034 located between the UrwersrlyCentre
and the Ambassador Bndge Masses at
10:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. on Sundays
Monday to Hiday at 11:50 o.m Every
Tuesday there is also mass at 5:00 pm.
Sacrament of reconciliatiOn on request
All are welcome' We have o library with
study space and a lounge f0<ycur convenience

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

Please note : ~or those ot vou consigning books to
SAC for sale the money for books so,d and or
unsold books rnust be picked up 1n the Extension
Lounge Mondav January 27 through Friday January
31. All monies and unsold books not claimed will
become the property of SAC

ON CAMPUS
Thursday
January 23

8 FREE WALLETS
ABSOLUTELY NO MONEY AND / OR UNSOLD BOOKS MAY
BE CLAIMED WITHOUT THE PROPER RECEIPTS

For First 10 Appointment s
( with Regular Purchase Only)

966-5572

-·

Hours Mor 10 30 am - 4 00 P'""•
Tues-Fri 9·00 am - 4 00 Dr"l
SAC will charge

a 15°c hondl1nq

with o rn1n1mur1 nf S SQ

tp('·

By Appointment
Please
1399 Grand
Marais W.

2b

Acrossthescoreboord
News. Rick recently returned to the ice

The Lancer Track and Field team qualified
more members this past week for the CIAU
championships. Windsor collected five gold,
three silver and two bronze medals at the
Western Invitational mee January 5. Tim
Ryan qualified in the I OOOmetres with a
school record time of 2:28: Denise Hebert
qualified in the shot put, as did the 4x200m
relay team of Donna Pajor, Giselle St
Louis, Jennifer Yee, and Maxine Walkes.
They also set a new school record ...At the
Eastern Michigan meet on January I O the
men's 4x400 relay team posted the best time
by a Canadian university this year with a
3:18.7. Paul Miles, Tim Ryan, Joe Ross
and Neville Douglas also qualified for the

following a lay-off caused by a broken hand ...
Success for Fencers: the Lancers Men's
Fencing team went undefeated at the University of Michigan-Dearborn tourney held January 4. The Lancers tied UMD 9-9 and won
the three other matches- 16-2 over Michigan
State, 14-4 over Eastern Michigan and 16-2
over Oakland University. Mike Fulmer was
the outstanding Lancer on the day, finishing a
perfect 12-0 in the sabre class. Rod Zatyko
was 11-1 in sabre, while Greg Rubidge and
Mark Fulmer went l 0-2 and 9-3 respectively
in the epee division. Next up is the York
Invitational in Toronto this weekend ... the
bad news continues for the Lancerette basketball team. They dropped a 68-48 decision to
Wiiterloo on Saturday and remain winless in
OWIAA play ... Lancers on the air; This
Saturday's Lancer basketball game at Western
will be broadcast live on CJAM (91.5 FM)
starting at I :45 PM. Tune in and cheer on
Windsor.

finals at Edmonton in March... Other qualifiers
in the past week include Terry James( l OOO
yards), Mike Murray (2 miles), and Bev
Deal ( shot put).
Rick Pickersgill was named as the OUAA

player-of-the-week in the December 6 issue
of the internationalhockey weekly The Hockey

Rick's omnipresen~ visage.

campus rec
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Aquatics Programmes
Winter 1986

lntramurals for Winter 1986
M,n'\

Saturday Programme
Oa)s and Times.
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8asketbill
&II Hockey
Triples V Ball

DtlU

TBA

TBA

7'<)0·11:00pm!T'RJ
12:00,3:001)<11(Sun>

Jan. 30-Mar. 27 1986

Women's

Ba)ketball
Hocke)

7!1).llaJJJl(M'WR)

Triples V-Ball
3 on ' Ba,;kdbaU

12·00-3:00 pm(SunJ
TBA

TBA

Jan.27-Mar 21.1986
Fe~ J.\far. 20. 1986
Feb. 2. IYKI>

TBA

10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am
10:00 am

Adult S1roke Improvement
Adult Learn to S" irn
White / Life Saving Ill
Grey / Life Sa,·ing II

9:009:009:009:00

Tiny Tots
Yellow
Green/ Life Saving I

10:00 10:45 am
10:00 - 10:30 am
10:15 11,15 am

Red

10:30-1115

Maroon
Blue

10:45 11 30 am
10:45 - 11 30 am
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Evening Classes

Times( ~ubject to change)

Aqua-Fh(MW)
(Adult) Stroke Improvement

9.30

1 11.hl'~Rb

Di\lng. Sunday(begmners)
Ma'1mum cla<1 "ze 1s 12

Feb. 15 LSAT
Jan. 25 GMAT
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GAADUATIONPIClURESAsa c:x:nienence
to graduating students. and since many
photography studios in the area now
keep in stock o variety of Bachelo(s
hoods and gowns, candidates for Bochelo(sdegreeswhowlsh tohavegraduotion
pictures token will no longer obtain hoods
and go.,.,nsflom the Office of the Secretaiy
in Windsa HallTower.but\'1111
makeorrangements directly with the studio of their
choice P1ease call Mrs. Carney in the
Office of the Secretary ( ext . 2004) to find
out which studios have the hood for yc,ur
particular degree. You can then decide
whieh studiOyc,uwont to take your portrait,
and coll them for an appointment Conclidotes for the Maste(s ond gowns from
the Office of the Secretoiy, as in the post .
FOR SALE'84 Fiero s/e red. a/c. om/fm
cassette loaded. having a baby. must
sell S10.000 firm. 969-7066 will safety

Orange

Sehnap~.s

FORSALE'74 GMC Pick-up350 Cl. automatic. bodygood.orrvtmexcellentsecond
vehicle. New tires. exhaust and brakes
$2,500 or best-will safety 969-7066.

REMINDER
Jonuoiy 2d, 1986 is the last
daytoopplyforthelOJStudentExchonge
Program Contact Shirley Fields. room
2191 Windsor Holl North, 253-4232. ext .
2396

WANTTOSTUDYINJAPAN?If interested.
come to an informational meeting about
the University of WindSOl's Student Exchange P!ogom With lnternotonal Christion
Unrvers1tyfo Tokyo (ICU). Friday. Jon 17.
1986. 3:30 pm., room 2193 WHN A video
about ICU will be shown ond exchange
students from Jopon will be on hand to
answer questions. Deadline for applicotiOns: Fndoy. Jon 24. 1985. For more info
contact Shirley Fields. room 2191 Windsor
Holl North or phone 253-4232. ext. 2396

$7 PER HOUR SAlARY P1us attractive
bonus schedule Part time wtth flexible
hours. Persons required to represent Pro~nciOJ Non-Profit organization With fund.
raising program Contact Mike- 254-4692

After your favourit e ac tivity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapp s, Spear mint Schnapp s and new Orange Schnapp s.
So what are yo u waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKERSCHNAPP
S
TA5TETHEDIFFEREN
CE

12:00 I 00 pm

Referees are needs for both men's and
women's basketball. For more info contact
Campus Recreation at 253-4232. ext 2'156.

Prep Courses for

cla&5ifieds

10:30pm
9:10 - 10:30 pm

(T/R)

St4,1
~

M/T/W/Rclasses begin January 20th 1986 and end Apnl
10th 1986. A " Blue-Red Cross s"imming level is required
for the diving class. Pre-reg1strallon will be held on
Thursday December 5th 1985 .

LSAT
GMAT

(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387·1252

9:30-10:30 am

,I<

',.1nmJ1t

Co-td
Volleiball
fnncrtube Wattrpo&o

Times( subject to change)

~c111cucr 19M6

fimc&. Dau

Cl.1111

1

I
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Listento this

There are a lot of sound reasonswhy KRAFTDINNER*Macaroni & Cheese is a favourite course
on so many campuses. It's easy and nutritious. It's got the great taste of KRAFTcheddar.
And it fits tight schedules and budgets.
Now here's an extra sound reason:you could win one of 25 Mitsubishi® sound systems
(approximate retail value of $299.95 each) just by choosing KRAFTDINNER~You're automatically entered
in the draw when you cash in this coupon.

4531055rl

andyoucouldend up
listening
to this.
==\~
---- . -···. ~=-=-- ---

-

KRAFTDINNER* SOUNDSSWEEPSTAKES
CNo purchase required.)
Here's how to enter . Rules & Regulations

question
to be administered
by mail.andwill berequired
to signa standard
declarabon
andrelease
form
compliance
withthecontestrulesandacceptance
of thel)fizeas awarded.
All l)fizeswill be
FIiiout andredeem
thecoupon/entry
formORpnntyaurname.address.
ageandtelephone
numbef
on confirming
onlyto confirmed
winnersNosubst1tut1on
for.or transfer
of thel)f1ze
will be allowed.
a 3" x 5" pieceof paper,
andmailalongwiththree(3)UPCsymbols.
thesmallboxwiththe seriesof delivered
blackandwhiteveit1cal
barsanda numbef
appearing
1mmed1ately
below11.of KRAFT
DINNER·
Macaioni
Thecontestis opento all residents
of Canada.whohavereached
theageof ma1ority
acC(J(ding
to the
& Cheese.or a handdrawnfacsimile
of thelabelof saidproduct.
(mechanically
duplicated
entneswill be
lawof theProvince
in whichthey aredomiciled.
exceptemployees
of KRAFT
LIMITED.
its affiliated
diSQualif1edl
to:KRAFT
DINNER•
SOUNDS
SWEEPSTAKES,
P.O.
BOX9123,ST.JOHN,
NEWBRUNSWICKcompanies,
itsadVert1sing
andpromotional
cl(Jencies,
theindependent
1udg1ng
01ganization.
andallpersons
E2L4X9
res1d1ng
in theirrespective
households.
•
ft Enterasoftenasyouwish.ooteach entrymustbemailed1na separate
envelope
bearing
sufficient
Alldec1s1ons
of theindependent
contestjudging
organization
arnIma!.Thechances
of beingselected
~ postage.
andmustbereceived
nolaterthantheCONTEST
CLOSING
DATE.
MIDNIGHT.
JUNE30. 1986.
depend
UDOO
thetotalnumber
of entriesrecerved.
Thiscontest1ssub1ect
to all aool1cable
Federal.
KRAFT
LIMITED
willnotberesponsible
forlate.lost.destroYed
or wrongly
addressed
mailin coonect100 Provmcial
andMun1c1pal
laws.Onlyonel)fizeperfamilyhousehold
or address
wlilbeawarded.
withthiscontest
AIIentnesbecome
the property
of KRAFTLIMITED.
8600Devonshire
Road.MountRoyalQuebec
Therewill bea totalof twenty-five
125)l)izesawarded.
Eachpnzewill consistof a Mitsubishi
TX-65 ' H4P2K9.andnocorreslX)fldence
willbeenteied
intoexcept
withselected
entrants
whowillbe notified
Portable
AudlO
System
Approximate
Retail
value.$299.95
eachEachpnzewillbedelivered
tothewinner bymailortelephone
Entrants.
byentering
thiscontest.
consent
totheuseof theirnameand/orphotogrclj)h,
compensabon.
inanyfuturepublicity
earned
outbyKRAFT
LIMITED
1nconnection
withthiscontest
A random
drawwill bemadebyanindependent
1udg1ng
organization
onJuly16.1986.in SaintJohn, without
NewBrunswick.
at8 30a.m.fromalleligible
entnes
received
onorbeforetheCONTEST
CLOSING
DATE.
Quebec
residents
maysubmitanylitigationrespecting
the conduct
.andawarding
of a pnzein this
In<X'de!
to win.theselected
entrants
mustfirstcorrectly
answer
a time-limited
mathemaucal
skill-testing
publicity
contestto theRegiedesloterieset courses
duQuebec.

1
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3
4

7
8

TheOne & Only
(KRAFT)
·TM of KRAFT LIMITED

'"M1tsublsh1
C 1986 Kraft L1m1ted

Special
pre-election
supplement
update
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Tsilfidis,
Williamsto remainin race

-'

by John May
on Carlos Tsilfidis and Kevin
Williams, both candidates in
Wednesday's Student AdministrativeCoW1cilElection,
will not be disqualified from
the race.
The Election Monitoring Committee,
consisting of the Chief Electoral Officer and
members of SAC, met Wednesday evening
and Thursday morning to discuss alleged
violations to election campaign rules. The
committee voted 2-2 on whether the candidates
committed violations. When a vote is tied, a
motion fails.
Committee members Randy Baran and
Mark Lehkyj voted in favour of disqualfiication.
"I think it's definitely a bad decision(that
the committee made), " said Lehjky, ''We
were going against what the rules say. I'm
pretty sure the majority of the students agree
with us."
But Tsilfidis and Williams presented a
valid case in their defense, said committee
member Bob Baker.
·•After hearing Carlos ' and Willaims'
plea their case, we took our vote, and they
weren't disqualified," he said, "It was telt
that the candidates were not in violation."
There were three charges levied at Tsilfidis
during the committee meeting: posting illegal
posters not approved by the Chief Electoral
Officer;alteringhis name for politicaladvantage;
and posting oversized posters. Williams was
also faced with the oversized poster charge.
The committee dismissed the change
charge unanomyously since Tsilfidis did not
violate any specified rules, said Chief Electoral
Officer Sam Dinatale. The Committee was
split on, and therefore defeated, the other
charges.
In defense of the illegally posted tlyers.
Tsilfidis said he "didn't know my campaign
workers put them up," and that he corrected
the problem right away. He also suggested
they could conceivably have been posted by
his opposition in an attempt to get him
disqualified.
"How is one candidate to know that an
opposing camp didn't stick those flyers up?"
he asked.
Lehjky said that Tsilfidis' campaign tt am
said there were as many as 18 flyers up and
that "obviously he violated the rules".
The third charge against Tsiltidis, and the

I
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only one against Williams was that their
campaign posters were 1/2" too big either
side for the 11" x 17" limiL
"We did order 11" x 17", and provided
the receipts to verify that," said Tsilfidis,
''Th~ printer had used metric sized paper,
and in metric, you round up, not down.''
Both Baran and Lehjky were upset with
the split vote. They said the committee
agreed unanimously at its first meeting that
violations were committed, but at the second
meeting. the vote was tied.
"Something must have changed their
opinion overnight," said Lehjky.
Baker explained his change of mind.
"We hadn't talkl·d to the candidates yet
(at the first meeting)," he said "You can't
make a valid decision until you've heard their

side of the story and weighed the evidence."
Both Baran and Lehjky agreed thal even
though the alleged violations themselves may
have been petty, they were still obligated to
hold up the rules as they are written.
"Our mandate is to apply the rules." said
Baran, "When I complained to SAC about
problems with the document, they stitled
me," he said.
Some committee members said the rules
were flawed because they offer no alternative
other than disqualification, no matter what
the violation.
''Baker said he would never disqualify a
candidate on a matter as petty as this," said
Baran, "But ifwe agreed there was a violation,
there was no other punishment than disqualification."

Tsilfidis said the rules are adequate.
''I think it will always be difficult to set
out election rules that wil have provisions for
every situation. It is difficult to draw up laws
and see all possible loopholes," he said, "I
think council members and candidates understand the spirit of the rules."
Dihatale disagreed.
I think they (the rules) should be reviewed
It's so open that a lot of things can happen,"
he said "SAC should have looked them over
more closely before they were passed. Hopefully next year they'll make a better set of
rules.''
Lehjky said the issue "revolves around
the candidates' responsibility."
"Ifyou're running for an election, the first
thing you stress is the rules," he said D

Candidates
get onelastshotat love
by Lance news staff
Candidates for SAC executive positions
had one final chance to get out their messages
at an all-candidates meeting in the Centre
cafeteria Monday.
The major issues discussed were the
SAC deficit and the conduct of the campaign
itself.
Presidential candidates Michael Temelini
and Eric Knight both pledged to take cuts in
pay.
Temelini said he would take a 50%
reduction in salary, and would cut those of
his cabineL He promised to use the savings to
finance the SAC deficiL
Knight, who had previously pledged a
I 0% pay cut, said Temelini ·•decided to jump

on the bandwagon." Knight said he would
use the money for club funding.
Incumbent Jon Carlos Tsilfidis defended
the deficit, saying it was necessary. "It is
nothing new to the workings of student
government, where you have a year-to-year
changeover,·· he said.
Tsilfidis said SAC had to incur the deficit
to maintain control of the student pub.
"We were put in a position. Either we
renovate the pub or turnit over to the administration, We have to do what we have todo to
keep control," Tsilfidis said.
Temelini called the money a waste. "Do
we want to vote in a bunch of people who are
wasting our money and running up a deficit?"
Temelini cited residences and aid for handicapped students as other spending priorities.

Vice-presidentialcandidates Kevin Williams
and Angela Neil rated competence as the
most important issue in their race.
"It is a true and real corporation, there
are real and true interests of the students,··
said Williams.
Neil said that many of the issues will
"take care of themselves.''
·•weare all perfectly capable-you must
decide who is most capable and most sincere
with your issues.'' she said.
Williams said he is someone "who will
look after SAC in its whole scope."
Temelini questioned Tsilfidis about the
controversy over over-sized campaign posters.
Tsilfidis and Williams' posters exeeded the
limit imposed by SAC electoral regulations.
"You don't make these rules and then

break them,'' said Temelini.
"If you think one-quarter inch of empty
white paper will give me an unfair advantage,
then go ahead- vote for another candidate."
said Tsilfidis.
Knight said SAC needs a change. "You
see a very honest candidate, because that's
the only way J can do things."
Tsilfidis called the job of SAC president
difficult, one that requires knowledge of the
university administration, and student govemmenl ··You have to look at what was done
this past year, at accomplishments, and past
records," said Tsilfidis.
Temelini said student council needs more
scrutiny and criticism. "I'm listening ( to the
students) and I'm listening to you," he
said.O
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This special issue of the Lance is
intended to inform studen ts of t he results
of the de liberat ions of the Students'
AdministrativeCouncil Election Campaign
Monitoring Comm ittee .
Contr ibutors were (in alphabeti c a l
order) Andrew Haggert, Kevin Johnson,
Mike Lyster,John May, RoseAnne Prokopetz.
and Martin Stevens.

Strange
rules,evenstranger
decisions
by Mike Lyster

ralllica11on, especially 11the president 1s running for re election
You may ask ~,owBaker and Dinatale came to the conclusion
(as was the case this year). Perhaps then incompetence of lh1s
that the posters were. all of a sudden, legal You can measure
t,ey blew 11
sort and barely v1eled allegallons or bias can be c1rcumven1ed
Any way you took al it. lhe Election Campaign them yourself-they are without a doubt oversized. So what was
So lhe whole thing should have been over in a matter of
the
problem?
Monitoring Comm11teemishandled the allegallons
minutes. The posters exceeded lhe staled hm11s.which means a
Ts1llid1s and Williams both claimed 1:1atthey ordered their
of campaign v1olat1ons by Jon Cartos-Ts11f1d1s
v101a11on.
which unfortunately for W,11,amsand Ts1lfid1s.means
posters al 11" by 17". and that the extra half-inches were the
aod ><e,,,oWilt,ams.The """'"ompla,01 coocem,og
d1squalihca1ion. But when you vole on Wednesday lhe1rnames will
printer's doing Ts1lhd1salso arg1Jedlhal !he pnnte"rconverted the
the size ol lhe1r campaign posters. were covered
still be on the ballot due 10the strange pos111onstaken by Baker
measurements into metric, and tllal somehow the posters were
by the Chief Electoral Officer's Rules passed by Students· Admin
and Dinatale. who decided that white the candidates may have
actually. given the ad1ustmen1s.w1thm lhe limits. or some such
1stra11veCouncil al ,1s lasl meeting.
v1olaled the rules. llley d1dn'l really v1otale the rules.U
The comm1llee, cons1s11ngof Sam Dinatale (the CEO) Randy nonsense like thal Bolh candidates also felt that the penally for
lhe
viota11on
was
far
too
harsh,
1t
being
akin
10
shooltng
someone
Baran Mark lehtkY ana current SAC v1ce-pres1den1Bob Baker.
did not have a d1lhcult assignment. The rules are simple and very for stealing hubcaps. to paraphrase Baker
So? None ol 1h1shas anything 10do with lhe rules, which do
clear They stale lhal .the maximum size of these posters will be
not
provide lor leniency 1n the event or incompetent printers or
11" by 17" • There 1sonly one pen.:1ltylor violallng these gu1dehnesBoycott South Afric a.
w1erd metric manipulations. Sure. the penalty 1sharsh. there's no
d1squal1f1cat1onof the candidate 1nques11on The rules provide no
It ca n mean minor inco nvenience to thos e wh o ha11e
argument there. But who passed these gu1de11nes?Baran quest
loopholes. no grey areas. no possible room tor m1smterpretat1on.
become accu stomed to drinking a particu lar brand of beer
1oned the seventy of the punishment when SAC was hammering
bo lh Ts1tf1d1s·
and Wilhanis' posters exceeded 11" by 17", measuring
or fill ing our lungs with a partic ular b rand of dea th.
out the leg 1slat1on,bul he was pretly much ignored He and Leh1ky
11 1/2" by 1 7 1/2" or nearly 14 square inches 100 large. That.
fell 11was unfortunate that Ts1ll1d1sand Williams could be thrown
It c an also mean stepping up the pressu re ag ainst a
according to lhe rules. 1sa direct v101a11oncarrying a calling lor
out of the race on such a seemingly pelly v1ola\lon. but thev had
regime brutally op pressing the majority of a nation's people.
automatic d1squal1flc1a11on
no choice given the rules It 1s the candidates· respons1b11ly10
Currently, a few students are camp aigning agains t
Simple, nghl?
make sure they follow lhe gu idelines (1fthe printer wasn't careful.
Wednesd ay's referendum on the basis that Carling O' Keefe
Wrong. The comm1l\ee somehow managed 10cloud the issue neither were Ts1ll1d1sand Will iams). and lhe cdmm1t1ee·s lo
has no investment in South Afric a. The fact is that each time
w1lh enough opinions and reason1ngs and sympathy to vole
enforce them. not to 1udge them and then decide nol to lake
down the motron to d1squat1fyan,d allow W1ll1amsand Ts1t1f1dis10
we buy a Carli ng product, so me profit go es to li ne the
action.
run.
pocl<ets of the Rembra ndt Group, a Sout h African- based
Actually, the whole mess could have been easily avoided 1f
Wail a minute. They voted on the matler" Whal 1s!here to vote CEO Dinatale had better executed h,s duties. During last year's
corpo rtation.
on? Actually, the vote was not on d1squa11f1cationper se bu t campaign (lhe first to have poster 11m1ls)CEO Jack Ram1en
As en light ened members of a democrat ic soc iety, we
whether a violation had occured Ong1nally all lour committee measured all posters belo1e allowing them on the walls. Dinatale
cannot cont inue to pay money to those supporting the
me mbers agreed thal indeed the re was a v1otat1on.Bui when -~
claimed he did make a visual cnec k. and that "they appeared 10
world 's greatest modern atrocity.
came to a vole. Baker and Dinatale did an about-lace and be alnghl. bul sure enough I was wrong again. In the lu lure. 11
Vote yes.
dec ided. that there was nothing wrong with the posters. The count m1ghl be a good idea tor lhe CEO to be elected by SAC. instead ol
Vote against apartheid .
lhen. with Baron and Leh1ky sticking to their guns, was 2-2. bemg appo inted by lhe president and given a rubber stamp
-Kevin Johnson
ellec t1vely killing the mo tion.

Votenoto apartheid

.....r;

rTtClit .
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Johnsonfromouterspace?
Dear Editor,
Well I do not know if Kevin Johnson is an
alien from outer space but he sure managed
to find three of his own feet to stick in his
mouth all at the same time. I am referring to
the article in the February 13 Lance tJtled
"Council wrong to opt for referendum".
There are many items that Mr. Johnson
neglected to mention in regards to the referendum question. The first is that at the
meeting it seemed that Carling O' Keefe was
not going to get a chance to present their side
of the story. This would mean as Mr. T emelini
has so eloquently put it in the past, " SAC
would be rubber stamping a decision already
made by other members before hand." When
Carling finally did get a chance, almost every
member of the SAA delegation rudely stood
up and walkedout Now that is true democracy.
The second is that in my opinion the
person leading the call for a referendum "is
the one who puts forth the amendment And
if Mr. Johnson recalls it was I who put forth
the amendment and if he also recalls it won
by an overwhelming majority.
It is a good thing that it did pass because
at our engineering society meeting the next
Friday we could not endorse the referendum
because oflack of information( sound familiar).
I did not have all the answers, neither did
Carlos, SAA or Carling. We needed a larger
in.formation campaign.
Now tell me how it would look if a group

of thirty one students voted to boycott South
African Apartheid Companies and all that
the seven thousand students receives is no
Carling beer, no Rothmans products and a
headline in the Lance glorifying SAA and
SAC for doing such a noble deed
Also picture this. In a SAC meeting thirty
one students decide to boycott South African
products. This minority has decided for a
seven thousand majority after hearing very
little real or valid in.formation.The news that
leaves the meeting is only that which SAC
and the Lance want he students to hear not
what they should hear. Carling is not allowed
to speak at the meeting or on campus. This is
a good way to make sure there is no infiltration
of information from the outside. This insures
complete seclusion of students form the
apartheid issue except wbat media has already
advertised.
This is what certain SAC members ~nd
SAA tried to do at the SAC meeting Wedne&day night This is what South African whites
as doing to South African Blacks today. Is
this democracy?
Mr. Johnson I would recommend that
you take at least one foot out of your mouth
so you can hop along out in the real world and
see what is really going on
Also congratulations to SAC members
for voting to be responsible to the students.
Paul Clark
SAC Engineering Rep.

Centre Spread

by Philip Rourke

~

There is a referendum currently taking
place on campus of which only a few students
are aware. And although it concerns investment
in South Africa, an issue many students
groups have been discussing all year, not one
students will be able to vote in it
The Faculty Association. the union representing professors and professional librarians
on campus, is pr~ently conducting a referendum
to determine whether its membership should
adopt a specific policy regarding the investment of the Association's pension fund.
At the Fall General Meeting in October
1985. it was decided that a referendum
would be conducted to decide whether the
following should be the Association's policy:
"That the University of Winsor Faculty
Association publicly condemn apartheid in
principle. and all investment banks which
have not adopted a policy of making no lo11ns
to the government of South Africa, its
agencies. and in companies with in1vestments
in South Africa.
"That it agree~ to set in motion. within a
period of no more than two years the procedures
for divesting of its pension fund holdings in
banks which have not adopted a policy of
making no loans to the government of South
Africa or its agencies. and in companie s with
investments in South Africa ."
The .\ssociation's members have until
February ~rd. 1986 to cast their vote in
fa,·our or disfavour of this resolution.

Facultyto vote
on divestment
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According 10 Facult) Association President
Dr. Robert Pinto. the referendum is being
conducted "hccausc the Faculty Association's
executive ( by itself) cannot decide or determine
that such a policy be implemented:·
.. It is appropriate that the Association's
members tell the executive what the policy
,hould he ... said Pinto.
It was also decided at the meeting that
ballots and an information packet would be
sent to all members. retired members. and
past members with investment in the fund.
The info1mation packet consists of two 1800word position papers drafted by volunteer
Pro and Con Committees. and one-page
individual statements of support or opposition.
The pro-divestment committee was chaired
by Professor of Sociology. Barry Adam.
Ralph Nelson. Professor of Political Science,
chaired the con-divestment committee. The
committees worked separately. following no
specific format.
Each position paper takes a different
approach in developing its argument The
Pro committee begins its position paper with:
"to do nothing is to condone apartheid ... The
Con committee's report on the other hand,
argues that "the real issues in this referendum
concern the wisdom or folly of di vestment as
a means to end the system of apartheid in
South Africa and whether or not this is an
appropriate matter for action by the Association
as such."
The style of each report differs. The Pro
report begins by citing eight "facts". and
then, in separate headings. deals with the
following: the definition of divestment its
profitability; reasons to divest; the position of
the majority of South Africans on this question:
what other organizations have done on this
question: and the question of political neutrality
and the investment decisions of the F acuity
Association.
The Con report begins with an introduction,
and is followed by arguments under the
headings: the role of the Faculty Association;
the moral issues; economic aspects; the "pro
expert's" report; and conclusion.
D espite stylistic differences, each report

.
. ..:...r
suggests "77% of South African blacks
addresses many of the same quesitons.
A case in point is whether divestment is support economic sanctions agamst the cowitry...
desired by the black majority in South Africa The report quotes Bishop Desmond T utu.
The Con committee argues "there are important Steve Biko. and Chief Albert Luthuli on their
Black leaders in South Africa who are opposed views on foreign investment in South Africa.
to the policy of divestment, .. although no
The ,norality of the resolution on the
names of such leaders are listed. The Pro ballot is also questioned . The Con commi ttee
committee argues the black majority does argues that .. significant divestment will cre ate
want divestment, citing a Sunday Times unemployment, not only among the natives.
(London) poll, taken in August 1985. that
l co nlinu ed on page 3

University of Windsor
Students!!!

LARGE
PIZZA,
MEDIUM
PRICE!
• The next time you're at a
Pizza Hut~ restaurant, enjoy a
large pizza for the price of a medi um with the same number
of toppin~.Choose your favorite, including Pizza Hut~ Pan

Pizza, and any toppings on the
menu.tJIIt's our way of saying we like seeing you. Bring
some friends or family so we
can hear them say "Ooohh."
"Aaah.h"and "Mmmm" too.(I
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Large for the price of medium!
Order any large pizza and pay
the price of a mediumsizepizza
with the samenumberof
toppings.Hurry becausethis
offer expires soon One coup0n
per party per visit at partic;.
paling Pizza Hut restaurants.
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Please present coup0n when ordering Not valid in combination with any other
offer. 1/20 cent cash redemption value. 1983 Piua HuL Inc. Goodonly through

Man.:h I 5, 1986.
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Film
Wednesday, January 29
Frt~, .bu:ry ~
Studentship lecture on "Studying for Exams and Writing
The 19th International Tourneeof Animation, 7 and9:30
the Essay Answers" with Professor Long. Department of
pm at the Detroit Institute of Arts.
English Madame Vanier Lounge at 4:30.
"Born in Flames." armed feminists fight the government.
Cinema Windsor a· 8 pm
Music
Saturday, January 25
1 Friday, January 24
"Mean Streets," 7 and 9:30 pm. at the Detroit Institute of
- Rational Youth at the Subway
Arts.
- David Palmer. 8 pm at All Saints Church.
"Born ,n Flames:· Cinema Windsor at 8 pm.
Saturday, January 25
Sunday, January 26
- Black Market at the Subway.
Milos Forman will give a talk and show his film. "Hair" 7
- Tremor Review '86 at St Andrew's.
pm at the Detroit Institute of Arts.
News
Art
Thursday, Ja nua ry 23
Until February 14, 1986
Social Science Society presents "Last Grave at Dimbaza:·
"Nelson Mandela" and "Generations of Resistance" as The Arts Council Windsor and Region and the School of
Visual Arts. University of Windsor in cooperation with
well as a forum on the impact of financial divestment
from South Africa. Rims at 1 pm. Forum at 9 pm. both in the Ontario Crafts Council present the Jean A Chalmeis
Bicentennial Collection at the University Centre Gallery
Ambassador Auditorium.
Theatr e
Mond ay, Jan uary 2 7
Friday , Janua ry 24
Anthropology Club Lecture:"SiteAnalysisand Archedogy''
"Step. Look and Listen" a British music-hall revue. 8 pm
presented by Arthur Pegg at 1 pm in University Centre
at the Hilberry Theatre.
Conference Rooms.
"Home from Harlem" a world premiere by Alvin Aubert.
Tuesday , January 28
8 pm at the Bonstelle Theatre .
Studentship lecture on "How and Why to Argue" with
Saturday , January 25
Professor Blair. Department of philosophy Madame
"Equus" by Peter Shaffer. 8 pm at the Hillberry Theatre
Vanier lounge at 4:30 .

C

FacuHyBus Trips
Contact the SAC Office
253-2288or call 1-313-792-1902

175 to I94 east, past 12 mile ,
exit Gratiot to 14 mile west
to Groesbeck right to Ol
34244 Groesbeck South
of 15 Mile Rd.

Open Tuesday - Saturday
8:30 - 2:00, 21 and over;
Proper Attire Please

Facultyassociation
divestmentvote
continued from page I

but also among foreign Y.Orkers... Pumshing
companies. Blacks and others with no direct
powe r to eliminate Apanhet d 1s morally
objecttonable It is a low form of coers ion "
The repon also says "the motion 1s
morally \Hong. ..
The Pro report does not spec 1fic1all) say
d1vc5t.mentis morally right. but implies such.
A section of the UmvcrsityofWi~dsor Act 1s
reprinted m "'hile it ts stated that the Universit)
should forv.ard "the mtellectua l, spmtual,
moral, social , and physical developme nt of
its member s and student s an d the betterment
of soci ety."
There is also the qu estion of precedence
set at other un iversitie s. Th e Pro committee
:,ays McGill University "divested $1.2 million
in :,tocks in 1982 and moved to full divesunent
of $45 million on November 18. J985."
Further, the committee's report says the
McGill Board of Governors voted 17 to 4 to
"divest itself in the manner least harmful to
tts financial interest but as expeditiously as
possible ...of all mvesuncnt ..in corporations
doing business with South Africa·· and South
African corporation themselves.
The Con committee counters with: ·· DO
NOT BE MISLED BY THESE ST A TE MENTS. Divcsunent at other universities
(eg.. York. McGill. Michigan. Queen's, etc...)

DOES NOT INVOLVE PENSION FUNDS
but rather University endowment funds
Both reports also use the University of
Wi,consin as an example . The Pro report
cited it is one of the 68 universities that" ha\ e
initiated or completed dhestment."
The Con report however. argues there arc
cases like Wisconsin in which ''there are
ea\ cats to the effect that divestment can onl)
take place if investment of equal or greater
profitability can be found ."
The profitability of adopting this resolution
is also questioned "South Africa may be a
bad investment..' ' according to the Pro report.
Cited is a New York Times (June 6, 1985)
article in which Richard Schwartz, vicepresident of Shearson-American Express is
quoted as saying: "Studies show that universities, cities, and states that sold their holdings
in American companies doing busmess in
South Africa would not reduce either the
, alue of their investments or the chance that
the:,- would appreciate. Indeed, in many
cases they actu!Tlly would improve their
portfolio .. ,
The Con committee takes the opposing
vie\\. "the negative impact of divestment will
have a negative impact on your pensions."
Further. Wyatt actuary Al Field is quoted.
arguing that a I% reduced invesunent income
will lead to a decrease in plan benefits "of
approximately 15%··.
The Con report also argues that since the
Board of Governors, (BOG). of the University
of Windsor, and not the Faculty Association,
controls the Association's pension funds,
"this motion assumes control which does not
exist. It cannot be directly implemented. It is
inept"
Faculty Association President Dr. Pinto
said the BOG has this control because it "is
ultimately responsible for the (pension plan)
policies because it has to foot the bill." In
particular." if the money is not sufficient in a
gi\en year to cover the pension benefits, the
University has to make up the difference ."
Therefore, if the resolullon becomes the
policy of the Faculty Association. its executive
.. sits down with the Unhersity and tries to
persuade it to adopt this policy," said Pinto.
Both sides say the resolution will p0liticize
the Faculty Association. The Pro committee
sees such politicization as positive. Its report
argues "that 'doing nothing' means that a
portion of the pension deduction from our
paychecks will conhnue to find its wav to

'
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South Africa and to the maintenance of
apartheid.''
The Con report calls the commitment of
the A~socation to certain political causes
"'objectionable'' because "it raises the question
whether the Association as a whole or through
its agencies is entitled to pursue objectives
not stipulated in the Constitution ...
Finally, there is the question of singling
out South Africa while other national gO\ emments commit m;111y
of the same injustices .
The Con report uses this point in its defcnse,
arguing that "while many injustices exist in
the world. this motion focuses on just one of
them ."
The J>ro committee argues that South
Africa should specifically be singled out
because ·' apartheid is contrary to the basic
constitutional principles of Canada.'·

\\Ording problems of last year's. This )ear's
motion was based on a similar motion drawn

up by the Um\ersit) of Toronto Faculty
Association Divestment Committee. D

Studentshavea rolein
fightagainstapartheid

"Apartheid is unique in that racial discrimination b enshrined constitut,onall) and
judicially enforced with all the machinery
and power of the state.··
Last year, a similar resolution was discussed
within the Faculty Association, but not in a
referendum-like form Rather, it was debated
by the Faculty Association Council, and
defeated by a tie vote.
The defeated motion sought "to ensure
that pension funds are im ested in corporations
that have a responsible posture in matters
relating to( I) human rights, (2) the protection
of the environment, ( 3) consumer protection.
and (4} compliance with national and international law."
The motion also stipulated that the fund
l)Otbe invested in corporations with operations
in South Africa or countnes with similar
apartheid policies.
Critics of the motion argued it was too ..-.::-c·"L.:aF"
sweeping. Then Faculty Association President,
Norman Soloman said at the time: "it (the ll"l5o!,•~
motion) purported to deal Y.tth many other
issues. It wasn't focused on a prime quesuon.
Ifit had been more stra1ght-fomard. perhaps
the results would have been different"
Dr Adam. chair of this year's Pro committee, had put forward last ,ear's motion.
He said this year's resolutton is "quite
legalist,c," and therefore should not have the

b.} Greig Nori
Professors are not the onl) ones"' ho can
effect change in South Africa Peter IJeh.
president of the Af11canStudents' Association.
said students can also piny an importnnt role
The Facult) Association is current!)
debating the merits of a referendum to d1\est
its pen:.1on fund holdings from corpornt1ons
and banks \\ 1th investments in South Afnca .
The measure ts essential to bring about
an end to the apartheid S)Stem. said IJeh.
.. DI\ estment equals collapse"' hich "111sue
cor the black South African people in gaining
power." he said.
IJeh added that students could further
panicipnte by conducung a bo) cott of the
various South African affiliated products
used by) oung people. Carlsberg, Miller, and
Old Vienna beers: Rothmans. Number 7 and
Craven A cigarette~ are examples sold extensivel, across campus.
"United under the organization of the
Student Council the students ofour university
could become better educated about the
issues and thereby take a bolder imuatl\
ljeh said.

e:·

SAC Internal AlfalfS Commissioner Kevin
Williams said that professors at the Uru~ersny
of Wmdsor should take ad\antage of their
position as opinion leaders to raise public
consciousness of the issue of apartheid
"They ha,e the academics. They ha\e
high status. ·me) 're the educators." Williams
said.0

IAfrlcan woman cuts cane.
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Sometimes 11may seem a little hard to get excited aboul a
travesty happening halfway around the world even 1f111sone of
the most heinous and corrupt crimes 1n recent history
So sometimes a studen: may be caught still ng a yawn when
the uocom1rg Faculty Assoc1at1on referendum 1sbrought up in
conversation. the one where our faculty will decide if 11would like
10pull 11spension funds out of companies w11hSouth African ties
It 1s at that point when the severity of the crime-and the
consequences of lhe referendum's success-should
be brought
home
First. the charges. So.Jth Africa s aparthe d po.icy wherein
blacks are denied the most basic of human and c1v1Irights. 1s
notoriously un ust. In lh1s liny. morally backwards country. whose
wh te c1t1zens have the world's highest 11v1ngs:andards. 50 per
cent of all biack chi dren 1n the 'Banustans·. (the independent
t)lack states set up by the governmeno die of malnu•nt,or or
medical natlentio n before they're f ve. The black wo rker 1s
excluded from nearly all nor.· menial 1obs.a black farm or d omesllc
worker w1I earn less t'l an $20 (US\ a month. To hltle surpbv ,ously
corrupt Obviously outrageous What then could warp one·s
innate morality enough to accept such naked rape on our
·enlightened' planet?
Money. that's what
Paying the ll1tera1eand unskilled black masses ridiculously
lllle for their tedium means the big. I ly-wh te m,1,tinat1onals can
make equally rid1cu ous profits ta so means the country can buy
Western arms and technology to terrorize tortu re. imprison. and
othe rwise keep its populace :n li ne.
And Iha I's what the referendum 1sal about. Some members of
the Un1vers1ty of Windsor Facu ly Association would like to
remove their pension funds from the coffers of c::impan1es inked
lo the regime.
There s p lenty ol reason$ why First. as a University our faculty
members hold a rather unique roe in the community as op1n1on
leaders. who have a special respons1bil 1ty to be prog ress ive 1n
thought So while pu ling U of W funds out of tbe grasp of South

Alncan ru ers will doubtfully convince them that apartheid is
wrong after all, 11can at 'east be a symbolic gesture to announce
to the community that the U of W does care and 1sw1lhngto take a step in
the direct,on of humanity And although the Faculty Association
1sn·1a polit1ca group by nature, no t d1vest1ngits funds appears to
make an equal y sharp polillcal statement on the other hand.
What's more. now •s the t,me to do 11.South African leaders
seem finally on the verge of bowing somewhat to the world's
outrage Reforms have included a parliament (as yet essentially
powerless) for blacks and Asians. and the abolition of a law
forb1dd1ng 1nterrac1almarriage. Now then, 1snot the lime to relax
pressure but to step 11up. And those who mutter that economic
sant1ons against the country are more likely to hurt lhe nation's
blacks than to help them should listen to Desmond Tutu. whose
cont1gu1tyw1ththe nation's oppressed 1s far more reliable than the
inte1lectual surmises of the armchair sympath 1st. He says the
Sou th Alrican backs are accustomed to suffering. and that a little
more could be endured f 1! would only end in their triumph
Besides. only the riarrowest of minds cou d be convinced that
investing ,n South Alnca could actually help the nation's oppressed
races. In fact. 1n harsh. cold light , most economists would likely
agree that South Africa sn't a very good investment anyway, what
with social upheave s threatening the nation's stability. Who
knows-it may be a good idea for the Facu lty to pull out its money
on purely economic grounds.
And wh1 e the Facu ty 1s cons 1denng d1vesture,1t may be a
good idea for the students on this campus to look at d ivesting
themselves as wel Did you drink any Paarl liquors today? Or light
up a Number 7 ci garette (or any Rothmans product)? Did you eat a
Granny Smith apple, or suck b·ack a Carlsberg, Miller or Carling?
11 so, you're gu ilty of using you r disposable income to support
South Africa's murder mach ine. Compan ies with South African
lies are ub1qu1tous. bu t that can be no reason for us to share our
wealth with those w ho acquiesce human hardship.
Simply because the suffer ing is across the globe does not
me,m we snould neglect, tolerate. or ignorantly sup po rt it.O
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Hey, guys,let'stalkit upout there
The professor ceased talking for a moment. and glanced around
the room at lus students. We sat silently, faces set in expressions of
.nterested attention, pens pcused a fraction of an inch above papers.
The silence lengthened as the professor looked around the room
• again. Presently he appeared to come to a decision ... Now."' he said.
carefully . .. I'm sure that many of you have a question or a comment
about \\hat 1',e just been saying." He paused. Someone coughed
uncomfortably .
The prof cleared his throat "So." he went on. "let's hear what
you have to say." No one moved. The attentive expressions did 001
,,a,er. The pens stayed poised above the paper~. I became aware of
m) own pul;e in m) ears.
"Yes." the prof said. as ifin reply, to someone m the middle of the
room, "what would you like to say'!"
The expression of the haples s student at \\horn he seemed to he
gazing changed to one of shock and terror . " Uh .. .l wasn't gonna sa}
anything." he stammered .
" Oh . I thought you had your hand up."
" No . No , that wasn' t me"
·• Someone over there raised his hand . Wa s it you'' " He indicated
ano ther student. a dJaccnt to the one who had spoken.
' N o· ·

dim lot After aU, this is Universit,·. This is as advanced as formal
education gets. We are supposed to be the intellectual ehte of our age
group. It seems difficult to believe that the best infonned. most
inquisithc young people alive could digest so much often controversial
information in fields in which we arc presumably interested. without
having something to say about the matter . Yet time after time. in
situations such as the one just described. we appear 10 do just that
Instructors know that the student retains more of the subject
matter and develops a greater ,merest in it when he is a partidpant in a
d,scu,sion about it rather than a passive receptacle for infonnation
or. worse, a mechanized note-taker. In order to encourage discussion
of thrs sort many instructors devote a cer.ain proportion of the grades
that they give to "classroom participation." S1udenL~,however. are
not fooled We know that if we all clam up." classroom participation"
essentially come down to mean the same thing as ··attendence"
And ~o it has.

,,,11

The problem b not unique to this seh.;ol. It seems to be universal
in higher educa tion from Yale on down . Cartoonist Garry Trudeau
occ a sionally deme s a joke from the phenomenon m Doo11esburyas
he d rd this pas t weekend. Bright. inq uiring, interested untver sity
~ludents e~ery wher e seem to hav e noth ng to say m the classroom

way to not say something ignorant is to shut up. Of course, thi, 1s a
case where a good social practice is a bad educational one .
In addition.. most of us feel that we have quite enough infonnation
to digest from our books and lectures without the need to ask for
more. The JOYof learning 1sall very wonderful, but there is a limit to
how much ecstaq one can stand.
E,·cn the lecture system itself tends to stifle student feedback.
Here we hav e The Professor , standing at the front of a large room
imparting knowledge to us as we sit in orderly rows as if we were
watching a movie or a play. We feet like an audience. not a group of
participants. I've noticed that ffi) classes in which student feedback
is most evident are ones in which the desks are arranged in some
alternative fonnat. hke a circle , or in which the instructor 1s small in
stature. informal in attitude, or a teaching assistant rather than a
professional instructor. In other words. situations which enchancc
the distinction between instructor and student seem to inhibit student
participation .
Personally, I don't get very upset about the lack of intelligent
student responses , except for the uncomfortable 5-ilences that it
sometimes generates in the classroom. And e, en these silence s don' t
bother me enough to make me volunteer que stions such as the
classic. "Is this going to he on the exam >" That doe sn't st rike me as
th e wa y to end ear one self to one· s p rofessor~. F o r ma n) y ear s now,
teacher s ha\c been traiRmg me to Sit silent!} and ab sorb kno" ledge,
later to regurgita te 11on a paper or c JCam. Like most of us I have
bccom.., pretty good at it A'ld mastery ofth1s ~kil is a I that we need
(be~ 1des Jots of money) to ach .,\e an} edu.atlonal goal to which we
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by Tomas Chlumecky
were thrown in prison under the charge of murder.
On March 13. 1979, a soc._ialistgroup calling itself the Today, 27 · months later, those same 19 members are
New Jewel Movement(NJM), took power in the island state still waiting for their trial to begin!
of Grenada. On March I0 , 1983, United States President
According to Ramsay Clark, former U.S. Attorney
Ronald Reagan called Grenada "a threat to the national
General , the 19 inmates are being kept in isolation.
security of the United States."
some in unlit cells, subjected to beatings which have left
Grenada, with a total population of 110,000 people and a few with impaired hearing and sight In a Jetter
nutmeg as its main export. had become the focus of U.S. smuggled out of prison, Bernard Coard writes that the
foreign policy. Seven months after the Reagan statement, an current government of Herbert Blaize has deliberately
internal struggle erupted in Grenada between P.M. Maurice
deported many witnesses that could help in the defence
Bishop and his hard line Marxist deputy minister Bernard
of the accused. Bernard Coard also noted that many
Coard. Bishop was killed on October 19, 1983. and six days documents needed to argue their innocence are locked
later, the U.S. invaded Greoada, supposedly "to protect
away in Washington. after being taken there, following
American citizens living in Grenada."
the invasion. For two years now, the accused have had
It became the first war in American history that the little contact with families, lawyers and friends. The
press was not allowed to witness. Originally much was United States is spending $600,000 on the prosecution
made of the heavy resistance being put up by the of the NJM members. while nothing has been allocated
defenders, yet total American casualties numbered I 9 to the defence. The accused are forced to find brave and
( killed).
experienced lawyers from outside the island, but the}
If we are to believe the original American claim that
have no money to pay their fees and transportation
there were 700 Cuban soldiers on the island at the time costs. At stake are 19 lives, for the sentence they face is
of the invasion. then definitely the Cubans must not execution by hanging.
have put up much of a fight against the landing Marines.
Recently the usually pro-Regan government of
As it turned out the Cubans were construction workers,
British P.M. Margaret Thatcher acknowledged that the
but since military service is compulsory in Cuba, all U.S. is manipulating the truth about Grenada. A white
had at one time served in the Cuban army; something
paper issued by the Foreign Office last year complained
the Americans never pointed out to the public, of that "some of the indications received from Washington
course!
and from regional capitals proved ultimately misleading".
Curiously the U.S. issued more medals for bravery
The U.S. is very active in the every day of the
in Granada than the number of troops said to be Grenadian people. The Americans are pumping $29
million dollars worth of aid per year into Grenada. a
involved. After the invasion 19 members of the NJM
country of only I I 0.000 people. This works out to
including Deputy P.M. Bernard Coard and the Com$250 in U. S. aid for every man, women and child, in a
mander of the Grenadian Army Gen. Hudson Austin.

· mail

machoimage
D ear Editor,
I agree with the sentiments expressed
in Principal Macinnes'
Jetter to you
(Lance, January 16, 1986) concerning
the problem of overdrinklng on campus.
Those involved in administering the sport
programs should not be placed in the
position of having to solicit brewery
sponsorships in order to assist in financing
these programs. Nor should, these same
admini~trators solicit brewery sponsorships to "dress up" their programs through
adverising and fifth quarter public ity.
These hands-on relationships expressed
by University officials associating with
the names of breweries on an ongoing
basis through award systems and spon-

country that has a Per Capita Income '(PCI) of $690.
This is a sure sign that American capitalists cannot
manage the Grenadian economy anywhere near as
efficiently as the NJM had while in power, and they had
received very little foreign aid.
American diplomats are intimately involved in the
political life of the island. When it seemed as though the
left was going to win the election held last December,
American officials persuaded the four centre parties to
unite and provide an alternative. This was a deliberate
act. by the U.S. by promising to increase economic
assistance in the future. The leader of that coalition and
today the Prime Minister of Grenada, Herbert Blaize
has been calling for the extension of the foreign troops
already in Grenada
Since his argument is that he
wishe s to see Grenada's security guaranteed and it
doc s not seem very likely that Grenada is going to be
invaded. Then presumably the foreign troops are there
m protect his government from its own people .
At present the U.S. is training J50 Grenadians lo
form an anti-terrorist special senice unit. which will
become an instrument of the state. to subdue any
opposition, likely to occur inside Grenada in the
foreseeable future.
When a power supports another state's economy.
determines its political life and provides its basic
security, it has acquired a colon). This is what the
"new" Grenada is today. a colony of the imperialist
U.S. Grenada may never be the same. It has entered a
new era of American domination. It will take another
revolution to break its grip. D

·
sorships are paraiiei to the all-too-close
ties that exist with first-party athletic
scholarships and the problems that emerge
constantly through their existence.
This ·is not to downgrade the idea of
fifth quarter socializing. The women's
programs were run in the past with an
emphasis on socializing after the games.
Unfortunately, this after-game socializing
largely drifted out of women's programs
as the majority of women adminstrators
began to emulate the men in programming
so-called competitive schedules which
did not allow for the socializing. Tight
travel arrangements were furuther caused
by a shortage of funds.
Unfortunatley.
in my view, the
emphasis on alcohol as the ideal aftergame social drink, along with brewery
advertising at fifth quarters, is all part of

the macho image and practice which
exists in sport James Christie referred
to this at the professional level in a
recent column in the Globe and Mail
(Lindbergh's costly sacrifice to hockey Dear Editor,
The Lance really went out with a "BANG"
ritual, Nov. 16. 1985). Alcohol has
this
year!
become the official healer of the wounds
Last year's $5.00 increse to improve our
of a loss and the toast to victory.
media services ( CJAM and the Lance) was
The BOARD
OF GOVERNORS
certainly well spent The special Christmas
of the University of Windsor has a
insert ( December 5. J 985) with the illustrationof
responsibility to address the problem of
a gunman watching a Santa Claus parade
overdrinking. One of the ways it can help
from a skyscraper roof top. suggesting a
to ameliorate this problem is to see to it
Santa Assassination, truly sent the students
that the sport programs are properly
home with a warm Christmas feeling. After
funded so that those administering these
reading the pleasant Christmas wishes from
programs to not feel compelled to tap
SAC on your editorial page, this illustration
such readily available funds as those
really topped off the Holiday Farewells and
supplied by breweries.
put me in the true spirit of the season. I JUSt
Sincerely
can't wait to see how you'll defile Christ this
P.J. Ga lasso. Ph.D.
Easter. Top of the season to you. too.
Professor, Faculty of Human Kinetics
Steve Thom pson

truespirit

I

~
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udentcouncilsets
"by John Stout and Kevin Johnson

At Monday· s SAC meeting. the
first of the semester, Chief Electoral
Officer Sam DiN a tale presented
his proposal for rules governing the
SAC election. to be held Wednesday,
February 19.
Several council members had
difficulties with the proposed date.
That week marks the beginning of
practice teaching for education
students. said Joanne Watson. Education rep. A special advance poll
will be open at the Faculty of
Education a week early to accomodate those students.
Nursing rep Gloria Danelon
said that Monday, February 10
was the only day which will allow
all nursing students to vote. due to
their fieldworking schedules. Danelon
offered to work the poll for free. and
council agreed to the second advance poll.
In addition. advance balloting
will be held for all students in the
Umvers1ty Centre~ Tuesday. Febru .. ry '~th.
Nominations
open Monday.
Januar. 27 ane close on Friday.
hbruary 7 at 4 30.
Tre '1llcs, whic11limJt camp"'1gn
~pen 1'1 to $350 and posters to
I OOO.are bc.sicaily he same as last
y1;.ar'5
However
the ri,les adopted
Monday forb.d the use o'.; mpaign
stickers and provides f0r the securing
of ad,ance pol' hallot boxes in the
campus police offi;;e until the count
StudeI't Law Society President
David Sussman objected to the
poster hmit

"Why should we llmi\ the crea
t1vity of the mdiv1dual candidate?"
said Sussman. ··Toe monetary hmit is
enough."
Dramatic Arts Society President
Adam Furfaro felt that 1000posters
were too many. His motion to
lower the limit to 700 has failed.
SAC voted to support a referendum to raise student contributions
to Community Legal Aid. The current levy is $1.00 per studc::nt per
semester, and CLA will ask for an
increase to $2.75.
"It's a service that a large part
of the student population benefits

from,"' said Sussman.
Sussman added thal stuoents
provide 15% of CLA's budget
while comprising 66% of 1ts caseload.
SAC also voted to devote \.IPto
$300 to an "informational, nonbiased campaign."
Tsilfidis said he thought the
increase was not too much to ask.
"Students can avail themselves of
free legal service. Most students
know the cost of a lawyer,·· he said.
In other business. SAC will
send a student to represent the
University of Windsor at an Ontario

Federation ol Students conference
m Thunder Bay from January 30February 3. Normally, the delegates
would be the SAC president and
the External Affairs Commissioner.
However, Tsilfidis is no longer
eligible to cast a vote for Windsor,
since he sits on the OFS executive.
Therefore one of the university's
spots is vacant

to choose between their SAC pos1tJons and their Jobs with SAC liquor
services. said VP Bob Baker.

SAC cabinet decided to open
up the position to any student to
promote participation in the organization. said T si lfidis.

Social Science Society president
Robert Burge was elected to the
Student Affairs Committee to fill a
post vacated by Robert Ri va rd.
Burge was acclaimed to the position

Two council members will have

Under the SAC bylaws, council
members Eric Knight and Dean '
Dungey were in conflict-of-interest
Knight had already resigned from
liquor services, and Dungey will
consider his options.

Hookeyplayersgiven
thestick
-.
by John May
Four members of Students'
Administrative Council have been
remoyed from council for poor attendance. according to SAC V.P.
Administration Bob Baker
Adam Furfaro ( Dram::Jtlc A "ts
Society President). Kc.1th Laird
(Social SC!encc -cp), Keri MacDonald
( Senator). and Richard hanson ( Music
Society president). ha~t ,;111t,ee"I
notified ot their removal for ha\ ng
missed f<'J 1,;ourcil eell"ll::,c said
B ker.
F urfaro has since ht:e1 reinstated
To be put back o 1 c0.~"l1;il. letter
mJst be sent t<, Bake· t:,y a ,ecrewry
of the members consl'tuents ex
pre,;sing a w,sh that the member be
reinstated. said BaKer.
·· I was reinstated hy the ( Dramatic Arts Society) executive the

same day I received notice of my
removal." said Furfaro.
Accordmg to the SAC bylaw
delineating the attendance policy. a
council member who misses two
consecutive or three meetings in
total is sent a 1etterofwarning. The
member is removed after missmg
four meetmgs. Proxies are counted
as absentee,.
·· fhe attendance policy keeps
them accountahle." said Baker." 'xlme
peL pie r, g • have a p,ood reason
(fc mis<;1r~ et.tir gs),
t there"<.
!so the argi.me • of • , '1u1,; a e
your pno, ...,~ · \\ t. re tdk r, about
an urg nir., t
v.,, h a .;~.sh Oov.,uf
$1 mil'ion 1t s not JUSt your high
sch,)01 student council."
Both 'Vl,.cDonald and Laird said
the; did not receive warning notices
from Bake• MrcDor.ald said she
did not recc l n~itice of removal

either .
"I didn't receive any such letter ...
she said. "I wondered why I didn't
receive a warning letter."
MacDonald said she attended
the most recent SAC meeting. but
·• nothing was rnenlloned to me at
JII." she said.
Baker ~aid he does not care for
the •c.ahvc ease ,v-th w~1ch truant
members ca11 be remstated.
.. Accountabil,ty is driving me
1p the wall.'' nc said. "What ·.,.
r:iultiug ,~ the b, law fhat'• \ hv
the ( SAC) Long-term Planning ( o"lln1ttee llas been working or a C\\
.. ttendance policy srnce Apm. · 'it.
~~1d.
fhe Committee ~ubmittcd a draft
or a new policy to council n
ovcmocr I h, atkndance pc 1c,
r ropo,al '-JE,gested 1na1 •e,10\ ed
mrnlbcrs arpe,.J 10 the ~ \( \ f

Administration
for reinstatement
rather than to their own constituents.
The new policy draft also suggests
that members be penalized for aniving
late or leaving a meeung early. The
proposal was tabled by councii due
to some wording problems.
Furfaro atso said he has some
problems wnh the current attendance
policy.

"I don't see why a (soc1ety1
V P can t sit in p1ace of a presu1e11t
\ 1thout being dee ared a proxy
(and t'lcrcfore an ah,ente'e) ," ~aid
Furfaro. Of the fi\ e •neetmgs Funaro
1nssed. a proX\ replaced him t
10 r. lie ~aid.
"But until they re changed. we
ha, e to abide by them," he added.
"\\, nh a new attendance policy,
\ c ma~ \\eed out lhe resume padders."
»a a. Ba :e L
_ J

GENERAL EL CTION
Students' Administrative Council
Full-Time Undergraduate Voters Only
THE GENERAL ELECTION FOR THE STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
WILL BE HELD WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1986. NOMINATIONS WILL
BE OPEN 8:30 a.m. THURSDAY, JANUARY 27 AND WILL CLOSE FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 7, 4:30, 1986.

President - 1 position, Vice-President
COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVES
Arts
Business Administration
Computer Science
Dramatic Arts
Engineering
Human Kinetics
Law
Nursing
Science and Math
Social Science
Social Work
Visual Arts

1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
1 position
2 positions
1 position
1 position

Administration

- 1 position

CAM PUS POSITIONS
Senate
Student Affairs Committee

3 positions
3 positions

RESIDENCE POSITIONS
Cody/Electa/Canterbury
Rep
Macdonald/Laurier
Rep
Tecumseh/Huron Rep

Advanced Polls
Tuesday, February 18
Faculty of Education
Wednesday Feb. 12

Nomination Forms Available
in SAC Office

School of Nursing
Monday February 10

1

1 positon
1 position
1 position
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OFSlaunchesOSAPreformmmpaign,
by Roberta Jenning s

The Ontario Student A ssistance Program
(OSAP ) is not working as efficiently as it
could be, said a committee set up by the
Ontario Federation of Student s (OFS ) to
study OSAP and its impact on students .
Approximately 50% of University of
Windsor students are on some form offinancial assistance to help pay for their education.
The OFS established an OSAP committee called the" Analysis T earn" last October.
Students' Administrative Council External
Affairs Commissioner Robert Harrison said
he originated and was a member of the
committee.
The committee gathered information from
those most familiar with the inadequacies of
OSAP, such as campus Financial Awards
Office.rs (FAO), students, and background
reports. Ham son called the project a "monumental task."
The report, Students Look at Student
Aid was presented to Minister of Colleges
and Universities, Gregory Sorbana last Friday.
According to the report, ' the OFS supports in principle the establishment of an allgrant financial assistance program which
would provide aid to students who need it, for
as long as they need it" Interim steps to
improve the current grant/loan program are
recommended in "a positive and constructive
fashion."
The main recommendation of the report
is that all allowable costs. classification
criteria, and appeal processes be indentical
for grant and loan assessments. The grant
assessment currently expects higher contributions and sets lower allowable costs than
the loan criteria. For example, the allowable
maximum for a return trip by a student living
away from home is $75.00 under the grant
plan and $300.00 under the loan plan.
Currently, eligibility for grants is eight
study periods ( semesters). These are used up
even if the student has not applied for study

The committee was also concerned with a
fourteen or allow for extensions to the eight
number of administrative problems. The
periods.
Another issue the report addresses is a problems are due mainly to the fact that there
students' "parental dependence." A person exists a backlog of applications at most
is considered Independent by law at eighteen FAO. Applications have increased 25%
but by OSAP only after they have been in the over the past five years, however. there has
workforce for two ( Ontario Student Loan) or not been an increase in staff Some students
three years (Ontario Student Grant). after wait six months or more for a response.
Harrison said the report was "received
being married or after being out of secondary
school for four years ( Canada Student Loan). well by the Minister" although he couldn't
Parents are expected to contribute a percentage say when or if action would be taken on the
of their income and assets to their childrens' report Harrison feels the report will have
education but often they refuse or are finan- some effect as it tells the Minister where
cially unable to. The report said these stipula- students are having problems.
The committee will present its final brief
tions should be reviewed.
The committee found several allowable to the Student Awards Branch in June 1986.
It is anticipated that if these recomcosts such as rent, book expenses, and return
transportation. that need to be updated. mendations are accepted the OSAP application
Aside from tuition and compulsary fees, real form will change. According to Harrison, "it

grants . Students in graduate or co-op programs

costs arc not accounted for.

may mean n longer form to get the money

or who are returning to school are usually not
eligible for grants after four ye1rs of school.
The OFS committee would like to eliminate
the Grant Eligibility PericJ<.:ls
but failing that,
increase the number of periods to twelve or

Uniform residence requirements are recommended for across Canada so students who
go to school outside of Ontario will be
eligible for more than the Canada Student
Loan.

where it's needed."
He also said many of the abuses of the
system. such as well-to-do students who
travel to Florida on OSAP have been eliminated
As of last August. the OSAP offices are

linked by computer to the tax revenue office
so all applications can be audited whereas
previouslyapplicationswere audited randomly.D
The Ontario Student Assistance Program
(OSAP) budget increases may bring good
news to some of the 115.000 students expected
to receive OSAP in 1986-8 7. The budget has
been increased to Sl45 .8 million.
Colleges and UniversitiesMinister Gregory
Sorbara outlined on January 16. 1986 how
the eight per cent increase in the October
budget for OSAP funding will be distributed.
Priority will be given to grant increases
for students from low-income families. This
is to be accomplished by reducing the ,amount
a parent is expected to contribute toward the
educational costs of his/ her child. The debt
load assumed by graduating students is therefore expected to be reduced.
There will be a four per cent increase for
all direct educational costs and allowances.
including an increase in the personal and
living allo~es.

cla&5tfieds
ENGLISH TUTOR. Editor. Proofreader Professiona l standards assured Coll Bob
MacKenzie at 254-5484

BELWOODLODGE& Comp seeksqualified
director fOf summer We ore o non-profit
residential~
for mentdly hond,copped
children and adults . and ore seeking a
Comp Director on a permanent port time bos1s-port-time from February to
Moy and September Full time while at
comp. June. July and August
If so r01MJrd1ng
p05itionwhich will appeal to
senior university students. teachers. and
other professionals with related experJ..
encc. offering both a soloryofS9.000 and
room and board while at the comp
The successful candidate will be responsible for all aspects of BellM:x:lds operations
including staffing for the 1986 summer
season
Replies should be directed Mr Michael
Mullen, 10 George St North. Cambridge
.Pnt N1S2M7
NEEDED:MODELS-S6 per hour Coll U of
W 253-4232 ext 2828 Visual Arts Dept .

LEADGUITARIST
l/,<lntedforR&Bintluerced
bond (originals & covers) Coll 973-1164
LESBIAN & GAY student group-next
meeting on campus will take place on
F!idoy January 31 in Iona College

THE WINDSOR UKRANIANStudents· Associotion(WU.SA)would
like to thonk oll
of the participants 1n01J Chns1mosRaffle
The winners of the significant prizes were
Peter Sowiczky-SSO and John Stoiko'.'.>4
oz. vodka Seoson·s greetings to olfl
IBM COMPATIBLE computer. 256 K.one
360 K dnve. all ports software. S85000.

new DSDD disks S1 SO each. coll John
256-8780.
AmNTION CANADI AN studies students
Peer-councelllng group now forming For
more information please leave yaur name
and "lUmber at the Social Science Society
253-6063.

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
IT.
,A ,
. Students'
Administ rative
Council

The Students ' Administrative Council
is now accepting applications for a
''STUDENT AT LARGE DELEGATE"
for the Ontario Federation of Students
Conference at Lakehead University
Thunder Bay, Ontario
From Thursday Ja n. 30 thru Monday Feb. 3/86
Please send a letter of intention to Jon Carlos,
SAC Office, 2nd Floor, University Centre by
4:30 p.m. Monday January 27, 1986.

Getaway Fares for
ADVENTURE &
HEALTH

~it
....,.,.
,TICKET)
\.WICKET
TRAVEL
744 Ouellette Ave
258-6404

Suite 203

.. Halley's Comet Expedition,,
Toronto to Lima. Peru ( includes Air
and accommodat ions)
SI.664.00 Cdn.
Go with the W indsor Ski Club to
CHA MONIX. FRANCE
Feb. 25 - Mar . 15
Sl.019.00 Cdn.
5 Day Cruise on the GALILEO
includes air from Detroit
$499.00 US

Hawaii Round Trip
Air and hotel

S699.00 Cdn

I
I

IJ
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GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

ON CAMPUS
Thursday
January 30

8 FREE WALLETS
For First 10 Appointments
( with Regular Purchase Only)
By Appointment
Please

966-5572

1399 Grand
Marais W.

1

Playingthe diplomat
by Lance News Staff
The Libyan delegate voted to condemn his own
policies. and Egypt referred to itself as "the Israeli
people."'
All this happened as the International Relations
Society held its first annual Model United Nations
conference last weekend in the Moot Court
Over 50 students from various faculties took part in
the conference, role-playing the representatives
of
such countries as the USA, Libya. and the USSR
IRS president Michael Temelini said the conference
was intended to be educational.
•·I think everyone learned something from the
conference. The United Nations is not as negative as
some would have us believe. There are definite
advantages to it as a peaceful, rational. mature forum
for discussion." Temelini said.
Mark Lehkyj. President of the International Students'
Society, a participant in the model U.N., agreed that it
was a success.
· Jt was well-organized, well-prepared, and most
enjoyable," said Lehkyj ... I especially liked the accents
that everyone adopted-it
added to the whole flavour
of the simulation and made it more authentic."
This years agenda

because

it has implications

for almost any country,

Temelini said.
"The U.S. was accused of terrorism for invading
Grenada and also for its treatment of native Indians:
apartheid was considered to be state terrorism; the
Libyans were called terrorists-few
were excluded
from this accusation, .. he said.
The International Relations Society is planning
another Model U.N. for next year with a different

classifieds
THE WINDSOR UKRANIAN Students· Af

soc,ot•on(WUSA) would like tothonko ll
of the portic1ponts1nour ChristmasRaffle
Thewinnersof the significant prizeswere
Peter Sow1czky $50 and John Sto,ko64 oz vodka Seoson·s greet ,ngs to a111
IBM COMPATIBLEcomputer . 256 K.one
360 K drive. all ports software. $850 00.
new DSDD disks S1 50 each . coll John
256-8780

Peer-councell nggroupnowform1ng For
more 1nformohonplease leave yourname
and number at the SoclOI Science Soc10ty
253-6063

ASSUMPOON
IMMRSRYO'q:ie( -Q 73-7034

Located between the University Centre
and the Ambassador Bndge Mosses at
1030 am and 4 30pm on Sundays 1\/iondov
to Fridayat 11.50 am EveryTuesdoythere
is also moss at 5 00 pm Sacrament of
reconciliot,on on request All ore welcorre
We hove o librarywith studv sooce and o
lounge for your conven,ence
SATURDAY,FEBRUARY8-12 noon-8
Pn\ Retreat· AssumptionCampus Com-

mun,ty- Foc11ttator-Fr John Gaughan
C.S.8.Them&Reaching Out - what does

• mean to live a l,fe tn the sprnt of Jesus
Christ') Coll Q73 7034 to reg,ster or for
more ,nformot,on

Iona Forum
Luncheon
Faculty Club,
Vanier Hall
12:30 - 2:00

J
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Make, Lo,g o..
..:~:,~
this entry form, send 1talong and you could be one of two
fortunate students to win a fiery Pontiac Fiero
·t·
f
II
k
. ·. I
E ac h a dd t 1ona1set o 3 ea s ma es you e 11g1be to enter
again. So go ahead, talk yourself into a fiery Fiero.
Area code Number called
Date called
-4
I

Thurs. Jan. 23
"Occupational Health
& the Struggle for
8cmx12cm(3"
xs·Jpoeeeofpaper,
aswellast11etetepnonenumbets(1nctud,nga,eacodeS)
anddatesofthtee(3)LonoO,stanceca11s·
completed Human Rights"
between
AU\)ust16.
1965and
Februa,y
12.1986Eachgroup
ofthree(3)loogO,stancecalls
maybeenter.ed
onlyonce
ORprovide
ahandwritten
descnption.1nnotlessthan25w01ds.explammgwllyyouwouldhketomakealonglllstancecaJ.Onlyong,nalhandwnnencop,eswiffbeaccepted
Jim Brophy.
andthosemecharncaltyreproducedwfHbed,squakfied.

~he
R~!~~~~!.~~-~~.w~~~~~~~e:.~~~·--·~..II

I

I:::::::=::==::========::!::=:---J

=:::=::::=;========:!=:!:::~I
--- -~---

.
2 ~I
---i
3 '---''-..L__._.,__.__,__..1,..__,
__.__. J ------I
1

Name-------~-----------Address ____________

_,.,pt. ----

Cily---------~----~Prov
Postal code _______

____

_

Telephone No _____

_

(Where you can be reached)

College orUniv. attending ___________

_

I have read the contest rules and agree to abide by them.
Signature __________________

Malt
to:Student
LongOlstanc,contnt,
P.O.Box1491,
Station
A,Toronto,
Ontario
M5W
2E8
·eans
toanypotnt
outside
theentrant's
local"atratecan.no
atea
2.Enterasoftenasyoucan.
btJteacll
entrymustbema11edinaseparateenvelope,
bearsuffiaentpostage.
andbepostmarked
nolaterthan
February
26.1986.
the contest
ctosing
dateTheSJ)OllSOrs
donotaSS1Jme
anyreS!)OflSlbtlflY
for IOSt.
delayed
o,misdirected
entnesOnly
e<1tnes
receivedpnortothedrawdateswitlbeel,glblefo,contestpan,c,pat,on
3. Therewinbeatotalof
fou1(4)pru2Sawarded
natiooally(see
Rule
t4 forpnzedlstnbtJIJon).
Each~w1nconsist
ofat986PoobacfieroSpoft
Coupew1th
allstandard
equipment
plus
the
fotlowmg
optJOOS•
AM/FM
S.tereo
Radio
and
castwheels.
Aw,oximate
retail
value
ofeach~
,s$13.000.
00
Local
dehvely,
federal
and
prov,~ltaxes
asapplicable,
areincluded
asatummum
pa11ofthe pnzeatnocost tothe w,nnet
Vehicle
insurance,
reglStrat,on.
icense. and anyapplicable
income
tax, win
be theresoons,bthly
ofeach w,nrier
EachvehlCle
wilbede~vered
totheGM
Ponbac
dealet
nearest
thew,nner's
residence
,nCanada.
Thepnzewlll
beawardedtothe petSOllWhose name
appears
onthe entry,
lmitofone~ perperson.
All
prizes
mustbeaccepted
asawarded.
withnocashwbstJMions
PnzeswiNbe awarded
toeachwin
net byTelecom
Canada.
Pnzes
awarded
maynot
beexactly
asdlusttated.
4. Random
selectlonswin
bemadefromaleligibleentnessubmated,a1approJOmately2
OOPME
S.l Novembet27.
t965andMarch
12.1986,n
T01onto,
Ontario.bytheindependent
cootestorganilation
Poreswil beawarded
asfotlowS:
Two
(2) Fiero
SportCoupes
w,11
beawarded
froma~
eti1nespostmarl<ed
nolatetthan
midnight,
November
13.1985,
andtwo(2)Fiero5'i011
Coupeswill
beawatded
fromanentnes
postmari<ed
nolater
lhanmidnight.
Februafy
26. 1986Eltglble
emnes
othertllanthetwowinners
oftheNovember
27draw
w,N
automat,cally
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upon
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compliance
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a1st ofW111ners,
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within
three(3)months
ofthe final
contestClosedate,February
26, 1986
to Slvdtnt
ContttlWinners,
TelecomCaMcla,
410LlllrlwAvenue
W.,Room
960,Box
2410,
S1atlon
'D',
Ottrn, Ontario,K1P
&115.
5. nuscontestISope,i only tostudents whOhavereached
theageofmalOfIIY
,n theprovince
tn which
theyreside
and wl1oareregistered
futl.nme
at
ar,yaccredited
Canadian
Unrvers,ty,
COiiege
o,Post-Secon«laty
Institution.
except
emplayees
andmembers
oftheir
1mmed1ate
famties
(mothet,
fathet.
s,sl8rs.
brothers,
Sl)OOSe
andchildren)
ofTelecom
Canada,
its member
companies
and their
alfiia1es.
their
advenJ.sirig
andp<omotJOnal
agencies
andtheindependent
cootes1o,gar0uon.
Nocooespondenee
wiabeentered
,ntoexcept
withselected
entrants
6. Outbec
Rtlldtnts.
Anydtspu1e
01 claim
by Quebec
residents
relating
totheconductofthiscootest.indthe aw.
i11d1ng
ofp(lZ9Smaybesubmrtted
to
the ~e deslotenes
et courses
duQuebecThiScontestis subteet
toal Fede<al.
Prov,ncial
andMuniapal
taws
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Thurs. Feb. 13
..AID's - what causes
it
- what the disease is
- how not to get it"
Philip Fiorett

Worship Every
Tues. at Noon

Iona College.
United Church of Canada.
Affiliate of the University
of Windsor, 208 Sunset
Ave .• Windsor. Ont.
AIMfflt>OtoCI
Phone: 973·7039.
Telecom Canada

Bell
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Angolanstudentfmdsrefugein Windsor
byLynnita-Jo

Fromm

The University of Windsor has
a special new student
Adams Palata fled his native
Angola, and arrived in Canada last
week under Students' Administrative
Council's refugee student program.

"I am excited but also a little national Students' Commissioner.
scared to be in Canada. I think the Palata became a landed immigrant
upon his arrival in Canada. said
biggest problem I will have to overWoghiren.
come is getting used to the environPalata said he would like to
ment," Palata said. "It is very cold
1
remain in Canada after his studies
here."
The program is administered by . are completed.
According to the registrar's office,
Cromwell Woghiren, SAC's Inter-

Palata is admissable into the presocial science program. His tuition
has been waived by the Senate
Committee on Student Awards.
Pala ta was one of two applicants
who applied to the World Universities
Service Canada ( WUSC) to fill the
sponsorship position at the university

this year. He is the third refugee
student sponsored under the SAC
program, started in 1981.
"Palata was chosen because
SAC concluded that he was very
determined in his educational objectives and he was more in need or
help as a refugee," said W oghiren. D

A surveyof ourown
I

by Laura Vincent

SACstudiffiqn-streetparking
by Susan Mcllveen

A study currently being done
here at the University of Windsor
may open further on-street parking
in the University area.
Students' Administrative Council (SAC) president Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis, along with Kevin Williams,
SAC Commissioner oflntemal Affairs, have begun preparing a proposal for submission to City Coun·
cil. in a bid to "free up more
spaces," said Tsilfidis.

Students
strotrve
Councl

side of Huron Line between University Avenue and Wyandotte Street
Tsilfidis and Williams will be
working to some extent with the
Traffic Engineering Department of
At present, there are approxi- the City of Windsor, said Tsilfidis.
mately 900 available on-streetparking
"We're going to have to rely on
spaces in the area between Roscdale them for figures," said Tsilfidis.
Avenue and Randolph Strect(runThe two men hope to initiate
ning East-West) and between Col- the submission of this proposal as
lege Street and Riverside Drive soon as possible.
(running North-South). The area
"It should be ready to present
with which Tsilfidis and Williams to City Council by the end of this
arc most concerned for expansion semester certainly, and hopefully
of parking on city streets is the East by the endof February."saidTsilfidis.D

"We're going to try to get them
to loosen up the time restrictions on
( on-street) parking. particularly down
by the river side." said Tsilfidis.

TRANSIT WINDSOR
DISCOUNTS

Srudems· Administrative Cow1dl
president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis is
tired or waiting.
After 16 years of negotiations
with SAC, the University Senate
has still not made a decision on
whether to publish student evaluations or professors, said Tsilfidis.
But his proposed alternative may
make publishing the evaluations
more difficult in the future. according
to the Chair or the Senate Student
Evaluations Committee.
Tsilfidis would like to publish a
SAC-made questionnaire in the
Lance similar to the student evaluations used by the University to
rate professors. The questionnaire
would contain four duplicate copies
and instructions for students. he
said.
"Once the evaluations have been
submitted and the data is compiled
and weighted by SAC. a booklet
containing the results will be available for students." said Tsilfidis.
Dr. William Youdelis, Chair of
the Senate Student Evaluations
Committee was unaware of the
plan. and said. "if Tsilfidis started
doing this at this point he may upset
the whole applecart and professors
may refuse altogether to support
the publishing of evaluations for
students."
"Students arc consumers of a
product known as education and

the more information we have con- I
ccming a professor's teaching
abilities, the more it will aid students
in making the best decisions with
respect to their education." said
Tsilfidis.
Kevin Williams. SAC Internal
Affairs Commissioner, ~aid he did
not expect cooperation from the
university administration. "I asswne
the administration will try to stop
our publication," he said.
Student Senator. Walter Benzinger. a member of the Student
Evaluations Committee. said Tsilfidis' alternative would not amount
to a "statistically accurate method
of evaluating professors."
Youdclis said he instructed Tsilfidis to consult SAC members and
students about composing a draft
questionnaire for student evaluations
of profcs!:iOrs.
According to Youdelis,
although the president was given
two weeks to meet his request and
present the draft at a committee
meeting. Tsilfidis never did.
Youdelis said the committee is
working on "developing a revised
course and instructor evaluation
form."
"ln addition we arc also considering the pros and cons of publishing the results of these surveys.··
he said.
Youdelis said he is in favor of
publishing the results of the student
evaluations, but only if and when
the survey is i:vised. D
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Attention!!!
Book Sale

MARCH
Stay Tuned for Further Details

/
, /Please

note: For those of vou consigning books to

SAC for sale. the money for books sold and or
unsold books must be picked up in the Extension
Lounge Monday January 27 through Friday January
31. All monies ·and unsold books not claimed will
become the property of SAC.

ABSOLUTELY NO MONEY ANO/OR UNSOLD BOOKS MAY
BE CLAIMED WITHOUT THE PROPER RECEIPTS

Hours· Mor, 10:30 am - 4 00 pm
Tues-Fri. 9·00 am - 4·00 pm
SAC will charge a 15% handling
with a minimum of $ 50

fee
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U of T.Apartheiddebatestifled

Last Minute Flash
Bulletin

T ORONTO (CU P}-The Administration is pitted against faculty
members and students are arguing
among themselves as the University
of Toronto whether to allow South
African ambassador Glenn Babb to
speak on campus.
For the second time in three
months at the U of T. Babb has
been prevented from debating the
South African situation. Last week,
students in the International Law
Society withdrew an invitation for
Babb to debate the use of international
Jaw in dealing with apartheid.
M embers of the society said
thei r decision was not the result of
bowing to pressu res within and
without the law school. However,
four professors had earlier launched
injunction proceedings to bar Babb
from speaking. They said they wanted
to avoid inciting criminal action by
promoting racism.
At the same time, 16 other
faculty members sent a Jetter to the
university president, the dean of
law, and the president of the International Law Society, protesting
the invitation.
It was to be Babb's second visit
to the university. The ambassador,
in Canada since August I, was
shouted down by protestors when
he tried to speak at a November
debate and at one point had a
wooden mace thrown at him.
Despite strong opposition to
Babb's presence, others on campus ·
are using the principle of freedom
of speech to argue that Babb should
be allowed to present his views.
Two law students say they will
fonn a new society within the faculty
and re-issue the invitation to Babb.
Furthermore, the U of T administration was set to oppose the pro-

Sta rring

Black Market
Reggae
This Saturday Jan . 25
in the Subway
Coming Sat. February 1

D'ALLIANCE
All Motown from the Blue not e in To ronto

UNIVERSITY
OF
WARWICK

** IN5500THEFULL
HEART OF ENGLAND
TIME STUDENTS
* STRATFORD
15 MILES, LONDON
REGULAR TRAIN

70 MINUTES BY

SUMMER SCHOOL
2nd Jui ) - 1st August , 1986
Bnt1sh studies courses for credit or audit taught by resi
dent faculty of an outstanding British university. 36% of
our students in 1985 were Canadians . Mature students
welcome Courses in
archaeology
art history
english
polit1ca/ science
history
theatre studies
For illustrated brochure by air mail, write or 'phone
Dr. D. Mervin, University of Warwick, Coventry, England
CV4 7AL. Tel. 011-44 -203-523113 (24 hrs).

fessors applicatioa for an injunction
when it went to court last Wednesday.
The judge rejected the application
because the invitation to Babb had
been withdrawn, but afterwards U
of T president George Connell
staunchly defended the right of all
views to be heard on university
campuses.
"The matter of freedom of speech
is extremely important to (U ofT)
the university, and indeed to any
university," Connell said at a press
conference. "It is completely unacceptable to me that anyone should
take steps to prevent anyone from
speaking on ca111pusregardless of
their views."
Irwin Cotler, the world-famous

human rights lawyer and McGill
law professor who had agreed to
debate Babb at U ofT said it would
have been better to give him(Cotler)
a chance to " nail Babb to the wall"
than make Babb a victim of the
freedom of speech issue.
"By turning it into a free speech
issue we give this guy credibility,"
Cotler said. "The battle then goes
on the turf of free speech rather
than exposing his racism."
" I can very ~ell appreciate the
moral anguish and pain it causes
people to listen to this guy (Babb),
but as someone who regards himself
as being pained by the stuff Zundel
said, I think now· after the trial it is
probably better to Jet them speak,"
Cotler said.

Enchiladas
in power
SASKATOON (CUP}-The University of Saskatchewan Students'
Union no longer has a president
A motion to change the title of
the office from " President" to
'' The Big Enchilada" was passed
at USSU's 1985 General Meeting
in November.
U of S. Engineering student
Mike Jackman said he put forward
the motion to remove some of the
mystique from the person bearing
the intimidating title of "President".
" We now have a very accessible
individual whom students ... will
be able to come and talk to because
he has a bonehead name," Jackman
said after the meeting.

Student council president ( now
Big Enchilada) Jan Wagner was
not amused.
"fve always considered myself
to be a pretty approachable guy,"
the Big Enchilada said. "How
much more approachable do you
want to get?"
The motion was amended by
Engineering rep John Melin to
give the president the officia l title
of "The Big Enchilada, professionally known as the P resident"
because council could lose its
representation on the U of S
Board of Governors unless the
word " President" was included
somewhere in the official title. D
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CaveatEmptor
by Craig Colby
Just bringingCoppertone to Florida doesn 't necessarily mean you
won't get burned
Last year a number of complaints
were reported in the March 14,
1985 issue of the Lance concerning
organized trips to the Gator State.
A Windsor student said a bus broke
down, cots were missing or dirty,
and there was no air conditioning.
Last year's trip was run by Campus
Marketing Incorporated,an American
Company not covered by the 197 5
Travel Industry Act They offer the
same trip this year, :~gaily by agreement with the Canadian government,
which stipulates that they must
state on their posters that they are
indeed an American Company and
are not covered by the Act The
legislation, briefly, states that advertisments must not make false or
misleading claims and that sales be
made through Ontario registered
retail travel agents.
Campus M arketing Inc. operates
in W indsor through two representatives, not agents. Ben H ewson,
represents the Fort Lauderdale trip,
and David Beiko represents the
D aytona Beach trip. They work not
for pay, but for a free trip if they can
reach a certain quota of travellers.
Each is operating in this capacity
for the first time but feels very
confident that they will get their
trip, and justifiably so because the
trip to Fort Lauderdale is $90
cheaper than trip offered by Adanac
Tours, a C anadian Company, for
basically the same services. As to
the integrity of the American company, Hewson says, 'T m well behind
them ...They' re straightforward and
honest"
Th e toll free number on Campus
M arketings bright yellow postt?rs
as well as in the ad inn la~t weeks

STUDENT RATES
Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 973-1578 or.258-8871
or Drop in at 1201 University Ave. W.
(at Wellington)

Lance will get you in touch with
Brad W. Nelson, the Vice-President
of Campus Marketing Inc. and the
man primarily responsible for the
Canadian connectionsof the company.
fhis involves approximately twenty
campuses here as opposed to 140
schools in the United States. He
has been involved in organizing
trips to Florida for six years and
has done so with this company for
three years. He said that he does
not know everything there is to
know about organizing a tirp, but
said no one does or can. He said
that the problems encountered last
year will try to be circumvented this
year.
For example, most likely they
will not be using D esigners ofTrave~
whose bus broke down last year,
again this year. Nelson says the
problem last year was that the bus
which broke down had not been
used for a fairly substantial period

Professional
• Tutoring in English
• Proo freading Essays
• Editing of Theses and
Dissertations
Take advantage of twenty
years experience as a writer
and communicator.
Call Bob MacKenzie today.

(519) 254-5484

of time and was thrust into service
with a tune up but little, if any,
driving time. He also says that he
will try to enlist a Canadian bus
company to drive straight to Florida,
therby keeping at least some of the
money in Canada and keeping the
students from making an unnecessary
transfer.
H e will, however, be using the
same hotel that there were complaints
about last year. The comp laints did
not reach him, he said, or he would
surely have acted on them. Canadian
students will probably not be staying
at that hotel anyway, he said.
Last year Campus Marketing
Inc. took 12, 300 students to Florida
T.his, combined with no overhead
qosts because they do not have any
offices in Canada, enables them to
offer lower rates than Adanac, which
is operating through Lindsay Mills
in the SAC office. D

SAC'S 'l'YPING
SERVICE
Now Available

See Ann
$1.25 / page
$2.00 / for rush
jobs.

2nd _Floor , University Centre
Ext 3905

SALE PRICES IN EFFE
CT UNTIL CLOSI
NG, SAT. JANUARY 25

Johnson's winter
sports clearance!
Skate Clearance

Hockey Equipment

we ·re clearing out our inventory of
skates by Bauer, CCM, Daoust , and
other famous names·,fo r hoc key and
for figure skat ing .

We're also redu cing our pri ces on
alm ost every piece of hockey
equip ment in t he store by CCM,
COOPER,D & R, Koho, Jofa , and
ot hers.

Up to 50% Off

Up

to 40% Off

5909 Wyandotte E. <two blocks from Jefferson> 945-~34

MON - THURS9-6, FRI 9-9, SAT 9-5. Vis·a,Mast ercard and Ameri can Express

Id/JflSDn

Sll.DffS81
Ke play along with
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We are going to be &ee.''
11'smond Tutu

·

by Philip Rourke
Windsorites worry about going to
Detroit Canadians and Americans
ali.k.e worry about going to Detroit
Even Detroiters so worry about going
to Detroit that they build pre-fab skyscrapers like the Millender Center
with enough walkways to surrounding
buildings that you can.live there without
ever touching the street level
In the inner core of Detroit, you're
in by 8:30 and out by 5.
Is this what Detroit is r-eaJlyabout?
To Bishop Desmond Tutu, the question
is moot What really matters is that
Detroit is home for four million of our
brothers and sisters. Four million
who do not live under a government
policy of"nak.ed racism". Four million
who must struggle together with the
people of South Africa for a "New
South Africa". For as Detroit Mayor
Coleman Young said in his introduction
of Bishop Tutu: "tbe fight in the United
States won't be over until it's over in
South Africa".
Bishop Tutu's speech to a rally at
Cobo Arena on Thursday, January
16th, was about basics. Freedom Justice. Hope. If you do not have these,
Tutu argues, you are nothing. That is
why apartheid is so "totally immoral
and totallyun-Christian"; the purpose
of every aspect of it is to take the
basics of life out ofblack South.Africans
so they that feel they are nothing.
And apartheid cannot be reformed
said Tutu, "because you don't reform a
Frankenstein; you destroy it"
There were some empty seats before
Tutu arrived; but they were all empty
when he stepped up to the podium
and twelve thousand people stood up,
arms raised and many with clenched
fists, and chanted: "TU-TU. TU-TU.
TU-TU. TU-TU."
He began by thanking everyone
for being part of the recent change in
"the moral climate" in the United
States. "All indications in 1984 were
that nobody cared too much," said
Tutu "And then, quite suddenly, many
of you decided it was an important
issue.
"Then, the legislators had to take
notice. It became so important to you

that you forced your President. who
said he would not apply sanctions. to
do so."
Tutu then sketched the history of
the apartheid system The Nationalist
Party, he said, came to power on the
platform "Put natives in their place".
"Natives". of course, was the label for

hero Martin Luther King, Jr., see the
struggle differently. "We (black South
Africians) protest against the injustices
of the apartheid system'' said Tutu
"If this means we have come face to
face with guns, we will come back
With stones."
He said that the United States

people whose skin was the colour of
Tutu's. From this logic, blacks from
other parts of Africa were labelled
"foreign natives".
Black South Africans. making up
over 80% of the population of South
Africa at that time. were the responsibility of the Department of Rural
Affairs. "Presumably," said Tutu "we
were the rurals."
With international protest. he said
the apartheid government went into
a new phase. It talked about separate
development and rural democracy.
The Nationalists decided that blacks
formed several nations whereas the
Germans, Swedes,'British and all other
Europeans in South Africa made up
one nation
Then came the third phase; that
apartheid is being reformed There is
anewConstitution, butonlytheoverly
liberal-minded, Tutu said think it "is
a step in the right direction". To this
phase, Tutu says: "BALONEY. The
Constitution does not even pretend to
be democratic!"
The apartheid system must be
destroyed, said Tutu And although he
did not advocate violence, he did suggest that he and American civil rights

supports the Nationalist government
because it is anti-Communist Tutu
rejects this blind support because of
its outcome. "As long as you say
you're anti-Communist.
it doesn't
matter what injustices you commit."
said Tutu
Similarly. he rejects the support
given by international business to
the apartheid system "Those who
invest in South Africa benefit from
that system" said Tutu "They ought
not to kid us that they're in South
Africa to help us. At least they should
say they are in South Africa because
it pays to be in South Africa"
Tutu could not specifically sa}
that Americans should divest from
South Africa According to the Interna1
Security Act ( 1982). any person ir.
South Africa or outside who supporu
divestment commits the crirne of"subversion". for which the penalty is ui:
to 20 years in prison
Tutu envisages a New South Africa
where people. "count not because of
biological irrelevancies but because
they are created in the image of God"
"We,black and white South Africans,
are going to be free. And we ask you to
help us!"O
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prfoeiple of penile protrusions; that is. one of
that sort seemingly for certain, but the cruddy
elopgation
nexttoit b somehowmoremysterious;

Wbat is it'?Theouterswfaced an invaghtation?
A meltedor deformed erection? A sea-lion's
snout? r m s1,1rethe associations are mcantto
tie made, place<Jas tnewhole ding1§.under a
, h.angirlg.symbollically symmetric' star. There's

~

'-,:

It's diflicult to use t'hc~tenn 'pi~torjal
language' without Implying that art itself is
mute. dumb. metaphysica11y
blank.: and that
it only commun'tcates according to linguistic
models. Jn fact; ,fs as difficult to conceive of
art without language ('art' in a va~uum
grammatica) as it is · to conceh'~ of an
imageless language. Neither art nor language
are autonomous, exclusive . areas with a
distinction between imagesand iconography
on one side. and words, graphic markings on
the other. I would think. rather. that an and
language elide. inte(penetrate, are from the
first ...promiscuous.The pure visual aesthete-the picture plane abstractionist. the colorist-1s
as much a myth as the pure writer unless one
means to say that all art is really writing and ·
that all writing is, at the same time, 1ndebted
by some obscure bortomless'origin' to visual
perception.
This bit of hard trivia digested and soon
diregarded
is light of the 5 I. t, gasoline price
1
immediately visible as a veritable post-modem
icon (digital!) of capitalist economics on the
7-11 display board, I drove on rapidly toward
the Artcite showroom at McKenzie Hall. I
• was geared up to survey some visual language
of a slighUy different sort. to see what it was
writing or. in the same breath. affecting to
·say' or 'speak' or 'utter' mutely like the
teasing, semi-occluded eros in David Salle's
paintings. or something. .....
My first disappointment was with the
work of Gari Bernardi who, as the diligent
1
Nonnan DeBono was to point out in that
middle-terlow-brow coney island of the mindund-gut- called Windsor Star Saturday Entertainment section, was ·'showing a strong
influence by New York neerexpressionist
Susan Rothenberg." Strong? How about
disappointing·! Bemardi's derivations of
Rothenberg's elementalism. not to mention
shades of Schnabel or Penck were in direct
contrast to Greg Murphy's realistic. colourdependent puns which are so bland as to be
trying. Full of Promise shows a man looking
at three eggs held out before him in his
cupped hands. Not much to go on here and
certainly less than what's available m his best
work in the show: Flight of !cams. which
portays a kite flyer and his kite divided
Is this a craft. or is it decorative art?
vertically ( in a comer of' the gallery) in two
canvases. The colours arc rich. airy. and
inoffensively pleasanL while the perspective
on the terrestrial figure with his iovful irrimacc
is almost too conventional to be novel. But
it's not
The only other work which left me
thinking it half-succeeds was Rein Triefeldt's
Pupa a fibreglass and aluminum sculpture
involving a floating female figure head sprouting
wires. with back..,ide half-encased in a refngerated casket, and the whole job linked to a
"""'Propane tank and a compressot. Due to the
diligent intcrvenuou of a Windsor lire inspector
l :missed the flICshooting out headw1se which
I :had tJ1mpsed on my kitchen,countcr video
screen during a CBET news show. What I
WllS left with wa$ a contrhed 30 mer..tphor.
human body ,;is ;wul cqnnected to an energizing
electrical conduit} 1'echnrilogical umbilic
with solitary female tonn a.floa'tin a birth out
ofJ1fe
or a blrth;into icy dream life symbolized
by the frost that was suppqsed Loform on the
oelly when the whole th1ng was working?
By comp~rison. Aim.Marie D'Anna's
diminutive sculptures atfe.cted something of a
pleasant enigmaticaffiictionwhicti Will!iless
aggres.sivel)'
empty lhentne wor'k.dQ.rmnating
\heroom. The cohcrenceofher worktlepends
on a viewer's meditative patience ove-r the
found objects, the campy or antiquated semi
Cornell arrangements which should develop
~t oneciiunensial hermettctsm tfthe~ a.re lo
go aitywnere. Addi<:Jedlovers workson the

by Clara Deck
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he Arts Council of Windsor
and region and the School of
Visual Arts are cersponsoring
the Chalmers collection of
Crafts, an exhibit circulated
by the Ontario Crafts Counci~
and now on display at the Centre Gallery
through February 14th. Fourteen Ontario
crafts workers, all past nominees for the
Sandy Bronfman Award of Excellence in
Craft have created for this show new work
representative of their current developmenL
The pieces are in a variety of media: fibre,
wood, porcelain. glass, enael, and silver.
That means that Desk Chair, Donald
Lloyd McKinley and the Nexus chair by
Paul Epp will probably never be sat in again.
When placed in the rarefied environment of
an art gallery these objects become objects of
display, not functional embellishments of
everyday surroundings, as one would expect
crafts to be. There is a great variety of crafts
in the exhibit, each outstanding in its own
way.
The little ·sculptural' crafts are most
interesting and might induce the public to
examine the whole show more closely. Each
is exquisitely executed with a high level of
sophistication. Donald A Stuart's Rose Bowl
(Pyrotechnic) is a dazzling silver bowl with
inlays of various exotic materials. He wins
awards for his work and no wonder. His
piece. and Fay Rooke's In the Garden ofmy
Mind. seem like jewels among the tapestries
and furniture. The latter is a fine enamelwork candy dish.. gold and silver with cloisonn
in brilliant colours. It is akin to something
one might purchase in the shop of a major
gallery-it would be a fortuate find. too. for
it's a superb piece.
As is Harlan House's Jn's in Norwester.
The composition is Oriental influenced, and
the execution is faultless - difficult with such
large-scale ceramics.
Beside this sits The Crystal Cave, a
triptych by Jane Dams, in which sits a wizard
with three attendants, all embroidered in
metallic thread and glass beads. The old man
glares hypnotically while the women show
demure Klimt-like profiles-ail very symbolic
and medieval and decorative.
Is this a craft. or is it decorative art? The '
difference lies in the artist-craftsman's attitude.
Craftspeople often work on commission.
Helen Frances Gregor has executed huge
tapestries for government buildings and fa
head of the textile department at the Ontario
College of Art. Stephi:.n Hogbin's Light
Source is described as polychromed. not
painted. though an artist might call it a
painting. Hogan 1s a craftsman because he
sells his work in craft shops.
There is a close-knit community <>f
craftspeople in Ontario, especially among weayers.
Eunice Andel"$ is a Leamingto.n artist who
had a major solo e'lthil)it at the Art Gallety of
Windsor in I 9Si. Her HomP.Jfeta Emily
1
1
Carr ripples like seaweed in blue and ~n ,;-:
ribbons. Other weavers represented are Helcl\ '!
G~gor and William C, G. Hodge, whos'e 1
Groundblanket.N.W..T.islikea warm rug of

Lance photo b'{ Christopher McNamara

arctic tundra.
It seem$ tobe a sparse show, but is by and
large a collection well represenr..ttiveof Ont
ario's finest Fine crafts. Al~ thatis, withone

glaring exception: Fightlnt Hones. This
reviewer could have sworn she saw them in
souvenir shops in Niagara Falls last swnmer.
Cl

Yes,bu

Charts are such a problem this time of
year. Every publication by now has printed
its Best/Worst whatever of 1985, and we at
The Lance hate to feel left out
Chart fever got even more out of hand
than usual in Britain when the two top Music
weeklies NME and Sounds each came out
with their lisitngs of the Top One Hundred
albums of Ali Time in December. They're
really interesting lists, bound to bring much
grief and joy, and, naturally, provocative.
Marvin Gaye' s What's Going On was voted
Number One by NME, while the Clash's
debut album won it at Sounds. Others in the
top tens were Van Morrison, the Sex Pistols,
the Velvet Underground, Bob Dylan, David
Bowie, the Beatles, Television, Joy Division,
John Lennon. etc. A very diverse grouping,

and it gets even more so down the list, with
the likes of Al Green, Kraftwerk, Motorhead,
Cream, Bobby Womack, Jimmy Cliff, a
whole mishmash of thirty years of Rock 'n
Roll.
Well, we at The Lance were kind of
jealous and even more impressionable, so we
simply had to have a go. Nine or ten of us
wrote down our twenty-five all-time fave
vinyls, ranked in order, and the results were
tabulated to produce what we here reprint
We make no claims for it as a definitiv~
list ( we do have some humility left y'know),
but we're not ashamed to put it up against
anybody else's (most of us aren't anyway).
They're not the most 'important' albums,just
the ones we like best, and are a good excuse
for an argument
Don't worry, it won't happen again.

LANCETOPTWENTYAL
BUMSEVER
Artiste
Album
l.
2.
3.
4.

Goodbye YelJow Brick Road
Hear Nothing, See Nothing, Say Nothing
Remain in Light
A Night at the Opera
5. Never Mind the Bollocks
6. Closer
7. Sgt Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band
8. Reckoning
9. Fresh Fruit For Rotting Vegetables
10. Greatest Hits
11. Soul Mining
12. Seventeen Seconds
13. Unsung H eroes
14. White Album
15. 1999
16. More Songs About Buildings and Food
17. Let It Bleed
18. The Specials
19. Entertainment!
20. Y

cla&Sifieds
W ClltedA large lot object obOul 3 feet by
3 feet Must \.iergh at least 650 pds and
onsW0fto t):lename "Bubbles"' Am willing

to negotiate, but am rather inflexible.
sluggish and highly un-imoginot1Ve reply
byFriday-Spotty Jim
IRISH LEGS. Thick legs. jocularly styled

!he Irisharms It is said of the Irishwomen
that they hove o dispensation from the
pope lo wear the thick end of their legs
downwards
WITH PORTENTOUS FORESIGHT of the
potentio I for disasterat tonighr sgathering.
wedoherebypublictydisovowonyresponsibllily tor our actions and apologize for
the idi6ts we ore certain to make of
ourselves "I just wont to set the world on
fire •. Signed LJF & SM
ENGLISHTUTOR, Editor.Proofreader Professional standards assured Coll Bob
MQl::Kenzieot 254-5484 .

The authorized " loche 's Ten"
(in no particular order)
Borges
O'Brien
Conrod
Vonnegut
Orwell

Poe
ONeil1
Huxley
Marquez
Kofl<o

ELTON JOHN
DISCHARGE
TALK ING HEAD S
QU E EN
SEX P ISTOLS
JOY DIVISION
THE BEATLES
RE.M.
DEAD KENNE D YS
HANK WlLLIAMS
THE THE
Tl;IE CURE
THE D REGS
THE BEATLES
PRINCE
TALKING HEADS
RO LLING STONES
THE SPECIALS
GANG OF FOUR
POP GROUP

A colloquyof
artandcriticism
continued from page 14

more cartoon baroque and shady, implied
surr~alism in D.Anna's other work like "The
Lizard Knows" or one featuring a little dollwoman in a bag.
But for pure formalist, up-front mystery
and visual intrigue look no further than
Michael Boss' canvases. Boss works with a
pared pictorial language and aside from the
enormous Bread and Wine with its neonoceanic intensities of blue, red, etc ... with a
flat, unobtrusive color-field: shades of grey,
black. white
"Gift" is a pensive, monochromatic piece:
box on a chair lighted by an unseen window or
ajar door. The atmosphere is 'mystery' in
quotes; not to mention anxiety: the slightly
disproportionate cigarette abandoned in an
ashtray to our left. Primitive as its painterly
execution is, and cliched in conception as it
aims to be, the cigarette ( self-consuming trace
of human habitation, no less!) in lower
deployment speaks over and above the box's
silent play. Speaks what? Temporarily, it
suggests time, if not language, since by now
we should be well aware that a cigarette has
been invested with more ( cultural) personality
than meets the eye and that a lone cigarette
smoking away in an ashtray is carrying on the
most evanescent of soliloquies.
Thus, the object and its layers of meaning,
though I find that Boss' work isn't quite selfassured enough to balance its fragile, gnomic

suggestiveness with a riveting grace. What
remains are simple, disposable mythologies:
the spilled glass in Spill; the disproportionate
marriage of table and chair in Closing
Time; or how about 11ble, Chair & Milk
Carton-milk carton casting long shadow
across a table cropped in its position in the
lower third of the picture: colJoquy of table
and chair: little beak on carton: emotionless
swathes of surface and empty space everywhere.
In contrast to Boss' vacuities,the subliminal
· angst' of his formal riddling, Kerry Thompson's work shouts. Freud Smeud is a headon, scrawled avalanche of expressionist graffitti centered on its bloated toilet (''Welcome,
ass. Now let's have a catch'' Sir Toby sez to
the clown in Twelfth Night II , iii). The Party,
like The Wagon (his most coherent effort). is
morbid,jokey, and juvenile, and I was hooked
until I left the building. by the anarchic
enfant terrible tone.
And thou shalt not leave shaking your
head.
Humility is the w.,y a critic needs to
proceed; he mus, tap himself on the shoulder
with the humble scrivener's wa"d lest it
metamorphize into a big stick he ends up
swallowing. Volatile humility in my case since
physical, no less than aesthetic pleasure (at
what point does one separate the twu': memory?
regret? selective hindsight? romantic revtrie
in Jove or travel or bluesology?) was being
pursued. D

I

OPPOR I UNITIES FOR GRAl>l.JA1'ES1 L DIES I~

BIOCHhMISTR\ - t..:NI\ ERSIT\ OF \LBERTA
I he Department of Biochemi-..tryof the Uni\ersity of Alberta (20
,1cadcmic su1ff members) 1s recruit111gsuitable candidates 1111er
csted m research in the folio,\ ing fields: biochcn11calvirolog) and
viral oncolog). membrane biolog): cell surface receptors: the
,tructurc and function ofprotems including cnz) mes; x-ray cry,;tallograph) and NMR spcctro-..cop): DNA structure. replication, and
interaction\\ ith proteins; DNA mediated gene transfer; biochemist I) and molecular geneucs of immune respon-..es;metabolic control
mechamsms: and molecular hiolog) ofbactcnal surface -..tructures
S11pcndsfor graduate students ma) be available through a major
grant111gagenc) such a, the Alberta Heritage Foundation for Medical Rc-..carch($11,970. + $2,500. research allO\\ance per annum).
lntere tcd applicants should contact:
Or. John S. Colter, Chairman
Dcpanrnent of Biochemistry
Uni,erslly of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2H 7

The new, expanded Club SODA
Play Festival begins next Monday
with a total of thirteen different
plays being perfonned ( up from last
year's nine), involving about fifty

sz:======================~
11
Students

strotive

Council

ATTENTION
CLUBS!!

Th e following two dates are very important
to you r very existence:

Monday January 27 - Deadline to submit
updat ed club membership lists to receive
Admini strati ve funding.
Friday Jan. 31 - Deadlin e to app ly for
Speci al E vents funding.
For further information contact Bob Baker,
Vice Pr esident SAC Office, 2nd Fl oor.
University Centre 253-6423

students. Club SODA Pre 1dent
Adam Furfaro says that the organizers have learned from what few
mistakes there were in the initial
festival last year and will present a
better organized and more professional series this time around.
The sch edule features two orj....
ginnl plays. One S1epFol'llard, by
Sean Cullen. and Roughing it in
the Bush. by W endy K rckele r
along with '\\orks by some littleknown p laywright and some by
famous rite rs as dh ers e as Nei l
Simon ancl :Jean- Paut Sartre.
The 'Pla Festi val not only shines
the SPotlight on many who simply
can't be fit into the Un iversity
Players' s edu le, 1t also allows
them. in Furfaro's words. "to choose
what they they want to do, ana
how-they can participate in any
way they like " The plays are directed
by students. and all lighting and
technical work is handled by students.
The work is entirely extracurricular .

TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC and VIDEO SHOW
FREEADMISSION FOR CANADIANS EVERY NIGHT
21 and over please / Proper Attire Required

When you need to Breakaway, ·
There is only one pla9e tog
J.J. Morgan' s
Where the good times never endl I
• Tuesday (Ladies Nite)
Reduced drinks for all.
• Thursday (Happy Hour)
• Friday
Non-Stop
• Saturday
Fun

>

22509 Ecorse Rd.
1/4 Mlle E. of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200

...
rn
...
rn
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as it is not in any way counted
towards course credits.
The series begins Monday with
Babel Rap, a play by J ohn Lazarus
showing two men building a pl;tform
towards God. (The Biblical derivauon is obvious). It is followed that
nightby Christopher 'QurangsBeyond
Therap}iwhich will also be performed
next Saturday. Closing out Monday
night is Cornered, by Reibert Patock.
This one features a woman trying to
telVnot to tell her husb a nd of her
pregnancy.
Tuesday night starts off with
Neil Simon's The Odd Couple, a
play that needs no introduction
from me. Next is No Ex it, in which
Jean- Pau l Sartre reveals why Hell
is other people.
B eyond B elief. by Irene Walts,
i~ the first of Wednesday's two
Alnys.Thesecond is Duck Variations.
.an ear l) work by D a"'id M arnet
(w ho many think deserves more
fame than Sam Shepard). This one
features two women playing male
roles
On Thursday night will be lesley
Havar d's Forfeits, followed by One
Step Forward Thi s latter was written

by second year drama student Sean
Cullen, and begins when a platypus
and a kiwi bird meet on the beach
and find out what it means to be a
misfit of nature.
Friday's first play is Welcome
to A11dromeaa.
by Ron Whyte, which
centres on the rela tionship between
a paraplegic and a nurse. After that
is thesecooo
petfonnance d Cornered.
followed up with Edward Albee's
de hut hit Th e Zoo Story. The drama
here is between a mild-mannered
middle class fellow and a refugee
from society's fringe.
Saturday, the last night of the
series, starts with a repe a t showi ng
of Beyond Therapy. Nex t is the
fesuva.f
s secondoriginalwor1,;,
Roughing ' it in the Bush, by Wendy
Krekeler, a fourth year student
This play focusses on Susannah
Moody, the eai'ly Canadian pioneer.
The fina l play 1sDespair, a onewoman show written by Lesley
Havard.
Programs will be available for
eac h pla y. and actmti es will start at
seven o'clock each evening. Admis.sion is free for a ll. D
- Lance Arts StafT
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Lifestylevogue
Check out Miami Vice the other night? Seen the latest Metro Times?
Get yourself a paisley blouse yet?
Yes? Well, forget ·em. They're dated and so are you. What Paul
McCartney called ·'this ever-changing world in which we live in" is as
turbulent as ever, and it's hard to keep one's life-style on track. There's
more to being hip than just watching David Letterman.
As a public service, the Lance herewith presents a list of 1986's ins
and outs. Don't run the risk of social ostracism-clip, save and memorize.
It's here, it's now, it's where your lifestyle wants to be in '86.

by Margaret Hoffman
Instant mocha, sweet caramel, mango
glo. Sound like a Baskin Robbins

rn

lineup for Flavour of the Month? Not
so. What we have here is merely a
sampling of the bottom of my makeup
drawer. And that's just a start
Makeup colours have always intrigued me. Not the
shades: the names. Skeptics might counter that a rose
is a rose is a rose. But the true make up connoisseur can
distinguish the subtle nuances of calico rose, rose du
large, and love that rose.

Some of these names are wildly probable at besL
They seem to have more to do with their resonance
than with any resemblance to an actual colour. Just
look in my drawer. You'll find a purple lip gloss that
answers to the name of beige cream. The rule bf thumb
seems to be ··when in doubt. tack two names together."
What else can explain sill'ered wine? Have you ever
seen wine turn silver? Maybe in the Twilight Zone.
An artist friend of mine was skeptical when I
explained the hilarity of my subject. He asked for an
example. so I pulled a lipstick. Rosefeather ( a sort of
pink). "What sense does that make?" Sam asked.
"When I use a colour, let's say yellow ochre, I
associate it with the earth. I can relate to it. What's the
association with Rosefeather? Is it to animals? Couldn't
you just as easily have rose armadillo?" Don't scoff
Sam. It might be in production as we speak.
The cosmetics name game always raises a question
in my mind. Who gets the credit for such wonderful
creations as flamboyant lilac and ponrait beige 9 Do
the cosmetic giants devote departments to this awesome
task 9 Or do Estee and Elizabeth have some wizened
old men cranking these things out in small back rooms
across North America? I wouldn't rule this out either.
That kind of person would be obsolete in any other
field. Their imaginations would be just too vivid for the
mundane business of everyday life.
I get a real kick out of the compact names. You get
three or four shades of makeup(two of which you can't
wear) and they all have the neatest titles. Romantic
russets (browns), shady purples (they're half right).
Maybelline·s bunch of colour (thanks Howard) and
my personal favourite: Hop skip jump brown. This not
to be confused with Hear no evil, see no e1•il,speak no
e1•ilgrey. Okay. so I made that one up. Hey. maybe I
can make it big in this business. Anyone for ridiculous
red? How about amazingly orange? Frenetically

To be more precise, any cosmetics afficionado
worth her salt knows that to confuse carnation with
misty carnation or even misty carnation pink is
almost as grave afaux pas as mistaking an eyeliner for
a lip brush ( although perhaps not quite as painful).
There is a fas"cination on the part of makeup
manufacturers with food, no matter how bizarre the
concoction. Cinammon velvet, ,·opper ice and sit·eet
cucumber are just a few unlikely combinations. A little
more palatable are creme de cocoa, goldfrost toffee
and just plain old raspberry.
Earthy materials are also a popular source of
names. Heading up the jewellery department are
deeJ?f!.low
topaze and precise diamond Moving along
to "semi-precious" nomers we have rose quartz, beryl
rose, and coral opal. For you naturalists out there,
there's always warm wood and tawny bamboo. Did J
mention seashell, amethyst shell, and shell pink?
Speaking of pink, there must be a million different
shades, Porcelain pink, piquant pink, pink blossom,
venetian pink,pinkgleam. Revlon claims to have only
41 shades, but I figure if every company carried the
same colours with different names you'd hae to run a
computer program to come up with the permutations. fuchsia ... ?D

Come See
The Gyros.
King!!
Try our Starving

Student Special
Gyros Plate with
Greek Salad
Only $5.00

OLYMPIC
RESTAURANT

F ine G reek and
Canadian Cuisine
Dine In or
1:ake Out

2 190 Wyandotte W.

256-0444

-·
1985 things
Wrestling
Jim and Tammi
Hitchcock
Stubble

Me1ro Times
Purple
Toronto
Eddie Murphy
Hip-hop/Go-go
White sports coats
Stallone
Vegetarianism
Trivial Pursuit
Charity Concerts
Yuppiedom
The Chicago Bears
Pat Sajak
Springsteen
Dr. Ruth
Pastels
AIDS
Edmonton Oilers

Spin
VCRs

Miami Vice

1986 things
Bowling
William F. Buckley
Welles
Van Dyck beards

Chatelaine
Electric blue
Winnipeg
Alexei Sayle
Cajun
Cardigans
Tom Laughlin
Smoking
Talking Football
Playing at the Budokan
Welfare cheques
Green Bay Packers
Chuck Barris
James Brown
·Ed Anger
Paisley
Malaria
Hartford Whalers
16
Live theatre

Soul Bear

Next Year· in Jerusalem!
Study abroad at the
Hebrew University
- Degree Programs
- One Year Program
- Summer Courses
- Bursaries Available
Fully accredited courses
offered in English.
French. Hebrew.
Meet a representative of the
Hebrew University.
Thursday, January 30, from 11
am to 2 pm in the
Student Centre.
For more 111forma11on.
con1actlhe CanadianFriends
of the HebrewUrnvers,ty
Su11e
208. 1 YorkdaleRoad
Toronlo. Onlar10M6A3A1.

(416)789-2633

I
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Murray
MURRAY McLAUCHLIN
"Midnight Break"
(True North)

FOR

SALE

CASUALPANTS
by Generra, Cream, Calvin Klein, Union Bay, etc.

SWEATERS
by Britches. Gant, Union Bay, etc.

SHIRTS
by YSL Bugatchi, Colours by Alexander Julian, etc.

FALL& WINTER JACKETS
Leathers. Tweeds and Melton Bombers
All Reamaining Fall and Winter
Stock of Suits, Sport Coats.
Dress Pants & Dress Shirts

20% OFF
Polo by Ralph Lauren and
Boston Trade Cruise

There are some things in life
that. L swear, I will never understand
Like how Thing travelled from one
box to another in the Addams
Family house or why Fred Flintstone
never climbed back through the
window just like his cat did at the
end of each episode. Or why people
from one socio-economic class ( i.e.
white collar) can barely comprehend.
let alone appreciate. the values of
another socio-economic class (i.e.
blue collar).
Don't you just hate all those
spoiled brat Toronto students gripe
and complain about being thrust
right smack in the middle of the
industrial wasteland (l"m talking
Windsor) from the comforting con fines of safe and affiuent T.O .?
Come on. surely you've heard it.
Like Toronto has Queen's Park.
well-kept roads. bank towers, Ont ario Place, and(soon) a new domed
stadium ( all built with our dollars.
no less!) And Windsor? It's boring
and there's so many factories and
the water tastes funny and the air
smells bad and the whole place is
just sooooo dirty.
(Huh ... the record? Yeah. Yeah.
I'm getting to it).
The mere fact that Mr. McLauchJin. his perpetually handsome
and inextricable Canadian puss so
obviously a product of the white-

collar Canadian gene pool, takes to
extolling the virtues-and,
Lord
knows. the tribulations-of working
class Ontario means that there may
be a glimmer of hope for this pathetically myopic country.
· Midnight Break is an empathetic
rock and country project that chronicles these struggles with both shock
and understanding - like an idealistic
UMC musical missionary. So ol:r
viously un-Canadian.
For instance. "'Louisa Can't
Feed Another Child" shows how
desperation can almost lend credence
to the otherwise unjustifiable crime
of abortion by introducing that missing
premise of cold reality into our
theory - ladden classrooms. And
"Suppcrtime in Milltown". the toughness of grovelling guit-ars and vocals
at times recalling John Stewart's
tepid late seventies attempts at
country/pop crossover, takes the
blue-collar frustration and. as they

-----------------

say, hits the nail on the head:
"outside the hotel bar/they were
fightin' on the concrete ground/they
were lookin' to hurt whatever was
around."
But McLauchlin's tender lyrics
and calculated songwriting are damn
near smothered by a preoccupation
with power. Overbearing guitar and
drums are obnoxiously mixed loud
and conspicuous as if we' re to .be
spoonfed pablumated Cn'W. Hooks
that haven't been sharpened with
clever arrangements and the authentic
minimal musicianship of real Cn'W
won't catch much, will they?
Still, ifthe unification Mu!Reagan
lamely preaches is ever to come to
fruition. no doubt a dose of Murray
McLauchlin's prole praising would
hardly hurt matters. Almost makes
you want to get your hands dirty,
doesn't it?

Michael Panontin

---

---

--

--
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cla$ifieds
ASSUMPTION
W.MRSIIY O-q:iel - 973-70.34
cocated between the University Centre
and the Ambassador Bridge Masses ot
10:30 am and 4 30pm on Sunaays Monday
to ~nday ot 11 50 om EveryTuesday there
\S oiso moss at 5 00 pm Sacrament of
ceconciliation on request ,AJlare welcome'
Ne hove o library with study space and o
1ourrg e fo r your con ve nie nce
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8- 12 noo n- 8
pm. Retreat Assumption Campus Community - Focihtotor - Fr John Gaughan.
C S B Theme Reach ing Out - what does
,t mean to uve o life 1nthe spirit of Jesus
Ch rist? Call 973 -7034 to register or for
more information
OFFICE OF STUDENTAlfo,rs hos moved
to the West Library building Phone listings
re~1n ttie same Extension 3288/3287

I
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GRADUATION
PICTURES
Asa convenierce
to graduating students. and since many
photography studios in the area now
keep in stock o variety of Bachelo(s
hoods and gowns. candidates tor Bachebr'sdegreeswhowish tohavegraduation
pictures taken will no longerobtain hoods
and goM')S from the Officeof the Secretary
1nWindsorHoll TOM3r.
but 'willmake OITO~
ments directly with the studio of their
choice Please coll Mrs Corney in the
Office of the Secretary ( ext 2004) to find
out which studios have the hood for your
particular degree You con then decide
whieh stvdtO you 'NOntto take your portrait.
andcollthemtoranoppo1ntment
Cono1dotes for the Maste(s and gowns from
the Office. of the Secretary. os in the past
REMINDER January 24. 1986 is the lost
day to opplyfor the ICUStudent Exchange
Program Contact Shirley Fields. room
2191 WindSOf Holl North. 253-4232. ext
2396

After your favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKER
SCHNAPPS
TASTETHEDIFFERENCE

AsannpttClf'I
U nlv•lltv Chq)IIII 973-7034.
located between the University Centre
and the Ambassador Bridge Masses at
10.30 o m and 4:30 pm. on Sundays
Monday to Fnday at 11 50 am Every
Tuesday there 1s·a1somass at 5:00 p.m
follOwed by dinner at 6 pm ( cost isS2 .50)
Everyone welcome Sacrament of Reconciliation on request
$7 PER HOUR SALARY Plus attractive
bonus schedule Port time 'with flexible
hOurs. Persons required to represent Provincial Nol').Profit OlgOntZOtion "'1th fundro1S1ng
progrorn Contact Mike- 254-4692

pnthelance
AJlothers~
Meeting
+!-\Is'rtursday 1 :00 p .m . Bring your l'londs

n,o Lance am.
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by Scott A. Pattison
The 1985/86 edition of the University of Windsor Lancer Hockey team
and the 1985/86 N.H.L. Detroit Red
Wtrgs toth have ore thing in common
consistency. The Lancerscont,nueto
Impress: while the Red Wings continue to depress. and that is where
the similarities between the two stop.
The Lancers. with back-to-back
victories over visiting Western and
Guelph. have raised their Ontario
UniversitiesAthletic Association (OUM)
record to on impressive.9-2-3, points
behind top ranked York Yoemen.
w1tha matchw,th York scheduled for
February 21 st at
rome
Saturday night's
ntest saw the
ancAr.:;fall beh nd

danrs put it, the Guelph game he1a
special significance for his teammates
"tfyOU remember correctly. they(Guelr:h)
beat us out for the last playof spot
last year. with an 8-2 win over us 1n
our own building So. this one is k nd
of sweet. like sweet revenge"
On Friday night. the Lancers held
on to beat the visiting Western team
by a score of 5-4
The Lancers built an early lead on
goals by Ken Mnetlo(2) and Chuck
Brimmer
Midwot through the second penod
the Lancers began to s t on the r
• ood however open "'IQ the door!: for
Wec:+err,wb c resl'.X)l'.'060wr!i"la +t-vee
utb rs

ari
"'lute mal'I<o the
f, c;toor od W nds:::,rs
KenMnelb tied

t up r

e-

~rned othe reup
with o t.ong n t-

n end-

to-end rush. The
pc 1od ended •na
1 "deadlock
'fhe second pe<lod ~ the Larcers
turn on the goo light three times on
marks by Paul Dawson. Paul Polian,.
and Jim Lepine. "This was our first
time playing~.
Evayth rg 9Se(TOO
to click" remarked winger Paul Dawson
of coach Cranker's thrrd line
Cranker also made mention of
hrs third line. "It was certainly a nrce
surprise watching (that) line pick up
some of the slack."
Windsor added one more goal ,n
the third period on o shorthanded
breakaway tally by Rick Pickersgill
making the fina l score 5-1 Lancers.
AsWindsor goa ltender Steve Sapar-

•

,<

Rob S€'V1SS

c'"ling two goals 1")
trie victory
/>s noted the
Lancers ore only
two points out of first t ed with Launer
and Western for second with 21 points
( see standings) Theirtop line of MineHo.
Brimmer, and Pic1<ersg1II
are still among
the leading scorers n the OUM
Minello 1stied for fifth. wh le Brimmer
and Pickersgill are 1na three-way he .
for tenth
The Lancers return to action this
Friday with a key motchup aga,nst
Waterloo on the rood Saturday night
the Lancers move on to Guelph for a
rema tch Both games a re 7:30 p.m.
starts, ancJ can be heard on CJAMFM (91 .5) startin g at 7·15 D

lance photo by Jo_:,_n_B.:..
yn--=
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Stats

I

\Lancersamongtopscorers

LEADINGSCORERS
Teom
Wote~oo
lour,er
Brock
Lourenton
lourentron
Windsor
Lour er

Player
Steve L1nsemon
Corey McCulcheon
Dove Kurcho rl<
&en Kellehel
Den,~ Costonguov
Ken Mlnello
Shown Reagon
Steve Molosk
Pot Lizotte
Chuck Brimmer
Rick Plckersglll

G
21
15
15
8

17
14

A

p

19

40

20
17
23
•3

35

32
31

30

16

30

•4

16

30

RMC

''J

20

Lourent,an
Windsor
Windsor

.,
10
10

18
18

30
17 28
28
28

w

Guelph

Lour en t,o n

I~,.
Brock

I Ryerson

ll.1clvloster
RMC

11

L

T

3

10 2

1

9

2

10
9
9
6
7
5

3

3
1

5
3

7
9

1
0

8

2
0
1

4

10

1

3

12

3
3

12
13

2
1

0

F

A

97

49
48

84

87
76

p

23

55
51

21
21
2•

66

19

73 30
69

l

I
~

I

OUAA UAGUE STANDINGS

York
Lour,er
Windsor
Western
Wo terroo
TOl'onto

I

l

18

69
87 98

14

79

QQ

11

66
69

122

54

109
102

9
8
7

63

114

6

14
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TEACHING

fVolleyba/lers
winleague
game,loseexhibition

AWARDS

PROGRAM
tclC"l \'t'clr lhC' OntJriO ( ontedera11on of Univpr,1tv fell ultyA,,()( 1at1ons
rc>l01.;111ze,ou1,1,rnd1ng teachc>r, in Ontario urn\ er,itie,
through
cl\,,ird, ba,pd on ac11v111e,in thP prP< eding calendar yE'ar

by Mike Lyster

CATEGORIES

The University of Windsor Lancerette volleyball team had its ups
and downs this past weekend. Luckily. the downs didn't count in the
standings.

Tc>Mh1ng Pmhrac p, al' lpvel, ot in,lruction
• graduate> and undPr·
~rc1duate lP,H h1nr,. c ontmuing education and iaculty dc>velopmenL
Prolil 1c>ncy111 !Paching m.i'y C'xtend well beyond the>cla,,room.
1he
laht>rc1tocv or th<• lac ultv member', otfire. At t v1tie, ~uch a~ cour~('
de..,gn; curriculum development
organ11at1on of teaching program~.
c1rt oil en ,mportdnt
contribution,.
Tho,c• who excel in any ot
thP"' ,ire c>ligihle tor OCUFA Teaching A\,ard,.

"The Ottawa match was really
encouraging," said Prpich. ..They' re
ranked fourth in the country, and

Friday night against Western
the Lancerettes pulled out a win in
a back and forth match, 15-10. 1315, 15-4, 8-15, and 15-7.

NO MINATIONS
ArP 1m1tc>d trom 1ndrviduals. informdl group,
,tudPnt <ounctb. departments,
alumni. Plt

Lakehead three games to two. but
lost2-l to Waterloo. 2-0 ro Queen's.
3-0 to Western, and 2-0 to Ottawa.

''(TheOttawa f{ame )
indicates that we are
not that far behind"

The victory gave the team a 6-2
mark on the season and a share of
first place in the OWIAA West
standingswith McMaster.Botllschools
have 12 points, although McMaster
has played one less match.

ot <,1udent,. local

A ~u1d,•lin<' to a,~i,t in organi1111g a nomrnation should be conwlted
h) pro~pect1ve nominator,
and i~ dvallable on reque~t from the
Olficp of TPa< htng & learning, 2100 lambton Tower (ext. 3090)

The squad did not fare as well in
the Waterloo Invitational Tournament held Saturday and Sundar,
The Lancerettes won only one match
against four defeats. but coach Marge
Prpich said that it was not as bad as
it sounds.
.. All the games were exhibitions,
so we're not hurt in the standings,"
explains Prpich. Windsor topped

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPTOF NOM INATIONS BYOCUFA IS
MARCH 31, 1986

"We tried new people, and new
things," Prpich said. ·'We've had
some injuries. and l gave one new
player, Lisa Hornick, a good deal
of court time."

Prpich added that there were a
few standout performances over
the weekend. ··Cheryl Smith in
particular was tremendous," Prpich
noted ·•She blocks so well on defense
that the other teams were forced to
adjust their offensive schemes."
The Lancerettes next outing is
at Laurier this Friday to take on the
1-6 Golden Hawks. D

OWIAA LEAGUE WEST

w
McMaster
we were in both games{l5-J 3. 15- Windsor
9). That·indicates that we are not Waterloo
that far behind."
Western
Brock
Also. because it was an exhibition
Guelph
tournament. Prpich experimented
Laurier
with differentcombinationsof players.

.••.
..

6
6
6
4
2
l
I

L
l

p
12

2
3
4
4
6
6

12

12
8
4
2
2

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

SPRINGBREAK'86

Feb. 15 LSAT
Mar. 15 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800-387·1262

claS5tfieds
VoluntEs opportunity The ThirdWorld Re-

source Centre is sE19kingTWOvolunteers
to work in its educat1onol branch in the
field of resource development and maintenance
Telephone:519-252-1517
Student Directory avoilable in SACoffice.
2nd floor University Centre 25C each
Nymphs fed Dionysus on honey. which
he one doyd1scovered could be fermented
into mead Soon afterwords. when he
discovered that a better drink could be
produced from grapes. he became a
devotee of wine

'\

SAC DISCOUNT STICKERSand pcmphlets
ore now available in the SAC 0(11ce.2nd
floor. University Centre

Air Packages From :

$4Q~

Cd'!·_

- Bus Packages From :

$239

Cdn.

Hip New Wave 80 ' s Diseases
1 AIDS
(1)
2. Skin Conr;er
(2)
3 Hord meta! disease
(- )
4 Ileitis/colitis
(6)
5. Alcoholism
(5)
6 Heort disease
(4)
7 Chlomoha
(- )
8 Tci,1cShock Syndrome
(7)
9 Herpes Symplex II
(3)
10 Crib Deoth
(-)

1955 Diseases
1 Heart disease
2 Emphysema
3 Gout
4. Small pox
5 Tuberculosis
6. Polio
7 The clap
8. Leod poisoning
9. Syphilis
10. Cancer of the larynx

• Round trip transportation
via deluxe motor
coach or air.
• Superior accommodation
at a beachfront
hotel.
• Welcome party including Pooldeck activities.
• Entertainment
& Discount packages.

-

-

~

~

For your free brochure and registration form , see your
Campus Group Leader Chris Shaver , Tues/Thurs 2·5 pm at 1-800 ·268·9044
Travel Cuts , 44 St . George St., Toronto

1785 Diseases
1. TB(The Consumption)
2. Scurvy
3. Rickets
4 . Cholera
5 . Hoof and mouth disease
6. Syphilis
7 Polio
8. Scarlet fever
9.·Typhoid
10. (A tie) Diphtheria and earwigs

"he lance
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Lancerssplit,stayat .500
by Janisse Browning-Leveque
Western Mustangs· Pod Annstronghooped
only a solitary basket in the second half of
Saturday's contest with the Lancer basketball
squad, but that undaunted hook shoot pierced
through more than mesh.
With the Mustangs trailing 7 3-71, Armstrong manipulated what few seconds were
left and funneled through the visitors' defence
for the tying basket.
The unsung hero struck again in overtime
to secure the 83-81 dying moments.
Those crucial baskets spoiled any Lancer
hopes of breaking more than one season of
consecutive road losses and dropped them
down to 2-2 in the competitive OUAA
Western conference. The Mustangs are now

2-1.
'Tm disappointed about the outcome,
but we played well and hard," said Lancer
coach Paul Thomas.
''We had them down the stretch but then
had some tough breaks and they had some
tluky baskets at the end of regulation. Tonight
we tried to make things happen. but the game
could have gone either way."
Annstrong admitted that he surprised
himself with the ·'flukv baskets".
"They ( Lancers) led by eight until the
final seconds and then I put in a prayer," said
Armstrong.

Accord.mg to Annstron g his winningjum pshot was not written in the initial scri pt.
"We were supposed to swing over top of
the zone and pass to the other man but the

Lancer Mike Stockwell went five for-five
from the line in the second half, and the team
hit 25 of 42 free throw attemots.

ball came to me instead. Someone had to get
the shot and it just happened to be me.,.
Matt St. Louis, who lead the Lancers '
balanced offence with 14 points , opened up
the scoring and established their early lead

The Mustangs maintained a ten-point
lead for the first seven minutes of the second
stage until the Lancers picked up the pace
and some key offensive rebounds.

.

By the 8:54 mark JetTVanLingen evened
with three quick field goals. But the Mustangs out the score at 58 with his rebounding layeventually overshadowed the L;:incer attack up. and from that point on it was a fight to the
by filling an eight-point gap and tying the finish.
score at 20 with 9: 16 left in the first stanza.
Mustangs' Chris Cavender, who Jed all
At one point the Lancers trailed
and they failed to hit a mark for almost four scorers with 17 points, committed his fifth
minutes until Carlo Boniferro cleared a lay- foul while guarding Biasutto under the net
with two minutes of regulation play remaining.
up and poked in a follow-up free throw.
Hi s teammates Jejfp etter andT CCI) Thompson
,. II
d ·
d
be h d Ii th
I
Later the Lancers took further advantage ater 10 owe suit an were nc e or e
rest o f the ~ame.
of the Mustangs' fouls with Rob Biasutto
starting a series of Lancer free throws as the
St Louis was the only Lancer to foul out,
clock wound up before halftime.
although VanLingen and Scott Thomas came

.5i-;;

pla~cr.s in double figures, which is a special
statistic. Western has a good team with their
outside shooters. We were hoping to get
away on thembut thefrejust too experienced"

Thomas notedtheperformancesof Stockwell.
Ross Sisco. and Andy Kiss, "'ho tied the
score at 81 with two from the line before
Annstrong shot the game-winning basket.
. VanLingen shot 13 points for the Lancers.
B1asutto, Thomas and Stockwell cleared 11
and_Carlo Boniferro added JO.
'
Pete VandeBovenkamp shot 15 for the
Mustangs, Armstrong contributed 12 and
Jamie Ziegel followed with l I.
. to Brock on Wednesday,
After travelling
.
.
the Lancers play host to Guclph University
t
th
St
D
·
S
d
2
a e
ems gym un ay at p.m.

o

close with four apiece.

In the last four-and-a-half minutes the
Lancers sunk seven of their nine points from
the stripe. They trailed 39-33 going into
halftime.
·· 1 here was a total of 31 fouls on us and
22 on Windsor." said Western coach Doug
Hayes ... It was a physical game . I can live
with the calls when we're battling inside
under the net, but our careless reaching fouls
are what hurt."

OUAA LEAGUE WEST
"It was rough with three of our big guy:s
A p
WL
F
fouling out. .. said Coach Hayes. ·'But we
3 0 230 217 6
shot over 50 per cent in the game and it all Brock
2 I 201 201 4
boiled down to who had the last shot. ..
Laurier
2 I 242 22Q 4
We stern
And it was the Mustangs who walked Windsor
2 2 30 1 307 4
away with the win.
2 2 286 263 4
McMaster
I 2 211 221 2
Waterloo
Despite the loss Coach Thomas still
4 285 326 0
Guelph
0
praised his team·s efforts ... We had six

Lancerettes
remainwinless
· h t helf· Amencan
·
· ·
up w1!
visitors.
tying me
score in the final ten seconds. A last-second
. d I b M' hi
h
m1sse ay up y
tc gan sent t e game
into overtime.

by Linda Gage

The Lancerette basketball team went into
.
the new yearw1th an0-4 won-loss record and
thus far in '86. they're off to an 0-2 start in
league action. They must know by now that
ifs 1986 and things are supposed to be
different. aren't they~

The teams battled back and forth and
Michigan jumped ahead to a 6 point lead.
Windsor came within two and had the chance
to tie it up with 20 seconds remaining but
missed the final shot o~ the game.

defensive team, stopped us from getting on
k "" · I ,,
d
trac_ o11ens,ve y. commente co-captam
Janisse after the loss
·

"We ran into every foul trouble and had
to hold hack some. We'll put it all together
soon and win a ball game, .. she added.

After losing in Waterloo by a scoreof59·
39 their first week back. the Windsor squad
Elaine Janisse led the Windsor squad
was defeated in an exciting exhibition match
against the University of Michiganat Dearlx>m with 24 points and Coleen Hogan added 15.
The contest came up on the short end of a 65- Michigan was led by C. Gallivan with 24
points and a game high 11 rebounds.
63 score.

!'he Lancerettes trailed by 18 at the halt
but qukkly closed Wcstem's lead to just five
in the first few minutes of the second half.
But. as J anisse stated. Windsor ran into some
serious foul trouble and was forced to rest a
few starters at the l 0-minute mark of the
second half.

The first half of the game was a slow,
With the tough battle against Michigan
defensive game that saw Windsor return to a still on their minds, the Lanceretles optimistman-to-man defense for the first time in a ically travelled to London on Saturday to
challenge the Westem Mustangs. The Windsor
while.
team managed to put together a few intense
Windsor had the lead at half-time but spurts, but it wasn't enough as they were
slacked off in the second half and found defeated by a score of 77-64. ·
themselves trailing by I I points with only 7
minutes remaining.
.. We did a good job of trying to stop their
The Lancerettes fought back and caught running game. but Western. being a tough

Westem's strong benchoutplayed Windsors
and the visiting team couldn't get any closer
than three points.
Hogan had 21 points for Windsor and
J anisse, who fouled-out in the second half.
contributed 13. K. Mitchel led all scorers
with 26 points for the Mustangs.
The Windsor squad has a big weekend
coming up when they travel to Wilfred

We ve Got It All'

We Carry Swimwea r
40% off

Door Prizes
Sponsored by Labatt's

$2.50 advanced
$3.00 at door

Get advanced tickets from
Resident R.A.' s

St udent
Membership
$55.00

s

NOT E: Fans wishing to support the
Lancerettes on Sunday will have plenty of
time to make it home for the big kick-off time
at 5:15 pm.O

OWIAA LEAGUE WEST
Waterloo
Brock
Western
McMaster
Guelph
Launer
Windsor

IN THEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WfNOSOR
You re Just minutes away from Windsor s most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facll1ty We re an exc ting new ct ub that
afters members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop • Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off w ith SAC Discount Card

8 pm to 1 am
I.D. required

s

Playball.

All Residence
Bash
Friday January 31 st

Laurier on Fnday and host the Guelph
G
h
B
G
ryp ons on uper owl unday.
nmc
time is 3 pm at St. Denis Centre. Their
season record now stands at 0-6 and these
games will be crucial to any chance ofa playoff berth.

w

L

F

5

J

386

4
4
3

I 326
2 363

2 270

2 4
2 4
0 6

341
345

290

A p
319 10
255 8
345
8
264 6
370 4
387
4
381 0
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Ontario

M1n1strvof
Colleges and
Univers111es

Callout for '86_footballers

Ontario Student
Assistance
Program
1985-86

Sportcetera

Apply now!

..

If you have already applied
to OSAP and wish to appea
your award. you should
contact your Financial A,1d
Administrator 1mmed1ately
For further information and
appea• deadline dates contact
your F1nanc1alAid Office

Deadline for your 1985-86
OSAP application 1s90 days
before the end of your
schoo1 year

*

One OSAP appltcat1on form
ets you apply for
• Ontario Study Grans
• Canada S1udent Loa"
• Ontario S1udent Loan

Lancer Football News: Attention all returning and prospective
Lancer footballers-all those interested
in trying out for the 1986 team,
there will be a meeting on Monday.

Poppleton copped the gold in the
women's 200-yard breaststroke and
backstroke...the Lancer fencing team

January 27 in Room 201 of the
Human Kinetics building at 5 pm.

had another good outing over the
weekend. this time at the York
Invitational. The sabre squad was

' The main topic will be the offseason conditioning program. If
unable to attend, leave your name

undefeated and won the gold. with
Rod Zatyko and Mike Fulmer both
finishing 14-0. The epee team placed

in the office of the HK building... the
Windsor curlin g team fared well
over the weekend at the OUAA
West Sectionals at Waterloo. They

fifth in a IG-team field... Good news
for part-time swimmers: an hour for

* Januar,: 31, 1986

If you have previously received an OSAP loan and
have not negotiated a new
loan this year you shou d
contact your Financial Aid
Administrator bank or lending
instrtulion for the appropriate
forms that must be filed 1n
order to conttnue your interestfree status
•

students-only has been opened up
each weekday at the St Denis pool.

won four matches against only one
defeat. They beat Waterloo 9-7.
Brock 8-7, Western 8-4 and Laurier
9-7. losing only to Guelph. 6-5 ...

The times are .l-3 pm Monday/
Wednesday/Friday and I I-noon
Tuesdays and Thursdays. It should

Lancer and Lancerette swimmers
claimed four individual golf medals
in meets at Wayne State University

be noted that lengths only are
permitted. D

on Saturday. Matt Butler won the
men's 100-yard freestyie and 200yard backstroke. while Wendy

Hon. Gregory Sorbara. Minister
Alan K. Adlmgton, Deputy Minisler

LEAD
GUITARIST
v..ontedforR&Binfluenceo
bond(originols&

covers). Coll973-1164

I LESBIAN &

GAY student group-next
meeting on campus will take place on
Friday January 31 in Iona College

OFFICEOF STUDENT
Affairshos moved to
the West Ubro;y building Phone listings
remain the some Extension 3288/3287.
BELWOODLODGE& CompseeksquolKied
director for summer We ore o non-profit
residentialcomp for mentally hondicopped
children and adults. and ore seeking a
Comp Director on a permanent porttime basis-port-time from February to
Moy and September Full time while at
comp. June. July and August
lrso rewording positionwhiChwillappeal to
senior university students. teachers. and
other professionals with related experience. offenng both o soloryofS9.000 and
room and board while at the comp.
The successful candidate will be responsible for all aspects of Belw:xx:I's operations
including staffing for the 1986 summer
season.
Replies should be directed Mr Michael
Mullen. 10 George St North. Cambridge
Ont N1S2M7

with Campus Marketing

YOUR BESTDEALTO FLORIDA

"THE HOME OF SPRING BREAK"
YOUDRM

(TO THEPARTY)

$99
WEDRM

(THE PARTYSTARTS
HERE)

NEEDED:
MODELS
-$6 per hour Coll Uof
W 253-4232 ext 2828. Visual Arts Dept
Skis tor so1e.Oynostorskss(180).SOiomon
bindings, Scott poles S150.Coll Amilcor
253-2288.

$209
INCLUDES:

PREGNANT

• Round trip motor coach tronsoortolton to beouttful
Dovtono Beach ( WE DRIVE Packages Only) We use
nothing but modern hig hway coaches

AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

• Eight FIOf1dodays/seven endless nights at one of ou r
exc1t1ngoceonrront hotels. 1ocoteo right on the Doytono
Beach strip Your hotel hos o beautiful pool sun deck. 011
cond1t1oned rooms. cotOf 1V ano o nice long stretch o t
beach
• A full schedule ot FREEpool deck parties f!Very doy
• A full list of pre-arranged discounts to soveyou 111oney1n
Doytono Beach

Strt{Jrtm,t

• Travel representatives to insure o smooth tnp and o
goodl1me
/
• Opt1ono1 side excursions to D1snevWortd Epcot deep
sea f1sh1ng.party cruises. etc

at

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

• All taxes and lips

SPEND A WEEK -

252-3322

NOT A FORTUNE

LIMITEDRESERVATIONS

FOR FURTHERINFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Col'T"pusMoncew·,9 1nc so v S ooseo
e:o,oo,ot!Qn ott&·f'\Q tQuls ,.,,Conooo
ono fl'\ereto<e ,s f\Qt covereo cv ,~e
Trove1 1ndvSltV A..c' COr'T'Ous

cunen1

Rep,e5,9ntoi,~s

ex,s~ Q<'lh, fo e:ioeo1te

rna1eoo1sono eSC0(1'~
Comous Marketing Inc

CALLTOLL FREE

PO Bo• 2784
~ Ell\'n 1a1not
> o01 38

1 ·8QQ-423·5264

Call your Campus Representative

·or

at 253-4024

-.- -·
- --itaw~

-=-

S'.:"'.~·.
~R·::::

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical Referrals,
Community Referrals.
Accommodations and
Legal Advice .
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Host Can-Amthis weekend

Track
stersra
nked~tin Canada
by H.J. Slama

The Lancer track and field team have had
a busy weekend.

Denise Hebert won gold in the women's
shot put at 11.96m while Steven Skeggs took
the men's long jump at 6.65m. Skeggs was
short of the CIA U mark by only one centimetre.

ified for the CIA U finals with a time of
l :47. l. The 4 x 400 team of Maxine Walkes,

Giselle St Louis. Pajor, and Lisa Nagy

After competing in two meets, four more
Windsor entries qualified for the CIAU
championships, and the men's team is now
ranked number one in the country. Several
members of the men's team are ranked in the
top ten of their events, including Tim Ryan,
who is ranked first in the 600 metres, the
l OOOmetres, and as a member of the 4 x 800
metre relay team.

men's high jump.
The men's 4 x 400 relay team also
finished in the medals with a time of 3: 30.4 to
earn the bren.£e. The team was made up of
Karl Layne. Darren Luck, George Dunwoody
and Joe Ross.
The Windsor team picked up five more
medals on Saturday at the York University
invitational in Toronto. Deal took gold in the
women's shot with a throw of I I .98 metres,
as did Ryan in the I OOOmetres with a time of
2:31.3.

"We are very excited abut the rankings."
said Windsor coach Dennis Fairall. That
ranking may not hold up, however. as some
universities have not started their track and
field competition yet

Two relay teams also took gold: the
men's 4 x 800m team of Amie Brake!, Chris
Walker. Ryan and Douglas, and the women's 4
x 200m team of Remekie. Ofner, Nagy and
Walkes who set a new meet record.

Still. Windsor has already qualified nine
men and 10 women for the CIAUs and as
Fairall says, ''that's quite a lot for the second
week of J anuarv."

Windsor's fifth medal, a bronze was
claimed by Joe Ross who ran the 60m
hurdles in 8:48.
Windsor is now gearing up for the Can Am Track Classic which they will host at the
St Denis sports complex this weekend.

Marg Gillen came away from the University of Western Ontario invitar.ional at
London on Friday with two gold medals and
one silver. Her jump of 5.42 metres in the
long jump qualified her for the CIAU finals.
Her other gold came in the triple jump with
l 0. 70m and she placed second in the high
hump at 1.63m.
Tim Ryan qualified for his fourth event at
the CIAUs by winning the 600 metres in
l :20. That mark is also a personal best for
The women's relay teams in the4 x200m
Ryan as well as a school record. Neville
Douglas took the bronze in the same race and abd 4 x 400m won silver medals. The 4 x
also qualified for the CIAUs with a time of 200m team of Donna Pajor, Jennifer Yee,
Mar ianne Ofner, and Debbie Remekie qua!1:20.8

The CarrAm. held every year at Windsor.
is "one of the largest meets in the country,"
said Fairall. "It's a great .:hance to check out
your competition."

finished in 3:59.7, a new school record.
Silvers were also earned by Bev Deal in
the women's shot with a toss of 11.74 metres
and Steve Gibb who cleared 1.95 in the

Yourclimb to the top begins
with a professionaIly
prepared resume.
Student Media Services
can help you
get there.
Your choice ot.
8 type styles
11 paper samples
Price includes typesetting, layout
& printing

See your on-campus resume service
2nd floor, University Centre
or call 253-2288

This year there will be 30 teams competing.
I 2 Canadian teams ( all the top Ontario
teams except the University of Toronto) and
18 teams from the U.S. including M ichigan,
Michigan State and Notre D ame. One of the
highlights should be the invitational mile,
where three sub-four-minute milers will be
running.O
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CONCH SHELL

This technique was first
established by residents of the
Seychelles Islands who used it
to attract passing pods of sperm
whales. Each pod, consisting of
one or more whales, produced a
sufficient wake to permit local
residents to host 12 consecutive
international surfing championships. More recently , conch
blowing has become popular at
numerous seaside watering holes
where it was found to attract
considerably more attention than

:1~~,~h~;~~~~~~~n~~iter."
t::;;,:;;~.~~;1.11c~

I

.

··"\7' "'~s:_'.
~~-

s~

_E__ _.

\n:f 1

Or flag flapping as it is often

called, enjoys considerable
popularity among the nautically
inclined. Practitioners of this
particularly colourful form of
•A
com1!1unications have reported
physical .benefit? such.as an.
~..'~:·~;:-.._,
increase m the size of b1cep, tncep
· \ ..,~~
and pectoral muscles. This has
prompted one enterprising manufacturer of sporting equipment
to introduce a new product called
"Heavy Flags:'This means that
when calling for a Blue it is now
possible to get bent into shape.

CANS WITH STAI NG I

V

Success with this approach
depends largely upon the size of
the cans and the length of the
string used. Most waiters or waitresses will show some reluctance
at the prospect of walking about
theirestablishmentwith SOgallon
oil drums affixed to their hips.
An empty Blue can (preferably of
thelargervariety)is considered de
rigueur. Users should be advised
that calls across the bar are
cheaper after six and on Sundays.
Important: Many first time
users of this proven technique
have complained of what is generally referred to as the
"Lloyd Bridges orJacques
Cousteau effect:'
<Ci:::·t'"'-~
This can be remedied by making sure
that cans are completely drained prior
to transmitting or
receiving messages .

, ,k.,.....
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O NE IN A SERIES OF HIGHLY INFORMATIVE PRESENTATIONS AIMED AT HELPING YOU TO
BEDER UNDERSTAND THE DIVERSE MEANS IN WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN ONE OR
MORE BOTILES OF BLUE. CANAD/XS MOST POPULAR BEER. FOR THAT CLEAN, TRUE TASTE.
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Divestment
d~nsion at debate
by Kevin Johnson

ast Thursday's debate on divestment quickly turned into
a discussion of the nature of
the South African system.
"The wisest. smartest.
prudent thing to do is get
your money out of there. This will somewhat
soften the level of violence we will see there,"
said LeonardSuransky. a psychologyprofessor
from the University of Michigan.
Wayne State University Jaw professor
Ralph Slovenko called for a strengthening of
the South African corporate sector.
"The businesssector comprisesthe strongest.
most effective opposition (to apartheid).
What is needed is not divestment. but investment.·· Slovenko said.
Slovenko cited South Africa's free press
and relatively healthy economy as signs of
hope, calling the state the "30th most democratic country in the United Nations.''
.. A free market, a free press. a rule of law,
a large middle-class. this is what makes a
democratic society.
·'There are many democratic institutions
in South Africa, but the franchise is limited.
The task is not to destroy those institutions,
but to make them apply to all." said Slovenko.
Suransky disagreed
"How can you talk about any smidgen of
' democracy in a country that represses so
many of its people?'' Suransky asked.
"They killed Martin Luther King," he
Slovenko, Suransky, and moderator John Hoffman
continued "I fear very greatly they will kill
issue has been sparked by the Faculty AssocBishop Tutu, too. These are a bunch of apartheid opposition movement
ruthless people we're dealing with."
The event was intended as an educational
iation's referendum on divestment, due to
opporturuty tor those whose interest in the end February 2nd.
Slovenko said, "His heroes are Tutu,
(African National Congress leader Nelson)
Mandela, and (Indian political leader Mohandas) Gandhi. I would suggest that all
three are humbugs."
Slovenko had to step down from the
by Claudio D' Andrea
•
microphone when members of the audience
of about90 students and faculty refused to let
here were a number of students
that he has made a personal commitment to
him continue.
with jarred emotions last
helping the South African cause. He said that
"I think the speaker(Slovenko) can now
Thursday after a heated deafter hearing rumours of some companies
sense how it is when your freedomof expression
bate on South Africa and
investing in South Africa, such as Miller
has been impeded," said Yamoa Apea, staff
divestment, from the loud
beer, he's stopped drinking that beer.
member of the Third World Resource Centre.
heckler to the mute student
· The future of South Africa he said is
Psychology professor Dale Woodyard
in the comer watchingeverythingwithdisbelief. bleak: ·'Ifs going to be a bloodbath or God is
discounted Slovenko's arguments. "We should
gonna come down and end it all."
talk about this more seriously and exclude
An unscientific poll taken after the debate
Perhaps the finest performance from the
this con artist The reason a lot of people are
showed that some were angry at Prof. Ralph
floor came during question period when
voting for divestment is because it is a
Slovenko who represented the anti-divestment Jaspar Kujavsky, a second year law student.
minimum requirement for qualifying as a
side of the debate, others were surprised at
went up to the microphone and asked Prof.
human being," he said.
his logic and wondered why he even came,
Slovenko if he personally believed that blacks
Slovenko said he was not intimidated by
and a few lamented the breakdown in the
and whites were inheritantly equal.
the criticism. "There's an old saying, 'when
debate and the shift in its focus.
"You have to understand the anger the
all hands go up, alarm bells should ring'.
''I got a racist sick feeling in my soul from
people have and its an anger I share," he
"When everybody thinks the same, (we're
listening to him,'' Brian Lombardo, a fourth
said. He agreed that it is economic reasons
m trouble)," he said.
year Geography student said after storming
which mainly impede efforts to end apartheid
The professors were brought to campus
out of the auditoriumhalfwaythroughSlovenko's citing the fo~er situation in Zimbabwe as an
by the Social Science Society, which paid
speech.
example.
them each a $100 (Cdn.) honorarium. The
"[ would've probably killed him if I
"It was easy to have sanctions against
two had previously debated the topic of
stayed," he added "and I don't want to kill
Zimbabwe because there was no money
divestment in the U.S.
anybody."
there," he said
Lombardo echoed the opinions of some
What is needed, he said, is the "courage"
"This type of forum is what the SSS likes
other students who said that money invested
of all the members of the international comto do-bring out views of an international
in the country is the real obstacle to ending
munity to impose sanctions against South
1
perspective,•· said SSS President Robert
apartheid.
Africa and leave the US. and Britain as"the
Burge.
J ames Nolan, a first year Social Science
pariah of the international community."
Burge. " I' m glad we sponsored this, because
student who was also visibly upset and left
At one point during the debate Fred
both sides came out"
the debate ear ly, put it succinctly:·· Freedom
Sherman stood up to contradict one of SlovThe forum was part of a South Africa
first, the dollar next" He said the Slovenko
enko's statements. Slovenko said that in
Day, which included three films on the
was "arguing for a Master Race" and said
Liberia there exists a similar system of

Lonce photo by Andrew Haggert

Students also sponsored an anti-apartheid
rally in the University Centre, scheduled for
Thursday, January 30th. D

Studentsflooredby debate

rTJ

segregationbased on skin oolor. Coincidentally,
the first year Political Science student's
father is the Ambassador of Liberia to Canada
Sherman phoned his father in Ottawa who
told himthat according to the new constitution
of Liberia there is no statement that only
"browns" are permitted to own land as
Slovenko said.
"Liberia is totally democratic, unlike
South Africa." Sherman said.
Then there were the students who were
disillusioned at what they thought was an
unruly crowd and at the disruption in the
spirit of the debate.
Dawn Neil, a third year Visual Arts
student called Slovenko "most brave•· for
showing up to the debate but thought that the
issue of apartheid took over as the main issue
rather than the issue of divestment
And Sandra, who declined to give hef last
name. disagreed with what she thought was
the militant attitude of many people at the
debate. The third year communication Studies
student said that "situation for black South
Africans should be improved, but gradually.
"I'm not into bloody revolution." she
said.
Sandra disagreed with the jeers of some
students against Slovenko as unjustified.
" I think the debate is exce llent," she said.
"Both sides have been expressed well. My
only problem is that r m undecided.'' D

Flnal
Winter Clearance
ALL FALL& WINTER
SUITS
Values up to $325

$199.95

ALL FALL& WINTER
SPORTCOATS
Values up to $195

$129.95

ALL PUREWOOL FLANNEL&
TWEEDPANTS
Values up to $79.95

You can BE impaired
before you FEEL impaired

NO~
THANKS
Ill
DRMN6

~

There may have been t,mes when your ab,lit1es
were impaired by alcohol without your
being awi\[e of 1t. It only takes a few drinks
to 1mpa1rboth your Judgment and your driving ability

$3 9 •95

2 FOR 1 SALECONTINUES
ON SWEATERS,
SHIRTS& CASUAL

PANTS

~
i'

IF DRIVING, DON'T DRINK

NAMES:PeterProudman,Bob Neighbour,

FAVOllRITE
HOBBIES:Lookingfor teeth, grunting.
PETPEEVE:Peoplewho think rugby players are

RogerMader,Howard "Ace"Biderman.
mindlessbarbarians.
FACULTY:
Rugby,minoring in pre-dentistry.law,
!heology,physics.
FAVOURITE
BEER:The other teams can drink other
beers.With us, it's Classic all the way.
AMBillON: Scrum down with the cheerleaders.
FAVOURfI1~
MOVlES:Rocky,The Terminator,
BambiMeets Godzilla.
FAVOURrn:BOOK:St.John'sAmbulanceHandbook.

JOHN LABATTCLASSIC.
YOU'U,FINDYOUROWN REASON.
Krausenbrewed in ~mallbatches.
one of the longestaged beers in the world.
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Campusdoctortostayout Qfdispute
by Peter Burton

Campus physician, Dr. Walter Wren.

The controversy surrounding the rights of
doctors to extra-bill in Ontario won't adversely
affect medical services at the university.
Dr. Walter Wren, campus physician, will
continue to work normal hours no matter
what actions are taken by other doctors in the
province. Wren said that he is an employee of
the university, and that unlike most other
doctors, it is impossible for him to withdraw
or reduce his services in a strike.
"The only doctors who are able to strike
are those who deal directly with the government and who are affected by any change in
its policies," he said.
In the event of a major strike, Wren's
presence could be a boon to students unable
to find medical attention elsewhere. But
according to Wren, such a serious situation is
unlikely to develop.
"Doctors don't want to harm their patients," he said, "they just want to protest
against what they see as an unfair government
policy."

This means that many doctors are considering withdrawing from OHIP while still
continuing to see patients. Besides forcing
patients to pay for each visit, this course of
action would completely bog down government
bureaucracy with thousands of individual
claims from patients.
Wren thinks that if this is what happens,
he'll "quite possibly see an increase of
students who don't want to pay upfront to an
opted out doctor."
Although medical services will continue
to be provided to students, Wren warned that
the decisions presently being made on healthcare could have serious consequences on the
province as a whole.
"Both the doctors and the government
are dug in," he said," AnoptingoutofOHIP
by a large number of doctors would demand a
reaction from the Liberals."
W1en believes that someone is bound to
end up feeling upset, either the doctors who
say they're being forced into becoming civil
servants, or the public at large whose easy
access to health-care could be restricted. D
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Sunsetstreetspacesslashedfor safety'ssake
by Mary Catherine Kennedy
The University of Windsor ranks
safety above student parking.
Approximately 15 parking spaces
were eliminated on Sunset Avenue
between parking Lot S (the library
lot) and Windsor Hall "No Parking"
signs were placed in the area over
the Christmas break, and Windsor
Police will ensure that offenders
are aware of the new regulation by
issuing $10 parking tickets.
The University Central Safety

Safety Officer visited the Traffic
Engineer at City Hal~ who conducted
traffic studies and agreed to restrict
parking in this area, said Wheeler.
"'It was done purely as a safety
measure. It was potentially a very
unsafe area." said Wheeler.
·•We have had some complaints
(regarding parking restrictions) but
the University had an impending
safety concem" said SAC president
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis. " I haven't
heard about any accidents around
Windsor H all, but it's better to be
proactive than reactive." D

Committee was worried that the
situation could pose a threat to
pedestrians crossing between Windsor Hall and the Business Building.
"We were concerned someone
could get hit," said Jim Wheeler,
Director of Human Resourses.
Last summer, the Committee
unanimously passed a motion requesting that the University Administrators ask the City Council to
ban parking in front of Windsor
Hall.
The University of Windsor
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FacuHyBus Tltps
Contact the SAC Office
253-2288or call 1-313-792-1902

I 75 to 194 east, past 12 mile,
exit Gratiot to 14 mile west
to Groesbeck. right to OZ.

34244 Groesbeck South
of 15 Mlle Rd

Open Tuesday - Saturday
8:30 - 2:00, 21 and over;
Proper Attire Please
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Heaney,
the humility of a child reading from the Bible
at Sunday service. His style was as plain and
clear as mineral water, a harvest of simple
words like: day, night, light, dark, land, sky,
house, farm, marriage, grace. He asserted
that "Gravity is grace" and celebrated the
'gravities' of connection with the land, with
family, with birth and death-a moral and
ecological environment which, he insists, we
in the Wei.tern world marLhandle or ignore at
our peril.
In the second part, Galway KiMell followed
Heaney, Hall, and Berry. He read in a voice
that I can only call brave, with great honesty
and depth of feeling heavily stressing each
word, wresting from each line all the emotion
in it. His poems were personal, sometimes
painful, yet deeply affirmative. "Wait" was
addressed to a student considering suicide:

by Kevin McGuirk
We usually think of poetry as consisting
of the solitary act of the poet and the interior,
silent experience of the reader. Sometimes
we encounter it in the context of an English
course where a poem is a problem that needs
a solution. But at a rare public reading, the
poet brings his work into community as
uuerance, a sharing of a vision through
careful and lovingly spoken language.
Last Friday night, four contemporary
poets-Galway
Kinnell, Seamus Heaney,
Donald Hall, and Wendell Berry -read to
over a thousand listeners at Rackham Auditorium in AM Arbor. The setting was unusuala neo-classical hall, replete with plush seats
and red carpets-and the anticipation beforehand was equal to that before an Lmportant
concert
Galway Kinnell, a teacher of creative
writing at New York University, opened the
reading with 'St Francis and the Sow':

The bud
stands for all things
even for those things that don't flower
for everything flowers from within, of
self-blessing
Thus began an evening of poetry of celebration, connection, and atfomation.
The second reader, Seamus heaney, the
Irish poet, spoke of the artist's difficult,
double concern with morality and justice on
the one hand and 'loveliness and wonder' on
the other. Most of his poems were markedly
nostalgic, reaching back to his farm childhood,
for him, the kingdom of psychic integration.
Yet of the four poets he is the most selfconsciously concerned with the pleasures of
language. His vocabulary is copiousand luscious,
and his voice as he read was all caress and
savouring. His first short poem recalled a childhood friend's statement, "When Tarzanjwnped,
the earth shook,'' an utterance" so seismic and
plain" it overwhelmed He dutifully read standards like "Digging," a declaration of poetic
intent to dig like his farmer fathers but figurati vely, with a pen.
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lie recalled a vision of an old love:
Freckle-face,fox-head, pod of the broom,
Catkin pixie, little fem-swishWhere did she arrive from?
His last poem was "The Republicof Conscience,"
written for Amnesty International-the closest,
he explained, he had ever got to surrealism.
For Heaney, a poet largely concerned with
evoking the sensual object (including the
sensual word), it was a quick wave to a
distant genre.
Heaney spent too much time talking;
Donald Hall, though an old hand at readings,
should have read less and chatted more.
Gentle, lyrical poems like "Names of Horses"
and" Ox-cart Man"are better read quietly to
oneself. His voiced stresses were heavy and
mechanical, without nuance or music, and
every beat was marked by a distracting
movement of one or both hands like a karate
chop. The audience responded warmly to a

satire on conventional attitudes toward poetry,
b•.1t he managed to execute the last ten
minutes with an elegy to friend and poet,
James Wright At once grandly allusive and
tediously local ( we hear about Wright' s Pall
Malls three times), it was marred by unarticulated rhythms and trite, even silly, images:
"loves anguish for anger paced beside you as
you paced at the detox centre"; driving
across Texas, " I am a pencil extending the
line of a ruler to an unchangeable horizon."
It was unfortunate that Wendell Berry,
the most reserved of the four poets, read last
in the first part The hall was very hot by this
time, and the audience was fatigued by over
an hour of listening and by Hall's plodding
elegy which had just ended However, the
integrity of his quiet presence was impressive.
A farmer, teacher, and essayist from Kentucky,
tall and awkward in his suit and tie, he
eschewed anecdote and read his poems with

trust the hours. Haven't they
carried you everywhere, up to now?
... the desolation
of lovers is the same: that enormous
emptiness
carved out of such tiny beings as we are
asks to be filled; the need
for the new love isfaitlifulness to the old
In "Little Sleep's-head Sprouting Hair in
the Moonlight," a father holds his clinging
child and reflects: "You cling because I, like
you, only sooner than you, will go down the
path of vanished alphabets, the roadlessness
to the other side of darkness ... the wages of
dying is love."
.Kinnell's last poem dramatically completed
an evening of poetic affumation and connection
(Heaney' s delighted connection with language
and his childhood home, Berry's with his
land and his household) by suggesting with a
bold metaphor a cosmic identification of the
birth of his son, Fergus, and Creation itself.

When he came wholly forth
I took him up in my hands and bent
over and smelled
the black, glistening fur
of his head, as empty space
must have bent
over the newborn planet
and smelled thegrasslandsand theferns.

MilosFormanshowsyouall
by Svenn Warner

\

e's a quiet, assured man- his late .n t humour
casually sutfaces then recedes. So difficult to
think of things to say to a man of such status;
so humbling to be in his presence.
It wouldn't be so bad if he wasn't the
director of Amadeus, Ragtime, Hair, One
Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, and Taking Off (United
States, 1984-1971 regressively): and The Firemen's Ball,
Loves of a Blonde, and Black Peter (Czechoslovakia. 19671964 ).
Born in 1932, he was orphaned during the war when the
Nazis exterminated his parents in the deathcamps. A class of
'57 graduate of the national film school FAMU, Milos
Forman came to the fore in the sixties as the most prominent
member of the Czech New Wave. He revealed an acute sense
of the lighter side of human idiosyncracies and the thundering
ironies of their foibles. Strict linear plot was often suspended
in favour of charmingly loose anecdotal structures. Although
his comic touches are said to have been influenced by the
likes of 30's Hollywood screwball comedies, Chaplin, Keaton,
Hawks, and the British Social Realists, Forman is nonetheless
distinctly Czech in his style. He was popular with the public,
but the government didn't find him quite as funny. The
Firemen's Ball was banned from release by the Novotny
government
Fortunately Forman was in Paris, negotiating his first
American feature, when the Soviet tanks invaded Prague in
1968. In '69 he moved to New York; in '71, directed his first
American feature (and box office flop); in '72, helmed the
decathlon segment of the Munich Olympic film Visions of
Eight; in '73 was on the verge of a nervous breakdown; in '7 5
set Hollywood on its heels with Cuckoo's Nest; in '76 hit the
Oscar Grand Slam with Cuckoo's Nest; in '78 joined the

Film Division faculty at Columbia University; '79 Hair, '81
Ragtime; '84 Amadeus; '85 second time Best Director/Best
Film Oscar.

*

*

*

Milos Forman screened Hair and addressed a capacity
crowd of football fans at the Detroit Institute of Arts last
Sunday. Like his films, his discussion was largely anecdotal
as well.
0 When Forman first attempted to negotiate Hair in
1968, the prospective producer called forward a Herculean
half-black, half-Indian man who then sat at the table and
proceeded to deal himself tarot cards. Not a word was uttered
by any party for five minutes .... ten minutes .... After fifteen
minutes the man looked up from his strewn deck and said,
"No." And that was that
o Renowned choreographer Twyla Tharp is one of the
most difficult people to work with; but despite numerous
arguments, Forman doesn't mind because she's also the best
Their working relationship runs as follows:
Forman initially gives Tharp an idea of what he's looking
for in the film. She leaves to choreograph certain sequences.
When they meet again she shows him the work in progress.
He may tell her that these ones are good, but those ones aren't
so good She leaves once more under the auspices of his
constructive suggestions. When they meet again she shows
him the reworked sequences. Everything he liked is out
Everything he didn't like remains ..
O A director cannot judge his own films. When he knows
every shot, scene, or sequence that follows, he cannot
perceive the film as a normal audience member. They are,
rather, his children.
o One day when Forman was directing Hair in Central
Park, an assistant ran up to him with construction plans for an
army barracks set Expecting to use on-location U.S. Army
barracks, Forman discovered the Army would not co-operate
continued on page IOB
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The simplesong
by Martin Deck
The Residents hate rock and roll
The Residents make rock and roll
The Residents are rock and roll
The Residents take rock androll, chew on it
for a couple of years, spit it out, andthen step on
it
They have been doing this for about thirteen
years and feel so good about it that they decided
to show their fans how it's done. So they went
on tour this year, for the first time ever. They
took their friend Snakefinger along. Snakefinger
is a guitar whiz who can anddoes play anything.
The Residents use the Emulator II, an
incredible machine that will make any sound
you like it to.
The Residents force their machines to make
many weird and wonderful sounds. Danceable
sounds, too, sometimes.
There are fourResilents.Three wear eyeball
masks.The fourth, whose eyeball has ( allegedly)
been stolen, wears a strange black skull which
covers his whole head The Residents wear
many other disguises, too outre to describe.
Two Residents stand beside machines and
force them to make noises. One of these two
sin~ grunts, barks, and .screeches. The other
two dance, mime, and arrange props. There are
a whole mess of props, too outre to describe.
The stage is very dark. Most of the light
comes from hand-held spotlights wielded by a
fifth character, presumably not a full-fledged
Resident, but who knows?
One of the Residents is a woman. She
dances etc. She might be a professional dancer,
but who knows?
I would provide you with some Residential
history, but I won't, since most of it isn't history
at all It's bullshit The Residents talk bullshit;
they sing bullshit
Here are some facts: The Residents have
released about twenty records in the last
thirteen years. If you like rock and rot~ you
should buy these records. You should love
them.
Many of these records are "concept
albums," but the music is more important
than the "concepts." The Residents have
played several "concept shows," but their
recent show at the Michigan Theatre in Ann
Atbor was not one of these. It was a" thirteenth
anniversary" show, in which they played
selections from many different album~ and
singles. I won't tell you what they played
because you probably won't recognize any of
the titles. Except one: they co.vered Elvis
Presley's" Jailhouse Rock." proving beyond
a doubt that they are the kings of rock and
roll.O

lllegularlyregu]ar
THE JAZZ BUTCHER
"Hamburg"
(Rebel Records import)
Over the holidays, I got into the year-end
discussion about favourite records of 1985.
After naming my top ten I was faced with
accusations of making knee-jerk selections. You
see, I had three Jazz Butcher records listed.
Surely there were other records deserving to be
on that list, others said, but, ~r having lived
with it a while, I still stand by my ciaim.
I think the problem lay in the fact that the
Jazz Butcher is not the kind of artist who you
really go ape-shit over. He is not very imposing.
is tender at some times, and rockin' as all Hell at
others. This butcher serves up his meaty songs
raw, in stew, and even many times as dessert
Needless to say (but ru say it) I love his
records.
So you canimagine my delight when I found
his new live album, Hamburg on my lap. On
this Ip there's something for everyone, as on all
his discs. "Soul Happy Hour" is a song which
should be near and dear to pub patrons ( and pub
owners). If Jonathan Richman was W.C. Fields
he'd be singing this song. His humour is simple
and harmless at times (e.g. "Death Dentist,"
"Bath of Bacon," "The Jazz Butcher Meets
Count Dracula," and "Bigfoot Motel") and
sombre and black at others.

His ballads aren't overpowering, butremain
small and life-like. And when the Jazz Butcher
goes POP!,he's unbeatable. "Rain" and"Girlfriend" are irresistable, and they lost nothing
live.
He's a clever songwriter, but not brainyclever, and lines pop up here and there to catch
the soul "I thought that it could have turned out
quite romantic/but it isn't like that/which is
fint'/coz it means I can stand it"
Like Jonathan Richman, the Butcher is
an irregular regular guy. It's only fitting that
this live album includes two "family favourites''" Roadrunner," Richman's ode to rock and
roll, and "Swee! Jane" (a choice explained
on the earlier "Drink.")
Am I going too far with this adµlation?
No way. A couple of complaints about
Hamburg. however: 1) It's a live record, and
so suffers from the live record syndrome ( i.e.
"Whoooo"s and ''Allright!"s during the quiet
bits) and 2) There are many Jazz Butcher
faves not on the record (but a triple live
album is probably too much to ask for).
I've had problems trying to explain the
appeal of music that I like, but tha hasn't
been a problem with the Jazz Butcher-most
who have heard him like him. Unfortunately,
many haven't heard, so my advice to them is
to give the guy a chance. I would think that's
all he's asking.
-Pat Petro
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BlackMarket~ing

"Nobody leaves; nobody gets
hurt," said the singer of Black .
Market after the band's second of ·
three sets at the Subway Saturday
night
But we HAD to leave.
After having our intelligence
insulted by bizarre "ska" versions
of the Stones' "Paint it Black" and
the Beatles' "Twist and Shout."
what else could we do?
Black Market had been hyped
as a reggae band from Michigan,
and I know from experience that
can mean good things to come.
Not this time. Here you have a
bunch of white ~ys dabbling in
syncopated rhythms when it's quite
clear they'd rather be wailing guitar
solos off in Heavy Metal Land.
I know the skin colour is not
their fault. but they could have the
courtesy to refrain from singing
"No Woman, No Cry'' at half the
speed Bob Marley did, labouring
over lyrics like "I remember when
we used to sit in government yard in ,
Trenchtown" (no mon, you don't),
You can see why we had to
and actually introducing it as a
"cheek-to-cheek" number. Folks, leave.
Black Market could be compared
this was not meant to be!
Nor was Marley's "Roots,Rock, (negatively) to the Police for their
Reggae" meant to have a guitar . limp attempts at the reggae beat. or
(negatively again) to Loverboy for
solo!
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OPTOMETAIST

604 California Avenue
Windsor, Ont N98 2Z2
(Across from Harvey's)

By Appointment

Phone 258·0942

Stude nts·
trotNe
Council

ATTENTION
CLUBS!!

The following two dates are very important
to your very existence:

Friday Jan. 31 - Deadline to apply for
Special Events funding.
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the frequent intrusions of rock'n' roll
There is simply no place for
such a pathetic mixture of the pointlessly eclectic and the blatantly
mediocre.
-Cecilia Deck

For further information contact Bob Baker,
Vice President SAC Office, 2nd Floor,
University Centre 253-6423
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415 Pelissier St.
253-1030
Daily 10-5:30,

Fri. to 9, ~un. 12 to 5

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

ON CAMPUS
Thursday
February 6

8 FREE WALLETS
For First 10 Appointments
( with Regular Purchase Only)

REGULARENGAGEMENTSBEGINJANUARY31st
253-8061
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Saturday and Sunday
at 2:00 - 7:00 - 9:00 pm

966-5572

By Appointment
Please

1399 Grand
Marais W.

186.

Students'

Fishmongering

University of Windsor

strative

Council

Discounted Bus Passes

"The only thing worse than
being talked about is not being
talked abouL " - Oscar Wilde

Good for the Month of
MARCH

.-----.

eems the only thing
worse tha n being
Woody Allen is not
being W oody Allen.
Not on ly did the
worl d's fav9urite
.__
university dro pout/
darling of the intellectu als get his
beautiful Purple Rose of Cairo on
the 1985 Top Ten list of every film
critic worth the paper he/she's printed
upon, but he has some of the world's
top actors falling over themselves
to obey his wis hes. For his latest
movie Hannah and Her S isters
( featuring the likes of Carrie Fisher
andMauree n O'Sullivan to name
but two) he had the likes of Michael
Caine and Max Von Sydow flying
in from the likes of Londo n an
in from the likes of London and
India to reshoot scenes for the ever
fastidious Mr. Allen. (And he's on
the cover of the new GQ.too!)
...Art-rock revivalists Marillion
(Britain's answer to Big Fish) are
rumoured to be embarking on a
major-that's Major, as in a threemonthjaunt-tour ofthe U.S. next
month ...Even bigger pop music fish
J)uran Duran ( themselves) are
said to be recording their next
album right now, and it's to be
released in Spring/Summer. Watch
for tours of the U.S. and Britain
when the Sun comes out

S____

On Sale only Thurs. Feb . 13 Mon. F.eb. 24/ 86
in the Bookstore

Regular Price $30

U of W Students $20
(plus $2.00 for photo)
NOTE: If a large number are sol~ this
service will become permanent

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

Feb. 15 LSAT
Mar. 15 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800 -387-1262

STIJOENTS'
ADMINISTRATIVE
..
~

Students' COUNCIL

Administrative
Council .

UNIVERSITY OF

... Cheap Trick, who first made
Tokyo's Budokan Theatre the place
to record your double live album
way back in the mid-seventies. are
going to be touring Britain as opening
act for make-up-and-blow-dry Metal
driving wizards MotleJ;.Criie (who
had to learn from Blue Oyster Cult
abo ut umlauts, but at least they had
them before Motorhead ).
... None of which expla ins why
buddingpop music creampuffs Scritli
Politti reco rded a song for their
latest albumcalled"JacquesDerrida".
W hat next? U2 paying tribute to
Hugh Kenner? " Roland Barthes"
by the Jesu s and Mary Chain?
... D eco nstru ct this story if you
can: A good friend had a London.
England flat adjace nt to that of
none other than Mel Gibson ( yes,
him! and played for Mel a tape of
Dave's magnificent " Road W arrior"
song, which features Mel's voice
and important bits of War's "Low
Rider". Well we don't know whether
Mel liked it or not. but he apparently
called upRoad Wamor(the movie)
mastermind Geo rge Mille r up and
informed him ot Oave's musical
achievement and then George wanted
to sue D ave for some reason ! ( and
we thought he was just in it for the
gasoline).

"What I usually do 1s ,,·ritetwo
songs and I put 'pm in a room
together and they hal'e children".T om Waits.
... Who says department store~

~

"The best rule of thumb for
1udp('ment of a xood nol'el or play
,r Do i·m111·a111 ro Le the hero? If
mu o the work fr bad. ·•
- Lionel T,·illi ng

Getaway Fares for
ADVENTURE &
HEALTH

~Lit
......
'-TICKET)
\.WICKET

TRAVEL
~····

aren't for serious philosophers?
There's a story going 'round of
some bright young spark picking up
Immanuel Kant's Critique of
Judgement for a mere $2.00 at
Zeller's. Believe it or don't Not
unlike the time a certain Devons hire
Mall bookstore was sell ing first
editio n har dcovers of John Barth's
Letters for 99t. Yes, shoppers, the
values are out there, you jus t have
to keep your eyes pee led
... And who says the Ides of
March has shrunk into insignificance?
W ord is that a M arch 15th bene fit
concemt for a Birmingham England
children's hospital will showc ase
the regrou ping of... wait for it .. Birmingham's answer to the Beatles,
the Electric Light Orchestra ( thenr
selves). The show may also feature
D enny Laine in a performance
with his first love The Mood y
Bliies. Dame Rumour goes on to
report that Robert Plant andUB40
will also be on the bill. W hile we're
not at all sure that Dame Rumour
can be trusted on this one. it sounds
like an event that you will miss at
vour own risk'
... Thinkmg of taking in a novel
or a play? To be sure that you don't
get taken in by it. consider the
words of a certain dead Engl ish
Literature critic:

..........

'r'I

744 Ouellette

Ave

Surte 203

258·6 4 0 4

Space still available to Tampa

129. 00

us

" W ellness Cruise" March 9-16
Visit San Juan. St Thomas. St John. Nassau.
Air/Sea Cruise • Complete health
fac ilities and regula ted diet
1179 .00 Cdn.
Los Angeles.
Phoeni x

San Diego. Las Vegas.
99.00

us

each way
Cayman Island Express
Air o n ly

399 .00

us

WINDSOR
The Students' Administrative Council would like to
inform all students who are involved with the Ft.
Laurderdale or Daytona trip - put on by Campus
Marketing Inc ...

Vanier Vittles
Monday

Tuesda y

This company is not licenced to operate in Ontario
under the "Travel Industry Act".
This is NOT a Students' Administrative Council event
and we will not be held responsible for a~y pr?blems,
damages, or losses that may occur from this unhcenced
company!!!!

SUP PER
4 :30 • 6 :30

Vegelahle B,•vf ',nup
Fishv.1 h
BBQ Me,,rloal

Chnw5•' J>"pper -,, .. ,,k
(inlll'rl P<>rkChor

French Onion Soup

~1e\l an TcHoc;

O, toberfesl S,111sagPon Cru<1~

Hp 0-B<>el

Hol Turk,•v S,,ndwich

Wednesda y
Feb. 5 Pac•~
Thursday

Friday

Saturda y

STUDENTS' ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL
BE HELD
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR WILL NOT
RESPONSIBLE!!

LUNC H
11:00 - 1:30

Sunda y

Cdn Cheese Soup
Jumbo < hilt Oog
Ch,ck,'n Nuaaets
· Hot V~bl•
Pepper Pnt Soup
Hot s.,.,fSandwich
Western Omelet
Cream of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Ch,p,
Shepherd~ P,e

Baked Ham Ha"'a nn
Hun911rum (,uulash

lar
V,•,11Madelnw
Mushroom Cr .. pe<
Ter i,ak, Ch1Cken
C:.p11qhe111

BRUN CH

SUPPER

11:45 · 1:30

4 ·30 - 6:30

Soup of ,h., Day
Sp,red Beef/Onion Bun
BBQ Sauce

L.,~agna
Sp<111lshMeatballs
I elluccine

Soup of the Oay

Pork Fr1,•tlR,ce
Ro-,sl Beel
Eqg Roll

Bacon·n Cheeseburger

The Deli is open 11:30 • 615 Monday • Friday
The Round Table is open 6 30 · 11 30 Sund ay· Fnday

The latter reaction is the one that I have
a problem with. Of course, I'm not unaware
of the arguments. Isn't it stretching it just a
little bit, they ask, having as the focus of a
religious faith (gasp!), surely as the saviour
(of all things!), a rock star!?! Unfortunately,
such assessments make the proverbial
mistake of judging a book by its cover.
What's more, saying Jello Biafra, saviour
of the Biafrans , is a mere run-of-the-mill
rock star is akin to saying that Albert
Einstein was just another physicist, that
Leo Tolstoy was just another writer, that
Xerox is just another photocopier.
Jello Biafra is the main vocalist and
lyricist of the band The Dead Kennedys.
The line which the OK's draw to separate
themselves from other bands is one which
is defined by the lyrical content of their
songs, the diversity of the issues dealt with
in the songs , and their seriousness with
which they approach their work. The music
almost becomes secondary.
The basis of the Biafran ideology is the
pmmise that one should think.
In this regard, Biafranism is radically
different from most other religions which
require the followers to refrain from thought
that they might develop faith. Oscar Wilde
wrote, "In the Church, they don't think. A
bishop keeps on saying at the age of
eighty what he was told to say when he was
a boy of eighteen. "
It is abstinence from thought, Biafra
holds, which is at the root of most social
evils. Adherence to false and shallow ideals
and clinging to ancient traditions of racism,
sexism, homophobia, classism, and the
like, are attitudes which can almost be
expected from the masses, given the shamef ul history of human beings. But failure to
think, and realize fundamental irrationalities
and stupidities is the fault of an individual ,
and such low-living people are condemned
to the Biafran equivalent of hell: a nonthinking , isolated existence, devoid of
meaning and reek ing of mediocrity.
Biafra regards such hellish existences
as spawning grounds for a host of badnesses.
Acceptance of the American dream as a
worthwhile pursuit, the selfishness and
complacency of the Me-generation , the
general preoccupation with superficial
aspects of the self, the shift towards the
right including the re-election of Ronald
Reagan all these are indications to Biafra
of the failure of people to think.
Biafra points out that the complacency
of people is not necessarily something
which they actively endeavour to achieve.
Rather, it is something into which they are
lulled. He maintains that people are constantly having the wool pulled over their
eyes 1n scnoors , in cnurcnes, rn front of
their television altars. Besides being victims
of an onslaught of outright lies, thoughts
a.re always being manipulated by the environment. Not only are we drugged, but
we are made addicts of the excrements of
a corrupt system. In the song Drug Me
Biafra writes:
'
I don't want to think./Don't make me care.II

I was born into a Zoroastrian family. But
having been brought upas a minority in an
essentially monochoic, and definitely monoeverything else (split-level house, 1.5 cars,
1.9 television sets, wall-to-wall carpeting
and the rest of it) suburb, I was, as a
youngster, embarrassed to admit my nonconformity in religion.
I remember being asked once by a
friend of mine, if I were a Catholic or a
Protestant(therewas nothing else,of course).
I lied , and said that I was a Protestant.
Ironically , it turned out that the girl was a
Catholic, and because of the "fact" that I
was a Protestant, she decided to terminate
our friendship.
Since that childhood experience, I've
never been tempted to say that I was a
Protestant or a Catholic. When asked about
my religion, I would acknowledge that I
was born into a Zoroastrian family. In a
loftier mood, I would say that I was nonsectarian in my beliefs , or else I would
engage myself in a dialogue about comparative religion, and conclude by saying
that I could respect all religions or no
religion , depending on my mood.
Lately, however, I've been answering
the question with a solitary, unwavering
reply. I say that I'm a Biafran. Occasionally,
I'll add a self-realized smile and reiterate:
'I'm a born-again Biafran." In my experiences
since this enlightment , I've observed two
very dis tinct reactions to the reply that I
offer. One is a simple confession of the
iqnorance of the religious faith. The other
is a sigh, often accompanied with a look of
exasperation.

we are
made
addict&
of the
excrements
of a

corrupt

The former reaction I can understand.
The Biafran faith originated only about six
or seven years ago, and as it is, by its very
nature, opposed to spreading the word
through media for the masses, it did not
spread as fast as it might have.
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by Julia
wanna melt in with the group.../
Drug me with pharmaceutical speed,/drug
me with your sleeping pills,/drug me with
your crossword puzzles,/drug me with your
magazines,/drug me with your fuck machines,/drug me with your fountain of fads,/
more rock and roll ads...

We'veGota BiggerProblemNowintroduces
"Emperor Ronald Reagan, born again with
fascist cravings. Still you made (him) president." The overlapping images of totalitarianism and democracy-two systemsthought
of as separate-resonates. The French
philosopher Jacques Ellul once said that
in a true totalitarian society, one is led to
believe that one enjoys liberty, choice and

THISHAS
BEEN
EASY
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YEARS

individuality, but this is merely an illusion.
And this, precisely, is Biafra's point. The
freedoms which we think we are given, for
Biafra,existon paper alone; and the freedoms
which we actually prossess are trivial, even
meaningless, in comparison. The whole
concept of liberty becomes a farce.
Expanded, the message of Biafra says
that we become slaves to the guardians of
conventional thought, which is to say that
we are slaves to the absence of thought.
Our thoughts are manipulated, our consciousness is pillaged, our minds are guarded
from the danger of rational thought.
And so we listen when Jerry Falwell
tells us that Desmond Tutu doesn't represent
the blacks in South Africa; we agree with
Phyllis Schlafly when she says that the
ERA has destroyed the dignified and proper
role of women in their homes; and we
cheer when Anita Bryant condemns homosexuals for their "immoral" conduct. In
Moral Majority,Biafra writes:
Stodgy ayatollahs in their double-knit
ties/Burn lots of books so they can feed
you their lies,/Masturbating with a flag
and a bible/God must be dead if you're
alive ...
And further, we are slaves of the war
machine in a society which asks the sacrifice
of human life for a rectangular oiece of
coloured cloth. We speak unceasingly about
peace and love and sharing and charity
and goodness and brotherhood-almost
as if those were things that we actually
wanted. We allow ourselves to be forcedfed the lies of nuclear deterrence, of a
limited and winnable nuclear war, of "acceptable" losses of life numbering in the
tens of millions, of star wars and the rest of
it We don't even wince when the United
States and the Sov1etUnion spend billions
upon billions of dollars on "defence" systems

./

~"'

~fra&

in one year, and refuse to spend a fraction
of that amount to feed starving people
both in their own countries and in Ethiopia.
In the song When You Get Drafted(from
Fresh Fruit for Rotting Vegetables, the
first album), Biafra sings as part of the war
machine:
Let's start another war (when you get
drafted}/Fan the fires of racist hatred/We
want total war/Drooling fingers, panic buttons/Playing with missiles like they're toys.../
Forget your demonstrations/Kids today
sit on their ass (when you get drafted)/
Just a six-pack and you're happy/We're
prepared for when you get drafted.
In Stars and Stripes of O:Jrruption (from
Frankenchrist,the most recentalbum},Biafra
is a bit older, and perhaps a bit more
irritated with all of it. He lashes out in such
a way as to reveal that the once arrogant
style which seethed with sarcastic bitterness
has given way to a form which is equally
passionate and angry, but is also compromis i ng of wit, in the sense that it almost begs
for understanding.
Are the Soviets our worst enemy?/We're
destroyingourselvesinstead/whocares about
civil rights/as long as I get paid?/The blind
me generation doesn't care if life's a lie./
So easily used, so proud to enforce/the
stars and stripes of corruption/(let's bring it
all down)...

Interestingly enough, Biafra concludes
his song on an almost optimistic note. His
remarks can be thought of as being the
ideas which would constitute the Biafran
equivalent of heaven (at least, a hope for
an anarchic heaven):

But what can just one of us do-/ Against all
that money and power/trying to crush us
into roaches?/We won't destroy society in a
day/until we change ourselves firsVfrom
the inside out/We can start by not lying so
much/and treating other people like dirt/It's
easy :1otto base our lives/on how much we
can scam ...
We've got to rise above che need/for cops
and laws...
Thank you for the toilet paper/but your flag
is meaningless to me./Look around, we're
all people./Who needs countries anyway?
Our land I love it too.JI think I love it more
than you./1 care enough to fighVthe stars
and stripes of corruption./(Let's bring it all
down.)O

....____
..___....__..._
____
~-------------------~..,.-......
··~Jo--------,..,
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Jan. 29-31

Lifeline

Feb. 6 & 7

Mechanixx

Feb. 10-14

Cliff Erickson Week

Feb. 17

In concert
"The Blushing Brides"

Feb. 20

In concert
"Teenage Head"

March 3-7

Everlife

as they feared being portrayed in a bad light (with good
reason). That night, Fonnan asked his producer if the
American military was a private corporation, because if it
was private he would drop the matter right away without
question. But if they were publicly funded that meant he fully
co-operated with them by willfully paying his taxes; and he
didn't question their philosophy.
The next day, Forman had U.S. Army co-operation.
Only in America, he says. Can you imagine the Czech
military co-operating with a film that will portray them in a
negative fashion?
0 W hen Hair was sold to 170 syndicated television
stations in the U.S., Forman had no clause in his contract
stipulating that he must approve the television cut Nine
songs, a full dramatic scene, and portions of other scenes
were entirely cut out Forman doesn't mind so much that it
was cut, but he does mind that the people who cut it don't
have their names in the credits. He does. When a TV station
runs a film, Forman feels it should run one of three
disclaimers along with it
1) "This film is uncut for television."
2) "This film is cut for television under the supervision of the
director."
3) "This film is cut for television without the supervision of
the director."
0 Forman doesn't like to analyze himself in the manner
we've come to expect from film criticism. He was getting
along in lifejust fine thank-you before he found out that a pain
in his chest might mean a heart attack or something. If you
start to look at yourself too closely, you begin to suspect
things are wrong.
0 When Forman was asked if he had any advice for
budding film directors, he related this true story:
When Mozart was 20, a young man of25 came up to him
and asked how he might also become a composer. Mozart
replied. "You're too young."
The man was taken aback: "What do you mean I'm too
young?You started composing when you were six years old."
"I never had to ask."

cla&5ifieds
ENGLISHTUTOR,Editor. Proofrf>Oder Pro
fess1onol standards assured Coll Bob
MacKenzie at 254-5484
BELWOODLODGE& Compseeksq1JOl1foo
director for summer We ore o non-profit
resodenllOI corrp tormen1011y hOrdiCOpped
children and adults. and ore seeking o
Comp Director on a permanent port
time basis port-time from February to
Mov and September Full time while ot
comp. June. July and August
tsorewordingpositionwh1chw11loppeolto
senior un1vers1tystudents teachers. and
other professionals with related experi
encc offenng both a soloiyof $9.00) and
room and board while ot the comp
The successful cnndidote will be responsible for 011aspects of Belv.!Ood'soperat,ons
,nclud1ng staffing for the 1986 summer
season
Replies shOuld pe directed Mr Michael
Mullen. 10 George St North Cambridge
_Ont N1S 2M7
NEEDED:MODELS $6 per hour Coll U of
W 253-4232 ext 2828 Visual Arts Dept
UAD GUITARtST
w::mtedfor R&Binfluenced
bond(originols&
covers). Coll 973-1164
LESBIAN & GAY student group-next
meeting on campus will take place on
Friday January 31 in Iona College
THE WINDSOR UKRANIAN Students' As,,
sociotion(W U.SA) would like to thank all
of the participants 1nour Christmas Raffle
11\ewinners of the significant prizes were
Peter Sowiczky-$50 and John Stoiko'>4oz vodka Season's greetings to all!
,BM COMPATIBLEcomputer, 256 K. one
l60 K drive. all ports software. S850 00.
-.ew DSDD disks S1 50 each. coll John
256-8780
AfflNTION CANADIAN studies students:
Peer-counceUing group now forming For
mo<e infoonotion please leoVe your name
and number at the Social Science Society

253-6063
A FRIENDof mine is willing to bosh your
"led in. Contact "BIii.. at my address
SATURDAY,FEBRUARY8- 12 noon-8
pm Retreat Assumption CoMpus Community- Facilitator-Fr. John Gaughan.
CSB Them8'. Reaching Out-what
does
it mean to live a life in the spirit of Jesus
Christ? Coll 973-7034 to register or for
more Information
OFFICE OF STUDENTAffairs hos moved
to the VI/estUbroy building Phone listings
remain the some Extension 3288/3287.

continued from page lA

In the same heat a University of Michigan
runner was knocked out by a runner trying to
pass on the inside. Previous to this, Michigan
had been in the lead.
Coach Fairall thou.~t that perhaps "it
was good that the team was disqualified"
because otherwise they could have been in
the middle of the Michigan situation and had
a runner injured.
An event new to the Classic this year was
the Invitational Mile. Three sub four-minute
milers and one other runner participated in
the race. Mike Mickno came in first with a
time of 4.04.8, followed by Richard Block at
4.05.7, Kent Thexton at4:10 and Ron Becht
with a 4:29.5.
From here the team goes to the Ontario
finals (OUAA) where more people can be
qualified for the CIA U' s.
This event is "really important" to Tim
Ryan this year because those who win events
go on to make up part of the Ontario team
· which will represent Ontario at the CanAmerican Track Challenge.
At this meet three regional Canadian
teams compete against five of the top schools
in the U.S.
The next step is the CIA U' s in Edmonton.
Dennis Fairall is optimistic that a number of
Lancers have excellent chances for medals.
He especially feels confident about the
men's 4x400M (Ryan, Ross, Douglas and
Luck) and, Ryan, Rossand Nevilleindividually.
He also thinks that the men's 4 x800Mand
the women's 4x200M, as well as Marg
Gillen and Donna Pajor, have chances.
Tim Ryan "likes to think he could win
something at the CIAU's," undoubtedly
echoing his teammates feelings.
The team will be busy training for the
next couple of months in hopes of maintaining
their top ranking.
The Lancers head to the States for their
next competition. The men's squad will be in
Ypsilanti for the E.M. U. Track Classic,
while the women take part in the W olverin~
Converse Open at Ann Arbour. D
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goals. Landry scored his second of the nightlate
in the period to round out the scoring.
The loss left the Lancers with a 9-3-4
record, still three points back of York. Laurier,
at 11-2-1, took over second on Saturday .

t was a costly weekendfor the
Universityof Windsor hockey
team. But it could have been
worse.
The Lancers had to come
frorn berund Friday night to

Guelph 7,Lancers4
The Lancers' nextmatch will be an exhibition
contest on Saturday against the University of
Michigan at Dearborn. They return to league
action on Sunday with a game at Adie Knox
versusRyerson, the firstmatch of the last month
of regular season play before the OUAA
playoffs begin February 25 th.

pull out a hard-foughttie with Waterloo. They
weren't as lucky the next night, dropping the
game 7-4 to Guelph.
The final score against the Warriors on
Friday ended up 5-5, and it took two thirdperiod goals, one each by Chuck Brimmer and
Jean Landry, to get the tie. Windsor had led 20 and 3-2 beforegivingup three straightgoals to
fall behind 5-3.
Paul Fixter and Ken Minella opened the
scoring in the game for the Lancers. The fastpaced first period featured many chances by
both teams, and Waterloo connected on goals
by Jamie McKee and Steve Linesman to tie
things up.
Minella got rus second of the match early in
the second to give Windsorthat3-2 lead It was
short-lived, however, as Jay Green, McKee
and Linseman replied for the Warriors to put
Windsor in the hole. Li.nseman's two goals
solidifiedhis hold on the top spot among scorers
in the Ontario Universities Athletic Union.

vuAALeague

w
York
Laurier
Windsor
Waterl oo
Western
Toront o
Laurentian
Guelph
Brock
Ryerson
Queen's
McMast er
RMC

Lancers5, Waterloo5

L

T

12 3
11 2
9

3

4

10
10
10
9
7
5
4
3
3
3

5
4
3
9
7
11

2

II

I

0
0
2
I

12 2
13 1
13 0

F
100
113

A

50
51
93
67
75
86
89
54
82
31
107 113
76
73
95 128
70 127
69 109
57 112
63 114

p

25
23
22

22
2l.

20

18
16
11
9
8
7
6

Leading Scorers

The Lancers had some opportunities to win
it late in the third after their comeback, but they
couldn't put the puck past Waterloo netminder
Pete Crouse.
The best chance came withjust 40 seconds
left on the clock. Rick Pickersgill, who had
assisted on the first three Lancer tallies, skated
in all alone on Crouse but was thwarted in rus
attempt to get the same-winner.
The tie moved the Lancers ever so briefly
into the second spot in the OUAA, three points

Rick Pickersgill powers his way in for the shot

behind league-leading York. They held that
position less than 24 hours, fallinginto a share
of trurdplace with Waterloo followingtheir Joss
to Guelph on Saturday.
In that contest the Gryphons rode goals by
John Ricketts, Brian McMamon and Tom
Sephton to an early 3--0lead

Lance photo by John Byng
Just like the night before, the Lancers were
able to come back, again with talliesby Brimmer
and Landry. This time Brimmer notched two,
and this time the Lancers couldn't hold on to
the tie.
Guelph broke it open in the third and took
a7-3 advantage,ledbySteveMcTiennan'stwo

Player
Steve Linseman
Dave Kucharuk
Denis Castonguay
Terry Tonus
Brett Kelleher
Paul Ritchie
Pat Lizette
Chuck Brimmer
Ken Minello
Shawn Regan
Rick Pickersgill

I--

"PI ·LAMBDA PHI"
presents

MOTOWN MANIA
with

D'Alliance
SaJ. Feb. 1 sf, 8:00 pm
'

The Subway
$4.00 Advance (SAC)
$5.00 Door

Be there, ifs a purple, .(Jesus) party!II

Team
Waterloo
Brock
Laurentian
Laurier
Laurentian
Brock
Laurientian
Windsor
Windsor
Laurier
Windsor

G A
24 22
17 27
_21 17
16 21
8 28
25 JO
15 19

p

46
44
38
37
36
35
34

J3 21 34
16 17 33

15 18 33
10 21 31
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lilncerscoptwo
by Mike Lyster
The University of Windsor
Lancers basketball team blew
out Guelph early and never
looked back en route to a 9270 victory over the winless
Gryphons.

The win vaulted the Lancers into
a tie for first place in the Western
Division of the Ontario Universities
AthleticAssociation with a 4-2 record
The four. wins give Windsor eight
points, along with the Brock and
Western squads, although they both
have a game in hand on the Lancers.

Windsor took control right from
the Sunday afternoon tip-offand raced
to a 17-0 lead in under seven
minutes of play.
They stretched that to a whopping
46-19 advantage at halftime, netting
16 field goals to the Gryphons' five.
This is even more impressive considering the Lancers were playing
without veteran forwardRob Biasutto.
He reinjured his sore ankle on Wednesday in St. Catherines during
their game against Brock.
Windsor won that match 9989, handing the Badgers their first
( and only) loss of the year. It may
prove to be a very costly victory,
however, with the injury to such a
key player.
It is rumoured that Biasutto
may have to undergo surgery. Coach
Paul Thomas has been quoted as
saying that his return in the near
fnture 1s unlikely.
Thomas may insert a new face
in the J.ioo.upto help the Lancers
overcome Biasutto's absence. Rob
Peterson, a six-foot-eight engineering
student new to the squad, seems a
likely candidate.
In the Guelph game, Windsor
cruised through the second half,
with Thomas giving plenty of playing
time to his bench.
Scott Thomas led the Windsor
effort with 18 points, with Carlo
Boniferro chipping in 15. Andre
Morasutto, another Lancer sure to
get more court time while Biasutto
is out, threw in 10. The Lancers as
a team were 34-for- 72 from the
floor and a sharp 24-for-27 from
the free-throw line.
Jeff Root of Guelph was the
high scorer on the day, netting 26
points for the Gryphs.
·
The Lancers next match pits
them against the 2-3 Laurier Golden
Hawks, this Saturday at St Denis.
Game-time is set for 8: I 5 pm, and
the game can be heard on CJ AM
91.5 FM starting at 8 pm. 0

Join the Lance
and become
a sports writer.
Come to the meetings
every Friday,
at the La::. ; office.

_.
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GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y C"f>hotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

OUAA League
West

w
Brock
Western
Windsor
Laurier
Waterloo
Waterloo
McMaster
Guelph

4
4
4

L

F
A
I 399 386
I 387 254
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2 3
2 3
2 3
2 3
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363
363
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350
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8
8
8
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Playball.
IN THEHEART
OF.OOWNTOWN
WrNDSOR
You're Just minutes away from Windsor s most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreattonal facility we·re an exc1t1ng new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts•
Universal Gymn • Saunas• Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We've Got It All'
We Carry Swimwear
40% off

Student
Membership
$55.00
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SportsandDrugsandRock' n' Roll
by Mike Lyster
Lance Sports Editor

rn\I

t screams at you
from the headlines.
First, it's a sharp,
searing pain that
tears at your guts,
slowly developing into a dull ache
that manifests itself in cynicism
and indifference.
It used to be that the sports
pages were filled with the exploits
of great athletes on the field - home
runs, breakaways and touchdowns.
Now, it seems, they are filled with
th~ exploits of the same in the
courts - plea bargains, fines and
sentences.
Sadly, the nwnber of incidences
involving sports stars and drugs
appears to be rising steadily, despite
the efforts by league commissioners,
and despite stiff suspensions given
to the guilty. What was once rare
and scanda lous now hardly draws a
second glance.
The names are far too familiar:
Hernandez, Muncie, Parker, Raines.
Not just fringe players, or even
stars, but superstar;. MVPs.

Most kids, especially males,
take athletes as their heroes. Children,
with their limitedworldsand ferocious
egos, naturally identify with. thse
humans who are undoubtedly
successful, dynamic and the centre
of attention. A~d, no matter how

stories breaks and you' re sure to
see some apoplectic sportscaster
bellowing that "kids look up to
these people" and that, for the good
of the sport, the offenders should be
unceremoniously told to pack their
bags and find another profession

just as athletes, but as human beings.
You see, it's always the adults
who condemn and call for the suspensions and the expulsions. They
use the kids as reasoning, of course.
Every pop sociologist and his dog
claim that athletes, by virtue of
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much we appear to mature with
age, a lot of those feelings stay with
us for life.
Which is why we can't grant
athletes humanity. We think of
them as special, so they have to be
special or we will reject them. Not

being "public figures" and "role
models" set examples for the young
people of society. But does anyone
really believe that some second
baseman's coke problem is going to
coerce a child into using drugs?
Tum on the tube when one of these

Or put it another way. The idea
of an auto worker being suspended
from his job because he was fined
for the possession of marijuana is,
everyone would agree, ludicrous.
And yet, what about his children?
He ( or she) obviously has far more
influence on how his kids will
grow up than any sports star ever
will But we stilltrust, even encourage,
league commissioners to deprive
people of their livelihood for the
good of our young, when the thought
of someone doing the same to us, on
the same grounds, is immediately
violently rejected
But adult illusions die very painful deaths, and the first impulse is to
punish those around whom our silly
illusions were based I don't want
the players I'm paying to watch to
be using drugs, but I realize that
their problems are something they
will have to work out, and are not to
be used as fodder for a grand
morality play by some league official
out to "clean up the game".
This issue is far more complex
I find this line of reasoning not
than
what I have discussed, of
only faulty, but offensive. Sure,
course.
It's just that we have to
kids look up to athletes. But because
you admire some guy's ability to hit realize that yes, athletes in one way
a ball, you will be influenced by his are different, are special, but that in
every other aspect they are exactly
drug habit?
the same as us. Human. D
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YOUR BESTDEALTO FLORIDA

"THE HOME OF SPRING BREAK"
YOU DRM

(TO THEPARTY)

$99
WEDRM

(THEPARTYSTARTS
HERE)

$209
INCLUDES :
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Dovtono Beoch (WE ORM Po.ckoges Only ) We use
nothing but modern h1ghWOVcoaches
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Sportcetera:
LanceretteB'ball,swimming
The Lancerette basketball team is still
looking for its first triumph of the season.
Lossesto Wilfred Laurier and Guelph dropped
their record to 0-8 in the W estem Division of
the OWIAA. Chris Peel led Laurier on
Friday with 19 points to beat the Lancerettes.
Colleen Hogan, with 16, and Elaine Janisse,
with 14, paced Windsor in the 55-49 defeat
Saturday was a disaster-the Gryphons blasted

the Lancerettes 63-32. Hogan again was top~
for Windsor, netting 13 points. Waterloo
continues to hold on to first place in the West
with a 6-2 record. McMaster is right behind,
though. at 5-2 ... Cheryl Inns and this week's
Athlete of the Week Wendy Poppleton were
the only Lancerette Swimmers to finish in
the top three this past weekend at the Waterloo
Women's Invitational swim meet Inns swam

third in the 50-metre freestyle, while Poppleton
placed Sf!cond in the I 00-metre backstroke
and third in the 200-metre backstroke. McMaster won the overall team title; Windsor
ended up sixth out of nine competing squads ...
Clip and save: For all you health enthusiasts,
or even the not-so-enthusiats, Campus Recreation is offering a free fitness class. All you
have to do is clip this notice and present it for

Volleyballers
keepshareqf first
by Tracey Richardson
\

The Lancerette volleyball team, after
shrugging off two pre-Christmas losses, have
since regained their form by way of three
straight victories since opening the second
half of their OWIAA schedule in early
January.
Their latest victory came in the form of
the three-game romp in a match over the
Wilfred Laurier Golden Hawks last Friday,
15-10, 15-7, 15-6.

By exemplyifying the hard-work ethic,
the Lanceretteshave now boostedtheir OWIAA
record to 4-2. They remain in a tie with
McMaster (7-1) for first in the West with 14
points.
On Saturday, February I st, the team will
attempt to extend their unbeaten streak to
four against Brock University in the St
Dennis Gym at 2:00 p.m. It will be the
Lancerettes' last home game of the 1985/86
season before taking to the road to round out
the regular season. D

OWIAA League
West

McMaster
Windsor
Waterloo
Western
Brock
Guelph
Laurier

W

L

p

7

1

7

2

14
14
12
10
4
4
2

6

4

5
2

4

2

6

5
8

one free admission to any of the classes listed
below (under "campus rec"). The offer is
good until February 7. 0

athlete of
the week
Wendy Poppleton-Swimming
As co-captain of the swim team. Wendy
spent a great deal of time in the water this
weeke.,d. She helped the seven swimmers
representing the University of Wilmdsor
finish in 6th place at the University of
Waterloo Invitational.
Wendy swam in five different events
including: the I 00 & 200M Backstroke, the
IOOM Butterfly stroke, the 200M Medley
and the 400M Freestyle Relay. She is concentrating on the Backstroke and is expected
to qualify for the CIAU"s in the 100& 200M
Backstroke at the OUAA Championships in
late February.
Wendy is a Toronto native and a 4th year
Human Kinetics student 0

campus rec
Alright, here's your chance to prove to
the one you love, your friends or yourself that
Valentine's Day isn't just for flowers and
chocolates. Campus Recreation is sponsoring
an opportunity for everyone to run,job, walk,
or skip their way into exhaustion with a lover
or a pa l on Friday, February 14th. Prizes
include Dinner for T wo at The Other Place
for the couple who guesses closest to their
combined time. Registration and the announcement of the distance to be run will be done on
the day of the event in the Campus Ree
Office. So come out and show off to the one's
you love. Cost is $2.00 per couple (no
soloists please).

Noon Aerobic:$
Fit Aerobics I
Fit Aerobics II
Body Wortsl
Body Works II
Stretch & Tone
Residence Aerobics

11:45-12:45
M/W/F
7,()0-8:00 pm
M/W
7:00-8:00 pm
T/R
8:00.9:00 pm
M/W
4:30-5:JOpm
T/R
8: 30-9:00 pm
M/W
5:ro.6:00 pm M/T/W/R

lnt $15/30
ae, s15130
Adv. $15/30
Beg. $15/30
Adv. $15/30
Be, SI0/20
- $15/30

Note: Noon Aerobics II has been cancelled
do to a lack of participants. Our apologies for
any inconvenience.
If you have any ideas on how Campus
Ree may serve you better or if you have any
ideas for some new programs please contact
us in the office or at 25 3-423 2 ext 2456. We
would appreciate the feedback.

Watch for mention of any new upcoming
events this semester.
Referees are still needed for Men's Basketball.D

Men's Hockey
(As of Nov. 31, 1985)
A League
Team
W LT
Commerce
5 I 0
Marketing
4 2 0
C.C.C.D.
4 l 0
Missing Links
4 l 0
Engineering
2 4 0
Bob·s Fags
I 5 0
Windsor Warriors
0 6 0

8 League

c.s.s.

Team

H.K. Hacks
Mac Hall
Engineering
Ditch Pigs
Law 13
Montreal Ukranians

GF GA PT~
35 21 10 Battered Wives
27 13
8 Bjorkloven
Zu'u Warriors
47 14
8
Wolverines
22 17
8
22 30
4 Cody Coyotes
16 44
2 Syntax Errors
9 36
0 Commerce
U.G.G.

W LT

4
3
2
2
2
2

0
0
2
1
0
0

GF
17
33
16
14
23
20

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

39 14
39 12
31 18
25 28
25 19
23 25
24 36
10 61

2
2
2
4
3
2 I 20

6 0
5 I
3 2
3 3
2 3
2 3
I 4
0 6

GA PTS
22
8
II
6
16 6
17 5
21
4
35 4
21
3
12
10
6
6
4
4
2
0

TOP 40 DANCE MUSIC and VIDEO SHOW
FREEADMISSION FO R CANADIANS EVERY NIG HT
21 and over please/Proper Attire Required

When you need to Breakaway, ~
There is only one place tog
J.J. Morgan's
Where the good times never endl I
• Tuesday (Ladies Nite)
Reduced drinks for all.
• Thursday (Happy Hour)
• Friday
Non-Stop
• Saturday
Fun

>

22509 Ecorse Rd.
1/4 Mlle E. of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200

•

WARNING:
Health
andWelfare
Canada
advises
thatdanger
to healthincreases
withamount
smoked
- avoidinhaling.
Average
percigarette
- Benson's
30 Regular:
'tar'15mg,
nicotine
1.2mg;
Benson's
30Regular
Light:'tar'12mg,
nicotine
1.1mg.
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he University of· Windsor
Track and Field team showed
why it is the toi>-rankedsquad
in Canada with a &tellar performance at the Can-Am
Classic on Saturday.
The Can-Am. where 30 schools from
Canada and the United States compete, is
second in size only to the CIAU finals in
March.
The excellence of the St Denis Centre
made the University of Windsor the best
place for the meet to take place.
The number one standing was reflected
by the performance of the group. Four gold
medals were earned by various members of
the team. This achievemnt was beaten solely
by the Edinboro squad which won five gold
medals.
The Lancer coach, Dennis Fairall, was
surprised at how well they did because" U.S.
schools offer scholarships," and, as a result
of this, "the competition is really tough."
A team member, Amanda James, in
comparing the Canadian and American teams

noted that "pressure at Windsor isn't as great
as it is at U.S. schools. Runners are just
encouraged to do their best
19 Lancers are now qualified for the
CIAU's to be held in Edmonton.
One of tho se who qualified on Saturday
was Neville DoU&lasin the 300m with a bDle

of3S.16 .
The other qualifierwas themen's4 x 400
relay team, first in this event with a time of
3:20.7. The relay members include Darren
Luck, Neville Douglas, Tim Ryan and anchor
Joe Ross.
Tim Ryan was a top performer at the
event with a gold medal in the men's boom
with a time of 1 :20,3, and another as a
member of the men's 4 x 400 relay team.
Kevin Hageth, a junior member of the
team finds "The fact that Tim is doing well is
an inspiration to the team." Tim himself
believes that "success breeds success."
Dennis Fairall agrees that"Time isrunning
really well right now, but some competition is
coming up.'~
Tim was "really pleased" with his per-

formance because he wanted to prove something to himself after his 6th place finish last
year.
Another excellent performance by the
Windsor team came in the men's 300m
where the first three positions were taken by
membersmthe Windaorteam.

Paul Miller earned a gold medal with a
time of 3S:15, Neville Douglas the silver
witha 35:16 ( qualifyinghim fortheCIAU' s)
and Joe Ross bronze with a 35:77.
Neville Douglas is new to the team this
year. He has been a bronze medal winner for
the last two years as a junior at the Canadian
Track and Field Conference. He also placed
5th in the Men's 60m with a time of0:7.10.
Donna Pajor is another new squad member
and, according to fellow teammate Tim
Ryan, "has a lot of talent" Donna placed
2nd in the women's 60m with a time of
0:7.86.
Joe Roi;s placed 3rd in the 60m hurdles
with a time of0:8.46.

Maxine Walkes, who has yet to qualify
for the CIA U' s, broke a school record when
she placed 2nd in the women's 300m with a
time of 41 : 18. The previous record, 41 :40
was held by Andrea Page, a member of the
olympic team, which makes Walkes achievement aH the more 81'11tifyins.
In the field section of the competition
Marg Gillen struck gold in women's long
jump with a distance of 5.25 m. Marg also
placed fourth in the high jump competition
with a height of 1.65m.
Teammate Marianne Ofner placed third
in the long jump with a distance of 4.99m.
Steve Skeggs placed seventh in the men's
long jump with a jump of 6.60m.
Fairall noted that the team is "lacking
depth" ( numbers) in the field section.
The only disappointment for the Lancer
squad was the disqualification of the women's
4 x 200 relay team because of a false start.
The team 4 x 200m has yet to qualify for
the CIAU's and, as they were the second
seed for Saturday's meet, they had a good
shot
coadaaed oa pqe II B

social gaffes
NEWS
Thursday, January 30
-Join the International Relations Society. MacPherson Lounge. Electa Hall ( on Patricia) at
4:00 p.m. Refreshmentsand cash baravaliable.
-Help stop the agony in South Africa. Rally in
support of divestment in front of the University
Centre at 11:30.
Thursday, February 6
- The International Relations Society presents:
"A Kingdom in Transition: Images of Thailand",
a slide presentation by Margaret Beddoe. 4:00
p.m. in conference rooms 1,2,3UniversityCentre.

MEMBER

Pearl Voinaroski

THEATRE

258-6004
377 4 Myrtle St.

Thursday, January 30
- "Equus" by Peter Shaffer, 8:00 p.m. at the
Hillberry.
Friday, January 31
- "The Royal Family" by G.S. Kaufman and
Edna Ferber. 8:00 p.m. at the Hillberry.
Saturday, February 1
- "The Royal Family", 2:00 p.m. at the Hillberry.
- "Step, Look and Listen" -a British music-hall
revue. 8:00 p.m. at the Hillberry.

.

The
Junction
271 Ouellette

ART
~II February 14
-Jean A Chalmers Bicentennial Collection at
the University Centre gallery.
February 5 to March 2
- XIVevanescent installation by Brad Brace at
Mcite.

(

upto

1/2 off .

Winter Merchandise
sweaters, dresses, pants, blouses, jeans

CINEMA

MUSIC

Friday, January 31
-Sugeroaby (Gerrnany-1984-Percy.Adion).7:00
and 9:30 p.m. at the Detroit Film Theatre.
Saturday, February 1
-Sugarbaby, 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. at the Detroit
Rim Theatre.

Friday, January 31
- Husker Du at Troxx
Saturday, February 1
- The Hardtops, Fireball XL5, and the Good
Thingsdownstairs at the Dominion House,3140
Sandwich.
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NOW WINDSOR'S MEN WHO HAVE A SOPHISTICATED ATIITUDE TOWARD
THEIR WARDROBES CAN TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DRASTICALLY REDUCED
PRICES ON FALL& WINTER FASHIONS . YOU'LL HAVETOGETHERE FASTTO
SWEEP THE SAVINGS .

JACKETS:

. SUITS
4
2
3
3
1

only,
only,
only,
only,
only,

ANDRADE ......
OGGI ............
BERONI .......•.
ANDRADE .......
WILLY WEAR .....

reg. $575, NOW $229
reg. $295, NOW $129
reg. $275, NOW $109
reg. $475, NOW $199
reg. $275, NOW $99

COATS:
1
1
1
2

only,
only,
only,
only,

WALTER WOLF ...• reg. $225, NOW $99
CALVIN KLEIN ... reg. $260, NOW $109
ZAZU .............
reg. $275, NOW $109
ZAZU , ..•........
reg. $450, NOW $199

2
2
2
4
1

only,
only,
only,
only,
only,

CALVIN KLEIN ....
MOL TO ......•....
ZAZU . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
UNION BAY .......
GANT .. • .. . .. . .. ..

reg.
reg.
reg.
reg.
reg.

$195,
$140,
$140,
$120,
$1 55,

NOW $99
NOW $69
NOW $69
NOW $49
NOW $59

SPORT COATS:
6
4
3
2
3
2
3

only,
only,
only,
only,
only,
only,
only,

Sunday, February 2
-Vision Quest. 7:00 and9:00 p.m. in 1120 Erie
Hall.

ANDRADE .•.....
reg. $325. NOW $199
TORNAOE . . . . . • . . . reg. $225, NOW $99
TORNAOE . . . . . . . . . reg. $220, NOW $79
OE JA VU .........
reg. $195, NOW $79
OGGI ..............
reg. $165, NOW $69
ALEXANDRA ......
reg. $180, NOW $69
TORNADE . . . . . . . . . reg. $220, NOW $69

ALL REMAINING FALL AND WINTER DRESS PANTS,
CASUAL PANTS, SPORT PANTS AND SWEATERS
ARE HALF PRICE

Park & Pelissier St., Windsor
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5:30 (Fri. till 8) Sun. 12-4

Presidentialcommitteereprimtlndsprqfs

Profsswipegradstudent's
work
by Kevin Johnson
Carl Bertoia, a masters student in sociology,
may have finally found justice.
Bertoia was hired in 1984 to write a
research report on a summer grant When the
report was published. he was not credited
with its authorship. Instead, the two professors
for whom he worked claimed the report as
their own.
He has been fighting for credit for the
work ever since.
A committee of inquiry established by
University of Windsor president Ron Ianni
supported Bertoia's claim to at least coauthorship, and recommended the establishment of fonnal authorship policy.
Home Economics professors Sue Goerzen
and Linda McKay hired Bertoia, in the
spring of 1984. He took a job as project
manager of a Summer Canada study of
elderly parents and adult offspring.
"Basically, the idea was mine," Bertoia
said. "They said. 'as project manager, you
will be co-author.of this report.' They promised
me I would get my name on it," he said
However, when Bertoia received his printed
and bound copy of the report in January,
I 985, his name was not listed with the should be considered sole author, because I
authors.
wrote it" The report states that Bertoia may
"When I confronted them, she(Goerzen)
be the principle author.
said that 'we made a decision that you aren't
Ianni said that he thought discussion of
really the author of this report'," said Bertoia
the case to be inappropriate.
According to Bertoia, this decision was
"It was a matter that was left to a
based on three criteria-the effort involved committee to discuss. The recommendations
on the professors' parts to edit the work and of the Bertoia committee have been implemhave it printed. and a belief that as a paid ented." said Ianni.
employee, he was not entitled to co-authorship.
Bertoia said he has yet to receive a formal
Graduate Student Society President Gerard apology or a corrected title page to the report
O'Neill said last semester/' It's ridiculous to
He said there is an obvious need to
say that because I pay you for your work. it's establish an authorship policy.
mine. If that were true for students, we could
"When I wanted to talk to people, there
have a booming business here."
was no place to go. The Ethics committee
Bertoia said that only minimal editing didn't deal with this. There is no procedure to
was needed, and that he and the professors deal with this on campus.
edited it together anyway.
"I was lucky because it wasn't in my
Bertoia brought his complaint to Dean of department I was considered a shit-disturber.
Graduate Studies Lois Smedick. After informal Nobody really wants to touch it," said
negotiations failed to satisfy him, he appealed to Bertoia. He expressed thanks for help given
Ianni for a formal investigation.
to him by the GSS.
The committee of inquiry consisted of
Bertoia believes that McKay and Goerzen
Chair Brian Mazer, a law professor, Faculty plan to grieve the committee's findings.
of Education Dean Wilfred Innerd. and thenWhen asked if she intended to appeal.
GSS president Robin Swainson The commi- McKay said. "It's more than that," but
ttee's mandate was to evaluate the situation · declined to comment further. Ianni said he
and recommend a course of action to Ianni has no knowledge of any appeal in the works.
These recommendations included a formal
The Faculty Association has thus far
letter from McKay and Goerzen to Bertoia reserved comment on the case, although
acknowledging his co-authorship, a letter of president Robert Pinto said, "there are aspects
apology to Bertoia, replacement of the cover of this case that are inder consideration."
page of the report with a revised on listing
Bertoia said he bears the two professors
Bertoia as co-author, and official letter of no ill-will.
reprimand to be placed in each of theprofessors'
"I don't want to go out and destroy their
files.
careers. (But) if this was a student, the
Bertoia said he was generally satisfied
student would have been thrown out of
"I was pleased. except that I thought I schooV' he said 0

Not an isolatedcase
by John May
Carl Bertoia is not alone.
Many other graduate students have been
cheated of research credit by professors both
in Windsor and across the country, according
to national graduate student groups and local
sources.
One Windsor graduate student said he
and two other researchers designed a study,
gathered and sorted the data, and wrote up
most of the report The professor only made
minor amendments and wrote a final conclusion, he said.
"All the written work was almost verbatim,
and the charts were photocopied from my
own," said the student
The student was not given the credit he
thought he and his fellow student researchers
deserved, he said.
"My namewas onone linein the introduction
to the survey," he said. "His(the professor's)
was blasted on the front page of the report
"When we went to present it .. the prof
had to come back to me for numbers and
verification-he didn't know himself what was
in the report," said the student
Two graduate student organizations, the
National Graduate Council and the Ontario
Graduate Association, presented a brief to
the Canadian Association of Graduate Schools'
annual conference at the beginning of November
explaining that student research is oftenmisused
and published without proper credit

"We discovered that this is a very major
problem across the country," said Liz Lovis.
a graduate student at the University of
Western Ontario.
The problem is not easily solved by individual students seeking credit because of the
difficulty·in proving the work was their own,
and the danger of causing difficulties in a
closely-knit school in which graduate students
must work closely with faculty . •
"I didn't want to create a whole bunch of
waves; I was just here for an education." said
the Windsor student, "Without the actual
rough draft(which had been lost), I couldn't
prove it was actually my work without a huge
battle."
Another Windsor student with similar experience agreed
"I didn't want to put any pressure on
them to give me any kind of acknowledgement
because I didn't want to rock the boat or do
anything that would endanger the grade for
my paper," he said
Windsor Graduate Student Society president
Gerard O'Neill said that Bertoia's case emerged
only because of his persistence.
"I think that ifs not unique-this sort of
thing goes on all the time." he said. "This one
came to light only because the student was
tenacious in the presentation of his case ...
The presentation committee that looked
into Bertoia' s case recommended the drafting
of an authorship policy to protect student
researchers. 0

Courseselections
ava[/ab/e
in·advance
by Patti McKague

Students may ~ventually-be able to .pick
courses several semesters in advance.
The University Senate passed a motion
to establish a sub-committee to examine the
feasibility of long-range planning for course
selections. at last week's meeting.
Although this does not guarantee that a
student will be able to receive the required
courses, some of the tensions of registration
will be removed.
"If a course is not offered during the
current sememster, or is ful~ a student can
see when it will be offered and there will be no

need to panic," said Dr. Walt Ramanow,
Dean of Student Affairs, who made the
motion.
In addition to long-term planning for
students, advance course selection is advantageous to faculty members. "It permits de·partments to do long-range planning and as a
result the woridoad canbeadjusted in advance,"
said Romanow.
Also, departments can schedule courses
in alternate years or semesters which means
that the core courses do not have to be offered
every semester.
"it is really economical iJl light of a tight

budget, but it is also helpful to students in
doing their planning," Romanow said.
Advance course scheduling will be beneficical to both part-time and full-time students
working towards a degree, he said.
It is indefinite how long a feasibility
report will take, but Romanow thought that
the matter could be referred back to the
Senate by March or April.
"The motion was met by no opposition or
questions, most likely because it is a logical
move-long-range planning never hurt anyone,"said Romanow.
Also discussed during the meeting was

the addition of two new Student A wards. The
Peter Wyzinski Sr. Memorial Award, which
is administered by the University, will be
awarded to a full-time student based on
excellence in any chemistry course.
The Proctor and Gamble Award of Excellence, valued at $1,000, will be given to a
student in his/her final year who combines
superior academic achievement with outstanding accomplishments and leadership
skills in university activities. It will be awarded
in alternate years and deadline for appication
is February 10.0
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Plagiarism is a dirty word.
8/ack's Law Dictionary describes it as "the act of
appropriating the literary composition of another ...and
passing tnem ui' 2s products of one's own mind."
The University of Windsor's own course calendar considers
plagiarism to be a "serious offence," and "anyone who
knowingly or recklessly uses the work of another person
and creates an impression that it is his or her own, is guilty
of plagiarism ."
Each faculty can treat those found guilty of the offense
in a different manner, but none of them treat it lightly. The
Faculty of Social Science in fact, suggest that "any
graduate student who is guilty of plagiarism on even one
occasion be required to withdraw from the university ,"
Yet, despite the warnings and the penalties , plagiarism
may still be rampant on this campus.
That is, among the professors, not the students.
But an odd double standard exists. Two professors in
the Department of Home Economics had no qualms about
claiming the work of grad student Carl Bertoia as their
own. In fact. they had some rather absurd notions on the
definition of authorship, according to Bertoia. Since they
he lped edit the work with him; since they transported it to
the print shop; and since they acquired the grant which
paid him, the professors (somehow) figured they could tell
the world they 'I.rote the thing.
Bertoia, though, did something rare for one caught in
his position. He protested . Loudly.
So loudly , in fact, that a special presidential committee

was struck to look into the matter. The committee found
that not only should Bertoia have been credited as coauthor of the work , but perhaps as principal author as wel I.
So the story, in this case , has a somewhat happy
ending. The professors were handed some retributive and
slap-orHhe-wrist measures, and the committee recommended
the establishment of an authorship policy to protect students.
But the reprimand given the professors does not seem
nearly as grave as the measures that would have addressed
a student guilty of a similar offence. In fact, the two
professors even had the gall to present the paper again
this past October-still ignoring Bertoia's contr ibution.
Bertoia's case, though, may be only one of dozens that
never become uncovered. Bertoia exhibited an unusual
amount of bravado in defending his authorship-but
he
was also fortunate that the department he wrote the paper
for(Home Economics) was not the one he was enro lled in
(Sociology). Too many times will a student have his work
stolen, only to keep quiet to avoid the danger of poor
marks, or of be ing labelled a 'troublemaker' by the facu lty
he must work with.
But what motivates a professor to commit the cardinal
sin of plagiarism? The pressure to publish? Laziness? Or
maybe stealing from a student doesn't seem quite as
serious.
Fortunately, the presidential committee did regard me
Bertoia case serious enough to seek retribution. And
maybe blowing this case out into the open may jolt some
professors into refuting the double standard. D

the slipstream
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Pretzels,plasticgras.5,and guyswith no shirtson
Across the continent. Sunday afternoons are going to
become very different things for the next few months. The
American National Football League sea son is over. Familie s
are being reunited, children get to watch the television again,
and millions of football enthusiasts have started to tune up for
another season.
'
It seems to me that the amount of excitement and
publicity surrounding this year's Super Bowl was greater than
I can remember it being before. I suspect that this was
because the outcome of the football game was pretty well a
foregone conclusion. In order to maintain the sort of audience
attained in previous years, the media had to work extra hard
to make the game seem worth watching. Although I haven't
seen the ratings, I suspect that they were largely successful
Super Bowl Sunday is entirely a media-created occasion.
The Super Bowl itself is young enough to have been conceived
and created with television in mind Even the trophy awarded
to the winner, consisting of a chromium football mounted on a
pylon, is obviously designed for TV. Unlike, say, hockey's
Stanley Cup, the Lombardi trophy obviously has no history
whatever. Like the medium for which it wqas crafted, it is
smooth, shiny, and ultimately uninteresting.
The actual football game played on Super Bowl Sunday is
nearly always a joke. The twentieth incarnation of the event
has the dubious distinction of having been the biggest joke in
the game's history, to the surprise of virtually no one.
However, the excitement value of the game is nearly an
irrelevant factor. After two weeks of media bombardment
and two hours of inane pre-game festivities, your average

football junkie is ready to enJoy anything, as long as the beer
and pretzels hold out
The extent to which professional sports as we know them
today are the creation of television is symbolized, for me, by
the identity of the best-known player in this year's Super Bow~
the player whose name is known even to housewives and little
girls. There is one such player every year. This year, is he
Chicago's flamboyant, free-spirited quarterback ? No. Is he
the league's eleven-year veteran, all-time leading running
back? No. He is a gigantic rookie defensive tackle who is
allowed to trundle a couple ofyards with the football now and
then. One announcer last Sunday referred to Perry as "not
just a football player, but an American folk hero." It's true;
Perry is a real-life Paul Bunyan for a nation committed to
muscle rather than mind To be sure, the Perry legend is a
transient, fleeting thing, but than that is the nature of the
medium through which the legend is transmitted.
The fact that the Super Bowl is essentially a contest to
detennine who is the best at doing something that does
nobody any good leads many people to conclude that it is an
insignificant event But consider the number of people
involved in the festivities. The number of people who have
attended Super Bowls in the past twenty years is vastly greater
than the number of people affected by terrorism or plane
crashes or toxic waste in that time. And in a good year, almost
half of the television sets in the United States, plus millions
more elsewhere, are tuned in to the big game. This audience
wages something in excess of two billion dollars on the
outcome of the contest Thus the Super Bowl phenomenon,

while it posess es long-term importance for only a few,
occ upies for three or four hours the attention of more people
than would a small war. As such, it qualified as a cultural event
of considerabl e significance.
American President Ronald Reagan, in Sunday's pregame interview, suggested that it is a characteristic of the
American mentality that people can momentarily ignore the
troubles of the nation and the world, and sit for a few hours to
watch grown men run around on plastic grass and bash into
each other. Of course, such a statement is ethnountic humans do this in all countries in which there are spectator
sports . The Americans just seem to do it more extravagantly
than everyone else.
But the game is more than a chance to tum off the world It
is a chance to turn off the mind as well. Few things require
less thought than to perch in front of the tube for a few hours
on a Sunday afternoon. The more dedicated fans rise to
greater heights of idiocy, ranging this past weekend in
Chicago from going about shirtless in sub-zero weather to
committing random acts of violence in celebration of victory.
For me, the ultimate example of the way people tum off their
brains at the Super Bowl is seeing that whenever part of the
crowd is shown in the TV picture, dozens of spectators are
taking flash photographs from many rows up, as if their puny
flash units could illuminate the field hundreds of feet away.
As for me, I kept my wits about me all through the
proceedings. I viewed the telecast for one reason, stemming
entirely from pure intellectual curiosity - I wanted to see
Herb.

withcowardice
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by John May
Frankly , I'm terrified
All the symptoms are there . I' ve started reading the
classifieds in the Star with a little more than a passing
interest fve submitted my reswne to Student Media Services to
be typeset And I'm even considering ( though not very
seriously) getting my hair cut ' Cause in April , my blissful
little foray into academia is going to be over, and I'll be thrust
out into the harsh, naked world of(aaaaaaaaaagy))Job/and.
That is, Real Jobland
Up until now, of course, I've been floating in the warm
embryonic fluid of post-secondary education. I'm certainly
not looking forward to my graduation day, when some faceless
hands are going to yank me, kicking and spitting, from my
womb , then slap me with the fact that I have to work, and
pay back my OSAP. Ruthless. Savage.
Up until now, life has been so clearly illuminated The
progression from the Grades (in arabic numerals} to the
Levels (in Roman numerals-I guess university has more
class) has been painlessly clear. But as of this Spring, the
future turns into this grey, foggy mess. Then they'll say to
me, "You have 40 credits, son. That's all you need to
know. Now go out and do something."
·
It's tough. though. The type of degree I'll have ( a B.A. in
Communication Studies and-get this- Visual Arts) is
hardly the type that the personnel execs at the Career Fair
were clamoring for. And if the openings in the Star's Want
Ads are any indication of the job climate, I'm seriously
wondering why I never learned to dress hair or dance
naked
Of course, there's always the rebellion route. "Who
needs a job anyway," I'll shout, sincerely believing that
Society owes me a living, and I can stay home all day to eat
M&Msand write the Great Canadian Screenplay. Granted,
I'd have to move back home. Granted, I'd have to spend the
rest of my life getting chewed out for putting too much salt on
my food and not wiping down the shower curtain. Nah. I'll
work.
But that means I'll have to start at the bottom again.
Remember how great it was to be in grade eight, King Lord of
Public School? Then, in grade nine, you became a munchkin
again. Five years later, it was grade thirteen, and back into
the ruling class. The cycle began again in university, and
having reached the acme once again, frankly, I don't really
feel like starting over. Being a big fish in a small pond is much,
much better than being plankton in a huge big ocean. Just ask
one.
But it's the looming terror of the Job Hunt(where the job
with your name on it will go instead to some loon with buck
teeth, freckles, an I. Q. of seven, but wearing a nicer tie than
you) and the First Day at Work. Inevitably, I'll become a
bumbling, inept fool with the sneaking suspicion that everyone's
laughing at me as I break every piece of equipment I touch. Of
course, my boss will either be some huge, hairy intimidating
beast, or some smarmy little milquetoast stuck in a middle
management position, taking his revenge on brash young upstarts
like me.
The horror, the horror.
Maybe ru just fail a couple courses. D
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straint where the visual is concerned
M. Berry

An objection

Editor's Note: You're nght In fact, Jeno
Barcsay's Anatomy for the Artist, the book
from which those smutty illustrations were
eviled, should be banned post-haste.

Dear Editor,
The Jan. 16th issue of the Lance had a
centre fold that was oqectionably pornographic
and with a zest that would be accused of
some degree of immaturity and of some
questionable taste.
The story is about homosexuality a valid
topic, but there were displayed several shadowy
nudes of both sexes which together covered
almost a full page of the paper.
Is this the fruit of the superior type of
intellect one is expected to meet on campus?
The story told could be related simply
without the screaming accompaniment
Moderation should decree a reasonable re-

A question
Dear Editor;
Recently, Bishop Tutu of South Africa
visited Detroit to speak out against apartheid
The Canadian position is to seek a peaceful
end to apartheid as soon as possible. Almost
everyone supports such a move. It is a
question of justice.
But the question that comes to mind is,
while we support an end to apartheid is South
Africa, should we not also make amends for
past injustices in our own country? Two good

I

examples of this, recently in the news, are the
was the way these people were treate. Their
Haida Indians' logging dispute in British
land and most of their other property was
Columbia; and the unredressed grievances of taken away, not even forcibly sold at fire sale ,
Japanese Canadian interned during World
prices as in the United States. The Canadian
War Two.
Government has apologized for this injustice,
On the Haida Indians question, the British but reMeScanpematioo to Japanese ~
Columbian Government has never settled a for their losses, something the Americans
land claims dispute with any Indian Trive,
have already done. You would think from this
and refuses all such attempts. It seems bent that it was Canada that was attacked at Pearl
on justifying the highway robbery that was Harbour, not the United States.
perpetrated on native Canadians for the last
The Canadian Government "didn't want
two centuries.
to insult them" by offering them money.
The Japanese have, at the very least,just
Can an apology make up for fourty years
as big a grievance. Japanese Canadians were of neglecting a crime? Do you not think the
all interned in camps as potential threats to Canadian Government owes them something
national security during the second world more?
war. Strangely, they were the only people
Do we not, as Canadians, owe it· to
singled out Canada did not lock up all ,>urselves to correct our own past injustices?
Gennan or Italian Canadians. Worst of all, f we fail to doso, we risk being viewed as
many of these people had fought as Canadian
1ypocritical moralizers by the world at large.
soldiers in World War One, and won medals
for bravery. That should have been enough to
Arthur Gosselin
prove their loyalty to Canada. Just as bad
1'

Centreplansadvancing
grandly

by T. Robin Sutherland

cate that major structural and conceptual
changes are in store for the way students will
he GrandMarketplace,a major. eat in the 1986-87 year.
Accordingto Dave McMurray, the Director
new food service project platr
ned for the University Centre of Student Services, there are two main
this year, had leapt forward reasons for the project. "The first overall
Iwith the release of the plans· reason," he said, "is to improve the service
for the concept Plans indi- and to provide a service that students can be

tTJ

proud of. Number two is income. Studies
show that with this type of project, sales will
increase dramatically."
A "scramble" system of operation, similar
to the one presently being used in Vanier Hall
will be incorporated. This will allow a central
location from which students will be able to
get food

The design will make use of several new
concepts. Ideas include:
• Surnmerfield's: a "grab-an~go" place that
will provide "wrapped sandwiches" and "prepared items that you would take in a lunch
bag." said McMurray.
• Greenstuffs: a salad bar.
• Pasta Express: a hot Italian entre steam
table that can be changed ethnically "if the
students get tired of that or we want to put in
pace changers."
1 • a deli: "probably the biggest area It will be
very similar to the deli in Vanier."
eBake 'n' Take: "the ovens are right on site
so items will be baked right there."
As for the cost of the project, "we're
looking at funding right now," McMurray
said, "we'll be meeting (with the architect)
on Thursday Jan. 30, and then we'll have a
cost"
Funding for the project will come specifically from the campus community including
students, staff and faculty as well as people
outside the community who use the on-campus
food services.
Meal cards used by resident students will
be accepted for payment of foods at the
Grand Marketplace. Off campus mealcards,
which are becoming increasingly popular, will
also be legal tender, said McMurray.
But McMurry also noted some potential
problems with the project.
"We know from our meetings with the
architects, structurally and from a demolition
point of view that costs aren't too bad, but
there are going to be some mechanical changes
required that are being reviewed right now.
"The other problem is timing, we're on a
very tight schedule. One of the ways we're
hoping to speed things us is that we're
intending to buy all of the equipment of our
own," he said.
McMurray added, "fro really excited
about this because it'll provide a brand new
concept for the stl}dents.Nothing(preproduced)
will be purchased here; it's all homemade.
This is the whole concept of the Grand
Marketplace, it's not institutional" D

New committeeto manageU Centre
by Sukanya Pillay
The University Centre will soon be under
new management
The Centre Advisory Board, promised as
a result of negotiations between Students'
Administrative Council and the University
Administration, is in its final preparatory
stages.
The Board will have the permanent job of
dealing with all Centre issues arising from
spacial, managerial and financial areas.
According to McMurray,the constitution,
bylaws. and budgetary financial documents
were prepared last November. These are
presently being reviewed by SAC.
"Its a lengthy process," says SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, "what we're
essentially doing is establishing another body
in the University."
However, Tsilfidis maintains that the
Centre Advisory Board will be established in
the next two weeks. "It will be in motion this
semester most certainly," he said
The Board will consist of twelve members;
seven students, three administrators and two
off-campus persons.
Of the seven students, three will be SAC
executives; Tsilfidis, SAC VP finance John
Mill. and SAC VP administration Bob Baker.
The President of the Graduate Students
Society Gerard O'Neill, the President of the
International Students Society Mark Lehkyj,
and the President of Ontario Part-time University Students Eric Dobbs will also be
members. A final student representative will
be elected from Council next week.
Members from the administration include
McMurray, the University Centre Manager
Mary-Lou Thibert, and the Head of Conference Services Roxy Dennison.
The Basilian fathers will choose someone

to represent Assumption University.
The twelfth member of the Board will be
an alumnus from the community. "We will
tender invitations to the people," said Tsilfidis.

In addition to the mentioned twelve voting
members will be five invited members; a
representative from the Physical Plant, the
Assistant Director of Food Services Tom

Dorsey, the Manager of Subway Chuck
Blewett, SAC Entertainment Coordinator
Lindsay Mills, and Student Services Coordinator Shirley Chapman. D

Baker's
by-lawbeef

Controversy
overcouncilcof?fiict-qf-interest
by Roberta Jennings
Two Subway employees/Students' Administrative Council members have been asked
to choose between their jobs due to an
apparent conflic~of-interesl
SAC vic~president administration told
Eric Knight (Computer Science) and Dean
Dungey (Huron/Tecumseh) that they contravened a SAC by-law at the January 20
meeting. Neither are pleased with-thedecision.
"I am disappointed at having to choose,"
said Knight Knight said he relinquished his
·pub job in lieu of his seat on SAC.
The by-law states that "members shall
not be employed for remuneration in any of
the liquor operations of the corporation."
The rationale behind the by-law, according to
Baker, is to prevent the SAC President from
using his hiring power in the pub to intimidate
SAC members.
Dungey and Knight protest Baker's action
on several counts.
First they find the actual wording of the
by-law ambiguous. The by-law is a subsection
of a by-Jaw dealing with the SAC's By-law
Review Committee. and Knight said the term
"member'' is not clearly defined to refer to a
member of the committee, or a member of
council at large.

"The interpretation could have gone the
other way. It (the wording) is vague," said
Knight
Baker consulted SAC's lawyer, Doug
Phillips, to interpret the wording. Phillips
said the by-law indicated that the two members
would have to give up one position or the
other.
A second point of contention is thatDoug
Steele, SAC commissioner of Residences
and Services, also works in the Subway but
has not been asked to resign.
But Steele said that he "does not have a
vote on council and cannot propose motions"
and does not consider himself in conflict of
interest
Baker said the by-law does not specifically
prohibit a commissioner from working with
SAC's liquor operations. But, since Steele is
given an honorarium for his commissioner's
work, Knight and Steele is '' paid in two
places for SAC. I'm not"
Rob Burge, a member of the By-law
Review Committee, said that since Steele
has speaking rights on council. he can still
influence it and hence is in conflict-ofinterest
Dungey and Knight are also upset with
the timing of Baker's action.

"They've known about this since the end
of November," said Dungey, "as far as I'm
concerned they've been playing around"
Dungey said he should have been told at
the beginning of his term that he could hold
only one position.
Baker said he didn't come across the bylaw provision until he computerized the bylaws in December.
Subway manager Chuck Beavett said
that Pub operations will" suffer temporarily''
with the loss of Knight and possibly Dungey
as "they both occupy very important positions."
Beavett said" it's not in the benefit of the
students and the pub that qualified people not
be allowed to work in the Pub if they hold
political positions."
He favours a compromise, and asked
"why does it have to be an either/ or situaton?
There should be a better by-law."
Lasttemi, some council members expressed
concern that Engineering Rep Paul Clarke
was hired as administrative assistant to the
cabinet The position pays an honorarium.
Asked if the situation was analogous to
the liquor service, putting Clarke in conflictof-interest, Baker said, "I haven't thought of
that. That could be. We'll have to look at it
May be the by-law should be expanded."O

Moremoneyforjobs
OTI AWA ( CUP) The Treasury
Board came through with an 11th
hour reprieve for university students
last week, when it voted to allocate
$7 .5 million to federal departments
for summer student hiring. Last
year the departments got$ I Omillion
to hire students, but the budget had
been eliminated in the announcement
of student summer job creation
programmes just before Christmas.
The government now expects
3,600 students will work in federal
ministries this summer, the same
number as last year. And CareerOriented Student Employment application forms for the programme,
are moving like hotcakes at the
Canada Employment Centre on
campuses across the country.
But the Canadian Federation of
Students is worried the government
might be juggling money to replace
full..timeemployees with the summer
students. Because of "person-year
deconrol", ministries are being encouraged to find extra money in
their budgets and use it to hire
students.
The extra money may result
from full-time positions being
eliminated while budgets stay the
same.

Other parts of the government's
summer employment programme
may also be giving students jobs at
the expense of others. A total of
$30 million from employment and
immigration is going to Statistics
Canada, providing StatsCan hires
students to fill more than half of the
45,000 jobs available on the 1986
census.

~ow

"Traditionally the census is done
by retired people or housewives ,"
said Sandra Keams, public relations
officer at Employment and Immigration. But now students will be
given priority.
"Now we're supposed to be
glad, that we're taking away jobs
from other unemployed people,"
said CFS chair Barb Donaldson.

Studentaidwants increased
TORONTO (CUP) In an effort to
lower debt loads, Ontario's minister
of colleges and universities will
increasestudent aid grantssignificantly
for some low-income students next
year.
Greg Sorbara said Jan. 16 that
almost all of an approved $10.8
million ( eight per cent) increase in
the student aid budget would go to
the grant program. The loan portion
of the Ontario's Student Assistance
Program ( OSAP) will likely stay at
or near its current level.
M ost of the new grant mon ey
will go to students from families
with incomes of less than $24.000

(based on a three-child family, with
one child attending a post-secondary
instituion).
For example, a universitystudent
from a family that earns $20,000
will receive $4,520 in grants next
year, an increase of$600, or 15.3
per cent
Sorbara told the legislature he
is trying to lower the amount students
owe after leavingcollegeor university.
"The problem most frequently
raised with me is debt load," he
said." Students have been forced to
assume increasingly large loans in
order to attend a post-secondary
institution."
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DAYCARECENTRE
·AGES 5-12 VAS - LICENSED
· LEARNING CE NTRE S & MOTIVATIONAL ACTIVITIES
THAT BUILD FUTURE FO UNDATIO NS FOR ACADEM IC
PURSUI TS
·PRO FESSIO NAL STAFF WHO SERVE IN THE SPIRIT
OF CH RISTIAN LOVE
·P ROGRAM S INCLUD E: MUSIC, EXCUR SIONS, FILMS,
COOKING & GROSS MOTOR ACTIVITIES
·NOM INAL FEE

-

REGISTER NOW -

THE SALVATION ARMY
WINDSORCOMMUNITYSERVICESCENTRE

275 VICTORIA AVE.253-7474

· cla&5rrieds
AA.SUMPTIONUNIVERSITYCHAPEL9737034-locoted
between the University
Centreondthe.Ambossodorllridge . ~
at 10:30 am and 4:30 pm on Sundays.
Monday to Friday at 11:50 om. Every
Tuesday there is also moss at 5:00 pm .
Sacrament of reconciliation on request .
All ore welcome! We hove o lib rary with
study space and a lounge f0< your COl"}venience .
Saturday Feb. 8-12 noon-8 pm-Retreat
Assumption campus Communtty-Focllitot0<- Ff. John Gaughan, C.S.B.Theme.
"Reaching Our -What does it mean to
live o life in the Spirit of Jesus Christ? Call
973-7034 to reglsterortormoreinformotion.

Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Sp ag hetti and a trip to the Sa lad Bar
$3.99 .

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY

PART-TIMESAl.!S HELPf0< new fashion
boutique in Downtown Wlnd•or. Reply
with Resume to J. Sikand, 217 Ouellette
Ave .. Windsor, Ontario, N9A 4H9
MY FISH .is missing Mswers to name
"Olga". hos hod shots.is perfectly cultured
and slightly dangerous . Come to think of
it. ifs vicious. 300 feet long. and out of its
fucking mind. And I let it go. Purposely .
Watch outl

INTERNATIONALRELATIONS
Society presents. "Akingdom intransitiOn: imogesof
Thailand" . A slide p-esentotion by Margaret
Beddoe. the 1985 WU.S.C. seminar port1cipont in Thailand. Thursday, Feb. 6th.
1986 4:00 p.m .. Conference Rooms 1.2.3.
University Centre. New members Invited.
II faculties welcome Refreshments will
be available.

Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5.99 .

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Ord er of Fish & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55

MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

01 L GARD anti-rust
~, I

I

CONGRATULATIONSto Chris Taylor for
hiswiming entry in the F\bricMminiSIJotion
Club's Logo Contest. Thanks to all who
participated . The Executive

,, •

•

in a class of
its own

I
Teste d :
Applied 1n rain or shine. OIL GARD.
laboratory developed & road tested
Provides effective rust protect ion on
any vehicle of any age and condition .

SINGLE MOTHER hos port-time work to
include small jobs around house. eg safe
proof home for 10 mon. old. repair small
fixtures. etc. Pleosecoll 256-3263 onytime
Speak with Dionne or Julio

Prove n:
Over 100,000 Rust-Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims during our 9
years in business.

NO ONE in particular isn't looking for
anyone. Haven't lost. or found, anything.
Doesn't need port-time ~Ip. a place to
live. a room mote. 0< ony used books.
ond/0< furniture. stereo's, skis You name
it, no one's got it . No one wants it, either .
D!=>n'tcoll.

FOUNDlarge bog of things. Obviously
housebroken although slightty green and
threadba re. Probably one of the nicest
collectiOn of things rve ever seen. Not like
some of those cheopo foreign jobs. No
Siree. 100% Canadian Well fashioned.
quiet sleepoo. no mess. Mnimol flotuence.
Think rukeep ·em.

Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad 8a r $3.25

Hours :

RIDE WANTEDto Guelph ony weekend
otter this weekend. Will contnbute towards
gas. Call Mdrew ot 253-4060or leave a
message at the Lance office. second
floor University C!3ntre .

LESBIAN/GAYStudent Group meets Fr!,
Jon 31. 8:00 pm at IONA College. All
lesbian and gay students are welcome.

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)

W arra nti ed :
The industry leader with up to 8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles.

~110!1
Ill g

451 Tec umseh W. / Hou rs: Mo n-Fr i.
256-4488
8-5 , Sat. 9-3

tnm~fi=ITIB~U
~/;_ ..It's a MUST against ruSt !

classmeds
PREVIOUSLY
UNKNOWSTto myself and
my friends, my legs hove recently turned
up missing. Of great senttmentol value.
Please return to Bill, core of my address.
Perhaps a trade can be arranged-myh
legs foroneofyours. lfyou(sarenlce.And
not too used. Only slightly higher so we
get a two level effect with a little path
running down the middle.

GRADUATION
PIC11JRES
Asa convenierx:e
to graduating students, and since many
photography studios in the area now
keep In stock o variety of Bachelo(s
hoods and gowns. candidates for Bachelor'sdegreeswhowish tohavegroduation
pictures taken will no longer obtain hoods
and gowns from the Officeof the Secretary
in WindsorHollTCMl9tbut will make arrangements directly with the studio ot their
choice. Please coll Mrs. Corney in the
Office of the Secretary ( ext. 2004) to find

$7 PER HOUR SALARYPlus attractive
bonus schedule. Fort time with flexible
hours. Persons required to represent Provincial Non-Profit organization with tundrolsing program . Contact Mike-254-4692.

WARNING: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked-avoid inhaling. Average per CigaretteExport "A" Light Regular "tar" 10.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg. King Size "tar" 10.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg.
Export "A" Extra Light Regular "tar" 8.0 mg., nicotine 0. 7 mg. King Size "tar" 9.0 mg., nicotine 0.8 mg.

'Purse' onal
opinion

··>

by Sukanya Pillay

demned the South African government
"It is a system that makes profits for
tudents held an anti-apartheid South Africa and anyone who sucks from the
rally in the University Centre system of South Africa sucks from the cup of
last Thursday.
death," he said.
Several hundred students
Kujavsky spoke as a representative of
gathered to listen to speakers Students Against Apartheid. He encouraged
urging faculty members to divestment as a means of"making the intervote for divestment of their pension funds national community aware that we can't
from South Africa.
tolerate prejudice."
Sponsored by a group calling themselves
He criticizedBritishPrimeMinisterMargaret
Students Against Apartheid, the I ally ended Thatcher and U.S. President Ronald Reagan
with a march across campas to the Faculty
for their inactivity in dealing with South
Dining Room in Vanier Hall.
Africa. Kujavsky said South Africa would be
Gerard O'Neil~ presidentoftheGraduate
unable to feed itself if every nation united in
Students Society, introduced the four speakers; economic sanctions against it Reagan, he
Vito Signorile. professor of sociology, second said, won't impose sanctions against South
year law student Jaspar Kujavsky, president Africa because blacks may suffer, yet he has
of the African Students Association Joel taken action against Libya
Okafar. and University of Michigan political
"You can't speak out of both sides of your
science professor. Leonard Suransky.
mouth at the same time," said Kujavsky.
O'Neill immediately addressed the issue
The third speaker, Okafar, brought the
of divestment Anything less that total divest- alredy enthusiastic crowd to an orderly uproar.
ment, said O'Neill. '"is not good enough for
"I am speaking because I know what I am
an institution whose aim is higher education." talking about,'' he said, "I am from Africa"
O'Neill told the faculty to wield the
The crowd cheered wildly as Okafar
power of their money in a positive way. He voiced disappointment over the blatant preasked them to follow the example set by other judice that still exists.
universities that have divested and con"Racism is wrong and bad," he shouted,
sequently made greater profits.
"Stand up and vote seriously against apartheid"
"We should make a profit, but not by
Suransky, a white South African who has
stealing from the underprivilegedof the world," been in exile from his native country for 13
he said.
years. took a different approach in promoting
Signorile echoed O'Neill's comments. divestment He described the plight of blacks
With a brief description of the impoverished under the apartheid system.
~ black South Afri~ns, Signo_n_·1_e_c_o_n____
conti_n_u_ed~o_n_p_ag_e_th_re_e_~--

[SJ

I
Joel Okafar

LegalAid seekingmorestuden~.'!!<!~~
by Laura Vincent
Community LegalAid willhoJda referendum

to increase studentcontibutions from $1.00 a
semester to $2.75. The referendum will be
held in conjunction with the Students' Administrative Council election February 19.
The service offers free legal advice to
students and those individuals in the community who cannot afford the costs of legal
fees.
Paul Feldman, CIA Finance Director,
said the increase is necessary. "We are really
strapped for funds, and additional student
financing seems to be our only alternative,"
he said.
According to Feldman, the current student
levy accounts for 15 per cent of CLA's

bude:el while students constitute two-thirds
of the caseload
Jeny Switzer, Internal Director of the
CLA. said, "The percentage of student cases
in relation to the amount of funding from
students is imbalanced."
lfthe referendum were to pass,the increase
would boost the student financial contribution
to 35 per cent, said Switzer.
The primary source of funding for the
serviceistheOntarioLegalAidPlan(OLAP),a
provincial agency. It is comprised of a ~Y
cf representativeswho makebudgetary decisions
for the Ontario-wide CLA services.
"It has been strongly suggested by OLAP
that students begin providing more funding,"
said Switzer. He said the suggestion is
justified

I

by both the Student Law Society and SAC.
''It's a very useful and essential service to
students. For the C05tof the proposed increase,
we can keep their capacity to serve students'
needsintact,'' said SAC president Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis.
SAC will be providing CLA with $300.00
to use for a promotional campaign to inform
students about the purpose of the referendum.
In addition to providing the legal service
to clients, legal aid is an applied learning
experience for law students.
"We must realize that the CI.A' s purpose is
to teach law students how to be good lawyers,"
said one student "This le_g_al
service was not
designed in the first place to help students.. but
to train future lawyers." D

I
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Saturday, February 8

N- s
Thursday , February , 6
- TheUndergroduate Philosophy Oub present for discussion
a paper by Pierre Boulos entitled: "Merleau-Pontyon the Body
Subject." Thispaper will be presented 8:00 p.m. at 3505 Peter
St. All are welcome.
-Department
of History presents Profressor .C. We<:Ner of
McMaster University on "Material Culture and Shelter; The
House and the ,Apartment Building in Urban American. 18501930" Room 352 DIiion Holl ot 11:30 o.m.
Friday , February 7
-Anthropoligy
Club lecture "Kenya a Cultural Glimpse" in
the University Centre (Assumption Lounge) ot 5:00 p.m.
Saturday , February 8
-A general meeting of the Council of Canadian (Windsor
Chapter) will take place at 3:00 p.m .. in Vanier Lounge. The
purpose of their meeting is to identify the cultural and
economic priorities of Canadian Living in Windsor
Thursday, February 13
-Development
Education Day in the University of Windsor.
Extensin Lounge. Among the events to be held are Roots of
Hunger. Roots of Change (movie) ot 11 a.m., and Ms.
McDonald. Canadian Congress of Women. on the Role of
Women in the Developmental Process pt 2:00 p.m.
- "AID' s-what causes it. what the disease is and how not to
get it:· Philip Rorett at 12:30 p.m in the Faculty Club. Vanier
Lounge.
Film
Friday , Febl\.lary 7
- TheHome and the World. directed by Sotyajit Ray. 7:00 and
9:30 p.m o1 the Detroit Film Theatre.

- "The Flame and the Wend". 7:00 and9:30 p.m. at the Detroit
Film Theatre.
SUnday , February 9
-SAC F-ilmspresents Bever1yHills Cop. 1120 Erie Hall at 7:00
and 9:00 p.m.
Theatre
February 6-9, 13-16
- TheUniversity Players present William lnge's Picnic. Sundays
curtain time is 7:30 p.m.. 8:00 p.m. all other times .
February 7-8, 11·14

- "A Midsummer Nighrs Dream" at the Hilberry Theo1re.
Tuesday curtain time is 2:00 p.m .. 8:00 p.m. all other times.
Art
February 12 through April 27
- Dego Rivera A retrospective of the controversial Mexican
artist on the 100th anniversary of his birth.
April 2 through April 27

- Exhibition and juried competition at Artcite. Entries being
accepted-create
your concept of the "pe!fec t world"

Music
Friday , February 7

-Dance
at the Dom Polski ballroom, 1275 Langlois near
Ottawa St. All ages with c0Sh bar downstairs.
- Descendants (California). Beefeo1er (D.C.) and Dog Nasty
(D.C) at the Graystone.
Saturday , February 8
-Sleep. Slaughter House. trs Raining and the Chum at the
Fallon Lounge. 19901 Von Dyke.

WHISTLER
EXPRESS
ONTARIO UNIVERSITY
SKI WEEK
FEBRUARY 22 - MARCH 1

\

$595
FROM TORONTO
VIAWARDAIR

YORK BIOLOGY GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
The Biology Graduate Programme of York University will offer a
scholarship of $13,000 to an outstanding student towards his/her
first year of study in any area of graduate biology at York. Candidates must submit a complete application for admission by April
1st. 1986. Application forms may be obtained from:

The Senior Admission Officer, Faculty of Graduate Studies ,
York University , 4700 Keele St ., North York, Ontario M3J 1P3 .

INCLUDES
• Round trip Wardair class flights
• 7 days lifts
• Transfers
• 7 nights on mountain lodging
• All taxes
• Special university challenge race and
awards party

WHISTLER, THE
GREATEST NEW SKI HIGH
IN NORTH AMERICA.
Reservations & Information Only From

Skican

(416) 488-1169
1-800-268-8880 (outsid e Toronto)

StudentsAgainstApa,rtheid
wantmore
Students
by Kevin Johnson

incisorstudents aren't going
to wait for the results off
the Faculty Association
referendum on divestment .
They're taking action of
•
their own.
Members of the newly-founded Students
Against Apartheid are planning to press for
the university to remove invesunents from
South Africa and are preparing a campaign
to ban South African products from campus.
At last Wednesday's meeting of the Board
of Governors, Students' Administrative
Council president Jon Carlos Tsilfidi s introduced notice of motion to totally divest
university monies from financial institutions
and corporations dealing with South Africa.
This would include not only the faculty
pension fund. but endowment funds.
..The rationale behind this is fairly obvious.
The United Nations has condemned apartheid
Many countries have cut off diplomatic
relations with South Africa," Tsilfidis said.
Tsilfidis thinks the move will have student
support, judging from the reaction to the
Faculty Association referendum.
If the Board of Governors approves the
measure, the University of Windsor will
become the fourth in Canada to fully divest
economic holdings in South Africa.
In January. Toronto's York University
and Dalhousie University in Halifax joined
McGill University in making such a move.
'' I think in general it will get support ( on
the Board of Governors)," said Tsilfidis. He
said the Students Against Apartheid plan to to make a decision on its own.
give information on divestment to the Board
''I don't see why we should call a referendum.
members.
When SAC went to the Board of Governors
At W ednesday's SAC meeting, Council and asked for divestment, we didn't have a
will dea l with resolutions to ban Carling referendum.
O'Keefe products from the student-owned
"Forget narrow electoral considerations.
pub, the Subway. Tbe company is controlled Do iton humanitarian grounds. Take a stand
by the South African R"mbrandt Group. and boycott these companies," Murray said.
Beers affected would include Carlsberg, Miller,
Tsilfidis said the majority of the Students
O'Keefe, and Old Vienna
Against Apartheid favoured running a referellTsilfidis plans to introduce a motion dum " The committee deemed it more reasoncalling for a referendum on the issue, to be able," said Tsilifidis.
run with the SAC election February 19.
Subway manager Chuck Blewett thinks
"If we initiate a move like that, it could the proposed move would not hurt pub sales.
influence others in the city to join us," he
"If anything. it might help," he said.
said.
.. People will drink whatever beer is availHowever, fellow Students Against Apar- able. The publicity it generates could increase
theid member Norman Murray wants council our business-a liquor operation with morals."

m

rally

,conti nued from page one

"The people \\ho lead South Africa were
for the Nazism World War Two:· he said,
·· .. there is torture in South AfricH. m;
friends."
Thirteen hundcd people ha,c died in
South Africa over the last 14 years, said
Suransk; Of those dead, ten people were
white.
"This is the kind of sacrifice blacks arc
makmg," he said.
He cxplametl that man) black South
Africans arc staning. In the last ten years. he
said: ~ve million children have died of ma(
nutntion.
·
"This is genocide.'· said Suransky, ··jn
one of the richest countries in the world.··
Nelson Mandcla 's imprisonmcnL Steven

I
I
I

Biko's murder. and the sadistic treatment
suffered by blacks at the hands of white
policemen were among reasons he gave to
divest and strip South Africa's "oppressive"
government of its power.
"This is what you'll be supporting. faculty
at Windsor. if you support investment. .. said
Suransky.
Following Suransky's speech. the rally
moved outdoors.
Bearing placards criticizing apartheid and
investmenL students marched to Vanier.
singing such songs as "We Shall Overcome··,
··south Africa Shall Be Free Someday" and
" F reedom".
About twenty faculty members were
lunching in the dining room when the students
marched in singing and chanting.
"We have come here to ask you to end
racism.·· Okafar said to the professors. ·· Vote
for divestment··
Okafar then lead the students out, as they
continued their singing.
Said Okafar, "With what students have
done today. Africa stands great on this
campus."0

I
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'once pholo by Christo pher Mc Namora

The student councils at McGill and the
University of Prince Edward Island have
already stopped stocking Carling O'Kecfe
products in their pubs.
Murray said the group is going to approach
the Minimart, the Bookstore. and vending
machine operator Versa Foods and ask them
to stop selling Rothman's cigarettes. Brand
names targeted include Dunhill, Craven A,
Camel, Rothman's, and Number 7.
The group is also planning to lead a
delegation to appeal to SAGA foods to
boycott South African goods. Granny Smith
apples and Outspan oranges are among the
food items imported from South Africa
If Versa refuses, Murray said, "We're
going to go to the unions and ask them to stop
handling these companies· goods." D

Citizensunconvincedthat Windsorwaterissafe
by Craig Co lby
It's safe to drink Windsor water-maybe.
People looking for reassurance at Sunday's
forum, discussing toxic waste in the St Clair
River system, came away with a bad taste in
their mouths.
The panel of environmental experts assembled by the Windsor and District Clean
Water Alliance were divided on the issue of
the long-term health effects of consuming
water downstream from Sarnia's Chemical
Valley.
A representative of the Ministry of the
Environment said citizens' concern may be
misplaced
"I don't want to sound like fm trivializing
the issue ... but I would say no, Windsor does
not have a problem,'' said Jim Bishop.
Director of the Water Resources Branch.
Paul Hebert, a biologist at the University
of Windsor who does research for the Great
Lakes Institute, expressed concern about the
levels of dioxin and other chemicals in the St
Clair and Detroit rivers.
He said that drinking water may not be
the problem.
"I am more worried about the consumption
offish and waterfowl. If there are individuals
who are eating unusually high levels of

..

,, ,~ ,-~.,,,,

waterfowl or fish, those are the individuals for the concerned ciuzens m U1eaudience.
that are going to be at risk.'' said Hebert
"I wish that I understood more of the
The conclusions were based on an ex ten- technical issues. .. said Barbara Cunningham.
sive research paper by the Ontario and a member of the Clean Water Alliance.
Canadian governments. The report recom'Tm stuck trying to translate that into
mended more stringent controls over toxic what that means for me and my family,•· she
waste.
said.
The research found many compounds in
The alliance was concerned with political
the water. notably octadioxin. This is the as \\ell as scientific issues.
least powerful form of the lethal dioxin
"Clearly. there's a lot of pt,'opleconcerned
family of chemicals.
We'll make sure of the cleaD-up of our mcr
Doctors say the levels found in the water supply, the St. Clair River and Lake St.
sample present no threat to human health. Clair." said organizer Mike Walsh .
Improvements in testing technology have
Andy Marocko. a member of the nm\
made it possible to detect chemicals at much defunct Windsor chapter of Pollution Probe.
lower levels.
' called for tougher legistlation to deal with
The levels are well below government corporate polluters.
safety standards for all chemicals present,
"lf l were to discharge six ounces of urine
but there was concern that there arc currently mto the St Clair River, l'd be arrested and
no levels set for many of the compounds convicted Why is it different for companies
found m the St Clair River.
dumping thousands of gallons of pollution'!..
Hebert said that only 23 of 58 have he said.
drinking level guidelines.
The panclists praised the report as a step
Hebert also said that the guidelines may in U,e right direction.
not be useful when chemicals are present in
" T hey ( the M inistry) have got a real
combinations.
keenness to get the information. understand
In one study. he said '' All compounds iL and get it out to the public,·· said Bishop.
present at acceptable levels put excess mortWalsh said the alliance will hold more
alilies above acceptable levels.··
oublic meetings to facilitate discussion of the
"--- L""an
_c_e_p_.h..:;oto
by Svenn Womer
The discussion was often too technical information. 0
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of Windsor, Windsor. Ontario N98 3P4.
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Canada. $18 in the U.S. and $20 outside
the Continent . Entered as first class mail
at the Post Office of Canada .

The palm is out again.
students ' current $2.00 a year contribution only provides
This time, Community Legal Aid (CLA) a service that
15% of the service 's funding . The provincial budget
offers free legal advice to the public , is asking for more
currently makes up the difference, but has been 'suggesting '
money from students to support their operation . Currently,
of late that students ' contributions shourd be a little more
students pay $1.00 a semester; they'll be requesting an
in line with the amount of business they give CLA.
additional $1.75/term in an uocoming referendum.
So, even if the referendum passes, students will still
Askinq students tor mo ,ey seems to becomin!=) a
only be providing 35% of the service 's budget-still
a
common phenomenon on chis campus, what with the
heckuva deal. $5.50 a year isn't a lot to pay for the services
recent barrage of referenaa 1n the last two years. We've
of a fleet of budding lawyers when a bona fide one
voted in favour of increased fees for student media and
wouldn't say 'hello' to you for that.
OFS, and have nixed CJAM and University Centre increases.
Those of us who find the law a hazy embroglio of
Now we must decide whether this fifth referendum we've 'subsections ', 'substitute provisions' , and ' ipso facto 's
faced in four terms is worthy of our support .
have been grateful for CLA's down -to-earth advice. And
It certainly is.
those who haven 't heard of the service prior to all this
While the chief goal of Community Legal Aid is to referendum publicity may realize that they've been missing
provide future lawyers with practical experience, the benefits it out on a good thing. This referendum, if nothing else, will
offers students are plentiful. If you've ever been in a feud . no doubt generate increased business for CLA, spurred
with your landlord, been handed an unfair traffic ticket, or by all the notice they've been given since they decided to
had a battle with OSAP, and have contacted CLA for help, ask tor more student money.
·
you must already be aware of how invaluable the service
Even with the increase, CLA's expertise and on-campus
is. CLA will offer legal advice about your problem, and may
even represent you in court. And the price 1sright. It's free. convenience make the service well worth the money.
Support it
The service is already popular on campus-student
Case closed.O
business makes up 66% of CLA's caseload . Thing is,
.

.

the slipstream

·

gus horvath

Cqffee,tea,·or huge,massive,loudBoom,CRASH,AAAA UUGGG!
Statistically speaking, J985 was a bad year to fly on commercial
airplanes, with record numbers of the things plowing into the ground
all over the world. This year will be remembered as disastrous for
vehicles designed to fly a little higher, with one shuttle flight plagued
and delayed by a host of technical difficulties, the second providing
the Cape Kennedy spectators with a tragic and highly expensive
fireworks display, an<!most of the year's remaining missions (as of
the moment) scratched.
Perhaps I've been hanging around the Communications Studies
department for too long, but what mterested me the most about last
week's Challenger explosion was what the mass media made of the
whole thing.
The truncated vapour trail had yet to dissipate into the Florida
sky when the television analysts were beginning to try to dissect the
cause of the explosion. A remarkable amount of television and radio
time has been spent in conjecture about the accident's roots
considering that. to this day. nobody knows anything more about the
shuttle's destruction than all of us could figure out by watching the
thirty seconds of videotape which we all saw. AU that we heard in the
next week could be summed up by the phrase, "for no apparent
reason, it blew up." However. it is difficult to remember an occasion
when media coverage of an even was curtailed by a lack of
substantive infonnation about the event, and the shuttle explosion is
no exception to that rule.
Except for the just noted lack of information, the end of the
Cha 1/enger possessed all of the attributes for a classic media event, in
fact, arguably the media event of the decade thus far. It was/certainly
spectacular and unexpected. lt involved the deaths of human beings.
including at least one ordinary, everyday person with an occupation
with which we are all familiar. The media was on hand to record in

detail not only the event, but the immediate reactions of the family
and friends of the victims of the accident in full colour. And all of
America and the world could be shocked at the realization that a new
but tested bit of technology that was assumed to be safe, was not
actually so sale after all. Offhand, I can only think of one other
occasion in the short history of the mass media where all of these
circumstances were brought together. This occasion was at Lakehurst,
New Jersey, on May 6, 1937, and the event occurred just as the
airship Hindenburg was approaching the mooring mast To me. the
superficial similarities between the Hindenburg and Challenger
explosions are striking. extending as they do even to the chemical
reaction resulting in the disasters. Don't be surprised to see
photographs of the two incidents on the same page of the history
textbooks of the next century.
The effects of the Hindenburg disaster upon its class of device,
have similarly important consequences for the American manned
the whole project. In the late thirties, the passenger airship could be
scuttled because the heavier-than-air aircraft was beginning to
achieve the necessary standards of size and safety to replace the
blimp. These days. as airships are coming back into style and
passenger blimps are being talked about once again, the aircraft are
lifted by non-reactive helium.
No such alternatives to rocket powered manned spacetlight exist If
man wa11tsto go into space ( and he has pretty well decided that he
does) he will have to rely-for the, foreseeable future upon some
variation on the rocket motor/ to get him there. And rocket fuels have
to be violently explosive, since what a rocket motor essentially does
is direct a controlled detonation out the tail of the vehicle to provide
thrust In a real and important sense, any rocket air or space vehicle is
a flying bomb, especially after tako-otf when the fuel tanks are still
full, and it my be impossible t.o prevent such a bomb from blowing up
1

in the wrong way eventually.
The first production rocket-powered vehicle in the world was a
German fighter plane called the M E 163, known as the KomeL
Conceived in haste and produced frantically by the desperate Nazi
war machine in the final year of World Wa r II, the ME 163's volatile
fuels had the nasty habitofblow ing up the aircraft during take-off. In
fact, the littleKomet was so dangerous that it killed a greater number
of its own pilots than Allied ainnen. Over forty years later, the
Challenger reminds us, lest we become cocky, that the problem of
keeping rocket fuels from igniting prematurely isn't something that
goes away.
The human tragedy involved tn the relearning of this lesson was
relatively insignificanl When seven people die in an airplane crash,
it barely rates a paragraph on page ten. let alone the constant
attention of the mass media for several days. Only the dramatic
nature of the event and the presence of the TV cameras to record and
to broadcast the shock, terror and grief of the victims' dear ones
( something which strikes me as exceedingly tasteless) made the loss
of life seem exceptional. It was not the loss of life, however, that
America was really mourning for two days after the accident
America was mourning its own apparent infallibility, the precision
and seeming perfection which had seemed to accompany the space
shuttle programme, and, by reflection, the United States itself. For a
few hours. the national image of the world's most powerful nation
was shattered as completely as was its proudest technological
achievement
But shortly the good ol' American ego will be back, the same as
ever. The deserted launch pads at Kennedy will remind us for the
next few months oflast Tuesday, and in the backs of their minds, the
Americans will not forget what happened.

,-
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Ginandtoxic--with
a bitof a twist
As humans, we've been thrust into a
physical world but rather than confront it as
physicaVintellectual beings, we confront it
only as intellectual beings. Our bodies have
become burdens unable to cope physically
with problems of transportation, climbing
stairs, snow shovelling. brushing teeth, etc.
and our minds, through technology, are the
means to free us into comfort and
convenience.
Gas- guzzling cars, electric can-openers,
escalators, chemical flavouring.snow throwers,
chemical laden cosmetics - the list of our
•achievements' is endless. N aturar s just not
enough anymore.
There's more than a little truth to Thoreau's
prophetic words: "The luxuriously nch are
not simply kept comfortably warm, but unnaturally hot ..they are cooked, of course a la
mode."
And alas, there is precisely the rub. We
are cooked, done like dinner, victims of an
infatuation with the mind and a paganous
worship of culture at the expense of nature.
The minute we realize that we are still merely
a species, that's when we'll appreciate the
enormous responsibility and debt we hold to
our environment

by Micheal Panontin

On Sunday afternoon, I attended a forum
held by the Windsor and District Clean
Water Alliance on the perilously horrendous
conditions of the St Clair River water.
I've always been a little leery at the
possibilities of a city like Windsor being a
bastion for naturalism and conservationism - what with pollution and technology a virtual
fact of life. But Windsorites came in the
hundreds - concerned, angered and scaredto protest what has come to be the final straw
from the uncaring, negligent and downright
spiteful governments of the past
Windsor ... the asshole of Canada with a
government that won't use toilet paper.
But the forum ( which at times resembled
a political cheerleading practice) only convinced me that the real problem facing
Windsorites - and indeed most of the bloody
world - is that we can't recognize the real
problem.
While brilliant minds laboured over the
source of the dioxins ( is it underwater seepage,
accidental spills or whaq) and solutions
( carbon filtering?, new water legislation?).
they wouldn't admit that the real source of
the problem is our preoccupation, overdependence and total abuse of technology.
As Sunday's forum closed, some lit their
cigarettes while others slipped coats around
overweight bodies, climbed into their North
American cars ( complete with inadequate
pollution emmission controls and an unquenchable thirst) and drove home to check
on the roast - no doubt all the while labouring
over this new-found cancer risk.

Even during the paltry 'energy crisis· of
l 973. our concerns were not that we had

blindly and systematically assaulted the
environment by depleting a valuable natural
resource but what effect it would have on gas
prices - as if economics was paramount to
environmentalism.
We're smart enough to realize that the
economical world is a vastl) linked system
and any investments we make in Canada to

corporations with South African holdings
will have adverse effects on South African
blacks. But humans fail to apply this systems
theory to the environmental world. The more
we depend on technology and synthetic
chemicals to govern our world, the more
natural resources must be used and the more
pollution produced as bi-products of the
manufacturing process.
Really, what is the problem: where to put
the dioxins or the fact that we are biproducing them?
Only a radical change in our perception
of what it means to be human willjolt us from
this anthropocentric myopia ( a vision that
even plagues the intellectual community).
Only when we learn to see ourselves as
b1ological beings and not merely as spiritual/
intellectual beings will the issue of pollution
become a problem threatening the environment
rather that a problem threatening human
beings. And only when we begin to realize
that the environmental earth - animal, plant
and mineral - is not a planet for the raping
(ordered, processed and manipulated, as it
were, into Heideggerian standing-reserve)
will issues like St Clair River dioxins admit
of any tenable solution.
Least I be misunderstood I'm not odiously
whining at the fact that people are genuinely
concerned about the quality of their drinking
water. Ifs just that unless the grand cause is
attended to, these effects will multiply like
cancer cells.
And when the day comes when it is too
late for change. we'll go flocking to our
scientific demi-gods. like David Suzuki and
Carl Sagan. for solutions when there Just
won't be any left. U

mail

Jello

.
and the emancipation of the mind will be free
to happen.
Sincerely
James Nemeth

Dear Editor,

The feature in the January 30th Lance,
Born Again Biafran, by Julia Afras come
across to me as somewhat bizarre. Th~ basic
ideologies of Jello Biafra as seen by the
writer are true. However, if you read the
lyrics of the Dead Kennedy's songs you will
see that the message is very clear and in no
need for the writer to show us how she thinks
they should be read For instance, when the
author tries to expand on the crossover of the
writings of Biafra and Jacques Ellul, is she
not doing exactJy what she is trying to stop
others from doing, in so far as she is lending
her own interpretations where there is no
need? Does not Jerry Falwell quote and
interpret biblical passages in much the same
way for much the same purpose; to influence
peoples thought? Are not Jerry Falwell,
Ronald Regan, Jesse Helmes et al simply
human beings, blind to their own stupidity
and only products our own twisted mind
thoughts created in order to cope with this
constantly increasingly insanity we call human
culture? Of course! Does not the reference to
Phyllis Schlafly and the ERA simply create
non-sensical antoagonisms? Does not the
means to free us into comfort and convenience.
illusive barriers restraining our pursuit of
freedom?
I'm sure Jello Biafra wants us to look to
him for guidance as much as he would like us
to look to Jerry Falwell or even Desmond
Tutu for guidance.
We must think and we must realize. We
cannot make people think nor can we teach
them how to. Biafra believes we can shock
people mto self-examination. That is not
true. The problem our world faces is much
like that of an al~holics. The desire for
change and the ability to examine your self
into spectively will not happen until we hit
rock bottom. Then slavery will be abolished

God
Dea r Ed itor,

A spiritual interest survey was recently
taken to determine what students here on
campus currently think about God, the Bible,
and eternal life, as well as about themselves.
The survey was sponsored by the Navigators,
a SAC-recognized Christian student club.
The survey was conducted during the
1984-1985 school year in the following
residences: Cody Hall Huron Hall, Laurier
Hall, Mac Hall, and Tecumseh Hall. Of
those surveyed, 75% were male and 25%
were female, with 56% of the respondents
being in first year, 24% in second year, 12%
in third year, 6% in fourth year, and I% each
in preliminary year and Ph.D. programs.
Below are some of the questions which were
asked,· as well as the students' responses to
those questions:
Are you presently a member of a religious
group or church?
YES 88%
N04%
USED TO BE 8%
Do you believe that God exists?
YES 83%
N02%
UNSURE 15%
ls God actively involved in today's world?
YES69%
N07%
UNSURE 24%
Do you pray to God?
NEVER 13%
ONLY IN EMERGENCIES 12%
ONCE A MONTH 19%
ONCE A WEEK 23%
DAILY 33%

How often do you think about death and the
possible after-life~
NEVER 12%
ONLY IN EMERGENCIES 8%
ONCE A MONTH 40%
ONCE A WEEK 23%
DAILY 17%
Are you satisfied with your present moral
values?
YES 92%
N08%
Are you satisfied with your ability to live up
to your moral values?
YES 84%
NO 16%
From the survey results, we can see that
1) God is relevant and important in students'
lives today,
2) Students are putting their hopes in the
future,
3) Although students are interested in God,
they want to live their lives as they want to
rather than how God wants them to.
If you have any comments or questions
about the results or about what your own
answers would be to these questions. you can
contact us. the Navigators. by calling up one
of the telephone numbers on any of the
posters we have posted throughout the campus.
Our desire is to ensure that students from
all backgrounds have access to the fact that
the Bible says you can have eternal life for
sure. Also. we wish to help individuals grow
spiritually. We are NOT a church or a
denomination. We encourage people to attend
good. Bible-believingchurches of their choice.
The Navigators
M. Balfour et al.

Congratulates

lecture but the one Mr. Blair gave. I found the
lectures practical, easy to understand and
interesting. They will definitely help me to be
a better student J would like to thank these
professors for giving us time out of their busy
schedules. I found Mr. Long sincere and
helpful. interested in helping the students.
rm sure that Mr. Blair was equally sincere
and helpful to the students who attended his
lecture. These men prove to me that there
really are university professors who care
about their students. Many thanks to both of
these men and keep up the good work!
David D imi trie

Swimmers
D ear E dit or;

Regarding the coverage by the Lance of
the University's '"minor sports.. (Sportcetera,
January 23). I find it unfortunate that coverage
of swimming results (as well as curling and
fencing) are secondary to the announcement
of a meeting to discuss off season conditioning
for football players.
Poor media coverage of these sports is
part and parcel of an attitude that sports that
cannot generate money or attract sponsorship
are secondary. The fact that more space is
given to the Lancerettes remaining winless in
basketball than to four first place finishes in a
swimm:ng meet proves this point
If university sports become big business
we may end up with the have and have not
sports and that v.ould be unfortunate for the
athletes of these sports not to mention the
University itself.
Richard Bennett
Grad Student, Faculty of Human Kinetics
Assistant Coach, Lancer Swimming

letters to the editor should be
limited to 500 words to less. and may
be edited for space or libel. Drop off
I am writing in regards to the studentship
your letters at the University Centre
lectures, given during the past few weeks by
desk or in the Lance office.O
Kenneth Long and J. Blair. I attended every •'----------------Dear Editor;
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mail
grades) because they are gay. It happens on
this conservative and bigoted campus all the
time. I should know, I used to be president of
Lesian/Gay Students on campus until I got
D ear Editor,
tired of the constant abuse and complaints.
This letter isn't in response to anything
Ih 3 rd year after 3 years of an A- average
printed in your paper. It is a bit of my my grades crashed dramatically to D's. Coinexperiences on this campus and a generalized cidentally, they found out I was gay in 3rd
critique of the University community, as year. Most of them are very cagey and never
repressive and inefficient as it is. I don't want say anything to your face. One person did
sympathy and I am not belly-aching.. I just though. A T.A., failed me because " I don't
Likeyour attitude." She told me so in front of
want to open a few eves.
I'm a 4th year Honours Biochemistry the whole class. I called her a bitch and she
major and I work part-time at Leddy Library, threw me out I was told to do nothing to
but only till April. They won't renew my embarrass her and not to appeal my grade.
contract because they don't like gays, no Unbelievably, I was not even allowed to
matter how good you are. I'll find another job switch T.A.' s.
I have no doubt I also used to work for
This incident angered me but opened my
Student Aid Tutoring Service at $18.00/hr.
eyes. People will fail you if they don't like
until they found out I was gay. It is quite legal you. I have many friends on campus after 5
and common practice to refuse employment 1/ 2 years. Most people are fair but it only
to gays and fire them ( or give them low takes one to cloud it all over.

Discrimination

Often people will punish gays and women
for complaining of abuse and assault This
has happened to me on this campus. We have
all heard stories from pseudo heterosexual
white men saying that the victim provoked
the attack because of the fact that the victim
existed (ie. walked seductively). The courts
often support this view.
Look around this campus. Virtually all
high paying powerful jobs are occupied by
pseudo heterosexual white men who hire and
promote their own. They , a minority, do not
have the divine right to rule over everyone
else yet we let them. If the women, gays and
non-whites got together we could turf them
out
The senate regulations should be changed
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of
sexual orientation, or sexual activity. People
with diseses like cancer or aids should not be
discrimiated against either. Omiss ion from
the regulations of these clauses is tac it accept-

ance of such forms of discrimination. I don't
know what else one could expect from bigoted
and sexist and racist pseudo heterosexual
middle aged white men. Please notice that
there are no afirmative action programs or
any formal commission of human rights on
this campus. But I assure you there are many
old-boy networks. Check out the Political
Science Department
The purpose of this letter is to bring
about, in a very small way of course, a more
just society. I don't mind being accused of
being young and idealistic. It is my dream
that some day Canada will become a community of community's where everyone is
treated equally and truly has freedom to do
what they wish as long as they do not violate
the rights of others. Why don't you wake up
in the morning and show the world all the
love in side yourself. The world would be a
better place because of you.
George Sheehan
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Security
cutsoffCJAM attheborder
by Becky Strange

JAM's U.S. listeners can no longer
reach out and touch
us free of charge.
In order to span
the border and service its audience, the campus station
provides Americans with a wellknown toll-free telephone line. Incoming calls on this number near
the hundred mark each night As a
result, the calls can no longer be
handled by the university's present
telephone system.
"Security no longer forwards
our calls after hours and this interferes with the station's listeners. It
could also cause problems in the
case of an emergency, if our only
open line is tied up," said station
manager Russ Wolske.
CJAM currently has two tel~
phone lines. One is an outside line
(258-6397) and one number is on
the university telephone system ( ext
3907). The extension number is
used for sports broadcasts. Consequently, there is only the use of
one line remaining the outside line
number.
After university hours (8:304:30), campus police monitor the
university's entire phone system.
Each night, security's manpower is
plagued with perhaps over one
hundred callers who want to be
connected to the station." Our lines
are being tied up. We can't have
our campus police busy answering
CJAM's phone calls," said Gerald
Richardson, Director of Campus
Police.
"I'm responsible for this entire

university," said Richardson, "not
These calls to the station are the
for accomodating the radio station."
lifeblood of CJAM. Listeners are
Since CJAM's phone calls~
indispensible to CJAM and their
came a burden to security, absorbing
support is imporant, as it is to any
a large amount of time, Richardson
radio station, said Wolske.
notified Wolske, requesting a dis-"In radio, we must generate our
discontinuation of these calls.
resources. We make extensive use
"I can't very well stop listeners
of phone services. Immediacy ·is
from calling their radio station,"
crucial- letters are too slow," said
said Wolske, ''I sympathize with
security, but the situation must
somehow be improved." Wolske
explained further that the toll-free
number is a service to supportive
U.S. listeners who should not have
by Catherine Bainbridge
to pay for their requests. Listeners
of Canadian University Press
pledge to CJAM and they "make"
Montreal (CUP)
the station, he said.
Wolske believes the university's
agazine ads say
policies are affecting the ability to
feminists
are
provide a radio service. "The station
smart liberated
is not really included in the university's
women-on
phone system. If the incoming calls
their way up the
from the U.S. could be routed
.
corporate ladder.
through the university centre, the
But in the real world, businessmen
problem could be easily solved. I
don't want feminists.
would have someone man the phone
Female MBA graduates who
in the Centre. But this is not possible
let their prospective employers know
with the cwrent set-up," said Wolske.
they are feminists are not likely to
According to Wolske, CJAM
get hired, according to a recently
has endured rising telephone expenses
released study by two American
and has paid its bills." The installation
business researchers entitled "Foreof the second line has already resulted
warned is F oreanned".
in a 200% cost increase for the
Dr. Michael Hitt and Dr. William
station," said Wolske.
Zikmund, former colleagues at
Oklahoma State University, con"Since 1982, CJAM's telephone
ducted
a U. S.-wide research blitz
expenses have increased by 500%,
sending
200 companies in a crossfrom over$ I ,OOOin 1982 to $5,000
section
of fields resumes of two
presently," he said. ''There has
MBA candidates, both feminists.
been a limit placed on both incoming
When contacted by CUP, Hitt
and outgoing calls. This creates a
now
director of Texas A and M's
barrier to U.S. listeners and their
management
schoo~ said the findings
requests. The free exchange of inof the study were easily applicable
formation is impeded"

Wolske. Over half of CJ AM' s long
distance bill is for Detroit he added
This current problem regarding
an overload of calls from US listeners
is not easy to solve. At present, the
only alternative to these listeners is
to call CJAM at their own expense,
said Wolske.

·•1think that the problem brings
about the question of how CJAM
functions within the university and
its importance to the university. It
seems that student services have
been separated from administrative
services," Wolske added. He said
university President Ron Ianni is
investigating the situation. D

Womenwithoutwork
to Canadian women.
Some of the resumes made reference to doctoral theses done by the
candidates on job discrimination
against women. Others didn't
Among these resumes, some included
only the initials and surnames of
the candidates (leaving open the
possibility that the candidate was
male).
Hitt and Zikmund found that
resumes usmg initials, not names,
received the same number of positive
responses whether the job discrimination thesis was mentioned, or
not
But when the resume clearly
indicated that the candidate was
female, she got more than twice as
many positive responses when the
thesis was left out
"We c~mcluded that companies
were interested in hiring women,
but they were not interested in
women who showed interest in job
discrimination," said Hitt
"The natural assumption is that
these companies don't want someone
who potentially might take a look M
issues that could create problems,"

he said "You have equal pay issues,
comparable worth. Someone with
an interest in feminism might question
a company's practices."
ln other words, feminist can
equal troublemaker and she should
be avoided regardless of her qualifications for the job.
Dr. Irene Devine, Associate
professor of Management is not
surprised by the study's findings.
"All organizations in society
are fashioned after the male experience," she said. "Women, with
their own patterns of communication
and styles of leadership, are scary
to men.
"They (men) say these dilferences
are not as good. It's minority,"
Devine said. "When they don t
understand them ( women and other
minorities) they tend to exaggerate
the differences 1and focus on them.
So they favour hiring people "just
like us"," she said
Devine said women's behaviour
gets labelled hysterical when she is
emotional and aggressive when she's
assertive. ·· When she's assertive
on feminist issues, then she's labelled
hostile," Devine said

Experience with all of your senses
the sensational J.J. Morgan' s
Night Club
The Sights,__

The Sounds~--------,1,
•••

of Good Times.
. Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
. Thursday(Happy Hour) . Friday Non-Stop Fun
· Saturday Non-Stop Fun

22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200.
·
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by Alka Cbandna

Facilities for research animals
at the university of Windsor are
generally good, but need better
security.
This is the assessment of the
Canadian Council on Animal Care
(CCAC).
The report's concerns about temperature and humidity in some areas
have been addressed, said Dr. Michael
Petras, chair of the U. ofW. Animal
Care Committee.
The committee is monitoring
changes they have made to the
security system protecting research
laboratories. Petras would not discuss the changes for security reasons.
A1thooghtheUniveratyofWm:lsor
has not been directly threatened,
Petras said there is a concern over
"fringe groups." At other universities,
radical animal rights activists have
broken into research laboratories,
vandalized the facilities, and "liberated" animals they believed were
being made to suffer unnecessarily.
Researchers here use no forms
higher than mice and rats, said
Petras. "We don't use animals that
are a problem We don't do surgery,"
he said.
Universities comply voluntarily
with recommendations made by

Lance photo by Andrew Haggert

theCCAC. However,suchcompliance
is required by the National Sciences
and Engineering Research Council
for release of research funding.
CCAC reports are confidential.
Dr. Frank Flowers, an employee of
the council, said that this is preferable
to having the recommendations
"published in any media"
The Animal Rights Network,
ARK II, calls the council a front for
the interests of researche~ Literature
distributed by the group said that of
the 15 members ofCCAC, 14 are
vivisectionAs a result,the organization
claims that CCAC's inspections

and recommendations amount to
little in the way of constructive,
critical assessment
JohnMcArthur,a Wm:lsorspokesperson for ARK II, said the CCAC
doesn't fully protect animal rights.
"I don't believe the surveillance is
adequate," he said
Petras did not comment on the
membership of the CCAC. He did
say, however, that the whole issue
of ethics in the use of animals for
research boils down to a question of
value judgement how much will it
do for mankind vs. how much discomfort is caused to the animals. D

cla&5ifieds
GRAD PORTRAITSa list of photooraohec
who have informed the Universify that
they hove U of W hoods and gowns to,
Bachelor's degrees, in their studies. Please
contact extension 2003 for more information
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 8- 12 noon-8

pll\ Retreat Assumption Campus Community- Facilitator- Fr. John Gaughan.
C.SB Theme Reaching Out-what does
it mean to live a life in the spuit of Jesus
: Christ? Call 973-7034 to register or for
· more information
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Katimavik
gonewayofdodobird
OTI AW A ( CUP) The Katimavik
youth volunteer programme, which
involved 20,000 young pt:ople during
its ten years of existence, died last
week without a sound of protest in
the House of Commons.
But down the hall Senator Jacques
Hebert, who founded the programme,
read his colleagues a blistering open
letter to prime minister Brian
Mulroney, attacking the decision
'' on the pretext that times are hard,
to pass up this marvellous investment
in the future."
Secretary
of State Benoit
Bouchard met Hebert and Katimavik
administrators Jan. 28 to inform
them the $19 million funding for
the programme was being cul
"He said after ten years we
have to try something different,"
Hebert said.
Bouchard's office said the money
would be redirected to job creation
programmes from the ministry of
employment and immigration, or to
other programmes that will soon be
announced by the ministry of youth.
But Lisa Van Deusen. press
secretary to minister of youth Andree
Champagne, would not supply any
details of these future programmes.
And she said Champagne took no
part in the decision to close Katimavik.
"This was a decision of the
secretary of state," Van Deusen
said.
"Priority number one is jobs,"
said Bouchard's press secretary,
Marie-Josee Lapointe. "For a $20
million programme that reaches
2,000 people. we think we can do
better. It' s a Cadillac programme

that we can tum into a Volkswagan
programme."
She said the Conservative
government's new programme, to
be announced by the time Katimavik
ends in June. "will be a reflection of
the consultation we've had with
youth during International Year of
Youth and of the recommendations
in the Senate report on youth."
Youth's main concern is jobs,
she said, and Katimavik is not a job
creation programme.
"Bullshit!'' said Hebert when

.

asked about Bouchard's statement
he had replacements for Katimavik.
"I don't believe a word of it!''
Hebert doesn't even think the
secretary of state made the decision
to close Katimavik.
"My feeling is that he was
ordered to do that (kill Katimavik)
from higher up."'
The programme pays the shelter
and food costs for 2,000 young
people a year. to work for nine
months on community projects and

,
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in social work in three different
provinces. One of these three-month
periods is spent in a French-speaking
region.
Hebert predicted the House of
Commons would be flooded with
petitions from the 20.000 former
Katimavik participants acro:;sOmada
Hebert said applications for next
year's Katimavik programme arc
currently coming in at the rate of
500 per week. D

Plentyofjobsfor specialists
Over 80% of job vacancies for
accountants, engineers. scientists
and data-processing staff are for
specialists. according to the Technical
Service Council's quarterly survey
of 1,700 employers fro coast-tocoast The Council is an industrysponsored personnel counsulting firm
and placement service.
"'Most employers no longer seek,
for example. a mechanical engineer,
but rather ir.sist upon someone with
very specific experience," according
to Neil A Macdougall, the president
of Technical Service Council. "In
more cases. the knowledge and
skills the employer is seeking can
be obtained only through work, not
in a university.
"The ir.creasing complication
of technology has been intensifying
this trend for about I 5 years. Today
employers are under such pressure
tu 1euucc thei1 1,;u:,t:,that they arc

VALENTINES DAY
Friday, Feb. 14
Sale ends Feb. 28/86

more than ever interested in people
who can be productive right from
their first day of employment."
A typical opening, which offers
up to $40,000 per year, is for a
maintenance planning engineer. The
company is seeking a mechanical
engineering graduate with two to
five years in plant engineering. preferably in a process industry, supervisory ability and experience with
micro-computers.
The swvey showed that employers
are becoming more selective as
well as more interested in communication skills. supervisory potential and a knowledge of disciplines other than the one in which
the person trained. Graduates who
cannot express themselves well ha\'c
trouble finding positions.
This selectivity reduces each
employer's choice of candidates.
So too does the reluctance ufmany

professionals. even those unemployed. analysts and computer programmer.,;
to leave the city in which the), l:ve. arc more numerous than am· other
kind. However, total vacancies
An estimated 60% of professionals
have spouses who work. further were onl) one-eighth ot those uunng
the peak year of I 981.
reducing labour mobility.
Candidates. meanwhile, ha,e
Also 111relatively strong demand
become more security-conscious
were mechanical sales cngmccrs
because of the small choice of jobs (with openings concentrated in
and continual news of layoth.
Ontario and Alberta). plant eng.incer.The survey also noted a tcndanq
( mainly in Ontario and Quebec).
towards natter organizations, with and manufacturing engineer, ( Ont
fewer levels of supervision. For the ario and Quebec) .
employer. this trend reduces operating
Chemical process and proJCCt
costs and improves communications. engineer., were in short suppl) dunng
Howe\'er. opportunities for ad\'ancc- the i 981 resource boom. Today
ment arc decreased at a time when vacancies in these fields arc at onethe numbcrof''baby-boomcr.:·
has twelfth of these peak Jc, eb.
already intensified competiti0n for
Over half of the 100 spccialt1cs
supcr\'isory jobs .
sun·cyed reported fewer than the
Ontario reported the largest
number of vacancies. followed 1n openings each. In rntd-198 I. O\'er
I 00 , acanc1es of some specialists
order by Alberta. Quebec. British
were noted. and only 13 areas had
Columbia and Manitoba
Job opportunities for sys1crns fewer than five openings each.

See our Selection of:
• Hallmark Cards
• Cuddly "Plush" Animals
• Heart Shaped Boxed Chocolates

by Brad J. Lombardo
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Centre, University of Windsor.
Time: 3 am. on Production Eve.
Characters: the Editor-in-Chief(more than just a
figurehead), the Managing Editor ( master of layout),
assorted sub-editors, a group of volunteers ( rapidly
dwindling as morning draws nigh).
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The most obvious change in the paper since its conception
has been in design. What began as an eight page social
newsletter printed in tiny purple type has become a polished,
visually compelling paper ( considering we're all rank amateurs).
This new-found emphasis on design has not displaced the
nee's coverage of topical issues. Students' concerns continue
to dictate what is covered by their paper, and how.
In the 80's, specific sociaJ crimes
have been featured in the Lance. On
the domestic front, child abuse, rape,
wife-beating, and racism were considered by student writers. It becomes
evident that all the sociaJ problems
which have been mentioned here give
great cause for the University student
to be concerned about the direction in
which our society is headed
On an international level, the possibility of nuclear was and the injustices
of apartheid leave many students· skeptical about their society. The more
general feeling seems to be that all
people,.includingstudents at this campus,
can be effective participants in the
movement towards the promotion of
peace. The pressure brought to bear
by students at the Anti-Apartheid
Rally held on January 23, 1986, is an
example of interaction that is becoming
possible between individuals and organizations. D

The office resonates with office-type sounds:
typewriters being pounded, phones ringing with lastminute scoops, a coffee maker gurgling, and the
deafening silence which surrounds all great thinkers.
The smell of coffee rises, mingles with the aroma of
;heap cigarettes and cheaper perfume, but does little
to mask the odour of Lance staffers who have been
crowded together for over twelve hours; they will be
together for at least six more.
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Rumourof New Paper Sweeps Campus
fhoro ho, bo"" a''"""'
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not report.

As nearly as our records show,

the Harpoon published only occasionally and foron1ytwo years. Nevertheless.the Harpoonwas a clear indication
of the existenceof studentswho asserted
their right to question the status qtJ,o
.
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("Zoo Story" by L BuJ)
ast week's Club
SODA Play Festival proved to be the
artistic and popular
success its organizers
had hoped it would
Over 400 spectators turned out
between Monday and Friday to see
the fifteen different plays, some
pleasant. some not, showcasing <t
surprising array of talent For those
onstage and behind the scenes, it
was a chance to train for bigger
things, lo test directorial wings, and
an excuse for self-indulgence. For
those watching.. it was a once--ayear opportunity to gauge just how
much talent there is roaming around
the Drama Building.
Among many fine offerings, the
hit of the Festival was Beyond
Therapy. a Christopher Durang
pla} directed by Bridget McFarthing.
It starred Hillary Cunningham. Glen
Gaston. et a/and was the only play
to draw standing ovations. Unfortunately, I missed it, being one of
the many turned away from a packed
house at its Saturday night showing.
Starting with Tuesday night's
No Exit, and runnir. loosely and
intermittently through to the festival's
finale with Despair on Saturday,
lhere unravelled a menage of plays
relying for their dramaturgy on that
human failing which drives some .
people to manipulate and toy with
others, and/or which ended with
death. (One Step Fom•ard was
particularly savage, as twelve lifeburgeoning eggs were squashed in
gleeful and merciless succession.)
In No Exit. Jean-Paul Sartre
places three characters together in
Hell. who. instead of finding fire
and brimstone are forced to come
to terms with each other as well as
lheir misdeeds committed while on
earth. The standout performance
here came from Tracey Hway as
Inez, she whose proclivity for damaging other lives along with her own
is especially insidious. Hway demonstrated a flair for gesture. inflection.
and nuance thal nicely revealed
Inez·s calculating malice.
The 'people-as-toys· motif was
laken further in the Lesley Havard
drama Fo,feits, given on Thursday
nighL This one focusses on the
interplay between career woman
Cassandra and her childhood 'playmate' Emma. When they were both
children. the younger Emma took
advantage of Cassandra·s naivete
and social inferiority to inflict cruel
punishments on her during their•
girlish games. The Marxian element
becomes even more pronounced
when we learn that Emma had
made up the rules to suit herself.
Now that she has achieved consciousness and a degree of freedom,
Cassandra goes about avenging herself by luring Emma into a game
which she must lose and penalizes
her by subtly poisoning her husband
It's all cleverly compressed into a
board game sequence-the
most
enjoyable part of the play.
Judy Coffey as Cassandra maintained an air of breezy exotica
which quickly established her as
otherworldly next to the conservative
Emma and her husband George.
Except during the flashback scene,
carried off quite competently, Coffey
bore an easy nonchlllance that kept
the audience on her side until the
closing revelation that she is mad.
In Karen lzany's portrayal, Emma
is sweet and graceful, even with one
eye constantly on the limits of
social convention, and the marital
L-
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affection between herself and Gerry
Rozon ( as George) was comfortable
and pleasant to watch. As Cassandra
dismantles her world she is by turns
sulky.indignant and horrified.Though
lzany had varying degrees of success
...-iththese emotions, her character
always remained convincing.
George's role in Cassandra's
drama is that of a genial. uni·itting
appendage; likewise Rozon·s part
inFo,feits is a narrower. secondary
one. In a role that offered him little
to work with. Rozon was easily
good enough.
Manipulation of others reached
a peak in Welcome to A ndromida,
a paly written by Ron Whyte. In
last Friday's performance Paul Markovich played an invalid boy confined
to his bed, who on a rare night of
freedom from his mother fulfills a
death wish by manipulating an attendant nurse into inadvertantly
poisoning him.
Cheryl Brubacher played the
nurse, a woman with too long a
history of personal wrongs and small
mistakes to resist her patient's suggestion of a glass of whiskey. Brubacher ran smoothly and effectively
through her character's several attitudes. starting with no-nonsense
competence, dissolving with that
first drink into friendly affection.
The sorrow while recounting her
past, the self-pity turned outwards
a~ the altruism of her profession,
and a worried, distracted drunkenness were all held together convincinglyby Brubachers wide-ranging
talents. She came off as one of the
most believable and natural characters of the week's shows.
Markovich took on a role at
least as challenging. Unable to move
his limbs. the boy is forced to rely
entirely on the power of his words
to effect his will Using nothing but
words he breaks down the nurse·s
professional facade, strips her down
psychically and physically, showing
a total lack of concern for her will
and welfare in getting her to carry
out his ends. As Markovich played

him. he is plenty selfish and badtempered, though maybe not a malevolent as he might be. He had little
but inflections and modulations of
voice to work with, and, since he
was able to put these over, Markovich
was up to the role.
Also on Friday was a performance of Edward Albee·s Zoo Story;
a story told in a zoo and of a zoo in
which two mismatched men play
out a caged. climactic drama in
some daylit pastoral corner of New
York's Central Park. There's Jerry
(Jonathan Cohen). the sharp-minded
proto-punk transient contemptuously
goading Peter's (James Watson)
genteelmanly reserve and bourgeois
insecurity. Christian parallels if in
name alone. Jerry. knowing that

kindness hasn't worked, and realizing
that cruelty may be even less successful, resolves in a frenzy to make
Peter .. understand." So words give
way to a knife, and then back to
words again. From the first. Cohen's
low-key rage is admirably withheld,
carefully deployed, dispersed, disseminated on Peter's stone ears.
Cohen. angel-faced devil with stubble,
has that sort of fineness about the
face that can make for unsettling
aggressive provocations when his
ire mounts beyond finger-pointing
and subdued bitterness of wit Meanwhile, Watson's Peter was succinctly
blank. but perhaps a bit too malleable
in his under-aged effort as the fusty
foil.
Despair, another Lesley Havard

Part of an "Odd Couple" ( no that's not Felix standing back there)

work. provided what was the week's
most intense performance, that of
Kate Giffen. It's a one-woman play
of a girl made pregnant by the man
she worshipped, whose growing obsession with her child and its father
leads her to mental instability. All
of this is compounded when she is
forced to have an abortion against
her will. All of this is given in
flashback, told to us by the character.
Giffen re-enacts, narrates, makes
asides amidst much distractedness,
she recalls with fondness, awe, and,
often, with the hard, inviolable bitterness of one who has morbidly been
playing over the past in her mind
An abortion is no small thing, a
fact made starkly clear by Giffen's
retelling of the abortion, with few if
any gory details leftoul It would be
wrong though. to attribute the effectiveness of the performance, to the
unrelenting material. As she did in
last year's play festival with Agnes
of God, Giffen proved that she is
one of few performers capable of
achieving and maintaining such a
high level of intensity.
Cornered, performed both Monday and Thursday, was, on Thursday night comic relief from the
heavier matter surrounding it It
featured Christine Reeves and Christian Philipsz as a very much in love
husband and wife bantering back
and forth across a room ( the wife
has painted herself into a comer)
for twenty minutes. The play was a
joy from the beginning to end; it
could easily have degenerated into
sacchariney cutesiness, instead both
material and characters are luminously charming. (The only complaint
Philipsz would have benefitted from
having a larger doorway.)
The original ( written by Drama
major Sean Cullen) One Step Forward
was one of the more erratic plays.
A mixture of Python isms. trivia. and
wordplay a Ja Stoppard, ( and even
improv) it turned out to be a lifeaffirming scenario between kiwi
bird and platypus. Though the text
itself varied in quality, the two
performers ( Cullen himself as the
bird, Phil Nichol as the platypus)
won most everyone over on gall and
goodwill.
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'' furse 'bnal hand weapons
by Marg Hoffman

highly regarded, nor is denim acceptable
hoever invented the purse after five.
had .an ulterior motive.
Ask any of my friends and. they'll admit
fm also going to assume
to at least five handbags stashed away in the
the culprit was male. Let
closet Rarely are the faithful called back for
me explain.
another season of play. No, it seems we
As of late, I've begun to notice how women are fickle when it comes to Jes
cumbersome a purse really is. It's also a affaires de sacs a main. Each bag is an old
major differentiator between the sexes. You friend when in use, but easily replaced on a
don't see too many men lugging around a shopping spree. It seems purses are more
recycled snow tire, containing, among other quickly retired than ageing quarterbacks.
things, a year's supply of Kleenex, spare
You may wonder how the whole fiasco
pantyhose, hair appliances, full makeup kit, ever begins. One day, it's Christmas, and
safety pin collection,cuticleclippers, sunglasses, under the tree is a cute, furry little animalhand cream, appointmentbook, pocketClrganiz.er with a handle, and a mouth that opens to
and, oh yes, a wallet
reveal a compact Next, you've graduated to
How do men get by ~thout an accompanying a clutch, a sleek little number carried off
smartly by few. All of a sudden you find
survlvai kit? Simple. They just hang around
women who have what they need Hairbrushes, yourself schlepping around with l\ Lancome
bonus gift suitcase, replete with accompanying
cough drops, change, nosespray, whatever.
costmetics bag. It sort of creeps up on yolL..
Then, the carefree male is free to bound
about, unencumbered, while his female comEven television stars are purse carriers.
panions stuff their bags under desks, over Cagney and Lacey remain active members of
chairs and bravely sling them over their the NYPD even though they carry their guns
shoulders, hopefully nailing some bounding in purses.If I ever had to find a gun in any
male.
hurry in my bag, I'd be a dead woman. I much
Come to think of it, a purse is a damn prefer Laura Holt's style on Remington
nuisance. My friend is particularly happy Steele. No gun, no purse. Just a credit card or
when trying to carry her books, a cup of tea, two tucked in an appropriate pocket
and her shoulder bag. "The strap never fails
In the spirit of freedom, I've been trying
to inch down to my elbow," she says, "and I to kick the purse habit My pockets bulge a lot
end up having to carry my tea straight-armed
more and I think I've defeated my purpose.
to support the weight"
Just the other night, I caught myself walking
My favourite passtime is trying to balance to work with an A&P shopping bag full of
the monster, as my boyfriend calls it, on a cough syrup, Kleenex and slippers.
bathroom sink, as I try to perform simple
Perhaps I was a little harsh when I
tasks such as washing my hands, brushing my accused men of conspiring. More and more
hair, or, God forbid, touching up my makeup.
of them, I notice, are beginning to use a purse,
All this provided I can dig out my makeup
or a reasonable facsimilie thereof. In fact,
case, of course.
Eric West, Dean of Business here at Windsor,
There's also the expense of maintaining a
sets a campus trend with his bag. He claims
suitable purse wardrobe. Granted, the standards
that European fashion has brought male
have relaxed considerably since my mother's
acceptance of the handbag.
heyday. No longer are we required to match
According to West, bulging wallets lead
purse to shoes to hat to gloves. But there are
to bulging trousers, and that's a nerno,
certain guidelines to be observed Whit
whether you're in Paris or Montreal. He even
accessories past Labour Day are still not
divulged its contents to me. Five cheque

m

books, a wallet, a change purse and the
license for his trailer. Heady stuff.
I asked the Dean if Windsor's macho
element bothered him at all. If comments

like, "Yo Al, who's da fruit with the pursie?",
were ever hurled at him. He said no, nobody
really bothered him about it "But if they did,
I'd just smack them over the head-with my
purse."O

OPTOMETRIST

604 California Avenue
Windsor, Ont. N9B 2Z2
(Across from Harvey's)

Phone 258-0942

By Appointment

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

Monday

French Onion Soup
BBQ Beel on a Bun
Quiche Lorraine

Tuesday

Cream ol Mushroom
Ham & Cheese Ho1 Wrap
Baked Chicken Pieces

Wednesday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy Joe
Octoberfest5al1Sdg<'&
Sauerkraul

Thursday

Friday

Cdn Cheese Soup
Ph1ladelph1a Style Steak
Sandwich "-/Cheese
Vege1c1bleSoup
Chicken Nuggets
Baked Stuffed Polaloes
Feb. 14 Pace Changer·

Bagel Bar
BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Saturday

Soup ol the Day
Bacon ·· ''heeseburger

Sunday

Soup of the Day
Hor Beef Sandw,ch

Feb. 6 & 7

Mechanixx

Feb. 10-14

"Cliff Erickson" Week
Feb. 10 - Special Guest - Robert Penn

Feb. 17

In Concert
"The Blushing Brides"

Feb. 20

In Concert
"Teenage Head"

March 3-7

Everlife

SUPPER
4:30- 6:30
Veal Scalopp101
Baked Sole

Caribbean Pork Chops
Chicken Pot Pie
London Broil
Ham Crepes
Beef Enchlada~
BBQ Ribs

TALENT SEARCH 1986

hsh & Chips
'-ountry Fned Sv.,-s Steak

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30
Rods! Chicken
S.,ef Stew v.1lh Tea Hi<cu1t

Bak<!ci(arwd Ham
Spaghelll

The Deir 1s open 11 30 · 615 Monday· Fnday
The Round Table 1s open 6 30 · 11 30 Sunday· Fnday

TRIALS
Monday Feb. 10
Tuesday Feb. 11
9:00 pm

FINALS
Monday Feb. 17
Tuesday Feb. 18
9:00 pm

• Komedy • Folk • Anything Goest,,

by Claudio D' Andrea

Not poerry, but life's the chief creation,
And life not made up of harmony,
But orderan disorder,rhymeand unreason,
Love mixed with anger, truth not afraid
to lie.

Civilization should tame barbarism,
Decorum should control passion,
The will subdue the act.
Humanity should be a statue
Senatorial, calm, with a Roman smile
Ironic, wise, malicious, and Augustan.
What I want is stone.

"I don't really prefer a stone to violence,"
she said afterwards. "I like violence som~
r lizabeth Brewster is not a times."
Brewster read from her early war poems,
poet of extremes.
1
Speaking Tuesday at the written in rhyme,, to those as recent as 1984
first poetry reading offered and anthologized in her New and Selected
Poems. As well as her large collection of
by the English Department
this semester in the Rose poetry books she has produced two novels,
Room. Vanier Hal~ Brewster read from a Junction and The Sisters, and a couple of
selected group of poems spanning forty years short story collections.
She also read some of her more personal
of literary activity.
"The mean is my ideal,·· she proclaims. verse including "Death by Drowning" and
in true Aristotelian garb, in" What I Want is the humorous "In Favour of Being Alive",
Stone", one of the poems read in front of the both dealing with an earlier attempt to commit
One of the "obsessive metaphors" persuicide. In the latter poem she exclaims that Janie was sixteen,/Suddenly he was deaf.
group of students and faculty.
There
were
no
songs./No
voices
any
more."
meating
much of her verse, she said, is that of
"I
was
no
Sylvia
Plath"
and
concludes
with
"fm basicallyan easy poet to understand,"
The poem about her lumberjack brother a road or a journey which ultimately leads
she said in her preface to this poem, but she the following observation:
ends:
nowhere. Two of her volumes of poetry
You don't know how much
suggested that that particular piece is not as
He returned to the woods,
Sometimes I think of Moving and Roads
you may enjoy
straightforward and simplistic as her critics
And dreaming at night of a shining exemplifies that motif. In the introduction to
jusl waking up
have made it out to be.
cowboy heaven
the 1957 poem "Roads" she writes:
and
peeling
oranges
What I want is stone:
Whereguns crashedthrough his deqfness.
to eat with sugar
Rocks so old they can never be volcanic.
Only the subtle things,
woke morose,
while you listen to the clock strike
Worn down, smooth,
The slender, still things stand;
And chopped the necks of pine trees in
down at the Town Hall
Free ofgrass. moss. the clamberingviolel..
The heavy mountains crumble down
his anger.
telling you again
The world moves too fast
To fluid wastes of sand;
The image of the cowboy, she told the
that you're still here
For my middle age.
The medalled heroes die,
crowd, is indicative of the East Canadian
and Syliva Plath isn't.
I do not like
The shouting millions pass,
Another poem entitled" Jamie" is about attitude:
People marching with placards
And on their sunken graves there grows
''All maritimers want to die and be born
her brother whose real name is Percy which,
Or covering themselves with pitch
The mute, tenacious grass. •
again out west," she quipped
Brewster joked, "is not poetic": "When
And setting fire to themselves...

-Elizabeth

Brewster. Not Poetry, but Life

: cla&<>ifieds
·
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DRUMMER($) WANTED requirements be
nice. love music. hove some tolent. owr>
a drum set or percussion instruments
Send name. phone number and inf()(mahon on musical instruments to CJMI
muSlc department. Univefsity of Windwr
Windsor. Ontario N98 3P4

PROGRAMFaculty Club. Thurs.12:30 tc
2:00. Thurs Jan 23 Occupational Healtt
& the Struggle for Human Rights; Thurs
Feb. 13. "AID"S'";Thurs Feb. 20. to bE
announced. Thurs Mar . 13. "Teaching 1r
Japan"". Thurs.Mar 27. "Southern Africc
Salcxf'. Thrus.
/>.x3. "Bu'gundy&Burgurrl
Style Wines""

Orange

Scltnap~.s

Afteryour favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waitingfor? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKER
SCHNAPPS
TASTETHEDIFFERENCE

r
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Videoasicon:NamJunePaik
by Lovros Buj

thingto consider aboutKoreanborn video artist Nam June
Paik whose Video Flag X is
at the Detroit Institute of
Arts through March 2: in a
blwb which includes the claim
that John Cage is Paik' s 'mentor', we are also
told that Paik, in wanting to take flight from
his ego, inevitably confers on his work a
recongnizable artistic signature.
This seems a trivial point, almost naively
self-evident, but it started me thinking: Paik
is only ''Paik" in much the same way the
"ego" is a wilful bit of linguistic self-identity
and" art" is the name of the most ubiquitous,
protean scrap of all in the heap that is our
cultural offal.
In fact, look at it long enough. and the artwork will either numb you into mental sulr
mission or furnish you with enough theoretical
seams/' seems' to eventually unstitch its formal
muteness ( formal and theoretical may be
reversed in this last clause with little semantic
leakage).
Aside from numberous photographs and
other accumulations of stilled video images
( one double portrait of McLuhan), the focus
of dominance in Pailc's room is the 84 teninch television set installation designed so
that the 20 upper left screens deal in star
imagery, and the rest display horizontally
split screens in the schema of an American
flag. It is appropriate that this is a set
installation of 84 sets since no matter the on-screen action, the whole remains a focus of
meditation, an emblematic media godhead
once rendered quite ironically-in a work not
exhibited her-by Paik's placement of a
Buddah statue before a screen playing back
the god's own image.
According to their iconic function as
mosiac-fragment representations of the flag,
the screens play out a uniform barrage of
maniacally scrambled images. Unlike the
other rooms of the gallery where goers wind
on in their subdued brothel-creeping manner,
Video Flag X animates the room. Something
even something casually repressed by current
familiarity with video, is happening. There
are portraits flesh flashes, banal outlines of a
bird (Americ~'s 'free' eagle,or merely Jonathan
Livingston Seagull?) in tlight, flickers of
landscape, etc., all hanging momentarily
before us or moving in and out of view in
rapid succession. Yet, even if genera lly indeterminate the mania is ordered Some
screens ev:ntually go out and the whole
things staI( t)s repeating itself within the
bette art of 40 minutes.
r P hil
· t ·es out to be made:
M eanw e, a pom en
video, like all schemes of succession, is
a massively
elaborate
electronic trope
of tune's ineffable "movement'': it's retinal
and psychological pleasure is, ideal ly, based
on a libidinous collusion between the viewer

classmeds
Nymphs fed Dionysus on honey. which

he one doydiscoYared couldbefecmenled
Into mead. Soon afterwords. when he
discovered that o better drink could be
produced from gropes. he become o
devotee ot wine

INTERNATIONALREU.TIONSSocletypresents:""AklngdOm 1ntronsrtiOn:1mogesof
Thailand'. Asllde p-esentottonby l'vlargoret
Beddoe. the 1985 W.U.S.C.seminar participant In lholtond. Thursday. Feb. 6th.
1986 4:00 p.m.. Conference Rooms 1.2.3.
University Centre. New members invited.
oil faculties \/','EIJCOme.
Refreshments wilt
beovoltoble
RIDE WANTEDto Guelph any weekend

otterthis weekend Wilt contribute tOMJrds
gas. Coit Andrew ot 253-4060 or leave o
message ot the Lance office. second
floor University Centre
NEEDED:MODELS- $6 per hour Coll U of
W 253-4232 ext. 2828. Visual Ms Depl

• I

Lance graphic by Andy Moto
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. .. .
as voyeur ~nd ~e 1ma~e as_an exh1b1~1orust
icon. But v1de~ 1s~ flumed d1~persal of ~c~ns,
and the h~~otiSm is less my~c ~an palliative,
~ased a~ 1t1~on whatPlato_m :,imae~s c~lled
a movmg tmage _ofeterm~ ' that is, time.
. _And though time doesn ~ allow _us.the
divme luxury ~f fa~~-forwar?mg, rev.:mdmg,
or even ~ausm~ its w~rking use is a~ a
concept m which to situate the creative
v~garies of hindsight and the territory called
history.
.
_In light ~fthis, it should~ o~v1ous that
~ailc' s flag is already. both s~gnificant ~d
significantly dated by its '!1ed1~mand by its
reference to Jasper Johns painted flag of
1955 which first exploited for post-mordant
purposes ~e abysma! sway of the image (like
a Mona Lisa or a Marilyn too often seen/scened
or reprod uced) and the emotional vertigo of
.
tho . .
·
J hn' I · ·
its au ntative evocations. o s c ass1c1sm
is here transformed into a techno-classiscism
where the old conceptual shocker of starsand-stripes on caovas has its primal impact
recreatedin a finely-tuned video pandemoniwn;

a pandemonium which, despite its fragmented
blur ofima_ges, is bound by its debt to an overall, logocentric emblem: FLAG.
The a-priori literacy, or illieracy of it all
(image and medium) almost dispenses with
the question whether there is any cure for
such sorrow or such ecstacy. Is it anagogic?
Oh no. Not with eight fans cooling the whole
set-up from behind. I mean, the image, as any
bred-in-the bone iconoclast knows, is the
face of death or, in the expectation of breathless
expiry, is the return of our darkest Eros/
Thanatos fantasies. However, via video,
especially one as lush as Paik' s, this" death"
comes like an indecipherably brilliantine
technicolour dream lifted from Matisse or
Bonnard, or any of those colourist ancients.
We look and we are as if we were underwater:
bright shades of red and orange coral; bits of
quickly scanned, and thus pornographic,
flesh tones; ultramarines, deep aquas, electronic
blu~greens ... kaleidoscopic llllguish of the
scree ns' kaleidoscopic claims.
Sharing the illusionistic depth of depiction,
video is still the great parody of painterly

mimesis, and the heir of all those canvases
that wanted to come alive,invade our space,
or break into sculpture. Only not quite, for
there remains, as I have noted, that enframed
muteness of classicism-especially
evident
when you consider there's no sound accompanying Paik's flag-and. with people gathered
about silently staring, there's inevitably the
very parody of religious experience, for if we
give ourselves to it, the image, like language,
is fascist
Indeed, I'm forced to ask at this point,
whether there is any difference between
reading a name on a gravestone or reading
the titular fragments next to the Paik or any of
the other works in the Institute? It would
seem every image is nothing but our own eye
staring back at us out of death; or every
classicism tropes death with a static and
tomlrlike aesthetic, much like the sombre
grey classicism of emotion that settles when,
having made one's way out of the building,
one comes upon the world of late winter
Sunday's outside the DIA.D

OIL GARD anti-rust
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in a class of ·
its own

I
Tested:

Applied in rain or shine, OIL GARD,
laboratory developed & road tested
Provides effective rust protection on
any vehicle of any age and condition.
Proven:

Over 100,000 Rust-Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims during our 9
years in business.
War rantied:

The industry leader with up to 8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles

Hip "9w Wave 80'1 Diseases

1 AIDS
2. SkinCancer
3. Hord metal disease
4. lle1tis/colltis
5. Alcoholism
6. Heart disease

7. Chlomotlo
8. ToxicShock Syndrome
9. Herpes Symplex It

10. Cnb Death

(1)
(2)
(-)
(6)
(5)
(4)
(-)
(7)
(3)
(-)

451 Tecumseh W., Hours: Mon-Fri.
256-4488
8-5, Sat. 9-3
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''We all seem to be ableto
scoreand set e,achother up, so we
don'tgo on speciflC
roles. We go on
just how the gamegoes;if Kennygets
threegoalsone nightand Brimmsgets
two another,its no bigdeal.None of
us arereallythere to scoreor check."
- Rick Pickel'Sf!)II
L-.------=

Lance photo by John Byng

Ken Minello unloads a shot for the Lancers

Pickersgill,
Brimmer,and Mine/lo
rankamongtop linesin the OUAA

by Vern Smith

.-

he line of Rick Pickersgill.
Chuck Brimmer and Ken
h~ir.ello practically staged a
-;c >ringclinic over the wcckrnd:·
The Lance. November 1984
Since that November weekend things
have only gotten better for the trio: Minella
was named to the 1984/85 0 UAA All Star
team, Brimmer has received two pro contract
offers and Pickersgill was named as The
Hockey News OUAA Player of the Week
earlier this season.
While the line has established itself as
one of the most dangerous combinations
around, with a combined I 03 points in 17
games, Pickersgill attributes much of their.
success to the increased depth of the Lancers
this year.
"With the addition of Jean Landry and
Jamie Howe, ifs really been helping us out,"
said the Lancer right winger. ''Howe and
Jean are really good hockey players and if
you put them with ( Chuck) Dungey and
(Rob) Serviss, they're just as good as anybody
too. When they do throw a checking line
out against us. we can throw that line out and
they seem to be able to pick up the slack."
Major Junior Hockey. the central spawning
ground for thousands of National Hockey
League hopefuls, has also had a positive
affect on the trio.
All three are Ontario Hockey League
graduates. Brimmer played three seasons in
Brantford for the Alexanders, Pickersgill
split his junior career between Brantford and
the hometown Spitfires, while Minello toiled
for three seasons with the Sudbury Wolves.
"lt (Jr. A) helped us tremendously," said
Brimmer. "Playing junior is such a great
experience- you play so much. There's 80
games in a season where there's only 24 here.
Wepracuce two hours a day and you just get
so much ice time that you're bound to
improve. It mattered quite a bit It really
improved my game and had quite a bit to do
with us doing so well this year."
Pickersgill also gives junior hockey a
great deal of credit for his success. '"Me and
Brimms played a lot together in Brantford
and Kenny's a really good hockey player he adapts well and we Just worked really
hard"

(L-R)

RW Rick Pickersgill, centre Chuck Brimmer and LW Ken Minello form one of the most

~once photo by John Byng

productive units in Ontario.

Minello, a stocky left winger and. like
Pickersgill. a Windsor native, seems to be
making the most out of his transition from
junior hockey to the intercollegiate level.Just
as his statistics indicate, Minello has 17
goals in 17 games this season.
"In the University league you're not
playing as many games and usually it's easier
to get up for a game, since you don't have as
many,•· says Minella.
Lancer goaltcnder, Steve Sapardanis sees
the combination as a godsend.
''Compared to my first year here, I was
getting mayber 50 shots a game. Now that
Brimmer's line is gomg well, they're kinda
reducing the shots cause now the play' s in the
other team's end.''

Sapardanis isn't the only one who has
been watching. Brimmer, who was originally
drafted by the New York Islanders at the age
of I 7, has been offered minor leage contracts
by both the Philadelphia Flyers and the
Quebec Nordiques.
"I was just contacted in the summer,
actually about two weeks before( the Philadephia)
training camp started" said the Lancer captain.
''.They had taken up a few university players.
but again. being a top organization, they
didn't need much help. I was going to play in
the American Leaeue ( at Hershevl hut I
decided to come back and finish my schooling
first"
Citing many late bloomers, Brimmer
doesn't feel that a shot at the NHL is out or
the Question.

"Ifs unbelieveable the tremendous nwnber
of players (that are overlooked), said the
Lancer center. "You take a player like
Warren Young, who just signed for $1.2
million dollars. He didn't make the NHL
until he was 28 years old Myself. I know at
age 17, I wasn't ready .to play hockey. So
many people bloom late. There was a survey
done that shows a player doesn't reaeh his
prime until he's 23 or 24."
Although the three have become close
since becoming Lancers. bittersweet memories
of their Junior battles still exisL
"I remember one time playing here in
Windsor;· grinned Mmello. "I lost the puck
in a tie game and Rick picked it up and scored
for the Spits. It's not a highlight but, .. you
don't have to write that part"[]
_,

--

--

______
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cersblownout

by Janisse Browning-Leveque

the stats were so poor," sid LaCivita,
"They're still a capable and
who
helped compile the game's
swift team, but they can't win by
statistics. "There were too many
taking 24 jumpers when they' re
stupid fouls when Laurier was in
down like tonight It was a poor
the early bonus situation, and we
selection of shots."
had 20 turnovers but didn't make
The Hawks were successful in
one shot out of any of them. It
3 7 of 60 field goal attempts whereas
th e L ancer ma d e 31 of 85 .
reallf hurts."
Forden, Balogh and Rene LauyForden led the Hawks' attack
paert fired in most of the Hawks' 56
with 34 points, Balogh shott 22 and
had 12 rebounds, and Luypaert
points in the second half. Forden
poked in 17 points.
shot 12 pints from the field and
After travelling to Waterloo
eight from the line, Balogh tallied
Wednesday, the Lancers meet the
1o from the field and six from the
McMaster Marauders in Hamilton
line and Laypaert made eight and
three.
Saturday, February 8, and the
Matt St Louis and Thomas
Lancer coaching staff is looking
ahead optimistically.
were the only Lancers over six
"Sure we'll bounce back," inpoints in that devastating second
isted
Nick Grabowski, the Lancers'
-----------half with nine and eight points
assistant coach. "We'll be ready
respectively.
Thomas
eventually
"This is untypical of Windsor,"
for those next two games." D
said Hawks'coach Chris Coulthard. topped the Lancer scorers with 20,
followed
by
St
Louis
with
12
and
"Both played a hard first half but
OUAA LEAGUE
Latela with 12.
they let us take the lead"
West
Surely this is not the same 4-2
p
w
Cam LaCivita has watched the
L
F
A
Lancer team that was in hot pursuit
I
470 423
5
:o
Lancers since 1972 and he has Western
4
3
530 544
8
ofleague-leading Waterloo Warriors? never seen them beaten by more Broclr.
4
3
563 564
8
"We thought we were on a roll than 18 points, when they lost to Windsor
Laurier
4
3
516 499
8
from last week.'' said Lancer coach
the 1974/75 national championship Waterloo
4
3
551 512
8
Paul Thomas. The Lancers conjured team, the Waterloo Warriors.
McMaster 3
4
500 492
6
7
0
514 599
0
up two wins in their last pair of
"I don't remember a game where Guelph
match-ups over Guelph and Brock.
"We were looking at first Now
we have to look for somebody to
beat Westem We were just reaching
a good confidence level- this has
to be a blow."
And with the team's leading
scorer and rebounder Rob Biasutto
The Lancerettes have 3 games
by Linda Gage
recovering from Monday's ankle
remaining on the road to close-out
surgery, Thomas added, "we'll have
their '85-86 season. Their final
The Brock Bradgers came to
to play close to perfect ball without
home game will be an exhibition
Windsor last Saturday ready to
him."
match against Concordia College
play, and play they did The visitors
Watching the game from the
next Wednesday at St Denis
humbled the host Lancerettes by a
bench was no easy task for Biasutto
Centre.O
score of 81-41, leaving Windsor
either. "I couldn't stand it I can't
OWIAA League
with a league record of0-9 thus far
remember losing like that-not
by
West
this year.
that much," he said.
Brock was sharp early and lead ,
WL
F A p
the entire game. Windsor trailed by Waterloo
8 2 614 539 16
20 at the half and couldn't manage
Western
6 3 572 521 12
to challenge that lead in the second
McMaster
5 3 413 410 10
half.
Brock
5 3 498 394 10
The Badger full-court pressed
4 5 535 586 8
Laurier
the host squad most of the game,
Guelph
3 6 517 530 6
causing a number of turnovers and
Windsor
0 9 412 581 0
cashing in on Windsor's mistakes
with some easy lay-ups.
"Brock is a very quick, smart
The first minute of play was as
team that has a lot of experienced
quick as it was sloppy at both ends,
basketball players. They moved
but the Hawks managed to set the
the ball extremely well on offence
pace and take control. Powered by
and were all over us on defense,"
a strong performance at guard, they
commented Windsor captain Colleen
built an 11 point advantage by
Hogan from the sidelines.
14:30 of the first half.
But the Lancers, balanced by
Scott Thomas' outside shooting,
forced their way back in the following
Hogan didn't play in Saturday· s
I O minutes. They took the wheel game due to an injury that has been
28-27 with two free throws by
bothering her all season. It is doubtful
Andre Marasutti at the 4:53 mark,
that she'll be back at all for the
and forged ahead when Dino Latella
remaining two weeks of the season.
lobbed in a lay-up seconds later.
Hogan's injury forces coach Joanne
The score juggled around for
Maclean to rely on some inexperthe next two minues but the Hawks
ienced ball handlers to handle the
surfaced agin and held on for a sixpoint-guard position and if Saturday's
point halftime advantage.
game is any indication, that job is
And despite any efforts put forth not an envious one.
by the Lancers, the Hawks' advantWindsor was led by Elaine Janisse
age continued to grow in the second
with IOpoints and four other players
stage.
contributed 6 points a piece. Carolyn
"We gambled on our defenceForman led all game scorers with
we tried them all." said Thomas.
22 points for Brock and Lisa Osborne
"They were shooting well and are
chipped in 11.
awfully strong at guard with (Steve)
Forden."
Hawks' coach Coulthard was
surprised at how well his team
responded that night, however. "I
didn't think we could play that well
. and our perimeter shooting was
unreal." Coulthard also found a
few strikes against the Lancers that
contributed to their loss. "They
need Rob Biasutto. You can't lose a
player of that calibre and not feel
it"
he Lancer basketb~ll squad:s r~putation for wmnmg at
home has been just
as notorious as their
reputation for losing
on the road the past two seasons.
·
But notoriety didn't stand
in the Laurier Golden Hawks' way
Saturday night
It seemed nothing could break
~e Hawks' momentum as they
stifled any Lancer attempts to come
from behind, and powered their
way to a 97- 71 victory. But wait a
minute ... a 26-point difference?

r:rJ

Laurier97, Lancers71

Lancerettes
lose,
record
fallsto 0-9

"We were/ookin!{at
first. Now we have to
look for somebody to
beat Westem - this has
to be a blow."

Brock 81, Lancerettesz/I
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NOTE:
Last week's front page story" CanAm Classic" was written by Terry
Moore. (Sorry, Terry. No hard
feelings, huh?)

Yes, we have Valentine ( ,,,
Cards & Walkers
Chocolate Truffles.
'l
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For Complete-Self
Defense and
Physical Fitness thru
Karate Training

G~
STUDENT RATES

Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 973-1578 or 258-8871
or Drop in at 1201 University Ave. W.
(at Wellington)

I

l
Students
strotrve

Counc1t

University of Windsor

Discounted Bus Passes

Good for the Month of
MARCH
On Sale only Thurs. F eh. 13 Mon. F.eb. 24/86
in the Bookstore

Regular Price $30

U of W Students $20
(plus $2.00 for photo)
NOTE: If a large number are sold, this
service will become permanent
Submissions are bemg accepted for the third issue
of rhe Lance Literar) Supplemem
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Win streakatfour

!J!n~rettes
sweeppastBrock
lTJ
hings couldn't get
much better for the
Lancerene volleyball crew as they
----rctc the crest ot a
lour-eamc winning
to the top of the OWIAA Western
Di\ bion, nearing the pinnacle of an
inten'ic. hard-fought season.
The latest team to fall victim to
the Lanccrcttcs was the Brock Badgers last weekend, losing to Windsor
in three straight. 11-15. 9-15, 4-15.
Windsor opened the match with
a strong showing at the net but
othcrv.1sc played somewhat tentatively, managing to scrape though
to a 15 I I win.

15-11.15-9,154
The Lancereues were unable to
pick up any steam on their offcnse
in the second game but came out
re\ 1talized in the third game. winning 15-9 and 15-4 to top the
match .
.. We mentally let up and the
intensity just' wasn't there, .. said
Lancerette Chris Norek. ackno~leding the team's offense difficulties.
But a more obvious reason was
the absence of their offensive keystone Kathy Adkin. who was out
with the llu.
"( Her absence) made a difference
on the offense but it gave them the
opportunity to pull together," said
coach Marge Prpich. The setter
position was picked up by Tracey
McCall who has just returned from
a knee injury.
The Lancerettes arc now 7-2
and continue battling with the McMaster Marauders for the first spot
prize in the West standings. Prpich
feels this fight will be settled once
and for all in their upcoming game
against Mac, which should be the
deciding game for first
The Lancerettes have now surpassed last season's record of six
wins while setting another record of
four straight wins with the playoffs
just around the comer.

The Lancerettes' victory was keyed by aggressive defense such as this.

'"I just take them one game at a
time,'' said Prpich. '"There are still .
things we want to work on and
improve upon. We don't even thfnk
in terms of four in a row so we won't
recognize(the playofTs)as an added
pressure. We establish our own
goals internally."
Chris Norek admits that the
team is looking ahead to the playotfs
and are hoping for a good showing.
" It's a help; it's something.to look
forward to and it makes you work
harder."
T he OWlAA playofT picture
still remains cloudy with Ottawa
emerging as the probable favourite.
"The top four teams in O ntario are
extremely close but you can't count
Windsor or McMaster out," cited
Prpich. unwilling to make any solid

predictions thus far.
The Lancerettes will now take
to the road for three games to finish
the season. beginning with the struggling Guelph Grypons February 5
and persistent rival McMaster
University February 8. 0
OWlAA Leag ue
West

w
McMaster
Wind sor
Western
Wate rloo
Brock
Guelph
Laurier

8
7
6

6
2
2
2

L
I
2
4
5
7
7
8

classtfieds

966-3342
DETROIT PISTONS vs Pt11lodelph,o 76'ers
with Dr J Sot. Feo 15 $22 Cdn includes
bus to Pontioc Silverdome. Coll 253·94 78

KEG PARTY. sponsored by the U\NPCCA
Thurs. Feb. 13th. at the Grad House AU
THEBEERYOU Cl'N DRINK only SS
MULRONEY-THE MAKING OF A PRIME
MINISTER.Autographed copy by Bnon
Mulroney to be raffled-off
by the
lJNPCCA gel ycur tickets from any club
executive member $1 each Sure to be a
collectors ,tem

by Laura Vince nt
Barbara Strauss of the Lancerette
synchronized swimmingteam capped
first place in novice figures at the
OWIAA routine ranking and figures
competition at Queen's University
on Saturday.
T he three member Lancerette
team placed seventh out of eleven
universities, with first place taken
by Western.
According to Lancerette coach
Barbara Millar ''the team did-very
well consideringwe were the smallest
group. Most universities had at
least eight members.•·

The Lancerette coach said the
weekend meet was to determine the
category swimmers would be placed
into for their final routines competition on February 14 at Trent university.
Millar said" synchro swimmers
are placed in either A or B categories. This is determined by how
many points those doing solos and
duets accumulated this weekend.
'A' category swimmers are generally
those at the national level."
T he coach said "team members
M airi MacGregor and Barbara
Strauss will perform their solo routines at the finalmeet of the season." D

ALL JEANS

CalvinKlein

DANCING N ITEL Y

4002
IBM WORD PROCESSING S1 ~5 double
spaced page Discount on major papers

Synchroswimming
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LESBIAN le GAY Student group - next
meeting on campus will take place on
fndoy. February 14. 1nIona College. Bung
afriendl
FRIENDSHIP DESIRED by 1ncorce<0te- !
1smy fondest wish that through this bnef
message rube able to establish o mutally
benef1c101rapport with Stoff and/or stu<>
ents I seek genuine friendship devoid of
the nonsenSJCOIgames too often allowed
to hinder reloti0nsh1ps. Any rapper! built
upon a sohd foundation of truth one!
honost1ywill be unshakable ~ you respond.
congucrar>teeyou'II never regret doing
so If not(God torb1dl) ot least vcu·u know
8?<1stOne 1struly a very IOnety number'
otters WOUid help fu1II t~ void. and
chompiOn tne monotony of nstltuhon
hfe My phOlo accompanying
a letter
would be considered on oddrtt0nol plooS1.JreBe gentle With yourself1 Peace Profound. t-.AoyoW Turner. Jr No N-20832.
PO Box 4002 Oonv1llo. U11no1s.
61834-

p
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12
12
4
4
4
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Just Arrived

GREAT FOOD
GREAT FUN!!
2477 Dougall Ave.
(Darwin Plaza)

966-2624

Calvin Klein Denim Jackets

$85.00
( less 10% for students & faculty)

368 Ouellette Avenue
254-7878
11e best in young men 's fashions
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lancers settlefortiewithRams
McKeen added a second minutes later as
he made it 2-0 during a goal mouth scramble.
Before the period ended, Chuck Dungey
Everybody remembers the job that David
put on Goliath, not to mention what the got the Lancers to within one, scoring while
tortc>ise did to the hare. Weli the lowly Ryerson was caught on a line change.
Early in the second period, Terry Turner
Ryerson Rams came within mmutes of overtied
the game at two as he took a breakaway
taking the nationally ranked hockey Lancers
last Sunday afternoon in much the same pass from Rick Pickersgill while leaving the
penalty box.
fashion.
Windsor finally took the lead moments
Ryerson, winners in only four of 17
later
when Fixter scored aftertaking a centering
games this season, had Windsor on the ropes
until Ken Minello beat goalie Ron Ponting pass from Chuck Brimmer.
Just as it looked like the Rams were going
with his 17th goal of the season to salvage a
to play dead, McKeen did it again, this time
4-4 tie.
However, it was Ponting who was the key taking a feed from Mark Patterson to deadlock
in gaining the tie, as he turned aside57 of the the game at three.
Thirty seconds later, Ryerson took the
61 shots he faced.
lead once more when Drew Duncan scored
to make it 4-3 before Minello closed out the
scoring, tying the game at four.
From that point on, Windsor enjoyed
"Basically,he playedgreat," said bewildered
coach Rick Cranker. "I haven't seen goal- many quality scoring opportunities as they
kept heavy pressure in the Ryerson zone but
tending like that for a long time."
However, Ponting wasn't the only Ryer- Ponting's stingy goaltending kept the Lancers
from pulling ahead.
sonian to come up with heroics.
"They capitalized on every mistake we
Captain Ian McKeen got the Rams out of
made,"
said Cranker. "(However) a point is
the gate early when he blocked Paul Fixter's
a
point
We would've liked to have two and
point shot and then went in all alone on goalie
we
should've
had two.''
Steve Sapardanis to score his first of three.
by Vern Smith
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11
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Leading Scorers
Player
Team
Dave Kucharuk
Brock
Waterloo
Steve Linseman
Laurier
Terry McCutcheon
Brock
Paul Ritchie
Laurentian
Brett Kelleher
Laurentian
Pat Lizette
Toronto
Darren Lowe
Shawn Reagan
Laurier
Don McLaughlin
Toronto
Chuck Brimmer
Windsor
Windsor
Ken Miuello

G
18
26
18
25
10

A

31
21
23
14

29

p
49
47
41
39
39

I

18 20 38

16 21 37
15 21 36
I4 22 36
13 23 .l6
17 18 35

Lancers4, Ryerson4

And maybe Cranker was right after all.
The locals outshot Ryerson by a whopping
61-21 and it was a game that they were
"supposed" to win.
"I thought offensively we played well-a
couple of defensive lapses gave them a few
goals," says Cranker. "It's just a tough tie, if
there is such a thing. We were all over them."

The Lancers also dropped a 5-0 exhibition
decision to the University at Dearborn on
Saturday. Their next match is this Saturday
at Brock, opening a two-game home stand at
Adie Knox Arena Sunday they play the
tough Toronto Blues. That game will be
broadcast live by CJAM-FM(9 l.5) starting
at 3:15.

campus rec
Alright, here's your chance to prove to close match. Come and check out the basketthe one you love, your friends or yourself that ball action Mondays and Wednesdays between
Valentine's Day isn't just for flowers and 7:00-11:00.
chocolates. Campus Recreation is sponsoring
an opportunity for everyone to run, job, walk,
or skip their way into exhaustion with a lover
Triples Volleyball Tournament
or a pal on Friday, February 14th. Prizes
The Triples Volleyball Tournament for
include Dinner for Two at The Other Place
for the couple who guesses closest to their men and women was held on Sunday,
combined time. Registrationand the announce- February 2. In the men's tournament, the
ment of the distance to be run will be done on "Olibolins" (Rich Vandervelkt,Mark Meloche
the day of the event in the Campus Ree and Wayne Pidgeon) came from behind to
Office. So come out and show off to the one's win the finals 12-15, 15-13, 15-5.
It was a victorious day for the "Go
you love. Cost is $2.00 per couple (no
Getters"
( Sue Morin, Sue Kalbfleisch and
soloists please).
Mary Shroder) of the women's tournament
--------------The "Go Getters" won it 15-13, l 0-15, 15This week was the begirM-iing
of women's 12 against" Menage A T rois" who had a 4-0
intramural basketball. Eight teams have record going into the finals. Congratulations
centered their talents for the season. In the to both teams for playing an outstanding
first game, Rachel Williams Second Floor game; also thanks to all the players and
Green machines defeated Suzie DeVries' officials who participated
dirty socs in a close match 22-17. In the
second game of the night Donna Helkie's
Ball Handlers outshot Kathryn Salidas' Fifth
Floor FU's 39-8. At 10:00. Leslie Forder
and the Benchers defeated Diardra Fleming
and the shooters 16-9. In the final game, Kim
Hartford and the slammers edged Janice
Pinsonneault's Gators 29-26 in an extremely

ines", won a forfeited contestto, "M.B.A.\:'',
and Cody Hall", won a forfeited contest to,
"Nurses", with the ''Commerce Society"
getting a bye.
On February 9, the teams will battle it out
for the second week with "Scary Mary's
Marauders" playing"M.B.A. 's, "The Blob"
playing "Commerce Society", and "Submarines" playing "Cody Hall", with the
"Nurses" getting the bye.
Women's Basketball Results

Second Floor Green Machines
Ball Handlers
Benchers
Slammers
Gators·
Shooters
Dirty Socks
Fifth Floor FU's

p
2
2
2
2
0
O
O
O

Upcoming Games
Wednesday, January 29

Co-ed Innertube Waterpolo got underway
Sunday, and seven teams will be battling it
out for top spot this season. In the first game,
"The Blob" swam by, "Scary Mary's
Marauders" 24-2. In other action." Submar-

7:00
8:00
9:00
10:00

Shooters vs Slammers
Second Floor Green Machines
vs Gators
Ball Handlers vs Dirty Socks
Fifth Floor FU's vs Benchers

CLIP AND SAVE
This coupon entitles the bearer to one
free fitness class as offered by Campus
Recreation.
Basketball Standings
Eas tern Division
GP W L PCT GBL
4 4 0 I.OOO
Bridge House
4 4 0 I.OOO Law
Aug's Video
5 4 1 .800
3 2 I .666 l 1/2
Electa Hall
Hobokon Hephg;-s 5 2 3 .400 2 1/2
Pcik-Ups
4 1 3 .250
3
Brewski Bombers 4 0 4 .OOO 4
4 0 4 .OOO 4
Delta Chi
Western Division
GP
The Royal Court
5
Bad News Bears
4
Runnin' Rebels
5
Engineers
5
Run & Gunners
5
The Missing Links 5
WFST
5
Carisa
5

W L PCT GBL

5
3
3
3
3
1
I
0

0
1
2
2
2
4
4
5

1.000 .750 l 1/2
600
2
.600 2
.600
2
.200
4
.200
4
.OOO 5

ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITYCHAPEL973
7034- 'ocated oolween the Unr.101s1ty
Centre and the Ambossodor 8'1dge.
Mosses ot 10:30 arn and 4 30 pm on
Sundo¥s rv.onday to Fr•dayot 11.50 am
Ev01YTuesday there 1solso moss at 5 00
prP followed by dinner at 6 pm (onty
S2Sl). Socrament of reconc,ha"<>r>on
request SpeaOI lv1atdiGas Celeb'otionTuesdov. Feb.11-IJturgy 5 pm. festrve
supper-6 pm(S250) Everyoneweleome
Ash Wednesdoy-Feb.
12-Mass and
d1stnbut,onof oshes-1150om Saturday.
Feb 8-12 noon to 8 pm-Retreat
iAssumpt,on Campus Communily, >ocllitol04', Fr John Gaughan. C.S.B.Theme:
"'REACHINGOUT' Whot doeS ,t mean to
'live o life rn the Spin! of Jesus Chnst? Coil
•973-7034to registeror for more1nformahon.
Mardi Gros Celebration-Assumption
Campus Community (between the Un>versity Centre and the Bridge} Tues.Feb
11 Liturgy 5 pm. FestrveSupper-6 pm
($2.50) Everyone welcome
BUDDHIST GATHERING will be held at
Room 4.5.6. Unlv0fsity Centre on Sundoy
!Feb 9, 1986 at 700 pm. Th01ew,11be a
Buddho-puJQ (worship) followed by o
chance to got acquainted w\th one
another and also to plan Mure meetings
IFor further info coll 252-1000 or 252-9936
Everyonewelcome

!
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WARNING:
HealthandWelfare
Canada
advises
thatdanger
to healthincreases
withamount
smoked
- avoidinhaling.
Average
percigarette
- Benson's
30Regular:
'tar' 15mg,
nicotine
l2mg;Benson's
30Regular
Light:'tar'12mg,
nicotine
11mg.

-what the
thunder
said
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T~ilfidis,
Williamsto be disqualified?
by John May and Greig Nori

m
T

wo candidates for Students'
Administrative Council exeru1
tlve positions may be di squalI i~ed '.or election campaign
_
I v,olauons.
Both Jon Carlo s Tsilfidis,
presidentia l candida te. and Kevi n William s,
vice-presidential candidate, have had complaints filed against them with Chief Elect oral
Officer Sam Dinatal e. The alleged violations
will be ruled on at a meeting of the Election
Monitoring Committe e Wednesday night
Three complaints have been filed against
Tsilfidis, including two violations to the
official Chief Electoral Officers Rules. ratified
by SAC at its last meeting. Tsilfidis has been
accused of posting illegal posters not approved
by the Chief Elect0ral Officer, altering his
name for political advantage, and posting
oversized posters, said Dinatale.
He said that he had received a complaint
-. statmg that Tsilfidis' infonnation flyers had
been posted in Eri e Hall. According to
election rules, flyers may be handed out but
but not posted ·' on walls or bulletin boards".
Tsilfidi c; said they had been put up by
overzealous campaie,n workers without his
consent
"I didn t know my campaign workers put
them up. Once we were notified we redressed
the situauo n."
D inatale said the flyers were illegally
posted from sometime Monda y night until
about noon Tue sday.
Dinatale has also heard a complain t
regarding Jsilfidis' name. The candidate has
been campaigning under the moniker "Jon
Carlos", dropping his last name "Tsilfidi s'.
Opponents say this gives him an advantage.
since his name will then appear first on the
election ballot
Dinatale said that the name change does
not conflict with any bylaw, nor with the
election rules after consultation with the
SAC lawyer.
Both Tsilfidis and Williams were accused
of using oversized posters. Their posters
measure 11 1/2" x 17 1/2". According to
election rules, "the maximum size of these
posters will be 11 •· x 1T' ." The rules later
read "That violation of the expenditure and
poster limits outlined in 3 and 4 shall be
punished by the disqualification of the candidate in question."
··1 could see something happening to one
of the candidates,· • said Dinatale .
Tsilfidis regards the issue as trivial.
.. I respect the rules and regulations, but if
that's how people want to win an election-by
disqualiying candidates when it wasn't their
fault-what can you say about their character
and sense of fair play?"
Both Williams and Tsilfidis said they
ordered 11" x 17" posters from the printers,
but did not measure them when they arrived.
"Funny Issue, I figured it was 11 '' x 17",
that's what we ordered," said Williams.
Some members of the Election Monitoring
Committee agree that the oversized posters
are a violation of the rules.
"They are in violation of what we passed
!on SAC council." said committee member
and SAC vice-president Bob Baker. SAC
members Mark Lehjky and Randy Baran
also sit on the committee, chaired by Dinatale.
"The rules are specified," said Lehjky,
"He (Tsilfidis) shouJd be disqualified, unless
there's a very valid excuse, which I cannot

l

Sparks new at Tuesday's All-Candidates ' Meeting.

foresee. You have to stick to the rules."
.. Rules ar e such that they caMot be
broken." said presidential candidate Eric
Knight, "We were all given the rules at the
beginning of the campaign. We all knew the
consequences."
Baker said the election monitoring committee may have the power to amend the
rules to make the penalty for the alleged
violations less severe.
"My viewpoint is that council itself was
neglectful in passing such a severe penalty as
disqualification for such, in my view. a small
violation," he said, "Maybe the committee
will have to come up with something new."
Lehjky disagreed.

"I don't think it's fair (to amend the
rules). We argued the rules on council for
God knows how long. To all of a sudden
disregard those hours-I don't think it's right,"
he said, "It's not fair to the rest of the
candidates who could have made their posters
a little bigger. Now they can't"
"'I definitely do not believe it is right to
amend the rules," said Knight," Every single
candidate was under the same regulations.
To amend the rules to accept a violation is
ludicrous."
Lehjky said that having several complaints
of election violations against Tsilfidis may
damage him in the eyes of the committee.
"If it was only one violation. I could see

Lonce photo by Andrew Haggert

1

the committee saying it was okay , but the
oversize posters, the name problem and the
illegal posters, well-three strikes and you're
out In this case that could be true," he said
Tsilfidis said the entire issue is of little
consequence.

"I don't regard it as overly serious at all,''
he said. ·• Students should look at this and
decide if it is serious in an election campaign
with concrete issues."
"I just hope the committee makes the
right decision and there are no hard feelings
on the part of any candidate," said Lehjky,
"We have the rules and we should follow
tbem."O

SAC candidates
debateissues
by John May

The tone of the 1986 Students· Administrative Council election appears to be set
If the All-candidates' forum held in the
pub Tuesday aftemoon is any indication. this
could be a campaign fraught with insults and
mud-slinging. at least among nominees for
the two top SAC posts.
Two presidential challengers. Michael
Temelini and Eric Knight, are running
campaigns based, at least in part. on the
disdain they bear for the current SAC executive.
"There's a difference between being antiSAC and anti-current leadership of SAC,"
said Knight He added that he believed in the
council itself, but was disappointed in the
executive.
Temelini was more vehement Holding
up one of Jon Carlos Tsilfidis' election

posters from last year. Temelini said, 'Tm
not going to take this kind of crap from
leaders that are telling us lies. Look at this
cmipaign poster and tell us how many of
these campaign promises have been kept,"
referring to s11chitems as the 24-hour study
area and parking solutions, part ofTsilfidis'
1985 election platform.
Frustration as student council members
was also a common theme of the two candidates'
speeches.
"Two oftbe candidates are on the executive.
The other three are not happy with what's
going on, and we've been told by countless
students that they are not happy with what's
going on," said Knight
"I want every candidate to be wary that
SAC is not listening to council members or to
students," said Temelini, "I want to cooperate-how often have you heard that
word?"

"Let's not confuse facts with fiction,"
responded Tsilfidis. "I don't have to criticize
any other candidates to show you mv merit"
Angela Neil, vice-presidential candidate
was also concemed with the Jack of new
blood in the SAC executive in recent years.
"fve seen SAC members shuffled around,
and maybe that's why we're seeing the same
hackneyed issues still around,·• she said
Kevin Williams, the other vice-presidential
candidate, and part of the current admini~
tration as Internal Affairs Commissioner,
blamed the SAC council/executive conflict
on council instead.
"The biggest problem is controlling
council," he said, "They're obligated to do
work. When you look back on this year's
SAC, you have to look at how much the
council members actually do."O
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CONCH SHELL

•

Or j]ag flapping as it is often
called, enjoys considerable
popularity among the nautically
inclined. Practitioners of this
~i
particularly colourful farm of
·~
com1!1unications have reported
~
physical benefits such as an
· · , ·~,
increase in the size of bicep, tricep
· ~~ and pectoral muscles. This has
prompted one enterprising manufacturer of sporting equipment
to introduce a new product called
"Heavy Flags!'This means that
when calling for a Blue it is now
possible to get bent into shape .

Success with this approach
depends largely upon the size of
the cans and the length of the
string used. Most waiters or waitresses will show some reluctance
at the prospect of walking about
their establishment with 50 gallon
oil drums affixed to their hips.
An empty Blue can (preferably of
the larger variety) is considered de
rigueur. Users should be advised
that calls across the bar are
cheaper after six and on Sundays.
Jmportant: Many first time
users of this proven technique
have complained of what is generally referred to as the
"Lloyd Bridges orJacques
Cousteau effect:'
411::;;:::}~-i
This can be remedied by making sure
that cans are completely drained prior
to transmitting or
receiving messages.

....
.

0

0

O NE IN A SERIES OF HIGHLY INFORMATIVE PRESENTATIONS AIMED AT HELPING YOU TO
BETTERUNDERSTA
ND THE DIVERSE MEANS IN WHICH IT IS POSSIBLETO OBTAINONE OR
MORE BOTTLESOF BLUE.CANADA'S MOST POPULARBEER.FORTHAT CLEAN. TRUETASTE.
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Facultyvotefordiv~tment
by Greig Nori & Susan Mcllveen

The battle may be won. but the war goes
on.
On February 10, the Faculty Association
vote on the divestment of faculty pension
funds from all companies with holdings in
South Africa was counted. Tallies showed
60.2% of voters in favour of divestment. and
39.8% opposed. There was a 60% voter
turnout
However. this does not mean that the
Faculty Association will automatically begin
divestment proceedings. Final veto power
rests with the Board of Governors.
The Board of Governors meets next on
February 25. At this time, the motion for
divestment will be discussed and voted on.
"No decision is made until they (the
Board of Governors) have decided on it,·•
said sociology professor Barry Adams, chair
of the Faculty Association Divestment
Committee.
Pension funds of the University of Windsor
F acuity Association amount to $8 3 m, I 0%
of which lies in companies known to have
investments in South Africa.
The committee is now gearing its efforts
toward influencing the Board of Governors
to vote in favour of divestment At present,
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis ( Students' Administrative
Council President) and Gerard O'Neill

.·,."

~On<:"PJ'h, •to bv John lyng

Adams, sociology professor Vito Signorile, and O'Neill

Ianni.
Ianni said that although he is opposed to
apartheid in principle. the issue of divestment
is a complicated one.
" However. I am certainly open to suggestion," said Ianni.
O'Neill regards this as a boost for those in
favour of divestment
"My understanding is that he will support

(Graduate Students' Society President)-both
Board members due to their respective officesare preparing an information package to
present to the February 25 meeting.
University of Windsor President Ron
Ianni commented on the results of the referendum:
''It's a fairly clear expression of the
preference of the Faculty Association ... said

the principle of divestment There arc question~
to discuss. but my feeling is that he is still
with us ... said O'Neill.
It is felt by many on the committee that
this will be a major influence.
"I think that this will tell the tale." said
political science professor David Wurfel.
committee member. 0

Studentsto voteon beerandbuttsban
[S]

bv Kevin Johnson

AC 1ssponsoringa referendum
to be run in conjunction with
the general election, asking
students "Are you in favour
of SAC boycotting all products
of companies that have invest-1
ments in South Afiica?"
The group which initiatoo the move, the
Students Against Apartheid (SAA), emphasii.ed
a ban on Carling O'Keefe and Rothman's
products from the pub.
Carling makes several popular brands of
beer, including O'Keefe, Miller, Carlsberg. and
Old Vienna Rotlunan's products inch.Kie
Dunhill,
Craven A, Number 7, and Camel cigarettes.
Some students, however, are an:emed aboot
targetting Carling O'Keefe. Rothmans's owns a
controlling interest in the corporation
SAC business rep Mike Eansor said he is
opposed to discrimination agains a company
which has no investments in South Africa
"You can't stop a person from investing in
your company unless they're Communist or
something." said Eansor.
Computer Science Society president Eric
Whaley agreed
"It's as if there's a massmurder, andyou put
the murderer's sister and mother injair' he said.
However. theSAA objects to givingbusiness
to a company profitting from apartheid

"I am personally against what is going on in
South Africa," he said." At the same time, I don't
see any real pressure on South Afiica by
boycotting Carling O'Keefe.''
Vassos added that Carling has had a high
profile on campus for a long time. "We are big
supporters of activities at the University of
Windsor.
"We were major sponsors of orientationweek,

thris t>(Orier'iatm
Coodmn) KevilWilliam;._
Vassos said.
Many cowicil and cabinet members are also
members of SAA At last Wednesday's meeting.
council voted to commit money to the SAA for
, the 'yes' campaign
Subway manager Chuck Blewett thinks the
move would not hurt his business. ln fact. he said

genitalis. and other sexually transmitted diseases which will arise this year as a result of
their (SHS's) birth control services."
However. in an intervic"'· Kahabka said
that the ASAAF is not concerned with non
abortifacicnt methods of birth control.
"The organization is not taking a position
on that. .. said Kahabka.
As a compromise to demanding the removal ofbirth control services from SHS. the
ASAAF is willing lo accept cxcmptitin from
the $5 .00 incidental fee which goes toward
the funding of SHS.
The association has been advised by
D.C James. administrative assistant lo Ianni.
and by Ianni himself. that all students arc
"contractually obliged" to pay the health
services charge.
This is not Kahabka's first attempt at
obtaining such an exemption.
Kahabka appeared before both the Student's Administrative Council's General
Meeting and the President's Council on
Student Life in November. 1985.
It is because of a lack of response that
Kahabka formed the ASAAF. Kahabka

fine."

w~

"The ixbticitY
~ed'
wwld be favwrahle.
Blewett said. SAC would be operating a pub not
only concerned with money. bot with a social
conscience.
If the refcrendwn were successful. WindM)r
would be the eighth student council in Canada to
boycott South African goods.U

Pro-lifegrouPattackscampusdoctor

Mike Temelini, a member of the group, said
"The people who aren't saying it (boycott) are
the companies themselves and people who are
going to make a buck out <i it If we think it is
okay to make a buck from slave labour. then
As the majority share holder in Carling
O'Keefe, South African.ownedRothman's lnternational would receive most of the profits from
the company.
The referendum is the latest project of SAA,
which sponsoreda rally in support of divestment
by the F acuity Association. The association
voted to divest Monday.
SAC International Students' Commissioner
Cromwell Woghiren appealed to council to vote
for the boycott. "Do not fall back on your own
cooscience," he said.
InternalAffairsCanmissiooerKevin
also favours a yes vote. "This issue is on
humanitarian freedom," said Williams.
Chris Vassos, Carling O'Keefe sales rep.said
a boycott may be ineffectual

it could even improve.

Walter Wren, campus physician.
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by Susan Mcllveen
small group of University of
Windsor students has taken
a stand against abortion.
The Association of Students Against Abortion Funding (ASAAF), in a letter to
University of Windsor President Ron Ianni
dated January 20, requested the removal of
birth control services from Student Health
Services (SHS), and the dismissal of SHS

physician Dr. Walter Wren.
The letter was signed by the 21 members
of the association. seven of whom are women
Mark Kahabka, a first year philosophy student,
chairs the group.
The ASAAFs
first request concerns
primarily the abortifacient intrauterine device
( IUD) and birth control pills. Other methods
of birth control were addressed in the letter as
contributing to "all the cases of VD, herpes

intends to continue his campaign with ASAAF
until he gets results.
"If Ianni complies to our demands. the
issue will be closed" said Kahabka
Ianni, however, does not foresee this as a
possibility. In a letter of response to Kahabka
dated February 5, Ianni stated that Wren will
not be dismissed and re~rted
the contractual obligatin of all students to pay the $5.00
SHS fee.
Ianni's letter stated that the request for
the dismissal of Wren " ... is, to say the least,
presumptuous." 0
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Smallcircus
Editor

It's gonna be a nasty one. What with the cross-accusations
flying at the SAC candidates forums, and now the heat over
Managing Editor
whether some candidates will be disqualified or not due to
Mortin Stevens
campaign violations, this year's SAC election promises to be one
News Editor
of the muddiest yet.
Kevin Johnson
Much of the dirt appears to be rooted in the dynastic nature of
Associate News Editor
recent SAC executives. The mantel of power, it seems, has been
Sukonyo Ptlloy
passed down from president to vice-president, from crony to
Sports Editor
crony, over the last few years. This has spawned a breed of
Mike Lyster
'reaction candidates' this year, whose platform is based on
breaking up the boys' club to make way for a less incestuous
Arts Editor
'leadership based more on co-operation and collaboration than
Desmond McGrath
despotism.
Photography Editor
But it also means tMt some candidates are running partly on a
Christopher McNomoro
grudge. Tempers have been flaring because viewpoints are so
Associate Photo Editor
polarized. Insults fly. Fuses blow. And the candidates who wind
Andrew Haggart
up faring best at the forums are the ones with the most buddies
Features Editor
planted in the audience to ask opponents embarassing questions.
Susan Mcllveen
So the issues get lost in the muddle.
Columnist
Still, there are some clear choices this year, and though none
Gus Horvath
of
them
may be ideal, there are still plenty of considerations to be
uterary Editor
made. Here are some impressions of this year's SAC presidential
Brod Lombardo
and v1ce-pres1dental candidates:
Clrculatlon Manager
Vice-president
Greig Nori
Angela Neil
Advertising Production
Neil entered this race with a unique vigour. She's been eager
Kim Allen
Amllcor Correiro
to prove that she is not only capable of running for a SAC
Elly McMillan
.
position, but capable of performing the job adequately, as well.
Kevin Williams
Typese tt ers
,
From what we've seen so far, she reacts well to pressure, and
approaches issues with a unique resolve.,
John Sloma
Rose Anne Prokopetz
Claudio Sloma
On the other hand, Neil is hazy on the specifics of some
Stott
, important issues, and may have entered the race somewhat illprepared She also 1s rather unsure of the workings of student
Tooy Moore
Rob Gerovt
Jonet lliown
government,
though she does have administrative experience as
Arc( Moro
Louro Gould
Petet eurton
president of CARIS~ and with her involvement is ISS.
Scott Pattison
Margaret HOffman L011r8BuJ
Vince Rice
Roberto Jennings
Stacie Ctonce
J Kevin Williams
Trocev
Richoldson Moiy c. Kennedy
Claudio D'Andrea
W1t11ams
has been part of SAC for several years and has a clear
Phillip Rourke
Pott1McKogue
Claro Deck
I
understanding of the role of SAC vice-presidenL Williams also
John Stout
Michael Temeiini Mortin Deck
exh1b1tsgenuine enthusiasm that has practically become his
T.Robin Suthef1ond Oovld Vleceffl
Mott Toles
Louro Vincent
trademark. His political style 1sone of sincerity and accessibilityLynnito-Jo Fpnm
Sllenn Wome,;
he's not the obvious hand-shaking, smilev nnli1,.-.;-But W1t11amsopenness to suggestion is also a bit of a
The lance office is located on the
drawback. He can be surnewltal mc11lec1l>le
tu µe,sunahties stronger
Second Roor. UniversityCentre. University
than his own. On some issues he becomes a parrot to Jon Carlos
of Windsor. Windsor, Ontario N9B 3P4.
Ts11fidis,which inh1b1ts Williams' independence. Paired with a
Phone (519) 253-4060 or 253-4232
president that enhances his leadership ability rather than con( ext . 3909).
straining il Williams could be an extremely effective vice-president
The lance ispublished every Thursday
(and-who knows-maybe even president, down the road).
J.

w Moy
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President
Eric Knight
Knight has come a long way since he ran for vice-president in
1 985. Back then, he knew plenty about the pub operation-and
that's 1t.He's come into this race quite well prepared, with a good
knowledge and strong alternative stands on many issues.
He lacks direct SAC exe~ut1veexperience (though not through
lack of trying), but has put in a strong showing on the council all
year.
His campaign has been unspectacular, but he has proven
himself to be competent at the very least. Nonetheless. he has

shown some naivete and pie-in-the-sky ambition, simply because
he has no executive experience. Still, if elected, he would likely
settle into the job quickly, and could surprise us all. In any case,
he comes across as the average guy who, fed up with the system,
is actually trying to do something about it.
Michael Temelini
Temellni bears the strongest grudge of any candidate. His
frustration as a SAC councillor this year has manifested itself in an
enraged election campaign that seems more aimed towards
enhghtening the voters than to persuading them how to vote.
Temel1ni's platform 1s 'co-operation'-one
element he thought
was sorely lacking 1nthis year's executive. But his speeches and
campaign material dwell on the faults of the current executive
more than on his proposals to change them. He hasn't revealed
any concrete plans or policies (yet) other than his eagerness to
co-operate.
Temelini's campaign has worked on one level: he has raised
the issues that are important to him by imposing his agenda on
the campaign at large. But that could simply make him a bette•
preacher than president.

Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
Just about everything there is to say about Tsilfidis has been
said-both good and bad. The man is tenacious, bold, persistent
and a workhorse. But he's also belligerent, combatant, and
overbearing. This combination of course, makes him a terrific
negotiator on the students' behalf. But he can also be difficult to
work with.
As far as experience, familiarity with the issues, and knowledge
of the workings of SAC go, he blows the other candidates out of
the water. He's been on the SAC executive for nearly two years. As
a 1eader, he can be described as the benevolent despoL a ruler
who sincerely believes the agenda he has created is the one
desired by his constituents. And he'll work like a dog to put his
agenda into action.
Which 1sgreat-if you happen to agree with him.
If you don't agree, don't expect to be listened to. There is no
doubt that his year as president has been an effective one. But his
style of leadership has created a number of enemies, and has on
at least one occasion this year. backfired. The defeat of the
University Centre referendum was more a reaction to the way the
referendum was run than the idea of the third floor itself.
Tsillidis is without a doubt, the most qualified, knowledgable,
and powerfl.,I candidate in this election. The question is· can wP.
put up with him another year?
So, who to vote for? Each candidate has their own ment yet
none sit head and shoulders above the others as obvious
choices. The Lance suggests the following approach:
Vote for a team, rather than an individual candidate.
Vote for Ts1lfid1sand Neil. Or vote for Knight and Williams.
Either way, it's important to break up the unofficial 'tickets' in this
election: that of Carlos/Williams and KnighVNeil (or Temelini/Nein.
Voting in the former will only result in the continuation of the current
dynasty,which will create the same embroglio Council is tangled in this
year. On the other hand. voting in a couple of greenhorns
could be disastrous, since they have no SAC executive experience. A
combination should provide both effective, experienced leadership, and will replenish the fresh ideas and enthusiasm the SAC
has lost in recent years.
It is time for a change-but a cautious, thoughtful one.D

the slipstream

gus horvath

KeepinKstudentKOVemment
as powerlessas possible
Seems to me. people have a problem with SAC. As the elections
for that august body approach. first-year types listen to present and
prospective SAC members discuss some fairly lofty issues and get
pretty confused about the nature of SAC. Many long-time students
here are still pretty confused about SAC. There are several sources
of this confusfon, but the most important bas to do with the name of
SAC.
SAC stands for Students' Administrative Council. The second
word in that name strongly implies that SAC has something to do
v.ith the Administration of this university. In fact. SAC does not
SAC is an organization of students. It is not an organization of
administrators.
If this seems like a trivial distinction, consider other student
organizations. Consider The Lance. You may think that The Lance
is a student service. but that is not its primary function. The primary
function of The Lance is to provide its staff the enjoyable and useful
experience of working on a newspaper. While we are at it, we
incidentally choose to provide the student body with a valuable and
entertaining source of information about the activities of the school
and the people in it But we don't have to. You pay for the paper at the
beginning of the term, whether you read itor not All of our standards
(except for libel and other such mischief) are self-imposed.
Consider the football team. Some would deny that it provides the
student body with any service at all. Actually it generates some
school spirit and some entertainment for those who attend the games.
But what it really is, is an opportunity for students to gain enjoyable
and useful! experience playing for a football team. Like all student
organizations, it exists mainly to benefit the students within itself.
The same is true for all of the other sports teams, and for the radio
station. To be sure, The Lance is a real newspaper and CJAM 1s a
real radio station, and the hockey team plays real hockey games. But
11of these organizations arc funded by the students and do not need

to rely upon th~ r own quality for survival. This is as it should be.
These groups h:ivc a small talent pool on which to draw, their
members work for nothing. and ( except for the radio station) they
cater to a very small potential audience. It would be ludicrous to
expect such groups to survive against commercial operations on gate
receipts and advertising revenues, although these monies certainly
help.
Now consider SAC, bearing in mind that it is a student
organization. You probably think (and its candidates will tell you)
that SAC is a studeot service. In fact. the primary purpose of SAC is
to gjve its members experience at beingpoliticians and administrators.
However, SAC, by its very existence. presents a unique and
fascinating problem to the Administration.
CJ AMis a real radio station and thus broadcasts real music ( sort
ol) over real airwaves. The tennis plays real tournaments on real
courts. The paper you are holding is printed on real newsprint. SAC,
to be a real student political organization, must be furnished with the
genuine paraphernalia of politics: real money and real power.
However, these are dangerous things to give to an organization which
(like all student organizations) is composed of short-term members
who are largely unaccountable for their performance. Thus, it is the
task of the Administration to see that SAC achieves control over only
those things which, if screwed up, would not adversely affect the
operation of the University. In other words, SAC is restrained from
gaining the ability to do anything really important They are given
control over the pub and other nonessentials, but never over anything
that most students would miss very much if it were to vanish
completely from the face of the earth.
\.
A sparkling example of this is the long and fruitless struggle to
gain access to the results of the student evaluations which we fill out
__:_year about our_:....
each
professors. The Administration has never

____________________ _________ _

budged an inch on this issue bacause it considers student evaluations
lO have a bearin!t upon the academic operation of this university.
Therefore SAC is to be kept away from them.
The student evaluation issue also illustrates a complicating
aspect of the situation. Unlike the student media and sports teams,
which have quite hannless ob.jectives (increasing reader/listenership,
winning more matches, etc.), politics-even at this level-has as its
objective the acquisition of more power. Thus, frustrated by the
Administration, some members of SAC now speak of creating
SAC' sown student evaluations, ,using 'TheLance as a vehicle. There
is anticiption that the Administration may try to block the move, for
the same reason that they deny SAC access to the real evaluations.
But the real point is that a Lance-published student evaluation would
be so biased and distorted in terms of which people would respond that
the whole idea is entirely asinine. and The Lance would benefit the
student body by refusmg to run the evaluations. That SAC would
even consider for a moment such an idiotic idea is a demonstration of
the lengths to which it will go to try to gain some power over the
academic aspect of this school
It should be clear to everyone that SAC must be prevented at all
costs from gaining any measure of control over any part of the
academic operation of the University. It is in all of our interests that
the important functions of the institution be kept in the hands of
responsible, accountable, professional administrators. Students who
are here for an education simply don't have the time or skills to run
this place; hence SAC must be kept as impotent as possible.
At election time, you can help make the Administration's job
easier in this respect If a candidate is in favour of things like
acquinng student evaluation.~. don't vote for him (or her); he's too
ambitious. Vote for someone who just wants to run a nice pub. It'll
be betterfor{us allO.

I

A poster's
powerforpolitical
persuasion
by Jo hn May
Posters.
Poster posters posters.
For two weeks every year, you can't tum
your head without meeting the gaze of some
paper politico urging "Vote me. I'll change
your life." Each candidate can put up I OOO
of the things, and, with 14 candidates running
for the various positions, that means every
student at this school could take one home aod
there'd still be enough around to wallpaper
the Centre.
Of course, each candidate wants his set of
posters to be noticed And that's where
, things can get sticky.
Case in point Kevin Williams' ads,
complete with a photo of the candidate
perusing his favourite rag. There, at the
bottom of the photo: the Lance logo, plam
and clear.
WelL of course, the use of our masthead
on political advertising without our consent
rather irked us. Williams wasn't contravening
any by-laws by using the logo since it is part

of a photograph, and hence it is in the" public .- ---- - - ---domain". So legally, he's fine.
~ .
But stilL the implications and motives
~
behind that choice of a photo prop deserve
closer inspection. The use of our masthead
on blatantly persuasive political advertising
may lead to the assumption that the Lance
endorses the candidate. As such, the ad is
misleading. and could create an unfair advarrtage for Williams over the other candidate.
What's more, the use of our trademark could
taint the notion of impartiality that the Lance
must maintain to c<>verthe election fairly.
The Lance made a fonnal complaint to
the Chief Electoral Officer, Sam Dinatale.
We asked that he relay the message to
Williams that he either: remove the posters
featu ring the Lanc e logo; blot out the logo
with ink; or affix a disclaimer to the posters
explaining that the use of our masthead did
not imply any sort of endorsement
Not only did Williams flatly refuse, he
was angered at our worry that the use of our
logo could have political motivations, or
could influence voters in any manner .

--,,--
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Vote

KEVIN
WILLIAMS
for

SAC
ice Presiden

Ou r a rgument was not that it would
influe nce the election, but tha t it could, even
slightly. And whe n that chance exis ts in an
election. it should be resolved. Immediately.
Williams refused to take that responsibility.
Agreed, amending the posters would have
taken some effort on behalf of Williams and
his workers ( though certainly no more than
putting up the posters in the first place).
Nonetheless, the request was not unreasonable; a small disclaimer would hardly deface
his advertising. Certainly 1t was worth the
effort to alleviate our concerns.
Indeed, doing so would have likely boosted
his esteem m both our eyes and those of many
voters. Without a doubt, the Lance has
considered Williams a viable candidate.
certainly as well qualified and as veracious
as any other.
But his refusal to appease our concern
leaves us wondering if, in this case, political
aspi ration and motivation have replaced integri ty. 0
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SAC decidesnot to decide

Councilwrongto optforreferendum
by Kevin Johnson
SAC ha s failed to seize the initiative.
Now, instead of firm, immediate action
being taken by our student leaders, we' re
saddled with another decision to add to our
election day confusion.
The issue at hand is the referendum on
the boycott of products from South African
owned companies. At least some of the
Students Against Apartheid at last Wednesday' s
SAC meetin g want ed the matter to end
ther e- with council itse lf bannin g Carlin g
O' Keefe and Rothman 's from the Subway.
What they got wa s a dragged -o ut affair
that will suppo sedly see mass public education
on the que stion of pullin g investment and
money from South Africa.
The argument was that anything so important should be put to the student body as a
whole .
One council member pointed out that
SAC does not hold a referendum to pass its
annual budget, nor do we get a vote when the
SAC executive gets a raise.
SAC presidentJon Carlos Tsilfidis served
notice of motion to the University Board of
Governors that he intends to move full divestment of university monies at their next
meeting. Not only did he not hold a referendum.

but this did not even have council approval.
At the SAC meeting. he led the call for a
referendum.
Ts ilfidis and the rest of council have said
that students need to be educated, but also
think that the referendum will easily win. If
students are so united against apartheid, why
did council neglect to act?
There is a very real danger that if the
SAA cannot get its act together, the referendum
could fail. Political squabbles in that group
have blunted their effectiveness. The divisions
we re much in evidence at the SAC meetin g.
with some member s c alling for counc il to ac t,
and other s (i ncludin g T silfidis) saying that
the commi ttee had alread y decided on a
referendum .
Not one of the council members noted
that two weeks earlier, SAC voted to support
a referendum for an increase in Community
Legal Aid fees. This means we will have two
referenda, in addition to the usual plethora of
campaign promises and eager candidates.
This year, the field is narrowed considerably.
Besides the SAC executive, the only SAC
position being contested is social science rep.
If council refuses to take on the tasks we
elect them to do, perhaps it should not
surprise us that no one wants the job. D

mail

A show qf support
Dear Editor:
The Anti Apartheid rally was poignant and encouraging
for two main reasons. One, the unprecedented, for this
campus at least, show of support for such an issue; the other
was when the moderator announced that SAC had supported
the pro side of the divestment issue that the professors were
voting on. and that its President, Jon Carlos, was in Thunder
Bay canvassing support of other student groups for the cause.
The implicit assumption. being that SAC had already taken a
stand on behalf of its constituency - the University of
Windsor's Student body. Which is why it was so utterly
disappointing to witness SAC' s ambivalence when it came its
turn to do something concrete by boycotting South African
affiliated products on campus. Instead, ostensibly, to further
the cause of" democracy' ', it is holding yet another referendum.
Wither democracy? The essence of democracy is for the
elected representatives to have the resolve to make principal
decisions on behalf of their constituents. After al~ isn't that

why they are "elected representatives" in the first place? To
have a referendum every time a decision is to be made
represents weak kneed ambivalence and cynical vaccilation
rather than deepen the democratic process as some facetiously
claim. One of the recurring refrains is the shrill protestation of
abhorence of that system; yet it is not enough to say that we
care yet continue to vaccilate whenever a stand must be
taken.
The suffering people of South Africa, through our SAC
counciL must know that we are with them in spirit It was the
same spirit that said slavery was wrong 150 years ago; that
Hitler's Nazism was abhorent:; and that Idi Amin's callous
butchery of his people was anathema to every notion of
human decency. It is this same sprit and resolve that should
lead us, through SAC, to say to the apartheid regime that
decent human beings will not continue to do nothing about its
flippant violation of elementary human rights. By its vaccilation,
the SAC Council surrendered a glorious opportunity to make
such an unequivocal statement
A SAC sponsored immediate boy cott of finns , and their
subsidiaries, doing business with South Africa would be a
symbolic way of saying that we will not support racism. A

referendum appears to be one way of foisting the decision on
the students, because of its controversial nature, yet still
leave the door open to claim credit when it succeeds.
Democracy, if its spirit is not to be prostituted must be
consistent and be adh~red to at all times, not only when it is
convenient One notes that such a monumental decision as
spending $160,000 of students money, supposedly to renovate
the pub, SAC did not deem it necessary or "democratic" to
have a referendum to have students thoughts on the issue.
This writer believes that elegantly phrased abhorence of
apartheid is essentially meaningless unless it is reinforced by
the resolve to take even symbolic actions. Political expedience
must always be subservient to principles, because to say that
one is against apartheid and continue to vaccilate about
boycotting companies, that in effect prop up that lamentably
racist system. would be somewhat akin to saying that one is
against prostitution yet continue to invest in a house of ill
repute . One is confident that the South African people will be
free, even in spite of SAC council if only because good tends
to ultimately triumph over bigotry and prejudice and their ally
vaccilation.

Duane Coombs
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Burgediscoversthrillof OFS
he University of
Windsor really has
a voicein the Ontario
Federation of Students.
This was the observation of student delegate Rob
Burge after the OFS general meeting
in Thunder Bay, January 30-February
2. Burge. president of the Social
Science Society. was selected when
Student's Administrative Council
asked interested students to apply
for delegate status.
SAC also sent VP Administration
Bob Baker. Jon Carlos Tsilfidis,
president of SAC, attended as T~
urer of OF A and a non-voting
member.
At the Opening Plenary Thursday
evening, Tsilfidis presented the Treasurer's Report He outlined the financial position of OFS/FEO and
recommended methods for its enhancement. One of the methods is
the concept of a formalized fee
agreement between the OFS/FEO
""rt its member associations.
"Lots of schools don't submit
their fees ( on time)" said Tsilfidis.
They make interest on OFS money."
Unpaid fees resultin the OFS/FEO
taking out loans to cover expenses,
and having to pay interest on the

lLJ
DANCING N ITEL Y
GREAT FOOD
GREAT FUN!!
2477 Dougall Ave.
(Darwin Plaza)

966-2624

Baker, "As with any business, times
loans. Ultimately, the OFS/FEO
change and things no longer work."
loses money.
A paper outlining final recom"It's up to us," Tsilfidis said of
mendations will be presented by
the OFS/FEO, "to ensure the continuity of the OFS in fees within · · this committee at the next OFS/FEO
meeting in July.
the OFS."
Following the presentation of
The Resolutions Committee was
the Treasurer's report, delegates
responsible for gathering all motions
were asasigned to the Standing and
and resolutions passed by the other
General Meeting Committees. These
committees. This job was not comcommittees then work throughout
pleted because many of the other
the rest of the weekend on selected
committees did not forward their
issues.
motions. Burge attended other workTsilfidis was Chair of the Budget
shops and committee proceedings
Committee. Baker worked on the
with his extra time. Some issues
Organizational Structures Commitcovered in these workshops were
tee. Baker worked on the OrganizOSAP, Campaign UirDate, Student
ational Structures Committee and
Housing, Funding, Women's Issues,
Burgewas a memberofthe Resolutions Bilingualism, and Northern Issues.
Committee.
The body elected its new execuThe Budget Committee dealt
tive at Sunday's closing Plenary.
with staff realignment as a measure
Matt Certisimo, president of
of reducing increasing labour costs.
the
Wilfrid Laurier University stuThe Committee eliminated the posdent council, was elected Chairitions of Executive Officer and Field
Elect on the third ballot Baker
Worker. Three new positions were
worked closely with Certisimo and
introduced; Communications Dirco-ordinated his campaign.
ector- a management post, and
"I was spread thin," said Baker.
Campaign Director.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis was easily
The Organizational Structures
elected CFS/OFS Link by a majorCommittee worked on restructuring
the.OFS/FEO executive to make it
ity.
"He had it in the bag," said
work more efficiently.
"We're still looking at it," said
Baker.O
'

! classifieds
STUDENTSNEEDEDto won<SACGeneral election on Feb. 19/86. from 8:30 4:30. Leave name & number at SAC
office.
OUR LEGS fit your legs. My legs fit your
legs. My pants fit my legs. My legs ore
fitting. I pant. my legs fit. My legs ore
having o panting fit

SOLIDARITY WITH THE SUFFERINGWednesdays - 12:30 - 1:30 pm . At
AssumptionUniversity.Conference Room
Hosted by Iona College. Canterbury
College. Knox Presbyterian Chu rch,
lnteNorsity
Christion
Fellowship,
Assumption Campus Community Join
us for Ecumenical prayer. presentation
and a rice meal. EVERYONE
WELCOME.

with Campus Marketing

YOUR BESTDEALTO FLORIDA

"THEHOME OF SPRING BREAK"
YOU ORM

THEWOMEN'SCENTRE
needs-.olunteers.
Weneedpeopletohelpkeeporunning
file of newspaper clippings, and to
make available to the University community the services of the Women's
Centre. Please contact Mireille Coral
Womerrs Commissioner. in the SAC
office. X3905

(TO THEPARTY)

$99
WE ORM

DEARMOM in Texas:Sounds like irsyour
turn. Get ready for o visitor

(THEPARTYSTARTS
HERE)

GENERATION '86. Submit your poems,

stories or artwork Check campus-wide
flyersfor details Literary items deadline
Morch 16; Mifocts deadline Morch 19

$209

I HAVElived in o dork and dingy cove
for most of my life. My friends ore evil
and useless. my parents dead. I am
without hope, and hove every intention
on continuing on in this fashion. Please
contact me if you ore o worthwhile.
sweet and loving indMduol. devoid of
!Touma. strife and personal problems.
I'll really make you feel like hell.

INCLUDES:
• Round trip motor coach tronsportotton to beautiful
Dovtono Beach <WE DRIVE Packages Only) We use
nothing but modern highway coaches
• E,ght Flondo days/seven endless nights at one of our
exc1t,ngoceontront hote1s.1ocoted right on the Ooytono
Beach stnp Your hote1hos o beautiful p001 sun deck. air
conditioned rooms. color TV and a nice long stretch of
beach
• A full schedule of FREE0001 deck port,es every day
• A full fist of pre-arranged discounts to save you rroney ,n
Dovtono Beach
• Travel representatives to ,nsure a smooth tnp and a
good hme
• Opt,onal side excursions to Disney World Epcot deep
sea f1sh1ngporty cruises. etc

STUDYWEEKHoliday. Friday, February
28, 1986 is a holiday for University staff.
The Leddy Library will be open as usual
from 8:00 am to 11:45 pm with full
circulation seNice. The Reference Help
Centre and the Public Documents
Department will. hovJeVer.not p<0vide
reference assistance.
DEARSICK in Florido: If the doctor says
you·e okay you're probably okay. Slow
down and oct your age

• All taxes ano r,ps

SPEND A WEEK -

APARTMENTFORrent. Available Moy 5
to Sept. 5th 1986. 2 Bdrms 15 min. walk
from campus. Coll Deborah at 2581448.

NOT A FORTUNE

LIMITED RESERVATIONS

FOR FURTHERINFORMATION
AND SIGN UP

Comous Monte,,no nc s au S oaseo
CC>'OO'Of1o,n

orter•ng tours n Cono:,o

and tt'>eretate ,s !"IOt covereocv·,l"'\e

cvrrent hove• 11"\0vst,yAct Comous

~ep,esen10,ives e••st oniv 10 e-.oeo11e
mor&,01s ono escort rovrs

DEARCOLD in Illinois:Trygetting down
on your knees and begging

CALLTOLLFREE

1 ·800·423·5264

Call your Campus Representative

SNIVEWNG, GRASSYbastard wishes

or
at 253-4024

-.. ----·-

-=-............
:tlir
~

Ctwr\81'.R.

Sponsored by Campus Marketing

RHYTHM GUITAR and heath amplifier
for sole Excellent condition More-thonreosonable price. Coll Deborah at 2581448.

~

to crush o rot of defenceless children
and cook them In on aromatic aearn
sauce mode from the bladders of unborn
reptiles. As you con see. I hove o great
deal of emotional problems. but with o
little time. and o Jotof love. I'll probably
stay the some

•
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Canadian
nationalism
hits Windsor
by Claudio, D' Andrea

hen Joe Tully
sold
fountain
pens in an earlier
career, he travelled east to west
and west to east
across Canada making friends and
buildingup a lot of businesscontacts.
With the threat of free trade today,
however, many young sales people
will be travelling north to south,
concerning themselves with U.S.
economics and politics. And the
process could worsen over the years.
"In one generation free trade
could destroy the country completely,"
was the message the Council of
Canadians(C.O.C.) member told a
gathering at the founding meeting
of the Windsor chapter Saturday at
Vanier lounge.
The "main thrust'' of the COC,
he said, is to "get the message out
to the public" that free trade is
harmful to Canadian sovereignty.
"When Mulroney said in Nov.
1984 that 'Canada is for sale',"
Tully said, "he was really saying
that Canada is on the market"
The organization of the COC
was spearheaded by Mel Hurtig in
Apri~ 1984 in Edmonton. Hurtig,
owner of Hurtig Publishers Co.,
then helped organize the council's
founding meeting in Sept, 1985 in
Ottawa. The Windsor chapter was
formed by John Rowlandson, Glen
Kushla and Dr. Jim Winter at the
advice of Joe Tully and COC's
national secretary Guy Daoust at
last month's Liberal convention in
Windsor.
"We're foresquare in favour of
Canadian culture," Winter told the
group. "Culture is for all of us and it

m

· is all of us," he said adding that
culture is what distinguishes Canadians from those across the
"Windsor River''.
Citing statistics from local surveys, Winter said that the American
mass media in Windsor overpowers
Canadian culture and he called this
area the "distant early warning
centre" for culture elsewhere in
Canada For instance, in one survey
more respondents could identify
then U.S. president Jimmy Carter
than Pierre Trudeau.
The COC was formed, one
brochure states, becauseof" a growing
apprehension across Canada about
the 'continentalsim' of the federal
government, in some sectors of the
bus inesss community and in some
research aooeconomic institutions."
There were also postcards handed
out addressed to the Prime Minister
criticizing the reversal of his 1982
decision, not to pursue free trade.
"The Americans are straightforward and honest ( about free
trade), " Tully told the group, and
are demanding everything be put on
the bargaining table.
"Our government in Ottawa is
not," he added, echoing an earlier
statement by David Peterson. Both
Peterson and Tully blame the federal
government for not providing a
forum for public debate on the
issue.
Asked why Mulroney would.
want a free trade deal with the U.S.,
Tully responded that at the age of
seven Mulroney did a song and
dance for a group of Chicago, businessmen for money and later became
a chief executive officer ofl ron Ore
Company o• Canada and its branch

plant manager.
"He's learned it," Tully said.
"It's his environment"
The COC is not opposed to
"sectoral trade agreements" with
the U.S., Tully said. "But our
country isn't going that direction."
Tully warned that the U.S. could
introduce changes to the deal even
if an equiable comprehensive free
trade agreement could be worked

out The U.S., he said, is "going
downhill" as a nation where a $150
billion trade surplus plummeted to
a $350 billion deficit today and
where the U.S. is now the "largest
debtor nation in the world."
A new wave of American protectionism could crush the Canadian
economy should a free trade- deal
develop resulting in the loss ofup to
800,000 jobs and the possible elim-

ination of Canada's $20 billion
trade surplus with the U.S.
A SteeringCommitteewas formed
at the end of the meeting to organize
another gathering to elect the executive, tenatively for Sat, Mar. 8.
There were also motions to organize
a meeting for the end of March and
to have Mel Hurtig and local MP.' s
Steve Langdon and Herb Gray
spealc.0

Youthwavemapleleafrag
TORONTO (CUP)-Since October,
university students have been pronouncing allegiance to the flag in
record numbers, flocking to start up
and join campus chapters of the
Council of Canadians.
The council is the creation of
Edmonton publisher Mel Hurtig,
who twanged nationalist heart-strings
with his popular Canadian Encyclopedia last fall.
lhere are now 15 campus chapters
and organizers are hoping for 30 by
March. The average club size so far
is about 50 students.
University of Ottawa student
JohnFrederick Cameron, in charge of
the colleges and universities division,
admits he's a little surprised at the
response. In the beginning he felt
studentswouldn'tcare about Canadian
sovereignty, but now he says, "the
students I've been talking to seem
to feel that we have to become a
nation."
Fear of a Canada-US free trade
agreement sparked the group's formation, yet youth organizers say

G

the COC will take up more fights
than just that There's the protection
of Canadian culture, the promotion
of Canadian teachers and teaching
materials, even things which divide
Canada from within, like educational
and trade barriers between the provinces.
"In essence," says Cameron,
"we pledge to ensure a strong Canada
whenever,wherever aoo
and however
the situations dictate."
In August, that meant a symbolic
assault on an American icebreaker
slicing through Canada's Arctic
waters without the pennission of
the Canadian government
Because the council felt that
was a breach of Canadian sovereignty
two University of Alberta students
chartered a plane and made the
point by dropping a note wrapped
in the Canadian flagon the deck of
the Polar Sea.
Toronto youth organizer Joe
Madill says member.:,can expect to
get involved in the same kind of
direct action campaigns, as well as

Do it,

hearing speakers on topics like free
trade and the sale of de Havilland
Aircraft.
Students pay a $5 one-time fee;
$2 a year after that The COC
estimates that roughly one-third of
their 3,000 members are youth.
The universities that have or
are planning chapters are in Ottawa,
Halifax, Montee~ Saskatoon, Vancouver, Kingston,Hamilton, Windsor
and Edmonton. The Windsor group
had its founding meeting Sunday.
Madill and Cameron say Canada's
young people are probably less
nationalistic than their elders, an
observation that political sociologist
Gordon Laxer agrees with.
"It's one of the peculiarities of
being a Canadian that you grow up
in the shadow of American culture
and as you grow up you become
moreawareofCanadiannationalism,"
says Laxer, a University of Alberta
professor, COC member and in the
midst of writing a couple of books
on nationalism in the Great White
North.

man.

nerat~on '86. Sul::rnit your poems,

Disenchanted ...

stor1es or artwork . <lleck campus-wide

Disenchanted ( or Never Enchanted)
with Religion?
Interested in Social Issues?
Over 30?
A local Humanist Social Group
is forming. Send name and phone
number to Windsor Star, Box 490.

Looking for Help?

The Office of Student Affairs

and
The Academic Advisory Centre
are now located in the
West Library Building

flyer s

QJ>P.ortul)ities
for
Eng1neer1ng
Students
If you are an engineering student
approaching graduation. we'd
like to talk to you about the challenge of a career in the .Canadian
Armed Forces. Whether you're
in the army. navy or air force. you
will be expected to lead a team
of top flight technicians testing
new devices and keeping various
installations at combat readiness.
You may also be involved in new
equipment design and q.evelop-

ment. We otter an atlradive
starling salary. fringe benefits
and secure future

There'sno WeWeeit.
For more information on plans.
er.try requirements and oppoI1uruties. visit the recruiting
centre nearest you or call
collect-we·re in the yellow
pages under Recruiting

THECANADIAN
ARMEDFORt'ES

Drop in or phone Extension 3288

Canada
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SAC dividedonSouthAfricanboycott
by Roberta Jennings & Kevin Johnson

Cromwell Woghiren disagreed.
"We have the obligationto take responsible
ltudents'
Administrative
decisions on behalf of our constituents
Council will hold a referendwn
members," said Woghiren.
to determine whether or not
Mark Lehkyj. International Students'
students want to ban South
Society president. wanted immediate results.
African products from the
"The longer we wait. the longer we support
Subway.
apartheid.'' he said.
The decision was made
Tsilfidis called the attitude of"pass now.
after a two-hour debate at last Wednesday's
educate later" reminiscent of the failed
:ouncil meeting.
University referendum.
A delegation from the Students Against
Computer Science Society president
Apartheid ( SAA) approached SAC. asking
Eric Whaley pointed out that this issue does
them to boycott products from companies not involve money. As such, SAC is not conwith investments in South Africa.
stitutionally ?(>Und to_ hold a referendum.
Patrick Barry, a member of SAA was
Engineering Society president Terry
given speaking rights on a motion by council
DeMaro spoke in favour of a referendum.
members Mike Temelini and Randy Baran.
She said that the opportunity for education
• '' Apartheid is repugnant to the values we
would mean that students would boycott South
hold in Canadian society. The whole system
African products off-campus as well.
of apartheid is againstthe Canadian conscience,"
Barry said.
A large majority of council voted to adopt an
SAA member and SAC president Jon amendment that made any action by SAC
Carlos Tsilfidis did not want council to vote contingent on a referendum.
one way or the other, but to put the issue to a
Norman Murray, a member of the SAA
vote of the student body.
delegation, said "It's a political ploy to put
"Are we a representative democracy or a Carlos and his machine back into power.
!Participatory democracy? Ifwe are so confi- That's why a lot of them joined SAA. Otherdent that people are against apartheid I don't wise, why not have the referendum after the
know why we shouldn't hold a referendum,"
election?"
Tsilfidis said.
Tsilfidis said the delegation was not
Councillors in favour of holding a referen- representative of the entire group. A majority
dum said the issue was important enough to of the committee wanted a referendum, he
let the students make the decision.
said.
SAC Internal Affairs Commissioner Kevin
Williams said that the timing of the
Williams said "It means nothing if 31 guys referendum was a result of outside factors.
in there make a decision. Let's let 8000
"The issue sprang up in January. That's
people make the decision."
not fair to say that anyone is using this as a
International Students

[Sj

I

political stepping stone,"_ said Williams.
Tsilfidis said students should know how
SAC candidates stand on the issue of apartheid "People have this notion that the fight
against apartheid is not a political issue, only
a moral one.'' he said.
"We're calling for the overthrow of the
apartheid regime-that's definitely political."
Tsilfidis said.
SAC VP Finance John Mill requested
speaking rights for a delegation from Carling
O'Keefe, a company which would be affected
by the proposed boycott
This request was opposed by SAC Commissioner Mireille Coral, a member of SAA.
"This is a SAC matter: I just don't think
we' re going toget a fair view by asking people
who are making money off this.
"I'm of the opinion that they shouldn't
have been invited to the meeting," she said.
Baran, Education Society president, was
upset that Carling officials, but no others had
been invited to speak. He said that he may
hav asked other parties if meeting materials
had been available earlier.
"I don't understand why no opportunity
was given for us to invite outside people.
Union officials and others should have been
approached. No mention was made of who
invited these people," Baran said.
Carling O'Keefe sales rep Chris Vasson
said Williams had extended the invitation.
Baran and several other members left tht
meeting when the Carling representative!
were given the chance to speak.

Temelini expressed concern over Carling's
role in the referendum campaign. 'Tm worried
about this poor committee ( SAA) being put
up against this rich company," he said.
SAC chair Jeff Kehoe said Carling would
not be allowed to participate in the campaign
on campus. "Ifs a university rule that any
outside group or organization need permission
from the administrationto conduct a campaign,"
he said.
Tsilfidis said that Carling would not
waste its money on a losing cause. ''Why are
people concerned about Carling O'Keefe
coming on campus?" he asked
Council adopted a resolution prohibiting
the referendum campaign frombeing conducted
off-campus.
In other council business, Whaley asked
that his society be reimbursed for money
spent on opposing last semester's University
Centre referendum. He said that failure to do
so would penalize those who had ultimate!
refected the will of the majority.
His motion was defeated. Human Kinetics
president Maureen Murphy said that they
were simply upholding the decision made last
when SAC voted to support the 'yes' side.
Council referred SAC's conflict-of'..interest
provisions to the By-law Review committe~.
The committee will come back to council
with recommendations for changes. Some
members have complained that cabinet members are not included under the present bylaw.
Council recessed the meeting with well
over half its agenda left to be dealt with. D
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cla&Sifieds
ASSUMPTIONUNIVIRSITYChapel •
973-7034 - located between the Um·
versity Centre and the Ambassador
Bridge Mosses at 10:30 am and 4:30
pm on Sundays Monday to Friday at
11 :50 am SOCroment of ReconciliotK>n
on request
"REUQIONISthe opiate ot the mosses.
Rengon 1slheoreootthemosses.Rengon
1sthe oppossum ot the mosses Religion
is the pogo-stick of the mosses.Religion
1sthe bozo of the grosses. Pigpens ore
the follopions of the basket Pidgeons
ore the dopyest of bastards. Rgs oren .t
going to my classes A/10 Guthne
te0noclostics"
Kort "Mayhem" Marx

VISUAL
A.Rl1fl needed to design poster
for Women's Centre For further information please contact Mireille Coral. in
the SACoffice X390S
DATES
ANDhours d Spong Convocotion
Sunday, June 1, 1000 am. - Faculty of
Graduate studies and Research (PhD.
MA MFA MSc. MASc, MBA. MS-.N.MHK.
MEd;Fustdoctorol Certtficotes In Olnicol
Chemistry and Clinical Psychology).
Faculty of Low (LLB).
2:00 pm - Faculty ot Science (BA. BSc.
BCS. BScN;Diploma in Public Health
Nursing) .
5:30 pm - Faculty of Education (8Ed).
School of Social Work (BSW).
Sunday. June 8, 10:00 am - Faculty of
Arts (BA. BFA BMus. BMA; Certificate in
Religious St\Jdies. Diploma in Church
Music). Faculty of Engineering(BASc).
2:00 pm - Faculty of Business Admil')1stroti0n (BCornm Certificate in Business
Administration)
Faculty of Human
Kinetics (BHK).
5:30 pm - Focultyof Social Science(BA.
BPA Certificates 1n Lotx.iur Studies.
Cnmlnology
and 8nminol
Justice,
OgonizatiordondC'.areer~.
O!gonizotionol Corrmunic:x:Jtk:lmPubic
Administration). (NOTE:BSN is June 1.
5:30 pm).

VOWNTHRSNEEDED
to help a child or
adult who is mentally hondk:apped
Coll WAM.R. at 252-6571
THEFOLKArts Committee of the Multtculturol Council ot Windsor and Essex
County will be sponsoring o hentoge
'86 Dinner Dance at the Coboto. 2175
Parent Avenue on Saturday. February
22. 1986. honouring the first Immigrant
tom every ethno-cutturol group.
Donation: S15.00 per person; Cocktails
6:30 pm; Dinner 7:30 pm; Music by
Manila Express Entertainment: Multicultural Dance Ensemble. For furthef
irtOlmallonplease coll the tv'iultiaJltuol
Centre ot 25&-1127

mail
bothered putting a stop on my accounts, so it really
would have been worth your while . I figure it should cost
about $45 to get my 1.0. replaced and another $30 to
replace my residence keys. That ' s only $75 , so far- big
Dear Editor,
deal, eh! Petty cash. I figure you'll look really good in my
I have just had a chance to look over the January 30 glasses-they ' ll probably cost about $100. I might also
issue of The Lance. Please let me congratulate Mike metion that there is a cheque for $10 in my wallet you
Lyster and your sports staff for doing a magnificent job in
might consider cashing, as well. Enjoy the pictures of my
getting our intercollegiate sport teams the coverage that
family and friend s- nice looking, eh? No , they can ' t be
you did. The section on the Can-Am track meet was replaced, so I hope you enjoy them.
particularly well done, and we are also delighted that our
Oh, one other thing- have a nice day , as shole.
Lancer basketball and hockey teams received the coverage
Karren Griffin
that they did. Please convey to your writers that the
intercollegiate sport staff is most pleased with your
efforts. Thank you, and please keep up the good work.

I am impressed

GRAD PHOTOS
John GAfac~y cphotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor: Ontario

I am stonedeG:f

Sincerely,
R.L Boucher
Director of Men's Sport Dear Editor:

I needyour help
Dear Editor:
Univers ity of Wind sor studen ts will recei ve discounted bus passes begi nning in Ma rch. On a trial basis,
the Tr ansit Windsor Boa rd of D irectors have agreed to
grant a $10 discount for U of W students to go on sale
from February 13 to 24. The passes will be available in
the Book Store.
In order for this service to be successful, we need
your help. If this service is to become permanent, then
1250 new passes must be sold to U ofW students. From
there, the discounts will continue into April and possibly
forever.
So give your wallet a break and get in on a good deal,
buy a Transit Windsor pass for March.

I

Bob Baker
SAC Vice-President

I hopeyou enjoy
Dear Editor,
I would hke to address this letter to the person who
happened to steal my purse at the pub last Thursda y
night..
Thank you for making my day. I hope you enJoy the $11
in cash-try not to spend it in one place. eh? I know it's a
lot of money-you
must h11ve need ed it pre tty bad.
I Enjoy being Karen Griffin for a while too-I know I did
W ithout my 1.0. it ha s beco me an intere sting experienc e
tryi ng to withdraw money. H owever, it cou ld be quite
convenien t for you, seeing as you have both my
che queboo ks. Co me to think of it. I shouldn' t have eve n

Ma y I give a word of appreciati on about the He alth
Cen tre in the esteemed column s of the Lance . The
campus of the Uni versity of Windsor is indeed unique and
all round full of assets, but on my experience of more
than four year s a s a student, I find the He alth Centre
outs tandin g. head ed by D r. Wr en and his dedicat ed
staff. W e sho uld be proud of D r. Wren who is rea lly
great and wonderful, whose medical treatment is not
only as a doctor but fatherly. We are facing today in this
space-age ultramodern and peculiar types of ailments
due to the anti-nature and rambo syndrome, and the
phsyicians' respons ibilities and conscience is Wlder
great stress to tackle an effective treatment in such a free
society. Dr. Wren is specially conscious when he is
involved in a young generation of student community.
1 were to mention here my persona l problem last
year that I became stone-deaf that even ear-machine did
not work. I was so much impaired that lecture in the class
was not aud ible. nor could I hear telephones. I was
frustrated and _became hopeless. On e morning it came m
mind to go to, Health Centre to take his advice ifl can get
hearing machine. in Canada or America that I can hear
only a httle. I had no appointment, but Dr. Wren
incident!) saw me sitting m the Reception Room He
called me.in his room and I said my problem, soon he
took out an equipment which he peeped in my ears and
started the treatment and to me it was miracle that within
two hours my hearing was okay and normal.
It 1s 110wa year ago I am enJoying my class lectures
even thouih in back scat and also quite nicely in
telepho ne. I co uld not go up to this time to give my_.big
thanks to Dr . Wren personally . See the time I await
when I will fall ill or any health problem I will have the
pleasure to thank him and a ll the staff who ta ke care of all
pati ents with dedication and affec tion.

969-6900
-----------------

Come See
The Gyros.
King!!
Try our Starving

-n

G.S. Khan

- - -- -

Student Special
Gy ros Plate with
Gr eek Salad.
Only S5.0 0

OLYMPI C
RESTAURANT
Fin e Greek and

Canadian Cuisin e
D ine In or
Take Ou t

2190 Wyandotte W .

256-0444

20°/o OFF
ALLJEANS ·

CalvinKlein

l~J>,\"IN
•,01 .••

,nr

U

T•t: 11'110:STl>TtNlt s

Just Arrived

Calvin Klein Denim Jackets

$85.00
( less 10% for students & faculty)

I
•
Save
withGre~ound's

-

newFrequent
Traveller
BONUS
TICKET
BOOK

Now! Greyhound travellers who travel frequently between any two
cities or towns can get 25% more with Greyhound 's Special Bonus
Ticket Book . Ten rides for the price of eight.
Your choice . use in either direction whether travel[ing alone
or as a group.
Convenient savings for business commuters , college students ,
or anyone who makes frequent trips to the same destination
and likes to save!

For more information , call Greyhound today.

368 Ouellette Avenue
254-7878
ilie best in young men's fashions

We drive, you save - with us, the bus.

1
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othmanSout

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

ft

OITA WA (CUP}- Union leaders. the shares on a free and open

Call. ..

~trtlJfi......
at 252-3322
Or Visit Our Office At 549 Kildare f3d.
We Provide- Free Pregnancy Tests- Medical
Referrals Community Referrals,
Accomm~dations and Legal Advice.

MEMBER

Pearl Vo111aros/..•1

258 -6004
377 4 My rtl e St.

a brewery president. and even some ·market in a democratic society,"
said Twiner.
anti-apartheid activists strongly
oppose a boycott of Carling O'Keefe
He protested the boycotts, saying
beer and Rothman's cigarettes that Carling O'Keefe is a Canadian
is spreading across Canadian uni- company provided jobs for Canversity campuses.
adians. "This corporation is governed
Students on at least seven uni- by the laws of Canada and pays
versity campuses have voted to ban over $325 million in truces here,"
the beer from their pubs and take Twiner said
the cigarettes out of their vending
machines, in protest of the beer
company's ownership by a South
African conglomerate.
McGill UniversityaooUniversity
of Prince Edward Island students
recently joined the boycott, also in
place at Carleton University in
Ottawa, MacDonald College in
Quebec and the University of Saskatchewan, University of Toronto
and University of Victoria The
move is also being considered at the
University of Windsor.
A recent prospectus of Rothman's International provided by·
Qavid Cohen an investment analyst
for Wood Gundy in Toronto, shows
the Rupert Foundation holds the
cootrolling44 per cent of Rothman's
shares. Carling O'Keefe is listed as
a Rothman's subsidiary.
The Rupert Foundation, the
prospectus says, is "deemed to be
controlled by Dr. Anthony E.
Rupert" The 1985-86 International
Who's Who lists Rupert as a "South
African business executive... founder
and chair, Rembrandt Group of
Companies (tobacco)."
CarlingO'Keefe presidentDonald
Twinerplayeddownthe SouthAfrican
connection. "This is a widely held
public corporation. They bought

"We pay over $1/2 billion in
packaging in Canada," he said.
"We probably employed 1500 students at our seven breweries over the
summer. So it is strange that these
actions would come back and hurt
our corporation."
Gordon Blanderleith,president of
the Canadian Brewery Workers
Union which represents most Carling
O'Keefe employees, is furious about
the boycott
"It doesn't make any sense to
cut off job.5from Canadian workers."
Blanderleith said "This (beer) isn't
imported from South Africa "These
were Canadian jobs before someone from South Africa bought into
the company."

"Why doesn't someone smarten
up and worry about what's going on
here?" asked Blanderleith, "Like
with the Inuits, native Canadians,
the poor and needy ... ?"
~cott Burke, president of the
Student's Administrative Council
at the University of Toronto, defel'ded his school's boycotts saying
"lt'<i a statement of our displeasure
and awareness of the situation that
exists in South Africa.
"I sympathise with them (the
bre\¥ery workers) because most of
the money stays in Canada But a
lot of the profits go back to South
Africa. The money then goes to the
regime which has huge military expenditures," Burke said
Joanne Naiman, chair of CanadiansConcerned about South Africa
in Toronto said Canada is the only
country where there are boycotts of
Rothman's products. (Rothman's
also owns Dunhill, Jordan wines
and Cartier watches).
"Our goal is to squeeze the
economy so much the (President
Pieter) Botha has no choice but to
dismantle apartheid," Naiman who
teached sociology at Ryerson said
"Don't buy South African products,
and get your campus to pull out
investments in South Africa"
The University of Saskatchewan
and Carleton have been prevented
by provincial law to from carrying
out the Carling O'Keefe portion of
the boycott
Laws in those two provinces
say bars must stock the brands of
beer that are "commonly in demand." Burke at U o(T said nonetheless, the bars there don't stock
the brands. D
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Ezio Achille
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:
Beauty Salon
:
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"A Beautiful New Beginning"
Every Appointment at Ezio's Beauty S"alon
Qualifies You for a trip to
36 Chatham St. E.

LASVEGAS
Draw ends June 30, 1916

256-9331
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Ups and downs of 'Picnic'
by Kevin Johnson

icnic has as much dramatic flair as a breadand-butter sandwhich.
The University Players cast and director
Diana Mady-Kelly have put meat into the
characters, but the script doesn't offer them
enough to sink their teeth into.
The play won author William Inge a Pulitzer Prize and
Drama Critics' Award in 1953. It doesn't seem to have
withstood the test of time.
It's tough to be pretty. '
Madge Owens (Amanda Tapping) is the " pretty one" in
this small town - every small town has one.
Her mother, Flo (Wendy Krekeler), has plans to tum that
beauty into security. She is an enthusiastic supporter of
Madge's romance with Alan Seymour(Craig Eldridge), the
son of a local well-to-do.

She is tired of beinq
looked at and asks
''What good is beinq
pretty?"
The world is unfolding as it should until a stranger comes
into town. He is Hal Carter (Paul Bradley), a rather shiftless
character that Flo takes an instant disliking to. Madge doesn't
share the sentiment
Neither feeling is adequately explained (What about his
swaggering sexual magnetism?-ed.)
Bradley's Hal is far from the iniquitous demon Flo would
have us believe. Nor is he wicked enough to account for
Madge's naughty fascination.
Neither is Madge a particularly interesting character. She
is willing to use her looks to get attention, but complains that
she is tired of being looked at "What good is being pretty?"
she plaintively asks her mother.
Hal is also sick of being pretty. He was a college football
hero, and a member of Alan's fraternity. He is a swaggering,
boorish man, but extremely attractive to the innocent women
in this play ...
Hal's idea of being a man is clumping around in boots and
assuming an air of braggadocio that borders on the obnoxious.
The moments he opens up(to Madge) seem more ridiculous
than revealing.
There are some bright moments in the production, mostly
supplied by the minor characters. Madge's younger sister,
Millie (Kate Giffin), is frustrated by her relative plainness.

Krekeler as Flo, Tapping as Madge, and Giffin as Millie on the set of Picnic.
decent chap: it's a shame that he's thrown over. ( Oh yeah?
She is bright enough to win an academic scholarship, but
She was just an ornament to him-ed.) Eldridge' s portrayal is
is also a tomboyish young woman ready to grow up. Her
perhaps too sympathetic. He can question Madge·s reality
awkwardness around boys is endearing rather than cloying,
and have us agreeing with him instead of joining in her
and the combination makes hers one of the most complex
righteous indignation.
characterizations in the play.
One further note-the accents at Essex Hall have long
As an unmarried schoolteacher and her beau, Kerri
heen
a source of complaint for me. This time. however, it
MacDonald and Patrick T. Ryall add an amusing subplot
would appear that the cast have taken this part of their
Ryall brings his usual humour to the role, but can get serious
performance to heart Not only were they almost constantly
when the situation warrants. One actually identifies with
dead-on,
but helped to enrich what were generally fine
~-::.:Donald. and cheers on her efforts to win her man.
performances.
Finally, how long are the University Players going to be
saddled with such poor vehicles? Maybe this play was
considered outstanding in 19 5 3. Today, it seems rather tame,
and perhaps, lame. To be quite honest there were no actors in
this production who failed to do as well as the script allowed
Still, the cast could have done more with better material.
The same cannot be said for the star-crossed young
The school's students showed originality and daring in
lovers. Their problems seem bred more from youthful ennui
their one-act play festival. We hope it will be matched in the
than from anything else. Besides, rich Alan seems quite a
future by the faculty's choice of shows. D

The cast could have
done more with better
material

Romanticcomposers
wow 'em
Are you tired of the same music
you hear on the radio over and
over? Does Top 40 annoy you
more than your 8:30 lab? Well
there are alternatives to the trendy
music ( ancVor social) scene for the
same prices as a mixed drink at
Bentley's. Yes friends, you guessed
it-a classical music concert. Hopefully this article will arouse a shy
interest you may have and will also
give you a student's view ( you don't
have to study classical music to
enjoy it) of such a performance.
As part of the Artist Series presented by the School of Music, an
"Evening of Romantic Music" was
performed Sunday, February 9th at
the Moot Court in the Faculty of
Law. The musicians were Geralyn.
Giovannetti on oboe, Anne Marie
Monaco on French horn (both of
who are principal musicians in the
Wioooor Symphony and aremembers
of the EssexWinds)andDr. Gregory
Butler, a professor of the School of
Music, on piano. The program consisted of 19th century Romantic
music.
The creative consciousness of

the Romanticartistwas exemplified

·n the two piecesby French composer
piece was powerfully emotional and
Camile Saint-Saens. The "Concerto
Butler's treatment was technically
piece for horn and piano" (Op. 94).
brilliant The theme was romantically
was a pretty composition with a
lamenting while the sul>-theme. with
march-like introduction on the piano
its fantastic runs dazzledthe audience.
over which the horn sang lyrically.
The surprise of the evening came
The middle section was clean and
from the delightful work of little
poetic but nearing the part preceding
known composer. Karl Reinecke.
the second march, Mr. Monaco's
His "Trio in A minor" Op. 188.
horn became a bit muddy in sound
although a little shaky at first, allowed
The other Saint- Seans piece, the
the three musicians to explode in the
··sonata for Oboe and Piano", (Op.
emotions of the Romantic Spirit
166) was majestic and enjoyably
freedom. sadness, imagination, and
fluid in character. Its bright theme
naturalism. in its melodious and
reminds one of the freedom of youth.
fresh performance.
would remind one of the freedom of
The concert was moderately
youth.
attended yet there were very few
The Schumann piece "Three
students present (hint hint). The
Romances for Oboe and Piano".
(Op. 94) was typicaloftheRomantics. School of Music has been very
supportive of Windsor's musicians
1be oderato was sad andmelancholy,
as is evidenced by their Concert
it sounded of Lord Byron's poetry:
Series. Upcoming events include the
the remorse of a lost love. The
Largely Canadian Series at the Art
second Romance was lively and
Gallery on February 19th and Philip
moreanimatedas there was excellent
Adanson in a piano recital on March
communication between the oboe
9th.
In conclusion I will leave you
and piano. The third Romance was
with this bit of wisdom:
"New music
uplifting and sang of hope for the lost
is transitory, but the classics, my
love in the quality ofGiovannetti's
playing.
sons,
are the transcendental
Buder's virtuosity was displayed essences."
in the Chopin Ballad ( Op. 23). The

CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN
"Telephone Free Landslide
Victory''
(Independent Project Records)
Remeber ska music? Madness,
the Specials, the Beat, the Selector,
Bad Manners? None of these bands,
so far as they are around at all, play
ska anymore. They've branched
out in all sorts of directions: into
"jazz", reggae, mainstream pop,
etc. Those in the know know that
the last great ska band was ( is?)
Serious Drinking, a band that on
their first album, amalgamated ska,
Sham-style punk rock and Music
Hall into an incredible hard-drivin'
sound
Now there's Camper Van Beethoven, a "reactionary garage band"
from Southern California, which
has evolved a sound of its own from
such elements as country' n western,
Tex-Mex, surf music, hardcore punk
rock, and, (believe it or don't) Eastern European folk music.
Their first album, this, is about
half-instrumental, and these tunes
are ail pretty good, inviting the
listener to play 'spot the influence':
is that a Ventures riff?Or a contrified
Russian folk motif? You get the
picture. The titles speak for themselves: "Border Ska", "Balalaika
Gap", "Mao Reminisces About
His Days in Southern China".
Included on Telephone Free
Landslide Victory is a cover. in a
strange country/ska style. of Black
Flag's "Wasted"' Speaking as a big
fan of the original version. I can tell
you that Camper Van· s rendition is
excellenl Some of their originals
are Just as good, especially·· Where
the Hell is Bill?'. and ··Take the
Skinheads Bowling". Others aren't
so hot Camper Van are not exactly
the .. Surrealist Absurdists" that
their record company claims they
are.
But they are groovy. They're
great to listen to when you're feeling
a little silly. They' re essential listening
for all instrumental rock fans. And,
I imagine, they'd be real cool fun at
a rockin' dance party.
-Martin Deck

a collection of babbling machines a
band?) would not be ill-advised to
give it up-if what they intend by
this excessive prattle is to make
music. On the other hand, if what
they're attempting is to live up to
their name ( a blancmange is a
sticky, wobbling lump of artificially
coloured, sticky sweet jellied matterfrosted with powdered sugar) then
one can only applaud them for
heartily succeeding.
- Martin Stevens

LEVEL42
"World Machine"
(Polydor)
Writing a review of a mediocre album is the hardest thing. There's
nothing to really rave about, and
there's nothing to really tear to shreds,
either. This, then, is destined to be a
mediocre review.
So, whataboutthis Level 42, then?

LLOYD COLE AND THE
COMMOTIONS
Lloyd Cole and the Commotions
"Easy Pieces"
(Geffen)
Confessions of a Rock Critic,
Part I (or How We Build You Up
Just to Let You Down):
No doubt, it's an undeniable
truism that the sword of pop brilliance-that
indeed slices its way
into our wallets as well as our
hearts-comes
cursed with a dangerous double-edge. A group whose
debut gets the blessing of critics
and radio jocks can have their
audience expectations sent climbing
to unreasonable high heights only
to have that ladder of success yanked
clean out from under them when a
follow-up exposes hints of mortality.
Seemsno onecan swallowa flattop.
Lloyd Cole and the Commotions,
like such hyped contemporaries as

Alright so I had Lloyd Cole on
the plank and I couldn't push him
off. So call me a wimp but this
record really works.
Next time, Cole. Next time.
- Michael Panootin

THE EVERLY BROTHERS
"Born Yesterday"
(Mercury)
Ask yourself this: were the Everly
Brothers munchkins on downers or
were the munchkins the Everly Brothers on speed? Try singing "Cathy's
Clown" or "Bye Bye Love" out
loud-hurts, eh? It's entertainment
thru pain (like tequila, Red Wing
games or, for some, anal sex).
And just when you thought it
was safe to tum on your amp, all of
a sui:len..Bmipbimmm (drezy SIXX)ky
organ sound)...eeeeek!( cheezy spooky
scream), it's Born Yesterday, the
Bros' secorn
album since their 1984
resurrection (you know, like from

...

____

BLANCMANGE
"Lose Your Love"
(Polygram)

'

Well. they' re another one of those
bands who've met with greater and
greater suceess as their albums get
lousier and lousier. This one, their
sixth,
titled WorldMachine, continues
Blancmange's new EP is a bit like
the above. You know there's some- in that grand tradition. It's a collection
thing there. but it's not worth trying to of pallid gloss that's certainly OK if
find out what it is. Gimmicky. yes. you like that sort of thing.
It's kind of sad, though. Level 4 2
but then so is the song in question.
.. Lose Your Love" is a nasty little startedout 14 or so years ago playing a
piece of techno-trash spewed forth snappy blend of electric jazz and
by a pair of men and a chorus of straight-ahead funk. With no vocals.
honking. beeping clicking machines. Mm King. the selt:descnbed "world's
Lifted from the forth-coming album best bassist" used to slap along with
Believe You Me, "Lose·· comes on the best of them Problem is, on the la~
a special single featuring the song few Level 42 albums, he's decided he
twice-once
on each side. One can sing too.
Not that he's a bad singer, as in
preswnes that any D.J. idiotic enough
to spin this putrid plastic would be ·off-key;' ifs just that he's bland His
unable to deal with an a-side, b-side voice lays flaton top of the technopeppy
disk. Small minds appreciate small instrumentation like mashed potatoes
on a souftle(oooooh-bad metaphormusic.
The Masters of Overproduction but you get the idea).
So. even though the record is
are at it again on this one. Straining
whines of wheezy synth crawl around loaded with ·neat things,' like groovy
the vocals, which feature such exciting little bass lines and clever little synth
lines as ''No. no, no, no, no, no,/1 fills, it can't really sail because of the
don't want you to go" and" ... We'd W onderbread voice plopped on top.
have love to last years/it shoµld
have blown away all the fears ... "
The songs themselves are fineacceptable if unspectacular. Of cowse,
And they rhyme, yel
Needless to say, this is going to the lyrics are a larf Nobody expects
be a big hit in the Danse clubs and musicians to be poets-especially
will find its horrible way onto the jazz musicians.
aitways of every "alternative" radio
Nonetheless. little doubt they'll
station. Just like the band's previous conjure up a top twenty hit or two
hyt "Living on the Ceiling" which outofthe album Little doubt loads
although better than this one also of people will buy the album, too.
wasn't worth the effort it takes to Little doubt a lot of them will thmk
switch on the stereo.
ifs great
In general this band ( can we call
I don't
-John May

The Smiths, RE.M., and Violent
Fem mes, are teetering ( rather precariously) on that very same edge.
Without even cracking the package,
it seems impossible thatEasy Pieces,
their second and latest release. could
match the urgent manner in which
the debut raked friendship, love
and life over their musical coals.
(Of course, the fact that pop
was labouring through reams of
boredom last year may partially
account for that euphoria.)
But Easy Pieces boasts the
same sort of glossed-up folk/pop
mix that lent universal charm to an
otherwise glibly mature ( read: cocky)
debut-even if side one is launched
by a blatant ( and embarrassing)
"My Sharona·· beal
Cole obviously spends his spare
time spinning old Byrds and Love
records. Smart man, that Mr. Cole.
That Rickenbackerish jangle in
"Grace" is a virtual throwback,
pleasingly nostalgic in its ability to
capture that rural, naturalist-sounding
optimism of these halycon 5-D
days. And "Minor Character'' and
"Perfect Blue" are simply cloudlike
(hey, I'm floating awaayyy ... )their pristine arrangements, I swear,
take coot in Arthur Lee's ultraultra-classic Forever Changes.
Even Cole's sense of sophisticated
cynicism that made his songwriting
so uncomfortable even while it soothed
is unscathed. Check out this detactr
ment towards love on the ropes
("We don't talk, we don't fighl I'm
just tired. she's way past caring")
Frightening?

the dead) I honestly expected Born
Yesterday to be the same lifeless
schlok as their early years- like the
soundtrack to Choral Cadavers
from the Living Dead-Part VJ;the
Second Resurrection in necrocolour!
But surprise! Born yesterday is
the Everlys at their most human
and hence most interesting- partly
because they've managed to calm
down a mite to tender ballads and
partly because they've chosen wellwritten songs to cover. Or maybe,
in their mid-40's, their voices have
·finally stopped cracking ( even if
their faces are perpetually infantile).
Like Dire Straits' "Why Worry"
or the Sutherland Brothers··· Arms
of Mary."pensive ballads that keep
the strain off the Bros' voices ( and
ultimately our ears).
But the clincher to this collectionand what may by itself justify this
purchase (I'm still trying to figure
if a song can be worth eight bucks)is the Everly Brothers' less harsh
reworking and genius arrangement
of Bob Dylan's "Abandoned Love."
The song was recently dug-up ( as
in vaults, not coffins) forDylan's5LP retrospective Biograph, but it's
Liam O'Flynn's Irish Pipes and tin
whistle that makes this cover the
veritable classic it may well tum
into.
But is this song alone worth
eight bucks? ,Hell. for that matter
is a 3-pack of Fruit of the Loom
underwear worth eight bucks) .. or a
Red Wing game ...
or anal sex? Beats me.

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

ON CAMPUS
Thursday

Feb.20

8 FREE WALLETS
For First 10 Appointments
( with Regular Purchase Only)

966-5572
.. :

Stevens and McNamara.

Lance photo by Andr-

1399 Grand
Marais W.
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Thenext'Generation'
Those of you who take English
courses may have noticed a great
number of your classmates looking
increasingly puzzled and distraught
from week to week. And it's not
because the essay's due in two days
and they haven't started it yet It's
because they have untilthisweek been
searching vainly for posters seeking
submissionsfor thisyear's Generotion
W eli the posters are out, and the
wheels are in motion. Generation
'86. has finally found an Editor in
the person of Communication Studies
and English major Chris McNamara.
in his fourth year at the University
of Windsor. who took the position
in part because" I got the impression
that if I didn't take over there
wouldn"t be a Generation '86. Nobody was taking the reins."
The visual arts editor of Generation will be Martin Stevens, l.Ance
Managing Editor and graphic artisL
McNamara hopes to shorten

the production time of the book,
along with trying to improve circulation over what it was in previous
years. He looks to have this year's
edition available three weeks after
its March 16th deadline. "We feel
we can cut production time to a
minimum because of our experience
with the print medium" (McNamara
is Photo Editor at The Lance).
On the subject of circulation,
McNamara remarked that, "generally speaking, Generation falls flat
outside the campus.'' As well as
having the publication in Windsor
bookstores he would Liketo make it
available in Detroit, at such places

submitsthem The amountofmaterial
received will determine the number
of pages.
For the visuals, Stevens will not
be seeking illustrations to the literary
material, as was done last year. He
says, however, that visual works
will be placed next to poems or
stories with which it shares a common tone or atmosphere. For the
moment McNamara is assembling
an editorial board as well as collecting funding. He hopes to have most
of the funding coming from such
bodies as SAC, the Department of
English. the Depar1memof Graduate
Studies. and the F acuity of Arts.

as Wayne State University and the

DIA Bookstore. McNamara also
aims to have it distributed to the
Creative Writing and English D&partments at various universities.
As always, poems, short stories,
photographs and drawings will be
accepted from any student who

By Appointment
Please

Submiis:;iurn, an: being m:1.:epled

at the Lance office. For the safety
of all concerned.. the editors recommend thah!ontributors deliver their
material directly to either McNamara
or Stevens, as the only insurance
against loss or confusion.
-Lance Arts Staff

•
Education (Ught Blue)

E.& G. Photography
Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
Chris Katsoufis Photography
Paramount Studio
Photography International
The Photographer
Pearl Studio
Fine Arts (Brown)

Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
Paramount Studio
The Photographer
Pearl Studio
Human Kinetics (Mon Green)

Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
Paramount Studio
Pearl Studio

Law(Purple)
Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
Chris Katsoufls Photography
Pearl Studio
The Photographer

Music (Plnlc)
Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
Pearl Studio

GRADUATION·PORTRAITS
Following is a list of photographers who have informed the
University that they have University of Windsor hoods and
gowns for Bachelor's degre~s. in their studios. All these
photographers are listed in the Yellow Pages of the phone
book. and candidates for degrees should contact the
studio of their choice directly. (The colour of the velvet hood
edging is shown in parentheses.)
Applied Science . Engineering(Orange)

Science (Gold/Yelow)

Emery Studio
Herbert Studio Ltd
John McKay Photography
Chris Katsoufis Photography
Paramount Studio
Pearl Studio
Photography International
The Photographer

Bob Gallagher Photography
Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
Chris Katsoufls Photography
Paramount Studio
ll,le Photographer
Pearl Studio

Arts and Soclat Science (White)

Computer Science
(AntiqueGold)

Bob Gallagher Photography
E. & G. Photography
Emery Studio
Herbert Studio Ltd
John McKay Photography
Chris Katsoufls Photography
Paramount Studio
Pearl Studio
Photography International Studio
The Photographer

Commerce (Sapphire Blue)

Nursing (AprtcoO

E. & G. Photography

Emery Studio
Hebert Studio Ltd
John McKay Photography
The Photographer
.
Pearl Studio

Emery Studio
Herbert Studio Ltd
John McKay Photography
Chris Katsoufls Photography
Paramount Studio
Pearl Studio
The Photographer

Soclal Work( Citron)
Emery Studio
Hebert Studios Ltd
John McKay Photography
Chris Katsoufls Photography
Paramount
The Photographers
Pearl Studio

Emery Studio
The Photographer
Pearl Studio

E. & G. Photography
Emery Studio
Herbert Studio Ltd
Chris Katsoufls Photography
The Photographer
Pearl Studio

415 Pelissier St.
253-1030
Daily 10·5:30,

Fri. to 9, Sun. 12 to 5

TEACHING AWARDS
PROGRAM
Each year the Ontario Confederation of University Faculty A~~ociations
recognizes out~tanding teachers in OnLario universitie~ througfi
awards based on activities in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching embraces all levels of instruction - graduate and undergraduate teaching. continuing education and faculty development
Proficiency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom. the
laboratory or the faculty member's office. Activities such as course
design; curriculum development organization of teaching programs.
are often important contril)utions. Those who excel in any of
these are eligible for OCUf'A Teaching Awards.

NOMINATIONS
Are invited from individuals, informal groups of studenb,
student councils, department,, alumni, etc.

local

A guideline to assist in organizing a nomination should be consulted
by prospective nominators and is available on request from the
Office of Teaching & Learning,. 21 00 Lambton Tower (eKL 3090)

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPTOF NOMINATIONS
MARCH 31, 1986

BYOCUFA IS
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Comingsoonto yourfuture
There's any amount of activity
going on in CJAM' s PublicRelations

• I
\

~
~
- ":·- ~

Department First off, there's the
Vertical Pillows show in the Subway
this Saturday ( opening act Do or
Diatribe). Part of the proceeds, by
the way, will go to help alleviate the
financial problems of Cinema Windsor. And then on the following
Saturday CJAM plunges into the
inviting waters of all-ages dance
parties, also down in the Subway.
(Remember the dance parties they
had there two years ago? God be
with the days-we were happy then)

Nor is that all Two Toronto recording acts are booked for consecutive Saturdays in March at that
same venue. They are Tulpa, schedled for March 15, and the betterknown Sturm Group on the 22nd, if
we survive the Ides of March.
And there's more. The folks at
CJAM areco-sponsoring the appearance of Die Kreuzen ( who come
from somewhere in Wisconsin) and
Big Black ( who come from far
away) at Detroit's Graystone Hall
on Feb. 21. No free tickets for
guessing which 1930's movie the

Playball. ~J'.-INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR

Vanier Vittles
WNCH
11:00 - 1:30
Monday

Tuesday

You're Just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We 're an exc,ting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card

photo on the promo poster is taken
from. It's Freaks.
Also in Detroitown, expect The
Fall (you should hear "Cruiser's
Creek'') to play in Detroit in March.
You might get to see The Alarm
in March in Detroit, too. Their
American tour starts on Feb. 18th.
Then again, you might not
And what else happens on Feb.
18th? Fine Young Canmbals(people
from The English Beat) arrive in
the U.S. that day. They're scheduled
at St Andrew's on Feb. 28th.
Pat Benetar' s touring, too.

Wednesday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Fingers
Broccoli Quiche

SUPPER
4:30- 6:30
Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pie

Cream of Tomato Soup
Corned Beel & Sw,ss Cheese
Braised Swiss Steak

Lasagna
Breaded Grilled Perch
Meatless lasagna

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Sweet'n Sour Chicke
Chimichanga

Feb. 19 · Pace Changer·
Dellale Breakfast Yogurt
Promotion
Thursday

We've Got It All•
We Carry Swimwear
40% off

Friday

Student
Membership

Cream of Celery
Submarine Hot Wrap
Macaroni & Cheese
Boston Clam Chowder
Fresh 1/4 Pounder
Turkey Fried Rice

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

$50.00

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Gnled Cheese
Chih

Sunday

Soup of the Day
Chicken Fned Steak
Mushroom Gravy

Feb. '86 to
Sept. '86

Roast Turkey
London Broil
Battered Fish & Chips
Roast Pork

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce
Top Sirloin Steak
Roast Beef
Veal Scalloppini

The Deli is open 11:30 · 615 Monday· Friday
The Round Table is open 6:30 · 11:30 Sunday· Friday_

Experience with all of your senses
the sensational J.J. Morgan' s
Night Club
The Sights.__

The Sounds:-------•••

of Good Times.

•

•

. Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
. Thursday (Happy Hour) . Friday Non-Stop Fun
· Saturday Non-Stop Fun

22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200.
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New s
Saturday , Febr ua ry 15

-CJAM 91.5 FM presents the Vertical Pillows
-Development Education Day at the University with Windsor's Do or Diatribe at the Subway.
of Windsor EssexExtension Lounge Among
the events to be held are Roots of hunger. Friday February 21
RootsofChange(movie)at11
a m ..Ms. Nan -Die Kreuzenwith Big Black at the Graystone.
MacDonald. Canadian Congress of Women,
Art
on the Role of Women in the Developmental
Process at 2:00 p.m., and Joseph Saloojee,
February 12 through April 27
Canadian African National Congress (ANC)
At the Detroit Institute of Arts, a retrorep. with Rev.Murray Macinnes. Iona College
on "Obstacles to Development in South spective of Diego Rivera·s work on the
100th amiversary of his birth.
Africa."
-Free Seminar by distinguished guests such
as the President of Pillsbury Canada. the A pril 2 throug h April 2 7
President of Kellogg·s Canada, the Pres- -Exhibition and juried competition at
ident of Union Gas and the President of Artcite. Entriesnow being acceptedMidland Bank. Faculty of Business at 1:00 create your own concept of the perfect
world
p.m.
Thursd ay , Fe brua ry 13

Until February 14
Film

-Sean A Chalmens Bicentennial Collection at the UniversityCentre Gallery.

Friday, February 14

-A fully restored version of Two EnglishGirls by
Francois Truffaut. Detroit Film Theatre at 7:00
and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, February 15

Theatre
February 13 · February 14
-"A Midsummer Nighrs Dream" Hillberry
Theatre at 8:00 p.m.

-le Jour se Leve. directed by Marcel Carne.
Detroit Film Theatre at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 16

-Best Defense at 7:00 and 9:00 p.m. in 1120
Erie Hall.

Music
Friday, February 14
(">"" Tt*
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-Dance at the Dom Polski Ballroom, 1275
Langlois. Doors open at 8:00 p.m. All ages
with cash bar downstairs.

-

Thf' Cl.unf)f'lb dec-idr to h•"e th"1r dtnntr prepared for thf'm
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COMMUNITY LEGALAID
REFERENDUM
Student Funding
of CLA as a Percentage
of Total Funding (15%)

Government Funding as a
Percentage of Total Funding .(85%)

Percentage of Community
Files as of Total Files (34%)

Percentage of
Student Files
as of Total Files (66%)

DID YOU KNOW THATCLA PR.OVIDES FREELEGALADVICE AND REPRESENTATION
TO THOSEUNIVERSITY
STUDENTS
WHO QUALIFYFINANCIALLYIN THEAREASOF:
0 LANDLORD/ TENANT
D STUDENTAPPEALS
0 DISCIPLINARYMATIERS
0 SMALL CLAIMS COURT
D CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
0 MOTOR VEHICLEACCIDENTS
0 DEBTOR
/ CREDITOR PROBLEMS
D WORKER'SCOMPENSATION

D IMMIGRATION
D TUITION
D O.S.AP.
0 STUDENTHOUSING
0 HIGHWAYTRAFFICOFFENCES
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lancers comebackfor victory
by Rob Andrusevich

[z:J

~=!:~

cal contest Saturday

as they came back
to defeat the McMaster Marauders
'72-69 in Hamilton.
"It was a classic game," said
Lancer coach Dr. Paul Thomas.
"Both teams executed really well."
The match opened with the Lancers falling behind early, and playing
catch-up most of the half. The game
was very physica~ and was not
without it's casualties.
With 5:33 left in the first half,
Windsor's Ross Sisco attempted to
stealthe ball from Marauder guard
Perry Bruzzese. Sisco reached over
Bruzzese's shoulder while he (Bruzzese) picked
the ball and tried to
stand up, sending the back of his
head into Sisco's forehead Sisco
left the game with a concussion.

Andre Morasutti fouled out, but
6'6" forward Jeff Van Lingen filled
in the gap with strong rebounding
and finished the game with 12
rebounds and 15 points, hitting 8 of
8 shots from the line.
"Jeff played the best game fve
seen him play," said coach Thomas.
With two minutes left in the

game the Lancers took the lead for
good, and played a game of ball
control to eat up the clock.
Coach Thomas was pleased with
the victory.
"We were shooting poorly but
we were getting a good selection of
shots.We playedoverseriousinjuries."
The Lancers have a record of 5
wins and 4 losses. but accordin2 to

OUAA
Western
Laurier
Waterloo
Windsor
Brock
McMaster
Guelph

The Lancerette volleyballers
were halted in their drive for first
place in the Western Division last
week by two straight losses, first to
Guelph and then to McMaster three
days later.

The Lancerettes will play Brock
University February 15th in what
will be their last regular season
game. "We'll go out to win in a
three-straight with confidence," said
the optimistic Windsor coach.

Although the match against firs~
place McMaster University also
went to five, the Lancerettes lost
their veteran setter Kathy Adkin to
a head injury, and the intensity
seemed to leave the match with her.
"We just let up and lost our intensity.
It's the mental side of our game that
needs improving."commentedPtpich.

Lance photo by Rob Andruaevlch

The two losses resulted in a 7-4
record for the Lancerettes thus far

A win against Brock will keep
Windsor in second place while a
loss will hand them a third place
finishe for the season.
OWIAA playoffs will begin
February 21 in Harnilton.O
OWIAA Volleyball
West

w
McMaster
Windsor
Waterloo
Western
Guelph
Brock
Laurier

Prep Courses for

June LSAT
Mar.15 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

cla&Sifieds
IOI AND his friends arrived home lost
Thursday. and to their grief and dismay,
promptly left ogoin. Please tell them
they're doing the \Nfong thing. If you
don't, I'll hove to .

Nonltop catamm. clobber newlyvJeds'
dream vocation .
David ondSondylson'sdreamhoneymoon turned into o nightmarish senes of
Bungles. boo-boos and bod luck that lett
them begging for home. sweet home

llws allergic to her wedding ring. their
grand-new car gets swiped. and that's
just the beginning of bod-luck blitz .
lpeed-cnay Pltncea Dkala bought herselfo sleek block sports car and hos been

. Orange

Sclmap~.s

An ancient tore. red1SC011ered-onswers
love questions. tells \Nhot anyone is really
thinking, predicts numbers. gives namesnot o toy! The some principle used by psychiatrists ond hyprotists to uncover subconscious thoughts! Ever knew a horse
wos sure to win? Of course you hovel This
Is lnfoonotton from the world of cosmic
consciousness

Yla Thisyear millions of dollars ore going
to be oworded to thousands of lottery
players. Now it is your tum to be a winner!

• A stoggenng 22 million Amertcons pay
the accordion .
•Some primitive tribes In New Guinea
octuotly smoke their dead to preseJVE
the remains.
e 1no lypiool ..0-minule monologue. com
edion Henny Youngman crocks on

over-

age of 240 jokes.
• Swisswomen were not allowed to vote
until men gave them the right in o 1971
referendum.

S 4 699
4 4 590
4 5 590
0 9 653

A P
562 14
475 10
656 10
73210
615 88
614 8
771 0 ·

this season while leaving them in
second place in the standings.

LSAT
GMAT

Teen crook held in zoo cage.
~ho\leocmeupwtthaunique
idea for handling teenage a-ooks- they
toss them behind bars at the zoo!

F
647
596
726

by Tracey Richardson

Both matches went to five games
before Windsor emerged as the
loser. "We played well in Guelph
but so did they," said head coach
Marge Prpich. "They were phenominal-they've really improved"

Lancers72,McMaster69

driving sofast that cops hove warned her
to slow ,t down .......or else!!

West
W L
7 1
5 3
5 4

Vo/leyballers
drop two

ut

The Marauders worked to an 8
point lead, but the Lancers battled
back physically and the first half
ended 38-35 for the Marauders.
In the second half the game
became more physical as the Lancers
changed their offence and were
getting inside penetration.
The game turned into a see-saw
battle with the Lancers and Marauders exchanging leads.

coach Thomas "they're better than
their record"
The high scorers for Windsor
were Scott Thomas with 16 points,
Jeff Van Lingen with 15 and Andre
Morasutti with 12.
The Lancers next game will be
at home against the Brock Badgers
Saturday February 15 at the St
Denis Centre. Starting time is 8: 15.

Affor your favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Pepvcrmint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKER
SCHNAPPS
TA5TETHEDIFFERENCE

L

Pts

JO I

20
14
14
12
6
4
4

7
7
6
3
2
2

4
4
4
7

8
9
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Lancerswintwooverweekend
by Scott A. Pattison

m~

at do you get when you
put good pffense. good
defence. and good goaltending together m one
ame7 A great exhibition
of hockey. This is exactly
\\hat the Univcrsitv of
Windsor Lancer Hockey team demonstrated
for the home town fans last weekend.
l'he Lancers took on the once tough
Toronto Blues last Sunday afternoon and
tanned them but good. 6-2. before a \'OCal
cm,\d of more than 300. The Lancers also
beat up on visiting Brock but not quite as
handily. beating them by a final score of6-4.
In Sundays contest against the Blues
coach Rick Cranker decided at the Inst
minute ( on a hun.:h) to insert his third string
ncunmder. Ted Rosts, into the starting assignment. Rosts more than met the challenge in
his first Ontario Universities Athletic As~ociation start b} allowing just one goal in the
first period
On hb starting goaltendcr's performance
coach Cranker just smiled and said, ··J had a
feeling that Rosts was going to do just fine.•·
And that he did. until the halfway mark of the
second period when he sustained a groin
injury making a fine save ofa Toronto drive.
Coach Craner sent in his original starter
for the contest. Mark Renaud, who had
presided over the 6-4 victory against Brock
the night before.
In the first period both teams came out
flying. not only on the ice but through the air
as well. The body checks were hard and
often, as both teams attempted to intimidate
early. At the four minute mark, Windsor
failed to capitalize on a 2-on- l break which
Scromble ror PIJCI<
had the Blues netrninder Kevin Hamlin ( and
former Windsor Spitfire)totally out of position.
The first and only goal of that perioo
''This is what has to be done. It really
came a minute lateron a shot by Torontos'
helps
the team if the defencecan score a few;
Darren Lowe( 1986 CanadianOlympic ·ream)
who beat Rosts between the pads for a J.O in a sense it takes the pressure off of our
forwards," stated Turner.
lead.
In the second period, Brock tied it up on a
shot from Paul Bellamy, but this would be the
end of their brief resurgence. Wind sor made
it 4-2 on goals by Flavio Severin and Jean
Landry.
The third period spotlight focused on
The second period started off the same
way the first ended; in the comers. The Windsors' Rick Pickersgil who not only
Lancers gave the crowd something to cheer completed his hat uick, but also added insult
at the five minute mark when Rob Serviss to injury by notching his third of the game
connected on the powerplay from inside the with a mere 19 seconds remaining in the
right circle to tie it up at one . 2 minutes later. contest 'Rick' echoed his teammates sentiat the 7:22 mark, Lancer Left Winger Chuck ments by saying "it's great to beat teams like
Dungey, while forechecking. forced the Toronto them . Just goes to show you what this team of
defence deep into their own zone and event - ours can accomplish ."
ually into an irreversible 2-1 deficit.
Toronto fought back to tic it at the nine
minute mark on Darren Lowes' second tally
of the game. From there on it was all
Windsor as the lancers executed brilliantly .
Saturday's matchup against the Brock
Rick Pickersgill scored his first on a
Badgers
was the opposite of Sundays perpretty pass from Chuck Brimmer from behind
formance against the Blues, but with the
the net. Windsors' final tally of the period
same result, a 6-4 victory. Windsor never
came on the powerplay. Chuck Brimmer
packed up the puck along the boards and fed 1t trailed in this one from the drop of the puck.
Chuck Brimmer scored twice in the period
to defenseman Terry Turner who blasted one
with Brock replying once, giving the Lancers
from the blue line through the pads of Hamlin
a 2-1 edge at the end of one.
putting the Lancers out front to stay 4-2.

Lance photo by Stacie Clark

Lancers6, Toronto2

Lancers6, Brock4

The Lancers put the game away at the
5;27 mark of the third period on a goal from
defenceman Paul Paliani. Jamie Howe rounded
out the scoring for Windsor on a pretty pass
from. you guessed it. Chuck Brimmer .
Brock notched a couple more in the
period to make the final score 6-4 Lancers.
Of his team's performance G.M Mike
Sadler stated, ·•we should of handled them
better but we will take the 2 points ."
All in all not a bad weekend for the
playoff-bound Lancers. The two victories

leave Windsor anthe thick of battle with a 11-

3-5 record and 27 points in the 0. U.A.A.
standings.
The Lancer squad next sees action on
Wednesday night on the road in London
against the always tough Western Mustangs.
They then come home for another two-game
stand against Waterloo on Saturday and
Laurier on Sunday. All games :.tart at 7:30
pm. The match with Laurier will be broadcast live on CJAM-FM (91.5) starting at

7: 15.0

I.~.!1cerettes
stilllookingforfrrstwin
The Windsor squad concentrated on de-

The Lancerette basketball team took
their winless record (0-9) on the road last
·
week and came back the same way they
left-wmless (O-l l)
·
w d
.
0 n e ncsday night,
Windsor ventured to Guelph and suffered
their closest defeat this year, losing by 8
score of 44-40. Some missed free-throws by
Windsor proved to be the difference in th
game and cost them their first league · to e
______________
va_c_ry_.

1

Gue/ph 1/11,
Lancerettes40
The Lancerettes trailed by nine points at
the half but kept fighting and brought the
difference to under five with less than five
minutes remaining.

Windsor was in the game at the half.
Coach
out the game. Wendy Srigley led Windsor Maclean wanted intensity on defence and
"th
"
·
.
WJ
some ,enac,ous defence and good all- she got it, for the first half anyway. The
round hustle. But it was a lack of offence that Lancerettes, unableto get anything 00 offence.
once again kept Windsor out of the win 1,-..thegamewithinreachsimplyb scrambling
""'t"
y
oo
col~n.
.
.
.
defence.
• Diane Mmello led Wmdsor with 12
pomts and Kelly C~umbus added _10.Guel!"1
was led by Vent With 12 and La1dman With
C
10. Next stop, Hamilton.
Saturday's contest pitted the Windsor
The intensity wore off some in the second
Lancerettcs against the tough McMaster
half
and "Mac" took advantage of the lapses
.. Mac·• Marauders. "Mac" is a reputable
and
played with a IO point lead throughout
defensive team and with Windsor's current
offensive dry-spell. the game was to be an the remainder of thegame. The effort was
immensechallenge for thevisitors.A challenge, there, but the Windsor squad just couldn't
yes, and another defeat, this time by the score buy a basket on offence and had no other
weapons to play catch-up ball.
of62-40.

fence and managed to stymie Guelph through- trailing by six points. Lancerette

;OP

s~orers for Wmdsor were ~lame
9
!.:•ss.~ with): ban~ Do~nghaSava~: ~~th
. ~c w~sh
y unnm am wa
an
8 111
mgs wit 12.
.
•
I he Lancerettes finish thearseason on the
weekend when they travel to Brock to play
the Bad ers D
g ·

MM
62 Lan
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OWIAA Basketball
West

w

Waterloo
Brock
Western
McMaster
Guelph
J.,.aurier

5
4

Windsor

0

9
7
6
6

L
2
3

Pts

5

12
12

4
6

6
11

18
14

10
8
0

~

~
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Co-Ed lnnertub e Waterpolo
Co-ed innertube waterpolo play for
February 9th started with an exciting game
which saw Scary Mary's Marauders defeating
the MBA 's (3-2) with the winning goal
coming with only two seconds left in the
game. The second game saw the Blob engulf
the Commerce Society (21-4) as the waves
were calmed by a fire bell. In the final game
of the evening the Submarines sank Cody
Hall (6-4) while the Nurses got a bye to
doctor themselves up for next week.
Next week. Scary Mary's Marauders
take on the Submarines at 7:00 pm: the Blob
battle the MBA's at 7:30 pm; the Nurses
hope to hospitalize the Commerce Society at
8:00 pm and Cody Hall has the week to
regroup after their loss.

Floor Green Machines Monday but lost to
the Gators on Thursday. The Gators lost to
the Ball Handlers on Monday.
The standings after this week are as
follows:

w
Lampshades
Forum
Aggravated Assault
Who-GAF
Hurun' Dudes
AftenhouJht
Tee. Tenn,naton
lntercou11

·
T

Pu

4

0

4

0
0

8
8
8

L

4

3
I

I
J

I

2

0

t

'

classifieds ;
I

Nonstop Calc:rnltlesclObbef nowlyweds'
dream vocation
DovidondSandy sonsdreomhOneymoonturned nto o n,ghtmor1Shseries ol
Bungles. boo-boOs Ond bod luck that left
them begging for hOme. swool hOme

Vote
for

Speed-crazy Pl1ncNs Diana bought he!·
~Ito sleek block sports car and hos been
drMng sofast that cops h<M:lwarned her
to sJow it cbNn
or else

The human bro nsendsmessoges to the
body at a speed of 240 mph n some
poos a the limed l<lngdcm lo&:sconsidel
it unlucky if a WHITEcot crosses thOorpath'
Thors iust o sample of the titillating
lrMa NEWS reporters hoVe uncovered
•,,tulecombing lhO g10b8 tor sronos.
Here's

Mulae Walkes - Track a Field

Maxine set two school reconh running ·.·
against Big IOand Mid-AmericanConference ~
competition at the Michiaan State Relays in .
East Lansing. She finished 2nd in the 440
yds. in 58. 7 sec. and won a bronze in the600
yds. in a time of 1:27.9 sec. Maxine is a ,
Hamilton native in her 3rd year of Home
Economics.

•
~
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PRESIDENT

I would fight for a plan that would allow a student to carry
over to the next years. the remainder of the money on their plan
,n lieu ol los,ng 1t

on

3rd Floor to the University Centre

.February 19

0

I would start wrth an extensive student survey THIS 1erm to ask you what should be put
up there. Us,ng these results. I would have architects work on the designs anct budget
lhrough lhe summer such thal everyone will know the details. ThtS Is how 1tshould have
been done 1n lhe f1rs1place.
Paying off the Renovations

to the Subway

I would use my 5 years of bartend,ng and superv1s1ng experience 1n lhe Subway 10
develop an effective strategy ,n coniunct,on with the Subway's manager to pay off the cost
of renovations WITHOUT ra,sing student fees

An anc:lent force red,SCOYCl8d-onswers

YES!lhis year m ,ons of dol ors are going
to be owardod to thousands of lottery
players. Now It IS your tum to be o W1nner1

athlete of
the week

Residence Food Plan

hold 1n zoo cogo
Authootieshovecomeupwttooun,que
rdoo for handling teenage crooks thev
1055 ttierr, beh nd bars ot tho zocJ

COOSCIOUSness

over the Lunch Bags and(33-9) over Fabians.
At the bottom of the list with zero points arc
the BRI and Alumni II.
·

PART OF THE KNIGHT PLAN

r.. n crook

love questions. tells what anyone is really
th nk ng. predicts number.. givos namesnot atoyt lho somepnnc pie used bVPSVch,at'l.S•sand hypnotists to uncover sut:>consc10UsthOughtsl Everknow o holse
was sure to won?OI course you hovel lh,s
Is ,nformohon from the world of cosmic

.

ERIC . KNIGHT

SAC

She's alle rglc to her wedd,ng 11ng. the 1
grand-new car gets swiped ond thors
,ust the beg nn ng .of bod-luck bi tz

-

7
3
2

0
The Slammers and Ball Handlers are tied for
0
s 0
0
0
0
3
first, the Benchers and Gators are tied for
second. the Shooters hold third place. the
Fifth Floor FU's and the Second Floor
Green Machines are tied for fourth, and The
Dirty Socks have fifth place. Next week's Co-Ed Volleyball (Recreational)
action promises to be just as exciting so
After a confusing first week of games the
check it out Monday's and Wednesday
twenty-three teams got it together. At the end
between 7:00 - I0:00 pm.
of the ni)Vlt there was a two-way tie for firs
place. ALBOE defeated FFFU's (B) 13-5
and the B1ohazzards 22-11 the first week,
and overcame The Lunch Ba~ 21-17 and
C~Ed Volleyball (Competitive)
CSA 25-10. FFFU's (A) defeated all their
The competitive league jumped into its competitorsingrandslamwinsoverFFFU's
second week and eded with three teams (B) (21- 7), ( 12-1) over Biohazzards, (24-9)
spiking their way into first place ( the Lampshades, Forum, and Aggravated Assault
Women's Basketball
with eight points each).
Th is week's Basketball action saw a
The Lampshades defeated Intercourt
coup le of teams pull away from the pack. The
(28-7) handing them their third defeat in as
Slammers. with strong offensive and defensive
many games to remain tied with the Tecumseh
play from J ulie Gilligan, won their game
Tenninators who lost to Aggravated Assault
against the undefeated Ball Handlers, 15-14.
( 19-5). Aggravated Assault, however. lost to
Monday, The Shooters easily trounced The
the Lampshades but defeated the win less
Dirty Socks 34-12, and on Thursday they
Intercourt. Forum suffered two losses at the
defeated the 2nd Floor Green Machines to
hands of Afterthought and Who-GAF, while
earn them a fifth place berth.
the Hurtin' Dudes maintained their fifth
The Fifth Floor FU's defeated the 2nci place in the standings.

J

.

EXPERIENCE
- V.P. Academics for the Computer Science
Society
- Computer Science Representative to SAC
- Member of the Society Review Committee
- 5 yr. employee of the Subway/SAC's Pub
- Candidate for V.P. SAC in 1985
- Graduate of Business Administration
- 4th year Computer Science

Drug Cards

A student service needed fOf many years. lhe cards must be available to studcnls on
September on order to rece,ve meaningful use from lhe(ll. January 1s unacceptable'

Bus Passes
The efforts to this poonl fall too short to meet the needs of many SIudenls. I would lobby
for reduced fares for sludents and a token system for those sludents who do not need to
use lhe bus 5 days a week.
Many olher issues regarding student servoces must be deal! wilh. Througn
honesty and ded1eat1on to the 10b of being SAC president I w,11work for your
needs and fight lhe issues I hat concern you. lhe sludents. Together we shall rale SAC a
lruly
"STUDENT GO\r'ERNMENr

more
• A staggenng 2 2 mlllooo Americans ploy
the accordion
• Some promltivo tnbes ,n N8\N Guinea
actually smoke theLt dead to pr858N8

lheremom
• 1no lyptooldQ.mirute rnonolo'7JO.
com
edoon Henny Youngman c,ocks an overage of 240 jokes
• Swissv.0mon were not allowed to vote
un• I men govo them the right 1na 1971
referendum
• A bott1eot Scotch 1sconsumed cotlectlVely by Amencons every eight seconds
and they olso grow s,xsquare mllosof skin
Oday
• Mankind 1nvonted and donned unde!·
IM:Klr 4.6CX>yoars ago to keop dohcate
parts of the body worm in cold weather
e 1rs ogornst the law for women weonng
bathing su,ts to walk on highways in
l<enntucky unle$S they oro ca11Y1nga
Club
e McDonokfs pours S2 million worth of
coffee <Xl\11111
the drain every yeor.
LUa1AN lo GAY Student group-next
mooting on campus will take place on
Friday. February 14. in lono COUege Bring
0

friendl

IIM WORD HOCUSING S1.35 double
spaced page Discount on majorpope,s

~3342

Mond ays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar
$3.99

Wednesdays - PIZZA DAY
Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4 .99 · LG $5.99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St
(comer of Sandwich & Mill)

Ho urs:
MON-WED 11 AM-1 AM
THURS-SAT 11 AM-1 :30 AM
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus a trip to Salad 8ar $3 .25

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Rsh & Chips plus a trip to Salad
Ba r $4.55

·..:·

·{<~.

WARNING:
HealthandWelfare
Canada
advises
thatdanger
to healthincreases
withamount
smoked
- avoidinhaling.
Average
percigarette
- Benson's
30Regular:
'tar'15mg,
nicotine
1.2mg;
Benson's
30Regular
Light:'tar'12mg,
nicotine
1.1mg.

Herbert, Iris Kohler, Chris McIntyre, and
Pete Ostojic. Two will be elected. Battling
for the Computer Science Society presidential
post are Stephen Karamatus and Dave Mayo.
And, for the Student Affairs Committee, the
race is between Robert Burge, Christina
Iannetta, Iris Kohler, Alex Mangiola, and
Lance Steele. Three of these candidates will
be elected to the committee.
Most ofnext year's SAC positions, though,
will be filled by acclamation. Uncontested
are Jordan Kerner, Dramatic Arts rep; Roger
Greenburg. Social Work; John Lancaster,
Cody-Electa-Canterbury;
Ian Hull, Law;
Paul Clarke, Engineering; and Brian Renaud.
business. The new student senators will be
Robin Perry, Scott Shields, and Rob Burge.
The following positions will remain vacant
until filled by a by-election to be held next
fall: Arts, Nursing. Science and mathematics,
Computer Science, Human Kinetics, and
Visual Arts. D

And they're off.
The 1986 SAC election is underway. As
of Friday at 4:30, the walls and hallways of
the campus have been papered with the mugs
of various student politicos vying for the
positions of Students' Administrative Council
president, vice-president, Social Science representative, Computer Science Society president and Student Affairs Committee. The
election will be held next Wednesday,
February 19. An advance poll will be held
the day before.
Running for SAC president are incumbent
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, and challengers Eric
Knight, SAC Computer Science representative,
and Michael Temelini, SAC Social Science
representative. Vice-presidential hopefuls are
Caribbean Students' Association president
Angela Neal and SAC Internal Affairs
Commissioner Kevin Williams.
The five-way race for Social Science
representative includes John Berry, Ernest

'VicePresident

AngelaNeil

Kevin Williams

EXPERIENCE

Experience

President Coribbean students'
Ass::)Ciaton
tvlember lntOO'OtiorolStudents'
Societycouncil
tvlembel'ISSConstitutioral Review
Committee
tvlembel'ISSRnance Commrttee
tvlembel'Sluden1s l>Qainst

SAC Commissioner of Internal
Affairs 1985-86
SAC Orientation Coordinator
1985-86
Shinerama for Cystic Fibrosis
( member) 1985-86
Students Against Apartheid
(member) 1985-86
International Students Society
(member) 1985-86
Morl<etingAssociation(member)
1985-86
Malaysian Students Association
(member) 1985-86

,Apatheid

Thisyear, the students' Administrative Councll (SAC) and Its
executive neve r seemed to
be seeing eye-to-eye. Howwo,
uld you work to change that?

I think the problem stems from the agendas not being handed out
on time. The point of that is to give everybody o unilateral point of
view. And even if anybody hos o different point of view, they should
be able to work it out logically, without arguing and nit-picking. I
would strive for efficiency in the Council. first of all.

· There're outlines of what the duties and roles of Council
members ore, onell think one of the main problems on Council is
being able to articulate what each member's duties and role are.
Members seem to feel that the Council meeting is the forum for
airing personal grievances. but the time for doing that is between
Council meetings. Its port of their job to do the extra work, find out
about the issues-not to come to o SAC meeting to find out about
the issues.SAC meetings are o parliamentary procedure. the final
state in implementing SAC policy. We hove to focus on interaction
between Council and the executive during the regular week, and
not at the meetings. The Cabinet isfor maintaining this link between
the executive and the Council members.

_What Is the biggest problem
with SAC meettng materials?
What would you do to rectify
that?

I'm not too sure if ifs in the constitution, but I think it is up to the vicepresidentto get(the materials) out on time. That I think in this case. is
crucial. because it anything, I think that is the most important
contr ibution (of the V.P.).

Get the minutes done the day after the ounci meeting, get
them processed, and hove them ready, even up to two weeks in
advance of the next meeting. I would like to have the agendas
ready two weeks in advance. so that Council members hove two
weeks to approach Cabinet members on the issues.Thor swhere we
would hove our forum for differences

We have prospective membership In the CClnadlan Feeler<>
tlon of students (CFS) . Would
you Nn a referendum to Join
CFS next year?

A goal bf CFS is to unite the students of the different universities. r m
not too sure hos much influence CFShos on the government but I
think students hove seen a change. And if they've seen how helpful it
con be, they should be allowed to vote on it. Give them o choice.

I don't think that enough students really know what CFSis. Now, if
we can provide more information exactly what our relationship to
CFS is. then I'd be all for o referendum on the question.

How do you plan on making '
up the SAC deficit? How long
WIiiIt take?

I think now that the deficit isat hand. SAC hos got to be realistic. Stop
trying to odd on to the Pub. Don't borrow any more money. What we
hove as o priority isour Faculty of Education. They need help there. A
shuttle system would poyfor itself in no time. If students hove to pay a
minimum cost. then it would pay for itself, and from there, proceeds
con go toward the deficit. Ifs small. I'm sure, but this could start o
generation of ideas.

Basically, thePubrevenueswill okeovertho
e c1 w1 ,nayear
and a half, if we just keep going as we ore. Another of our options is
restructuring salaries and wages of the executive members. I would
not wont to mess with the full-time SAC employees. because I think
they work hard enough and they're well underpaid. I think that
maybe we con reduce the wages of Cabinet members. If we
increase the procJuction of SMS and the Lance, so that our
procJuction over-rides our labour costs, then we'll be all set. A sound
typing service is another option.

WIiiyou continue to pursue an

'Nhot the referendum results meant was r.-iat students were not
being well informed by SAC. I was one of the ones who voted 'no',
and I pushed for a 'no' vote when I could because students were not
given an outline of how and on what their money was going to be
spent. As for as the UniversityCentre goes. the first floor is going to be
refurbished by Administ ration. If they pushed for SAC Council to
refurbish the first floor. rm sure th at the ref0f'8ndum would have gone
CNer much better.

I'm all for the continuing expansion of the UniversityCentre. I think
what the referendum told us Isvery simple. It told us that you don't go
up to students and ask them for $20.00 a year for someth(ng that
they don't know anything about. We all agree that the idea Isreally
·good, but somewhere along the line we got lost. We didn't provide
enough infoonation. I think that if we do prCNide more than
adequate information. there will be no problem for a referendum to
expand to a third floor.

I think maybe what Students' Council isexpecting is much too much
from Admi nistration, and poor Admlnstration. because people
should be given the oppo rtun ity to wor1<:
together. I thi nk ifs on par
thatwegivea little, ge t a little. They'rethe ones In ch arge, they' re the
ones who we need stuff from. So we be nice and we have to
cooperate. We have to 'M>rka round it.

I think that th is year isthe firsttime that rve seen true Administration
respect fOf' students and the Students· Administrative Council.
Getting our Pub back from the Administratiorr-thaf s a big deal. We
proved to the Administration that we rea lly care and that we have
our Ideas together. Generally speaking, our SAC/Adm inistrative
relations have improved d rastica lly since last year.

expansion to the University
Centre? What do you think the
referendum resulls meant?

Whal are the problems In the
relallolllhlp between SAC and

lle~afMidiorAdmb
lltrallon7 What would you do
~

continualon page2

,
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President

This year , the students' A.dmln .. trottve Council (SAC) and Its executtve never seemed
to be seeing ey•tc>eye . How would you
work to change that?

We have prospective membership In the
Canadian Federaflon of Students (CFS) .
Would you run a referendum to Join CFS next

MichaelTemelini

Jon CarlosTsilfidis

EXPERIENCE

EXPERIENCE:

EXPERIENCE

- V.P.Academics for the Computer Science Society
• Computer Science Representative to SAC
- fv',ember of the Society Review Committee
. 5 yr employee of the Subway/SACs Pub
- Candidate for V.P. SAC in 1985
. Graduate of Business Administration

. President. tnternotional Relations Society
. Elected as Social Science representative to SAC

Eric Knight

Welt first, I believe that this yea(sexecutive has
not taken council in the light that it should. In my
mind. it is the most important student body.
The problems stem from the fact that we
receive minutes and agenda too close to the
meetings. and the agenda items are only three or
four words long.

- President. Students' Administrative Council
- Vice-President. Students' Administrative Council
- N'iember , s.A.CBoard of Directors
- Treasurer. Ontario Fooeration of Students (OFS)
• Founding President. International Students' Society
• Member. University of Windsor Board of Governors
• Member, University of Windsor Senate Executive
- Member. University Government Committee
- Member. Student Evaluations Committee

1985/86
- Bected to Student Affairs Corrrnittee, 1984
. Have worked with The Lance and CJAM-Flv1
- f\Aember of SAC Long Term Planning Committee
- Member of Caribbean Students' Association and
African Students Association

If someone wanted to put somem1ng on me
agenda, !......-ould
require them to make up an 8 1/2
x 11" sheet of information.
I will ensure that meeting materials come out
far In advance of the deadline. Because this wasn't
done. the relationship between the executive and
council have deterloroted.

I

If I 'w'E!reto run one next year, It would not beuntu
Wetn.ebeengr.,a'\afv.o.',eCl'pdx]fi::ray
period.

the~

Thafs the main reason why I'm running.
wouldn't be doing anything myself. There·sgot to
be a wa.t of letting SAC Council have fTlOfeinput.
Vve'vegot 1o get rroe lnbmaoon from the Co..Jndl
members before thedecisons are made, not after,

so that we con understand them. There has to bea
lot more communication
so that we can all
understand eoch other. I don't think the President
should have all of the Job himself-I think it's also a
cooperative.

I could almost contest that. I think we do see eyeto-eye on mostIssues.Of course.people are going
to have varying opinions. but through Council
forums you comeoutWth the best possible9:)!utiona mutually acceptable solution. And if a solution Is

not mutually acceptable, that's 'w'heredemocracy
takes Its toll. The Univefsitv Centre referendum lsan
exampleofthot. The bestwaytoalleviateconfict
is
through consultation as brood a corisensus as
posslble.

Yes.l think there are definite merits to CFS.I aon.1
think that there Is any really big disagreement
about that.

As a lobbying group, as an infomiatlon service,
and there are other services as well that are
essential to us. and I ......ouldbe In favour of that.

We do have a two-year time limit In \Whichwe must
run a referendum acCOJdlng to our terms of prospective membership. I ......ouldlike to see us as full

members of CFS.1think CFShasdefinitelygained in
credibility and hos become a professional lobby
group, lobbying In the Interests of students.

yeor?
How do you plan, on making up the SAC
deftclt? How long wlll tt take ?

With five years experience in the Subway, I will
work with the manager to reduce cost. That alone
v.ould save a lot of money. I don't want cuts in
service. As a first gesture, if elected, I will cut
executive and cabinet salaries by 10l,.. If people

v0lunteer to do a Job. they shouldn't be in it for the
rflOflW. I hope to make up StO,OCOof the deficit
next year. Then the deficit could be solved In tW'O
yeoo.

Thaf s going to be a \/81'( big problem because
firstof an. nobody's being told tha· there isa deficit.
We're being given the lrrpession that there aren't
ony problems. The information that rve been given
Is that it's quite the opposite.
The fact is, I don't know what the answe r is. But I
don't think that thafs neoessorily o problem. Ithink

the deficit can be0/0fcorne JfCOUncilgetstogethef
os a group, if people who know the problem get
goether, and brainstorm. People can figure out
what's the necessary stpes. If it's raising SAC fees,
then it 'v.'On'tbe my decision, it'll be the decision of
coucnil. If ifs not raising SAC fees, Ifs cutting
certain areas. I don't want to see areas cut.

The current SACdeficit. including Pub renovations.
was f0recast at $26,00.00. But that forecast did not
include any profits from the Pub. We have to look at
what the profit picture of the Pub will be, .......tilch
is

difficult to guoge at this time. But I think the deficit
will be alleviated; it's just a question of sticking to
yOUr budgetary tine items. presenting a budget
that will eliminate that deficit.

WIiiyou continue to pursue an expansion to

If the Overwhelming consensus is to run it next
year, I would beinfavourofthat.
I believe that such
a referendum would pciss.
The referenclum results-it's difficult to see v.hether
or not the students voted 'no' due to lock of information. or the pocketbook issue. If elected. I would

ask the current executive to conduct a suNey of
students.
1would explore the possibility of alumni funding.
Based on all these results.we v.ould devise concrete
plans and blueprnts and put the question back to
the students.

l wouldn't go with any rrore expansion until we
had. first of alt a feasibility study. J don't think \.Y0
should Jump Into a third floor. I think we should look
at plans. I think we should look at a rchitectural
designs. how much It 'M'.lllld cost, how much
money it would take; rd also 1.ke to look into
another proposition. A tot of students hove been

asking why we can't build our own building. This
may sound preposterous. but how can we know
without more Input?
I think that referendum revealed that the students on this campus are not blind idiots. They
knew that there were no plans for a third floe!', that
we were just running Into It quickly,

We definltely will continue to pursue tha question
of a better University Centre. A{Jain, Ithink we have
to achieve as broad a consensus as possible, and
then put the question to the students again. With
the referendum. students said that they didn't
have enough Information. I think there ore wcr,;sof

disseminating that information. I don't think the
vote witt have much of a bearing on whether 1#0
pu,sue the question of a better Centre ogain. I
think the majority of students dO v.'Clnt better
facilttles. but they want to know 'Nhere their money
is going to go.

I think relations between SACand the .Administration
are very positive now- not to say that we are
compromising our stand. We have stood firm on
our stance on. for example, getting the Pub back
for students. and I think that's why relations are

good- because students have finally earned the
respect they deSSNe. You need somebody who
knows how" to deal with Administration and with
other structured bodies. We can befiexible, but 1#0
cannot compromise ourselves.

We a re putting a proposal together to go to Mayor
Burrand the City Council. We're looking to open up
parking by the river for more than two-hour periods.
the north-tx>und east side of Huron Line between

w,.onctotteand

Through the Senate student Evaluations Com'nittee.
we are looking at wcrysof publishing those results. If

that Is not fruitful SAC ls going to publish their own
student evaluations. using the Lance as Its medium.

NO'w that we have this new
Unive,slty Centre Board, of which students are
effectively in control in terms of sp:,ce and financial
resources. It is more conducive to Implementing
this goal. We are WOO<ingon a solution to the

security problem fol' this spoce with the new
director of Campus Security. I think we can realistically come up with a 24-hour study area for nexf

the Untverstty Centre? What do you think the
,.ferendum results meant?

What are the problems In the relation ship
between SAC and the Unlvenlty of Windsor
A.drnlnlsh'aNon? What would you do dlfterontty?

A tot of the Issues being discussed this year
have been the same for the past several
years. Whal will you do to oct on them? What
In your approach will be different so that the
Issues won't carry oYer to the next elecflon?

-

Last year. Jon come out and proposed that he
going to be ha rd-tine with the unlveisity. He
cites the example of keeping con trol of the pub to
prove that his tactics work.
However, it was the administration that was
\NOS

I would continue this year's efforts on changing
the street parking. I would also approach the
administration to make thelot at Human Kinetics
We have to approoch it with caution because

,u

going to close doYln the pub. It was hard11ne
hardline. lhe administration was reacting to Carlos.
We cannot be militant and get 100% of what

we v.'Clnt.There has to be somefOfTTI
of compromise.

more attractive
park there.

to students by charging

less to

own evaluations. It could cause tensions ln the ·

we could reach a situation where if we publish ou r

student-pro fessor relationship.

I would like to see a 24-hour study area. One
with perhaps type,...,rite,savailable that you could

charge people to use. At present, the only place
you can go is the compute, centre.

Whal chongesWOUklyou mdce In the structU'e
of SAC to tacllHate tts operation?

I would at least keep the SMSdirector on during
the summer. We can get more advertising. and
possibly raise enough revenue to start making up
the deficit.

Internal Affairs can help out a lot with council
members in that I 'v.'Ould have required meetings
between Internal Affairs and council members.

What do you think Is the biggest Issue In this
yeafs campaign?

The biggest Issue isthe experience factor. Many
people feel that Jam not qualified enough. On the
other hand, it's a question of my honesty~ an air

of distrust around Jon. I feel that this will certainly be
an Issue.

continued... Neil
A lot of the Issues being discusMCI this year have b..,, the
smne tor the past several y8a'I.
What will you do to oct on
lhem? What In your approach
wHI be dttte,ent so that the
llsues won't carry over to the
next elecNon?

.

The administration is something that hos to be
There seern5 to be this l.nOid rule that you have 10
be confrontational whenever you're speaking with dealt with effectively, but not necessarily In a
confrontational WO(. I think that con cause some
the administration. I'm v.cinderlng whether thofs
necessarily true.
problems.

My big concern Is 1JBOPle making parking
promises that they can't fulfil!an'{l,','OY.rm promising
a commitment to 'w'Ofl<with studen ts. to find
solutions together on this problem. t don't have an
answer for the parking prci)lem. 1he pa rking problem
has been a prob lem fOfa btofyears. I think it'd be
very presumtuous fOf me to come out and say
"Hey, t have an answer fOf the parking problem.

A lot of council members felt really frustrated
last year. because they'd come to meetings.
they'd find out that decisions had already been
made.andtheyoctedmcxeorlessosorubberstamp,
and rm speaking from expatience.
What I'd llke todo lsgive the council members a
little bit more say.
rm not worrled about &A.C undermining the

And if you vote for me, you're gonna g et it." The
best parking you've seen at this university since we
started. Thafs ludicrous. and I challenge any
candidate who vJOUld come around and ooy
something llke that.
I think if we set out at the beginning of the year
and say w'e're going to have them by the end of
the year, no question.

\.JWCE.so I don't think that there's any problem
there. The pub is a different story. I'm a little bit
concerned about hiring and firing. There's been a
lot of questionable hiring and firing procedures.
I'd like to say there wos a big controversy over
that presidential assistant. I got upset. We're paying
him twelve hundred dolla,s a year for a }ob I think
the president should be doing.

ldon'tthtnkyoucansaythattherelsoneoutstanding
Issue.I think that this is a year that W'e'refaced with
many issues. The Centre, residences, ocademk:
Issues such as acodemlc counselling and long-

Neil

Williams

I dOn't think it's feasible to build on anything, sol think the best thing
we're going to hove todo isfind some place on campus to use.What
about Old St. Denis Hall? Would It be possble to get a few student
Patrols there and keep It open? Maybe not every night of the week
because rm afraid Administration may not like the Idea of students
not getting enough sleep and not doing well and not eating right. .
But maybe It should be open during exam week or during study
week. because Ifs difficult to study at home.

The ideal place for24-hour study area is the library. rve never heard
anybody try to keep the library open 24-hou,s.

I think we should invite an outsider to build a parking lot. What I
'v.'Oulddo Isencourage the city of Windsor to build one, to build more,
closer to campus.

The proposal that Jon Carlos (Tsilfidls) and I are 'v.'Orklngon to
present to City Council asksfor the opening up of rlverfront parking to
students from September to April. for longer than two hour periods.
We're also IOOklng at the east side of Huron Church Line between
Univefslty and v\lyondotte (Streets).

I feel that If the Faculty Association Is not going to publish. then
students should not write them They're getting our evaluatlons for
their benefit-It's evaluations.

Student evaluations are very Impo rtant. I'd like to see them
published. starting next year. If the Faculty Assoclatk>n 'v.'On'tpublish
their evaluations. then SACwill publlsh Its own. students have a rig ht
to know.

-

The v.'CIY
our structure is set up now seems to work
fine. Sure. there will always be problems. but our
concerns right now are with SMS and the Lance,
CJAM and the University Centre question. The Pub
Is on its way. N. far as the International Students'

I

Whatchangeswouldyoumdce
In the structure of SAC to facllllate Its operation?

Whal do you thinkls !he blggNI
Issue In thll yeafs campaign?

'
'

Unt.tersity.Al!,o. parking on adjacent
streetsisoff-limltsfrom8 amto4 pm. which happen
to be the hours that most students are in school

yea,.

Commissioner gee&. we have to ask the International
students again. "Do you want this positior:i again?"
Personally, I think this position may be redundant.
But again, we are here to serve. If the international
students want this position, it will stay.

range academic planning, we need better 05.A.P,
differential fees for international students ...! don't
think you can really isolate one issue and say that
it's the burning issue of this campaign.

Williams

What I 'v.'OuldOPPfeciate seeing is revenue gained from each of the
entities. Forexample, money from SACs Pub Is being used to pay off
some of SACs debts. That debt should never have happened. If
&A.Cs Pub couldn't generate enough revenue to refurbish itself,
maybe Mmlnistratlonshould
have taken it a-NOy.N. it Isnow, money
from that should be reinvested in &A.Cspub again. not paying off a
debt. You end up going around in circles. and not much ls being
achieved.
I think what should be implemented is an International Students'
Commlssione rwhothe international students want.

I think the set-up of SAC isworkable, and I think that one problem
that Wffve had is that we hove to generate baslc student enthusias
for SAC. What I see more than anything Is that the students have to
make It won<.
If the ISSfeels that they want to have an International Students'
Commissioner, I 'NOuldn't hesitate to back them on that. I do see
conflicts between the president of the ISS and the International
students' Commissioner, however.

The biggest issue In my opinion Is that half of these dead Issues
should be d ropped, and whafs bugging the students rrow should
be looked about. The people In residence have complaints and
nobody ls hearing them. They're too busy IOOlcing for IX] rklng.
Attention should be paid to the bookstore, because the prices thefe
are totally ridiculous.
The prestige of the University Is not based on how nice your university
centre Is; If s based on how much pride you have In your university.

One t>1gissue 1smat of student spirit. OneofSACsgcx:iiSshould be
to get students Involved in all aspects of Unive<sity llfe-not Just
academics. rve been to other universities, at conferences and
things. and student enthusiasm can make student government
\lv'Ork.
We con really take pride in our Un!vesity, especially when ......a're
Involved In It.
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sociasciencerepa five-way
race
by Roberta Jen nings

rrJl

and ad hoe election committees for the SSS.
Kohler feels the problems of the social
science faculty are the same problems facing
the whole university. She stated, "Sitting on
council with 31 people you have to work with
others for a common goal. However, the
priority is to your faculty. If a motion is
detrimental to my faculty, I'll loudly oppose
it"
Chris Mcintyre plans to distribute 1OOO
flyers for his campaign. H e will not be putting
up posters 3'>he feels"you can't tell if someone

is serious from a piece of paper.·•
McIntyre said he would make the Social
Science faculty more visible and not let it be
overshadowed by faculties such as engineering.
computer science and business.
He said that all the Social Sciencecandidates
are qualified for the job. However, he thinks
that his experience on the student counc il at
Seneca College as the Applied Arts representative and Vice-president of communications,
as well as being the Political Science representalive on the Social Science Society give him an

edge.
Peter Ostojic said he is running to get the
experience. He believes his innovative thinking
will help him to make a contribution to
council.
"My concern is to insure that the academic
concerns of students are maintained," he
said.
O stojic listed several specific measures
he would strive for.
He has been a member of the Public
Administration, Marketing and Social Science
clubs, and the Varsity Soccer T eam. D

here are five candidates co~
test~ng t~e two positions '.or
social science representattve
on the StudentsAdministrative
Council. They are JohnBerry,
Ernest Herbert, Iris Kohler,
Chris McIntyre, and Peter Ostojic. Each feels
they have different qualifications for the
position.
] ohn Berry said at an all-candi dates
forum on Tuesday that he would work hard r= :::'.::'.
~:::----:=~--:-:==~-:----------------.:------------------.
for his constituents.
" I promise a I 00 per cent effort" he said.
Ernes t Herbert believes that there is a
conflictbetween the SAC Cabinet and Council
He said he would try to solve this by acting as
a mediator.
He also notes that·· students feel alienated
by SAC. There doesn't seem to be communication between SAC and the general students."
Herbert views the Social Science rep. role as
one of a liaison between social science clubs
and the council.
Herbert believes the 3 rd floor, bus passes,
and student evaluation fonns will remain the
issues for next year.
H e lists as experi ence his positions as
secretary of the International Relations Club.
SSS rep for the IRS, vice-president communi-cation for the Campus Young Liberals, Executive Vice President for W indsor West Young
Liberals and is a member of the steering
committeeforthe WirosorCouncil of Canadians.
As Iris Kohler sees it. there are two types
of student politicians: those who do everything
and those who sit back and sign the register.
then use the title for their resume. Kohler
views herself as a member of the fonner.
She has been active on such bodies as the
Senate committee on promotion and tenure
and the communication studies department
head search committe e. Besides being the
Lance photo by Andrew
Pubrc Relations director for the Social Science
Balloonira-plenty invaded the office of Dr. Daniel Britten,Math department head.Multiplyingat a phenomenalrate, be is seen herewithapproximately300
of his bouncy friends.
Cutlis>eby Andrtw Haagm
ety. Kohler also worked on the finance

----------------------

DON'T MEAN TO BE DEMEANING

,

BUT ...

If you are some of those who were not in attendance for the SAC February 3 meeting on the issue
of "STUDENTS AGAINST APARTHEID ," we would like to educate you to a few enlightening facts
about the referendum which were brought up and a few which were not.
Carling O' Keefe is a Canadian Company . THEY ARE NOT PART OF APARTHEID! THEY HAVE NO
INVESTMENTS IN SOUTH AFRICA! These facts can be verified in the Leddy Library Reserve
Reading Room - See Carling O'Keefe in the Financial Post Cards . You can also see their annual
statements or call Carling O' Keefe.
This proposed boycott of Carling O'Keefe products is based on a falsity. This falsity invalidates
the entire referendum . The action this referendum proposes is to boycott all South Afri ca n g oods
from sale on the University Campus . They are also proposing the boycotting of a Canadian
Companies products - This company being Carling O'Keefe.
The permissivists behind this referendum have falsely accused Carling O'Keefe of being
investors in South Africa . This is a bogus accusation which is totally unfounded. This accusation
cannot be validated at the polls. If it is, it will look as though this group of reactionary glory seekers
have influennced a campus of educated articulate students to become like them .
Carling OKeefe company employees have donated money to the Anti-Apartheid cause and their
tax dollars partially subsdize both Visa and Canadian students education. The Carling O'Keefe
company for the last 25 years, have also subsidized us here at the University of Windsor directly .
Numerous events on this campus have received promotional gifts from hats to beer. Boycotts can
be replaced by more diplomatic means of communication.
In all fairness to Carling O'Keefe, this referendum should be voted down on ·the issue of trying to
limit our freedom of choice in this democraticcountrywith
this proposed boycott of Carling O'Keefe
products.
But factually , this referendum must be defeated due to the factual nature that the Carling
O'Keefe Company has NO INVESTMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA Its products should not be boycotted
and the radicals actively backing the nature of this bill should not jump to unfounded conclusions
about a prominent Canadian employer of 7,000 hard working men and women.

Signed: Prudent Students Against Misrepresentation
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Tsi!fidis,Williamstriumphat polls

It was a case of the tortoise racing the
hare. The hare won.
In an election result that surprised few,
incumbent Jon Carlos Tsilfidis was re-elected
SAC president, and heavily-favoured Kevin
Williams prevailed in the vice-presidential
contest
Tsilfidis beat the combined totals of
challengers Eric Knight and Michael Temelini.
Williams almost doubled the tally of Angela
Neil, his sole competition.
The winners received broad mandates.
Knight topped Tsilfidis only in the polls
located in Lambton Tower, the Faculty of
Education. and the Lebel and Law buildings.
Temelini finished third at all polls.
Neil received more votes than Williams
only in the Law building, and matched him at
Education.
Voter turnout was low. The 1674-vote
total was one-third less than last year's. SAC
VP Bob Baker had a possible explanation.
"Compared to last year, this was a very
boring campaign," Baker said.
Both Tsilfidis and Williams expressed
satisfaction with the students' judgement
"The results re-affirmed my faith in the
electorate," said Tsilficlis."I feel good because
I believe this is a campaign in which people
voted on the issues."
Williams said he believed he was the
most qualified person for ~lie position.
"It makes me feel good that people
thought the same way, and gave me a chance
to enact my enthusiasm," he said.
Knight, Tsilfidis' main rival said the low
turnout hurt him. "The students did not come
out in the force I expected them to," he said.
"I feel many students feel there is a need for a
change, but they did not vote."
Neil also wanted a change. ··J would have
liked to see a change in at least one position.
"But I certainly hope my coming from
nowhere and getting so many votes will incite
more students to run next year and give
voters more of a choice," she said.

Lance photo by !Andrew Haggert

Tsilfidis discusses election with CJAM station manager Russ Wolske.

Tsilfidis said his win demonstrated that
"students can see through the petty trivial
issues."
Early in the campaign, he was charged

with breaking some electoral regulations, but
was cleared by the Election Campaign Monitoring Committee.
· "The publicity prior to the election day

was not exactly favourable," Tsilfidis said.
"If it was a question of popularity, we would
have lost overwhelmingly."

ThereS lies,thereSdtimnedlies,and thereSstatistics
The tally is in. Here are the unofficial stats from
Wednesday's Students' Administrative Council General
Election:
0 The Faculty of Social Science will be represented on
SAC next year by Iris Kohler and Chris McIntyre. Kohler is
a 3rd year Communication Studies/Political Science student;
McIntyre is in his 2nd year of the Political Science program.
A total of 872 votes were cast for the position. McIntyre
acquired 29 per cent of the vote, while Kohler garnered 20
per cent Also running for the positions were John Berry ( 19
per cent), Ernest Herbert ( 17 per cent), and Pete Ostojic ( 15
per cent).
0 Rob Burge, Iris Kohler, and Christina Iannetta have
been elected to the Student Affairs Committee from a field of
five candidates. Out of2813 votes cast, Iannetta led the pack
with 7 30 (26 per cent), followed by Burge with 683 (24 per
cent) and Kohler with 556 (20 per cent). Lance Steele was a
close fourth with 524 (19 per cent), and Alex Mangiola
trailed with 320 (11 per cent).
oDave Mayo outpolled Steve Karamatas for the Computer Science Society presidentship by a 43-16 vote margin.
0 Most SAC representative positions were filled by
acclamation. Uncontested were Jordan K~mer, Dramatic
Arts rep; Roger Greenburg, Social Work; John Lancaster,
Cody-Electa-Canterbury; Ian Hull, Law; Paul Clarke, Engineering; and Brian Renaud, Business. Unchallenged for the

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

REFERENDA
Legal Aid Fee Increase

Tsilficlis
Law Building
Leddy Library
Larnbton Tower
Drama Building
Music Building
Human Kinetics
Education
Nursing
MacDonald Hall
Laurier Hall
Vanier Hall
Cody Hall
Huroo/T ecumseh
Visual Arts
University Centre
Business Administration
E.ssex Hall

Total

Knight

Temelini

Williams

Neil

Yes

No

South Africa Boycott
Yes

No

31
33
20
32
45
91
II
82
15
81
71
41
I03
85
68
98
111
49
30
61
14
57
47
44
62
71
26
35
12
6
388
12
19
33
46
9
15
12
6
21
8
9
23
21
8
52
19
8
57
22
42
33
70
16
6
13
3
10
10
9
15
17
6
24
13
4
28
13
lE
22
12
7-7
114
28
IO
114
37
62
78
93
53
60
21
6
63
26
23
17
59
LO
39
21
3
44
18
24
37
47
LO
64
21
6
74
15
23
67
67
19
57
17
1
49
23
• 17
32
35
51
16
18
8
26
16
20
25
31
ll
165
144
50
222
124
164
IOI
253
86
68
53
8
90
35
43
87
72
53
42
18
7
45
22
30
37
49
21
899 (54%) 574 (34%) 201 (12%) 1028 (66%) 534 (34%) 721 (46%) 841 (54%) 1167 (75%) 386 (25%)

position of student senators were Robin Perry, Scott Shields,
and Rob Burge.
0 A number of SAC positions will remain vacant until

filled by a byelection to be held next fall: Arts, Nursing,
Science and Mathematics, Computer Science,Human Kinetics,
and Visual Arts.

I

I
~
I
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ATTENTION
CLUBS

Students
stratrve

Council

Ratified by S.A.C.
Your administrative funding cheques are
now available in the SAC office,
2nd Floor, Univ. Centre

:wHAT'S
1
the difference
betw .. n Peter
Burton and the
Canmet Portable
Stress
Diffractometer?

IT'S

obvious.
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The Canmet Portable Stress
Diffractometer doesn't
edH and wrtte out
SOCIAL GAFFES every
week.But
Pew
Burton dou. And he
n"ds
your help.

IF

you know of any
events, exhibits, whathave-yous going on 1
contact the Lance
And we'll tell Peter
Burton to get rtght on H.
we can get him away from the

IF

Canmet Portable Stress
Diffractometer. The Lance. Social
Gaffes, the Canmet Portable Stress
Diffractometer,

Lance photo by Christopher McNamara
MUSIC

FILM

Thursday, February 20
- Teenage Head and Scott Campbell at the Subway
- Bod Manners at the Nectonne Ballroom. Ann Amour
Friday, February 21
-Dance at the Dom Polski.1275 Langlois, Windsor.
-Die Krouzen and Big Block at the Groystone. 7816 Michigan
Ave. Detroit
Sunday, February 23
-Stride. Jazz Pianist.Dick Wellstood. 2 00 p.m. at the WindsorArt
Gallery
Friday, FebNary 21
-Chesterfield King with Hysteric Norotics at st. Andrews. 431 E.
Congress. Detroit
Sa1urday, February 22
-CJAM dance party at the Subway Doo<sopen at 9:00 p.m.

Friday, FebNary 21
- 28 Up. a documentary which follows the lives of a group of
seven-year-old British school children beginning in 1963 and
ending in 1984. Detroit Film Theatre. 5200 Woodward Ave.
Detroit. at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m
Saturday , February 22
-late
Spring. a widowe< tries to persuade her unmarried
doughier to break away from the household . Detroit Film
Theatre at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, February 23
- Martha Coolidge in pe<son.7:00 p.m. only ot the Detroit Film
Theatre.
Friday, Februaiy 21-Scrturday , March 1
-Crossover Dreams. a salsa singe< hopes to make it big by
crossing ove< to the mainstream . 7:00 and 9:30 p.m. at the
Detroit Film Theatre.

THEATRE
Thursday, February 20-Frtday, February 21
- "Equus" by Pete<Shoffe<.8:00 p.m. at the Hillberry.
Sa1urday, February 22
-"A Midsumme< Nighrs Dream", 8:00 p.m. at the Hlllbe<ry.
Thursday, February 27
- "'A Midsummer Nlghrs Dream". 8:00 p.m. at the Hillbe<ry.
Friday, February 28-Scrturday, March 1
- "Equus", 8:00 p.m. at the Hillberry.

ARTS
Opening March 4
-Robert Weins installation at Artcite. 3277 Sandwich St. W.,
Windsor
Deadline March 7
-Submissions being accepted for Generation '86. leave all
poems. short stories. drawings and photographs at the Lance
Office. second floor University Centre.

Peter Burton and you.

Experience with all of your senses
the sensational J.J. Morgan' s
Night Club
The Sights,__

The Sounds~-------·
•••

of Good Times.
e

e
e

Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
Thursday(HappyHour) e Friday Non-Stop Fun
Saturday Non-Stop Fun

22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200.

by Kevin Johnson
Windsor's Students' Administrative Couir •
cil has joined a growing number of student
councils across Canada to boycott products
of companies with investments in South
Africa.
Wednesday's referendum passed by an
overwhelming margin, 1167 for, and 386
against
The most direct impact on students wiU
be a ban of Carling O'Keefe beer and
Rothman's cigarettes from the Subway.
Peter Ijeh, a member of Students Against
Apartheid (SAA). the group who initiated
the referendum, said the margin showed
"strong support for the struggle in South
Africa."
"The students on this campus have ta.ken
a very bold stand," ljeh said.
SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis hopes
to use the results of the referendum in his
move to have the Board of Governors divest
all university funds from South Africa.
·'It will fortify our efforts to get the
university to divest. especially in conjunction
with the Faculty Asso .ciation vote," Tsilfidis
said Last week, the F acuity Association
voted to divest its pension fund monies from
South African companies.
Carling O'Keefe sales representative Chris
Vassos expressed sympathy for the cause.
"If I was a student, I would have voted
the same way the students voted," Vassos
said
He said he opposed apartheid, but felt his
company was caught in the middle.
Ijeh agreed "It's unfortunate we had to
vote out his sales, but I'm sure he would
understand," he said.
Last week, a group calling itself Prudent
Students Against Misrepresentation ran an
advertisement in the Lance urging voters to
oppose the referendum. Vassos said nwither
he nor Carling had had any contact with the
group.
Carling O'Keefe has sponsored many
campus activities, including this year's orientation week. Vassos said he is not sure how
the boycott will be handled, but he regrets the
end of what has been, for him, an 18-year
relationship with the pub.
"How can students aJI at once kick the
ass of people who have been keeping them
going for years?" he asked
Tsilfidis' bid for full divestment will be
discussed at next week's meeting of the
Board of Governors.
Ijeh is unsure of what will be the next
project of the SAA "We are democratic. It
will have to be decided by the whole group.
"I feel it( the referendum) is a very strong
start for us."

"Hey, these are one-quarter inch too big." says eagle-eyed Chief Electoral Officer Sam Dinatale
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CommunityLegal Aid losesits case
by Lance News Staff
Community Legal Aid had lost its bid for
more student money.
In a referendum held in conjunction with
the Students' Administrative Council General
Election last Wednesday, students were asked
to contribute an additional $1. 7 5 per semester
to the service. Students currently contribute
$1 per semester.
Out of a total of 1562 votes cast, 721 ( 46
per cent) were in favour of the increase, while
841 (54 per cent) were against it
The vote at most polls was quite close.
Only at the Lambton Tower, Cody flail, and
Business Administration polls was the referendum voted down overwhelmingly. The
Business poll was the most strongly opposed
to the fee increase, with the' no' vote numbering

over twice the ·yes' vote. As expected, the
SAC had promised CLA $300 to use for
Law Faculty was Jccidedly in favour of the
a
promotional
campaign to inform students
increase: the 'yes' vote was nine times higher
about
the
purpose
of the referendum. The
than the ·no' vote.
campaign
focused
on
the imbalance offunding
Community Legal Aid offers free legal
advice to students and those individuals in provided by students compared to the percentthe community who cannot afford the costs age of the caseload of the service. According
· to their campaign material, the current stuof legal fees.
Paul Feldman, Finance Secretary of the dent levy provides 15 per cent of CLA's
Service, said CLA needed the increase be- budget, but students account for twerthirds of
cause" We are really strapped for funds, and the service's files. Had the referendum passed,
student financing seems to be our only students would have provided 35 per cent of
CLA's budget
alternative."
The primary source of funding for the
The referendum had been endorsed by
CLA
is the Ontario Legal Aid Plan(OLAP).
both the Student Law Society and SAC. Bob
a
provincial
agency that funds similar services
Baker, SAC Vice-president was unhappy
across the province.
with the results.
"It has been strongly suggested by OLAP
"I'm disappointed," he said. "It's a ser·
that
students begin providing more funding,"
vice that students can use, but it failed
said
Switzer. D
because the students were not educated."

l'ubliCil1Sl1rance
wouldmeanlowerrates,sa)lsNDP
Ave., employs students to carry out
our ability to reduce insurance rates
ance corporation modelled after
deliveries. It has felt the pinch of
the MPIC."
by 2 per cent in the 1984-85 fiscal
year, because our revenues were
escalating insurance premiums and
ntario'sNewDemHe added that "as a prov ince,
quite substantial", he said.
the extra costs attached with insuring
ocratic Party (NDP)
Autopac has achieved an economy
Arlene Rousseau, an organizer
young male drivers.
claims to have the of scale" which has resulted in the
Elizabeth Thomson. of the prer
solution for sub.5tan- "most comprehensiveand inexpensive of the Autopac meeting said "my
duce company. said "the high cost
18-year-old nephew who drives a
tially reducing the auto insurance protection plans in
North America"
1958 GMC pick-up with a clean · of auto insurance these days could
high costs of auto insurance.
put you rightoutofbusiness. InsurLast week, the New Democrats
Bucklaschuk described the actdriving record pays an annual insurivitiesof Manitoba' s former insurance
ance premium of$2096.00 for PLPD
ance companies seem really hesitant
held a public meeting at Mackenzie
to insure drivers under 25 years,
(public life and property damage)
Hall to introduce the party's proposal companies before the MPIC was
and the problem for us is some of
and comprehensive (fire, theft and
to place automobile insurance under established in 1971. He said" insurthe Ontario government'sjurisdiction. ance companies were not reinvesting ' property damage). In Manitoba, he · our drivers are in this age group."
would pay only $176.00 yearly and
After a couple of minoraccidents,
The guest speaker, John in the provincebut siphoningrevenues
receive comprehensive, PLPD plus
Buddaschuk, Ministerof theManitoba throughout Canada and out of the
Thomson's insurance dramatically
increased from $12,00 to$22,000,
collision and a $200,000 liability
Insurance Corporation (MPIC). ex- country."
According to Bucklaschuk, under
claim."
reported Thomson. With respect to
plained his province's public auto
Bucklaschuk explained that
Autopac the MPIC invests all its
this increase she commented that
insurance plan, Autopac.
Autopac
does not base insurance
revenues
within
the
province
and
"Autopac may be the only way for
Bucklaschuk, one of the chief
1
rates on age, sex. or marital status,
any profits generated from these
Ontario to go."
engineersoftheNDP-createdMPIC
but on how many accidents and
Alan Paterson, owner of Alan
said "motorists in our province investments are pumped back into
traffic violations a driver has on his Paterson Insurance Brokers, Ltd
need no longer fear the economic Autopac to maintain low insurance
or her record.
reacted negatively to the prospect
and soc ial consequences of auto premiums.
Thomson Produce, a family
of establishing Autopac in Ontario.
"Ao example of how efficiently
accidents, and it is in Ontario's best
owned business located on Uruversity It is Paterson' s opinion that private
inte rests to estab lish a public insur- MPICis operating can be show by

by Laura Vi ncent

[Q]

enterprise can do a far superior job
with the, insurance indcstry than
govenunent,andAutopacis completely
out of the question.
He did not deny that the auto.
insurance industry is in poor condition
However, he maintained that
''improvements are necessary, but
not through the formation of a
single government insurance corporation."
Paterson said the root of the
problem is "Ontario has 200 companies selling auto and home insurance
and because of this there are ineffioiencies, but solvable inefficienceis.
Currently there are too many companies competing and driving up the
costs of auto insurance."
The insurance broker said "the
solution to our problem of high
insurance rates will not be found in
Autopac, but through government
oversight of insurance operations
and practices." D
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It's all over but the sarcasm.
The SAC general elections on Thursday came out just about as
everyone expected, especially in the vice-presidential and presidential
races. To really no ones surprise, Jon Carlos Tsilfidis and Kevin
Williams walked away with those contests.
So what were the first words that Tsilfidis said to this paper after
his sweeping victorye
"Sorry guys, I won. Despite your tactics."
This is not the first time ( and I'm sure it wiU not be the last) that
Tsiltidis had implied, or downright accused the Lance of biased
reporting where he was concerned He affirmed this stance on CJAM
election night when he called The Lance's views "slanted" against
him.

He was obviously referring to the Great Poster Scandals that
clouded his campaign, an issue he felt would not have surfaced if we
hadn't reported it He has also accused us in the past of messing with
his name (by printing it in full), giving more space to other candidates,
and even (god forbid!) considering the possibility of endorsing
someone else in the elections.
An editorial very similar to this one was written one year ago after
that set of SAC elections. Tsilfidis had come out with the same bull,
and we decided to set him straight I guess he didn't listen to us. That's
not very surprising, I suppose, considering what he thinks of our
opinions. So I'm going to have to say it all over again: Jon, we are not
out to get you.
In one way, The Lance sees it as its duty to question the moves of
the ( student) government, as any newspaper should, in order to
provide as many sides to an issue as possible to better serve the
democratic process. And, at times, we have genuinely felt that certain
moves SAC has made were not in the best interests of the students.
But when we have expressed dissatisfaction at almost anything
Tsilfidis or his government has done, he usually yelps like a wounded

the slipstream ·;

puppy, and drags our that tired "biased reporting'' bit
Thing is, we go out of our way to be as fair as possible to TsiJfidis
(and every other politician). We recognize his accomplishments,
quote him as accurately as possible, and try not to run unflattering
pictures of him. And the general feeling around the office is that he has
been, so far, a pretty fair president But for some reason that isn't good
enough-it's almost as if being fair isn't good enough, and that he
feels the student media should support him without question.
I suspect that perhaps Tsilfidis may not be bothered by all this so
much as he might be trying to bully us into seeing things his way, or
intimidating us into not printing the next negative item we come
across. I don't know. Tsilfidis, Likemost politicians, is hard to figure.
It is almost impossible to draw a line between their personal feelings
and their personal ambitions. It wouldn't be a terrible exxageration to
say that Tsilfidis was just as careful about protecting his public image
this past year as he was getting things done.
Perhaps this term he will be different, through his own choice or
because of outside pressures. If he decides that he has had it with
politics here at the U, he may abandon those personal ambitions and .
devote himself fully to his job, even if it means taking unpopular
stances on certain things-after all, a man without designs on reelection hasn't as much to worry about Or he may finally feel the
breath on his neck, indicative of which were things such as the poster
debate and the vehemently anti-Tsilfidis positions taken by his
opponents for the presidency.
There is no doubt, given his considerable power within SAC and
elsewhere in the university, he has aU the potential to be one of the
most effective leaders this school's student council has seen in a long
time. But it just as likely that he will conduct himself as before. To
give him credit, Tsilfidis has become a polished politico,as bullying
and pettiness are de rigeur among those in that faction. Those are the
marks, you see, of a mature politician, but equally the marks of an
immature personality.
Oh yeah, I almost forgot Congratulations on the win, Jon.

·

~

·

-gus horvath·

Studentdriversareparkingup thewrongtree
There are a number of cost factors, such as the high price
of gasoline and the unbelievable insurance premiums expected
in this area of young male drivers. to say nothing of
initialcoslt and main-tenance, which make it financially
impractical for me to own an automobile. This means several
things to me. For one thing, it means that I have to rely
increasingly for personal transportation upon the whims ot
Transit Windsor, whose recent "Service Improvements"
have resulted in the virtual annihilation of evening bus
service to my area of town. However, the good side of the
issue is that, having no car, I amnot tempted to drive my car
to the University each day and try to park it This is a
temptation which I would feel inclined to resist even if I
owned an automobile, because attempting to park nearto the
University is no fun. Just from watching others do it, I can see
that it is no fun at all.
This is not to say that I am entirely unaffected by the
student parking problem at this school. I'm just affected
indirectly. You know that guy you almost smeared when you
saw that space open a hundred yards down Sunset and
accelerated to 80 km/h trying to beat everyone else to it? That
was me. I have seen, from an uncomfortably close distance,
the shortage of parking spaces on Sunset A venue result in an
automotive free-for-all on any number of occasions. It's
unnerving, considering the driving skill of many university
students.
Ultimately, I can't really blame anyone for not wanting to
walk six or seven extra blocks in our abominable Windsor

winter because he can't leave his car any closer to school.
One thing that does bother me, however, is the ways people
think of to try and get around the problem.
Some try the direct approach-breaking
the law. On a
daily basis, people park their cars in ellegal spots on Sunset
( adjacent to fire hydrants, too close to parking lot entrances,
etc.) and accept the parking citations that they receive as an
acceptable price for a convenient parking spot I suppose
these people are either not bright enough to realize that there
is a reason why some spots are illegal, or too selfish to care.
As it is, vehicles exiting driveways on Sunset and other
streets often have to play a Russian roulette game as they try
to see oncoming traffic through cars illegally parked close to
the exits. I would propose having a few cars towed away at
owner's expense to improve the manners of these people.
A more creative approach is taken by certain daring
individuals who know that the University parking lots are
rarely checked to see if the cars have the sticker in the
window. I've seen people idle the car with no brake on. run in
front to manually lift the lot gate, let the car roll through. and
then get back into the car and park it
Other students are seeking more socially acceptable ways
to increase student parking space. SAC President Jon
Tsilfidis is even now working for the changing of city by laws
to free up a tittle more space on local streets. Of course, all
such efforts are somewhat egocentric.,since parking cars on any
street is always an inconvenience or hazard for someone else;
parkedUniversity students' cars already make local strees a

dangerous place to drive, and I feel for local residents who
have to try to park and unpark their cars at their own homes. I
would feet a lot better about increasing student parking if it
was not at someone else's expense.
Alas, no way of doing this comes to mind. This is not an
area with land to spare for more parking lots. I suspect that
the answer to the question of student parking is that student
parking is one of those problems for which there is no answer.
But even if this turns out to be true, some people will not be
talked out of trying to find solutions.
I was very surprised to hear talk of a multi-level parking
garage surface again in this past week's election campaign. It
is incredible to me that the very thought that a multi-level
parking garage from scratch, could ever be entertained by a
rational mind. Of course, no SAC candidate would speak of
such a structure and really mean it SAC candidates aren't
that stupid The mentality at work is the same as that of
federal prime ministerial candidates who speak of causing
dramatic improvements in Canada's economy, knowing full
welt that the economy is determined largely by international
factors totally outside of government control. A voter will
believe any promise of be desires badly enough to believe it
But, we mustn't complain. The bright side of the story is
that your whole muscular and circulatory systems benefit
from the hike
from car to school each day. No need to go over
to Human Kinetics to work out
. Besides, your parking problem makes me feel a lot better
about not owning a car.

,-
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Froshfruitandrottingvegetables
by Steve Lat1amme

Editors Note: Some weird little guy dropped
off the following article in our office last
week. We don't know who he was or why he
did it, but we're hoping he comes back
He claims, appareni;y, that he's a "frosh".
Here's his "observations".

fm a frosh. I wannabe heard Listen:
How come that guy with the yellow
wagon in the middle of the campus only sells
hot.dogs when it snows? Furthermore what
does he (hot.dog man) do with the profits?
Everytime I go by him I get the strange
feeling that he is using the money to fund a
terrorist cause in Australia Did you ever get
that feeling? I know I do- I'm a frosh...
O All us froshes are also asking ourselves
"When is our homecoming week?" Home-

coming is supposed to be a wild orgy of fun
climaxing a crescendo of cerebral activity on
mid-tenns, Wow! Heck, at Western four
buildings were burnt to the ground during
their homecoming week! Teargas parties
everywhere!! At Windsor we had Burt the
gopher coming out of his hole in the earth to

signify two more weeks of reduced coffee
rates at the cafeteria Why? WHY?
0 Are froshes allowed in the Grad House?
My girlfriend went into the Grad House, she
never came oul..l miss her in a frosh sort of
way.
0 When I want to study for my frosh subjects

I usually go to the Reserve Reading room in
the library, but I notice I don't really study. I
just stay in my section of those weird desks
and look down at other people's feet and try
and guess what they look like; do only froshes
do that?
0 What exactly does "FROSH'' mean? It
sounds like a tacky drink you order in a tacky
bar while wearing tacky clothes.
0 Why must froshes endure constant humiliation? The following conversation was taken
during ·'Frosh Week".
3rd Yr. Student to Frosh· "Hey frosh! Did
you know Bill the Cat lives in Laurier
Hall?!!"
Fri,sh to 3rd Yr. StudenL· .. No I did not kind
sir".
The 3rd Yr. Student then beats me to a pulp
(ack!). The ORlything I remember is the 3rd
Yr. Student walking away muttering to himself .. Stupid«§$%?>>;!''

''Wherethe boys are, someone waits.for me... ''
by John May

whimsical trip to the Gator State on the
Christmas Break, I've got evidence. Photographs. Lots of' em.
The first thing that happens when you

S'cold
And it's wet And dreary. And overall
just yuck-o.
But probably the worst thing of all is the
dismal cabin fever that settles over our
hearts about this time of year. The double
wharnmy of soggy weather and mid-terms
could drive just about anyone to drink.
So that's exactly what a lot of U of W
students do-make the 24 hour trek to Ft.
Lauderdale to soak up some sun and some
Schlitz. It's Spring Break time. Gottagettawa y.
Now, if you've ever been to Ft Lauderdale,
or even known anyone that has, you know
exactly what it's like. This Shangri-La of
student vacationers is the only city on the
continent whose economy relies solely on
beer, broads and biceps.
And that's an undisputable fact After a

mail

arrive is culture shock ( or maybe 'lifestyle
shock'). There we were, tattered.. unshaven ,
groggy, and aromatic after an exhausting trip
down the coast when one of the first sights
we were greeted with was a leggy, slick,
bronze bikini bicycling down -the highway.
Down-south decadence was beginning to
rear its head.
My friend looked at me in shock. "Gad.,.
he said, then gulped, " There really are place :;
like this.''
The next few days were a living teenage
sex comedy. The sun and sand were cenainly
blissful, especially when pondering the image
of the other half of the continent knee-deep in
slush. But after the sun goes down, the real

·

Sports
Dear Editor,

Hurray for the Lance sports department
It's about time that we had some great writers
on the staff like Vern Smith and Janisse
Browning-Leveque. The Feb. 6/86 sports
edition was ALL TIME. The hockey feature
was great, as was the~ Ball write up. Maybe
the rest of your staff should take note!
Dave Jarvis

.Politics
Dear Editor,

Now that disinvestment has become an
issue at this university I would like to comment
on the gasoline boycott supported by Students
Against Racism.
If one wishes to join the boycott, the
question of alternatives to the boycott targets
pops up, unless one is in a position to shed
one's dependency on petroleum propelled
means of transport in this the 100th anniversary
of the automobile.
I was reading The Guardian, the British
newspaper, in the library the other day when
I came across the article "US hints oil firms
must leave Angola" (January 30, 1986,
pl 0) , containing a backhanded endorsement
of Gulf by the US State Department
In the pursuit of corporate profits the
Gulf OOipOration,
throughitssubsidiaryChevron,
has acquired a 49% stake in the Angolan
Cabinda Oil Company which produces most
of Angola 's $2 billion worth of oil a year. It
has thus earned the recent ire of the US

'fun' begins-the itsy-bitsy teeny-weeny bikini
contests, the wet T-shirt contests, the wet
willie contests ...
All these things fve trained myself not to
enjoy, even when my libido puts up an
argument to the contrary.
So there we were. my friend and I, tanned
but confused., pondering the philosophy of
drunken exploitation as we waited around to
find out who won the bikini contest It just
seemed odd to us that all these students,
supposed champions of social change and
progressive thinking, should flock to this
place founded so blatantly on beery sex.
It must have something to do with the
heat. The sun, the sea air, the ommpresent
alcohol. and the mob mentality of the fun
lovin·. let-your-hair-down beach party town
,;hanges the attitude of a lot of folks who
would be shocked to death if such shenanigans
went on in their own city.
But in Ft. Lauderdale. the same girl who

·~
govenunent who see th4!Angolan petro earnings
as crucial to the survival of the South Africa
embattled regime. See - economic boycotts
are meaningful after all
Gulf, then, may be a lesser evil, or better.
Students Against Racism identify" Gulp" as
a target on leaflets along with the main target
of Shell and others.

would be cmbarassed to tears if caught with a
well-thumbed copy ofGQ, will go 0nstage at
the Butwn and strut her stuff in a wet T-shirt
contest
Now. I'm as immoral as the next guy. but
the blatancy of the booze=sex=fun attitude of
Ft Lauderdale, Florida was profoundly disturbing. if only because the participants are
almost exclusively university students-our
continent's · intellectual elite.'
Most of the participants can likely shrug
off the decadence and expoitation as merely
· letting loose' after a couple months of gruelling
schoolwork. But that means ignoring the fact
that a city has created an industry catering to
the seedier side of student morality. It also
means not noticing that you're paying top
dollar to be doped, teased. and titillated.
because the Floridans think thafs what you
Fine. But there must be a better way to
spend a week than switching off your mind i~
the name of a great tan. 0

.

Day activities this past Thursday. The day
went over quite well and was very infonnativeespecially for those who are about to graduate.
However, this letter has no intent to place the
executives of the MBA Society and Commerce
Society, on a podium to say thanks for
serving their respectful members so well: but
to criticize their actions.
My criticism arose (not for the first
Chris Crantz
time) from the question period after Mr.
Mike Mueller's informative presentation,
Dear Editor,
''How to Get an Excellent Job". Mr. Mueller
This letter is in response to the article mentioned that if you only attend your
entitled "Pro-Life group attacks campus classes and are not involved with the above
Dear Editor,
doctor." A group calling itselfThe Association mentioned clubs or hold a part-time job-of StudentsAgainstAbortionFunding(ASAAF) "the furthering of your job opportunites may
I'm writing this letter to express my
has called for an end to the use of Birth be limited"
sincere thanks to both the Lance and Julia
To the executive members I ask why
Afras for the" Born Ag_ainBiafran" article in Control Pills and IUDs on campus. The
ASAAF chairman Mark Kahabka is also were their members not allowed to partake:
the Jan. 30 edition. This was probably the
requesting the removal of Student Health through an open invitation to get involved
first article I've read in our paper in my four
Services doctor Walter Wren. Doctor Wren with the day's events? It would have been
years at this university.
has probably done more to educate students nice to walk around during the day or the
I can't say I'm familiar with either Jello
-onresponsible sexual behaviour than anyone night at a cocktail party mingling with the
Biafra or the Dead Kennedy's but I share
their feeling that we should think that this on campus. The evidence is clear that abortion guest where 'possible· job opportunities may
faculty is painfully lacking in most people. rates decline when responsible birth control have been discussed-and not to be just
methodsare employed.Mr. Kahabkaapparently another face in the crowd on this advantageous
During the Christmas holiday I read several
works by Erich Fromm that were written lives in the perverse moral environment of day.
The monitor commercial was well received
thirty or more years ago and which essentially such other guardians of our virtue as Jerry
say the same thing as Jello Biafra. He makes Falwell Logic dictates that unwanted preg- and it did make the business students interested
an issue of the extreme conformity found in nancies are prevented by education and in attending the day's events. However , this
modem society and that this helps us avoid access to birth control methods. I hope that only leads me to conclude that if the students
thought. As Afras points out in her article it is Mr. Kahabkas' lack of logic does not extend did not come out and make the Alumni Day
the success it was, their executive, not just
just this absence of thought that is the cause to bis studies on philosophy.
Brad Zalyb the business school would have looked bad.
of most social evils.
So maybe we the members should not be
This brings me to my second reason for
congratulating the executives but they should
writing this letter. As I read the words of
be congratulating us for helping to further
Fromm I wondered how it is that I've never
only their: future business opportunities.
encountered this "brilliant man in any of my Dear Editor,
Scott McCrindle
classes to date. I'm a psychology major and
Congratulations should be in order for the
4th Year Business Student
Fromm was a psychologist during his life.
Can anyone in the psychology department at students who were in charge of the Alumni
this university explain to me how it is that
Erich Fromm is not front and center in
modem psychology?May I regardthis incredible
absence as further proof of the terror that
even the well educated among us have of
thought? Please help me understand
Chris O'Neil

Morality

Psychology

Commerce
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Clinch playoff spot
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cerswinoneoutofthree

by Mike Lyster and Scott Pattison

he University of Windsor
hockey Lancers rode an up
and down week to a fifth-place berth in the Ontario
University's Athletic Association standings, clinching,
a playoW spot along the way.
They played Lhree games, in London on
last Wednesday against Western and the
other two at home on the weekend againSt
Waterloo and Laurier. They came out of the
contests with one win and two disappointing

'tIJ

inability to bodycheck gave Western all the
skating room they needed as the home team
replyed with three more goals of their own.
As Lancer forward and captain Chuck
Brimmer put it, "There were two teams on
the ice tonight, and they were obviously the
better team."
Serviss put things into perspective by
saying, "Western took it to us tonight, but
only because we let them. It is about thime
th~t this team showed some maturity and
composure and gave it I I 0% every particular
game."
In spite of the lack of defensive effort
shown by the Lancers. starting net minder

The game ( and result) against Laurier on
Sunday was quite theopposite, however. In
that one, Windsor blew a 2-0 lead and fell to
the Golden Hawks 3-2.
Severin and Jamie Howe gave the Lancers
the two goal advantage, and with Sapardanis

Rubidgc, Mark Fulmer, Richard Brayton
and Rod Zatyko) was undefeated beating
Carlton(the number one ranked team), Queens
and McMaster.
Rod. regularly a sabre fencer, was placed
on the epee team by Eli for the Kingston and
London competitions two weeks ago, so that
the team would have a ·better charice of
winning the overall championships.

Laurier 3, Lancers 2
in top fonn between the pipes it appeared as if
they had a good shot at stealing a win from
league leacting Laurier, ranked as one of the
top teams in the country. But the Hawks' Rob
Sutherland and Tim Gleneros tied things up

Mark Fulmer, who didn't make finals in
individual, beat everyone in the final team
bouts il!_cludingthose who beat him in the
individual matches. By the time the epee
team started fencing the Windsor team was
already assured of a victory, which enabled
the epee team to rela.x and just do their best
without any pressure.
Greg Rubidge placed fourth in individual
epee which is very good considering he has
only been fencing for a year and a half. Greg
was invited by a coach to a training session
with the national team in Ottawa three weeks
from now. He thinks that presents an excellent
opportunity because he has to fence in
Toronto a week after that and "'Ottawa will
be good practice "

"We deserved better," commented Cranker
after the heart-breaker, "but we're continuing
to prove we can compete in this league
against anyone."

..
Lancer goalie Steve Sapardanis

lets one get by.

The Lancers took it right on the chin
against Western, losing by the final score of
9-4. As emphasized by coach Rick Cranker,"
we obviously did not come to play. We were
standing still and watching them play."

Western 9, Lancers 4
The firsl period was by far the Lancers
only bright spot, as they forced and took the
play to Western. Unfortunately for Windsor,
the Mustangs scored the only goals of the
period with the second tally coming with but
16 seconds remaining in the period.
Down by two goals, Windsor's chances
were all but eliminated in the second period
as the Mustangs scored 4 consequetive goals
to send them into the third period up by six.
The Lancers finally returned to form in
the third period, establishing their forechecking
early. ltpayedoffimmediately, as Windsor's
Jean Landry popped one by Western goaltender
(first game back from ligament damage) Tim
McCullough, to ruin his shutout bid.
The Lancers' Bobb Serviss, Chuck Dungey,
and Landry also scored as the Lancers

Lonce photo by Rick Pickersgill

Mark Ranaud played a steady game as
Western outshot Windsor 41-31.
Jim Hall netted two goals fgor Western,
with Chris McCauley, Mike Lococo, Brian
Todd, Mike Tomlack, Dave Carr, Joe Meagher
and Darren Choled all notching singles.
Seviss added three assists for Windsor.
Saturday's contest with Waterloo was an
exciting match that featured a rousing Windsor
comeback, keying a 8-4 victory.
The Lancers kell behind 4-0 by the end of
the first, prompting Cranker to pull starting
netminder Mark Renaud in favour of Steve
Sapardanis. David Cole, Dennis Wigle, Jeff
LeClair and Scott Dick provided the power
for the Warriors.

Lancers 8, Waterloo 4
But it didn't last as Windsor came stonning
back with three goals in the second and five in
the third. Brimmer and Landry sparked the
comeback with matching hot tricks. Rick
Pickersgill and Serviss each scored one,
while Flavia Severin, Minelo, John Cun:idor
and SapardaniS contributed two assists apiece.

by the end of the second.
The Landers' hopes for a victory were
dashed with 2: 14 left in a back-and-forth
third period when Sapardanis mishandled a
clearing pass, giving Dave Hanten an empty
net to net the winner for Laurier.

"Maybe a tough one(like this) will make
us more detennined to finish strong
The Lancers wrap up their regular season
this weekend with games on Friday against
York at Adie knox and on Sunday at Ryerson.
Friday's game will be broadcast live on
CJAM-FM (91.5) beginning at 7:15. The,
playoffs begin on Tuesday, February25 with
the sudden-death quarter-finals. The top two
OUAA finishers (probably Laurier and York)
receive a bye, while the next four teams battle
it out in the quarters. D
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by Terry Moore
ur fencers gave us another

[QJ

reason to be proud of them
··this past weekend as the
University of Windsor team
accomplished a sweeping victory at the OUAA championships in Kingston.
The team finished first overall with a final
score of 40 points. The second place team,
University of Toronto, was far behind with
27 points. Western placed third and Queens
fourth.
Team coach, Eli Sukunda, who was
skeptical about an overall win was "pleasantly
surprised" when they did win. All of the team
members are "very pleased that they won
overall," according to Mike Fulmer who also
thought that Eli deserved a win" because he
worked so hard with each member of the
team"

In individual Sabre, Windsor fencer Rod
Zatyko placed first and feammate Mike
Fulmer placed second. Rod was happy tQ
win saying that there was "good competition"
and that Mike Fulmer, whom Rod had to
beat to get first place," certainly did as well"
as he did during the season.
Fulmer lost only one bout all season to
come out with a 55-1 record Mike should
also receive mention for being nominated for
the George W. Tulleytrophy(recognition for
best athlete and sportsman).
The sabre team (John Moceri, Roy Neves,
Harry Tumbul~ and Mike Fulmer) was
undefeited The Windsor team has a record
of winning the OUAAs for the past seven
years, as well as winning nine out of the last
ten years. The team has won 9 I straight
matches in Ontario since 1979.
Epee "surpassed all expectations" according
to fencer Rod Zatyko. The squad ( Greg

Winninl?:
the championship
is even more remarkableRiven
the circumstances.Windsor
enteredonly two teams (epee
and sabre)into the competition,
as the Lancershave no foil
squad. In fact, the sabre team
alone accumulatedas many
poinrsas the Universityof
Toronto, who placedsecond
overall.The sabreteam has now
won 91 consecutiveOUAA
matches,and seven straiJ;ht
(and nine of the last ten)
provincialchampionships.
Four or five of the team members will
continue on to the National Senior Championships, a competition not restricted to universities, to be held in Waterloo in May. There
will be a few other tournaments before that
including an international tournament in New
York where a number of the sabre team
members will compete.
For all of you who have acquired a new
found interest in fencing, coach Eli Sukunda
will be holding fencing clinics every Monday
night for a few weeks starting after the break.
All who are interested are welcome to come
and !earn all about fencing from Mr. Sukunda
and the team members. Who knows. maybe
you'll be Windsor's next fencing champion.

Lanceretttes lose.finalgame,
.finishseason winlessat 0-12
by Dunk Lyster
The University of Windsor Lancerette
basketball team closed out a rebuilding season
by losing to the Brock Badgers of the Ontario
Women's Inter-University Athletic Association 71-58 on Saturday.
With the victory Brock clinched a tie for
first with Waterloo at 9-3. Coach Joanne
McLean was pleased with the effort against

the league-leaders.
"For us to stay within 15 points of Brock
is almost like a victory," commented McLean.

Brock71,Lancerettes58
Diane Minella paced Windsor with l4
points, with Wendy Srigly chipping in 12.
The Lancerettes fmished the year winless at
0-12.
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The COSTqf T.A.Sisjust too high
by Patti McKague
ince the beginning
of the semester,
~caching assf sta~ts
m communication
studies have been
working without pay. A contract
was signed during the first weeks of
school but to this point, no money
has been received
In a statement issued to the
TA's. Dr. Jim Linton. head of the
deparunent, explained that the problem was due to a budget crunch
resulting from the increasing number
of undergraduate TA's and the decrease in graduate student usage
within the department Approximately $20,000 remain unspent in
the graduate budget while the undergraduate budget is short an estimated

[S]

$JO.OOO.
The problem lies in transferring
mone) from one budget to the
other. The department is compelled
to meet the specifications of its
contract with the T.A.'s. If the
money is not re-allocated, several
possibilities arise.
"The cancellation of Jabs will
take place only if there is no other
alternative and we will do evervthin.e
possible to keep this from happening."
said communication studies professor
Jim Winter. "In communication
studies, labs are a necessary part of
a student's classes and education."
In any case, undergraduate T.A 's
will receive their first paycheque at

the end of slack week. Th.is,however,
will be only partial payment
Donna Mancini, a student representative and T.A., felt that there
were concerns other than simply
the money.
"The staff has been very supportive
and are just as upset with the situation as we are." she said "We
want to work together on this."
A major problem. however, has

been a Jack of communication.
"We won't get paid until the
end of slack week and the department didn't let us know about this
until it was payday," said Eric
Otto, a T.A.
Working together to solve the
budget problem has .. answered other
grievances we had," Mancini said.
Mike Sloboda, another TA, felt
that they were" stuck in the middle

of this," but stressed the cooperation
and support received from the faculty.
"The student representatives are
very level-headed and any complaints they have are legitimate,"
said Winter. "We are all willing to
sole this."
The matter now rests with the
Dean of Graduate Studies and
Research, Dr. Lois Smedick. The
situation has been put before her

and a decision as to whether there
is any money available for the
undergrads rests with her depal1ment
Until then, both the professors and
the T.A. 's in communications can
only wait before any definite plans
can be made. Any T.A. who is
suffering as a result of lower pay
should contact the department and
they will do their best to work
something out D

Studentsdisappointedby ModelU.N.
by Vince Rice
Last weekend, 14 University of
Windsor students participated in a
model UnitedNations heldat Toronto's
Inn in the Park. Organized by
students from the University of
Toronto and York University, participants came form as far away as
the London School of'Economics,
the University of British Columbia,
and Tufts University in Boston.
Windsor students represented
the delegations from Angola, Cuba.
and Peru. Some of the students had
researched and prepared their nation·s
position for three months. They
gathered with over 400 other students to form seven separate U.N.
committeesthat included the Security
Council and the International Court
of Justice. Each committee was to

discuss issues that ranged from the
Iran-Iraqwar to toxic waste disposal.
The highlight of the weekend
was a speech to all participants by
Stephen Lewis, Canada's Ambassador and Permanent Representative
to the United Nations. After a
clumsy Gala Dinner that included
a toast to the Queen of Canada,
Lewis spoke on the necessity of the
United Nations. Later, he switched
to a more nationalist approach and
explained how Canada differed from
the United States.
During the actual committee
meetings, problems appeared from
the very beginning. Due to the
limitation on time and certain other
rules, many committees were only
able to properly discuss one topic.
.. Everyone who had spend many
hours researching the second topic

found that all their effortsand research
could not be presented to the committee," said Rob Croley, a Peruvian
delegate.
Margaret Beddoe, a Cuban delegate, felt that "had the rules been
applied properly, it would have
been less frustrating for the delegates." This would have been
true even though the rules were
"more like debating society rules."
Sungee John, Peru's representative on the Security Council, said,
"They (the organizers) had this
preconceivedidea of how each country
should act" John also criticized
the moderators and directors for
displaying unprofessionalism and a
lack of research into their own role.
"I learned nothing from i1i I
learned more from Windsor's model
U.N.-it
was better organized,"

said John.
Croley believed" it was a good
conference overall There were some
major disappointments though." Yet,
despite these problems, Croley felt
"all delegates were treated very
well and it was a valuableexperience."
Iris Kohler distinguishedWindsor
by winning an Hooourable Mention
for her hard work and realistic
Cuban position as the Cuban delegate in the Social and Huz.n.anitarian
Committee.
While it was agreed that the
U.N. simulation did not reach its
full potential, this was its first year
and it could be better next year.
At least all the Windsor representatives came away with a free
pen, a blue plastic folder, and some
Lifesavers. D
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DEAR SWEETIE-PUSS.
Roses are dead
"s w,ntert,rne
At loost I car wr le
A love poem that rhymes

PPJ

TO THEJERK 1nrroyPoll Sc1class: 1fI ever
catch you alone. I will kill you to death . I
mean 11No guff
Sig'"led Psycho
N.A.M.U.N. delegates Thanksfo, a lovely
time You all dress hke bOurgeas capitalist
explorters of the noble proletanat
Love. an anonymous. vegetanal\ as.therst1c soc1ahst

MEETING OF THE Unrveisily of Windsor
Elillst Club.
Time lr s a secret
Place •rs a secret too
Hey. 1f you don't know. you re not
welcome
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LONELY?TRY our adult novelties and
party tricks. Guaranteed to break the ice
at parties Visa and Mastercard scorned
Cash only Coll Dunk-o-rama
LONELY?TRY
our adult soveneirs.noYeltieS
and party tricks Guaranteed to break
the ,ce at parties Visa and Mastercord
scorned Cosh only. Coll Dunk-o-rarna
Todayl

SOLVETHEGREATmysteries ot our time
Where. oh where can my baby be? Who
wrotethebookoflOve?\Nhydofoolsfallin
love? And the all famous. is there a God?
Subscribe to the Plain Truth

Orange

Seltnap~.s

RIDE WANTEDto Guelph any weekend
after this INE!e!<end
Wdl conhibufe tov.ords
gas Coll Andrew at 252-4060or leave a
message at the Lance office. second
floor Unrvers,ty"Centre
Nymphs fed Dionysus on hOney. Which
heonedaydlSCOVeredcouldbefennented
into mead Soon atteiwards. when he
discovered that a better dnnk could be
produced from grapes. he became o
devotee of w,ne

NEEDED:MODELS- $6 per hOur Coll U of
W 253-4232 e,ct 2828 Visual Arts Dept
OFFICE OF STUDENTAffairs has movec
to the West Liaary bu1ld1ng Phone l1stingi
remain the same Extens,on 3288/3287
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITYCHAPEL9737034-located between the University
Centre and the Ambassador Bndge
Masses at 1030 am and 430 pm on
Sundays llllonday to Friday at 11 50 am
EveryTuesday there ISalso mass at 5:00
pm followed by dinner at 6 pm (only
$2.50). Sacrament of reconciliation on
iequest

After your favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKER
SCHNAPPS
TA5TETHEDIFFERENCE
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The SouthAfricanCongressspeaks
by Philip Rourke

critics argue, the ANC does not
speak for the majority of black
"There is no fence to sit on
South Africans.
when South Africa is at issue",
Dube suggested that recent trips
argued African National Congress
to theANC' s headquarters in Lusaka,
(ANC) representative to Canada,
Zambia by South African businessJabu Dube, last Thursday night in
men demonstrated the ANC's credAssumption Lounge.
ibility. Dube said the business
Nfiie linkages," said Dube "that community in South Africa, made
ne Canadians to the oppressed people
up of" important opinion leaders",
of South Africa are so strong" that
has realized, as the government has
there are no "nonpartisan"
or
not, "that there must be a dialogue
"neutral observers" of the South
involving all important leaders of
African situation today; "there are
South Africa so that the economy
only supporters and non-supporters
will not fall apart".
of theracist(President) Botharegime".
Asked during question period
Dube told an audience of over
70 people that a stand against the
South African government" defines
itself in terms of concrete steps and
does not manifest itself in sheer
simple words of denunciation".
"In their conviction to their
liberation struggle, the people of
South Africa want to know whether
you are with them or not" , said
Dube.
In principle, Dube said theANC
is not opposed to negotiations with
Botha and his Nationalist Party.
However, "unless Botha wants to
discuss how power will be shared in
the whole of South Africa, he is
wasting his time".
According to Dube, the ANC is
one of many groups with which Botha
must discuss power-sharing. There
is also the United Democratic Front
(UDF), which he desc ribed as a ·
"grassroots organization of 600 local
community groups". It has become
"so politicized that if the government
were to ban the UDF's leadership,
the grassroots leadership would
continue".
Dube said the UDF is not a
by Susan Mcllvee n
banned organization in South Africa,
as the AN C is, but it is illegal to
Nan McDo nald a representative
hold meetings of the UDF.
of
the
Canadian Congress of Women,
"It is no longer possible to
spoke at the University of Windsor
identify who the activists are because
on February 13. The lecture, entitled
in whatever social group you talk
"The Role of Women in World
about, be it a sports club or a
Development", was part of a day of
religious organization, the people
lectures and films sponsored by the
are becoming pol itical and active",
Third World Development Comsaid Dube.
mittee.
Some critics have labelled the
The lecture centred on the United
ANC a terrorist organization and a
Nations World Conference on the
Soviet puppet Seen as such, the

I

whether the ANC is funded by
" godless Communists" , Dube said
" godly Norwegians, Indonesians
and Canadians" contribute as well
as East Europeans and Soviets.
On the question of the recent
black versus black violence in South
Africa, Dube refuted the view of
the Nationalist Party that the violence
involved tribal warfare and indicated
black disunity.
According to Dube, this violence
involves mainly an attack by the
black people on black mayors and
urban councillors "who are not
popularly elected" and "have been

asked to get out" . The violence ,
therefore is a result of " the war
against Botha " .
"If you stand with Botha, whether
you are black or white, the people
will fight against you", said Dube.
Dube also talked about" a great
contradiction" within the ruling
Nationalist Party: "the regime's
liberal rhetoric for international
consumption and its conservative
rhetoric for domestic consumption" .
He said President Botha will
say to the international press that
"apartheid is withering away" to
pacify his international critics and

then fervently defend apartheid back
home on the next day because " the
white constituency, which keeps
the Nationali st Party in power is
still bent on the purity and the preservation of the apartheid system".
Dube finished his lecture by
arguing that unless fundamental
change occurs in the near future,
the South African people will be
involved in '' a long and bloody
struggle for freedom".
The lecture was partofDevelopmentDay, aseriesoffilms, lectures
and presentations sponsored by
The Third World Development
Committee on campus.

Decade.forWomenappraised

TEACHING

AWARDS

PROGRAM
Eachyear the Ontario Confederation of UniversityFacultyAssociations
recogni1e, outstanding teachers in Ontario universities through
awards based on activities in the preceding calendar year.

CATEGORIES
Teaching embrace, all levels of instruction - graduate and under graduate teaching. continuing education and faculty development
Profic1ency in teaching may extend well beyond the classroom. the
la,,oratorv or the faculty member's office. Activities such a, course
design; curriculum development organization of teaching programs,
are often important contributions. Those who excel in any of
the,e are eligible for OCUFA Teaching Awards.

NO MINATIONS
Are invited from mdividuab , informal groups of students , local
student councils. departments , alumni . et c.
A guideline to assist in organizing a nomination should be con,ulted
by prospective nominator< and 1savailable on request from the
Office of Teaching & Learning. 2100 Lambton Tower (ext. 3090) .

DEADLINE FOR RECEIPTOF NOM INATIONS BY OCUFA IS
MARCH 31, 1986

Decade for Women, held July J 526, 1985, at the University of
Nairobi, in Nai robi, Kenya
The Conference was held to
"review and appraise the achievements of the United Nations Decade
for Women", aocordingto conference
literature. The goals of the Decade
were equality, development, and
peace. While the Conference issued
no final assessment of the acutal
progress made during the Decade,
it did adopt a document entitled

"Forward -Looking
Strategies" ,
charting methods for improving the
status of women up the year 2000.
The United States· official delegation, headed by Maureen Reagan,
(daughterofU.S. President Ronald
Reagan) was almost entirely isolated
from the mainstream of conference
activity. The United States came
under heavy criticism from many
countries at the Conference. MacDonald said.
Petitions calling for peace in
Central and Latin America, and
opposing U.S. intervention, were
circulated at the conference and
gathered tens of thousands of signatures.
Among the loudest statements
made at the conference was the
condemnation
of colonialism's Legacy
in today 's economic 1mpenahsrn,
particularly that of the United States,
M acD onald said.
Every day appeals went out for
the women to join together to" check
U.S. imperialism and prevent nuclear
annihilation, to stop U.S. militarizatrion of space, and to end the
arms race of earth," said MacDonald
The U.S. delegation was the
only one that voted against condemning Zionism, and imposing
sanctions against South Africa

The official Canadian delegation.
headed by Walter McLean. Minister
of the Status of Women. was the
only delegation at the conference
headed by a man.
Each of the more than 160
countries represented at the conference sent either an official, government-supported delegation. or an
unofficial, grassroots delegation.
Some countries, such as the United
States and Canada. sent both.
Some unofficialdelgates appeared
at the conference at great personal
risk. Those women who came from
countries such as Iran, Iraq, and
the Soviet Union, could return to
their countries to face persecution,
said MacDonald.
MacDonald emphasized the need
for all people to work together for
world development.
"There are no specific women's
issues. There are simply those issues.
that affect women more than they
affect men," she said.
This sentiment set the tone for
the Nairobi Conference.
"Women's rights ... can be guaranteed only if the basic rights of
every person, above all the right to
live a meaningful life in a world free
from nuclear war, is ensured," said
MacDonald. D
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Lancerstumble into fifth
by Lance Sports staff

The Lancers just coukln't breakthe Badgers'
hold on the lead.

t was another rough week for
the Lancers' basketball team
They dropped two costly
home games, Wednesday to
Westemand SatUidayto Brock
Windsor has now lost three
straight games at the St Denis Centre.
The first-place (9-1) Mustangs easily
handled the Lancers Wednesday night, winning98-77 before over 700 spectators.Windsor
trailed most of the way but kept the game
close. trailing by only four at the half, 51-47.
Western slowly began to pull away in the
second half, however. Leading 64-60 with
about 13:00 left in the game, they outscored
Windsor 34-17 the rest of the way.
"I thought we played a pretty good first
half. but I was disappointed with the second,"
commented coach Paul Thomas following
the game. "We can stay with them(Westem)
or anyone else when we· re disciplined."
Scott Thomas again Jed the Lancers in
scoring. netting 25 points. Dino Latella
added 16.
J elf Petter paced the Mustangs with 21.
The 91-87 loss to Brock on Saturday
dropped the Lancers' record below .500. to
5-6.

rn

Western 98, Lancers 77

Brock 91, Lancers 87
The first half closed with Windsor on top 4442, again with Thomas doing most of the
damage. He was the "player of the game" for
the fifth time with 26 ooints.
Carlo Boniferro chipped in 17 for the

pre-empted by a hockey playofT match. 0

Lancers.
Kevin Moor took game-honours for Brock
with 22, while Rob McRae (20) and Frank
Capretta (18) provided strong support
Windsor wrapped up their regular season
Wednesday against the cellar-dwelling Guelph
Gryphons in an attempt to reach .500 for the
year. The score was unavailable at press
time .•The playoffs begin this Tuesday at an
undetermined site; thtgame will be broadcast
on CJAM-FM(91 .5) startingat7:45, unless

OUAA League West
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Morequalify.for CIAUs
The Lancer and Lancerette Track and
Field teams are gearing up for the provincial
champianships in Toronto at the end of
February, and they took a step towards that
meet with their competition over the weekend
The women's squad was at Ypsilanti for
the Huron Open on Friday. Maxine Walkes
was the lone Windsor qualifier for the CIA Us
( in March at Edmonton) with a gold medal in
the 300 metre run. She had a personal best
and school record time of 40.60 seconds.
Amanda James also had a personal best
m the 500 metres with a time of 1.23.48,
good for fifth place. The 4x400 metre relay
team (Amanda James, Jennifer Yee, Nancy
Hogan and Charmaine Clahar) finished a

strong third at 4.14.8.
The South-Western Knights of Columbus
Classic was held on Sunday at the St Denis
Centre, and it featured more Lancer and
Lancerette qualifiers for the CIAUs. In all
four members of the Windsor squads bettered
the national qua•ifymg marks.
Marg Gillei. .md Steve Gibb both had
excellant high jumps, with 1.68m and2.03m
respectively. They both won gold medals for
their efforts. The 4x200m women's relay
team also qualified with a schol record time
of 1 .45.0. Other gold medalists were Chris
Walker in the 1OOOmetres (2.32.37, a
personal best) and Terry Schinkel in the
3000 metres 18.40.7.

Synchroswimming

The loss just about ended any hopes for
Windsor of ho~ting a playofT game when the
quarter-finals start on February 25. Consid.
The Ontario Women's Inter-University
ering their performance at St Denis lately, • Athletic Association synchronized swimming
however, that may be a blessing in disl}uise. finals took place this past weekend at Trent
The Brock game started slowly, but picked University in Peterborough, and there was
up steam for an exciting finish. Windsor
good news and bad news for the Windsor
uailed by as much as 13 mthe second half, Lanccrette team.
but closed that gap to one with under 2:00 to
The bad news first a seventh place finish.
play.
The good news: Barbara Strauss capped

• Donna Pajor ran a 7.82 second 60 metres,
good enough for a silver medal and better
than the CIAU qualifying mark. Other silver
medallists for Windsor were Bev Deal in the
shotput Neville Douglas in the 300m, Greg
Mclean in the high jump, Rich DuRocher in
the long jump and the mens 4x200m relay
team of Joe Ross, Douglos, Karl Layne and
Tim Ryan.

athlete of
the week
Rcxl Zatyko--Fencing

an impressive year with a first-place showing
in the novice figures event, and finsihed a
strong third in the solo competition.
Mairi MacGreger helped the squad ( which
accumulated 15 points overall) by grabbing
the fourth spot in the solos.
The University of York won the team title
with a total of 43 points. 0

Rcxl led the Windsor fencing team to the
OUAA championships this past weekend in
Kingston. He was a member of the winning
epee squad and also finished first in individual
sabre. Windsor won the competition handily
with 40 points to runner-up Toronto's 27. D

MAK~ THE MOST OF YOURVACATION

social sci~e

society

ELECTIONS
BY RESOLUTION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY COUNCIL, THE ELECTION OF

A) PRESIDENT
B) VICE-PRESIDENT
OF THE SOCIETY WILL TAKE PLACE AS FOLLOWS :

R+R
If you're headingsouth for a little rest and
retaxation this winter. you'll want to be
properly dressedfor the warm weather
Johnsonshasa complete stock of'sw1m·
wear for men and women,
casualshirts and shorts
plus a good selectionof
fashionsfor the whole
family. And don't forget
to bring along the right
sports equipment.
Makethe most of your
vacation with fashions,
sports equipment. racquets. visors.sunglasses.
tote bags,golf acces·
sories...from Johnsons.

NOMINATIONS OPEN March 3, 1986 (9:00 am)
NOMINATIONS CLOSE March 17, 1986 (4:30 pm)
ADVANCE POLL March 26 , 1986
REGULAR POLL March 27 , 1986
NOMINATION FORMS, ELECTION RESOLUTIONS
AND RULES MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE SOCIETY
OFFICE, Gl30 WINDSOR HALL NORTH .
Robert Henderson
Chief Electoral Officer
February 20 , 198 6

5909Wyandotte E. (2 blocksfrom Jefferson! 945-3434
Mon · Thurs 9-6 Fri 9-9 Sat 9-5.
Visa,Mastercard& AmericanExpressaccepted.

l611apm
Sfl.D1,-sa
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Volleyballerslock up secondplace finish
by Tracey Richardson
A west division second place finish was
in the cards for the Lancerette volleyball
team as they closed out their regular season
last weekend at Brock University. They
whipped the Badgers by a score of 15-6, 1115, 15-5, 15-7, but the win was not enough to
catch first place McMaster University, who
finished with a six point lead over Windsor.
"I gave them a game plan where they
really had to think about their offense because
once they're lazy mentally their body follows."
said coach Marge Prpich of the Brock match.
An aggressive offense conjugated with a

tcampus rec
Campus Recreation Badminton Tourney.
Wednesday and Thursday March 12, 13, 19,
20, 26, from 7-11 p.m. Divisons include:
Singles, Doubles, and Mixed Doubles. The
cost is free. Team and individual entry forms
are available in the Campus Recreation
Office, St Denis Centre. For further info,
Centre. For further info, contact Campus
Ree Office; 254-4232, ext 2456. Come and
have a smashing timeat St Denis Centre.!!D
Women's Basketball

On Monday night, the Slammers, with
strong offensive action from Alison Duke &
Cathy Bonema, defeated the Fifth Floor
FU's, even though Suk Ding and Patti
plaved both excellent defense & nffP"""'f,-,.
the losing team. The score was 26-14. In a
second game, the Benchers defeated the 2nd
Floor Green Machines 20-13 with strong
play be all. Thrsday night saw the Dirty
Socks fall prey to the Slammers in a bout that
ended 44-6 in favour of the Slammers. In the
second game, the Slammers came from behind
to beat the Benchers 24-16. Claudia Coore
scored 6 points for the Slammers while C.

has injuries and you just have to deal with
The Lancerettes will bring an 8-4 record
them. It was a mental letadown at times."
into their biggest test of the season, the
The second-placefinishpits the Lancerettes OWIAA playoffs beginning February 28 at
in a tough playoff pool where they will be host McMaster University. D
forced to meet two nationally ranked teams.
"We'll have to be on top of our game to
OWIAA Volleyball West
play them," noted Prpich, who will be looking
to a number of key players to excel and
w
L
Pts
provide leadership throughout the playoff
McMaster
II
22
matches. "Tracey(McCall) has past playoff
Windsor
4
8
16
Waterloo
8
4
16
experience and she can provide that leadership
Western
6
5
12
as long as she channels her emotions properly
Guelph
4
7
8
15-6, 11-15, 15-5, 15-7
and Pat{Pepper) as captain is doing a tremenBrock
2
9
4
dous job in her leadership role through
Laurier
2
10
4
used our injuries as an excuse but everyone example."

tight defense sparked the Lancerettes to a 156 win. The Badgers surfaced with some
steady serving in the second game but were
squelched by Windsor in the third and fourth
games.
The overall second place finish in the
standings was somewhat of a disappointment
for the Lancerettes as they had originally
hoped to catch first "We should have finished
first," said coach Prpich. "We may have

)

.

.

Olen scored 8 points for the Benchers.
Action resumes after study week at 7:00 pm
Monday March 6.

Slammers
Ball Handlers
Benchers
Gators
Shooters
Dirty Socks
Fifth Floor FU's
2nd Floor Green
Machines

·

·. .

The Lampshades dominated the courts
with victories over second place Aggravated
Assault 15-8 and Forum 18-6.
Other play saw Intercourt move up into
standings with two victories one against the
Afterthoughts by a score of 20-8 and WhoGaf 13-5.
The Tecumseh Terminators have yet to
win a match in this seasons play, as a loss of
one t,f their star players to a knee injury last
week puts the Terminators in last place with
0 pts. Hope to see you up and about soon
Janice!

14
8
6
6
6
3
3
2

Competitive League Co-Ed Volleyball

After the third week of play in the competitive league the Lampshades are still shining
with 12 points, followed close behind by
Aggravated Assault and Forum.

Recreational League Co-Ed Volleyball
Team

TEAM

w

L•

T

Pts

Lampshades
Aggravated Assault
Forum
Hurtin Dudes
Who-Gaf
lntercourt
Afterthoughts
Tecumseh Tenninators

6

I
3

0
0
0
I

12
8
8

I

6

0
0
0

4

4
4

3
3
2
I

0

3
3
2
3
3
5

6

2
0

LA Connection
Volleywogs
A.L.B.O.E.
Dynamic Motion
Chemical Waste
The Gang
LA Connection
LCU
Tag Team
Frat Row
Biohauards
CSA
Lunch Bags
FFU's
The Cody Axes
Long Shots
Team Electa
Alumni Il
c·anterbury College
The "H'' Team
Fabians
Smashed 4077
Burning Rectal Itches

w

0
0
0
0

12
10
10
10

I

IO

0

10
8

6
5
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4

2

I

2
3
3

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
I
I

0

I

2
2
2

4
3
4
3
4
4
4

3
4
4

5
5
6

Pts

T

L

1
0

I

0
0
0
0
0
0

classrneds
Nons1op CGlamltles clobber new1yl.lleds'
dream vacotion.
DovldandSandylson'sdreamhoneymoon turned into a nightmarish series of
Bungles. boo-boos and bad luck that left
them begging fOf home. sweet home.

IIM WORD PROCESSINGS1.35 double
spaced page. Discount on major papers.
966-3342.
IIOB AND his friends arrived home last
Thursday. and to their grief and dismay.
promptly left again. Please tell them
they're doing the wron(1 thing. If you
don't. ruhave to.

• A bottle of Scotch lsconsumed collectively by Americans ffvery eight seconds
andtheyalsogr01Nsixsquaremilesofskin
Oday.
• Mankind invented and donned underwear 4,600 years ago to k~
delicate
parts of the body warm in cold weather.
e irs against the law fOfwomen wearing
bathing suits to walk on hlgh'MJYS in
Kenntucky unless they are carTYing a
club.
• McDonald's pours S2 mllllon IMXth of
coffee down the drain f!fvery year.
She' s allel'glc to her IAledding ring. their
grand-new car gets swiped. and that's
Just the beginning of bad-luck blitz.
Speed-crazy Pmcea Dlcnl bought herself a sleek block sports car and has been
drMng so fast that cops have warned her
to s!OINit down .......
or else!I

Teen crook held In zoocage.
Authoritieshave come upwith o unique
idea for handling teenage crooks- they
toss them behind bars at the zoo!
An anc ient tofc e rediscovered-answers
love questions. tells \I/hat anyone is really
thinking. predicts numbers. gives namesnot a toy1The some principle used by psychiatrists and hypnotists to uncover subconscious thoughts' Ever knew a horse
was sure to win? Of course you hovel This
1sinformation from the wo<ld of cosmic
consciousness.

YESIThisyear millionS of dollars are gOing
to be awarded to thousands of lotte,y
players Now t ls your tum to be a winnet1

UNIQUE
·...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
IT.
'

OIL GARD anti-rust

.

~I
I

i,

,

•

.,

in a class of
its own

I
Tested:
Applied in rain or shine. OIL GARD.
laboratory developed & road tested
Provides effective rust protection on
any vehicle of any age and condition.
Prove n:
Over 100.000 Rust-Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims during our 9
years in business.
Warr antied:
The industry leader with up to 8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles.
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8
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4
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4
4
4
4
4
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Playball.
INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You're Just minutes away from Windsor's most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational facility We're an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball Wall
courts • Universal Gymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We've Got It All 1

We Carry Swimwear

RESERVEENTRY
SCHEME OFFICER
<RESO>
summer and part-time employment Is
available to full-time post-secondary
students looking for a physical and
mental challenge. Do you have what
It takes?
It's your choice, It's your future.
For more lnfOrmatlon, visit your
nearest Canadian Forces Recruiting
Center or call collect. we·re In the
Yellow Pages under "Recruiting".

40% off

Student
Membership

THECANADIAN
ARMEDFORCES

$50.00

Feb. '86 to
Sept. '86

There's no life like it!

Canada
cla&5tfieds
DETROIT SYMPHONY student tickets
$500 con be purchased 1 hr. before
the start of each concert ot either Ford
Aud or Orchestra Holl. Current student
I D. must be shown when purchosing
tickets. Tickets will be sold on first come.
first serve basis. Coll (313) 567-1400.

i

Ij

.
I

THE FOLKArts Committee of the Multicutturol Council of Windsor ond Essex
County will be sponsoring o heritage
'86 Dinner Dance ot the Coboto. 2175
Parent Avenue on Saturday. February
22. 1986. honouring the first immigrant
tom every ethno-culturol group.
Donation: S15.00 per person; Cocktoils
6:30 pm; Dinner. 7:30 pm; Music by
Monllo Express: Entertainment Multicultural Dance Ensemble. For further
inforrnotion. please coll the Multicultural
Centre ot 255-1127
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITYChapel
973-7034 - located between the Umversity Centre ond the Ambassador
Bridge. Mosses ot 10:30 om ond 4:30
pm on Sundays. Monday to Fndoy ot
11:50 om Sacrament of Reconciliation
on request
VISUALARTISTneeded to design poster
for Women's Centre For further information pleosecontoct Mireille Coro!. in
the SAC office. X3905

DATES
ANDhours of Spong Convocotion1
Sunday. June 1, 10:00 o.m. - Focultyof
Graduate Studies ond Research (PhD. •
MA MFA MSc. MASc.MBA. MSVv.MHK.
MEd; Postdoctorol Certificatesin Clinical·
Chemistry ond Clinical Psychology).
Faculty of Law (LLB).
2:00 pm - Faculty of Science (BA. BSc.
BCS. BScN: Diploma in Public Health
Nursing).

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -Pleaseenter me in the StudentLong DistanceContest.
Make 3 Long Distance calls, enter the numbers you called on
this entry form, send it along and you could be one of two
fortunate students to win a fiery Pontiac Fiero.
Each additional set of 3 calls makes you eligible to enter
again. So go ahead, talk yourself into a fiery Fiero.
Area code

Number called

Date called

RulesandRegulations:
1.to enter,t]flnlyourname,address
andtelephone
numberonanofficialTelecom
Canada
entryformoronan
8 cmx 12cm(3· xs•Jpiece
ol paper,asweUasthetelephone
numbers\includingareacodes)anddalesol three(3)LongDistance
calls·completed
between
August16,1985andFebrua,y
12,19a6.Eachgroupofthrill!(3 LongDistance
callsmaybeentered
onlyonceOR,prOVJde
ahandwritten
description,
in notless than25words.eXPlaining
whyyouWOl/kl
liketo makea LongDistance
call.Onlyoriginalhandwnlt81lcopieswlllbeaccepted
andthosemechanicaUy
reproduced
willbedisqualified.
Mall lo: StudentLongDistanceContest,P.O.Box1491,StationA, Toronlo,OntarioM5W2E8
toanypoinloutsidetheentrant'slocalflatralecam~ area.
2. Enterasoftenasyoucan.buteachentrymustbe mailed1na separate
el!Vlllope,
bearsufficientpostage,andbepostmarked
nolaterthan
February
26, 19a6,thecontestclosingdate.Thesponsors
donotassume
anyresponsibillty
torlost,delayed
orrrnsdirected
entries.Onlyentries
receivoo
priortothedrawdateswill beeligibletorcontestpaJllcipation.
3. Therewillbea totaloffour(4) prizesawarded
nalionalty(see
Rule#4 forprizedistributron).
Eachpf'ilewillconsistof a 19a6PontiacAeroSport
Coupe
withallstandasd
equipment
plusthefollowingOPIJOns:
AM/FMStereoRa<l,o
andalumlnum
castwheels.Approx,mate
retailvalueofeachprize
is$13,000.00.
Localdefivety,federalandprOVtnCialtaxes
asapplicable,
areincludedaspartol theprize atnocost tothewinner.Vellicleinsurance,
registration,
licellse,aooanyapplicable
incometax,will betheresponsibility
ofeachwinner.Eachvehiclew,DbedeMvered
to !heGMPontiacdealer
nearest
thewinner'sresidence
inCanada.
Theprizewillbe awarded
10theperson
whosename
appears
ontheentry,imit oronepnzeperperson.All
prizesmustbeaccepted
asawarded.wrthnocash substrtutions.
Prizeswillbeawarded
to eachwinnerbyTelecom
Canada.
Prilesawarded
maynot
beexactlyasillustrated.
,. Raooom
selections
willbe madefromalleligibleentriessubmitted.
atapproximately
2:00PME.S.T.November
27,1985andMarch12.19a6in
Tornnto,
Ontalio,by the independent
contestorganaation.
Prizeswillbeawarded
asfollows:Two(2)FieroSportCoupeswill
beawarded
fromall
entries
postmarl<ed'
nolaterthanmidni!lhl.November
13,1985,andtwo(2)AeroSportCoupes
wiQbeawarded
fromallentriespostmari<ed
nolater
thanmidnight,February
26, 1986.EligibleentriesotherthanthetwowinnersoftheNovember
27 drawwillautomabcallybe
enteredin thefinaldraw
March12,1986.Chances
of beingsete<:ted
aredependent
uponthetotalnumberofentriesreceived
asof eachdraw.Selected
entrants,inorderto
win,mustqualifyaccoro1ng
totherulesandwillberequiredtocorrectlyanswerunaided,atime-limited,
anthmetic,
sldll-tesbng
question
duringa
~-arrange-,telephone
interview.Alldecisions
of the contestorganizallon
arefinal.Byaccepting
a prize,winnersagreetothe useof tlleirname,
address
andpllotograpllforresultingpublicltyfnconnection
withthiscontest.Winnerswillalsoberequired
to signanaffidavitcertifyingtheir
compiance
Yliththe contestrules.ToreceiVll
a listof winners,sendapostage-paid,
self-addressed
envelope
~n three(3)monthsof thefinal
contestclosedate,February
26, 19a6to,StudentContntWIMen,
Tel-m Canada,410Laurier
AvenueW
.. Room960,Bor241D,
Strtlon·o·,
Otlna, Ontarto.
K1P6H5.
5. Thiscontestis openonlytostu<lents
whohavereached
U1e
ageof majorityin theprOVince
in whichtheyresideandwhoareregistered
fuN-time
at
anyaccredited
Canadian
University,
College
or Post-Seconctary
Institution,
exceptemployees
andmembers
of theirimmediate
families(mother,
father,sisters,brothers,spouseandchildren)ofTelecom
Canada,
itsmembercompanies
andtheiraffiliates,theiradvertising
andpromotional
agencies
andtheindependerrt
cootestorpanization.
Nocorrespondence
wiUbe enteredintoexceptwithselec1ed
entrants.
6. Quebec
Resldenla.
Anydisputeorclaimby Quebec
residentsrelatingto the conductol thiscontestandthe awa_
rdingof prizesmaybesubmitted
to
the ~e desloteriesetcourses
du Quebec.
Thiscontestis subjectto allFederal,
Provmcial
andMunicipal
laws

·eans

1 ===~====~==========:
___ _
21
3 ====::=======~========;
___
_
:=I

;=I

Name·-------------------~
Address. ____________

~.pt.. ____

City ______________
Postal code _______

Prov ___
Telephone

_
_

No. _____

_

(Whet'eyou can be reached)

CollegeorUniv.

attending ____________

_

I have read the contest rules and agree to abide by them.
Signature. __________________

_

Bell
Amembefol

Telecom Canada

5:30 pm - Faculty of Education (BEd).
School of Social Worl<(BSW).
Sunday, June 8, 10:00 om - Faculty of
Arts (BA. BFA BMus. BMA Certificate in
Religious Studies. Diploma In Church
Music). Faculty of Engineering (BASc).
2:00 pm - Faculty of Business Administrotion(BComm; Certificate in Business
Administration).
Faculty of Human
Kinetics (BHK).
5:30 pm- Faculty of Social Science(81\
BPA: Certificates in Labour Studies.
Criminology
ond Criminal Justice,
Ogonizotionalondc.oree.-DEM:llopment,
Organlzotionol Communications. Public
Administration). (NOTE: BS./11
is June 1,
5:30 pm).

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
. College Pro
Pointers ore looking for people who
wont to mokey money ond hove o fun
summer. Interviews ore starting SOOf.l.
Get your application ot the Student
Placement Centre. downstairs in Dillon
Holl.
TO THEyoung blond man in one of my
classes: you ore not owore of this. but
you ore the only reason I go to class.
Keep smiling. maybe rnt;,ebra.eenough
to smile bock some doy. Fromo potential
friend.
COME TO the Women's Center Open
House. Wednesday Morch 5 ot 7:30 pm,
ond find out what the Women's Centre
is oll about. Coffee ond refreshments
pO,lided. Wcmenord menorewelcome.
The Women's Center is located on the
2nd floor of the University Centre.

Jic n<sut

by Michael Panontin
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Let 's talk rock.
Now there's igneous rock and metamorphic
rock. There's rock-rock as a generic category
( like ' blues' or 'jazz'). There's the stuff your
grandmother does. And there is the kind that
was inflicted on us on Saturday night in the
SUBWAY-rock
as in black leather long
underwear and religous crosses large enough
to masturbate with. Or blown eardrums and
southern fried brains. You know the lifestylerock, as in hard heads.
Capital R-0-C-K, "baaybbaa".
The Vertical Pillows, three motor city
madwomen and a "hey, like groovy, man"
drummer straight off the set of Gilligan's
Island ( remember the Mosquitoes?) gave the
somewhat tenative crowd of students something
indeed to be tenative about-music that was
just plain bad Now my mind was about as
open as the legs of a Wyandotte street hooker
but rather than being stimulated, it was
raped-assaulted
with such romper room
riffs lamely disguised as Detroit rock circa

'69
Time was when the mere act of strumming
an electric guitar and sweating like a foundry
worker could conjure praises of feminism for
any woman daring( or stupid) enough to do it
Joan Jett and those embarrassing wenches, the
Runaways proved that all you had to do wa~
act like bigger assholes than men to have rock
critics sit up and talcc notice. Likewise with
the Vertical Pillows ... so, so tough, these
girls.
So let's talk evolution Not the Darwinian
type but the kind that's supposed to happen in
pop when boredom and impatience with the
current trends breed invention Their rendition
of" Vicious" sounded like the sort of garbage
that Lou Reed used to spew forth during his
drug-bent Rock and Roll Amina! days while
the Shocking Blue's "Venus" was literally .
demolished, its nostalgic charm reduced to
auditory rubble. Ditto for the originals.
Not even Van Morrison (huh, you mean

Dana Mendelssohn (left) and Paula Boufford of the Vertical Pilloi"S.

that was really CJAM's Rauk Conley?) could
rescue the girls from wretchedly rendering
the classicly sixty-ish "I Can Only Give You
Everything" into the mainstream metal mudmix that it was.
Even the warm-up act, Windsor's Do Or

Lance photo by Christopher McNam aro

Diatribe, suffers a similar fate, though their' s
is more akin to kleptomania ( with bands like
the Furs, Banshees and PiL the unknowing
victims). This city's super-coiffeuse to the
stars, vocalist Nancy Drew, possesses beautfully captivating vocals and emotive phrasing

and should she ever surround herself with a
band whose concerns go somewhat beyond
"the pose" (I know, I know, it gets the chicks,
right?), she may someday blow away more
than just hair. D
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A coup/awhitechickstalking
by Desmond McGrath

hatever demon
it is that makes
somepeoplewant
to show off is
even busier than
usual at the Drama Building this
year. People are going further out
of the way to perform for us. What
with the large casts of this season's
University Players productions and
the number of participants in the
Play Festival, the talents of the
drama students have been more
manifest than ever.
The latest manifestation materializes this week in a small-scale
production of John Ford Noonan's

m

A Coup/a White Chicks Sitting
Around Talking. It happens in the
Experimental Theatre inside the
DramaBuildingthisThursday through
Sunday with fourth-year drama
majors Monica DeSantis and Toni
Prinz in the title roles.
The white chicks are Maude, an
expensive person of Westchester,
New York, who has her sterile
stylized world shown up as barren
by Hanna Mae, a Texas woman of
implacable sociability. Hannah
knocks Maude from her ritual merry-

go-round/treadmill of social teas
and charity do's, giving her strengh
to declare her independence from
her philandering husband and discover her better self.
Maude (played by Toni Prinz)
doesn't make it easy for her. She
goes out of her way to make Hanna
feel unwelcome, but her Queen
Bitch tactics are lost on Hanna's
uncalculating folksiness. The two
don't just sit around and talk; they
fight, dream, fret, hug, and throw
things until, as their relationship
grows, Maude rediscovers compassion, friendship, and the exuberance for life that was seemingly
mothballed with her wedding dress.
Hanna is a woman of little
subtlety, almost stereotypically
Texan, painted with appropriately
large strokes by Monica Desantis.
Like Maude, she is a mistreated
wife much in need of a rewarding
outlet from her stifling marriage.
DeSantis has little trouble getfug
us on Hanna's side from the start.
as Hanna persistently showers
warmth and affection on a Maude
whose social sophistication makes
no allowances for an exchange of
feelings. It's mainly because
DeSantis/Hanna is so appealing

that we want the developing friendship to succeed
As Maude, Prinz gets to portray
a wider range of emotions, starting
with the chinkless armour of constant
tension that is only relaxed after
llanna' s lout of a husband wanders
in and adds Maude to his list of
conquests ( an event that fazes neither
of the women as they both seem
used to that kind of thing.). After
that, Maude becomes more human
as she starts to enjoy her liberation.
and Prinz becomes more convincing.
Whether the friendshiphas lasting
power or not is left unresolved
Noonan's play, while primarily a
study of the bondingprocess between
two women, is also about their
dependence on their respective husbands, a point which becomes clear
at the story's surprising ending.
It should be mentioned that this
production is set apart from those
of the Play Festival by the fact that
the performers are receiving a credit
for their work, and by the fact that it
is directed by a faculty member,
namely Vance Paul, ( who last directed
this season's production of Come

Back to the Five and Dime, Jimmy
Dean, Jimmy Dean). D

l Hilberry'sDrea,m

Lynne Kadish as Helena and Jonathan Nichols as Demetrius

by L Buj
hat erotic underseam critical
Jhands have been quick to
jP<>intto in Shakespeare's
'i/'rf
idsummer Night's Dream.
!Butso often an actor delivers
his lines with seemingly less dark affectivity

m
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than they portend on the page. So what does
it profit a man to take name against the wht>le
chaotic strata of repressed desires and yet
Jose sight of the old misprision theme in love:
the comedy of Freudian cliches as the cliche
of a sublime miasma: love as a crossed
(bearing love's cross, or crossly baring its
sweet injuries) emotive drive perpetually

paranoid or even hysterical in the overvaulting instant of the great chase: the mad
moonlit luciditycalled romance which remains
romance so long as one considers it the
pleasure of coming closer and closer yet
never quite getting there, never quite making
it
Thi s never quite getting there afflicts
many productions. An evident thing. Dream
is a play that's almost never completely
pleasing in staging. Hilberry theatre's current
version uses a bluish lighting ( Gary M. Witt
in charge) to give the Traum a faintly aquamarineish atmosphere. Include here some of
the fan-like decorations and we have an
Athenian wood vaguely analagous to some
chamber of the sea- pe-rhaps the chamber
where the lovers don't see, or won't, or refuse
to since it would entail losing much of the
lustre of their desperate Venusian faith.
Director Margaret Spear's crew is party
to a somewhat flattened sense of desperation.
The olde familiar lines on discord, love's
tender savagery, the wondrous elicitations of
pastoral plenty, would go better if sung with a
more convincing sense of imagination behind
them.
The actors themselves,then: Larry Greer's
(Oberon) best line is the tremendous pickup
opener, "Ill met by moonlight,proud Titania".
The rest of his performance somehow misses
out on evoking the full range of Oberon's
imperious temperament and loveproud tenacity. Titania, played by Cheryl Williams,
came as close as she could to coherently
pulling off the speci'al Fairy Queen blend of
rebellious love companion, deluded farthing,
fair feministcounter figure, and noble devotee
of cosmic order. Melanie Metcalf and Lynne

Kadish as He1mia and Helena were appre>priately 'perky'. Metcalf was a fine bundle of
rage when the script called for it, and Kadish
was one of the most sympathetic maypoles
Helena could ever aspire to.
But put the two female characters in
context with the boys, and problems arise.
George Comiskey and Jonathan Nichols as
Lysander and Demetrius are your typically
jumpy changelings. Comiskey is a bit too
much the "hard-hearted adamant" until finally
refined by his Helena. Nichols sweeps in
with a brightness that remains brightly superficial. So why, tell me, do all the Lysanders
and Demetrii come out as inocuous, flugabout dopes? Why do they seem two almost
identical incarnations of one Jove-to-lovelove theme? Why not a couple of secret
teenagemasturbators?Orwhynotadangerous
Demetrius,a pathologicallyimpulsiveLysander,
as all the eros-critics are quick to uncover in
the sub-text of their speech?
Why? Perhaps Shakespeare intended us
to see the four lovers locked into a dance with '
,singular obsessiveness: each of the four
turning an allegorical amor fati footstep in
the chaos of Shakespeare's erotic (in this
case a word still too overloaded with heated
ema~ations) midsummer night's sentence.
And Puck; what of him? Gordon Reinhart
is Puck. yet not at the precise pitch of
peevishness it takes to complete our preconception of the insouciant sprite.
And Bottom among the mechanicals?
Paul Amadio at Bottom. Bottom as a nondescript retro-wit with a Brooklyn accent
sporting when needs a hoary ass-head well
executed in the costume shop after Lisa
Haynes' design. D

classifieds ·
ARTISTS
SEEKthird party lo shore large
building. Three studio oreos. full basement . Cheap. Call Suzanne 252-1539
or 734-7307 .
3 RESPONSIBLEstudents looking fa
apartment/house to rent starling 1n
April Please coll 252-8734

GRAD· PHOTOS

FEMALEVISUALartist wonted to deSign
poster for new Women's Center Fol
more info contact Mireille Coral in SAC
ext 3905. 3906.

John GAfac~y c;photography

"HEY CAVE-PERSON I too hove lived
in o cove most of my life. but have
escaped unscathed in regard to personal problems, troumo & strife. I am
sweet and lovrng and would be interested in meeting you. I hove o strong
desire to odd to your hell on earth
Interested? Leave further instructions in
the Lance ."

3877 Dougall Avenue
Countryside Square
Windsor. Ontario

969-6900

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH

11:00 - 1:30
Vegetable Beef Soup
Rshwich
B.B.Q. Meatloaf

Monday

Tuesday

French Onion Soup
Octoberfest Sausage on Crusty
Hot Turkey Sandwich

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Mexican Taco's
Hip O'Beef

Call ...

Sartt)rigff
at 252-3322

Wednesday

Cdn. Cheese Soup
Jumbo Chili Dog
Chicken Nuggets

Baked Ham Hawaiian
Hungarian Goulash

Thursday

Pepper Pot Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Western Omelet

Veal Madeline
Mushroom Crepes

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Chips
Shepherds Pie

Tcnyaki Chicken
Spaghetti

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30

AND NEED HELP?

Chinese Pepper Steak
Grilled Pork Chop

Mar 4 - Pace Changer·
Hot Vegetable Bar

Friday

PREGNANT

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Spiced Beef/Onion Bun
B.BQ Sauce

Lasagne
Spanish Meatballs
Fettucine

Sunday

SQup of the Day
Bacon'n Cheeseburger

Pork Fried Rice
Roast Beel
Egg Roll

We Provrde-Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodat,ons and
Legal Advice
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Newcommongroundforartists
by Roberta Jennings
Beginning this month, Windsor will be
home to a "bold experiment'' in art exhibition.
It is to happen at the former Artcite location
at 1233 University W., now Common Ground
What makes it unique and exciting is that •
it is non-institutional. For most galleries,
work must be approved by a judging committee
before it is shown.
"The artists are putting their art for the
public to judge, as they won't be making
money," said Merry Ellen Scully Mosna.
who co-coordinates along with Jan Milito.
The first installation is still in progress
and is already open to the public. It is a
subway theme·and will later be exhibited in
the Subway.
Alf Bogusky, director of the Art Gallery
of Windsor, said" Common Ground is not in
competition with, or is a replacement for, the
Art Gallery of Windsor, or Artcite." He
describes it as an "alternative alternative
gallery."
Artists will be able to sublet the space so
they will be responsible for staffing, advertising,
cleaning, and getting any special permits,
such as a liquor licence, for themselves.
The installation with which Common
The space is expected to benefit university
Ground will open officially (on February
students who often have difficulty finding
22nd) is entitled "Underground" and done
venues.
by Scully Mosna and Mark Sikich, both of

Lance photo by An drew Haggart

whom are University of Windsor graduates
with majors in Visual Arts.
The exhibit will portray people waiting in
a station for a train. It will feature life-size

cut-outs of people made from corrugated
plastic. Since they are coloured in day-glo
enamel paint, this will create "an eerie kind
of lighting effect," according to Scully Mosna
Station signs and a transit map, and possibly
a ~ransit car as well as an authentic 100pound garbage can are to be included.
The good news for University of Windsor
students is that the exhibit is to be displayed
in the Subway after slack week.
"If the artwork is received well, we'll look
into purchasing it," said Chuck Blewitt,
Subway Manager.
Mosna feels the figures will" populate the
space before (real) people arrive."
Blewett is a member of the Art Council of
Windsor. one of the funding groups, and
describes the Common Ground as a "pioneer
voyage. I don't know of any other city with a
gallery like this."
Professicnal to grassroots art.,ists from
Canada and the Unites States in all aspects
of art-display,
poetry. performance-are
welcomed. Common Ground can be booked
for up to two weeks by calling the Arts
Council ofWindsor at252-6855, Monday to
Friday, 9 am to 4 pm.
The only stipulations ~re that there can
be no sales. the exhibit must be open to the
public at some point in its run, and groups, as
opposed to solo or collaborating artists. are
not allowedO

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

June LSAT
Mar.15 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800-387-1262
'
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RHYTHM
GUITAR ond heath amp lifier
for sole. Excellent condition. More-tha~
reasonable price. Call Deborah bt 2581448
STUDYWEEK Holiday. Friday, February
28, 1986 is a holiday for University staff.
The Leddy library will be open as usual
from 8:00 am to 11:45 pm with full
circulation service. The Reference Help
centre and the Public Documents
Department will, however. not provide
reference assistai;ice.
GENERATION ' 86 . Submit your poems.

stories or artwork. Check campu&-wide
flyers for details. Literary items deadline
March 16; Artifactsdeadllne Mari::h 19.
lHEWOMEN'SCENTRE needs\Qlunteers.

We need people to help keep a running
file of newspaper clippings. and to
make available to the University community the services of the Women's
Centre. Please contact Mireille coral.
Women's Commissioner. in the SAC
office. X3905

COLLEGE
GRADUATE

PURCHASE
ORLEASE
PROGRAM
SPECIAL
s400.ooCREDIT
TERMS

PURCHASE
ORLEASE
ALLOWANCE
DIRECT
FROMFORD

from
FORD
CREDIT

SOLIDARITY WITH THE SUFFERINGWednesdays - 12:30 - 1:30 pm . Af:
Assumption University.Conference Room
Hosted by Iona College, Canteroury
College. Knox Presbyterian Church.
lntervarsity
Christian
Feliowship,
Assumption Campus Community. Join
us for Ecumenical prayer. presentation
and a rice meal. EVERYONE
WELCOME.
APARTMENT FOR rent. Available May S

to Sept. 5th 1986. 2 Bdrms. 15 min. walk
from campus. Call Deborah at 2581446.

(112-800-387-5535

IN 8.C) OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 31, 1986

SAllSPERSONREQUIRED
. Retail experience necessary. Must be available
Monday & Tuesday afternoons 12-4.
Fridays 3-8 pm and Sat\Jrdays Please
q:,i:lly in peoon with 185Urneand schedule

to Kettle Creek Canvas Co ..469 Pelissier
St. Must be a permanent resident of
Windsor
OUR llG S fit your legs. My legs fit your

legs. My pants fit my legs. My legs ore
fitting. I pant, my legs fit. My legs ore
having a panting fit.
DEAR SICK In Florido: If the doctor says
vou·e okay you're probably okay Slow
down and act your age.

Driveawaya 1986 Fordor Mercury!
ford Molor Comoanv of Canada L,m,tl"O· Ford CrecM C.rnada um11ed Oa~v,Nc Onra,10 L6J ~E4

.
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The Mulroney government is planning to bring
about the most important OConomic change of
the centry-and
it doesn't want you to notice.
It is their strategy to negotiate a "free trade"
deal without public debate. The government calls
it "enchanced trade" with the United States, but
othe rs call it a sell-out of sovereigrrty.

. .~

Increased

Why Free Trade Would
be a Risk.

'

Like competitiveness, increased protectionism
The largest scale trade flow that has ever taken has .also created a sudden urgency for trade
place between two countries is the one now negotiations with United States. Although protectoccurring across the Canada/United Sates border. ionist measures have been building throughout
In the 1960' s exports accounted for about one-sixth the world, rrost demmental to lhe Canadian ecoromy
of our total economic activity. Today, roughly one-- are those imposed by the United States. There are
sixth of the Canadian Gross National Product is two factors that account for increased American
generated by soles to the United States alone. The protectionism.
total value of Canada's expo rts to the United States
First.owing to the recent recessio n exper ienced
exceeded $80 billion in 1984 whi c h a moµn ted to
in lot 1980-81. the costs of trade were becoming
75 per cent of Canadds tota l exports. Appioximately
more visible than the benefits; the U.S.government,
2.5 million jobs in Canada, out of a workforce of 12
upon public pressure, has been forced to fashion
million. depend on trade with the United States.
stiffer methods of reducing the import competition
On the ot he r side of the bo rder. more than 1.5 on domestic producers.
m illion jobs in the Un~ed States are directly dependent
Second, the United States Congress is being
o n tra de w ith Can ada . Moreove r. the United States
plagued
by intense domestic pressure to decrease
relies o n Ca nada for 18 pe r cen t of its impo rts a nd
17 per c en t of its export sales, ma king Can ada the $120 billi!>n trade deficit, and has, on that
account. been placing greater emphasis on nonlargest customer and supplier .
In light of the boundless amount of trade between tar iff barriers as a means of increased protection. A
Canada and the United States there has been little key problem has been the value of U.S. dollars,
significant bilateral action to reduce thrade barriers which hos made its exports expensive and importing
aga inst eac h other acr o ss the board. In lat e fa ll c he a p. Hen c e, its balance of payments problem, it
1984, Prime M inister Brian Mulroney and c abi net is this tha t ha s led to demands for protection.
announced the ir enthus iasm fo r future negot iations
Acco rding to an Address by Secretary of State
w ith the United States regarding free trade . Less for Exemal Affa irs,Joe Clark, non-tariff barriers have
than two years ago such a statement would have recently extended to inclu de mo re subtle and
received unanimous app roval from infulentiol bus- elusive applications, including inc reased governinessassociations and economic council pleading
ment procurement policies (" Buy American"), so
for "secu re access" to the U.S. market. But todaV ca led voluntary export restraints, a nd orderlythere appea rs to be much mroe resistence from marketing arrangements . And then. often lying
business groups . There is an uneasy feeling that behind these non-tariff border barriers are industria l
Candian culture and identity would be swallowed
and structural measurers such as taxation , sub sidiolive if Canada were to ent re into free trade with zation and regulation . Hence. new U.S. protectio nism
anation 10 times its size.
has become much less transparent and m uc h
more difficult for the Canadian indµstrialist to deal
with without government .
Trudeau's "Third Option" Policy propo sed a
Why Trade Negotiations diversified
trade to count ries other than th e United
tates.
However.
due to the lack of both govern ment
Are So Important
To and entrepreneurial
committment to exporting to
Cmada Compeffliveness.other continents, and Canada's non-m embe rship
in the in the European Economic Com munity for
political reasons, this option failed.
Canada is the only industrialized developed
In light of the importance of increa sed com pe tnation that doesn't have access to a domestic
itiveness, it is evident that trade neg otlat io nSw it h
market of more than 100 million consumers . Signifi- the Unrred States are crucial to a successful Ca nad ian
cance? Canadian
indust ria lists internationally
3future. Recently the most attractive yet con trO\/erSial
compete from a domestic market of only20 million solution proposed by our Federal g overn m ent has
people. It is clear. considering its dependence on been that of free trade with the United Stat es.
multilate ral trade. that Canada's futu re economic
success depends on the ability of its manufacturers
to compete with fo reign manufacturers in the
var ious wo rld marke ts. Increased Canadian compe titive ness wo uld red uce o ur dependence, and
in t um would streng t hen our economy. Several
bu sinessand economic scholars argue that before
Ca nada can increase its competitiveness it must
e nga ge in a trade libe ralization ag reement with
At first glance, free trade ap pear s to offer ma ny
the United States. Canseouen tly, Canada wou ld positive features to the eco r\omy. Neve rthe less. it is
hu rdl e its primary obstacle by expanding its "domthe long-term effects and h id den costs t ha t a large
estic" market to ove r 200 million people. Thus, it is numbe r of witnesses hav e d eemed detr eimental
obvious. for t his reason alone, that Canada is in number of witnesses have deemed d e tremental to
need of t rade negotiations wit h the United States. Canada's econom ic and c ultura lly sovereign futu re.

What FreeTrade M
A Canadian
iew.
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CNer the past year, the Canadian public has
been bombarded w ith information in support of a
free trade agreem ent. with the United States. But in
a recent domest ic suNey conducted by the federal
government of Canada. the results displayed a
somewhat abated surge toward free trade. In fact.
many o pposed opinions from influential sectors of
the Candaian economy have recently surfac ed.
The Business Council on National Issues published
as explicit disclaimer stating that. "it is not for free
trde but favours instead enchanced trade." Similar
disclaimers were issu·ed by the Chamber of Commerce, The Canadian Manufacturers' Association
and various trade unions, claiming they would
stand in favour of "comprehensive trade agreements and more liberalized trade." but not for free
trade. Indeed. it seems there is an increased awareness of the economic perils associated with free
trade. But unfortunately not enough emphasis is
being placed on the non-economic consequences
of such a more. Themes such as sovereignty, independence and cultureal identity have all gained
controversial popularity as players in the free trade
game.

Economic Vulnera

Many U.S.manufacturers are loco
1n no a
primarily to serve the Canadian market. If the
United States, through trade negotiations, gains
free and uncontrolled access to this market directly
from a plant in the U.S.. it would hove little reason to
maintain their Canadian operations. "With full
bilateral liberalization, an important segment of
U.S.manufacturing'plants
will either close up shop
entirely or convert their operations into just sales
and dislTibutbn." l'ccordingly, many jobs dependent
on these various U.S.operations will disappear.
Maintainance of production, in the event of
free trade, would increasingly depend on the
"competitiveness" of Canadian plants. Many Canadi an industrialists seem to have a new-found
fixation on the need for competiteveness, resulting
in added pressureon v..-orkers
to l()v..18f
IM)Qe demands
and decrease health and safety benefits to allow
Canadian plants a mroe competitve edge. In
other words. Cariadian government subsidies such
as unemployment insurance and socialized medicine contribute to a higher.cost of latx>ur relative
to the United States. Indeed, free trade would result
in direct competition with the United States, and
Canadian industrialists could be forced to cut
benefits in o rder to suivive. It is obvious. then , that
one of the hardest hit secto rs of the Can a dian
economy , origination from free trade. wi!! be the
Ca nadian wo rke rs.

v neignty and lndepend nee Risks.

··:

The Mulroney government has
serious fears that a free trade
agreement would cause widespread unemployment, harm industry, particularly in Ontario and
Quebec, and eventually threaten
our sovereignty.

by Greig Nori

A Canadian-U.S. free trade area agreement
would be a more precarious option for Canada
than for the United States. In a fully liberalized trade
economy, firms in the United States would have
limited dependence
on the Canadian market
simply because less than 10% of the Canad~U.S .
market would be in Canada. On the other hand,
firms in Canada would be heavily dependent
upon the U.S.market. In other words. if free trade ,
once in place, were to be repealed, reintroduction
of trade restrictions would involve a much heavier
oost to Canada than the Un~ed States The Canadian
economy would inherit a much more vulnerable
position than the Untted States Moreover. anAmefican
threat to terminate the agreement would give the
U.S.a bargaining lever tha t would be very difficult
to resistand co uld conceivably be sued to influence
Canadian policy in unrelated non-economic areas.

mpl oyment Risks
Receotly, a secret policy memo randum that
was leaked to Maclean 's magazine. (iron ically
titled: Canadian Sovere ignty), admitted that the
Mulroney government has serious fears that a free
trade ag reement would cause widespread unemployment. harm industry, pa rticularly in Ontario
and Q.Jebec, and eventually threaten ourscwereignty.
The memorandum further suggested that Canada.
upon full trade liberalization, would stand to lose
trade advantages in several key sectors, including
agriculture , ene rgy, automobiles and seivices .

Special aspects of th e free trade issue have to
do with sovereignty and the closely related topic of
Canad's independence of freedom of act ion . A
recent rep:)lt issued by the Spec ial Joint Committee
on Canada 's International Relations expressed
great fear that Canada might be compelled to
make large concessions in return for the lowering of
American trade barriers. The report stated , " ...The
'level playing field favoured by Americans want ing
to eliminate anything that might be interpreted as
a form of government assistance to exports. appears
to encompass programs such as regional development grants , farm products marketing assistance ,
and stabi lizalton programs." Furthermore. in an
article written on the effects of free trade on
Canada. R.A. Young presented a fear that the
integration of the two economies could eventually
result in the harmonization of fiscal policies, environmental regulations and job related health and
safety standards .
To allow the Un~ed Staes access to such demand
would be equal to ~iminatng the very mechanisms
that guarantee Canadians their national identity .
It is crucial. therefore , that in the event that Canada
:nitiates serious free trade negotiations with the
United States, our government never allows the
type of negotiations that will rendef us this vulnerable. I
hold that trade negotiations with the United States
are inevitable to Canada's future, but I feel any
bilateral agreement should contain provisions that
allow time for adjustme nt and adaptation to take
place.D
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· TerryGilliamgoesto Brazil
by John Slama
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kay, you ,.,, the
96 to TelegraphRoad
I
and follow it to
'
Maple. You can't
make a left tum on
Maple so you go through the ligh\
and take the ramp on the right that
says "Maple West". When you're
turned around in the right direction,
you'll see the Maple 3 theatre on
your left. It's a bit of a drive, so give
yourself plenty of time.
I've just explained how to getto
the Maple 3, one of few theatres in
the area that doesn't belong to a
major chain . It' s quite a lovely,
comfy theatre with a great sound
system where you'll get to see some
films that won't get major distri bution and therefore might not make
it to Windsor. What you must go
see t~ere. soon, is Terry Gilliam's
· 1

I

IBrazil.

When it's over you will either
thank me or hate me. ln New York
audiences walked out in Los Angeles
the film critics named it best picture.
1
I dare you to walk away indifferent
from it.
It is a story that takes place
"some time in the twentieth century"
and someplace where half the people
talk British and half the people talk
American. It is the story of Sam
Lowry (Jonathon Pryce). a lower
level civil servant in the now archt}typal Ministry of Information who
is quite content to go through life
anonymously to dream his dreams.
He is nudged out of his complacence
when he actually sees the girl of his
dreams ( Kim Greist) and must accept
a promotion to Information Retrieval
m order to find out more about her.
Now poor Sam has to face the
nasty things that his people do to
combat "terrorism", things from
which he has previously been averting

I

l

his gaze. He also finds out that his
dreamgirl is suspected of terrorism
for persistently reporting a false
arrest
Katherine Helmond (Jessica
Tate of TV's Soap) plays Sam's
mother, who dcesr. t understand
her son's lack of ambition. but
really can't be bothered as she
gleefully visits her plastic surgeon
trying to look younger and younger.
Monty Python's Michael Palin appears as Jack Lint Sam's colleague
in the Ministry, a torturer by trade
who would rather change his wife's
name than correct his boss. Watch
for Robert De Niro's nose as a
swashbuckling rebel of a mechanical
engineer who likes to go around
sabotaging buildings.
Now comes the hard part where
I try to tell you why Brazil is more
than a simplisticblow at totalitariarusm,
or bureaucracy , or whatever. First
the film comes from the mind of
Terry Gilliam, the man who did all
- those crazy cartoons and co-directed

.••

Monty Python and the Holy Grai~
and Life of Brian. Some years ago.
when he madeJ,1bberwocky,Gilliam
complained that his higher-ups were
expecting another Python film, and
that he make it funner, and that he
just wanted to ~,how that the good
old days weren't really the good old
days. Yet this is the same man who
later said he used midgets in Time
Bandits because they made the
angles easier.
So Gilliam is a man of extremes,
and he's weird That's not surprising
for a former Python. The Pythons
always made use of a lot of violence
and cruelty too, but disguised as
slapstick and their characters were
more like cartoons than real people.
In Braz.ii the clu:trai;t1:n,ar1:loo mat
and sympathetic, the dark side stays
dark, and you have the blackest or
black comedies. That's one of things
that will make the film memorable-

it will make you laugh and suddenly won't be able to just sit there and
you are very disturbed that you feel (sad, angry, revolted, whatever)
laughed. Gilliam won't let you off you'll have to think, and you'll
the hook, and don't expect a wonder whether terrorism or strongH ollywood end ing.
·
arm government ca.ile first and
The film's downright pessimism, whether a lot of this stuff doesn't go
and the fact that it may work its on, on a smaller scale maybe, in
audience a little too hard, may have your own society. Many of the
made the distributors apprehensive. situations are just too familiar too
Viewing this film is going to be a leave you comfortable.
little exercise for your brain. You
I cannot, however, do justice

''Subway People''

ARTEXHIBIT
OPENING
in the Subway

Monday, March 3, 8:00· pm
"UNDERGROUND"by Artists
Mark Sikich and Meny Ellen Sculty/Mosna

Entertainment by

'' EVERLIFE''
March 3 • 7

with mere words the one thing tnat
will not let you forget Brazil, the
images that Teny Gilliam has created.
Remember that his is the man who
brought you the Python cartoons,
designed their films, made Jabberwocky and Time Bandits. Can you
imagine what it would be like if
George Orwell had written 1984
on acid? Of course you can't So go
see Brazil D

grank J. ffox, O.JJ.
OPTOMETRlff

604 California Avenue
Windsor, Ont. N9B 2Z2
(Across from Harvey's)

Phone 258-0942

By Appointment

_______

k, Ma,nohair!

I

HYPMOTYZED!

You know those momings.-aftemoons,
really when you wake up unable to remember j
anything that happened the night before and
everyone seems to be talking about what
wierd and wonderful things you did while
drunk/high/whatever? Pretty embarassing.
but you can laugh it off and pretend you don't
care because next weekend someone clsc'II
go too far and it'll be them getting laughed at
But what if somebody was filming you?
Be pretty hard to live it down. eh? And
what if the film was broadcast on TV? You'd
have to leave town for a week. at least
It's a grim scenario. but it is precisely the
fate of some of those who let themselves be
1ypnotized by mentalist Mike Mandel when ,
he performed in the Subway on January 17th
(that was a Friday). A crew from Windsor
Cable was there. and they'll broadcast their
findings this Friday night at 8:00. and again
next Wednesday at 9:00 pm on cable channel

by Margaret Hoffman
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ately, my father's taken to
calling me "butch". Old
acquaintances barely recognize
me. Friends look shocked at
first and rebound with a tentative "You got your hair cut It looks ...
interesting." I know now that those who
don't say anything are honest and tactful
beyond belief. I mean I know they've noticed
And they know that I know they've noticed.
To not call attention to it with false compliments makes them all right in my book.
A lot of people are asking me why. Why
did I chop off my long glorious mane ( as I've
now come to remember it)? Actually, it was
the shaggy remnants of an ancient perm.
To tell the truth, it wasn't my decision. I
placed myself in the hands of my long(butno
longer) trusted hairdresser and she screwed
up. I mean radically. After explaining for ten
minutes that I wanted bangs, asymmetry and
a little length.. she nodded, showed me a
picture (which I didn't like) and said, "but
it'll be longer". Sure.
I guess it was my fault too. I was lax.
Having complete faith in Theresa, and a
tendency to sleepiness when being" coiffed".
I wasn't as vigilant as I perhaps might have
been. But there wasn't much recourse after
the first clip-on a majorly conspicuous part
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of my head, of course. 1suppose I could have
screamed But then she had the clippers now,
didn't she?
The result of Black Thursday is a sort of
spikey "do" that suits my personality about
as much as leather pants would Scarlett
O'Hara. My ears get awfully cold now too.
Still, people continue to compliment me on
my bravery with comments like, "You have
such nice eyes, I never noticed them before.··

·---------.-----------------------------,.

Kym Hunter
FACULTY:
ChildPsychologyand PoliticalScience.

NAME:

AMBillON: To raise horses,roses and

children.
BESTFRIENDS:RaJphLauren,

EddieBauer,L.L.Bean.
FAVOURITE
FOOD: Lobster,
if there'sno caviar.
BIGGESTFEAR:Missingout
on anything,especially
trips to Europe.
PETPEEVE:Slobs.
FAVOURITE
HOBBY:

Shopping.
FAVOURITE
BEER:

John LabattClassic,
becauseit will
alwaysremind me
of the SecondYear
formal.

TOHNLABATT CLASSIC.

YOU'LLFlND YOUROWN REASON.
Krauscn brewed in small batches, one of the longest aged beers in the world.
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It's hard not to, now. My whole face is so
naked. No longer can I flip my bangs east or
west depending upon where the blemishes
lie. Let's face facts. I don't have the skin for
this haircut On Meryl Strcep. maybe.
There are some advantages I suppose. If
I feel daring. I walk the fine line. A little
mousse, a second hand overcoat and a pair of
desert boots, and I can pass for a member of
the Lance staff. Some comfort o

11.

The crew, headed by Peter Frecle. interviewed volunteers before they subjected themselves to Mandel's spell. filmed them making
fools of themselves in public. and got their
reactions after being released back to normalcy.
They also spoke with Mandel himself. to
sec how it looks from where he is. and to find
out something of what the possibilities of his
talents are.
Tune in and sec Tarzan ( or somebody
who thinks he is) live in the Subway. Sec how
~g a fool you made of yourself. :J
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"o:~:Rii~?"
We thought so.
'That's why there's
eneration 1 86.lf you are
interested in being
published, bring your
short stories, poems, art
.··. . work and photograptis to
.••• '~ ·..· the Lance.
Deadline · Mar. 7
1
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Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked-avoid

inhaling

I Boycottmay

breakrules
by Kevin Johnson
abandon plans t0 expand, but will decrease
the number of student cases it can handle,"
said External Director Jerry Switzer.
'
"We'll have to cut back on student
hirings. We usually hire a social worker in
the summer: we· re questioning that .. Switzer
said. "We had plans for increasing administrative staff and increasing our ability to
deal with our files."
The majority ofCLA's funding is provided
hy Ontario Legal Aid Plan, a provincial
organization.
Switzer said OLAP has been applying
pressure to concentrate more on the broader
Windsor community.
·'We're going to have to discuss handling
student files," he said The publicity surrounding
the referendum may result in a larger case load.
without the increase in money needed to deal
with an influx of students seeking help.
Although he would regret il Switzer said
it may be necessary to establish a screening
procedure to deal with student clients in a
ratio roughly proportional to their budgetary
contribution.
Switzer said the results of the referendum
were discouraging for CIA staffand volunteers.
'·Ifs not just the financial aspect that
bothers us so much. It's an indicator that
maybe the students aren't aware, or don't
appreciate us." he said.
The CLA is considering re-running the
referendum in the fall, said Switzer. He said
he thinks the issue may have been lost in the
general SAC election.
Jn addition, the campaign for the fee
increase was limited.
"We aren't politicians. We made an
honest effort to stay away from politics,"
said Switzer. D

tudents' decision to ban Carling
O'Keefe products from the
Subway may contravene the
Liquor Act, but no action
against the pub is current!)
being planned.
75% of voters in February':, Students'
Administrative Council election were in favour
ofa referendum requiring SAC to boycott the
products of companies with ties to South
Africa. The n:ieasure is intended to protest
the country's policy of apartheid.
The Students Against Apartheid and
SAC said this includes Carling O'Keefe, the
manufacturer of Carlsberg, Old Vienna, and
Miller beers, among others.
Subway Manager Chuck Blewett stopped
ordering Carling O' Keefe products two weeks
prior to the vote. but will continue to serve
them unti stocks run out He will not re-order
them, he said.
Ron Thompson. Inspector of the Windsor
Area for the Liquor Control Board of Ontario.
said the regulations require licencees to
maintain ··an adequate stock of liquor of all
brands and types that are commonly in
demand.''
However, he added that he thinks 1t is the
licencee's perogative to decide what he purchases.
He would take action against the Subway
if ordered to do so by his head office in
Toronto, '·but I wouldn't step out of my
way,'' to do it, he said.
Blewett said he was not aware of the
regulation until after the referendum. He
thinks it is open to interpretation.
"Given the fact that the students voted
for this by a three-to-one margin. I would say
these brands are not commonly in demand. ..
said Blewett
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis agrees.
He said the liquor laws were changed last
year to prevent brewers from influencing bar
ownen;. Sometimes companies paid off licencees to c;tock only one brand of beer.
Blewett said ifhe were approache<i by the
LCBO, he would tum the problem over to
SAC.
"It'd be up to the SAC executive, the
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SAC Council, and the students to respond
before I took action, .. Blewett said.
Tsilfidis said that if the LCBO rules
against SAC, "there's no prescribed limit as
to how much we must order...
"We are here to carry out the wishes of
our constituents.,. he said. D

CLAwillhave
to changeplans
by Kevin Johns on

l7:J

he defea.t oflast month's referendum to increase Community
Legal Aid fees may mean
cutbacks in the scn.ice·s ability
to help student!>

The CLA prO\ ides free legal service to
those who cannot afford to pay professional
fees. The referendum asked students to increase
their contribution from 15 to 35 per cent of
CLA's budget by raising the fee from $1.00
•., $2.75 a semester.
Voters reJected the measure February 19
by a 54%-46% margin.
The loss will not only force

I

Recountlooming
forSSreps
by Claudio D'Andrea
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wo candidates will be battling
for the position of Social
~cience representative Friday
m a second recount of February l 9th's SAC General Election.
John Berry lost the second position for
Social Science representative by a margin of
11 votes to Iris Kohler after the unofficial
results were tallied the night of the election.
Two days later, he learned that the official
results indicated that Kohler narrowly defeated
him 165-1644. H e asked Chief Electoral
Officer Sam Dinatale for another recount
.. I couldn't believe it,·· Berry said after the
official results were in.
Kohler. who suggested to Berry that there
be another recount agreed: "There definitely
needed to be a recount from 11 ( votes) to
one."
Chris McIntyre swept the first position of
Social Science representative with 29 per
cent of the vote to Kohler' s 20 per ccnl
Ernest Herbert. who came in fourth place
with I 7 per cent of the vote. has a slight
chance of also contending for the position.
Asked if there could be another recount
should these tallies reveal another close
margin. Kohler said she was unsure.
"I don't know if you can ha,-e a recount of
a recount .. she said. ·-rII have to check the 1
rules on il .. [.]
__ ____ I'
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DRAMA
March 13-16 and March 20-23
-A Midsummer Nighfs Dream will be the final
prcx:luctionof the UniversityPlayers1985/86 season.
Curtain time is 8 p.m., 7:30 p.m. on Sundays.
MUSIC
Friday, March 7
- Shock Therapy and Vertical Pillowsat the Graystone .
- In Search of a Sun, an inquiry into values with
Bruce Cockburn and others, 1120 ErieHall at 7:00
p.m.
Saturday, Ma rch 8
-In Search of a Sun. 1120 Erie Hall at 7:00 p.m.
- Ms Bash, presented by Club Soda and the
Visual Ms Society, Vanier East at 8:00 p.m.
- The International students' Society present their
annual Food and Cutture Night at the Ambasador
Auditorium . Cocktails at 6:00 p.m., Dinner at 6:30
p.m.
Saturday, March 15
-CJAM presentsan Independent Mists A1MJreness
Seminar from 12:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m. at Iona
College, 208 Sunset Avenue .
FILM
March 7-8
- Detroit FilmTheatre presents part one of Shoah
at 7:00 p.m. only.
Sunday, March 9
- Detroit Film Theatre presents part one of Shoah
at 12:00 and 6:00 p.m.
- The Karate Kid and Escape, a student film by
Brant Watson 7:00 and 9:00 p.m . at 1120 ErieHall.
March 14-15
- Detroit FIimTheatre presents part two of Shoah
at 7:00 p.m. only.
Sunday, March 16
- Detroit FilmTheatre presents part two of Shoah
at 12:00 and 6:00 p.m.

ART

..

Untll March 30
-Robert Weins a ll the work thafs to be done recent work at Arc ite.

Lance photo by Andrew Haggert

What's the pint? Har bar.

NEWS
-Women in Development at the Third World
Resource Centre from 10:30 until 1:30 w ith light
lunch. For information call 252-1517.

-Genera tion 86-submissions now being excep ted. Leave all poems, short stories, drawings
and photog raphs at the La nce office, second
floor of the University Ce ntre.

IMAGES INVOGUE

Concert

Thursday, March 13
(Must be 19 years
and older)

in The Subway
Doors open at 8:00 p. m.

Students $5
Non-Students $6

Universitypresidentshit thehustings
r differential lees for international

by Kevin Johnson

ntario universities are in
trouble. according to University of Windsor president
Dr. Ron Ianni.
Speaking to a fact-finding
team of presidents from three
Ontario universities, Ianni said, .. We're trying
to heighten people's awareness that the university system here is in trouble.··
The fact-finding tour is a project of the
Council of Ontario Universities. The team.
consisting of Dr . Alan Earp. president of
Brock University, Dr. Brian Segal. president
of Ryerson, Dr. Donald Theall, president of
Trent University. and Waterloo political science
president J.D. Lawson. was in Windsor to
find out how the University of Windsor has
coped with chronic government underfunding..
Faculty, administration. and student groups
presented briefs to the panel on how the
funding squeeze has affected programs and
facilities here.
While universities arc attempting to di
versify their funding base by appealing to
industry, alumni, and communit) groups.
this cannot replace government monies. said
Ianni .
These public monies arc the core of the
investment. and .. the pay-off is enormous ..,
he said.
Members of the team think that one
source of revenue is higher tuition.
Said Lawson. "My university argued that
tuition should go up. rather than the alternative
( restricting registration).··
Segal agreed.
.. It's less expensive to send a child to
university than to daycare,.. he said. He
added that the burden should not be placed
solely on students.
Ianni called tuition hik..s consistent with
looking at all funding sources ... Historical
analysis shows that student fees can go up,· ·
although student aid programsmust beexpanded
to preserve guaranteed access to qualified
scholars, Ianni said.

students.
Tsilfidis said he thinks differential re_.,;
may violate the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. " How ethical is it to charge two
different prices to two different people for the
same service'?.. Tsilfid1s said.
He and Graduate Studcnh· Soc1et\ ;·resident Gerard O'Neill blamed underfunding
for what they tenncd "second-rate facilities:·
According lo Tsilfidis. these include the
Un1vcrs1t1 Centre, academic equipment. the
Leddy Library. and other research facilities.
A report by the Ministry of Colleges and
Uni vers1ties called for the government to
Sl)<'nd$45 million a year to maintain research
equipment. but has been met with$ I O millinn t
annual expenditure. Tsiltidis said.

[QJ

Faculty Association president Robert Pinto addresses the panel.

Students· Administrative CoJncil president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis said the idea that
students can afford to pay more is ridiculous.
In a presentation to the panel. he cited a
Toronto Star editorial that stated 22 percent
of high school graduated who were accepted
to Ontario universities could not attend due
to financial considerations.
While some administrators arecallingfor
students to bear 25 per cent of the cost of
their education. Tsilfidis said. Windsor stu-

dents al read) pay 24. 7 per cent of the
umvers1ty' s budget
The financial burden on students 1s too
great and this situat1011i~ not allc\lated by
OSAP's emphasis on loans rather than grants.
he said.
.. Universities want to come to alumni for
contributions. How can alumni help when
they're paying off loans'?" said Tsilfidis.
SAC's presentation concentrated largely
on high fees, including incidental foes. and

Universit) staff and faculty expressed
different concern\.
Faculty Asso..:1atmn president Rohert
Pinto said he and his colleagues ha\ c made a
commitment to the "academic life:·
Due to poor lc"els oftundmg. "I'm sur
rounded hy people with a sense offrustratum
at their mahality to pursue their comm1unent."
said Pinto.
Geography professor frank Inne s said
that his department cann01 allord the foreign
Joumab. language training. and tr.n cl rtccesMr,,
to keer current
The government has a ..:ommatment le>
equal pa) for \H1fk of equal ,alue that the
um\·ers1l) cannot match ,,1tJ1outmore monc •
said Frank Eastham .. 01rector of Human
Resources
·· A lot of things can he done through
collective bargaining. it there's a will. and a
bit of cash.·· said EasUiam.
.. We want to get into the equity game .
too. Gl\·c us the gmhstakc. ·
St•gal said that the launch of the Soviet
satellite. Sputnik. spurred a pubhc aprrccmuon
l1•r education that has since \\aned. We arc
now presented with a similar opportunity by
the econimic crisis. he said.
..We have to become competitive in the
international markeL To do that. we need
brain-power, .. said Segal. [ 1
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TheBoard:
banks,Bertoia
, andbuildings
by Kevin Joh nson
The Board of Governors has yet to act on
two motions to divest from South Africa. At
January's meeting, SAC presidentJon Carlos
Tsilfidis presented notice of motion calling
for divestment to begin as soon as possible.
The Board was also asked to deal with the
F acuJty Association referendwn on the question
Chair John Brockenshire then established
an ad hoe committee on divestment. who
were charged with providing more information
to Board members. After discussion at the
Board meeting of February 25. it was decided
to refer the matter back to the committee for
further consideration.
Faculty Association president Robert
Pinto presented the Board with a resolution
based on the successful referendum in that
organization for divestment of pension fund
holdings.
Board members questioned the financial
aspects and legal aspects of divestment The
responsibilities of the Boardto ensure maximwn
return on investments may mean that any
action jeopardizing these monies could leave
the university open to a lawsuit.
Board member Gary Parent. president of
the Windsor and District Labour Council
called for immediate action. Brockenshire:
however, said that apartheid may already be
dying.
"We may be flogging a dead horse." he
said.

Asking the administration to give more
concrete information on the process and
effects of divestment, the Board decided to
defer the issue.

* *

*

:he campus will once again have banking
services.
After receiving tenders from the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce, and the Bank of
Nova Scotia. the Resource Allocations Committee accepted that of the latter for an
automated banking machine. The Board accepted this recommendation. and authorized
the administration to execute an agreement
The actual bank awarded this contract is
not important. said Tsilfidis. since within two
years, all banking machines will be compatible,
and will accept any banking card.

* * *

University president Ron Ianni announced
to the Board his plans to deal with the issues
of authorship policy raised by the Carl
Bertoia case. Bertoia is a Windsor student
who was not given credit for research which a
presidential inquiry determined was his.
Ianni said he has asked the Senate executive
to establish a special committee.

* * *

The Board agreed to proceed with an
application to rezone the Huron Hall property.
The administration had submitted a request
to City Hall earlier.
Tsilfidis expressed concern that the move
would endanger re.~idence spaces that arc

already scarce at the university.
However, Ianni assured the board that

before any changes are made to the property.
the need for residences will be considered. O

Parkingpricesto go up
by John May

Parking in university Jots will cost more
next year.
The University of Windsor Board of
Goyemors approved an increase from the
current parking fee of $66 to $69. effective
next fall.
The cost of parking violations has also
increased. Parking meter violations will be
$4; any other parking violation will cost the
offender $ I 0. The four dollar meter fine
matches the fine charged by the city for a
similar violation.
Students' Administrative Council president
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis does not think the fee
increase is justified.
"I think if you increase the fees ifs fair to
expect better service. But parking on this
campus is not getting better, ifs getting
worse," he said.
The University Parking Committee. which·
recommended the increase to the Board.. said
the increase was in line with the rate o(

inflation. Members of the committee mdudc
Tsilfidis. university Vice-President Fmancc
and Services Terrance Parkinson. Law pm
fcssor Wilham Vanveen. and Campus Polit:~·
Patrolman M urphy.
Neither Tsilfidis nor Graduate Students·
Society President Gerard O'Neill helicvc
that F acuity of Education students should be
subject to the increase in parking fees. nor
should they be subject to any parking fees
whatsoever .
"I think it's ridiculous that Faculty of
Education studcnL<;have to pay the fees that
they do." said Tsilfidis, .. Where arc you
1wing to P:trk at the F acuity of Ed if you dun 't
park at the parking lot-you can't park on
E.C. Row ... The unhersity is just taking
advantage ofthe the captive parking pro blem
and is charging the same fees ...
Tsilfidis said he plans to take the matter
up with the parki ng com mitt ee to see if the
situation can be changed.
" I don't believe it's too late for next
year." he said. D
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Heard the news?
Ferdinand Marcos and his wife Imelda might buy
Gilligan's Island. Yep. No lie. Honolulu mayor Frank Fasi
has suggested Marcos consider buying or leasing Coconut
Island, used in the introduction of our favourite castaway
sitcom.
Obviously, we can't let this happen. We can't go around
letting nasty exiled despots take over such sites of obvious
cultural and historical significance. What would Thurston
Howell 111say? Or Lovey, for that matter?
Actually, it sounds more like a script for the show than real
life.What 11Marcos did cough up the $8.75 million for the
island? What if Ferd and his entourage of 89 goons did
decide to move in, shoving their way through the underbrush
and siphoning billions of dollars worth of bamboo ·md
banana leaves off the island and into shady Brazilian bank
accounts? Mary-Ann would be crushed. Ginger would
swoon. And Gilligan would simply freak.
So. this Fasi character and his pina colada-brained
schemes must be stopped. Why the Americans let a
weasel like Marcos into the country in the first place is a
puzzler. They should've ,ust let him off in France with the
rest of the exiled heavies. He and fellows like Baby Doc
and the other nasties would have had plenty to chat about;
maybe they could have formed a bow _
ling league or
something . But no-the Yanks take him 1n and the next
thing you know he may be profaning one of the country's
great cultural institutions.
Then what? Offer Khomeini a guest spot on the Love Boat,
caught in a torrid affair with Karen Valentine?

the slipstream

No, no. There must be something far nastier we could
do with deposed debauched despots like this Marcos
character. Maybe send him off to live on Zug Island
instead, the Detroit River's vacation getaway.
The mind reels with retributive possibilities ...
OSend him up in the next space shuttle
OAppoint him Prime Minister of Sweden
OWorse still, appoint him the next SAC Chief Electoral
Officer
O Make him watch Gilligan 's Island, for days on end,
strapped to a chair, with the sound turned up full, in Dolby
stereo, until it actually kills him
o Make him eat dozens of Mary Miles hotdogs until his
head hurts, then force feed him Tylenol capsule after
Tylenol capsule
Gilligan himself, of course, would likely suggest the
real kicker-that is. send him off to be president of some
country like the Philippines or something, but then the rest
of the cast would turn on hirri and chase him through the
lagoon, pelting him with bamboo sticks and coconut
leaves, as the skipper shouts "Oooh, I'm gonna get you,
Gilligan" and Gilligan, portrayed by Bob Denver (I lay
awake at nights wondering what Bob's been up to these
days), whines" I didn't mean it honest" as the picture fades
to black, the endtitles roll, and you slump back into your
chair, satisfied, having witnessed a bona tide cultural
event. and smile quietly to yourself as you flick on the lamp
on the endtable and reach over to grab the day's paper,
secure in the knowledge that no matter what happens in
the news. vour fantasv world of desert islands and sitcoms
is safe from the ravages of political revolution. Then ...

·

· ·

gus horvath

Advocatesqf Democracythreatenbloodyrevolution
It was with something akin to relief that I settled into my
customary seat in the buffeteria last Monday. For a change. I could
see the walls: all of the elections and associated silliness were gone,
and their obnoxious posters with them. Our week off was over, and I
had tried-really I had-to get some work done during thattime. Ifone
cannot succeed, one can at least find pride in having made the
attempt
An acquaintance soon joined me... Well Gus, did you do any
studying during Slack Week1"
"Hmmm. Actually I sort of slacked during Study Week."
"Oh. That's all right. then.''

I congratulated her on her new tan and inquired how were things
in Venezuela, or wherever the hell she had jetted olfto for the week.
"Not bad but kinda isolated. News of the space shuttle explosion
JUStfiltered through a few days ago. What"s been going in the world?"
I thought about that for a moment "Wei~ it seems that Marcos
fellow has left the Phillipines along with a fair proportion of that
country's gross national product··
"So an incumbent leader with a reputation for belligerence wins a
democratic election amidst cries of foul play, only to be ejected by a
disturbed citizenry."
''Yeah,'" I said.
"Gee, the first pan of that scenario sounds something like what
happened here on campus recently. Perhaps we could form a

revolutior.ary group here on campus to overthrow the current SAC
government!'"
"Sure. We could call it Campus Advocates of Democracy. The
CADs. Have rallies and everything. Sounds great .. I yawned.
However, the plan became mired when we realized that we
lacked one important thing that the Phillipines had had namely a
popular alternative government. Thus we decided to allow the
current SAC executive to exist for another year. It will probably
never realize how close it came to destruction.
The conversation shifted to the question of this year's performance
of the University of Windsor· s most internationally famous and ( in
the past year) successful sports team. This is not the hockey or
basketball squad but that intrepid group of students who in Florida
every year pit themselves against college students from all over the
continent to see who can descend to the lowest levels of drunken
behavior. Faithful readers of this paper will recall that our team
managed last year to pick up the grand prize against twenty-five other
colleges in Fort Lauderdale. Incredibly, quite a number of people
around the school were exceedingly proud of this achievement.
including some who have never even been to Fort Lauderdale.
News of this vear's exploits ofour Ambassadors of Goodwill are
being awaited with bated breath by many of us, who not only would
rather this dubious distinction be moved to some other schooL but
possess a sort or morbid curiosity to know just how low our fellow
students have managed to go this year.

Of course, it is all in the name of good clean-uh, good fun, and
many people do need to let off a little steam during Study/Slack
Week, and how they do itis their business. I just wish they'd say they
were from Waterloo or something.
The other nice thing about our February break is that by the time
the break ends, it is no longer February. This means several things. It
means that a University student can ride the buses for the next month
at a reduced rate. provided he has purchased the special trial-period
pass available now. This bargain is especially timely as Transit
Windsor has approved a fare mcrease that could go into effect in
May, upping monthly passes to thirty-four bucks and regular fares to
85 cents a ride. This is sure to provoke some bad sentiment from busbound students at this University, although it should be kept in mind
that Windsor's is one of the more reasonable bus services in the
province even with the increase.
. ~at M~ch also means is that the worst of Windsor· s wonderful
winter '.s behmd us for ~ther year. It won't be long now before you
~ dnve to school with your car moving forward instead ot
sideways: Soon, clothing will once again be mteresting to look at.
And you II be able to walk around without the risk of being hit by
stray snowballs thrown by small children or Engineering students.
So really, when you think about it. it's good to be back.

,-
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Thereain'tno EastTimorno more
by Tomas Chlumecky
Have you ever heard of the Democratic Republic of East
Timor? If you are like most people, you probably have not
For today the country docs not even exist. and when it did
exist.. it lasted for only nine days!
East Timor is on~half of an island m the South Pacific,
only 400 miles north of Australia. The western side of the
island is Indonesian territory . The entire country covered
only 7300 square miles and had a population of only 650,000
people, most of whom were Catholics.
Back in 1975, Portugal was abandoning its overseas
colonies, like Angola. Mozambique and yes, East Timor. In
East Timor, various political parties emerged. some seeking
independance, others favouring integration with Indonesia
A group calling itself the FRETILIN ( Revolutionary Front
. of Independent East Timor) emerged as the strongest and
most popular party.
FRETILIN was socialist and sought a free and just
society in East Timor where there would be no social
barriers. This did not go over well with neighbouring
Indonesia.. which had labelled FRETILIN as "communist·•
Soon. an Indonesian-sponsored civil war broke out between
FRETILIN and the UDT (Union Democratic de Timor).
which sought to make East Timor the twenty-seventh
province oflnc.lonesia The Portuguese wanted no part of the
war. and withdrew very quietly, not wanting to get dragged in
to the fighting.
Eventually, FRETIL IN defeated the UDT, and on
November 28, 197 5. the Democratic Republic of East Timor
was declared an independent state. By now, Indonesians had
come to fear the progressive social programs of FRETILIN
\Cry much.
Indonesia is a military state run by President Suharto, and
is the largest Islamic country in the world. Indonesia has a
long history of anti-communism. this being clearly shown by
the bloody military massacre of one mtlhon Indonesian
members of the PKI ( the Communist Party of Indonesia) in
1965! This slaughter of the Indonesian masses. clearly
demonstrates the incredible anti-communist stance of the
Indonesian government
The Indonesians did not want to see a progressive
government on their border, for inside Indonesia exists a
multinational corporation bonanza which the Indonesian
generals have created anc! own. These corporations have

• ••
...

it get any international recognition in that time. So the
Timorese were left alone to fight off the Indonesian forces.
It is impossible to give an accurate picture of the situation
in East Timor after the invasion. ,orno foreign observers
were allowed in. But since 1976. there have been reports of
mass killings of the local population and especially its
Catholic members, mostly by the Islamic Indonesian anny.
Having no success against FRETILIN, the Indonesians
turned on the innocent women and children of East I imor.
They set •Jp "~onc..:ntration camps" to deny FRETILIN
support from its people .

When this failed to stop FRETIUN. the Indonesians
adopted a "scorched earth" policy where they burned
everything down - houses, crop fields. anything which could
have been used by FRETILIN to continue their struggle .
This policy brought widespread famine. and with the mass
murdering of the local people, the death toll is now estimated
been created at social and economic costs to the majority of at 250.000 people out of the original 650,000. Yet, we have
Indonesians. The presence of a progressive government on its heard nothing of this in our media
border worried the generals, but they knew that the IndoFor a variety ofreasons, this story has been ignored by the
nesian military gove-mment would see to it that no such media and mos governments. Why? Basically because
government would last
Indonesia is an ally of the United States and loyally antifhe day after East Timor declared its independance. the communist It supplies oil to the US in exchange for military
Indonesian government expressed its "determination to take equipment This military equipment is used to continue the
the necessary measues to ensure the safety of its national war agains the people of Ea'!it Timor .
The struggle will continue for a long time, for neither the
territory. and to defend the soverneignty of the state, and to
protect the people from external harassment'' The Indonesian Indonesians or FRETILIN will put their arms down . The
government made it clear that it had a "moral" obli2ation to only thing we can be sure of is that many more innocent
people will die before its all over.
protect its people from the "menace of communism."
When Vietnamese forces liberated the Kampuchean
The people of East Timor never had much of a chance to
sing their new national anthem. for on December 7th. 1975. people in 1979 from the barbaric rule of Saloth Sar (better
onl) nine days after gaining independancc, their country was known as Pol Pot), who had massacred two million of his
people, we sure heard about that pretty last, and we still read
invaded by 6000 Indonesian troops. The capital city ofDili
was totally deHroyed by a massive sea barrage and aerial about it today. However we hear nothing of the struggle of the
bombardment Indonesian troops began shooting indiscrim- Timorese against the Indonesian occupving forceS':
Before the US starts to condemn countries like Nicaragua
inately at innocent people.
FRETIUK took to the hills. fo1 the sole purpose of and Cuba for their human righi.s records, it had better take a
organizing a guerrilla war against the Indonesians. Originally, closer look at itself, and clean up its own .. house before
Indonesia denied that its troops took part in the invasion. later trying to clean someone else's!
In 1976 East Timor became the twenty-seventh provmce
claiming that only ··Indonesian volunteers" were used
Eventually the occupying force would total 20,000 men. to of Indonesia Since then, no one talks about East Timor. The
people are still dying and FReTILIN is still fighting in the
subdue a country whose entire population was only 650,000.
No international aid or help was forthcoming to the Timorese hills, yet the Democratic Republic of East Timor has
for it only had nine days of independence and in no way could become.tragically. a country the worldhas surely forgotten.O
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Responds
Dear Editor,
In response to the February 20 letter
entitled "Morality." the letter writer seems
to indicate a certain ''lack of logic" on my
part for not being convinced "that unwanted
pregnancies are prevented by education and
access to birth control methods." On the
contrary, all evidence today indicates that
just the opposite is true. That is, once
contraception becomes a way of life in any
cultural society, abortion will inevitably follow.
This. the pro-abortion movement knows only
too well
Since the early 1970's, Professors John
Kantner and Melvin Zelnik of John Hopkins
Universit'; have been conducting surveys on
teenage sexual activity. contraceptive use
and pregnancy. The results of their surveys
showed that while there was a steady rise in
teenage pregnancy, premarital sex and abortion,
there was a decline in the rJroportion of those
who never used contraception by 25 per cent.
and an increase in the number of those who
always used contraceptives by 20 per cent
More importantly, their surveys revealed
that almost one-third of the unintended pregnancies (31.5 per cent) occured while a
contraceptive method was in use - a proportion
almost four times as high as the 1971 figure
of8.6 percent And those women who became
pregnant while using contraceptives were
found to be twice as likely to seek an abortion
as those who were not contracepting.
The reasons for these sad results is quite
clear. The easy acces~ to contraceptives has
led to a type of "sexual license,'' which

encourages fornication at almost any age
with the belief of. "since I am using birth
control I will not get pregnant"
Two Canadian government-sponsored
documents indicated similar conclusions. The
1977 Badgley report found that 84.8 percent
of women who had abortions also had contra·
ceptive experience. The 1976 publication,
Birth Control and Abortion. presented abortion
as an inevitable result to failed contraception:
"As long as contraception methods are not
100 percent effective and safe ... requests for
abortion can be expected to continue ... Today
abortion is the most widely used birth control
method in the world."
The pro-abortion movement has been
aware of this for years. Consequently. to
ensure the acceptance of abortion on demand.
they have insisted upon free access to contraceptives for alL with abortion as a back-up
method for all those contraceptive failures.
(And this does not even take into account the
countless number of early abortions caused
by abortifacients like the IUD and The Pill.)
How ironic it is that the Planned Parenthood
Federation. which has campaigned for the
legalization of abortion in almost every western
nation, is now on record as saying that most
abortions today are done as the result of
failed contraception. Although Dr. Wren has
made the claim recently that this has not been
the case with the patients he deals with, his
statements refute all presently-controlled
scientific studies in this re~ard
The request by my group for the removal
of Dr. Wren as head physician of Student
Health Services stems from his long-time
involvement in abortion-referral activities.
dS well as his present position on Windsor
Western Ho ital's Thera utic Abortion

Committee. RegardlessofDr. Wren'scompctence as a physician, common sense seems
to imply that a doctor who accepts a position
on a therapeutic abortion committee should
not be available for counselling youngwomen
at a University Health Center.
I hope my so-called "lack of logic" is not
w impediment for those with eyes to see.
Mark Kahabka, Chairman
Association of Students
Against Abortion Funding

Compares
Dear Editor,
One Monday eveninga few friendsand I
were in the Student Center relaxingafterour
evening class when we happened to take a
good look at our surroundings. At 8 pm there
was food and crumbs on the tables left over
from lunch plus garbage, cigarette butts and
at least 1/4 inch of dirt on the floor. To top
things off near the doors paint was actually
peeling off the walls and ceiling but most ofit
was covered up by outdated posters of events
long passed.
I've been at tnis university for 4 years and
I'm sad to say that in 4 years nothing in the
Student Center has improved. Compared to
other universities our Student Center is a
disgrace! It gives our whole university a bad
image! Instead of considering a 3rd floor
addition to the center, as was previously
considered, why don't we fix up what we
have! I'd like to see this issue become a
campaign issue in our upcoming student
council election andseethatsomethingftaaU,
gets done.

Inquires
Dear Editor,
In Tutsday's Lance Special Edition, it
was reported that the Election Monitoring
Committee decided that a number of election
rule violations were not sufficient to disqualify
candidates.
I do agree that it would be a loss to the
student 2ovemment on this campus if the
candidates (Tsilfidis and Williams) were
disqualified. However, they should have
been.
Our elected representatives on SAC voted
on a set of rules and penalties for the election
process long before the violations took place.
In accepting a nomination to run for office,
the candidates take it upon themselves to
understand the rules, and agree to accept the
penalties for breaking the rules.
I also find it rather disturbing that an
appointed committee requires only two votes
to overturn a decision made by SAC council.
If two persons can overrule SAC bylaws,
why do we bother to elect a Council at all?
These two committee members, Bob Baker
and Sam Dinatale, since you feel you have
the right to oveffl4111a council decision. I ast
that you explainyourselves, or agreewithmf"
position, and resign from any position in this
university's student government
SincenRy,

Eno Bates
3rd Year Engmeemg

GRADUATION
PHOTOGRAPHY
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PearlStudio

Member of Professional Photographers of Canada

..Our desire to create
a portrait of you at
your best in a comfortable professional
atmosphere makes
our studio one of the
finest"
Sincerely Pearl

All Hoods Available at Our Studio
Arts
Commerce
Computer Science
Education
Engineering

Fine Arts
Human Kinetics
Law
Mus,c
Nursing

377 4 Myrtle St.
(1.5 Km from the University)

Public Admin .
Science
Social Work

258-6004

Gaysprotestacquittal
by Sukanya Pillay

Windsor's first gay rights protest
in eight years took place February
14 in front of the County Courthouse
Building.About 15 people picketted
for over an hour.
The Lesbian-Gay Community
ServiceGroup held the demonstration
to protest the acquittal of Gerard
Moore for the murder of Ralph
Fredsburg, a gay man .
Moore said he returned to
Fredsburg's apartment with him.
He said Fredsburg made a pass at ,
him. Moore was aquitted on the
claim that he'd murdered Fredsburg
in self-defence.
Dr. Barry Adam, who teaches
criminology at the University of
Windsor, was one of the protesters.
"My main concern is theproblem
of minorities in the courts," said
Adam, "There was acquittal here
despite thefact that Moore confessed
"All men have to do is prove the
person made a pass at them," and
their murder of a gay person is
condoned, said Adam.
Demonstrators were also upset
that F reds burg's sexual history was
introduced during the trial.

"There was no such evidence
that Ralph had done this ( made a
pass at someone) before," said Jim
Monk, president of the LesbianGay Community Service Group,
"It was simply a smear job by the
defence."
Adam said the trial was similar
to rape trials, when ''the rapist's
victim is put on trial."

Ille protestwas heldon Valentine's
Day in conjuction with gay groups
across the country demonstrating
for gay rights in the courts. "This
isn't any isolated case," said Monk.
The Lesbian-Gay Community
Service Group is circulatinga petition
asking the Attorney-General of
Canada to re-open the MooreFredsbury case. D

This coupon good for

59<tTACOS
Back b\ Popul,1r f)pm,rnd!
Our greal t,hl1ng ldc<h ,11a
,pee ial pricP. Tlw, " 1he on<>
you\,p h<·t>nw.iitmg tor!
limit: 10 pt>rc u,1orner.

SAVE
UPTO
$3.60
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through March 31, 1986

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30

This coupon good for

Monday

2 f.OR 1 Burrito Supreme.
Buy one ,11the Regular Pm e
cinrfgPI 1hc•C:,econd01w Frc•e!
Soft Flour Tortilla. FrP,h Ground
B<>ef.
Pinto BC'an~.Ri<h Sour
CrPam. Fre~h lettutP .ind
Tom,JIOP'-.Choppl'd Onion~.
R!'.ilClwdd.ir ChPP~e. .'v1ild'

Tuesday

French Onion Soup
BBQ Beef on d Bun
Quiche Lorrauw

Cream of Mushroom
Hdm & Cheese Hot Wrap
Baked Chicken Piece,

Wednesday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Sloppy.Joe
Octob.-rfN S.1cisag..•
& S.iuerk@ul

v..al

<-;calopp1n1

8<1kedSolt'

( <1rthht'dn Pork Chop,
Chicken Pot P1t•

London Hrnil

Ha.,, Cr ..p,•,

Cdn Che,,se Soup

Thursday

Ph1laclelph1.iStvle s1.,,,k
Sand'4.1ch w/Cheese

R<>d
5.iuce

SAVE

Friday

Vegetable !,;oup
Chicken Nugge1s
8dked Stuffl'd Potdloe,

$1.85
BRUNCH

Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through March 31, 1986

-----·----·-·--------··-·---

SUPPER
4'.30 - 6:30

·····--·--·-··············--·----····-···-·---

11:45 - 1:30

f 1sh & Chip\
Counlrv I n, d ',v. 1,s S1,,.,k

SUPPER
4 :30 - 6:30

·-1

Saturday

!:>oup of 1he [ ),11,
Bi\con 11 Cht>e,t.>hurgt'r

Sunday

'>oup of 1he r>av
Hot B,•ef Sdmh,,d,

There are Taco Bell Restaurantslocated at:
5150 TecumsehRd. E.
3054 Dougall Ave.

BePf Enc.hlact<>,
HHQ Ribs

Roa,1 ( h,ck<'n
Beef S1e"' w11h """ B1,cu11

B,,ked ( .uved H~m
Spaghet1,

The Deh 1sopen 11 30 · 6 15 Monday. Fnday
The Round Table 1sopen 6 30 • 11 30 Sunday • Fnday
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Whatthebudgetwillmeanto students
OTI AW A (CUP) - Fifty dollars.
That's what Finance Minister
Michael Wilson's Feb. 26 budget
will mean to most college and university students.
The $50 is a refund on federal
sales tax the government will send
this spring to every student who
files a tax return and whose annual
income is under $15,000. Most
students fall into this category.
Apart from this, the budget contains little good news for students
over the short term. While Wilson
boasted in his budget speech that
"restraining the rate of growth of
transfer payments to the provinces
for health care and post-secondary
education" showed his government's
committment to reducing the federal
deficit, he did not announce any
new funding or tax measures that
willbenefit students or impoverished
institutions of higher learning.
In fact, students who benefit
from federal programmes will be hit
with the same restraints as all other
sectors by a two per cent reduction
in spending on all government programmes not covered by law. "Particular emphasis will be placed on
grants and contributions, capital
and general operations and maintenance (in the spending cut)"
according to the budget papers.
Among affected progranunes that
benefit students are federal summer
employment schemes, the Canada
Student Loan Programme, and a
large number of programmes in

multi-culturalism and employment
and immigration that provide subsidies for study and training. By
1987, the government plans to spend
less on these programmes than in
1984.
On top of this two per cent
government-wide cut (which does
not apply to national defence or
international assistance spending)
the govemrnent will reduce spending
on the Canada Jobs Strategy from
$900 million this year to $800
million next year.
The Job Strategy is the federal
training programme designed partly
to "help youth and women make
the transition from school or home
to the labour market"
An official of the finance department who asked not to be named
said Cana da Jobs Strategy funding
is less urgent because the unemployment rate is dropping and provincial
and private participation in the
training scheme is on the increase.
But the official said the govemment' s good news for students is
that their odds of landing a job on
graduation are increasing. Wilson
projects unemployment will drop to
nine per cent from a current 9 .8 per
cent in the next 20 months.
The government will cut total
spend ing on job creation by $300
million in the next two years.
The official said "the best thing
the government can do for students
is to say they won't have to pay
incredible taxes on the debt" when

We call it .
·Generation86.
Submit .
your Artwork,
photographs,
short stories,
poems etc ...
to be published
in this annual
University of
Windsor Art !
Magazine.
Up
to this point,
Generation86
has received
a very small
amount of
student work,
and is in
danger of
folding due to
lackof interest
If you want to
submit, do it
now.
Deadline is
March 15.
No Generation
without you.

councils) get it together, they may
well oversee one of the fastestgrowing programmes in the government," according to Robert Rand,
another finance official.

they do get a job.
Still, the budget's challenge to
private industry that it will match
any business's grant to the three
federal research councils dolfar for
dollar up to six per cent of the
council's budgets may mean more
research money for some graduate
students.

"I mean, everything else has
been screwed down very tight, as
you're well aware," the official
said.

"If they (business and the granting

Students will soon know more

about the federal government's priori ties in cutting programmes in
education and research, which cost
$6 billionthis year. Wilson announced
all the study team reports of the
Nielson Task Force on Programmes
Review will be made public March
11. The study team on education
and research, formed last fal~ had a
mandate of seeking out'' waste and
duplication" in the programmes.

Whatit meansto youth
OTIAWA (CUP) - The federal
budget estimates released Feb. 27
show the government will spend at
least $20 million less on youth
programmes next year.
The M inister of State (Youth)
has been spared the budget axe, but
no specificbudget has been allocated,
unlike the other junior ministry
under the secretary of state, the
Ministry of State (Multiculturalism),
which does have a budget
The government allocated $5 .5
million to wind down Katimavik,
the youth volunteer programme cut
last month. The estimates say the
other $14.2 million of Katimavik' s
regular budget has been" reallocated
to new government initiatives and
priorities." But these priorities aren't
spelled out anywhere in the report.
The budget of the citizenship
development programme. which one
treasury board official said includes

most of the Ministry of Youth's
spending money, will drop from
$24.3 million in 1985-86 to $10
million in 1986-87.
The governmentwillsave another
$6.8 million because there is no
money being spent this year on
youth projects. Last year the government spent$ l 2 million to celebrate
International Year of Youth.
The total personnel in the Secretary of State will decrease by 139
full time jobs.
A hastily drawn-up memo to
CUP from Minister Andree
Champagne's
press secretary,
Caroline Carel, lists loan guarantees
for small businesses, measures to
help farmers. an increase in the
Child Tax Credit. the Refundable
Sales Tax Credit. and support to
university based research and
development as budget measures
that will benefit youth. But none of

these measures are administered
by the Ministry of Youth.
Youth critic Howard Mccurdy
(NDP - Windsor-Walkerville) is
not impressed. "They (the government) have managed to write a
whole budget with the only specific
mention of youth being the elimination of a programme, he said "It
does not bode well for a ministry
whose portfolio virtually empty."
Barb Donaldson, chair of the
Canadian Federation of Students,
agreed. "It's incredible that two
reports come out in one weekstressing
the problems of youth unemployment,
that 700,000young people in Canada
are unemployed or underemployed"
and the budget doesn't mention it.
she said.
McCurdy and Donaldson concur. there is no reason for the
ministry of youth to exist D

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS

IN COME TAX CERTIFICATES
FOR 1985-86
•
Will Be Available For Pick-Up
Monday, March 10, 1986 to
Thursday, March 13, 1986

At the Spea_ker's Pit,

l University Centre

J.E. Schiller,
Director of Finance

Mondays - SPAGHETTI DAY
All You can Eat Spaghetti and a trip to the Salad Bar

$3.99

Wednesdays

- PIZZA DAY

Any 2 items SM $3.99 MEO $4.99 LG $5 99

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
321 7 Sandwich St
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)

Hours:
MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM
THURS-SAT 11 AM -1 30 AM
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Thursdays - PEROGIES & SALAD BAR
DAY
Full Order of Perogies plus

i:l

trip to Sc1li)df~ar $325

Fridays - FISH & SALAD BAR DAY
Full Order of Fish & C~,;ps plus a trip to Salad
Bar $4.55
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Timeto getreadyfor thepitter-patter
qf little.feet
by Dia ne Huber
Do you remember your first
day at the University of Windsor?
Next week over three hundred
high school students will be visiting
the campus. They have been invited
by the Secondary School Liaison
Office to spend a day on campus,
touring the facilities, speaking with
academic counsellors, and meeting
with current and other prospective
students.
The Liaison office maintains
communication between the university and secondary schools to
ensure that guidance counsellors
and students have accurate and
current information.
Liaison officers visit high schools
across the province introducing
Windsor to students considering a
university education. The final
decision about what and where to
study will hopefully be based on
more than this one contact Firsthand experience is the best way for
students to check out the atmosphere
and attitudes which give Windsor
its unique character. Spending some
time here also helps answer the
fundamental question, ·• Will I be
happy here?"

and the community at large.
Monday through Wednesday
Next week potential students
approximately 350 students and a
will be trying to discover what
few parents will be here to check us
Windsor is all about, what our
out You'll probably recognize them
programs are and what other resources
as they tour the campus each morning.
are available. If you happen to
Campus tours are directed by the
Student Ambassadors, a group of
1
thirty students representing most 1
faculties and year levels. They are 1
spirited and successful students
who are knowledgeable about their
campus and also proud to be Winrlsor
Windsor isn't" last chance U."
students.
More high school students are
The March Break Orientation
applying for admission here, and
involves a tour, residence discussion,
more are making Windsor their
academic counselling and an opporfirst choice.
tunity to talk with administrative
As of mid-February, applications
staff and current students about
were up 5% from last year's total.
OSAP, studying, parties, part-time
This contrasts \.\ith a 1.12% increase
jobs, clubs, or whatever else is of
in applications to all Ontario universinterest to them.
ities. In total, 4,967 students indiOne of this campus' best assets
cated Windsor as one of three
are those people who have already
choices.
decided to make Windsor their
More impressive is the number
university. There are things you
of potential entrants placing the
can tell high school students that no
University of Windsor at the head
else knows. There are so many
of their lists.
aspects of campus life not described
These went up from 1238 last
in the calendar and we all know that
year to 1393, a I 2.5% increase.
university is much more than the
Every faculty has experienced this
pure ly academic. Students will want
increase, except for slight declines
to learn what it means to become
in Music and Nursing.
part of the university community
According to Secondary School

edition of the Lance regarding pos-itions as Student Ambassadors. Please
feel free to contact the Liaison
Office if you have any questions or
are interested. D

come in contact with any of our
guests try to remember how you felt
during your personal decision-making
period and also what the U of W
looked like the first time you saw it
There will be an ad in a future

Diane Huber is a Liaison Officer
with the University of Windsor.

Morestudentswantin

He said Windsor's greater attraction is due more to the dissemination of information than any
increase in academic quality.

Liaison Officer Diane Huber, tl1is
is one of the most impressive changes
throughout the Ontario university
system.
The Liaison Office attributes
this change to a higher awareness of
what the university has to offer.
"The problem with Windsor
was a lot of people just di<.ln't know
about it" said Director Joe Sasso.

Huber credits the efforts of the
Liaison Office itself, as well an
increase in competitive scholarships,
and Windsor's favourable rating in
a series of articles by the Toronto
Star.O

classifieds
Musical RoadhOuse is
pleased to announce another first The
Great White North Snow Volleyball Tournament for the Special Olympics, SOL
March 8. 1986. 11 a.m . to 7:00 p.m. lhe
event will be held at Colifornids sond
volleyball court. covered with snow of
course. Entry fee is SS per player. with all
fees going to the Special Olympics. Team~
confirmed: Windsor Police. Windsor Fire
Dept., WLLZRadio. OM-FM/CK\NVI/Radio.
Cellar Door Productions, Marsh Frozer
Foods.Hiram Walkers. and more coming
Lots of fun for a great cause for furth8'
info contact Ted Boomer at 258-1152 in
Windsor or our Detroit. tool-free number
961-2901
CALIFORNIA'S

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVEIT.

social science society

and
L[]r=1PUTER
SL~t~LE
SlJL~ETY

Formal

presents

at

T.B.Q.'s Other Place
April 4, 1986
Dinner and Open Bar
D.J. Vladio Giampuzzi
$SO/couple
Tickets go on sale
to SSS members
on March 10, 1986
10:00 am, Rm Gl30 WHN

the original

''BUZZARD BAND''
Friday, March 7, 1986

8:00 p.m.
Ambassador Auditorium
Admission:
SSS & CSS $1 .50

Non-members $2.00
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wbour campaiKfZS
aKainstcontinenta1ism

OFLforumon freetrademak~ stop
Nicholson pointed out that Canada
country. He said that Canada should
presently has a trade surplus with
seek to improve trade, but through
the U.S. Changes to the relationship
multilateral
form
such
as
GATT
It's not free!
could
end this situation.
rather
than
the
current
continentalist
This was the theme of a forum
In fact, 79% of Canada"s exports
on free trade held Wednesday in approach.
go to the United States, leading to a
OFL
representative
Lucy
the Moot Cowt The forum, sponsored
by the Ontario Federation of Labour
was in Windsor as part of a provin~
wide tour.
University of Windsor president
Ron Ianni opened the forum and
raised several questions about how
Canada/US. free trade would affect by Terry Moore
· Canadian sovreignity.
Ianni questioned how universities
"No other issue is so badly
would be protected. The higher
maligned or misunderstood than
degree of government support offered
that of affirmative action."
to post-secondary education in Canada
This was the message of Marilyn
could be perceived as unfairsubsidies. Northwood, Affirmative Action
The larger number of US postCo-ordinator for the city of Windsor,
graduate students could lead to a
at a lecture Tuesday night in Erie
situation similar to the I 960's when
Hall. The speech, entitled "Women
Canadian academic institutions were
in the Government Sector," was
flooded by American educators,
sponsored by Students' Administratsaid Ianni.
ive Council and the Public AdminiAll speakers expressed concern
stration Club.
about the possibility of increasing
Contrary to widely-held opinion,
Canada's already high unemployaffirmative action is not discriminatment rate.
ing against white males, according
This concern was best illustrated
to literature from the Ontario Women's
by representatives from the ComDirectorate. Instead, it guarantees
mittee for the Unemployed. The
that qualified women, minorities
three, all unemployed themselves,
and disabled people will be considbrought a personal perspective to
ered for employment
the otherwise academic discussion.
Besides advantagesto these groups,
Northwood speaks.
Committee member Damaris
there are gains to be made by
Tuz said that priority must be given
to social needs first, rather than
profit While many sectors of the
economy are being discussed in
trade talks, reducing unemployment
by Lynnita-Jo Fromm
does not seem to be on the agenda,
she said.
The 1986 Canada Census will open up
Steven Langdon, MP (NOP,
600
jobs for students in the Windsor district
Essex-Windsor)
said that the
"The
four-to-five week period will allow
Mulroney government is vague in
students
to earn up to 600 dollars," said
its strategies and goals.
Richard
Roy, bilingual supervisor at the
"The United States is setting
Canadian Employment Centre for students.
the agenda, including culture, inHe added, ''It is a good deal for students
cluding the Autopact,'' said Langdon
because they can continue to look for a full"Everything is on the table."
time summer job and do this job on their own
Claude Giroux. president of
time."
National Farmers Union local 309,
Qualifications for a door to door census
stated that free trade with the U.S.
representative
include the ability to write
would result in deregulation of the
legibly,
residency
in the area of information
agricultural industry that could cost
gathering,
ability
to
read maps, and a knack
thousands of family farms in this

by Kendal McKinney

$20 billion trade surplus.
The forum, chaired by Windsor
and District LabourCouncil president
Gary Parent, included communication studies professor Stewart
Selby, Essex-North MP Pat Hayes,

and Ken Gerard,presidentofU.A W.
local 444.
Windsor was the fourth stop on
the forum's tour across Ontario,
which wiJJ include 21 cities and
continue until April 17th.

Speo]cer
addresses
q[firmative
action
employers, Northwood said. One
such advantage is the wider range
of potential employees.
Women have traditionally been
barred from executive positions and
have chosen fields of employment
that pay less, creating "job ghettoes"
for themselves, said Northwood
According to figures from the
OWD, women will soon constitute
50% of the workforce and still
make under •70% of the wages
made by men.
Northwood discussed the prejudice suffered by minorities in the
job market She cited the example
of a black man. sent to apply for a
job. He was told there were no jobs
available. A white man equally
qualified was given an application
and assured that he would be a
candidate for employment
Affirmative action programs are
also designed to demonstrate to

employers that physically impaired
people can perform at least as well
as those with no disability.
The issue of equal pay for work
of equal value bas provided impetus
to affirmative action. Under a pay
equity system. wages are determined
by equivalent value, excluding nongender factors. such as seniority,
and labour market conditions.
Determinants of equivalent value
require evaluations on all public
sector jobs. This will be an involved
and expensive task, said Northwood.
It will soon be underway.
The Public Service Equity Act,
Bill 105. which will necessitate
such evaluations, has been given its
first reading in federal parliament
Still. the bill applies only to the
public sector at the national level.
Lower levels of government and the
private sector will be regarded at
some time in the future, Northwood
said.0

Headcountprovidessummerjobs

Social Science Society Members
Wishing to Work During our Upc0ming
Elections, Please Contact
Robert Henderson (C.E.0.) at G130
Windsor Hall North,
or call 253-6063, 252-9391.

PREGNANT
AND NEED HELP?

ft

Call. ..

~irtlJd .......
at 252-3322
Or Visit Our Office At 549 Kildare Rd.
We Provide - Free Pregnancy Tests- Medical
Referrals, Community Referrals,
Accommodations and Legal Advice.

to make good judgements. according to Statistics Canada
Statistics Canada said since 1971, selfenumeration has been used in data collection
The householder completes the questionaire
at his/her convenience and the census representative edits it to ensure completeness.
Census information is used for administration
purposes to develop plans and policies to
administer public programmes. for planning
of construction of schools, hu\p1tals, family
allowances. old age pensions. research programs. and so on.
Students are to apply at Canada Employment centre for students at the University of
Windsor. Application deadline is March 21.
1986.0
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LSAT
GMAT

grank J. ftox, 0.1>.
O PT O METR I ST

Prep Courses for

604 California Avenue
Windsor, Ont. N9B 2Z2

June LSAT
Ma r.15 GMAT

(Across from Harvey's)

By Appointment

Phone 258 -0942
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(41 6 ) 923 -PREP
1-800 -387 -1262

social science society

ELECTIONS
BY RESOLUTION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY COUNCIL, THE ELECTION OF

A) PRESIDENT
8) VICE-PRESIDENT

Your health related questions
can be submitted in the "Can We
Talk" boxes which are located in
each residenc.!, the Student Centre.
and the Health Office. Your questions
will be answered by Dr. W. Wren
M.D. or Marg Aubry. Reg. N.
Q. Breast Cancer seems to be a
disease of" older women" ( over
30). Why do you feel it is
necessary to present residence
workshops on Breast Self
Examination? Why do you encourage students to do it?
2. I though Breast Cancer was
not hereditary and yet mothers
and daughters are often affected

Why?

OF THE SOCIETY WILL TA KE PLACE A S FOLL OWS:

NOMINATIO NS OPEN March 3, 1986 (9:00 am)
NOMI NATIO NS CLOSE March 17, 1986 (4:30 pm)
AD VA NCE POL L March 26, 1986
REGULAR POLL March 27, 1986
NOMINATION FORMS, ELECTION RESOLUTIO NS
AND RULES MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE SOCIETY
OFFICE, G130 WINDSOR HALL NORTH .
Robert Henderson
Chief Electora l Officer
February 20, 1986

MARCH
The Subway Line Up

March 3 · 7

EVERLIFE

March 12

Common Hour 12-2
in the Subway with
RICK JANIK

March 13

"IMAGES IN \/OGUE"
Concert

March 20

FM with
" NASH THESLASH
"
Concert

Coming April 10
Maclean

and Maclean

Warning: Lang uage used in the perfo rma nce may be o ffensive to so me
ta stes. Caut ion is ad vised.

3. What are the causes of discharges fron the nipple?
A. While 30 may seem "over the
hi'i" (thank God it isn't) breast
cancer can occur at any age.
Early diagnosis before spread
to adjacent lymph glands is
·'The Key" to survival. Since
most cases are discovered by
the patient herself, the sooner
she learns this technique AND
PERFORMS IT REGUIARLY,
the better her chances of survival.
IncidentaUy. cancer of the breast
occurs in men too. Perhaps you
guys should check yourselves
regularly too.
2. There is a hereditary factor
in breast cancer. A. person whose
mother has breast cancer is a
significantly higher risk than
those without this history. If a
mother and sister have had the
disease, self examination and
regular mammeogram (X-Ray
of the breast) are required. There
is also increasing evidence to
suggest a linkage to high fatty
diets.
3. Many discharges are hormonally related, particularly in thick
and milky and from both breasts.
Any bloody discharge is serious
and must be investigated!!!
Q. What are the best ways to prevent

i

colds and flu'!
A. Prevention of colds and flu de- ,
pend mainly on maintaining a
good level of general health.
The illnesses are caused by
viruses infecting the nose, throat
or chest For fever, general discomfort, body aches, or headache.
1. Get plenty of rest Rest and
sleep when you feel tired!!
2. Drink plenty offluids. Try to
drink 6-8 glasses offluid a day.
Fluids help to keep your body
from becoming dehydrated during
an infection, especially if you
have a fever.
3. Medication to reduce fever.
aches and pain. Aspirin, two
every 3 to 4 hours as needed.
This should not be used if you
have a history of ulcer, a bleeding
disorder or if you are allergic to
it Tylenol ( acetaminophen) is
an effective aspirin substitute
and is recommended for anyone
who has allen!v to aspirin.
For a Sore Throat
1. Gargle with warm salt water
( 1/2 tsp.salt per 8 oz. glass of
warm water every 3 to 4 hours).
Gargling helps reduce pain and
swelling in the throat and cleanses
the thro.1t of mucous secretions.
2. Stp warm ltqu1ds ltke tea or
soup.
3. Suck on crushed ice or throat
lozenges.
4. Rest your voice as much as
possible.
5. Refrain from smoking.
6. Aspirin or Tylenol for relief
of pain. Dosage as above.
Confidential to Pregnant and Afraid;
Dr. Wren won't tell your Dad
even if he knew him. which he
p1obably doesn't However. if
you are already looking at
maternity clothes, ifs too late
to consider options. Pregnancy
does not go away ( at least for 9
months). The most options are
available when you are diagnosed
early.
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• Pre·univers1cy course:, ,n a wide variecv of academic suhjc:lts
• Bnghc foCtlicies ,n Jowntown Guclph
• Ful.y cqu1ppcc.l computer and science labs
• Small classes, pcrs,inal attention, experienced scaff.
For information or a v1s1t,conta, t :,...trD. McCallurn, Prmnpal

Wynd ham Co llege, 121 Wyndham St., Guelp h Nl H 4E9

(5 19) 822 -5515
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CampusConnectionscriticized
TORONTO (CUP) - Campus
employment officers are cautiously
disapproving of a new placement
agency that charges students $25 to
send their resume to employers by
computer .
The University and College
Placement Association, representing
about 1,000 employers and campus
employment centres, refused last
semester to endorse Campus
Connections because it charges
students for a service the UCPA
feels they get for free on campus.
However , campus placement
officersadmitted they were unfamiliar
with the new service and that it
might be of genuine benefit for
students.
The company began operation
in December and, according to
founder Dale Richards, has signed
on "a couple of hundred students" .
The system is currently only available in Ontario, but may be extended nationally.
It offers resumes electronical ly
to 5,000 companies worldwide
(3,500 in Canada) on the I.P. Sharp
data transfer system.
Gra duating students pay $25 to
be listed for six months and most

companies pay ahout a dollar a
minute to l.P . Sharp for computer
time.
Richards defended the idea,
saying both students and employers
willsave money. He said his research
indicates job-seekers generally spend
more than $25 to send out applications, and that the approximately
$30 a finn might spend to look at
resumes is less than the $500 they
often spend on newspaper advertise--

,_ _ __

ments .
The 26-year -old University of
Western Ontario graduate said
Campus Connections deals with
more employers that do campus
employment centres .
Student reps on campus get $5
for each fellow student they sign up
for the service.
So far. some 100 companies
have pulled about I .OOOresumes
from the databank. Richards said.

1
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a

But campus employment <incers
and some companies are wary of
the service.
"I generally am not supportive
of these types of services that are
already available to our students
free of charge ,' ' said Jan Basso,
past president of the UCPA and
manager of the Wilfrid Laurier
placement centres . Three other
employment offers echoed that
comment
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a few steps
to Supper at
Iona College

Thurs. Mar. 13
5:30
United Nations
Theme
don ation $2 .50

BttSiness
loans
forJ1oong
entrepreneurs

6:30 Students who
went to mock
U.N. assembl y
will host the
Supper.
Sung ee John will
spe ak on Peru.
Iona College.
University o f Windsor.

208 Sunset Ave.
973-7039
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Imaginative
ataxia
by Lorenzo Buj
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student show always has both the advantage
and disadvantage of being spotty. The best of
that spotty motley will inevitably force an
issue-of art, visionary pregnancy-with an
agressively naive poise: the worst will fritter
away our hours of appreciation meditation
by wallowing in an elementary· haven't-got-my-sea-legs-yet'
· apologetic. The effort spent touring such a melange demands
patience, understanding, and, most obviously, a review
pausing on only the most exemplary morsels.
J. Winter's Asexual Terrestrials in Pink ( at the Centre) is
the most ebullient ofall pieces on exhibit at either the Lebel or
Centre Galleries. There's a lurid immediacy about it
Primitoid, Picassoid, Expressoid with the two main 'femaleish'
figures inhabiting an ambigous green and blue disco space.
The hand-on-hip apparition on the left,. the foetal-headed
fonn in the middle, the breasts or buttocks in the upper right
abstractoporn at a praying-mantis or ant-like level.
It's a long way from the boldness of such an exercise in
magnified asepsis to the cool, pale miniaturism of J. Bruner's
Journey series at Lebel. Whatever private narrative is
implied or episoldically evoked in these rich and quiet little
abstraction (the marine Journey Toward Nauthiz at the
Centre is especially effective) forms an oasis of grace and
thus provides an interesting cross-contextual comment on D.
Sleziak' s ~rilogy at the Cen~e or C. S.
s photographs ( at
Lebel) which try to get by with a sort of still-born meditative
~
inte~si~. Ther~· s some~ing all too irksomely outward about
.a. ( a~ m emana~ng from ) the handling of inwardness of the
bnttle compos1tonal unity of these pictures.
The .poi_n~
is that photography, even in the most capable of
hands, mh1b1ts an embattled strip of terrain between Art,

.
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Film. and textual narrative; and o,p,d,lly ;nth, ub;qu;ty of

. . • its contemporary presence, is betraying symptoms of an

increasingly subliminal anxiety in asserting for itself an
autonomous repectability in the shadow of these monolithic
discourses. Leveling such a theoretical volley at the youngsters in
the neighbourhood may, to a careless mind, seem unnecessarily
pompous , but what's the excuse for the imaginative ataxia,
the banal documentary narcissism of these images? T. Boss
furnishes us with two effective portraits at Lebe~ and a fine
finger-hog Analogy at the Centre, but Li's Life Ci'Cle on
Sunday seems a bit too readily self-centered an not at all selfexplorative: and Sleziak's trilogy is, all in all. a simplistically
conceived exercise in theatricality.
I get the same feeling, but for different reasons, from P.
James' Up Until Nov. 4th, an ambitious abstract composition
which is, again, all surface, and not deep enough surface at
that Studied and momentarily effective as this large work is,
the red at top right is slapdash compared to the suction effect
at the tower left of the canvas: a piquancy is lacking in the
(un)balanced field and I'd rather look at C. Winterbottom's
The Dance Room ( Centre) or Julie Belanger' s self-evidently
sketchier work. I'm thinking of her State of Mind (also
Centre) with the humour of its testicular columns partially
off-setting,the weakness of the quarter-frame to the le~ I
guess the aim of the whole is to glibly and perhaps ironically
dash off a vision of the monumental vacuity that is state
psychology, or the psychology of official state architectnre,
or the state of personal psychology ...
Of the many others, the only remaining work I could get
excited or irritated by was B. Klassen's Ritz Cracker
Altarpiece also at the Centre. It's a hokey commercial
contrivance meant to arouse a dissatisfaction with its status
as art But the jokey desecration angle wasn't killing me even
as the uniform metallic greyness devalued the grisailles of all
those Gothic-Renaissance altars by foolin' with that ghostly
method of this nothing-of-any-consequence. In a historical
sequence indeed.
These and many others on display through March
14th.0

Sayyousayme
You can find out everything about a
country in much the same way Fleming
found out about penicillin: by mistake.
Television comes under the only definition
of culture I have e11erreally trusted: the sort
that grows on old cheese. At the same time,
telei•isionis also the cash nexus expressed as
culture. As a result. it can produce great art,
major social advances. demeaning garbage
and mindless dn·vel is equal measure and
with scarcely a break between them. As
Raymond Williams abruptly discovered,
jet-lagged and dozing in a Florida hotel at
three o'clock in the morning, television isn't
programmes-it's an unbrokenjlow, in which
soap opera and sport. game shows and news
reports merge into one. But they merge in
different ways in dijJerent countries."
- Nick Roddick, in Sight & Sound, Autumn,

1985
"Isn't it just an ignorant illusion that
Jhere can be life that isn't affected bypolitics?
And we-particularly those of us who are
younger Americans-are among the few
people who \·e ever lived who've been in the
position to ignore politics because it hasn't
been crammed down our throats. Speaking
personallj~ the Vietnam war is the only
political thing that drastically changed my
life in the sense that I picked up the newspapers and the issues that werebeingdiscussed
were also the things that I was grappling
with in trying to decide whether I would be a
student, whether I would move to Sweden,
what I would do. But for most people, the
political ei•ents are knocking on the door
every single day, people are shooting at you.
or you're starving, or you're carrying your
money in a wheelbarrow."
-Wallace Shawn. in The New York Times,
February 9th. 1986

"What I see is that the purpose of the /heater
is something completely apart from the
purpose of literature. the job of which is to
enlighten or to divert or to discuss.
To me. the traditional purpose of the
/heater is to celebrate. Which is to say it
comes closer to the job of the church than to
the job of the publishing house. I think that
once we go into the theater, the absolutely
basic, immutable, human rules which govern
the interaction have to do with the exploration
of a myth rather than the exploration of an
idea. We go into the theater as celebrants in
the audience and on the stage."
-David Mamet, in The New York Times,
February 9th, 1986
"When purveyed in large amounts by the
mass media, gossip generally has to be
about verv identifiable people. They always
include kings and princes, of course, as well
as what we might call 'people who are
gossiped about.' Unfortunately, these are
often the least interesting people. I don't
especially want to hear anything about
Margaret Trudeau,for example. Yet everyone
knows people no one has ever heard of but
who are magnets for gossip in his or her
particularcircle. That's what real gossip is."

-John Gross. in Harper's, January, 1986 ·
"Shakespeare must have based his awful
women on women he'd met or knew, andjust
look at them. Portia was· a prig, Ophelia
incredibly stupid, and I could have told
Romeo not to have anything to do with a
female under 25. Cleopatra, it must be
admitted, had a certain amount of style but
she was a trouble-maker and what we now
call a disaster area. Elizabeth I is one of the
earliest women in English history I can feel
anything for and I feel fear and respect.

although I rather despise her for putting so
much emphasis on her virginity which she
probably lost while she was still her sister's
prisoner. A very tough boot indeed, this one,
but then, when they weren't tough, they got
kicked."
-Jeffrey Bernard in Punch, January lSth,
1986

"Critics-are far more cultured than the
peof!le whose work they are called upon to
review. This is, indeed, only what one would
exp~ct.J_orcriticism demands infinitely more
cult1vauon than creation does."
-Oscar Wilde, The Cn.tic As Artist.

Jazzpian_istrevives·memoriesqf bettertimes
by Rob Jarovi

tride piano is not dead. Proof
of this came in the form of a
Dick W ellstood concert at
the Art Gallery of Windsor
on Sunday, Feb. 23rd.
Harlem" stride" piano originated in that
famous New York district just after the First
World War, taking certain ragtime elements
and fusing them with early blues styles. It
was the efforts of such piano greats as James
P. Johnson, Fats Waller, Eubie Blake, and
Jelly Roll Morton that created the stride
sound(" stride" being the mechanical rhythm
of the action of the left hand-a bass note
struck and then a chord. The best known
example is "The Entertainer'').
There are few practitioners of stride
piano today, although several livmg pianists,
such as Oscar Peterson, George Shearing,
and Detroit's Johnny O'Neil use some elements of stride in their performance. Mr.
W eJJstood is one of few people left in the
world doing what he does.
His concert was as nostalgic as it was
virtuose.
He opened the set with .. Keeping out of
Mischief', which had a lofty ragtime feel. It
was a pleasant tune and transported the
audience to old newsreel scenes of the Roaring
Twenties. Wellstood warmed up as he broke
into Johnson's "Carolina Street", a superb
ragtime swing, It jumped, bounced, and gave

[S]

off energy. Jn its sound one could hear all the
great masters of piano.
The audience easily recognized Fi>ts
Wall er' s "Ain't Misbehavin'", which started
as a ballad and then surprised with a swing
feel. The piece was so well-done that one
could believe it was Waller himself. Playing
complex harmonies, his melodious right hand
lifted the piano to transcendental heightshis improvising was clean and genuinely
inventive.
He promised to play a ballad butcouldn'the would get too excited and burst out into a
frenzy of swing, as happened on ''Rainy
Day/Handful of Keys". It was a beautiful
piece, extremely well controlled in its action.
His impressive block chords and sensitive
clarity proved him a master.
In between pieces he entertained the
audience with interesting little explanations.
He said that he was going to play a famous
piece from the fifties-the l 850's. It turned
out to be .. Jingle Bells", a very pretty
treatment of a classic. He asked the audience
what they wanted to hear, and many shouted
out requests. "This doesn't mean I'm going
to play them!" he replied. Then someone said
"Giant Steps", and Wellstood proceeded to
give life to that complex John Coltrane
number.
He finishedthe concert with ScottJoplin's
"The Entertainer'', his own unique rendition.,
and "If Dreams Come True". The latter
drew from all periods of jazz piano, from

SUMMER POSITION
Office of Conference Services
Title:
Duties:

Term:
Remuneration:

Conferen ce Assistant
Responsible for meeting the
needs of the conference delegates and daily operations o f
the Conference Desk.
Special tasks include, registration , basic financial procedures , key control and
information / reception .
Ma y 5, 1986 to August 29, 1986.
Minimum wage , plus on
campus accommodation.

Please send a resume with covering letter to:
R.J. Denniston
Conference Services
Room 19, Vanier Hall
University of Windsor
before March 19, 1986.

ra~time to bop to modem-a fitting ending with its new sponsor Mendal's, will present
testifying to his highly professional talents.
three yet to be announce d Jazz concerts later
Hugh Leal, who introduced Wellstood in the year. Judging by this performance
and provideda runningcommentary,announced (they flew Wellstood in from New York) the
to the audience that the Art Gallery, along next should be plenty satisfying. D
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GRADUATE STUDIES
IN

EIITREPRENEIJR'S
CllJD

t

POLITICAL SCIENCE?
Consider an M .A . Program at
Wilfrid Launer University with a concentration in
Political Administration or Canadian-American Studies

PRESENTS

BIJSINESS
VENTIJRE86
A Seminar on Starting a Business
Saturday Ma rc h 1 5 , 1986
Madam e Va nie r Lounge
9:30 to 4 :30
Fe e: $5. 00 (Lunch Inc luded )

TOREGISTER

Cllll 2S3-f232 ext. 6/8S
Regis tr at ion Acce pted at th e Doo r

··a fiery enterprising idea ..

• lnd1v1dual attention
· Small classes
• Teaching assistantships
ancl scholarships
• Excellent locations in
the heart of Ontario

For more information

write :

The Dean. Faculty of
Graduate Studies. Wilfrid
Laurier University,
75 University Ave . W ..
Waterloo . Ont. N2L 3C5 .

;women and language--changing
reality
"Nativ e Tongue"
by Suzette Haden Elgin
(N ew York: Daw Books Inc, 1984).
by Martha Mazyc hka (CUP)
eminists today recognize the
poweroflanguage: the ability
to name and to articulate the
myriad aspects of women·s
status in society has been
advanced by the likes of
feminist philosopher Mary Daly and French
feminist Bernice Groull The 60's feminists
gave us .. feminism", "sexism", and "'male
chauvinist pig" as new words to name the
movement. the problem and the oppressor.
And the process continues.
Many women realize the limitations of
today's language. They see the warped presentation of women as mother, witch and
whore. There exists for example some 400
words for a promiscuous woman. but less
than 50 for a promiscuous man. Using words
such as 'chairperson'. or dropping feminine
identifiers such as "ess" and "ette" is not
mere cosmetic surgery but an attempt to
introduce woman-positive images into a language bereft of truly feminine concepts. Reclaiming old meanings forpejoratives used to
describe women is another way of changing
language.
Suzette Haden Elgin"s science fiction
fantasy Natfre Tongue addresses the issue of
language and woman·s place in society. In
Elgm·s world. women have been reduced
again to the position of men. with their every
move. wish, and role dictated by men and
enshrined in laws administe red by men.
(They are often referred to in derogatory
terms: giving birth is described a~ "'whelping"'.
reinforcing the image of women as bitches.)
Denied liberation through conventional means,
the women see the poweroflanguage and use
their skills as linguists to create their own
mann er of expression.
Th e boo k's premise lies in underst anding
tha t language reflects rea lity and as that
reality changes, so must language. Elgin. as
linguistics professor, is well aware oflinguistic
theory and the constructs of language. and
understands the limitations of language when
used in the women's sphere. Elgin's ideas
recognize that women have differentperceptions
and experiences for which there are no
names. Her women's language identifies
them. and in doing so. gives them an importance and status heretofore unknown.
In creating a women's language. Elgin
shows the reader that the man-made reality

of her society is doomed. It is a radical
change but one that cannot be plotted or
predicted. Says the heroine, Nazareth, in
explaining the phenomenon that changing
the language changes the reality:
·· It was a time when there was no splendour ... do you understa nd? It was a time when
the seamless fabric of reality had been subjected
to an artificial process: dividing it up into dull
little parts, each one drearier than the one
before. And uniformly dreary, getting drearier
and drearier by a man-made rule. As if you
drew lines in the air, you perceive, and then
devoted your life to behaving as if those airterritories bounded hy your lines were real. It
was a reality from which all joy, all glory, all
radiance has been systematically excluded.
And it was from that reality, from that
linguisticconstruct, that the women ofChomyak
Barren House were attempting to extrapolate.
It couldn't be done, of course . You cannot
weave truth on a loom of lies."
In the end the women succeed. They are
free to celebrate their own lives and culture.
The network which exists among the women
of the Lines, as the families of translators are
known. encourages the spread not only of the
women's language. but the ideas bound to
women·s self-worth.This celebrationof women·s
language, and women's ability to communicate
is heartening, given the dismal picture painted
in the first two-thirds of the book.
Touted as a work·· sure to arouse charged
emotions in readers of both sexes". Native
Tongue gives voice to women and their ideas ,
and decries the use of male power ~ver
women as protectionism. The ideas here are
indeed threatening: the main antagonist is
well aware of the power of a women's
language. and he moves swiftly to kill it But
he is forestalled by a woman bred and trained
to be the perfect wife- meek., docile. and
passive-who kills him.
.. It represents danger, and it represents
cor ruption." says T homas Chornyak., head
of all the Lines, to his mistress. And he is
right. for the dan ger inherent in a women' s
language threatens the continued male domirr
ation of society, and the corruption means
the steady erosion of the pillars which support
il
Native Tongue may be taken as a moral
ta le for the 80's when ma ny theo rists are
eager to pronounce the period as an era of
post-femi nism. Th e tinkering and adj usting
of words may not be enough ifElgin's story is
to bel ieved. Maybe like the linguist women.
women of today must recognise their verbal
skills and apply them to a truly womanidentified form of communication. D

"D eath and the Maiden", by Edvard Munch .

classifieds

IT'S NOT TOO LA TE!
...to have your resume professionallyprepared.
Make an investment in your career and your life, and enlist the
professionals to work closely with you to develop a unique resume
geared to your individual needs and goals.

977-5101

ho ld ing t heir next meehng Fnday. March
14 from 8 00 to 10:00 pm .ot Iona College.
208 Sunset Ave The guest speaker will be
Craig Coveyof the Michigan Organization
for Human Rights.All studenlsore v.l8lcome
APARTMENT FOR RENT Two 3-bedroom

aportments. carpeted. fndge and stove .
close to UnivelSity. S325/mon. plus ut1lihes
Call 252-4897
FOR SALE Brand

new queen size semi-

woveless woteroed. 1nclud1ngliner. heater.
headboard. pedestal. etc S200.00 256 6497 or 253-8238.
FOR SALE Airbrush hardly used $6() Coll
John ot 253-4060 or 25&7764

Call DIRECT Public Relations Consultants TODAY,to make your very special
appointment We don·t just pnnt your resume; we counsel you in the best jobclinching language in the job market today! We'll make your resume STAND-OUT
from the rest!

Ask ab o ut our interv iew co unse lling classe s and spe ci al student rates.

DIRECT
PublicRelationsConsultants

LESS81AN/ GAY Student Group w ill be

309 Chatham St W
(at the corner of Chatham and Dougall)

HUMBLED
CAVEPERSON(froubled. weorv
.
etc ) 1sentranced at the very thought
that his hellish prayer hos been so 1nfetiously
onswerod (stops here to clean greasy
grateful tears off cheap crayon) My '1fe1s
vours. oh JOYand things However . having
lately been token captive by o strange
disease that causes giant foc1ol scars
and hairy eyes. wish to remo,n unseen
by the mosses My presence . I trust. will be
exh bited only by my p(M'E.l(ful.vet frograrit.
aroma. o sort of cheese-like smell trial
s.mply cannot be ignored (1ke that old
slice of cucumber growing green fur ot
the bock of the fndge) Wnte again My
dirtied honds clutch the v8fY essence ot
l'le classifieds I fear I sholl crawl bock into
my cove and bite off my own head
Patient ly. C ave-Pig

The la nce. rvlarch 6, 1986, page 17

Velvetwaters
"Fashion never gives credit anyway-of Kiefer as a cogitation of historical
it's all about imagination and trying to
pastiche and Kuspit as a coeval to his
sell it to people with nothing of their epic visions of nostalgic Teutonism They
own. "-Exene Cervenka covered a lot of ground, venturing far
-

It'sa joke,see
"The Adventures of Roberta"
by Munro Ferguson
(Press Porcepic, Victoria)
by Martin Stevens

This isn't hilarious stuff, but it is funny,
and it does cause an occasional chuckle. It's
also well written, well thought out and .. interestingly drawn. "It'' is "The Adventures
of Roberta" -a Comic Novella by Munro
Ferguson (who legend holds to be the only
philosophy graduate/cartoonist in existence).
And it doesn't fall into the trap of imitation.
Nowadays, due to the recent success of"The
Far Side," Bizarre is in, man, and a load of
hack imitations have come along and tried to
cash in on it But what they lack is sincerity.
Cartoonists actually experience the stuff
they scribble about, and their sometimes
warped but always direct perspective creates
the humour. So imitators try too hard for
weird. And weird simply happens to the real
ones.

Roberta is weird She's a teenage whiz
who blows up her home-made particle accelerator, creating a black hole which sucks her
and her cousin Ralph and Uncle Bork (who
works at the Hespler Institute of Peculiar and
Difficult Sciences) into the ·'Place Between
Universes" and they meet weird characters
and go to weird places and say weird things
and thr,re is absolutely no point in telling any
more of the story. Suffice it to say fun things
happen.
It's extremely difficult to tell a graphic
story, if for no other reason that you must be
consistent (sometimes for the sake of a joke)
and resist the temptation to freak out on some
lunatic tangent Nice, but risky. Continuity is
all important So while three panel strips
must contain a punchline, you musn't repeat
the story line at the beginning of each one.
Which makes eag one panel cartoons easier.
Roberta might be hard to find. But it
also might be worth the look. It is, after all, a
lot of fun. But not hilarious. 0

Not so much these days the critic as
artist, but, as Prof. Thomas Dilworth of
the English Department would have it,
'the critic as pop star.'
Creme de la Crit, Thrash this Text,
or Tickle this Trope, any one of which
should have been the dang and dippy
new motto New York Times Magazine
could have used in its full-colour feature
spread on the tyrranical rhetoriticians
from Yale (see the Feb. 9, '86 issue for
the most ineluctable Bloom this side of
Leopold, not to mention old ShocksThe-Readah and .. ) Such Sentiments
are being loudly voiced these days in the
pages of Film Quarterly and have also
become the song of some sectarian avants
engaged in a differential march across
the pages of Artforum, Art in America,
arts magazine and Femitexte.
Something of the sort was at last a
gleam in Rosalind Krauss' eye as she
intellectually misbehaved in a gladiatoral
showdown with one of the formidable
franchises of post-war art criticism, Donald
Kuspit, at Detroit Institute of Arts packed
house ( mostly Cranbrook characters) on
Feb. 18th. Kuspit likes the German
artist Anselm Kiefer, Krauss conceives

beyond Kiefer's scrub earth, and it went
back and forth until time ran out

Rob Lowe has AIDS. (true rumour)

Have you noticed M. Style on campw;,
in the streets? Hair the consistency of
lycra? Moving on, of course, from the '
rag-tag studied rush-job casual of boot- I
brace-overcoat punk brigade into thirdrate Missoni . Or Giorgio Armani as
interpretedby way of videoPrince,Draught3man's Contract, and Harrison Ford.

Witness?
These extremities! And what the tiny
waist? Who shall cast warmer eye at the
minimalist opulence of a long-sleeved
gray tlannel top with pea-green sequins
over tapering dark blue Adidas joggers
and metal-toed thick-tread safety boots
dyed black?

classifieds
WANTED 1 or 2 bedroom apartment to
rent starting Moy or September Prefer
apartment close to the U Coll 253-9478
immediately
DID YOU KNOW you con become a
foster parent for the Romon Catholic
Children· s Aid Society? You con provide
o child or teenager in corew!lh a tempor0y
home- o sense of belonging and a
chance to develop in a stable family life
We will provda support, training. o!troctrv
finonc1ol rates to assist vou Interested
M 1nformatt0n meeting will be held on
Tuesdoy. Morch 4. 1986 at 7:00pm. otthe
Roy J Bondy Centre at 1671 Riverside
Drive Edst If you pion to attend contact
the Placement Resource Unit at 256-

3176

Unlversilv of Wind,or

Iona Forum
Luncheon
Vanier Hall
12:30-2:00

Orange

Scltnap~.s

Thurs. Mar. 13
"Teaching in
Japan "
Alan Gold

-----------Worship Every
Tues. at Noon
Iona College,
United Church of
Canada, Affiliate of
the University of
Windsor, 208 Sunset
Ave., Windsor, Ont.
Phone: 973-7039

After your favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAMWALKER
SCHNAPPS
TA5TETHEDIFFERENCE

- Lorenzo Buj
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nadianSeriesshowswhatit is
..

by R ob Jarovi

person wanting to describe
the state of modem classical
music in Canada, Y.OuJd.after
hearing the most recent installment of the Largely
Canadian Scnl!s ( F cbruary 19th at Ambassador
Auditorium) be left with such Y.ords as
'strange·. 'unique', 'eccentric'. We Canadians
arc different indeed, and 1hc music of our
composers reflects this.
The fi\C selections in this concert involved
the University of Windsor Wind Ensemble
and the University Singers along with various
other musicians and singers, all under the
direction of Wayne Jeffrey and Richard
Householder. They pcrforr.1ed a set of works
by living Canadian composers.
The first piece. "Keys·· was composed by
School of Music faculty member Jens Hanson.
Ii was written for a wind ensemble, but in no
ordinary ....ay The theme stemmed from the
percussion secuon. while the winds blew
tonal dissonances. There were interesting
tension/release motifs which gave a degree of
continuity to the seemingly vague structure
of the piece. In its harmonics were jazz
elements reminiscent of George Gershwin.
The audience was a bit unsure of how to
respond but applauded vigourously when Dr.
I H an~on rose from his seat
The next composition was a short piece

to listen to and evaluate. Mr. Jeffrey had to with piano accompaniment. using the texts of
prepare the audience for this one with a early Canadian poets. If you would use the
word• nationalism'. well, this piece embodied
definition of minimalism (which essentially
it. in its Canadian thematic structure. It was
strips music down to its basic primitive
very uplifting and natural. The second moveelements). He spoke of rhythms, polyrhythms,
ment. "Solitude ", expressed the Canndian
simple short motifs, and attempts at creating
a "consciousness aunosphere ".
theme beautifully with Baroque style fugality.
The composition began with a primal Yet the endi ng. "The Sailors Sweetheart",
percussion rhythm which gave birth to the
an Eastern Canada folk piece, seemed distheme carried by the piano, organ, and vibes
continuous with the composition as a whole.
(it was all very cosmic). This pulse arrived,
Lothar Klein's "Orpheus", the final piece
developed. deviated, and literally died, as the
performed, was a massive work in the sense
second section had to begin sometime. It was
that it required many singers. a wind ensemble,
here that the minimalist convention of repeated
a soprano, a tenor , and a narrator. It told the
ostinato bass notes, first in the organ and then
story of Orpheus and Eurydice in a semiin the piano, began. (Towards the end of this
operatic fonn It was a psycho-drama depicting
section several yawns were noted). A swinging.. Hell visually and orally . The narration jux releasing outburst in the third movement
taposed with the music produced an awesome
brought some life to the piece. The last
effect mythical strangeness and eeirt>-sounding
movement possessed a poly-chordal Weather
modulation. It was a piece difficult to listen to
Report feel, with slight tension and uncertain
as the instrument s, choir . and soloi sts were
dcnouemcnL
unorthodox in their sound, but the piece was
On the whole, this was a unique experience,
worthwhile in its own right
however the notion of minimalism as pure
The state of modem classical music , is a
music ( if we must speakaesthetically) is hard
paradox. Its composers complain that the
to discern . Minimalist pioneers such as
public loves only the classics while being
Philip Glass describe this music as a questioning ignorant of the music of their own day. and
of the nature of itself( and asking the audience
the public complain that modem classicism
to do so too) in relation to what has come
is too wierd and unconventional, and that it
before. Is it not the audience's duty to
relics merely on innovations and 'tricks'.
experience a work of art from a pure ly Thus , there is little support for modem
sensory point of view?
cla ssical musicians, but through presentations
Next was "The Spell of Times Long
such as the Largely Canadian Series, some
Past'' by Nancy Telfer. a vocal composition
realization is being made. 0

-~-1

I

called " Rainy River", by Torontonian
Christopher Weait It is a brass ensemble
work, the first section bei ng very light. with a
muted trumpet lifting itself above iLl; surroundings. T he seco nd section sounded much
more sombre, almost like a folk elegy-a great
deal of mood. control, and continuity . The
conclusion featured a high·spirited trumpet
in a classical fashion. conjuring up images of
a cold winter day .
" In Parad1sium'', a minimalist composition
by Michael J . Baker was a little more difficult

-- - -----~

Inner Fraternity Council

I
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Pi Lantbda Phi, Delta Chi & ,
Phi Signta Sig01a

Ring
Day

TOGA 1986 ((

at the

Books tore

Animal House Night
Friday Ma rch 14
in the Subwa y with

D'ALLIANCE
$ 1.00 off with Toga

$4 .00 advance
$5.00 at door

spon so red ,by Mort o n To ba cco

.QIL GARD anti-rust
in a class of
its own
Te sted :
Applied in ram or shine , Oll GARO,
laboratory developed & road tested
Provides effective rust protection on
any vehicle of any age and condition .
Proven :
Over 100,000 Rust· Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims during our 9
years in business .
Warrantied :
The industry leader with up to 8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles

Wed.
March 12
10 am-4:30 pm
Thurs.
March 13
10 am-6 pm

fispecials,
Free Signature
Free Fireburst
Stone

JJ

Manufacturers Rep
in attendan ce

toLaurier
Trackteamsqualifymore Lancers.fall
by John May

by Lance Sports Staff

he University of Windsor track and field teams have been
burning up the track these past couple of weekends.
Not only did the women's track and field team finish
second at the Ontario championships at York on Saturday,
but the squad also collected seven medals the weekend
before at a meet in Wisconsin.
Windsor was the only Canadian team at the Wisconsin Open.
Gold medals went to Tim Ryan in the men's 800-yard run and Marg
Gillen in the women's high jump.
Ryan established a meet record, a U of W school mark, and
surpassed the Canadian Inter-collegiate Athletic Union qualifying
standard by winning his event in 1:53:86. Gillen's winningjump was
1.67 metres.

r:rJ

he Lancer cagers' sudden-death quarter-final playoff
turned out to be just that Sudden Death.
The Lancers fell victim to a strong Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawks squad I 02-91 after edging out Guelph
Gryphons 86-82 on Feb. 19 to wrap up their regular
sea~on with a 6-6 record
Tuesday's loss marked the third occasion the Lancers were overpowered
by the Golden Hawks this season.
Matt St Louis topped the Lancers' scoring with 20 points and
Carlo Boniferro followed with one less. Scott Thomas and Dino
Latella pitched in 14 apiece.
The Lancers shot 37-for-78 from the field and 17-for-22 from the

r:rJ

free-throw line. Laurier went 39-for 66 from
the field and made 24 of 29 shots from the
stripe.

Windsor's performance at the Wisconsin
meet foreshadowed their showing in Toronto
last weekend, where the women Lancers
copped second place in the Ontario Univer~1t1es/OntarioWomen's Intercollegiate Athletic Associationtrackandfield champion\hips.
A number of Windsor athletes-both male
and female- scored school or personal bests
or qualified for the nationals. as well.
The women's team made a particularly
1mpress1Veshowing. since it only had twelve
member)), compared to the norm of25 members in each ficls. said coach Denni s Fairall.
They were bested only by a strong University
of Toronto team.
Overall, Windsor's crew placed fifth,
with three gold medals, live silver and two
bronze. Toronto placed first, followed by
Western. Waterloo and McMaster .

Launer 102,Lancers91
Mark Polischuk had a game-high 3 I
points for the Hawks. Brian Demaree had
15. Bob Urosevic 14, Andy Balogh and
Darren Syer contributed l O points each for
the v.in.
~tevc Forden. who had been a hig thorn ·
in the side of the Lancers · detensc in their
p1e\iou:. two games (50 points in total) was

held this time to 16, still n respectable outing.
Windsor had trailed only 39-37 at the
half.0

continued on next page

Volleyballers

Lancerslose
in quarters

out in two
by Tracey Richardson

by Mike Lyster and Scott Pattison

Yorkr/,Lancers2
" I wish we could have won it for the 5th
year guys." remarked Lancer goal tender
Steve Sapardanis, making reference to Lancer
forward Chuck Dungey and defenceman Ray
Pekar.
'
This was the last home game for the two
Lancers. one which would obviously hold
special significance for Dungey, who has
seen Windsor's hockey program progress
from the early stages. "Windsor has turned

around this program. Every aspect of this
team is handled in a very professional manner.
I would not have traded the fun of it all for
anything. .. said Dungey in retrospect
The first period saw both teams check
closely and skate furiously. The Lancers got
on the scoreboard first with a goal from rightwinger Jamie Howe. Yorks' depth showed
itself early as the Yeomen rcplyed not once
but twice, as goals from Rick Morocco and
Lawrence Smith gave the visitors a 2-1 first
period lead
The second period saw boh teams blow

t was the same forces that
have silenced other Windsor
teams in earl} playofTaction
this year that dashed the
Lanccrctte vollc~ball tcam·s
hopes of clinching a medal in the Ontario
Wornen·s Intercollegiate Athletic Association
volleyball playofTs. The Lanccrettes were
bounced out of last weekend's playoffs in
early-round action at McMaster University
in straight games by t\\O nationally ranked
teams.
The cast divsiion retained their supremacy
over the west by rolling over Windsor,
McMaster and Waterloo in early action. It
was the Ottawa Gee Gees who captured the
Ontario crown after four years of domination
by York University.
"I was plea'ied with the way we responded...
said coach Marge Prpich. "We reallyhaven·t
had a lot of exposure to the east sowe ~eren·t
really sure what we were in for. We really
weren't ready to play against Ottawa:·
Ottawa University, ranked founh in the
country, met Windsor in the first match of the
tournament and secured a 15-8. J5-4, 15-2
victory. The Lancerettes dug deep and gave it
all they had but the effort fell short as the}
found themselves trailing throughout the
entire match.

rn

r:rJ

he Lancers entered the
Ontario University Athletic
Association hockey playofTs
on a roll. They won their last
game to finish with the best
Windsor record ever, 13·6-5.
and their confidence level was hign for the
quarter-finalmatch with the Western Mustan~
And they lost
The Mustangs scored a "fluke" overtime
goal to pull out a 5-4 win in London, taking
the sudden-death one-game series and moving
on to the next round.
The Lancers prepared for the playofTs
with games against the York Yeoman at
home on Friday. February 21 and at Ryerson
two days later.
The York game was reminiscent of a
basketball game with its constant up and
down pace. Unfortunately, a home crowd
saw the Lancers fall to York 4-2.
...__u_m-p"'"anag;.;.g...;;;ao~st
an equal amount of scoring opportunities.
Each team finally notched a goal at the ten
minute mark. Rick Simpson scored at 10:01
and Gene Guzzo scored on a deflection off of
John Curridors shot from the blue line at the
10:20 mark. The period ended with the
Lancers down a goal, 3-2.
The third period saw only one goal, a
controversial one at that York's Rick Simpson
cut across the Lancer blue line and drove a
shot that beat Steve Sapardanis to the short
side. Fortunately for the Yeoman, the lines,.
man missed the call. as Simpson was clearly
continued oa pace 21

8-15,r/-15,2-15
·'The scoreboard wasn't indicative of the
continued on page 21
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Fitnes s Club
For Complet(' Sf'lf
Defense and
Phy-;ical Fitnes-; thru
Karate Training

STUDENT RATES
Day, Evening & Saturday Classes
For appointment call 97 3-15 7 8 or 2 58-88 71
or Drop in at 1201 Univ€'rsity Ave. W.
(at Wellington)

..

Moretrackandfield
continued from page 19

The Windsor women's 4 x 200
metre relay team scooped the fastest
time on the Canadian university
circuit along with their gold medal
with a 1:43.4 finish. Maxine Walkes,
a member of the relay team, struck
gold twice more with a 39.9 run in
the 300m event, and as part of the 4
x 400m relay team.
Her 300m performance was a personal best, a school record, and the
goal of her appearance on the Ontario finals, she said.
The 4 x-400 relay team, with
Walkes, Gisele St Louis, Jennifer
Yee, and Lisa Pajor, finished in
3:56: 13 and ranked third nationally
behind the Saskatchewan and Manitoba universities.
Meanwhile, the men's 4 x 200
relay team of Neville Douglas,
Greg Nemcek, Ritchie Coughlin
and Darren Luck picked up the

silver medal. and Marg Gillen landed
second in the women's long jump
with a personal best of5.55m and a
high jump of 1.70m which ties the
U of W record.
Other silver medals were won
by Bev Deal with a 12.48 toss in
the women's shot put- her personal
best- and Tim Ryan's 600m race
finish. Ryan was edged out of the
gold by U ofToronto's Paul Osland
who finished 3/ 1OOthsof a second
in front of him with a I :20.08
finish.
The top three spots in the men's
4 x 800m relay team were won by
Ontario teams. as the Windsor
squad followed Toronto and Waterloo for the bronze and a Windsor
record. Ryan, Luck Carl Layne
and Paul Boots captured the bronze
in the 4 x 400 men's relay event
with a 7:40.4 finish.

Another school record was snagged by Lisa Nagy, who ran the
women's 60m in 7.94 seconds. her
personal best
Other personal bests included
St Louis' women's 300m finish of
41.24, Chris Walker's 600m metre
run of l :22.9. and Marianne Ofner's
60m hurdle finish of9.99 seconds. D

nt1med

all-stars
The Windsor Lancerette volleyball team had a strong season,
finishing 8-4 and in second in the
OWIAA West Their success this
year was reflected in the all-star
selections - the Lancerettes were
the only western division school to
have two women named to the
squad .
Kathy Adkin ( right. in uniform)
and first-year player Cheryl Smith
were selected from the best in the
division. For more on the volleyball
team, see the story on the opposite
page.

• DistinctiveStudio Portraits
in gown and colours of your
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty

John GAfac~y GPhotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
969-6900

FREE!

A total of 20 Windsor athletes
qualified for the national championships, which will be held this Thursday and Friday in Edmonton. This
number of qualifiers for the Canadian Intervarsity Athletic Union
finals is a school record.

Two

GRAD
PHOTOS

Student Travel to

Layne and Boots were replacements for top runners Douglas and
Joe Ross, who sat out the 4 x 400
race with leg injuries. Coach Fairall
was pleased with the result and 1
credited the strong finish to the 1
team's depth.

Special
University Offer!!

20% OFF

March 18/86

Ask For
Wayne • Donna • Nicole

Alumni Dining Room
Student Centre
6

Perms (cut included) reg. $60.00
NOW $48.00

4:00 pm 5:30 pm

PLUS 20% off all other hair services
PLUS 50% off selected gift items

TRAVEL
SEMINAR

Open Mon .-Sat.
Tues ., Thurs. , Fri. evenings

Sponsored by
Free Admission Tickets
Available at Whitlock Travel,
University Bookstore 258-3802

0

510 Pelissier St.
973-4977

Volleyballers
out in two straight
continued from page 19

game." said coach Prpich. " We sta yed with '
them for the first half and then Ottawa pulled
away. You can' t let a team like Ottawa do
that, you have to continue to attack - you
have to make the transition from defense to
offense."
"They (Windsor) seemed to rely a lot on
emotion to carry them through and you can't
do that if you want to remain consistent,"
noted Leslie Irie of Ottawa. an east division
all-star select who is considered by many to
be the best setter in the country.
Another tough opponent in the York
Yeowomen awaited Windsor later in the day
but the Lancerettes came out charged up and
led 5- l early in the first game. The two teams
battled for the first game but it was York who
prevailed l 5-13.
York sapped Windsor's offense in the
second and third games and chipped away at
the Lancerettes' tenacity to win l 5- l O and
15-2.

13-15,10-15.2-15
The two early round losses robbed the
Lancerettes of a spot in the medal rounds,
forcing an abrupt end to one of the Lancerettes'
most successful seasons in recent years.
"I think the team was just starting to
really believe in themselves but no matter
what the outcome it has helped us for next
year," stated Prpich.
There was a bright spot for Windsor as
they received a unique honour in being the
only west division team to have more than
one player selected to the 1985/86 OWIAA
all-stars. Kathy A dkin, Windsor's esteemed
verteran setter was selected to the honour roll
along with first year player Cheryl Smith.

Lance photo by Tracey Richardson

Another jumping ghosl

"I really wanted to do good to show
people that I've worked up to that position
(as an all-star)", said Smith of the playoffs.
Though pleased with her personal achievement
she acknowledged the support and talent of
her teammates. "You can't be an all-star
without a good team."

The Lancerettes are hoping to extend and
improve upon this year's 8-4 record into the
1986/87 season with the return of all their
players except for captain Pat Pepper.
"I still like the small team but I'd like to
go to ten (players) depending on who\,
corning in new," explained Prpich. "We

need another power hitter and someone to
back up on setting because it's too much
pressure for one person to handle."
Though still too early to predict next
season's fate, the Lancerettes hope to mix
solid experience with a few new bodies to
comprise a winning team.

HockeyLancers.fallin openingroundqf playq[fs
continued from page 19

offside by at lea:.t a stride. N ot only did the .
York finished the season unbeaten against
linesman blow that one, but consistently the Lancers, winning in thier arena 6-3, and
missed icing calls also. As one player put it,
" It is the university's fault for failing to pay
mileage rates as do other universities, which
would enable quality officials from other

Fri day 4-2.
Sunday afternoon the Lancers travelled
to Toronto for the final regular season contest
against Ryerson. The Lance rs warmed up for

home team. Th e game obVJouslymeant little,
as was illustrated bv the final score. Wind sor

La,ncers7. Ryerson5
concluded the season up four points from

In the playoff game Tuesday, February
25. the Lancers and Mustangs played tense.
back-and-forth hockey right to the last second
W estem opened the scoringjust 84 seconds
into the game when D arren Cho led finished
off a two-on-one with a short-handed goal
Flavio Severin tied it up. however, with a
boomer from the point, and Ken Minello put
Windsor in the lead with a rebound tally
minutes later.
Westem's Jim Quinn capped the torrid
first period scoring and tied things up on a
power play at 17:47.
Tht: teams swapped tallies in the second
before heading into the drama Uc third period.
JetTTumerofWestem put his team up43 withjust two minutes gone in that frame. It
stood until Severin collected his second of
the match. a clutch marker with only I :37 left

ranre~
·drqft;i
7;;
;"J?boibdiiria?,Ue
0

' T wo members of the Lancers footba ll
team have been snagged in the CFL draft by
professio nal clubs.
Defensive end Jim Spradbrow was picked
by the Montreal Concoredes in the fifth
round, and offensive tackle Andre Van Vugt
. was selected by the Toronto Argonauts in the
eighth.

Two of Windsor's most pranising players,
Gino Castellan and tight end Paul Fracas,
were not picked up in the draft, much to the
surprise of Windsor coach Gino Fracas.
Fracas said that both play ers had been
invited to the CFL's evaluation camp, which
usually indicates the players will go sometime
in the first eight rounds.

Both Paul Fracas, the coach's son. and
Castellan are still free agents and could be
invited to any CFL club's training camp. he
said.
AJI these players, except for Van Vugl
will still be eligible to play for the Lancers in
the Ontario Universities Athletic Association
next fall if they fail to make the cut with the
pros.O

continued on next page
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ASSUMPTION
UNMRSITYCHAPEL-9737034. located between the University
Centre and the Ambassador B<idge.
Mosses at 10:30 o.m. and 4:30 pm on
SUndoys Monday to Friday ot 11:50 o.m
Sacrament of Reconciliation on request
Solidomy with the Suffering. Wednesdays.
12:3-1 :30 p.m. At Assumption Unlv01Sity.
ConferenceRoom . Hosted by 1ono College.
Canterbury College. Knox Presbyterian
Ch~ rch, lnt01VOrsityChristion Fellowship.
Assumption Campus Community. Join us
for Ecumenciol prayer. presentation and
a rice meonl Eveiyone welcome
A Dayof Retreat for BusyPeople. Soturdoy.
Morch 15-Assumptton Campus Community (between the universrty centre
and the br1dge), Theme: Lent-·86 Lord.
where am I going? Facilitator , Sr Koy
Smalley . Cost. SS.00 (included dinner)
Coll 973-7034 to register

CHILD CAREWORKERSrequired for relief
""°rk ot Mo,yvol8'. Adolescent & Family
Services. experience WOlking With adolescents in a treatment setting prefooed
P1ease forward resume to: Joyce HEl'wltt,
3640 Wells Street. Windsor. Ontorio. NvC
119

APT. TO SUIUT 1 bedroom. S287/m::,n.
utilities included, tree parking. porttyfumished. coble available. ocross the street
from the university (low school). grod
student preferred but wil consider others
Great deaH Call 258-7481.

The Original Buzzard Band

.

415 Pelissier St.
253-1030

Daily 10-5 :30 , Fri. to 9 , Sun. 12 to 5

1n

Ambassador Auditorium
March 7, 1986

had elapsed when the winner was scored.
co ntinu ed from page 21

in regulation play. He took the rebound from
a Cuck Brimmer shot and rammed it home to
force overtime.
The most successful Lancer campaign
ended rather ungloriously, however, when
Rob Vanwynsberghe broke in from the left
wing and fired a shot that goalie Stever
Sapardanis juggled and let trickle in. 3:23

Westem5,wncers t1(OT)

GP W L T F
24 20 J l 178
24 19 5 0 IS4
24 18 S I 148
24 17 s 2 B9
.24 13 6 S 132

TEAM

Launer
The Lancers had carried the play in the
opening minutes but just could'l't convert
their chances. The Lancers have to be disappointed with the result and the way the last
goal was scored but it was still a very
encouraging season all round. D

Toronto

York
Western
Windsor
Waterloo
Laurentian
Guelph

24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24

Brock

Ontarioswimmin1<
championships
The OUAA Swimming Championships
were held in Toronto over the break. and
three Larcers qualified for the CIA U championships at Laval this weekend
l\..f1tt Buuer placed fourth in both the I 00

..,--

NA L STANOlN<3S
-

Queen·s
Ryerson

and 200 metre back stroke, and qualified in
both. Ken Souliere and Bill Bedford each
scored qualifying marks in Im and 3m
diving.
Windosr placed I 0th out ofl 5 competing
schools.

McMaster

!~C

A TP

82 4l
~4 38
NAME/TEAM

73 37
81 36
JOl 31

0(l\'e ,Kucharuk/Brock

Steve Linseman/Watetloq

11 11 ·2 !08 117 24 · Terry McCutcbeon./Laurier
lJ 13 0 128 155 22 Don McLaughlin/ToronlO
9 13 2 I JO J 28 20
7 16 I 128 1'75 15
6 16 2 103 136 14
5 17 2 97 169 12
5 17 2 78 141 12
5 19 0 91 171 '10

Chuc k Briouner/W indsor
Shaun Rcagan/t,aurier

Paul Ritchie/Brock
Mikfl Tomlak{Westcm
Darren Lowe/Toronto
S~ve Molaski/RMC

campusrec

.

Women's Basketball

Men's Hockey

Women·s basketball has been fast-paced
and exciting so far this season. All the teams
have talent and most games are close. Leslie
Forder·s strong defensive play on Monday
night heldped thr Benchers· defeat the Shooters
29-28 despite Bev Clarke's eight points for
the Shooters. In the second game of the night,
the Ball Handlers soundly defeated the Fifth
Floor FU-s 22-4 with J. Finn and A. Pierce
contributing six points each for the winning
team. In the third game. Sue Marsh's 13
points didn't help the Gators as they went
down 34-1 7 to the Slammers. The final game
S3\\ the Dirt} Socks down the Second Floor
Green Machines 36-32.
Wednesday night saw the Slammers net
25 points to defeat the Shooters and earned
Be\ Clarke this week's player of the week for
her 11 point contribution. The Ball Handlers
trounced the Dirty Socks 20-1. The Bcnchers.
in the third game of the night, beat the FFU' ~
26-18 with Nancy Merrill netting I O points
for the Benchers and Kathryn Salidas scoring
10 points of her own to the FFFU's.
The standing aflcr Wednesday February
26th 1986 are:

A Leag ue

Team
Slammers
Ball Handlers
Benchers
Gators
Shooters
Dirty Socks
Second Floor Green M achines
FFU's

Team

w

L

T

GF GA

MarkellnJ?.
CCCP
Commerce
Missing Links
Engineering
Bob's Fags
Windsor Warnors

7

2
1

2

0
0
0

3
56

I

51
60
47
28
26
22
10

6
6
4
2
2
0

8

0
0

21
15
28
45
37
48
45

Pts.

14
12
12
9

5
4
0

B League
Division I

w

L

T

GF GA

Baucrcd W h cs
BJorklmen
WoJ\enncs
Syntax F rror,
Zulu Warnor s
Cod) Co,,,1c,
Commerce
U.G G

8
7
5
4
4

0
I
4

0
0
()

52
62
47

4

1

42

3
4

()

6
9

I

41
29
3J
17

2
10

0
0

Division 2

w

f:.

T

H.K Hacks

5
5

2
2
3
4
4
5

0
0

5

0

c.s.s
Engineer,
Mac Hall
La" ··s··
Montreal Ukr.
Ditch Pigs

..\

3
4
2
2

2
0

21
14
43
40

16
14
10
9

28
25

8
4

52
96

3
0

29

10

23

9

33

8
8
5
4

45
43
24

Pts.
18
12
12
8

6
4

Women's Ice Hocke y
As of W ednesday F eb. 19:

4

3

*This week's Playe r of the W eek: Bev
Clark. Congratulations Bev on your points
this week.

w
Volleyball
Launer

3
3

Law

2

Just For Kicks
Ollsyders
Huron

1
0

L
0
1
0
3
3
3

T

p

1

7

0

6

1

5

0

2
2

0
0

0

Player of the week: Caroli ne Ba ll-Ju st
F or Kicks. 11 goals in 4 games.

Playball.

Lav.
Bridge House
Aug's Video
Electa Hall
Hobokon Hcphyrs
'Pack-Ups
Delta Chi
Brewski Bombers

G

w

L

Pet

8

6

2

8
8
7

6

2

6

8

4

2
2
4

8

3
1
0

5
7
8

.750
.750
.750
.714
.500
.375
.125

8
8

5

.OOO

Pts.

GF GA Pts.
36
12 10
27
22
24
28
29
24

Men's Basket ball
Easter n Div isio n
GBL

1

Campus Recreation special events presents
a "Smashin Fun" badminton tourney. To be
held from 7-1 l pm on March 12, 13, 19. 20,
26. Division:, will include Men's singles,
women's singles, rnix.xidoubles, men's doubles,
and women's doubles. Team and individual
entry forms are available in the Campus
Recreation Office. St Denis Centre. For
further information contact the Campus Ree
Office at 253-4232 ext 2456. Come on out
and have a "Smashin Fun'' time!!!

2
3
5
6

Western Division
The Royal Court
Run & Gunners
Engineers
Runnan Rebels
Bad News Bears
WFST
The Missing Links
Carisa

G
7

w

L

Pet

7

0

R
7

6
5

2

8

5

7

4
3
2

I.OOO
.750
.714
.625
571
.375
.250
.125

8
8
8

2
3
5
(,

7

GBL
J/2

2
2 1/2
3

4 1/2
5 1/2
6 1/2

Rema inder of Schedu le
Monday March 10
7 .00 The Royal Court vs. The Missing
Links
8:00 Aug's Video vs. Brewski Bombers
9:00 WFST vs. Hobokon Hephyrs
Wednesday March 12
7:00 Pick-Ups vs. Bad News Bears
8:00 Carisa vs. The Missing Links
9:00 Runnin Gunners vs. Hobokon Hephyrs
I 0:00 Electa Hall vs. Runnin Rebels
T hursday M arch 13
7:00 Engineers vs. LaY.
8:00 Bridge H ouse vs. Carisa
9:00 Bad News Bears vs. D elta Chi
10:00 T he Missing Links vs. Aug·s Video

~------'i
GRADUATION
PORTRAITS

ON CAMPUS

IN THEHEART
OFOOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You re JUSI minu tes away from Windsor s most
conveniently loca ted racquetball and indoor
recrea tional fac1l1ty W e re an exciting new club that
offers members features such as • 6 Ball W all
cou rts • Uni11ersal Gy mn • Sauna s • Ho t Tubs
• Pr o Shop • Profes s ,ona1 ln struct:on
• Aerobic classes da ily
• 1O°'ooff with SAC Discount Card
We ve Got It All'

We Carry Swimwear
40 % off

Student
Membership
$45.00

March '86 to
Sept. '86

Thursday
March 13

8 FREE WALLETS
For First 10 ~ppointments
( wit,h Regular Purcha se Onl y)

966-5572

By Appointment
Plea se
1399 Grand
Marais W.
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Those experienced in callingfor the
clean, true taste of Blue are well aware
of the value of doing so in a big way.

Perhaps this accounts for the enormous
increase in the sales of alpine horns.
Once used almost exclusively in
oldJulieAndrews movies and in commercialsfor cheese, the alpine horn is
showing up infavourite watering holes
across the country.
"Alpinehorns are the new growth
industry."Said one dealer."Equally
impressive ..." he went on to add "are
the sales of knee socks, lederhosen and
Tyroleanhats." It would appear,at least
for the moment, that horn fever is upon
us. Which means, that it is indeed, time
to blowfor a Blue.
·
,r

•

I

LUE-ffEEEE!

/'

ONE IN A SERIES OF HIGHLY INFORMATIVE PRESENTATIONS AIMED AT HELPING YOU TO
BEDER UNDERSTAND THE DIVERSE MEANS IN WHICH IT IS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN ONE OR
MORE BOTILES OF BLUE, CANADAS MOST POPULAR BEER. FOR THAT CLEAN, TRUE TASTE.

I

1~

1·

1·

WARNING
: Health
andWelfare
Canada
advises
thatdanger
to healthincreases
withamount
smoked
- avoidinhaling
.
Average
percigarette
- Benson's
30Regular:
'tar'15mg,
nicotine
1.2mg
; Benson
's 30Regular
light:'tar'12mg,
nicotine
1.1mg.

r -- --~--a--~
~ 1
!!/r
I

- Lance photo by Andrew Haggert
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Ctindidtlte
challenges
SAC recountresult
by Claudio D'Andrea
A recount of the February 19 Students '
Administrative Council election results has
overturned Social Science representative candidate Iris Kohler's victory in favour of John
Berry.
Kohler said that last Friday's recount of
the Social Science vote should be "null and
void" because of sloppy election procedures,
including lack of safekeeping of ballots.
Jn a letter addressed to the Election
Monitoring Committee, Kohler wrote that
the recount of the ballots for Social Science
representative which declared Berry the winner with 127 votes to Kohler's 122. should be
ruled invalid because "it is impossible to say
that the recount was accurate without a doubt
due to the lack of safekeeping. Therefore, the
official count( on Feb. 21) should be the only
true count"
Included in her letter were the following
grievances: that she found out about the
results through the "rumour mill" Monday
morning, rather than being contacted by
someone from the Election Committee; that
she was not told "when, where or how the
recount was conducted:" that the ballot boxes

Iris Kohler

were kept at the unlocked Women's Centre
over the weekend: and that the results "raised
questions from going to 11 (votes) to one to
five" against her.

were 165 to 164 in Kohler's favour . Berry's
request for a recount led to the latest results
on Friday.
"While I'm not attacking the integrity of
theCEO(ChiefElectoralOtficerSamOiNatale),"
Kohler said, .. I see the possibility of manipulation."
Also at issue is the fact that DiNatale
brought all the Social Science ballots home
to count rather than having the ballot boxes
placed in Campus Security.
DiNatale said that the ballots only have
to be kept in security the night of the advance
poll and that he counted them three times
before declaring Berry the winner.
"I can't see her (Kohler) getting upset
because I counted them three times. unless
she thinks I'm .J>iased and that's another
story.·• he said "I would then have to resign.
''She lost fair and square and that's the
end of it"
Kohler said that the ballots should have
John Berry (right)
been placed in Campus Security to ensure
againstmanipulationthe same way the F acuities
of Education and Nursing secure their ballot
After the SAC General Election of Febboxes.
ruary 19th, the unofficial results showed
·'The only truly secure place on campus
Kohler the winner over Berry by a margin of is Campus Security," she said
11 votes. Two days later, the official results Continued on page seven
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MUSIC
Thursday, March 13
-Images 1nvogue at the Subway

_

Friday , March 14
Hillberry Theatre presents Moliere·s "Misanthrope' at 8:00 P M.
-Bonstelle Theatre presents "Much Ado About
Nothing" al 8 00 PM

Saturday , March 15

-1raxxp:<:1sents10.000 maniocs
-Clutct->Cargo s presents The Damned
CJAtv' ~resents Tuipa at the Subway
-Independent ArtistsAwareness Seminar. 12-CX~
500 P '.1 at Iona College. 208 Sunset Presented ov CJAM

1

Sunday, March 16
-Un ve ; TVof Windsor Music Deportment presents o recital by soprano Kathy Kennedy.
and C1ori<eBrvon on harpsichord p1onoot the
moo+ court at 3 00 PM
Thursday, Mar c h 20
-Me tdown II at the focu1ty of Low. 8 00 PM 1n
the ounge A 'bottle of the bonds' ,s the
h1gn 1g~t Al proceeds will go to the downtown
misson
Friday, March 28
- Jovd Coe and the Commotions at Clutch
Co,gos
ART

-Generation 86 submission deadline. Morch
15th Leave paems short stones. drawings
and photographs at •he Lance Office. second
floor of tr.e student centre

Saturday , Mar c h 15
Misanthrope" at the Hillbery (8 00 PM.)
Sunday , Mar c h 16
Much Ado About Nothing" at the Bonstelle
at 200 PM

FILM
March 14-15
Detroit Film -heatre presents "Shooh" (port
two) al 700 PM only
Sunday , March 16
• Shooh (porttwo)ot1200PM
at the Detroit Film Theatre

ond600P.M

Thursday, Mar c h 20
The Undergraduate Philosophy Club presents
the complete uncut film of Hitler's1934 Nuremburg rally "Triumph of the Will" clso "Mein
Kampf 1n1120 Ene Holl Storts at 7:00PM e1th
on introductory lecture by Reg Hartt Mov,es
ol 730 PM

HEBERT
1?84 OTTAWA STREET- WINDSOR· (~Jig) ?~H ')',00

Friday, March 21
-Surreo st Sinemo with Salvadore Doli. Luis
Bunuel. Watson & Neber and Lod1slausStorevitch at 2123 Ene Holl Storts at 7 00 PM with

NAME: E. KevinWren
FACUL1Y:
BusinessAdministration
/
AMBIDON: Buy low,sell high, collectearly,pay late.
FAVOURITE
MUSIC:Mozart, Wham, Johnny Cash.
FAVOURITE
MOVIES:Easy Money,Amadeus,Roll Over.
FAVOURITE
BOOKS:How to Succeedand Grow Rich,Iacocca.
BIGGESTTHRII.l: The first collectionday on my

·.

paper route.
FAVOURITE
HOBBY:Making Money.Legally,
of course.

FAVOURITE
BEER:

John Labatt Classic,
· becauseit provesyou
· get what you pay for.

-

New Democratic
womencallfor action
by Patti McKague
"Equal pay for work of equal value" were
the sentiments of demonstrators outside of
the Provincial government building.5on Saturday
afternoon, International Women's Day.
The group was the Women's Caucus of
the New Democnftic Party in Windsor, and
the purpose of the demonstration was to draw
attention to the problems women have faced
in gaining pay equity.
"For every $1.00 that a man makes, we
make 624:, and that 62e has to feed a family,
too," said Janet Greene-Potom:;ki, organizer
of the event
Althought the group had expected around
50 people to turn out, cold weather slightly
reduced this number. Those that did attend,
however, showed full support of pay equity
by chanting songs, and carrying signs bearing
such slogans as "We want more than lip
service·· and "Equal Pay-NOW!''.
Donna Champagne, city councillor, was
the primary speaker at the demonstration.
"We want the Ontario government to
immediately implement equal pay in both the
public and private sectors,'' Champagne
said
She explained that 1981 Canadian census
figures revealed that there were 600,000
households with the mother as head, 1
million children were in poverty, and that 6
out of 10 elderly women were living in
poverty in this country.
"This is a census year, and we expect
these figures to increase even more,"
Champagne said.
At present, the government has issued a
green paper to examine the problem of
women receiving less pay for work of equal
value. A tribunal of business people are
currently attending hearings across the province, giving groups an opportunity to speak
out on the issue.
"The hearing process will drag this out"
said Champagne. "We need to convince
business and commerce about pay equity,
and make sure that they're ready to accept
this. Women need it; families need it; and
children need it"

.once photo bv Andrew Haggert

Protesterspicket ProvincialBuilding.

for Windsor-Riverside. was also present and
The caucus wants legislation implemented
that will be backed up with penalties and spoke in support of equity legislation.
"We want equal pay and legislation for
fines if it is not adhered to. This has already
affirmative action, but this won't happen in
been put into effect in Quebec and Manitoba.
isolation," Cooke said. "We·Jl need universal
and the group says that it is time for Ontario
laws before total equity can exist Some
to follow suit
The legislation they are supportmg is to things have been accomplished but we can
be universal legislation that is not based on still do a lot more."
Aside from problems with equal pay, the
whether a woman is a union member or not,
demonstrators were concerned with preconand that does not require a certain percentage
ceived notions of a .. woman's·· and a" man's"
of staff to be female before it is implemented,
job and felt that equal status as well as pay is
Champagne said.
In addition to local union leaders and an issue.
.. It's a shame that women should have to
members of the caucus, Dave Cooke, MPP

have a walk--we are born qualified humans
and should be treated that way in lhe workforce:·
said Greene-Potomski.
The women's caucus will later be ctrculating a petition calling for pay equity and
had hoped that this demonstration would
gain support for their cause. Since the first
International Women's Day. 75 years ago.
women have made numerous accomplishments
in gaining equality, through determination
and commitment
··we are not going to quit--we'll be here
to the end,"' said Champagne. illustrating
that this determination is still strong today .

OpenHouseheldat Women'sCentre
by Susan Mcllveen
ome came out of curiosity,
and some came out of commitment
The University of Windsor Women's Centre held an
Open House on March 5,

[S]

and showed the film "Never Give Up", a
review of women's achievement in the arts as
seen through the eyes of lmogen Cunningham,
photographer. About one dozen students and
others attended the Open House. The event
coincided with International Women's Day,
March 8.
The discussion which followed the film
focussed on how pressure from women· s
rights groups. particularly in the last 20
years. had helped to establish women as a
viable force in Canadian society. However.
the group acknowledged that much remains
to be accomplished.
One participant in the discussion said
that if she had any advice for young women. it
was .. not to become waitresses.''
·'Unless you're just doing it for a sununer
job, ifs a horrible way for women to work.
You get paid Jess than mimmum wage, and
after that. your income depends on how cute
you are. When you gel older, they ( restaurant
owners and managers) fire you because you
don't fit in with their image;· she said.
The Women's Centre, formed in September
I 985, is "a unique experiment created by
women to share experiences, to educate and

promote action about issues of common
concern," said Mireille Coral, Students' Administrative Council (SAC) Women's Commissioner.
The Centre also houses resource materials
on various issues that particularly concern
women, ranging from sexual assault to the
role of women in the condemnation of militarism.
"This Centre presents an opportunity for
women to effect changes in areas that they
deem important," said Coral.
One of the prime concerns of the Women· s
Centre in its first year bas been an examination
of the existing Senate by-law on sexual
harassment on campus.
"There are several problems with the
existing sexual harassment grievance procedure. The first and most fundamental
problem is that it doesn •t define what sexual
harassment is. The Committee has the power
to stop the procedure if they deem the
complaint to be out of their jurisdiction." said
Cora'!.
One of the grey areas in discussion of
sexual harassment is the issue of "gender
harassment". through which the entire female
sex is slandered.
·'If your complaint is that a professor is
making comments about women-about their
intellectual capabilities. or the lack thereof.
about their biological function and how they
affect women's intellectual capabilities, or
about homosexuals-the
Committee might
not see that as sexual harassment Other
universities' policies do," said Coral.

Included in this examination has been an
effort to educate women about courses of
action that are available to victims of sexual
harassment
"I know for a fact that women are being
sexually harassed and are suffering in silence.

And part of that silence comes from a la.:k of
information made available to women". said
Coral.
The Women's Centre is located on the
second floor of the University Centre. around
the corner from the SAC Office. D

What WomenSDay?
said activities would be better planned in the
future.
"People are definitely going to start workInternational Women's Day. March 8.
ing on next year's event now to prevent this
passed almost unnoticed in Windsor.
from ever happening again.•·
The Windsor New Democrats Women's
Students' Administrative Council Women's
Caucus sponsored a small rally for equal pay
for work of equal value, but the lack of a Commissioner Mireille Coral said that the
campus Women's Centre held an Open
large-scale event contrasted with the city's
House on March 5.
traditional observance.
Coral backed up statements that local
Debbie Bartknecht, program co-ordinator
for the Women's Incentive Centre, said the feminists were .. too busy" to get together
usual organizers simply did not have enough any bigger events on International Women's
Day.
time
''I've never met more committed women
"ff s the same people who get overworked
all the time. There's not that many feminists than the women fve met here in Windsor.
The problem is, these women are extremely
in town,·• said Barfknecht
She said a committee had been formed busy." she said. ·'These same women sit on
every board. every committe, and are trying
and the money raised. so it wasn't a question
to cover every base at once."
of finance~.
A workshop on Women in Development
Committee member Rose Voyvodic agreed
that the problem was that "everybody was too planned by the Third World Resource Centre
was cancelled when inclement weather prebusy."
"It was just a question of a small number vented speakers from travelling to the city,
of very busy people.'' said Voyvodic. She said a spokesperson.

by Kev in Jo hnson
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Whatever happened to the women 's movement?
Is 11over? Has equity been reached? Or have women
simply given up?
Hardly , on both counts. The day when women and men
perceive each other as equal 1n the workplace and at
home 1sstill in the future . and the day that women give up
the fight is even further away. But there has finally been
enough of a progression for society to be comfortable with
the idea of a woman with a briefcase. The notion of women
doctors. lawyers, mechanics, engineers. accountants , et.
al.. no longer brings awkward stares. and if little Amy wants
to grow up to be an astronaut. chances are she Just might.
And , as attitudes have matured , so has the women 's
movement. A Gloria Steinem prov ing that Cosmo can be
Just as exploitative as Playboy 1s no longer needed.
Instead , there are thought -provoking . insightful lectures
and demonstrations , such as those held on I nternat1onal
Women's Day. this past Saturday
Problem 1s, Women 's Day in Windsor was next to
nothing . Elsewhere. the event took on international
proportions.
How can Windsor's complacency be explained?
Perhaps the attitude here is that equality has been struck
after all ; that the women's movement is dead, or at least no
longer needed in these parts.
A dangerous attitude indeed .
Because in Windsor . even here on campus. the fight for
women's rights 1s about where the fight against racism
was thirty years ago. to paraphrase a U of W professor.
Just look at the figures. Only twenty per cent of the
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professors on this campus are women. There are no
women department heads. There 1s one woman dean .
There are three female directors --including the Director of
Women 's Sport . and Nursing. Women professors and
instructors make five to ten per cent less in salary than
their male counterparts. All this on a campus that prides
itself on its progressive thinking
In the real world. the figures get worse. On the average ,
women make only 60 per cent the wages men make. And
women continue to be considered second class c1t1zens
by the English language. wherein ·man· means 'human·.
What's more female flesh 1sbeing used more and more
in this city to stimulate liquor sales. Women are still hooted
at in the streets. Bikini bound bodies are still being used to
sell hot cars and heavy metal. The woman equals sex
equals sales formula 1s still the strongest
pitch on
Madison Avenue. and will probably continue to be until
there's an about-face in attitude across this continent.
But don t think 11can't happen. 'People power' caused a
revolution in the Phillipines;
caused the Canadian
government to rethink indexing old age pensions; and 1s
close to toppling racist policies 1n South Africa. Popular
sentiment 1spowerful. and the sooner the realization that
injustice is practised daily in our own backyard, the
sooner women here can finally get a better deal.
So it's a little early to rest on laurels, and simplistic to
believe that a few committed individuals can carry the fight
alone.
The hard part is just beginning.
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Pro-life
orPro-choice,
it'sall valuesystemsgo'
A group of students reque•;ting the dismissal of Dr. Walter Wren,
There b an excellent rattonal argument for permitting abortions
our Student Health Services physician. has been the subject of some
as well. although it 1s not so simple. Babies, to be raised properly.
controversy on the pages of thi5 newspaper recently. This group
require great resources of time. money, and physical effort after they
differ) only in its particularly obno xious nature from many other
are bom Formanypeople in society today itis simply impossible to
provide one or more of these resources in sufficient quantity. The
groups m Windsor and southwestem Ontario. and many unaffiliated
individuals. who are dedicated to the task of making it more difficult
birth of a baby would result in great long-term suffering for child and
for other people to have abortions. The whole abortion affair 1srather
parent
a hot topic on Letter-to-the-Editor pages of newspapers large and
Pending the invention of a safe. perfectly efficient means of
small all over the province.
contracepuon. there are only two ways in which a fertile couple can
Anti-abortion groups t"eferto themseh es collectively as" pro-life"
avoid having babies. One way is to avoid sex. The other is to have sex
organi£at1on~. This is an emotionally effective name, implying as it
and be prepared to abort Avoiding sex is an alternative which sounds
does that individuals opposing their views are pro-death. or anti-life.
fine on paper, but doesn't seem to work out in the real world.
Most people agree that life is pretty much a good thing, and so it is
Psychologists have known since Freud that sex is a basic human
hard not to support a "pro-life" group.
psychological need,· a"nd that our ability to live without sex is a
However, several organilations and unaffiliated individuals also
funcuon of our ability to repress natural, healthy human instincts.
exist who take it upon themselves to make it more difficult for pro-life
The amount of psychological damage caused in our society by our
groups to make it more difficult for everyone t'lse to have abortions.
cultural restrictions on sexual freedom is incalculably, unimaginably
lnese groups have chosen for themselves the name "pro-choice''.
vast.. and it is obvious that many people today are freeing themselves
wh,ch implies that opposing thinkers are anti-choice and perhaps
of these restrictions. This is undoubtedly good for their mental
even anti-democracy. So on the one hand, we have life, and on the
health. but unfortunately it creates the side effect of pregnancy and
other hand, we have choice, and we are told that the two views are
leaves abortion as the only alternative for couples not wanting to
mutually exclusive. Obviously the names do not tell the whole story.
have babies.
There is an excellent rational argument for not having abortions,
It happens that these types of arguments for abortion do not
and 11has the additional advantage ot'being very simple to understand.
convince me. It's my view that the long-term decline in physical,
Basically, it is that killing a foetus is a horrible thing to do and that
mental, and financial health ofunintentional parents is less important
therefore 1t should not be done. I happen to be convinced by this
than the life of the foetus in practically every conceivable case. But
argument and cannot imagine any circumstances under which I
that is my value judgemenL I can see where a perfectly reasonable,
would advocate or recommend an abortion to anyone.
logical person could make a differen~ value judgement and arrive at

the rational conclusion that abortions are okay. More to the point. it
1sobvious to me that millions of entirely reasonable people have done
exactly thaL
Herein lies my critical beef with groups like the one which
recently attacked our campus physician. One of the essential skills
which must be acquired for a citir.en to properly participate in a
democracy is the ability to tolerate rationally-drawn viewpoinL~ of
responsible members of the society. There is nothing wrong with
disagreeing with the value systems of others.
There is
something wrong with attempting to obstruct others from Jiving their
lives on the basis of those value systems.. if they have any rational
basis.

It is possible to be pro-life and pro-choice at the same time. You
can personally be vehemently against abortion but support the right
of others to make the decision for the distinction between the views
you can choose for yourself. and the ones that you can inflict upon
others. Pro-life groups fail to realize that a view which can be held by
intellectually honest people who have made a reasoned value
judgement cannot be condemned merely because the value judgement
is divergent from their own.
This entire point can be summed up by a two-word phrase which
I've seen on sweatshirts around this campus: Choose Life. The way
to convert people to anti-abortion views is not through legislation or
erection of other obstacles to abortion. The way to do it is by
rational persuasion. which is not only friendlier and more democratic
but a hell of a lot more etTeetive, when it is done intelligently.

Betterdeadthanright
~

by Red A ngriest
We left-handers are madder than Christa
McAuliffe' s insurance agents.
The history of the world has been one of
oppress ion: of the right-handers over the lefthanders; of a weak-willed majority over a
strong-armed minority; of unjustified victors
over the morally-good vanquished
Here you have these right-handed wimps
going around talking about" righteousness",
"right-hand man", being "right'' instead of
wrong, and even spout ing their religious crap
about Jesus being seated at the "right-hand"
of the Father.
And speaking of crap, look at the practice
of Muslims at dinner. These guys won't use
their left hands to eat with because that's the
.
·~....
hand they use to wipe themselves after
they've done their dispensing. That makes
me the angriest of Angrys. That makes me
Red.
The other night I got really mad. There I
was standing at a bus stop asking some turdright-handed-goofball for a light T he jackass
takes out his lighter and, sure enough, offers
me a light with his right hand! I dropped my
, /
cigarette, then I dropped him - with my left
/
hand Then I went home and ripped off my
/
right arm as a form of protest Teach the
/
bastards!
And just why do these power-mongers
use the term "southpaw" for left-handed
boxers anyway? I'll tell you why, mad as I
am. It's because of those Rambo-American
Screw the Yanks! From now on we' II call' em
imperialists trying to capitalize on all the Northpa ws, with a capital.
little guys to make them one of their own.
Let's band together and show the world
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who's really left Let's not be afraid of
showing our lefteousness . Let's become a
true leftist group by. each of us, ripping ofT

our right arms and bludgeon ing the rightist
facist-power-seeking majority with them.
Lefties of the world, Unite!!

Don't daredoubtthe decisionfordivestment
by Leo Ogata
In the pas t few weeks , some people have
com e to question the logic and reasoning
beh ind the F ac ulty A ssocia tion's and the
SAC's refe re nda to with draw inve stm ents
and the boycott of good s from South A frican
corporations. Some individuals would question
why we s hou ld hurt Canadian s employed by
these compani es or corporation s who have
South African investors. Others would wonder
why they should be deprived of their favo urite
brands. Somehow I find their co ncern s
misguided
Th e decision for dive stment will not
bankrupt the se international corp orations

and as the American gra in emba rgo to the
Soviets proves that such eco nomic sa nctions
do not work in forci ng change in undesirable
policies . So why do these things, if they do
not work? Merely_ for the political reasons
and to cre ate publ ic awareness. We can't
stop aparth eid by not smoking Rothman·s
and not drinking Paarl's but we, the students
and faculty of the University of W indsor,
condemn and disa pprove of the apa rtheid
policies of the South African governm ent
Some people would argue tha t we shouldn 't
hurt Carling O' Keefe bec ause it is a Canadi an
comp any that has no investment s in South
Africa Sure, but it has South Afncan investors.
I canno t equate jobs. Canadian or not, with

the rea lity tha t human beings are dyin g in
South A frica and still o thers a re being imprisoned as political prisoners. A job cannot
equal a human life.
So, why fight apartheid and racism?
Simple, because it kills. Racism is nothing
new, it has been a blight on hum an civilization s ince ma n formed tribes. It is the
ultimate injustice of man against man. Racism
is alive and well in the Eighti es. even in
Win dso r. N o t true, you s ay. Hah! Last week.
I was the recipien t of a raciall y motivated
attack upo n my perso n. Apartheid can·t
happen here in Canada ? Look again' Sure the
problem s of South Africa seems to be mile s

and worlds a way but if
' to oewe
believe ·
1·
democracy, we have
wa,J .,, __ !_~_a ~ee
would take it away from us. W e as free
individuals should cherish our freedom. If
you think that freedom is something you \\ill
neve r lose the n as k Andrei Sakarov why he's
impriso ned. Yes. there are places aro und the
world where you can be hated impr isoned,
even exec uted for a different politic al view.
or religio us belief. or a different colou r of
skin. If you don ' t think it is important to figh t
these injustice s. then tell me why. and then
tell it to Andrei Sakarov, to Nel so n Mande la.
and finally to Steven Biko. I'm sure they'd
like to know. D
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Handbook

females due to violence) and trust that if the
book is done in 1986-87 those m charge will
be more sensitive to the rights of those that
have chosen to have unlisted numbers.

Margaret Ryan
Dear Editor,

I would like to express concern on the
recent Student Telephone Book.
Due to personal reasons I found it very
necessary to have an unlisted telephone
number. To have this done was not taken
lightly and involved a numberofpeople to be
advised of this coupled with an added expense
to myself.
The crisis of this need has past and have
recently considered notifying the phone
company that it is safe now to have my
number given out and listed in the Bell
Telephone Book.
I was appalled to discover my name and
telephone number in the Student Handbook
as I know there are many female students
who fmd it necessary to have unlistednumbers.
While my crisis is past I feel it necessary
bring to the attention of SAC the need to be
more sensitive to the plight of those in need of
the protection of an unlisted number( usually

Centre
Dear Editor,
In response to the March 6 letter by L.
Szmigelsky regarding the phys ical condition
of the University Centre, may I first say that
steps are being taken to "fix up what we
have", as anyone who has read recent editions
of The Lance should know,with the construction
this summer of the Grand Marketplace;
offering not only expanded food services, it
will provide seating for 400 in the cafeteria,
an obviously necessary increase from the
current 160 .
Damages and peeling paint on doors and
walls are the result of the Centre's former
policy of allowing any number of posters to
be placed practically anywhere. Surely one
can notice that since last September the

proliferation of paper has been reduced by a
daily monitoring and dispensing of posters
and flyers by Centre staff. The cafeteria will
be given flew life with a fresh paintj ob as part
of the Grand Marketplace project, and the
poster policy will be reviewed further prio r
to the next academic year .
But what is yet to be seen is how student s
will regard improved facilities, considerin g
the abuse most blindly allowed at present
The Centre must hire students to clear tables
in the cafeteria five days a week, as the
majority of users walk away from their own
waste, seemingly with the attitude that
"someone else will do it" (I personally don't
buy the excuse of shortage or poor location of
garbage bins, although more will be provided
next fall).
And why was it necessary to close the
television lounge for four days this semester,
at two separate times, because of the litter
and garbage tossed on the floor, on furniture,
and everywhere but in the garbage container,
despite repeated pleas and warnings?
I'd like to know of a magical solution to
these problems and hope that improved
facilities will command greater respect But
peer pressure is probably the greatest force
that will improve the appearance of the

University Centr e . No one likes having a
lunch-date with someone else 's garbage.

Mary Lou Thibert
Manager
University Centre

Clinic
Dear Editor,
On Tuesday, March 4, 1986 your University of Windsor blood clinic, sponsored
by the Nursing Society of the F acuity of
Nursing. attracted 332 blood donors giving
299 units of blood.
It is always reassuring for the volunteers
of the Windsor Blood Centre to know that we
have such strong support from the Nursing
Society and of course from all the University
students and staff.
So to the Nursing Society, the University
Administration and staff. and most of all to
the University blood donors, thank you again
for providing the "Gift of Life" to those in
need

Mary E. Taylor
Manager
Blood Donor Recruitment

,.
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Councilof Canadians
electsexecutive
by Kevi n Jo hnson
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The University of Windsor is
well represented on the local executive of the Council of Canadians
(COC).
The Windsor chapter had its
second meeting and election Saturday
night at Mackenzie H all.
The group heard speakers opposing Canada/U.S. free trade. Edmonton publisherMel Hurtigfounded
the organization in response to the
free trade initiative of the Conservative government
The Windsor and District Labour
Council has endorsed the local
COC chapter.
Labour Council president Gary
Parent warned that free trade will
mean the end of the Autopact He
said the Autopact helps to protect
Canadian jobs. "defending us somewhat from the American monster ...
·'Even the economists in the
country are saying that at the outset,
we will lose jobs. We already have
a high enough unemployment rate.
we don't need more." Parent said. Bar low. Winter, and Jo hn RowlandsorL
Parent said that free trade with
COC national director, Maude
the U.S. threatens not only employ- Barlow, shared Parent's concern
ment but many social benefits about jobs. She said free trade is
Canadians have "lived with and also a women's issue.
enjoyed for a long, long t_im
_ e._··____
.._w_o_m_en_areconcerned as

She said increasing Canada's
economic dependency on the United
States could erode the country's
sovereignity.
"A country dependent on exports,
and on one customer, becomes very
responsive to the demands of that
customer," said Barlow.
University of Windsor communications studies professor Jim Winter
· was elected president of the Windsor
chapter.
He said culture is more important than most of us realize.
"Culture is for all of us, it is all
of us," said Winter.

Lance photo by Christopher Mc Namara

women. Low-paying manufacturing
and service jobs will be lost A lot of
hard-earned rights could be lost so
our companies can compete," said
Barlow.

Barlow was responsible for the
Status of Women in the Prime
Minister's Office under Pierre
Trudeau.

----------.Eiijiiijmjiilr,~ijji

"In Windsor, more than any
other Canadian city, we're swimming
in the blob of American culture."
Four U. of W. students filled
the remaining table executive posts,
and two of the fvie members-atlarge elected were students.
Winter said he did not think the
preponderance of student representation will hinder the group's effectiveness in spreading its message.
"It's a six-month term. It'll last
until September, and we can do a
lot of the groundwork.
"In the meantime, we'll be able
to work toward broader membership
in the community,·• said Winter.
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Come See
The Gyros.
King!!
Mans first step on
Ouellette without
his women!!
New Restaurant
126 Ouellette
977-1522

OLYMPIC

This coupon good for

594 TACOS
B.i<k by Popul,1r Dem,md'
Our great ta,ting Taco, at a
spenal pncP. Thi, i~ the one
you'vC'bePn ,,aiting lor!
I im,t: 10 per c u,lonwr.

SAVE
UPTO
$3.60
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through March 31, 1986

This coupon good for

2 FOR 1 Burrito Supreme(..
Buy onC'.ii tlw R<•gula,Pmc·
and get the SPcond One frPe!
'>ofl Flow Tortill,1. hesh Grounci
8Pd Pinto Bean~. R,c h Sour

CrPam. Fre~h l.Ntuu• ,mcl
Tomatoe,. Chopp<'d Onion'>.
R<'alCheddar ChPP~e. Mild "

Rc,dSclU{('.

SAVE
$1.85
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through March 31, 1986

There are Taco Bell Restaurantslocated at:
5150 TecumsehRd. E.
3054 Dougall Ave.

RESTAURANT .
Fine G reek and
Ca nadia n Cuisme
Din e In or
Tak e Ou t

2190 Wyandotte W.

256-0444
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Headresident
/earsrepercussions

Universityresidencemaybe replaced
continued from page one

Morgan considers renovation of the existing
building to be the least likely option.
"The possibility of renovation is still a
possibility, but it is remote," he said, "Ifwe
want to waste money, it's a good place to do
it"
Flannery said she would like to see the
building renovated, even though she realizes
"that it needs a lot of repairs."
"Huron Hall has the nicest rooms on
campus," she said, "They shouldn't disregard
what's already there."
Flannery said the building is very comfortable, and has a number of features that make
it a top choice for students, such as private
bathrooms and plenty of lounge space.
Flannery added that the administration is
considering the option of building an apartmentstyle building, like Tecumseh H all, that
would also be availab le for rental to the
general public if it could not be filled with
students.
She is afraid, however, that this idea
could "take away from what students want
It's more convenient to have one roommate
than three or four" that would be necessary in
an apartment, she said.
She was also afraid that an apartment
building would do away with 18 student jobs,
such as Residence Assistants and front desk
clerks.
Flannery said that planners plan to speak
to residence students next week to ascertain
what students want
"They're trying to figure out students'
needs,'' she said, "at least they' re starting
somewhere."
Morgan said any plans were "rather
nebulous right now. Financial analyses have
to be made."
At the February Board of Governors
meeting, Morgan presented a proposal to the
board on the development of the Huron Hall
property. It was agreed at the meeting to apply
to the city to rezone the property from an
institut ional to a commercial designation.
" Right now we think it has some increased

Hu ron Hall: the underside.

values as a commercial property,"' said Morgan.
"The question now will be: 'what direction
do we take?," said McMurray.

Morgan said that Huron Hall will definitely
be open in the fall of 1986, to allow time for
more detailed planning,

"We can't get another building up in that
length of time," he said.

Candidates
dispu,terecount
cont inu ed from page one

"At first I thought it was kind of odd that I
was winning up to the last two polls" he said
of the night of the election before losing to
Kohler. He added that he had no scrutineers
during the recount also.
Berry said that he sees no reason why the
vote should have been tilted in his favour
since he does not personally know anyone in
SAC.
Rob Burge , president of the Social
Science Society, and Education Society Society
president Randy Baran both put forth motions
to SAC earlier to have ballots placed in the
security office. But Burge said that the
motion only included the interim between the
advance polls and the counti ng of the polls on
election night
"No one ever thought about recounts,"

Burge said.
John Berry agreed that leaving the ballot
boxes exposed is "not a very good policy"

but added that this vote tally should be
definitive. "I think the numbers speak for
themselves,·· he said

Ballotbox~ not O.K.by Coral
by Claudio D' Andrea

SAC voted on the Women's Centre.
"I was upset," said Coral. " I left a note
with Sam DiN a tale ( ChiefElectoral Officer)
that the Women's Centre is not a storage
centre."

The Women's Centre is not a "storage
centre" and the ballot boxes from the Students'
Administrative Council( SAC) election should
not have been placed in the centre said
DiNatale said that the boxes were left in
MireilleCoral, SAC's Women's Commissioner.
the
centre from Friday to Sunday. He added
SAC Vice President Bob Baker said that
that the office was not locked over that
the room now occupied by the Women's
period.
Centre and the SAC office have always been
Coral also said that she was not consulted
used as counting stations where ballots are
about
the move and that it took a day before
tallied after an election. But Coral said that
this practice should have been stopped after .the boxes were moved after she wrote DiN atale.

Assumption University's

Christian Culture Series
presents

DOUGLAS ROCHE
Canada ' s Ambassador for Disarmament
GRADUA TION
PORTRAITS

The 1986 Christian
Culture
Gold Medal Award Recipient

Thursday
March 20

speaking on

8 FREE WALLETS

'' Canada and the
Pursuit of Peace''

For First 10 Appointments
(with Regular Purch ase Only)

966-5572

By Appointment

Date: Sunday, March 23: 1986
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Church Road
Windsor, Ontario

Plea se
1399 Grand
Marai s W.
All Welcome
Admi ssion Fr ee

Reception
to F ollow
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Champagne:
ministry
to recruityouth
OTT AWA ( CUP) - The Ministry
of Youth is a political tool to recruit
young members to the Progressive
Conservative party, Youth Minister
Andree Champagne wrote in a Jan.
6 letter.
In the letter, leaked by NOP
Youth Critic Howard McCurdy
March 6. Champagne writes "2.5
of 4.5 million young Canadians
( 15-24) will be casting a vote for
the first time in 1988. Support to
the recruitment efforts of the PC
Youth Federation will be a pre-writ
priority for the government"
Champagne's letter, addressed
simply to .. My dear colleague."
attempts to win support presumably
fmm fellow Tory MPs. for "Year
Two" of the Ministry of Youth.
The Ministry spent its $24 million
budget last year organising activities
and funding projects to celebrate
International Year of Youth.
.. Public expectations created by
IYY require careful management
especially in light of the significant

diminution in youth-related spending
( close to $100 million since the
election)," Champagne writes. The
$ I 00 million is her figure.
The "diminution" possibly refers
to Katimavik., cut by $30 million
last year and eliminated in February.
saving an additional$20 million. It
may also refer to the $33 million
cut from the Challenge '86 student
summer job creation programme,
announced in Dec. I 985.
In light of this. Champagne
writes. "The package ( the Ministry
of Youth) is modestly priced at
$7 .5 million."
Asked to comment, Champagne's
press attache Caroline Carel said
"Madame Champagne has been in
a meeting- she hasn't had time to
see the copy of the letter. I have not
seen it"
Asked about the letter in Question
Period March 6. Champagne said
she did not know what letter
McCurdy was referring to. She
later briefly met reporters. but only

to tell them of measures for youth
contained in the Feb. 26 budget
Champagne has since admitted
writing the letter. She apologized to
Parliament, but has thus far resisted
calls for her resignation.
The resignations last month of
Champagne's press secretary, her

legislative assistant and her policy
advisor, as well as the ommission of
her ministry from federal spending
estimates tabled Feb. 27. has led
opposition MPs to speculate the
ministry is being abolished.
McCurdy said he had little reason
to doubt that the letter. which arrived

in his office in a brown paper
envelope, is authentic.
"The letter clearly dilineates
the cynicaly opportunistic approach
of the government and its ministers
in dealing with youth issues, concerns
which two recent task force reports
have identified as critical," he said

CFSkissesministry goodbye
OTIAWA(CUP)-TheCanadian
Federation of Students, a national
lobby group. has congratulated the
federal government on its decision
to no longer fund the Ministry of
State for youth.
In a March 5 press release,
CFS chair Barb Donaldson said
the ministry was useless, spending
$24 million last year on cheerleading
and conferences for Tory youth.
The minister has not spoken for
the concerns of young Canadians,
Donaldson said .. At least the budget
reflects this."

Asked outside the House of
Commons if the ministry. not
mentioned in spending estimates
tabled recently, would survive,
Secretary of State Benoit Bouchard
said a decision would come by the
end of the month.
"The financial operations of the
government end on March 31. We
will see at the beginning of April
what will happen (to the ministry),"
Bouchard said
The national French television
channel TV A reported last week
that the government plans to abolish

the Ministry of Youth on March 17,
the day after the nationalConservative
convention.
StewartBraddick.special assistant
to the Minister, said the 24 people
who work for Champagne have
plenty to do, even though they
administer nothing.
He said he is workingon scheduling
correspondance (he is the only
Anglophone in the office) and writing
and researching briefing papers.
"We're still waiting for an
announcement from Mr. Bouchard
( on the ministry's fate),'' he said.

·;classifieds,
•
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St PATRICt<'S
0A YDinrer Dance.Sa!urdoy.
March 15. KnighrsofColumbusHall. 1140
Goyeau St Roast Beet Dinner 7:00 p.m
sharp. lnsh enterta1nmentW1th traditiOnal
and modern dancing. door prizes. party
hats and Irish tun galore. Cash 8or Advance tickets only S15.00 each Formore
1ntorrnohoncoll the IrishConodon Cultural
Club ot Windsor at 734-8886 or 253-8403.

COLLEGE
GRAD
UAT
E

STUDENTMEDIA University of Windsor is
currently seeking to fill the positron of
Programme Director
CJAM.Campus/Community Radio
Applicants should have expenence 1n
radio broadcasting and programming
c:x:i'niniStrotion.
Corrp.is,'Comrr~.mily Radio
expenence and community involvement
,s an asset Candidates should possess
~rang orgcnizot,onal and human relation
skills
Applications close Morch 24. 1986.
Resumes and covering letters to:
THEHIRING COMMITTEE
STUDENTMEDIA
UNIVERSITY
OF WINDSOR
WINDSOR. ONT N9B 3P4

PURCHASE
ORLEASE
PROGRAM
SPECIAL
s400.ooCREDIT
TERMS

PURCHASE
ORLEASE
ALLOWANCE
DIRECT
FROMFORD

from

FORDCREDIT

Phone TOLL FREEfor complete information:

1-800-387-5535
OFFER EXPIRES AUGUS T 31, 1986

PAT PETRO,hOV1ngrecently turned 90.
seeks young woman to do some Apply
ot CJAMfrn Void where prohibited
HOUSERENTALOR EXCHANGE wonted
Going on sobboticoi? Family with three
children. ages 7-17. no pets. desire to rent
home in Windsor, or exchange their home
1n Winnipeg. starting July or August. We
WIii visit Windsor Morch 29-Ap(il 4 Coll
(204) 269-9604 or leave your message at
735-9381.
MEETING there will be a meting of the
University of Windsor Gamers Club on
Morch 26th at 7 00 p.m in Conference
Rooms 1.2 & 3. on the second floor of the
Universi1yCentre. Attendance is mondotay
as elections torthe 1986-87 executive WIii
be held Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
and othef new games will follow. New
members ore always welcome. even this
late Contact Ron Koprdrond. 421 Cody
Hall 252 7682

LOSTON MONDAY, Morch 10. Block/blue
and Burgundy parsley scarf. If found:
please coll 255-7317-strong sentimental
value- Reward given to the finder
OLD M c DONALD hod a farm and didn't
know where to keep her. He stuck In his
thumb and pulled out o plum and cockle
shells oil in o row

LIVING LONGER:LIVING BEmR! A series
of programs especially tor older adults of
approaching exof current retirement age
The five sessions focus on areas where
each person con enhance 0< change
his/her life and thereby also build a better
community Tuesdays. April 1 thru 29 from
1:30- 3:30 on five consecutive Tuesdays.
held at Iona College. 208 Sunset Ave ..
Windsor

Driveawaya 1986 Fordor Mercury!
Ford Motor Company"ot Canada Lumted • Ford Credit Canada t,m,1cd · Oakv•lle Ontano L6J 5€ 4

AVAILABLEMAY 1ST86-o very nicely
decorated and furnished two bedroom
apartment to shore with mature female
student 5-7 minutes from the Univ81Sity.
laundry facilities, close to busses and
shopping $20550 plus utilities (OPPfOX.
$18/2 month peood). Phone 254-3536
after 5:00.
PROFESSIONALIBM Word Processing for
all your student needs. $1.35 per double
spocedpoge,S2.50singlespacedpage.
Coll 966-3342.
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Africanstudentsparty

Student Travel to

by Sukanya Pillay
The African Students Association(ASA) arehoklingAfrica Week
86 at the University Centre from
March 19-22.
An African artifacts display, a
symposium, and a cultural show
will comprise the week.
The artifacts will be shown in
the Mature Students' Lounge from
10am-4pm, Wednesday March 19
- Friday March 21. They will include clothes, carvings andjewelry.
A member from an African
Embassy in Ottawa will participate
in the symposium along with several
speakers from the political science
department on campus. Prospects
for the future, leadership and socioeconomic development will be discussed. This symposium will be
held in the Assumption Lounge on
Friday March 21.
Finally, there will be a cultural
show at 7:30 pm in Ambassador
Auditorium, Saturday March 22.
The highlight is to be special performances by members ofthe Studio .__ _ _ _ _ _ ____
for African Dance Philosophy from
Detroit, Traditional African Youtt,
Dancers from Toronto, and the

BEOURBOSS
The Lance will

be accepting nominatinnsfor the
positionsofEditnr
and Managing
Editor thisFriday. Nominatior,s
close Friday
March21 at4:30
P.M '

FREE!
TRAVEL
SEMINAR

March 18/86
Alumni Dining Room
Stu de nt Centr e ~~
4: 0 0 pm 5:3 0 pm
Sponsored
_ _ ________

African Dancers from the University of Windsor. Tickets for the
show are $6.00.

For more information on Africa
week, contact ASA president Peter
ljeh at 256-8517.

Pi La01bda Phi, Delta Chi & i
Phi Sig01a Sig01a
,

TOGA 1986 ((
Animal House Night
Friday March 14
in the Subway with

D'ALLIANCE

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30
Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Fingers
Broccoli Quiche
March 17 Pace Changer - Spo nge Cake Bar

SUPPER

4:30- 6:30
Breaded Pork Steak
Beef Pot Pte

Cream of Tomato Soup
Corned Beef & Swiss Cheese
Braised Swtss Steak

Lasagna
Breaded Grilled Perch
Meatless lasagna

Wednesda y

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on a Kaiser
Mushroom Noodle Bake

Sweet"n Sour Ch1cke
Ch1m1changa

Thursday

Cream of Celery
Submarine Hot Wrap
Macaroni & Cheese

Tuesda y

Friday

Boston Clam Chowder
Fresh 1/4 Pounder
Turkey Fried Rice

Roast Turkey
London Brotl

Battered Fish & Chips
Roast Pork

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4 :30 - 6 :30

Saturday

Soup of the Day
Gnled Cheese
Ch1h

Sunday

Soup of the Day
Chicken Fned Steak
Mushroom G ravy

Free Admission Tickets
Available at Whitlock Travel,
Unive rsity Bookstor e 258 -3 802

Inner Fraternity Council

$1.00 off with Toga
$4.00 advance
$5.00 at door

Monday

___,

by

Spaghetti & Meal Sauce
Top Sirloin Sreak
Roasr Beef
Veal Scallopptn1

Th e Deli is open 11:30 - 6: 15 Monday - Fnday
The Round Table is open 6 :30 - 11'30 Sunday - Friday

sponsored,by

Morton Tobacco

()J>P.ortwµties
for
E~neermg
Stuaents
It you are an engineering student"
approaching graduation. we'd
li ke to talk to you about the challenge of a career in the Canadian
Armed Forces.Whether you're
in the army. navy or air force. you
will be expected to lead a team
of top flight technicians testing
new devices and keeping various
installat ions at combat readiness.
You may also be involved in new
equipment design and develop-

ment. We offer an attractive
starting salary , fringe benefits
and secure future .

There'snoWeWeeIt.
For more information on plans.
entry requirements and opportuni ties. visit the recruiting
centre nearest you or call
collect-we're in the yellow
pages under Recruiting .

TIE CANADIAN
AR1UED
FORCES

Canada

GENDER-EXCLUSIVE
LANGUAGEand

by Susan

Mcllveen

and Canadian

University

Press

he bottom line is the right to name-who gets this right?
Men have usurped that right They get to decide that male
references include women but female references do not
include men," said Dr. Pam Milne, Assistant Professor of
Religious Studies at the University of Windsor.
This statement sums up the recent focus of feminist linguists. In an
effort to call attention to some of the subtler, more pervasive aspects of
sexism, feminists are turning to a study of the most basic aspect of human
communication: language.
The issue is sexually exclusive language, or, as it is known among
teminist linguists, "he/man" language. 'iThe most common incidence of
exclusive language is the use of the sex-specific term "he" as a universal
pronoun. An example of this might be, "Anyone would participate if he
had the chance."
It has been argued by some that the issue of sex ist language should be
among the least of feminists' concerns. With the issue of equal pay for
equal work sti ll being fought. why arc feminists messing about with trivial
things like ''Mail-persons'' and ''personhole covers''? However, feminists
argue that the language issue is one with---------------------..
which more people should be concerned.
·' Language is anything but a trivial
issue. It gives expression to what we think,
to what we feel, and to what we perceive, lt
betrays what is going on inside us,'' said
Milne.
"Some people in the (University of
Windsor) administration say that changing
exclusive to non-exclusive language just
involves too much paperwork.", said Mireille
Coral, Students' Administrative Council
Women's Commission. ·'They say that
( non-exclusive language) makes no difference.
I say that ifit makes no difference then why
are you putting up such a fight?"
When Cheris Kramarae, a speech
communications professor at the University
of l\linois, started searching for connections
between gender and language. she encountered
large gaps in recorded research.
"'The only scholarly work I could find
that addressed gender as a variable in our
language was a book dated 1922. In one
chapter entitled 'The Woman', the author
observes that 'women have an innate reluctance
to curse' and 'the reason why a woman talks
so much is because the ideas go through the
empty chambers of her brain," said Kramarae.
This lack of information led Kramarae
toexaminethestatementsoursocietymakes
about women Herresearchdisprovesstereotypes about women. masking as facts in our ·-------"'--"'"
_ _.
society. Often the same behaviour is evaluated differently for a man than
a woman, said Kramarae.
In a study done using a crying baby, observers were asked to
hypothesize why the baby was crying, and were casually told the baby's
sex.
"People who thought the baby was a boy said he was expressing
anger. However, those who were told the same baby was a girl said she
was crying out of fear·•, said Kramarae.
When it comes to the issue of power, sexist stereotypes are just as
firmly entrenched in our language.
"It's very true that language reflects our attitudes, to the point where,
when you use a non-exclusive term like 'president', you automatically
think of a man, because every other occupational title has '-man' at the
end," said Coral.
For those who argue that feminists are attempting to bastardize the
good old English language, linguistic historians have a few clues.
The useof"he" as a universal pronounonlycame in to practice in the
l 700's, and it took an Act of British Parliament to give force to the
grammatical rule, said Milne.
"That was a conscio_usdecision to change a linguistic practice. Until

then, the legal tradition didn't speak to women at all. Women weren't
people, according to the laws. Before (the Act of Parliament), people
used 'they' with the singular verb form, or both pronouns," said Milne.
In Canada, the pronoun "he" spoke to all legal persons, because it
wasn't until 1928 that women became people, too. And, naturally, all
terms for positions of authority either implied or stated maleness as part
of the job.
"Of course 'chairman' and 'alderman' are not inclusive terms,
because until now, women couldn't hold the office", said Milne.
As our society has changed, our language has changed right along
with it Sometimes the changes are deliberate, as with the British Act of
Parliament making women subject to British law, and sometimes the
changes evolve slowly. But changes do happen.
"Most people seem to see language as a solid, monolithic structure,
but our language is constantly in flux,'' said Milne.
Dale Spender, Ph.D. graduate in the philosophy oflanguage from the
University of London and author of Women of Ideas and What Men
Have Done ro Them, writes on language and sexual inequality. Spender
is now most concerned with women's history, which she says has been
erased and forgotten by men.
"Women do have a history as varied
and diverse as men, but women have been
supressed and censored. It's not that they
don"t have the history, it's that the record of
that history is not accessible to them," she
says.
It is when women begin looking for their
history that some feminists argue that the
struggle for non-exclusive language is only
part of a larger struggle for legitimacy for
women.
"A study of women in history just adds
fuel to the argument for non-exclusive
language. Using 'he' as universal is really
· ufficicn
· t'--"'- women' s expenence
·
ms
uu.-auseo,ix:n
w
firom men •s experience, • sa1·d
is diuerent
Coral.
This statement is echoed by Milne.
"Studies show that we try to use male
language in a generic way, but it cannot
function." Milne said
Studies of women':; history are leading
some feminists to connect the low status of
women's unpaid labour with the difficult
task of earning respect for their paid labour.
Many of the arguments working against
women, both in academia and in the work
force, centre around what is called the
"b iological unsuitability of women".
The roots of this argument go back to
Thomas Aquinas, theologian of the 13th
__________
... ,century, who based his work on a study of
Aristotle. According to Aquinas. girl babies were the result of the
pregnant woman being exposed to a moist south wind, thereby causing
something to go wrong in the development of the boy baby. Girl babies,
therefore, were defective boy babies.
" Once you adopt that position, you've got women defined as less
than human by nature. Out of this 'natural theology' comes an image of
woman as defective not only physically, but mentally, emotionally, and
spiritually. Because of this, she is suited only for certain tasks", said
Milne. This, incidently, is the major argument against women holding
office in many Christian churches.
A woman was then left with bcxlily-oriented tasks-those of wife and
mother. According to Milne, these roles were not inherently distasteful
to men, but rather became distasteful because "imperfect'' women
performed them
It becomes apparent that this attitude taints modem perceptions of
women and work.
"It's not the job itself that isn't valuable--it's because women do it
that it's not seen as valuable. I think that's why voluntary pay equity
won't come about," said Milne.
But our past is catching up with us. Feminists today are working for
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''Think of the issue of
sexist language in
racistterms. Think of
calling a person of
colour 'nigger:Do
you think they don't
mind?''
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Dr. Pam Milne,
Assistant Professor
of Religious Studies,
UniversityofWmdsor
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the equality of women in all sectors of life, including language and
education. One response from government officials has been the
increased development of programmes in Women's Studies at universities
and colleges. However, this is seen by some feminists as a dangerous
move.
"6y making special courses, we put the issue in a special area and
cordon it off. We usually find women to teach the courses. But by doing
this, the men have no need to discover a women's history, and no chance
for it to influence their other work," said Milne.
Arguments from linguists about the power of sexist language are
changing the textbooks that some professors use. A new publishing
ground rulC\from some academic publishing houses states that works
published by companies must be written in gender-inclusive language.
One example of this changeover is the recently-published fourth edition
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of Bernhard W. Anderson 's Understanding the Old Testament, published
by Prentice- Hall, which has made a major revision to inclusive language.
Despite the progress evident in trends such as this one, social
awareness in general is slow in coming.
"Sexism today is where racism was 30 years ago. Those people who
may still be racist won't be so open about it, because society's attitude
has changed. Sexism is different Some attitudes are changing, but we've
still got a lot of rednecks out there holding on," said Milne.
Feminists are attempting to use a changed approach to language to
change society's approach to women. The struggle is for dignity, and
women want to be involved in the changes that are to be made.
"Women are asking for the right to name themselves, to become
visible in our language," said Milne, "This is not just a language issue; it
'URS much deeper than that"
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• 'TheNew YorkTimesBookReview"
-treats,treasures,
andtra~edies
for
the hyper-literate.

!

Metareading
as it reallyis

by martin f(x) deck
Matt Arnold. an eminently sober man.
said that the task of the critic is "to see the
thmg as it really is." Oscar Wilde. in his
densely quoteable "Critic as Artist" ( c( last
week' s Lance) retorted. rather facilely, that
the critic must "see the thing as it really is
1101." This may ( or may not) be the starting
1
point of deconstructionism. L. Buj, leading
local practitioner of this wild and wacky art.
being either unwilling or unable to talk about
deconstructionism "as it really is," chose, in
these pages, to allude to it .. as it really ain't"-that is. about the way in which it had been
presented in a recent ish of the New York
Times Magazine. I myself, being totally
incompetent, am reduced to attacking decon structionism at fourth hand.
These thoughts pertain. in some way, to
1
the 'real' subject of this article, the New York
Times Book Review. I have grave misgivings,
however, about writing about a newspaper
within the pages of a newspaper .... a vaguely
vertiginous feeling. ... you are no longer reading a mere newspaper, dear reader, you are
now reading a metanewspaper. You are now
a metareader. Aw, you say, shut up!
The NYTBR is published in the Sunday
editon of the Times, but can be purchased
insists that "writing" can be "taught" ( or
separately for a paltry sixty cents. It is
even "taut"-ed )'Why.you ask yourself. has
usually worth it If you know the right way to
he never learned? Sue Sontag moans that
read it The format of the rag is standard
writers' congreses are, in point of fact, a
enough that a few basic rules can be laid
waste of time, because Writers ( thos1: pathetic
down:
wretches) are, qua Writers, Solitary IndiI Scan the front page, which consists of
viduals. You think: If the congresses are such
the beginning of a long book review ( chances
a waste of time, is it not tragic that Ms.
are even that this will fall just outside your
Sontag should have wasted even more time
vast sphere of interest) and the opening
feature article ( probably entertaining; usually
by some big name or other). Look for names
that you recognize. try to find at least one
well-turned phrase. If either article looks
, promising. save it for later.
II Skip now to the inside of the back page.
where recently published books are "Noted
with Plea-.ure." Read one or two of these
short excerpts.
III Flip through the paper, looking for a
book review that is vaguely interesting. Read
it until you can stand it no longer .
IV Back to the last page for refreshment
V Find the review in which the works of
several unknown poets are lumped together.
Read the verse quoted. Say to yourself:
"Typical, typical, typical. Why is this stuff
written? Why is it published? Why, oh why.is
it reviewed?" If you like what you read, think
again. If you have stumbled onto something
good. read the article, try to find the book,
write an M. A. thesis about your new discovery.
VI Flipping through again. read one or
two of the mini-articles which can be found i11
little boxes amid certain book reviews. If any
of these catch your interest, read the reviews.
by Gary LaRose
VII Back to the last page, for which you
sorely hunger. If any of the excerpts is
Dwight Bennett was officially named the new
disappointing, re-read one you liked. Ifit was
Music Director and Principal Conductor of the
really good, it'll be worth it
Windsor Symphony Orchestra by the Windsor
VIII Check out the letters page, usually
ony Society at a March 6th press conference.
bristling with tedious controversy. Chuckle.
Bennett, holder of three degrees in music fromthe
Thank the gods that your life is so busy, so
University ofToronto, has worked with the likes
exciting, so tiring, so full, that you have never
of Karel Ancerl and Andrew Davis in Toronto,
found the time to write a letter to the editor
Kondrashin in Holland, and Franco Ferrara in
yoursel( Pity the poor bastards who write
Italy. Bennett placed first in the prestigious
this stuff. Scorn them.
Heinz Unger Conductors' Competition in
1973, and if that doesn't convince you of this
IX Back to the last page. You're dying
man's importance to the worldof music,I don't
now.
know what will!

0

0
0
0

writing about them, when she could have
been writing about..? At this very moment,
dear reader, you think: If writing about
writers' congresses is such a tragic waste of
time, what of writmg about writing about.. and
what of...? Aauuggghhh! Metametametawriters'
congresses!
XI Put the goddamn paper down. Give
yourself a break.

XII In moments of extreme boredom,
read the whole fucking thing ( excluding, of
course, the "Children's Books" section-everyone knows that there hasn't been a good
kids' book written since you were a child).
Gather scads of useless second- or thirdhand information. Curse the day you were
born. O

Orchestragetsa conductor

X You must now read that lead article,
trembling though you are with hope and fear.
Have faith; if not entertaining, it will almost
certainly be thought-provoking. John Updike

Bennett is at present sti!J under contract
to the Thunder Bay Symphony, but will, by
the begiMing of the new Symphony season
here in Windsor (on September 27th), be

he has developed the Orchestra from a
community orchestra with four professional
musicians into a first-class regional orchestra
which includes thirty-one full time professional
musicians. He has also established a virtuoso
symphony chorus, and has succeeded in
tripling the number of season subscribers.
Much contemporary music, including several
world premieres by Canadian composers,
forms an integral part of Bennett's work. He
has pioneered opera in Northwestern Ontario
by conducting fully-staged performances of

Carmen, the Marriage of Figaro, Hansel
and Gretel, Let's Make an Opera, Noye's
Fludde, and Madama Butterfly utilizing the
full resources of the Thunder Bay Symphony

able to apply himself fully to the Windsor
Symphony Orchestra. It has been written
that Bennett pioneered the staging of opera in
Northwestern Ontario while in Thunder Bayno mean feat, considering that Northwestern
Ontarians are very peculiar about their opera.
The list of works conducted by Bennett is
ample evidence that the man is very versatile
in his field He has conducted works by
Beethoven, Bartok, Mendelssohn, W ebern,
Mahler, and Stravinsky.
Bennett has been Conductor of the University of Toronto Repertoire Orchestra, and
later Associate Instructor and Conductor of
the Pro Arte Ensemble, the Symphony Orchestra and the Opera Theatre while at the
University of Indiana.
In 1974, Bennett was appointed Music
Director and Conductor of the Thunder Bay
Symphony Orchestra. During his tenure there

Orchestra and Chorus, along with internationally known singers.
Bennett has conducted the Philharmonic
Orchestre de la Russe of Sophia.Orchestra
'
London, the Kitchener-Waterloo Symphony
Orchestra, the CBC Halifax Orchestra, and
numerous times the Vancouver Orchestra
and the Winnipeg Symphony. Bennett has
conducted the Marriage of Figaro and La
Cenerentola with the Canadian Opera Company. As well, two CBC recordings of new
Canadian works, with Bennett conducting
the CBC Vancouver Orchestra, were recently
released. His 1985-86 season included appearances with the Hamilton Philharmonic, the
Victoria Symphony, and Orchestra London,
as well as here with the Windsor Symphony
Orchestra.
It is evident that this man is serious about
his new appointment with the Windsor Symphony Orchestra, and we should be honoured
to have a man of his stature in our midst,
leading us to greater heights of cultural
experience.
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Pianoandfluteshow
10%

by Rob Jarovi

This is the third of recentarticles
on classicalmusicand localconcerts.
so by now you should be either
becomingpassionatelyaddicted, orat
least seeing it in a different,more
appreciativeligly.
Whatever the case may be, a
wonderful duo played at the Art
Gallery of Windsor on Sunday.
March 9th. The sl,ow featured the
internationally aclaimed flutist,
Ginka Gerova-Ortega, accompanied
on piano by the School of Music's
Dr. Philip Adamson.
The Bulgarian-bornflautiststudied
music in her native country before
completing her Masters degree at
Wayne State. She then attended
master classes with such famous
flautists as Jean-Pierre Rampa!.
His influence is noticeably evident
in her playing. yet her sound is that
>fan individual genuis. Those who
came to this concert having believed
to have heard a flute before, had
their ears treated to a flute sounding
so incredibly beautiful. it was as
though a new instrument had been

man). "Pan" had a bouncing, carousing fee~ while the flute of"Tityre"
was uplifting and lucid sounding.
"Krishna" then lulled the audience
into a hypnotic trance; the piano's
steady melody and the flute's unique
timbric quality created this state of
mind The "Gentleman" floated
the entire work to a place beyond
sound; our imagination.
The musical co-operation of
Gerova-Ortega and Dr. Adamson
achieved profound heights in the
.. Sonata in E minor", by Polish
bom
composer Tadeusz Szeligowski.
Gerova-Ortega's choice of music This little known late 19th century
for the program was a variety of composer was deeply influenced by
Eastern European works for flute Prokofiev and Shostakovich, and
and piano.
his Sonata reflects this. the introThe concert began with the fam- duction began with a strong piano
iliar composer, George Philip Tele- section which the flute gradually
mann. Gerova-Ortega explained that became a part of. It was thematically
his "Sonata in F major'' would enjoyable and set a passionate tone
conjure up images of Spring in our for the rest of the Sonata. The third
minds. It did. It was a very soft and section sounded very Polish or Hunpretty piece in both the flute and garian with a Bartokian repeated
piano parts. especially the vivace note motif and a Lisztian harmonic
section. The largo was a sad rainy structure. There was a superb
day which was revived by the bright- moment in the final vivace where
ness of the elegant allegro.
Adamson created melodic tension.
The next piece was Albert Rous- allowing a release for Gerova-Ortega
sel's "The Joy of the Flute". which to penetrate. In that moment of solo
described the four influences on the flute, she through the music expressed
French composers' love for the the unique solitude of the musician
flute and life: Pan, Tityre, Krishna. as an artist The Sonata as a whole,
and Mr. de La Pejaudie (" gentle- was a great work of art which if

OFF with
student
I.D.

heard as two independent parts,
would have been equally pleasing.
Yet as a duet, this Polish work
triumphed.
The last piece, by Bulgarian
composer Assen Koarastoyanou,
entitled "Suite for Flute and Piano",
was a longer selection in ten movements. She dedicated it to two
members of the audience who were
involved with the Diego Rivera
exhibition at the DIA. The work
gathered various aspects of Bulgarian
song, dance and culture. The" prelude" began with a very sad piano
and flute. Its melancholic tone set
the mood for the other movements
to develop in. "F or~st Dance" and
"Echo" featured most enchanting
aspects of European life: gay, easy.
lively. But the piece gathered real
emotional and intellectual intensity
in the vigorous fluidity of" On the
Spinning Wheel". Here piano and
flute fed off each other's ecstatic
tension. There was a childish funness
of the "criss-cross dance", a pleasant
tune. Then the"tangle-dance", described peasant life. spirited, with an
odd rhythm, which conjured up
images of Europeans dancing to a
fiddle. The next section. "lullaby"
was enchanting in its spiritually
and sequed into the" Dance" finale.
which was very noticeably Bulgarian
in sound It was a perfect ending.
carefully controlled in the duo's
playing. but most noticeably in the
beautiful ( and almost unearthly)
sound of Gerova-Ortega's flute.
It was a pleasure to hear such a
widely recognized musician come
to Windsor (this was a return engagement). The performance was
not well-attended, probably due to
lack of publicity. I know what you
are saying: "Sure Rob. write about
stu ff after it happ ens and don ' t tell
us when things do happ en." Well
they are. Contact the Art Gall ery,
or the School of Music for information
on future events. D

Uniqu e Gifts
and Clothing
From around
the world
•

Carvings

• Indian Art
• .Jewelry
• Masks

• Ponchos
• Potterv
• Tnpesrnes
• Vegetablt!·
01,t! 5wecJters

social science society

ELECTIONS
BY RESOLUTION OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCE
SOCIETY 'COUNCIL, THE ELECTION OF

..

GRAD

PHOTOS

A) PRESIDENT
8) VICE-PRESIDENT
OF THE SOCIETY WILL TAKE PLACE AS FOLLOWS:

NOMINATIONS OPEN March 3, 1986 (9:00 am)
NOMINATIONS CLOSE March 17, 1986 (4:30 pm)
ADVANCE POLL March 26 , 1986
REGULAR POLL March 27 , 1986
NOMINATION FORMS, ELECTION RESOLUTIONS
AND RULES MAY BE PICKED UP AT THE SOCIETY
OFFICE, G130 WINDSOR HALL NORTH.
Robert Henderson
Chief Electoral Officer
February 20 , 1986

• DistinctiveStudio Portraits
in gown and colours of your
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty

JohnGAfac~yPhotography
3877 Dougall Avenue
969-6900

VAR IOUS AR TISTS
.. Force of the Blade''
(Banza i Reco rds)
Venom
Exciter

Anthrax
Metallica

attempt to remake
into a noise machine capable of
social crit).
Metal, the guarantor of its own
glorious fascism; and what appeal
that holds for an aberrant punkrock set disillusioned with the peacock dallyings of its own bravest
failures. Banzai knows. They got
all kinds of flesh horses doing the
sac-splitting.neck-numbingbusiness.
This is an animate record. Two
sides: " H eavy'' and" Speed", with
the latter more resiliently selfabsorbed and serious.
Unfortunately, Slayer, the West
Coast masters of US thrash, are
represented only by a live NY
recording of"Evil Has No Boundaries··. ButJthe studio-cut tracks on
the rest of the '"Speed" side makes
it all up in a colossal wallop of
Metal monotony. My favourite way
to go.
Hallow' s Eve thrusts on with a
smoky vocal on "Plunging to Megadeath". T yrant aims to shape the
soul with a cephalalgic number
titled "Free for All". Halloween is
most unflinching and inventive with
"Murderer''.
The last of the speed batch
features the ludicrously amusing
pop-thrash of Gravestone's "Won't
Stop Rocking"-a good way to
approach the" H eavy" side where I
can discern only two cuts of any ·
consequence. Lizzy Borden's in- 1
fantile yet savvy alcoholic hook on
"Red rum" should be hooked on to ·
by an self-respecting establishment,
and Nasty Savage, who make a fair
but not very memorable contrition
with "Fear Beyond the Vision''the sort of song whosemetaphysically
layered title launched me into a
dark Shelleyian reverie as I attempted
to decontort its meaning.
And that confirmed it these,
then, are the new purists. The vapid
brainchildren of a mountingfin-de1
sieclemomentum.

-First four pillars of the hardcore metal upsurge back in the
early eighties. But the exhilarating
heat of an apocalyptic wind whirling
about the sinister polish of these
new columns and then bursting into
the wide world was already a phenomenon moribund The newborn
Metal's anarchic bubble was too
, easy to accomodate or ignore within
the eclectic circus of videoculture.
Canada's MuchMusic shows itself
very capable of domesticating the
infernal fiasco under the aegis of a
Pepsi Power H our. And MTV?
well... forget it
No surprise rock is the immanent
muzak of street-levelpost-modernism
So forget the self-stroking Live Aid
drivel. Metal is the shrillest of any
masochistic pricking mainstream
rock may allow itself to undergo in
the name of rebellion or conscience.
And American Metal can boast
twooverwhelmingoutfits(Anthrax
and Metallica-both with new albums
out) which every band on this cornpilation has bowed to in one way or
1 another.
These ancestral giants aside,
the hells of Montezuma are crying
out with a whole new gang of
longhairs already gouging and grabbing at the promise of a new Luciferian vision.
D ress them in gabardine, then.
1 They'll still bang the same. The
terrifying permutations of stock
' imagery: some leather-lace-anddanskin Nefertiti tied down like
Kathleen T urner under the psychotic
sway of Anthony Perk.ins in Crimes
of Passion.
New bands, new kids, new crotches, new songs. But old old themes.
Always the tried and tested ( apoJ
B
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University of Windsor
rugby style jerseys!

"Ma n Overboard" EP
(Virgin)

THEW MMOS
"Modern Marriage"
(A&M)
Nu-wavedom is, like, important
to some of us, you know. Like
there's those th' avage punkers, you
know (who dress, like, so grossss)
who like think that all we-like-care
about is looking into mirrors and
dancing under the strobelights. Oh
those big fibbers. We like like other
things, you know - like thipping
cappucino at the Cafe Flipout or
hanging out at the Devonshire Mall
on Saturdays or like we sometimes
have these fashion parties where
we like try on all thorts of outfits to
see who can look the most like
Herman and Lily Munster(migaawwd,
dontcha know they were like cool)
and sometimes we even like do
each other's hair.
Thtopit!Fashin'snotlikedumb,
you know. It's art Like it's an
expression of our like, individuality.
And there's this girl at school,
'kay,DawnFawnaWannabee. Well,
she's like thuch a bitch, her parents
let her buy like anything she wants
at Le Chateau and they like give her
all this money every weekend so
she can like hang out at the Asylum
and like, migaawwwd, she like just
thinks her bum doesn't stink but she
can really be thuch a bitch. Well
she had this like party last Saturday
and there were these records everyone was like danc ing to (D awn
Fawna thinks she's like the greatest
dancer in the whole wide world but
she like just copies off everyone
else).
I like like " Man Overboard" by
D o-Re-Me because it's got this like
primitive beat to dance to and sometimes it gets like really spooky and I
think it's like intellectual or something because I like heard the singer

sing something about' religion' and
that like goes grrreat with this cross
rm wearing ...
But all my friends and I decided
that we don't like like these Zummos
becauseModemMarriagelikesounds
like the Go-Gos who were like cool
a few years ago but we're like into
Gothic stuff like Sisters of Mercy
now. Migaawwd, these Zummos
are like pop music and they sound
so happy and us youths are like
supposed to be sullen and depressed,
you know, cause I like heard somewhere that adolescence is like supposed to be the hardest time in
like... life.
(translation: both records suck.)
-Michael Panontin
MIKE OLD FIELD
"Pict ures in the Dark" 12" EP
(Virgin)

Of late, Mike Oldfield has abandoned the multi-multi-instrumentation that characterized his early
period releases (circa 1973-77),
the most notorious being Tubular
Bells, the theme music to The Exorcist. Hell, his list of instruments on
each album was longer than the
thank-you's on an American hardcore single.
" P ictures In the D ark" is an
enigma of a poptune. Mr. Oldfield's
mildly metallic axework conjures
vague memories of Rainbow's annoying late 70's stabs at pop music
noying late 70' s stabs at pop musicbutalas"Pictures. .." is purelypleasant
popwork, the sort that can stun the
synapses of sensitive minds(i.e. all
humans other thanheavy-metalhead-bangers). And then there's the juxtaposition. .. one Anita Hegerland,
whose vocals recall the hymnlike
chorale arrangements of Virginia
Astley(takenote: her PromiseNothing
is a great album) and virtually fly
arrogantly in the face of pretention
and succeed. Abba would do well
to hear this record.
M. h I P
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•Prt·-universitv course, in a wide variety of academic subjects
•Bright fau/it1es tn dowmown Guclph
•Fully equipped computer and science lahs
•Small classes, personal attention, experienced staff.
For information or a v1s1t,contact Mr. D. McCallum, Principal

Wyndham College, 121 Wyndham St., Guelph NlH 4E9

(519) 822-5515

IN STOCKNOW

$49.98
These superrough 100% cotton rugby
Jerseys are custom made exclusively for
John son Sports, by Barb arian Spor ts w ear.
They feature a double loop raped placket
anchored at the base. heavy cotton drill
collar and rubber buttons. These long·
wearing Canadian-made classics feature the
University's official colours and emblem
A great floo r shirt, these 1ersevs can be
custom crested with a residence name and
year for a lasting momento. Get your gang
together, buy 10 shirts or more and save
$10.00 on each shirt. cresting extra Don't
miss this chance to show your school sp1nt
5909 Wyandotte E 12 blocks from Jefferson) 945·3434
Mon · Thur 9·6 Fn 9·9 Sat 9·5 Visa Mastercard & American Express.
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J.! Students'
[6dminist rative
Council

SAC is now accepting applications
for the following positions :
Vice-President Finance
External Affairs Commissioner
Internal Affairs Commissioner
Residence and Services
Womens' Commissioner
Film Series Co-ordinator
Chairperson
Chief Electoral Officer
Please submit cover letter and resume by
Friday March 21 / 86 at 4 :30 p. m. in the SAC
office to :
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, President
Kevin Williams , V. P. Elect
Kevin Williams , V. P. Elect
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Jamming
I

On Saturday, March 15th. CJAM -FM
will be hosting an Independent Artists Aware- 1
ness Seminar. There will be a series of
lectures designed to provide local musicians
with valuable information on the workings of !
the independent recording industry.

I
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He begins to hear his son (remember?) calling him and decides
that the house issomehowresponsible.
Meanwhile, more Vietnam flashbacks, in which we meet a Ramb<r
type character who begs our hero to
kill him after being wounded. But
our author hero is squeamish, and
refuses, and as the Ramb<rtype is
dragged off by the snivelling cong.
he promises to "get you for this."
Aaah. From here, only the obvious
happens.
The author is dragged into helV
Vietnam by the rubber thing in the
closet. but gets back o. k. Then he
climbs through the medicine chest
on a rope and lands in a swamp,
from which he emerges, resucues
his kid (the kid again) dives back
into the swamp and finally comes
up in the backyard swimming pool
of the House. Of course.
I won't spoil the rubber monster
Vietnam vet zombie ending ( it spoils
itself quite nicely, thank you) except
to tell you that the house blows up.
and that author, child and ex-wife
are re-united in a sugary freezeframe that the credits roll over.
This is a bad film. Bad plot.
terrible acting, and surprisingly bad
special effects. Rubber everywhere,
all ofit painfully obvious, and all of
it very silly.
Wha t can one expect from Steve
Miner of Friday the 13th fame ( parts
I through 5) except twaddle. But at
least the ads were right Horror will
find a new home. In fact quite a few.
when this mess is released on home
video and everybody and their zombie mother rents it

Home is where Mom lives. Sup,
posedly, if you believe the ads,
horror has found a new home.
That's where you should stay, rather
than venturing out to the Odeon to
see the new haunted domicile pie
House, which ranks (and rank it
is) as one of the worst horror films,
, or comedy films, or whatever it was
pretending to be-in fact one of the
worst films of any genre, any time.
anywhere.
H ere's the deal. A Stephen King
type schlock-horror-novelist is attempting a "personal view of Vietnam" book when his aunt commits
suicide in her house ( which she
believed to be haunted.) So, this
author. portrayed by the nameless
actor who was also the curly-haired
"Greatest American Hero," decides
to go back to this house to write his
book.
So, a few Vietnam flashbacks
later-remember this.it's importantwe find the author ( who is also the
victim of kidnapping-his son has
been missing for a few years) hearing
noises, and seeing things. etc ...
( including some really stupid rubber
monster things that lurk in the
closet, and behind the medicine
chest - also important) trymg to
convince his neighbour that he' s
not crazy. and also his ex-wife
( whom he misses) that he's a swinging kinda guy without her. He's
also trying hard to stay out of the
valium (see? Here's the medicine
hest again) and duck swarms of
flying garden implements.
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cla~rneds ,
HOPELESS,
Hrelevant mishmash of~
statements, complaints and outbursts of
loud and obnoxioUs v1age of adJectives
render this classified void
AMBASSADOR PROGRAM - The International Freedom Festival Is accepting
applications for 1986 Ambassadors.
RequirementsCOiiegeor Ur\Jllef;i1ysludents
able to devote considerable time during
May and June to help promote Festival
and lend a welcoming presence at events
Call for more info. 252-7264
APARTMENTFOR RENTlarge 1 bedroom.
new carpeting, fridge and stove. 2 btocks
from the university S463/month includes
utilities. underground par1<ingand storage
space. Call 253-8871
TIREDOF PAYING RENT?If you are paying
more than $3.000/year in rent and have
at least S1,S(X) to invest would you like to
OWN ycur own apartment 1nWindsor" If
so. call 256-1 736 ( evenings) and ask Jony
for details senous 1nqumes only please
Thanks.

YOUNG MAN irrevocably convinced of
his own unmatched
bnlliance sever1y
needs a kick 1n the pants to set him
straight Inquire at his address
STUDENTS
STAFF• faculty 1nDepartment

l

Speakers on hand will be prepared tc,
enlighten the audience on a variety of topics
ranging from the operations of an Independent 1
recording label to the art of video production
Speakers will be available for questioning
after their presentations.
'
The seminar takes place from Noon to
5:00 pm this Saturday at Iona College (208 !
Sunset Ave), is open to everyone and admis- '
sion is free.

I

Schedule of Speakers:
12 Noon: Ray Bowyer of the Canadian:
Federation of Musicians will introduce thef
seminar.
Howard Kramer, booking agent for Prism
Productions in Ann Arbor. will then provide I
information on working with local and out-of .
town booking agencies.
12:45: Jim Mcfarlane, music/entertainment
writer for The Detroit News. will speak on
musicians and the media,
1:15: John Drew of Long & M..:Quade I
Musical Instruments will demonstrate hov.
to effectively use a 4-track home recording !
,tudio. Musicians are encouraged to bring
their instruments and learn through experience
the procedures for using these cost-saving
machines.

I
I
Chris Bottomley from the Toronto
I3:00:
band Tulpa v.ill speak on the art of video
1I

production. Bottomley co-directed the band's
,ideo .. Life's So Strange" and directed their
video"lnitiation Rites" which was nominated
ior
1 best independent video at Video Cultures '
New Media Conference last year.
3:30: Scott Foreman ofMetro-Amenca Records will explain the operati ons of an independ ent reco rd co mpany.
:15: Gary Reichel. the man behind Tremor
Records ( and also the lead smger of the
Detroit band Cynecidc). wtll speak on the
Tremor compilation albums. Emphasis will
be placed on the importance ofsell:promotion
~nd the role that the artist should take to 1
1
~!etermine his future.
__
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LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

June LSAT
June 21 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1-800·387-1262

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

Sirtf)rigfft
at

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 Kl LDARE RD

of Fine Arts send buddy his best wishes for
his 9th birthday. A small gathering of
friends and Associates will be held at the
Lebel Bldg. Sat March 15 at 9 pm Please
bnng Hamburgers

APARTHEID
MEmNG l:V0fYo00
welcome
Come out and support tha cause . 3 30
Friday March 14 . International Students
SOCiety lounge (Cody Hall) .
THEESSEXCOUNTYbranch of the On tar ·
Genealogical SOCiety invites you to
bnng 1nyour own family tree. Bnng 1nyour
work and brag. or~ you need help maybe
our expe11enced members can offer you
assistance
Ourmeet1ngwillbeonsunday
March I
23.198601200 p.m. attheleddylibrary,
UdW onSunset~vd Everyone iswelcome.
Formore info. call 9446148

I
{

175 to 194 east. past 12
mile, exit Gratiot to 14 mile
\ '(,'est to Groesbeck, right
to Ol

I

'°

We Provide-Free
Tests·Medrcal
Community

Pregn;mcy
Referrals.
Referrals

Accornmodaltons and
Legal

Advrcf>

Faculty Bus Trips
Contact the SAC Office
253-2288 or call

1-313-792-1902

\

34244 Groesbeck South
\ of 15 Mlle Rd.

Open Tuesday - Soturday
8:30 - 2:00. 21 and over;
Proper Attire Please

!
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Mike Lyster

he University of
Windsor Lancer
Swimming and
DMngteam fumed in a solid
.____
__. showing at the
Canadian Inter-CollegiateAfh.
letic Union championships
at Laval Universityin Quebec
City over the weekend.
The Lancers finished 14th
overall out of a field of 25
despite competing with only
one swimmer and two divers.
Most schools sent 10 or more
athletes. up to the maximum
of 16 swimmers and four
divers.
Matt Butler represented
Windsor in swimming, qualifying for the CIAUs in both
the 1OOm and 200m backstroke. He won the consolations of the 100m (ninth overall) with a time of 1:00.35,
and finished third in the consolationsof the 200m ( eleventh
overall) in 2:11 88
Ken Soulliere and Bill Bedford were the Lancer divers
at the meet. Soulliere ended
up 10th in the 1m boards
and 11th in the 3m, while
Bedford finished 13th in both
events.
"We did pretty good for
just having just those three
at the nationals," said Paul
Laing, one of the team's
coaches." Most teams carry
a lot more than that.
"Toronto had nearly the
full complement competing,
and I thinkCdgary also brought
a full team. Thafs20 athletes
to our three."
Toronto won the overall
team title handily, while the
Universityof Calgary copped
second-place honours.
The University .of British
Columbia took the women's
crown with Toronto finishing
a close second. Windsor did
not field a Lancerette squad.
Butler, Soulliere and Bedford qualified for the CIAU
championships with strong
performances at the Ontario
Universities Athletic Association championships
two
weekends ago in Toronto.

T
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How thewest(CIAUs)will be wOfi~~"'™~
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by Terry Moore
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The event towards which the Windsor
Track and Field team has been working all
year is fast approaching in the form of the
CIA Us to be held in Edmonton this weekend
Team members have changed their training
methods in preparation for this long awaited
happening. Training has become more intense
with an emphasis on harder workouts in a
shorter period of time.
This method will ensure that the athletes
will peak at the right time - meaning that they
will do the best of their ability this weekend at
th-:.nationals.
After the OUAAs team members flattened
out on workouts and intensity was low Denis Fairall, which is good because this
making it all the more necessary to increase earns points for the overall team standing.
A few of the team members are expected
training sessions to a high level.
Everyone competing has a chance of to excell including Tim Ryan who should
finishing in the top six, according to coach take a medal. Marg G illen also has a chance

.fit.,.~ ,iI .
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at a medal in one of her field events.
Maxine Walkes is in a tough race. She is
running against two members of the Canadian
Olymp ic Team, but has an outside chance at
a medal if she makes the finals.

It is anticipated that the five competing
relay teams will place also. If the team
performs as well as they have been doing all
year. they are sure to put forward a "stellar"
performance.

~

BO UTIQUE FOR PETITES

SPRING SALE
Sale End s March 22, 1986

25% OFF STOREWIDE
4 33 Ou ellette A venue
254-0323

Social Science Society Members
Wishing to Work During our Upcoming
Electio ns, Please Co ntact ,
Robert Hen der son (C.E.O.) at G130
Windsor Hall North ,
or call 253-6063 , 252-9391 .

• Hawaiin Tops • shorts
• Bathing Suits (Various Lengths)
- Knee Buster Jams
- Thigh Buster Jams

10% Discount
For Students & Faculty

D aily until 6 pm
Sund ay 12 pm - 5 pm
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NEW "Week-end Breakfast Brunch
Scrambled Eggs, Sausage, Bacon,
Ham, Toast, Muffins, English
Muffins and more!!
8 am - 12 pm

Takea

stabat
fencing

10% Student
Discount

on everything except alcohol and
specials. Dine- In Only.

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
321 7 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)

Expires April 15. 1986.

MON-WED 11 AM-1 AM
THURS-SAT 11 AM-1:30 AM
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Monday - Spaghetti Day - All-U-Can-Eat
Wednesday - Pizza Day
Friday - Fish & Chips Day

321 7 Sandwich at Mill
255-1833

American
Express

Hours:

Visa

Master
Card

Lance PhOto by Terry Moore
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by Terry Moore
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Monday night is the night to
increase your knowledge about that
obscure sport of fencing.
Fencing clinics are being held
every Monday night at 7:00 p. m. in
the Human Kinetics building gym.
Everyone interested is welcome to
come and team the technique from
coaches Eli Sukunda and Marie
Veilleux.
Sukunda will teach you how to
stand, how to Junge and how to hold
the weapon (foil for girls and epee
or sabre for guys). He is one of the
best in the country, having been
National champion in 1984.
A couple of people who have
already gone to the clinic found it
fascinating and challenging. They
are definitely planning on going
back next Monday night and hope
to sec you there. You're sure to feel
the same way they do once you've
, taken a stab at it

. CIOS5ifieds·
VOLUNTEERSARE NEEDED at Venture
House in Amhersburg. to assist developmentally delayed adults 1narts and crafts
instruction
Male volunteers are also needed to
assist the clients with sw,mm,ng at St.
Clair College on Wednesdays
Please coll 736-8007

PRESID
___
.....

Business
loans
foryoung
entrepreneurs

APT. TO SHAREAvailable May 1st. option for fall. female. non-smoker Furnished
except for avail. bedroom Close to bus
stop and tavern. Vall Vonde or Maryke at
258-2084 aft8f 5:00
Teen crook held 1nzoo cage.
Authontieshavecomeupwithaunique
idea for handling teenage crooks- they
toss them behind bars at the zod.

APT.TOSUBLET
-1 bedro::>m:S287/montt\
utilities included free parking. portly furnished. cable avail. across the street
from the U (law school): grad students
preferred but will consider others Great
Deal' Call 258-7481
An ancient force red1sc0110red-ansv.iers
love questions. tells what anyone 1sreally
thinking. predlCts numbers. g1Vesnamesnot a toy! The some principle used by psv
ch1atnsts and hypnotists to uncover subconscious thoughts' Ever knew a hOrse
\/JOS sure to win? Of course you have' This
1sInformation from the world of cosmic
consciousness
BOB AND his fnends arrived hOme last
Thursday, ondtotheirgnefandd1smay.
promptly left again. Please tell them
they're doing the Wl'Ong thing If you
don t, ruhave to.
JOIN THE WOMEN'S CENTRE Meet ex
c ting people, get involved 1nchalleng ng
issues. Help us build a better society for
"°'118fl Meetings bi-weekly Nextmeet ng
Wed March 19, 7-CJO
pm 1nthe Women s
Centre 2nd IIOOfUnNerslty Centre
IT FINALLYhappened Tnank God
thank you. Janet Signed Roly Poly

And.

YESlTh1syoar millions of dollarsaregomg
to be awarded to thousands of lottery
players. Now 11is your tum to be o winner"

~

campus.rec
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Lauriergets down andfunky
by Terry Moore
ne special Saturday every
M arch. Laurier H all girls get
up before noon-(virtualJy
unheard of at any other time)
and prepare for Laurier games.
Why do they do it? Floor spirit! When it
comes to an interbuilding competition at
Laurier the girls become fiercely patriotic.
This was evident during events held earlier
this year.
Singsong(won by 7th). Football (won by
• 8th floor), cheerleading ( 4 th), and door decorating which was won by 5 th floor all attracted
a large percentage of the Laurier Hall population.
It's not only the thought of winning that
compels the girls to participate. These events
are a lot of fun and the feeling of belonging
that one gets during the competition is really
quite nice. Each floor in the residence is like a
big family and activities such as Laurier
Games could be likened to family outings. It
is a time to come together and show your
spirit
Laurier games were no different from
previous events in that each floor had a good
showing and everyone had a tremendous
amount of fun at the wheel barrel races. snow
soccer. tug of war and the obstacle course.
T he wheel barrel race. manned as each
event was by a house council member.
entailed pushing a ball along the ground with
your nose as your partner held your legs up in
the air. T he results of this game were sore
noses and severe back pains the next day. but
it was fun while doing it
Sno w socce r was played with a football.
T his was rather odd. but a nice change of
pace. Tug of war was played with a massive
rope: 12 girls on e ither side. Th is event was
made more difficult by the ice patches directly
unde r foot
Th e obstacle course involved a number of
fea ts which made o ne inc red ibly d iny a nd
funn y to wa tc h. It is terribl y co nfu sing to
figure out that yc u ar e s upposed to get do wn
an d roll on th e gro und aft er you ·vejust spun
around a baseball bat five times.
T he outcome of all of these stupendous
events was a first place finish for fourth floor

(The Flintstones) as a result of winning all of
their events except one, which they tied.
Second place went to the Fifth Floor
Fishermen and the Seventh floor Clowns
won third place.
After the outdoor games were over. the
activities moved indoor where a beer chugging
contest was held. Each floor was represented
by a team of five - three chuggers and two
masochists who drank their beer out of a
straw. The winner was determined by elimination. so the better you did the worse you'd
feel the next morning.

Helkic, and Donna Sa\age each scored six
points for the Ball Handlers while Leslie
Forder contributed fourteen points for the
Benchers.
Energy was high on Wednesday night too
with the FFFU's outshooting the Green
Machines 20-18 but lost their second game
of the night to the Shooters 39-14. Bev Clark
was top scorer with 8 points for the Shooters.
In the final game of the night. the Slammers
soundly defeated the Bencher... 28 - 10. Cheryl
House added eight points for the Slammers
and Leslie Forder netted six points for the
Eighth floor (The Gators) drank the Bcnchcrs that along with her outstanding
fastest the fifth floor Fishermen staggered in defensive playing earned her the Playerof the
\Veck. Congratulations Leslie!!!
at second and the fourth floor Flintstones
placed third
The last Laurier Hall event of the year
w
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will be the annual baseball tournament
Slammer,.
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which will prove to be greatly compctiti, e if
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7
Ball Handlers
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2
previous events are any indicat1lm of the
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building spirit Points are earned for each
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floor on the basis of participation in each
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event and the most enthusiastic floor wins
R
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the Points award at the end of the year.
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Baseball could be the deciding factor in the
final decision.

held from 7 - 11 pm on March 12. 13. 19. 20.
26. Divisions will include Men's singles.
women's singles, mixed doubles. mcn·s doubles.
and women·s doubles. Team and individual
entl") forms arc a\.ailable in the Campus
Recreation Office. St Denis Centre. For
further information contact the Campus Ree
Office at 253 4232 ext 2456 . Come on out
and have a "Smashin Fun" time!!!

Campus Ree is spcmsonng a J 011 .l
Baskethall tournament 1)11T uesd.n March
25th from 7:00 11, 11·()() pm at the St 1km,
Women·s Baske tball
Centre. There \\Ill nea M en·, :1nd \\ ,,111t'11·s
JI\ is ion for the ,,nl' 111ghtC\ ent. Tcmn and
There have hcen some changes in the mdiHdual entries can he p1ded up and
standings after the final hoop for this wee k. submitted t0 the Campus Reaeatum Ollin·
All teams have been battling for top honors in A cap t;1111·s
nweting will ht• hdd on M1md:I\
the playofTs which begin M ,,nday M arch March 24th :115.00 pm 111tht' Campus Ree
17th; the championship game will be held on Otlkc. 01w memher frc,m 1'ach team m ust bl'
Thursday March 20th at centre coun.
present in ordn 11, ohlam tht• nilcs :ind
Monday M arch 3rd. the Slammer~ netted
scht'dUlt' for the tnnrnamt'nt. An~ f1111hn
forty-fo ur poin ts to hea t th e G reen M:id11ncs. 111t
i, nt' t'dc tf.' C o nt:tel tht· C a mpu s Ret' Oil ie r
In the second game the Sho o ters 111
:maged 11,
253 4232 C\l .2456 .
o utsh oo t the Gator s 20 - 18. K:itlm n Salidas
led the FFFl l' s wi th fou rtee n po ints tnde fc:it
the D irty Soc ks 28-8. Th e Ball H and lers an d
Benchers p layed 10 a I 9 19 tit' 111the final
Campus RC(:rc:tt1onspecial t'\Cllts presents.
match-up for the niitht. J:ickie r .. D onna a·· Smashm F un" badmmto n 11,unw, To he

the lanceis in desperateneed
of writers, sportswriters
specifically. report to lance
in the universitycentre,
and make yourselvesuseful
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Special
University Offer!!

20% OFF
Ask For
Wayne • Donna • Nicole
Perms (cut included) reg. $60. 00
NOW $48.0 0

0

PLUS 20% off all other hair services
PLUS 50% off selected gif t items
Open Mon -Sat.
Tues. Thurs. Fri . ewninys

n510

5 10 Pelissier St
973-4977

Formal
at

T.B.Q.'s Other Place
April 4, 1986
Dinner and Open Bar
D.J. Vladio Giampuzzi
$SO/couple
Tickets go on sale
to SSS members
on March 10, 1986
10:00 am, Rm G130 WHN

l
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Experience with all of your senses

J.J. Morgan' s

Night Club

The Sights.__

The Sounds. ________

..

(

... of Good Times.

_

't

Canadians Free Admission everynight

• Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
• Thursday(Happy Hour) • Friday Non-Stop Fun
• Saturday Non-Stop Fun

22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200.

One Night Only! I
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Studentcontrolmay be threa,tened

Studentpublooingmoney,sayinsiders
by John May
espite expectations of profit,
the Subway has continued
to lose money, placing Students' AdministrativeCouncil
in a difficult situation, according to SAC Vic~president Finance John Mill
And SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis
said the university administration may attempt
to gain control of the pub when SAC's
contract with the administration comes up
for renewal at the end of April.
"The administration is thinking of taking
away the only enterprise the students run,"
said Tsilfidis, "It's high time that this administration starts recognizing the abilities of
student government to run its own facilities."
J. David McMurray, Director of Student
Services said it was "impossible to say one
way or the other" whether SAC will continue
to run the pub or if the university will take it
over, but he said that the SAC/university
agreement regardingthe operation is scheduled
to end April 30, and ''continuation is based
on evaluation of the current year."
"SAC is operating the pub for the benefit
of the students to create a revenue base for
student activities," said McMurray . "There
isn't a revenue base being created. That
situation has to be addressed."
Mill said that SAC has "foregone the
opportunity to make $40,000 out of there
this semester.,. As a result. he said, SAC has
been forced to extend its line of credit from
the Toronto-DominionBank an extra $50,000,
money that is usually not needed until summer operations begin in May.
.
"ltis a very bigproblem," said Mill, "We've
student, was unaware of these changes. and
of credit this early. Essentially, we're borrowing now on next year's SAC fees."
As a result, Mill sai.d SAC may have to
"cut other services. You just can't do other
things."
However, Tsilfidis said that SAC services
will not be affected at all.

"This year we did renovate the pub, and it
did reflect in our cash flow, but our finances
are solid And student services that SAC
offers have not suffered in any way, and will
not suffer in any way," he said
McMurray said that there is a projected

loss of $5-6,000 in the pub budget that was
presented to him, although Tsilfidis sa,d he
expects the pub "to break even, as well as
show a bit of a profit" Mill said that"todate,
the pub had made a zero per cent profit"
McMurray said that "particularly after

significant investment is placed in a facility,
to have it continue to lose money is not
financially sound"
But Subway manager Chuck Blewett said
would be very erroneous to describe the
co1. nued on page 3.

Studentpays.for changein bank'sservice
by Patti McKague

he decision of the Canadian
Imperial Bank of Commerce
to consolidate student loans
and make them available at
only four branches in the city
may be costingstudentsmoney.
While it was not the policy of the bank to
send out notices reminding students to file
fortns confirming that they are still in school,
various branches had been doing so. With
consolidation, and the bank w111no longer be
sending out these reminders.
Vince Rice, a 21 year-old political science
students, was unaware of these changes, and
as a result, has had to pay three months'
interest
.. Since December 1, the bank has been
charging me 12% interest on my loans, and I
wasn't even aware of it," said Rice.
Rice, who had student loans for his first
and second year, had received notices from
the bank in the past, and had been expecting
one this year as well. If the bank does not
W hile the student loan office on Sunset
receive proof that a student is still in school. A venue confirmed that the filing of the
the government will stop paying the interest necessary forms is the responsibility of the
on the loan after six months.
student, many people rely on notification

lLJ

from the bank. Because the Bank of Commerce
has stopped doing this, other students may
find that their interest-free status has also
been lost

"Several students have gone into 'B'
status, which means that they will have to
pay interest, in December," said Mrs. Grouix,
Student Loans Officer at the Ottawa and
Moy branch. "Students are under the impression that they don't have to pay until they are
out of school, but they must also realize that
the govenunent still requires the proper
documents," she said
Because Rice neglected to send in his
forms, he was forced to pay $144 that had
accumulated, before he could regain his
interest-free status.
"i didn't brin_gthem because I didn't
know; and they never bothered to let me
know,·• said Rice.
Grouix explained that after three months
of being in arrears, the bank will then send
out a notice and if there is no response, a
formal demand is issued. After 21 days, the
bank then sends a formal claim to the government against the leander. The branche~
which have been notifying students before
theirstatus is lost,are underno legalobligationto
co ntinued on page 6.
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giant fou r hour history of Loo ney Tunes and Merrie
Melodies in 1120 Erie Ho ll. Begins wit h b Reg Hort
Thursday, March 20
lecture at 7:00P.M.See complete, uncut uncenso red
- The Undergraduate Philosophy Club presents• for 1V originals.
• ·•
''Triumph of the Wilr'. the complete uncut film of
Hitlets Nuremberg rally. and "Mein Kampf' at 1120
Music
Erie Hall. Starts at 7:00 P.M.with Introductory lecture
by Reg Hort Movles start at 7:30 P.M.
Thursday, March 20

Cinema

,,

Friday, March 21
- The Undergraduate Philosophy Club presents on
evening of Surrealist Cinema with films by Salvador
Dali. Luis Bunuel. Watson and Webber. and Ladislau
Starev1tchat2123 EneHoll Lecture 7-ClO
P.M.. movies
at 7:30 PM
Detroit Rim Theatre presents Colonel Redl at 7 00
P.M and 9·30 P.M.
Saturday, March 22
.
- The Undergraduate Philosophy Club : showing a

Morch 20.23
- University Players p resent their final production of
theseoson.AMldsumme rNighfsDream,attheEssex
Holl Theatre. Curtain time is 8:00 P.M.. 7:30 P.M. on
Sunday.

- Meltdown in the Faculty of Low Lounge at 8:00 P.M.
A "bottle of the bands" is the highlight. All proceeds
to downtown mission.

News

Thursday, March 20
- Rev.Wilfrid Murch land will speak on "NAMAO John
Paul irs Social Justice Message" at the 185-1986 Fr.
Saturday , March 22
George Zimmey Lecture . Assumption University at
- CJAM presents the Sturm Group with Rythm Twins 1:00 P.M.
and Fronk Carlone and the Good Thing s.
Saturday, March 22
- As pa rt of Africa Week '86 the African Student s
- Jesus and Mary Chain at Clutch Ca rgo's
Association present a cultural show at 7:30 P.M. In the
Ambassador Auditorium . University Centre.
Friday, March 21
Sunday, Ma rch 23
Angry Red Planet at the Groystone. 7816 Mich igan
Avenue. Detroit
• Assumption University's Christion Culture Series

presents Douglas Roche. Ca nada's Am bassador for
Disarmament. Hewlll be receivi ng t he 1986 Christion
Culture Gold Meda l AW'Ordand will speak on "Canada
and the Pursuit of Peace" . Assumption University at
8:00 P.M.
Thursday, March 27
-An Iona Forum at the Facu lty Club. Vanier Holl from
12:30 P.M. to 2:00 P.M.J. Murray Macinnes will speak
on the "South African Salad''. or the effect of recent
events on the relationships among neighbouring
coun tries.
Art
March 21 · Aprll 11
- BFA exhibition. school of Visua l Arts Closs of '86.
Ope ning Reception: Morc h 21. 8:00 P.M. at Lebel
Gallery. Exhibition in Lebel Gallery a nd University
Centre Gallery
Sunday, March 23
- University of Windsor Dancers present their Spring
Concert. 7:30 P.M. at the St. Denis Centre.

The Office of
Student Services
presents

A Public Lecture By

'' Robert
Solomon''
Professor of Law
University of Western Ontario
on

"Drinking & Driving Law"

Faculty Bus Trips
Contact the SAC Office
253 -2288 or call
1-313- 792-1902

175 to 194 east, past 12
mile, exit Gratiotto 14 mile
'*'est to Groesbeck, right
to OZ.
\

34244 Groesbeck South
\ of 15 Mlle Rd.

Wed. March 26, 1986
Oak Room, Vanier Hall
2:15 pm
Open Tuesday - Saturday
8:30 - 2 :00, 21 and over;
Proper Attire Please

ALL WELCOME!

Studentpub losingmoney,insiderssay
pub as not being in a profit situation" since new management It's going to take some
the cost of pub renovations is taken from time to work the bugs out," he said
revenue.
Tsilfidis said the main reason revenue is
"If those renovation fees were not included, lower than what was hoped for is due to lower
the profit for the month of January would than expected sales.
have been close to $11,000," he said.
"We are not realizing the sales we hoped
Mill said he no longer believes that SAC we would. Obvously, if you have lower sales
is capable of running a profitable student
than you forecast, profits will not be as high
pub.
as forecast," he said.
"I advocate that we should give the pub to
We're working on some angles to improve
the administration," said Mill, "I find it very that," said Blewett,. "There are definitely
distressing that we allow the pub to lose some periods that could be improved" such
money and the attitude is 'who cares, we can as daytime sales, he said.
run a referendum.' "
Blewett also cited the unusually high
"The answer is going to be to run a fixed costs of the pub as a culprit, since the
referendum again next semester," said Mill, pub is only operative for eight months, while
"I think that's idiotic to run a referendum for overhead costs remain year-round
what I believe is negligence in allowing the
Mill, on the other hand, said the pub's
pub to run the way it is running. We could be chief problems are high labour costs-bartenmaking money out of the pub."
ders and wait staff-and
poor inventory
Mill added that he thought there was no control.
intent to show a profit because of a reluctance
Mill said that labour costs account for
to "apply nonnal management practice."
about 17-20 per cent of the pub's total
Blewett said that while "this pub should revenue, and McMurray said he would" suir
show a good revenue, a bigger revenue than
port that figure." Mill said that an ideal
it's making," it is unreasonable to expect the percentage would be about seven per cent
pub to be running at peak efficiency this
"That's ten per cent profit right there,"
early.
said Mill.
"Most business, when they make major
McMurray said that labour costs should
changes, experience problems, and they have be related to sales; if sales are lower than
to work to solve them," said Blewett," Any
expected, then manpower should be reduced
time you walk in and turn something on, it accordingly.
takes a certain length of time to learn how the
"If labour is scheduled and the demand
operation works."
isn't there, you don't continue with it," he
Tsilfidis agreed.
said
" It's a new operation; it's a new pub with
Mill said that" students can be employed

more effectively elsewhere, such as the Peer
Counselling Centre, rather than wasting employment in the pub.''
Blewett said that labour costs are about
13 percent, and"could go down," but he also
said that "The last place I look at cutting
costs is manpower."

"Now it's just a question of waiting for
results."
McMurray said the administration would
like to see an improved perfonnance from the
pub so some of its profits could be channelled
back into the University Centre.

''The university would like to see a
Blewett said one of the priorities of the
pub is to provide jobs for students so the contribution from the area to help improve
percentage" can be a little over. I looke to cut the building, apart fro increasing student
fees,'' he said
costs in different ways."

He said that improving the pub's bottom
Mill said that problems with inventory
control have led to a high "cost of sales" due line will require "professional management
and long hours."
to spillage, waste, and what he calls "theft"
"I would say that the management of the
"A lot of people have the attitude that
hospitality industry is very difficult and re>
taking one beer or one drink is not going to
quires professional management and profeshurt anybody. But that one or two drinks time
sional leadership. It requires a great deal of
twenty employees a night times six nights a
experience with systems that work," he said,
week-you've got a lot," he said "Nobody's
"It's not something you can do part-time and
doing anything really bad or evil, but colbe successful at"
lectively it's a big problem. I believe our
Tsilfidis said that SAC is capable of
inventory costs are five per cent of our total
running a successful operation, just as student
revenue higher than they should be."
unions across the country run successul
McMurray said that this cost "is higher
enterprises.
than the industry nonn."
"It will take time to work the bugs out of
Both Blewett and Tsilfidis are confident
the system. If they (the administration) have
that a new inventory system implemented
concerns, we'd love to take time to entertain
two weeks ago will alleviate the problem
them. But not only should students run the
considerably.
pub. but they should also run a bookstore, a
"In one week we've reduced our missing food service outlet. and other enterprises.
stock percentage by a significant amount,"
which is quite common across the country,''
said Blewett
he said.
Tsilfidis and McMurray will be meeting
"Now that we have a good inventory
system. that figure will improve,'' said Tsilficlis., tyo discuss the future of the pub this week. D

Libraryemployeesdon'tknow Qf/irst-aid.facilities
by Susan Mcllveen

~

he University of Windsor
Leddy Library has first-aid
facilities., but its employees
don't know about them.
A search for a band-aid
this week spawned concern among some staff
members about the library's first-aid provisions.
According to the Workman's Compensation Act Regulation 6/71, "every employer
employing more than fifteen and less than
200 employees in any one shift at a place of
employment shall provide and maintain ... a
first aid station with a first-aid box." The
Leddy Library employs 86 full-time staff,

and between 20 and 50 part-time staff,
depending on the time of year.
The library does have its required firstaid box, but a survey taken this week by
Lance reporters shows that only out of 11
staffquestioned know of its existence. Reporters
questioned staff members, both full- and
part-time, on all four floors of the Library,
and in the basement Reserve Reading Room.
Senior Documents Assistant Doris Leavitt
has been a full-time employee of the library
for 16 years. When asked if she knew
whether the library had a first-aid kit, Leavitt
replied that she did not know.
"fve never had to use it, so no, I don't
know," Leavitt said

This response was echoed by l O of the 11
staff surveyed.
Most employees. though willing to answer
questions, were unwilling to allow their names
to be used because they feared jeopardizing
their jobs.
Less than half of staff questioned could
confinn that the library has a first-aid room.
Only half of those workers could correctly
identify the basement location of the room.
However, this room is not where the firstaid kit is kept Pat Suttor, Head of Circulation,
said that this room has not been in use for at
least 12 years.
"I can't remember the last time that room
was needed Nobody, strictly speaking, has

any right to expect health services from the
library;· said Suttor.
When asked if any training regarding
emergency first-aid procedure was given
when they were hired. over 90 per cent of
workers surveyed responded in the negative.
"We weren't told anything," said one
staff member, .. but there· s a listing of general
first-aid procedures in the Ladies' (Staff)
Lounge."
Acting University Librarian Jerry Malone
was uncertain about the library's training
procedure upon hiring.
"I would think that there wouJd be some
training in what to do in an emergency,"
Malone said. "I guess that it would be up to
the individual departments". D

Leddycanmakeyousick
by Jerry Royka

said he was aware of the poor
conditions. He decried its affects
Workers and students at the
on the library's resources.
Leddy Library are complaining
"Not only is the atmosphere
about the quality of air in the
not good for the students., but it is
building.but the university is planning not good for the books. The best
to rectify the situation.
temperature for paper product pre,.
Geralyn Mady, part-time staff
servation is 68-70 degrees farenheit
member, said the building is too
with a moisture level of50 per cent
hot
These levels would no doubt be
''They fixed the West Building
suitable to the students as well as
to rectify the situation there but the
good for the books," MaJone said
main building is the problem now,"
Assistant Vice--president for
Mady said
Operations William Morgan said
She added that dryness in the
the university plans to deaJ with the
building may be a cause of her
problem.
recurrent nosebleeds.
"There was a study done on the
Another staff'meoiber, Joanne
library system andwe have sutmiaed
Brunette, said there is a definite
an application for a capital grant
lack of air circuJation. "I think it from the govemmem," said M01pn.
gets warmbecauseofthat.
sanetimes
He said the university would
unbearablywann," she said
hire an outside consuJting firm to
Otherstaffmemberscompwned design and install a newcirculation
of heat, headaches. dizziness, and system. However, relief will not be
eye irritations.
immediate. The grant will not be
Head LibrarianJerry Malone receiveduntiltheI~ 1987 year.D
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Spring 1sin the air. You can smell it-especially that thick sweet
scent wafting up from the patronage trough that hangs (in the air)
around the SAC office every year about this time.
Yes, it's that time when the SAC president and vice-president
select next year's Comm1ss1oner positions--the time when those
amb1t1ous campaign workers who busted their butts for a winning
candidate during the election find out ,I their selfless toil paid off.
Patronage ,s hardly a new thing. It happens everywhere, under
different names: nepotism, knowing the right people, networking,
and so on. It happens in business, in big-time politics (what do
you think of when you hea r the word 'Crosbie'?), in show-bizanywhere where there's competition, knowing the power-that-is
can be an advantage. Even the Lance is guilty of it to an extent
when it comes to some positio ns (we're not as lily-while as we like
to think).
So. a httle patronage w hen it com es to hinn g the SAC Co mmissio ner
pos 1t1ons is to be expe c ted , even tole rated .
Bu t does it have to do so aching ly obvious, so painfully crass?
Sure, patronage can have some positive aspects. If the
president and vice-president pick people for their cabinet that
they know and get along with, chances are they will avoid
personality conflicts and backstabbing that only cause inefficiency.
But th is system also means that the people hired are not necessarily
those most quali fi ed fo r the Jobs The right person may have
backed the wrong candidate in the election, or perhaps simply
may not be as close buddies with the prez or v.p. as a competitor.
In other words, unless someone 1sa political gameplayer, that
person might have a hard lime getting the Job they're suited for
There must be a better way. The current hmng procedure
allows the president and vice-president to screen the candidates
and make their selections. The successful candidates are ushered
to a SAC meeting. where council has a look at them, and usually
ratifies them without any fuss. Some of these cand idates. without
much doubt, already had a lock on the posi tions before ballotcount1ng was even finished, based on the amount of political
favour they had curned throughout the election.
To be lair, council itself should play a stronger role in determining
who 1s chosen to sit on cabinet to downplay the electioneering

side of the selection. At the same time, the executive should sti ll
hold significant influence. since they must work closely with
these people. A balance must be struck.
Perhaps the best way would be for SAC to elect a hiring
committee from its own ranks immediately fol lowing the election.
This committee. which should include the president and vicepresident as members, would advertise the positions, screen the
candidates, and present the committee's selection to council at
large for ratification. S ince the committee is se lected after th e
election, the electioneering problem should be lightened somewhat
and more apotit1cal candidates may be encouraged to app ly.
An alternate solution would be for a ll candidates fo r SAC
cabinet posi ti ons be invited to sp eak to counci l as a whole. A fter
the meeting, each counci l member could invest igate each candidate at their leisu re, and the p resjdent a nd vic e- p reside nt cou ld
ma ke kno w n their per so na l favo u ri tes. At the next me eting , a v ot e
would be held to dete rrrnne t11e ::;uccess fu l cand idates.
In each case, the president and v 1ce-p res1den t would main ta in
influence, but still be unable to make unilateral dec isions.
What's more, the council members, 1n all cases regarding
cabinet pos 1t1ons, should vote for ratification in a secret ballo t
rather than a show of hands as is pres e ntly the case. Publ ic ly
displaying disa p proval of a candidate cou ld mark a council
me mber for life ,n th e ey es of some candidates; a sho w of hands
only exacerbates the 'rubbe r stamping' role counc il has played in
the past.
The current system invites abuse in other respects as well. The
executive cu rrently have the power to create and hire pos1t1ons
without council's prior approval. This year. SAC had to light for the
right to ratify the position of Admin1stra11ve Assistant created by
the executive during the summertime-weeks
after he had already
been paid.
This is not to be critical of the work that has actually been done
by these people. As always, some commissioners
have done
outstanding Jobs, others haven't Bu t with the poli tics and backroom manoeuvreing removed as hiring criteria to be replaced by
evaluations of actual merit, chances are that SAC could attract the
cream of the crop.

the slipstream

gus horvath

Keeping Gus at hispresent voluptuouslevel
I'm on a diet.
That statement will be worth a chuckle to people who know me,
because I am not an overweight person. As a matter o f fact I have
been described as somewhat skinny, although I prefer the tenn
" lithe ."
I have several reason s for going on this diet anyway . even though
I don't need to Jose any weight The first reason 1s to try it out. I have
never seriously been on a diet before . I hear lots of stories about how
horrible they are , but I have no personal experience . Since dieting is
inexpensive and not particularly harmful, I've decided I owe myself
the experience .
More to the point. the rest of my family. who are in my opinion
not overweight either. have got it into their heads to try a diet I feel
that I owe it to them to go along an<lprovide moral support. Besides.
there' s no food in the house .
This is not my first unnecessary experiment in the matter of
weight-losing. There are a few lovely young ladies whom I 1atow who
tend to gain weight if they are not careful. Let me emphasize before
they make me eat this newspaper ( a violation of my new diet) that
they are not/aL However , it takes a good deal of effort an<ltime to
keep them at their present voluptuous level.
Speaking to one or them, when I did not know her as well as I
now do, I inquired, .. So, what is it you do in your spare time?"
She said. " I work out"
·•Ahhh." I blinked." And what exactly is ' working out' like?''
It was this fatal question which secured me an invitation from my
friendto come along and "workout'' with her . Finding myself unable

to refuse I presently found myself in the Human Kinetics weight
room surrounded by pleasant young men and women who had every
appearance of being able to break my back with two fmgers.There
were also a number of exotic and incomprehensible machines there.

breakdown is unexplained and I am sure that I do not want to know
what it is. Apparently you can lose ten pounds in three days on this
diet My family has bought a s11per-accurate digital scale to test this.
When we diet, we diet.

After a few painful limbering-up exercises. the business of
"working out" commenced. I was introduced to one machine which
looked something like a small fork-lift truck with a roll cage . The
purpose of this device ( and, I was to discover , all of the machinery in
any weight room) was to enable a human being to lift a small weight
or fight a compressed-air strut with the least possible efficiency an<l
hence the greatest possible amount of muscle strain.
" Working out'' did not turn out to be the least bit like what the
light beer commercials suggest. Beer commercials. for example.
smell a lot nicer. The gorgeous people who frequent commercial
weight rooms are largely absent from real-life weight rooms. And of
course there is no light beer available in the Human Kinetics
building. All in all, I wasn ' t very impressed. But I was still glad I had
tried it, and even went back a few more times before I decided to just
strike it down as another of life· s experiences .

I am, incidentally, writing this anicle the day before starting the
diet. partly because that is when my deadline is, an<lpartly because
this piece is intended to be light in tone and I may be feeling a bit too
irritable in a couple of days to produce anything remotely amusing.
For me, the way to keep thin has always been to eat whenever I am
hungry and not to eat whenever I am not hungry. It happens that my
metabolism is sufficiently paced, my appetite sufficiently smal~ and
my lifestyle sufficiently active that as long as I don't eat just for
something to do, I don't have to worry about how much rm putting
away. I have no idea how many calories there are in half of a
cantaloupe and couldn't care less whether m drinking diet or regular
soft drinks. Dieting is just one more thing on my list of things, like
smoking dope and trying outa strip bar, that I don't need but ought to
try because other people do them and I want to know what they're
talking about
After all, the more experiences we all have in common, theeasier
it may be to get along with each other an<lac.cept that we are all very
different yet much the same . We should try things that really are not
our bag from time to time in the hope of better understanding the
people for whom these things are their bag. And so it's all in the
interests of greater peace. and harmony overall
Just don't ever ask me to "work out" again.

It is in the same spirit that now find myself on a diet. This is not
just some genera l sissy diet, either . It is one of these 3-day wonder
diets with specifically laid-out meals , such as: DINNER-I CUP
TUNA. I CUP BEETS , 1 CUP CAULIFLOWER, I /2 CANT ALO UP E. l/2 CUP VANILLA ICE CREAM . No variance or
substitutions are allowed because the diet "works on a 'themical
breakdown and is proven.'' 'The precise nature of the chemical

r

U of Windsorartsgo to the eccentria;
by L Buj
Earlier this semester, a buddy of mine
dropped a third-year painting course because
he couldn't stand the "tension."
That's the way those notoriously inward
and pink-skinned sensitives at LeBel took to
discussing their work. Either happily oblivious
or glibly condescending toward the Word
and precisionism of critical terminology,
they eschew jewels like" pictorial language ...
"im age appropriation," and "the logocentric
derivation of one-point perspective", and
they tum to the wall-eyed expressionism of
''tension ", or "too much angst" or "let's go
to McDonald's for a 99-cent Big Mac. "
No wonder , this lot has to come to terms
with the most ambitious of metaphysical

mail

concerns: keeping the Litho Room clean or
adjusting to the radicalism of Art History
lectures where Hieronymus Bosch is exposed
as a Gnostic.
In fact, most of them didn't show up at a
Vanier Arts bash a few weeks back. A
number of Drama students cut the floor in the
midst of a handful of fading old-guard punks.
The rarnpant emotional sincerity of the best
young things aside, some of the Drama
darlings looked to be just waiting for a Comm
Studies bloke with a camera to tum up and
start them on their way to the Hollywood
high life. I hear it's the curriculum's lack of
disciplinary direction that excites such dreamlike dropsy.
The poesy of a different drowse defines
the English Department The T.A.' s are divided

down the centre on the issue of obtaining either
a fridge, a telephone, a microwave, or a
canplete Video Lbrary of William F. Buckley's
panel discussions of Brideshead Revisited.
It's for their communal office you see; that
same office where an erstwh.ile young crop of
academics are fixated on the idea that the last
line of development in language and literature
was James Joyce. Meanwhile, a more secretive
self-consecrated avant-garde indulges cult
meetings where they make querulous deconstructive demands of themselves and their
texts, all the while chanting, ''Language
refers only to itself' or, in cases of extreme
heresy, "There is no God but Rilke, and Sal
Ala is his prophet"
Another strain of Methuselah's children
comprise the philosophy crowd Tread care-

- - -·

fully with these closet Christians or easygoing agnostics. Both profs and students
seem to have abrogated themselves a privileged
discourse on the knowledge that Plato intended
to send the poets reeling from his Republic.
And it now seems that even Nietzsche's
most virulent views are easily pocketed as
another in-stride fashion for pneumatic minds
all wrapped up in French phenomenology or
the patrician serenity of pipe-smoking.
Still, you'd rather be caught cuddling a
kettle of kerosene with these dudes than
spending your days in some l 7th-century
English Lit class where all sorts of old risotto
makes the rounds. Indeed. the real rebels in
Philosophy muse on Hegel and howl at the
heavens.
It's the way to go.

.

unrelated

Dear Editor,
In respon~e to the article " Imaginative
Ataxia" by Lorenzo Buj, wh.ich appeared in
the March 6th issue of the l.Ance, I would like
to ask Lorenzo, "What trilogy hanging in the
Centre Gallery by D. Sleziak are you referring?"
First. I have no work hanging in the Centre
Gallery, and second, I didn 'tdoa trilogy. I do
have three pieces of work. all quite unrelated
from one another hanging at Lebel Gallery.
A trilogy, as defined by Webster' s New
World Dictionary, Second College Edition,
is " a set of three related plays , novel s etc.
which together form an extended, unified
work. though each has its own unity ." Th is
definition can hardly be applied to my three
separately executed, separately hung (that's
on different walls) pieces at the LEBEL
Gallery. Next time, before writing an article.
please, get your facts straight
Darioa Sleziak

Someone's Centre artwork must have
been hombly mislabelled.

uneducated
Dear Editor,
I feel I must finally respond to Mark
Kahabka and his Association of Students
Against Abortion Funding, since his March
6/86 letter contains an abundance of halftruths at best, and in fact many errors.
In paragraph 2, he states 1/3 of unintended
pregnancies occurred while a contraceptive
method was in use. In a recent review of our
own statistics, our figures virtually paralleled
Kantner and Zelnik's experience - i.e. 70%
were using no method. But in the remaining
30%. 27% were using condoms, diaphragms,
cream, withdrawal etc. - all recognized as
having reasonably high failure rates. And all
patients admitted they were using these on a
•· sometimes'' basis rather than consistently.
Only 2-3% were failures of oral contraceptives,
and even most of those admitted to occasional
··forgetfulness."
Then in paragraph 5, he attributes the
following quote to Planned Parenthood: "Most
abortions are the result of failed contraception"
This is in direct opposition to Kantner and
Zelnik's figures, wh.ich he quotes earlier with
authority. Both can't be right - I'll go with
· Kantner and Zelnik!
And "abortion is the most widely used
birth control method in the world!" Come on,
Mark! There are a few hundred abortions
done in Windsor per year. Are there only a
few hundred women in Windsor on the oral
contraceptive?? I have more young ladies
seeking contraceptive advice in one day than
I have seeking abortions in one year! In fact.
world wide and at all ages permanent steril
ization is now the most common method of
contraception.
lfyou are still notconvinced'"that unwantl~
pregnancies are prevented by education and

access to birth control methods", let me
quote again our own statistics. Since 1970
when I came on campus, we have had a
500% decrease in abortion referrals - I
attribute that solely to education. availability
and more responsible sexual decision making,
for I am absolutely sure that "fornication",
as you describe it, has not become somehow
less attractive in the past 15 years.
And that is the crux! Whether or not I
approve of increased sexual activity is not
the point It has happened for an abundance
of social reasons, but believe me, it was not
created by the medical profession. We have
responded responsibly to a need that has
arisen and grown . Jfwe had failed to respond
we- w~ld now ha~e other sociai problems.
for research has shown that if no contraceptives
are used by sexually active women, 30% will
be pregnant within 3 months, 60% within 6
months. and 90% within I year.
So Mark, I will continue my health
education programmes on campus, I will
continue to ask people about their sexual
practices, and if active, do everything in my
power to see that an unwanted pregnancy
does not further complicate their lives. I'm
genuinely sorry you can't see that need. but
until you convince at least 4000 more students,
I shall not scan the want ads!!
Walter W. Wren M.D.,
Director,
Student Health Services

unp/anning
Dear Editor,
I am awfully amazed at the diatribe in
your recent issues against our respected and
able Medical officer Dr. Wren. who like
other physicians anywhere in North America,
gives valuable advice on family planning. In
a university environment this clinical advice
is more vital as a whole. The abortion
philosophy is most sophisticated & controversial
but if one is really capable and has genuine
desire to be enlightened and broaden his or
her vision, I can honestly advise that one
must attend the lectures of an eminent Professor
Lewis . ls it not surprising that we live today
in a peculiar world that two extremes are
allowed, one of liv~baby and other of abortion'!
ls it not confusing to evaluate which one is
destructive or constructive morally and otherwise? We live in a world of dilemma, people
continue to be more stubborn to become antinature as homosexuals; despite the late st·
warning that• Aids' is not curable nor preventive.
I would like to address a question in this
letter about this frantic syndrome to attack
agains the Health Clinic of the campus for
the yevman's service about birth control.
What
ould be the consequence if this
advice <; stopped? What will happen if one
does
>t barricade with sandbags if the
delug <; coming'? Perhaps some may object
that !. 1dbags will spoil the beauty of their

lawns & gardens & they wi!J realize too late
that deluge has overtaken. Similarly, the
answer to stop the birth control results in
some disaster that baby care houses are
spread around, and we start crying as we cry
for parking of cars, so dear friend think
deeply & coolly of your philosophy.
G.S. Khan

unwarranted
Dear Editor,
The Review of the Vertical Pillows show
at the Subway Pub was inaccurate and had
racist and sexist overtones. The · Reviewer'
apparently missed the whole point of the
show, (it was psychedelic-not heavy metal)
and was the only person in the room that did
not have a good time. My question is: How
does a review like this further the cause of
live, original music in Windsor?? If we
continually have 'cool' receptions to bands
that play locally, it will serve only to discourage
the bands and audiences alike, thus forcing
us across the river once again.
lhe VerticalPillowsare a band of individuals,
not foreign superstars, and this type of review
only serves to hurt the feelings of those
sensitive artists that I call my friends.
If you don't like rock & roll, pick on
another subject. as this kjnd of review IRKS
those ofus who hold RnR( especially with the
energy & sincerity of the Vertical Pillows) as
the saving grace in this techno-capitalistic
society.
Rauk Conley
CJAM Programmer & Engineer

thinks it's proper, rational, and responsible.
He could have stated this in fewer words by
saying "everyone is entitled to my opinion",
Either he believes in free speech or he
doesn't Once you apply valuejudgrnents as
to what is a "ratio nal" viewpoint, and who is
a" responsible'' member of society, you lose
the right of free speech.
Moreover, earlier your writer states that
pro-life groups are ''undemocratic"
since
they make it difficult for "everyone else to
have an abortion". So what's new. Activist
organizations are always making it hard for
someone to do things they feel is unjust Are
the anti-apartheid protesters "undemocratic''
for making it hard on South Africa to practice
apartheid? Were American draft dodgers
"undemocratic'' for refusing to participate in '
the Vietnam war? I think the answer is yes
and no. Rights. understood in their proper
Lockeian sense, are restrictions on what
others can do to our life. liberty, and property.
They limit democratic action in favour of
individual rights. But without rights there can
be no democracy. Klghts and democracy go
together.
Perhaps ·'pro-life" is a rights issue too.
Do unborn children have rights that are
separate from those of its mother? Many of
those on the "pro-life" side think they do.
Does the right of the mother to use her body
as she chooses. and to lead her life as she
wishes, outweigh the right of the unborn child
to life? Why is it moral to end the life of a
child before it is born, but not after? In both
cases the child 1s dependent on the mother.
J hope in die future aH your editorializing
will remain on the editorial page. You
stories on comparable worth. women's issues,
and free trade should have been on the same
page with the editorial above.
R Celine

undemocratic
Dear Editor,
You and your writing staff ought to learn
the meaning of the words '"objectivity".
'"balance", ··fairness", "empathy",
and
"unbias". I have read politic\! propaganda
sheets with higher journalistic standards than
your paper. Frankly, the Lance sounds like
it is put out by the New Democratic Party.
This may surprise you. there are varied
points of view on such issues as "equa l pay
for work of equal ·value", "free trade",
··women's rights", and how our tax money is
spent (or wasted). Unless the Lance is
financially supported by the NOP, you should
make some effort to present more than just
the standard left viewpoint
The proper place for editorializing is on
the editorial page, not in news stories. This
bnngs me to my second gnpe. ln your paper s
"Slipstream" editorial "Pro-Life or ProChoice", your writer states "one of the
essential skills which must be acquired for a
citizen to properly participate in a democracy
is the ability to tolerate rationally drawn
viewpoints of responsiblemembers of society."
In other words. your wnter is !laymg everyone
has the right to his point of view so long as he

undone

Dear Editor,
Being new to this university. I find that
there ao:.sOD1CJ>r2ble1DS
Jhalcannot be overlooked any longer. OriginaJfy, ftftougfi tFat
these inconveniences amounted to isolated
cases, however, I was wrong. Specifically, on
numerous occasions the men's washrooms at
the Leddy Library have run out of toilet
paper. Secondly, the cafeteria is typicaJy
littered with garbage. Rarely, or shall I say
never, have I sat down to eat without numerous
paper cups, napkins & crumbs strewn about
the table. Thirdly, it's too common to wait 10
minutes in the cafeteria line for a cut,
coffee. It would seem more approprirte to
have 2 people work the cash registers '- .~
the day then the typical one. This bottleneck
can be avoided Similarly, the former 2
problems can easily be solved Hoping that
these beefs don't fall on deaf ears. Thanks for
your time.
G. Oswald
Graduate Student

of
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.Studentpays.forchangein bank'sservice
conti nu ed fro m page I.

do this.
"We only send letters out as a courtesy;
this is the student's responsibility, not ours,"
said Mr. Graham, Student Loan's Officer at
the Ouellette and Wyandotte branch.
In talking to the branch manager of
Ottawa and Moy. Rice was told that it was
never the policy to notify students and that if
his branch had done so, it was unfortunate.
Other banks in Windsor have various

policies regarding notifying students if a now, we'll get their business in the future," he
change of status is going to occur.
said.
"We send a notice to students a month
A spokesperson for the Toronto Dominion
and a half before interest will be charged," stated that they send a letter reminding
said Michele Warren, Discount Clerk, ex- students to bring in their forms but if there is
plaining the policy of the National Bank.
no response, they are to go on payments.
Barry Mills, Senior Loans Officer at the
The Bank of Nova Scotia also relies on
Royal Bank explained that their policy is to the student "It's up to the student to contact
phone or contact their client when interest- their branch before the six months are up,"
free status is lost "By taking care of students explained Sharon Francom, Conswner Credit

InterviewClerk.However,studentsare informed
of this at the time that they negotiate their
Joan, Francom said
If you have a student loan through the
Bank of Commerce, and are unsure about
your status, it would be a good idea to look
into it because you may find yourself being
charged interest H owever, if you filed the
necessary forms in September, there will be
no problem. D

YouthsupportHebert'shungerstrike
by Do nna Maye r
of Canadian U niversity Press
OITA WA ( CUP)-Only four days
after Senator Jacques Hebert began
a hunger strike to protest the federal
government's indifference to youth.,
27 young people in Ottawa staged
their own day long hunger strike in
support of the Katimavik founder.
"Youth have to start carrying
tlie ball or else nothing is going to
happen," said University of Ottawa
student Ingrid Liepa, I 9.
The young people at the 24
hour fast have taken "Building
Youth's Future" as their slogan
painted on a huge banner at their
Carleton University booth and plan
numerous tactics to bring the government's attention to the" plight of

cla&Srfieds.
Re spons1ote s1udent wishingto sublet 1
or 2 bedroom furnished apartment as of
May 1 until Sept. 1 - price negotiable. Call
<;fAVA?5M'J81 II

TO MYowner David Kolb: Help me! Free
me ! Do something. but get me the hell
out of here' I'm being fed scrap Vittles
from Vanier- what could beworsel David I
surely hope you rescue me soon! rm
lonely, tired & ifs been a whil&- ,f you
know what I mean. Thesepeople who are
holding me hostage - are serious - huny
quickly - gotta go - I hear them coming
down stairs - SNERT

ROOMto Rent. Available May 1st. only 5
minutes frc.~ Campus Call now 2537543 $100 r month plus utilities
.Apology to KEVIN mEPER;
, My Sincere or.ologies that my foot somehow conner .red with the seat of your
pants last P,day, March 14. 1986 Th1swas
on unfortunate mishap which caused
you pa1r1and suffenng However. I beg
vcu not to sue for injunes. due to the fact
that I exist on OSAP's kind generosity
(therefore. we both know that you will not
be awarded monetary reimbursement).
Due to the extent of your injunes. I hope
that you will recover without lif&-long
repercussions. I hope also that you are
nowabletoholdseSSionwithachoir.and
that•some day YoUwill be able to father
children I mention this latter due to the
fact that a mutual friend informed me
that the impact of the blow may have
rearranged your anatomy .
.AQa1n.my sincere apolog10S.I attempted
have a witness's seal afixed to this
apology However. all potential witnesses
1nfomimethat~udeservewhatyougot.
'ls)mply for being Kevin Steeper''
llondest regards. Kathryn M. Bur1ow

to

APARTMENTWANTED. Walking distance
to university . Up to $300.00 per month.
Utlii+1esincluded

1 IIEDROOMor bachelor apartment
wanted Walking distance to university
Up to $300 per month including utilities.
FOUND 1n the Subway Saturdav. March
8. A set of retainers in a blue case Claim
at the Subway office.

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM - The International Freedom Festival 1saccepting
applications for 1986 Ambassado!s.
Requirements College Of University
students able to devote considerable
timedu-ing 1\1,Qyand JJne to help promote
Festival and lend a welcoming presence
at events.
Call fOf mOfe info 252-7264

J
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Foreignstudentsbenefitour universities
by Laura Vincent
tudents' Administrative Council sponsored a forum on

[SJ

internationalstudents
last Wednesday as
part of Awareness Week, March
I 0th. The week was organized across
the province by the Ontario Federation of Students.
The forum centred on discussion
of the benefits of international students to Canadian universities, and
the fairness of charging differential
fees.
Cromwell W oghiren, International Students Commissioner,
and SAC President Jon Carlos
Tsilfidis invited speakers to examine
the ethical, cultural and economic
results of the loss of thousands of
international students across Canada
who could no longer afford the
drastic increases in tuition fees.
The guest speakers included
Dr. Ron Ianni, President of the
University, Gerard O'Neill, President of the Graduate Student's
Society, Dr. Reuben Green, professor of economics; and two off.
campus speakers, city councillor
Ted Bounsall, speaking on behalf
of Mayor David Burr, and OFS
Chair Deron Hoover.
Green used facts and figures
froma study on the economic benefits
of international students across
Canada to support his belief that
tuition fees for foreign students are
far too high.
Using Windsor as an example,
he said in 1982/83, 2068 international
students on our campus spent close
to $12 mill.ionin off:..campus
spending.
which in tum created between 270
to 300 jobs that were the result of
the presence of these additional
students.
In broadertenns, Green continued,
"if you included all visa students
across Canada in high schools,
private educational institutions,

O'Neill, Hoover, Bounsall and Ianni.
u:mco pnoro by Andrew Haggcrt

colleges and universities, these
students generated over $400 million
in off-campus spending during the
1982/83 period of analysis."
"It's a giant industry ( foreign
students), or it was until we dismantled it," Green said
In the fall of 1985, the enrolment
of international students is now
down to 800, a drastic decrease
compared to the years before the
tuition fees were increased Currently,
International students are paying
roughly $3500 in tuition per semester
at the University of Windsor, said
Tsilfidis.
Ianni recalled his days as a
student in Paris, when his tuition
was "a mere $45 a year". Ianni
responded to the question of the

fairness of charging differential fees
using a cultural and ethical argument
Ianni said "Canadians owe an
enormous debt Over90 percent of
the professors in this institution
(the University of Windsor) were
educated abroad."
Bounsall and Green said they
had both been educated in England
for approximately the same costs
that Ianni paid Ianni stressed that
"we as Canadians have some responsibility to offer fair tuition fees" on a
reciprocal basis.
O'Neill said "differential fees
are an attack on the people who can
least afford the fees, and all international students should have the
same opportunities to receive a

All of the speakers agreed that
international students provide a
unique opportunity for Canadians
to gain an international perspective.
Woghi ..en said the decline in
international student enrolment in
good education." O'Neil stated that
the increase in tuition has made
educational
opportunities only
accessible for those international
studeRts who are wealthy or have
received some sort of governmental
financial aid.
"The province has suddenly
turned off the tap on educational
funding," and is using the increased
tuition fees of foreign students to
supplement their absence of direct
funding, said O'Neill.

Canada can mean a "decline in
awareness of. and empathy for,
Canada abroad" - and also a great
deal of bitterness from those who
were either denied the educational
opportunites or forced out of school
due to differential fees.
"The cost today might mean
contacts tomorrow," the British
experience is a ready reminder of
this kind of situation, said Woghiren.
Tsilfidis expressed disappointment with the turnout
"It's odd to see more media
than students there," he said "It's
a poor reflection on the university."
However, he said he does not
think students stayed away because
of apathy.0

grank J. flox, 0.3>.
OPTOME'TRIST

socialscience society

604 California Avenue
Windsor, Ont. N9B 2Z2
(Across from Harvey's)

Phone 258·0942

By Appointment

Vanier Vittles
LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30
Monday

Tuesday

Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Finger,
Broccoh Quiche
Cream ol Tornatv Soup
Corned Beef & Swiss Chee,<>
Braised s...
,ss Steak
March 25 Pace Changer
-Taco Bar

Wednesday

Navy Bean Soup
Steak on d Ka,ser
M\lshroom Noodle Bake

Thursday

Cream ol Celerv
Submanne Hot Wrap
Macaron, & Cheese

Friday

Boston Clam Chowder
Fresh 1/4 Pound<'r
Turkey Fried Rice

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Saturday

Soup ol the Oay
Gnled Che<'se
Ch1h

Sunday

Soup ol the Oay
Chicken Fned Steak
Mushroom Gravy

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30
Breaded Pork '.jteak
Beef Pot P1<'
Lasagna
Breaded Grilled Perch
Meatless lasagna

Swet>t'n Sour Ch1cke
Ch1m1changa

Roast Turkey
London Broil

u.,ttered F,sh & Chip,
R03st Pork

SUPPER

ELECTIONS
Candidates for President
Ken Alexander
Ian Boxe
Doug Coley
Candidates for Vice-President
Stan Levesque
Aris Shinas
Voting for Society members will take place as follows:
Advance Poll March 26, 1986
(University Centre, Leddy Library)
Regular Poll March 27, 1986
(University Centre, Leddy Library, Vanier Hall,
Windsor Hall, Lambton Tower)
Hours: 8:30 am to 4:30 pm

4:30 - 6:30
Spaghett, & M<'at Sauce
Top S1rlo1nSteak
Roast Bt>ef
Veal Scallopptfl•

The Deir 1sopen 11 30 · 6 15 Monday • Fnday
The Round Table 1sopen 6 30 • 11 ·30 Sunday· Friday

General Meeting of the Society will be held Tuesday March 25, 1986
from 11 :30 to 1:30 pm in the University Centre. Come out and meet
the candidates!!
Robert Henderson
Chief Electoral Officer
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Save
withGreyhound's

newFrequent
Traveller Bu~ no threat
BONUS
TICKET
BOOK

Now! Greyhound travellers who travel frequently between any two
cities or towns can get 25% more with Greyhound's SpecTal Bonus
Ticket Book. Ten rides for the price of eight.
Your choice, use in either direction whether travelling alone
or as a group.
Convenient savings for business communters, college students,
or anyone who makes frequent trips to the same destination
and likes to save!

For more information, call Greyhound today.

Questions can be submitted in the
"Can We Talk" boxes which are in
each resi(ience. The Student Centre,
or the Health Office.
Q: The overwhelming presence of
cockroaches in some of the residences
brings up the question of health
safety. Will these little beasts do us
harm if accidentally eaten or if they
come in contact with our food?
A: NOTTO WORRY! Cockroachs
crawl out of drains. therefore are
known to shower every morning! If
accidentally swallowed-eat one
less egg daily to balance your protein
intake. Seriously, the University
does make every effort to control
these beasts. They are best prevented
by not leaving food around and
calling them to the attention of the
head resident We are not aware of
harm caused from ingestion.

Q: Why does it hurt when I pee?
Why is it a funny colour?
A: Pain on urination usually means
infection of the bladder or urethra.
This is easily diagnosed and treated
in the office. Follow-up is important
in urinary tract infections and post
treatment cultures are usually done.
Now as to the funny colours. The
presence of blood will often give it a
smokey-rose appearance. Food such
as beets may also colour the urine.
And vitamins! And some antibiotics!
And Dodd' s Kidney Pills-a pretty
green! So you see we can almost
match any outfit!!
We have been asked severalquestions
concerning Aids. We have decided.
therefore, to write a separate column
dealing with Aids-" Facts and
Fears". D

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

June LSAT
June 21 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1 ·800-387-126.2

Afteryour favourite activity here's a cool blast of freshness.
Peppermint Schnapps, Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps.
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAM
WALKER
SCHNAPPS
TASTETHEDIFFERENCE
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Two Frenchkisses
by Michael Temelini

t was nice to be
welcomedwitha kiss
on both cheeks.
This was the salutation offered to
.eleven students who arrived in
Quebec city February 24 as part of
an official exchange between the
University of Windsor and Laval
University. The concept of an exchange originated in 1978 when
University of Windsor philosophy ____________
_,
professor, F. Temple Kingston met exibited a wannth and rapport which
Laval University philosophy pro- greatlyimpressed the Windsorvisitors.
fessorHenri-PaulCunninghamata
"When you made a sincere
conference in France.
·
effort to speak French", said part"Upon our return to Canada,"
1cipant Gary LaRose, a University
said Kingston, ''Professor Cunnin~
of Windsor philosophy student,"
ham was invited to speak at the they made a reciprocal effort to
University of Windsor on several help you out and to speak English."
occasions and by I 980 the exchange
Philosophy student Greg Lewis
existed primarily between professors said he was impressed with the sinin such subject areas as philosophy, cerity of the hosts and the uniqu~
french, history and theology."
ness of the city.
In 1984 students becameinvolved
"The differencesbetweenOntario
in the exchange. "It seemed very and Quebec culture is about as
worthwhile for students to get in- extreme as here and Europe" he
volved", said Kingston. " It is very said "I also think people have to
worthwhile for the students to sit in get over their inhibitions about
on classes and know the curriculum Quebec - like the language barrier.
of different universities and also to If they do, they will discover that
meet students in the same academic Quebec is not just another province
areas and practice French."
- it's Canada's most uniqueprovince."
For the students from the UniFourth year political science
versity of Windsor, representing student Natasha Vandenhoven
the departments of political science, agrees. " Their whole way of lif~
history, french and philosophy, the their culture, their social behaviour
trip to Quebec city offered many are really unique to Canada, and
surprises. There existed a pervasive the friendliness they express is not
sentiment among the participants
superficiaV' she said.
that, despite the amount written
The future for the exchange
about Canada's officially Frenchprogram between the University of
speaking province, Quebec remains Windsor and Laval looks bright
an enigma to be experienced
Next year, in addition to the four
The Windsor visitorswere shown departments already participating,
Laval University, the oldest French- the faculty of Jaw will also join in
language university in North the program. As well the two uniAmerica, with a population of versities are working on a document
approximately30,000 students;some for a permanent entente or official
of the excellent restaurants and mutual recognition, in order to
nightclubs (which can be legally encouragemore exchangesof students
open until 3:00 am) and the famous and faculty. This would mean that
ski slopes.
Windsor students could attend Laval
Not only did the Quebec hosts for a semester or a year for credit
make light of linguistic differences ( and vice versa) and faculty could
to accommodate the University of also lecture at the twin university
Windsor students, but they also for a certain period of time.

rn

"The exchange works out so
well and everyone has such a good
time, it's a question of controlling
it," said Kingston. "Language is
not an insuprable barrier that people
make it out to be, and there also
exists a real rapport among the
participants of the exchange. After
all, it's not like a duty to one's
country to participatein the exchange.
- it's just a lot of fun."
Anyone interestedin participating
in next year's exchange with Laval
University should get in touch with
one of the following professors:
F.T. ~ton,
J. Lewis(Philosophy};
Prof. D. Klinck (History); Prof.
Burton(Political Science); Prof. A.
Vandenhoven (French); Dean Gold
(law). D

S~ALIMAR
Ladies Boutique

Dresses,Suits& CasualWear
Hats, Purses,Scarves,
Accessories

Additional 5°/o off with
SAC I.D. Card

417 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor, Ont.
N9A 1A6

253-7373

Wrye
by Janet C. Brown

Although youth unemployment
is over 10% in Ontario, Labour
Minister Bill Wrye claims the job
situation for youth today is the best
Ontar'io has seen in ten years.
This was one of the many issues
addressed by Wrye, on campus
Monday to participate in a mock
press conference.
The conference gave journalism
students a chance to practice their
skills in a realistic environment
Wrye was invited by the class
instructor, Joe Fox, because he is a
prominent public figurewith a background in journalism. Wrye is a
former executive producer of the
CBET television news program,

/.
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or yea·;:···the great chefs of the
South have known about the
famastic cooking qualities of
Mesquite. Its moist heat which does
not dry meats like charcoal or other
woods. leaves a distinct. sweet
burnished flavour that is simply
pleasure to the palate. Taste
the difference yourself
over 1n Windsor's
Bnghtest. New
Restaurant.

Newsday.

At this stage in his career, Wrye
has observed the news profession
from both sides, said Fox.
Wrye gave this advice to the
would-be reporters.
"The profession is a good one.
There are a few journalists who
give the field a bad name through
poor reporting.
"The work hours are crazy but I
found the job exciting," said Wrye.
"Every day could be totally different
One could do a lot worse."

430 PELISSIERST.
WINDSOR,
CANADA

cla&5ifieds
TO THE PERSONOR PERSONSWho stole
items from the Womer.s Centrec Thanks
to you the Womer.s Centre will now
remain locked up to be opened only on
request and with a steering committee
member present. You maybe low enough
to steal from an organization thors here
to help women but I don't see how you
con use copies of our minutes Those a.re
historical documents (worth nothing to
anyone else but ev0fYlh1ng to us). which
you can return anonymously to the SAC
dfice- MweileCaat 1/vcxren"s
CommissiOner.
The Boord of Directors of Iona College
will honour its founding Pnnc1paLJohn C
Hoffman at o reception at Iona College,
Sunday, Apnl 13. 1986 from 2:00 to 4:00
pm. During the ceremony a plaque will
be unveiled reading
"This auditorium is named in honour of
John C Hoffman. Ph.D.. ST.M.,Th.D.•Who
v.osthe founding Principal d Iona College:
setving from 1964 to 1965."
A book fund will be started and named
The John C Hoffman Book Award It will
be available to students for text books
The public is cordially invited to attend

TORONTOAPARTMENTtoshore1ndoWr)town. May 1-Aug 31/86 15m1n walktoU
of T1 1/2 blocks from subway Fordeta,1s
phOne Don 258-5737 offer 11 pm
2 AIRUNE tickets Calgary/return July
13-29 $325.00Call 254-3927or 253-8292

Assumption University Chapel - 9737034 located between the University
Centre and Ambassador Bridge. Masses
at 10:30 am end 430 pm on Sundays
Monday to r nd, ::y-11 :50o m Sacrament
of Reconc:1,ution on request
'

-

Students'
Administrative
Council

AttentionlI

RE: DRUG PLAN CARDS
Drug Plan Cards Are Available up in
the SAC Office for ALL Full-Time
Undergraquate Students.They should be
picked up within the next 2 weeks.
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COSTT.A.'s to be paid
Social Science Society Members
Wishing to Work During our Upcoming
Elections, Please Contact
Robert Henderson (C.E.O.) at G130
Windsor Hall North,
or call 253-6063, 252-9391.

For Men & Women
Penns
$35
Shampoo/Style
$10
Cut/S tyle $ 18 up W omen
$ 12 Men
Specializing in Perms
& Highlight
(Moo., Tues.& Wed Specials
)

assist those students who suffered
want and keeping things going."
Another T.A. was not as com- as a result of the postoned funds.
Finally.
"We indicated that if there were
placent
Undergraduate teaching assistants
"fve incurreddebt since I haven't any hardship cases, we'd help out,"
in the department of communication been paid in so long," he said, "We said Linton.
studies will be paid at the end of this should be compensated for the delay.
Linton thought it was an "unmonth. New contracts are being We have to wait again now to be fortunate situation no one enjoyed,"
signed this week to ensure punctual paid."
but, he said, "The T.A.'s handled
payment for the rest of the semester.
The department had offered to themselves well publicly."0
The T.A.'s were paid only once
this semester, February 28. The
delay resulted from budgetary problems in the department There has
been an increase in the number of
undergraduate teaching assistants,
(TA's), and inversely a decrese in
graduate teaching assistants (GA's).
Consequently, there is an estimated
surplus of $20,000 in the graduate
budget,and approximatelya $10,000
shortage in the undergraduatebudget
The T. A.' s were to be paid with the
G.A. surplus, but problems arose
with the transfer of funds.
Dr. Jim Linton, head of the
department, explained that in the
process of conversion, G.A. money
is worth half its value as T.A.
money.
Incidental fees have been linked
by Roberta Jennings
"It's obviously bureaucracy,"
to underfunding because adminissaid a TA, "The administration
The Ontario Federation of trations are increasingly using these
doesn't realize that this department
Students(0 FS) is callingon Colleges fees to make-up budgetary short(in its need forT.A.'s) is unique. In
and
Universities Minister Greg falls.
• ilieir bureaucratic eyes, they can't
At Windsor, students pay a
Sorbara
to release a long-awaited
see giving that much money to
$20.00
incidental fee. Student
ceport on incidental fees policy.
T.A.'s.''
Administrative
Council President,
Incidental fees are those charged
Together, the administration and
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, states "there
to
students
over
and
above
tuition
the department have come up with
on a cross-campusor service-specific is no accountability for what this
the money to pay T.A.'s.
fee goes for. Is it a fancy name for
basis.
T.A. Thomas Pidgeon was not
The report by the Ontario Council the administration to pay the school
upset over the delay in pay.
on
University
Affairs (OCUA) was insurance."
"It doesn't affect me that much,"
Vice-President of Finance and
expected
in
late
1985. "Sorbara
said Pidgeon, "but for those who
Services,
Terrance Parkinson, said
has the report on his desk," according
depend on the T.A. salary, it affects
that
in
the
past the fee was "used to
them substantially. They plan their to Matt Certosimo, OFS Chair- support athletics and the library.
elect
Certosimo
sent
a
letter
to
finances around it, and then when
Now, it's described as a recreational
the money isn't there it really screws Sorbara urging the report be r~leased
immediately to facilitate student fee.''
up finances.''
Cerosimo said that incidental
and public input"
"I'm not happy," s~d a T.A.,
Since Sorbara's cabinet is sup- fees" open the door to scary possi"But I think it's great we're getting
posed to meet in one month, Cert- bilities in terms of the cost of
paid finally. It's a credit to Linton
osimo would like to "deal with this education and the number of people
~ ( communicationstudiesprofessor
who can go.''
in an open and upfront way."
Jim) W inter for getting what they

Call for Appointment 973-5400
1694 University Ave. W .

...

GRAD

PHOTOS
• DistinctiveStudio Portraits
in gown and coloursof your
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty

John GAfac~y'Photography
3877Dougall Avenue
969-6900

by Sukanya Pillay

OFSseekingif!fo

social science society

Notice of Eligible Voters
To be eligible to vote in the upcoming Social
Science Society Elections you must be a regular
society member. (I.E. a full-time , urydergraduate
student registered in the Faculty of Social Science ,
having paid the prescribed soci ety fee , excluding
Social Work majors in all four years and whose
name appears on the official membership list.)
For verification of eligibility contact Robert
Henderson , C.E.O. at G130 Windsor Hall North ,
253-6063 or 252-9391 .
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Fedsneedmorecontrol-report
OTTAWA (CUP)-The
way the
feds pay money to the provinces for
colleges and universities in Canada
is messy and causes more fighting
than funding, and Ottawa should
consider new legislation to gain
more control, says a report to the
Nielsen Task Force on Program
Review.
1be current money transfersystem,
Established Programmes Financing.
does not establish any national
education standards and encourages
the feds and the provinces to "blame
each other for any apparent deficiency."
"It is questionable whether the
arrangement is still appropriate,"
the report reads.
The report is part of Nielsen's
21-volume inventory of almost 1000
government programmes, or $92
bilion of public services. The box of
books, totalling 7 ,OOOpages just in
the English version, weighs 34 lbs.
The French version is slightlyheavier.
The report says Ottawa has
four options on university financing:
le~ve the system as is, continue to
fund but on condition the provinces
meet specific standards, pay students
directly with vouchers, and let their
university preference dictate which
universities survive, or stop funding
universities and colleges entirely.
The report seems to lean to the
second option. a new law for postsecondary education financing.
Because Canada's constitution says
education is a provincial responsibility. this would spark a huge
political storm, the report says.
''However, if federal financial
support is considered necessary to
ensure adequate institutional funding.
or to ensure that national standards

in the post-secondary educational
sysem are maintained, the effort to
secure provincial agreement will
have to be made."
The report says that the federal
government could argue that it already fundsmost research in Canada,
and sinceresearchand post-secoodary
education are closely linked,it should
have a say in running colleges and
universities.
The government could then set
the following conditions on giving
its funding dollars the report says:

*that colleges and universities" pro- that came out," Wilson said. But
vide an adequate supply of highly he would not name those opposing
qualified personnel for the public, each other. "I don't want to betray
academic and private sectors,"
my colleagues," he said
*that provinces ensure that all CanEducation officer:of the Canadian
adians who can learn and want to Federation of Students, JohnCasola,
learn will not be deprived higher said" the other three options will in
education because they can't pay, one way or another help take the
*that universities promote an bottom out of acessibility."
authentic Canadian identity, including
Casola said the "voucher"
the two official languages.
proposal, borrowed from the MacBen Wilson, Chair of the Ontario donald Commission's report released
manpower Commission. who headed last year, will "raise tuition fees,
the half-private study team, said in hamper curriculum planning. and
an interview that the report does probably result in universities hiring
not imply the government should PR people to sell their programmes
put conditions on funding for higher to students."
education.
NOP critic for education and
Wilson said heavy disa~eement
youth, Howard McCurdy, agreed.
between members of the study team ''The voucher proposal is unthinkprevented any one solution from able," he said, and he called a
shining through in the report "There
complete withdrawal of federal
were some fairly distinct opinions
support to universities ''outrageous".
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ResistingReagan
by Pamela Goyal
bout 300 people
gathered in front of
Detroit's Federal
Building Tuesday to
oppose U.S. President
Ronald
Reagan's request for $100 million
in aid to the contras who are fighting
Nicaragua's Sandinista government
Pledge of Resistance, a nationwide group, the Central American
Solidarity Committee. and the Nati'onal Association for the Advancement of Coloured People were the
main organizing groups of the
demonstration.
The demonstrators included a
small group from the University of
Windsor, carrying a banner which
read, "Canadian Youth Against
U.S. intervention."
Said one Windsor participant,
"It's everybody's struggle."

Local coordinator for Pledge of
Resistance, Kate Carter, said" 1986
has been declared a year of campaigning to stop the killings in
Nicaragua and stop the lies of the
Reagan AdministratioII,"

Demonstrators sang and chanted
slogans like "Boycott South Africa,
Not Nicaragua!" and "One, Two,
Three, Four, Money For Jobs, Not
For War!" In addition speakers
from religious. political and social
organizations gave statements in
opposition to the contra bill, up for
approval by Congress Thursday,
March 20.
Reverand Richard Smith from
the Episcopalian Church said
"Reagan calling terrorists "freedom
fighters" doesn't make it so... we
should do nothing to aid them ( contras) ...
Marianne Mahaffey, a member
of the Detroit City Council. voiced
support for the Sandinista government
.. Ournation was founded on the
basis of self-.detennination We need
to let Central America do the same,"
she said.
Reagan is supporting the contra
forces as a means to destabilize the
Nicaraguan government, which he
sees as a threat to the region.
If Congress approves funding to
the contras, the groups plan more
demonstrations, including the use
of civil disobedience. D

Attention Class of '86
Put your university or college education to work with a one-year post-diploma
program at Georgian College.

s
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Special
University Offer!!

20% OFF
Ask For
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Perms (cut included) reg. $60.00
NOW $48.00
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PLUS 20% off all other hair services
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U¥ilo~o~o
Simon Fraser University

These programs are designed to focus your background in the Social Sciences or
Humanities into a fulfilling career.
• Recreation for Special Populations

• Applied Social Research

(Orlllia)
12-month individually tailored program

(Barrie)
12-month co-op program

courses in leisure education, counselling and
life assessment

specialized courses in research design,
statistical data analysis and computer
applications

16-week competency based internshlp
career possibilities with seniors, law
offenders. developmentally or physically
disabled persons

career options in market and social research
with government, health, community
and social agencies

Georgian College has an excellent track record in placing graduates In related empl_oyment.
Call toll free 1-800-461-9696(Ontario) or (705) 728-1951. Or mail the coupon below.
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• Small classes. work
cfosety with Faculty

• Teaching Assistantships
and Scholarships
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• Excellent location
overtooking Vancouver
harbor
For detailed information
on the SFU, MBA write to:
The Director
M.B.A. Program
Simon Fraser University
Burnaby, B.C.
VSA 156
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Actor-writer-director Terry Gilliam has been perhaps the most successful of the graduates from
Monty Python's Flying Circus. Since leaving the troupe he has directed and co-written three films of his
own. The first, Jabberwocky (1977) was actually shot while he was still a part of Monlry Python; Gilliam
followed up that effort with 1981's Time Bandits, which brought in almost $80 million in box office
receipts. This year, he has been making headlines with his highly controversial Brazil a bizarre 01acK
comedy that attacks both terrorism and government. II has been nominated for two Academy Awards (lo
be presented this Monday, March 24), for best art direction and best original screenolav.
Born in Minneapolis in 1940, Gilliam's family moved lo the San Fernando Valley when he was 11,
giving him his first exposure lo the film community. He met John Cleese while working in New York. and
three years later he set out for England and Pythonhood. His principal assignment was drawing the
animation bits that bridged the skits, but he soon branched into writing and acting. He co-directed
Monty Python and the Holy Grall (1974) with TerryJones, as well as desiging all the Python films, along
with his writing and acting duties. He calls England his home now, and we were able to track him down
the other day and persuade him lo share his views on Brazi~ Python and his career with the readers of
the Lance.
Lance:" What was ttle inspiration !or your latest film, Bra:zlr?
Gllllam: 1984 was approaching, and I though if would be nice if l could do
something dealing with where we were and where we might be
gciing. There were really a lot of things building UP-frustration,
confusion, anger. The first real !moge I had was about ten years
ago when I was doing Jabberwocky. In South Wales there's a
place called Port Tolbert, which Is a steel town and really Is a
strange place. Down on the beach, which Is covered with iron ore
so ifs pitch block. there was this strange conveyor bell which
would carry the ore to the factories. All I could Imagine was a
setting where somebody who lived in this piece would come In at
the end of the doy on one of these belts. II was sunset, and there
was a guy s1ttlng on the beach with a portable radio picking up
stroni:ie sonos like "Brazlr'.
Lone« like 1984, would you soy Brazll was as much a comment on todoy
as It Is a vision of the future?
Gllllam: Yes.Thofswhyl wentoutofmywoytomake
ii seem like It could be
the future or the past-an abstraction ol where we ore.
Lance: Did the style of the movie-llke the 40's style ol dress-come from
1984?
Gllllam: No. not al all. The film 1984 was mode alter we made ours-ours
Just took a bit longer getting .out The look of the thing is really
supposed to be everywhere In the twentieth century. It just happened
thof the 40's costumes seemed to be a bit stronger looking. Al the
party, Ifs oll SO'scostumes. and Jllrs batttegeor could be anywhere,
anytime.
Lance:
How did Robert DeNlro end up being in the movle? I didn't
even realize II was him until I saw the credits.
Gllllam: When we first started showing it, before we hod the credlls· on
to get some publicity about II, there was one Joumolisl who
did a long interview with me ofteiwords and asked me 'who
was Iha! actor that played Tuttle?' (laughs) He didn't recognize
DeNiro al all.
II began offhand, almost as a joke between Amon Milchan
and myself. He was the producer, and he hod done King of
Comedy, and Once Upon a Time In America. So we thought
'Oh, maybe we con get Bobby In the film'. So I sent him a script
and ! sold 'pick your port, any parf, but unlortunotly he picked
the part I hod already given to Mike Palfn II took a couple of
months to talk him out of it I think one of the nice lhlngs for him
was a chance to be in something where the responsibility of
the film wasn't resting on his shoulders. II tends to be a bit of a
holiday.
There has been a lot written about the pressure you were
under when you mode th1s film from th0 studios. How dld you
deal with If?
GIiiiam: Ali this happened after the mm was mode and hod been
accepted by Twentieth Century and the rest of the world It
had actually opened In a number of places. Universal. In their
wisdom, which is the wisdom of 5yd Schonberg, !ell that ii
could have been given a little more of a happy ending, and
With a few of the more disturbing elements removed, we
could have had a huge massive box office hit I wasn't
Interested Jn Iha!, so they started applying every pressure they
could-they
even at one point actually started cutting their
version. Thal was one ol the reasons I started my public
campaign to make it Jmposslb!e for them to release their
version, whatever thol mlght be.
Lance: Hos this whole mess with the release and Holly.i.'ood's reaction
to your film turned you off working Jn Ho!ly.i.'ood?
Gtlllam: fve always been turned off of Ho11ywood-thofs why I moved
to England In fact I came from there-I grew up in Son
Fernando volley. I always had a distaste tor the way studios
operole. For the moment. If I keep making these big expensive
films. I need Hollywood money, but one of the reasons I
worked With Amon Milchan was because he provided o
buffer between me and the studios. So I hod no dealings with
the studio at all untu the battle, until they wanted to change
the fllm. In foci, II was the same type of freedom we've hod
with everything else we've done. All ru do now Is be a little
more careful with my contract-I
thought we'd covered
ourseives. The only clause that they got us on was the !act that
the film shouldn't be longer than two hours and live minutes.
That Is really Just a way for them to protect themselves II I ever
go crazy and produce a live hour film, but no one rve talked
to hos ever seen it used for coming In a lew minutes over. So
next lime I won't put o time limll on It (laughs).
Lone« lrazll has been nominated lor two Oscars. Are you planning a
teory-eyed occeptonce speech?
·
GIiiiam: rm not going (laughs). I don't hove a very high opinion of the
Oscars, either.
Lone« We didn't think you would
know, everybody's sort of
GIiiiam: (laughs) Thofs very funny-you
Jumping up and down saying 'isn't II exciting, of course you're
going, blah blah blah,' and I soy 'No, why should
I've olWoys
hod a very low opinion ol the Oscars and I don't see why I
ought lo change now.
A lot ol times It seems like the critics don't really get the point
of your movles. When I read the reviews otter lrazll JI seemed
they saw the lltm In o completely different light than I did-not
necessarily that they didn't like It.
rm not sure who! It Is. t don't really worry, as long as It sounds
Interesting-even
bad reviews If they sound interesting, I'm
quite .happy with them. I do think the critics have o certain
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dllllcully ln Just lett!ng go, because theyre professionalsthey're professional film launchers. rve read some thol seem
to have understood 'the thing. I got a letter tram a guy named
Rick Thomas who's with the Second City, who wrote to New
York magazine protesting the review and the !act thol the guy
got it totally wrong. His letter was wonderful-he
plumbed
depths Iha! I didn't even know were in the film. I really like the
fact that people can see what they want to see In It, and ii
somebody wants to take ii very deeply, they con there's
enough there for them and if people want to see It as a -I
don't know what-a romp, they can
Actuo!ly, the French critics seem to deal with it a little b!I
more, I mean they were able to use a word like poetry
(laughs) and were able to understand the musical shape of
the thing, the rhythms and all. But I think when you start writing
like that it sounds terribly pretentious, and most people are
writing !or popular magazines and newspapers. They don't
want to sound too high faluting for their audience, I think.
Th_9fsmy guess, any.i.'ay.
How do you like working With actors as opposed to flat pieces o!
paper on you, animation stand?
I much prefer it. That was one of my great discoveries when I made
Jabberwocky, working with actors. They talk back. they have
ideas so the characters really grew. It keeps it olive for me
because if you spend a long time writingthettling and storyboarding
It, and preparing everything, by the lime you get onto the ltoor to
shoot it could be a bit mechanical. Actors generally come up With
new ideas. Some al them ore totally wrong, but nevertheless ii
keei!,s you on your toes, reminding yourself of why you're doing
and What you're doing. Jonathan Pryce Justmade that character
work. because ifs a hard character lo ploy. He added so much to
It-Jonathan has lines of dialogue and Jokes In there Iha! are his.
When we're shooting with a QOOdgroup ol actors. 11feels a bit Hke
working with Python where there's a lot of collaboralfon going on
and ideas come to be sparking off other ideas. Ifs great. rve been
pushing paper around for long enough.
How finished is ltle film in your mind before you start shooting?
Ifs all there, but thank God I'm iricapobfeofdoing
ii as well as I can
see ii. I prefer to keep ii foirlyorgon!c and to letfhings grow. Ifs very
clear who! I'm trying to do. but If I can't achieve it, I don't mind
going In another direction Iha! may be as Interesting. Ifs fairly
paradoxlcol because I con look back al the storyboard and
lhe1e's the film, and yet it isn't-Ifs changed enormously In the
making of ii.
Whal are some of your lnlluences In terms ol directors and lllms
themseives?
They tend to be directors like Kubrick. BunueL Kurosawa, Felllnl,
Bergman, Orson Welles. Walt Disney (laughs) ...
The great ones, in other words.
Yeah, Its very simple-people
who hove mode good, intelligent,
memorable films. There ore a lot al other fllmmakersoutttlerewho
ore probably technically as good If not better who haven't mode
films al anything that sticks in the brain. Ifs oil the b!ls that stick that
keep me going. I keep reminding myself when I read bod reviews
or get bod reoctlon from my films that rm really making them for
the guy I was when I was eighteen-the guy that got excited about
films. Thofs ltle thing thaf makes II worthwhile ulllmotety-when
people do gel excited bywhof you do. rd rather have a handful of
people who are just totally knocked out by the film than a million
people wt10 are mediocre about it.
The tone olyour films seems to hove shifted from the fantastic, as In
your anlmollon, lo the more human, as In lr:azlLi
lfo happened little by little. I remember In Time Band8'
the
scenes with Sean Connery and the boy were really dlfficull lor Mike
and 1 do write because we l!ied to be funny with them at first.
Because at least part olthe comedy we do Is delenslve-lfs where
you're clever, you don't actually allow yourself to be perceived as
sentimental or vulnerable. We were Just loo clever with those
scenes, and In the end we Jussimplified them down to nothing and
I thought they were really good They were soslmple, but for us they
were extremely difficult to do, but !or anyone else, they wouldn't
even have to think about It
In Bradl, when we finished the moln stuff and started doing the
special effects, things like Jonathan In his superman suit, I was
getting really bored with II because II wasn't as Interesting as the
scenes between characters.

Because you've done an that before.
Yeah. I must be getting old ondtired(loughs). Sutlfs really nice. fm
feeling more confident about doing that, and I reollywanfto keep
moving In ttlol direction.
Lane .. So whofs-next?
Gllllam: We're rewriting a script olthe moment Ifs the odventures?f Baron
Munchousen He'san eighteenth centurycharocter, on odVenturer, a
soldier, a gentleman but most ol all he's the biggest llar In the
world He tells the most lanf05tic stories. In a way Ifs carrying on
trom Time Bandit. and lrm:11, where the bay Is ftle lontasist, then
the man, and this will be the old man toeing death. Ifs really going
to be the other side of the coin !Jorn Brozll: wtieie Brazil was dark
and nightmarish, this one's going to be a Jolly romp-but I hope It
doesn't get too }ally.
One of the most amazing things about your films Is the greet sense
of mood.
GIiiiam: Yeah. I think trs my latent megalomania If you can·ttoke over the

Lone ..
Gllllam:
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interview
with
Terry
Gilliom
by John May and Mike Lyster
world you con al least build your own. Ifs safer ltlan actually
getting Involved 1n poutlcs (toughs).
Lance: Are you through with animation?
· GIiiiam: I think I am, because at the moment t ltllnk my lllms are becoming
ltke live action animation-doing
things ttlol most people would
think would be an!mal!on Ideas. like In Meaning of ute, with the
Crimson Permanent Assurance. I originally wrote that as animation,
and then I sold'no, woilo minute, I'm goingtodoltfor
real' I want
lo be able lo do the some sort of things I can do in animation, using
scale and fontasl!c things going on, but It Intrigues me to do ii so
you believe Ifs actually real.
lance:
Do you plan on working on a smaller scale, or wilf your lllms keep
getting bigger and bigger?
GIiiiam: As long as I con get the money I'll keep going bigger and bigger
until r foll on my face. Either that. or I'll Just get fed up with ii. The
prciblem with Braztl was Iha! It took us nine months lo shoot the
things, and It was just an absolute nightmare: lt drove me crazy. II
would be nice to do little things-the difficulty ls that my mind stlll
ttllnks up quick llttle Ideas. When we were doing Python, fhe,e was
a format for It
Lance: Do you ever get a chance to produce them?
Gllllam: No. because I need to concentrate on one thing al o time. I need
to put all myenergytnto one thin. Munchousen, now, Is going to be
the next two years.
Lance: Of all the Pylhont. you seem to work with Mlchoel Palin the most.
GIiiiam: I work with Mike because he's the easiest for me to get on with. We
,just see things very similarly. Pytllon Is an odd group, because hair
the group. l think don't really Hke making lllms. and the other hall
do- they <:lon'tactually like the process or fllmlng. rdon't really like
spending time trying to keep them happy.
Lancr. How ,was your relottonshlp with the rest of the group, as the only
Amencam
Gllltam: I was used as the ·token American', ltle one they could laugh
al because I didn't speak the language as well as they did. So it
gave them a sense of superiority they certainly didn't deserve.
lance:
Do you feel more like an American or a Brit?
Gllllam: 1don't know. Thera's enough anger and energy In me that keeps
me American; certain naive beliefs ltlot the wo,ld Is possible fa
Improve In some small way. On the other hand, I like tempering
thol with being a Briton and being a little bit more realistic about
the way the world really Is.
Lane« Do you getltlred ol,MOnly Python questions?
Gllllam: Yes and no (laughs). Ifs all port of the Job now. Ifs wlerd because
!Python hasn't been on television here In Er"!.Qlandtor . probob.1y
about eight years, so Ifs sort ofo dead thing here. But In the States
and Canada Ifs olive and welt, I assume. Is It stlUshown In Canada?
Lane« All the time.
GIiiiam: Yes...lfs really extraordinary because every time I come across
there, people will constantly come up and soy something. ond
then they wait expectingly for you lo react to It. I don't react, and I
don't know why they're waiting lor me. Obviously what theyve
done Is sold something tram one of the sketches. which rve long
forgotten (laughs).
What I do like Is ttie factthol 11does stoyallve. When I was doing the
promotional tour tor lrazt~ a month and a hall ago. I come back to
ttie hotel In Washington D.C., and I turned on Iha television and
therewewere. ltwasa real shock lo me. ttwos stuff I hadn't seen In
probably ten years.
Lane« What did you watch when you were a kid? Were you a big
animation Ian?
Gllllam: Yes. rve always loved cartoons. Again, Ifs the abstraction ol
them-you can do the things you can't do with real people.
Lane« Even though you try.
Gllllam: Yeah, Ifs nice. I ltllnk Ifs a way al dealing with certain ports olthe
~ur11ancondition In o sate way, as opposed to blowing up Vletoam.
Lane« Do you ever plan on returning to tt,e States or Is Britain your home

"°"'

Gllllam:

Lance:

Ifs home here. This'll be my nlneteenltl year here which Is longer
than I've lived anywhere else. ru stay here. I must admit thol the
stoles has Improved In certain ways. It seems to have become
slightly more at ease with itself. There's a lot ol energy going on.
The problem With Britain Is that Ifs wallowing at the moment , and it
can get very depressing here. But I think I'm happier having a lot of
depression around me, as opposed to IMng in a world where
everything is looking for a bright new beautiful tomorrow, every
day.
On the Python films. you are listed as co-director. How much were
you responsible for lhe direction, and how much the art direction?

GIiiiam:

When we did the Holy Grat~ TerryJones and I hod never directed a
llllm before, and we were both desperole lo make a film. When we
got the money, they didn't mind Us directing it, so that was m,i
chance lo do it We Uterolly co-directed the film, but after o while
there was a certain confusion when you get IWovoices screaming.
So 6bout holfwoythrough It. Terry started concentrating on talking
lo the other members of the group, fhe acting side ol lf. and I
concentrated on the cameras. We split the duties thol way.

lane«

How blg a part do you ploy In the art direction of your own films?

GIiiiam:

Total I boslcoUy am the supervising designer of the thing. I'm
constantly doing sketches and getting references and things. 111
were ta get someone new to work with, they wouldn't put up with
me (laughs), because they'd see the credit there and think they
were supposed to be Jn charge.
Are you very Involved In the business side of your fllms?

Lane«
GIiiiam:

ltrytostoyoutol
ltos much as possible. I do knowwhofsgolng on
loll ltlettme, but In the case ol lrazfl I Justlet Arnon handle all ofltlol.
rve alW~ worked In a woy where t've had tolal lreedom tram the
start, and that usually frightens most people away from me. If
someone agrees to work with me they know I'm demanding llnol
Icut and everything: your Job Isto keep the llnonclal shit off my back.
On the other hand. when ii comes to controlling the budget of the
film, I do that myself. I put ln my contract Iha! I lose fin al cut If I go
over budget.

Lance:

Were you surprised by some of the vehement negative

JC.lionio

Bm.m
rve seen this lllm playing all around Europe for a ye, s..iI know
haw It plays, I know there's abut 30 per cent who reany dislike If
(laughs), and they really get very angry. But I like that, because I
know of least rve hit a nerve somewhere.
Lance: Thars one of the reasons t wanted lo see the film in the first place.
Gllllam: Thafs very funny. because there was this piece on It, I think It was
"Entertainment Tonight," where ltlls woman was going on about It,
land everybody said 'Thofs terrlflc, lhars Just what we wont-Ifs
going to gel people going to see this rnm: Ifs really nice when you
can feel that they re angry, lo know that something went on In that
theatre that really got to them. I think what would bother me the
most would be to be accused ol being blanc( lo make something
thol was 'entertaining.'
Lane« IB1ondnessIs the lost thing you'll have to worry about. By then, what
are you doing home at ten o'clock on a Friday nlghri'
Gllllam: rm babysitting. We all lead very normal lives, too.
lane•
Maybe, but I can Just Imagine who! the Interior design of your
house looks ilkO,:..ducts all over the place.
GMIHam: (laughs) Hos the film opened In Ontario yet?
GIiiiam:

Lane«

Gllllam:

ll's playing In Detroit, across the river:!twos scheduled lo open here In
Windsor but was cancelled !or some reason. I guess we bland
Canadians eon't handle It.
ll's Interesting. When I was In Montr8ol, we got same of the best
reactions there. The nice thing about the film Is that ii works as
some sort of slgncil flare from a Ille raft. You start discovering thol
there are a lot ol other people out ltlere who like Iha! sort al thing.
who have the Intelligence to oppreclole It Ifs owayollocuslng for
those people.a

Need I insist that... our sexual selves are merely idylers in a
1·as£

wood?

-John Hawkes. "The B lood Oranges"
by Lovre Buj

--

Now that the world of Shakespeare's plays bears only
etymo logica l relevance to our own views of nature, spirit, and
sta te, the expressive value of his drama is largely psychological.
An d if you're sea rching for a play to sink semi-serious
teeth into, you might, say, choose A Midsummer Night's
Dream and get hip to the fact that the dark und ertones of the
romance-c omedies always point towa rd themes of Just,
misdirecte d Jove. and vexe d virtue.
But then, ou r Unive rsity P layers aren' t so much as
..:arch ing as trying to perform a respectable Dream-an d
lhat's just it, no dream is really respectab le; not when it's one
long lyric metap hor of secrecy and secretion: a dramatization
of love-ju ice gone wrong in an Athenian wood. Afte r all, in
the wake of Freu~ Lacanian psycholinguistics, and the
tabloida l hysteria of our own video-voyeur culture, psychology
is still the thing to handle. especially in the rea lm of love and
night. the very Dream realm.
Think of it love and nighL Thinkofit(~rimagine
it if you
haven't yet made it down to Essex Hall) as I do now, recalling
a late dash through fog and a tumble over some unclaimed
seats unul I was finally settled enough to see Rebecca
Dupont"s fairly gracefu l but ineffectual Hippolyta parade
around in a leg-baring costume while Jo nathan Co hen
seeme d to be going through the prover bial motions as he
made stilted small-talk of The seus ' verse.
But, to generate a point the action. the dramaturgical
demands of Shakespeare's script are easy to dote upon,
difficult to activate and keep in the balance . All tho se delicate
lines can drop like devitalized mouthing s from the lips of an
actor or actres s incapable of poetic rigour in delivering these
most artificial of' emotional' pronouncements.
This rigour, which should illuminate the play's treacherous
turns of mystery, danger, and romance, should extend to its
very structure. The mortals enter a wood alive with the spirits
of a supernatural squabble; the lovers' discourse and the
reversible fortunes of their absurd vulnerability are both
satirized and contrasted in the noisy, gangling, knock-about
humour of the mechanicals. The tendency of most Dream
attempts is to produce some giddy and undifferentiated
lovers; two modest disappointments in the impalpably importunate fairy King and Queen; and a rowdy lot of show-stealing
mechanicals.
Director Dan P. Kelly's effort doesn't treat itself to the
luxury of a radical departure. No leather -bristles-studs-andswitchblades here. The players troop across a roomy but
mostly unimaginative set One might pick and nag and caJI
the whole production conservative and inanimate, but considering
the mess Detroit's Hilberry Theatre is currently making of•
the same play , this would only reveal the critic as killcourtesy.

little steps.
Adam Fu1faro's Bottom would dominate the action. He's
More motivated, not nearly as emotionally immune as the
padded up to be rich with meretriciou s meat and he comes
across full of heart y, unaggre ssive swagger. Among the rest of other lead ma les, the Lysa nde r-Deme trius du o (Jam es
W atson and Paul Hu schilt, repectively) are a well- attired and
his crew , Glen Ga ston is a tireless and engaging Quince , and
sufficiently accomplished pair.
Philip Nichol discharges his Flute and his Thisby with a sort
When daggers are wielded and angered love girds the
of ramshackle tang.
limbs of these misdirected males, Puck speeds about insuring
As for the other halfofBottom's love-affair, Kim Schulze
proves a full-bodied but generally unobtrusive Titania. Her harmlessness and exhaustion. And a baffling Puck this be.
deluded fancy is so underplayed as to make it obvious why a More like a toy than a hwnbug hobgoblin, Carol Badger
displays a frame whose rubbery archings and oddly swung
match with Christian Philipsz' Oberon couldn't have been
anns casts stranie, sometimes clumsy shapes across the set
anything more than a carnal convenience. Philipsz is all
For all the energy in her woodland sprints there are moments
strong voice and impressive clamourbut the volleys communicate
when she is in the lead of an achingly unpolished fairy
little sense of personality or dire consequence.
choreography.
. The lovers are your usual blend offickle fools and singl·eHowever, all this was opening night I'm sure that in the
mmded sufferers; yet even with a reversal in hair-colour it's
meantime the Players have gained confidence and striven to
no surprise that the females outdo their male counterparts.
Heather LeeMills' Herrnia, possessedof a simple, straightforward, rest,re amends even if their training over at the Drama
Builoing doesn't prepare them for the un-naturalistic challenge
and usually unseething sincerity, delivers some very able
of classical theatre. Still, one cannot but be charitable to the
lines and stands her own next to the lanky, quivering energies
fidelity of their striving, and humble to the development of
on Anne Louise Bannon's Helena. Bannon is more affected
~ne' s own perceptions - I feel the faintest of nostalgic pangs
than Mills;but that's not to knock her performance; she relies
m the knowledge that this may very well be the last in a line of
on a sharply delineated comic stance and her inevitable
Essex Hal assignments beginning with The Importance of
rushes of exasperation amuse an audience attuned to such
Being Earnest back in October 1981. D
things as the comic potential of face puckering and a flurry of

TulJJ{l
, Imagesin Voguerockthewuve
by Michael Panontin

h. my jaded eardrum s!
Lately , us senior Lanc e
staffers have debated our fates
as pundits of popdom; is most
of today's pop really garbage,
or are weJustoutofit, having
deeply lapsed into adolescent senility? Saturday
night at the Subway, Tulpa's acutely electric
pop virtually jolted my oral taste-buds with a
passionate, psychedelectrifying set Alas,
pop lives, and I rest cured.
Culling most of the material from their
awkwardly eclectic debut album, Mosaic
Fish, Tulpa were indeed rhythmic but in an
unimposing and unaffected way. Despite the
usually lame. uninspired offerings from pretentious Queen St, and its plethoric muck of
wanna-bes and han&ers-on-most notably of
late the artificiafly primal caveman beat of
the Dave Howard/Vital Sines bunch-Tulpa's
magically crafted hooks give added testament
to their brilliance.
eontl•ued oa page II

--

by Sarah Atkinson
t's not because of a lack of
adjectives that I fmd it difficult
to say something critically
gripping about Vancouver based new wave outfit Images
in Vogue, who played in the
U of W 's Subway last Thursday night Yet
it's not inconceivable that a post-gig assessment such as this will prove close to futile
since stalwart I. V. fans will spurn lukewarm
criticism andnon-fans ( the neutral, the negative,
the downright hostile) will have stopped
reading already. But on the off-chance that
few perservere beyond these verbose circumnavigations,I proceed withlicense to the
critics' (s)laughterho~.
Images in Vogue was formed in 1981 and
have done well for themselves, picking up the
odd Juno and Jwio-typc award since their
formation. They are purported to "put a twist
on the 'Eurosound' by blending synthesizers

rn
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Alas, it's that time of year again: everybody who's not trying to predict the NCAA
tournament winner is telling you who they
think will win Oscars. We/£ the Lance has
decided that the statuett~gazing has gone
on long enough, and so we're handing down
the final word. We've gone to great lengths
to get it. too. We tracked a couple of film
theorists-you know. the sort of creatures
who actually liketo read subtitles and claim
to be on speaking terms with the likes of
Terry Gilliam-hoping they'd quickly and
quietly tell us who was going to win what
Of course it wasn't long before they
launched into indecipherable quasi-semiotic
jargon and debates about what Eisenstein
was doing in 1928. After much effort. we
managed to unearth the following snippets
of sense-needles from the haystack. as it
were. Here they are; now you know all.

BEST DIRECTOR

May: John Huston's got it, not so much for
Prizzi's Honor, but in recognition of his
lifetime achievements. He's also the oldest
American director nominated, so the Academy
feels sort of obligated.
Lyster: I don't think, considering Huston's
16 lifetime nominations and six Oscars, that
the Academy feels obligated at all. But I still
think he'll win, because the voters are impressed
that he was able to pull a difficult project
together and present it so well. By the way,
will the Speilberg-ites quit their whining? A
Best Picture/Best Director discrepancy has
occured only 146 times in the history of the
awards, and he probably didn't deserve the
nomination anyway.
BEST PICTURE

by Mike Lyster and John May

BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
May: Meg Tilly. She was great, in Agnes of
God, even though she should have been
nominated for Best Actress, because her role
was hardly supporting. No contest
Lyster: the favourite seems to be Anjelica
Huston (Prizzi's Honor) but I'll go with
Tilly also, JUSt'cause the Academy wants to
prove they're not all atheistic slobs.
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
May: They'll give it to Don Ameche, the old
guy in Cocoon, simply because he's old.
Lyster: Ameche? They just nominated him
because they feel sorry for him. William
Hickey was truly brilliant in Prizzi's Honor,
and deserves the Oscar if anyone does. But
no one has ever accused the Academy of
being fair, so look for Klaus Maria Braundauer
(Out of Africa) to nab the gold

May: This is the tough one. I suppose I'll
pick Honor, just to be consistent with my
directorial choice. But it wasn't my favourite
film of the year. actually I'm quite upset
because most of my favourite films weren't
nominated (to wit Brazil, Robert Altman's
Fool for Love).
Lyster: While we're on the subject, Martin
Scorcese's bitingly hilarious After Hours
was also better than any nominated ( especially
Spider Woman-how did that get there?);
To Live and Die in LA was also overlooked.
At least none of Stallone's offenses were
cited. Of the ones up for the statuette, I think
Honor has the best shot, for its inventive
narrative style and fine performances. D
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BEST ACTRESS
May: Whoopi Goldberg, from The Colour
Purple, I picked her by process of elimination;
they won't give it to Streep because she's had
enough. Anne Bancroft was only okay in
Agnes of God, and I didn't see the other two
films.
Lyster: I must admit that Goldberg may pull
an upset, but I think their infatuation with
Streep is far from over. She mastered yet
another accent in Out of Africa, and that
means another Oscar for Meryl.
BEST ACTOR
May: William Hurt will win for Kiss OJ
The Spider Woman despite h.is soggy, selfindulgentperformancejust because the academy
wants to show how liberal and arty it can be.
Besides, Harrison Ford just played Harrison
Ford in Witness, Jon Voigt was in a lousy
movie, Jack Nicholson has already won too
much, and James Gamer is a TV actor.
Lyster: Yeah, right Hurt and Ameche. Nicholson certainly didn't tum in a vintage performance in Honour (he affected a very
annoying Brooklyn accent that detracted
from his performance), but he'll still win. The
acting field this year is really weak, as
Gamer's presence attests.

BEST ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY
May: It would be great if Terry Gulliams's
Brazil won, but there is no way that the
Academy could swallow its pride enough to
admit it was the best script of the year(it was
really the best picture, too). Instead, the
Award will go the Woody Allen's Purple
Rose of Cairo, another director who's rejected
Hollywood, but one that the Academy has
learned to accept
Lyster: Ditto.

It's to your Credit to Spend
the Summer with Us!

•
•
•
•
•

Criminal Justice and Social Policy
Peace Studies
Political Economy
Social Sciences Methodology
Russian Language Study

Many other first year, upper level, and graduate courses
in arts, social sciences, science, and engineering are
being offered.
Students normally registered at universities other than
Carleton are advised to obtain a Letter of Permission
from their home university to ensure that they will
receive transfer of credit for their Carleton course(s).
Applications for residence accommodation are also
available.
For a copy of the 1986 Summer Calendar, contact the
School of Continuing Education, Room 302,
Administration Building, Carleton University,
Ottawa, Ontario K1S 586 (613) 564-6660.
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CARLETONUNIVERSITY

cla&5ifieds
AfflN110N SACRATIFIEDCLUBS.please
be advised 1hal yc,urodmlnistrativefunding
and special events funding cheques are
rv:y,,1 available
for pick up in the SAC
office. Also. check out your mail boxes ,n
the club office across from the lance
office. 2nd floor. University Centre

APARTMENTTO SHAREwith 2 g111s1n
upper part of a house. 10-15 minute walk
to Universityand on bus line Fullyfurnished
except available bedroom. Clean. quiet.
and has fireplace. use ot pool. etc. Looking
for a room mate fOf May to September
with Option of staying on. $200/month
includes utilities. Call 253-9478.
Mlll'lft, Jugglers, clowns and anyone
else Interested in being part of the tnternattonal Freedom Festival's Children's Day
call 252-n64.

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
IT
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RichardJanikscoresa coup

So, you wanna be a rockandrollstclr?
by John May

ichard Janik didn't get much
homework done during Slack

Week.
He nevermade it to Florida,
either, even though he intended
to spend the week roasting
on the beach. Instead, the Windsor singer/
songwriter weaseled his way into an opening
spot on Burton Cummings' recent tour.
Janik is a fourth year Communications
Studies student here at the U of W who
performs around the city and puts out singles
on the side. He was weaned on Guess Who
music as a kid, and the punch}, vibrant style
of that 70's Canadian band pervades his own
music, which you've probably heard if you've
caught his act in the Pub/Subway over the
last couple years.
So it happened, a couple weeks ago. that
Rick went down to the comer store to pick up
The Windsor Star, but found all they had left
was a London Free Press from the weekend
before. Looking it over, he noticed that
Burton Cummings was playing in London
that very night Now, Rick has been a Burton
fan from way back-actually,
more of a
disciple than a fan. Wouldn't it be something,
he thought, if he could open up for him in
London?
So, he made a few calls, asked if they
needed an opening act, and whaddyaknow?
He got the old "No thanks, everythings
been arranged" *click*.
Not one to be discouraged easily, Rick
hopped in his truck and sped to London.
"All the way to London I was repeating
to myself'! will open for Burton Cummings,
I wil~ I ~ I will open for Burton Cummings,"
he said.
By the time J anik arrived at Wonderland
Gardens, Cumming,' crew was halfway through
the sound check. So, Rick waited around for
about three hours or so, not sure what to do.
"My contingency plan was that if I
couldn't open for Burton at the Gardens, I'd
go down and see the Spits/Knights game so
the weekend wouldn't be a complete waste,"
he said.

Lance photo by John May

Richard Janik contemplating his next move.

second engagement He certainly was.
"Once I had established myself favourably
with Cummings' management and crew, I
assumed my warm-up act role for seven more
Ontario venues" including California's here
in Windsor last week, said Janik.
"By his fifth appearance, Cummings' management was getting a little curious. They
finally asked who was booking him and who
was paying him. He replied, "Nobody. Thls
is the money I would have spent getting
sunburnt in Florida"
They couldn't believe it
"They couldn't see how somebody could
keep appearing on schedule all ready to
perform with Burton Cummings," said Janik,
"It's a very unconventional way of breaking
into the business. The biggest thrill I'm
having is that I'm on the road with Burton
Cummings. I'm actually doing something as
part of his show that he directly contri buted
to with his music- because the Gue ss Wh o
was my number one influence of all time."
Janik keeps his little coup in motion by
finding out the itinerary of the tour, then
calling the clubs to see whether an opening act
is slated. If there isn't one(90 per cent of the

When the sound check was through. he'd
made up his mind. The crew was beginning to
lounge for a bit when he went up to them and
asked, ''Okay, you guys ready to do the
sound check for the opening act?"
The head technician gave Janik some
serious eyeballing.
"There's no opening act," he said, "The
show's scheduled to start at nine. It's all
arranged"
Janik begged to differ. "Look," he said,
"It's all been taken care o( I don't see why
there's any problem."
After a bit of deliberation, they finally did
a sound check for Janik.
"Once I had it all set up with them, I went
to the management of Wonderland Gardens
and said, 'OK, fellows, everythings all set for
the opening act with the crew. Do you want to
go with it?' After the same kind of mass
confusion, they finally said,' Yeah. we'll start
at 8:30 ,"' said Janik, "So metime s you have
to go out on a limb and make like you own the
joint"
Janik was a hit with the crowd that night,
and the management of the Gardens asked if
he was coming back the next nightfor~

Assumption University's
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time) he'll tell them that Burton has been
touring with an opening act, and that the act is
available. They usually agree to put him on.
He hasn't told Burton about it yet
"I haven't levelled with him about it, but I
will next week," he said.
Janik said the key to how successful this
approach is is how well he does with the
audience.
"There's no better way to get your foot in
the door than breaking into a club and doing a
number on the audience," he said, ··1 actually
get encores."
As for Janik 's recording career, he plans
on returning to the studio in May to put
together another single. His last record,
"Dinosaur/ Awaiting Your Return", which
was released two years ago, received considerable airplay on MOR stations despite
minimal promotion. He trunks the new one
will do much better.
"I have some really good music that I
trunk people will be knocked out to hear," he
said, "I'm notgonna do any of the 'standard'
stuff like you hear on the Corey Hart records,
with the popping synth bass lines. You can
always tell an artist who's trying to keep
afloat of the technology."
Janik said that while electronic instruments are being used, he'll stick with plenty
of acoustic guitar and piano to keep a "natural"
feel.
"It's not urban music by any means," he
said, "I'm not using guitars that are ripping
people's heads off You'll hear certain textures
and certain colours that do not exist in
popular music today."
Janik said he wants his music to be
original, not necessarily massively popular,
since he wants to avoid all the production
'standards' ubiquitous on the airwaves.
"I think people are going to be getting
smart to trus kind of thing if they're not
already perma-sto ned by 1t," he said, "I'm
not seeking fame. I just want to put out good
music that people are going to have a good
time listening to."
Janik will be appearing at the Subway
April 10th, openingfor Maclean and Maclean.0
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• Pre-university courses in a wide variety of academic subjects
• Bright facilities 10 downtown Guelph
• Fully equipped computer and science labs
• Small classes, personal attention, experienced staff.
For information or a visit, contact Mr. D. McCallum, Principal
Wyndham Co llege, 121 Wynd ham St., Guelph N lH 4E9

(5 19) 822-5515

Canada's Ambassador for Disarmament
The 1986 Christian
Culture
Gold Medal A ward Recipien t
speaking on

'' Canada and the
Pursuit of Peace''
D ate: Sunday, Ma rch 23: 1986
Time: 8:00 p.m.
Place: Assumption University
400 Huron Chur ch Road
Wind sor, Ont ario
All Welcome
Admiss ion Free

Reception
to Follow

HEBERT
1284 OTTAWA STREET · WINDSOR· ( 519) 258 5500

I
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Movieoasisin the desert
"Movies lie. cheat, steal and seduce-/ lo\'e them."
-Nicholas E. Skyles

Saturday is cartoon night, featuring Warner Brothers
gems from the days before censorship. Popeye. Betty
hose starved for alternative cinema .in Boop, Tweetie Bird, Bugs Bunny & Co. were created
Windsor ( or even decent commercial bv animators with a very adult sense of humour, and
cinema-why
hasn't Fool for Love they didn't mind operating at a level above theheads of
been shown here? Where's Braz if! Or the children they were ostensibly creating for. Betty
Joshua Then and Now-not even Can- Boop was particularly racy. with such background
. adian movies above the level oL\.feat- scenes as pimps snorting cocaine ( the most overrated
balls get shown here-since both CinemaWindsor
drug of our time-so I'm told).
and the Windsor Film Theatre folded we've been
Or, to put it another way, here's the Globe and
completely at the mercy of the whims of the theatre
Mairs Paul McGrath (actually I'm not sure whether
chains) get a few crumbs thrown their way this weekend
he still writes for them): ''Boiling Betty's friend Pope ye
as the Undergraduate Philosophy Club presents three
down to essentials, we're looking at attempted rape by
consecutive nights of quirky films. brought to you and
a repeat offender-Bluto.
Bluno, Brutus. take your
hosted by Toronto maverick film collector and filmpick-countered with avenging macho that is fuelled
showerr Reg Hartl
by leafy. organic substances; truly a disturbing stew of
Hartt makes his living showing movies and old. old
dark, festering urges.•·
cartoons from his extensive priva te collection at small
Each night's viewing will be preceded by a talk
theatres in Toronto. With the showings he offers a from the entertaining and illuminating Mr. Hartt. who
commen tary drawing on his vast knowledge of film
knows all kinds of stories about Mel Blanc as well as
history and cartoonists. though he makes a point of
about WB animators Bob Clampett. Chuck Jones.
staying away from an academic approach ( and clai~s
Fritz Freling, Max Fleischer, et al (You wish you'd
that film theorists around Toronto stay away from his
heard of them). He also owns the only print in Canada
screen ings).
of Birth of a Nation, along with prints of the 1922
Fri day is Surrealist Sinema night, featuring the
Nosferatu. the 1922 Salome ( with set design by
famous Un Chien Andalou (whaddaya mean. you
Aubrey Beardsley). The Cabinet of Dr. Caligan:
haven't heard ofit?) by eccentric filmmaker Luis Bunuel
Fritz Lang's Metropolis, and much else besides.
and notorious artist Salvador Dali.
The films will be shown in 1120 MB (that's 1120
Also on the bill are a film of Poe's The Fall of the
ER for all you neophytes and pedants) on Thursday
House of Usher (l 929) and Lot in Sodom (l 933),
and Saturday. and in room 2123 of the same building
both by the team of Watson and Webber. Both were
on Friday. Mr. Hartt's talks begin at 7:00 each night.
made as attempts to reproduce on film the atmosphere
with screenings at 7:30.
ofopiu m dreams ( I can't describe it unless you've been
-Des mond Mc Gr ath
there. man).

[rJ

Moving Soon from Salon 5 10 to

New Location
1 MAIDEN LANE
A s of April 1, I would like to wish
a warm welc ome to aJI!!
*Before April 1st. I may be reached
at Salon 510

973-4977

Jeans by

ColvinKlein
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GRADUATE STUDIES

,............ , u , •• ,. ... ,, ...,,.. .,

UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

IPolol

It is not too late . . .
1115 not too ,ate

to seek admission m many of our graduate programmes rn the
lields of lhe Humanities. Social Sciences. Sciences anc Engineering.
(Over 40 fields of studies are offered )

• Black Denim • Stone Wash Denim
• Bleached Out Denim

ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS are available to candidates Nllh gooo academic
slandrngs They range ffom s1 OOOup to S6 OOOFor those who will or have received 8 scholarship from an exlernal ;:igency we offer sup plementary schol arships of up to $4.500 Teaching and research assistantships are also available 1n
each department
REQUIREMENTS:
e canad1an or permanent res1den1
e
e

Good aca demic s1and1ng
Should normally have app lied for an external scholars h1p

Just Arrived!!!
Denim Jackets by

APPLIC ATIO N PROCEDURE:

Send resume and

appcopnalo documcr>'s to

SCHOLARSHIPS OFFICE
School of Graduale S1ud11'Sand Research
Un,vers,1y
ol Ottawa
t 15 w, tJrOdSI Ol!awa 0:ilar o I<1N 6N5
Th
(6131 '>64·6546

Calvin Klein &
Polo by Ralph Lauren
(less 10% for stud~nts & faculty)

OIL GARD anti-rust

classtfieds
FORSALE. Volvo 1980 Loaded b:cellent
cone1 !Ion S8300 Co 252-4897

AuumpNon
Wook

University Cha~t

Hory

Schedulo:

Morch 23 - Palm Sundoy- Mass & Distr~
butlOn of Palms 10 30 om & 4 30 pm
March 24-26 1150 om ..ifurgy
Morch 26 - PonttentoolService 7 pm
followed by v,doo "Jesusof Nazareth'
Morch 27 - Holy Thursday. Moss of the

..ord'slost Supper 7 30 pm
Morch 28 Good Fndoy 3 pm L turgy
VenorO'!IOfl
of the Cross& Communion
W,orch:29EosterV1g11
11}30pm. folio',,.00
by 1oception

Mach 30- Eoster Moss of the ResurroctlOn
10:30 om (no 4 JO pm Mass)
Ewr,one welcomO formore nformot,on
ploose call 973-7034

on 2nd Laurler: You oro tho only
reoson con th nk of for go ng to Valll8!
rvo olwoys wonted to work ovor ond
Anne

ntroduce mysoll but Von er tsn t over> o
ploce to eot. let olone meet -...omen

Unfortunately,I never see you onypioce
el10 You weion tot the llbforye1ther hme
rvo been there this Y8CJ!.ond when I met
you ot the pub you were soon swept
awoy by the crowd Bosldes.how con

osk you to donce to Cliff Erikson? Just

wonted you to

know there s someone
out there"""° finds you very attractive
Some cloy. maybe wehen the food IS
good or when there lso blue moon rnget
up enoug h neNe to !OY 'Hlr Bill

...
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~
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in a class of
! its own
I ---------
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Tested :

Applied in rain 0 ,- shine, OIL GARD.
laboratory developed & road tested
Provides effective rust protection on
any vehicle of any age and cond1t1or
Proven :

Over 100.000 Rust-Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims dunng our 9
years in business
Warrantied:

The industry leader with up to8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles.

-~-~~-:-;-- ·~
4 51 Tecumseh W. , Hours: Mon-Fr i.
256-4488
8-5 , Sat. 9-3

It's a MUST against rust!

•
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The All Natural Cotto n

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary Mattress
• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors

** Low Price**

@e futonshoe)

Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
Under$300

"Natural Sleep Centre"
441 Pelissier St, across from Parking Garage
~
.
.
973-8338
~ Daily till 9, Sat. till 6, Sun. 12-4

University of Windsor Liberal Club Presents:

THE HON . HERB GRAY, M.P.
Opposition House Leader
speaks on
Economic Concerns of Canada

FREE TRAD E
A Questio n of Sovereignty
The Liberal Party Point of View
Monday March 24
11:30- 12:30
The Blue Room - 2nd Floor
University Centre
Qu estion & Answer Fo rmat
Come Out & E xpress Your Views

Rockin'

the wave
IMAGES, from page 14

and regular rock instruments." Is this so unusual? I
must admit their unity of avant-garde and mainstream pop
is successful (ie. if the effect that such a marriage of
methods produces is indeed what they were groping
for. then congrats, boys); but any band that simultaneously promotes affiliation with two sides of the same
disc set themselves up for static from either side.
This band is less exciting than they could be; they
tend to limit themselves to themes of teenage sturm and
adolescent drang with the occasional tangential sal!y
into the funnier side of intimacy. Lyrics are by-thebook formulaic, repetitive. but not unevocative, if
you're willing to simplify your emotional head for at
least the duration of two choruses of" Lust for Love"
('" I mistook your.. " or was it .. You mistook my .. :· probably one with the other implied-realistic).
Vocalist Dale Martindale, who shares stage front
with lead guitarist Ed Shaw, delivers a limited pastiche
of poppy vocal styles wavering between a resemblance
to Richard Butler (Psychedelic Furs) and a kind of
Bowie-esqueness ( and I wasn't even consciously searching
for possible fairy godfathers.) Martindale's sporadic
gyrations did little to inspire and his general dance
routine couJcj use some work. Martindale's vocal style
does carry the necessary strength to rescue angstish/
romantic lyrics from total wimpdon.
Shaw's playing provided a significant injection of
mainstream gap-bridging hard-edge that makes a band
more than a passing barstage vapour.
One way to make an audience ineluctably aware of
just how important a bassman is is to shove him
awkwardly forward for a couple songs, which is what
was done to Gary Smith whose competency nonetheless
rose enough above the badly orchestrated choreography.
The final begrudged admission: This band is nice to
look at, not astounding in visual effect, but nice;
enjoyable aurally too. Despite the lack of particularly
original themes or fonns, Images in Vogue succeed in
creating a style that is fresh. The mellower side of the
younger set apparently doesn't mind a smoothly
executed redundancy. Said a fiiend about their encorial
ren ditio n of"T H e ard it Th roug h th e Grapevi ne," " I
prefer the original ." T he band will not be he ld
responsible for this shortcoming. D

An extensive, exclusive but not necessarily exhaustive interview with Images in Vogue will be aired
on CJAM on Northern Lights, Wed March 26th
between 8 and 10 pm.

Refreshments

Dale Martindale

Lance photo by Sukanya Pillay

TULPA, from page 14

Indeed the crux of any intended effect centers
around the subtle rhythmic putterings of guitarist John
Bottomley. Though quite obviously {but not conspicuously) a throwback to halcyon psychedelic days, his
universally sixtyish sound lifts only influence and not
imitation from that era. And it's that fine line that
separates tje truly great modem bands from the merely
banal.
During"' We Want It Now'', Bottomley works with
subtly funked-up riffs vaguely reminiscent of Archie
Bell and the Drells' "Tighten Up" while in "Where Do
We Go From Here?", his desperate phrasing injected
added importance into humankind's most ubiquitous
question. And the encore, of course the band's strongest
song," Passion", was rendered with overflowing emotion
by Bottomley's fervent solo introduction. Totally
intense. So obviously un-Queen St So step aside,
Miss Siberry, Tulpa may well be the new ambassadors
of Canada's pop scene.
Windsor's Tokens, displaced ska/blue-beaters
from another era (that's polite for passe), were more
than the mere garage band J, had them written ff as. A
taut rhythm section, moody soul-tinged horns and
respectful covers (like a h ealthy rend ition of"I H e ard
It Thro ugh the Grap e vine") gave the c rowd a toxin for
dancing-just what the apathites needed. The question
now is whether bands should give us what we need ( like
the Tokens) or what we deserve (like Tulpa).
And Lost Patrol? Missed'em. Sorry, guys, buthow
could I miss "Valley Girl" on the tube?D

GRADUATION
PHOTOGRAPHY

Specials by D es
for M en & Women

<oiPearl
Studio
Member of Professional Photographers of Canada

Specializing in
Chemical Hair Straightening
(Mon. , Tues., Wed. Specials)

Chemical Relaxing
Care F ree Curls
S Curls
W ash/Set
Cut/ Style

$30
$35
$30
$10
Women $18 up Men $12

"Our desire to create
a portrait of you at
your best in a comfortable professional
atmosphere makes
our studio one of the
finest"
Sincerely Pearl

Pearl Voinnroski

Beauty Treatment for Todays
Black Women.
We use the Best Products!!
Call for appointment 973-5400
1694 University Ave. W.

All Hoods Available at Our Studio
Arts
Commerce
Computer Science
Education
Engineering

Fine Arts
Human Kinetics
Law
Music
Nursing

377 4 Myrtle St.
(1.5 Km from the University)

Public Admin.
Science
Social Work

258-6004 '

Windsorturnsin /Jest~[fortever;both men and womencracktop ten
by Terry Moore

he University ofWindsor
Track & Field team's
season culminated at the
Canadian lnteruniversity
Athletic Union's(CIAU)
Championships this past
weekend in Edmonton.

rrJ

The team came away from the
event with an unprecedented five medals:
one silver and four bronze. Previously,
the U of W track team had only been
able to acquire one medal at the CIA Us,
so this year's performance was a 400
per cent improvement

much and Ross came in one onehundredth of a second behind Peet,
recording a time of 8.36.
As a result of his second place
finish, Ross made the All-Canadian
team. Usually an AU-Canadian team
is fanned after the CIA Us and competes
in a meet against a few good schools
from the United States. Plans for this
year's meet fell through.
Two of the bronze medals were
won by Marg Gillen in high jump and
long jump.
"Gillen seems to be a clutch performer. She does really well in big
meets competing under pressure," said
Fairall.

The team came away from the event with an
unprecedented
five medals: One silverand four bronze.
Previously,the U of W trackteam had only beenable
to acquireone medalat the CIAUs,so this year'sperformance was a 400 per cent improvement.

Nagy, Jennifer Yee, Walkes, and Donna
Pajor).
·'They had a good chance for a
gold but there was a bad handoff and
1.5 seconds were lost," said Fairall.
Walkes thought that they would
have at least a silver in this event but
due to the sloppy handoff and to not
getting out fast enough this was impossible.
Overall the men's team placed eighth.
Coach Fairall was "hoping to finish a
bit higher with the men, " but ·'was
happy with the fact that they were top
ten in both."
As a result of stiff competition,
Tim Ryan didn't place but did run a

best time of 1: 19 .6 3 which was a big
goal of his. That mark was also a
school record
The team also thought they had
shots at medals in the 4 x 400m and 4 x
800 m men's relays (Neville Douglas,
Ross, Ryan, and Darren Luck) but
injuries to Ross and Douglas hampered
their chances. They finished ninth in
the 800s and fifth in the 400s.
The men's team picked up 12 points
for their eighth-place finish ( out of 21
schools). The women collected 18 for
their seventh in a 22-team field
Toronto copped the men's overall
title,while the University of Saskatchewan
won the women's.

-

Ross.

The sil~er medal was won by Joe
Ross in the 60 metre hurdles. Ross had
to run the race twice due to a call of
interference on the Sherbrook runner
which affected University of British
Columbia and Alberta competitors who
really didn't have a chance to win.
This made the re-running of the race
unfortunate for Windsor because only
the top placing positions were affected
by it
Ross had won the first race clearly
with a time of 8.28, beating secondplace finisher Garn Pelt. a member of
the Toronto team.
Because of injuries, a pulled hamstring and a sprained ankle, Ross was
unable to train up until Friday's race.
"About five minutes before the race I
forgot about injuries and really thought
I could win the race," Ross said
"But I couldn't get in the same
frame of mind for the re-race. I was too
angry."
.
Coach Denis Fairall stated that if
Ross "was healthy he would have won
handily," but the second race too

Lance photo by Mike Lyster

"I can't get serious at little meets,
but I get scared at big meets and do
well as a result," stated Gillen, explaining
her unexpected performance.
Gillen, a first-year student here at
the University, had hoped that she
would do well in long jump but didn't
expect to place in the top three in high
jump at her first CIAU meet
Gillen' s competition was a lot better
than it had been at previous meets,
which may have added to the pressure
created in the competition.
Maxine Walkes nabbed the third
bronze medal in the 300m race. She
has decreased her time by four seconds
in this race during the past season
which is an excellent improvement

"I didn't expect to place in the
300m, but it was made possible by a
few scratches and I was happy to get
it," said Walkes.
The first and second place finishers
in this race were Olympic competitors
making Walkes competition tough.
The fourth bronze was taken by the
women's 4 x 200m relay team ( Lisa

Walkes .. d 1poila.

Lonce photo by Teny Moore
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STUDY
IN
SUCCESS
FencinR coach Eli Sukunda leads Lancers to dynasty
by Terry Moore
master competitor and coach.,
are the words used by Dr.
Dick Monarty, former University of Windsor Director of
Men's SJX)rt,to describe University of Windsor fencing
coach Eli Sukunda. The description, though
cited this time last year, still applies.
·
Adventurous U ofW students have been
making their way to the H.K. build mg two or
three times a week for the past nme years to
be taught and sometimes tonured by the
infamous Mr. Sukunda. Out or the five levels
of coaching in fencing Eli believes that he is
probably at the number one level. This does
not mean that he is not a highly qualified
.:oach. but points to the fact that he has no
1ccreditation. Sukunda coaches on the basis
of his many years of fencing experience.
Eli started fencing eighteen years ago at
• Wayne State University. At the time he was
also running track and field. ( He was 440yd
hurdles Canadian champ in 1967) . After
watching the fencers and taking an interest in
fencing, he was invited by Wayne State
coach Istvan Danosi to join the team
Smee his crossover from track to fencing

Sukunda has acquired a monumental amount
of first rate fencing experience. He has
competed on two Canadian Olympic teams,
in 1976, and in 1984 when the team placed
seventh overall. Sukunda thought that "the
1984 Olympics team could have done better

World Championships. He is now retired
and not training for competition.
For the Olympics he trained for two
years, part of which involved participating in
the National Game Plan and travel to Europe.
All of the Olympic team members practised
for four or five hours a day.
Once Eli left Wayne State he no longer
had a coach because the main fencing centres
were located in Toronto and Ottawa, and he
was situated in Southern Ontario. Therefore,
from this time on he became self-taught.
basing his training on basics given to him be
his Wayne State coach. This fact makes his
many accomplishments more incredible.
One ofEli's main ambitions at present is
to have some of his fencers make the National
Team. He has a few (Sean Moriarty, Rod
Zatyko, Mike Fulmer and Greg Rubidge)
who are ·· almost at that level.''
There's one thing that's certain: Eli gets
results out of his fencers, something that he is
especially proud of. Over the past five years
his fencing team has produced the U of W
male athlete of the year (Olympid Shield)
competitJon. The National championship
evaded Eli, who placed second in the pres- three times. Peter Ott recieved it twice and
Sean Moriarty was winner last year. This,
tigious event five times. until he claimed the
according to Eli, is" excellent. quality recogchampionship in 1984.
Sukunda reached the competition level of nition for fencing."
continued on page 22.
seventh at the Olympics and eighth in the

again in 1983 when the team placed third
overall. Also to his credit is membership on
two Commonwealth teams: first in 1978
placing second in overall team and then in
1982 when the Canadian team placed first
and Eli finished third in individual Sabre

Eli instruct$ OVAA sabre champion Rnd Zatyko.

m Los Angeles because they had beaten all of
the teams which placed second to sixth at
some time" during the previous year.
Eli has also been a member of three Pan
Am teams: in 1975 and in 1979 where
Sukunda placed fifth in individual Sabre, and

Playball.
INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You re Just m inutes away from W inds or s mc st
conveniently located racquetoal
ind noo ,
recreational lac•l1ty We re an ext • rg '1t.'"" 1.,btrc1 1
offers members features s1.,c.has • 6 Ball Wall
courts•
Un111ersalGymn • Saunas • Hot Tubs
• Pro Shop• Professional Instruction
• Aerobic classes daily
• 1 o oo off w,th SAC O scour,t Card
We 've Got It Al l'

We Carry Swimwear
40% off

Student
Membership
$45.00
415 Pelissier St.
253-1030
Daily 10-5:30,

cla&5tfieds
Leddy library·

Hours of Opening

So<•ngRecess-Thursooy. Moy 1 1986
Sunday May 4. 1986
Thursday & friday 8 00 am 6:00 Pr<l
Soturda(& Sunday 1200 noon-500 pm
1nte,sess1or>.Monday Mov 5 1986
Thursaoy me 19, 1986
l'vlOndoy Tt,urSday 800 am - 11:45 pm
Friday 8 00 am 8 00 pm
Saturday& Sunday 1200 noon. 800 pm
l'v1orodoy Moy 19. 1986Vctono Day. Closed
Summer Recess- fndov June 20. 1986.
Tuesdoy July 1, 1986
Monday Friday 8:00 am - 6 00 pm
Saturday & Sunday 12.00 ncxm - 5:00 pm
Tuesday Julv1. 1986 Canada Day Closed
Summer Sessiorr Wednesday July2. 1986.
Tuesday August 19, 1986
Monday· Thursday 8 00 am - 11 45 pm
Friday 8 00 am - 8 00 pm
Soturday & Sunday 12·00 noon. 8:00 pm
Monday August 14. 1986 Cfvlc Holiday.

Oosed
Fo I Recess Wednesday August ?O.1986
'5undoy September 7 1986
Monday • Friday 8.00 am - 6·00 pm
Soturday & Sunday 12 00 noon. S-00 pm
Monday 5eptember 1 1986 labour Day

Fri. to 9, Sun. 12 to 5

J\Aaggies

Shop

252-7731

294 Ouellette at University

For that Special Evening or Formal
Come and See the latest in
Spring fashions from Canada's Hotest Manufacturers

• Argent • Kira • Eklectic • Joseph Ribkoff
Sizes Reg. 5-13
Petite 4- 14

lZJ•~ ------------ -------------- ------------------·-----Use your SAC I.D. Card and receive a 10% Discount
Hours Mon-Thurs
9:30-6

Fri.
9:30-9

Sat
9:30-5:30

Sunday
Open 12-5

on your purchase

Closed
TYPING done by Judy. Proper notice
requ,red Near the unrverslty Coll 2545643.

Dress & Sportswear

* Layaway

Available - Limit 1 coupon per person
Valid until April 20, 1986.
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PREGNANT

1

AND NEED HELP?

Vikeswin Yeomanadvance,will
•
~fend title infinal
again
by Lance Sports Staff

stopped 33 shots and two goals by
Brad Ramsden.
Though outshooting York 35The Canadian university hockey 31 only Paul Herron and Kevin
champs, the York Yeomon, plan to Quartennain of the Dalhousie team
defend their title despite efforts by were able to score.
The Blue Eagles won with little
Dalhousie to upset their travel plans.
On Saturday night the Tigers effort against Wilfrid Laurier when
almost overturned the Canadian the Moncton Trois-Claude line scored
InteruniversityAthletic Union throne-- 11 points.
holders. After winning the first game,
Dalhousie was leading in the second
to the half-way mark in the third
period during the best-of-th ree regional final.
York evened the score when
George Spezza scored at 10:04 in
the third period In the second
overtime periodGreg Kolstort assured
the Yeomen victory by scoring at
3:42.
York won the best-of-th ree on
Sunday as a result of beating the
T igers 7-2. They now joi n other
qualifyingteams Moncton, Troisrivieres and Alberta for the CIA Us
to start Thursday in Edmonton.
Regionat finals were captured
when the Moncton Blue Eagles
eliminatedtheWilfridlaurie r Golden
Hawks in two games. The seco nd
one on Saturday ended in a score of
7-3. The Calgary Dinosa urs were
tabled after the Trois-Rivieres Patriotes beat them 8-5 on Saturday to
take the series in two games. Robert
Lebrun led his team with two threegoals games.
On Thursday in the semi-finals
York will play the Trois-Rivie res
team andMoocm will meet.Alberta.
The fina) will be held OD Sunday.
Th e Yeomen were able to e~
inate the T igers thro ugh the help of
goaltender Mark Applewaite who
by Lance Sports Staff

The dynasty of the Victoria
Vikings continues at full steam. the
Yikes won their seventh straight
Canadian university men's basketballchampionshipon Saturday(March
15) by defeating the Waterloo Warriors 70-61.
The game was much closer than
the score indicated, however. The
champs blew a 14-point halftime
lead, and Waterloo pulled within a
po int with less than five minutes to
play.
Victoria coach Ken Shields noted
that sloppy play on their part was
1esponsible for the lapse of the lead
The Vikings started playing loose ly
and that opened the door for the
W arriors.
The V~
however, capitalized
on their late-game foul shooting to
pull away at the end
Victoria's Gord Clemens, a seveir
foot centre, was named the tourney's
MVP . He led all scorers with 27
points, 16 in the first half alone.
His aggressivedefence also helped
shut down W aterloo's main threat,
Randy Norris. H e was held without
a basket in the first half, and finished
with 10 points for the game.
Paul Boyce topped W aterloo
scorers with 18. Peter Savich had a
strong second half to net 14.
Guard Lloyd Scrubb chipped in
13 for the Vikings.
Th e W estern M ustangs won
the conso lation fmal by topping the
Saskatchewan
Huskies78-71. Jamie
Ziegel sparked the M ustangs with
15 points, while Byron Tokarchuk
poured in 20 in a losing cause.

Call. ..

~·~·~
at 252-3322
Or Visit Our Off ice At 549 Kildare Rd.
We Provide- Free Pregnancy Tests- Medical
Referrals, Community Referrals,
Accommodations and Legal Advice.

Maple Leaf
Racquetball
will host the
e
4th Annual Open Racquetball
Tournament
Apri l 5 & 6
24 yea rs & yo unger
All levels of play

Lots of Fun, Challenge & Excitement!!!

Youn g Adu lt Mixed
Rac qu etb all Leagu e
Su nday afternoo ns
st art ing April 27, 1986
Call 735-5660

13 275 Tec umseh Rd. E.
Tecum seh

Get into the Swing of
Things at

social science sockq

Formal
at

T.B.Q.'s Other Place
April 4, 1986
Dinner and Open Bar
D.J. Vladio Giampuzzi
$50/couple
Tickets on sale to
SSS members
Rm G130 WHN

'' Beach House
Nile''
8:00 pm
Wed. March 26
Hot Dogs
Canned Beer
Tropical Coolers
Swimsuit Contest
Limbo Contest
Wildest Sunglasses Contest

Dance on our indoor sand beachl II

115 Chatham St.
253-3511

...-----------=-------

-~--~---------
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Next year there may be a fencing practicum
in the Hwnan Kinetics program and Sukunda
hopes to recruit members to the team through
Sean Moriarty has been fencin~ wi1h Eli that The practicum would be excellent exfor six years and believes that any su~cess posure for the team. Once someone starts
he's had '' is entirely due to Eli and the things fencing he/she usually likes it and wants to
continue training. Also a possibility for next
he's taught me.''
year is a women's team.
Sean also states that Sukunda is the· ·best
1 he opportunities for budding fencers here
OUAA coach, without a doubt" and that Eli
at
the
University of Windsor are expecially
is good for the fencing program here in
Windsor because he is a "real student of the good for first or second year students "who
plan on sticking around for a while." Sukunda
game."
Eli has also had success in teaching noted that fencing is only productive if people
women fencing. Present assistant coach Marie show up and train.
Veilleux has had training wih three masters
Other Universities, for example Western,
in Montreal and Toronto.
have liaison with city clubs and high school
teams and are able to recruit directly from
them. Windsor doesn't have this advantage
so the majority of fencers who fence for
Windsor got their first experience with fencing
here from Eli.
continued rrom page 20.

One of the main reasons why there aren ' t
more people in fencing is the many. misconceptions held about the sport Sukunda helieves
that many people don't realize how athletic it
is. "They get all of their fencing exposure
from Zoro and Three Musketeer movies
perhaps gettingthe idea that it is choreographed"
The fencing matches are far from being
staged A competitor always has to be watching
for his opponent's next move and react
quickly. Sukunda hopes to dispel) any misconceptions through his program and,hopefully,
a practicwn.
X

SukundL

Lance photo by Terry Moore

These coaches, one Hungarian and two
Italian, had coaching papers and had been
fencing for years. Marie had placed nationally
several times but her best results came when
she moved to Windsor and after Eli had
coahced her for about a year Marie achieved
a second place finish in the Open National
ournament "Eli was able to combine the
oper level of technique and motivation to
ake me reach my potential."

In the future Eli plans to continue coaching
the Lancer fencing team and most likely will
train many more champion fencers. Also a
possibility is that the multi-faceted coach will
use his Master's degree in English, acquired
at Toronto, to teach. He was studying for his
Ph.D in English when he came home to run
the family business. He owned a tavern for
thirteen years and enjoyed doing it He
recently sold his business and plans on
devoting more of his time to his sport

Solidnucleus

lancer hockeyteam
looksto nextyear
by Vern Smith

rn

t took just over three minutes

Ibut it was enough to completely

dismantle everything that the
hockey Lancers had accomplished in what proved to be
their most successful season ever.
After compiling an impressive 13-6-5
record, the Lancers' season came to a screeching
halt on what most have called a" fluke" play.
It all ended when Westem's Rob V anwynsverghe stepped over the Windsor blueline
and unleashed a shot that Lancer goalie
Steve Sapardanis bobbled before letting it get
by 3:23 inco the first overtime period.
That was all Western needed to edge the
Lancers 5-4 and take the suddent-death onegame senes as they moved into the next
round.
'Tm really disappointed," lamented right
winger Rick Pickersgill. "I thought we could've
beat W estem and given Lauri er a shot but
things like that happen in overtime. Things
were pretty tense and it was just a bad goal."
Left winger Ken Minello echoed his
linemate.
"The way we ended up losing was tough.
We had to play away from home and that
goal... .. it was just a tough way to lose a game
like that"
What disturbed coach Rick Cranker, was
sudden-death one-game knock-out format
adopted by the OUAA.
"For us to play 24 games and have it
come down to one, doesn't make much sense
to me," said Cranker." (But) It's certainly
not my decision. Most coaches in the league
would agree, it would give you a better
indication (of the better team)."

Despite the loss, Cranker still found
reason to look toward next season with
optimism.
"I'm hoping it's going to make us more
determined next year. We've got most of our
players back and hopefully they'll remember
t,hat and realize that it's going to take just a
little more."
Speaking of next year, the only two
players that will be lost to graduation will be
five-year veterans Chuck Dungey and Ray
Pekar.
Dungey, the Lancer captain, will leave
with the distinction of being the Lancers' alltime scoring leader.
The Lancers can however, count on the
return of this year's leading scorer, Chuck
Brimmer. Brimmer, who accounted for 51
points over the 24 regular season games,
placed fifth in the overall OUAA scoring
race.
Centering a line between Minello and
Pickersgill, Brimmer has attracted considerable
attention from professional scouts but will
stay put for at least one more year.
"The program seems to be turning in the
right direction and we're only going to get
stronger," said Brimmer.
Despite word ofBrimmer's return and the
season's end just three weeks old, it hasn't
stopped Cranker from trying to fill spots that
will be vacated by Dungey and Pekar next
winter.
"It's a little early for commitments but
we've certainly talked to a nwnber of players,"
said Cranker. "Most Major A players won't
decide until after their play-offs. Same thing
with alot of Jr. B players."
"A lot of these players are still waiting for
pro offers."

Direct Public Relations
Think About It...
Your resume says a lot about
your character .
••• Don't you think your prospective
employer knows that?

CARE A LITTLE ... GET ALOT!

DIRECT

BE A SUMMER BIG BROTHER OR SIGN UP
NOW FOR SEPTEMBER!

PublicRelationsConsultants

977-5101

f !4cy;;y
,l,l · ZJ[4
0 -M ·FM
Big Brother Graham
McIntosh (U of W student) and His Little
Brother Brian spend
just a few hours every
two weeks together .

You Can Find Out More About Being A Big Brother by
Attending one of our informal "INFO" Sessions:
Cody Hall (2nd Floor Lounge) Mon. Mar. 24 - 6:00 pm
Mac Hall (6th Floor Lounge) Tues . Mar. 25 - 6:00 pm
Huron Hall (T.V. Lounge) Wed. Mar. 26 - 6:00 pm
(Also Mon. April 7th - 11 :30, 2:30 and 4:30
University Centre)

88.7

More
•
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campus rec
are as follows: Dynamic Motion defeated
Smashed 4077 27-13. Fabian? defeated the
Gang22-13, QCUbeatoutFratRow
16-10,
Alumni II narrowly defeated the Longshots
14-1 7, the H team won by default against
CSA, A Little Bit of Everything defeated
Team Electa. FFFU' s A defeated the Burning
Rectal Itches 27-5, FFFU's B beat the
Canterbury College team by a score of22-6,
Chemical Waste won by default against the
Biohazzards, Tag Team defeated the Lunch
Bags 15-11, La Connection defeated the
Cody Axes by a score of 24-10 and the
Volleywogs advanced to the next tier of play
with a bye after finishing first overall in the
league.
The winning teams advanced to the semifinals, results of this play put Dynamic
Motion, Alumni II, A.LB.O.E., FFFUB,
Tag Team and the Volleywogs into the next
tier for more semi-final action to be seen on
Tuesday.

Campus Ree Appreciation Night
Campus Recreation presents its Third
Annual Appreciation Night, Friday, April 4
at 7:00 p.m at Mother's on Ouellette. Invitation
is extended to all convenors, officials, MVP's,
volunteer help, instructors, programmers,
part-time staff and special invitation. Free
pizza and refreshments will be provided, and
a dance will follow. For more information or
to make reservations, call 253-4232, ext
2456. Guests are welcome at a $3.00 cover
charge. Casual attire, no jeans please. D

Competitive Volleyball
After the sem~fmals in last week's CoEd Competitive Volleyball 4 teams have
advanced to the next tier of play. These
teams are the Lampshades who will continue
their 3rd game in the 2 out of3 match against
Aggravated Assault at 1 apiece. Who GAF
will play Forum to determine who will
advance to the final game.
The results of quarter-final matches played
last week are: Lampshades defeated the
Tecumseh Terminators 25-7, while Aggravated
Assault beat Intercourt 21-2. Other games
saw who GAF defeat the Hurtin' Dudes 219, and Forum defeated the Afterthoughts.

over the Benchers, despite Laura Pogolin' s 4
On Sunday, March, 23, 1986 the playoffs
points. In the final game of the night the Ball and championship will begin. The playoff s
Handlers out shot the Green Machines 32- beginningat7:00 p.rn. and thechamoionship
10. Donna Helkie, Mary Hansen, and Angle to follow at 8:00 p.m D
McIntyre were top scorers for the Ball
Handlers; Marilyn Ferguson and Judy Inaekarow each scored 4 points for the Green
Machines. On Wednesday night, the Ball
Handlers outshot the Shooters. The next
game, the Slammers netted more points than
the FFFU's. The Gators and Dirty Socks
tied, and the Benchers defeated the Green
Men'1 Basketball Pinal Standlnss
Machines. The standings for the playoffs are
Eastera Division
as follows:

Slammers
Ball Handlers
Benchers
Shooters
Gators
FFFU's
Dirty Socks
Green Machines

Points
28
21

18
16
15
9
9
6

• Law
.. Aug's Video
.. Bridge House
.. Elccta Hall
Hddon Hq,hyr$
Pick-Ups
Delta Chi

G
9
9
9
10
10
JO
10
JO

w

L

Pet

1
1
1
6

2
2
2

.111
.111

4

s

s

3
1
0

1
9
10

.600
.SOO
.300
.100
.OOO

GBL

.777
I
2
4

6
1
• Awarded farst place because of better record apinst
BrewskiBanbas

other tied teams.
.. Qualify for Playofl'a.

Player of the weekis Allison Duke of the
Slammers.
Western Dlvlsloa

Women's Basketball

Last week was the final week of the
women's basketball regular season. Monday
night the Shooters defeated the Green Machines 35-8. Bev Deal, Diardra Fleming and
Mary Murphy were top scorers for the
Shooters; Rachel Williams and Laura Woods
were top shooters for the Green Machines. In
a second game, the Gators defeated the.
FFFU's 30-12. At8:00. theDirtv Socks and
the Benchers tied 19-19 in a hard fought
match. The Slammers defe-:.ced the Ball
Handlers 22-9 in the fourth garr,e of the night
Jane Breschetti Jed the Gators to a 19-16 win

Recreational Volleyball
The results of last weeks Quarter-final
play in its Recreational Volleyball Lea~ue

..
..
•
..

Innertube W aterpolo

Royal Court
Run & GuMers
Engineers
Runnin' Rebels
Bad News Bears
WFST
Missing Links
Cansa

G
9
10
10
10
9
10
10
10

w

L

9

0

8

2

7

3

7

3
4

3
3

7
7
9

s

Pet
I.OOO
.800
.700
.700
.SSS
.300
.300
.100

GBL

I
2
2
4

6
6
8

•

With only two games on Sunday, March,
16, 1986. Innertube waterpolo has ended its
regular season. Mary's Maurauders won by
forfeit to the Nurses, and the Commerce
Society clinched the last playoff spot by
swimming by Cody Hall 13-4.

Awarded third place because of win over RuMin'
Rebels during regular season.
.. Qualify for playoffs.
The Intramural Finals are Monday March 24 at 8:00 pm
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MAKEASMOOIH
MOVE
.
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WARNING:
HealthandWelfare
Canada
advises
thatdanger
to healthincreases
withamount
smoked
- avoidinhaling.
Average
percigarette
- Benson's
30Regular:
'tar' 15mg,
nicotine
1.2mg;
Benson's
30Regular
Light:'tar' 12mg,
nicotine
1.1mg
.
I
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Studentsmay .feel ~ffects

Budgetc~ts
by Claudio D' Andrea
Windsor students may be inconvenienced
next year as a result of a projected loss in the
university's revenues of $800,000.
Terrance Parkinson. Vice President of
Financial Services, said the basic government
operating grant the university is receiving has
increased three and a half per cent from this
year's, but since inflation is running more
than four per cent, the university will lose
revenue next year. This, coupled with another
decline in enrolment, will mean a loss of
about $800,000., he said.
As a result, instructions have been sent
out to deans and department heads across
campus asking them to submit a budget with
a reduction of four per cent from their base
budgets. President Ron Ianni., Vice-President
Academic Gordon Wood, and Parkinson
will then review their budgets and decide
which departments and faculties will be cut
and which will continue to operate at l 00 per
cent
"We're right in the middle of that process,"
Parkinson said. "This is going to be a difficult
budget"
Ianni said the various departments and
facwt.tes to make cuts to .. ongoing services
ni tjide s,a~
.. ,,
', as those regarding
tefephone expenses and stationary costs.
The university'saim, he added. is to operate
more efficiently without cutting student services.
"Our primary concern is to make savings
without cutting back on the service provided,"
'he said.
One example of the administration· s co~

cern for student services, Ianni said, is that
the executive of the Board of Governors just
approved asking for tenders for the Buffeteria
at the University Centre.
Some faculty deans, however, are projecting
possible cuts in student courses both on and
off campus.
Joseph Culliton, Dean of Arts, said that
his "discretionary budgeting" includes suggestions for cuts in some cow-ses. The criteria
for determining which courses continue, he
said, will be ''if there's funds and genuine
needs."
Most cuts will affect part-time students
and students attending one of the off-campus
schools. "Cuts are always visible," Culliton
said. ·'There will be some inconvenience for
everybody involved."
Interim Dean of Social Science, Zbigniew
Fallenbuchl, said that the number of students
enrolled in a faculty will determine which
ones are cut four percent and which will be
left untouched. One possible cut for social
science students will be a reduced number
of courses for intersession. Also, some courses
offered during the day and at night may be
reduced to just one session at night which
·· might be an inconvenience for students." he
said.
Parkinson said that t"itiO!" fees will not be
increased to recover the loss in revenue since
the government determines the amoW1ttuition
fees will increase and universities have no
authority to go beyond that A budget will be
produced for the Board of Governors April
29 to determine where the cuts will be
made.O

•
\

The African Students' Association capped a
week of activity. March 17-22, with African
Culture night Saturday.

The evening featured dance, music and poetry.
Above, a membcrofthe"Theatre
of African
Dance Philosophy" rehearses for his big moment.

SAC committeeto investigate
pu,b
by John May
Amid charges of personal political manoeuvering, Students' Administrative Council has
formed a three person committee to investigate
the finances of the Subway.
The committee, formed during We~
nesday night's meeting, consists of Eric
Knight, Jim Morand, and Michael St Louis.
It will" establish facts" in order to" determine
whether or not it is SAC's best interest to
continue with or relinquish control of liquor
operations," according to the motion presented
to council by vicl)-president finance John
Mill
The committee will present its findings to
SAC at a meeting Tuesday night
Mill said he presented the motion because
"we are in very serious trouble. We have to
do something and we have to do it now." Mill
said the best situation for SAC would be to
control the pub and have it return a profit, but
he doesn't "think we are competent and
capable enough to control it" Mill said he
advocated giving the pub to the administration
Council member Kim Schulze said she
"saw no harm" in having the committee
review pub finances if it would shed more
light on the issue.
SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis was
vehementJy opposed to the formation of a
committee, saying it would only "politicize';
the issue. He charged Mill with proposing the
motion as a matter of personal politics
against him.
"John's motives were highly personal,"
said Tsilfidis, "I refuse to resort to the same'

tactics MiJI did."
Tsilfidis said he was "disappointed and
disgusted" with council for passing the motion,
since student councils should be attempting
to gain more control over facilities rather
then looking at relinquishing it.
While Mill admitted he was "pissed-off"
at Tsilfidis for backing out on a job offer he
had promised Mill, he said that proposals for
an administration takeover of the pub from
SAC would still offer some measure of
student control and profit-sharing.
"I don't believe Mr. McMurray's (Director
of Student Services) proposal willgive up student
sovereignity," he said, "It won't be student
sovereignity under SAC, but it will be student
sovereignity."
Mill said SAC is in financial trouble because
the pub has lost $14,000 to date, and will lose
$23,000 by the end of the tenn
Tsilfidis offered conflicting figures, maintaining that the pub will break even this year.
"Obviously there is something to hide," said
councilmember Marlc l.ehkyj,"When I went up
to see Karen (Cooper, SAC Business manager)
to find out somefigures,I was told that I had to
seeJon first before I could seethe books."
Lehkyj and Mill said that Mill has not been
allowed accessto SAC financialrecords since
last Friday except through Tsilfidis.
Tsilfidis said the whole debatewas a
questioning of student righlS."
"I cannot believe that our V.P. Finance
wouldquestiontheidea d studentcontrol of our
pub," he said.
Tsilfidis also said he did not think a
canmiUeeofthreestudentsooulddo
an adequate

financial analysis. Thecommitteeiscomposedof
As an alternative motion, he suggestedthat SACs
one business student. the chair of the Bylaw · accounting firm prepare an analysis.The motion
ReviewCommittee,and an:>theroouncil member.
Continued on page three

Gettingan appointment
by Kevin Johnson

In a series of constitutional amendments,
Students' Administrative Council removed
power over appointments from the executive
and handed it to council.
The motions, recommended in a report at
Wednesday's meeting by the By-law Review
Committee, were vigorously opposed by
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
The previous procedure had been for the
president to interview applicants and recommend a candidate to council for ratification.
The appointee was then accountable to the
president
The new system involves an Appointment
Search Committee, consisting of the SAC
president, the Vice-President administration.
and two council members. The committee
will conduct interviews, and make recommendations to council, who must ratify all
candidates by a two-thirds majority:
Positions affected include V.P. Finance,
all commissioners, the chair of council meetings, and the Chief Electoral Officer.
Under the new guidelines, all wiJI be
directJy responsible to council. rather than
the president

Law rep James Morand, committee chair,
said the procedure will discourage the appointment of people with "less than honourable
qualifications."
Tsilfidis said the procedure will lead to
greater politicization of the selection process.
"This exact procedure was tried years
ago," Tsilfidis said "People thought they
had their own mandate. There was no clearcut system of accountability.''
V.P. Finance John Mill said SAC should
"at least trv out this system."
Council members said the old system led
to rubber-stamping presidenual decisions.
with no input
"I think the system we have now stinks."
said Social Work representative Ann Nagle.
With the changes, "there's a lot more
room for political lobbying," said Tsilfidis.
He cited other universities where "members
appointed are continuously lobbying council
members for support"
Education Society President Randy Baran
expressed satisfaction with the changes.
"This without a doubt brings us justice
and equity," he said
Continued

on P•9• three
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Line-Up
Common Hour
April 1 - 4th
12 noon - 3 pm

Jazz All Week
with
"5 O'clock Newscasf'

April 2 - 5

Dance Party every night
The Subwayt
• No Cover

April 7 - 9
Tues. Apr. 1 &
Wed. Apr. 2

Talent Show
• Folk • Comedy • Solists
• Bad • Lip Sine •

Between 12 noon & 4 pm

April 10

in

ALL WELCOME
See Lindsey Mills in The Subway
for details.

MACLEAN & MACLEAN
(tentative)

~-----------------···---------------.
April 14 - '

Mike Mandel

Apr. 16 - 18

Cliff Erickson

Watch around campus for flyers

University
changesparking
regulations
by Sukanya Pillay
The University of Windsor Parking Committee is trying to make student parking
easier.
The committee has revised the Vehicle
Parking and Traffic Regulations for 1986,
bringing about some new changes.
"They are designed especially to help us
operate the parking at the unviersity in a
more efficient manner and assist those that
are permit holders," said Director of Campus
Police Gerald Richardson.
Parking pennits will go on sale for $69 .00,
a three dollar increase over last year, on
April 7 at 8 am in the office of the campus
Police. All decals are to be placed on the left
rear side window.
"I would urge that the students help us,"
said Richardson, "We have a terrible time
locating permits."
There will be a $5.00 fee for lost cards or
decals, to cover the administration's cost of
replacing them. If a student has two cars, the
second car must also be registered with the
campus Police, and second decals cost$5.00.
Campus Police wil take over the issuing
of parking tickets, effective June 1st Tickets
are payable to the Accounts Receivable
Office of the Department of finance within
48 hours of the violation. Parking meter
violations hold a fine of$4.00, while all other
violations will result in a $10.00 fine for each
offense. If tickets are paid within 24 hours,
the above fines will be reduced by$1.00 and
$2.00 respectively.
If there is a refusal to pay, the offender
will not be permitted to park on university
property by order of the Director of Campus
P~lice. Failure to comply can result in a
$59.00 fine for trespassing or arrest without
a warrant
Persons receiving a parking ticket can
appeal to the Parking Appeal Committee-a
newly-instated subcommittee o the Parking
Committee. The appeal should be delivered
within seven days of receiving a ticket A
hearing will then take place with the Appeal
Committee rendering a decision within seven
days. All decisions of the committee shall be
final and binding.
Although parking violations and orders
for towing are issued by the Director of the
Campus Police, he will not be involved with
appeal procedures.
New meters will be installed in the Human
Kinetics (H) lot in October. Upon receiving
coins, the meters will issue a ticket recording
the time. These meters wil be electronically
controlled by a central meter that will also
provide analysis of the number of vehicles

u§ing the lot
"(The meters) will tell us just exactly
what's going on,"said Richardson, "how
many cars are using ( the lot), what capacity
can be made available."
The new meters will cut down the expense
of the p,resent meters. If the new meters are

successful. they may be implemented in
other lots as well.
Campus Police are hoping to make better
use of existing lots. "There is a great deal of
available space in the H lot," said Richardson,
"the G lot is the biggest we have. There are
50 or 60 more spots that can be used"

The G lot is located at Huron Churon
Church and College Avenue, a 10 minute
walk from the campus.
"Nobodywants to walk," said Richardson,
"we can't accomodate everyone with prime
spots."O

GSSto boycottSouthAfrim
This is a pseudo-political reaction to
apartheid, said Major.
Engineering student Derek Simon voted
against the boycott "You don't want to
economically and politically destabilize the
country," he said
Major said he believes in divestment but
does not think this boycott will have a
significant impact because of its small scale.
He also pointed out that Carling O'Keefe har,
sponsored several events on campus throughout the year and would be losing out on its
investment with the boycott
GSS treasurer Robin Swainson said the
committee was important because GSS will
not follow SAC passively but will investigate
the issue mdependently.
The issue will require ongoing education,
said Swainson. Swainson said he hopes
progress is made before the GSS election
April 17.0

by Pamela Goyal
The Graduate Students' Society voted
March 19 to boycott any company with
direct investments in South Africa The
council passed a second motion to set up a
committee to determine which companies
will fall under that definition. Although both
motions passed with over a two-thirdsmajority,
there was an evident lack of unity over the
boycott itself.
Some students thought the first motion
was just a reaction to SAC' s boycott and held
no real importance. Mark Major, the manager
into line with SAC" and that boycotting
products was being rammed down the throats
of students.
Several students said boycotting products
was a 'trendy thing to do.'
of the Grad House, said GSS was "falling

Attempt to blockmotion

SAC to checkintopub losses
Continued

from page one

was defeated
Both Tsilfidisarovice-presidentBob Baker
said they thooghtthe vote was stackedagainst the
S.\.C administration before the meeting even
beg.an
"There are a number of people who have
opposed this administrationfrom day ore," said
Baker,"lbey weren'teven listeningto us.It was a
persooalattackoo theJon Carlosadministration."
"The JTiaJOrity
of cooncilwas oot willing to listen
to reasoo,"said Tsilfidis,"lbeir mindswere made
up beforethey even enteredthe meeting."
After the motion to form the committeewas
passed. several members, includingTsilfidisaro
Baker,left themeetingbeforetheactualcommittee
members were elected. Baker said it was an

attempt to "block the motion~by reducingthe beforea meetingis dissolved
numberof memberspresentto belowquorum lbe
"Pemaps this cooncilthinkstheyare deteatmg
Joo
Carlos, but they are defeatingstudent rights,"
meeting continued since noneof the remaining
D
members questionedquorum,which must occur said Tsilfidis.

Gettinganappointment
'.;o ntinued

from page one

Tsilfidis disagreed, calling the motion
"an example of the cyncial attitude of this
year· s council."
" It's okay, next year's another council.
We can change the by-laws again." remarked
Tsilfidis. Tsilfidis questioned council's adoption of
by-laws without consulting legal counsel.

V.P. Bob Baker produced a memo from
SAC lawyer Doug Phillips recommending a
comprehensive review of the by-laws.
Mill pointed out the memo also said
council had the option of adopting. rejecting,
or deferring the committee's report
Phillips gives an interpretation to support
a legal position of SAC, said Baran. ''He's
not a judge." D

Friendsof Katimavik
planto protestprogram's
purge
by Terry Moo re

concern," she said.
In defense of the program Wood said
Alumni of Katimavik are planning a any attempt to develop a similar program,
rally in Windsor to protest the program's as is being considered by the Conservative
discontinuation.
government., would defeat the fact that the
Over 40 former participants and their 'Katimavik program has improved 100%
parents attended the first meeting of the in the past 9 years." It will take a newlylocal chapter of Friends of Katimavik.
David Wood, a participant and group
leader for three years, called the meeting,
Wednesday at the YMCA
"Everyone at the meeting was very
We've done it
supportive of keeping the program intact,"
The Lance has managed to connive two
said Sandra McLamon, a University of poor souls into running this newspaper next
W indsor student and ex-Katimaviker. \
year, unaware of the hell that awaits them.
McLamon participated in the Kati- Kevin Johnson. this year's News Editor and
mavik program from August 1984 to May cake baker will assume the helm, and trusty
1985 and was stationed in Toronto; Ste.
Andrew H,aggertwill fill the Managing Editor
Ade le, Quebec; anl.'. Esquimalt, British post
Columbia; in the optional military program
The two were officiallygranted the postions
McLamon was enthusiastic about the after a ratification election among Lancer
impending rally. "It will make the Conser- staffers Tuesday, since nobody was foolharoy
vatives aware that this is a nation-wide enough to run against them. Unless the paper

created program just as long to reach the
same level of sophistication, Wood said
The rally, entitled "Katimawalk" is
also in support of Senator Jacques Hebert
who has been staging a hunger strike
outside of the Senate chamben. in protest
of the decision to kill Katimavik. Hebert

also wants the government to pay more
attention to youth today in general, and
develop more job creation programs to
reduce an unemployment rate of 16.4% in
the 15-24 age range.

&Jitorselectedamidbloodbath
1s shelled by Libyan terrorists, they will
assume their duties next September.
Johnson is a sixteenth year International
Relations student with no vices except a
penchant for bad puns and a I 40db laugh.
Haggert is a second year geography major
(geography?) who reminds people of the
Beaver, except taller and skinnier and with
funnier teeth. Haggert is this year's Associate
Photography Editor/Wunderkind
"I'm proud to follow the tradition of oth~r
Lance editors. I'm quitting in October," said

Johnson for a funny joke. "Get it?"
Johnson. who looks god awful in the
morning, plans to make major changes in the
format of the paper. ·Tm going to have it
printed on papaya leaves to symbolize the
plight of South American workers," he said,
then laughed really loud, ''Get it?"
Haggert, who has been a fixture around
this office for years as the Official Lance
Waif, was overwhelmed when his ratification
was announced
"Golly," he said then added, "Shucks!"

....
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BuL most amazingly of all, enough council members actually
cared enough to show up at a meeting that was originally
postponed 'til next week. The members wanted to meet so badly
that they organized the meeting themselves, and enough showed
up to establish quorum and force its holding. Then, in the year's
first real show of solidarity, council adopted these measures
designed to increase its' share of decision-making-many
council members' biggest beef all year.
If nothing else, it shows that the storm that has been brewing
over the execulive's heads all year has finally burst. Council, sick
of being left in the dark all year by a confident, combatitive, but
admittedly competent executive, finally put its resolve towards
solid steps to amend their plight-apart from the petty bickering
and arguing over Kehoe's Rules of Disorder ( Jeff Kehoe, SAC
chair, had been some members' chief headache all year, bearer
of accusations of bias and fuzzy rulings).
But what this means mosl of all is a warning to President
Tsillidis that his style of leadership may not be as flawless as he'd
like to think. While his abrasive demeanor may strike fear (well,
maybe heartburn) into the university administrators he must
combat daily, it also irks those council members whose respect
and support he needs.
The only sad part is that it took the Mill/Tsilfidis feud to spur
this show of concrete force within council. If Mill hadn't decide to
sing publicly about his disatisfaction this year, would a unified
council have been mobilized? Or would SAC just remain the
fractured bicker it has been all year? This year's council, in its
last meeting, has discovered it can make a decision out from
underneath the looming executive shadow.

Tell the Cheshire Cat to eat his grin out
Last night on the stroll from Windsor Tower to the University
Centre, many Students' Administrative Council members were
ear-to-ear ivory-laughing, cajoling, and chatting excitedly about
the meeting just passed.
Why?
Because for the first lime this year, a lot of them felt that last
night's SAC meeting proved that council could actually wield
power over their own corporation.
At the meeting SAC overwhelmingly passed motions that
changed the bylaws of the corporation regarding the appointment of SAC cabinet positions, among others. For the first time 1n
years, council will elect a committee to select the appointees,
rather than allowing the execu!lve to unilaterally hire people to be
rubber stamped by council sfterwards. Plus, council also shifted
the accountability of cabinet posts from the presidency directly to
the council. Previously, only the president could fire a commissioner; the only recourse was to impeach the president.
The balance of power, 1nthis case, has shifted.
They also passed a motion charging a committee of three·
members to look into the alleged financial embroglio of the
Subway. The committee will gather facts that will influence the
decision of council whether to keep running the pub or to
relinquish it to the big boys at Windsor Hall-a watershed·
dec1s1on.
S1gn1ficantly, these motions were passed by large margins
despite vehement arguments against them by some SAC execs,
including President Tsilfidis and Veep Baker.

the slipstream

·

·

gus horvath

Thepropaganda
Qfposters,thepoliticsQfpubs
Something must be wrong with me.
Remember back at SAC election time when there was a referendum
about whether or not SAC would divest from South Africa? You will
recall that there was a great deal of pre-referendum advertising,
hoopla, and even a rally organized by a group calling itself Students
Against Apartheid. Even without all of that, the referendum would
have been a foregone conclusion. Many University students don't
know a ~reat deal about world affairs. but everyone now has learned
to equate the name South Africa with apartheid and its associated
evils. The result of the referendum was a knee-jerk reaction.
To be sure, I think it was an entirely correct knee-jerk reaction.
I'm convinced that the companies we voted to boycott have sufficient
connections to South Africa to deserve boycotting. But the thing is, I
bad to find that out onmy own, because neither SAC or the Students
Against Apartheid would tell me much. To be sure, the SAA had
posters all over the school which slung accusations about various
Canadian companies. Myfavourite of these posters included phrases
like,"this study investigates...'' and "this bookthoroughlydocuments. ..'' to
add weight to the accusations the poster made. However, nowhere on
the poster were either the study or the book named, nor was there any
information on where you might find the book or even how you might
contact the people who put up the poster to ask them about it The
posters were intellectually dishonest at best, propaganda at worst

Informative they were not
However. since SAC was leaning towards a boycott decision, my
assumption was that our student leaders themselves had at least
educated themselves on the matter and knew what they were talking
about. This is what leads me to think something is wrong with me. t
don't overestimate SAC very often, but a letter in the Special Preelection Suppl~ment Update Edition of The Lance from the SAC
Engineering representative, describing the extent to which SAC
managed to shield itself against valid information on the subject,
made me realize that I bad on this occasion.
The front page of last week's Lance brought to my attention the
fact that I had overestimated SAC a second time. After all of the big
renovation hoopla and the talk of the brand-new, wonderful Pub, I
naively assumed that it would now be run efficiently enough and be
popular enough to turn a profit Apparently I was wrong again.
Now there is talk that the administration of this University is going
to ~e the Pub ( somenow I can't get used to calling it the Subway)
away from SAC, and the SAC V.P. Finance is saying that the
administration should have it. It's pretty unusual to hear that sort of
stuff coming from SAC. Meth.inks it could be serious this time.
Let's suppose, just for the sake of argument that the administration
did take the pub away from SAC. What would happen?
Well, a permanent, ~rofessiooal staff wollld take over. Tha _t'_s
-~
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probably more secure and Jess risky than running a business Wltn
student staff who are temporary and preoccupied with many other
concerns. A ~taffwith pub-managing experience could probably save
all sorts of money by using up-to-the-minute management techniques-such as keeping track of inventory and perhaps cutting down the
••missing stock percentage" which is supposed to be a major financial
problem of the current pub.
And who knows. the pub may begin producing money to be used
for student activities, instead of costing us money the way it is lately.
Not that it wouldn't necessarily start doing that if SAC were left
in control of it. It very well might tum a profit next year if SAC is left
in control But the thing is. you can never tell with SAC who will be
controlling the organization ( and hence, the pub) from one year to the
next One year the thing might be run well, the next badly.
Administration control might not be any more efficient, but at least it
would be consistent.
On the other hand, it is the student pub. It would be really nice to
know that something around here is student-run. fd be inclined to
give SAC one more year to try and make the pub work, one year in
which there won't be renovations, unforeseen expenses, and all of the
various other things that hurt the pub this year which were really
beyond SAC control
l just hope I'm not overestimating those guys again. 0
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Backyardapartheid:
livin'in the USA?
by Michael Panontin
With the abundance of press and publicity
on the evils of apartheid constantly rearing its
head throughout the media and campuses of
Canada ( this week's forum by the Students
Against Apartheid being the most recent).
I'm reminded of a similiarly crucial but
chronically overlooked problem: what about
the rampant racism and implicit apartheid
plaguing the American cities-large and small?
A glance at our 'brothers' to the North
shows two completely segregate black and
white cultures bounded not only geographically
but economically and culturally. The white
suburban migration set afire by the chronic
racial tension still left smouldering from
slavery days has virtually mugged Detroit of
valuable capital and left the city to.die since
the 1940' s. Indeed, while de jure segregation-or separation by law-may well have been
abolished years ago. de facto segregation is
still a painful part of American life.
And it's because of this inability ofblacks
and whites to live together that notoriously
anti-black cities like Dearborn are strategically
implementing laws preventing non-residents
(i.e. blacks) from using their parks. Or why
the Detroit area whites built Fairlane Town
Center so they wouldn't have to shop with the
influx of blacks at Northland mall.
Take my ancestors, the Italians, for example.
During the mammoth Detroit industrial boom
of the 1920's and 1940's. the Italian community centered around the Eastern market
on Gratiot But as blacks moved into the
area, the Italians moved farther and farther
up Gratiot to where they are at present in the
northeastem c;uburbs Ditto for the Jews. the
Greeks. the Jrish and now the Poles.
And this xenophobic phenomenon of
prejudice is neither indiginous to class nor
location. As working.class blacks themselves
sought refuge from the inner city crime in
surrounding areas like Ecorse or Romulus,
whites shifted to other suburbs when they
could afford it. Even the educated, upwardlymobile blacks who began buying up the
stately homes of east Southfield and Oak
Park were seen as a threat by whites who
have since vacated the area.
And here in Windsor, the Wyandotte/
McDougall area has suffered the same unfortunate prejudice.
What this has amounted to are two
distinct modes of life: the American city, a
bombed-out ghetto where e.g. in Detroit
70% of its residents are black and the
cleaner, safer American suburb which in·
Detroit has about 80% white persons.
So while apartheid must be battled to its
bitter defeat, my question is "what then?".
What good is negative liberty without its
compositive, positive liberty? When the shackles
of unjust laws are finally broken and blacks in

South Africa are free to vote, to travel and to
Jamaican culture and I'll show you the day
archaic and long since outlawed 'separate
own property anywhere they choose. won't
race-relations break down. Multiply this by a
but equal' doctrine that governed race relations
they no doubt encounter new shackles that
recession and it spells real trouble.
in the post-emancipation southern states.
American blacks have been struggling with
So what are the solutions? Well, obviously
for the past century-no money, no jobs and
Now Toronto are; students may wonder
whites and blacks must consciously become
bitter, oppressive prejudice by whites that in what relevance this struggle has to them since
aware of our own stereotyping and prejudices
part obstructs their upward mobility?
Toronto boasts an harmonious ethnic mosaic . that are the unhealthy by-products of the
The problem in the U.S. is twofold:
of whites, Indians, Orientals and Jamaicans.
socialization process.
But more specifically, honor the Dearborn
l)b lacks must struggle with the decay and But as second generation Jamaicans struggle
boycott until the NAACP convinces the city
blight of the inner city with little hope of (as do most second generation citizens)
between old world/new world values and
ofDearbom to abolish that racist law. And if
change ( indeed unemployment among black
culture,
a
growing
number
appear
to
identify
you savour the convenience and opportunity
teens has hit a staggering 50%) while 2)
with Afro-American culture. The media's
of a safe, bustling centralized Detroit core
whites are stranded guarding their fortressthen put your money where your mouth islike suburban wastelands desperately longing grip of social influence is over-bearingshow me the day when funk, basketball and
make an effort to spend your money in
for the glory days of a safe, multi-ethnic
black-American
accents
infiltrate
TorontoDetroit city instead of the suburbs. D
Detroit ( say circa 1920).

Divestmentwillcausedangerousdemabiliz.ation
by Derek H. Simon
ivestment and boycotting of
companies with ties to South
Africa is ineffectivein solvq
the problemsd SouthAfrica
\ Any such mandate is open
to many interpretations and
can lead to undesirable results.
Most people aren't awareof all the facts,
or the effects of their actions. This is a very
emotional issue. People hear all the noise
about apartheid and jump on the band
wagon.It's like a wit.eh hunt (Pardon the
cliches.) We're all aware of the campaign to
ban Carling O'Keefe products from being
sold on campus.As it turns out.approximately
eleven cents of every dollar of profit that
CarlingO'Keefe of Canadamakes goes to
Soutq Africa. Since the company's stock is
_openly traded Carling has limited control, if

I

any, over who buys their stock. Can you
blame Carling O'Keefe? When their sales
decrease, Canadian dollars are lost as well
It's like throwing the baby out with the bath
water. In Detroit Shell dealers ( Shell has
investment ties with South Africa) have been
boycotted in recent weeks. This has affected
many independant dealers in a serious way.
There people have bank payments to make
and families to feed. Is it right that these
innocent people should be victims of public
emotions running astray.

control of that country, which in tum buys
weapons from Russia to fight against Savimbi
and his followers, who are trying to liberate
the Angolan people from communism. The
point is that boycotting and divestment can
get out of hand causing economic waves,
which for the most part have little effect on
the shores of South Africa.
Those against apartheid say they are for
democracy and freedom of expression. Yet
the appearance of South Africa's ambassador
to Canada Glenn Babb at several Universities
With thewoctdfinm:ial scenesointertwined in Canada has been opposed. ( Windsor Star
it could be difficult to fiJJd
certain types of March 22/86) Students and professors have
products that do not have ties with South been angry that Babb has been "allowed to
Africa. As was alluded to in a letter to the speak when he represtnts the government of
Lance twice about buying from Gulf. Gulf a country that denies freedom of speech to
the majority of its people." The students'
has a large stake in Angolan oil production.
union at Carleton University went as far as to
Gulf pays high taxes on this production.
which goes to the communist regime in decertify the journalism students' association

-----------------------------------------------J

after it invited Babb to part1c1pate in a
debate. This is inconsistent andspeaks loudly
of their inability to practise what they preach,
and of their misunderstanding of the facts,
issues, and their implications. Less communication leads to aggression. More communication leads to solutions.
Divestment is not the answer. Once a
company or country pulls money out of
South Africa they lose part of their influence
in dealing with that country. The soluntion is
to maintain financial ties, and campaign for
change using political and financial power.
Divestment also destabilizes South Africa
ecooomicaUyand politically.This is dangerous
for all people in South Africa. A peaceful
solution requries more time. A total collapse
of the present government wouldcausechaos
and bloodshed that would make the curmit
situation look:like a scraped knee. D
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social gaffes

The All Natural Cotton

.

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary Mattress
• No Springs to
Sag
• Recommended
by chiropractors

** Low Price**

@,e futonshoe)
"Natural Sleep Centre"
441 Pelissier St., across from Parking Garage
~
973-8338
~ Daily till 9, Sat. till 6, Sun. 12-4

Friday, March 28
- Lloyd Cole and the Commot ions at St. Andrew's
Tuesday , April 1
-CJAM presents Voncouve(s MOEV at the Subway .

Monday , March 31
- Canadian poet. Richard Lemm will read his work at 3:30 p .m
in the Rose Room Vanier Holl. Also on the same bill. Salvatore
Alo and Lorenzo BuJ.
Cinema

Come Out and Play Windsor's
Most Exciting Sport!!

No Experience Necessary

News
Thursday, March 27
- Iona College is seeking participants for Wildfire. o learning
game on the spread of nuclear weapons. Stortsot 7:30 p.m . For
more information coll 252-1517.
Tuesday, April
- Hons V Hansen answers the question "What Do Philosophers
Do?" Iona College ot 1:30p.m. Thisis port of the Living Longer.
Living Better program which is designed especially for older
adults of opp(ooching or of current retirement age.

Friday, March 28
- My FirstWife, directed by Australian Paul Cox. Showings at 7:00
p.m . and 9:30 p.m. at the Detroit Film Theatre.
Saturday , March 29
-Detroit Film Theatre presents Orson Welles· The Magnificent
Ambersons. Showings at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.
Sunday, March 30
-Detroit Rim Theatre presents Port Two of Shooh at 12:00and
6:00 p .m.

Arts
Theatre

CALL NOW

Ending March 30
-AlltheWorkthorstobedone
- recentworkbyRobertWeinsot
Artcite. 3277 Sandwich .
Opening March 29
-Joseph 1-bh.Stephen Romonoond Robe<tSChmidtotComrron
Ground, 1233 UniversityAve. West. Ope ning night party, Saturday
at8:30 p.m.

Phone: 252 -6342 (Greg)
966-5700 (Jim)

Thursday, March 27-Frlday , March 28
-Moliere·s The Misanthrope. 8:00 p.m. at the Hllberry.
Friday, March 29
-Shakespeare's "A Midsummer Nighrs Dream" , 8:00 p .m. o t
the Hilberry.
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Ezio Achille
Beauty Salon
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"A Beautiful New Beginning"
EveryAppointment at Ezio'sBeauty S"alon
Qualifies You for a trip to
36 Chatham St. E.

LASVEGAS

256-9331
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Specialimprovements
by Peter Burton
Physically handicapped students
may soon see improvements which
recognize their needs at this university.
Next month a Senate Sub-Committee on Special Needs will be
handing in a report requested by the
University Senate in January. The
committee, made up offive members
drawn from the Student Affairs
Committee and by four other r~
source persons chosen from around
the university, will make recommendations to the Senate on the
requirements of students with special
needs.
According to committee members, 'Special Needs' is a rather
vague term, used to define any
difficulty that a physically disabled
student may encounter in attending
classes at the university. Not all
these difficulties can be dealt with
without help from the university. A
student who is near-sighted, for
example, usually only needs a pair
of glasses. The committee is only
studying problems faced by students
which can only be solved by the
university itself. This sort of help
can vary from building ramps to
allow access for a wheelchair into a
building right through to getting a
professor to make special arrang~
ments for a student in need, they
said.
David Garlick, chair of the committee and a history graduate student.
said the committee has already
brought about some changes such
as having public telephones in the
University Centre and Windsor Hall
lowered so that they can be reached
from a wheelchair. He said the
report will also identify some other
imme..s!_iate
priorities for a change.
High on his list is the crumbling
ramp at the east entrance of the
University Centre and the narrow
ramp for the Leddy Library which

!
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has two 90 degree turns. Ifs present
value, Garlick said, "is aesthetic
rather than practical."

needs has to be taken away from
somebody else," she said.
Graham said that" the Ministry
Whilethesechangesappearstraight- of Education has avoided responsiforward enough, Garlick also said
bility. It hasn't handed down a
the committee has many more dif- policy or even any money. The
ficult problems to deal with. First of universities have been left to come
all. he points out that there is a up with something on their own."
general reluctance on the part of
The recent passage of Ontario's
many students with disabilities to
Bill 82 has forced the university to
identifythemselves. Duncan Graham.
study the problem. Garlick said
a wheelchair-bound psychology stuThe legislation is designed to
dent sitting on the committee said
"mainstream" handicapped secorr
"many people flunk out instead of dary school students out of special
finding the help they need"
institutions and into high schools.
The committee will be proposing
he said.
that in registering all students be
asked to identify any disability they
This means that eventually many
may have, said Graham. This will
more handicapped students will be
be helpful for the university because
attending universities whic~ under
in many cases expensive equipment
the new Charter of Rights, will be
needs to be acquired before the
obliged to provide them with satisstudent can get to work. Blind stufactory conditions, said Garlick.
dents, for instance, often have to
wait up to three months before they
Ianetta, Graham and Garlick
can get a taped version of a class
are pleased with the University's
textbook, he said.
attitude towards the issue. Graham
Money is also a prohlem, accord- says the •· attitude of employees
ing to Josie Janetta. secretary of the
from maintenance to professors is
Office of Student Affairs and com- good." It is clear. however. the
mittee member. "The University is committee is just starting to look at
what is becoming a growing need
walking a fine line, any money that
for studentsoncampus.said GrahamD
is given over to students with special

Wyndham College
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Spring '86

10% off for
Students & Faculty

Smee 1981

Q

Plan for

•Pre-university courses in a wade variety of academic subiects
• Bright facilines m downtown Guelph
• Fully equipped computer and science labs
•Small classes, personal attention, experienced staff.
For information or a visit, contact Mr. D. McCallum, Principal

Success

ft/..._1.......,__
DATANG

~

Wyndham College, 121 Wyndham St., Guelph NlH 4E9

(519) 822-5515

Chartered accounting is synonymous with successsuccess in public practice, business, industr\.
government and education.
CA's are in demand, whether 1t s to lend credibility to
financial statements or as independent business
advisers, computer specialists and corporate leaders.
That spells success in any language.
Just ask one of Ontario's 798 successtul young men
and women who qualified to become CA's in 1985.
Or ask one of the many CA's who have qualified
since 1981, representing an 85 per cent success rate.

'

Then ask yourself. Do you \<\'anta financially
rewarding career as a chartered accountant? If the
answer is yes, call information services at the
Institute for details about entering the program.
Whether you are in arts, science, engineering, law or
commerce, the CA profession has a place for you .

•

FOUNOEO
1379

THE INSTITUTEOF
CHARTEREDACCOUNTANTSOF ONTARIO
69 Bloor street East, Toronto,Ontario. Canada M4W 183

Telephone (416) 962-1841
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Vanier Vittles
SUPPER

LUNCH

4:30 - 6:30

11:00 - 1:30
Monday

Chinese Pepper Stedk
Gnll~d Pork Chop

Vegetable Beef Soup
hshw1ch
BBQ Meatloaf

French Onion Soup
Tu e sday Octoberfest Sausage on Crusty
Hot Turkey Sandw,ch
W ednesday

Frida y

by Teresa Moore

Mexican Taco·s
Hip O'Beef

anadian/ American
free trade thr eatens
Canadian sovereignty, Liberal House
Leader He rb Gray
told a crowd of
about 70 in the University Centre
Monday.
"Comprehensive free trade is
not in Canada's best interest." said
Gray. "It threatens cultura4 socia4
political and economic integrity and
especially threatens Canadian jobs."
Gray said that Ca nadians are
being kept in the dark over the costs
and benefits of free tra de.
"This is definitely not the time
to get into a free trade agreement. .
because the United States is in a
trade deficit and wants to decrease
its imports, while Canada wants to
increase our exports. A conflict of
interest is obvious ly present," he

Cdn Cheese Soup
Jumbo Ch1h Oog
Chicken Nuggets
Apnl 2 l'dce Changn
B,Hland Sphl 8M

T hursda y

Grayknocksfreetrade

Baked Ham Hawauan
Hungarian Goulash

Pepp,,r Pot Soup
Hot Beel Sandwich
We,1ern Omelet

Veal Madehne
Mushroom Crepes

Crt>am of Brcxcoh Soup
Fish & Chips
'-;hepherds P,e

Tenyak1 Chicken
Spaghetti

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:4 5 - I :30

4 :30 - 6 :30

Satur da y

Soup of the Day
Spiced Beef/Onion Bun
BBQ Sauce

usagne
Spanish Meatballs
Fe1tuc1ne

S unda y

Soup of 1h" Dav
Bacon· n Cheeseburger

Pork f'ned RKe
Roasr Beef
Egg Roll

The Deli 1s open 11 30 · 6 15 Monday· Fnday
The Round Table 1s open 6 30 · 11 30 Sundav · Friday

stated
Gray said he fears the elimination
of" everything that makes us distinct ive as a country," including
marketing boards, Workman's
Compensation, OHIP, and our support to our cultural industries.
" Threatened will be our ability
to make our own dec isions and
develop our own value system,"
said Gray. "A new form of continental protectionism, locking us away
from the rest of the world," will
result
One audience member disagreed
with Gray's analys is. " The present
system is not conducive to world
trade with Canada," he said "World
exporting centres are being set up
in the U.S."
Gray also questioned the ability
of the Conservative government to
negotiate an agreement in Canada's
favour.HecitedMulroney'sineptitude
in dealing with acid rain, the tun a
scanda4 and his dismantling of the

Foreign InvestmentReview Agency
and the National Energy Pr ogram.
Another member of the audience
said Gray "insu lted Canadians"
and that "industry is strong enough
to stand on its own".
Gray added that free trade will
not lessen governmen t involvement
in the business sector.
"Conserva tives want economic
and social policies to be written in
Washington. They do not want less
government,just another govenunent
-the American one," he said.
In contrast. the Liberals are
suppo rting a world trade program
which will make use of the existing
organizaiton, the General Agreement
on Tariffs and T rade( G A TT), said

Gray.
"Trade with the U.S. is important
and we are very lucky to be so
geographically close," he said, but
"Canada ought to tear down the
barriers between provinces and develop 'Our own trade system."O

,

Care A Little

••

Get Alot!

Be A Summer Big Brother or Sign Up
Now ·For September!

classifieds .
FOR SALi: Electric typewriter in good
condition $60. Air conditioner 8500 BJ.U
Phone 254-1073.
FOR SALE.Ladies 10 speed bicycle. $50.
Phone 253-4374.

Exploring The Rood Less Travelled a
workshop based on M Scott Peck's best
selling book. The Rood LessTravelled, a
New Psychology of Love, Traditional Volues
and Spirttual Growth Held at Iona College,
208 Sunset Ave .. Windsor.
The Worl<shop Will begin Friday evening
7:00 pm April 4 ond all day Sot. April 5, 10
am thru 4 pm. after which will meet etvery
Wednesday evening at 7 pm April 9. 16.
23. 30. Moy 7 and 14th for two hol.lrs. The
facilitators ore The Rev J Murray Moclnne
und Rul h Ryon. The Workshop is for tho~

who wont to learn, about themselves
and others. work on rebtlonshlps and
issuesof contemporary IMng RegiStrotion
fee $40.00. Students $20 .00 Bursaries
available For further information or to
register call Ruth Ryon 973-7039.

LSAT
GMAT
Prep Courses for

June LSAT
June 21 GMAT
(416) 923-PREP
1-800-387-1262

Pictured Above Are Some Of The University Men
Who Are Big Brothers. Each of Them Spend
Just A Few Hours Every Two Weeks With Their
Little Brother.
You Can Find Out More About Being A Big Brother By
Att e nding On e Of Our Informal "I NFO " SESSIONS :

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

Call. ..

Clirtf)rigfJt
at

252-3322

OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

Monday April 7.th
11 :30 am , 2 :3 0 pm and 4 :30 p m
University Centr e - Assumpti o n Lo unge
(First Floor )
or call
Big Brothers at 256-2311

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tesls·Med1ca1 Referrals.
Community Referra•s.
Accommodat1ons
Legal Advice

and

The Lan~
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PoorresJX)nse
nixesTransitWindsor
pricediscount
by Kevin Johnson
Transit Windsor will not continue
the student discount on bus passes,
said Students' AdministrativeCouncil
Vice-president Bob Baker.
Baker said he had not received
official notice, but had been told
that the special price offered in
March would not be continued.
In November. Transit Windsor
agreed to issue monthly bus passes
at a rate reduced from $27 to $20.
for a one-month trial period. The
success of the experiment would
determine whetherthe companywould
- continue with the special studen't
price.
Baker said the target for new
sales of 250 passes had not been

"The best months would have
been October and November-what
we tried to achieve in the summer,··
he said Prolonged negotiations with
Transit Windsor delayed the trial
date, he said.
Baker said he is finished working
on the issue. "(Transit Windsor is

achieved.
"There are a number of possible
reasons," said Baker. "We had a
pretty good ad campaign," but it
had to compete with the SAC general
electio:i.
Running the trial in March was
far from ide Baker added.

~~qantportraits
...___

_

,..

ONE
NIGHT ONLY
of Dancing Pleasure

classifieds
STUDENTWISHING to sublet furnished
oportment for Moy. June. July & August
Coll Steve 256-0814

1 WAYairlinetickettoEdmonton.S125.00
for April 13. 945-3160.

Tues.,April 1st
The Subway

APT. TO sublet - May 1 - Sept. 1 -1 bdrm:
$260/rnonth; furnished; parl<ing; laundry;
coble avail; non-smoker. ocrossthe street
from the U (low schooO.Don't miss outt
Coll today 258-0165

1 ROOMin PrilloteHome. 0059 to UnM:ll'SitV,
laundry; kitchen privileges female; 9771512; 10 min. wolk; $160/month .

Bill= Good luck with your Vanier infatuation Moy you at least have better luck
than I did. "GUMBY'

RIDEAVA.II.ABLE
to BC in Mid-,April. preferably for Natural Science student. Write:
534 St Joseph Street N9C 3Y8

THEWORD Doctor. Cures any writing
problem 969-0455
OHE WAY air ticket to Edmonton. $150.
,April 13 Call 945-3160

TOMY Amadeus Stripper. Braceyoursett: I
think rve caught 1ttYes I believe rve got
the fever Spring fever that isl rm just too
chicken to ask ... Hove you caught it?
Please give me a slgn Love Pizzo maker

IN SEARCHOF Jose: Where are you???
rmindesperoteneedofohug.
Canyou
fulfill my need? Love Your locey top friend
from Mr Middleton's grade eleven data
class. Can you guess whor?
TO MY love. my life. my Wife. today 1sjust
one big step towards our big fame film all
we need 1sthe financial support because
we already hove the charisma to put on
a dancing smash hitll We'll be doing the
Conga forever. Love your spouse

TO MY loose, loose friend, I don't think
that you've flaunted it enough. Your ''in
like" friend thinks your smart start showing
him some flesh I'm sure he'll change his
mind fast Guess who? P.S There's not
much time left. so order soon 11
TO MY Rolly Polly, do you still hove rolls
behind your ears? I haven't gotten close
enough to check because Joey's been
smolhefingyou forh1msefflLoveCh,pmunk;

BIG D0().000
WOBBLE,Congrats my
little nostril-bong Rip my head off and
beat me green. See yo bock behind the
spherical diving board Hee hee 3 kisses
and .... PQW1! Love yo Sheeprot. P\Jnk
Rocker

APT.TO sublet from May-Sept., air conditioned; tree parl<ing; across the street
f1ornU'liller.ity: $287 month utilitie5rdudeCt
cable available. partly tumished Nonsrnoker, grad student preferred but will
consider others Call 258-7481.

SACAnnual Chnefai M"tlng hos been
postponed to Tuesday. Jl?'ll 1.1986 ttwtll
be held In Room 510 Windsor Hall Tower.
New council members for the 1986-87
SAC Council are advised to pick up
further inbmotion In the SACoffice R'esenf
membels con pick up more meeting
materials on Monday Morch 31, 1986.
REFRIGIRATOR
FORIALE.S27500. Phone
253-6423 ask for Bob or leave a message

WANTEDONE Ott TWObedroom flat 01
duplex fof Moy 1st, near U of W, Call 253·
7624 or 256-6094.

going to send me the report I'll
hand it in to the new administration."
he said.
Transit Windsor employee Bob
Coghill said he could not comment
on the report until it was dealt with
by the company's board, at its
April 3 meeting.O

HEBERT
I

I,

1284 OTTAWA STREET- WINDSOR- ( 519) 258 5500
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Nicaraguan President Daniel Onega ::.aavedra

Students wishing to contact the National Union of
Nicaraguan Students can write to:
Director of International Relations

•

mono

More than 32,000 students belonged to the
National Union of Nicaraguan Students in
July , 1984; this year membership dropped to
27 ,OOOas 500 students traded their books for
guns to defend their country against contra
forces.
Last swnmer Leslie McLaughlin, a biology
student at Concordia University in Montreal
visitedNicaragua and interviewedRoger Uriante,
the national Union f Nicaraguan Students'
international director. Roberta Rigby, another
Nicaraguan student, translated the interview
from Spanish.

were given safe passage out of the country by the Red
Cross after the victory of 1979 and this passage was
sponsored by the new Sandinista government The
Contras are mercenary bands that are trained and
financed by the United States government which had
initiated and supported the brutal Soffioza regimes from
1934 to 1979.)

UNEM
Managua, Nicaragua
Central America

In this new Nicaragua, students cannot be parasites
of society so we have initiated and participated in many
projects undertaken in service to our country.
One of the first revolutionary projects undertaken
by the students in 1980 was to solve the problem of
understaffing at universities as many professors fled the
country.

The students also organize themselves into brigades
for the cultivation of vegetables. This frees the university

We need more direct and formal
relations with Canadian student
•
unions.
We have a special interest in establishing ties with
Canadian student unions. So far, we have made contacts
with Canadian students who have come to Nicaragua
However, we need more direct and formal relations.
The weakness of our efforts in the past has been
because we have not received special invitations from
Canadian students who have not received special
invitatioOs from Canadian student unions. Ou( most
important Contacts through . the . work of solidarity ·
· ·· gro'lfps,.~e afe plannin~pAo
Cill.ada for.this.sµmITler
and · fall. The Director of International Relations of
UNEN w~s in.TorontO ill August of this y·ear and the
President of the ~tudent union .in Leon is planning a trip
to Montreal if) the fall.

McLaughlin: What is the National Union of Nicaraguan
Students and what are its objectives?
Uriante: The Union (UNEN) ·rep~esents all the students
j[l ~icar-agua iUrsuirtg teChn9JOgi~l, 1*>(essional .and
Ulliv~ersity-levelprogrammes ·. We now have a"rileniber:
ship of 27 ,OOO
students. Last year,.we had over 3J,OOO._
students registered, but arined aggression in our count])'
forced thousands of students to leave their classrooms
for the defence of the country. This crisis situation
makes it necessary for us to make special efforts to keep
the doors of the universities open to our students.

regularly however, because of the lack of supplies.
Aside from the various forms of material aid, these
student organizations have also sent' delegations of
students to Nicaragua to work alongside our students in
harvesting coffee and cotton. Last year we had student
delegations from seven different countries arrive to
work in the harvest brigades.

production and the quality of the products. For instance
we have a project called 'Proyecto lechero de Chiltepez'
in which Canada has donated 1OOOcows for a dairy
project

••

McLaughlin: What are your priorities for relations
with Canadian students?

Our main task is to raise the
national academic standard of
education

-

We have four major campuses in Managua with
other campuses in Leon, Esteli, Matagalpa, and Rivas.
The National University of Autonomy in Nicaragua
(UNAN) in Leon was the birthplace of the Sandinista
National Liberation Front (FSLN). In 1961, three
students, Carlos Fonseca, Silvio Mayorga and Tomas
Borge ( the only surviving member) founded the FSLN.
We are gradually working towards making universitylevel education available in every region of the country.
In Nicaragua we have had to give certain careers
priority over others. Being basically an agricultural
cowttry, we have placed major emphasis on our agronomy
departments. We also give priority to careers in dentistry,
medicine and technology.
There are however, limitations placed on us in
terms of materials and human resources. We are trying
to establish relations with other universities in the world
in the hope that they will sponsor some of our students
in those careers which we are not capable of offering
here.
In the past, the majority of students came from
Managua, Leon and a few other large urbann areas.
Now, we have a situation where the majority of the
students are campensinos or rural peasants from the
countryside and small villages. (Before the Sandinista
revolution in 1979, there was an 87 per cent illiteracy
rate in the campensino communities).
Most of these students are in a special scholarship
programme that was created after the revolution. The
universities opened up preparatory faculties which
permitted these students to study in intensive three year
programmes that lead to careers and studies at the
university level.
Our main task today is to raise the national academic
standard of education. In the coming months, we will be
tackling the problems associated with the coffee harvest
We are focusing on the present dangers of Contra
attacks and preparing ourselves to defend our country.
( Contras are counterrevolutionary bands led be exSomocista national 2.uards. These guardia members

McLaughlin: What is the relationship between the
Nicaraguan education ministry and the universities?
Uriante: The Nicaraguan Ministry of Education administrates education at the primary and secondary levels.
The National Council of Superior Education is the
authoritative body that regulates education in the
universities, professional colleges and technological
institutes. The National Council is represented by all
the directors from all the directors from all the different
university campuses in the country. In addition, representation comes from the professor's union, the
national president of student unions, and representatives
from the various worker's unions in Nicaragua Many
of the principal decisions of the National Council are
made only after much consultation with other organiza-

Students cannot be parasites of
society.
tions. Members of the National Council also sit on
another national body that deals with all educational
issues in Nicaragua, and this body meets regularly with
Nicaragua's Vice President Dr. Sergio Ramirez.
McLaughlin: What is the reality of student life today
compared to student life in pre-revolutionary Nicaragua?
Uriante: In pre-liberation days, universities were limited
to a small minority who could afford it After the
triumph of the revolution in 1979, all those wishing to
pursue a university or professional education could do
so.

Students creattxlthe "Movemiento Alwnno Ayudante"
which had the most skilled students fill in for faculty,
after they received additional training. This project is
still being developed today. Many of the early pioneers
of the project are now professors and directors of the
universities.
Another project involves mobilizing students to
participate in the harvest of coffee and cotton, as we
recognize the importance of these products to our
country's economic health. We can conduct major
mobilizations of students for the harvest seasons ( from
November to March).
These student mobilizations are of a voluntary
nature due to the dangers that are present in the coffee
and cotton producing regions of our country. When we
go to the regions, we usually, go arms for self-defence.
Those students not involved in the harvest brigades are
engaged in a programme called 'Practice of Production'
-a five-week period in the academic year in which
students go to the different industries for which they
have been studying. For example, medical students are
mobilized into sanitary brigades. These brigades are
either assigned to work in the front lines of the war
zones or in refugee centres where they give medical
services. These medical students also participate in the
teaching of first aid and hygiene to rural campensinos.
The nursing students intern in health centres and
hospitals in all regions of the country. This programme
is invaluable to the welfare of our people, yet it is not
without a certain amount of danger since these health
centres, hospitals and health care workers are prime
targets for the Contras.
Students in the science of agronomy faculty are
engaged in many projects to increase the means of

from the added expense of providing vegetables for the
students.
Students are involved in construction projects related
to the upgrading of the facilities at all the university
campuses. They build chairs, blackboards and desks.

Students are involved in construction projects related to the
upgrading of facilities.
McLaughlin: What relations and projects have you
developed internationally with other students in the
world?
Uriante: Our efforts in developing closer ties with
students in other nations has proven to be fruitful. Our
student union has established relations and ties with the
majority of student unions in the rest of Latin America
and we also have good ties with student unions in
Europe, particularly with those in Gennany, Italy,
Norway, Sweden. Denmark, Holland, the Arabic world
and Japan.
The European student unions have provided us with
much needed material aid and donations. The Finnish
students' union donated sports equipment to our university because, in Nicaragua, such material are very
difficult to obtain. Also, the Danish students' union
donated a photography lab which was to be used in the
publishing of our student newspaper. Our newspaper is
called the 23rd of July, in commemoration of the
students massacred in Leon in 1958 by the Somocista
National Guard We have been unable to publish it

Uriante: Our main objective is to let Canadian students
know about the realities of Nicaraguan students. It is
well known by us that the newspapers and press in
North America gives distorted news about the realities
of our country. That is why it is important for the
students to know the truth. We are told that the media
do not publish the criminal acts committed by the
counter-revolutionary forces on our borders.
On the other hand, the media try to place the
Sandinista government in the context of the East/West
conflict when we know the reality to be different The
people in Nicaragua have shown an overwhelming
support for the revolution (in the November, 1984
elections, 87 per cent of the eligible voters voted 68 per
cent of whom voted for the FSLN or Sandinistas): a
revolution that was made by us; no one gave us this
revolution... we lost 50,000 lives fighting for this
liberated Nicaragua, and that is why we are going to
defend it
The raising of consciousness of your people in
Canada to understand the reality of the U.S. aggression
we suffer here is of utmost importance to us and to our
survival.
Direct student participation in projects in Nicaragua
are always welcome. We consider the activities of
student brigades as being of great importance to us
particularly in regards to the coffee/cotton harvest
However, we find this area a source of deep concern for
us, since most of the coffee is grown in what we call the
war zones. We don't want our friends to lose their lives
in such activities as the harvest We already have a
sufficient number of martyrs in Nicaragua and we don't
want to add any more to the already long list We
believe that the work you can do while you are alive is
more important than the work you can do when you are
dead. We will be able to communicate to you at a later
date the safe areas for international coffee brigades.
We should be grateful to have communications with
the student organizations and universities in Canada.
We welcome any project the Canadian students initiate.
For example, one of the projects that needs direct
material assistance is the faculty of dentistry where the
students cannot do their practical applications due to
lack of material.
There is a great need for just about all possible
materials for all the different faculties.•

hat does it mean to say nothing?
As an art work says nothing, imitates
nothing, communicates nothing. Allows only
this observation:the henneticism of its medium
I its earth material, may emanate opportunity
for legibility and meaning which will occupy
this nothing with a ubiquity called 'life.'
But even with such potential for legibility ( which is the
instant of a fall into history) art communicates ...what? A
rhetoric of motives. or merely the formal play of its motivated
rhetoric? Whose motives? The viewer's? The artist's? The
culture's?
This mouthful of questions already signals a miasma
excess. Art's uselessness, its inarticulate sphere, its utter
gratuity, obtains in the form of a canvas of sculpture which
becomes the 'space' we invest with passion, or, if we're more
subtle, more transcendentally innocent, with love or horror.
The ding is, art can't speak, has nothing to say, and
presents itself mutely as the site of an effacement, offering no
determinable touch-point, threshold, or spring-board back
into the aristocracy of intention out of which it came.
For art to communicate it would have to be conscious of
the viewer in a literal sense. And here we're at an impasse, for
art's silence stakes out the freedom ofits linguistic impotence.
But if this seems to imply that language is some sort of preemptive theoretical principle, let us set it aside for now, or at
least until tomorrow. or even the next day. If we can.
Let's instead ask how one may respond to the absurd
touchiness of LeBcl isolatiorusm? And let's try to approximate

an answer by pointing to a point of cultural disjuncture
between a writer's perceived public usefulness as the articulator
of both truth and skepticism ( a complex social mythology
which will always guarantee the ascendancy of the word, as a
monad of reason and deep being. over image, as a superficiality
of sensual attraction and deception), and a serious artist's
public irrelevance-an anxiety whose symptom is artistic
sensitivity, the need to defend against the nasty linguistic
glue-ons of criticism. Of course, history has shown that both
writers and artists are quite' dangerous' in their own way, but
you can chalk that one up to a naive political-moral
conception of content, meaning and intention. We know
better, we stylists. (We who remember the Bloom of James
Joyce's Ulysses: "University of life. Bad art")
So let's we draw a lot of Babelish art-historical parallels
as we keep all this, and more, in mind while plowing through
the following review of this year's crop of BFA talents at
Centre and LeBel galleries.
Tina Mouritzen·s untitled works on display at both sites
are the strongest of contributions in what is often an
irredeemably soft show. There's no avoiding the strong
colour sensibility of her large Untitled work at the Centre.
She appears to work with dispersion (wax/paint technique)
and it gives her imagery (truncated pillars. upright totemic
objects) a mature presence and sort of stand-out formal
solidity reminiscent of Beckmann.
Susan Gelinas is less consistent. Her Lotus Blossom
(Centre) is a large canvas: bright, inviting, and rather
convincing in the animated manner of Elizabeth Murray's
latest work. It compares favourably with the nocturnal
lushness of her Untitled Ramon F errerish piece at LeBel. Yet
pause with a purpose before these two and you suddenly
begin scratching your well-oiled scalp. Has significance and
depth of conception been sold short by an optimistically
pursued colourism?
This is a question posed with a minimum of whimsy. It
must be answered somewhere along the line. Though, to be
sure, it can't be answered by Jane Bonnell's portraits. Maria
in Red ( Centre) attacks with the colours of a super charged
Kokoschka, yet in the midst of such a blaze the imagery still
tends to clam up, withdraw into the field of its own colouristic
Java. Thus, while the works themselves are impacted with a
brazen and unquenchable immediacy, the intended slovenly
quality of her expressionist brushstrokes can only correspond
to the luminostiy of the viewer's own grimace.
Cathy Byng's imagistically elemental work is fixated by a
singularity all its own: Cows, Pigs, and various energy
field&-Viscosity (Centre) is a little Litho burst of Pollockian
power-are realized in some pretty nifty brush work such as
attends Tuba or the raggy, seizing primitivism of her large
scaie Steer at the Centre which appears in appropriate
proximity to Rob Schmidt's Camp/ire Girls sculpture.

Cathy Byng's "steer" at its 'raggy iconic best'. The BFA exhibit runs through April 11th.

· But even if Byng' s large-scale efforts don't quite fill out
the edges of their chosen space, even if she seems to rely too
much on iconic impact and so forgoes the delectable universe
of subtlety, the works exhale and irrupt with Dubefettian
purpose and candour. Schmidt's sculptures, wnue caumg
attention to themselves in the same bold way, remain glibly
primitive in every ambitious extension of their pointed metal.
They're somewhat reminiscent of the material displayed in
West Berlin's late 82 Zeitgeist exhibit which showed art that
aimed to compress 'tragic' irony and brute, showy selfdisplay, but didn't quite have enough formal or thematic
muscle.
Turning from the fierceness of works such as these, one
stumbles on the sugar-plum ironic smiling of Angie Foster's
output Her Centre watercolours-Tea Time and Alphabet
Soup-make it evident that she can handle a pencil well and
is capable of depicting depth. These are rather rather light,
diminutive (in scale) offerings, but for that very reason
remain thankfully unforced Tea Time appears to be a
decorous little set design sporting lopsided doughnuts and
some keenly executed upside down legs. The humorous

squeak of such stuff doesn't go undetected, and by the time
you get to her Lebel constructions ( especially the spoof of
commercial childishness in Star Search) the work also bares
the cutest of satiric fangs.
From among the myriad rest comment will be reserved to
two curiosities. Susan Leslie's North-facing Litho at Lebel is
sombre in colour, strong on organic imagery, and makes good
use of white detailing. The success of this work can perhaps
be best relayed by saying that the figures in outline are
evocations ofMatissean dancers, and they blend well into the
"calligraphic'' primitivism of the whole.
Chun Fong, whose paintings convey little sense of
completeness while attempting to thrive on a counterpositioning
of gestural haste and solid colour areas, shows promise with
The Kite (Lebel). The intriguing perspective and the formal
arrangement is unavoidably appealing from a distance,
though at the same time one notes inconsistency and
dissolution as one scans the right edge. In fact, on closer look
one is disappointed that the piece doesn't 'communicate'
itself with nearly enough of the potential perceived at a 10
foot standoff. D
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JesusandMary Chainstilljust hype artists
by David Reid!
The Jesus and Mary Chaincameto Detroit
last Saturday for the second time in four
months to play amidst a barrage of broken
bottles and flying cups. Arre.all, isn't that
what the Jesus and Mary Chain are all about?
You know-punk rock and all that stuff.
Unfortunately, that's what many of their
'fans' in attendance at their St Andrew's
Hall performance believed Cootrary to popular
belief, however, The Jesus and Mary Chain
are not a punk rock band- at least, not in the
true sense of the word (whatever that is).
According to vocalist Jim Reid, the band
is creating an aural form of art, rather than
~hashing the punk rock thang over again. It
is difficult to find a musical label to attach to
this group of "performing artists." They
seem to visit every comer of the rock'n'roll

world to incorporate almost every sty le into
their sound-they even went as far as to do a
remake ofSyd Barrett's "Vegetable Man" on
the b-side of their first release.
Still, the JAMC are unique in the sense
that they take this" pot-luck rock'n'roll" and
intensify and distort the sound to produce a
creative wall of noise. I believe the key word
is 'feedback.' While many cringe at such a
word, the JAMC thrive on it-in fact, it
provides the basis for the band's sound
Could it also be this primal noise that has
incited their followers to riot? Alas, we didn't
get to find out on Saturday, although many in
the audience seemed to be waiting for an
excuse to let loose. At any rate. the show was
interesting. at the least
The band finally made their appearance a
few minutes before one o'clock. Though not
the most visually stimulati ng group to come
to Detroit-in fact, they looked bored with

cla~ifieds

rent a house or 2 bedroom apartment .
(well kept) Oownto.vn or Westend areo
Needed soonas possible Please call252-

8734
SUMMERJOBStorStudents! Be a comp
counsellor 1nNorthern Ontooo Swim ,rr
structOfS and other positions ovo ilable
Uva 1no unique ......tldemess
erMronment
('1111Liano 736-2305 by Sunday March30
NOTICEOF ELECTIONS
torthe Economacs
( ui, 1986-8 Executive Elections ond
nom1nohons <>pen to rnem~
and
economic
ma)(n
1nteC'8stednominees
should contact the existing economies
club 1n the Economic Research room
1163'MiN. Nominations occepted March
24-31 Electaon held Apol 2 (10:00 - 4 30)
~163 IM-IN
TO l.4URIEondDavo. lknowlrsnotlustso
e1on·ttry to pull the INOOIover my eyesl trs
sounds like the four letter word with the 0
In the mlddte LOVE Just thought rd let
you know r m really happy for vou two
Your tnend. Wild M
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So it goes. The Cha in came out and
played main ly from their only LP to date,
Psychocandy. Opening with "Inside Me,"
they walked through their set, touching down
on a few of their most recognizable songs,
such as "Just Like Honey"-which
evoked
feelings oflust in some couples in the audience
(nudge, nudge, know what I mean) and
"Never Understand." Perhaps the most memorable song of the evening was "Boyfriend's
Dead," as guitarist William Reid and bassist
Douglas Hart spent the entire set in front of
their amps, churning out bloodthirsty feedback- We rarely got a good view of these two,
since their backs were always turned towards
us.
Admittedly, I like the band, and their show
last Saturday night was a worthwhile experience. The fact remains. though-the key to
their popularity is just hype. D

G RAD UATION
PORTRAITS

iiCia"--..
_:-.....

APARTMENTTO SHAaE wilt\ 2 g rts in
ui:,perportofo house 10-15 m1nute"WOlk
to University on bus line Fully furnished
except ovoiloble bedroom. Clean. quiet
and hos fireplace. use of pool. etc Looking
tor o roommote for lv1ay to September
with optaon of staying on. $200/month
Includes ut1ht1esCOii 253-9478 .

HELP!3 responsible students tooklng to

the idea of performing-their music reached
the high-energy level, and the crowd went
into a shoving match. Still, I don't think the
audience was ready for what the JAMC had
to offer. I know I wasn't Possibly, it was the
fact that their set list could be rattled off in
one breath, having lasted only forty-two
rrunutes-five of which were used to 'tune'
their guitars-and then ten songs later, they
were gone. Ten songs for nine dollars. Outrageous.
And they didn't even say they were glad to
be in Detroit-who would be?-in fact, they
didn't speak a word to the audience. except of
course when Jim Reid belched after quaffing
down his beer Call me sick, but I find a
certain beauty in the impersonal manner with
which the band conducted themselves. They
Jet their music be the bridge between themselves and the audience, proving that the two
really did have something in common.
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aiden Lane

In our Studio or on
Campus
(Next Campus
Date - April 3)

Moving Soon from Salon 510 to

New Location
1 MAIDEN LANE

8 FREE WALLETS
( with Regular Purchase Only)

As of April 1, I would like to wish
a warm welcome to all!!

966-5572

Come join us for an Open House
April 5 after 3 :00 pm

1399 Grand Marai s We st

977-5145

When yo u nee d it don e right ...

Formal
at

T.B.Q.'s Other Place
April 4 , 1986
Dinner and Open Bar
D.J. Vladio Giampuzzi
$SO/co uple
Tickets on sale to
SSS membe rs
Rm Gl 30 WHN

•
•
•
•

All Graduat ion Hoods Available
Wheelchair Access
1 / 2 0oz . Complimentary
Roses .
By Appointment
Only

Huron Plaza
171 O Huron Churc h Rd.
Wind sor, Ontario

973-5544
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Those experienced in callingfor the
clean, true taste of Blue are well aware
of the value of doing so m a big way.
Perhaps this accounts for the enormous
increase in the sales of alpine horns.
Once used almost exclusively in
old Julie Andrews movies and in commercials for cheese, the alpine horn is
showing up in favourite watering holes
across the country.
"Alpine horns are the new growth
industry." Said one dealer. "Equally
impressive ..." he went on to add "are
the sales of knee socks, lederhosen and
Tyrolean hats." It would appear, at least
for the moment, that hornfev£r is upon
us. Which means, that it is indeed, time
to blow for a Blue.
··
' -

Long an institution at country fairs
and ho-downs, hog calling techniques
have made theirwayfar beyondlhe cone
cession roads and split railfences of
our pastoral communities. In countless
bars across the country, the once distinctive strains of"Sue-eeeeeeeeeeeee"
have been replaced by the infinitely
more lyrical "Blue-eeeeeeeeeeeeeee."
As popular as this technique is
becoming, you would be ill advised to
employ it at any function to which you
are required to wear black tie or in the
presence of anyone who
.
is more than 20 lbs
overweight.
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O NE IN A SERIESOF HIGHLYINFORMATIVEPRESENTATIONS
AIMED AT HELPINGYOU TO
BETTERUNDERSTANDTHE DIVERSEMEANS IN WHICH IT IS POSSIBLETO OBTAINONE OR
MORE BOTTLESOF BLUE.CANAD.A:SMOST POPULARBEER.FORTHAT CLEAN,TRUE TASTE.
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Stu,rma drag;attitudeproblemsabound
by David Viecelli
There's this thing about a certain circle of
Toronto bands. They've got an attitude - the
kind of attitude that you could live with in
Toronto for a lifetime, never realizing how
insultingly unpalatable you are to the rest of
mankind. It is when some of these "artists.,
get it into their heads that they should go stun
tbe colonies with their eloquence and fashion
sensibilities that we provincials are endowed
with a divine right to complain.
It is a difficult disease to describe, this
sophisticated self-importance, but it manifests
itself in every facet of the bands that it
afflicts. Its effect on personal comportment is
to render one unable to identify hallucinations
like the all-too-common "culturally superior"
delusion. It very often causes the victims to
believe that their performance is not that of a
rock band, but a completely rounded multimedia education for their audience.
These bands formulate their music along
a stylized white funk-rock idiom that Toronto
appean; to have standardized Comparisons
are easily drawn between the Sturm Group
and Vital Sines (who have also played in
Windsor at the now defunct Radio Tavern).
Both began a few years back, doing energetic
and fresh shows around Tor onto's relatively
healthy club circuit, and both released tapes
recorded in the primitive basement studio of
Vital Sines vocalist Rick Win.kJe. Neither
debut excelled, but they did succeed in
showcasing a sharp funk-infused songwriting
style and, particularly in the Sturm Group's
"Adventures in the Skin Trade," a slashing,
punctual, guitar method.
If one is to make the leap and assume that
the two bands are trying to put out the best
music they believe themselves to be capable
of, then these early tapes must be regarded as
little more than dumb luck. Subsequent vinyl
releases have been more complex, directionless exercises in aunospherics that have Sturm Group: Is this the ~implicity of rock 'n roll?

.. .
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orry 'bout
that We
screwed up.
Last week we said
we were accepting
art for
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MeHamara

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVE
IT.
"Easter Weekend Specials"
Good Friday - Fish & Chips & one trip to
salad bar ... 4.55

GENERATION
86
until "'1arch 15.
We meant Apn1
15. Anyway. So
submit your
photos, art work,
etc._ to this
Campus literary
book. Call or
drop by the Lance
before April 15
anyway. Hurry
it up.

Lance pt ,olo by Christopher

managed to eliminate practically every a~
preciable aspect of their material.
Saturday night in the Subway, the Sturm
Group did precious little to redeem themselves.
Their set lacked dynamics, quickly becoming
tedium which anyone not bearing the audial
brunt up front found easy to ignore. The
studio techniques which manage to givesome
songs slightly variant characters on vinyl are
not availale to rescue them from oblivion in a
performance situation.
The Sturm Group also dragged some
friends of theirs called the Rythm Twins
(their spelling) along to help entertain us. In
seeming to want to be taken seriously, the
Rythm Twins offer an insult to consciousness
everywhere. There are two members-a guitarist and a singer-all
other tracks arc
contained on a muddy tape played from
somewhere underground . They trot out ther
sex· art shenanigans before two or three video
screens that spew those pop culture splicefests
at you insisting beyond all reason that it has a
thematically vital link to the musical presentation. You know better .
Saturday ' s show was opened-and one
might say closed as well- by Frank Carlone
andthe Good Thing.s.a trio of ex-Windsorites,
coincidentally all now residing in Toronto.
Windsor folks may recognize them as the
third incarnate of the legendary Ronald Reagan
Story, featuring near-lawyer and pop love
god Frank "the Italian Prince" Carlone on
guitar and vocals, Brian Chick on drums , and
the omnipresent Elad D' Amore filling in on
bass.
As expected, they blended simple pop
originals (some new, some old favourites)
wilh their interpretation of such classics as
"Ring of Fire" and ''Leaving on a Jet Plane."
Judging by the crowd reaction. they entertained
better than anyone else would that rught Call
the evening a lesson in the simplicity of
rock ' n rolr s appeal D

- 11:00 ... 6.49
Try Our New Breakfast Specials
Mon - Fri 8:00 - 11 :00
Sat & Sun 9:00 - 12:00
Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
3217 Sandwich St
(corner of Sandwich & Mill)
Hours :

Come in· join us!!

MON-WED 11 AM-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1 :30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

321 7 Sandwich at Mill
255-1833

American
Express

Visa

Master
Card

by Mike Lyster
nother city, another game,
another night of trying to
please 18,000 people expecting greatness. Not adequacy,
orexcelience, or even simply
being the best on the ice: only
....._ ___
....J greatness
willsatisfythat crowd,
and, sometimes, even I.hat isn't enough.
Tbaf s the usual routine, 80 times a year,
for Wayne Gretzky. To a certain extent, a
large portion of the responsibility for the
success of the National Hockey League rests
on his shoulders. As the unquestionably
biggest media personality in the history of the
sport, he c-0nsistcntlygenerates more coverage
and excitement about the game than the rest
of the league put together.
That's a big enough burden for most
teams. let alone one player. Of course,
Gretzky is compensated handsomely for this
service; at $1,000,000-per-year plus, he is
also the highest paid man ever to strap on
skates and take to the ice in the NHL. But
one must wonder, with tl1e nightly grind of
relentless checkers, goons out to make a
name for tllemselves, taunting fans. and the
requisite media horror show, how long The
Great One will play. how long it will be until
he retires to the security of his endorsements
and shopping malls. The answer is, of e-0urse,
how long it takes for a comet to burn out.
It's Tuesday. March 25 and Edmonton
heads into Detroit for a game with tlle forlorn
Red Wings. Edmonton is gearing up for tlle
playoffs and another defense of their Stanley
Cup title; they clinched first place in tlleir
division weeks ago. as is the usual habit for
this team which counts among its players at
least a half-dozenlegitimate superstars.Detroit,
on the other hand, has been eliminated from
the playoffs for weeks, and has spent its time
trying to avoid setting team records for most
losses and fewest points irl one season. The
last time tlle teams met, in Edmonton, tlle
Oilers humiliated tlle Wings 12-3. Th.is
meetin~ of number one versus number 21
promised to be no different And with the
game televised, on botll TSN and a local
station, you probably shouldn't expect much
of a crowd either, right?
Wrong. The game was sold out days after
tickets went on sale in September. The recent
peifonnances by tile Wings and tlle TV
broadcast held the crowd to"only" 18,374.
Of course, that is the smallest crowd ever to
see Edmonton play at Joe Louis Arena; they
usually draw 20.000. That's de rigeurfor the
Opers when they' re on the road having led the,
league in away attendance for tlle last six
years straight And no one wonders what the
attraction is.
Gretzky's name gets a bigger hand than
any of the Detroit players when the starting
lineups are announced before the game.
Most eyes are fixed on No. 99 whenever he
takes the ice, even when he doesn't have the
puck. That's also the most famous number
(99) in the annals of the NHL, which is
fitting, C-OosideringGretzky' s career is so tied
up in numbers, the testaments to his greatness.
And tlle stats are numbing after a while.
The NHL record book has whole pages

A

1,

team and losing is nothing new to these Wings.
It doesn't last for long, of course. Detroit
devoted to Wayne; he holds or ties 36 scoring
The
team drops so many games that tlley can
gets
a
power
play,
and
manages
a
few
good
records. One negative aspect to this domination
is that there hasn't been a race for the league chances at the go-ahead goal. And then Kisio lose just about any way possible. If there was
commits a cardinal sin-he blindsides the a way to outscore the opposition and still
scoring title since his rookie year-Gretzky
usually has it wrapped up with 30 games left Oiler's Mark Messier. As most observers of lose, you can bet the Wings would be the first
in the season. This season is no different. as pro hockey know. tile number one rule when to find it
with seven games to go he holds a 5 3 point lead
But back to Mr. Gretzky. The game is
playing Edmonton is: don't get Messier mad.
But it was too late for Detroit now, as over, and he takes the required spin on the ice
over his nearest rival, Pittsburgh's Mario
Messier had the puck and was blasting his for being selected the game's third star (Fuhr
Lemieux who, ironically, chose tlle number
66 - 99 upside down - as a homage to way up the ice, on his way to the Wings' net and Messier were one and two). It's back to
his hero.
anda 3-2 lead It took 30 seconds forEdmonton's the dressing room, to peel off the uniform. hit
Detroit fans tonight are hoping to witness · hyper-talented bad boy to get his second the showers and prepare to face another
onslaught of men armed with pens and
another milestone in Grettky's career. He shorthanded goal-on the same penaltymicrophones. Most of the press ignore the
and
the
lead
was
4-2.
Gretzky,
by
the
way,
has collected 198 points so far tllis campaign.
only two short of what would be his fourth notched his 200th point oo that one. Ho- Wings' quarters and head straight for the
visitors'. Gretzky is always the last out oftbe
hum.
200-point season in his seven years in the
The Wings didn't have a chance after showers (hey, they can't get at you in there)
league. l 00 points is considered a great
output for everyone else; Gretzky sets his that. The Oilers shifted into second ( they so the horde focuses its attention on the
save the high gears for May) and skated the mortals. Warming up for the Big Time, so to
own standards.
speak.
Glen Sather, the coach, general manager,
and president of the Oilers is in a good mood
tonight, and that means he'll fietd a few polite
questions. The media is obsessed with his
team's ability to''tumiton and off' and what
will happen to them in the playoffs in they
can't ... There's no tricks to motivating a
club," Sather says in reply. ''You have to
work with players when they're young, teach
them that the worst tiling in tlle world is
apathy. You have to teach them that losing
feels bad, and winning feels good. And make
sure that they'll always want to feel good."
Others want to know why the Oilers were
somewhat sloppy during the game, and why
the Wings seemed to outplay them at times.
Sather does not take to that line of questioning.
"Listen, we won, didn't we?" he says. "How
many games have we woQ so far? 53? Who
else has done that? I'm not about to criticize
Wayne for malting a bad pass. We play 80
games a year, plus exhibitions, and then the
playoffs, so you can't keep up the intensity all
the time. No one can, but we still win most of
the time."
By now Gretzky has finished his shower
and bas taken his place in the dressing room,
in a comer reserved for him alone so his
teamates can dress without getting trampled.
He is immediately surrounded and bombarded
with questions from every direction. The hot
topic is his goal production. Gretzky has
scored "only" 50 times this year-well ofl
his normal output. He has compensated by
Lonce photo by John Sloma
racking up a phenomenal amount of assists,
Wings into tlle ice. Gretzky got another 151 to be exact, more than 15 better tllan his l
The game starts slowly, with Detroit
assist, this time on defenseman Paul Coffey's old league record. Is it because he's passing
taking the initiative. They pepper Oiler goalie
44th goal of the year, which is only two shy of more, trying to help his teammates set tlle
GrantFuhrwitll shots, but he is sharp on this
the all-time record for rearguards in one year. personal and league records they're chasing?
occasion., and when he is sharJ:!he 1s one of
Apparently not. "I'm playing tlle same way I
the best in the game. Then Edmonton gets the
held by the legendary ~obby Orr.
always have," Gretzk:y says. "I'm shooting
puck deep in the Wings' zone. Gretzky
the same, passing the same. If I'm being
Glen
Anderson,
another
of
the
Oiler
touches the puck for an instant, and is
covered
especially close, then of course fll
super-gunners,
rounded
out
the
se-0ring
with
immediatelysmotheredby Detroit defensernan
concentrate on setting someoneel$e up."
his53rd
of
the
season
a
minute
after
Coffey's
Steve Richmond. but still manages to pass it
He will admit, however, that he goes out
off to a teammate. The result? A goal, a 1-0 tally. The win, C-Oincidentally Edmonton's
of his way to pass to some players if they are
53rd
this
year,
was
by
a
final
score
of7-2.
In
lead. and the 199th point for a player lying
gunning for a record-i. e. Coffey's pursuit of
truth, tlle poor Wings probably outplayed tlle
flat on his back.
Orr. "Yeah, fmlookingforCoffeynow.
We
Oilers
for
much
of
the
game.
They
held
the
The Oilers go up 2-0 before the first
have
a
few
games
left,
and
it
would
be
great
edge
in
shots-43
to
33
(
Gretzky
had
seven
periodis over, and appearto havethe game in
oftllose 33)-and they had at least as many
for him and for the team to get the record As a
complete control beading into the second
good
se-0ring
chances.
But
there
was
a
big
group
we're able to incorporate individual
But Detroit pushes one past Fuhr, and then
goals with team goals. It motivates us, inspires
difference
between
the
pipes,
with
Fuhr
on
Gretz.kymakes a temble pass that's iotercept.ed
us, drives us to reach for new levels."
by Kelly Kfaio of the Wings right in front of the top ofh.is game and Detroit's Eddie Mio
being,
well,
Eddie
Mio.
Outhustling
tlle
other
the Oiler goal. Tie game.
continued on page 18
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Windsor
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of the outstanding male athlete, this President's roll in each of her semyear was given to two Lancersesters at Windsor.
track and field's Tim Ryan and
Her male counterpart this year
he University of soccer'sVanNiforos. Ryan capped is Frank Drkulec of the Lancer
Windsor honoured
a great year with five medals-two soccer team. He was all-OU AA as
its own last Friday
golds, a silver and two bronzes-at
a defender on this year's team as
at the annualLancer/ the OUAA indoor and outdoor well as holding up an87 .6% overall
Lancerette Sports
championships. Ryan currently holds average.
A ward Reception,
six school records along with two
The Lancer/Lancerette Awards
relay records.
are given each year to outstanding
and it was the Track and Field
Niforos, as a third-yeargoalkeeper male and female athletes in their
team, coming off one of its most
on the Lancer soccer team, anchored graduating years. There were two
successful seasons ever, that shone
the defense that at one point had the· winners this year-Ritchie Coughlin,
the brightest
squad ranked as the number one who does dual duty as a member of
Of course, members of every
team in Canada by the CIAU both the Lancer football and track
team were honoured, and there was
Niforos has never had a goals-per- teams, and the Lancerette swim
no shortage of praise for the winners.
game average of over one in his team's Wendy Poppleton, a comThe highlight of the evening
career, and this year allowed only petitor for four years.
was the presentation of the male
12 goals in 17 games.Not surprisingly,
The various teams' Most Va~
and female athletes of the year. The
he was selected to the OUAA All uable Player awards were also given
Banner Shield, annually given to
Star team by a unanimous vote of! out at the reception. The awards
the outstanding female athlete, this
the league's coaches.
were voted by the team members,
I
year went to Maxine Walkes of the
The
DeMarco
Trophy
is
given
making ~em especially significant
Lancerette Track and Field team.
to
the
male
and
female
athletes
for the wmners.
Walkes was Windsor's leading perwho,
as
undergraduate
sudents,
best
. The Lance~ receiving this aw'.11"1
fonner at the CIAU championships
combine
excellence
on
the
playing
mclude~
Chris Lombard, takmg
in Edmonton, winning two bronze
field and in the classroom. Kathy the curling MVP and Tom Davis
medals, one in the 300 metres and
Adkin of the Lancerette volleyball who captured the soccer award
one in the 4x200m relay. She capteam was the female recipient She Track was awarded to Ryan for a
tured a total of 17 individual and
was selected to the OWIAA All stellar performance all year, and
relay medals throughout the season,
Star team in the West Division Rod Zatyko c~lle~ted the fencing
including three golds at the OWIAA
while maintaining an A plus average. MVP for a wmnmg show at the
indoor championships.
Adkin has been selected to the OUAAs. The basketball MVP went
The Olympic Shield, emblematic
continued on page 18
by Mike Lyster and Terry Moore
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Faculty of Business
Universih · of Alberta

~

EJmontlln. Alha ta

Master of
Public
Management
In its Master of Public Management Program the Faculty of
Bus111essat the University of Alberta offers a managerial approach to the study of public administration. This unique pro gram draws on the strength of the entire Busmess Faculty and
incorporates the related disciplines of economics. political
science. and law. Persons with varied undergraduate Jegrces
will find the University of Alberta Master of Public Management program intellectual\} stimulating and geared towards
develop111gexpertise in makang and implement111gdecisions in
the public and non-profit sectors of Canadian society.
A number of graduate assistantships arc available.

Associate Dean, MBA/MPM Pro~rams
Faculty of Business
University of Alberta
Edmonton. Alberta T6G 2R6

Address----------------City ----Province ___
Date of Graduation:

John GAfac~y <::photography
3877 Dougall Avenue
969-6900

OpP.ortul)ities
for
Eng1neer1ng
Stuclents
rr.er.t 'Ne o !1er an a:tract1v,=,
$lartmg salary lrmge benellls
and secure lulu re

If you are an engmeenng student
approaching grad1,;allon. wed
hke to talk to you about the chal
lenge of a career m the Canadian
Anned Forces Whether you re
m the army . navy or mr force. you
wlll be expected to lead a learn
ot top flight tech01c1ansteshng
new deVJces and keeping vanous
installations at combat readiness
You may also be involved m new
equipment design and develop -

There'snolifelike it.
For more m1ormat1on on plans.
entry requiremenls and op
porturulles. V1S1t
the recru1hng
centre nearest you or call
collect we're m the yellow
pages under Recru1tmg

THECANADIAN

~

Please send MPM 111format1onto:
Name _______________

• Distinctive Studio Portraits
in gown and colours of your
Faculty
• Class Composite photos can
be arranged for your Faculty

ARMEDFORCES
Code ___

_

Canada

Degree-----

cla&Sifieds
FABULOUS
APARTMENT
to Sublet. 2 bedroom apartment fully furnished, includes
coble. laundry facilities. 10 minute walk
to the Univ81Sityof Windsor. Only S5'JJJ/
month. Coll Craig or Kelly at 252-5072.
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY CHAPEL 973-7034 between the University Centre
and the Ambassador Bridge . Mosses at
10:30 am. and 4:30 p.m. on Sundays
1111onday
to Friday - 11:50 a.m. sacrament
of Reconciliation on request.

MATURE
ADULT
- Non Smoker.Non Drinker.
mole. very clean. references on request .
$250/month max Willing to look otter
anything left a,.,er the summer. Moy August Coll 776-7042. Wont to sublet tor
summer
Happy Birthday CQtherlne
Love Minnie
Ups J)fevent your face from fraying - RL

JUaggieS

Dress & Sportswear Shop

252-7731

294 Ouellette at University

For that Special Evening or Formal
~

Come and See the latest in
Spring fashions from Canada's Hotest Manufacturers

Argenti • Kira • Eklectic • Joseph Ribkoff
Sizes Reg. 5-13
Petite 4-14

lii!!ii1 [.)
ll!!iill]

Hours Mon-Thurs
9:30-6

Fri.
9:30-9

Sat
9:30-5:30

Sunday
Open 12-5

·------ ~ -------------------------------

Inner Speech tells me lots of secrets
Outer Speech tells them to you. Now I
haven't any secrets - RL

Yoursoulis In your shoe- why do you insist
on walking all over yourself. - Rl
Keep your life together with a poperclip.
Staples ore brutal on the skin - RL
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* Layaway Available - Limit 1 coupon per person
Valid until Apf!L~Q,1986.
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continued from page 16

Speaking of goals, does The Great One
have any left? "Well, I'd like to get 153
assists this year," Gretzky says. "That way
fd have more assists then the old record for
points(Phil Esposito's 152, which was the alltime record until Gretzky shattered it in his
second NHL season). That would be kind of
neat"
Kind of neat Gretzky does not make any
claim to a place in history, at least not in
words. He will not compare hunself to the
immortals,the Howes or Morenzs or Beliveaus.
"You can't do that fairly," he will offer.
"They were the best in their time. Things
have changed Pd like to think T will be
regarded in the same light when I'm done, but
fm not about to compare myself with someone of another era."
After the massacre in Edmonton a few
weeks ago, Detroit coach Brad Park ripped
the Oilers for pouring it on at the end of the
game, playing Gretzky, Coffey, etc. and
· running up the score. Someone tries to get
Wayne to reply in kind, or to criticize the
pathetic Wings. But it doesn't work. "It's not
my place to comment on other franchises,"
Getzky replies. "Detroit is a great spcrts
town, and J' d love to see a winner bere. 1he
fans are mcredible. It' s just hard to change so
much of the team in one year. Hopefully,
they'll bounce back."
Gretzky is, above all, polite to the end.
Everyone has heard from their friend's cousin,
who grew up with Wayne, that he has a huge
ego, and that he is unbelievably conceited.
Or you know a guy whose sister he dated, and
he'll tell you how rude Gretzky is. But there
he sits, night sfter night, in strange cities far
liom Hranttord,and qwetlydellectsthe most provocativequeries,and will sit in an empty dressing
room discussing anything and everything
until you run out of things to ask. And then
he'll face the mobs outside, a faceless,breathing.
persuing mass that requests, begs for, demands

Lance photos by John Slama

Gretzky handling the mobs, both fans and media, that seem to follow him everywhere.

lus name on the1r scraps of paper. And he
smiles.
And you wonder how long he'll put up
with it aJI. It has not been an easy year in
many respects for Wayne Gretzky. There
has been a good deal of controversy on the

team of which he is captain, and this year, for
the first time ever, he has been booed at
home. He has had some very poor games. Of
course, everyone has a bad night And the
team is doing better than ever , right on track
for their third Stanley Cup. And he did get

those 200 points. He could play for another
decade at this pace, smashing every career
scoring record in the process. Hell, he's
within reach on some of them now.
But you've got to wonder ... D

Lancers!I.ancerettes
honoured
continued from pa2e 17
to Scott Thomas, and Chuck Brinuner

took the hockey title. Mike Leger
got football honours, Matt St Louis
the gold MVP, while Ken Souilliere
snared the swimming prize, with
the divingtitle goingto Matt Butler.,

r~c:1a,,,,.
OM ·FM

Wendy Sngley headed up the
list ofLancerette MVPs by winning
the basketball title as a result of her
most improved player status. MVPs
in the pool went to Barbara Strauss
for synchronized swimming and
Poppleton for swimming. Tracey
McCall snapped up the volleyball
MVP and Walkes ran away with the
Track because of an outstanding
perfonnanceat the CIAUs.
Not to be overlooked are the

z.1r~
88.7

.. A.. awards presented to those
who contribute to the prestige, organization and planning as well as!
calibre of sport at the University of
Windsor. Rick Mallet, George
McMahon. and Cheryl Stimpson
were this year's recipients.
Mallet has been anequipment
technician here at the University
for 13 years, and is also a part of the
intercollegiate sport support staff
He has always provided excellent
quality service to all of the Lancer
teams.

McMahon is a graduate of U of
W and is director of alumni affairs.
he ahs been an ardent supcrter of
all intercollegiate teams and has
rallied a great amount of alumni

supportfor several projects.McMahon
has organized rewlions for ex-Lancer
athletes and takes a major part in
the planning of Homecoming. The
championship banners hanging in
the Human Kinetics building are
there mostly as a result of his
efforts.
The final "A"' award went to
Stimpson who has assisted the
women's sports program to a great
degree and contributed to the administration of intercollegiate sport
as an undergraduate. She has acted
as both manager and trainer of the
women's volleyball team as well as
serving as a special events and
administrative assistant Cheryl has
been a definite asset to sports here
at the ~ niversity of Windsor. D

campus rec

MacHallWeekroorsto a close
by G ra ham McIntosh
It's spring again, and that means
that snow is gone, the ground is wet,
and it's time for Mac Hall Week.
Mac Hall Week is an annuaL weeklong event of team and individual
competitions with contestants reJ>resenting their floors. This year's
events went from Sunday March
16 to Saturday March 22 and consisted of I 7 events. The preliminary
events were held from Sunday to
Tuesday includingbowling, snooker.
darts.Ms. Pacman, pinbal~checkers,
backgammon. cribbage and euchre.
Wednesday, the main events of
the competition began, starting with
ann wrestling. The lightweight category was won by Snuggy of Second
Floor, while ZooL from Fourth
Floor, walked away with the heavyweight victory. Thursday night held

the boat races, a four man-eight
beer race won by Third Floor Club
Schmed. Later was the skit and
banner, a mystery shrouded, menonly affair. Eight Floor Seamen
won the banner portion with a
strong showing by the six-pack,
who took second in banner and first
in the skit
Friday brought the tug 'o' war
and the tenth floor summit extracted
some revenge by winning handily.
Friday also saw one of the toughest
events, the pub run. Four members
from each floor must chug a beer.
run to South Campus Place, Faces,
The Bridge House and the Subway
staying just long enugh to enJoy a
couple of draft each, before heading
home for a final beer. The first
complete team back wins, in this
case the ninth floor Furtraders.

Please ignore any stains you see on
the sidewalk.
The last day of competition
held the beer chug, two men vs.
eighteen beers. This year saw the
inclusion of a new rule - no puking
in the other guys beer. Meathead
and Doug Brubacher of second
floor Whalers won despite an awesome display by Kevin ( Sammy)
Agar of seventh floor Assassins,
who came in second, even though
the fact he went solo.
Coming down to the last event,
the obstacle course, it was a two
floor race with the six pack one
point ahead of third floor Club
Schmed in the overall standings.
The six pack team of Darren Doerr,
Spic, Bob Leis and Dwayne Strevel
won the event and the six pack is
thisyear's Mac Hall Week champions.
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The Univers-ity Centre
presents

''GREAT
SEX''
with
Alexandra
Penney
Author of:
How To Make Love to A
Man
How to Make Love to
Each Other
And Now
Great Sex

1) GREAT SEX takes place between men & worl)en who are
individuals and who are equals.
2) GREAT SEX always uses your most important sex organthe brain.
·3) GREAT SEX is between two people not just two bodies.
4) GREAT SEX is intense, passionate, magical. Great sex
is, above all, sex with love and romance.
Thursday April 3, 1986
Ambassador Auditorium
Doors open at 7:00 pm
Show begins at 8:00 pm

Advanced Tickets:
Students, Staff, Faculty$3
Guests
$4

At the Door.
$5

$6

Tickets available at the University Centre front desk.

TheGMGraduateProgram.A money-savingway
foryouto drivea great GMvehicle.
raduating this year? Congratulations!

you haven't yet received details of the GM
Assuming you meet some simple requirements,
Graduate Program, phone this toll-free
number.It could save you hundredsof dollars. we'd like to help you take advantage of the
If

GM Graduate Program which applies to

CALL NOW:
buying or leasmg a new GM vehicle. For full

1-800-268-1121

details, call the toll-free number today.

Nowthat you'vegraduated,graduateto GM.

Experience with all of your senses

J.J. Morgan' s

Night Club

The Sights__

The Sounds:--------·

... of Good Times.
Canadians Free Admission everynight

• Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
• Thursday(Happy Hour) • Friday Non-Stop Fun
• Saturday Non-Stop Fun
22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200.

Subwayprofitsaresub-par:
report
by John May
Poor management structure is causing
the Subway to lose money, according to the
report of the three-man Students' Administrative Council Finance Committee.
The committee presented the findings
from its investigation into the pub at Tuesday
night's meeting, but the meeting was adjourned before council could act on the
report
Made up of council members Michael St
Louis, Jim Morand, and Eric Knight, the
committee was to "establish facts" in order
to "determine whether or not it is in SAC's
best interest to continue with or relinquish
control of liquor operations," according to
the original motion passed at last week's
meeting.
The report, presented to council by Morand,
said the pub is not generating the revenue it
should, mostly because of its management
structure.
"SAC is political by its very existence,
and as such, does not lend itself to the
management of the pub. The liquor operations
are in need of professional management that
is not subject to interference from the SAC
executive and cabinet." read the report
Main areas of concern cited by the report
included:
6 ..cost of goods'· (basic stock, plus the
cost of spillage and waste is higher than it
should be. According to the report, this ha,;
resulted in a loss of revenue of about$ I 4.000
this year.)
6 an inadequate inventory control system
(the report included unlocked coolers and
stockroom. and poor security as examples).
6 an entertainment policy rocked by disagreement among management and influenced
by the SAC executive.
The report also said that current management structure "does not facilitate optimal
performance of liquor operations," with reasons including:
0 Constant SAC executive turnover that
mitigates continuity of management policy
( examples cited include: eight managers in
the last eleven years, no funds for pub upkeep;
unprofitable investments such as the patio
and satellite dish;
e"Unwarranted influence and interference of SAC executive" in day-to-day man-

agement;
6 Lack of time for SAC executive to
supervise the pub adequately;and,
6 Management techniques that are" reactionary -c risis management"
The report also outlined the four main
options available to Council regarding the
pub's future. These were:
6 Keep running the pub as is, with SAC
executive management control;
6 Vest power in Council itself, through a
Finance Committee;
0 Separate the pub from SAC, wherein
management must report both to SAC council
and the administration ( the current liquor
license holder) for policy and other input, but
day-to-day operations would be left solely to
pub management itself.
OTum the pub over to the administration,
to be operated under the guidelines of a
proposal presented to the committee by
Director of Student Services
J. David McMurray.
The proposal includes such conditions as
continued student employment in the pub,
profit-sharing with SAC, and student control
of entertainment
While the mandate of the committee was
to provide council with facts rather than
recommendations, the three members agreed
that the third option was the one favoured
among them.
·· In my opimon, it needs professional
management. not under the intluence of SAC
regarding day-to-day operations," said Morand
Subway manager Chuck Blewett addressed
the council following the presentation of the
report He said the main problem with the
pub is a gross revenue that is too low, a
problem that"has plagued it in recent years.''
He also said he respected the work of the
committee, but he resented "implications of
theft''
"There hasn't been any. The staff gets a
little irate when they work hard down there,"
he said.
Blewett said he was given the mandate to
improve "the general atmosphere of the
pub," which he feels he has accomplished;
and to increase the" sagging gross revenues."
He said the cost of sales problem is being
"attacked and defeated" through improved
inventory control.
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis said
it was unrealistic for the administration to

I

Blewett addresses council.

expect high profits from the pub when it
simultaneously promotes an alcohol awareness program.
"It's difficult to increase gross sales when
given a directive to reduce sales by an alcohol
awareness program," he said.
He also said SAC management has done
"a satisfactory job," and has not received
any complaints from either the University or
the Liquor Licensing Board.
"Let's realized this is a student enterprise."
Tsilfidis said. "We aren't going to hit perfect
figures."

Report'steamrolled
'
by John May
A report on the bleak financial picture of
the pub was "steamrolled" according to
Students' Administrative Council Finance
Committee member Michael SL Louis.
"It will get Jost in some file somewhere,"
he said "Things got run right over."
The three-man committee presented their
report at Tuesday's SAC meeting, but the
meeting was adjourned before council took
any action on it Since it was the last meeting
of this year's council, the report must be
brought up by the new council before any
further discussion can take place.
According to SAC chair Jeff Kehoe, the
meeting was adjourned due to a time limit
placed on the meeting. The meeting was
scheduledtoendat7:55
p.m. Tuesday, tobe
followed by the inaugural meeting of the new
counciJ. A motion to overturn the time limit,

which needed a two-thirds majority, failed by
one vote, dissolving this year's council.
"Council shouldn't have acted on the
7:55 adjournment," said committee member
Jim Morand. ''fm disappointed that the
report wasn't given adequate time."
SAC Vice-President Finance John Mill
was also disappointed
"I think we're in serious trouble now," he
said. "This council is very versed in these
issues, and there's certainly no way that the
new council can make any sort of decision
before April. The summer is the time to plan
(any changes)."
Committee members hope that the report
will have some impact nonetheless.
"I think people don't realize that the pub
will lose a lot of money this year," said St.
Louis. •· I think a few people will remember
what happened and I think they will bring it
forward It is a situation that certainly must
be looked at D

He said SAC has "fought long and hard
to retain control of the pub" and" next year
we can fully realize what the pub has to
offer."
In a Tuesday interview, McMurray said
the "same types of percentages were still
existing in March that were existing in January''
in terms of high 'cost of sales,' and pub
performance was ''very disappointing overall."
"It's going to be extremely difficult in the
time remaini ng in the year to erase what's
been experienced to date," he said, citing an
"unheard of'' loss of $25,000 in entertainment as an example.
McMurray has been meeting with Blewett
and Tsilfidis regarding an overall evaluation
of pub finances, since the current administration/SAC contract expires on April 30th.
McMurray's proposal for administration
takeover of the pub is" on the table" he said.
The administration would maintain student

lance photo by Andrew Hagg e rt

staff, would allow student control of enter tainment within certain financial considerations, would guarantee SAC a certain "cqmmission" from profits, and would steer all
profits from the pub back into the University
Centre, he said.
The pub management would be responsible
to the as yet unformed University Centre
Advisory Board, which would contain student
representat ion, said McMurray.
"The student coming in the door wouldn't
notice any change as far as management is
concerned," he said
Both Blewett and Tsilfidis are against the
idea of an administratio n takeover. Blewett,
in his address to Cou nci~ said the UDiversity
of Windsor student pub was granted a liquor
license in 1975 as" an experimental project''
that has proven successful.
"The University of Windsor should not
turn its back on a history-making event and
relinquish student control," he said.
. Finance Committee member Eric Knight
said he favoured a plan taking management
"out of executive control," but still remaining
under SAC. He said council should hire a
"professional management system to help
out for three years or whatever. We'd give
them the ground rules and let them take it
from there," he said.
"We can do something ourselves," said
Knight, "if we take the initiative to get that
professional managerial help to straighten
this place out'' D
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• Pre-university courses in a wide variety of academic subJeccs
• Bright facilities in downtown Guelph
• Fully equipped computer and science labs
• Small classes, personal attention, experienced staff.
For information or a visit, contact Mr. D. McCallum, Principal

Wyndham College, 121 Wyndham St., Guelph NIH '4E9

(519) 822-5515

social gaffes

SOCIAL GAFFES WIU BE BACK
NEXT WEEK KEEP THOSE
CARDS AND LETTERS
COMING

...

STUDENTS ...
NEED A SUMMER JOB?

cla&Srfieds

The Canada Employment
Centre for Students Can Help!

IBM PC Junior. 128 Kram disk drive. color
monitor. printer. port/cable. complete
documentation.
programs
included
$900.00. 966-3342.

Beat the Rush ...Visit Us Now!!
185 City Hall Square
(Beside Windsor Police Station)

Spring '86

The UWPCCAheld their book raffle draw
Morch27.1986at2:30foronecopyofthe
book Mulroney. The Making of a Prime
Minister. Autographed by Prime Minister
Brian Mulroney . The winner 1s Eleanor
Sinclair of Windsor. Ontario.

252-6523

,

ETUDIANTS...
VOUS VOULEZ
, ,UN
EMPLOYD'ETE?

FORRENTMay1 st2 bedroom apt. Riverside

Dr West. Greatview. Takeover lease 2559587.
LEARNTO BEa clown! College Avenue
Community Centre. 3325 College. 'Mndsor.
Ontario 1soffenng a seven week Clown
School for Adults. Meeting Saturday mornings. student clowns will learn the finer
ponts of slap-stick humour. make-up and
costuming through histo1y.
Phone College Avenue Community
Centre at 255-6528 for registration info .

Le Centre d' emploi du Canada
pour Etudiants--se fera plaisir
de vous aider!

Hatez-vous ... Presentez-vous
maintenant!
185 City Hall Square

••

252-6523

Cana( l...
a

EmplOl et
Immigration Canada

Professional word processlng S135 D/S
Page, S250 S/S page. Call 96&-3342.

A FREE NO charge

10% off for
Students & Faculty

course 1n CardioPulmonary Resuscitation. Each year, the
ServiceClubs of Windsor.led by the Windsor
Rotary Club. sponsor a one-day training
course for everyone in the Windsor and
EssexCounty area. There 1sabsolutely no
charge - the Seivice Clubs donate their
time and takecare of all costs The course
will be held on Saturday. May 24th at the
College. Classesare four hours in duration
and commence at 1 hour inteivals from
9:00 am untll 2:00 pm. Registration begins
at 8:30 am and finishes at 1:30 pm.

Employment and
Immigration Canada

MAKEASMOOIH
MOVE.

Councilcontroversy
over counting
by Kevin Johnson

Social Science Representative, contested a
recount that turned her initial victory into a
defeat at the hands of John Berry.
In a letter to council members, Kohler
cited a number of violations of electoral rules
by CEO Sam DiN atale.
The February 19th election night returns
showed Chris McIntyre the first place finisher,
with Kohler beating out Berry for the second
opening by 12 votes.

he 1986-1987 Students'
Administrative Council held
itsfirstmeetingTuesday, amid
questions of who was qualified
to hold office on it
Normally, the outgoing
council will accept the election report of the
Chief Electoral Officer, which recognizes the
legitimacy of its successors.
This year, however, a procedural technicality forced the adjournment of the previous year's council before acceptance was
passed
Social Science Society President Rob
Burge asked how the new Council was to
proceed
SAC President Jon Carlos Tsilfidis said
the adjournment of last year's council gave
effective power to the new council, and
suggested they accept the CEO report themselves.

rIJ

DiNatale counted the ballots again Feb.
21 st, and found Kohler's lead had slipped to
a one vote difference. At this point, Berry
requested an official recount This recount,
held on March 7th, overturned the original
result and declared Berry the winner by five
votes.
Kohler said DiN atale had no place conducting the Feb. 2lstcount, since no recount
had been auth-orized She also said Berry's
later request did not meet SAC bylaw provisions, which stipulate that a recount requires

a petition signed by 50 students. If such a
petition is not received, the ballots shall be
destroyed, according to the bylaws.
Berry said he was told all he needed was a
written request, which he submitted to the
SAC secretary.
Kohler added there is a possibility the
ballots were tampered with. She points to the
fact that the ballot boxes were stored in the
Women's Centre, unlocked at the time.
The first recount totalled 329 votes, the
second, 249, a difference of 80 votes, she
continued
''The 80 vote difference between the
official count and the recount is more than
questionable-it is a gross discrepancy,"
said Kohler.
In his report to counci~ DiN atale recommended a by-election between Kohler and
Berry.
Kohler rejected this proposal, saying any
discrepancy arose after the election night
count, and therefore, that count should stand

and she should assume the Social Science
Rep. seat
"Neither candidate erred. It was the
CEO who made the error, he's trying to put
the burden on the candidates," said Kohler.
Council decided to accept Berry as the
rep for the time being, but will reconsider its
decision at the next meeting.
Berry, along with Nursing Rep. Sheryl
Donald, was elected to the Appointments
Search Committee.
The committee, created last week, will
interview candidates for cabinet and other
SAC appointments.
Tsilfidis defended Berry's serving on the
committee.
"Council decided to allow it, and council
will decide whether he will retain his seat,"
said Tsilfidis.
;
Council also elected a new Board of
Directors, consisting of Engineering Rep
Paul Clarke, Donald, McIntyre, and Social
Work Rep Ann Nagle.O

Students rallyagainstSouthAfrica
by Vince Rice

indsor students_ continue
to struggle agamst apartheid.
The Students Against
Apartheid organizeda rally
last Wednesday in the University Centre as part of Anti-Apartheid
week. The rally was interrupted by a bomb
threat that forced the University Centre
population, and the demonstration, into the
rain. The protesto rs hope to convince the
Board of Governors to make a quick decision
to divest the university's pension funds from
companies with South Africa ties.
Before the rally was forced from the
centre, Lydia Archer, a member of the
SAA told the cafeteria crowd that in general,
"We don't want to rock the boat''. However,
she said, "There are certain issues where
you have to rock the boat, and apartheid is

m

one of those issues."
"Slavery still exists today in South
Africa", said Archer. "If one man is a
slave, we are all slaves ... slaves of our
prejudices ... slaves of our apathy. That is
why I stand here today."
Midway through the rally, alarm bells
rang and police informed the crowd that
they would have to vacate the University
Centre, due to what turned out to be a
bogus bomb threat
Approximately fourty protestors braved
the rain to continue the rally. The placardcarrying crowd marched to Wind sor Hall
Tower, where they chanted slogans and
sang as they paraded around the building.
The crowd then marched to the north side
of the University Centre.
Protected from the rain, the rally continued as the speakers addressed the crowd
from a makeshift platform.
Vivian Herzenberd, former South African,

told the crowd that in South Africa, "things
University Centre cafeteria, cleared of the
are worse than we really know about" She bomb threat
said the South African police often go into
Bernie Harder,a U ofW english professor,
blacks' homes without justification, and if
told the crowd, "Next time there is a bomb
they don't find anything incriminating,
threat, I am prepared to stay here. And if a
they often beat the inhabitants.
bomb goes off, I am prepared tc take the
Herzenberd also said most white South
consequences." Harder said that such action
Africans believe that the United States
"will somehow step in in the end" and help would be appropriate as he had received a
news bulletin during the rally that reported
maintai n the status quo.
the worst outbreak of anti-apartheid violence.
Vito Signorile, a professor of sociology
Harder read that the riots had left 30 dead
at the university, displayed a full page ad
and about 1,000 arrested just outside "Sun
that the South African government had
City"
in South Africa.
placed in a recent Globe and Mail edition.
"Youth
can change things," said Marlene
Signorile said that every ad that they put in
Canadian papers is an indication that "we Cuthbert, a Windsor professor of communiare winning" as they are now appealing to us cations.
directly.
''Not to take a stand, is to take a standfor
The Board of Governors decislon on apartheid", said Cuthbert
divestment will answer whether "we stand
Besides the rally, the week of action by
for freedom or free market," said Signorile. the SAA included speakers and music in the
The rally then moved back into the Centre cafeteria and the Subway. D

Peercounselling
centreto bea realityby September
other, "kind of like a dating service," said
Baker.
The centre has the full support of other
services on campus.
"The goal is to bring all the services
presently offered and centralize them," said
Baker. "We want to enhance services already
on campus and provide new ones."
The centre will temporarily be located in
the old student patrol office in the University
Centre.O

by Sukanya Pillay

Students at the University of Windsor
will be able to seek advice from a peer
counselling centre, starting in September.
The peer counselling centre is a facility
for students to seek advice on various problems. Depending upon the nature of the
problem, ·councillors will then refer students
to appropriate agencies, such as psychological, health or student services.
Julie Stevenson, a fourth year social work
student, and Students' AdministrativeCouncil
Vice-President Bob Baker, have been working
on the centre for a year. Stevenson approached
Baker with the idea for such a centre a year
ago. Baker then included proposals for the
centre in his 1985 election platform.
"For the past year we've been trying to
get the centre established," said Stevenson.
"We've been chasing people around."
The centre will be run by a paid coordinator,
and assistant coordinator to be selected from
the School of Social Work, and fifteen
volunteer students to act as councillors.
Stevenson is expected to serve as coordinator.
"She's been doing all the work so far,"
said Baker. "It only makes sense."
The volunteers will be selected after
extensive interviews, and will have 60 hours
of training during Orientation Week.

Stevenson expects practicing doctors,
psychiatrists, and social workers from the
community to assist during the week of
training.
The university administration has allocated
$1000 for summer preparations. Stevenson
has also applied for a SEED grant from the
government Presently, SAC is trying to
meet the administration's $1 OOOuntil the
grant comes in. Beginning in September,
SAC will be funding the centre.
"We'll be looking into other grants in the
fall," said Baker, "but SAC will be funding
(the centre). My estimation for September to
April is $4000."
He said that figure was not inflated since
other universities have a $10,000 budget
Future plans for the centre include workshops on abortion, nutrition, stress management.,orientation to university life, and massaging. A tutorial service will also be implemented to help tutors and students find each

Where there's smoke, there's firetrucks

No rea,lcause.for alarm
Fire alarms sounding across campus last
Wednesday were unrelated. said Campus
Police Director Gerald Richardson.
Within the space of a few hours, alarms
went off at Laurier Hall, Computer Centre,
and the University Centre.
Laurier Hall was evacuated when a steam
pipe broke on the tenth floor, Richardson
said. The break has since been repaired by
campus maintenance staff.
A similar break in the air conditioning
system of the Computer Centre caused a
response by its automatic fire fighting facilities.
After a six-minute period to allow for students
and staff to vacate the premises, the centre

was filled with Haylon gas, which smothers
flames, Richardson said.
·· At a safe leve~ it does not create a
health hazard." said Richardson.
Early Wednesdayafternoon,
campus police
evacuated the University Centre after receiving a bomb threat University authorities
called the Windsor police, who searched :he
building and pronounced it safe.
Richardson said the threat may have had
an academic motive.
"We pretty well figure the cause was
exam time," he said.
An economics exam, scheduled for 1:00
in the Centre, was postponed D
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The Lance office is located on the

Second Floor. University Centre . University
of Windsor. Wind sor, Ontari o N9B 3P4.
Phone (519) 253-4060 or 253-4232
( ext . 3909 ).
The Lca,ce1spublished every Thursday
during the Foll and Winter semesters by
the Student Media Corp.. University of
Windsor .
Opinions expressed in The Lance are
not necessarily those of the University of
Windsor . or the Students · Adm inistrative
Counc il.
Subscript ion rates are $15 per year in
Canada. $18 in the U.S. and $20 outside
th e Continent Entered as first class ma il
at t he Post Office of Canada .

The trouble 1s that ph1losoph1cal arguments abou t "students'
Students' Administrative Council may have made a grave
right to control the pub" and the plea that a new es tablishment
mistake
By, 1neffect, d1sm1ss1ngthe report of the Finance Comm1ttee·s has to work out the bugs pale m light of the tact that the pub has
1nvest1gat1on of losses in the Subway, they may have unw1tltngly been failing to mee t its potential year after year.
As the adm inistration sees it, 1nbus iness, the bo ttom hne 1sthe
1nv1tedan admin1strat1on takeover of the Subway.
bottom 11ne.
And that is the last thing the SAC execuhve and many council
It's too bad, real ly. The formation of the :-inance Commi ttee
members want.
was a signal that SAC 1s indeed concerned about the situation.
On Tuesday night, the committee presented a report to council
outl ining ma1or prob lems with the Subway, deta 1hng reasons why What's mo re, the report given to cou nc il appeared to be a so lid
document. especially given the time constraints (five days) the
the operatio n may be over $50.000 in the red this year. according
to a committee member The repor t also outhned several op tions comm ittee wor ked under.
Sadly, a b lissful minor ity of the council members (barely over a
that SAC could act on to remedy the situat ion. At large, council
seemed willing to deal with the problem. And comm ,ttee members th1rd--Just enough to push through the techn1c::ihty that dissolved
we re more than willi ng to ofler adv ice. as were other ind1v1duals the meeting) thinks 1t can run away from a consensus decis ion
and carry on as is, plann ing to conn ive the admini stra tion into
with expe rtise or op inions on the running of the pub.
But, due to a procedural tech n1cal1ty,the mee ting was abo rted an ot her year's par ole.
Which means the iss ue 1s delayed. unh l a new Student s'
It won't wor k. And unless the new council wil l dust off the
Adm1nistrat1ve Council with a whole crop of green members
report. give 11a good rea d, ta lk to those involved, and co me up
decides whether to put the issue back on the table or not.
So. when the SAC/adm1nistrat1on contract regarding the pub with a consens us decision at the next council mee ting two week s
from now, the administra tion may ma ~e the decision ins tead . An d,
expi res at the end of the month, SAC 1n all l1klihood wil l have done
nothi ng co nc rete to show the ad minist ration that 1tis aware of the as att ractive as the ad min 1strat1on may paint thei r offer, it's a safe
bet that mos t SAC membe rs will want to reta in co ntro l of the
problem and is takin g steps-b ig steps- to fix 11.
Fact is. the adm1nistrat1or.se es the pub as a potentially mo ney- estab lishment m some fo rm-y' know, the pri ncip le of the thing .
If you don 't care who runs the pub, fine. The admi nist ratio n
ma kin g ventu re tha t cou ld raise capit al to be reinves ted into the
Unive rsity Centre . The ad ministra tion is unl ike ly to allow SAC to wou ld no doubt do a dan dy job running the pl ace, and would
run the pub aga in 1n the same man ner as 11has the past few yea rs pro bab ly mak e a bu nd le o f mon ey in the p roc es s.
Bu t student coun cils on cam p uses acro ss the co untr y are
when the red figu res outn umbe red the black ones. Obvio usly, the
runni ng pubs. among other thi ng s, and runni ng them well. Ther e's
administration is itching to ,ave a go at running the place.
In ot her words, SAC. may have sli t its own throa t. Thei r inab ility no reason we can' t too, once an effic ient and ac cou ntabl e system
lo agre e on a feasibl e potential so lutio n when on e wa s so close at 1s de velop ed and impl em ented. It's up to counc il to take step s
ha nd may be the las t ammo the ad minis tratio n need s to yan k the towa rd s that end .
Urg e them to do it. No w.
pub from SAC con trol.

the slipstream

gus horvath

Nobody wantstoplay withGus'personaloompu,ter
To the best of my knowledge,I amthe only regularcontributor to
this newspaperwho submits his articles in the form of computer
pnntoots. The editors appreciatethia becausethey have seen my
handwritinJon occasions when my systemhas been giving me
trouble.
andtheyknowthattrymg to decipheritia anUIICDViab1e
task. I
myself~ that churningout articlesea thew01dprocessorhalves
my writill&
umeonceI get the idea tboujbt out,. In any case, I could
probably be described as "pro-computel: ..
I ti,ve to adlnit1 loot the part f111• dtinpyilrith stmgbt brown
hair and plutic-rimmedspectacles, 1"hfehis t& $aJ lbat l fit our
society's mau media stereotypeof a )'(IUIIS ~ afficianado
pretty c~.
People have no trouble lieUffangUiatl blow about
computers. And since it happens tJw l do~
a fewdllnp aboat
com,ote,s,, I perpetuate the stereotype aswell asbedelittiagfromit.
There's a new area ~r oo the wost side of the Computer Centre
here actb6 UlliVeJSity.
It's wherf I am right now,writing tb.isarticle.
A few.,._ IBMcomputersareset up here,theonly unusualfeature
oCwhicbisthataaycpe can walk in anduae one.Normalprocedure at
the c-.. Jaa.at you.c.- - dme at a c:omputll,ronly if yeu
havea
~ sc:hoolpn>JeCt to do on it. and you ban to type in yOQr
accouatmamber,
~ .ic. beforeyoqcaaviefortime
onthereal
compur« with dbzeas of. otherpcoplt ~na
tenninals lib
~ N4toaty is dliapn:,cedure
teilioua(itcanhardly beolhenrise.
pveddle ....-dpeopteusq it) butittNtrieD computeraccessto
only • few, IIPdretCrids theesteat to flicb thole row
canusethe

~mtiaceweallpayfortbe:~~dlatdoelll't
aecmveryfair,
TlltprapoN of.
to ttfflto-..

du.,..

wants to wnte his next term paper on a computer has only to come in
here and grab a PC. Only he'll soon run into trOUblebecause there's
no word processingsoftwareavailablehere as of yet. And ifbe brings
hJS own. he can't use it on the networkbecause the networkwon't
fead the disk he brings in. and that me.mshe can't use the printer, and
that means all he can do is stare at the word&onthe screen. Unleeshe
has his own IBMPC with a printer, ill whichcase he can take his own
disk back home and print it out. But then wily use the schoofs
computer at all if you have your own'?

The Qpshot of all this is that all of.the Home Bconomk:smajors

are not going to flock down to the Coruputer Centre to design their
next garment with frockStar. Most of the people using these
computers are the same ones whotbave accounts for using the other
compUters.Compot.erdemocracy isn"t here yet.
But that's not the point. This new computer area isn't intended to
pitthepowerofthemic,ocomputerintothebandsofeveryone. What
it is. ia a laudablefirst step towards that goal Complete computer
aoceu isn't going IO be ID evidellce at universitiesany time soon.
-Mnch1sall for the best Bince university studentsaren't ready for it
yet anyhow.My coofltti.onthat in ten years or so, it will be virtually
Impossible to be a successfuJuniversity student withoutthe use of a
microcompufer. wi't held by everyone. Someotherwiaereasonable
people fniakly /ta#COIOJ)Qtms.
If you've been following the letters to
17MWindsor Siar ju.st lately, you know that there's been an
illdipant reactiollby many people to the teceDt introduclion of the
computer to the Windsor Public Library's -,stem
for fiaclina
books.
Tho same people who op«ate computer banktellers, c:omplllerized
tbat.Anyonewbo cameru, andtalkingcarscanaot ealel'theCOfflNi:tkey eequeaceoaa

microcomputerin the library. Mythe(>ryis that dley should bury 1iw
library computers in a big metal boxthatsa1t"lnatabook'• anover it,
because many people have a negative emotional reactiall to the
~init.&st.andani,
keyboard-and-vicfeo.seteenfonn.AU
of which is why I think that students wouldn•tutiUiefree computer
aa:eu even if the university were able to profflle it.
Once you perceivea COIIIJ)Uter
as a tool, like a typewriter or a
pencil.you can't help but realize that it's a marvellousdevicefor a
studentto have. I reckonthat I save myselfan averageof aboutten
hours ofdraft-retypiog!,y usingmy computer to write Plll'Ors.andthe
t1uidity and clarity which the ease of revisioos lends to my writing
style is worthfive or ten markseasily.Not to mentionthe fact tbat l
don't have to wony about IIWlffll or oenteriq or that *>rt <:Istuff.
The new PC section at the Computer Centrerepresents the first
Step in opening up that sort of power to the vast majority o( students
who don't have money to spend on their own system. Even thouah
the presenttetup is of little valueto anyonewho isn't alreadyan IBM
owneror user, it is important in that it representsthe recopitioa of a
trend that 'has the potential to profoundly affect the nature of hiper
education.
My hope is that the university won'tbediscoutapdbythe lack of
a wide varietyof students tuing advantageofthe tW'NPCarea,or by
the uses to which the area is presendy bem, put, and will aeekto
expand.and improve the computers-for-everyonescenario ia future
years into a system that can reallybenefit the studentpopulation at
large. As tbin,a stand now, the Computer Centre deserves to be

commendedon _pitting the conc:ept going.

Qf baldness,
bermudas,boysandbooks
by Janisse Browning-Leveque
t's only March and already we've had a taste
of the good life.
People are digging deep into their closests
to dust off their long-neglected bermuda
shorts. Some are even daring enough to dig
out their bathing suits to judge how many
pounds they'll want to slice off before summer eclipses the
dreary days of slush and ice.
Just a few days of sunshine and already the lawn in front
of the Leddy Library is strewn with student bodies- clad in
dark sunglasses, textbooks in hand but not in mind.
This is the leitmotif of spring at our institution of higher
learning. But there is a dark side to thisjoie de vivre. On a
deeper, analytical level these images foreshadow the arrival
of a highly contagious disease.
Student are most susceptible to this illness. ln good
weather, the students' immunity is particularly low-so low,
in fact, that avoiding the disease is almost an impossibility.
The symptoms include baldness-a result of hair-pulling.
There is also an increase in alcoholism and/or drug abuse.
Students with low tolerance to this disease have reportedly
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posessed glassy eyes surrounded by dark circles, usually
accompanied by an upset stomach. Many physicians and
analysts attribute the latter three symptoms to a related
illness described as "glorified infatuation." The most widely
accepted term for this" glorified infatuation" is love. (Ahhhh,
you can just smell those roses ...)
The symptom most characteristic of this disease, however, is
a substantial decrease in the number of classes attended. And
unfortunc1.telythe percentage of students suffering from this
particular symptom is growing.
There is a plausible cure for this illness, however. That is,
let the students get it all out of their sys,ems. With
approaching exams and other evil assignments accumulating,
a day off never seems to hurt Let them don their favourite
bermuda shorts, dark sunglasses, and Hawaiian shirts and
soak up the rays while they're still here. Sun is the chief
remedy for inflicted students and a good dose of it will surely
redirect them to the straight-and-narrow.
For those victims seemingly beyond repair, I suggest a
week's worth of R&R Soon we'll all be buried in books and
relief from the aforementionedsymptoms will be unobtainable.
The sun's out for a good time, not a long time- and
remember, you're only young once. D
And,_ Haggert

Windsorboysneedstudents'BigBrotherlylove
by Patti McKague
For the summer, Big Brothers ofWindsorEssex County may have a waiting list of
almost l 00 boys aged 7 to 14.
These boys are from father-absent families and the goal of Big Brothers is to match
them with a compatible male figure to spend
time with on a on~to-one basis. This provides
the Little Brother with a positive male influence that will help him to adjust to his
environment, and changes, which may be
difficult
"In Windsor, there are 215 Big Brothers,
which is the most per capita in the country,"
said Tim Halford, spokesperson for Big
Brothers. Of course, there are 30 students,
staff, and faculty from the University who are
involved in this program.
During the regular program, a Big Brother
is required to spend three hours with his little

brother, once every two weeks.
"The time really isn't as much as it may
seem," said Halford. "It's only two visits a
month and just for a couple of hours each
time."
For the summer months, a Big Brother is
required to be with his Little Brother once a
week from May or June until the second
week of September. This program, which has
been running for the past four years, provides
students with the option of going away to
school in September, and there are no longterm commitments required.
''Last summer, 58% of our Big Brothers
stayed on with the program," Halford said.
Graham McIntosh, a fourth year Human
Kinetics students, and RA for Macdonald
Hall, has been a Big Brother for the past two
years.
Both McIntosh and his 13 year old Little
Brother enjoy sports, and attend Lancer

hockey and basketball together.
''He's a real wrestling fanatic," McIntosh
said. "Sometimes we just get videotapes of
wrestling and watch them here in the lounge."
Big and Little Brothers usually spend
their time together doing things that they both
enjoy. "We're not looking for entertainment
for these kids," Halford said. "They can do
the normal, everyday things that friends
would do."
Chris Vertz, also a fourth year Human
Kinetics student and RA for Macdonald
Hall, has been a Big Brother since September.
"I was screened last April and after I got
my schedule, I decided that I had the time to
do it," said Vertz.
After the initial screening. he was not
obligated to become a Big Brother until he
was certain that he would be able to work
around his schooling.
"The relationship doesn't have to in\'olve

3)Kantner and Zelnik's studies, which
Dr. Wren is in agreement with, point out that
those who became pregnant (31.5%) while
using a contraceptive method were found to
be twice as likely to seek an abortion.
Whether or not this would indicate that
"most abortions today are done as a result of
failed contraception," as Planned Parenthood
studies claim, and which l also quoted is
debatable. What seems obvious, however, is
that the resolve to prevent a child from
coming to be is often sufficiently strong with
those who are contracepting. that, rather
than being open to the possibility of new life,
they will eliminate the child whose conception
is not prevented.
Rather than using the ban~aid approach
of birth control and abortion. maybe it's time
we put more emphasis once again on things
like abstinence, moral values and personal
discipline.

SAC purchase this art for two reasons. First
of which is the aura they exude into the
Subway. They make the walls seem alive.
The second is that SAC would be supporting
and promoting local talent

money,·· he said. .. The main thing jg the
contact, someone to talk to that's older. They
need consistency."
·
At first, Vertz and his 13 year old Little
Brother found it .. strange" gelling to know
each other. "There were a couple of meetings
to see what it was like. You need a feeling-out
process. but now there are no problems."
Vertz said.
lf you are interested in becoming a Big
Brother. or would like to find out more about
the program. there will be information sessions
held on Monday. Apnl 7th at 11:30, 2:30.
and 4:30 in Assumption Lounge. These will
provide concrete information about Big
Brothers as well as allow students to talk to
other students involved in the program. For
more information about either these sessions,
or the organization in general, contact Big
Brothers at 254-1364.
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Elimination
Dear Editor;
There are a number of points which I feel
should be addressed regarding Dr. Wren's
letter of March 20.
1) Dr. Wren states that since he arrived
on campus in 1970 that there has been "a
500% decrease in abortion referrals." Personally, I find this very hard to accept For
one thing, up until 1969 when the Criminal
Code was amended, abortions were almost
impossible to obtain, exceptions being made
only when the life of the mother was in
dunger. Even after the law was changed,
there were very few abortions recorded in
Windsor hospitals in 1970-71, and Statistics
Canada recorded only 11,152 abortions nation-wide in 1970. This seems to imply that
since there were very few abortions during
this period, both locally and nation-wide,
that there must have been few, if any, legal
abortions being referred when Dr. Wren
made his appearance in 1970. Yet, while
Statistics Canada has reported an abortion
increase of over 600% from the 1970 nationwide figure of 11,152 to current figures of
around 70,000, Dr. Wren is claiming a
"500% decrease" in the number of abortion
referrals he has done since 1970, a variation
from Statistics Canada figuresof over l, 100%.
2) Although Dr. Wren was correct in
pointing out that sterilization, and not abortion, is now the most common birth control
method worl~wide, he failed to take into
account the fact that the Canadian government-sponsored document I quoted was a
1976 publication, an accurate study at that
time.

Mark Kahabka. Chairman
Association of Students
Against Abortion Funding

Tra~fomwtion
Dear Editor;
For some time now, I have wanted to
congratulate those responsible for the Sulr
way renovations. The transformation is startling! Instead of a dark depressing dump,
students can now relax in a bright friendly
environment for a few drinks.
The atmosphere has been further enhanced by the addition of works done by a
Windsor artist I would like to suggest that

I would like to commend Chuck Blewett
for finding this artist and suggest that everyone visit the Subway to see this fantastic
display.
Pam Etches
Faculty of Education

Determination
Dear Editor;
May I express my extreme concern through
the columnsof Lance, about poor and dwindling
admissions of foreign students in our University of Windsor. The reasons are not alone
the high tuition expenses, but more vital
reasons are lack of interest and possibly
ignorance and studied negligence. If we
honestly appraise, our University is like
Harvard of Canada, academically and culturally devoid of any kind of discrimination.
Personally my own involvement for more
that four years coming from the Third World,
I am deeply impressed not only with the
broadening of my vision and enhancement of
values in this wonderful environment, but
how one can build a real prosperous and
happy life. The students of third world can
feel specially attracted here, an ideal seat of
learning without any experience of bitterness
in any way. The involvementoflarge number
of students of third world will raise aloft to
great heights our university internationally. I

wish l get an opportunity to express my views
and suggestions in a blue-print for consideration of the university administration and all
concerned.
It is the will and <letermination that brings
success in a good cause. and not alone the
funds and financial necessity. I do hope. our
student community. the Alumni and Administration will give deep consideration and
take practical steps to build an atmosphere to
attract foreign students in the coming years
and by the opening of 21 st Century our
campus will be a great and wonderful center
of learning of the West and the world.
G.S. Khan

Observation
Dear Editor;
I would like to make an observation
pertaining to the article "U. of Windsor arts
go to the eccentrics" by Lorenzo Buj which
appeared in the March 20th issue of The
Lance.
Mr. Buj first must be commended for
getting my blood boiled at first glance of the
article. However, Mr. Buj graciously informed me the article was written .. as ajoke"
in his own" style". It then occurred to me that
this same "writing style" echoes many of the
visual arts reviews Mr. Buj has written for
The Lance. I could not help but come to the
conclusion that Mr. Buj cannot be taken
seriously when it comes to stereotyping
people or reviewing visual art.
Now I'm "happily oblivious" again.
An "inward pink-skinned sensitive"
Paul David. Visual Arts
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Rochereceives
award
by Robert Croley
ouglas Roche,Can-

adian Ambassador
for Disarmement
receivedthe Christian Culture Gold
Medal Award last
Sunday.
Assumption University president
David Heath said Rochewas selected
·• for his outstanding work and concern for international peace, world
disarmament and the proper use of
the world's resources."
Roche. who is also Special Advisor to the Government on Disarmament and the author of eight
books on the subject, gave a speech
on the dire problem of nuclear
weapons and the shortcomings of
the strategy of deterrence.
Roche expressed his concern
for comp lacency among Christians
in the modem world. "It ought to be
a constant value of faith, I thought,
that turns a person outward to work
for a better human society rather
than taking refuge from the complexity of the changing world in the
security of belief," said Roche.
He credited Pope John XXIII
in his Pacemin Terriswith relegating
"nuclear arms, nationalism, colonialism, racism, and non-constitutional
regimesto the wastebasketsofhistory."
He added world hunger, destruction of the environment and human
rights to the list "Can anyone
doubt that the global community
today is in a crisis?" asked Roche.
Roche's harshest criticism was
directed at the strategy of nuclear
deterrence in which "the knowledge
by each side that it will sustain an
attack of untold magnitude deters it
from launching an attack first"

Special
University Offer!!

s
a

20% OFF
Ask For
Wayne • Nicole
Perms (cut included) reg. $60.00
NOW $48.00

Its failure is not only obvious in
its ethical shortcomings, but in the 1
"I ~ow that what I am saying
fact that paranoia about parity has ?ere. will be put down. as mere
led to the development of offensive ~deahsmby the self..proclaun~ realweapons and the open-ended spiral is~ of the world, who con!mue. to
of nuclear weapons technology said thmk that more weapons will brmg
Roche.
'
us more security," he said.
•·Save me from the realists who
He said the solution "requires a
think
that spending $1 trillion per
step by step dismantling of systems
is
that are now feeding themselves, year on all armaments-which
$2
million
for
every
minute
of
every
vorac iously demanding ever more
technology, resources, talent and hour of every day-is buyin~ us
more security," Roche added D
money."
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Explortng The Rood less Travelled. o
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208 Sunset Ave, Windsor
The Workshop v.'111
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fee: $40.00 . students $20 00 Bul'sortes
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register coll Ruth Ryon 973-7039.

In 1963, the Department
of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development relocated the
Ojibwa native band of Grassy
Narrows to a new reserve,
about five miles South of the
old settlement and 60 miles
north of Kenora, Ontario.

They· felt c rowded , impounded , reduced to the
status of anima ls herded into a co rral. As one native
woman wrote : .....me government built tn1s corra l
which is the new reserve . Now you might as well
throw in the food ...his food is the welfare that the
government is giving us . But I say, if you 're corraled
like that, well. you might as well live and act like
cattle."
Perhaps the most repugrtant aspect is the lack of
involvement of the nati ve peoples in the decisions .
As one elder put it:
When we were moved, nobody asked us anything.
The qovernment just qave the Indians orders.

- - -
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The federal government justified its position on
the grounds that the new reserve would be accessible
by road from Kenora and hence the Indians would
easily be provided with schooling, electricity, improved
housing. and social services. The concept of "the
Indian problem" was a perceived lack of modernization ,
so the government gave the aboriginal peoples its
own version of a modern way of life . The government
never asked the native peoples whether they wanted
such a life. and the uprooting proved devastating.
A rather extraordinary exchange of correspondence
between band members and government agencies
reveals widespread opposition to the relocation ,
and to the government's new building plan. Letters
also reveal that the Ojibwa people were very much·
aware of the potential for adverse consequences
through the relocation , and that the plan was being
implemented by coercion and threat. One letter from
a relocated Ojibwa addressed to Indian Affairs
clearly reveals the lack of input the band had regarding
their forced migration:
We have the rights fo live wherever we choose
to live ...The white man said that when they
signed Treaty with Indians long ago. Now they
won·, make houses where we choose the land ..
They want to make houses (away) from the
places we choosed . They want to make the
houses on one spot close together.
The letter further explains that the Ojibwa band
did not want to live close togetherbecause it would
prevent them from gardening and would destroy
their traditional way of life; health reasons were also
cited. The letter ends on a disturbing note:

"

L

The Indian Agent...told us if we don 't like to live
together with the others, we won't get a house.
We need the new houses very bad. So we would
like to have our houses build where we want
them.
The Department of Indian Affairs ignored the
requests of the native peoples , even when other
lellers warned about possible health problems. The
typical response was "If you don't want the houses,
we will give them to someone else." Such displays of
insolence by the government toward Canada's native
peoples is shocking, especially considering it occurs
in a democratic society.
These letters reveal clearly that the Grassy Narrows
µeople tried to tell the district officials of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development
that the government's community plan violated fundamental precepts of their society. A seventy-yearold elder and former chief verified this when he
wrote:
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and Mike
Temelini
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We tried to tell (the government) why space was
important to us...We don't live like the White
man. The White man lives close together, but we
don't...As soon as they started to bunch us up,
the prob _lems started, the drinking, the violence.
This has a lot to do with being all bunched up.
In addition to the unnecessary concentration in
space was the separation from the English-Wabigoon
River. The new site was not on the magnificent wide
open river, such as the English-Wabigoon, but on a
stagnant lifeless small lake. The people hated to
move to the new reserve and many kept going back
to their houses on the old reserve. As Anastasia
Shkilnyk documents in the book, A Poison Stronger
Tha n Love · The Dest ruction of an Oji bwa
Community , the uprooting destroyed the Ojibwa
way of life. They began to slowiy self-destruct, caught
between two cultures and trapped on a reserve.
Many of the people of Grassy Narrows said they felt
caged , while others called it a "concentration camp".
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Where the Haidas live .

They also told us that if we didn't move to the
new reserve, all the people would have their
family allowances cut off.
Another band member agrees: "Indian Affairs
people just came into the reserve one day and said.
'We're going to move you people. You'll be close to
th~ Hudson's Bay Store. We'll give you a school, and
houses and hydro. We'll give you welfare and jobs ...'."
David Nicholson, former assistant deputy minister
of the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern
Development, recognized that in this period of departmental administration, there was a certain coercion
of Indian people in terms of relocation .
In 1980 he said, "I am sure aribtrary decisions
were made by government bureaucrats. under the
impression that Indians could not articulate their
own needs the department thought ·we know what's
best for them, and the best thing for them is to move
them.' {This attitude) was wrong, very wrong, and we
live with the results of this attitude today."
As Shkilnyk writes, it is not difficult to conclude
that the government is responsible for the situation
at Grassy Narrows. The physical layout of the houses,
the sense of order in space dictated by the standards
and values of the dominant society, has had a profoundly negative result on community life. In the
span of only one generation after the relocation of
Grassy Narrows, the central institutions of the Ojibwa
culture-the moral values and beliefs, customary
social relationships, political organization and mode
of production-all were rendered impotent and useless
under the imposed conditions of the new reserve.
The people of Grassy Narrows serve as a grim
symbol for all of Canada: these native people could
not locate themselves on the new reserve, for they
were forced to leave a world that corresponded to
their understanding of themselves and pushed them
to deny their own humanity. On the old reserve, the
native peoples had preserved an ethos that encompassed a deep attachment to the land and the
rhythms of nature, respect for the dignity of the
person and the independence of clan-based family
groups. Because of their relative isolation and limited
contact with Canadian society, the people maintained
stability and continuity with the ancient patterns of
Ojibwa life. It was the unjust actions of an ignorant
Canadian government that des_troyed their culture.

Nine Haida Indians were found in contempt of
court for defying a court injunction to stop blocking
the logging of Lyell Island. In his decision on
December 7, 1985 , Chief Justice Allan McEachern
of the BC Supreme Court repeatedly said he was just
seeking to uphold the authority of his court.
Many Halda believe his order is no more just than
the potlach laws the BC courts used to enforce . From
1884 until 1951 , BC Indians were forbidden to hold
traditional potlach ceremonies , a cornerstone of
thenative kinship and legal system. The BC courts
imprisoned violators of the potlach ban.
The Haidas see the court system as another too !
to weed the individual into a colonial society . When
they appeared before the BC Supreme Court. the
Haidas used no lawyers because they did no1 want
to create the illusion of justice .
" We want to explain very clearly the hypocrisie s
of the laws our people are facing, and the difficult
situation we·re being put in," said Miles Richardson .
Jr.. President of the Council of the Haida Na!1on
During the trial the Haidas were draped in the
ceremonial red and black button blankets , and they
spoke softly and eloquently about the need to protect
their lands and about being caught between federal
law and their own sense of justice.
Most native groups say they don't want to change
history or abolish existing white land holdings--just
secure the homelands left to them. The native people
regard the government's position and the actions of
the courts as further extensions of a cen1ury-old
tradition of racism and 1nrustice.
The Haida. the N1shga. and other nations of the
West Coast have unceasingly asserted their land
titles since colonial days by petition and legal actron
in British Columbia. Ottawa, and London. But throughout that period, the governments and courts have
maintained tha! the province's native peoples could
no more hold tille lo their traditional lands than the
wild beasts could own the llores1s (Globe and M a il,
Tues .. Dec. 3. 1985).
BC PremierWilliam Benne! clealswifh native lanci
claims very simply: by pretending they don'! exist. He

Most Canadians receive information about the
Indian through a variety of sour c es such as comics.
textbooks , movies, radio and television , which expound
unjust stereotypes. Young children receive their first
image of Indians as a people with painted laces ,
feathered headdresses , bows and arrows , and pinto
horse s. In hi story books . aboriginal peoples are
shown as a nation of trappers and canoemen , an
angry people seeking white scalps , men at war with
eac h othei , a nation of faltering allegance s easily
influenced by the white man 's bribes.
Then there 1s the 1maoe tauoht bv the press and
other modes 01 p ubl ic information - one of an
impoverished people, with large , diseased families
in overcrowded homC's. It is a picture of a people who
are immoraL lazy. frequently inebriated . unambitious
anrl ur:produc:11w
For manv Canadians "Indians " exist as a myth ,
with images o1Tonto. warriors. savages and heathens .
Thi:::,ittillide Canarla h<1::;
towards its native peoples
1s..ilso 1(~1
1eoctedin the wav we cleal with their problems.
The whole idea of deVt' lo pment and progress rests
upon the notion of culture as something Western
Society has created .
We tend to see materic1lism and 1echnolog1ca1
advancement and industrial prociucl10n as an absol ute good without comprehend1nq that other people
may not perceive civilization in this way . Since the
1960s. the LJepartment of Indian Atta us tlas o~P,.1ted
on the assumption that 11is necessary and de:::ir,1ble
to hasten the movement of lnd1cms along lhl' path
from a tradition "backward" sric:iPty to a modern.
"civilized" one.
Canada·s native peoples have consistently bPen
lec1to believe that their culture is barl1:1t1c;md that
they are a primitive and mferior people. M<mv ot the
native peoples no lon~er follow the proud tr:1rfll1ons
o1earlier generations. yet lhPy have foumi no replacements in the broader cullure . The assumphnns made
hy government olficials c-HC'
that the hPnet11s<ltlsing
!tom a closer contact with technolog1cal arlwrncemenl would be good lor Canada's ,1hm1grnalpeoples
since these "chilrlrf'll ol nature" (fo nnl really know

1
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Oisintegra!ing

cul1ure .

declines to negotiate aboriginal land claims or
consider compensation for the exploitation of territory
claimed by native bands.
"I say that the province belongs to the people of
BC", said Bennet.
Richardson insists that the question is a political
problem, not a legal one; he shuns the court system
which has been so unfair to native Canadians.
"The issue of our lands is too important to leave to
lawyers who are unfamiliar with our people," said
Richardson in December 1985.
The law and the justice system have not been fair
to Canada's native people. The statistics are astounding.
The justice system clearly affects a native more than
it does a white Canadian. It is a system not designed
for the needs of a nation within a nation. The separate
and underdeveloped nature of indigenous economies
The story of Grassy Narrows is not unique. In the creates much of the groundwork for imprisonment
1960's and '70s many aboriginal bands were simila rly under Canadian law. Two-thirds of indigenous a/wrenched out of a way at life. In the process, indig~nous fenders, for example, are in jail simply because they
communities experienced massive social and cultural are unable to pay court fines.
Statistics also show that, nationally, 46 per cent of
disintegration. Unfortunately the attitude of the federal
young
offenders are let off with a warning but for
and provincial governments is hardly different in the
native
adolescents,
the rate is 1 5 per cent. One in
1980's, and the case in point is the Hiada people of
three
whites
are
released
on parole while one in
British Columbia.
The Haidas are centred on Lyell Island, located in eight Ind ians are given the same treatment. Likewise,
the South Moresby section of the Queen Charlotte probation is given less often to our native peoples.
The native peoples of Grassy Narrows and. more
Islands in British Columbia (BC).
recently,
the Haidas clearly reveal the injustices
When the BC government permitted Western
native
peoples
face in Canada. And this injustice is
Forest Products Ltd., to !og new stretches of Lyell
clearly
based
on
a foundation of ignorance Canada
Island in November 1985, Haida elders and others
exhibits
about
its
own founders.
blocked the loggers' access to the trees .

what is best for them. Such an a1t1ludeisdueeilher !11
a conscious disrespect or ignorance.
The attitude that our past and present governmenl:::
have had. as well as our justice sys!em dem('<lrl!native peoples as human beings. This is wha1 !h<'
Haida nation is telling us. Denying the Ha1da 1he11
10,000 year old culture on Lyell Island and moving tl1f'
peoples of Grassy Narrows assumes n r;:1c1sldnd
barbaric attitude. This may be likened 10the 111tc1rnous
bantustans in South Africa where aboriginal pP.nple:,::
are forced to live- relocated from their original lands.
The native people have been made to f( el Iha!
their culture and significance in Canadian history
are irrelevant. This atti!ude assumes that the ahor1ginc1I
peoples had no culture hetore contact with the '
European immigrants. If anything at all. not only haci
the native peoples of Canada a culture. with soph1s
ticated social relationships and moral values. hut
this culture survived until it was systematically des ·
!rayed by white colonialism.
Canada prides itself on being a peacelu! democratic nation. Yet the facts show that there 1sa secret
war going on inside Canada. Without guns or bombs
or armies, this war uses the court system and the
government to destroy our native peoples. Fortunately
there are groups like the Haida which refuse to give
up. They inspire Canadians to recognize native
peoples not as failures with undesirable qualities
but as successful survivors. They are worthy of our
admiration as vibrant cultures which founded this
continent are now an important part of our multicultural
heritage.O
1

Moevin'and groovin'in the Subway
by Desmond McGrath

1

~

uesday night at the Subway brought
Moev,a Vancouvercollectionofsynthpop
practitioners out to promote a new
album . In another comer you had
CJAM, yet again putting themselves
out on a limb to expose Canadian
talent to Windsor audiences, and to give the latter an
idea of what forms the backdrop to the rock ·n roll
lifestyle in Canada ( that country that begins where the
range of US airwaves ends).
For an audience. you had a mixed nuts jar of ageing
artsies. devotees from Detroit. regular guys, and
110u1·eau
socia/e- a close-cropped female head here, a
plunging male neckline there, even a little leather and
studs, if only for the irony. Quality. not quantity. On a
midweek show, you have to expect that only those who
Live The Life (i.e .. r'n'r lifestyle) seven days a week
1 ill come out and shell out
.
Nor are there many of those, for the place was little
nre than half full as Moev (I don't know how it's
pronounced, either) took the stage and began belting
out t.he tunes. And then it looked like all expectations
were to be dwaifed by disaster when wiring problems
twice silenced the band before they could finish their
l•pening number.
That resolved, they got through the first of two
shortish sets without sparking much life in a lukewarm
( perhaps demoralized. perhaps just too sober) crowd
despite putting out a much guttier sound than they do
on vinyl.
Six of them there were on stage, with both male and
female lead vocals, percussion real and synthetic, a

couple of guitars, and those keyboards. What emerged
most clearly from the somewhat muddled and too loud
( a chronic Subway problem) sound system was the by
now commonplace post-punk, funk-tinged bassline,
which was performed reasonably well. The synthesizer
overlay~ for the most part sounded too far removed
from everything else that was going on.
As for the vocalists. Michela Arrichiello has a line
instrument of a voice, with low· ooohoooh' s that could
penetrate your innards. For herself, she showed admirable vitality, with an unselfconscious enthusiasm
far preferable to the confused and pretentious posturing
of so many nu-wave monsters.
Cal Stephenson. on the other hand was comparatively ,
staid in both bearing and style. and seemed to lack '
something in the way of range. His voice's resemblance
to that of Howard De Voto almost floored at least one
listener.
Yeah, it was a small audience, but an appreciative
one. When the second-to-last( the word is •penultimate'ed.) song was introduced as a good dance number, the
heretofore empty dance floor filled faster than you
could say·• puppy dog eagerness." E verbody loosened
up after that, and the band even came back for a onesong encore.
Credit should be given to Moev for maintaining
some enthusiasm in the face of a disappointing ( and in
many quarters disappointed) crowd. (No need to
cheapen matters by saying they were getting paid
regardless.) Ditto for CJAM staffers who worked on
this (but didn't get paid). After all, they're promoting
their product, too, through events like this.
Life is hard, sometimes. D
Moev's Michela Arrichiello primpiog
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What mo]resa ma,nsta,rt_fires
anyway?
Shopping malls. Donut shops. The creeping
menace of cable 'television. Add them all up
and what do you have? You have a pretty
good idea of what it is to live in Windsor,
/986. What does it all mean? And what
does literary criticism have to do with it?
These are the bones that 'Lance' correspondents Lorenzo Buj and Martin Deck
sat down to pick. in hopes of getting some
intimation of Truth. Something to think
about. Or, 1f you can't do that, flip a coin.
artin: I was once indowntown Toronto over night
and there was nothing to
do but sleep. Windsor, on
the other hand, rocks .24
hoursoon-stop· causethere's
always a cafe open. The only problem is that
these cafes are really donutshops and they're
as !>9ring as sleep.
Lorenzo: The questionable rhetorical dexterity
of your opening salvo belies an evident
incapacity. You've quite insensitive to the
fact that a donut shop is the most providential
of sites for a 5 a.m. weeknight unwinding.
I've spent some of the most preciously godforsaken pre-dawn hours seated across from
the colfre-carressedlips of a favouritecompanion
discussing the extinction of the corset, the
libidinal life of drama students, and the
possibiliy of a heaven where Harold Bloom
sits at Jehovah's right hand
Martin: I, too, have suffered, voluntarily
sapped my own vital energies under the glare
of fluorescent lighting in the pursuit of halftruth. But surely you go too far. Harold
Bloom lives, although, as far as I can see, his
"philosophy'' is quite moribund Not to say
morbid Deconstructionism ( or whatever you
choose to call it this week) is an obvious ploy
to extend the "life" of that sterile pastime
which calls itself Literary Criticism. Further-

IMJ

more...
Lorenzo: First of all, you mordant Medieval
mentalist, Bloom is no deconstructor, second
of all. you must admit that the fetid smell of
critical theory as practiced in every AngloAmerican English Department over the last
thirty centuries has by now dried every
orifice in your mighty male frame, and even
the supposed sterility of the current crop of

Ueck (left) and Buj share a rrieodly drink.

sexy post-structuralists is teeming with enough
figural fancies to make this thing called' life'
light enough to lap up. Or is it that you hate
'life', that you've dedicated your days to the
carnal combustion of late night cable TV?
Martin: Xou wily obscurantist bastard, you
have totally misdirected this discourse, undoubtedly fearing the full force of my intellectual virility. Cable TV is, like litcrit and
early morning donut shopping, yet another
symptom of the disease which has befallen
our postmediaeval world, another instance of
wilful over-indulgence. The main problem
with cable is not, as some critics claim, that it
only offers you more opportunities to watch
garbage.Surely it does that, but is also does
something far worse: it offers you the opport-
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unity to watch good movies to the point of
supersaturation. It is this hedonistic selfabuse which has destroyed me.
Lorenzo: It's interesting that you're so 1»
grudingly modest with your capitualatio n to
the vapidity of post-modem vices. Cable TV
and all the rest of it are the true bourgeois
way out for any number of us saturated with
the North American ways of culture. First
Choice SuperChannel is a perfect disseminator
for the offal that pricks pleasurably at our
corrupt conscience. In that way we're both
the same, yet you insist on alineating yourself
and your absurd sense of political vocatfon
from the all-out hedonism that eats your
heart.
Martin: Politics don't enter into it.

rm

talkin' here about the expense of spirit in a
waste of shame. Surely even you have not
grown so hardened in your post-menopausal
complacency as to deny that life ( in or out of
quotation marks) consists of more than metatalk. stale pastry, blue lights and shopping
malls.
Lorenzo: Wei~ it's this way: I, too, have
seen the nefarious nose-wrenching nobodies
knocking about the malls of this continent,
but I assure you, none of them can possibly
understand what the mall means to one
recently fatted on the stale pastries of a Tim
Horton's over-run by ten truckers who've
just completed an Albequerque-Duluth-Detroit
run. The mall is a peculiar fonn of the urban
pastoral, especially conducive to noting how
North America has aesthetized-within
its
own space of inhibited enclosure-the old
southern European eros of socializing al
fresco. The mall is also a metaphor for the
way in which America has de-sublimiated
the frontier. relegated it to the status of a
candy-counter, shopping is no longer a venture
in unadulterated psycho-social discovery,
but a materialistic trope for the affluence of a
pervasive cultural solipsism.
Martin: You Illyrian sun-bathing manic,
again you believe that you have evaded my
Nordically self-righteous wrath, and perhaps
you have. Shopping(in or out of malls) gives
me a massive headache, as I am radically illequipped to deal with the illusion of freedom
that it provides. I am drowning in a sea of
rootless absurdity. I can't believe that this
blather will actually waste space in a newspaper purportedly printed for a reade rship of
sentient beings You, with your post.materialist
sensibilities, will undoubtedly deny that any
pseudo-intellectual discourse is a waste of
paper.
Lorenzo: A truer reading of my character I
haven't yet met Still. rm entranced by your
phrase, "illusion of freedom",since it functions
most precisely in defining what I take to be
the prevailing cond ition of anxiety in this and
any other discourse-including the fleshl y . I
In any case, I feel a certain tedium coming
on, and would much rather step out for a
cognac, or some sort of lemon-filled cherryglobbed ooncoctioo at the localdough brothel.

I
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SakamotoSsyncopation

PREGNANT
AN D N EED HELP?

the intensity of" ... Mr. Lawrence"
with Sakamoto's haphazard chopstick
piano and vibe work while "Tibetan
Dance'' envisages the serene beauty
and utter strangeness of the movie' s
main theme.
And "Zen-Gun" is ultimately
chilling, its menacing, threatening
percussion and spiritual chorales
augmentingand complementingeach
other like Taoism's dynamic bipolar interplay of yin and yang.
Indeed, isn't music's ability to render
its captive into a tran~like euphoria
the ultimate popular manifestation
of the all-too-evasive Zen "egolessness"? This song must be heard.
The only blemish in the package
is Thomas Dolby's intrusive foppopish croons on the over-hyped
"Field Work"-where the fine line
between infectiousness and infected
is mindlessly crossed. Typical Westerner, that Mr. Dolby, forcingemotion
rather than just being responsive to
it Wu-wei, man, wu-wei.
- Mi chae l Pa non tin

Prince circa J980; he was happy then.

RYUICHI SAKAMOTO
emotional conductor, it's the placid
"IllustratedMusicalEncyclopedia" subtleies of Oriental music that are
(Virgin)
sadly oft-ignored
On Illustrated Musical Encycler
It's the influenceofiror/d musicpedia, Ryuichi Sakamoto, the man
today'streooybuzzwordin this danger- beh ind the brilliant score to Merry
ously obsequious pop-critic bizChristmas Mr. Lawrence and on~
that may well nurse pop to better
PR INCE
time member of the Yellow Magic
health through the internationaliza"Kiss"
Orchestra, is popularizing the Orient
tion of its culture. But alas, while
(Warner Bros. single)
by meshing together its seemingly
the Africans and Latinos stun the
incongruous cultures: the old world
world with rhythmic palpitation and
I shoulda punched this guy in
( Zen, Taoism) and the new ( microthe Asia Minor/India corridor conchips,synthesizers,dance emporiums). the snout when I had the chance.
stantly redefines the "bewail" as an
- Davi d T. Viecelli
"MAY. in the Backyard'' recalls

Lovein the Rena~nce
Palace of Pleasure.
Taking part and helping out are
students and professors from various
Schoo ls and departments, as well
as alumn i and members of the

The theme of the St Crecilia
Society's April Show, "Frottolas,
Airs, and Madrigals: Music of the
Sixteenth Century," is Jove, very
appropriate for spring. In addition
to the Renaissance music from Italy
and England, played on early instruments and sung by students from
ments and sung by students from
the School of M usic, there will be
love scenes from Shakespeare's Twelfth Night and The Tam ing of the
Shrew, John Webster's Duchess of
Malfi, and William Painter's racy

community.

The show will take place on
April 11 th(Friday)

g ,ankJ. ffox, 0.3>.

Call. ..

girtfJrf·~
at 252-3322
Or Visit Our Off ice At 54 9 Kilda re Rd.
We Prov ide - Free Pregnancy Tests- Medical
Referrals, Community Referrals,
Accommodations and Lega l Advice.

GRADUATION
PHOTOGRAPHY

PearfStudio

<o~

Member of Professional Photographers of Canada

"Our desire to create
a portrait of you at
your best in a comfortable professional
atmosphere makes
our studio one of the
finest''
Sincerely Pearl

,

Pmrl VoinamsJ:i

All Hoods Available at Our Studio
Arts
Commerce
Computer

Science

Education
Engineering

Fine Arts
Human Kinetics

Public Admm .
Science

Law

Social Work

Music
Nursing

377 4 Myrtle St.
(1.5 Km from the Unive rsity)

258-6004

The Dist inguished Speaker Series presents

LD. CLARKE

OPTOMETRlff

60 4 Califo rnia Avenue
Windso r, Ont. N9 8 2 Z2
(Across from Harvey's)

Phone 258-0942

and April 12th

( Saturday) at the P arish H all of the
Church of the A scension, 1385
UniversityAvenue West(at McKay),
at 8:00 p.m.
For more information, please
call 254-5406.

ft

Chairman,
Spar Aerospace

By Appoin t men t

Speaking on

''The Spar Aerospace Story''
From Entrepreneurial Past
to High Tech Future.
Date: Tuesday April 8, 1986
Time: 10:00 am
Place: 1101 Business Building
415 Pelissier St.
253-1030

Dally 10-5:30 , Fri. to 9 , Sun. 12 to 5

All Students and Faculty Welcome
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The Alumni Office
cordially invites all prospective
graduates of the Class of '86
to attend a reception in their honour

GRAD

PHOTOS

on

Thursday April 10, 1986

• DistinctiveStudio Portraits
in gown and coloursof you~
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty

4 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Vanier East

Beer & Pizza

--------- --- ---..--------- - -- -- ----- Plea se fill in and drop in box at Univer sity
Centre desk if you plan to attend.
Name :
Addre ss: -------

~

.,.4',--·"''

John GAfac~ycphotography3877Dougall Avenue
969-6900
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PREGNAN T?
Professional couple, unable to have child of their
own, desperately wishes to
adopt newborn infant. Strict
confidentiality. Please call
private social worker at
(416)492-9148 (collect).

classmeds /
GWM , matur e student look for someone
to share accommodations.
255-9276.
Summe r Pos lttoM with Springtime Garden Centres Limited Information available
at the Canada Employment Centre for
Students. 185 City Hall Square. 252-6523.

UNICEF, the United Nations Children's
Fund. wants to protect all children against
measles and other easily-preventable
diseases through universal child immunization by the year 1990. You can play a
port through the purchase of UNICEF
cards and gifts. The proceeds from just
one box of UNICEFcards provides enough
vaccine to immunize five children against
measles. and just $5.00 protects a child
tor life against the six leading childhood
killer diseases . For more information and
a free colour brochure of UNICEF gift
products call 966-3490.

YOU CAN make the presents you send to
friends mean so much more by choosing
UNK::EF
cards and gifts. because the money
raised through their sale benefits children
around the wor1d tor their quality and the
gaodl/lOlkfhE¥support.Choosesomething
you like from UNICEFsspring1986 collection
featuring gifts and cards for year-round
giving Thisyea(s catalogue features cards
celebrating Expo '86 with artv.lOII<
donated
by ac. artist Heather Woodall. New correspondence cards man< the International
Year of Peace. and there are new tourseason coffee mugs. Formore Information
and a free brochure contact 966-3490 .

FOR RENT- for summer or one year. 1
bdrm apt. on Riverside West. 10 min. walk
to school. 258-0492 anytime.

.

PPJ

For Sole: Votvo-GLE-1980. Loaded. excellent condition. Reduced $8000. firm .
Call 252-4897.
For Sole:Two Duplex houses. very c lose to
university. guod inc.-ome in 30's& 40' s.Coll
Andy 944-2284 - weekdays 9 to 5 pm

1981 RenoutfLeCarGTI..4 door hatchback.
Excellent condition,

must sell.252-7423.

THE WORD DOCTOR. Writing & Editing
Services 969-0455.

Plane Ticket for sale. Vanrx>uver/Windsor
return Deport: May 6 - Return: May 27
$390 - cash . 734-6251 . Susan.

NASHUA 5 1/ 4 Floppy Diskettes. Double
sided. Double Density, Lifetime Warranty
Package ot 10 diskettes at $18.00 plus
tax. Please call International Software
977-0444.
HELPWANTED: Shipping crew persons
(femaleswe!come) needed to ship bedding
plants for firm in Leamington. Term is 6
wks. starting May 1 with option to work
wholesummer . Contact Manpower office
on campus tor Info on applying.
Keyboard player wanted for full-time
road band. Top-40 material. Call Kevin 1352-4603 or Dave 1-352-6915.(Chatham)

Orange

Sehnap~.s

SUBLET.2 bdrm. apt. near campus . May
1- Aug. 31. Call Kevin 254-9867.

FURNISHED ROOM for Rent. In private
home with laundry & kitchen privileges.
Female only. Call 977-1512.
There wlll be an End of the Year 8ash!
Sponsored by: The International Relations
Society. The Caribbean Students' Association. La Maison Frar)9aise Inc
Time:7:30 pm. Place: 4 78 Sunset Lo Maison
Frarn;:aise. Date: Saturday April 5.1 986

FORSALE:Big Refrigerator. excellent condition. Holds four cases of beer. For more
info, call 256-7 464 or253-6423 and ask for
Bob or leave a message.
WANTEDPERSONTO share 2 bdrm apt.

After your favourit e activity here's a cool blclst of freshn ess.
Peppermint Schnapps , Spearmint Schnapps and new Orange Schnapps .
So what are you waiting for? Schnapp to it.

HIRAM
WALKER
SCHNAPPS
TASTETHEDIFFERENCE

near Tecumseh Hall, May-Sept. possibly
next yr..S172/ mth negotiable. non-smoker.
Ph. 258-3276

ASSUMPTIONUNIVl:RSITYChapel-9737034 located between the University Centre
and Ambassador Bridge. Masses at 10:30
am and 4:30 pm on Sundays. Monday to
Fridoy - 11:50 am. Sacrament of Reconciliation on request.

FOR SALE:Electric typev.,nter In good
condi tion. $60. Air condit ioner 8500 B.T.U.
Phone 254-1073.
FOR SALE.Lad ies 10 speed bicycle. $50.
Phone 253-4374.

)
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Spitfiresbecomea winningalternative

n 1984, the Windsor Spitfires
Hockey organization was in
total disorganization.
The team had finished in
sixth place and had earned
the final playoff berth in the
division. Windsor faced off against the Sault
Ste. Marie Greyhounds and promptly got
whipped in three straight and eliminated in
the first round
Not only were the Spitfires falling apart
on the ice, but off as well. The team's owners
were in over their heads and were financially
falling fast Something had to be doe, as the
Spits were fast becoming a weak drawing
card and even worse, a terrible business
investment The team was shopped around
and eventually the Ontario Hockey Association's Board of Governors accepted Peter
Karamonous' ( Compuware Organization)
bid to purchase the debt-ridden Ontario
Hockey League ( OHL) team. The first piece
of this successful puzzle was in place: a
financially secure owner.
Since the team had been purchased relatively close to the OHL draft, Karamonous
had little time to clean house. But clean
house he did, from the general manager on
down to the coach. In filling the G.M.
position of the team, Karamonous was obviously in search of an individual with an
astute hockey sense to oversee his new baby.
In acquiring ex-Detroit Red Wing netminder
Jim Rutherford, he succeeded in doing just
that
Rutherford, v,ho had spend practically
his entire NHL playing days across the river
in goal for the Wings, had been involved in
Compuware's U.S. hockey programs before
his appointment in Windsor sprung up. The
second piece of the puzzle was in place.
The next step was to find a coach that was
talented enough to motivate a group of kids
that had gotten used to defeat ''The toughest
problem we had to solve when we took over
was the attitude of the kids. The players had
accepted losing," remarked Rutherford of
the team's outlook under post management
This is where the U.S. Compuware firm
created a minor bit of controversy.
Rutherford relieved Wayne Maxner of
his coaching duties and replaced him with
Compuware's minor hockey coach, mark
Craig. Now, if you have lived and breathed
Spitfire hockey all of your life you know that
Maxner and the Spits go together like skates
and Gretzky. Unfortunately for Maxner,
when the team was sold to Compuware, so
too was his contract Rutherford felt it was
necessary to make the change, and off to
Sudbury went Maxner.

rn

and now the important task of
selecting a crew to fit the ship
was fast approaching: the 1985
OHL draft As was mentioned
earlier, since the team had been put
on the auction block so close to the
draft, the new hierarchy had little time
to work, and plenty of work to accomplish. Now this is not to say that the new
owners were not prepared for the draft,
because they were. In fact, the Spitfires
organization had scouting reports from the
Central Scouting Bureau, previous management's reports and their own report So, in
turn, Rutherford had more information on
new recruits than did other OHL front offices.
The only complication which faced Rutherford and his new regime was that of reporting.

what his goals are for the hockey team
Rutherford without hesitation said, "to host
the Memorial Cup." Determined, wouldn't
you say?
The home to the Windsor Compuware
Spitfires i& Windsor Arena, or as many
Windsorites nickname it, "Ye Olde Red
Bam" It is located on the south-east comer
of McDougall and Wyandotte avenues. Unfortunatley, fans corning to the home games

outside interests.
"For the last couple of years," he continued. an organization called the Windsor
Stadium Development Foundation has been
conducting a feasability analysis as to the
possibilities of a Canadian Football League
team in this region. Now, since we are after a
new stadium, the WSDF feels the two ideas
could be brought together, and it just does not
work out CFL football and Spitfire hockey

'The toughestproblemwe
had to solve when we took
over was the attitudeQf the kids.
They hadacceptedlosing."
But
as
it turned out
Rutherford only wasted one of his picks (his
fourth round choice did not show up). On the
other hand, Paul Maurice(now captain), Kevin
Kerr (20 goal scorer), and Alan Perry (leagueleading goals-against average of 3.25) did
show up. The fourth piece of the puzzle
had been acomplished.
The Spitfires, now called the Windsor
Compuware Spitfires, began the season with
nowhere to go but up. As Jimmy Rutherford
put it, "My goals at the beginni~g of the year
for this team werre to finish the season four to
five games above .500 hockey, to make the
playoffs, and go past the first round.
Well folks, the Spits concluded the season
eight games over .500, three notches higher
at third place in their division. and just
eliminated their first round opponent, Kitchener
Rangers from the playoffs.
Recently. I had the opportunity to interview the man behind the recent successes of
the Spits.
From a hockey perspective, Rutherford
came across as being sincere and thoroughly
dedicated in his team's success. On top of
being sincere, he is an intelligent hockey
man. Not onlv did he know his way around

Just as oil and water do not mix, neither
did Rutherford and Craig. Craig resigned at
the end of his first season and was replaced
by Americ8.Q Hockey League coach Tom
Webster. When asked why he selected Webster
as his new bench man Rutherford replied,
"He is the best organized coach I have ever
been around, and I had 15 of them in the the NHL, but has demonstrated to his peers
NHL. He is very up front and fair with his his capabilities as a general manager of an
players, and myself." The third piece of the OHL club. When asked what is personal
goals for the future were, Rutherford replied.
puzzle was now in place.
The captains of the ship were on deck. "to host the Memorial Cup." When asked

t once photo by Jim Parker

Alan Perry led the OHL in goals-against-average (3.25) £or the Spitfires.

t

have no alternatives but to park their automobiles somewhere between 6 to even 10
blocks away. "The true problem with this
building is not the arena, as everyone thinks.
The real problem from our standpoint is the
terrible parking problem." remarked Rutherford.
In recent months ( it seems like years). the
Windsor City Council, behind the stem hand
of city administrator, Hillary Payne. have
finally come to a mutual understanding; it's
time Windsor has a new Arena and sports
complex. It is long overdue.

Lance photo by Jim Parker

Rutherford seems optimistic of the city's
chances for a new arena "I feel that the
Spitfires will be playing in a new arena within
four years. The reason for the lengthy delays
in decision making is basically because of

are two different sports with two totally
different financial situations. BasicalJy, this
has been the reason for the delays." Rutherford declined to speculate when asked where
the new sight might be, but said it will likely
be on the west side of the city.
When Peter Karanomous and his US
based compuware organization took over the
Canadian-based Spitfires various groups in
the community began to question the new
owner's long-tenn plans for their club. For
weeks the Windsor Star made issue with
those who either agreed with the tcam·s sale
or those who found the sale treasonous. As
Rutherford put it, "there were a dozen or so
people in the community who were Maxner
supporters who did not like it when we
dismissed him as coach.··
Before Compuware had purchased the
team, the Spitfire front office had fired their
coach(Boucher) midway through the season.
The front office then proceeded to try and
lure Maxner away from his lucrative coaching
job in Nova Scotia Maxner would not have
come ifhe had not felt, from his heart, for this
city. At the end of the season the team was
sold to Compuware and without a second
thought.Rutherford waved goodbye lo Maxner,
and ushered in a company man: Mark Craig.
One year later the" company man .. is history
and in comes Tom Webster, who has done an
excellent job.
It has been two full seasons under the new
Compuware regime and many of the regrets
felt by Spitfire followers concerning the new
owners of their team have dwindled or vanished
entirely. Their views of Spitfire management
have also changed dramatically over this two
year stint Rutherford has demonstrated to
the community his intent and willingness at
producing a quality-run OHL hockey organization. The puzzle is now complete. p
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Last week the "Smashin' Fun
Time" badminton tourney was put
on by the Campus Recreation. A
fun time was had by all. We would
like to thank all those who participated
or helpd in any way. Here are the
winners and runners-up.
Men's singles
Champion: Liang Huang
Runner-up: Barry Horrobin
Men's Doubles
Champions: Peter Bird & Barry
Horrobin
Runners-up: Wing Chan & Liang
Huang
Women's singles:
Champion: Nancy Loeffer
Runner-up: Louise Chan

cla&5ifieds
Leddy Ubfary · Hours of Opening
Spong Recess-Thursday May 1 1986
Sundoy May 4. 1986
Thursday & Friday 8:00 om - 6.00 pm
Soturdav & Sundoy 12·00 noon - 5:00 pm
lntersess,on • Monday May 5. 1986 •

Women's Doubles
Champions: Louise Chan & Nancy
Loeffer
Runners-up: JoanneCooper&Janis
Giffen
Mixed Doubles
Champions: Louise Chan & Richard
Horth
Runners-up: Jeannette & Simon
Wu
Women's Basketball
The final week of women's basketball has been a hectic one. The
Ball Handlers started it all by d~
feating the Dirty Socks 33-22. The
MVP for the game was Suzie Devries
who shot for seven points. The
Benchers then soundly stoped the
FFFU's 24-14 to which Leslie

Forder of the Benchers contributed
ten points earning her the MVP of
the game. Bev Deal and Diardra
Fleming each contributed ten points
to the Shooters' 35-14 defeat of the
Gators despite Sue Marsh's 7 points
which won her the distinction of
MVP for that game.
Wednesday night the semi-finals
were held The first match saw the
Slammers edge out the Shooters in
a tense 19-16 victory even though
Diardra Fleming shot for eleven
points. In the second match the Ball
Handlers destroyed the Benchers
37-7 with the help of Jackie and
Angie who each added their eight
points.
On Thursday night the Slammers
met the Ball Handlers in the Final
match-up. The Slammers, with the

help of Kim Hartford's fourteen
points, emergedvictorious,the scor~
board reading 25-18 at the final
whistle.The game earned Kim Hartford the MVP of the game but the
MVP for the season was given to
the Shooters' own Diardra Fleming.
Congratulations to all for a great
season and thank you to Ken Hunt,
Linda Gage, Donna Savage, Doug
Ball,Kathryn Salidasand Mo Bechard
for their hard work as referees. Good luck on your exams on behalf
of Campus Ree. Have a safe summer and we'll see you next year!

Ce>-edInnertube Waterpolo
On Sunday March 23/86 the
quarter-finalsand finals of wateipolo
were held at the hwnan kinetics

f!4 ttJ rl;{. z.1:~

Thursday June 19. 1986
Monday • Thursday 8:00 om - 11:45 pm
Fnday 800 am· 8:00 pm
Saturday & Sunday 12:00 noon. 8:00 pm
Monday Moy 19.1986 Vdono Day Clo5ed.
I Summer Recess- Friday June 20. 1986. 1
Tuesday July 1. 1986
Mondoy • Friday 8:00 am • 6:00 pm
Saturday & Sundoy 12:00 noon· 5:00 pm
Tuesday July 1. 1986. Ccnodo Day Closed.
SummerSession-WednesdayJuly2.1986Tuesdoy August 19. 1986
Mondoy- Thursday 800 om - 11:45 pm
Fliday 8:00 am • 8:00 pm
Saturday & Sundoy 12:00 noon. 8:00 pm
Monday August 14, 1986 CMC Holiday.

Closed
Foll Recess- WednesdoyAugust?0, 1986·
Sunday September 7. 1986
Mondoy • Friday 800 am • 6·00 pm
Saturday & Sundoy 12:00 noon· 5:00 pm
MondaySeptember1.1986.
Labour Day.

0 M ·FM

pool. In the quarter-finals the Su~
marines edged theMBA's 4-3 with
the Blob swimming past Commerce
Society 17-10. In the finals the
Blob sunk the Submarines in an
exciting game 16-4. The season
was a success and many players are
already looking for the upcoming
season. Congratulations to Tom
Puskas, the league's MVP.

Recreational Ce>-edVolleyball
The recreational league had 6
teams advance to the semi-finals
last Tuesday evening.
Results of these last two out of
three matches saw Alumni II defeat
Dynamic Motion, with Dynamic
Motion winning the first game 1513. Alumni Il came back to talce
continued on page 15
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More
it

Waxing & Manicures Available
e

1RICIA. CAROLYN• NORMA
Ask about our opening specials!

OPEN HOUSE - APRIL 5
After 3 p.m. - Come Join Us

Closed

TYPINGdone by Judy. Proper notice
required Near the universi:,Y Coll 254·
5643.
IUl: Good luck with YoUrVanier infatuation. May you ot least hove better luck
than I did. "GUMBY'

I

1 Maiden Lane W., (Lower)

I

977-5145

When you need it done right ...

social science society
The 1985/86 Council is Pleased to Announce
the 1986/87 Election Results.

President, Ken .Alexander
Vice-President, Stan Levesque
\

*

Any members interested in 1986/87 Executive
Positions, please contact Ken Alexander at
G130 Windsor Hall North

The Annual General Meeting of the Society
will be held at 4:30 pm, April 11, 1986 in the
Blue Room in the University Centre. All Society
members are asked to· attend.
*

•
•
•
•

All Graduation Hoods Available
Wheelchair Access
1/2 0oz. Complimentary Roses .
By Appointment Onty

Huron Plaza
1710 Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

973-5544

Robert Burge
President

Michael Mitchell
Vice- President

1M Lance. Aprtl 3.1986. page 15.
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recreationresultsand standings(continued)
continued Crom page 14

the second game 15-17. The third
game was very close, however.
Alumni II pulled together to win
16-14.
Another match saw A Little Bit
of Everything defeat FFFU's Bin
2 games straight, the scores 15-5
and 15-4.
The third semi-final match resulted in the Volleywogs advancing
further in the playoffs by defeating
Tag Team in 3 games. The scores
were 15-7, 4-15 and 15-12.
In the next round, Alumni II sat
out with a bye, while A Little Bit of
Everything battled it out with the
Volle~
The Volleywogsdefeated
ALBOE in 2 games by the scores
of 15-7 and 15-10.
The championship game resulted
in Alumni ll taking the crown by
defeating the Volleywogs in 3 very
close, hard-fought games. The scores
were 16-14 for Alumni II, 15-9 for
the Volleywog,, and 15-10 for Alwnni
II.

C~ed Competitive Volleyball
The four teams going into this
past week's playoffs were the Lampshades, Who-Gaf , Forum and Aggravated Assault
Aggravated Assault defeated the
Lampshades in a tough 2 out of 3

match. Going into the third game,
the Lampshades had one win by a
score of 15-11, and Aggravated
Assault had one win with the final
score 15-5.
The third game resulted in Aggravated Assault advancing to tl\e
final round by defeating the Lampshades in a close match, 15-13.
On the other court Forum defeated
Who-Gaf in three very close games.
Who-Gaf won the first 16-14, Forum
won the second 15-8 and the third
15-7.
In the championshipmatch played
between Forum and Aggravated
Assault, Aggravated Assault cam<:
out strong defeating Forum in thf:
first game 15-1. Forum came back 1
putting forth a strong defense to wir
by a score of 15-11. In the end ii
was Aggravated Assault taking the
title by winning the third game 15-

Western Division Semi-Finals
Royal Court48 vs.Runnin Rebels 36
RWl.andGnnners35 vs.Engineers41

lnesday March 18
Eastern Division Semi-Final

WLTGFGAPts
7 3 0 46 18
6 40 40 44
5 3 2 28 26
4 SI 33 SI
4 6 0 34 36
3 S 2 24 34
3 6 I 40 SS

HK Hacks

c.s.s.

Engineering
Law"B"
Ditch Pigs
Mac Hall
Montreal Ukrainians

A Lea1ue
WLTGFGA

CCCP
Commerce
Marketing
Missing Links
Bob' s Fags
Engineering
Windsor Warriors

Monday March 24
Law 40 vs. The Royal Court 54

8
7
7
5
2
2
0

I I
2I
30
3I
7 I
7 I
8I

77
51
56
29
22
29
10

s
s

Battered Wives
Bjorkloven
Zulu Warriors
Wolverines
Syntax Errors
Commerce
Cody Coyotes

I

UGG

Pts

27
31
28
45
49
45
45

17
IS
14
11

W
9
9
6
6

LT
I 0
I 0
40
40
s 4I
2 7 I
2 80
0 JO 0

GF GA Pts

56
75
52
SS
53
44
36
18

26
17
38
48
41
62
SI
103

Roast Turkey & Dre~song
Breaded Cod Fillets

Go urm et Burge r Bar

Tuesd ay

Beef Barley Soup
Fresh 1/ 4 lb. Burger
Macaroni & Chee se

Fne d Chicken
London Bro,I

Wedn esda y

Cream of Tomato
Hot Turkey Sandwich
Baby Beef Liver

Cabbage Rolls
Roast Beef

Thursday

Chicken Gumbo Soup
Chicken Fingers
Beef Pot Pie

Lasagne
Breaded Pork Cutlet

Cream of Mushroom
Rueben Sandwich
Swedish Meatballs

Battered Fish & Chips
Top Sirloin Steak

SUPPER

BRUNCH
11 :45 - 1:30

4 :30 - 6 :30

Saturda y

Soup of the Day
Hot ltaliiin Beef Sandwich

BBQ Chicken
Spaghetti & Meat Sauce

Sunda y

Soup of the Day
Soft Tiicos/Hot Sauce

Roast Pork
Beef Strogranoff

The Dell ls open 11:30 - 6:15 Monday - Friday
The Round Table Is open 6:30 - 11:30 Sunday - Friday

GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
In our Studio or on
Campus
(Next Campus
bate - April I 0

8 FREE WALLETS
( with Regular Purcha se Only)

1

NO TI CE OF G.S.S. ELECTIONS

'.r-

1~ .f~

No min at io ns are bei ng accepted f o r t he follow in g
GSS Executive posi ti o ns:
PRESIDENT
VICE-PRESIDENT INTERNAL
V I CE- PRESIDENT EXTERNAL
VICE-PRESIDENT FINANCE
SOCIAL DIRECTOR
SENATOR (2 POSITIONS)
Nomination form s can b e obt ai ned at the Grad
Hou se, 55 2 Sunset Av e.
Election s will be held on Thursday , April 17, 1986 .
Completed nomination forms must be submitted at
the Grad House no later than Thursday , April 10,

1986.
For more information , inquire at the Grad House
(Ext 3915) .

Playball.
INTHEHEART
OFDOWNTOWN
WINDSOR
You·re Just minutes away from Windso(s most
conveniently located racquetball and indoor
recreational fac,hty We're an exc,t,ng new club that
offers mem bers features such as • 6 Ball Wall
court s • Uni ver sal Gymn • Sau nas • Hot Tub s
• Pro Shop• Profe ssiona l In struction
• Ae ro bic c lass es daily
• 10% off with SAC Discount Card
We've Got It All'
We Carry Swimwear
40 % off

Student
M,mbership

966-5572
1399 Grand Marais West

$40.00

Aprll '86 to
Sept . .'86

18
18
12
12
11

s
4
0

App/icatonsare now bein~accepted
.for the sportseditorpositionqf the
1986-87LANCE Submit resumeto
EditorKevin Johnsonor Andrew
·Haf!Kertby MondayApril 7 at the
LANCE qffzce,second.floorUniversity
Centre.

4:30- 6:30

Boston Clam Chowde r
Grilled Ham ·n Cheese
Spanish Macaron i
Ap rtl 7 - Pacec hanger -

14
12
12
9
8
8
7

B Lea1ue (2)

Wednesday Ma rch 19
Eastern Division Final
Law 43 vs. Bridge House 36
Western Division Final
Royal Court 52 vs. Engineers 40

Men's intramural championship
game was played Monday night at
8:00 p.m. The Western Division
Champs , The Royal Court was
victorious over Law with a final
5.
score of 54 to 40. High scorers in
Both teams played superb volley- the game were Ted Novak for
ball and should be commended fo1 Royal Court scoring 17 points and
their efforts.
Dave Thorman 11 points. High
scorers for Law were John Liddle
with a total of 12 points and Jeff
Hoffman 8.
Men's Basketball
Members of the winning team
Playoff Recap
were Steve Girling, Charlie Raymond
Da ve Rudman, Dave Thorman, Ed
Monday March 17
Miles, Jeff Kennedy, Ted Novak
Eastern Division Semi-Final
and Rob Steinke.
Law 42 vs. Electa Hall 29

B Lca1ue

SUPPER

LUNCH
11:00- 1:30

Friday

Men's Hockey
Final Standings

Aug' s Video 23 vs. Bridge House 34

Vanier Vittles
Monday

The Eastern Division MVP was
awarded to John Liddle of Law,
and Western Division MVP was
awarded to Dave Thonnan. Thanks
to everyone for a good season.!

IL _

Appearing

in The Subway

Thursday, April 10, 1986
Doors open at 8:00 pm
Tickets Available at The SAC Office &
T~e Subway Bar
Advance Tickets:
Students $5

Guests $6

At the Door:
Students $6

Guests $7

WARNING:
Language used in the performance may
be offensive to some tastes.
Caution is advised.

TALENTSHOW
April 7 - 8 - 9
Presented by The Students' Administrative Council &
The University Centre

Bands • Folk . Komedy . Air Bands • Lip Sine &
Acoustic Sounds
Please Pick Up Entry Forms From the SAC Office The Subway Bar or
The University Centre Desk
All Entries Must be in Before Friday April 11, 1986

"
It's worth
a few steps
to Supper at
Iona College
Thurs. April 10
5:30
Africa Theme Kenya
donation $2.50

6:30 Kivuti (Patrick)
Myagah, geology
student will make
a presentation
on Africa
Iona College,
University of Windsor,
208 Sunset Ave.

973-7039

..

Thebottomline
by John May

,
'

••

tudents· Administrative Council Vice President Finance
John Mill says SAC will be
$7.5,000 in the red this year,
althpugh President Jon Carlos
fs1lfidis disputes that figure.
SAC !hadon__ginally
budgeted for a $26,031
loss this year, due to the renovations to the
pub. Mill said that the additional losses are
mainly the result of losses in the pub.
.. Student Council is_not a profit-making
venture. However, 1t should break even.··
Mill said. adding that '"unless drastic changes
are made. there will be serious problems.''
Tsilfidis, on the other hand. said he
expects SAC to be ··fairly close to break
even, or will incur a slight deficit."
·· I suspect that the actual deficit will be a
Jot lower than the deficit approved and
ratified'' by council in the original budget. he
said.
Tsilfid1s said the only reason a deficit
exists at all is because SAC paid one-quarter
of the pub renovations this year out of the
budget. since a bank loan onl) covered the
other 7 5 p1:rcent
"By Apru 30. J987, I expect SAO to be
in a co~fortable surplus position." he said
··We're not going to have the S30.000 oucflm,
for the renovation of the pub."
T~iltidii. said that as of February 28. \\ 1th
two months left in the fiscal year. SAC had a
$21.810 surplus. without taking into account
bills that arc still to be paid. or re,enue that
has not yet come 1t.
But Mill said that there could be serious
financial problems in future years unless "a
total overhaul of the financial aspect of
SAC" 1s made. Mill projected that next
year's SAC operating budget may have to be
slashed in order to absorb this year's losses.
"People are not aware of the extent of the
changes that are necessary." he said.
Mill cited problems with the financial
structure of The Lance and Student Media
Services, in which ··eighty cents of every
advertising dollar is eaten up in overhead."
He also reiterated problems with the pub.
notably ''product cost" which he said is far
higher than it should be. caused by excess
waste, spillage, and the like.
"Product cost is ten per cent too high-

[SJ

lance photo by Andrew Haggen

From the Muse um of the Hard-to-Believe: Here's a gent who"s a little confused over what exactly is
going on in the world. One of our photographers caught him here ogling last week's spoof edition of The
lance. the USA TOADY, in a nearby box. After he got over his toadal confusion. he said he was toadally
impressed with our efforts. At least that's what he t0ad us. (And no. the photo wasn't p0sed-hard to
believe, hard to believe.)

---'
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but does that figure have any meaning?" he
said. "That means $24,000 in liquor that is
· missing" which, he said, is the equivalent of
45,000 shots.
Tsilfidis said tt.e matters are no worse
now than they have been for the last ten
years .
.. All these 'ma3or' problems thi.t The
Lance has so eloquently referred to and the
few other people, particularly John Mill, has
referred to are problems that have existed for
the last ten years. as the linancial statements
indicate to us.'' he said. ··1t is nothing new
and unique to us thi!: year except this year we
are taking steps to resolve the problems of the
last ten years. But somehow our student
newspaper and other proponents motivated
by political self-aggrandit.emcnt are making
it seem like the problems ha,e come about
this year."
Tsilfidis said steps are being taken to
improve matters. including measures to make
media sen ices more .. cost efficient. .. He said
that "we basically have soh·ed the mvemory
problem·· in the pub.
At the same lime. Tsilfidis said no 11ajor
overhauls are necessary .
"In the fiscal year 1984-85. with the
same structure. SAC managed to tum a
$30.000 surplus \\1thout an) of the changes
we\e made this vcar.'' he said. ··Even in
times when there weren't drastic changes.
SAC prO\cd 1tsclftn be a very crcdiH,orth)
corporation. '
Tsilfidis said that "where the problem
lies" is in SAC's re,enue base. which is
made up mostly of student fees. He said
student fees ha, e remained the same over the
last five year. not keeping up with inllation.
"Inflation has increased our expenses.
but our revenues do not keep pace with
inflation.·· he said. ··In 1980 we were charging
the same student foes as in 1986. The cost of
living in 1980 was not the same as 1986, but
our revenues arc."
Tsilfidis said SAC is "streamlining" its
operations to keep ahead of inflation, but
may run a referer,dum for more stu•ient
funds.
"We are considering right now running
another University Centre referendum. mt
that is a decision that will have to be made by
the council, the elected representatives of the
student body," he said.0

Tsi!f!dis
saysadministrationplannedSubway takeover
by John May
Students' Administrative Council president
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis charged the university
administration is planning to assume management of the pub, using the current "dissension"
within the SAC executive as a lever.
Director of Student Services J. David
' McMurray said any speculation of an administration takeover is "premature", and that
"the university wants to stay out of SAC
politics completely."
Tsilfidis and vice-president finance John
Mill. during the last month. have had public
disagreements regarding the financial position
of the pub and SAC finances in general
Tsilfidis also said the "covert manner in
which the administration is trying to take
over the pub" is an attempt to "erode student
rights that were achieved over a decade ago.•·
·• In an age when student gove mments are

expanding and have such enterprises as food
service, their own bookstores. their own
student union buildings and in general are
broadening the scope of the relations with
their administrations, our administration is
trying to limit the scope of our relations by
attempting to erode student rights." said
Tsilfidis ... lf there are problems. now is the
time to resolve differences, not dissolve
principles."
McMurraysaid the only involvement the
university has had concerning the review of
pub pc1formance has been a financial review
of the operation until January 3 I, with
Tsilfidis and pub manager Chuck Blewett
No decisions regarding its future will be
made until after the current SAC/university
agreement expires April 30.
He also said the only action that has been
taken on the pub .situation has been within

SAC itsel( SAC appointed a Finance Committee, whose report. presented to council
last week. said that the pub is in a severe
deficit situation due to .. poor management
structure."
McMurray saiC::,Oth SAC and the admini
stration will decide the future management
structure of the pub together.
"These two groups will play an equal role
as to the future of the organization. based on
what has taken place,'' he said.
McMurray agreed the university does
have an upper hand in negotiations ·· from a
legal liability point-of-view" since it is the
official liquor licence holder.
''The university has the license and has
the responsibility of protecting that license,"
he said. adding that SAC is charged with the
day-to-day responsibility of the license and
maintaining the laws of the License Act. ·

Tsilfidis also said "approximately three
weeks ago. when asked point blank if the
administration was trying to take over the
pub. he assured us that no such action was
being contemplated." Tsillidis added he bcli~ved that McMurray's presentallon of a
plan in which the university did control the
pub to SAC's Finance Committee was a
contradiction to that statement
McMurray's proposal included student
staff in the pub. a profit-sharing scheme with
SAC, and student control over entertainment.
"That idea was tabled early last year and
has been discussed off and on throughout the
year," said McMurray. "It is still workable if
that's the way SAC wants to go."
He said the idea did not come up publicly
earlier because Tsilfidis ·'did not wish to,
discuss it. and I was never asked" prior to the
Finance Committee investigation. D
I

I
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J.J. Morgan' s

Night Club

Canadians Free Admission everynight

The Sounds~-------·

• Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
• Thursday(Happy Hour) • Friday Non-Stop Fun
• Saturday Non-Stop Fun

22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200 .
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Gradsgeta breakin registration
by Patti McKague

due to illness, or exceptional circumstances
requires the student to apply to the Dean of
Graduate Studies. financial necessity, as
evidenced by the support of the university.
ensures an automatic leave.
..The JX>licy was formulated so that a
student shall not may, be given a leave,"
explained Swain son ... This is one of the big
things we managed to achieve."
Gerard O'Neill, GSS President felt that
this would benefit many students. "There's
not much financial assistance available in
arts and humanities," O'Neill said.
1nadditionto continuous registration.changes
have also been made if fee payments. Previously,
the year had been broken down into two
installments. Now, payment has been divided
into three installments which are made during
the fall, winter. and summer semesters.

The University Senate has changed registration JX>liciesto make it JX>Ssible
for graduate
students to take a leave of absence in order to
work during t1)e summer.
The Senate also changed the fee schedule
to effectively lower fees for those who take a
summer leave of absence.
Policies passed by the Senate in January
had required that students maintain continuous
registration through all terms. Because provincial laws prohibit a full-time graduate student
from working more than ten hours a week.
continuous registration would have made it
difficult for many to finance their education.
·'Some faculties have the finances, but
lots, such as arts have nothing and students
couldn't afford it if they couldn't work." said
GSS treasurer Robin Swainson_
As a result of opJX)sition to the changes, a
meeting between the GSS executive and the
executive of the F acuity of Graduate Studies
took place, and the administration was convinced that financial reasons were cause for a
leave of absence.
"In a sense," said Swainson, "they had to
back down from the position that finances
didn't matter."
Changes in the provision will allow for a
leave of absence to be granted for financial
rasons for one of three terms. While a leave

"If you took the summer off before. you
didn't save in terms of fees," Swainson said.
A student who takes a leave of absence
out offinancial necessity is required to pay a
$50 fee, rather than full registration for that
semester.
··some international students will look at
it in terms of saving substantial amounts of
money,'' O'Neill said ··Registration is around
$1,400 Canadian. but can be between $4.000
and $7.000 for a foreign student .. C

~'lin~ferCJAMspetjfi~nroring
by Janet Brown and Kevin Johnson

JAM' s proposed move to the
basement of old SL Denis
Hall has to have its financing
arranged by May l st., said
Station Manager Russ Wolske.
The date is set in an agreement
reached with the Space Priorities Committee.
The move, expected to cost $173,000.

will be paid for by campus radio. Students'
Administrative Council, and the university
administration.
The project is .. one of the top priorities of
SAC right now," said SAC President Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis, "although first and foremost.
as far as CJ AM goes, is the JX>Werincrease.··
The station is planning to boost its signal
strength from 50 to 250 watts.
''The problem right now is one of coordination," Wolske said.

'Td like to see all three, the administration.
SAC and CJAM sit down at the table."'
Tsilfidis is confident the move will find
monetary supJX>rLHe said both the administration and SAC are committed to funding the
project. and hopes CJAM will be able to
meet its proJX)sed contribution.
"We made a profitofSl2,000 last year."
said Wolske. He expects that to increase by
$1,000 this year.
Wolske was planning to ask SAC to

arrange a loan for the station. but ··perhap~
we can pursue alternative sources, .. such as
approaching the university for a loan.
At any rate. he said. the changes are
necessal"). ··It wouldn"t make any sense to
put it on che back burner." he said.
He added the di\'ision of his proJX>salinto
phases of development makes its implementation easier to spread over time. "We have to
be flexible, understand their position.·· said
Wolske. ··The key is there are no plans."Ll

•

Computer Centre gets gassed once again

J.....

by Kev in Johnso n
he Co~puter Centre's fire
prevention system may be
working too well.
The system has misfired
twice in the last two weeks,
costing the university thousands of dollars. Activation releases flamesnuffing halon gas into the centre, necessitating
the building's evacuation.
Once the fire alarm has sounded, maintenance statr have a fifteen second delay to
abort the release of the gas, said Brian Miller.
spokesperson for Chubb Systems, the Toronto
company which designed and installed the
system .

rrJ

Miller said he will recommend to the
university that it mcrease the delay period to
30-45 seconds. University Assistant Vicepresident Operations. C. William Morgan.
said. "We are proJX)sing 40-45 seconds."
The cause of the first alarm, March 26.
was overheating of the air conditioning system.
said Miller .
University of Windsor Maintenance
Superintendant Stanley Pressnail said the
second incident was triggered by a water leak
on the third floor. "It shorted out the fire
alarm,'' Pressnail said.
According to Miller, the halon costs at
least $9.00 a JX)und, and the entire sy~tem
holds between 500- 700 pounds. This means
a minimum expense of$4500 each time the
system is activated, discounting labour costs.

I Lonce photo

A dull moment in the Computer Centre.

Computer Centre Director Leo Miemicke
said he cannot afford iL
'TH be damned ifl'm going to pay for it,
so it had better come out of somebody else's
budget, or insurance, or something," he said.
Miemicke recognizes the need for the
system. "You've got $3 million worth of
equipment in there. That's quite a concentration. There has to be some kind of protection."
Miller said while the gas is generally safe,
it could cause health difficulties in people

with heart problems.
"The halon absorbs oxygen, and makes
your lungs work harder." he said Prolonged
exposure can result in stomach cramps,
nausea. and vom\ting. he said.
David Hill. Laboratory Services Coordinator for the chemistry department, said
the contents of the gas has changed.
"The first halon had chlorine in it," said
Hill. The new compound is totally safe in
concentrations below ten per cent. he said.
The concentration used in the Computer

by Andrew

Haggen

Centre 1s between live and seven per cent.
Miemicke was adamant that no one
could be hurt by the gas.
"If anyone could 10 anyway be harmed, I
would not allow it to be u~ed," he said. He
JX>intcdout that halon fire prevention system
is used in all computer centres across Ontario.
The sounding of the alarm also summons
city fire fighters. According to figures from
the Windsor Fire Department, it costs the
city $2374 each time they receive a false
alarm.n
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Secondchildhood
It s all been said be fore.
Sept. 22, 1983:
The writing is on the wall. You can almost visualize how historians
in the years to come will label the students of each decade. The
Sixties will be known as the Decade of Rebellion. The Seventies as
the Decade of Apathy. Worse still, the Eighties will be known as the
Decade of Dismantling .
April 18, 1985:
Students are at a constant disadvantage on this campus . We are
the last ones to be considered when decisions are made , but we are
the first who fall prey to these decisions .
We are taught at this institution the evils of power and privilege ,
the supremacy of the Western liberal-democratic position , and the
need for a just society. But at the same time we are treated like
bo thersome obstacles .
So what's the po int?
The po1nl 1s thal sludents on this campus are treated like
children like ·oothersome obstacles" 10be connived and manipulated
by the adm1nistrat1on.
Examples?
Tl, e doors to lounges in the Unive rsity Centre are all too often
locked because ma nagement 1s atra 1d students might spi ll
somelhing on the couches.
Student eva1ua11onsol professors are stil l unavailable (after
years and years of f1ghllng1.because students apparently can't
handle the respons1b1 1lyof 1udg1ng therr 1nstruclors responsibly .
The notion of part-time workers un1on1z1ngon campus struck
terror into the hearts of the powers-that-be . since that would give
student workers the right to strike for improved conditions or
wages.
Students have a single vo ice on lhe university Board of
Governors-the ultimate power at this school. Most votes are held
by community and bus iness leaders. The Graduate Student
Society and the Organiza tion of Part·Time Stude nts have no vote
whatsoever. Studen ts are equally poorly rep rese nted on depart·
mental and other comm1tees.
What's 1t Mean?
It means that. 1n the un1vers1ty·seyes, studen ts are inc apable
ol manag ing affairs that affect them. They should be kept as impotent
and powerless as poss 1b e. Let the big boys ha ndle the real
dec1s1ons.
And what's tt1e ate-;t example of this arrogan t and myop ic
attitude?

the slipstream
A lencr in The Lance a couple of weeks ago caught my attention.
What brought it tomy attention was that partof1he letteconsistedof
a disagreement and to some extent a misinterpretation, of one of my
previous articles: but what really interested me was the rest of the
letter which took The Lance to task for what the writer saw as a
pronounced leftward political bias in our news reporting. Indeed, the
\Hiter suggested that we sound like w~ are '·put out by the New
Democratic Party " It struck me that these comments were worth
attention. In facL I decided to write an article about it.
Subsequently, at the most recent example of what we at The
Lance call a meeting. someone asked me what was to be the subject
of my next column and I ;aid, ·Tm going to \\Tile about political
tendencies and whether The Lance is or is not a left-wing rag."
Someone immediately piped up, "Of course we are!"
This is not to say that J'heLance is associated in any way with the
New Democratic Pany or any political party. We have a certain
amount of Journalistic pride and prefer to keep our noses out of
poliucl partisanship. Onl} a very few Lance members are, in fact,
formally affiliated with a political party and all of those few make a
conscious effort to avoid endorsing or belittling any political
organization by name.
On the other band. it is hard to deny that the members of The
lance are a pretty liberal crew . I daresay that more than a few of us
regard lhe NDP as hopelessly conservative. And I can't pretend that
u' s easyto keep one· s general principles from surfacing in the articles
that one writes. It isn · t Ever wonder why you don't see reviews of the
local clas~1cal symphonies in this paper? It isn't that they're less
important or. goodness knows, less talented than the Vertical Pillows

·

.

The pub.
It's no secre t tha t the admin1strat1on 1s lustily eyeing the
Subway. tho ug h you'd be hard pressed to get them to admit it.
They atte mp ted a takeover last summer, but SAC managed to
wrestle the enterprise away from lhem for anothe r year. Word has
it that there will be another attempt; if not this summer then likely
ear ly in 1987
Not that the un1vers1ty, as far as it's concerned, doesn't have
plenty of Justil1cat1onfor doing so. As holders of the liquor license
the adm1n1stra11onbears certain respons 1bihtres to protect its
license, since 11not only applies to the pub, but to all liquor
serv ices on campus. If they feel that the license 1sin Jeopardy for
any reason. they are obligated to step in and right any wrongs.
What's more. the university has seen the pub fall to meel 1tsprofit
expectatrons this year, and has probably come to the conclusion,
hke the recent report presented to SAC, that the curren t management
structure under SAC simply doesn't work. The administration
thinks 1t could do a better job-then plow the profits into other
pro1ects, like the un iversity centre.
Not that this isn't a noble aim . And they've packaged their plan
1nlo an equal ly noble (sounding) proposal which would guarantee
ma1nta1ning student 1obs down there. and offe rs some token
student co ntrol \ove r entertainment)
And they may be right 1n assumrng that students don t care
who runs the thing so long as 11looks nice and the beer 1scheap.
But that's not the point. is 1t?
When the university and SAC put togelher the agreement at
the beginning of this year. the emphasis was on co-operative
management o1the pub between the license holder(lhe administration)
and day-to-d ay management (SAC) Bu t when 11all came down to
bra::.s tacks and the pub started floundering a bit, rather than
offering adv ice and mak ing agreeme nt wor k. they sat. Gat heri ng
·evidence·. Gathering proof that studen ts are once again incomp etent
Wa i 11ngfor the right momen t to Jump in, shrug their shoulders, and
say, 'Well. we hadda do 11.For you r own goo d."
~· - \)eth e pub wasn't run as we ll as 1t c ould have been. Maybe
8
lhE-~ d1e some problems deeply ent rench ed in the enterpri se still
to be worked out.
But why can't SAC iron lhem out 1ust as easily as the adm inistration
can?
Even better. why can't SAC and the admin istrat ion work them
out togeth er to ge t the place on 11s feet?
Yo u c an·t teach the kid to dnve by taking away the keys .

·

or Tulpa. There are two reasons, and one of them is that the Lance
crew isn't a conservative bunch.
The other reason is a matter of audience demand University
students aren ·ta conservative bunch either, in general. Although all
cross-sections ( eicept the poor) are represented here at the U.,
~tudents and, indeed, young people in general have a more liberal
bias than the rest of society and we exist mainly to serve young
people. Is this a good enough reason for us to take a liberal stand?
Maybe and maybe not But the whole question may be academic.
I've often thought of the characterization of people as "left"' or
"right," "liberar' or conservative," as an extremely elegant and
convenient dichotomy whose only flaw is its utter inadequacy to
express the entire range of political opinion. The very simplest
practical way to explain liberalism vs. conservatism is as a complex
continuum, and even that continuum breaks down when it is
considered that virtually everyone harbours standpoints from both
the·· left" and the "right" party lines,however those are detennined.
on a great many issues. And everything is relative: if you consider
The Lance a left-wing paper. that onJy means that you perceive the
majorit} of articles in the paper to represent a view of the universe
situated somewhat more to the liberal end of the continuum than
those of you and your peer group. Your perception may be right, or it
may not
It is not possible for a newspaper to take no political stand at al~
especially implicitly, in its articles. If you take a stand in the exact
middle, that is still a stand. The only thing you can do. as the authorof
the letter that inspired this article observed, is to try to present a range

gus horvath
of viewpoints.
That means either having your writers pretend to hold a point of
view different from their own( probably imJ)Ossible, certainly no fun.
and undoubtedly unenforceable) or acquiring writers fo various
backgrounds. The latter alternative is impossible for a paper like
ours: we take articles from anyone who walks into our office, and we
don'tb.trn people away because we need II)Oreconservative storywriters
to balance our newspaper, Jf you want stories coinciding with your
perspective to appear in The Lance, come on up and write some.
Otherwise. you're stuck with the viewpoints of people who do come
up and write articles.
Which. as I say, are typically somewhere to the left( as "the left"
is usually characterized) of the societal average. This is very typical
of college newspapers everywhere. In John May's editorial about the
Canadian University Press in January, he mentioned that the CUP
has a Statement of Principles to which all member papers (such as
ours) are reuqired to subscribe, including that a member paper must
"act as agent of social change." Implicit in this requirement is the
premise that society is not pretty good just as it is; and hat is a liberal
viewpoinL
The Lance, and college papers generally, may not represent a
balance of perspectives coinciding with that of society as a whole. or
with univerislty students as a whole. What they do is to present the
viewpoints of students who take the time to produce student
newspapers, and that is really all they can be expected to do. lt is up
to the students themselves to affect perceived biases in their student
papers by submitting material, and we al The Lance would dearly
Jove to see that happen. 0
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by Mike Panontin
The other day, while reading Kafka's The
... he's a
dreadful looking creature, just see what bandy
legs he has."
Now here I am staring down at my two
legs bowed like boomerangs, my delicate
self-image reduced to ratshit because some
damned woman in a Kafka novel wouldn't
date a man because he was bowlegged. Not
that's hitting me where it hurts - be/ow the

Trial I came across this quote-"

knees.
Us bowleggers have had to endure traumatic
lives, you know. I remember always losing at
the bean-bag game ( where you placed that
bean-bag between your legs and ran) because
my gap was so big the bean-bag kept falling
through. Or when I tried out for hockey
goalie I realized that, even with pads on,
there was still this gaping space the puck
always managed to get through. And ever
tried holding a notebook between your legs
while lightinga cigarette when you' re bowlegged?
But the more I think about it, why must
we bowleggers be made to feel that evolution
gave us the shaft? Bowlegs can be a blessing.
you know.
For instance, bowleggers can accidently
walk into a fire hydrant and completely miss
it, whereas people with straight legs will bang
their kneecaps on the protruding valves. And
have you ever wondered why bowleggers
never seem to bum the insides of their legs on
the exhaust pipe of a motorcycle when riding
double?- our legs curve conveniently around
it
I'm 5'11 3/4" with bowlegs but would no
doubt be well over six feet if my legs were
straight Just think of how many times I'd
have banged my forehead on a six foot ceiling
beam if I wasn't bowlegged.
And I've an Italian buddy ( you know the
type. 5'6", bowleggcd. etc) who has this
theory that bowlegge.·ness evolved naturally
in certain males to accomodate for a longer
penis ( that was before the invention of under-

FOR-

---wear, of course). Italians brag a lot so I'm not
sure if there's any truth to this. But just think
of the new possibilities in sex for people with
curved legs.
And consider the potential careers bowlegger could have in the sports world ( except for
goaltending, of course). An extreme bowlegger
could serve as a road hockey net by merely
placing his feet together and letting •.he gap
form naturally. If turned on her side and hung
on a pole with a net tied around the knees. a
bowlegger makes a perfect basketball net
And just think. a bowlegger could make an
excellent pitchers' target during spring training
for practicing those low/down-the-middle

--

--~-

pitches ( of course. should the ball rise a little.
forget about the aforementioned sex possibilities).
I'm thinking of buying ten toy poodles.
training them to jump through the gap in my
legs and calling up the Ringling Brothers.
Bowleggers of the world should unite by
forming a club- we' JIcall it Bowlegger of the
World Loving their Enormous Gaps (B.0. W
L.E.G. for short). Why not? They've got
clubs for bald people, overweight people and
red heads. and they've even got a club for
people named Bob. so why not for us bowleggers? I'd rather have bowlegs than a bald
head-or a red head. for that matter.

B. 0. W. L. E.G. could devise a screening
test K,rµotential members to deter.rune whether one is bowlegged enough to join. Simply
stand with your feet placed tirmly together
allowing the gap between your knees to form
naturally. Get a friend ( it must be a friend as
this gets dangerous) to shoot a hockey puck
through the gap between your knees ( see
what I mean). Tiger fans may use a baseball
if they choose but be sure the friend has an
accurate arm. If the ball or puck fits through
without touching }OUr knees then you arc
eligible to join the elite B.O.W.L.E.G. It"s
that simple.
And you thought we could only ride
horses.

Investment in S. Africa supports apartheid
by Duane Coombs
African regime obviously does not share the destabilized as a result of divestment.. that is
smug confidence that divestment \\ill not work. the desired effect because peoples· Ii, es and
It is a treasonable offence in South Africa to liberty arc sacrosanct and non-negotiable.
thus cannot be reduced to abstract com,ideracall for divestment States do not promulgate
laws to protect themselves from actions the)
tion for a stable economy.
deem non-threatening.
South Afnca has one of the strongest
Furthermore it might simply begood business
sense to divest from South Africa As Richard economies in Africa. yet this has not resulted
Schwartz writing in The New York Times in one iota of rights or freedoms for blacks.
On the contrary, business-as-usual with the
(June 6. 1985) said:
"Studies show that companies doing bus- racist regime would end moral succor to
iness in South Africa would not reduce either bigotry and buttress an increasingly intranthe value of their investment or the chance sigent and ar-rogant regime. In fact mosl of
that they would appreciate. Indeed in many the changes in South Africa have been a
cases they actually would improve their result of sanctions. whether real or threatened.
To ask for patience with South Africa is to
portfolio."
suggest that black people's lives arc expendable
because after years of Afrikaaner domination.
At any rate. the point is not whether or not
the only news coming out of South Africa is
divestment will end apartheid. The South
of unarmed people being massacred by the
African people are already doing it. some
notoriously vindictive police forces. How
paying with their lives. But through our financial
many more helpless children must die before
support we allow ourselves to be party to
we decide to act?
institutionalized bigotry and racism and the
domination of one group by another for no
And what of the claim that the collapse of
other reason but the colour of their skins.
the present government would lead to chaos

n article entitled .. Divestment
Will Cause Dangerous Destabilization" tried to discredit
the divestment movement by
indulging in half-truths. innuendos and blatant inaccuracies
in order to obfuscate the issue. When apologists
for the racist South African regime enter the
debate they are so blinkered by ideology that
truth is a casualty of their misguided fervour.
As far as could be established. the main
points of the article were i) divestment and
boycotting companies with ties to South Africa
will not affect South Africa: ii) the solution is to
maintain financial ties with South Africa: iii)
there is some sort of witch hunt against Carling
O'Kecfc: iv) more time is needed for a peaceful
solution: v) collapse of the present government
will lead to bloodshed and chaos.
As to the contention that there is some sort
of a witch hunt against Carling O'Keefe: that
simply is not true. A substantial amount of
Carling O'Keefe shares were bought by Rothmans International, a wholly owned subsidiary
Divestment certainly will not hurt all people
of the South African Rembrandt Corporation
( source: South African union & trade union). of South Africa, and to suggest this is to
Carling O'Keefe' s visibility on campus makes betray a frightening ignorance of the socioit easier to target than, say, Bata Shoe Company economic reality of South Africa The majority
Even if only eleven cents of every dollar goes to of South Africans do not benefit either
South Africa as a result of the O'Keefe directly or indirectly from the fruits of interconnection,that is enough to put another bullet national divestment in their country because,
according to Maclean's (Sept 14, 1985),
in the back of a fleeing black child
As to thepointthatdivestmentandboycotting less than three per cent of South African
companies with ties to South Africa are inef- blacks are within the mainstream of the
fective tactics in ending apartheid, the South economy. If the South African economy is

and bloodshed? What of a situation where
fleeing people are shot in the back? What
were the blacks who were killed sheddingwater? The implicit suggestion is that the
blacks are incapable of ruling themselves.
and therefore need the whites to rule in order
to forestall the "bloodshed" and chaos. This
is crude paternalism because it suggests that
apartheid, however vile, however brutal, is
preferable to the alternative.
Fundamentally, such skewed logic and

distortion is the necessary result of the
subordination of reality to ideolog). In the
final analysis the South African people will
be free regardless of\\ hat apologists for the
racist regime do and say to muddle the
1ssue.n

;.mail

Aw shucks
Dear Editor,
This is simply a brief note 10 congratulate
the entire Lance staff for this year's co, eragc
ofuniversit) events. particularly the" goings on·· of all SAC meetings. As President of the
Faculty of Education Society. I fcl1 you
covered all of the, arious opinions expressed
in a fair and equitable manner. Futher. I was
especially impressed to see your constant
effort to include the Faculty of Education in
many of your news items. From a lonely
island somewhere around E.C. Row Expressway and Dougall. I tip my hat off to this
year's Lance staff. Congratulations for a job
well done!
Randy Baran
President
Faculty of Education Society
A note to B. Welly: Please resubmit

your letter typed if possible. Our typesetters had a difficult time with your .
handwriting ( sorry).
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Music
Friday, April 11
-go too nightofprimordioltunwith
Dos
Droogs.Lost Patrol the Probing Questions,
CelsiusWorm, the PrehistolicCavestrokers,
and Fugitive Poetry. All proceeds to support Mcite. Sponsored by Artcite and
CJAM. Music startsat 8:45 in the University
Centre's Ambassador Auditorium.
Saturday, April 12
-Sko Night with the Tokens at the Dom
Polski,1275 Langlois Ave. Doors open at
8:00 p.m.
Friday, April 11-Saturday, April 12
- The st. Caecilia Society will present its
spring sho-N,"Grottdos. Air.,.and Madrigals
Music of the Sixteen Century," at 8:00
p.m. at the Parish Holl of the Church of
the Ascension, 1385 University Ave West.
For further information coll 254-5406.
Sunday, April 13
- Richard Householder conducts the
University Singers in their annual spring
concert.
News
Wednesday, April 16
- The Council of Canadians present their
founde r, Mel Hurting, with Windsor area
MPs, Herb Gray and Steven Langdon.
Mac kenzie hall at 8:00 p.m.

Until April 27
-Mcite's
Perfect Vision Exhibition at
Mcite, 3277 Sandwich West.
Drama

Thrusday, April 10
- "The Midsummer's Night Dream," 8:00
Closing April 11
p.m. at the Hilberry Theat re.
- School of Visual Ms' Class of 1986 Thursday, April 10
B.F.A. Exhibition at Lebe l Gallery and - "The Misanthrope", 8:00 p.m. at Hilberry
University Centre Ga llery.
Theat re

Friday, April 11 - "A Midsummer's Night
Dream", 8:00 p.m. at the HilberryTheatre.
Saturday, April 12
- "The Misanthrope", 8:00 p.m. at the
Hilberry Theatre.

Art

Film
Friday, April 11
- Detroit Film Theatre presents Himatsuri
at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 12
- Detroit Film Theat re presents Days a nd
Nights in the Forest at 7:00 and 9:30 p. m .
YEAR END PARTY An Artcite benefit featuring 6
bonds-Das Droogs.LostPatrol the Probing Questions.
Celcius Worm the PrehistoricCavestrokers and Fugitive
~try. S400! Friday, .April11. AmbossodoC' Aud~orium.
Music starts 8:45 Brought to you by Artcite and CJAM
91.5 FM.

claS5ifieds
FOR RENT nice 2 bdrm opt. Moy 3rd to
Sept 1, across from university, $275 per
month 254-4723.
GET ON TOP of things! Roomote wonted
for summer months, beginning Moy 1 .
Two bedroom opt, fully furnished except
for available room. close to university, bar
nearby. Coll after 5 p.m. Ask for Vande or
Maryke 258-2084.

UNIQUE
...ANY WAYYOUSERVEIT.

WANTED: Brides-to-be. There will be a
INelcome Wagon Bridal Party on Tuesday.
June 10. 1986 for any brid&-tc>beplonning
herweddingafterSeptember10,
1986at
the Fogolar Furlan Club, 1800 E.C. Row,
(North Service Rd.) Windsor. Phone 2549888 or 735-8596. Admittance isfree, but
by invitation only .

..

UNIVERSITE D'OTTAWA
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA

'' Out of The Willow
Trees''

WHENITCOMESTOYOURFUTURE
THE UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA ' S MBA
PROGRAMME MEANS BUSINESS!

Author: Peter Stevens
(English Professor University of Windsor)

Do you want
- A comprehensive programme of studies which can be taken full-time or part-time ,
in English or in French, and can be ~ombined with Law studies?
- Excellent research and computing facilities including the use of the Faculty's own
microcomputers?
- The international flavour of a Faculty where student exchange and C.I.D.A.
sponsored programmes create an enriching multicultural environment?
- Exciting career opportunities in a city which is both the centre of political power and
the new "hi -tech" capital of the north?
- And, after all the hard work, as much skating and cross country skiing as you can
handle?

OTTAWA HAS IT ALL!
For more information, please contact
The Administrat or
MBA Programme
275 Nicholas St.
Ottawa, Ontario
KIN 6N5
tel: (613) 564 -7004

Illustrator: Martin Stevens
(Managing Editor - The Lance)
A Party will be held at

South Shore Books

164 Pitt St
Saturday April 12
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
253-9102

ALL WELCOME!
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Makingwelcherspay
OITA WA ( CUP) - Business is
booming for the credit agencies the
federal government employs to collect outstanding student loan debts.
The number of students who
have failed to make payments has
doubled since 1982, when 12,000
defaulted on their loans. According
to Ted Kubacki, manager of the
Canada Student Loans Programme,
as many as 25,000 students could
default this year alone.
To retrieve missing payments,
the government uses three collection
agencies - Associated Credit
Bureaus of Canada, FCS International Limited, and Canadian
Bonded Credits - to track down
defaulting students and ask them to
come up with the money.
With fewer grants, higher loans,
increased costs, and slimmer job
prospects upon graduation, the situation for students threatens to
become worse.
But for Kevin Belgrave, manager
of Associated Credit Bureaus' head
office in Toronto, business is brisk.
"We're probably dealing with about
13,000 cases right now. We have at
least one person, and maybe two or
three in larger centres, handlmg
Canada Student Loans in each of
our 114 offices. Things are working
out very well for us indeed," he
said.
Because the federal government
guarantees its loans, banks are less
interested in helping debtors pay
off an outstanding balance. Instead,
says Hugh O'Reilly, assistant to
NDP MP Dan Heap, "the banks
seem a little trigger happy, in turning
the loans over to a collectionagency."
As soon as a bank turns a
student's account over to a collection
agency, the bank collects its money
from the government
The federal government sets
guidelines that collection agencies
must respect when dealing with
debtors. "First of all, they have to
gain the co-operation of the debtor,"
Kubacki said Students cannot be
verbally harassed, called at work,
called at parents' homes, or encouraged to take out more loans.
But Barb Donaldson, chair of
theCanadian Federation of Students,
said collectionagenciesare repeatedly
profiting at the expense of students.
"At the best of times, they
operate on this side of the law,"
said Donaldson, who worked for a
credit company one summer.
"Yet they somehow manage to
get away with those things because
students don't know their rightsunder
the law," she said
D onaldson said a common vi~
lation many credit companies make
is listing a client's student loan

history in her or his credit file.
"They're not supposed to do that.
and they know it." she said
In theHouse of Commons March
11, Liberal MP Lloyd Axworthy
(Winnipeg-Fort Gary) asked if the
government endorses "a general
pattern ofharassmentofthose who
are benefiting from student loans."
Youth
minister
Andree
Champagne said, "I am not aware
of this being a policy in any way,"
and promised to bring matter to
Secretary of State Benoit Bouchard's
attention.
Axworthy heard several cases
of debtor harassment. including a
complaint laid by" a young woman
with a small child (who) had repeatedly tried to negotiate a long-term
loan payment schedule with the
bank and collection agency" but
was still being harassed.
"This is not an isolated case,"

Axworthy told the House.
Donaldson said most banks are
intolerant of student clients. "There
are a few banks I can name that are
very patient. but I think the majority
would rather not give you the time
of day, let alone the same amount
of counselling you'd receive if you
were someone else." she said
According to Belgrave,collection
agencies are working to everyone's
benefit "Things have improved,
certainly because the government
has put this in the hands of private
industry, which in the long run
benefits everybody."
He said even debtors are helped.
"The graduating student today has
a much bigger loan than five years
ago, and has a much greater debt to
pay. The cost of everything has
risen... but things are happening very
well right now," he said

OSAPno SC{Jm
TORONTO (CUP)-- Contrary to
Citing a common complaint.
popular myth, the Ontario student the study says that" everyone seems
aid system is not handing out money to know someone who received
to students who want to upgrade OSAP despite having rich parents,
their sound systems, says the Ontario and someone else who was really in
Federation of Students.
need, that didn't"
I
A six pa~e report prepared ~or
With a maximum grant of$4000,
the OFS wmter general meetmg • most students will have trouble
says the Ontario Student Assistance making ends meet. let alone adding
Programme is diffi~ult to rip off, the odd component to a stereo.
and by and large gives money to Rental accommodation for a student
thos~ w~o n.~edit most _Thed~u- : living alone or with more start at
ment s tJtle, Stereo Assistance 1sa , $200 a month. And the estimated
Stereotype", refers to OS~P' s pop- . monthly living costs, excluding rent,
ular label as the Ontano Stereo for a single woman in Toronto is
Assistance Programme.
$456.
"Ripping off the system is neither·
The report also said the debtcommon nor easy," the six-page . load for students receiving OSAP
report says. It says that 112,000 loans is rising. In July of I 984, the
students received O SAP mo~ey in debt level for graduate students on
1983-84, and 14,000 were reviewed government loans was $6,368, while
for accuracy. Of thes~, only three undergrads owed $4,527.
cases of fraud were discovered.
The Ontario governmentrecently
An OFS survey of campus fin- added $10 million to the OSAP
ancial awards offi~rs last fall found grant programme to reduce debt
that none could think of any loop- loads among lower-incomestudents.
holes in the system

Applyearlyfor aid
Don't wait
The message from the Ministry
of Co lleges and Universities is this:
ifyourOSAP applications aren't in
by May 15, you may not get your
grant or loan in time for the beginning
of the next academic year.
A regularOSAP applicationtakes
a minimumof eight weeks to process.
The more accurate your application
is, the quicker it can be processed.
Most common errors can be avoided

by readingthestep.by-stepinstructions
in the brochure that accompanies
the applicat ion.
Any appeals relating to your
OSAP assessment also take time.
If you think an appeal of your
assessment is justified contact the
Financial Aid Office as early as
possible.
You can drop your application
off at the Financial Aid Office at
496 Sunset A venue. 0

BO UTIQUE FOR PETITES

M~onlight Madness
Tues. Apri l 15, 1986

25% OFF STOREWIDE
43 3 Ouell ette A venue
254-0323

.,

1284 OTTAWA STREET· WINDSOR

( 5191258 ','>00

We're Come'n Out!
Kw you can dance the night
awa y or just relax and enjoy
yourself at Windsor's hottest new
night spot.

~

Op en until 11 :00 pm

HEBERT
'

D aily until 6 pm
Sund ay 12 pm - 5 P.m

Dan cing Thursday,
Friday and Saturday ,
from 9:00 pm.
430 PELISSIERST.
WINDSOR ,
CANADA

lh•
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UnitedNationsa forumforsecurity
~~

by Sukanya Pillay

--r----1--~

•

The role of the United Nations
must be expanded to provide security,
said a speaker to the Canadian
Institute of International Affairs
Tuesday night.inAsswnption Lounge.
Charles Weitz, one-time director
of the Food and Agricultural Organization's United Nations office, said
the U.N. could be better used to
address the basic needs of the world
··countries only use the U.N.
Lo name complaints:' said Weitz.
He said that the world's agricultural economic problems could only
be solved through their recognition
of the U.N. as a management ofre-

of the people," said Weitz, citing
the political turmoil in Ethiopia as an
example.

____.,__,....__§
~
~~~----,___,L__
sources.
Weitz, an American, criticized
U.S. President Ronald Reagan's
attitude towards the U.N.
"I don't think (Reagan) even
knows were the damn place is, except
to go and make a speech to upstage

his Russian colleagues," he said
Weitz spoke of several dimensions
he'd like to see added to the current
role of the U.N.
One of these was ensuring the
security of nation-states. This could

be achieved through international
cooperation in agricultural and economic development
"The nation-state in its contemporary condition in industry and
finance is no longer capable of
providing for security or the needs

He also spoke about the overindulgence in military expenditures
as a hindrance to world security.
"You can't build a secure world on
misery," said Weitz.
Weitz said the devastation of
lands such as tropical rain forests
are a serious problem in the modem
world
"The threat to the natural environment now equals the military threat
as the number one threat to the
security of the world," he said.
Weitz retired from the U.N. in
1979 and now does consulting and
lecturing. D

:classmeds
NEW "Week -end Breakfast Brunch
Scrambled Eggs, Sausage, Bacon,
Ham, Toast, Muffins, English
Muffins and more!!
8 am - 12 pm

10% Student
Discount

on everything except alcohol and
specials. Dine-In Only.

Restaurant & Dining Lounge
Phone: 255-1833
321 7 Sandwich St.
(corner of Sandwich & Mill}

Expires April 15, 1986.

Hours:
MON-WED 11 AM.-1 AM.
THURS-SAT 11 AM.-1:30 AM.
SUN NOON to MIDNIGHT

Monday - Spaghetti Day - All-U-Can-Eat
Wednesday - Pizza Day
Friday - Fish & Chips Day

3217 Sandwich at Mill
255-1833

American
Express

Master
Card

Visa

How to get yourself noticed on
this campus.
The fine art of being conspicuous.

HELP WANTED Shipping crew persons
(females welcome) needed to ship bedding plants for firm in Leomington. Term is
6 w1<s
. starting Moy 1 with option to work
whole summer . Contact Manpower Office
at City Holl Square for info on applying.
MEAL CARD 50% off . 254-6953
BACHELOR APARTMENT· in building,
available Moy 1-Sept 1 Furnished. Coll
258-1570 .
SUBLETAPARTMENT. 2 bedroom. near
campus. Moy 1- Sept 1. $300. Pt furnished
Coll Kevin 254-9867 .
FAMOUS PEOPLE PlAYERS perform
in Windsor . Harmony In Action is pleased
to present the internationally acclaimed
Famous People Players. Saturday Moy
17th. at the Cleary Auditorium. Famous
People Players is a "block-lighr' theatre
which performs with life-size celebrity
puppets. This performance Will be the
highlight of Mental Retardation Week.
Especially significant is the fact that several
members of the Famous People Players
themselves ore mentally handicapped .
Founded in 1974 lhetroupehospefforrned
throughout North America and Chino .
CBS aired a movie of the week on the
Famous People Player in 1983. the some
year founder-director Dione Dupuy was
awarded The Order of Canada . 1986
plans for the Famous People Playersir'lClude
a second trip to Chino and a broodWoy
debut in the foll. Proceed$ from this performance will support Harmony In Action
programs tor the mentally retarded in
Windsor. For more information contact
the HJ.A. office at 256-7226.
NATIONAL MENTAL HEALTH WEEK.
Moy 4, 1986- Moy 10. 1986; Psychiatric
Medial Legal Forum- Moy 6, 1986. University of Windsor. tv1ootcourt: C.M.HA Annual
Meeting-Moy
7.1986, Willlstead Manor.
7:00 p.m.: CM.HA Open House-880
Ouellette Ave .. Suite9~1, Moy.8-9. 1986.
2.00 p.m .-4.00 p m .. Film Festival- Moy
8-9, 1986. Main library, 1:00 p.m. to 3:00
1
p.rn. Topics: Stress.Aging. Bereavement.
Mental Health lssue5; Celebrity Sport
Auction-Moy
10, 1986. Windsor Racquet
& Fitness Centre, 2475 McDougall St.. $12
includes complimentary hors d'oeurves.

!
It's often easy to simply blend in
with the crowd - to go to class,
visit the library or hang out in the
Subway. It's easy to not think too
much about the whole University
experience. We are looking for
the students who have thought
about what it means to be here.
We need you to share your experience and knowledge with high
school students and others interested in what "Windsor'' is all
about. We're looking for Student
Ambassadors!

An Ambassador's most visible
role is as a campus tour guide,
but more than that they contribute significantly to the efforts of
the Liaison Office. Ambassadors
assist with on-campus and local
programs, as well as helping out
in the office. They help prospective students make decisions by
being part of the bridge between
high school and here.

Every Ambassador has in many
ways become conspicuous. They
have been noticed. The success
of our on-campus Liaison programs
is due to them. They really do
bring the world and pictures to
life.
Make yourself the centre of attention! We are looking for interested and enthusiastic students.
Applications and information about
becoming an Ambassador are available in the Liaison Office.

Student Ambassadors
Secondary School Liaison Office
Room 110
Windsor Hall Tower
973-7014

SUBLET FOR SUMMER 2 bdrm opt
Fully furnished S700 from Moy 1- Sept 1
15 min . walk from university. 254-1908 .
Non-smokers preferred
"OUT OF THE WIUOW TREES" on
autobiography by Author. Peter Stevens
(English Professor. University of Windsor).
Illustrator. Mortin Stevens (Managing
Editor- The Lance). Aportywill be held at
South Shore Books. 164 Pitt St. Saturday.
April 12, 1 pm. to 3 p.rn. 253-9102. All
Welcome!!
ROOM TO SUBLET'on Partington Ave
(inShoredhOuse)MoytoSept Coll Christine
252-1539 days. 254-8219 evenings. or Barrie
253-4232. ext 2845.
BAR FRIDGt tor sole. mint condition
$65.00 firm. 254-4690

ESSEXCOUNTYSTAMPCWII. iS tdding
its annual Postage Stomp Exhibition and
Sole for · all stomp collectors and the
public. WINPEX'86 will take place in St.
AJphonsus' Church Holl, Ci1y Holl Square
in Windsor on Saturday, April 12 from 10
o.rn. to 5 p.rn. and on Sunday, April 13
from 11 o.m. to 5 p.m. Entrance is tree.
There will be door prizes on the hour. a
souvenir comrnernorottva coier ertJelope,
a United States Postal Station and 16
dealers from Canada and the United
States. The Junior Stomp Club invites all
young collectors to Its booth. For more
information coll Gordon Hogger!. 253-

4055.
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WINDSOR REGIONAL GROUP

The rundown on new ex~
By Lance News staff
Most campus societies have
elected their new executives for the
1986-1987 school year.
The list is as follows;
The Social Science Society
president is Ken Alexander, a third
year public administrative student,
vice-president, Stan Leveque, in
second year International Relations.
Third year finance student Brian
Renaud was elected president of
the Commerce Society, faculty of
business administration He is joined
on the executive by, among others,
vice-president administration Susan

Brister, a third year accounting
student, and Dana Tonus, V.P.
academic.
The Engineering Society elected
Rohl Keller, a third year student, as
president, and Terry Parco, a second
year student, as vicrrpresident
Jeanne Holmes, a third year
B.F.A. acting student, was elected
president of Club"S.O.D.A., the
student society of the school of
dramatic arts. Amanda Tapping, a
second year B.F.A. acting student,
will serve as vice-president.
Carey Vigneux, in his third year,
was elected president of the Human
Kinetics Society, joined by his vicrr

INAUGURAL BANQUET
Guest Speaker

Hon. W. Wyre, M.P.P. Windsor West
Minister of Labour , Government of Ontario

SUBJECT: "Pay Equity"
Ambassador Auditorium, University of Windsor
April 18th Dinner 7 pm
Cash Bar 6:00 pm

president, third year student Lisa
Nagy.
Cheryl Donald a third year student. was elected president of the
Nursing Society. Another third year
student, Samantha Schuster, is vi~
president
The Music society selected
Donelda Stiles as president and
Debbie Kelly to fill the V.P. post
Information was not availab le
at pess time on some of the other
societies. The Student Law Society
and Education Society do not elect
their representatives until the fall
semester. D

For Tickets Call Prot Trevor Price

253·4232 Ext: 2360
Tickets $14.00 members $1 6.00 non-members

'1-)..__

COPE LAND'S
Karate &

_;1-:,, :\T~Fitness Club
~

.
l,-

-

For Comple te-Self
Defense and

,

Man's house dome

_,../·

Karate Training

\
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STUDENT RATES
TORONTO (CUP)- More businesses than young people appear to
be interested in Ontario's employment train ing programme for disadvantaged youth.
Officials for the Futures programme say there has been a heavy
response from businesses looking
for trainees since the iniative was
announced in November, but ironically there are more openings than
young people to fill them.
W hile many young people are
participating - about 12,000 have
enrolled or finished - there aren't
enough to fill the demand from
business.
" The young people as yet haven't
showed up as much as we'd like,"
said Vince Deangelis. programme
manager at a Youth Employment
Counselling Centre in Toronto.
Futures is a programme designed
for youth between 16 and 25 years
of age, and is promoted through an
extensive programme.
But, said Deangelis, "the people
that we're trying to serve, maybe
they're not the people reading the
newspapers, watc hing TV and
looking at the billboards."
Businesses like the programme
because it costs them nothing. The
provincial government picks up the
expense of $4 per hour that each
trainee receives.
Government officials are hoping
that 75 per cent of the graduates
will land permanent jobs.

Evening & Saturday Classes
For ap pointment call 973- 1 578 or 258-887 1
or D rop in at 1201 Unive rsity Ave. W.
(at Wellingto n)

Unique Gifts
and Clothing
From around
the world
• Carvings

Maggies

•

lndldn Art

•
•
•
•
•
•

Je\\.1?lr1;
Masks ·
Ponchos
Potterv
Tapestries
Vegewble·
n1.c Sweaters

Dr ess & Sp ortsw ear Shop

252-7731

294 Ouellette at University

For that Special Evening or Formal
Come and See the latest in
Spring fashions from Canada ' s Hotest Manufacturers

Argenti • Kira • Eklectic • Joseph Ribkoff

IZl r•J

Hours9~8r;;Thurs

PREGNANT?
Professional couple , unable to have child of their
own, desperately wishes to
adopt newborn infant. Strict
confidentiality. Please call
private social worker at
(416)492-9148 (collect).

Sizes Reg. 5- 13
Petit e 4- 14

9:~~:9

9:3~~Lo

o~::d1i-s

·------~ ------------------------------Use your SAC I.D. Card and receive a
on your purchase

* Layaway Available - Limit I coupon per person
Valid until April 20, 1986.

BORGES'WORKS
AVAILABLEIN
ENGLISH
TRANSLATION

•

VI

•

IVI

Ficciones (Gr ove Press, 1962)-Stori es from the
forties in unreliable translation .

JORGE LUIS
BORGES

Labyrinths: Selected stories and Other Writings
( New Directions , 1962)-Great stories and essays
thirties, forties and fifties .
Other lnquistltions 1937-1952
Essays.

1899 Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, of Spanish, English, Portugese and Jewish ancestry
1914-1919 Educated in Geneva
1920-1921 Lived wit h his family in Spain
1923 Firstboo k of poems, Fe rvor o f Buenos Aires
1925 Firstboo k of essays, Inquis itions (now ruthlessly suppressed by the autho r)
1935 Firstboo k of stories, A Universal History of Infamy
1937 First ful~time job as "fi rst assistant' at a m unicipal lib rary
1955 Firstgood job as Director of Natio na l Library (Ironically, he was now too blind to read).
1961 Shared, w ith Samuel Beckett, the prestigio us Formentor Prize.
Began world travels as literary de m igod, which have not yet ended.

Dreamtigeis (Texas UP, 1964)-poems and "parable~ ·
from the fifties in unreliable translation . Borges
judged the Span ish o rigina l to be his best bo o k.
A Personal Anthology (Grove Press,1967)- a Borges
best iary, translated in co llaboration with the auth or
by Norman Tho mas Di Giovann i.

1986 Still alive and writing. having pu b lished over 25 books of poetry, fiction a nd criticism,
tran slated a number of famous texts, edited innu me rable a nth ologies, etc. etc.
orge s, who has been call e d "t he g reatest IM ng the labyrin th, which is for him a n inexhaustib le metaphor; and
write r''. "th e father o f the Latin Ame ric a n never·
the fear o f mi rrors, fo r the story o p ens wit h a pse udoa nd many o the r things, is now 86 years old. quo ta tio n to the effec t that " mirr o rs a nd c o p ulatio n are
\oVh
en the lance resumes pu blication in September, abo m inab le be cause the y inc rea se the num be r of men."
he will be e ither 87 o r de a d
The entire story de monstrat es Bo rges' fear of utopian
Under these ci rc um sto c es, no w seem s a s thi nkin g . He call s himself a conserva tive: which means tha t he
p ro pit ious a time as a ny to sa y a few wo rds about him. is skeptica l o f all sche mes fo r wo rld improvement. He is a
Con sid er this a premat ure o bit uary, if you will, o r merely a staunch anti . communist. his opposition to fascism caused
"ret rospe ctive" on his Ion a c ar eer.
him consid e ra b le troub le when the pro-Nazi dictator PE!ron
''First and for emost·. Borg es ha s said, "I think of myself as 0 came to po wer. To this day he is reviled by many Latin
read er, the n a s a poet, then a s a pr ose write r." Desp ite this Americans fo r his p ro-America nism. The Fa lklan ds/ M a lvino s
authorial p refe re nce, ho wever , he is best known (i n thes e wa r gr ieved him deeply, and he has recentl y com e ou t in
parts at lea st), tor the short stor ies a nd essays which he wrote favour ot punishing the dep o sed Argentine generals for the
between 1933 and 1960, m o st of which are avallable in atrocities committed unde r thei r regime.
English translatio n.
He rarely lets his political opinio ns into his writing, but he
In those years , Borg es invented "Borges ," the wr iter o f p ub lishe d seve ral pro-Israeli poems arou nd the time of the
sho rt. laco nic , allu sive a nd ingenious " Borges ian" pi eces. Slx·Do yW ar. ( He Is intensely proud of hts Jew ish a nce stry, and
This w o rd " Bo rgesian " is a pseudo-c ritical term de vised to is d e ep ly inte rested in Kabballsm,an abstruse fo rm o f Jewi sh
ref er to , without actually defining, the part icular kno t of mysticis m.)
themes and m otes which obsessed ( and continue to obsess )
Althoug h Bo rges is almost universally considered to be
the write r.
o ne o f the wor ld s greatest writers. many admirers claim tha t
Before d e fing ing that knot myself , !would like to abuse the
his politics will forever prevent him from winning that m o st
reader's patience by calling to mind a couple of familiar
prestigious of literary awards. the Nobel Prize. It is a fact that
cultural artifacts which show traces of ''Borgeslanity'' . In The the last Latin American winner, Gobrlel Garcia Marquez. is a
Purple Rose of Cairo, a character in a movie steps off the
socialist, an opponent of United states policy in Latin America
screen, into the theatre because he has fallen in love with a and a friend o f Fidel Castro's. It is also fact thot he has been
movie goer; later Jn the same movie, the moviegoer steps into profoundly affected by Borges' writing and that his most
the screen with her lover; she tells her husband that·· Love at popular novel, One Hundred Years or SOiitude, is highly
first sight doesn 't only Just happen In the movies." In American
Borgesian .
Dreamer , a housew ife becomes her favourite fictional detec·
Perhaps it is time to continue with my detlnrfton of the
five, solves a case w ith the help Qf fictional antecedents, and
Borgeslon . Many or his best·loved stories take the rorm of
pseudo-essays. His first "typical" story, "The Approach to AJ.
winds up marrying her author .
Mutalslm, pretended to be a review of a recently published
In these examples , we can see a common theme of the
novel by on English-speaking Muslim Indian The disguise
contamination of life by the " dream world ' of fiction or art, and
was so effective that one of his friends wrote to the purported
this has been one of Borges ' (and his critics') favourite
publisher, seeking a copy.
obsessions. In "Tlon Uqbar, Orbls Tertlus ", one of his most
"Pierre Menard, Author of the Qulxofe", one of his most
fantastic and popular tales, the narrator stumbles upon an
influential tales, Is Included Jn a popular anthology entitled
encyclopedia, produced by a secret society , which describes
Ftfly Great Essays. When I first met it there many years ago., I
a " perfect world ' that walks on the principles of philosophical
took It at face-value, and was indescribably perplexed for
idealism, in which objects have no reality outside human
perception An interesting side.effect of this state of affairs Is hours . It is the story of a French Symbolist author of the early
twentieth century who resolves to write Don Qulxote, in the
that objects can be produced by expectation: a pencil con
same words In which It was written by the late sixteenth
be produced by the search for a pencil Shortly after the work
of this secret society becomes disseminated in the " real century Spaniard Miguel de Cervantes. He conceived the
pion of re.creating the author's entire mind-set, but rejected It
world ', objects from the " dream world' ' begin appearing on
earth. AJj the narrator is writing, the earth Is In the process of because of all the impossible ways of carrying out the
impossible undertaking. this was the least interesting. He
becoming " Tion". The narrator draws this " morar ':
decides, insteod,to go on being Pierre Menard and reach the
Ten years ago any symmetry with a semblance of
Qulxote through the experiences of Pierre Menard He
order-dialectral .moterialism, aifi.-semitism, Nazism-actually succeeds in writing chapters nlne and thirty.eight of
was sufficient to entrance the minds of mer\ Ho w
the first part of the book, and a fragment to chapter twenty.
could one do other than submit to non. to the
two.
minute and vast existence of an orderly planet? It is
useless to answer that reality Is also orderly . Perhaps it
I realize that this synopsis Is confusing, but I don't think ifs
is, but In accordance with divine lows- I tran slate:
more confusing than the story itself. This confusion was
in human laws-wh ich we never quite grasp . non is
endlessly compounded while I continued to think of the story
1
surely a labyrinth, but it Is a labyrinth devised by
as a "real" essay.
men, a labyrinth designed to be de ciphered by
Perhaps most of Borges stories have authors as heroes. He
men.
has sold that literature's greatest gift to mankind is the man of
In this story con be seen other " Borgestan " obsessions:
letters. whom he finds at least as attractive as the man of
philosophical idealism Ola Berkeley, Hume, and Schopenhaue r. action . In a recent interview, he says:

( Texa s UP, 1564)

The Aleph and Other stories 1933-1969 (Dutt on,
1978)- Includes a brief and charming autobiograph y,
off ici all y translated.

B

Doctor Brodle's Report (Dutton , 1971)-New
in o fficial translation .

stories

A Universal History of Infancy (Dutton 1972)-His
first bo ok of sto ries. Officiall y translated.
Selected Poems 1923-1967 ( Delacorte Press,1972)Mos t of his poe try he re ren de red in english unde r
the direction of his official trans lat or by some of the
best modern poets ; Out of print (I think).
In Praise of Darkness (Dutton, 1974)- Mo stly poet ry,
offici ally tran slated.
Chronicles of Bustos Domecq (Dutto n, 1976)- A
series of outrageous ly satirical " art reviews" written
with his friend Adolfo Bioy Cesores

IORGES AT 26 .

When I began writing, I was seen as the grandson of
Colonel Borges. Fortunately, Colonel Borges Is now
seen as my grandfather.
ln this brief quotation con be seen Borges· favourite
technique : the parodox,especioJ/ythat created bya swift shift
in point of view. This has led monvcritics(lncludlng
Borges) to
see the author as a mere trickster, but I do not think this
Judgement fair. Although many of Borges' best-loved stories
depend for their effect on paradoxical trick endings. the best
ore imbued with a profound paradox throughout. Thus,
paradox is not merely a technique, it Is the central element of
the Borgesion metaphysic, which holds that there is no
singularly correct way of perceMRg or understanding anything.
for the mind of one man Is too finite to comprehend the
complexity of the universe.
One of my favourite quotes from Borges occurs in the
preface to Doctor Brodle's Report, published In 1970, after a
vacation of about 15 years from the discipline of story-telling:
I have done my best-I don't know with what
success-to write strolghHorword stories. I do not
dare stoke that they are simple; there isn't anywhere
on earth a single page or single word that i~ since
each thing Implies fhe universe, whose most obvious
trait is complexity.
In the lost 25 years of his writing life, Borges has settled down
somewhat. His most"Borgesian" stories were often dense with
allusions to other writers, both real and fictional and were
always written with heavy doses of Irony, parody and self·
parody. Borges now attributes these traits to shyness and
youth, and he now writes with a mere personal voice and
seems to feel more sympathy for his charoctors.
His style is itself, much more readable, closer to conversation, less stilted and self.porodlc. Many admirers of the
Borgeslon Borges are unlmprassed by the new model and
this is not surprising. for he hos abandoned many of his besJ.loved techniques.
~ut Borges hos always professed a love for readable and
straightforward story.tellers; his favourite authors have always

been Rudyard Kipling, Robert Louis Stevenson. G. K Chesterton.
the anomynous Arabs who composed the "Arabian Nights ",
which he has read in every available translation It is interesting
(to me, at least) that those critics who have professed to shore
his love for narrative for narrative's sake should abandon him
when he chooses to write "pure narrative" himself.
His attraction , for many, lies in the philosophy with which
he spiced his earlier work, but he has otways Insisted that he Is
not a "thinker'' but a "writer''. He is of course, Interested in
thinkers, but he is more concerned (it seems to me) with the
man than with the thought. Similarly, he says that he loves best
those authors whom he can picture as likeable human
beings, and he speaks of his relatlonships to them as " friendships".
Perhaps I am being Borgesion when I say that I consider
Borges a friend I have read au that is available to me in
Engllsh translation, and recently I resolved to learn Spanish in
order to read whaf s left. I hope that my Ineptitude and
enthusiasm do not prevent those who peruse this article from
meettng Borges themselves. I have barely crocked the surface
of the author here , for I have forgotten to talk about his essays,
which are short. unocademic and consistently delightful and
his poems, which are also short , sometimes openly personal
often intellectually stimulating in the passionate manner
which T.S.Elliot claimed was lost with the Metaphysical Poets.
One of his love poems centains this line :
"Being with you orwtthout you is howl measure my time ."
Another peom, entitled (not surprlsinglY) "Labyiiilh " presents
again the metaphor of the world as a maze . It is not , however ,
such a maze as the one In which Theseus slew the murderous
Minotaur:
Forget the onslaught of the
full that Is a man and whose
bull that is a man and whose
strange and plural form haunts the tangle
of unending interwoven stone .
He does not exist. In the bla c k dusk
hope not even for the savage beast.

The Book of Sand (Dutton, 1977)-More
more fantastical than his last book.
The Gold of the Tigers, Selected
(Dutton, 1977)

new stor'es.

Later Poems

Six Problems for Don Isidro Parodi ( Dutton, 1981)The first Bustos Domecq book. composed in the
early forties: porodic, satoric detective stories written
in about six untranslatable dialects.
Borges: A Reader(Dutton, 1981)-Lotsa great stuff,
with unreliable notes .
EvarlstoCarrlega: A book about Old- Time Buenos
Aires (Dutton , 1984)-Traces of very early Borges
here . Entertaining.
Atlas (Viking, , 1985)-Short pieces inspired by a
recent world tour . Old themes well rehashed .

by
Martin Deck
"King of American
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by Lovre Buj

Fritts. who whirls around in a drawing room that's as busy as
any socialite thoroughfare, is a man definitely in the know. In
harassing Celimene, dismantling Oronte, standing firm in his
communion with justice against whatever the Law says, he is not
foolish, or misguided, or idealistically desperate (which would
have been a triumph of the first order); rather, he is petulantly
commanding. The parties rage on within earshot while his
continuing troubles develop into an obsession ~hat's Ql::iin-N~
1
unmincing!_Y_ 1mm~-~.~..:.
, ,v
dark psychology suffuses his
over-the-top rampage and when
he levels his love at everything
it's at such an uncompromising self-encircling cost that it's
too dear for anyone, especially
Celimene, to buy off.
Yet, a nice quiet touch: near
the end of his roarings the final
realization falls into place with
two soft-spoken, unembittered
syllables: "traitor."
And that just about does it;
he finally sees the evasive Celimene for what she is. As it
turns out, she ends up alone
on stage, slowly turning out
the lights until she's left to her
reflections in the empty silver
glow of a Paris evening.
This fragile closing moment
is as close as we get to Cheryl
Williams' Celimene, for she is
th1cky-voiced (like an impasto)
too casual on the charm. She
is not coquettishly vivacious;
she is socially corrupted yet
young enough to be the unscandalously fallen' 20-yearold, as evidenced by the accustomized ease with which
she'll take to undoing Fritt's
keep time to a snappy momenshirt and tumbling him to the
tum. Everything 1srapid-paced,
floor.
fleetinglysubtle.With the AlcestePerhaps the reason I find
Phil inte dialectic heating up at
her
performance this season
elimene,
D
avid
Fritts
as
Alceste
in
repertory
play·s opening, with Alceste
trying to press the issue with through May 9th.
correct, composed, but somehow unemotive is that the costume
Celimene, we see all morals, principles, loyalties, indeed the
designers always seem to give her bad dresses, which makes
whole cunning infrastructure of social pageant,Y,-lifted succinctly
her stand out well next to the noticeable and ever audible Paul
into sight and then diffussed in a speedy puff of rhyming
Amadio.
couplets.
Amadio, who some people are embarrassed for since his
goofy Malvolio of last season, plays philinte, Alceste's tempering,
I found it entertaining, but sorely missed the downside note
level-headed friend. It's a role somewhat similar to his Oscar
of Mol1ere's vision: In Alceste we have a character who seems to
Wolf
in The Royal Famly earlier in the year, and I like what's
successfully dispossess himself of the contradictory, masochistic
become of him. Thoughtful, patient. yet ready to Jump in and
mess he is become as a lover of one woman and too many of his
voice his counter-claims against the mounting volumes of the
own ideals. In doing so. he chooses what for many would be a
quarrel1ng Fritts, Amadio is genuinely good-hearted with his
masochism of greater magnitude: the severity of retreat.
syrupy, arbesque intonations reaching out like a warm arm
Anyhow. whatever the significance of such themes, this
across the shoulder.
Alceste. this misanthrope, this type , is played by David Fritts who
There's quite a space between the undaunted sobnety of his
got to bellow to high unhearing heaven earlier this year as Alan
performance and the exaggerated posturings of the AcasteStrang in that almost farcically parodic Freudian sonata known
Clitandre duo {Randall Hickman and George Comoskey, resas Equus . Here, Fritts handles Alceste's disastrous jealousy with
pectively) who are two haut e clowns, a couple of whooping,
such a zest for declamation and raillery that we see it as
effeminized members of the pnv iliged class.
something other than jealousy, or even sheer idealism. The
Meanwhile, Gale McLeod's Arsinoe is flat, of no plausible
passion of his position 1smore metaphysically pragmatic than it
personality, but is sufficiently unattractive as the aging fleshis passionate
sock prudently retreating into herself against the cool, stylish
ways of youth. D

e were past the doors, down the steps, into the
chilly cross-breezes of an early spring night
outside the Hilberry, and my friend, my imperishable friend, was remarking with evidently
vital wonder on the French: 'how nimble they
are;how they make everythingseem cosmopoiitan!
Even Moliere's Misanthrope translated and updated to De
Gaulle's 1966 Republique by a Yorkshire poet named Tony
Hamson? Yes, even that And even so, because Harrison's
work-though
still having to
stand aside with some colloquial
distance between his version
and Richard Wilbur's-is crisply
interspersed with references
. to the Elysee, Malraux. Efle,
Marie Oaire, the Pre-Raphaelites
•.
And, more appropriately for
our milieu of prismatic postmodern1sm, it's a translation
that allows for rarely a glimpse
of those morbid preoccupations
that an actor doing a neurotic
Alceste could lift from the text.
Well in usesmce it first appeared,
Hamson's version lends itself
V',811
to mounting The Misanthrope
;:,3 an updated comedy of manners; 1n fact, so ironically so
!hat many productions in the
past decade have been doing
the play as if 1t were a 1966
period piece.
With the unforced v1nlity of
Mol1ere'slanguage and dramatic rhythm thus falling prey to a
transumpt1veAnglo vertigo echoing Wilde, Coward, or even
Ayckbourn, director Joseph
Calarco has his Hilberry crew

Angry flames, soulfUI ashes
THE COSTELLO SHOW
" King of America"

(CBS Records)
by Desmond McGrath

1----e took his firs t
.name from a
man considered
/
the largest pop
idol the world
will ever know
/
(for now), and his second from
the more egregious half of an
old-stylecomedy team-no worr
der he seems to have identity

proble ms. On th e co ver of his
new alb um, King of Amer ica,
Elvis Costello sty les himsel f
Declan Patric k Aloysius McManus (which, apart from the
'Aloys 1us', is his real name) attributes his songw riting efforts
simp ly to McManus on the record label, calls himself, wit h
modesty rea l or affe cted , "The
Little Hands of Concrete " in
the performance c redits , and
credits the album to The Costello
Show , rather than to himself
and the Attractions. Something
seems to have changed , and
by more than just a beat.

Elvis/ Mc Manus has longsince exhausted one car ee r,
that of Angry Young Articulate
Punk Rock Darling, fillin g recor ds, interviews, and perfo rmances wit h such a volatil e
combinati on of bitterne ss and
angst (punk rock' s pr ime ingredi ents) that one was co mp,
el led to keep watch ing, if only
to see which would w in out.
Those who didn 't see the
writing on the wall with his
fourth alb um, Get Happyshould
have known after his country
excursion , Almost Blue that his
angst ran deeper than his ange!,

and that the intensities of the
likes of "lipstick Vogue" and
"Green Shirt'' would not be
reached again.
And so, starting with Imperial
Bedroom, the fi rst Elvis-written
alb um w ithout the nurt uring
influence of producer Nick Lowe,
Costell o's songs were more
domesti c and private, less corr
cerned with unrequ ited love
than with love gone astray ,
and with a focus more inward
than outward. He retained the
brilliance of wordplay , insight,
and detail that's been his since
- continued on page 13. .
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A manoutof time
.....:continued from page 12.

the first album. The bittercisms
of his social commentary were
left in an almost tokenish one
song per album role ("Pills
and Soap", "Shipbuilding",
"Peace in Our Time"), though
they were no less sharp.
Though it's been a year and
a half since his last release (a
long time for Costello), and
though it's his first album without the Attractions, King of
America is less a beginning
than it is a culmination of a
phase of Costello's career. The
songs, overall are better written
than in years: of late too many
seemed less about life and more
about words, motivated as much
by habit as by inspiration. It
seems, too that the instrumentation problems that plagued
the last two albums and made
them relative failures ( honest,
it's true!) have gone with the
departure of the Attractions and
the arrival of the most sympathetic production to grace
a Costello album since his
days with Lowe. ( No wonder,
as Declan MacManus is coproducer, along with his palTBone Burnett) It's as if he's
finally able to say what he'd
been trying to say since Imperial
Bedroom.
Let's get it said: the Attractions are three fine musicians,
a delightful combo, and one of
the best backup outfits you
could ask for. One has to won-

~,

..,,_...

der, after hearing King of America, He still sings of frustrated love,
whether MacManus thought he on·· Lovable", one of three tunes
could better express himself
that show MacManus can still
without them, as he once real- make tunes that bounce and
ized that it was time to part hop. "Brilliant Mistake" is given
ways with Nick Lowe. All three the sweeping grandeurof"Man
Attractions play on one song, Out of Time". "Little Palaces"
here, "Suit of Lights", which
is the political number, and
doesn't rate with the album's
elicits MacManus' angriest delbest.
ivery, about the causes of child
Many of the album's best
beating
songs, such as "Indoor FireSo you knock the kids
works", "Our Little Anger', "Sleep
about a bit/because theyof the Just'', feature a subdued,
've got your name/ And
knowing organ playing by Mityou knock the kids about
chell Froom. Steve Nieve may
a bit/'til they feel the
well be a keyboard geniussame
he's done too many good things
MacManus' mandolin on this
with Costello to begin listing
one is evocative and helpless
them here-but
perhaps his and it all sounds as though
extreme cleverness was no he's been listening to Irish
longer appropriate for Costello's folk records (probably his fatsongwriting. It's the aptness of her's).
Froom's playing that makes
He still does smart character
this plausible-maybe personal studies, too. One, the C & Wdifficulties brought on the de- ti nged "Our Little Angel" is a
parture of the Attractions, who
small-scale story of infatuation.
knows?
It's an old story some seemingly
Thematicaly, this album is sweet and willing girl ("she
consistent with its immediate
sits apart from the crowd/In a
predecessors, insofar as there
white dress she wears like a
is a theme. "Indoor Fireworks"
question mark") is about to
is where MacManus (we have turn some overeager fellow's
to call him that, now) exercises
soul to ice ("You think you'll
his penchant for extended meta- be sweet to her but everybody
phor in a story of love that
knows/That you're the marshwouldn't die gently
mallow valentine that got stuck
Indoor fireworks/can still
on her clothes").
bum your fingers....they
"1'11
Wear it Proudly" explains
can dazzle or delight/Or
the album's cover better than
bring a tear/When the
its title does. The 'it' is the
smoke gets in your eyes
crown of the King of Fools,

r.
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here, but whereas Almond revels
in the melodrama, MacManus
mourns the decay and conuption
of little souls.
Elvishas grown older and wiser.
And he knows how to pick out
revealing vulnerabilities in people
otherthan himself.
'Mature,'kno.wlg,
'insighttur-it all sounds very adult
("like they do in the grown up
movies' and Tawdry affairs and
hangovers are for adults. after alO.
You don't have to have seen his
solo concerts a coupla years back
to know that he wants to be a 60' s
soul artist,or a 57-year-oldveteran
of honky tonks, his voice ruined
Of dnnkand ciga,ettes.A confessed
dream of his is to hear or Blue
Eyes himself sing one of his compositions. It should happen.
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•Pre-university courses m a wide variet1· of academK subiect,
• Bright facihtie, in downcown Guelph
• Fullv equipped computer and science lah,
• Small classes, pers,mal ancnt1on. expe1enced staff.
For mformauon or a visit, contact Mr. D. McCallum. Prmnpal

Wyndham College, 121 Wyndham St., Guelph NlH 4E9

(5 19) 822-5515

which he'll wear through yet
another infected relationship
I'll wear it proudly/Through the dives and the
dancehalls/lf you'll wearit
rrw:Jt thoJg1 th3 SIB'epits and catcalls
It's also one of several songs
here to dissect bedroom scenes, a
new twist for MacManus. Seems
he's less uptight about baring the
depths of his soul (not always a
pleasant region)than he was, and
this has lots to do with his revitalization.
King of America is an exegesis
of the B-side of life. It's a squalid,
and unsatisfyingexistence,where
people are always putting their
hearts on their sleeve and their
souls on the line. MacManus has
a lot in common with MarcAlmond

~

GRAD
PHOTOS
• DistinctiveStudio Portraits
in gown and colours of your
Faculty
• Class Compositephotos can
be arrangedfor your Faculty

John GAfac~yCf'hotography
3877Dougall Avenue
969-6900
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GRADUATION
PORTRAITS
In our Studio or on
Campus
(Next Campus
Date - April 17)

8 FREE WALLETS
( with Regular Purchase Only)

966-5572
1399 Grand Marais West
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Special
University Offer!!

Stuff
It's happening(you had kidded
yourse/finto believing it wouldn't).
Every time you tum around another
girl has dyed her medium length
hair red, tn'ed to make it lookjluff y
and thick She's painted the lipstick
on thick, trying for the pout y 1•ulnerabilty. Those watery eyes. Yes,
1he Molly Ringwald look is in.
Cormorant de1•ouri11gfashionhas
swallowed up sweet innocence yet
again. Will people never learn?
... Dustin Hoffman is in need of
being stopped Sure, we'll allow
him his mad Jewish Willy Loman,
(but just this once). Isn't it enough
that he insists on controlling every.·
aspect of every production he's
inrolved with; directing, producing,
and re-wn·ting screenplays? We
mav admire his 1alent, but where's
the· man's humility? Now we hear
he's planning to smear himself all
over a production of "King Lear".
Who does he think he is, Laurence
Olivier? Edmund Kean? Hel, he's
not even Ronald Harwood's 'Sir'.
... Those with theirfinger on the
rele1•antpulse will tell you that G<r
Go kings Trouble Funk are on the
verge of a breakup, 1fthey haven't
fallen over that brink already. Sup-

posedly everyone in D. C (Even
Nancy Reagan?- ed) knows about
iL Dissatisfaction with management
is given as a primary cause, but we
know there has to be more to it
than that.
...From the grapevine(ie,from a
continent-wide, very1 hip, very iriformative music monthly) comes word
that arcanophile darlings of the
avant-avant The Residents aregear-

ing up Volume II of their American
Composers series. The series got
off on the rightfoot in 1983, with
their releaseof"George and James':
an album of bent and insightful
versions of the works of both George
Gershwin and James Brown. Next
will be renditions of material by
John Philip Sousa ("the Beatles of
his time") and the godfather of
white soul, Hank Williams. Ah,
take me down that lost highway .... '
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TAC011ELL.

S 10 Pelissier St.

97:~-4977
The Taco BellGrande is
everything you love in
our great tasting Tacos
and more. It's our Biggest
Taco Ever! If you prefer,
this offer is also good on
our Taco Delight with a
light crunchy flour shell.

THECANADIAN NATIONAL
MODEL UNITEDNATIONS
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JULY 7 to JULY 12, 1986
for young people across Canada at the
International Civil Aviation Organization Headquarters

IN MONTREAL
Over five hundred young people from across Canada will
attend the model UN. The simulations include the General
Assembly Plenary and two committees, the Security Council
and the International Court of Justice. Background materials to
aid the delegates in their preparation for the C?nferen~e. and
mission briefings from various members of the diplomatic corps
from the United Nations Headquarters in New York and from
Canada will be available to the participants.
Invited guests include UN Under Secretaries-General,judges of
the International Court of Justice and several Ambassadors of
the UN as well as representatives of the federal and Quebec
provincial governments.
• Partial travel subsidies available.
• Delegate accommodation will be available at the McGill
University residences.
• Registration Fee is $25.00, refundable until May 6, 1986.
• Applications will be accepted until all countries are
allocated.

SAVE$.86
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through April 30, 1986
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TAC011ELL.

---------·---------------·-·----·---·-··
This coupon good for
Q.
TAC011ELL.

FREENACHOS
With the Purchase of any
entree. If you like french
fries, you'll love Nachos!
Crunchy corn chips
served with tangy cheese
sauce.

SAVE$.99
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through April 30, 1986

EXCELLENTPOSITIONS STILLAVAILABLE

Contact:

Brigitte Robineault
Youth Projects Assistant to the Executive Director
United Nations Association in Canada
63 Sparks, Suite 808
Ottawa, Ontario K1P 5A6
(613) 232-5751

There are Taco Bell Restaurantslocated at:
5150 TecumsehRd. E.
3054 Dougall Ave.
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Bethereor mmit completely
Artcite will be the beneficiary
of a charity perfonnance show to
put on this Friday night at Ambassador Auditorium. Six local area
bands will be playing for love, not
money- none of them are getting
paid for their services. With the
absence of venues for local bands,
this will be the best opportunity in
ages to find out about emerging live
talent
The six outfits, in the order in
which they will appear, are Lost
Patrol. Das Droogs, The Probing
Questions, the Prehistoric Cave
Strokers, Celsius Worm, and Fugitive Poetry. All but the last named
are from Windsor; Fugitive Poetry
come from Detroit
Lost Patrol were last seen opening
for Tulpa, a performance at which
they impressed a lot of people with
their early rock and roll. Das Droogs
willbe singing songs from a different
era. Next will be a 'mini-set' of
fifteen minutes by the Probing
Questions. This band features
Paisley king and ex-Latin Dog Rauk
Conley, in cahoots with Matt Zalev
and more. They are expected to
play "psychedelic music" in some
form.
The Prehistoric Cave Strokers
are veterans of several local performances. Bass player Lyndon
Way likes to think of their sound as
"primordial". Fifth will be Celsius
Worm, led by the protean Trevor
Malcolm. The Worm can.-be primordial, too, but they've been heard
to exude meditiative tones at times.
Fugitive Poetry are a two-person
band with one album. called Colours
of the Poet, to their name.
The aforementioned Mr. Way
is organizingthe event and is already
debilitatedby worry. He once worked
for Artcite, and is motivated in his
efforts by a desire to raise money
for a worthwhile organization in
need of cash.

"I see it as a chance to kill three
birds with one stone,•· philosophized
Way, "Artcite gets money, the
bands get a chance to play, and
people get to have a good time."
Each band will perform for half
an hour on what Way hopes will be

a tight schedule, with the exceptions
of the fifteerrminuteset of the Probing
Questions, and Fugitive Poetry,
who will play longer. The ball gets
rolling at 9:00 p.m.
Lance Arts staff

Peter Stevens, of the university's English Department will be signing
copies of his new book "Out of the Willow Tree" at South Shore Books,
164 Pitt SL West this Saturday, 1:00-3:00 p.m. The book is a series of
vignettes outlining the experience of youth in war-torn England It is a
rare excursion into prose for Stevens, who is pn·marily a poet. The book,
published by Saskatchewan's Thistledown Press.features a few illustrations
by the author's visually-oriented son, Martin, who will also be there.•

Tribulation
City
Fugitive Poetry are a band striving for self.sufficiency through their
music, who can barely pay the rent
Their only record release to date is
a full-length album, Colours of the
Poet, put out not by any record
company, but by themselves. This
Friday at Ambassador Auditorium.
they will make their Windsor debut.
appearing as the last of six bands in
a benefit performance for Artcite.
The two members give their
namessimply as "Rick" and "Russ".
They founded the band with a drum
machine two and a half years ago in
Detroit, became a three- and then a
four- person band and, since their
drummer left early in the new year,
are back to being two guys with a
drum machine.
"That drum machine is the reason
we don't have a fridge," says Russ.
"Us two have just moved in together,
and instead of buying a fridge with
what money we had we bought a
drum machine. At least it's a real
good machine; it cost hundreds of
dollars."
Difficulties are compounded by
having to deal with club owners not
sympathetic to bands playing only
original material. "We've been
offered lots of money it we'll do
covers for half of our set, but we' re
not into that at all," says Russ.

•••••••••

'' Maybe when we're malnourished,.
puts in a pragmatic-minded Rick;
"Maybe we'll end up doing Polish
weddings for food."
The band like to make sure they
put time and effort into their stage
presentation too. "You can get the
meaning of a song across in ways
other than lyrics.We can use makeup,
props, lighting, dress; it varies with
each show." says Russ. "People
li~e Alice Cooper and Bowie used
to do that-a different presentation.
It was still rock and roll. but with
something added. Music can he
made to do more with that kind of
presentation.,.
For now. Fugitive Poetry are
just happy to find open-minded
audiences. "We've had nuts and
bolts thrown at us" declares Rick.
''We're limited now to a small
number of places to play, but we
know the audiences will give us a
chance. There· s more peace of mind
that way."
It's that attitude that brings them
to the University of Windsor. Rick
goes on: ··We like playing art galleries, universities, those kinds of
places-they have more open audiences than the bars."
We'll find that out on Friday
night
Lance Arts scum

Graduating this spring and looking for a
new car or truck?
Take advantage of:

Makes
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GRaoaation
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Vanier Vittles
~st Day for Meal Cards Is
Friday May 2. 1986.

SUPPER

LUNCH
11:00 - 1:30
Monday

Tuesday

Cr<1dmof Mushroom
Ham & Che<!Sl'Ho, Wri!p
Bakl'd Ch1ck«n P1<1c.,,

* Low down payment

Wednesday

Ch,ck<!n Noodll' Soup
Sloppy .Jo.,
Octobt>rfestSau,age & !:;aul'rl<raut

Thursday

4:30 - 6:30

French Onion Soup
BBQ Be-,f on a Bun
Quiche L_orra1n<>

* Easiest credit terms available
* Exceptional finance rates

Gif:t

Vl'al Scalopp1ni
Bak<'d ~,>I<'

Cdr,hl:wan Pork Chop,
Ch1ck,m Pol Pw

London Broil
Ham Cr<'f><''

Cdn Chees<! Soup
Ph1ladelph1c1Stvil' St<'ak
Sandwich v./Ch"""'

H«d b1chl.id.1,
BBQ R1!,,

April 17 Pace Changer
• Baked Potato Bar

Call me today for more in;ormation
or to set an appointment

JERRY VOLK

Friday

BRUNCH
11:45 - 1:30
Saturday

Sales and Leasing Representative
Sunday

252-7721
Bill Howitt Pontiac Buick Ltd.

Vegetabl; Soup
Chicken Nugg<'ts
Baked S1ulfl'd Po!iH<>l's

Soup of th,• D.il
8dcoo· n ( 'hl'l'"l'huryl'r

,h.,

'-,oup of
I li!v
Hol H.-.-1~d11dv.'1rh

f "" &: Ch,p,
( flUJ\(f\,

f--rit>d "-iv.1'-.. "-,f\•f'lk

SUPPER
4:30 - 6:30
H:o<hrlh1lkl'n
1;.,,,f ..,"'" " rh f ,•., H"' 1111

Hdk<!dC "" ,·d H,11n
'-,pa!'jh,•tll

The Deh 1sopen 11 30 · 6 15 Monday · Fnday
The Round Table is open 6.30 · 11.30 Sunday· Friday

Next year in review
by Mike Lyster, Lance Sports Editor
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t's that season again, when

sports faos and wriu,,s alik,

get to make their "sure-fire,
guaranteed" predictions about
the upcoming baseball season.
Of course. the casual fan can
always deny or alter his picks at the end of the
campaign if they were way off: no one will
remember such trivialities seven months later.
My problem is that I put these things in print,
and am proven wrong with no way out but to
mutter. "Well, you can't blame me for not
knowing that Kirk Gibson would get pregnant and miss half the season" or some other
half-baked excuse. You see, that's why predictions are such silly, stupid. useless thingsthere· s no way of telling, no matter how long
you analyze. study and rank the players and
teams. who will get injured or have a terrible
year. or which rookie will emerge from the
shadows and carry his team on his back to a
title. It all comes down to complicated guess
work and maybe a hunch or seven.
But it's fun as hell, so everyone does it I
used to consider myself an expert without
peer in the realm of baseball, but with an
increase in commitments I haven't been able
to keep up with player movements and front
office changes as well as I used to; this will
mean, in all probability, more accurate predictions, as the less you know about the game
the more likely you are to be right about such
things.
Baseball fans in Southwestern Ontario
have been pretty fortunate lately, having
their choice of either the Blue Jays or the
Tigers to follow, with those teams having
won their teams having won their division the
past two seasons. Most"experts·· are picking
either Detroit. Toronto or the Yankees to end
up on top of the A. L. East (the BEST
DIVISION I~ BASEBALL, in case you
haven't heard). with the other teams playing
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two reasons; they're not picked by anyone to
do well. and they have the making of a super
offensc. Eddie Murray. Cal Ripken. Fred
Lynn. and Alan Wiggins forrn the core of a
very impressive lineup: thro\\ in one of the
most exciting young hitters in baseball. Mike
Young, and you've got the Potential for
greatness. The big "if' with Baltimore,
ol course, what used to be their overwhleming
strength-pitching. The bullpen is in shambles,
and injuries have devastated the starting corp
that last two years. But if Mike Boddicke r
can rebound (20-11, 2.79 ERA in '84. 12- ,
17. 4.07 in '85). and Stonn Davis can learn
how to throw strikes again. the pitching
should be O.K. And ifMike Flanagan follows
them to a return to forrn. they will contend .
That's a lot of ifs. but I'm playing a hunch.
3) New York- The Yanks are easy to figure
this year. Their plusses on otfense are manyRickey Henderson(.314. 24 HRs. 72 RB is.
80 SB. 146 runs scored in 143 games). who.
in my opinion, should hve been last year's
most valuable player: the real MVP, Don
Mattingly (.324. 48 doubles. 35 HRs. 145
RBls): Dave Winfield (.275, 26 HRs. 114
RBis): Ron Hassey (,296): Mike Pagiliarulo
( 19 HRs in 380 at bats): Willie Randolp h.
OH Mike Easler, and a solid supporting casL
The plusses on the mound: Ron Guidry.
Dave Righetti, ... uh. well.. .I n short they' ll
score a ton of runs, allow almost as many.
and stay m the race. but not really contend

the role of the spoiler or battling to stay out
of the cellar. I'm not one to agree with the
experts. however. at least not about
the top three. I think there'll be more
than a few surprises by the time
the 1986 version of major league
baseball has been put in the books.
This. therefore. is my view of how
things will unfold this summer.
l) Detroit-Not just 'cause l'm a
Tiger fan either. Detroit has the
most balanced team in the American
League. perhaps even the majors. Their
starting pitching is very solid. with Jack
Morris. Dan Petry. Walt Terrel FrankTanana
and Dave LaPoime filling out the staff.
Actually, I wouldn't want to bet on Tanana
over the long haul: LaPointe should really be
the fourth starter. and probably will be before
the season is over. The offensc should rebound
from last year. when the only runs the Tigers
seemed to get was on solo homers. This could
be Gibson's year to explode: look for
improved years from Alan Trammell,
Chet Lemon and the bench. along with
the usual from Lou Whitaker and
Lance Parrish. Newcomers Dave
Collins and Darnell Coles won't
probably make much of a difference,
although getting Tom Brokens out of
the lineup has got to help. Firs t
base could be a problem if
Evans starts to slow down. with
nothing but part-timers to back
him up. T he bullpen too is soli~
the one .. question mark" might
be defense. T he T igers
were last in the A. L. in
fielding in '85 at .977 (tied
with four other clubs); the
league average was .979.
B ig deal.

2) Baltimore---Yeah,
Cal Ripken. Jr.

'Baltimore . I figure the
Orioles will contend for

4)T oronto- The pick for which I'm sure I'll
take the most flack. Yes. r know they· ve got a
great collection of young talent I know they
arc the defending champs. I know they co uld
be even better this year. But that was all true
last year of the T igers. and it didn't stop them
from falling hard. Ijustdon't sec how long the
platoon combinations at catcher or third can
hold on. the starting pitching behind Dave
Stieb and Jimmy Key is thin ( and Key could
very well collapse in '86). Willie Upsha\\
has had two poor seasons back-to-back. and
Damaso Garcia is perhaps the most overrated
player in the A. L Of course. Lloyd Moseby
will probably improve on his output from last
season, and George Bell and Jesse Barfield
should continue to produce. The bullpen
looks good; Tom H enke won't come close to
his '85 heroics. but he should still help, while
Bill Caudill is due for one of his good seasons
(he's awesome on even-numbered years, and
lousy in odd-numbered ones-if you don t
believe me. look it up) . But somcthing's
missing: the departure of manager Bobby
Cox will hurt. and no one has repeated in this
division in a long ,imc. Of course. I could be
wrong.
5)8osto n-Every year. someone picks the
Red Sox to contend, and every year, the)
disappcinL People consistcntlv overt>stimate
the strength of their offense. Fenway Park
can make the most ordinary hitters look like
All-Stars: the problem is, 1t has the same
effect on the Bosox' opposition. And the flip
side 1sthe mangcment ne\cr allows a pitching
staff to develop, overhauling it year in and
year-ouL In fact. Boston's front office can be
blamed directly for a good measure of the
team's Jack of success. One day, they are
&_oing
to tum around and find that their club is
fighting to stay out of last place. The otfe nse
is built around aging"stars"-Jim
Rice(33),
Tony Armas (33), Dwight Evans (34). Biil
Buckner (36) and Don Baylor (37). This 1s
not to say that these players may not have one
or two good years left, but for the most
part, they are players with pasts, not futures.
Even Wade Boggs, an undisputably great
hitte r, will be 28 in Ju ne, after on ly three full I
seaso ns in the bigs . Th e pitc hing stafl again
slew of new faces, who will probably give
their best under the toughest of circu mstances
and then get booted out at the end of the
seaso n for thei r efforts.

6) Milwaukee
7)Cleveland
OR:
6)Cleveland
7) Milwa-.)cee
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Theboysof summergethigh
A few weeks back, I wrote an
editorial criticizing the baseball
establishment for their get-tough
stance on drug users. This article
offers an opposing opinion. -Ed.

by Brian LeClair

It's that time of year again-the
glorious season when the snow
melts. the birds sing, the days grow
longer, the air heats up, and green
grass finally emerges from beneath
its white winter blanket But most
importantly, it's the itme of the year
when ball meets bat and dozens of
aspiring athletes invade the sunny
south in preparation for another
installment of the great American
pastime. F or rabid baseball fans
like mys elf, it is the perfect time to
dream about the exciting season
ahead. ..
Imagine yourself seated in the
hallowed confines ofYankee Stadium,
the mecca of baseball and the home
of the famed New York Yankees.
Sitting in your box seat on the first
base line, you marvel at the magnificence of the stadium. impeccably
prepared for opening day. The stadium
is alive this gorgeous April afternoon. full to the brim of truant
students and businessman caught
up in the frenzy of opening day.
One can already detect the unmistakab le aroma of ballpark franks
smothered in mustard as the hometown Yankees take the field against
the visiting Oakland Athletics.
The A's prove no match for the
powerfu l left arm uf Run Guidry
in the first inning and they take the
field. Oakland's starting pitcher,
Joaquin Andujar. practically flies
out on the field and takes his position
on the mound. The speedy Rickey
H enderson steps into the batter's
box, ready to take his swings. Andujar
rosin bag and dots his face with it a
strange act. but you pass it off
considering it one of Andujar' s goofy
n·'lnnerisms. H e then winds up and

fires the baseball into the catcher's
mitt and you swear thal you see
white smoke billowing out from the
receiver's glove. You credit this to
the beer that you guzzled before the
first inning.

As the game progresses. however.
other bizarre things begin to happen
The catcher seems to be having
trouble staying in his crouch. and
his tosses back to Andujar are
getting increasingly wobbly. The

umpire·s calls are becoming quite
erratic. with the batters at a total
loss as to where the strike zone will
be next But that makes no difference.
since the batters seem to be flailing
away helplessly. apparent!\ mes-

LOOKIN G FOR EMPLOYMENT?

merized by Andujar's pitching performance this afternoon. You look
for a moment at Andujar, who is
beside himself with glee, and it
looks like he has been eating sugar
doughnuts between innings. You
begin to wonder if there is something
wrong.
There certainly is something
wrong. Everything. The innocent
carefree days of the grand old game
are history. There was a time when
the only white powder associated
with baseball marked the baselines.
Now we have to contend with a
strange white powder that is made
from plants. Spectators must now
concern themselves with whether
the players are up for the games or
just simply up.
Diehards of the game claiming
to have a drug-free sport had their
dreams crushed as the Curtis Green
trial unfolded last fall in Pittsburgh.
Each day another member of the
baseball
fraternity
admitted
to being involved with drugs and
America wondered \\'ho would be
next. hoping their favourite wouldn't
step forward.
Although this resulted in a conviction. it created a brand new
controversy for Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth. After a
period m which the most heated
issue was artificial turf. he had to
decide the fate of players committing indictable offences.
He was definitely in a no-win
situation. A lenient ruling would
condone the actions of these players,
but a strict decision may hurt the
teams imolved and ,iolate the immunity promised them bcfon: the)
testified. What resulted was a spineless decision that looked tougher
than It actually was. The) were
gi,cn the option of being suspended
or paying fines and doing community
ser\'ices. bu Uebcrroth knew that
any rational player would never
dare to skip an entire year in the
competitive world of maJor league
baseball. It could cost him his
career. Wriggling out of a sticky
situationdidn't safr,fyKeith Hemaroci.
He was al I ready to appeal the
commissioner·s "urtjusC ruling until
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continued on page 19.
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statements. complaints ono outburi;ts,
loud and obnoxious v1oge of od,e<:IM
ren<ier this closs1f1edvo~i

Moonlight
Madness

Retail sale~persons are needed in the Wind~or area Both
full-time and part-time position~ available.
Send Resume and hand written cover letter to:
Springtime Garden Centres Ltd.
Attention: Diana Bartlett
51 Summit Ave. Suite 11
London, O ntario
N6 H 2G5
For more information con(erning the positmn and re,urnP requirl:'rnPnt, ,ee the Manpower Ofti((• at C ity Hall Square

HELP WANTED: Sh1[.)png crew persot j
,t~leswolcorre)
needed IOShip bedd l').J
plants for t,rm 1n leom1ngton TerM 1s(I
wl<s starting Moy 1 W1thoption to wo• 1
.-.ihciesummer Contact 1\1\onpowoer
offic1
on campus tor info on oPPlv1ng

TuesdayApril 15

The All Natural Cotton

9mn-llpm

FUTON

Futon: Japanese Contemporary Mattress
• No Sp rings to
Sag
• Recom mended
by chiropractors

20%Off

All New Spring

*'* Low Price *'*

Merchandise

1Day0nly

(ilie futon shoe)

Single $129
Double $149
Queen $159
Couch/Bed
Under $300

" Natur al Slee p Ce ntr e"
441 Pelissier St., across from Parking Garage
fiii!!iil
973 -8338
lliiiiiillJ
Daily t ill 9, Sat. ti ll 6, Sun. 12-4

Keyboard player wonted tor tulH1fT1
rood bond Top-40 material Coll Kevin'
352-A603orDove1 352·6915 ,Chothorr
SUBLET. 2 bdfl"T' opt neor campus Mo

1- Aug 31 Coll Kevin 2SA 9867
FURNISHED ROOM for Rent In pnvot
home with laundry & ~,tchon prMloge
female onl\ Coll 977 1512

There wlll be on End of the Y'hlr Bost
Sponsored by: 'helnternotsonol Relation
Society, The Conbbeon Student, Assoc
10lion. lo Maison Fro~o1se Inc
Time 730pm P!oce;A/8Sunsetl0Mo1S01
Fro~o1se Dole: Soturdov Apn, 5 • 986

FOR SALE:Big ~efngerotor excellent con
d1tion Holds toor coses of beer R>rl'T)(Y,E.
info. coll256-746<1or2S3-6A23 ondoskto
Bob or leave a messooe
YOUNG MAN ,rrevocobly convinced of
his own unfTlOtChed ooll onco sever1y
needs a kick tn the pon!s to set him
straight nqu1re ot t-usaddress
Teen crook hold In zoo cage
Authontl9S hove come upWitt,o un,que
,deo for handling teenage crooks- they
toss them behind bori; at the zoo.
BOIS AND '11sfnends arr'Ved homo tost
Thursday and to their gnef ond dismay,
promptty left ogotn Please te I them
they're doing the 11>rong
t>,1ng If you
don't. r11l'love to.
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Making cents out of the major leagues
by Brian LeC lai r

Now is the time for all good
men to come to the aid of their
pocketbooks. Before you ask. you
haven't picked up the Sunset Street
Newspaper by mistake. You are
also not read ing about the latest
remedial typing course in the next
course calendar. nor are you reading a slightly updated version of
Robin Hood. You are in the right
place. and about to learn something
vital to your very existence: a ne\\
intriguingway to parlay sports knowledge into cash to line your wallet,
call off your debtors, or to just
~imply waste on yet another frivolous purchase.
lfyou are a tme sports fan. then
you have already tried your hand at
such a risky proposition. most likely
meeting with very little success. If
you speculated on NFL games and
the NCAA basketball tournament
you are surely treading on the edge
of financial ruin. There was no such
thing as a safe bet in the NFL this
past season because of the alarming
inconsistency of all of the teams not
endorsed by General Electric. The
NCAA Tourname nt was even a
less fertile ground for those who
wished to make their bil !folds grow.
T here was no perfect team complete
with all the ingredients necessary to
make them unbeatable. Many of
the teams in the tournament, like
SL John's, Indiana, and good old
reliable Michigan went down early
to heavy underdogs due to their
total lack of leadership on the court.
T he little guys from M ichigan State
seemed to have enough co take on
anybody until they got stuck in
another time zone against K ansas.
one of many teams with very little
talent after their starting crew left
the game. Any prognosticators who
steadfastly refused to pick teams
beginning with the letter ·L· are
now probably out on the street
corner begging for spare change for

a coffee. The sports fan with dollar
signs in his eyes longs to find a
league in which he can pick his own
team and put it up against all
comers.
Search no longer. The· Rotisserie·
League' has arrived. Baseballjunlcies
everywhere are clambering to locate
someone running an installment of
the game. They know that they can
come up with the magic formula
and put together the most fabulous
team that money can't buy but will
earn enough to satisfy him for a
while.
Before you run out the door in a
manic frenzy, hold on a minute. It
may help to know a few of the rules
firsL Open up your wallet and dig
deep for your entry fee. which
could be anywhere from five to five
thousand dollars, depending on the
company that you keep. Now dash
out and nab every sports magazine
you can get your paws on. and
begin to research every baseball
player who has a snowball's chance
of playing on any major league club
this season. Every team must be
considered regardless of your hatred
for them: this game is for money.
Don't neglect the rookies: they are
the unsung heroes here, for if just
one greenhorn manages to have
plenty of reserves to be ready for
the big mement-the draft
After spending hours poring over
every word written by the professionals over a long winter, the crucial
moment is here. This is when every
person brave enough to get into the
pool gathers over a coffee table in a
smoky rec room. and, one at a time.
pick the players that they wish to be
on their "dream team·. just like the
major league entry draft T his is
where the skills of bullshitt ing and
getting fellow·owners· drunk without
feeling any effects yourself is a
decided asseL Very soon you will
be thankful that you prepared a list
of hundreds of potential players,
because the good ones ~o fast.

When you need it done right ...

•
•
•
•

All Graduation Hoods Available
Wheelchair Access
1/2 0oz. Complimentary Roses .
By Appointment Only

Huron Plaza
1710 Huron Church Rd.
Windsor, Ontario

After the selections have been until he is on the active roster. You
made, they are put on a list under dip into your finances and come up
each owners ·name. Each owner is with the previously stipulated cash
allowed 14 regulars. 9 pitchers, and necessary to complete all trades or
7 reserves on his roster. Now you roster moves, put it in the kitty, and
you make a change. You now must
must guard these players with your
call
the Commissioner of the league
life and watch their every move on
and
inform him of the transaction.
the diamond very carefully, for
every stat they turn in for their This rapid transfer of players between
actual teams is credited to your teams or within the same particular
total. Offensive stats that count team is very convenient to strengthen
include team totals in home runs, the team. and does wonders for the
runs batted in. stolen bases. and pot, which can double in the first
runs scored. The composite team month of busy trading.
batting average is also compiled.
Although it is fun treating these
but given equal weight as each players like prime rib in the local
category in the offensive ledger. delicatessen, these moves are also
The pitchers are rated on their essential in keeping the best nine
earned run-average. strikeouts, \\-'UlS, players on the field at all times.
sa\'es, and ratio of hits and walks to There are other decisions to make
total innings pitched. These are as the most recent sheets are released
also given equal weight like the every fortnight. most regarding the
batting numbers. There are no pro- decision to bring up rookies stashed
visions for defence, so inept fielders in the reserves and forfeiting a
like Kirk Gibson are very valuable St'.irter's numbers in the hope that
assets.
Standings are determined and
points are awarded by where your
team firushes according to everyone
else in each category. For example,
in a thirteen team league, the home
Campu s Recreation Appreciation
run leader gets thirteen points, and
Nite, 1986
each finisher in order receives one
more (12) than the one immediately
behind ( 11). The owner whose team
T he T hird Annua l Campus Rereceives the most points wins the
creation Appreciation Nite was held
lion's share of the pot Obviously
Friday. April 4 at Mother's Pizzaria
the key in making your dream team
downtown. Among the honoured
is balance, since all categories are
guests were instructional staff.
equally important Th is is much
intramural champions and MVP's.
harder than it seems.
Two maJor Campus Recreation
Very soon after the start of the
awards were also presented.
season you realize that your lmeup
The Father Murphy Award is
is in serious trouble. The rookie
presented annually to the female
you picked up from Texas is turning
who contributes most to the Campus
out to be a dud, and the pitching
Ree programs . T his yea r, for the
staff is falling apart On top of this.
first time, two individuals received
Steve Garvey sustained tendonihs
this esteemed award Congratulatfrom waving to his adoring fans all
ions to Maureen Murphy. Co-orday, and he can't play for a month.
dinator of li;istructional Services
These spots in the lineup can now
and to Lisa Hornick. Co-ordinator
be filled by the reserves on your I of Co-ed Intramural Activities for
squad whose statistics cannot count ~!!_g_eserved
efforts.
_

the
the
the
the

new numbers will put you over
top. These manipulations are
ones that earn the big bucks at
end of the long hard season.

By now, you are probably drooling for the chance to get in on the
excitement Of course. you can
start your own, and con your friends
into playing. and even make up
your own rules. Lou Colomba, originator, organizer. and mythical
Commisioner of a Rotisserie League
on campus, calls the league ·• a
chance to own all the players, and
have control of baseball. It's a great
feeling.''
The only problem results
when everyone in the pool wants to
make a trade on the same night,
invariably the night before a crucial
mid-term examination. But the rapidly increasing pot of gold shining
at the end of a long journey waiting
to be claimed by one of the lucky
thirteen makes it all worthwhile.

campus rec

I

T he H uman K inetics Society
Award is presented annually to the
male who contributes most the
Campus Ree. Congratulations to
Chris Larsh, Co-ordinator of P ublicity, on receiving this award for
the 1985/ 1986 Campus Ree year.
Equally as important to our
programs as the people runrung
1
them are those who assist in operations. On behalf of Campus Re- I
creation, the following are sincerel)'
thanked for their much apprec iated
contrib utions: Sandee Clark, Steve
Cardy. Mike. Rick and the entire
staff of Mother· s, Ernie Bezaire
and the Lahatt's Win dsor office. ,
Mark Fracas and the office of :
Alumni Affairs. Nantais Sports.
The Running Shoe and Bob Reaume
Sports. McDonald's and Tim Horton
~

lnued on p~e

Attention
Student Groups
Campus Room Bookings for
1986-87
Any student group wishing to reserve space for
liquor functions in the academic year 1986-87
may do so at the Rose Room , Vanier Hall at 9:00
a.m. on Wednesday , April 16, 1986 . Deposits
(cheque payable to Students Administrative Council) and user fees (cheque for each function
booked. Deposits are $50.00 with attendance
over 150 and $25.00 with attendance under 150.
User fees are $10.00 per fun ction for Ambassador and/ or Vanier East and $5.00 fo r smaller
rooms. Please submit your damage bond (cheque
for $1 50.00 made payable to University of Windso~
at the draw. This will cover the 1986-87 academic year. The draw works on a pick-a-number
system. For further information, contact the Office
of Conference Services at ext. 3277.

973-5544

.....
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The boysof summergettinghigh
continued from page 17.

someone told him to smarten up
before Ueberroth changed his mind
and handed down a real punishment
Imagine what would have happened
if Bowie "Mr. Tentative " Kuhn
was still at the helm.
What U eberroth should have
done is taken a harder line on the
first twenty-three first offenders to
set an example for the rest of the
league. Since they admitted that
they were involved with drugs, he
had the perfect opportunity to suspend them indefinitely. He likely
would have won the support of
many longing to keep baseball clean
The loss of some of these players
could hurt some franchises so dearly
that the owners may push for a
closer eye on drugs on their teams
(random drug testing), quite possibly
with enough ferocity to overcome the
clout of the Major League Players
Association That would be a welcome
sight

radicals in the world would be to
group all ot the blacklisted players
a pool There are enough quality
players representing enough positions
on the diamond to form a fairly
competitive team If Yogi Berra could
teach his son Dale how to play
catcher, they'd be all set They would
be a little thin on pitching. but the
Sleveland Indians have had that

problem since WW II. Perhaps
Ueberroth can talk his old friend
John Delorean into financing the
club. They would play in the National
League East Division, since most of
the players in the pool play there, and
theWestDivision has eooughpoolems.
Curtis Green probably wouldn't mind
trading his prison stripes for managing
the club, satisfying his player's needs.

Just for fun, Jet them play their home
games in Tijuana If they managed to
go far enough, baseball could finally
have a genuine World Series.
Th e real problem with this very
serious situation is the esteem that
athleteshave in today's society.Children
from the Great White North to the
Gulf of Mexico worship heroes. It is
no wonder that high-schooland college

students are becoming dependent 011
drugs in incre asing numbers. At this
time it is imperative that something
be done to stem the tide. Maybe
these "men" will somehow grow up
and accept their fame and the pressure
that accompanies it with a degree of
responsibility. If not, baseball may
never regain the special place it holds
in North American culture. D

Campus recreationhonours its MVPs (cont'd)
continued from page 18 .

A more novel solution for the,

Donuts and any other local contributors to our programs; Diana
Fleming, Gail Hunt, Gayle Clark,
Pat Baldwin, Mai Webster, George
Bodnar, Rick Mallat, Peter Powell,
Mike Nowitsky , Gerry Wachowicz,
and the rest of the Human Kinetics
office and St Denis Centre Staff.
Campus Ree would like to congratulate once more all individuals
completing our instructional program,
our intramural champions, our intramural MVP's and our entire

staff on a iob well done.
The following is a list of intramural MVP's for the 1985-1986
school year. Those who have not
received their award, plese contact
Chris at 256-3932, or pick it up in
Rm 21 7 Huron Hall: Diardra Fleming, Alan Metcalfe , Karen Petrie ,
John LiddJe, Suk Ping Cho, Dave
'Fhorman, Lorri Stewart, Lome
Morrison, Steve Dewet.cr, Al Bennet,
Jackie Rizea, Marc Poivier, Tom
Puskas , Frank Wilkie , and Dave
Stanton.O

J____

LIFEGUARD MEETING
For the faculty of Human Kinetics pool
Wednesday, May 2), 1986 7:30 p.m.
Room 201, Faculty of Human
Kinetics building
*new guards are welcome
**new guards please bring your
swimming qualifications
___
_
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BACHELOR APARTMENT 1n bu1ld1n9
ovolloble May 1 - Sept 1 Furnished Coll
258 1570
SUBl£T APARTMENT 2 bedroom. neor
campus Moy1 -Sept 1 S300 Pt furruSho<i
Coll Kevin 254·9867
FAMOUS PEOPLE PLAYERS pertorni
1nWindsor Hormony 1nAction 1splcose,1
to present the ,n1emal1onally acc1a1ml,'<1
Famous People Players. Saturday Mov
17th. ot the Cleorv Aud1tonum famou•
People Ptoyers 1sa "block·llght
rnoo1..~
which pertorms with llfe-S1Ze celebrity
puppets This pertormonce will be tht:·
highlight of Mental Retordo1ion W1,>ek
Espeaally significant ,sthe fact lhOt seve,01
members of the Famous People Ptayei' I
1hemselves ore mentally handicapped l
f:ovnded 1n197a the troupe has OO<f(JITT1('(1
throughout
North Ameroro nnrl <h11v,
CBS aired a mov1e of the wer•k on the
Fomous People Player 1n1983 th~ some
year founder -director Dione ~upuv was
aworded The Order of Canada
1Q86
plans tc:.the FomousPeople~
1ncude
o second trip to Chino ond a broodwoy
debut in the fall Proceeds trom l'lls per
tormance will support Harmony In Action
progroms for the mentally retarded ,n
Windsor For m01e 1nforma1ton contact
the H I A office ot 256· 7226

I

The Chrysler Gold Key
Graduate Lease Plan can put
you in a new car now.
First impressions mean a lbt. That's how you
gotthe interview. That's what helped you land
thejob.
So keep a good thing going. Two simple
prerequisites are all you need to lease a new car,
and put your career on the road:
1. You're a recent graduate of an accredited program
and have secured permanent employment .
2. You're able to supply per~onal references and
have an approved credit rating .

NATIONAL

For more information,
see your local Dodge or Plymouth dealer.
Or send in the coupon at right.

'------

---

-----------

-------
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HEALTH

WEEK.

SUBLET FOR SUMMER 2 bdrm opt
Fully furnished S 700 from May 1 - Sepl 1
15 m1n wolk from unrvers11Y2511-1908
Non-smokers preferred
"OUT OF THE WIUOW
TREES'' an
autobiogrophy by Auther Peter Stevens
(English Professor. Unrvers,ty of W1ndS01)
Illustrator Martin Stevens (Managing
Ed1tor-Thelance)
Aportywrllbeheldot
South Shore 8ooks. 1611Pitt SI Saturday
Apnl 12. 1 pm to 3 pm 25.3-9102 An
we1come11

CHRYSLER NO•
•ESON:

NE\X/c~,:
....
ANEW CAR

rI

MENTAL

Maya 1986-Moy 10. 1986. Psvcn1otnc
Medial Legal Forum- Moy 6. 1986. Univer
snyof Wi~.
Moot Court CM HA MN.JOI
Meettng- May 7 1986. W1ll1steadManoi
700 pm CMHA
Open House-880
Ouellette Ave Su11e901 Moy 8-Q. 1986.
200 pm -1100 pm Film Festival-Ma~
8-Q, 1986. Main library, 1 00 pm to 3 00
pm Topics Stress.Agrng Bereovement
Mental Health Issues. Celebr•IY Sport
Auction-May 10. 1986. Windsor Racquel
& F,tnessCentre. 21175McDougall St S12
includes complimentary hors d oeuNes

itaiii

CHR~YS;L;E;R==:~~~~==::::::~
"GOLDKEY" BROCHURE
Campus Plus
124 Merton St., 3rd Floor
Toronto, Ontario M4S 222
Please send my brochure to :
NAME.
ADDRESS

CITY:

~;.-.;;;._

I

I
I
I

ROOM TO SUBLET on Port1ng1on Ave
(,n Shared txluse) Mov10 Sept Coll ChnSt1ne
252-1539 days. 2511-8219evenings. 0< Bame
253-11232 ext 2845
BAR FRIDGE tor sole. mint cond11ton
S6500 t11m2511-11690
IS hOlclrng
its onnu'a1 Postage Stamp f.xh1b1t1onand
Sale tor 011 stamp collectors and the
public WINPEX'86 will take place 1n St
AJphonsus' Church Hall. CrlY HOii Square
1nWindsor on Saturday. Ap1111?from 10
am to 5 p.m and on Sunday. Aprit 13
from 11 am to 5 pm Entrance 1stree
There wlll be door pnzes on lhe hOur. a
SOJV9(1K commemorotrve COlef envelOpe,
a United States Postal Stot1on and 16
dealers from Canada and the United
States The Junior Stomp Club ,nv,tes 011
young collectors to its bOOlh for more
1nfo1molion coll Gordon Hoggert. 253

ESSEXCOUNTYSTAMPCWB.

aoss

__

I
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MIKE MANDEL ·
Monday - April 14 & Tuesday - April 15

Advanced Tickets Available at
The~SAC Office & The Subway Bar
Students $3

Non-Students $4 ·

At the Door
Students $4

Non-Students $5

· Special
Limited 2 Night Pass Available
-

Wednesday - Thursday - Friday
April 16 · 17 · 18

Last Chance to Party this year with

CLIFF
ERICKSON

Thursday April 17 Party with Phi Sigma Sigma

Gradstudentsdissatfyfiedwithpay

Moneymatters
by John May
wo visa students were forced
to ask the Graduate Student
Society for financial aid because they were" starving to
death," said GSS president
Gerard O'Neill.
The two students were earning only $150
a month each doing research work for a
professor, he said, which was not enough to
cover basic living expenses.
"This isn't an isolated case." said O'Neill
·• Some professors don't feel they have to pay
students a decent wage.·•
O'Neill said professors" take advantage"
of graduate students because ··people are
afraid to speak up because you could jeopardize
your academic career," and that some profe'8ors "don't think students should be paid
at all."
Interim Dean of Graduate Studies Dr.
Lois Smedick said that. because academic
benefiL.,arc gamed by students doing research
work. some professors do not feel financial
remuneration is important.
"The student is pcrfom1ing research which
is intended to result ma thesis or dis:.ertation,
and along the way, will result in benefits also
to the professor." Smedick said. She described
this relationship as "symbiotic."
Smedick cited a senior professor from the
University of Toronto who. while receiving
large research grants, ''doesn't support a
single research assistant." She said all the
grant money goes toward the cost of technical
help and supplies. According to Smedick.
working for this professor must be seen as a
"privilege" since his assistants agree to work
for free.
These "intangible benefits" of doing
research for a professor are the opposite of
jobs in which students are assigned more
menial tasks for direct monetary compensation,
she said.

by Philip Rourke
he swearing-in meeting of the
new executive of the International Relations Society
(IRS) has never been as controversial as it was last
Thursday.

fIJ

The controversy arose over a motion to
invite the South African Ambassador to
Canada, Glen Babb, to debate "a person of
the opposing view" on the same platfonn.
'I he motion failed ·with seven votes in favour,
17 against, and one abstention.
The meeting, however, was attended by
many more than these 25 voting members.
Newly-elected IRS President Tom ChJumecky
told African Students' Association (ASA)
President Peter Ijeh at an IRS-sponsored
party on April 4th that an IRS member"who
wanted to remain anonymous" had suggested
to him that the society sponsor a debate on
the South African situation and invite Babb
to present the South African Government's
position.
That suggestion to Ijeh and to others
spread the word that Chlurnecky would put
forward this request as a motion to be decided
by the IRS membership at Thursday's

she said.
Dr. Gerard Monforton. Department Head
of Civil Engineering said" my basic feeling ,i:;
that academic benefits are more important
than being paid," and that he would "hate to
think" that graduate studies is regarded as an
alternative to a job.
O'Neill said that the GSS is looking at
the possibility of unionizing student labour m
order to "enter into some fonn of modem
labour relations.··
"We· re not going to be slaves for professors
who are too lazy or cheap to go out and get
grants to pay people," he said.
Monforton said the unionization could be
"a bigger detriment to students than to
individual faculty members" since some de-

meeting. Many students other than IRS
members showed up to present their views on
the motion and to see what the outcome of the
voting would be.
It was decided at the meeting by the IRS
membership that for the motion pertaining to
Babb, non-members would be recognized as
speakers.
Describing the invitation of Babb to
speak on campus "a very touchy issue",
ChJumecky argued that the motion was consistent with the society's aim to foster academic
debate.
ChJumecky, however, was the onJy one at
the meeting to speak openly about his support
"in principle" of the motion. IRS member
BradZubyk spawned a series of denouncements
of the motion, arguing that "the issue is not
free speech". inviting Babb is "not academically constructive", and such as action by
the IRS "undermines the work of the Students·
Against Apartheid ( SAA) and other student
groups which have been active opponents of
the South African Governments' position all
year."
"We're past the point of debating whether
apartheid is right or wrong; we're at the point
of deciding the best strategy for dismantling
apartheid", said Zubyk.
Duane Coombs put the point more

-

partments. such as those 10 the humamucs or
tain thcmseh el> on the basis of what they i
social sciences, do not get larg.cor numerous
recei, e through a uru, ersit)," she said, 'One
research grants. If pay race~ were .set, he ~:11Cl of the thmgs I would like to focus on 1s
certain departments may not be able to afford
students knowin g clearly before the) get
graduate students at all.
the degree they came over here for.
"If you don't ha\'e it ( the funding)."' hat's
will co,t them.
the alternative ? To take no students at all, I
Smedick said this is a problem especially
suppose:· he said.
for, isa students. who may be unaware of the
But O'Neill said .. If you can·t afford to cost of living in Canada, and must also pa)'
pay a graduate student you shouldn't have much higher tuition than Canadian students.
one." adding ... If you employ people. you She said even though ,mcmational students
have to treat them better."
must prove they are financially prepared
Smedick said that one reasons for the before they are issued a visa ... things can
problem 1sstudents becoming involved in the happen to sources of support when the
graduate program when they are financially picture changes." When the money runs ouL
unprepared.
they may be forced to go back home. without
"Very few students could expect to main- the degree they came over for.

vehemently: "The question whether we will
provide a forum for institutional bigotry leads
black people to believe that there are more
racists on this campus" than is apparenL
SAC Commissioner for International
Students Cromwell Woghiren was so strongly
opposed to the motion that he said if the
society proceeded to invite Babb to Windsor,
"it will be over my dead body, and you will
fight a war you will never win."
ChJurnecky spoke again, arguing that the
alternative to a political solution for South
Africa "is a bloodbath". To arrive at a
peaceful solution, therefore, necessitates dialogue with the South African GovemmenL
Inviting Babb to the debate, he argued
"would help us find out what the South
African Government has planned for the
next two or three years."
"I believe that we have to look at things
from both sides," said Chulmecky.
Chlumecky was denounced as" a racist"
by some members of the audience. Nonn
Murray. not a member of the society, said
Chlumecky should be •· impeached" for his
views.
These attacks on Chlurnecky angered
former IRS President Michael Temelini.
"There was the assumption that just because
Continued on page three.

Monforton said his department has a
policy m which students are told exactly how
much they will be making before the work
begins: both student and professor are then
bound to the agreement
However, Smedick said policies vary
from department to department, and from
professor to professor.
O'Neill said, "Grad students are sometimes
laid off in the middle of the year because
the money isn't there"
Unionization may not be entirely beneficial
to students if it shifts the focus of graduate
studies away from academic excellence,
Smedick said.
"The real competition that is going to
take place at graduate level in the I 990's is
going to be in the area of quality, and how
well we are doing," she said. ··That's going to
be measured, not in monetary tenns. but in
how our graduates stack up against the best
product of the best institutions."
A better solution would be an improved
scholarship program. so students "would be
allowed to come on the basis of merit. not
parental wealth," said Smedick.
A President's Committee has been struck
to investigate the issues of research assistantship, but its report has not yet been made
public. According to Smedick. the committee
is made up of a faculty representative from
Engineering, Science and Matl.lematics. and
Social Science. O'Neill said the GSS is not
recognizing the committee since it includes
no student representative. D
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cla&Sifieds
FORSALE:couch with matching choir 1n
good condition $5000; single bed with
frame S25.00 If interested phone 2529415 and leave name and number
BARFRIDGEFORSALE5.5cubicfeet No
reasonable offer refused Phone Jeny
253-4503

WANTED:Mature female. non-smoker,
willing to shore gasoline expenses for
drive to Toronto.leaving June 4. returning
Sept 6. Those interested In either dote
may coll 969-2603. References required .

WANTED:Mature female. non-smoker.
willing to share gasoline expenses for
dnve to Toronto.!eov1ngJune 4. returning
Sept 6 Those ,nterested 1n either date
may call 969-2603 References required.

AfflNTION "DIMPLES'
': Thanks for the
'tight squeeze
I mean the 'hug ·
t

i

\NOS unforgettable

I

even lhOugh the grade
11datacloss1MJSn't.Now.
lcanconcentrote
on those "sexy soccer thighs'' for some
··thermal conductivity " ··sweetCheeks

415 Pelissier St.
253-1030
Daily 10·5 :30 , Fri. to 9, Sun . 12 to 5

o.,:.,:icic1I LJnirJeRsit:y ().J=
Wir1oscJR Wc1t=cfr1
The> Bour,<') o~ DiuPctous
o~ rtw
llnivc~r,sic-y
<>~
Wir,r)sou
Alurnr>i Associutior>
t,os uppr,ovc•<') rhc• sole•
o~ Sc•1ko Quur,r 7. cJ.>CJtct,c•s bpc1r,ir,fJ th e• lJnivc•r,siry
o~ W1r><')sor, Cour
o~ Ar~rns.
Fem inp>mr"
1r1on
contc1ct: O~pcc• o~ Alrnnni
A~~cm~s. ('il9)
2'i3 42.~2
Exr. 3244.

1 BEDROOMAPARTMENTovo1loble.earty
May for summer or take over lease. On
bus route. 15 minute walk to University
$325 a month 255-9767.

RANDYlANGLOISpossessesthe greatest
philosophical mind of the twe~ieth
century. (but Michelle has o better body)
THANKSTO THESTAFFOF THELANCEfor
advertisingou-Massschedulesandevents
during the 1985-1986 academic year
Good luck to all the students during
exam time Have o good summer.
AssumptlOOUniversity Chaplaincy.

MOE CAMPBELL LINCOLN MERCURY
COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

CALL:

1 ·800-387-5535
FOR YOUR
GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE TODAY!
•

You can be
whatyou
want to be...
SEE ONTARIO'S No. 1
Lincoln Mercury Dealer

253-3544
250 Tecumseh Road East

High technologyfree trade im~ible
by Laura Vincent

Clarke also said that Canada's aviation
industry, with respect to the development of
Canada- U.S. free trade in the area of high defense projects "never have been more than
technology will be extremely difficult, said 25 to 30 per cent of our business," he said.
Larry Clarke, Chief Executive Officer of Clarke added that the development of defense
technology" isn't the primary thrust of Spar."
Spar Aerospace. Clarke spoke to business
students on Tuesday, April 8, as part of that
Clarke described his company as not
faculty's Distinguished Speaker Series.
striving to be "a world leader in defense
technology." The goal of Spar is to "work
Spar Aerospace, formed in 1968, created
the Canadarm, a remote manipulation device solely towards business interests." He said
designed for the Space Shuttle.
the development of defense-related equipment
In his address, Clarke discussed the is not at all feasible because "Spar does not
implications of free trade with the U.S. on have the technology in this area to maximize"
Canadian high technology companies. He
its business potential.
said Americans "believe they are the best
Margaret Hoffman, one of the organizers
and they realize that they have the imper- of the Distinguished Speakers Series, said
ative of trying to be the world's controlling
this event was planned "to get beyond a
,textbook perspective of business" and also
country.
"We have got to realize that it is going to give students exposure to highfliers in the
be extremely difficult to have a free trade corporate community which may assist them
environment with respect to high technology," in career choices.
Of the speakers in this series, three offive
he said
Jn order to create an environment that were 'University of Windsor alumni. Tim
permits freetrade with high technology included, Pryor from Difracto, Stephen Bellringer from
Union Gas, and Paul Renaud from Carling
Clarke said, "We start to consider North
American markets to be as one, except for O'Keefe graduated from the University's
those areas that are of critical national Faculty of Business Administration. The
importance."
other speaker was Ken Harrigen President
of Ford Canada. D

Parkingpermitproblems
Students then took the numbered appltcations, returned the next morning. paid their
ome studentsfeel short-changed fees, and received their parking stickers.
"All it did was eliminate people having to
by the distribution of parking
permits for the 1986-87 school stay there all night. and allow them to get a
good night's sleep," said Vidican . He said he
year.
Campu s police began to arri ved at 6:00 p.m. prepared to stay the
hand out applications before night.
Campus Police Sergeant Claire W. Elford
the scheduled starting time of 8:00 a.m ..
Monday. April 7. according to some students. said the office did not begin to sell permits
In previous years, applicants would wait until 8:00 a.m.
Manuel Miranda said he was "genuinely
overnight to obtain the best locations.
Third year industrial engineering student pissed off' by the procedure.
He said he came at 9:30 to get a good
Joe Vidican said the vigil began at 3:00 p.m.
Sunday. By 7:30 that evening. there were spot. but received the 146th application.
which placed him in a spot under the Ambas about 7 5-80 people in line, he said.
" They called the director(Campus Police sador Bridge.
"A lot of people got their( permits) before
director Gerald Richardson) and said · if
there's that many people. give out the appli· me because they happened to be on campus
and heard about it.., Miranda said.
cations'." he continued.

by Kevin Johnson

[SJ

Larry Clarke expo unds upon the final ·frontier.

Vidican concurred.
.. Once people found out they were giving
out numbered applications, they started coming
in early ... he said.
Students' Administrati,e Council VicePresident Kevm Williams said Campus Police
told him they handed out the applications
early because they didn't want students
camping out

.. Personally. I think 1t's a weak excuse:·
he said. but since the stickers had already
been distributed. .. I don't see how we can
rectify this situation.··
Miranda said the issue was not a "terribly
big deal. but it irks me.
..My complaint is that they set the rules: it
was a system based on first come, first serve.
Then they changed the rules. It was unfair ...
he said.0

StudentMediahiresnewCJAMprogramdirector
by Patti McK ague

"I vetoed it because I was not convinced
·Tm just glad ifs over," said Petley. who
the person would have been the best for the
said he was pleased with the decision.
After a hiring committee deadlock and station," he said. •· Essentially. there were
The position he is filling was created by
amid controversy, the Student M edia Corpor- different perceptions of what type of personality combining the job of information programmer
ation has selected a new program director for ws needed; it was a philosophicaldisagreement''.
and music programmer into one full-time job.
CJAM.
The influence of Tsilfidis in making this
Petley believes this is a wise decision.
Fraser Petley will serve a probationary
selection has been questioned. "Jon Carlos
''Ifs a 50 to 60 hours a week job; it's not
period of three months to determine ifhe will telling us who to hire is using CJAM as a
something students can do," he said. "Ifs a
develop qualities that will be necessry for this political arm" said Way. "We are becoming
full-time position, and I' m glad the station
develop qualities that will be necessary for the left hand of SAC."
this position. However, volunteers at CJAM
In order to solve this deadlock. two
are not in complete argreement with this additiona l members were added to the comappointment
mittee. Lyndon Way. staff member at CJAM,
"The majority of staff is not happy with and Kevin Williams. vice-president of SMS Continu ed from page o ne.
this," said Lyndon Way. a member of the ( and SAC) became part of the committee
committee which selected Petley. "Neither
and the two candidates were intev1ewed once Tom (Chlumecky) was speaking in favour of
the motion. he is a racist.·· said Temelini.
of the two candidates ( in the deadloc k) were more.
"This
is preposterous ...
my first choice .. ,
W ay believes that the addition of W illiams
Temelini also felt that attacks on Chlumecky
Originally. a committee consisting of to the committee reflected SAC's involvement
SMC and Students' Adminstrative Council
in CJA M' s operations. "Jon and Kevin were "defaming" to his character ... I was
president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, Mike Weiss,
know nothing about the internal directions at appalled to hear bigotted remarks from nonmembers such as 'white boy get off the
CJAM staff representative, and Russ Wolske. CJAM. but they're making major decisions
CJAM station manager. had five candidates, for us," he said. CJAM was unable to vote podium'." said Temelini.
the committee ended in a deadlock because
The debate persisted for over an hour
within the station on this position because
Tsilfidis. who had the power to veto. chose Student Media Corporation. wanted to be with many points being reiterated. One point
one candidate and Weiss and Wolske chose more involved in it
that predominated the debate was that of the
the other.
After the committee was expanded to five, it invitation of Babb being what Professor
Tsilfidissaid as SMC President he assumed was decided that there would be no power of Bruce Burton, faculty advisor to the IRS.
a veto when the committee was unable to veto and a majority decision would hold.
called .. an embarassment" to ihe university;
fulfill its original membership of four.
Pelley, Tsilfidis' original choice, was it would be insulting to the black students on
Tsilfidis objected to the choice of the selected" My initial feeling that there was an campus. Burton said he does not usually
comment publicly about what the IRS decides,
others because he felt that another candidate element that was not there was reaffirmed, "
would be better for the job.
but he felt ··sufficiently strong" about this
Tsilfidis said

and corporation are looking at it that way.··
Petley's performance will be re-evaluated
after the three month probation period.
"He may not have the necessary skills
but he will be able to develop them,·· said
Wolske ... People appreciate the work he
does. They fail to realize that the value they
derive from CJA Mis the result of the efforts
of a lot of people ... D

Ambassador
rejected

•

question to put forward his argument against
inviting Babb.
Rev. M urray Mcinnes of Iona College
suggested that rather than inviting the South
African Ambassador. the university should
"show our solidarity with alternatives to that
government''
Chlumecky said he had considered inviting
a representative of the African National
Cong.ress (ANC) to debate Babb. However.
neither side recognizes the other and therefore
neither would share the same platform with
the other.
Votingwas done by secret ballol Chlumccky
said after the meeting that he continued to
support the motion .. on principle''. but the
dissent against the motion, both in the vote
tally and in the reaction to the motion by nonmembers, suggested that the issue should not
be further pursued. D
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the slipstream
Maybe the reason why fm basically happy
with the University of Windsor is that I've never
auendcd another University. Perhaps J should be
upset by the condition of the Centre cafeteria or up
in arms at the thought of the administration trying
to take over our pub. But none of that bothers me
very much. It doesn't interfere with my overall
enJoyment of the school. 1n fact, only one thing
1bout the University of Windsor really bothers me
:nough to make me want to change it It's that
tupid logo that we have and, more importantly,
he spirit it represents.
The National Football League championship
team ,~in~ a'l. award c~:led the Reisman trophy.
This t.rophy is shown on television for weeks before
the Super Bowl. It consists of a chromium football
mounted on a chromium pylon. You can tell with
one look at the thing that it has no history
whatsoever; it was designed for the sole purpose of
looking good on TV.

A similar intent was obviously behind the
design of the University of Windsor's logo, that
heavily stylized maple leaf that appears on aU ofits
stationery and on the souvenirs that you can buy in
the bookstore. As far as I tan ascertain, the thing
has no significance at all. although someone has
su~ested ~ me that it is made up of five distorted

To us, it's all too obvious.
But the opinion you are about to read will no doubt boil
the blood of dozens on campus, and spark a flood of
letters calling us racist, amoral, ignorant, murderous, and a
bunch of other nasty adjectives.
The point is: Glen Babb should have been invited to
speak on this campus when the suggestion was raised at
a recent International Relations Society meeting.
Now, we're as anti-racist, as anti-apartheid as the next
guy. In fact, you'd be hard-pressed to find many people
who openly support the South African regime on this
campus, simply because the system there is so heinously
corrupt and so outrageously unjust, to say the least.
Apartheid, then, 1s an easy issue to be right-thinking
abouL
But let's not let that get in the way of reason.
The debate over Babb at the meeting quickly erupted
into name-calling, slander, and open viciousness on the
part of some overzealous and overheated protesters. The
real issues were steamrolled.
Real issues like good old freedom of speech, and the
concept of a university as an open forum for ideas.
Gagging Babb is open censorship. Preventing his point of
view from arising on this campus is the same as hearing
half an argument-when
this campus and universities
everywhere should pride themselves on open-mindedness.
Besides. hearing Babb speak would likely make the
argument against apartheid much stronger. The most
effective way to subvert a system is to understand it fully,
and to understand the way its proprietors think. "Know
your enemy" someone once said, and they were right.
And the arguments against a Babb appearance on this
campus are simply invalid. It's like providing a forum for a
rapist, someone said during the meeting, and maybe it is.
But hearing a rapist speak will allow us to understand him
better-to get a little closer to the inside of his head.

··
W's for Windsor. If this is true, then the logo is
even tackier than I thought.

Understanding is the key to prevention. What's more it is
quite impossible to rebut an argument effectively if the
opposing view is not well understood. If the arguments
against apartheid are so overwhelmingly powerful, what
on earth are they afraid of?
If the IRS meeting was any indication, the only valid
reason for Babb not coming here would be the riotous
intolerant welcome he would receive, which would pr;
bably prevent him from speaking in the first place.
The unfortunate part is that having Babb here on home
ground would be an ideal way to let him hear our message
directly, and to feel ourvehemence. ltwould have been the
closest most of us would ever get to protesting the South
African government directly and personally. By the same
token, many of us may not agree with the policies of the
Soviet Union, but few would protest a speaker's right to
defend them here. Similarly, not everyone agrees with the
policies of the United States, but when ex-ambassador
Paul Robinson spoke on campus, protesters were able to
air their beefs directly to him to carry the message back
south of the border. Any such opportunity with Babb and
his government has been discarded.
Unfortunately, the handling of this situation is only too
typical of the methods of the Students Against Apartheidthe student group that strongly influenced the anti-Babb
vote. While the group is to be commended for helping
make this issue alive on our campus, it must also be
mentioned that their messages to students have sometimes ranged from sketchy information to hateful propaganda.
Refusing Babb hasn't been the blow to apartheid it was
meant to be. Instead, it was an exhibition of a symptom
common to those regimes whom students have been
strongly protesting.
Censorship and suffocation.

.

fauna, banners, etc., and just reproduce the shield
This seemed to work pretty well. At least it had
some heritage to it Some of the elements in the
Our school has a perfectly good coat of arms, design were taken from the arms of Assumption
pictured at the lower right of this space. Jt still graces College, the University's forerunner, which was
the cover of the University Calendar and the inside estabilshed in 1857.
front covers of most of our library books It isn't
See, here's the thing; the thinking behind this
terribly old, having been issued in 1963, but it is
designed in the fashion of historical coat.~ of arms leaf thing is the same thinking that's behind moving
the graduation ceremonies away from in front of
in the sense that every little detail is a symbol of
Dillon Hall. We who attend a university like to
some detail of the University's history or purpose.
It is in the classic fonn of a shield surrounded by an think of some kind of tradition in association with
assortment of banners, ribbons, vegetation. and our school, and Windsor is particularly in need of
wild animals in highly improbable positions. It has that type of morale boost. The way to achieve this
is not to remove from the University insignia all
dass.
t.race of symbolic connection to the educaitonal
values practised on thispiece oflandfor 129 years.
Before, that. there was a slightly different coat
any more than it is to move graduation ceremonies
of arms with less complexity but even more
from beside our most venerable structure. One
wildlife ( upper right). Although it wasn't as aesthetal.most wonders whether the diplomasare to become
ically attractive as the newer one, I sort oflike that
dot-matrix e-0mputer printouts next, in the interests
reindeer staring right at you from the top of the
insignia, with the cross sitting on his head You can of expediency.
still see this one on some older library books.
It may not be too late to n.ip this trend in the
bud. Stay away from souvenirs and sweaters with
The argument against these insignia is that,
the leaf emblem; insist on the stuff with the real
being rather complex, they are expensive to reproduce coat of arms. The genuine crest will come back if
on letterheads. tie tacks, and beer mugs. The way there's a demand for it
in which this was o~rcome before they invented
We can give this school an image yet.
the new leaf logo was to clear away the foliage,

gus horvath

The realtragedyQfthe Yuppiecult
by Cecilia Deck

/

Q: How many Yuppies does it take to change a lightbulb?
A: Who cares?

It's not funny and they're not funny, but they won't go
away. And they're not just older folk who have standard
excuses to explain their dilemma
I have been hearing rumblings from my own contemporaries
lately - not yet Yuppies per se, but Budding Yuppies, Wishthey-were-yuppies, Yuppy Yahoos.
After seeing the movie Mask, my companion tells me he
doesn't believe bikers are really like that He hated the movie.
He likes movies about people he can admire. He admires
people with money.
A woman lawyer, recently called to the bar, used to be a
flower child who participated in the Vietnam draft-dodger
movement in the l 960's. Now her car dons a bumper sticker
that says "Born to Shop". She talks about her nails, her hair,
her visit to New York to buy a spring wardrobe. "Every hing in
New York is yellow," she confides. "I bought all yellow. I
don't even like yellow."
A young father who has returned to school full time is
considering taking his four-year-old to a child psychologist
You see little Johnny was in a day care that had computers,
but he had to be transferred to one that does not Now he is
sullen, withdrawn Pemaps it will affect his career development?
A young man insults a classmate behind her back by
calling her a "middle class bitch". But he's not saying it in a
scorning, pseudo-Marxist vein; he is from what he would call
the upper classes-blessed with rich and indulgent parents
but deprived of the most basic social graces.
The real tragedy of the cult of the Yuppie is that classnot the kind Marx or Debrett wrote about, but the kind Miss
Manners writes about-has been sacrificed in favor of crass,
numbing materialism.
Yuppies and their understudies do not have to study art,
literature, or even etiquette. They can buy it by the slice.
Intellectualism, unless you can charge it on VISA, is out of
vogue.
"When you hear the word culture, you take out your
checkbook," mocks a painting in a New York disco with an
1

"art" theme. Neophyte Yuppies do not have the advantage of
the classical education that British upper-class twits get; their
MBA's, LLB's and most of all their greed earn them the
playthings and bank accounts that replace taste and grace
with an invisible sandwich board that reads •·have money,
will spend".
They earn the right to sit in cafes discussing not Sartre and
Nietzsche, but corporate mergers, child psychologists and
yellow clothes.
The not-yet Yuppies are even more pathetic than their
fully developed counterparts, for they will grow up without
ever having experienced the idealism and disillusionment of
social protest We can nod in sympathy with the lost souls in
The Big Chill, but the fact is that our generation of Yuppies
can't even use cynicism as an excuse; they embrace the status

quo never having questioned it
Everything has changed. Old standards of success-good
education, satisfying job, supportive friends and family-no
longer apply. Success is money. Happiness is money. No one
is poor but happy.
And it's OK to hate the poor-the women with rotting
teeth and whining toddlers on the bus, the ugly bikers in the
movies. They don't have their priorities right
Where does it all lead? Optimists say that historically
eras like this- the Gay Nineties, the Roaring Twenties, and
the Fabuous Fifties - have been followed by more altruistic,
forward -looking decades of social upheavals. Pessimists say
this kind of greed is totally insatiable: that in the end all that
can happen is that the greedy ones will simply eat the rest o
us. 0

Apartheidangermay causecampuspolarization
Babb, to debate a member of the South
African opposition on campus. The motion
was defeated soundly ( by a 17-7 vote) by the
IRS membership.
The debate prior to the vote was marked
by personal attacks that, at times, bordered
on blatant hatred. This was in a meeting of
friends all working towards a common goal.
We were strongly opposed to the motion. but
we understood that those favouring the motion
were motivated by their well-intentioned
desire to take measures that they considered
would increse awareness of the unjust South
African regime.
The majority of students in attendance
believed that the arguments presented in
favour of inviting the ambassador were weak.
We also believe that there was opportunity
given to any per6on present (whether IRS
member or guests) to cowiter these arguments.
The majority of these counterargwnents were
very effective and persuasive. As already
mentioned the motion was defeated.

by Brad Zubyk, Cbarly Un and MarieLehkyj
Anger and hate are separate concepts but
potentially inter-related emotions. Anger is a
very basic human characteristic. The issue of
apartheid understandably generates anger
among everybody concerned This very reality
has been a unifying factor in the university
campaign to both raise consciousness to the
South African situation and maximize the
effectiveness of measures taken against it
But the anger generated by the antiapartheid campaign is spilling over into the
student body creating the potential for polarization. This is a threat to campus harmony,
personal friendships and the campaign itself.
Friends and fellow students, whether black,
white, oriental, east Indian or any other
group: we are all on the same side.
The events of last Thursday, illustrate this
point A motion was made by a member of
the International Relations Society (IRS) to
invite the South African ambassador, Glenn

This didn't seem to ease the hard feelings
created at the meeting. If the anti-apartheid
movement is afraid to debate the direction
and actions it will take without the risk of
name-calling and intimidation: it is in grave
danger. The anger generated by apartheid
within each individual is a personal emotion.
Whether this anger can be categorized along
racial or ethical as sexual lines is debatable.
We know we are mad.
Whether our anger is more intense than
that of other racial or ethnic people cannot be
measured Whether we can 'identify with'
the issue as closely as other students is again
a moot point The fact remains that all
present at the meeting know apartheid is
wrong. This is the key link.
If we can all keep this in perspective the
campus can continu" to take constructive
steps against apartheid. This is an appeal for
unity and understanding from three concerned
students opposed to apartheid Nothing more
and nothing less. Unity is essential D

mail

debate
D ear Editor,
At the last IRS meeting, an at times
bitterly worded discussion of a motion was
made. That motion was to invite the South
African ambassador to debate with a representative of the opposition on the South
African situation. I must admit I supported
that motion going into the meeting. But my
mind was being swayed by the eloquent
arguments made against this motion. I was
ready to change my position because I could

see the dissens ion the issue was causing.
However, a number of assertions made by a
few of the speakers, accusing the Executive
and the President of the IRS of being racists,
apologizers for apartheid, pro-apartheid, along
with a few other wild comments, angered me.
The accusations were not true. I kept my
mouth shut during the meeting only because
I knew my anger would only complicate
matters further and I might say something I
would regret later. But I voted for the motion
probably more due to that anger than anything
else.
I must admit in retrospect, now that it is a
few days later. that I am glad the motion was
defeated It would have further damaged

relations between the students of this university.
I know my admission that I supported the
motion at all may lead to some people being
upset with me. So be it, but understand this,
my decision was made in a reflex angry
response, just as l am sure that the accusations
stated at the meeting were also made in
anger.
. Let us all look on the motion as a dead
issue, it was sugg~ted, debated democratically,
and defeated, end of discussion.
Now hopefully we can all forgive and
forget the dissension caused by that discussion.
I doubt anyone in the room supported apartheid in fact I know many people who
support the opposing view, including myself,

so please let us all try to relax the tensions
stirred up.
Arthur Gosselin

clever
Dea r Editor,
Just a note to congratulate the Lance staff
on your clever, creative and colourful USA
Toady. Cheers!
Marlene Cuthbert
Com municatio n Studies

I
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Opinion

WW III in U. Centre
by Claudio D' Andrea
Last Wednesday night I was
covering a lecture on nonviolent
resistance dubbed, "The Causes of
World War III", when a bomb
threat at Ambassador Auditorium
cut short the discussion forcing
lecturer and audience outside.
Dr. John Mccartney. a Sociology
professor at Mercy College of Detroit,
was delivering a speech on nonviolent action as an alternative to
the nuclear arms buildup, borrowing
largely from a book by C. Wright
Mills, Causes of World War III.
Mccartney quoted Mills' warning
that "war has become total and
absurd", and added that people
today no longer need to be reminded
how bad war is, that now is the time
to act He then defined the concept
of nonviolent action:
''To do nothing is not nonviolent
action," he said. "To fight with
nonviolent action is a superior action,
and a stronger one." How and why
does this work? Mecartney's answer
was that "power really comes from
the people, not the elite".
Mccartney said that Hitler, for

•TRICIA.CAROLYN• NORMA
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example, knew this and applied it in
his bid to power by saying that
force is not the key to mobilize the
populace but that the psychological
edge was the prime mass mover.
He used several examples of
nonviolent resistance to illustrate
his theory. In 1942, for instance,
Nazi Germany occupied Norway
and tried to force Norwegian teachers
to preach Nazi doctrine. After 8,000
to l 0,000 teachers refused through

nonviolent resistance the occupational
hold disintegrated helping to prevent
a Nazi state from being established
there. The most recent examples
occurred in the solidarity movement
in Poland and in the Philippine~
where citizens banded together in
front of military tanks while the
Marcos regime toppled.
Mccartney said that his group,
Nonviolent Action for National
Defense Institute, has tried to convince Ronald Reagan to adopt this
strategy. He said that this task is
not as impossible as it sounds,
pointing to an address delivered by
Reagan to the United Nations on
Sept 24, 1984 supporting "the
way of truth and love" over hatred
and destruction.
The people of repressive states
may be convinced of the effectiveness of this strategy. Those petrified and/ or passive about the threat
of nuclear war may l\_lsobe convinced. and even Rambo Ron might
cast aside his bullets. Now, if we
could only convince those few idiots
on campus who think that pulling
off bomb threats are some kind of
joke. 0
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n. Spell1nan' s contribution

by Claudio D'Andrea
r. .bhn Spellman isa t:xx::i<v..oodsformer in 1he to.vn~ipof Moldenwto teaches classes of ten to 15
studentsabout Indian culture during intersession
and summer session.Butfor three months
of the yea r, he travels to South India as
Programme Consultant of the Indian
Cultural Development Centre (ICDC)
where he has been working with avera
million people In over 400 villages to help
in development
through indigenous
resources.
The group that Spellman helped found
in 1982 operating out of three states in
South India- Tamil Nodu, Andhro Pradesh
and Karnataka - is still an ·experiment,
Spellman says. which has proved successful so far.

D

'It'sn~
to be ldeallsdc,
senti111ental,
and rotnantic.'

"The people have supported it with
an incredible enthusiasm." he says, adding
that it is one of the leading projects of
South India today.
The ·experimenr being developed
has a number of component hypotheses
that are being tested for their effectiveness. Many are eccentric, he concedes,
but then he doesn't mind that label as
long as the program is working.
Promotion of indigenous resources.
Spellman says.includes the basic premise
of development; that. fundamentally,
the meaning of the word 'developmenr
was to "remove constraints, open up
and to reveal", allowing the peoples of
these villages to develop as a flower
develops. inherently not through coercion
from without. As Spellman puts it: "These
cultures have a fundamental right to
develop according to their own genius."
Apart from applying measures that
are usually associated with development.
such as in agriculture, health and education. the !CDC also takes into account
the human dimension of cultural development. says Spellman. For example.
the Centre helps promote relationships
between family members, between the
people and their economic and social
interactions and their cultural values
encouraging villagers to carry out their
traditional activities with regards to everything from weaving baskets to setting
jurisdictional disputes without lawyers.
judges and courts.
The ICDC'sapproach is"anti-expert",
Spellman says. He says that the group
rejects the notion that academics. scientists and lawyers are more intelligent
than the rest of society adding that the
expertism of developed countries is really

to third world development

•

a form of exploitation which robs the
people of the will and confidence to do
things by themselves.
"Intelligence is randomly distributed
throughout society," he says."The people
ore their own experts." For instance, if a
villager hos a sore throat and needs
medical treatment he should be taught
the proper use of herbs to cure him, not
chemicals which requires the knowledge
of df)hysicion and creates a dependency
of the indMdual on the doctor.

'Our lifestyle
is based on
ripping off
other

counbies.'

The aim of the Centre's activities is to
help each village become self sufficient

fOtherthan ha.le them relyon the resourc:e.5
- financial, personnel and intellectual ot developed countries.Asa resultvillagers
develop their own resources instead of
usi~ controctsto build houses.the~
build theif own houses;Instead of building
dams. they dig village ponds. instead of
using pesticides and fertillzers. local
materials are used to bu ild up the soil,
and rather than use western medicines
to cure ailments, folk physicians- we call
them 'witch doctors' - are employed. In
short, Spellman says, the people ore
taught hc:Mltouseand develq:) know1edga
resources, confidence, and their will.
Spellman· s experience with development agencies has been a difficult one.
'M"lile formulating his developmen t theory
15 years ago, he says he has been
"ridiculed and harassed" by hiscoleogues.
Forexample, the Rockefeller Foundation
oondemned hisvieVvSin 1979 as unrealistic,
presenting "on idealized \Jie.J./of traditional
OC>Cieties"
that "refused to take into account
modem realities" Spellman agrees that
h is theorie$oren't scientlflc and objective
but fhot to be meaningful. "Ifs necessary
to be idealistic,
sentimental and romantic".
Spellman accuses current development agencies of trying to imposeWestem
technology and expertise on traditional
societies. often to reap profits tor developed countries or because of some
"abefrant cultural beliefs'' such as the
idea that consumption equals status. "I
didn't want to associate myself with
most of the development programs being
done," he says.

Spellmon's criticism of developmer.t
prog rams extended to such agencleSas
Canadian lnternotlonol Development
Agency(CIDA) and Canadian University
Students' Overseas (CUSO) which help
the elite rather than the poo( who really
need the aid. Yamoa Apea. School
Coordinator at the Third Wor1dResource
Centre, however, disagrees. He says most
~ncies
develop from the bottom up
although many s:,rogramsused to follow
the traditional theory of development
which helped the elite only, called GrCMl!hpoie development . Thistheory holds that
if a large community is developed, surrounding villagers will benefit .
"I don·t think they go 1n there to
dictate them," he said "Ifs surprising he
mentioned cuso·.
The lCDC recently received funding
for the next 12 years from the West
German government to continue their
program and Spellman says. the group
continues to hold full program authority .
Also. the Centre has begun a legal
system which refutes the western Justice
system. using traditional and local village

'
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The harmful program being carried

out

he added is population control
which he calls "rubbish" because North
American countries are really the ones
that ore overpopulated. He says our
resources 01'$ not sufficient to support
the PQPUl(Jtionof animals and cites the
Club of Rome's statistic that it takes
about 70 timesthe resources to provide
for one NorthAmerican than it does one
Indian. "Our lifestyle is based on npping
off other countries," he says. He also says
that the recent 'droughf in Ethiopia is a
myth; that the reason why Ethiopians are
starving isbecause developed countries
have used their best land for cash crops.
"They're starving because we· re eating. "
he added.

1he IC.I£
gains the trust
of the people

by

supportiDK

wanted
progratns.

methods of resolving conflicts There will
be a staff researching ancient inscriptions
and texts to resolve legal disputes and to
provide medical help and he is expecting funding from the Ford foundation of
New York which favours this program.
The group has also been asked to try
to develop a similar concept 1nThailand
and after teaching on campus at the
end of the summer Spellman says he
may go to Thailand
Spellman says that being able to put
his theories to practice rather than
"diddling around at the University" hos
been a "fantasy'' come true for him. He
quotes from Mahatma Ghandi who said
all that a person can do to help people Is
to wipe a few tears from a few eyes.
&
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Phallogocentric
Freud
"Freud's cultural pervasiveness seems to me
ultimately to stem from his unique power of
contamination. "
-Harold Bloom
by Lorenzo Buj
ndeecl His phallogocentric
discourse so dominates the
schematic contours of our
erotic psychology that it still
pervades almost anything we
say concerning feminism
sexism, pornography, courtship, and indeed
the ways in which we interµret the various
signs or phenomena that make up the whole
subliminal world of experience.
To be crude, if not specific: Freud's
speculations, which threw into question the
rational unity of the human self, initiated the
· debumanizaiton' of human sexuality when,
in so many rhetorical weavings, he said that
one's genitals are never one's own-they are
most often the tormenting ego-objects of our
own questing and uneasy narcissism.
Freudian phallogocentrism, ( as named
and elaborated by the philosopher Jacques
Derrida) would-in my reading-portray the
phallus as the symbol of reason, the pillar of
light, the Apollonian presence of knowledge
and truth, the rigid incarnation of Law, the
organizing principle around which all hands,
mouths, orifices, or peanut-butter-and-jelly
sandwiches collect themselves.
But I also want to add that subtly and
sublimely affiliated with this centrism, is the
vaginobysmal ( or vaginomystic) discourse
which encompasses much of what's been
' said, hung, recorded, written, or visually
represented in regard to female genitalia.

rn

From Mariologicalsymbolism,from Ariadne's
labyrinthine thread , from before all that and
right up to today with Judy Chicago 's Dinner
Party, there has existed a corresponding
metaphysical exaltation of the vagina as the
flowering of the 'original' or 'primal' abyss.
There is an intrinsic yet absolutely differential affiliation between the two discourses,
but the phallogocentric has historically dominated the field in a bid to usurp the free-play
of the vaginobysmal, and on the lowest level
this is due to mere physiology: the exterior
' militarism' of male sexual arousal; and the
fact that the male points, and anything that
points even briefly manifests a linear will-topower and points toward a future, even if it's
in the rhythmic repetition of copulation.
Phallogocentric Law tries to dominate
the vaginobysmal, but only does to by manifesting the anxiety of its 'rule'. In a more
humanistic heterosexual context this might
be put as the male anxiety before 'the
terrifying female'.
It is difficult to say whether the anxiety is
a sign of immaturity or is more' deeply' coded
in male psycho-biology, but surely the transferrence of such agony, anger, and fascination
constitutes the market known as pornographic.
The pornographic cannot fall away until
something like the hallucinatory metamorphosis of the physicalenvisagedby Lautreamont
and countless science-fictionalistsare realized
by some sort of genetically engineered swerve
beyond our own mechanicalsexual distinctions.
Even then ...?
This said, I want to end on a lighter note
noting that phallogocentric law can never
underwrite (not even spermatozoically) its
own continuity and domination:

j
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Since Aristophane's Lysistrata, at least,
the phallus has been comically susceptible as
the helpless 'baby'. With a more prevalent
slapstick sense of violence we are familiar
today with the Law's debasement into a
' dick', or a 'stick', or a 'stack', or (with
pungently old-hat irreverence) into a 'bishop',

or-in the most capitalist consumerist carnivorous terms-in a 'beef injection'. Mere
length of rigid meat say the colloquialims;
hermetic recognitionthat the Law is theatrical,is
erected, directed, and then exhausted The
Law is not of itselffinal or eternal; it can only
eternally return. D

Explosive,
meklncholy,
and romantic
VARIOUS ARTISTS
"The Sound of Picante"
(Co ncord Jazz)
For the better part of the twentieth
century, Latin music has played an
integral part in the evolution of
popular contemporary music. Yet,
in spite of this contribution, Latin
music has always been relegated to
the position of quaint exotic passing
fad Pop music makes extensive
use of the nuances and techniques
of Latin music-note the spectacular
success of Sade-yet its role has
never been consistentlyacknowledged.
Into this gap comes The Sound
of Picante, a collection of some of
the finest music emanating from
Latin America and the Caribbean.
All of the artists here are fully
realized players in their own rights,
and this album gives them a chance ··
to feed off each other's creative
energies.
The album features the Jamaican
Monty Alexander, piano; Brazilian
Tania Maria, piano/vocals; and the
reigning King of Latin Jazz, Tito
Puente, who garnered a Grammy
in 1983 with On Broadway ( and
who has sincemade a much acclaimed
appearance on The Cosby Show), · \
and Cal Tjader, late of the Paul ~
Desmond Quartet, among other ('.
~ j: ·
fine purveyors of Latin Jazz.
~-" J ,
~
Tjader has the lead-off assign- " ' ., ~ ~ ,
ment on the record, with a charming '
arrangement of the old vaudeville If
show-stopper "Bye Bye Blues'',
aided by Gary Foster's brilliance
on the flute.
Trinidad's Othello Molineaux
is a master of the steel drum, an
instrument that he uses with a deft
touch in support of Monty Alexander

~t

on" Happy Lypo", a lively,Calypsoaccented number written by
Alexander.
From the musical Evita comes
"Don't Cry for Me, Argentina", a
number poignantly done here by
Brazilian-influenced Charlie Byrd,
accompanied by Laurindo Almeida
on guitar. Pone ho Sanchez closes
the album with the flavour of Cuba"Salsa Sin Timbal." The entire
band is on this one, to let us know
that "without timbales, you can't
dance". Ramon Banda furnishes
,iie timbales, so you really can
dance.
This, then is the sound of Latin
Jazz. It is the sound of Jamaica,
Brazil, Trinidad, Cuba, Puerto Rico,
and the USA. It is at once explosive,
melancholy, romantic, and energetic.
The Sound of Picante is veritable
summation of the very best of Latin
jazz.
- D uane Coombs

TRA MAINE
"The Search is Over"
(A&M Reco rds)
The cross-fertilizationof Rhythm
& Blues and Gospel has gone on
ever since Ray Charles mischievously
added secular lyrics to traditional
Gospel tunes and created soul music.
It is no secret that R'n B-as indeed
all pop music-bas its origin in the
Black church.
For a long time a clear line of
demarcation separated Gospel from
secular rhythm and blues to the
extent that they were programmed
in different categories. With the

success of erstwhile Gospel acts
such as Amy Grant and Grammy
A ward winners The Winans as
crossover artists, major labels are
beginning to sign Gospel acts.
Tremaine Hawkins is an heir to
that legacy, as well she might be,
because she belongsto the uncrowned
royalty of Gospel, the Hawkins
Family. To further blur the line
between Gospel and pop music
Tramaine has surrounded herself
with a selection of some of New
York's finest studio musicians who
have already found success backing
mainstream R' n B artists. The music
may be mainstream R'n B, but the
lyrics are firmly in the Gospel
tradition, paying homage to God,
Jesus, and salvation-a kind of reverse of the Ray Charles process.
Tramaine possesses one of the
finest evocative voices in music,
whether Gospel or secular, and
makes skilful use ofit, especially on
the traditional "Everybody Ought
to Know (Who Jesus Is)," in which
she gives an explosive yet tender
rendition.
"Fall Down" is the song earmarked for hit status by its dance-ability, which should get it airplay
on mainstream radio.
Nat Adderly Jr. and Fonzi
Thornton, two members of Luther
Vandross' band, lend sensitivearrangement to the songs on the album,
evoking the full potential and vocal
capabilities ofTramaine Hawkins.
Thisshould be a good introduction
to -gospel for those who like the
music but are averse to the ponderous
preaching and screaming common
to the traditional idiom.
- D uane Coombs

I
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PrincekneadstheyeastQf&fen
PRINCE AND THE REVOLUTION
"Parade"
(Paisley Park/Warner Bros.)
Last week the fireplace had fina1Jy gone
cold and, setting out with my pearly-faced,
gold-haired little 7-year old cousin Katerina
by the hand, I ran across this current album:
black and white sleeve with little Mister
fawn-face posturing between framing legends,
the right half of which is designed to read

Evolution/Parade.
Hours later, my eyes narrowed to this,
and to the fact that this is the soundtrack for
Under The Cherry Moon and that the stealthy
quickening of pleasure which animates the
very flesh of his pop presence is so undiminishing as to be ~ff-putting, I finally heard the
album, beginning with the rhapsodic throbbing
of" Christopher Tracy's Parade" and lengthening out into another glittering torrent of

--

soul and funk and all the jangling, Bel
Espirit rhythms that constitute its musical
theology.
Parade will put some off precisely because
it marks off another ascending plane of
accomplishment in the story of Prince and
his involution. True to its title, it's a fiesta. an
percussive orchestral bacchanal that's more
'chaotic' than anything he's yet accustomed
us to. But there are precedents. "Christopher
Tracy's Parade" comes straight out of the
heavenward march heard in the Orientalism
of" Paisley Park''. Likewise," Life Can be so
Nice" sounds the whistling, pied-piper refrains
signaling the same sortoftransportive vision.
On the whole, the LP is a thudding,
shimmering, dissonant, multifoiled spectacle
assuring us that Prince is still producing the
most intelligent cross-over pop of the 80' s. In
fact, there's such an available range of

~.--------------------,,
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punctuate a hoppy mid-speed boogie drop
that brings to mind something like Elton
John's "Honky Cat''.
These are the four substantial cuts here;
the rest develop their own modest space and
then shade off into each other. Some I don't
particularly care for. "New Position" gets
going with a sounding percussive sharpness
and periodic chiming that echoes the erotic
ardor of "Irresistible Bitch", but doesn't
carry through with nearly that sense of
achievement Meanwhile" Do U Lie?'', sounds
as if it should be keeping company with
Captain Sensible doing Rogers & Hammerstein
and David Lee Roth doing" Just A Gigolo".
These aside, I don't thitl'kI've any quarrel
with all this grandiose mythologizing of self. I
can always turn away and say imam moi
Apollinaire. D
-Lov re Buj

grank J. gox, 0.1>.
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musical reference that an occasional phrasing
or two possessed me to search about in some
diseased comer of my personalized rockhistorical imagination and link that particular
tid-bit up with the spectre of Queen circa The
Game or the lazy rock boogie of J. Geils
circa Sanctuary.
The best of what's on offer number four,
to wit "Kiss,"" Anotherloverholenyohead,"
"Mountains," and "Boys & Girls." In "Kiss"
the persistent yet teasingly minimal funk
supports a devilish falsetto you'd wanna grab
by the throat until you catch yourself whining
along in the same manner. "Another ... " is
chucky, mobile, and vibrant, supported by
some fme female backing vocals. "Mountains''
( which I categorize in feel and fantasy and
even 'political' sensibility with "America"
and "The Ladder'') goes for the epic ether,
while "Boys & Girls" uses sax and horns to

Q _
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.

The Taco BellGrande is
everything you love in
our great tasting Tacos
and more. It's our Biggest
Taco Ever! If you prefer,
this offer is also good on
our Taco Delight with a
light crunchy flour shell.

HEBERT
,,,,.,1m,.._

1284 OTTAWA ST~EET ·WINDSOR·

TAC011ELL
.

( 519) 258 5500

SAVE$.86
Not good with any other offer. Offer valid through April 30, 1986
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.

This coupon good for

Q _
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.

FREENACHOS
With the Purchase of any
entree. If you like french
fries, you'll love Nachos!
Crunchy corn chips
served with tangy cheese
sauce.

RESTAURANT

SAVE$.99
Not good w ith any other offer. Offer valid through April 30, 1986

Starving

There are Taco Bell Restaurants located at:

tudent SP-ecial

Gyros Plate w/ Greek Salad
Shishkabob w/ Greek Salad

S_5.00
5.-50

Dine In or Take Out
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5150 Tecumseh Rd. E.
3054 Dougall Ave.

A lookback,andahead

by Mike Lyster

t's been an up and
down year for the
Lancer and Lancerette sports team with
both pleasant surprises and bitter disappointments, along with quite a
few outstanding individual performances.
I 985/86 kicked off with the
Lancer football team taking the
field the first Saturday of the school
year for an exhibition game with
Bishop. The Lancers started their
seasons with a bang, upsetting their
opponents I 4-9. The rest of the
year didn · t go quite as well however.
with the squad posting a final regular
season mark of 1-6. On the positive
side. 62 men turned out for that first
game. and just as many are expected
to try out for next year's version of
the team.
Windsor's Director of Men's
Sport. Bob Boucher, noted that the
footballers made .. many positive
strides during the year", and credits
the coaches with doing an excellent
Job under tough circumstances. including a slew of media criticism
aimed at head coach Gino Fracas .
.. We expect a modest improvement
next year. especially with ne\\ recruits." added Boucher.
The Lancer golf squad started
competition two days later. led by
the brilliant pla) of Matt St Louis.
The Lancer and Lancerette tennis
teams also soon were in full swing;
the Lancerette's season was highlighted by a silver medal won by Sue
Black at the OWIAA 's.
Actually. the Lancersoccerteam
was the first Windsor team to enter
competition this year. playing their
first match September 3. The team
had one of its most successful campaigns ever. at one point being
ranked first in Canada and compiling
Windsor· s best record ever before
losing in the playoffs. And. with
luck. there could be a Lancerette
squad in the OWIAA within a few
years. "The team has to compete at
the club level for one more season."
explain~ Director of Women's Sport
Marge Prpich. "Then we hope to
get a team competingon the university
level."
Prpich also hopes to field a
women's curling team next year.
"Only three curlers came out this
year. so we had to withdraw," said
Prpich. ··That's too bad. Not too
long ago we had a championsh ip
team."
T he men's curling team seems
to have a bright future. "They
should have one of the best teams in
Ontario next year," said Boucher.
"They've really improved."
The Lancer and Lancerette
swimming and diving squads also
performed well despite a limited
turnout The Lancerette syncro
swimming team battled apathy as
well. having only three swimmers
tum out. therefore not being able to
enter team competition. "We did
have an outstanding individual
swimmer (Barb Strauss). however,"
said Prpich. "She won the overall
novice title at the Ontario finals."
The Lancer/Lancerette track
and field squads also had many
excellent individual performers,
leading the team to its best showing
ever at the CIAU's in Edmonton.
Maxine Walkes, Joe Ross. Tim
Ryan, and marg Gillan were just a
few of the members who cullected

l/J

medals 0ver the long indoor and
outdoor seasons.
Both Prpich and Boucher credit
the coaching staff for the growth of
the track and field teams. "(Head
coach) Dennis Fairall has done a
great job of building up the team,"
commented P rpich ... We should be
very strong next year as well."
Having a strong team has become
the norm for the Lancer fencing
team. Boucher expects next year's
fencers to be just as good as this
year's, who excelled in every competition. W ithout a foil team the
troop managed to win the OUAA
championships in overall team standings. The traditionally strong sabre
team managed enough points early
in the competition to take the overall
win without the epee team success.
This first place ranking for both the
sabre and epee team wouldn t have
been possible without the excellence
of a few individuals on the team.
Rod Zatyko placed first at the
OUAA's, while teammate Mike
Fulmer came in a close second.
The epee squad was led by Greg
Rubidge who placed fourth, and an
extremely strong performance by
eacb epee fencer culminated in

their victory.
The Lancer and Lancerette
basketball teams weren't as unifonnly
excellent. however. The Lancerettes
suffered through a winless season,
although Prpich saw some reason
to hope for improvement next year.
"(Coach) Joanne MacLean was
new to Ontario, and she was just
getting adjusted to the league for
most of their games. Th ey really
improved through the year; I'm
hoping for continued improvement
next season."
The Lancer team was hampered
by some key injuries and bad luck
that limited them to a 5-6 regular
season mark and a t."lird-round loss
in the playoffs. "The injury to(Rob)
Biasutto, one of our best players.
really coloured our season," said
Boucher . "We can· t lose a player of
his magnitude and not suffer. We
are really looking forward to next
year. a healthy squad, and a real
improvemenL"
Both the Lancer hockey and
Lancerette volleyball teams had
excellent regular seasons marred
only by early oustings in the playoffs.
The hockey team set records for
wins and p<>ints,as well as icing one

of the highest-scoring lines in the
OUAA in Rick Pickersgill-Ken
Minella and Chuck Brimmer. " The
team was a big question ma rk at the
start of the year," said Boucher.
" We lost our coach to the University
of Calgary, but made some really
good moves in hiring Rick Cranker
(coach) and Mike Sadler (ge neral
manager). T hey real ly got things
going.''
Boucher expects more of the
same for the hockey team next
year, just as Prpich.. who is also the
volleyball coach.. has high hopes
for the v01leyball team. 'T m only
losingone player through graduation,"
noed Prpich ... Ifwe can add two or
three solid players, then we should
be set for the next two-three seasons.
We'll be very competitive."
In fact. the overall outlook of
both Prpich and Boucher is one of
cautious optimism "Ifwe can get a
few good bodies from around this
area," reasoned Boucher ... and if
our stepped-up recruitingeffort works.
then next year should be quite
mteresting. "
Interesting, indeed. D

___ ____
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Newwomen'svolley6all
league Vanier Vittles
by Tracey Richardson
By next year at this time, the
NWVL may just be as recognizable
to the average North American as
the NHL, the NFL, or the NBA.
The National Women ' s Volleyball League is the latest formation
of a professional sports league and
is the first nf it<:kincl Founded bv
Steve Arnold and Don Green of
California, the league is slated to
take off in the fall of '86 with a
series of exhibition games. Its regular
season will actually begin in the
spring of 1986 if all goes well.
Many sports enthusiasts will be
anxious to see if a professiona l
women's volleyball league will be
able to get off the ground, and more
importantly, stay off the ground.
Professional women's team sports
have had their failures in the past
as the former Women's Basketball
League will attest to. The WBL
had a short lifespan in the late
1970's in the U.S. as poor game
attendance and even poorer media
coverage spelled its demise.
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The league·s success will" depend
on where they play, what kind of
sponsorship they can generate and
how elaborate they will structure
it," said Lancerette volleyball coach
Marge Prpich. "If it's too elaborate
too soon they could get in over their
heads."
The NWVL must be able to
generate enough interest on its own
to attract the media attention that is
in itse lf so essential in maintaining
the public awareness needed to
keep any sports league afloat
The failu re of the Women's
Basketball League will no doubt
haunt the National Women's Volleyball League but such a comparison
may be unjustified
"There's more appeal to women's
volleyball because in women's baskeiliall they compare it to the NBA
whereas volleyball will be judged
on its own merits/ said Coach
Prpich, referring to the fact that
there is no male league comparable
to the NWVL. " I would love to see
it succeed but I think the odds are
against it"

Maggies

SCHOOI.OFDRAMATICARTSYARDSALE:
",oturnnv April 19 9-5. 655 California
Clothes. furniture. dishes & are slightly
~ed.

sightly

neuroticpubhcity d.ractor

RENTOR SUILETforsummer Room available ,n 3 bedroom dup1ex Located on
Partington. 7 m,ns.from campus. Rent 1sa
mere $125.00/month plus gas and util.
' Ava,I May 1 Call Christine a1252-1539 or
Barne at 254-8219 or 253-4232. SChool of
Visual Arts
SOMEONE ELSE
hosmOlled Into my Kolv,n
Kliens. left me behind What o bummer

SUPPER

LUNCH

4:30- 6:30

11:00 - 1:30

Chinese Pepper Steak
Grilled Pork Chop

Vegetable Beef Soup
Fishw,ch
BBQ Meatloaf

Monday

French Onion Soup
Octobcrfest Sausage on Crusty
Hot Turkey Sandwich

Tuesday

Wed nesday

Mexican Taco's
HtpO·Beef

Cdn Cheese Soup
Jumbo Chih Dog
Chicken Nuggets
Baked Ham Hawaiian
Hunganan Goulash

Pace Chan ger Hot Veggie Bar

Thursda y

Friday

Pepper Pot Soup
Hot Beef Sandwich
Western Omelet

Veal Madeline
Mushroom Crepes

Cream of Broccoli Soup
Fish & Chops
Shepherds P,e

Tenyak, Chicken
Spaghetti

BRUNCH

SUPPER

11:45 - 1:30

4 :30 - 6:30

Satu rday

Soup ol the Day
Sp,ced Beef/Onion Bun
BBQ Sauce

Lasagne
Spanish Meatballs
Fettuc,ne

S unday

Soup of the Day
Bacon· n Cheeseburger

.Pork Fned Rice
Roast Beel
Egg Roll

The Deli.is open 11 30 - 6 15 Monday· Fnday
The Round Table ,s open 6 30 · 11.30 Sunday· Friday

Dress & Sportswear Shop
252- 7731

294 Ouellette at University

For that Special Evening or Formal

WORL o·s GREATEST EXPERT
I N PSYCHIC ASTROLOGY
Foretells Past. PreYont, Future .
Helps and adv1141s
on all probl em s
of Life. Love. Marriage, H e.Ith ,
Career. Reunites the separ at ed.
Foretells hidden forces and ob·
stacles ,n your L ,fe Do not
cl.1Ss1fy her w,th other readers.
Based on borthdate 1nform at1on
S.nd $5 00, self addr essed ,
stamped env elope.

Rob Buck, coach of the women's
volleyball team at W estem Michigan
University is cautiously optimistic.
"The concept is a really good one"
said Buck. "If they start small and
get a good foundation it could really
take off."
Those involved in the sport of
volleyball look to the formation of
the league to enhance women's
volleyball and women's sports in
general If the NWVL proves successful it could potentially spu r greater
publ ic interest in the sport of volleyba ll and wou ld provide a sense of
identity to young. developing players.
The National Women's Volleyball League will be open to Canadian
players though they can expect to
face fierce compet1tton from
Americans and other foreign players
in trying for a spot on a team.
According to Prpich, Canadian teams
"are not anywhere near U.S. teams
but there are individuals in Canada
who would be able to infiltrate the
league and compete at par."
Further details are expected to
be finalized over the summer.

Come and See the latest in
Spring fashions from Canada 's Hotest Manufacture rs

Argenti • Kira • Eklectic • Joseph Ribkoff
Sizes Reg. 5- 13
Petite 4- 14

lZJ•
·------~ -----------

Hours Mon-Thurs
9:30-6

Fri.

9:30-9

Sat
9:30-5:30

Sunday
Open 12-5

------- --------Card and receive a

Use your SAC I.D.

10% Discount

on your purchase

* Layaway Available - Limit 1 coupon per person
Valid until April 20, 1986 .

' ASSUMPTION
UNIVERSITYCHAPEL
-973 7034 - located between the University
Centre and Ambassador B11dge Masses
at 1030 am & 4 30 pm on Sundays •
Monday to Fnday -11 50 am Sacrament
of Reconciliation on request .

REWARD:FOR INFO. leading too stolen
purple & gold hockey JOCket.token from
Ambassador Aud Thurs 10th. 948-2067 .

FORSALi:A Renault R5 Gn.1981 This is
'LECf!.R' tor you' From British Columbia
and Jn beautiful condition No Ontario
winters and no Ontario rust! 4 doors.
hatchback. AM/FM/Cassette. standard
transmission. front wheel drive Must sell or
forfeit University Education• S3280 Please
Coll 252-7423 aft & eve

WANTED:Mature female. non-smoker.
willing to share gasoline expenses for
drive to Toronto. leovir:ig June 4. returning
Sept. 6 . Those interested 1n either date
may coll 969-2603. References required.

APT. FORRENl 10 minutes away from U
2 bed rooms. all furnished available May
1st to Sept. 1st. 275 mon th plus utilities.
Coll 254-8978 o r 254-1943.
AMIASSADOR PROGRAM - The Inte rnational Freedom F-es
t lvol Is accepti ng
applications for 1986 AmbossodorS
Requiements College or l.hM:mYstudenls
able to devote considerable time du ring
Moy and June to help promote F-estivol
and lend a-welcom ing p,esenceat events.
Call for more info. 252-7264

MAXIMUM FITNESS CENTRE
Your Complete Fitness Centre!

"New Location Now Open"
Introductory
Special

OPEN

s

Mon .-Fri. 7-10
Sat & Sun. 9-5

4 MONTHS
• Nautilus• Aerobics
• Full Free Weight Line
• PersonalizedInstruction& Programs

• Baby Sitting • Racquetball • Tanning Bed, and Much More!

Call Now 97 4-6188
2525 Roseville Garden Dr.
(Behind Ponderosa)
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Special
U niversity Offer!!

Ask For
Wayne • Nicole
Perms (cut included) reg. $60 .00
NOW $48.00
PLUS 20 °0 off a ll o th ~r hai r serv1ce5
PLUS 50 °(> off selected gift it em s
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you
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UNICEF has cards and
gifts for all occasions.
Proceeds give children in
developing countries
medical care, basic
education and clean
drinking water. UNICEF
cards and gifts are
available all year round .
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Nuclear Games
They shake hands smile with iron teeth,
The cameras flash and for a second the
audience holds its breath not wanting to
ruin this ray of hope which cuts through
a sky of tensions, but the players return
to their positions at opposite sides of
the arena resuming the game that has become
impossible to lose impossible to win.
The audience protests as they realise they
will be the sacrificial lambs of the final
outcome, but the players know they can not
back down for suspicion and distrust linger
in the air. So they try to outdo each other
filling the game board with missiles and bases
trying to have under their power as much of
the audience as they possibly can, and we
tremble at the sight of the great orange
mushroom, a deadly game that has become
a part of our lives.

Eduarda de Matos
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Along At The Lake

Phase I

In Solitude

Across the lake
trees stand in still silhouette
under a moonless sky.

Under your microscope I am
o brief burst of life, dying.
Into your silent cell I long to spit
Vesuvian torrents of rage:
twisted, virulent, lethal rage.

April is still too early
to feel the sand burning beneath your feet.
My eyes search blue waters
observing ice and snow
a half mile out
melting slowly
as if resistant to change.

A purple mist
cold ond wet
hes 'hinly over the black waters
The witch
edE!ctically chooses her victims
and erects megaliths around her body
pink and grey
with flecks like jet
carelessly carved by her
so unfitting but
they're unseen now,
hidden beneath the depths of
her dark glassy surface.

I button my jacket
harboring the warmth inside
as much as I can.
Walking along the shore
I study the snow fence
still Intact
rattling in its futile attempt
to catch air.

I

Bare trees hint at buds
sand not yet bleached white by summer sun
and a beach, stretching miles
littered with debris.

my face warmly smiles
in its orange light
while the coldness of night
slips icy fingers along my spine

Allowing the fine spray of water
to hit my face,
I'm startled by its coolness
yet comforted in knowing
coldness can't recognize cold.

sit
alone
by the fire

The heat of the fire
dies
a nd the leaves above me
that once rustled with the strength of the lire
ore now still, death- like
their pale greenish-yellow undersides
shrivelled, become auric in
this autumn
then darker
as the night closes in on my fire.

Grant Hunter

Every spring I return here
engulfing the freshness
remembering the evening
l cried
unveiling layers unknown
to myself.
He swore
somehow
I'd changed him
Even in our sadness
he felt my warmth
assuring me, it was a quality
that could never hurt me.
Every April, in solitude
I walk the same shore
knowing he spoke the truth
and I let his words renew me
before the deserted beach turns summer
and the people come.

Of Eve

Yvonne Vande&ovenkamp
0 where have I let my thoughts run to,
that they might dolly In the green dusk
impudently awaiting my discovery
in the nubile shrubbery
of Eve's garden.

Her plump missiles of doom or dellght
nod weakly in the lazy hour as
I have reached the age of consent
and flower with heady desire.
Ode to these slices of thoughtful fruit
which may make me privy to
the. ways of ripened sinners.
Where ties the use in helping me choose
the lesser of two evils?
Downfallen, I'll be sure to serve both gods,
save me.

0 yes,
the poison has made me restless.
Yet, around the garden at moonfalt
one might cut their gaze on the barbed wire.
I whistle shrilly at a starry-toothed drunken cadet,
gone to seed, begging for his money or his youth,
perhaps he will oblige us.
The offer accepted I hand him
first the apple,
then the keys.
Of Eve I learned tonight.
Say lt was due to the millions of apples eaten
everyday
everywhere by
everyone.

Renasha Barrera

The poisonous fumes make me sputter
and cough
and grow weary.

Family

I never thought I would miss this house
with its hallways, its many roams
or these people.
Like a mother peering In on her sleeping child
I make my rounds.
Dad asleep.
Breathing In o slight snore
an alarm clock ticking
and morn bound closely by his side.
sttl~ after 25 years and I
not even that age.
Brother, big little brother
arms sprawled, ready for action
not a cover on the bed.
But you are mine
I hove held you as you cried
little sister, almost burrled In quilts
eyes shut,
you dream the posters
on your wall.
Big sister, you are gone.
We tell our guests this is the
guest room. Its walls are strewed
with pictures, hand drawn by you
Running my fingers along the frames
only reminds me
tt'lis ls the extent r know of you

Yvonne VondeBovenkomp

Subtly you inject a panacea:
cooling, healing opium of care
that is your essence
My narcotized senses scream with pain.
Out of the Earth t emerge:
wild and wondrous
and whole,
Thrown to life in its cruel splendour.
Through my viens, like sap, surge
glad spasms of sweetness.
Jn my looking-glass I see
the ashes and dust of the fumes of rage
ground to a fine, white impotence.
Susan Francis Dunlop
Alumni '67

PHOTO BY THOMAS PIDGEON
LITERARYEDITOR BRAD J. LOMBARDO
Farewell My F,rlend
If l could part the mists of time
And open doors to yesterday
I'd reach out my trembling hand
To pull you back to me

llesurrectton

(In Memory of Usz Breault)

remember the pain behind your eyes
breaking through
even your cellophane smile
but afraid to lace it
I walked away.
I

To a Friend Long Departed

Reflections

I can no longer see
your smile,
the colour of your hair.

an afternoon with you
leaves memories in me

I can no longer hear

.

Across the barriers hard as steel
Through which I cannot see

your laughter,
the soft whisper of your voice.

My hands beat against the walls
The task is all in vain

Memories of you are smiles
deliciously curled around my insides.

Your back is turned, your mind is set
My love can't melt through stone

A happy hidden secret
that you and I share.

So I wave farewell my friend
And smile through bitter tears

grains of salt
a recollection of texture

Downtown Windsor one brilliant Sunday afternoon
I thought I sow you
or was It your smile
that faded around the corner
reminding me of my selfism
and the fear of again
. looking on as a friend died.

savoured and rolled on the tongue
as if fondling a momenta
Geoff de Uberoto
then tucked away
for anothei" day's pleasure

Debbie Deal

Debbi• Deal
Passionate Abstractions

While memories race through my mind
A picture show of pain
The vision of your sweet face
Fades with the echo of your voice

I am alone, again.

Man of style

Nightfall In Windsor

You have your own style.
Blank metaphysics passed off
As inspired pedentry, coplc,
That you claim in victories
Quicker than the human eye.
A style of breath & reason,
Casual as out of the old hat.
You are hott The show stopper.

darkness creeps
upon green countryside
like a black sinister
cloud
overtaking vivid landscape

NoncyAmold
Disbelief
look into your eyes
Not believing what I see
I

Mirrored pain and anguish
Have I caused this fear?
I ask if you are afraid
Of me. or what we've done
You tell me no, but I perceive
That truth is absent here
You turn away, as if to 'go
My tears won't call you back
So silence reigns, as lovers port
The silent rending of a heart.

Nancy Arnold

Your show of style is the
Reality of magic like faith.
You supreme conjurer. Wizard
Such illusion. Such wealth
Of Images. You do not need
Anyone. The One-Man-Show.
Tabula Rosa Centre stage.
You are all you really need
Do Facto of perfect style.

Patrick M. Kehoe

while city comes alive
with moo1r-worshippers
human night creatures
thriving on the shady
side of day
and hookers
pace Windsor streets
under cover
of midnight shadows
while countryfolk sleep
to the gentle lullabys
of crickets

Karen Ouellette

Passion rides freely these days
with life and laughter
gripping its edges.
Fate cries for help
pleading lost destiny
in its unexpected twist of reason
exhorting power
unmistakibly free
time collapses before reality
shelters the desire
for love
understanding
prevailing only in the mind
provoked by hints of Spring
peering out early to taunt
deceive the soul
which has cried for comfort
in a fallen world
free from memory and unfulfilled dreams.
Hopes die and corrode
iced with remnants ol patience
but mine is a virtue left only to a body
that pleads
to be tenderly shared with another
before death casts its stones
destroying what could be
without restriction or force
just Eternity.
Beth Daty

I
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FOR SALEairbrush hardly used ever
$80.00. Coll John, 256-7764 or 253-

When you need it done right ...

4060.

ACTORNEEDE
D for film production.
To play novelist, 35-65 years old. Coll
Glenn at 258-3276, or Jeff 253-4232,
ext 2915, for Information.
POV Productions.

CAN YOU MIME,clown, or Just plain
show off? Then get involved with International Freedom Festival Children's
Day! Thislsyourchoncetobemouled
by thousands of kids! (Actually, irs a
lot of fun, and we need your talent.)
Coll 252-7264 and huny!

ARTCITE'
s Perfect Vision at Artcite.
Until April 27th. 3277 Sandwich W.
LANCf/CJAM SOFTBAU.
PlgMassacre.
April 26 in field and later in nearby
bar.

• Hawaiin Tops • short s
• Bathing Suits (Various Lengths)
- Knee Buste r Ja ms
- Thigh Buster Ja ms

10% Discoun t
For Students & Faculty

368 Ouellette Avenue
254-7878

• All Graduation Hoods Available
• Wheelchair Access
• 1 /2 Doz. Complimentary Roses.
• By Appointment On1y
Huron Plaza
171 O Huron Church Rd.
Windsor , Ontario

the best in young men's fashions

ltwasabrightcolddayinApril,ond
theclocks1M918shikingthirteen.Winston
Smith. his chin nuzzled into his breast
in on effort to escape the vile wind,
slipped quiekly through the gloss doors
of Victory Mansions.though not quickly
enough to prevent a swirlof gritty dust
from entering along with him.
'Don't you see that the whole aim
of Newspeok is to norrowthe range of
thought? In the end we shall make
thoughtcrime literally impossible ...
He gaped up at the enormous
face. Fortyyears it hod token him to
learn what kind of smile was hidden
beneath the doll< moustache. Ocruel .
needless misunderstanding! O stubborn, self-willed exile from the loVing
breast! Two gin-scented tears trickled
down the sides of his nose. But it was
oll right everything was oil right the
struggle wos finished. He hod won the
victory ove< himself.He p.,ecl BigBrother.
C.A, I guess it was never meant to
happen. G.C.

973-5544

J.J. Morgan' s

SECONDGENTUMAN
needed to share
c harm ing two and a half story English
gent lemon .

Night Club

Canadians Free Admission everynight

The Sights__

The Sounds:--------·
•••

_./

of Good Times.
• Tuesday (Ladies Nite) Reduced drinks for all
• Thursday(Happy Hour) • Friday Non-Stop Fun
• Saturday Non-Stop Fun
22509 Ecorse Rd., 1/4 Mile East of Telegraph
Reservations: 313-295-2200.
J

\

waving our
·eyelids goodbye

Uncertain
.future.forHuronHallproperty

McMurray
outlinesoptionsforaction
by Terry Moore
The eventual closing of Huron Hall is
inevitable, but a few of the ramifications of
this closing remain a grey area, said Director
of Student Services, David McMurray.
McMurray and Acting Assistant Director
of Resident Services, Brian Renwick spoke
with Huron Hall residents about possible
implications at a meeting Tuesday night
Huron Hall residence council president,
Steve Rusnak, presented McMurray with a
petition signed by 600 residence students
indicating their concern over the issue. The
petition stated the desire of the residents to
know the future of Huron Hall as well as
reasons for the closure. Petitions will also be
forwarded to University of Windsor president
Ron Ianni, and Students' Administrative
Council president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis.
·'We don't want another shoddy building,"
said Rusnak.
At the meeting McMurray outlined the
available options:
• Maintaining Huron, at an estimated cost
of $500,000. The roof, the air conditioning
system, and the balconies would have to be
fixed. McMurray said students would benefit
more from a completely new building than
rrom a renovated one that might last another
five years.
• Sell the property and use the revenue to
build a new residence.
• Building a new residence in the present
Huron Hall site putting students out of a
place to live for one year while construction
is in progress. In the event that this may
happen, alternative housing is being considered
Options include leasing space from the Assum1r
tion High School residence, placing students
in Donlon Hall, and putting students into
university-owned houses. According to
McMurray, none of these options are going
to be too appealing to the students.
• The university could develop a commercial
building on the property and use the revenue
gained to fund a new building. ( The enterpreneurial option).
• Another five floors could be added to
Cody HalJ. It was designed to have another
five floors added, but McMurray does not
favour this because Vanier is already too
small to handle the number of people that it
gets from Laurier, MacDonald Hall and
Cody. Another influx of people from Cody
would make it worse.

Huron Hall, insert Dave McMurray.

McMurray said a lot of the administration's provide services that cost somewhat less
planning would depend on whether they ( than commercial housing) given the financial
could acquire commercial zoning for the status of students.''
A building with a washroom per room
present site of Huron Hall. The City of
and lounge areas and balconies will cost
Windsor Planning Committee is meeting
April 24 to discuss the issue. Opposition is much more to live in than will a dormitory
style, he said
expected to come from the owners of the
Also to be considered is the possibility of
Ambassador bridge who do not support the
declining enrolment In the event of a decline
placement of a commercial business on that
in demand for residence, McMurray said
property. Area residents, when approached,
had no qualms with a commercial or a they would want to construct a building that
could be sold to commercial interests. This is
residential set-up.
Should the zoning decision come out in not a big worry right now because of a long
favour of a residential, a decision still has to waiting list for places in residence. Even if
be made between a ten-story complex. or a there was a drop or enrolment of200 or 300
students, full occupancy could be maintained,
two-and-a-half story, townhouse style.
said McMurray.
A number of factors have to be taken into
Architects submitting plans of design
account when designing the building; one of
have been instructed to provide a wide
these is the cost to students.
''We want to maintain residence costs in variety of choices for the planners, said
a brand-newbuilding with brand-new fac;ilities," McMurray.
Among the styles being considered are
said McMurray. "We are still trying to

townhouse, cluster, apartment, and a style
similar to that of the present Huron Hall.
''McMurray made it perfectly clear that
the building will not have the dormitory
style,'' said Rusnak.
After the presentation one Huron Hall
resident asked if it might not be feasible for
the university to rent students the various
houses it owns nearcampus, as does Canterbury
College.
McMurray said this was an unlikely
option because the houses are already rented
to University of Windsor faculty and some
students. And also, ··even Canterbury is
finding it expensive to maintain their houses ...
and has approached the administration about
building a single structure, said McMurray.
The issue will be decided this summer
and any plan will have to be put into action
fairly quickly if the goal of having a new
residence ready for September 1987 can be
achieved, McMurray stated. D

Kohlerlosesbid:.fall
by-election
rolled
[S]

, by Kevin Johnson

I

tudent's AdministrativeCouncil
will hold a fall by-election
rather than recognize either
John Berry or Iris Kohler as
a legitimate social science
representative.
The position, one of two filled in the
February 19 general SAC election, was
initially granted to Kohler. but a recount
reversed her victory.
In an official appeal to council. Kohler
said the election night count. as well as
another several days later, found her the
winner. The second recount. conducted by
Chief Electoral Officer Sam Dmatale O\.Cr
two weeks after the e'ection. overturned

S

these results.
Between the counts, the ballots were
stored in the unlocked Women's Centre and
at DiNatale's home. This registered the final
tabulation suspect. said Kohler.
Social Work Society president Ann Nagle
said a loss of votes showed DiNatale's
irresponsibility. Votes cast for Berry and
Kohler totalled 341 by the election night
tally. but dropped to 249 by the March 7
count
"80 missing ballots? It's just negligence:
you can find ballots, but you can't lose
them," she said.
Kohler asked council to uphold the original
results.
'' All other positions were ratified from
the election night counting," she argued. the

problems arose not from the election itself,
but from DiNatale's conduct of the recounL
International Students' Snciety president
Mark Lehkyj also spoke against a by-election.
"There are costs to both candidates. There is
stress involved,'' he said.
However. personal relationships could
influence councillors' decisions. said Laurie
Freeman.
'·It's more fair to have the students
decide. On council, some people are friends
of John, some are friends oflris.'·
SAC president Jon Carlos Tsilfidis concurred.
"The by-election would be the same for
both parties," he said
He asked whether council thought itself
"unfair in judging the CEO when he's not

here'?"
Tsilficlisexplained DiNatale'sjob prevented
him from attending the meeting.
Some council members pointed out that
DiNatale had received an honorarium for his
work as CEO.
"He's had two chances to bq here; where
the hell is he?.. said Law rep lan Hull.
Kohler expressed disappointment with
the council's reasoning.
"They weren't electing a member-but
deciding on the legitimacy of the counting
procedures," she said. 'It's a shame that
John Berry got squeezed in the middle of all
this."
Berry said while he was sorry to lose his
seat, he though the by-election was lh fairest
dec1sion.D
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It is their constructive criticism
of society which makes Cuban film
so dynamic, said Cuban film director
Tomas Gutierrez Alea.
He was in Toronto conductiong
a workshop at the National Film
Board as part of the activities surrounding the Cuban Film Festival,
April l 0-13, sponsored by the
Canadian-Cuban Friendship Association.
Before the revolution no national
film culture existed in Cuba. After
1959, Alea and other colleagues
formed the Institute Cubano del
Art e Industria Cinematrographia.
Today Cuba produces about 10
feature and 50 documentary films a
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year. The distinctivefeatureof Cuban
cinema-its exploration of social
issues with a self-critical attitudehas been applauded internationally
for its innovative and exciting style •
said Alea.
Alea believes that developing a
self-critical attitude entails more
than mirroring reality. The audience
must be challenged to work on
questions that have no answers, he
said, the truth must be something
that audience discovers for themselves.
"We do not want to smooth out
dialectical development through
formulas or idealistic representations.
We want to strengthenit aggressively,
to become part of the development
itself: with everything this implies
in terms of disturbing tranquility. ·•

PREGNANT

AND NEED HELP?

in a class of
its own

Call. ..

Tested:
Applied in rain or shine. OIL GARD ,
laboratory
developed
& road tested
Provides effective rust protection
on
any vehicle of any age and condition.
Proven:
Over 100.000 Rust-Protected Vehicles
with no warranty claims during our 9
years in business.

O,rtbrigfJ
at

252-3322

• OR VISIT OUR OFFICE
AT 549 KILDARE RD.

Warrantied:
The industry leader with up to 8 years of
guaranteed protection on new and used
vehicles.

We Provide-Free Pregnancy
Tests-Medical Referrals.
Community Referrals.
Accommodations
and
Legal Advice .

or walk into

HAIR DESIGNERS
at 181 Janette, and let

BRIAN McNAMARA
create the NEW YOU!

UNITEDCOLORS
OFBEN1lTON.
1

Student Haircuts . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S15 (includes
Perms ............................
$45 & up (includes cut &
Colours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Si 5 ( includes
Streaking .........•...............
S25 & up (includes cut &

set)
set)
set)
set)

100%RETURN
ON INVESTMENT
with your own

REMOVABLE

TATTOO
PARLOR
\ our own tull-11mt• ,umnwr
bu,1nt·,, wht•r<•v<•r you w ..n1
lo ,el up a boolh !
t lt•,1markl'I,. bt'Jl hl''>, malls, fE'stival!>,fun park\,< arn1valsanywht•rt• < rowd, galhl'r. Ea,ily take in a lhousand dollar, a
Wl'<'k. Apply lop qu,1li1y l<>mporary laltoos in ,e«>nch. Over
ISOdl'"gn,. Thl'Y IJ,I 1hrough ,howt•rs and \w1mm1ng. Ea,y
lo rt•mov<>w11hbaby ool. 'wn,Jtion in Japan. Proven big seller,
in lht• U.~. Minimum 11we,111wn1
of $1,000., fina1Hing available lo qualilying appl1tants. Complete instru< lions, plus
training for boolh ,et·up an<i operation. Write tor frl'<' dt'·
tail,: fun Time Remov.ible Tattoo Parlors, R.R.1, Bath, Ontario

KOH 1GO
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Summerbudgetlowestever:Tsi/fldis
by John May & Kevin Johnson
At Thursday's Students' Administrative
Council meeting. the last of the school year,
council adopted its summer operating budget
and filled committee openings.
The meeting lost quorum before council
could vote on a motion by SAC president Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis reaffirming confidence in its
ability to manage a student pub.
Tsilfidis said the summer budget would
necessitate establishing a $65,000 line of
credit to operate, a figure he called "the
lowest in SAC history."
This was made possible by a "'bare bones
budget.·· Tsilfidis said.
Commerce Society president Brian Renaud
said an almost five-fold increase in bank
payments, along with the budget cuts, indicated
"Mr. Tsilfidis is giving us false sense of
secutiry."
Tsilfidis said the increase was accounted SAC VP Finance Cromwell Wogbiren, Tsilfidis, Chair Paul Clarke.
for by different bookeeping procedures. Last
Tsilfidis later proposed a motion of prin- committee investigated the operations of the
year, the budget listed only administrative
ciple
linking student rights to student-run
pub.
charges, he said, "I don't think the interest
Renaud argued the committee enhanced
enterprises, such as the Subway.
expense was included"
This spring, SAC enters negotiations the financial accountability of SAC and
SAC also saved money by cutting staffwith the university administration on the therefore would benefit it in the long run.
hours. The business manager and secretary
Tsilfidis disagreed.
future of the pub.
will work one day a week through most of the
''That
committee had a lot of political
The
motion
was
intended
to
"strengthen
summer, said Tsilfidis.
The two vice-presidents will work 16 our bargaining position in the summer," said overtones as opposed to real, live solutions,"
he said.
weeks at $250 per week. Tsilfidis said the Tsilfidis.
Before the issue could be settled, the
Law
rep
Ian
Hull
proposed
an
amendment
two substitute for the laid-off staff as well as
meeting
lost quorum.
to
include
in
the
motion
provisions
for
the
doing their own work.
In
other
business, council passed a reser
establishment
of
a
finance
committee
similar
"The summer is the busiest time of year if
to the one set up by last year's council The lution changing the procedure for inclusion in
you divide it in three;· he said.

a

lance photo by Andrew Haggert

the student telephone directory. Publication
of numbers will take place only when permission
has been granted. Previously, those wishing
to remain out of the directory had to expressly
deny the use of their numbers.
Social Work Society president Ann Nagle
said she received several complaints from
students who thought the publication was an
invasion of privacy.
Hull, Chris McIntyre and Ken Alexander
were elected to the By-law Review Committee.
Renaud, Jeanne Holmes and Roger
Greenberg were elected to the long-term
planning committee. 0

The high costof freetrade:Council
by Janet-B rown
espite Canada's snub at the
hands of a U.S. Senate committee, there are still people
willing to debate the question
of free trade.
The Windsor chapter of
the Council of Canadians held a public forum
on the topic last week. and over two hundred
people heard the issue debated by local
politicians of all three major parties. Edmonton
publisher Mel Hurtig, founder of the CCC,
was also in attendance April 16 at MacKenzie
Hall.
Canada/U. S. free trade .. is not in Canada's
best interest socially, economically and politically," said Liberal MP Herb Gray (Windsor
West).
"You don't get anything without having
to give up something," added Gray. "What's
the price we have to pay?''
New Democratic Party MP Steven Langdon
(Essex Windsor) expressed concern over
Canada's national sovereignty in a free trade
arrangement
" 12 senators are deciding whether Canada
will be able to discuss the issue," he said.

He also doubted Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney's competence to negotiate an agreement "The campaign is one of insults.'' said
Langdon.
Gray said the problem lay not only with
Mulroney.
•
"The U.S. wants concessions fromCanada
There will never be a good time for free
trade ... He said many of this country's social

welfare programs, such as medicare, may be
endangered.
Progressive Conservative MP Jim Caldwell
(Kent Essex) discounted such worries.
"If it isn't a good deal for Canada. we
won't sign it." he said
Caldwell said there may be danger in
failing to negotiate a deal with the U.S. He
cited current trade disputes over lumber and

hogs. major Canadian exports.
"The United States and Canada are the
largest trading unit in the world Our prosperity
depends on trade... he said.
The Council of Canadians is a group
determinedto protect the identityand sovereignty
of this country. The local chapter is headed
by University of Windsor communications
studies professors Jim Winter.O

New cabinetpositionsannounced
by Lance News staff
Students' Administrative Council has appointed its new cabinet, and president Jon
Carlos Tsilfidis said he is" confident that this
upcoming year will be a banner year for student
council.··
The selections were made by the Appointment Search Committee, a new organ created
this year. Members included Tsillidis, SAC
vice-president-elect Kevin Williams, nursing
rep. Sheryl Donald. and once-social science
rep. John Berry. According to Tsilfidis, all
the committee's choices were unanimous.
Fourth year business student Cromwell
Woghiren, this year's International Students'

Commissioner. will take over the position of
vice-president finance.
Peter Ostojic, a third year political science
student, was approved as External Affairs
Commissioner. He said he plans to form a
committee of ·volunteers to promote the
university to the community.
·'One person can't do the work." he said.
Ostojic added that one campaign he hopes to
organize is a charity drive to benefit the local
poor.
The Internal Affairs post will be fulfilled
by Lisa Zuccato, a third year student of
international relations.
Stephen Wong received the endorsement
of both SAC and the International Students'

Society to replace Woghiren as International
Students Commissioner. Wong is a third
year business student
Third year history student. Mary-Ellen
Kelm. will be next year's Women's Commissioner. She said she aims to .. give the office a
higher profile on campus and m the community-at-large."
Kelm also cited the resources of the
campus Women's Centre as a major priority.
The Residences and Services post will be
filled by Larry Zajdlick. a student of business.
Engineering rep. Paul Clarke resigned his
seat to serve as Chair, and third year political
science student Stephanie Slavik will act .is
Chief Electoral Otlicer.

International Students' Society one president short
The three executive members
elected will take over the.president's
duties until another election can be
held in September, said International
Students Commissioner Stephen
Wong.

by Kevin Johnson
The International Students'
Society will be without a president
until the fall term.
In subsequent elections. the
society rejected both incumbent
Mark Lehkyj and failed SAC vicepresidential candidate Angela Neil
Following a procedure used last
year. the ISS council must ratify an
acclaimed executive member by a
twerthirds majority.
In the regular society election
f-pril 8, Lehkyj ran unopposed for
the presidential post
"A motion was made to accept
the election procedures of last year" •
for a twerthirds vote of confidence,
said ChiefElectoral Officer Natasha
Djerfi.

Lehkyj did not receive the
council's approval forcing a byelectic, to fill the vacancy. Lehkyj
declined to run in the April 18th byelection.
Neil. president of the Caribbean
Students' Association, was the only
nominee for ISS president She too
failed to receive two-thirds approval
although she did get a majority of
the vote.
"It should only matter if it's a
majority,not how much of a majority,"
said Neil. "Now, who's going to
run for president?''

Carisa member Duane Coombs
said the problem lay with the ISS
constitution. Under it. each club
represented in the ISS is allotted a
number of councillors, who elect
the executive.

This system should be replaced
by elections-at-large. said Coombs.
.. All international students are
paying fees, but they are not all
enfranchised. No taxation without
representation," he said. 0

TheLanceto make summerbrighter
Don't fret
Your favourite source of news,
information, and consternation, The
Lance, will be publishing all summer,
for your reading pleasure.
Thanks to a Student Employment,!
Expetience Development grant, a
full-time staff of five will be working
in the Lance office, making sure
you know everythi ng you need to
know about everything. Six issues

will be published during the summer,
coming out every other Thursday
during the inter- and swnmer sessions.
The five positions haven't been
chosen yet, so if you need a summer
job and might be interested in working on the paper, keep it in mind.
You'll have to apply through the
Student Manpo\\ er Centre in City

Hall Square.

to school throughout the summer.
we could always use volunteer help
ifyou·re interestedin writing.graphics.
photography. et aL..And don't forget the letters to the editor if you
want to air a beef. The first issue
should be out May 15.
Speaking of grants, CJAM-fm
has also received a grant for three
extra bod ies to assist in its summer
operations. For more info contact
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"Who on earth ,s Tim Shortt?"
Such is the type of remark that gets us Lance elders to shaking
our heads remorsefully when some young rookie interiects into
our melancholy conversation. Tim Shortt--Manag,ng Ed1tor198283, Legend and Wunderk1nd to us fogies, but just some dusty
name buried away ,n the bowels of the bound Lances on the shelf
to these whippersnappers.
So II happens that April comes round again and another set of
editors gets sent out to pas1ure(or, as we prefer to think, to stud) to
be completely forgotten by another round of upstarts three years
down the road
So 11goes , as Kurt Vonnegut wou d say
But I wrote one of those soggy editorials at the end of last year,
so I'm not about to repeat that episode (they teased me; they
teased me). Of course . at that time I didn't expect to be back here ( I
was supposed to have graduated and be gallavant,ng across
Europe by now--wotta larf!},but when I saw what a mess these kids
were making of my paper at the beginning of this year (or so I
thought), I 1usthad to come back and give 'em all hell. Overall, I'd
say we ve done a pretty oo<ayJob this year (yeah. it's a biased
opinion-what of 1t?)and a lot of people are responsible for that,
but I'll leave the thank you·s up to Martin on the opposite page .
So, upon reflection, and alter looking at the volumes of old
newspapers put out by people whom I've never heard of, certain
repitit1ons appear and certa in patterns emerge in this forum
named" Lance". Such 1sthe natu re of a university, I guess, where a
complete turnove r of the student body takes place every lour or
live years. People come up through the ranks of a newspaper or
student government to discover certain 1n1ushcesand grievances.
They' II bllch about them for a little while. then move on, letting the
issue lie until the next discovery and gripe sess ion a couple years
later.
Maybe that's why we've had to put up with the same problems
for so long. That's why we still have to get here at 7:30 in the
blessed A.M 11we want to get a parking spot this side of Tilbury.

That's why there's still no authorized way to find out what other
students think of their professors That's why the university can
keep tacking strange llllle lees onto our tuition--llke the $5.00
"health tee (???) we pay every term. And that's why students can
scream and scream until they hyperventilate only to be ignored by
a university that knows they'll grow up and go away 1na few years
anyway.
In other words. the university admin1strat1oncan 100k upon its
raison d'etre--the students--w,tr the same disdain and .ntoferance
that the Grinch feels for the Who's down 10Whov ,lle
F'unny thing 1sthat we're little kids unt, we graduate but after
that we become the revered and respected alumni after whose
pocketbooks the adm 1nistrat1on lusts .
So there you have it. Another year of Lances. Another year ol
petty issues. of flared tempers of disgruntled students. of some
big news. of good dirt. Another year of hot air from our student
government, and of cold shoulders from the 819 Boys in WHT
Another year of our observations and gripes-and some genuine
progress, too (look at the encouraging anti-apartheid lever that
swept the campus).
A year much like any other I guess.
So, off I go, along with obscure names like Dave Powis, Steve
Monaghan. Gordon Gilmour , John Lidd le, and even (god forb id)
Lorenzo Buj, into the wilds of post-editorial anonymity.
I wonder what Tim's been up to these days? Maybe he can get
me a job .

the slipstream
The nature of things up here at The Lance is that
whene\er something doesn't absolutely have to be
done right now, it tends to get put off until next week
The predictable result of this tendency is that when the
final week of the school year comes around, a monster
list of things we have been meaning to do suddenly
become imperative; and while most Lance meetings
are less than a half hour long, the final meeting
consumes most of an afternoon.
Of course this occurs at the time when a University
student is least able to afford to spend a few hours up at
The Lance: the beginning of exam week So I took
some textbooks up to the office with me.
When I got there, nobody else seemed really
concerned about s tudying for their exams, probably
becau se virtually none of the people who run The
Lan ce are real full-time students . One thing that caught
my attention right away was that almost all of the
ed1tonal staff and man y regular contributor s were in
attendance; thi s never happen s during the rest of the
year.
There wa s May , perched in the centre ot the room.
positively beaming with unconcealed glee at the unprecedented ightofvirtually all of his staffers collected in
e pl e Adjutant elect Andrew Haggert. beside
M y had drapedhim self O\ierone of those diabolical 3

gus horvath
way swivel office chairs which kept trying to pitch him
to the floor. The various other personalities whose
names you see in bylines were slouched in seats at
various other places in the room, except for Lynnita-Jo,
who as usual was drifting around hugging people.
We've been talking about organizing an advertising
policy for a long time. On Friday we talked about it
some more. Someone said that fur ads should be
banned, which gave rise to a round of obscene and
pathetic stories about ermine concentration camps and
other assorted cruelty. This further expanded into a
general discussion of the evils of advertising, which
everybody agreed was usually intelligence-insulting
and greedy , and it was actually suggested that we might
look into banning ads altogether until our editor ( ever
the practical one) pointed out that then we couldn't
afford to print the paper. Even so, the ball was now
rolling and presently we were all listening to a Kevin
Johnson diatribe about how advertising is reall y only a
symptom of repressive, imperialist American capitalism
( methink s yo1,;will see some interesting editorials at the
top of thi s page next year). Someone wearing a yellow
button then suggested that we stage a boycott and
general divestment of the United States of America in
condemnation of its reprehensible ideology . Most
people thought this was going a bit far, but after an hour
of discussion we did get around to voting to b
ur ads

The meeting proceeded in this fashion. Much of the
time we spent gloating about the issue you are now
reading, which we did not originally plan to publish.
Then we had found out that a number of student
political meetings, perf onnances , and so forth had
mysteriously been postponed or rescheduled one day
too late for our last issue to report and review them.
They probably thought ( we gloated, although they
probably had no such thoughts in mind) that we
wouldn't be idiotic enough to take the trouble to write
stories, lay out pages, devise features, make photographs,
and generally neglect our studyingjust so that we could
report on their activities in a paper that, coming out
halfway through exams, nobody would read anyway.
However, surprise: we would!
They were s tilJ gloating about that. two hours later,
when I left the office to study in peace and quiet The
meeting wa s still in full swing, and they were just in the
proce ss of decid ing on a slogan for the T -shirts ("The
Lan ce: A Waste of Good Trees," or some such thing).
Wha t struck me as I left was that virtually all of the
thmgs that had been put off all year to be discus sed at
that last meeting, probably should have been put off
until next year. Which 1s all by way of explaining why
this ridiculous little iisue has come out and explaining
that, really, 1we're just an ordinary bunch of guys D

It'salloverand
goodthingtoo
by Martin Stevens

There's too much stuff to do, as usual, which leaves me
only a small amount of time to write in, which I do badly
enough when there's plenty. And this will have to stand,
unedited, untouched, because it's got to get off to the
typesetter so that I can get it back, paste it up, and find out what
size the cartoon can be, which, after all, is the reason these
opinion pieces exist at all.
The visual thing-that's this paper. That's what it is to
me. I'm sure it reads ok. I read it once. But it looks fine.
Ok. Argue all you want, but this is all in all an extremely
attractive newspaper, and this goes out as no small word of
thanks to those who make it so.
There's the photo-gang, first off-Chris, Andrew(whose
I see it all week, and every Thursday, or Friday, so do Glenn Warner, and Kevin Atkinson. In sports, we couldn't
have lived without ( well, maybe marginally) the likes of
out of focus wierdnesses warrant no explanation save you. And for all of you who aren't reading this, who aren't
psychosis) Sukanya and some other people I don't know. complaining about it-who aren't going to take time to write Linda Gage, Vern Smith, Scott Pattison, and the venerable
Perhaps you do. Anyway they provide lovely black and white . me senseless letters about how you hate me so-thanks. We \ J.B.L.
for me to reduce too much with our process/halftone camera. I need more like you Thanks to all the writers, and special
Plus, there's all those pizza-eating Tuesday night regulars
like Vince "border tape" Rice ( who wouldn'ttouch the stufl),
And there's Mike Lyster-ever in pursuit of the arche- 1 thanks to Amilcar, Elly, and Kim-the SMS crew. And
typical Great Front Page ( sports section). He always has a Denise and Karen and stuff. The rest of you can go hang. D
Matt Tales, Peter Burton, Artie Gosselin, and Laura Gould
few questions as to what we can do to spruce the thing up Editor's note: Martin was in one of those moods again. He and her wicked graphics. Pause a moment for Gus Horvath,
which invariably means we'll make him do some sort of forgot to mention a ton o' people who make our lives whose elegantly structured musings on university life were
typesetting mayhem, causing him to be up 'til all hours, worthwhile(moreorless). LikeC/audioD'Andrea, who was like little flowers in the Lance garden. Then there's the
typesetters, who are stuck with the task of taking other
cursing under his breath. And again next week.
News Editor for a few minutes this year, LynnitaJo Fromm,
Desmond will do anything. You'll have bad times while who wasa/S()NewsEditor, and John S/ama(yeah, he was, people's material and adding mistakes to it IfI owned a hat,
d tip it to Claudia Slama, Rose Anne Prokopetz. and Handy
he has good times-doing things that you don't understand.
too) and their gaggle of volunteers like Sukanya Pillay,
(But if you love him, you'll forgive him). He does the arts RobertaJennings, Janet Brown, Pam Goyai Patti McKague, Andy Haggert, who has learned to tame the vicious typesetting
section, and we make him work at it
good of' Phil Rourke, John Stout and a zillion others who beast
Which leaves the late great D. W. Dorken, a man whose
Susan-nice features this year. She learned quicker than kept us kneedeep in news this year. Not to mention cultureever hoped for. And Terry-the joke issue-and writing and mongers like Rob Jerovi, Clara Deck, Martin Deck, The ghost stilJ smells up the office.
Thanks all, mentioned or otherwise. D
things.
Buj (ii miglior fabbro DM), Andy Moro, Mike Panontin,
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Dear Editor,
I would like to offer my most sincere
compliments and admiration about your April
3, 1986 edition of USA Toady. It was truly a
remarkable, imaginative, and commendable
endeavour.
It is easy to recognize that a great deal of
hard work and energy was involved in the
publication of this issue, and I (for one)
appreciate your efforts.
It really made my day! As a matter of
fact, I enjoyed USA Toady so much that I
shared it with my fellow employees off
campus!
Please share my compliments with ALL
Lance staff.
Sincerely,
Ann F. Nagle

Cynicism

i
I

Dear Editor,
Back in the late I 960's and 70's some
North American University students started
working against apartheid South Africa on
their campuses. It was a pretty miserable
affair, also because at that time there was
relatively little literature availale on the
subject
Since then there has been a positive spate
of solidarity work on anti-apartheid. Some of
these, certainly, have been rather superficial,
reflecting more an interest to jump on the
bandwagon than a deep conviction that the
struggle against apartheid is pan of global
struggle against international social-economic
relationships which is responsible for about
two-thirds of humanity.
To help people ferret out the most useful
task and contribution, students around the
world have performed most useful stands
while others have set themselves the rather
thankless task of explaining the complexities
of the system of rule by virtue of skin colour
to a broader public.
One thing that has been observed among
some elements is the attitude that they have
brought with them into the arena It to this
block that this letter intends to adress .
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Whatever their motives may be I would
wish to remind them that the central point for
the struggle is to get rid of apartheid which I
presume they are to some extent versed with
facts and its profile. What is disturbing is
their skillin simplificationand their presentation
of loose arguments. Interestingly they make
mistakes in reasoning but their arguments are
psychologically persuasive, which if one is
not on the look-ouL one will take as valid.
One such argument is that of"Freedom
of ~peech of the individual.'' I will first advise
that while it is true that one has the inherent
right to talk, speak your mind put yourself to
humiliation when you talk too much about
something you know very little of. Further
when it comes to matters of importance I do
not believe we overlook our obligations and
duties in exercising our birth rights; I have the
right to drink but where and when do.I as a
responsible citizen? Therein lies your obligation
to deliberately give some the chance to
propagate this crime.
To get into any exercise of any form one
ought to ask why are people fighting against
apartheid? Your answer would be as good as
mine.
I would conclude that the struggle towards
the liberation of South Africa is towards the
recognition of the eventual exercise of human
rights and liberties. I don't care the least for
cynicism especially wben it penneates at
critical moments.
Yamoa Apea

Rabies
Dear Editor;
I felt very heartsore when I read in the
Lance, April 17, about the ruckus at the IRS
meeting recently! It is because of this kind of
rabid hostility to alternative viewpoints that
people like myself, who have a strong belief
in social justice, are intimidated and browbeaten into silence for fear of being labelled
with.an emotional epithet Op this occasion,
however, I had to write to you to compliment
you on what I thought was an eminently
sensible editorial.
I know as much as anyone on this campus
about what is going on in South Africa,
because I spent half my life there. When I
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was attending the University of Pretoria in
the fifties, I went to political meetings which
were broken up by my fellow students,
Afrikaant:r bully-boys, with rocks, bottles
and sticks. One of the reasons that I came to
Canada was to get away from that sort of
thing. But it seems to me that the rocks,
bottles and stones were flying at the IRS
meeting, and my faith in the tolerance of
Canadians has been sadly shaken.
One can sympathize with the anger and
frustration of conscientious Canadians who
want to stand up and be counted on the issue
of apartheid, and who want to "do something''
about the situation in South Africa. There
was a time when I truly believed in the
possibility of an equitable non-violent resolution of the problem but on viewing the
events of the past eighteen months, I have
come to the conclusion that all hope has fled.
No amount of thundering from the podium is
going to make one iota of difference. Staying
away from O'Keefe beer and divesting our
pension fund holdings may cause us to sleep
more restfully at night but it will have the net
effect of a flea in the crotch of an elephant
However. even if one believes that the cumulative effect of this action will result in the
dismantling of apartheid, I can assure you
that any precipitous changes of the kind that
the Students Against Apartheid are seeking
will result in a race war that will make
Lebanon and Libya look like Sunday School
picnics. The second Battle of Blood River
will be fought in the black ghettos and the
white suburbs. and there will be no survivors.
There is an old Zulu proverb which says "It
is written in the wind"
Conrad Reitz

Bullets
Dear Editor,
This letter refers to the article "Divestment Will Cause Dangerous Destabilization"'
(the Lance, March 27. 1986) and a rebuttal
to that article "Investment in S. Africa
Supports Apartheid" (the Lance, April 10,
1986).
Any perceived half.truths in ''Divestment"
are solely due toone'sinabilitytosce a whole
truth. and any perceived innuendos are solely
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due to one· s imagination. Furthermore, ·•Divestment" is not apologetic for apartheid.
To clarify things. '·Divestment" points
out firstly that divestment and boycotting
have a greater effect on the world outside of
South Africa than on South Africa itself'. It is
harder to see the effects on the world as a
whole because they are spread out over a
larger area and thus deceptively diluted, and
because the spotlight is on South Africa
Secondly, the effect on South Africa is to
destabilize South Africa, which will not solve
its problems but will greatly increase human
carnage.
"Investment'' defends that there is no
witch hunt against Carling O' Keefe. and then
states that "Carling O'Keefe's visibility on
campus makes it easier to target" What does
that sound like to you?
"Investment" uses graphic imagery such
as" that is enough to put another bullet in the
back of a fleeing black child." Such statements evoke a sympathetic emotional response in all ofus and can blurone •s eyes from
seeing the whole picture. The author of
"Divestment" is as much against a child
getting shot in the back as anyone else, but
destabilization will result in many more dead
children as well as non-children.
"Investment" claims that "the only news
coming out of South Africa is of unarmed
people being massacred by the notoriously
vindictive police forces." Perhaps one should
read more often.
"Investment" makes a direct connection
between the eleven cents out of a dollar
towards Carling O'Keefe purchases and that
extra bullet in the back of a fleeing black
child. Such thinking is simplistic. With this
logic I expect to see many people walking
barefoot after they throw out their Beta shoes
and refuse to ride on a bus that may be
running on Shell products. While one is at iL
one might as well throw out the diamond
rings. Who knows where those diamonds
may have come from or how many bullets
they financed.
In conclusion. destabilization of South
Africa is deadly dangerous. Apartheid policy
must be replaced step by step. Instant change
would have grave results much worse than
the current situation. This author surely
would not like to have to say"I told you so."
Derek H. Simon
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SAC report

It's become an annual tradition. The
SAC report card is the Lance Editor's
chance to put down the final word on the
pe,formance of the SAC Cabinet of the
preceding year(with a little helpfrom some
of the other writers). Remembe,; 'C' is an
al'eragegrade; 'A' is outstanding; 'F' is a big
fat failure.
Jon Carlos Tsilfidis, President B+
J.C. possesses a great deal of magnetism.
Thing is, sometimes it attracts, and sometimes
it repels. As we all know. Jon Carlos is the
consummate politician-even a friendly pub
chat with the bloke can explode into a blather
of political rhetoric. But enough ink on these
pages has been devoted to that side of his
persona The question is: how good of a job
has he done~
An above average one. I suppose. He's a
vocal and earnest advocate of student rights,
as anyone he's ever argued at can surely
attest At times he can wax philosophically
( even hypnotically) for hours about student
rights and student power. Whether you agree
with him or not his commitment to the
student movement is sincere.
And he did get things done-kind of. He
wrestled the pub away from an administration takeover last summer ( only to face
another such threat a year later). He talked
the city into testing reduced fare bus passes
(but not enough were sold to make it
permanent). By the end of the year, he even
managed to unite council ( even if it was
against him). But he also spearheaded a
much-needed pub facelifl
He lobbied,
lobbied. and lobbied, and gave Windsor a
strong executive voice on CFS and OFS.
And he ran a referendum to add a third
floor to the University Centre, which would
also retire SAC's pub renovation debt The
referendum was the biggest setback to
Tsilfidis' political career to date. The referendum was very poorly run-motivations
were veiled, and the campaign was conducted in a confused flurry. The vote was
close; the clumsy campaign and the rise of an
organized and united opposition made a
political issue out of a pocketbook one and
upset what could have been a valuable
contribution to this university.
So what's all this mean when the dust
settles? Well, even though he's been reelected for another term, he still has the
annoying habit of burying reasons, motivations. and truths under a barrage of po!-
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itical crap. Until he learns the meaning of the
words 'frank' and 'forthright' he·11never be
the A+ president he could be.

Bob Baker, Vice-president
Administration: C+
Bob was rather quiet this year. not sur-·
prisingly, considering the overwhelming personality of his immediate superior. But there
were no large and loud complaints about his
performance, save council members grumbling
about not receiving SAC meeting materials
on time ( they are supposed to receive all
pertinent information a couple of days in·
advance -on several occasions this year it
was a last minute affair).
V.P. administration by nature is a position
of drudgery. consisting of minute taking, and
other administrative paper-pushing tasks.
Bob, as mentioned, did the job okay, all in all.

John Mill, Vice-president Finance B

Commissioner because so much of the job
relies on direct liaison between the commissioner and individual students. It's unsung
work-no glory, no fame, no headlines.
Many of the traditional issues handled by
internal affairs-mostly in the academic areawere left up to President Tsilfidis. But Williams
involved himself heavily with entertainment
on campus ( especially in the pre-Subway
era) and mingled extensively with clubs and
student groups. Good marks on those counts,
then.

Rob Harrison, Commissioner of External
Affairs AHarrison walked into the job a cardcarrying Conservative, and came out a hotblooded liberal. This post, and his work with
provincial and federal student groups, really
seems to have turned his head
At the beginning of the year, he leapt into
his job with a vengeance. But he didn't wind
up doing much that he said he was going to do
a year ago this time. He planned on making
the campus more visible in this city; instead,
he wound up working closely with CFS and
OFS on issues such as OSAP problems.

Coral was charged with the task of defining
her job and doing it She almost singlehandedly
established the Women's Centre-sure,
it
ain't no Hilton, but it's a fine headquarters
for women's activities on campus. Coral also
involved herself in a number of women·s
groups, and basically made her presence felt

Doug Steele, Residences and Services COne of Steele's chief tasks was the administration of the Drug Plan, which was riddled
with problems this year. To be fair, most of
these were not Steele's fault, but rather the
fault of the company handling the plan.
But there were plenty of residence and
service issues that were essentially ignored by
Steele this year. The Huron Hall closing, the
planning of the University Centre's Grand
Marketplace, the alcohol awareness programs,
and so on, are but some of the fairly large
issues where Steele did little to represent the
students' concerns.
Then again, the job is involved with a host
of unglamourous activities ( such as food
committee meetings) that simply don't make
the headlines. But, just as much of Steele's
work likely went unnoticed, he nevertheless
did pass up some opportunities in which a
more zealous student could have more ardently
vocalized student concerns.

What we have here is a classic case of
meddling-people sticking their noses into
other people's jobs. Mill came into the
finance job without a whole lot of formal
financial training. but with plenty of good
Cromwell Woghiren, International Students
ideas on how to run SAC more efficiently.
Problem was. he was smothered by Tsilfidis, Commissioner NR
Jeff Kehoe, SAC Council Chair D
who was determined to keep a hand in the
Like Internal Affairs, this position is one
Sam DiNatale, Chief Electoral Officer Ffinances. Mill had a hard time getting any of
of those unsung, unheraldedjobs. Woghiren's
his ideas into action. The ones that he did put
mandate was to work with the International
Kehoe had a bit of difficulty keeping
into effect seemed to work well enough;
Students' Society in making visa students
SAC meetings in order this year, no thanks to
unfortunately his bigger plans were stalled
more at home in this strange land. Whether
a lot of rambunctious council members. But
for fear of political repercussions.
he
accomplished
this
or
not
is
up
to
the
ISS
to
Kehoe simply didn't carry the aura of command
His recent public feud with Tsilfidis over
decide.
and impartiality that any Chair requires.
SAC's and the pub's financial pictures were
But there seems to be a problem having
On the other hand, meetings did happen,
likely spurred originally by anger and frusbusiness did get accomplished, and the man
tration. but his frankness and openness were both the ISC and the ISS president on this
really did try. An 'A' for effort then.
redeeming. Mill saw that things were going campus, who both claim to be in primacy.
awry in SAC's financial strategies, and rather Which person is the real voice of international
DiN atale, on the other hand, was another
than try to cover it up and try to solve ( or students? I dunno. Who should be? I dunno
story. Sam had a Jot of problems with the
that
either.
But
a
redundancy,
and
hence,
a
ignore) problems before anybody found out,
elections he ran-from failing to spot campaign ·
as student governments are wont, he was latent conflict seems apparent with these two
elections he ran-from neglecting to put
willing to go public and seek help from jobs that have much the same mandate.
ballot boxes at the Faculty of Education; to
council and the students at large. This, in my
failing to spot campaign violations; to taking
books, proves he made an honest effort, no Mireille Coral, Women's Commissioner
a candidate's advice as to where to store
Amatter what <;parked his initial motivations
ballot boxes; to storing ballots for days in an
for going public. ( Plus. he gave us lots of good
unlocked room, then counting them again
Mireille was in a peculiar position this
stories.)
and declaring the results valid; to screwing
year. Here she was, planted in what was
up the results to the Social Science rep
Kevin Williams, Commissioner of Internal basically a token position, created for the
position so badly that a by-election has to be
political guarantee of having a woman on
Affairs B
held for the position. Actually, it would be
cabinet Kudos to Mireille for making the
quite amusing ifit weren't so alarming.
It's hard to judge an Internal Affairs post work.
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Showcase86:Biboergosum
by Desmond McGrath
he trouble with evaluating the performances in a
production such as Eat, Drink, and Be... that was
presented by the University Players last weekend
is that it is that they are not so much artistic pieces
as they are talent exhibitions. It's like in the glory
days of France's Royal Academy of Painting and
Sculpture whose judgements established or snuffed forever any
aspiring painter's career. To win the plum prize. the student had to
meet certain academic requirements-some drapery here. an exposed
limb there. and maybe a pyramid motif throughout Ludicrous
implausibilities were producec in the name of technical virtuosity
The point is that students didn't necesarily getto show off the best
of their abilities. and could suffer for it An artist whose strengths
were not lhose valued by the Academy could be forever banished to a
wilderness of no commissions and no attention.
Presumably, the more liberal-minded faculty at our School of
Dramatic Arts took such considerations into account when casting
this final productton. the BFA graduating class' last chance to show
its stuff. Even so, there are some in the cast who when the show goes
to Toronto next "'eekend might well wish that they could have taken
along one of their other roles from the past sea5on. Some who ha\'e
given sparkling performances around here m other shows were
somewhat disappointing in £at, Drink. and Be... Call them victims
of bad casting luck. if you will.
That said, we can say in comfort that there were more good
performances than bad The format. though. allowed only for
character sketches rather than full-length portraits, so we'll content
ourselves with an incomplete run-through here.
The show was a series of scenes excerpted from a diverse array of
plays, a format which the organizers attempted to bring order to by
arranging the show around the theme of imbibing and consuming. but
had sense enough not to impose that theme too rigidly.
The evening opened with what looked like the entire cast in the
song and dance number ''Food. Glorious Food" from the musical
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0/iwr. The choreography produced a flurry of silk shirts and blouses,
flowing down the side walls from the back of the theatre to a singing.
laughing whirl onstagc. Being an ensemble number. it displayed no
individual singers to speak of; the group as a whole !lagged
somewhere before the end and were outdone by the all-female
ensemble in their rendition of Stephen Sondheim's ··The Ladies
Who Lunch" halfway through the show.
This gave way to Wendy Krekeler as Kate and Adam Furfaro as
Petruchio in a domestic scene from The Taming of the Shrew.
Krekeler could have been a bit more bitchy as the supposedly
implacable wife. but had spirit enough to stand her ground against the
constant torments and advances of Petruchio. Director Vance Paul
went for the earthy Shakespeare. calling for lots of on stage grabbing.
hitting. and wrestling. all of which physical interplay Krekeler and
Furfaro carried off appealingly. It allowed Furfaro to be exuberant in
his role, though not '.he suave sophisticate that Petruchio is often
portrayed as.
His performance later as John in The Crucible took him to far
more serious realms. and was more persuasive of his acting talents.
In playing Arthur M,ller·s intense drama both Furfaro and Laurie
Bowker ( as Elizabeth) assumed a depth of character effectively
enough to immerse the audience in the play's complexities. An
admirable achievement
More psychological intensities were on display as Monica
DeSantis ( Josie) and Greg Armstrong-Morris {Tyrone) acted out a
piece from Eugene O'Neill·s A .\foon for the Misbegouen. As
Tyrone. Armstrong-Morris made good use of the theatricality typical
of a bitter and self-pitying O'Neill character. but his rendering was
somewhat lacking in emotional weight With less to work with,
DeSantis showed glimpses of the beautiful soul that attrac1ed
Tyrone. but this was tainted by the inconsistency of her Irish Iii!
( surprising in light of her successful Southern twang earlier this
semester in A Coup/a White Chicks Sitting Around Talking).
Intensities of a different kind were called for in the excerpt from
Ted Tiller's Count Dracula. though Christian Philipsz in the title
role didn't seem up to it The aura of authority and rethereality that

made his Oberon so good so recently seemed to have deserted him
here. and the excitement which should have been in the air wasn'L
In his first appearance. composing the ideal lunch with Patrick T.
Ryall in a scene from Neil Simon's The Good Doctor. Philipsz fared
better-he's a good banterer. Jt's no big thing to say that he was
outshone by Ryall. for Ryall almost stole the Importance of Being
Earnest scene later. though he was only doling out tea and cake.
Ryall seems to revel in every role he plays, something which lends
added vitality to the part. and makes him a marvelous comic
performer.
In the Wilde comedy. Heather Lee Mills as Cecily and Jennifer
Griffin as Gwendolyn appeared unsure of their footing until Wilde's
scaffold of absurd dialogue reached outrageous and hilarious heights.
These they trod with confidence and style. supplying some of the
evening's funnier moments. (Nice hats. too ed. I
There were more comic highlights in the presentation from
Chocolate Cake.a play by Mar: Gallagher. The point that people
are most themselves when satisfying base dietary lusts was made
most clearly by Toni Lien a Prinss as Delia and Kerri MacDonald as
Anne Marie. Prinss was a treat as Delia. plowing over the "'eightwatching and marital concerns of a fretting Anne Marie to sate
herself with her own justifications of the joys of irresponsible eattng.
and always seeming to be putting hand to mouth. A tough act to
folloY.,but when her tum came MacDonald more than held her own
ma role tha1 was less ostentallous. but"' ith greater emotional depth.
Someone has a sharp sense of humour, for the last word on eatmg
and drinking came m "The Ballad of Sweene)' Todd." Smgmg the
part of the barber with an edge. Paul Huschilt showed a fair sense of
style. but with a voice that didn't penetrate. As his aide Mrs. Lm ett.
Bernadette Taylor combined ob\ious acung talent Y.ith confident
smgmg and attention to detail to give one of the show·s most
1mpressi\e performances.
The production moves to Toronto next week to be presented at
St Michael's Theatre on May I st and 2nd. and from there the
graduates will be alone in the outside world. I hear n's a jungle out
there.O

The CocteauTwins'GreatSpangledFritillary
by Glenn Warner and Lorenzo Buj
zra Pound once said that ·

the farther music gets from
dance, the more it decays, ;
which might just be the sort
of pointed statement that
frustrated music critics or
impatient popists would wield in an attempt
to deflate the cloudy ambiance that goes by
the name Cocteau Twins.
On the other hand, the Twins charm rests.
on the impossibility of pinning down any
semantically coherent lyric fragment or latching
on to a melody spine. If all this seems to
remove them from a realm of accessibility to
one of lofty idealism against their wishes. it's
because they do transcendplebian tangibility.
And if one thing may be said to carry the
whole mysterious 'weight' of their charm, its
the vocal and its mosaic of imagist lyric ·
fragments: layer upon rivery layer of hennetic ·
self:.harmonies.

And with each new effort. she wanders still paraphrase poet/philosopher Jean Cocteau.
further away from the English language. In the Cocteau Twins are gods who think
later releases you become bemused if you they're the Cocteau Twins. Elizabeth's voice
can actually make out a line of English. and is a shroud of providence. And yet why
disheartened if you can make out the gibberish should this be?
she's singing (and sometimes it is only gibThey work in their own studio, producing
berish).
themselves by starting with, say, a bassline or
So if we're about to make the effete drumbeat (synthetic only, please). and acstatement that The Twins use the voice as an cwnulating layers of sound This spontaneous.
instrument, we might also say that this improvisatory construction of music. however,
instrument has no use; that semantic structures seems unfitting for songs seemingly pregnant
are translated into sheer phonic presence; with absorbing profundity. But that's our
that they are phonocentric. Which is an mistake. This isn't music to read into, but
.auxiliary to saying that the CTs are enigmatic music to listen to.
both in sound and sense.
If all this soundsrather hopelessly aesthetic
Which is also to say that a danger exists, or inward it's because the Twins aren't into
d it is this: the CTs make mood music full moral urgency or the articulationsof angst
real dehwnanized spac~
lush abysmal They trade, rather, in a certain preciosity as
ver which we' re suspended by the reflected in their titles. ...... What does this
mystic
ves of those Elizabethan vocals. signify? What are these songs? Reflective
Yet wl
they bounce into a driving, fairytale pools in whose opaque depths we're
such as on "Multifoiled" meant to glimpse fragments of our own most
luminous, disembodied dreams?
These questions may very well be their

The vocal belongs to Elizabeth Fraser
who, alongside her plump guitarist beau
Robin Guthrie, and bassist Simon Raymonde,
is one of the busiest employees on the 4AD
label The band settled on the British independent charts several years erewhile and
have become something of a sphinxish fixture
trading,as they do, in esoteric disseminations.

They've been credited with three albums
(Garland&, Head Over Heels, Treasure).
numerous sinpa. and a host ofEP' s including
the just released mini-LP Victoria/and.
Hooking up with a nwnber of 4AD labelmates, the Twins formedThis Mortal Coil to
record the LP It'll End In Tears ( a second
TMC is now in the works)whereElizabeth's
broody vocal on'' Song to the Siren"strains-with true theatric 'soul'-to stay on the cliff.
edge of decipherability.
In the chronological scheme of ascent,
Elizabeth quickly broke with the logos of
traditional lyricism and began cultivating a
special brand of auralcryptosraphy: resplendent
but neglected words of English, a dash of
Gaelic,a smattering d Latin, French, gabberish
'Glass candle grenades are popping

Still we'll not keel over
Fig up my love paramour

ooze out and awwiyonehow

tor theringing.. LoreJei,,
(all thn,e on Treasure), own answers-and that's the difficulty of
the effect parallels some sort of high ritual
catharsis undergone in the clean ether of the
soul.
Still, they've moved far enough from their

earlier morerough-hewn.
ethereally rhapsodic
raucousness and now deal in gutless, abnos-pberic mirages. One can imagine Victorialand put to use as a soundtrackfor .. The

writing on the Twins: there's little in the way
of ideology or ideas of trends by which one
can situate them or hope to understand the
"meaning" of their music. They have success-fully closed themselves off from anything but
the most impressionisticof criticismsso that, in a
sense. the writer-who always agonizes over
the absurdity ofimaging music in words- is
acutely aware of his own floundering or
impo4encein accounting for thedematerializcd
plenitudeof their music.
The Cocteau Twins are multifoiled to the
oore, to the centre of nothing or, if you will.

UnderseaWorldofJacquesCousteau,"
COi>'templating
the camera as it scans a shimmery
coralreef. Andyet tbiais the very hymnal
hypnotismthat has landedthe CTa in the
bigbeat heaven of reveieotialnmove. To Mallanne all the way.a
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Orientation Week 1986
Sept. 7 to 14
Attention

All Clubs & Societies
If you are interested in getting involved with
Orientation Week in September please leqve your name,
club or society name, and two telephone numbers where
you can be contacted.

Please bring this information to the SAC office
as soon as possible.
c/ o Lindsey Mills
or call the SAC office and leave this
information with the front desk

253-6423 or
253-4232 ext. 3905, 3906

Engineering Society
presents

'' The 45' s''
in the End of the Year Bash
live in The Subway

April 28, 29, 30
Students-no cover charge

